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1 Abbott Ramey Cem. Rd., off Hardin Rd, off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge) 9/2/1998 ####### Y 51 Y Y Vol 1
2 Abbott-Sturgill Abbot-Sturgill Cem Road, off Seas Branch Rd., off Rt. 32E 9/1/1997 ####### Y 4 Y Y Vol 1
3 Adams Bentley Cem. Rd., off Riddle Fork Rd, off Rt. 1167 (Dry Creek Rd.) 4/25/1998 ####### Y 166 Y Y Vol 1
4 Adams-Plank Cranston Rd. (Rt. 377), behind the Adams-Plank Church 8/12/1997 ####### Y 103 Y Y Vol 1
5 Adkins (1) Kegley Ridge Rd. off Rt.32E (Brown Ridge) 1/31/1998 ####### Y 15 Y Y Vol 1
6 Adkins (2) Off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Road) on Grandview Drive 10/2/99 ####### Y N/U Y Y Vol 1
7 Adkins, J. J. Adkins Cem Rd, off Adkins Road, off Rt.32E  (Brown Ridge) 11/28/1998 ####### Y 219 Y Y Vol 1
8 Alfrey, Roll Alfrey Road, off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge) 7/10/1997 ####### Y 71 Y Y Vol 1
9 Anderson Rock Fork Rd. off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 10/28/1997 ####### Y 1 Y Y Vol 1
10 Anderson Family Rock Fork Rd, off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 7/30/1997 ####### Y 17 Y Y Vol 1
11 Armstrong Family Hill Rt. 519, behind Homer Armstrong Lumber Co. 7/17/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
12 Back-Peyton Back-Peyton Cem Rd, off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge) 7/10/1997 ####### Y 67 Y Y Vol 1
13 Bailey Bailey Cemetery Road, off US-60E  10/5/1998 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
14 Baldridge (1) Whispering Pines Road, off Rt. 519 (Morgan Fork) 6/25/1998 2/4/2001 Y 93 Y Y Vol 1
15 Baldridge (2) US-60W 10/5/1998 ####### Y 96 Y Y Vol 1
16 Baldridge (3) Slab Camp Road, off Jones Ridge Rd., off E. Clack Mt. Rd. 1/10/2001 ####### NA - Y Y Vol 1
17 Barnett Brown Ridge, off Rt. 32 E. on the Barnett farm 9/25/1999 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
18 Barnette Family Cold Springs Road, off Old House Creek Road 7/17/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
19 Barricks (1) Barricks Cem. Rd. off Erwin Rd., off Old House Crk. Rd., off Rt. 32E 2/1/1998 ####### Y 22 Y Y Vol 1
20 Barricks (2) (Old) Old House Creek Road, off Rt. 32 E. (Christy Creek Road) 3/28/1999 ####### Y 239 NA - Vol 1
21 Bentley Bentley Cem. Rd., off Riddle Fork Rd., off Rt. 1167 (Dry Creek Rd.) 4/25/1998 ####### Y 167 Y Y Vol 1
22 Black, Johnson Black Cem. Rd., off Ramey Ridge Rd.,  off Rt. 801 (Sharkey) 7/7/1997 ####### Y 154 Y Y Vol 1
23 Black, Willie Trent Ridge Rd.  off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 7/6/1997 ####### Y 196 Y Y Vol 1
24 Black, Woodford Rt. 158, off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 7/9/1997 ####### Y 153 Y Y Vol 1
25 Black-Trent Trent Ridge Rd., off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 7/6/1997 ####### Y 197 Y Y Vol 1
26 Blanton-White Rock Fork Road, Off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 7/30/1997 ####### Y 82 Y Y Vol 1
27 Bowman Bowman Cem. Road, off Jones Ridge Rd., off E. Clack Mt. Rd. 10/30/1997 ####### Y 140 Y Y Vol 1
28 Boyd Boyd Cem. Rd, off Old House Creek Rd, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek) 2/1/1998 ####### Y 23 Y Y Vol 1
29 Bradley-Moore Bradley-Moore Cem. Rd., off Fryman Cem. Rd. off Big Brushy Road 10/28/1998 ####### Y 209 Y Y Vol 1
30 Brown (1) US-60W 5/27/1998 1/4/2001 Y NU Y Y Vol 1
31 Brown (2) Holly Fork Road 10/20/1998 ####### Y 203 Y Y Vol 1
32 Brown (3) Rt. 377 (Cranston Rd), near the Lewis County Line 11/29/1998 ####### Y 221 Y Y Vol 1
33 Brown (4) Mt. Hope Road,  off Rt.1274 (Pretty Ridge)   2/21/1999 ####### Y 151 Y Y Vol 1
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34 Brown (5) Sugarloaf Mt. Road 1/10/2001 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
35 Brown-Fannin Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 9/16/1997 ####### Y 76 Y Y Vol 1
36 Bruce-Tussey Rt. 32E (Christy Creek) 10/11/1997 ####### Y 237 Y Y Vol 1
37 Bryant-Goodman Bryant Goodman Cem Road, off L. Cooper Rd, off Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E 10/2/1997 ####### Y 52 Y Y Vol 1
38 Bumgardner Big Woods Road, off Big Brushy Road (Rt. 785) 5/3/1999 ####### Y N/U Y Y Vol 1
39 Burton Burton Branch, off Holly Fork Road 12/5/1998 ####### Y 223 NA - Vol 1
40 Butts Butts Cem. Rd, off Lee Branch, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek) 2/1/1998 ####### Y 20 Y Y Vol 1
41 Carey Carey Cemetery Rd. (near fish hatchery), off Rt. 801, off US60W 4/11/1998 ####### Y 63 Y Y Vol 1
42 Carpenter Mill Branch Road in Clearfield, off McBrayer Road 8/20/1998 ####### Y 246 Y Y Vol 1
43 Caskey Bratton Branch Rd., off Rt. 32W (Fllemingsburg Rd.) 8/31/1997 ####### Y 155 Y Y Vol 1
44 Cassity (1) Rt. 801 (past entrance to Fish Hatchery) 5/3/1999 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
45 Cassity (2) Carey Cemetery Rd. (near fish hatchery), off Rt. 801, off US60W 6/1/1999 ####### Y 27 Y Y Vol 1
46 Catron Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 10/17/1997 ####### Y 215 Y Y Vol 1
47 Caudill (1) Stork St., off West Main St. in Morehead 7/5/1997 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
48 Caudill (2) Rt. 158, off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 7/7/1997 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
49 Caudill (3) Lower Oak Grove Road, off Oak Grove Rd. (Rt. 1167) 7/15/1997 ####### Y 55 Y Y Vol 1
50 Caudill (4) Old Sportsman Road,  off Cranston Road (Rt. 377) 10/21/1997 ####### Y 100 Y Y Vol 1
51 Caudill South S. Caudill Cem. Rd., off Mabry Ridge Rd, off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 7/6/1997 ####### Y 109 Y Y Vol 1
52 Caudill, Benjamin Rt. 32, Brown Ridge 5/16/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 1
53 Caudill, J. M. Alexandria Drive, off Rt. 32E  (Brown Ridge) 9/24/1998 ####### Y 168 Y Y Vol 1
54 Caudill, Norwood Ditney Ridge Rd., off CCC Trail (Rt. 3317) 5/3/1998 ####### Y 186 Y Y Vol 1
55 Caudill-Porter Ditney Ridge Rd., off CCC Trail (Rt. 3317) 11/28/1997 ####### Y 8 Y Y Vol 1
56 Christian Christian Cem Road, off Seas Branch Rd., off Rt. 32E 9/1/1997 1/7/2001 Y 3 Y Y Vol 1
57 Clack Rt. 519 (Morgan Fork Rd.) – across highway from Armstrong Lane 2/4/1998 ####### Y 244 Y Y Vol 1
58 Clark (1) Fraley-Cornette Road, off Kegley Ridge, off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 9/17/1997 ####### Y 12 Y Y Vol 1
59 Clark (2) Clark Cemetery Road, Cranston Road (Rt. 377) 10/19/1998 8/2/2000 Y 102 Y Y Vol 1
60 Clearfield  (Bradley) Clearfield-McBrayer Road, Off Rt. 519, Clearfield 8/15/1997 1/4/2001 Y NU Y Y Vol 1
61 Click Click Cemetery Road, off Buffalo Branch Road, Haldeman 10/26/1997 ####### Y 206 Y Y Vol 1
62 Coffey-Riddle Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) , near junction with Rt. 377 (Cranston R.) 7/4/1997 ####### Y 158 Y Y Vol 1
63 Community Fultz Rd.. off Oak Grove Rd. (Rt. 1167) 9/1/1997 ####### Y 144 Y Y Vol 1
64 Conley  (1) Conley Cemetery Road, off Lafayette Road, off US60E 10/5/1997 ####### NA - Y Y Vol 1
65 Conley  (2) Big Perry Road (Rt. 799) off US60E 2/12/1999 ####### Y 235 Y Y Vol 1
66 Conn (1) Conn Road, off Rt. 32 E. 10/26/1997 ####### Y 114 Y Y Vol 1
67 Conn (2) Rt. 32E  (Brown Ridge) 11/27/1998 ####### Y 216 Y Y Vol 1
68 Conn (3) Seas Branch Road, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 2/26/1999 ####### Y 236 Y Y Vol 1
69 Conn, William Rt. 32, Brown Ridge, Clyde Mays Farm 5/16/00 6/4/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 1
70 Cooper (1) Bull Fork Rd. 8/19/1997 ####### NA NU NA - Vol 2
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71 Cooper (2) Big Brushy Road (Rt. 785), off Rt. 32 W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 10/14/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
72 Cornett Cornette Cemetery Rd, off Pretty Ridge (Rt. 1274) 3/29/1998 ####### Y 73 Y Y Vol 2
73 Cox  (1) Cox Cem. Rd.,  off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 7/6/1997 ####### Y 10 Y Y Vol 2
74 Cox  (2) Jason Trent Cem. Rd, off Trent Ridge Rd., of Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 7/6/1997 ####### Y 201 Y Y Vol 2
75 Cranston Cranston Rd. (Rt.377) , off Rt. 32 (Flemingsburg Rd.) 8/1/1997 ####### Y 36 Y Y Vol 2
76 Craycraft Rt. 801 –  near junction with US60W 3/28/1998 ####### Y 62 Y Y Vol 2
77 Crisp Family Lower Oak Grove Road, off Rt. 1167 (Oak Grove Rd.) 7/15/1997 ####### Y 122 Y Y Vol 2
78 Crisp Farm Lower Oak Grove Road, off Rt. 1167 (Oak Grove Rd.) 7/15/1997 ####### Y 123 Y Y Vol 2
79 Crix Crix Cem. Rd., off Oak Grove Rd. (Rt. 1167) 9/2/1997 1/3/2001 Y 54 Y Y Vol 2
80 Davis (1) Coldiron Hollow Road , off US-60W 4/1/1998 ####### Y 98 Y Y Vol 2
81 Davis (2) County Road, off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road), off Rt. 32W 3/24/1999 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
82 Dawson Dawson Cem Rd., off Open Fork Rd, off Rt. 32E 7/8/1997 ####### Y 116 Y Y Vol 2
83 DeHart (1) DeHart Cem. Rd,  off Trent Ridge Rd, off Rt 32E 7/6/1997 ####### Y 199 Y Y Vol 2
84 DeHart (2) Rt. 377 N. off Rt. 32, just before the Johnson Church 7/29/1997 ####### Y 31 Y Y Vol 2
85 Dehart (3) Hogtown Cemetery Rd, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek) - at Elliottsville 5/31/1998 ####### Y 188 Y Y Vol 2
86 DeWitt DeWitt Cem Rd., off Bull Fork Rd,  off Freestone Rd., off US60W 7/9/1997 2/1/2001 Y 145 Y Y Vol 2
87 Dillon (1) Dillon Cem Rd., off Rt. 1167 (Dry Creek Rd.) 9/1/1997 2/6/2001 Y 117 Y Y Vol 2
88 Dillon (2) Oak Grove Rd. (Rt. 1167) 9/1/1997 ####### Y 119 Y Y Vol 2
89 Ditney Wolf Hollow Road, Off CCC Trail (Rt. 3317) 11/28/1997 ####### Y 9 Y Y Vol 2
90 Drake Rock Fork Road, Off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 8/3/1997 ####### Y 87 Y Y Vol 2
91 Eden Eden Hollow Rd.,  off US60E (near Rowan/Carter Co. line) 7/17/1997 ####### Y 39 Y Y Vol 2
92 Eldridge (1) Bull Fork Rd.. off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 7/7/1997 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
93 Eldridge (2) Big Woods Road, off Big Brushy Road (Rt. 785) , off Rt. 32W 5/3/1999 ####### Y N/U Y Y Vol 2
94 Eldridge-Buckland Sugarloaf Mt. Rd., off Pine Hills Subd., off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg R) 5/18/1998 ####### Y 172 Y Y Vol 2
95 Ellington Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge), on Forestry Road (Private Road - locked) 9/2/1998 ####### Y 29 Y Y Vol 2
96 Ellington Farm    Ellington Cem Rd.,  off Rt. 1722 (Lower Licking Road), off Rt. 801 3/29/1998 ####### Y 60 Y Y Vol 2
97 Ellington South Ellington Cem. South Rd.,  off  Rt. 1274,(Pretty Ridge) 7/10/1997 ####### Y 66 Y Y Vol 2
98 Ellington, Harlan Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge), on Forestry Road (Private Rd. – locked) 9/2/1998 ####### Y 50 Y Y Vol 2
99 Enex-Sloan Masters Cem. Road, off Campbell Branch Road, off Holly Fork Rd.. 3/7/1998 ####### Y 43 Y Y Vol 2
100 Epperhart Wilson-Epperhart Cem Rd, off Rt. 173 7/8/1997 ####### Y 135 Y Y Vol 2
101 Estep Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 7/30/1997 ####### Y 171 Y Y Vol 2
102 Evans Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 11/6/1997 ####### Y 101 Y Y Vol 2
103 Evans-Dailey Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 11/24/1997 ####### NA NU Y Y Vol 2
104 Ferguson Ferguson Cemetery Road, off Rt. 32E  (Brown Ridge) 11/22/1998 ####### Y 218 Y Y Vol 2
105 Fey-Crockett Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 5/16/2000 6/4/2000 Y NU Y Y Vol 2
106 Fitzpatrick Glenwood Hollow, off US-60E 7/17/1997 2/1/2001 Y 38 Y Y Vol 2
107 Fletcher Fannin Rd, off Christy Creek Road (Rt.32E) 3/1/1999 ####### Y 184 Y Y Vol 2
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108 Forest Lawn Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 8/6/1997 1/4/2001 Y NU Y Y Vol 2
109 Forman Liddie Way, off Rt. 519, 4/1/1998 ####### Y 91 Y Y Vol 2
110 Foster, J. Upper Lick Fork Road, off East Clack Mt. Road, off Rt. 519 3/30/1999 ####### Y 242 Y Y Vol 2
111 Fouch (1) W. P. Mabry Rd, off Christy Creek Road (Rt.32E) 6/6/1998 2/1/2001 Y NU Y Y Vol 2
112 Fouch (2) L. Cooper Road, off Rt. 504 11/7/1999 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
113 Fraley (1) Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 7/7/1997 2/1/2001 Y 57 Y Y Vol 2
114 Fraley (2) Camelot Rd.,  off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) – near Trademore Ctr. 7/9/1997 2/1/2001 Y 160 Y Y Vol 2
115 Fraley (3) Poppy Mt. Road, off US-60 East 8/29/1997 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
116 Fraley Hill Poplar Hollow Rd.., off Rt. 377 (Cranston Rd) 10/29/1997 ####### NA NU Y Y Vol 2
117 Fraley, E. E. Fraley Road, off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 10/26/1997 ####### Y 107 Y Y Vol 2
118 Fraley, J. Fraley Cemetery Rd., off Lower Caney Rd, off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 9/24/1998 1/5/2001 Y 152 Y Y Vol 2
119 Fraley-Osborne Kegley Ridge, off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 9/16/1997 ####### Y 13 Y Y Vol 2
120 Franklin Franklin Cem. Rd, off Rt. 1167 (Dry Creek) 3/28/1998 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
121 Fryman Big Brushy Road (Rt. 785), off Rt. 32 W (Flemingsburg Rd.)  4/21/1998 ####### Y 210 Y Y Vol 2
122 Fultz Fultz Cem Road, off Lee Branch, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek) 9/28/1997 ####### Y 21 Y Y Vol 2
123 Fultz Family Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd._ 5/1/1998 ####### Y 179 Y Y Vol 2
124 Goodan-Fultz Goodan-Fultz Road, off Andy White Branch, off Rt. 32E 3/28/1999 ####### Y 240 NA - Vol 2
125 Gray-Seamonds MSUGolf Course Road, off US60E 9/1/1997 ####### Y 47 Y Y Vol 2
126 Green Green Bend Road, off Rt. 1722 (Lower Licking Rd.) off Rt. 801 3/29/1999 ####### Y 241 Y Y Vol 2
127 Gregory (1) Wallace-Terrell Branch, off Upper Lick Fork Rd., off E. Clack Mt. Rd. 7/10/1997 ####### Y 79 Y Y Vol 2
128 Gregory (2) Holly Fork Road 10/20/1998 ####### Y 205 Y Y Vol 2
129 Griffith Cross Creek Road off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 3/1/1998 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
130 Hall Slab Camp Rd., off Jones Ridge Rd., off E. Clack Mt. Rd. 4/25/1998 ####### Y 165 NA - Vol 2
131 Hall, D. B. US-60E 9/2/1998 1/9/2000 Y 108 Y Y Vol 2
132 Hall, G. W. Lower Oak Grove Road, off Rt. 1167 (Oak Grove Rd.) 7/15/1997 ####### Y 125 Y Y Vol 2
133 Hamilton Hamilton Cem. Road, off Veterans Lane, off Rt. 32E 9/28/1997 ####### Y 24 Y Y Vol 2
134 Hamm Pond Lick Rd., off Cranston Rd. (Rt. 377), off Rt. 32W (Flmgsbg Rd.)  4/24/1998 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
135 Hankins Schoolhouse Branch, off Holly Fork Road 12/11/1998 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
136 Hayes Hays Cem. Rd., off Rt. 174 (Hays Crossing) 3/18/1998 ####### Y 44 Y Y Vol 2
137 Henderson Cranston Road (Rt.377) – near Rowan/Lewis Co. line 11/24/1997 ####### Y 105 Y Y Vol 2
138 Hiatt Caseman Road, off Knipp Road, off US-60E 2/26/1999 ####### Y 231 Y Y Vol 2
139 Hinton Open Fork Rd.,  off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 5/31/1998 2/2/2001 Y 181 Y Y Vol 2
140 Hitch Off Rt.173  south of Wagner store                                                                  4/20/1998 ####### Y 217 Y Y Vol 2
141 Hogge Cranston Road – next to Tilden Hogge School 10/23/1998 ####### Y 80 Y Y Vol 2
142 Hogtown Hogtown Cem, Rd.,  off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) at Elliottsville 7/7/1997 ####### Y 187 Y Y Vol 2
143 Horsely-Brown Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge), on Forestry Road (Private Road - locked) 9/2/1998 ####### Y 30 Y Y Vol 2
144 Howard (1) Skaggs Road, off Jewell Lane, off Forest Hills Dr., off Rt. 32W 4/26/1998 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 2
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145 Howard (2) Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge), on Forestry (Private Road - locked)  9/2/1998 ####### NA NU Y Y Vol 2
146 Howard-Smith Howard-Smith Cem. Rd., off Open Fork Rd, off Rt. 32E 7/8/1997 ####### Y 182 Y Y Vol 3
147 Howell McGuire Lane, off Big Brushy Road (Rt. 785), off Rt. 32W 10/28/1998 ####### Y 211 Y Y Vol 3
148 Humphries Clear Fork Road (on a Government road) 3/27/1998 ####### Y 173 Y Y Vol 3
149 Ingram Ingram Loop Road, off Lower Licking Road, Rt. 1722, off Rt. 801 3/29/1999 ####### Y 61 Y Y Vol 3
150 Ingram-Stevens US-60 & Old Rt. 801 Junction – at Farmers 11/4/1997 ####### Y 99 Y Y Vol 3
151 Ison Trent Ridge Road, off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge Rd.) 1/31/1998 ####### Y 16 Y Y Vol 3
152 Jackson Family Jackson Cem Rd,  off Rt. 1896 (Maxey Flat Rd.), off Rt. 32W 9/27/1997 ####### Y 150 Y Y Vol 3
153 Jackson, C. Valley View Rd. off Copperas Hollow, off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd) 5/18/1998 ####### Y 176 Y Y Vol 3
154 James-Jones Rt. 1722 (Lower Licking Rd.) - at Slaty Pt. Cem., off Rt. 801 9/29/1997 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 3
155 Jennings Lower Oak Grove Road, off Rt. 1167 (oak Grove Rd.) 7/15/1997 ####### Y 121 Y Y Vol 3
156 Jent (1) Jent Cem. Road, off  Old House Creek Rd., off Rt. 32E 3/24/1998 6/4/2000 Y 53 Y Y Vol 3
157 Jent (2) Cold Springs Hollow Rd, off Old house Creek Rd, off Rt. 32E 3/28/1999 ####### Y 238 NA - Vol 3
158 Johnson  (1) Cornette Rd, off Trent Ridge Rd,  off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 7/6/1997 ####### Y 195 Y Y Vol 3
159 Johnson  (2) Johnson Cem, Rd., off Camelot Rd, off Rt, 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 10/9/1997 1/7/2001 Y 159 Y Y Vol 3
160 Johnson  (3) Rt. 377 (Cranston Rd.),  off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 7/29/1997 ####### Y 32 Y Y Vol 3
161 Johnson (4) Big Perry Road, off US60E 2/26/1999 ####### Y 234 Y Y Vol 3
162 Johnson-Coffee Pennington Flat Road , off Rt. 32 (Flemingsburg Rd.) 7/17/1998 ####### Y 26 Y Y Vol 3
163 Jones (1) Rt. 519 (Lower Lick Fork) 8/15/1997 2/9/2001 Y 92 Y Y Vol 3
164 Jones (2) Jones Cem. Road, off Jones Ridge Road, off E. Clack Mt. Rd. 10/30/1997 2/4/2001 Y 141 Y Y Vol 3
165 Jones (3) Jones Ridge Road, off E. Clack Mt. Rd. 1/10/2001 ####### NA NU Y Y Vol 3
166 Jones, Flem R. Kidd Rd., off Lower Caney Rd,  off Rt. 32E  (Brown Ridge) 9/24/1998 1/5/2001 Y 161 Y Y Vol 3
167 Jones, Issac Gilliam Road, off Lower Caney Road 12/22/2000 1/5/2001 Y NU Y Y Vol 3
168 Kegley Kegley Cem. Rd, off Kegley Ridge Rd.,  off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 1/31/1998 ####### Y 14 Y Y Vol 3
169 Kegley-Nickell McGlone-Hitch Rd., off Rt. 173 7/8/1997 2/3/2001 Y 137 Y Y Vol 3
170 Kelsey Pleasant Valley Road, off US60W 10/3/1997 ####### Y 97 Y Y Vol 3
171 King Family Rosedale Road, off CCC Trail 2/11/1999 ####### Y 228 Y Y Vol 3
172 Kissick Kissick Road, off Rt. 801 (Sharkey) 4/20/1999 ####### Y 249 Y Y Vol 3
173 Lambert Lower Oak Grove Road, off Rt. 1167 (Oak Grove Rd.) 7/15/1997 2/9/2001 Y 124 Y Y Vol 3
174 Lee Lee Cemetery Road, Morehead 6/15/1997 1/3/2001 Y NU Y Y Vol 3
175 Link Links Cem. Rd., off T. McKinney Rd., off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge) 9/18/1998 ####### Y 88 Y Y Vol 3
176 Logan Bluestone Road 3/29/1998 2/9/2001 Y 58 Y Y Vol 3
177 Lowe Long Branch Road  7/26/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 3
178 Lyon Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 7/6/1997 ####### Y 94 Y Y Vol 3
179 Mabry (1) Mabry Cem. Rd. off Mabry Ridge Rd,  off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 7/6/1997 2/9/2001 Y 111 Y Y Vol 3
180 Mabry (2) Rt. 377 (Cranston Rd.), off Rt 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 7/29/1997 ####### Y 33 Y Y Vol 3
181 Mabry Hill Mabry Cem. Rd., off Knipp Road, off US60E 3/26/1998 5/2/2000 Y 46 Y Y Vol 3
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182 Maddox-Hamm Rock Fork Road (Rt. 799), off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 10/19/1998 ####### Y 86 Y Y Vol 3
183 Markwell Bull Fork Rd 8/19/1997 6/5/2000 Y 146 Y Y Vol 3
184 Martin (1) Rt. 801 near the Licking River Fish Hatchery 9/30/1999 ####### Y N/U Y Y Vol 3
185 Martin (2) Off US-60 E. 10/3/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 3
186 Masters Masters Cemetery Road, off Campbell Branch Rd., off Holly Fork Rd. 3/7/1998 ####### Y 42 Y Y Vol 3
187 Mathews Rt. 173 4/20/1998 ####### Y 224 Y Y Vol 3
188 May May Cemetery Rd., off May Rd., off US60E 8/29/1997 ####### Y 59 Y Y Vol 3
189 McBrayer Lower Oak Grove Road, off Oak Grove Rd.(Rt. 1167) 7/15/1997 ####### Y 56 Y Y Vol 3
190 McClain-Arnold W. Black Rd., off E. Clack Mt. Rd., off Rt. 1167 (Dry Creek Rd.) 7/3/1997 ####### Y 142 Y Y Vol 3
191 McClure Rt. 519 - left of junction with Rt. 801 8/12/1999 ####### Y 247 Y Y Vol 3
192 McCormick-McClure Plank Chapel Road, off Elk Lick Rd., off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 12/4/1998 ####### Y 222 Y Y Vol 3
193 McDaniel (1) Rt.173 10/26/1997 ####### Y 29 Y Y Vol 3
194 McDaniel (2) Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 10/27/1998 ####### Y 207 Y Y Vol 3
195 McDaniel-Fraley- McDabiel-Fraley-Adkins Cem. Rd, off Rt. 173 7/7/1997 2/9/2001 Y 133 Y Y Vol 3
196 McDavid Oak Grove Rd. (Rt. 1167) 4/13/1998 ####### Y 143 Y Y Vol 3
197 McGlosson Near US 60  & Rt. 801, Farmers 1/9/2001 ####### Y 250 NA - Vol 3
198 McKenzie Holly Fork Road 10/20/1998 ####### Y 204 Y Y Vol 3
199 McKinney McKinney Cem Rd., off Rt. 519 7/10/1997 2/9/2001 Y 78 Y Y Vol 3
200 Miller Off US-60 E. 10/3/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 3
201 Molton Rock Fork Road,(Rt. 799), off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 7/30/1997 ####### Y 83 Y Y Vol 3
202 Moore (1) Moore Cem. Road, off Apple Grove Lane, off Messer Br., off Rt. 32E 10/11/1997 2/9/2001 Y 177 Y Y Vol 3
203 Moore (2) West Road, off Moores Flat Road, off Rt. 801 6/20/1998 2/9/2001 Y 202 Y Y Vol 3
204 Moore (3) Big Brushy Road (Rt. 785), off Rt. 32 West (Flemingsburg Rd.) 10/28/1998 ####### Y 208 Y Y Vol 3
205 Moore, John W. McGlone-Hitch Rd., off Rt. 173 11/9/1999 2/4/2001 Y NU Y Y Vol 3
206 Moore-Messer Moore Cem. Road, off Messer Br, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 9/28/1997 2/9/2001 Y 2 Y Y Vol 3
207 Mt. Hope Mt Hope Cem Rd., off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge) 7/10/1997 2/9/2001 Y 70 Y Y Vol 3
208 Mt. Pisgah Bull Fork Rd, off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 8/19/1997 ####### Y 149 Y Y Vol 3
209 Mullens  (Mullins) Clear Fork Road, off Cranston Rd. (Rt. 377) 3/27/1998 ####### Y 230 Y Y Vol 3
210 Muse Clear Fork Road, off Cranston Rd. (Rt. 377) 10/16/1997 2/8/2000 Y 175 Y Y Vol 3
211 New Alfrey Rt. 801 -  across from Scotts Creek Marina,  off US-60W 11/15/1998 2/9/2001 Y 64 Y Y Vol 3
212 New Sill Open Fork Rd., off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 7/8/1997 ####### Y 5 Y Y Vol 3
213 Nickel-Harris Nickell Cem Rd,  off Rt. 173 7/8/1997 2/9/2001 Y 136 Y Y Vol 3
214 Parker (1) Rt. 377 (Cranston Road), off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 11/6/1997 ####### Y 34 Y Y Vol 3
215 Parker (2) CCC Trail, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd. ) 10/27/1998 8/2/2000 Y NU Y Y Vol 3
216 Parker (3) Triple L. Road, off Little Perry Road, off US-60 E. 2/26/1999 ####### Y 232 Y Y Vol 3
217 Parsons Parsons Hollow, off Dry Branch Road, off Cranston Rd. (Rt. 377 11/24/1997 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 4
218 Pence Bull Fork Road, off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 5/20/1997 ####### Y 148 Y Y Vol 4
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219 Pennington Pennington Cem Rd,  off Rt. 711, off Rt. 173 7/8/1997 ####### Y 190 Y Y Vol 4
220 Pernell (1) Pernell Cem Rd., off Brinegar Rd.,  off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 9/1/1997 ####### Y 25 Y Y Vol 4
221 Pernell (2) CCC Trail, Off Rt. 32 (Christy Creek), under an old parked car       7/11/1999 ####### Y 212 Y Y Vol 4
222 Perry Oak Grove Road (Rt. 1167) 2/11/1999 ####### Y 227 Y Y Vol 4
223 Peyton-Igo Peyton-Igo Cemetery Rd, off Igo Rd, off Pretty Ridge (Rt. 1274) 3/29/1998 ####### Y 72 Y Y Vol 4
224 Phipps Bluestone Road 04/20/99 09/01/99 Y 134 Y Y Vol 4
225 Pine Grove Pine Grove Cem Rd., off Rock Fork Rd (Rt. 799), off Rt. 377 11/3/1997 ####### Y 81 Y Y Vol 4
226 Pine Hill Pine Hill Cem. Rd, off 2nd St 8/19/1997 2/9/2001 Y 48 Y Y Vol 4
227 Plank Family Cranston Road (Rt. 377) 10.8 miles off Rt. 32 8/22/1997 ####### Y 106 Y Y Vol 4
228 Porter Porter Cem Road, off Rt. 32E  (Brown Ridge) 10/11/1997 ####### Y 112 Y Y Vol 4
229 Poston Reynolds Road, off Bluestone Road, off US60W 11/7/1998 ####### Y 213 Y Y Vol 4
230 Prather-Stamper Slab Camp Rd., off Jones Ridge Rd, off E. Clack Mt. Road 4/25/1998 ####### Y 164 Y Y Vol 4
231 Prince-Tabor Prince-Tabor Cem. Rd., off Rt. 173 7/6/1997 ####### Y 11 Y Y Vol 4
232 Purvis Off Big Brushy Road (Rt. 785), off Old Flemingsburg Rd (Rt. 32) 7/17/1998 ####### Y 157 Y Y Vol 4
233 Quesinberry (1) Quesinberry Rd: Off Rt. 1167 (Oak Garove Rd.) 9/1/1997 2/9/2001 Y 129 Y Y Vol 4
234 Quesinberry (2) Quesinberry Rd: Off Rt. 1167 (Oak Garove Rd.) 9/1/1997 2/9/2001 Y 128 Y Y Vol 4
235 Quesinberry (3) Quesinberry Rd: Off Rt. 1167 (Oak Garove Rd.) 9/1/1997 2/9/2001 Y 127 Y Y Vol 4
236 Ralstin Lower Licking Road (Rt. 1722) near Slaty Point 12/30/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 4
237 Ramey Ramey Cem. Rd. , off Hardin Rd., off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Rdige) 7/10/1997 ####### Y 68 Y Y Vol 4
238 Razor Rt. 1722 (Lower Licking Rd.), off Rt. 801 4/1/1998 ####### Y 90 Y Y Vol 4
239 Restland Sugar Loaf Mt. Rd., off Bratton Branch Rd., off Rt. 32W 7/7/1997 ####### Y 156 Y Y Vol 4
240 Reynolds Patrick Lane, off Rt. 801 8/2/1997 ####### Y 89 Y Y Vol 4
241 Rice Rice Cem Road, off Buffalo Road, off US60E 10/26/1997 ####### Y 214 Y Y Vol 4
242 Richards (1) US60E (Hays Crossing) 3/24/1998 ####### Y 45 Y Y Vol 4
243 Richards (2) Castle Drive, off US60E (Hays Crossing) 9/2/1998 ####### Y 95 Y Y Vol 4
244 Riddle Slab Camp Rd., off Jones Ridge Rd., off E. Clack Mt. Rd. 5/1/1998 ####### Y 163 Y Y Vol 4
245 Roe Roe Cem. Road. Off Jarrells Road, off Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E 10/2/1997 8/5/1999 Y 113 Y Y Vol 4
246 Rose Rose Cemetery Road, off Rt. 1167 (Dry Creek Rd.) 11/11/1997 ####### Y 139 Y Y Vol 4
247 Royce-Bentley Oak Grove Rd. (Rt. 1167) 9/1/1997 ####### Y 126 Y Y Vol 4
248 Royse Ditney Ridge Road, off Rt. 3317 (CCC Trail) 1/7/1999 ####### NA NU Y Y Vol 4
249 Sardis Clearfork Rd, off Cranston Rd. (Rt. 377),  off Rt. 32W 5/18/1998 ####### Y 174 Y Y Vol 4
250 Scaggs-Harr Oak Grove Rd. (Rt. 1167) 9/15/1997 ####### Y 130 Y Y Vol 4
251 Scaggs-Ison Scaggs-Ison Cem Rd,  off Oak Grove Rd. (Rt. 1167) 9/1/1997 ####### Y 132 Y Y Vol 4
252 Shumate (1) Glenwood Road, off US-60E 2/23/1998 ####### Y 37 Y Y Vol 4
253 Shumate (2) Poppy Mt. Road, off US-60E 5/7/1998 ####### Y 169 Y Y Vol 4
254 Siloam Bull Fork Road, off Freestone Road, off US60W 3/27/1998 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 4
255 Slaty Point Rt. 1722 (Lower Licking Rd.), off Rt. 801 9/29/1997 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 4
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256 Slusher Oak Grove Road (Rt. 1167) 9/15/1997 ####### Y 131 Y Y Vol 4
257 Smedley Ravenswood Road, off Dry Creek Rd. (Rt. 1167) 11/10/1997 ####### Y 138 Y Y Vol 4
258 Smith Brickyard Road (Haldeman), off Rt. 174, off US-60E 9/2/1998 ####### Y 120 Y Y Vol 4
259 Sparks (1) Sparks Cem. Road. off Lafayette Rd., off US-60E on left 11/12/1997 ####### Y 147 Y Y Vol 4
260 Sparks (2) May Road 10/10/2000 ####### Y 59 Y Y Vol 4
261 Stacy-Peyton Stacy-PeytonCem.Rd./Staton Rd.,off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge) 3/29/1998 ####### Y 74 Y Y Vol 4
262 Stevens Blind Branch Road, off Holly Fork Road 3/6/1998 ####### Y 40 Y Y Vol 4
263 Stevens-Stigall Stevens-Stigall Cem. Road, Off US-60 East 8/29/1997 ####### Y 229 Y Y Vol 4
264 Stewart McBrayer Road, off Tile Storage Rd., off Rt. 519 in Clearfield 9/18/1997 ####### Y 28 Y Y Vol 4
265 Stigall (1) Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 7/29/1997 2/8/2000 Y 35 Y Y Vol 4
266 Stigall (2) Stigal Cemetery Rd., off Lower Caney Rd., off Rt. 32E (Brown Ridge) 9/24/1998 1/5/2001 Y 162 Y Y Vol 4
267 Sunrise R. Boyd Cemetery Road, off Old House Creek, off Rt. 32E 5/31/1998 ####### Y 178 Y Y Vol 4
268 Swim Family Ellington Cem Rd off Rt. 1722 (Lower Licking Road) 8/24/1998 ####### Y 60 Y Y Vol 4
269 Tackett Tackett Cem Rd., off Clay Lick Rd., off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge) 7/10/1997 ####### Y 69 Y Y Vol 4
270 Terry Click Cemetery Road, off Buffalo Branch, in Haldeman 1/27/1999 ####### Y 225 Y Y Vol 4
271 Thompson-Dailey E.Campbell Branch Rd., off Campbell Br. Rd., off Holly Fork Rd. 11/20/1997 ####### Y 110 Y Y Vol 4
272 Town Morehead, between 4th. & 5 th Street, Across from Catholic Church 9/15/1997 ####### Y 49 Y Y Vol 4
273 Trent (1) Trent Cem. Rd, off Rainbow Rd, off Trent Ridge Rd. 7/6/1997 1/9/2000 Y 198 Y Y Vol 4
274 Trent (2) CCC Trail (Rt. 3317), off Christy Creek Road (Rt. 32 East) 5/31/1998 ####### Y 185 Y Y Vol 4
275 Trent, Elick Rt. 173 7/7/1997 ####### Y 19 Y Y Vol 4
276 Trent, Harvey, Sr Rt. 173 9/1/1997 ####### Y 115 Y Y Vol 4
277 Trent, Jason Jason Trent Cem. Rd, off Trent Ridge Rd,  off Rt. 32E. 7/6/1997 ####### Y 200 Y Y Vol 4
278 Trumbo (1) Cranston Rd. (Rt. 377),  Off Rt. 32W (Flemingsburg Rd.) 4/24/1998 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 4
279 Trumbo (2) Bridge Street, on a Ridge overlooking  the Pine Grove Art Gallery 1/7/1999 ####### NA NU Y Y Vol 4
280 Tussey Fannin Road, off Rt. 32 E (christy Creek Rd.)  5/31/1998 2/4/2001 Y 183 Y Y Vol 4
281 Underwood Little Perry Road,  off US-60E 3/26/1999 4/5/2000 Y 233 Y Y Vol 4
282 Utterback Forestry Road ( at Cave Run Lake), off Rt. 801, off US-60W 5/8/1998 ####### Y 170 Y Y Vol 4
283 Wagoner Corner Rt. 173, about 1.5 miles south of Rt. 32 7/7/1997 ####### Y 18 Y Y Vol 4
284 Wallace (1) Rt. 1274 near Junction with Rt. 801 7/10/1997 ####### Y 75 Y Y Vol 4
285 Wallace (2) Turkey Trot Rd., off Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge Rd.) 7/10/1997 ####### Y 77 Y Y Vol 4
286 Wallace (3) Rt. 1274 (Pretty Ridge Rd,) 7/12/1999 ####### Y 65 Y Y Vol 4
287 Whisman Island Fork, off Rt. 377 (Cranston Road) 7/30/1997 ####### Y 84 Y Y Vol 4
288 White (1) Campbell Branch, off Holly Fork, off Big Perry Road, off Rt.377 11/6/1997 ####### Y 41 Y Y Vol 4
289 White (2) White Cem. Road, off CCC Trail (Rt. 3317) 10/26/1997 ####### Y 7 Y Y Vol 4
290 White (3) Christy Creek Road (Rt. 32 E) 4/24/1998 1/3/2001 Y 118 Y Y Vol 4
291 White (4) Schoolhouse Branch Road, off Holly Fork Road 11/29/1998 ####### Y 220 Y Y Vol 4
292 White (5) Cranston Road,  on Dirt Lane, just past Tilden Hogge School 11/12/1999 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 4
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293 White Family Fouch Road, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 10/17/1997 ####### Y 6 Y Y Vol 4
294 Williams (1) Seas Branch Road. Off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Rd.) 10/11/1997 ####### Y 180 Y Y Vol 4
295 Williams (2) Stacy Road, off Kinder Road, off Cranston Road (Rt.377) 10/22/1997 ####### Y 104 Y Y Vol 4
296 Williams-Turner Williams-Turner Cem Road, off Williams Br, off Rt. 32E 9/1/1997 ####### Y 189 Y Y Vol 4
297 Wilson Wilson-Epperhart Cem Rd, off Rt. 173 7/6/1998 ####### Y 135 Y Y Vol 4
298 Wyatt Rock Fork Rd, off Rt. 377 (Cranston Rd.) 7/30/1997 ####### Y 85 Y Y Vol 4
Carter County, Kentucky  Cemeteries: SURVEY FILE PHO BOOK
NO FILE NAME DIRECTIONS DATE DATE GPS MEM PHO FILE VOL
1 Biggs Biggs Rd, off US-60E at Globe 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
2 Boggs Rt. 955 (Porter Creek)    05/22/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
3 Bradley Greasy Creek Rd, off US-60E 05/22/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
4 Burton Farm Greasy Creek Rd, off US-60E 05/22/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
5 Colley US-60E (between Grayson &  Carter Cave State Park) 08/13/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
6 Conn-Bradley Soldier, on Dry Branch Road 05/22/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA NA Vol  5
7 Conn-Evans Henderson Ridge Road, off Rt. 955 11/07/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
8 Duncan US-60E at Globe (across from Garvin Ridge Road) 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA NA Vol  5
9 Eagle-Hall Eagle Hall Road, off Rt. 174 at Soldier 06/01/98 11/01/00 NA NU NA NA Vol  5
10 Flat Fork Church Rt. 1024 (Flat Fork Road) off Rt. 1662, US-60 10/24/99 11/18/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
11 Fultz, Barney Greasy Creek Rd (Timberwood drive), off US-60E 05/22/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
12 Gilliam Proctor Road, off Rt. 504 06/03/00 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol  5
13 Hale Rose Ridge Rd., off Smith Run Rd., off US-60 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
14 Hargett Greasy Creek Rd (Timberwood drive), off US-60E 05/22/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
15 Henderson Henderson Ridge Road, off Rt. 955 11/17/99 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol  5
16 Henderson Ridge Henderson Ridge Rd., off Rt. 955 11/07/99 ####### Y NU NA NA Vol  5
17 Henderson, Norman Henderson Ridge Rd., off Rt. 956 11/07/99 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol  5
18 Kilgore Kilgore Rd, off Rose Ridge Rd, off Rt. 1662, off US-60 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
19 King Family Rose Ridge Road, off Rt. 1662 (Flat Fork Rd.), off US-60 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
20 Logan Rose Ridge Road, off Rt. 1662 (Flat Fork Rd.), off US-61 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
21 Manning On Lowell Mabry Farm, off Greenbriar Road 04/29/00 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol  5
22 Nipp-Ward Everman Rd. off old US-60 (between Rt. 1 and US-60) 08/13/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
23 Osborn Underwood Lane, off Rt. 174 near Enterprise 05/22/99 ####### NA NU Y Y Vol  5
24 Porter Henderson Ridge Rd. (at end of road), off Rt. 955 11/07/99 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol  5
25 Porter, W.A. Rt. 955 10/24/99 11/01/00 NA NU NA NA Vol  5
26 Rayburn Community Rt. 1662 (Flat Fork Rd.) at Walnut Grove & Rose Ridge Rd 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA NA Vol  5
27 Robinson Proctor Road, off Rt. 504 05/03/99 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol  5
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28 Rose Smith Run Rd., off US-60 near Globe 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
29 Trumbo Trumbo Hill Rd, off US-60 05/16/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol  5
30 Vest Rt. 174 at Soldier 06/09/98 11/01/00 NA NU Y Y Vol  5
32 Wagoner Henderson Ridge Rd., off Rt. 955 11/07/99 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol  5
33 Webb Off Smith Run Rd, off US-60 E 10/24/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA NA Vol  5
Elliott County, Kentucky Cemeteries: SURVEY FILE PHO BOOK
NO FILE NAME DIRECTIONS DATE DATE GPS MEM PHO FILE VOL
1 Barker Elmer Stone Road, off Rt. 504 11/07/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
2 Barker, J. S. Rt. 504 09/05/99 01/15/01 NA NU NA - Vol 5
3 Beartown Church Beartown Road, off Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
4 Blankenbeckler Gravel Road, off Rt. 504 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
5 Boggs Gravel Road, off Rt. 504 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
6 Boggs (2) Rowe Flat 08/31/98 01/15/01 Y NU NA - Vol 5
7 Boggs, Lafayette Old Rt. 32 06/13/99 01/15/01 NA NU NA - Vol 5
8 Brown-Porter Rt. 32 09/05/99 01/15/01 Y NU NA - Vol 5
9 Burton Directions: Rt. 706 at Isonville, KY 10/27/2000 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
10 Catron Rt. 504, off Rt. 32 E. 11/07/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
11 Clark-Harris Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E Christy Creek Road) 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
12 Cox, Wilson McDaniel Ridge Rd. off Sideway Rd. 10/24/2000 02/14/01 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
13 Fraley Family Fraley Road, off Howards Road, off Rt. 173 10/31/99 11/01/00 NA NU NA - Vol 5
14 Hanshaw Clay Fork Road, off Elmer Stone Road, off Rt. 504 11/07/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
15 Henderson-Rose Rt. 504 09/05/99 01/15/01 NA NU NA - Vol 5
16 Johnson Sideway Road, off Rt. 504 09/23/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
17 Jones, Levi         Johnson Cemetery Rd. off Sideway Road  10/25/2000 ####### Y NU Y Y Vol 5
18 Kegley Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
19 Kegley, John Fannin Road, off Rt. 649 10/03/99 12/17/00 NA NU NA - Vol 5
20 Kegley-Mabry Beartown Ridge Road, off Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
21 Kilgore Dewey Garris Road, off Rt. 504 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
22 Lemasters-Holbrook Lemasters-Holbrook Road, off Bearstown Ridge Road 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
23 Lewis Rt. 32, 19 miles east of Rodburn 06/13/99 12/17/00 NA NU NA - Vol 5
24 Litton Litton Road, off Howards Road, off Rt. 173 10/31/99 11/01/00 NA NU NA - Vol 5
25 Mabry Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Road) 09/05/99 11/01/00 NA NU NA - Vol 5
26 Mauk Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Road) 09/23/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
27 McDaniel McDanial Ridge Road 11/07/99 11/01/00 Y 251 Y Y Vol 5
28 Moore Clay Fork Road, off Elmer Stone Road 11/07/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
29 Roe Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E (Christy Creek Road) 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
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30 Rose Rt. 504 09/05/99 01/15/01 NA NU NA - Vol 5
Elliott County, Kentucky Cemeteries continued: SURVEY FILE PHO BOOK
NO FILE NAME DIRECTIONS DATE DATE GPS MEM PHO FILE VOL
1 Rowe Rowe Flat 08/31/98 01/15/01 Y NU NA - Vol 5
2 Scaggs, Clarence Rt. 504, off Rt. 32 E. 11/07/99 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
3 Scaggs-Wilson Dewey Garris Road, off Rt. 505 09/06/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
4 Simmons Rowe Flat 08/31/98 01/15/01 Y NU NA - Vol 5
5 Skaggs, R. E. Beartown Road, off Rt. 504 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
6 Stegall Rt. 173, off Rt. 32 E. 10/31/99 11/01/00 NA NU NA - Vol 5
7 Town Rt. 32 09/05/99 01/15/01 Y NU NA - Vol 5
8 Wagoner-Roberts Off Beartown Road, off Rt. 504, off Rt. 32E 09/05/99 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
Fleming County, Kentucky Cemeteries: SURVEY FILE PHO BOOK
NO FILE NAME DIRECTIONS DATE DATE GPS MEM PHOTO FILE VOL
1 Emmons Near Sharkey 05/13/98 11/01/00 NA - NA - Vol 5
2 Reeves Linville Lane, off Rt. 1722 (Lower Licking Rd) 10/01/98 11/01/00 Y 147 Y Y Vol 5
3 Scaggs (1) Scaggs Rd, off Rt. 158, North about 1.0 mile 08/12/98 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
Morgan County, Kentucky Cemeteries: SURVEY FILE PHO BOOK
NO FILE NAME DIRECTIONS DATE DATE GPS MEM PHO FILE VOL
1 Bishop Off Rt. 711, 0.1 mile up very steep gravel drive 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y NU NA - Vol 5
2 Black Off Rt. 711, right up a steep hill 0.2 mile 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
3 Blair's South 7.95 mi on Rt. 711, left on gravel rd 0.85 miles 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
4 Cassity Gavel drive off Dehart road, off Rt. 711 at Blairs Mill 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
5 Day Off Rt. 711, 0.2 mile on a gravel road & left 150 Ft up short grade 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
6 Hitch Rt. 711, Off Rt. 173 07/08/98 11/01/00 Y 191 Y Y Vol 5
7 Kidd (1) Rt. 711, Off Rt. 173 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y 192 Y Y Vol 5
8 Kidd (2) Blairs Cemetery Road, Off Rt. 711, off Rt. 173 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
9 Kidd Family Off Rt. 173, right 0.2mile on Rt. 711E-Mailed Betty 12/3/98 for dir 05/31/98 11/01/00 Y 193 Y Y Vol 5
10 Kidd-White Rt. 711, E-Mailed  Betty 12/3/98 for directions 05/31/98 11/01/00 Y 194 Y Y Vol 5
11 Perry Off  Rt. 711,  on a gravel road 150 Ft. to the right on a small bank 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
12 Thornsbury Rt. 711 on left side of the road 08/21/98 11/01/00 Y NU Y Y Vol 5
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Combined Cemetery File:
Includes all (298) cemeteries from Rowan County, plus an additional  (86) cemeteries bordering Rowan County,
including Carter, Elliott, Fleming and Morgan counties, for a total of (384) cemeteries
Documented by: 
The Rowan County Historical Society, Cemetery Committee, Dewie E. Black, Chairman of Documentation
Notes:
1. All burials are sorted by surname.  Unmarked graves are sorted by "Unmarked".  Notes pertaining to burials are sorted using a
     unique word related to the cemetery.
2. Cemetery names too long to fit the "Cemetery" column are abbreviated:
    A. Rowan County:
              McCorm-McClurg =  McCormic-McClurg;  McDan-Fra-Adk = McDaniels-Fraley- Adkins;  Thomp-Dailey = Thompson-Dailey
    B. Carter County:
              Rayburn Com = Rayburn Community;   Hend Ridge = Henderson Ridge;  Hen, Norm = Henderson, Norman
    C.  Elliott County:
              Bear Church = Beartown Church:     Boggs, Lafay = Boggs Lafayette:     Hender-Rose = Henderson-Rose    
              Lemas-Holbrk = Lemaster-Holbrook:    Scaggs-Clar = Scaggs-Clarence    :Wagoner-Rob = Wagoner-Roberts
3. There are (5) separate cemetery files in this Excel Book as noted on the tabs at the bottom of the screen.  They all Counties,
      icluding Rowan, Carter, Fleming & Morgan counties, sorted by surname.  The other four tabs include,  Carter, Elliott, Fleming 
     and Morgan counties, all sorted by surname.  To open and view anyone of the files, click on the desired tab.
NAME BORN DIED STN REL NOTE CEMETERY
A. E. B. - - - - [stone slab, initials only] Whisman 
Abbott, Allie G. 10 Mar 1919 12 Mar 1919 SS S "Son of Bruce & May S. Abbott" Eagle Hall  CC
Abbott, Andrew Jackie 1939 1953 SS - New Sill
Abbott, Bruce C. 1885 1975 DS H [Husb of May S. Abbott] Eagle Hall  CC
Abbott, Carry H. 23 Oct 1902 23 Jul 1903 SS D "Dau. of L.Y. and Ella Abbott" Abbott-Sturgill
Abbott, Corinne 28 May 1914 23 Dec 1918 SS D "Dau of Bruce & May S. Abbott" Eagle Hall  CC
Abbott, Dovie L. 5 Mar 1890 16 Jul 1890 SS D "Dau. of  L T. and Ella Abbott" Abbott-Sturgill
Abbott, J. D. 8 Aug 1864 13 Sep 1938 SS - [Keep with Mary H. Abbott] Catron
Abbott, James 25 Aug 1826 13 May 1899 DS H [Mary A. Abbott] Catron
Abbott, L. 16 Nov 1876 3 Mar 1934 SS - Clearfield
Abbott, Mary A. 20 Feb 1823 28 Apr 1900 SS W [James Abbott] Catron
Abbott, Mary H. 18 May 1913 14 Oct 1939 SS - [Keep with J.D. Abbott] Catron
Abbott, May S. 1888 1975 DS W [Wife of Bruce C. Abbott] Eagle Hall  CC
Abbott, Oscar 7 Sep 1898 28 Jul 1899 SS S "J. D. & Lou Abbott" Catron
Abner, Justin Lee 4 Oct 1978 - SS - Forest Lawn
Abner, Michael Glen 25 Nov 1952 25 Jun 2000 PLQ S [of David & Rozella Littlefield Abner] Forest Lawn
Abrams, Avery E. 1900 1980 SS H [of Frances E. Abrams] "Father" Perry   MC
Abrams, Bernie Gene 16 Aug 1937 27 Apr 1971 SS - "KY SN US Navy" Rose  CC
Abrams, Billie Fred 13 Oct 1943 26 Jul 1944 SS - Rose  CC
Abrams, Charles C. 9 Jan 1942 12 Jan 1942 SS - Day   MC
Abrams, Della M. 1907 1993 DS W [Wife of Willie E. Abrams] Rose  CC
Abrams, Elwood 11 Jun 1905 13 Sep 1947 SS - Perry   MC
Abrams, Frances E. 1902 1969 SS W [of Avery E. Abrams] "Mother" Perry   MC
Abrams, J. R. 5 Sep 1878 19 Feb 1952 SS - [Next to Mary Abrams Blair] Perry   MC
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Abrams, Kenneth 18 Feb 1925 [                ] DS H [Husb of Ottie [Jones] Abrams] Manning  CC
Abrams, Ottie [Jones] 12 Nov 1931 14 mar 1998 DS W
[Wife of Kenneth Abrams; dau of Lee & 
Ruby Jones] Manning  CC
Abrams, Willie E. 1906 1985 DS H [Husb of Della M. Abrams] Rose  CC
Abrams, Wyla 1908 1950 SS - Rose  CC
Acree, Hazel Leona Davis Feb 1908 Mar 1953 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Adams, Allen T. 20 May 1907 13 Apr 1991 DS H [Husb. of Mary M. Adams] Lee
Adams, Annie G. 28 Apr 1881 24 Feb 1912 SS - "Wife of H. C. Adams" New Alfrey
Adams, Archie 26 Sep 1940 17 Jun 2000 PLQ S [son of Charles T & Nellie Ratliff Adams] Adams
Adams, Arminta 10 Dec 1857 17 Aug 1910 SS W "Wife of Preston Adams" Carey 
Adams, Carrie 1 Jul 1856 10 Apr 1909 SS - Lee
Adams, Carrie Adkins 1888 1962 SS - Brown (1) 
Adams, Charles R. 19 Aug 1885 10 Jul 1905 SS - Pine Hill
Adams, Charles T. 6 May 1910 13 Jun 1976 DS H [Hsb. of Nellie F. Adams]M:13 Feb 1930 Adams-Plank
Adams, Charlie L. Sep 1885 19 Jul 1911 SS - Fletcher
Adams, Curtis "Duke" 18 Dec 1927 8 Nov 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Geneva Yaden Adams] Armstrong Fam
Adams, Darlene 1934 1934 DS - [Keep with Nora E. Adams] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Adams, Donald 14 Feb 1916 21 Feb 1916 DS S [Keep with Victoria Adams] New Alfrey
Adams, Eliza H. 2 May 1856 7 Aug 1928 SS W "Wife of J. Q. Adams" Eagle Hall  CC
Adams, Ellis 1881 1938 SS - Wife Clearfield
Adams, Emogene Hogge 22 Jun 1910 8 Dec 1996 DS W [of Wm Reuben Adams]M:14 Apr 1936 Brown (1) 
Adams, H. T. 9 Oct 1839 10 Mar 1910 SS - "Minister of the Gospel" Adams-Plank
Adams, Henderson M. 26 Jul 1871 9 Nov 1938 DS H [Maude P. Adams] Pine Hill
Adams, Henry Thomas 1883 1957 SS - Adams-Plank
Adams, Irene 12 Jul 1902 18 Jul 1903 SS D "H. M. & Jennie Adams" Pine Hill
Adams, J. Q. 16 Jun 1853 1 May 1935 SS H [Husb of Eliza H. Adams] Eagle Hall  CC
Adams, James C. 1 Mar 1933 15 Nov 1996 DS H [Of Velma J. Adams] SP4 US Army Korea Adams
Adams, Jeannie 16 Jun 1878 22 Feb 1907 SS W "H. M. Adams" Pine Hill
Adams, Jerry R. 1879 1941 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Adams, John H. 6 Aug 1879 17 May 1971 SS - "KY Cpl US Army Spa. Am. War" Brown (1) 
Adams, John M. 11 Jul 1859 10 Mar 1885 SS - "Son of Moses & Mary Adams" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Adams, Jonnye Barbara 1924 1996 SS - [Jonnye Barbara Miller Adams] Lee
Adams, Joseph Mason 7 Mar 1880 7 Dec 1918 SS - Pine Hill
Adams, Kenneth B. 27 May 1970 28 May 1970 DS - Pine Hill
Adams, Lawrence A. 21 May 1937 25 Sep 1937 DS - Pine Hill
Adams, Leona M. 1908 1931 SS - New Alfrey
Adams, Lillian C. 11 Mar 1911 18 May 1911 SS D "Dau of Hott & Blanch" [Adams] Carey 
Adams, Mable 13 Jan 1903 20 Oct 1918 SS - New Alfrey
Adams, Mary M. 18 Jun 1911 30 Sep 1994 DS W [Wife of Allen T. Adams] Lee
Adams, Matildai 17 Mar 1811 23 Mar 1875 SS W "Wife of T. J. Adams"[Thomas J.] Slaty Point
Adams, Maude P. 15 Mar 1892 26 Nov 1976 DS W [Henderson P. Adams] Pine Hill
Adams, Nellie F. 12 Feb 1909 23 Jan 1981 DS W [Wife of Charles T. Adams] Adams-Plank
Adams, Nora E. 1899 1937 DS - [Keep with Darlene Adams] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Adams, Olivia 31 Aug 1867 4 Nov 1955 SS - Pine Hill
Adams, Orville 17 Oct 1909 14 Feb 1981 SS - Adams-Plank
Adams, Richard Lee 15 Sep 1916 2 Mar 1986 SS - Adams-Plank
Adams, Robert F. 1 Dec 1904 10 Nov 1925 SS S "H. M. & Jennie Adams" Pine Hill
Adams, Sarah 1852 1949 SS - Adams-Plank
Adams, Stanley 27 Dec 1904 13 Feb 1908 SS - New Alfrey
Adams, Stephen Lee 7 Apr 1961 7 Feb 1986 DS - [No name on other half of stone] Howard (1)
Adams, Stewart Wm. 27 Dec 1883 25 Jul 1905 SS S "Son of J. Q. & Eliza Adams" Eagle Hall  CC
Adams, Tammy Jo 6 Apr 1966 20 Feb 1979 SS D "Dau of David & Judy Johnson Adams" Adams-Plank
Adams, Terry A. 30 Jun 1956 27 Apr 1994 SS - Clark (2)
Adams, Thomas J. 8 Aug 1813 3 Jun 1879 SS H [Matildai Adams] Slaty Point
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Adams, Urban 23 Apr 1911 2 Feb 1917 SS - "Son of Mason L." Pine Hill
Adams, Velma J. 20 Dec1936 [                ] DS W [Wife of James C. Adams] Adams
Adams, Victoria 7 May 1914 16 May 1915 DS D "Dau & Son of H.C. & L. Adams" New Alfrey
Adams, Virginia Ruth 6 Aug 1924 18 May 1993 SS - Clark (2)
Adams, William H. 19 May 1888 4 Dec 1927 SS - Carey 
Adams, William Reuben 18 May 1907 13 Mar 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Emogene Ida Hogg Adams] Brown (1) 
Adkins W.M. 14 Jun 1870 19 Feb 1921 SS H [Lizzie Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, "Little" Earl 1936 1938 SS S [Son of Cleo Adkins] New Sill
Adkins, Addie Earl 15 Jan 1923 19 Nov 1950 SS - "KY S 1 USNR WWII" Brown (1) 
Adkins, Albert 16 Aug 1885 6 May 1960 SS - Brown (1) 
Adkins, Andrew J. 1830 1899 SS - "SER G Co D 22 Inf US Army" Hale   CC
Adkins, Annie M 9 Dec 1893 6 May 1894 SS Hogtown
Adkins, Arnold Ivan 15 Jan 1922 21 May 1923 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Adkins, Arthur 10 Sep 1929 1 May 1974 SS - McDaniel   EC
Adkins, Atley W. 17 Jan 1916 25 Sep 1988 DS H [Husb. of Ethel D. Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Avery 5 Jul 1920 5 Mar 1999 PLQ H/S
[Son of Cliford & Elizabeth Adkins; a 
veteran of WWII] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Beecher 29 Dec 1914 28 Jul 1983 DS H [H of Opal Adkins]"US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Adkins, Belle 8 Apr 1884 6 Mar 1895 SS D "W. H. & E. J. Adkins" Town   EC
Adkins, Bertha 1925 1958 DS W [Wife of Clayton Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Betty Jean 8 Oct 1947 1 Dec 1947 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Adkins, Bill 20 Feb 1894 17 Mar 1912 SS - Town   EC
Adkins, Billy Joe 19 Sep 1962 19 Sep 1962 SS - Williams-Turner
Adkins, Brenda 16 Oct 1942 2 Oct 1943 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Adkins, Brenda Kathlene 16 Oct 1942 2 Oct 1943 TS - [Keep with Mollie & Larry Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Burl I. 4 Mar 1917 16 Nov 1981 Plq - "CPL USArmy WWI" Hayes Crossing 
Adkins, Carl 26 Mar 1938 16 Oct 1981 SS - "U. S. Army"[brother to Vinson Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, Casie 26 Aug 1915 27 Feb 1996 DS W [Wife of Velda F. Adkins]  "Mom" Conley (1)
Adkins, Charles 1880 1962 DS H [Husb. of Margaret R. Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Charles G. 25 Jun 1899 2 Sep 1967 SS - [Next to Ethel S. Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Charlie B. 5 Sep 1910 21 Feb 1974 SS S "Son of Kenny & Clista Adkins" Adkins (1)
Adkins, Chester Earl 1915 1968 SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
Adkins, Clayton 1921 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Bertha Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Clista 23 Jan 1937 [                ] DS W [Wife of Kenny Adkins] Adkins (1)
Adkins, Clonna 5 Apr 1905 25 Feb 1929 SS W [Marvin Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, Cora A. 1890 1974 SS W [Wife of Spencer Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Dale Atlee 1919 1980 SS - "Sgt US Army WWII" McDan-Fra-Adk
Adkins, Diana Sue 5 May 1952 25 Nov 1966 SS - Town   EC
Adkins, Dorothy I. 8 Oct 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Virgil Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Drinda J. 1867 1899 SS - Lee
Adkins, E. Frances 25 Nov 1954 [                ] DS W [Wife of E. Wayne Adkins] New Sill
Adkins, E. Wayne 3 Jun 1949 25 Apr 1996 DS H [Husband of E. Frances Adkins] New Sill
Adkins, Edith H. Jones 14 Jul 1916 29 Nov 1975 DS W [Wife of Homer L. Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Emily 16 Jun 1865 27 Dec 1958 SS - Town   EC
Adkins, Estell B. 15 Feb 1895 14 Jun 1914 SS S [W.M. & Lizzie Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, Ethel D. 12 Jan 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Atley W. Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Ethel S. 23 Apr 1901 8 Oct 1975 SS - [Next to Charles G. Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Etta Frances 1901 [                 ] SS - [Next to Leonard Lee Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Eula Mae 27 Apr 1944 9 Oct 1949 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Adkins, Ezra Lee 22 Aug 1925 11 Aug 1986 DS H [Husb. of Rbea P Adkins]"WWII Korea Forest Lawn
Adkins, Flora 1 Jul 1906 28 Oct 1932 SS D [W.M. & Lizzie Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, Geroldine 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ross Adkins] Eagle Hall  CC
Adkins, Gloria Jean - 12 Apr 1943 SS - Trumbo   CC
Adkins, Grace 1901 1969 DS W [Wife of Hollie Adkins] New Sill
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Adkins, H. Junior 23 Jun 1936 17 Oct 1954 SS - New Sill
Adkins, Harve 11 Apr 1892 4 Jul 1922 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Adkins, Harvey 22 Oct 1907 12 Dec 1925 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Adkins, Hattie 13 May 1904 9 Dec 1981 DS W [Wife of Rosco Adkins] Epperhart 
Adkins, Hollie A. 1900 1984 DS H [Husband of Grace Adkins] New Sill
Adkins, Holly 5 Aug 1903 27 Dec 1903 SS D "James W. & Sarah Adkins" Hogtown
Adkins, Homer L. 6 May 1908 20 Oct 1996 DS H [Husb. of Edith H. Jones Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Ida 1872 1958 SS - Hale   CC
Adkins, Ivetis Lowe 10 Jan 1933 11 Jun 1986 SS - McDaniel   EC
Adkins, Jackie 14 Oct 1951 24 Aug 1999 PLQ H/F Brown (1) 
Adkins, James 9 Oct 1854 30 Nov 1940 DS H [Sarah Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, James F. 5 Jan 1867 9 Sep 1926 DS [with Martha M. Adkins] Kegley
Adkins, Jason 4 May 1896 13 Mar 1963 SS H [Husb. Of Lottie Adkins] Adkins, J.
Adkins, Jason B. 1877 1943 SS H [Husband of Mollie Adkins] Trent, Harvey, Sr
Adkins, Jess 13 Apr 1889 28 Jul 1984 SS - Forest Lawn
Adkins, John - - SS - "Age 26" Hale   CC
Adkins, John A. 11 Nov 1855 12 Jan 1921 SS - Siloam
Adkins, John F. 1882 1912 SS - Lee
Adkins, John G. 12 Feb 1850 4 Nov 1883 SS - "Son of L & P.A. Adkins" Adkins (2)
Adkins, Johnny A. 1889 1952 DS H [Husb. of Julia C. Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Joy Darlene Brown 6 Jun 1945 27 Jan 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Oscar Adkins, Living] Clark (2)
Adkins, Julia C. 1894 1965 DS W [Wife of Johnny A. Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Kenny 19 Aug 1936 15 Aug 1996 DS H [Husb. of Clista Adkins] "M:12/26/1958" Adkins (1)
Adkins, Lan 1875 1958 DS W [Wife of Mat Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Lara Nicole 17 Apr 1983 17 Apr 1983 SS D [Dau of Mr & Mrs Brian Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Larry Virgil 14 Mar 1950 21 Apr 1950 TS - [Keep with Mollie Esther Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Larry Virgil 14 Mar 1950 21 Mar 1950 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Adkins, Leonard 7 Jun 1902 6 Nov 1904 SS S "Son of Walter & Lelda Adkins" Siloam
Adkins, Leonard Lee 1898 1976 SS - [Next to Etta Frances Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Levi - 8 Mar 1891 SS H [Husb of Pricie Adkins] "65 Yrs old" Adkins (2)
Adkins, Linda 20 Oct 1905 19 Jul 1908 SS - New Alfrey
Adkins, Lizzie 22 Apr 1872 19 Aug 1947 SS W [W.M. Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, Lizzie 1905 1974 DS W [Wife of Tony Adkins] Lee
Adkins, Lottie 22 Jun 190 13 May 1975 SS W [Wife of Jaso Adkins] Adkins, J.
Adkins, Lulia 13 Feb 1883 1 Mar 1965 SS - [Next to Viola Adkins Flannery Evans] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Margaret R. 1888 1969 DS W [Wife of Charles Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Margie 12 Nov 1940 12 Nov 1940 SS - "Daughter" Fultz
Adkins, Marie [Lewis] 8 Nov 1902 4 Dec 2000 SS W [Wife of Marvin E. Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Marshall 1865 1942 DS H [Husb of Martha Adkins] Adkins (2)
Adkins, Martha 1880 1945 DS W [Wife of Marshall Adkins] Adkins (2)
Adkins, Martha M. 15 Nov 1885 4 Dec 1971 DS [with James F. Adkins] Kegley
Adkins, Marvin E. 29 Jul 1905 19 May 1968 SS H [Husb. of Marie [Lewis] Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Mary E. Mar 1865 Oct 1933 SS - [Next to N. H. Adkins] Carey 
Adkins, Mary K. McGlothin 13 Dec 1944 29 Jul 1998 PLQ D
[Dau. of Oscar & Emma Parsons 
McGlothin] Lee
Adkins, Mary Polly - - SS - Hale   CC
Adkins, Mat 1879 1965 DS H [Husb. of Lan Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Maud 1895 1964 DS W [Wife of Zora Adkins] New Sill
Adkins, Mauverine 28 Nov 1924 17 Jul 1950 SS - [Next to Marvin & Marie Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Mollie 1885 1940 SS W [Wife of Jason B. Adkins] Trent, Harvey, Sr
Adkins, Mollie Esther 14 Apr 1949 [                 ] TS - [Keep with Larry Virgil Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Molly Esther 14 Apr 1949 14 Apr 1949 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Adkins, Myrl 18 Jan 1911 30 Sep 1958 SS - Hogtown
Adkins, N. H. 1889 1916 SS - [Next to Mary E. Adkins] Carey 
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Adkins, Nancy 1870 1934 SS - Town   EC
Adkins, Nella J. 8 Dec 1904 18 Feb 1922 SS D "J. W. & Hulda Rays" Williams-Turner
Adkins, Nellie R. 23 May 1894 19 Aug 1894 ss D "Daug. of J. H. & Sarah Adkins" Tussey
Adkins, Nettie [Gregory] 3 Dec 1930 7 Jun 2000 DS W [Wife of Silas "Denny" Adkins] Clearfield
Adkins, Norine 13 Aug 1937 12 Oct 1937 SS D "Daug. Of  C. A. & V. C.  Adkins" Conley (1)
Adkins, Norman 16 Mar 1909 29 Nov 1973 SS - Hogtown
Adkins, Opal 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Beecher Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Patsy Ann - 20 Aug 1944 SS - Trumbo   CC
Adkins, Pricie - 4 May 1902 SS W [Wife of Levi Adkins] "Age 72 Yrs" Adkins (2)
Adkins, Ray 3 Feb 1954 27 Oct 1992 SS - "Sgt US Army" Brown (1) 
Adkins, Ray 28 Sep 1926 28 Sep 1926 SS S [Marvin E. & Clonna Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, Rbea P. 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ezra Lee Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Rosco 3 May 1887 6 Oct 1975 DS H [Husband of Hattie Adkins] Epperhart 
Adkins, Rosie 6 Mar 1933 3 Aug 1989 DS W [Wife of Virgil Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Ross 1918 1964 DS H [Husb of Geraldine Adkins] Eagle Hall  CC
Adkins, Ross, Jr. 1 Mar 1945 1 Mar 1945 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Adkins, Ruby V. 17 Oct 1921 21 Apr 1993 DS W [of Wales S. Adkins] Williams-Turner
Adkins, Russel 3 Jul 1888 24 Jun 1975 SS - Adkins, J.
Adkins, Sarah 16 Mar 1868 9 Dec 1958 DS W [James Adkins] Hogtown
Adkins, Sarah J. 18 Dec 1861 15 Sep 1905 SS W "Wife of B. B. Adkins" Siloam
Adkins, Sarah Jane 1876 1965 SS - Clearfield
Adkins, Silas "Denny" 27 Mar 1927 27 Nov 1987 DS H [Husb of  Nettie Adkins]"Army,WWII" Clearfield
Adkins, Sofie 30 Jul 1922 6 Aug 1923 SS D "Hattie & Rosco Adkins" Nickell-Harris
Adkins, Spencer 1880 1942 SS H [Husb. of Cora A. Adkins] Brown (1) 
Adkins, Tony 1900 1973 DS H [Husb. of Lizzie Adkins] Lee
Adkins, Unknown 12 Oct 1908 12 Oct 1908 SS S "Infant Son of Walter & Lelda Adkins" Siloam
Adkins, Velda F. 14 Sep 1917 [            ] DS H [Husb of Casie Adkins]  "Dad" Conley (1)
Adkins, Viola 16 Nov 1919 12 Oct 1936 SS - Brown (1) 
Adkins, Virgil 26 Aug 1920 13 Jan 1992 DS H [Husb. of Rosie Adkins]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Adkins, Virgil 19 Nov 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Dorothy I. Adkins] Forest Lawn
Adkins, Virginia Louise 15 Mar 1942 20 Jul 1951 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Adkins, W. H. 19 Aug 1857 13 Jul 1926 SS - Town   EC
Adkins, Wales S. 10 Jan 1915 26 May 1988 DS H [of Ruby V. Adkins] Williams-Turner
Adkins, Walter Vernon 10 Jan 1933 4 Aug 1999 PLQ H/F Brown (1) 
Adkins, William E. 2 Aug 1909 6 Jan 1963 SS - "Ky PVT 605 Training GP AAF, WWII" Lee
Adkins, Winford 24 Apr 1955 7 Jun 1980 SS - Brown (1) 
Adkins, Zora 1892 1968 DS H [Husband of Maud Adkins] New Sill
Adkins,Vinson 23 Feb 1933 20 Apr 1994 SS -
"Sgt. U.S. Army Korea" [Brother to Carl 
Adkins] Hogtown
AEL 1924 [                ] SS - [Believed to be Lambert child] Crix Cemetery:
Akemon, James David 22 Oct 1958 19 Nov 1958 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Jonah Akemon" Jennings
Akers, Glidie W. [1879] 29 Apr 1901 SS - "21 Yrs, 5 Mo, 16 days" Lee
Akers, Winnie M. [9 Sep 1879] 22 Aug 1898 SS - "19 Yrs, 18 days" Lee
Alderman, Ada 14 Feb 1872 16 Jan 1953 SS W [Wife of Andy J. Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Andy J. 9 Feb 1874 11 Jan 1956 SS H [Husb. of Ada Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Betty Stewart 13 Jul 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Earl H. Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Bill 1903 1952 SS H [Husb. of Carrie Hall Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Carrie Hall 2 Nov 1905 8 Jan 1985 SS W [Wife of Bill Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, David Neil 11 Jan 1959 [                 ] SS - Brown (1) 
Alderman, Earl H. 25 Oct 1929 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Betty Stewart Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Earl Howard Jr 10 Dec 1954 [                 ] SS H [Husb. of Janet Black Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Earnest 1923 1936 SS - [Family, Edward, Moody, Mallie, Earnest] Caudill (1) 
Alderman, Edward 1934 [                ] - [Family, Edward, Moody, Mallie, Earnest] Caudill (1) 
Alderman, Frances R. 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Robert E Lee Alderman] Forest Lawn
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Alderman, Janet Black 28 Mar 1955 [                 ] SS W [Wife of Earl Howard Alderman Jr.] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Kimberly D'Ann 10 Apr 1976 14 Nov 1993 SS - [Next to Robert & Frances Alderman] Forest Lawn
Alderman, Lucille 6 May 1934 [                 ] DS W [of Richard Alderman]M:12 Oct 1951 Forest Lawn
Alderman, Mallie C. 1899 1962 SS - [Family, Edward, Moody, Mallie, Earnest] Caudill (1) 
Alderman, Moody T. 1901 1941 SS - [Family, Edward, Moody, Mallie, Earnest] Caudill (1) 
Alderman, Neadeth 24 May 1925 9 Sep 1926 SS - "Daug. of C. A. & Carrie Alderman" Lee
Alderman, Ofphia D. 19 Oct 1896 13 Sep 1978 DS - [Keep with Posie L. Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Posie L. 4 Nov 1890 13 Jan 1950 DS - [Keep with Ofphia D. Alderman] Brown (1) 
Alderman, Richard 5 Mar 1930 7 Mar 1995 DS H [Husb. of Lucille Alderman] Forest Lawn
Alderman, Robert E. Lee 7 Jan 1920 17 Aug 1989 DS H [Husb. of Frances R Alderman]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Alderman, Thomas C. 16 Apr 1920 18 Oct 1920 SS S "Son of Moody & Mallie Alderman" Mabry (2)
Alderson, Abby 24 Sep 1854 1885 SS W "Wife of H.G. Alderson" Howard (1)
Alderson, Allie F. 1889 1931 SS - [Next to Pvt. Clyde E. Alderson] Carey 
Alderson, Bernice E. 1907 [               ] DS W [Wife of Bert L. Alderson] Slaty Point
Alderson, Bert L. 1903 1986 DS H [Bernice E. Alderson] M: 9/18/1930" Slaty Point
Alderson, Harvey G. 1851 1924 DS H [Hus of Mary E. Alderson] Carey 
Alderson, Julia 1879 1940 DS W [Wife of Willie Alderson] Slaty Point
Alderson, Kathleen 2 Feb 1913 31 Dec 1918 SS D "Dau of A. Alba Alderson" Ingram
Alderson, Mary E. 1863 1932 DS W [Wife of Harvey G. Alderson] Carey 
Alderson, Pvt. Clyde E. 1908 1942 SS -
[Next to Allie F. Alderson; Air Force 
Emblem] Carey 
Alderson, Rachel 1825 4 Apr 1909 SS - [Next to Warren Alderson] New Alfrey
Alderson, Sarah - 24 Aug 1880 SS D
"Dau. of Rev. H.G. & A. Alderson;  Age of 
1Y 10M 11D" Howard (1)
Alderson, Warren 28 Nov 1819 24 Jan 1903 SS - [Next to Rachel Alderson] New Alfrey
Alderson, Willie 1876 1959 DS H [Husb of Julia Alderson] M:9/18/1930 Slaty Point
Alfrey, (Infant) - - SS - [Next to Annie Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Adeline Moore 1908 1983 SS - Lee
Alfrey, Albert R. 12 Oct 1855 19 Sep 1934 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Aldeline 6 Nov 1919 17 Apr 1982 SS - Carey 
Alfrey, Alice 5 Jun 1883 22 Nov 1960 DS W [Wife of Andy Alfrey] Clearfield
Alfrey, Allen L. 1898 1977 DS H [H. of Eva F. Alfrey]"mar. 22 May 1929" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Anderson 7 Jun 1845 16 Jul 1901 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Andrew 21 Apr 1895 4 Oct 1918 SS - Gregory (1) 
Alfrey, Andy 10 Feb 1883 27 Dec 1965 DS H [Husb of  Alice Alfrey] Clearfield
Alfrey, Annie 1874 1967 SS W [Wife of R. Allen Alfrey] "Mother" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Arthur P. 30 May 1906 29 Jun 1987 DS H [Husb. of Lorraine Car. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Austa - - SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Austin N. 1916 1995 SS H [Husb.of Lurlene Alfrey] Lee
Alfrey, Bille Earl 20 Jan 1934 11 Sep 1994 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Billie 27 Jul 1920 12 Feb 1925 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, C. Vernon 11 Oct 1897 20 Jul 1987 DS H [Husband of Cloe D. Alfrey] Caudill (1) 
Alfrey, Caroline - - SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Chester 6 Oct 1911 11 Sep 1913 TS S [Son of Robert & Jennie Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Clasey Myers 1859 1943 DS W [Wife of Henry Clay Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Claud 31 Jan 1890 11 Dec 1891 SS - [Next to Maud Alfrey, same dob] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Cletus 1 Apr 1918 Nov 1928 SS - Gregory (1) 
Alfrey, Cloe D. 9 Aug 1899 6 Mar 1951 DS W [Wife of C. Vernon Alfrey] Caudill (1) 
Alfrey, Corbie, Jr 29 May 1922 31 Mar 1990 DS H [H of  Velma E. Donohue]"Navy WWII" Clearfield
Alfrey, Cordie, Sr 16 Oct 1889 8 Jan 1969 SS - Clearfield
Alfrey, David Lee 21 Sep 1962 7 Dec 1963 SS - Lee
Alfrey, Denton 23 Jun 1895 31 Dec 1970 DS H [Husb. of Nannie B. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Dillard - - SS - [#432] New Alfrey
Alfrey, E. [                 ] July SS - Alfrey, Roll
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Alfrey, Ed - - SS - [#434] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Effie - 3 Apr 1893 SS - "Age 3 y 10 m 17 d" [Next to Laura A. A New Alfrey
Alfrey, Eliza 1888 1939 DS W [Wife of Sam Alfrey] Carey 
Alfrey, Emma - - SS - [#435] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Emma G. 26 Sep 1884 19 Dec 1978 SS - Lee
Alfrey, Eva F. 1908 1991 DS W [Wife of Allen L. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Evert 25 Mar 1867 28 Sep 1887 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, F. L. 6 Mar 1839 Jan 1918 DS H [Husb. of Jane Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Fielding 2 Dec 1814 10 Mar 1901 DS H [Husb. of Manervia Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Fielding - - SS - [Next to Effie Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Flossie - - SS - [#433] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Gene Austin 23 Nov 1923 1 Feb 1998 SS H [Husb of Joyce Marie Moore Alfrey] Lee
Alfrey, Geneva 23 Dec 1916 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Sherman B. Alfrey] Forest Lawn
Alfrey, George Dewey 20 Nov 1900 2 Jul 1937 SS H [Husb. of Mabel Amburgey Alfrey] Caudill (1) 
Alfrey, H. S. 31 Oct 1888 30 Mar 1924 SS - Gregory (1) 
Alfrey, Harry 12 Apr 1865 6 Mar 1942 DS H [Husb. of Sarrah Alfrey] Peyton-Igo
Alfrey, Harvey B. 1904 1973 DS H [Husb. of Minnie E. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Harvey N. 1875 1947 DS H [Husb. of Nellie A. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Henry - - SS - [#436] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Henry Clay 1864 1936 DS H [Husb. of Clasey Myers Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Homer 1880 1883 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Infant - - SS - "Infant of A. & Ellen" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Infant - - SS - "Infant of H.N. & Nellie" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Ivan - - - - [dates unreadable] Clearfield
Alfrey, James - - SS - [#458] New Alfrey
Alfrey, James - 1960 SS - [#1042] New Alfrey
Alfrey, James Allen Sr. 19 Sep 1926 16 Nov 1989 SS - "PFC US Army WWII"[Next to Eva F.A New Alfrey
Alfrey, Jane 20 Feb 1842 7 Jan 1915 DS W [Wife of F. L. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Jennie Francis 10 Sep 1880 24 Oct 1981 TS W [Wife of Robert Jesse Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Jesse 14 May 1884 11 Sep 1880 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Jesse Clyde 26 Jul 1883 1 Nov 1889 SS S "Son of William H & Phenie Alfrey" New Alfrey
Alfrey, John - 1926 SS - [Next to Mary Jane Alfrey] #1279 New Alfrey
Alfrey, Josephine 28 Feb 1866 - DS W "Wife of W. H. Alfrey" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Joyce Moore 1938 [               ] SS W [Wife of Gene Austin Alfrey] Lee
Alfrey, Kenneth Wade 20 Jun 1961 6 Sep 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Paula Jane Kerns Alfrey] Lee
Alfrey, Laura A. - 29 Sep 1893 SS - "Age 16 y 3 m 9 d" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Lena A. 10 Mar 1908 11 Sep 2000 DS W [Wife of Lenard Py Alfrey] Brown (1) 
Alfrey, Lenard "PY" 8 Jan 1908 14 May 1979 DS H [Husb. of Lena A. Alfrey] Brown (1) 
Alfrey, Leroy 29 Dec 1927 5 Aug 1961 SS - Lee
Alfrey, Lorraine Carpente 14 Jan 1914 7 Nov 1998 Plq W [Wife of Arthur P Alfrey] W: 30 Aug 1931 New Alfrey
Alfrey, Louise 17 Dec 1917 13 Sep 1918 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Lue J. - 1881 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Lula Cogswell 24 Feb 1881 21 Dec 1926 SS - Lee
Alfrey, Lurlene Penix 1917 [               ] SS W [Wife of Austin Alfrey] Lee
Alfrey, Mabel Amburgey 27 Sep 1902 5 Jan 1998 SS W [Wife of George Dewey Alfrey] Caudill (1) 
Alfrey, Manervia 6 Aug 1821 12 Sep 1898 DS W [Wife of Fielding Alfrey] "His Wife" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Martha 12 Feb 1815 20 Aug 1864 SS W [Wife of Fielding Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Martha - - SS - [#459] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Martha - 1864 SS - New Alfrey
Alfrey, Mary E. 25 Aug 1860 - SS - "Wife of A. R." New Alfrey
Alfrey, Mary J. 13 Feb 1840 22 Aug 1908 DS W [Wife of Samuel Alfrey] "His Wife" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Mary Jane - 1920 SS - [Next to Billie Alfrey & John Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Mary L. 1 May 1917 1928 SS - Alfrey, Roll
Alfrey, Maud 31 Jan 1890 11 Jul 1890 SS - [Next to Claud Alfrey, same dob] New Alfrey
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Alfrey, Minnie E. 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Harvey B. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Nancy Jane 31 Mar 1870 6 Mar 1948 SS - Lee
Alfrey, Nannie B. 12 Sep 1895 24 Nov 1975 DS W [Wife of Denton Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Nellie A. 1881 1919 DS W [Wife of Harvey N. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Phyllis Ann 28 Oct 1929 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Nell M. Alfrey Phillips] Brown (1) 
Alfrey, Pinkard 1876 1950 SS - Lee
Alfrey, R. Allen 1869 1941 SS H [Husb. of Annie Alfrey] "Father" New Alfrey
Alfrey, Ray 9 Dec 1906 11 Nov 1979 SS - Clearfield
Alfrey, Robert Jesse 12 Aug 1882 10 Nov 1913 TS H [Hus of Jennie Francis Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Roll 1861 27 Dec 1936 DS H [Husband of Sally Alfrey] Alfrey, Roll
Alfrey, Roy 16 Nov 1900 8 Nov 1945 SS - Lee
Alfrey, Sally 1863 30 Sep 1932 DS W [Wife of Roll Alfrey] Alfrey, Roll
Alfrey, Sam 1885 1941 DS H [Husb of Eliza Alfrey] Carey 
Alfrey, Samuel 6 Aug 1836 31 Jul 1910 DS H [Husb. of Mary J. Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, Sarrah 3 Jun 1863 19 May 1951 DS W [Wife of Harry Alfrey] Peyton-Igo
Alfrey, Sherman B. 22 Jul 1909 23 Dec 1969 DS H [Husb. of Geneva Alfrey] Forest Lawn
Alfrey, Troy 28 May 1907 1 Nov 2000 DS H [Husband of Vonnie Alfrey] Alfrey, Roll
Alfrey, Velma E. Donohue 10 Aug 1921 25 Aug 1998 DS W [Wife of Corbie Alfry, Jr.] Clearfield
Alfrey, Vonnie 24 Apr 1908 20 Jan 1995 DS W [Wife of Troy Alfrey] Alfrey, Roll
Alfrey, W. H. 16 Oct 1857 13 Sep 1903 DS H [Husb. of Josephine Alfrey] New Alfrey
Alfrey, William Jona 18 Jan 1892 22 Jul 1892 SS - Gregory (1) 
Alfrey, William T. 10 May 1907 7 May 1975 SS - New Alfrey
Alfry, Mary P. 8 May 1804 Jan 18_5 SS - New Alfrey
Allen, Alex P. 1 Aug 1906 5 May 1923 SS S "Son of W.E. & L.W. Allen" Lee
Allen, Alice 1868 1914 DS W [Wife of G. Wilson Allen] Lee
Allen, Charles E. 15 Jun 1913 12 Jul 1913 SS S "Son of J. A. & Eva Allen" Lee
Allen, Eva Sexton 1887 1997 SS W [Wife of J.A. "John" Allen] Lee
Allen, G. Wilson 1866 1909 DS H [Husb. of Alice Allen] Lee
Allen, Infant Daughter Feb 1918 [               ] SS D "Daug. of John & Eva Allen" Lee
Allen, J.A. [John] 1876 1943 SS H [Hus. Of Eva Sexton] Lee
Allen, John E "Sonny", Jr 14 Apr 1928 13 May 1999 PLQ S [Husb.of Merl Fair Allen]] Lee
Allen, John E., Sr. 30 Jan 1904 27 Jul 1962 SS H/F Lee
Allen, John Raymond 1914 1971 SS - Lee
Allen, Leonara 4 Jan 1882 29 Jan 1975 SS - [Keep with W. E. Allen] Lee
Allen, Martha C. 1847 1887 SS - [Next to William R. Allen] Siloam
Allen, Mary Esther Frazer 16 Feb 1908 21 Jan 1984 SS - Lee
Allen, Sallie C. 28 Feb 1876 14 Oct 1899 SS - Lee
Allen, Sam L. 11 Sep 1878 2 Jul 1961 SS - Lee
Allen, Samuel E. 12 Oct 1907 3 May 1974 SS - "Sgt. Army Air Force WWII" Lee
Allen, Sue A. 15 Aug 1848 2 Jan 1913 SS - Lee
Allen, W. E. 14 Apr 1871 27 Jul 1906 SS - [Keep with Leonara Allen] Lee
Allen, William R. 25 Jun 1845 11 Oct 1879 SS - [2 stones][Next to Martha C. Allen] Siloam
Alley, __ - - SS - [Near Lizzie Crosthwaite] New Alfrey
Alley, Ben F. 1 Nov 1895 8 Dec 1967 SS - "KY QM Sgt 319 Rmt Depot QMC WWI" Carey 
Alley, Carl 1884 1949 SS - Carey 
Alley, Carl 1884 1949 SS - Cassity (2) 
Alley, Catherine Hamilton 12 Jun 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of S. Clayton Alley] Cassity (2) 
Alley, Cyrus 1860 1949 SS - Carey 
Alley, Cyrus 1860 1949 SS - Cassity (2) 
Alley, Horton L. 1905 [11 Jul]1995 DS - [Husb of Myrtle M. Horton] Carey 
Alley, Horton L. 1905 1995 DS H [Hus of Myrtle M. Alley] Cassity (2) 
Alley, Infant - - SS - [#221][Next to Willie Luther Alley] New Alfrey
Alley, Julia 28 Oct 1894 27 Aug 1987 DS - Carey 
Alley, Julia 28 Oct 1894 27 Aug 1987 DS W [Wife of Sherman Alley] Cassity (2) 
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Alley, Kate 1866 1927 SS - Carey 
Alley, Kate 25 Jun 1870 30 Aug 1921 SS - "Wife of John Alley" Carey 
Alley, Kate 1866 1927 SS - Cassity (2) 
Alley, Myrtle M. [1 Nov]1911 29 Apr 2000 DS W [Wife of Horton L. Alley] Carey 
Alley, Myrtle M. 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Horton L. Alley] Cassity (2) 
Alley, Pinkard 22 Jun 1889 11 Oct 1956 DS H
[Husb. of Verda Alley]"KY Pvt 
Bakers...WWI" New Alfrey
Alley, S. Clayton 1 Mar 1915 10 Sep 1993 DS H [Husb of Catherine Hamilton Alley] Carey 
Alley, S. Clayton 1 Mar 1915 10 Sep 1993 DS H [Hus of Catherine Hamilton Alley] Cassity (2) 
Alley, Sherman 5 Jun 1892 6 Jul 1967 SS - Carey 
Alley, Sherman 5 Jun 1892 6 Jul 1967 DS H [Hus of Julia Alley] Cassity (2) 
Alley, Unknown - - - - [family stone, no other info.] Carey 
Alley, Unknown - - DS - [no names] Carey 
Alley, Verda 18 Jun 1895 2 Mar 1990 DS W [Wife of Pinkard Alley] New Alfrey
Alley, Willie Luther 25 Feb 1890 25 Dec 1892 SS S "Son of C. (G.?) Kate Alley" New Alfrey
Allie, Catherine Hamilton 12 Jun 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of S. Clayton Alley] Carey 
Amburgery, Hettie M. 1880 1942 SS W [Wife of Jasper Amburgey] Brown (1) 
Amburgey, Betty J. 10 Jun 1944 5 Jun 1972 SS - Hamilton
Amburgey, Billy E. 1928 1929 SS - Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Cana G. 1894 1936 SS - [keep with Maxine Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, Charles 1930 1930 SS - Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Cleo 1926 1954 SS - "Our darling son" Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Dora 17 Jun 1884 30 May 1959 DS W [Wife of Elijah Amburgey] Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Elijah 22 Aug 1875 22 Jul 1957 DS H [Husband of Dora Amburgey] Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Elijah 31 Jan 1838 31 Dec 1906 SS - [Keep with Louanna Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, Elizabeth 30 Dec 1808 26 Dec 1891 SS W "Wife of Wilburn Amburgey" Hamilton
Amburgey, Elizabeth 5 Sep 1847 20 Mar 1872 SS D "Dau of Wilburn & Elizabeth Amburgey" Hamilton
Amburgey, Evelyn 15 May 1920 24 Jan 1992 SS - Hamilton
Amburgey, Everett Tay 1 Dec 1907 6 Jun 1977 SS - Clearfield
Amburgey, Fred R. 1912 1954 SS - Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Grace 1 Oct 1901 2 Oct 1901 SS D "Dau of Elijah & Dora Amburgey" Clearfield
Amburgey, Harry L. 26 Aug 1903 1 Aug 1927 SS S "Son of E. [Elijah] & Dora Amburgey" Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Infant Dau. 24 Nov 1884 27 Aug 1867 DS D "Daughter of W. & N. Amburgey" Hamilton
Amburgey, Infant Son 8 Apr 1867 27 Aug 1867 DS S "Son of W. & N. Amburgey" Hamilton
Amburgey, Jasper 1873 1949 SS H [Husb. of Hettie M. Amburgey] Brown (1) 
Amburgey, Jennie 1892 1939 SS - [keep with Maxine Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, John S. 12 May 1868 30 Mar 1938 DS H [Husb of  Minerva Jane Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, John W. 31 Jul 1836 24 Nov 1914 SS - [Next to Lydia Day Amburgey] Lee
Amburgey, Johnny R. 6 Nov 1923 9 Jan 1977 SS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Larry Ray 7 Apr 1950 4 Jan 1996 SS - "US Army Vietnam" Clearfield
Amburgey, Leo 2 Jun 1926 26 Jul 1926 SS S "Our darling son" Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Lou Tishie 4 Nov 1888 16 Apr 1962 SS - Clearfield
Amburgey, Louanna 1843 1921 SS - [Keep with Elijah Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, Lowell M. 9 Jun 1916 17 Apr 1966 SS - "KY SPS Btry B 5 Bn. 77 Arty" Clearfield
Amburgey, Lucille 1909 1930 DS W [Wife of Orville Amburgey] Caudill (1) 
Amburgey, Lydia Day 24 Jan 1832 24 Mar 1914 SS - [Next to John W. Amburgey] Lee
Amburgey, Margie 1925 1939 SS - [keep with Maxine Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, Maxine 1918 1923 SS - [Keep with Cana Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, Minerva Jane 25 Dec 1869 19 Dec 196_ DS W [Wife of John S. Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, Nancy Christian 7 Jan 1842 8 Sep 1896 SS - Dawson
Amburgey, Ninie 30 Dec 1900 31 Jul 1901 SS D "Dau of J.A. & Hettie M. Amburgey Clearfield
Amburgey, Oda Pearly 25 May 1883 18 Apr 1892 SS D "Daug. of  J. W. Amburgey" Dawson
Amburgey, Orma Rae 1933 1939 SS - [keep with Maxine Amburgey] Clearfield
Amburgey, Orville 1905 1975 DS H [Husband of Lucille Amburgey] Caudill (1) 
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Amburgey, Robert 28 Jan 1929 25 Oct 1995 SS - "US Navy Korea" [large family marker] Clearfield
Amburgey, Serena A. 9 Jul 1868 2 Sep 1900 SS - Dawson
Amburgey, Wilburn 10 Feb 1804 19 Dec 1858 SS H [Husb of  Elizabeth Amburgey] Hamilton
Amburgey, Wilford Way 12 Jan 1920 14 Jun 1996 SS - "Sgt US Army WWII Korea, Purple Heart Clearfield
Anderson, Anna P. 9 Jun 1928 [                ] DS W [Wife of Dallas Anderson] Purvis
Anderson, Arnold V. 28 Dec 1899 4 Jan 1983 DS H [Husb. of Opal Hogge Anderson] Brown (1) 
Anderson, Carrie Caudill 24 Jan 1900 20 Oct 1976 DS W [Wife of Willie Anderson] Anderson Family
Anderson, Carrie Marie 17 Mar 1992 3 Sep 2000 PLQ D
[dau of Anthony & JoanieBrandon 
Anderson] Anderson Fam
Anderson, Christopher F. 6 Jun 1974 6 Jun 1974 SS - Anderson Fam
Anderson, Dallas 24 Oct 1923 15 Feb 1992 DS H [Husb. Of Anna P. Anderson] Purvis
Anderson, Delmar 6 Jun 1919 27 Mar 1974 DS H [Husb of Ruby Lewman Anderson] "Father" Anderson
Anderson, Eugene G. 24 Feb 1933 29 Nov 1952 SS - "Ky SPC 33 ARMD-Eng BN7 ARMD Div" Purvis
Anderson, Irene V. Egan 4 Jun 1912 17 Oct 1997 DS W [Wife of Ora L. Anderson] Cranston
Anderson, Jeffery Kane 1969 1973 SS - "Son of Claud & Lois Anderson" Anderson Fam
Anderson, Jerry B. 18 Jul 1903 3 Nov 1985 DS H [Husb. of Vernita Anderson] M:7/10/1932 Purvis
Anderson, Larry G. 6 Jun 1951 6 Jun 1951 SS - "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Earl Anderson" Anderson Fam
Anderson, Opal Hogge 3 Mar 1908 30 Oct 1987 DS W [Wife of Arnold V. Anderson] Brown (1) 
Anderson, Ora L. 21 Jan 1910 8 Aug 1992 DS H [Husb. of Irene V. Anderson] Cranston
Anderson, Paul W. 11 Nov 1949 29 Apr 1950 SS S [Son of Irene & Ora Anderson" Cranston
Anderson, Phillip 16 Dec 1894 17 Jan 1951 SS - "KY Mess Sgt 159 Depot Brig WWI" Brown (1) 
Anderson, Robert R. 20 Dec 1904 7 Mar 1980 DS H [Hus of Vera S. Anderson] Carey 
Anderson, Ruby Lewman 6 Jun 1930 [                ] DS W [Wife of Delmar Anderson] "Mother" Anderson
Anderson, Vera S. 13 Jan 1907 20 May 1993 DS W [Wife of Robert R. Anderson] Carey 
Anderson, Vernita 29 Sep 1913 [                ] DS W [Wife of Jerry B. Anderson] Purvis
Anderson, Willie 2 Feb 1898 16 Nov 1973 DS H [Husband of Carrie Caudill Anderson] Anderson Fam
Angalet, Virginia R. 30 Apr 1930 5 Oct 1996 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Anglin, Corbie E. 7 Sep 1892 8 Sep 1931 SS S "Son of John Allen & Ella Anglin" Lee
Anglin, Ella Woolum 1870 1910 DS W [Wife of John Allen Angelin] Lee
Anglin, Frederick Lucas 22 Nov 1903 18 Feb 1905 SS S "Son of John Allen & Ella Woolum Anglin" Lee
Anglin, John Allen 1859 1937 DS H [Husb. of Ella Woolum Anglin] Lee
Anglin, Maxine Elam 9 Apr 1914 23 May 1993 SS - Caudill (1) 
Anglin, Robert Fulton 28 Aug 1908 11 Jul 1984 SS S [Son of John & Ella Anglin] Lee
Apel, Charles E. B. 1892 1962 SS - [Next to Grace T. Apel] Forest Lawn
Apel, Grace T. 1908 1992 SS - [Next to Charles E. B. Apel] Forest Lawn
Archer, Albert D. 23 Dec 1910 17 Nov 1968 SS H [Oma Archer] Estep
Archer, Fred 26 Dec 1898 13 Aug 1961 SS S/MP "PFC Co E 148 Inf WWI" Carey 
Archer, George Jr. 1 Aug 1926 14 Mar 1995 DS H [Husband of Norma Lee Archer] Adams-Plank
Archer, Kenneth Eugene 9 Apr 1933 3 Jun 1952 SS S [Albert & Oma Archer] Estep
Archer, Larry B. 2 Sep 1947 7 May 1978 SS - Adams-Plank
Archer, Norma Lee 11 Nov 1928 [                ] DS W "Wife of George Archer Jr." Adams-Plank
Archer, Oma 8 Feb 1902 2 Dec 1987 SS W [Albert D. Archer] Estep
Archer, Ottie 1873 1947 SS - "Father" Carey 
Archer, Unmarked - - - C [Believed Child of Albert & Oma Archer] Estep
Archer, Woodrow 1916 1918 SS - [Next to Fred Archie] Carey 
Archer, Wyatt Virgil 23 Nov 1928 13 Mar 1928 SS S [Albert & Oma Archer] Estep
Armitage, Elaine K. Lam 27 Jun 1944 9 Apr 1993 SS - Clearfield
Armstong, Infant 6 Apr 1959 6 Apr 1959 SS S [Son of Mr & Mrs Wathan Armstrong] Forest Lawn
Armstrong, "Booge"        
Clester L., Sr. 6 Jan 1920 29 Jun 2000 Plq H
[hus.of Freida Adkins Armstrong] [son of 
Richmond Thomas & Maggie Mae Gregory 
Armstrong] Armstrong Family
Armstrong, Bertha M. 1904 1937 SS - Caudill (1) 
Armstrong, Bobbie E. 30 Aug 1934 2 Jan 1985 DS H [Husb. of Violet M. Armstrong] New Alfrey
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Armstrong, Clyde Edward 14 Jul 1919 27 Oct 1980 SS - "T Sgt US Army WWII" Carey 
Armstrong, Della 1890 1970 DS W [of Elbert Armstrong]M:2 Mar 1907 Carey 
Armstrong, Edward - - SS - [#341] New Alfrey
Armstrong, Elbert 1886 1978 DS H [Hus of Della Armstrong] Carey 
Armstrong, Fred 12 Nov 1891 17 Aug 1964 SS - [Next to Victoria Armstrong] Carey 
Armstrong, Freeda Gustave 13 Jul 1931 5 Oct 1931 SS - Carey 
Armstrong, Goldie 1901 1932 SS - New Alfrey
Armstrong, Infant - - SS - [Next to Goldie Armstrong] New Alfrey
Armstrong, James 1856 1939 SS - [Next to Virginia Armstrong] New Alfrey
Armstrong, Jwell E. 18 May 1928 25 Jan 1929 SS - [name spelled as on stone] Carey 
Armstrong, Lillie - - SS - [#340] New Alfrey
Armstrong, Luma 17 Apr 1903 2 Dec 1980 DS H [of Marjorie Armstrong]M:17 Apr 1929 Carey 
Armstrong, Maggie M. 1901 1995 DS W [Wife of Richmond T. Armstrong] Forest Lawn
Armstrong, Marjorie 18 Mar 1913 28 Mar 1983 DS W [Wife of Luma Armstrong] Carey 
Armstrong, Mary Joe - - SS - New Alfrey
Armstrong, Mitchell 2 Jul 1911 22 Feb 1985 DS H [Husb. of Okie Armstrong] New Alfrey
Armstrong, Newton 30 Dec 1880 10 Aug 1942 DS H [Hus of Victoria Armstrong] "Father" Carey 
Armstrong, Okie 19 Dec 1914 11 Mar 1985 DS W [Wife of Mitchell Armstrong] New Alfrey
Armstrong, Opal 24 Jul 1916 23 Oct 1925 SS D "Dau of Maude & Fred Armstrong" Carey 
Armstrong, Ora L. 1913 1964 DS W [Wife of Ray Armstrong] Carey 
Armstrong, Ray 1899 [                 ] DS H [Hus of Ora L. Armstrong] Carey 
Armstrong, Richmond T. 1901 1993 DS H [Hus of Maggie M Armstrong]M:1919 Forest Lawn
Armstrong, Tommie F. 26 Aug 1921 30 Nov 1944 SS - "KY Sgt 121 Inf 8 Inf Div WWII" Carey 
Armstrong, Victoria 17 Oct 1874 4 Jul 1952 DS W [Wife of Newton Armstrong] "Mother" Carey 
Armstrong, Violet M. 27 Mar 1938 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Bobbie E. Armstrong] New Alfrey
Armstrong, Virginia 1856 1937 SS - [Next to James Armstrong] New Alfrey
Armstrong, William Ollie 28 Jun 1913 17 Jun 1982 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Carey 
Arnett, Cuba 1923 1993 DS H [Husb. of Ova Arnett] Forest Lawn
Arnett, Dela 1894 1967 DS W [Wife of Lawrence Arnett Sr.] Forest Lawn
Arnett, Lawrence Sr. 1896 1979 DS H [Husb. of Dela Arnett] Forest Lawn
Arnett, Marvin Ray 1956 1974 SS - Forest Lawn
Arnett, Maxie Mauk 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Rollo Wilson Arnett] Brown (1) 
Arnett, Ova 1920 1977 DS W [Wife of Cuba Arnett] Forest Lawn
Arnett, Rev. Sherman Rolen 31 Aug 1923 4 Sep 2000 PLQ - [Minister of the Gospel] Forest Lawn
Arnett, Rollo Wilson 1912 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Maxie Mauk Arnett] Brown (1) 
Arnold, Andrew 27 Jul 1809 9 Jan 1886 SS - White (3)
Arnold, Athie [                ] [                ] SS - [Appear to be child of R & M Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Bertha [                ] [                ] SS - [Appear to be child of R & M Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Buela [                ] [                ] SS - [Appear to be child of R & M Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Clarence Wilton 1893 1948 SS - Brown (1) 
Arnold, Clella 4 Jul 1922 7 Nov 1976 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Clinton [                ] [                ] SS - [Appear to be child of R & M Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Millia 18 Jan 1893 1 May 1955 - W [Wife of Russell Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Robert, Rev. 19 Aug 1927 31 Dec 1998 PLQ H [Husb. Of Pauline Blankinship Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Rosie [                ] [                ] SS - [Appear to be child of R & M Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Russell 14 Jun 1889 30 Oct 1965 DS H [Husband of Millia Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Arnold, Sarah 24 Jan 1824 16 Feb 1916 SS - "Wife of Andrew Arnold" Hogtown
Arnold, Varden 8 Jan 1924 16 Feb 1926 SS S [son of Fred & Effie Arnold] McClain-Arnold
Artis, Alice May 12 Sep 1878 6 Jun 1966 DS - [Keep with James I. Lewis] Sardis
Artis, Harry P. 23 Sep 1912 15 Mar 1971 SS - "KY Pvt US Army WWII, Korea" Clearfield
Artis, Mary C. 30 Jun 1848 11 Apr 1923 SS - "Wife of James C. Artis" Sardis
Asberry, Connie Jane 1 Apr 1955 10 Jun 1955 SS - Trumbo   CC
Ascough, Ann Estella 4 Sep 1906 20 Nov 2000 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Atchinson, Dovel T. 1908 1972 DS H [Husb. of Willa M. Atchinson] Lee
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Atchinson, Willa M. 1915 1994 DS W [Wife of Dovel T. Atchinson] Lee
Atchison, Helen M. 7 Jan 1854 12 Jun 1932 DS W [John J. Atchison] Pine Hill
Atchison, John J. 25 Oct 1853 [                ] DS H [Helen M. Atchison] Pine Hill
Athey, James 26 Mar 1892 31 Jan 1967 DS H [Husband of Margaret Athey] Mabry Hill
Athey, Margaret 1 Aug 1889 16 Feb 1981 DS W [Wife of James Athey] Mabry Hill
Atkins, George Walter 24 Apr 1911 [                ] DS H [Husband of Jessie Pearl Atkins] Purvis
Atkins, Jenneta Kay 7 Jul 1943 30 Sep 1951 SS - Purvis
Atkins, Jessie Pearl 23 Jan 1915 25 Mar 1996 DS W [Wife of George Walter] Purvis
Atkins, Lisa 15 Nov 1961 [                ] DS W [Wife of Michael Atkins] Purvis
Atkins, Michael 31 May 1956 [                ] DS H [Husband of Lisa Atkins] Purvis
Ausbun, Frances McBrayer 1937 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Gary Wayne Ausbun] Forest Lawn
Ausbun, Gary Wayne 1935 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Frances McBrayer Ausbun] Forest Lawn
Austin, Delma G. 1915 [                ] DS W [Wife of Herman C. Austin] Cranston
Austin, Herman C.        20 Dec 1909 13 Jul 1985 DS H [Husb. of Delma G. Austin]SGT US Army Cranston
B. J. [                ] 3 Nov 1860 SS Johnson (2)
B.J.C. [Christian, Billie Jo] - - SS D [Dau. of Earsel Christian] Boyd 
Bach, Catherine Crouse 9 Jun 1915 29 Aug 1989 SS - Lee
Bach, Emma Ottilie 6 Apr 1875 11 Nov 1951 SS -
[B: Stieffisburg Switzerland, D: Morehead, 
Ky] Lee
Bach, John David 18 Feb 1939 6 Aug 1998 SS PLQ [Son of Watson & Pauline Butcher Gentry] Caudill (1) 
Back, Joan Kegley 7 Dec 1930 28 Feb 1984 SS W [Wife of John K. Back II] Brown (1) 
Back, John K. II 1956 24 Mar 1998 PLQ - [Next to Joan Kegley Back] Brown (1) 
Back, John Keller Sr. 17 Aug 1928 18 Jul 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Joan Kegley Back] Brown (1) 
Baer, David Edward 8 Feb 1935 28 May 1998 SS - Gilliam   CC
Baer, James R. 1895 1978 SS H "Husband" Eagle Hall  CC
Bailey, Amelia J. 8 Aug 1831 19 Aug 1913 DS W [Wife of W. B. Bailey] Siloam
Bailey, Bert Allen 2 Jun 1904 24 Jan 1968 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth Bailey] Christian
Bailey, Bessie 29 Nov 1902 4 Mar 1994 DS W [Wife of Bill Bailey] Trumbo   CC
Bailey, Bill 7 May 1902 30 Oct 1996 DS H [Husb of Bessie Bailey] Trumbo   CC
Bailey, C. W. 30 Jun 1923 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Ruth E. Bailey] Siloam
Bailey, Casteria 25 Sep 1868 17 Oct 1948 SS - Bailey
Bailey, Charles W. 15 Feb 1853 30 Jun 1927 Plq - Siloam
Bailey, Charley 28 Nov 1908 9 Sep 1984 SS - Bailey
Bailey, Cora 6 Apr 1898 16 Jan 1899 SS D "Son of Sanford & Anna Bailey" Town   EC
Bailey, Elizabeth 7 Apr 1908 29 Oct 1990 DS W [Wife of Bert Allen Bailey] Christian
Bailey, Ethel 29 Nov 1897 26 Jul 1977 SS - Bailey
Bailey, George 15 Apr 1867 3 Sep 1855 SS - Bailey
Bailey, George L. 7 Dec 1893 5 Apr 1918 SS - Bailey
Bailey, Geraldine Hamm 18 Nov 1927 [            ] DS W [Wife of James Ray Bailey]M:12/23/1994 Bailey
Bailey, Harold J. 26 Apr 1932 26 May 1932 SS - [Buried next to Jackie Bailey] Clearfield
Bailey, Infant - - STN - [Info. by B. J. Davis] Bailey
Bailey, Jackie 12 Jul 1933 17 Jul 1933 SS - [Buried next to Harold J. Bailey] Clearfield
Bailey, James Ray 9 Dec 1926 24 Jan 1996 DS H [Husb. of Geraldine Hamm Bailey] Bailey
Bailey, James Robert 29 Mar 1900 21 Dec 1993 DS H [Husb. of Linna Cline Bailey] Bailey
Bailey, Jonyre 19 Jan 1932 19 Jan 1932 SS D "Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. James Bailey" Bailey
Bailey, Linna Cline 22 Mar 1908 25 Sep 1993 DS W [Wife of James Robert Bailey] Bailey
Bailey, Lula 1892 1982 DS W [Wife of Royal R. Bailey] Brown (1) 
Bailey, Mary L. - - SS D "of Warren B & MAP Bailey" Siloam
Bailey, Royal R. 1882 1940 DS H [Husb. of Lula Bailey] Brown (1) 
Bailey, Ruth E. 22 Sep 1927 24 Sep 1970 DS W [Wife of C. W. Bailey] Siloam
Bailey, Toby Lee 1992 1992 PLQ - [Bet. Vince & Eliza. Keeton] Clearfield
Bailey, W. B. 11 Apr 1825 31 May 1908 DS H [Husb of Amelia J. Bailey] Siloam
Bailey, Warren B. 18 Dec 1857 - SS - [date underground] Siloam
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Bailey, William J. 1897 1937 DS H [Husb of  Golda Bailey Glover] Clearfield
Bailey, William Y. 24 Apr 1897 26 Jul 1972 SS - Siloam
Bailey, Zachary Dylan 17 Sep 1998 30 Oct 1998 PLQ - Christian
Bair, David 1871 1936 DS H [Husb of Julia Bair] Eagle Hall  CC
Bair, Franklin P. 1910 1963 SS - "Lodge No 1 F & AM Lexington, KY" Brown (1) 
Bair, J. Jack 18 Dec 1882 19 Oct 1919 DS H [Husb. of Lillie M. Bair] Brown (1) 
Bair, Julia 1874 1956 DS W [Wife of David Bair] Eagle Hall  CC
Bair, Lillie M. 23 Jun 1886 29 Aug 1967 DS W [Wife of J. Jack Bair] Brown (1) 
Baker, Carrie M. 5 Jun 1907 16 Apr 1977 DS W [of Herbert Baker] M: 4 Apr 1923 Williams-Turner
Baker, Clemmie Hall [Mary 
Clementine Tolliver Hall 
Baker] 10 Jan 1859 13 Jul 1939 SS W
[Wife of Benj. Hall and Solomon Baker; 
Dau. of Litewell & Nettie Tolliver] Hall
Baker, Dan 1896 1992 DS H [Husb. of  Kathleen Baker] Forest Lawn
Baker, Deborah Ann 28 Oct 1959 24 May 1961 SS D "Earl & Thelma Baker" Williams-Turner
Baker, Emma Alfrey 11 Jan 1893 24 Jul 1981 SS - Alfrey, Roll
Baker, Eva Pitts 26 Apr 1909 21 Jan 1999 PLQ W [Dau. of Anderson & Ellen Profitt Pitts] Forest Lawn
Baker, Herbert 4 Aug 1903 5 May 1988 DS H [of Carrie M. Baker] "Daddy" Williams-Turner
Baker, Kathleen 1902 1986 DS W [Wife of Dan Baker] Forest Lawn
Baker, Thelma Faye 26 Jul 1938 20 Feb 1980 SS - Kegley-Mabry   EC
Baldrg1: D B B Scratched on a rock with 24 Aug 1896 Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Ada Bowman 9 May 1905 8 Dec 1981 DS W [Wife of Johnny Bowman] Bowman
Baldridge, Alex 1882 1935 DS H [Husb. of Amanda Baldridge] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Amanda 1882 1956 DS W [Wife of Alex Baldridge] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Amy 1 Feb 1873 4 Apr 1955 DS W [Wife Lee Baldridge] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Andrew J. 1853 1923 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Baldridge] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Andy 12 Jan 1900 18 Jun 1968 SS - Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Arther E. 10 Oct 1924 21 Nov 1924 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Baldridge, Ben F. 20 Nov 1869 6 Aug 1939 DS H [Husband of Orlena Baldridge] Crix Cemetery:
Baldridge, Bennie 1905 1988 DS H [Husb. of Nellie Baldridge] Forest Lawn
Baldridge, Bernard 18 Feb 1920 5 Jan 1922 SS S "Son of Lee & Mary Baldridge" Crix Cemetery:
Baldridge, Bethel Staggs 5 Aug 1913 5 Jun 1995 DS W Of Clarence Ray Baldridge] M:4/5/1933 Baldridge (2)
Baldridge, Billy 1931 1933 SS S "Son of Mary Baldridge" Crix Cemetery:
Baldridge, Cassie 18 Mar 1891 16 Feb 1971 SS - Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Charlie 14 Mar 1909 13 Jan 2000 DS H [Hus. of Cordia Baldridge] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Christen 12 Nov 1934 17 Jul 1936 SS - [Dau. Of Charlie & Cordia Baldridge] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Clarence Ray 24 Feb 1911 [                ] DS H [Husb.of Bethel Staggs Baldridge] Baldridge (2)
Baldridge, Clyde 11 Jun 1921 25 Apr 1979 SS S [Son of Mary Baldridge] Crix Cemetery:
Baldridge, Cordia [Bowman] 6 Nov 1912 28 Nov 1997 DS W [Wife of Charlie Baldridge; m: 12/23/1933] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Cynthia 24 Mar 1872 13 Oct 1938 DS W [Wife of Greene Baldridge] Baldridge (2)
Baldridge, Debra Ann 14 Mar 1955 [                ] SS - Crix Cemetery:
Baldridge, Donald E. 6 Jan 1940 6 Jan 1940 SS - "Infant" Dillon (1) 
Baldridge, Eddie 2 Oct ____ 31 Dec 1938 SS - "Ky Sgt, 219 Co. Military Police Corps" Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Elbert 9 May 1906 17 Sep 1944 SS - Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Elbert 1901 1972 SS - Forest Lawn
Baldridge, Elizabeth 1857 1921 DS W [Wife of Andrew J. Baldridge] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Eugene 1929 1930 SS - Bowman
Baldridge, Ezra R. [18 Mar]1915 [11 Nov]1992 DS H [Husb of  Ocie Baldridge] "WWII" Clearfield
Baldridge, Greene 10 Jun 1862 13 Sep 1934 DS H [Husb. of Cynthia Baldridge] Baldridge (2)
Baldridge, John 11 Sep 1858 1 Jun 1924 SS Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Johnny 26 Feb 1906 3 Mar 1988 DS H [Husband of Ada Bowman Baldridge] Bowman
Baldridge, Lee 29 Feb 1871 2 Oct 1955 DS H [Husb. of Amy Baldridge] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Linda 1909 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Oscar Baldridge] Forest Lawn
Baldridge, Lucy  27 Nov 1926 27 Nov 1926 SS - Bowman
Baldridge, M. 14 Feb 1880 20 Dec 1900 SS - Baldridge (1)
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Baldridge, Margaret 1867 1947 SS - "Mother" Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Mary 13 Aug 1894 29 Aug 1981 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Baldridge, Merlin 26 Aug 1916 18 Jan 1981 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Baldridge, Morgan Jun 1851 1930
[Hus. of #1Martha Stevens mar. 24 Jul 1870;  
#2 Margaret Thomas mar. 12 Apr 1892] Baldridge (3)
Baldridge, Mrs. Margaret 187_ 1935 SS - [Birth date unreadable] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Nancy 25 Jun 1907 28 May 1977 SS - Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Nellie 1907 1984 DS W [Wife of Bennie Baldridge] Forest Lawn
Baldridge, Ocie (Hyatt) [10 Mar]1918 [8 Aug]1986 DS W [Wife of Ezra R. Baldridge] Clearfield
Baldridge, Orlena 22 Mar 1871 5 Jun 1949 DS W [Wife of Ben F. Baldridge] Crix Cemetery:
Baldridge, Oscar 1906 1964 DS H [Husb. of Linda Baldridge] Forest Lawn
Baldridge, Pearl 6 Apr 1900 Dec 1903 SS - [Day of the month unreadable] Baldridge (1)
Baldridge, Ruth S. J. 11 Feb 1935 Sep 1935 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Baldridge, Sherman 9 Jun 1870 12 Sep 1935 DS F "Father of Pearl Baldridge Horsley" Caudill (1) 
Baldridge, Thomas 28 Feb 1891
[Hus. of Bertha Pelphrey;  son of Morgan 
Baldridge] Baldridge (3)
Baldridge, Viola C. 21 Mar 1923 23 Mar 1923 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Baldridge, Zollia 28 Nov 1903 7 Jan 1987 SS - Baldridge (1)
Baley, Susanah [1804] 26 Feb 1879 SS W "Wife of John Baley, 74 yrs, 11 Mo, 6 days" Kidd-White  MC
Balg3: One Stone with initials P. H. [Thought to be Powell Hall] Baldridge (3)
Ball, Audie A. [Allen] [31 Aug]1953 [28 Jun] 1999 DS H [of Jo Harris Ball, Son of Floyd & Lula Ball] Sardis
Ball, Barney Dee 8 Nov 1911 8 May 1984 SS - Adams-Plank
Ball, Beulah M [Boyd] 1930 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Byron A. Ball] Sunrise
Ball, Byron A.[Ashley] [8 May]1913 [17 Mar]1998 DS H [Husb. of Beulah M. Ball] M:7 Jan 1962 Sunrise
Ball, Dartha 6 Aug 1916 7 Aug 1916 SS - Wyatt
Ball, Eliza Jane Blair Barnett 
Lewis 12 Mar 1914 29 Apr 2000 PLQ W
[wife of Earnest Barnett, Bernard Lewis & 
Lawrence Ball] Baldridge (2)
Ball, Elizabeth J. 16 Jan 1844 11 Sep 1924 SS - "Wife of Rev. Wm M.Ball" Wyatt
Ball, Fred D. 15 Jun 1889 23 Sep 1953 DS H
"Hus.of Genarnal Ball"                                 
"PVT Illinois CO D, 138 Eng. WWI" Mabry (2)
Ball, Genarnal 1895 1984 DS W "Wife of Fred D. Ball" Mabry (2)
Ball, Jo B. [Harris] [31 Aug] 1945[13 Sep] 2000 DS W [Wife of Audie Allen Ball] Sardis
Ball, Leo B. 1914 1979 DS H [Husb. of Verda F. Ball] Brown (1) 
Ball, Mary M. 15 Mar 1894 4 Sep 1968 DS W [Wife of William Ball] Adams-Plank
Ball, Susanna 16 Jan 1841 29 Nov 1908 SS - Wyatt
Ball, Velma Lee Stacy 27 Oct 1944 [                ] DS W [Wife of Wm. Leslie Ball]M: 31 Dec 1960 Adams-Plank
Ball, Verda F. 1912 1997 DS W [Wife of Leo B. Ball] Brown (1) 
Ball, W. A. 4 Oct 1880 18 Feb 1920 SS - Wyatt
Ball, William 28 Jan 1869 24 Nov 1938 DS H [Husband of Mary M. Ball] Adams-Plank
Ball, William Leslie 24 Nov 1934 15 May 1993 DS H [Husb. of Velma Lee Ball] "Pvt. US Army" Adams-Plank
Ball, Wm. M., Rev. 14 Dec 1842 27 Oct 1925 SS - "Husband of Elizabeth Ball" Wyatt
Banfield, Dr. W. L. 31 Aug 1861 19 Dec 1903 SS - Town
Banfield, Iona Dale 1868 1923 SS - Lee
Banks, Elsie Loren "Bill" 8 May 1926 24 Feb 1996 DS H [Mary Evel. Banks]"Silv & Purp Heart" Forest Lawn
Banks, Hilda May 1919 1929 SS - [Buried next to W. C. Banks] Clearfield
Banks, Mary Evelyn Cates 1939 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Elsie Loren Banks] Forest Lawn
Banks, W. C. 1888 1942 SS - [Buried next to Hilda Banks][flat stone] Clearfield
Barber, Alma Clayton 1896 1993 SS W [Wife of Jesse Clay Barber] Brown (1) 
Barber, Arthur E. [                 ] 1875 SS - New Alfrey
Barber, Carol Kay 18 Dec 1946 8 Sep 1965 SS - [Next to Earcel & Florence Barber] Forest Lawn
Barber, Clay 12 Jul 1862 13 Dec 1934 SS - New Alfrey
Barber, Earcel Vernon 18 Mar 1916 15 Dec 1996 DS H [of Florence N. Barber]"Purple Heart" Forest Lawn
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Barber, Edna 1892 1964 DS W [Wife of  Jesse Barber] Brown (1) 
Barber, Florence N. 1911 1984 DS W [Wife of Earcel Vernon Barber] Forest Lawn
Barber, Jack Lee, Jr. 7 Jan 1958 24 Jan 1996 DS H [Husband of Susan Kay Barber] Crix Cemetery:
Barber, Jesse 1887 1946 DS H [Husb. of Edna Barber] Brown (1) 
Barber, Jesse Clay 1886 1947 SS H [Husb. of Alma Clayton Barber] Brown (1) 
Barber, Jim - - SS - [#1205] New Alfrey
Barber, Joyce Yvonne 15 Aug 1934 11 Mar 1999 PLQ W [of Dr. George C. Barber] Forest Lawn
Barber, Lois 19 Oct 1932 16 Sep 1933 SS - New Alfrey
Barber, Mabel Williams 1912 1995 SS - Forest Lawn
Barber, Mattie 20 Apr 1875 29 Aug 1896 SS W "Wife of J. W. Barber" New Alfrey
Barber, Rose Stegall 8 Oct 1878 8 Apr 1910 SS - Lee
Barber, Sally Ann - - SS - [#1206] New Alfrey
Barber, Susan Kay 27 Sep 1954 [                ] DS W [Wife of Jack Lee Barber] Crix Cemetery:
Barber, Virgie 17 Jul 1879 23 Dec 1931 SS - New Alfrey
Barbour, Alice Jr. 12 Nov 1863 16 Jun 1940 SS - Caudill (1) 
Barbour, Emogene 18 Jun 1923 [                 ] SS W [Wife of Hobart Barbour Jr.] Brown (1) 
Barbour, Hobart Jr. 20 Mar 1922 2 Feb 1953 SS H [Husb. of Emogene Barbour] Brown (1) 
Barbour, John W. 1875 1959 SS - Brown (1) 
Barbour, Laura H. 1889 1983 SS - Brown (1) 
Barbour, Thomas P. 1852 1929 SS - Caudill (1) 
Barbour, W. G. "Bill" 1903 1961 SS - Caudill (1) 
Barham, Iris Hutchinson 31 Aug 1926 [                 ] SS D [Next to Roy & Anna Hutchinson] Brown (1) 
Barker, Ada E. 15 Jun 1920 1 Dec 1920 SS D "Dau of J. S. & Margaret Barker" Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, Albert 16 May 1890 11 Mar 1910 SS S "Son of Henry Barker & Wife" [Minerva] Barker  EC
Barker, Albert Lee 1902 1903 SS - Lyon
Barker, Benton 18 Oct 1902 23 Nov 1981 SS - Lyon
Barker, Bertha Helen 1903 1913 SS - Lyon
Barker, Bessie Ferguson 6 Sep 1899 11 Jan 1971 SS W Lee
Barker, Betty J. 1944 [                ] DS W Wife of Lowell Barker, M:10/31/1964 Pennington 
Barker, Cecil 18 Feb 1894 20 Oct 1904 SS S "Son of Henry Barker & Wife" [Minerva] Barker  EC
Barker, Charlie H. 1911 1984 DS H Husb. of Eula E. Barker, M:9/5/1938 Pennington 
Barker, Charlie T. 10 May 1903 21 Jul 1977 DS H [Husb of Della W. Barker] Barker  EC
Barker, Cledith 21 Dec 1921 [                ] DS H [Mary Barker] M: 10/24/1944 Stevens-Stigall
Barker, Cosy 5 May 1905 21 Mar 1996 DS W [Wife of Walter Barker] New Sill
Barker, Della W. 25 Mar 1906 19 Jan 1952 DS W [Wife of Charlie T. Barker] Barker  EC
Barker, Dempsey 16 Jul 1899 18 Nov 1968 SS - Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, Dewey F. 1911 1976 DS H [Husb. of Opal Barker] Forest Lawn
Barker, Earl Delbert 22 Jan 1931 10 Sep 1975 DS H [Husb of Jessie Cloteen Stevens Barker] Stevens
Barker, Earl K 25 Oct 1912 17 Apr 1995 SS - Lyon
Barker, Elbert Victor 30 Apr 1902 13 Feb 1987 SS H [Husb. of Vergie Belle Barker] Brown (1) 
Barker, Elva C.[Curly] 4 Apr 1920 2 Aug 1991 SS S
"MSGT US Army WWII" [son of Russell & 
Bessie Barker] Lee
Barker, Emma 1904 1989 DS W [Wife of Humphrey L. Barker] Forest Lawn
Barker, Eula E. 1913 1994 DS W [Wife of Charlie H. Barker] Pennington 
Barker, Everett 25 Mar 1907 19 Jan 1983 DS H [Husb of Minnie B. Barker] Barker  EC
Barker, George E. 5 Apr 1931 3 Feb 1982 SS - "Daddy" Barker  EC
Barker, Henderson 1838 1922 DS H [Husband of Louranie Barker] Lyon
Barker, Henry 25 Dec 1863 6 Nov 1928 SS H [Husb of Minerva Barker] Barker  EC
Barker, Humphrey L. 1905 1982 DS H [Husb. of Emma Barker] Forest Lawn
Barker, Ida E. 29 Jul 1901 5 Jul 1964 SS - Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, Infant Child - - [Unmarked Grave, child of Sally Barker] Eldridge (1) 
Barker, Infant Daughter 11 Nov 1921 11 Nov 1921 SS D "Dau of J. S. & Margaret Barker" Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, J. S. 28 Feb 1868 30 Apr 1931 SS H [Husb of Lyda Margaret Barker] Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, J. Talmage 29 Sep 1919 23 May 1943 SS - [Next to Minnie B. Barker] Brown (1) 
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Barker, James Henry 13 Apr 1867 7 Jan 1940 SS H [Husb of Phebe J. Barker] Simmons   EC
Barker, James P. 12 Apr 1919 15 Apr 1919 SS S "Son of J. S. & Margaret Barker" Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, Jessie Cloteen 16 Jan 1933 [                ] DS W [Wife of Earl Delbert Barker] Stevens
Barker, John D. 14 Oct 1917 [                ] DS H [Husb of Pearl D. Barker] Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, John L. 10 Mar 1892 19 Dec 1971 SS H [Next to John V. Barker] Brown (1) 
Barker, John V. 21 Sep 1938 21 Sep 1938 SS - [Next to John L. Barker] Brown (1) 
Barker, Kenneth 14 Dec 1940 [                ] SS - "Son of Earl & Ceolia Barker" Lyon
Barker, Lewis 9 Dec 1876 10 Apr 1939 SS H "Father" [Husband of Mintie B. Barker] Lyon
Barker, Lidda 12 Feb 1906 12 Dec 1981 DS W [Wife of Noah Barker] Dawson
Barker, Lillie M. 26 Jun 1916 2 Oct 1990 DS W [Wife of Roy V. Barker] Slaty Point
Barker, Louranie 1840 1918 DS W [Wife of Henderson Barker] Lyon
Barker, Lowell C. 1942 1981 DS H [Husband of Betty J. Barker] Pennington 
Barker, Lowell L. 7 Dec 1925 15 Sep 1983 SS - Barker  EC
Barker, Luther G. 8 Nov 1895 1 Mar 1919 SS S "Son of J. H. & Phebe Barker Simmons   EC
Barker, Lyda Margaret 19 Mar 1884 14 Apr 1922 SS W [Wife of J. S. Barker] Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, Maggie Terry 1926 1988 SS - [Buried next to Matthew Barker] Clearfield
Barker, Mary 17 Jan 1927 [                ] DS W [Cledith Barker] Stevens-Stigall
Barker, Mary S. 28 May 1904 11 Aug 1904 SS - Simmons   EC
Barker, Mathie E. 27 Apr 1909 17 May 1930 SS - Barker  EC
Barker, Matthew 1924 1995 Plq - [Buried next to Maggie T. Barker] Clearfield
Barker, Minerva 28 Oct 1870 25 Aug 1936 SS W "Wife of Henry Barker" Barker  EC
Barker, Minnie B. 23 Jun 1887 4 May 1943 SS M [Next to J. Talmage Barker] Brown (1) 
Barker, Minnie B. 9 Aug 1908 - DS W [Wife of Everett Barker] Barker  EC
Barker, Mintie B. 29 Sep 1883 20 Mar 1951 SS W "Mother" [Wife of Lewis Barker] Lyon
Barker, Nannie 17 Jul 1852 10 Nov 1919 DS W [Wife of W.M. Barker] Hayes Crossing 
Barker, Noah 17 May 1896 6 Oct 1968 DS H [Husband of Lidda Barker] Dawson
Barker, Opal 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Dewey F. Barker] Forest Lawn
Barker, Ora C. 30 May 1910 11 Dec 1970 SS - "KY PFC Co E 149 Infantry WWII" Lyon
Barker, Oscar J. 4 Mar 1915 11 Sep 1995 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Lyon
Barker, Ottie 25 Aug 1896 25 Mar 1907 SS S "Son of Henry Barker & Wife" [Minerva] Barker  EC
Barker, Pearl D. 20 Oct 1928 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John D. Barker] Barker, J. S.    EC
Barker, Phebe J. 1874 1909 SS W [Wife of James Henry Barker] Simmons   EC
Barker, Robert C. 1898 1932 SS - Simmons   EC
Barker, Roy V. 18 Jun 1909 14 Jan 1986 DS H [Husband of Lillie M. Barker] Slaty Point
Barker, Russell G. 8 Aug 1895 18 Apr 1989 SS H "PVT US Army WWI" Lee
Barker, Sarah Katherine 6 Mar 1878 29 Mar 1954 DS W [Wife of William A. Barker] Lyon
Barker, Stella May 1905 1907 SS - Lyon
Barker, Thelma 20 Oct 1902 14 Mar 1961 DS - [Nothing written on other side] Forest Lawn
Barker, Unknown 25 Apr 1949 27 Apr 1949 SS - Barker  EC
Barker, Vergie Belle 19 Oct 1900 30 Aug 1979 SS W [Wife of Elbert Victor Barker] Brown (1) 
Barker, Vidia 12 Sep 1907 - DS W [Wife of Virgil Barker] Barker  EC
Barker, Virgil 12 Apr 1905 19 Apr 1929 DS H [Husb of Vida Barker] Barker  EC
Barker, W. Herbert 30 Oct 1898 16 Jan 1919 SS S "Son of Henry Barker & Wife" [Minerva] Barker  EC
Barker, W. M. 18 Aug 1853 [                 ] DS H [Husband of Nannie Barker] Hayes Crossing 
Barker, Walter 18 Apr 1902 11 Sep 1970 DS H [Husband of Cosy Barker] New Sill
Barker, Wanda Fielding 26 Dec 1924 30 Jun 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Ollie W. Barker] Lee
Barker, William A. 15 Aug 1872 20 May 1934 DS H [Husband of Sarah Katherine Barker] Lyon
Barker, William David 1922 1926 SS - Lyon
Barker, Zelda Fugate 23 Jan 1903 27 Mar 1982 SS - Clearfield
Barndollar, Anna Viola 29 Jul 1853 27 Jun 1912 SS - Lee
Barndollar, H. Calvin 8 Oct 1911 28 Jun 1932 SS - Siloam
Barndollar, Martha E 
Stewart 1 Jul 1906 24 Jun 1981 DS W [Wife of William Arthur Barndollar] Stewart
Barndollar, Robert E. 10 Dec 1926 8 Dec 1993 DS - [With Tressie Carty]PVT US Army WWII Stewart
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Barndollar, Tressie Tressie 1932 [               ] DS - [Keep Robert E. Barndollar] Stewart
Barndollar, William Arthur 5 Nov 1900 13 Jul 1985 DS H [Husb of Martha Ellen Stewart Barndollar] Stewart
Barnett, Arvetta W. 1936 [          ] DS W [wife of  Sid Barnett] Barnette Fam
Barnett, Eliza [Jane Blair] 12 Mar 1915 29 Apr 2000 DS W [W.of Ernest Barnett] Baldridge (1)
Barnett, Ernest 16 Oct 1912 13 Oct 1958 DS H [1st Husb. of Eliza Barnett] Baldridge (1)
Barnett, Exie Butts 16 May 1907 6 Apr 1983 SS - [Next to Leslie Barnett] Forest Lawn
Barnett, Grant 18 May 1868 6 Feb 1945 SS - Fey-Crocket
Barnett, Leslie 29 Dec 1895 28 Jan 1977 SS - [Next to Exie Barnett]"Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Barnett, Lizzie 1878 1969 DS W [Wife of William Barnett] Baldridge (1)
Barnett, Margaret Ann 1857 15 Jul 1905 SS (1)
[Wife of Thomas N. Barnette][Dau of John 
A & Rebecca Epperhart Black] Mabry (1)
Barnett, Mark A. 30 Oct 1967 21 Sep 1999 PLQ H
[Husb. Of Lesia Howard Barnett, M: 
7/1/1989. Son of John D & Carolyn Trent 
Barnett] Barnett
Barnett, Marvin 1907 2000 Plq Baldridge (1)
Barnett, Orville 29 Mar 1919 26 Oct 1919 DS - [Keep with Oval Barnett] Sardis
Barnett, Oval 29 Mar 1919 28 Aug 1919 DS - [Keep with Orville Barnett] Sardis
Barnett, Sidney L. [6 Jan] 1930 [31 Jan]1982 DS H [husb.of Arvetta Barnett] Barnette Fam
Barnett, William 1877 1975 DS H [Husb. of Lizzie Barnett] Baldridge (1)
Barnette, Hubert Clinton 14 Apr 1933 3 Oct 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Lilly Naomi Barker Barnette] Forest Lawn
Barnette, Murvel 27 Jan 1930 30 Jan 1930 SS - Clearfield
Barnhart, Emma 29 Feb 1852 [                ] DS W [Wife of Owen Barnhart] Caudill (1) 
Barnhart, Owen 4 Nov 1849 18 Aug 1931 DS H [Husband of Emma Barnhart] Caudill (1) 
Barnhill, Donna C. 1946 [                 ] DS W [of Jesse K. Barnhill]M: 9 Jan 1965] Forest Lawn
Barnhill, Jesse K. 1942 1984 DS H [Husb. of Donna C. Barnhill] Forest Lawn
Barracks, Lizzie Susan 15 Dec 1899 26 Apr 1990 SS W "Wife of Chella Jason Christian" Christian
Barrett, Pearley A. 30 Jun 1906 17 Jun 1935 SS - Caudill (2)
Barricks Laura 21 Jan 1913 15 Aug 1913 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Barricks, Alice 7 Nov 1902 19__ DS W [Wife of Russell Barricks] Barricks  (2)
Barricks, B. B. 5 Mar 1862 30 Jan 1944 DS H [Husb of Malinda Barricks] Barricks  (2)
Barricks, Charles Burton 5 Aug 1916 7 Feb 1988 SS - Barricks  (2)
Barricks, Gertie L. 17 Sep 1915 [                ] DS W [Wife of Henry D. Barricks] Barricks  (1)
Barricks, Henry D. 5 Jun 1905 28 Jan 1977 DS H [Husband of Gertie L. Barricks] Barricks  (1)
Barricks, Malinda 19 Oct 1872 - DS W [Wife of B. B. Barricks] Barricks  (2)
Barricks, Plummer 12 Dec 1935 [                ] DS H [Husband of Thelma Barricks] Barricks  (1)
Barricks, Russell 27 Mar 1907 15 Oct 1937 DS H [Husb of Alice Barricks] Barricks  (2)
Barricks, Thelma 31 Jul 1926 5 Dec 1992 DS W [Wife of Plummer Barricks] Barricks  (1)
Bartlett, Bonnie E. Davis 23 Jan 1942 28 Aug 1997 - - Cranston
Bartram, Fritz Arthur 15 Jul 1924 3 Oct 1989 DS H [Husb. of Iona Bartram]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Bartram, Iona 9 Jan 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Fritz Arthur Bartram] Brown (1) 
Bartz, Martha Carroll 29 Mar 1898 26 Dec 1984 SS - Trumbo   CC
Basford, __ 25 Sep 1883 21 Feb 1901 SS D "Dau of J.W. & L. Basford" Siloam
Basford, Buck 29 Sep 1933 3 Oct 1962 SS - "Husbband" Siloam
Basford, Charles 1880 1971 DS H [Husb of Mollie F. Basford] Siloam
Basford, David K. 1929 1929 SS - "Infant" Lee
Basford, Elizabeth 8 Mar 1860 - DS W [Wife of J. W. Basford] Siloam
Basford, Fannie 6 Jul 1915 28 Aug 1980 SS - [Next to Will H. Basford] Siloam
Basford, Harley Wayne 30 May 1958 13 Jun 1958 SS - Siloam
Basford, Henry 23 Feb 1850 15 Oct 1887 SS - Siloam
Basford, Iva Mae 27 Oct 1903 21 May 1978 DS W [Wife of John R. Basford] Siloam
Basford, J. W. 12 Dec 1857 5 May 1926 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth Basford] Siloam
Basford, John A. 30 Mar 1878 9 Apr 1961 SS - [Next to Laura Basford] Siloam
Basford, John R. 4 Sep 1906 15 Aug 1977 DS H [Husb of Iva Mae Basford] Siloam
Basford, Laura 1882 1972 SS - [Next to John A. Basford] Siloam
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Basford, Luster A. 26 Apr 1932 27 Nov 1932 SS - Siloam
Basford, Margaret E. 1910 1929 SS - Lee
Basford, Marilyn Ann 5 Mar 1955 [                 ] SS - [Next to Harley Wayne Basford] Siloam
Basford, Mollie F. 1884 1932 DS W [Wife of Charles Basford] Siloam
Basford, Rachel 1 May 1889 - DS W [Wife of Sam Basford] Siloam
Basford, Sam 1 Aug 1874 30 Jul 1943 DS H [Husb of Rachel Basford] Siloam
Basford, Tennie 19 Oct 1875 10 Apr 1944 SS - [Next to John & Tennie Basford] Siloam
Basford, Will H. 1923 1978 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Siloam
Bate, Edgar 10 Oct 1922 2 Dec 1928 SS - "Son of H. A. & Sophia Bate] Sardis
Bate, Fielden 28 Apr 1914 2 Aug 1933 SS - "Son of Harry A & Sophia Bate] Sardis
Bate, Harry 7 Aug 1938 7 Aug 1938 DS - [Keep with Larry Bate] Sardis
Bate, Larry 7 Aug 1938 7 Aug 1938 DS - "Infants of Lawrence & Doris Bate" Sardis
Bates, Odella 21 Feb 1914 10 Jul 1982 SS - Purvis
Battson, Emma 1860 1930 SS - Lee
Battson, Hartley [                 ] [               ] DS H [Husb. of Jewel Battson] Lee
Battson, Infant Son 16 Aug 1926 17 Aug 1926 SS S "Son of Hartley & Jewel Battson" Lee
Battson, Jewel [                 ] [               ] DS W [Wife of Hartley Battson] Lee
Battson, William E. 8 Apr 1931 25 Aug 1983 SS S [Son of Hartley & Jewel Battson] Lee
Baughman, Wayman Leon 12 Apr 1921 22 Jan 2000 PLQ H [1st. Wife Mary Irene Brook] Brown (1) 
Baur, Martha 1880 1973 TS - [Keep with Bill & Bertha Evans] Conn-Evans  CC
Bawling, Daughter [                 ] Dec 1959 SS - "Dau of Jimmy & Patricia Bawling" Christian
Bay, Della Johnson 22 Mar 1893 21 Feb 1959 SS - Brown (1) 
Bayes, H. F. 23 Feb 1880 3 Jul 1966 SS - Carey 
Bayes, Hattie Elam 1894 1976 DS - [Keep with H. C. Elam] Carey 
Bays, Anna D. 18 Oct 1887 3 Apr 1935 DS W [Wife of Joseph W. Bays] "Mother" Caudill (4)
Bays, Anna Lee [Martin] 8 Jun 1909 24 Feb 1981 SS W [Wife of John Walter Bays] Lee
Bays, Billie Jo 4 Jul 1971 14 May 1972 SS - Stevens-Stigall
Bays, Flossie F. 1892 1966 SS - Cranston
Bays, Glenna 4 Nov 1923 4 Nov 1923 SS - Town   EC
Bays, Hazel 29 Dec 1924 16 May 1946 SS - Baldridge (1)
Bays, Hiram White 14 Jul 1922 6 Jan 1989 SS - [Next to J & A Bays]"Sgt USMC WWII" Caudill (4)
Bays, John Walter 19 Oct 1916 6 Feb 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Anna Lee Stevens Bays] Lee
Bays, Joseph W. 2 Dec 1879 1 May 1968 DS H [Husb. of Anna D. Bays] "Father" Caudill (4)
Bays, Junior Leon 19 Mar 1928 5 Jul 1939 SS S [Son of Minnie Blevins Carter] Sardis
Bays, Laura Stevens 24 Feb 1874 - SS - Lee
Bays, Lillie T. 12 Feb 1912 20 Dec 1989 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Dawson
Bays, Newton W. 1 Feb 1914 30 Jan 1977 DS - [Relative of Robert H. Bays] Dawson
Bays, Robert H. 1888 1963 DS - Relative of Newton W. Bays] Dawson
Bays, Robert L. 5 Aug 1886 25 Jul 1957 SS - Lee
Beair, Earnest 1 Feb 1907 10 Nov 1957 DS H [Husb. of Lillian Beair] Brown (1) 
Beair, Hubert L. 1925 1989 DS H [Husband of Lily M. Beair] Trent, Elick 
Beair, Lillian 11 Sep 1909 3 May 1993 DS W [Wife of Earnest Beair] Brown (1) 
Beair, Lily M. 1930 1973 DS W [Wife of Hubert L. Beair] Trent, Elick 
Beair, Ora 18 Sep 1910 27 Jun 1970 SS - Brown (1) 
Beair, Patricia Lynn 26 Aug 1975 26 Aug 1975 SS - [Infant] Ison
Beamon, Derrick G.R. 1996 1996 PLQ - Clark (2)
Becker, Gentry 12 Jan 1916 23 Mar 1996 DS H [Husb. of Vernita Becker] Sardis
Becker, Vernita [Bradley] 30 Jan 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Gentry Becker] Sardis
Becknell, Lindon Ray 23 Apr 1937 5 Oct 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Joan McDaniel Becknell] Forest Lawn
Beer, Alfred R. 1911 1979 SS - "US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Bego, Viola Epperhart 11 Dec 1898 9 Oct 1998 SS - Porter  CC
Bell, Racheal Christine 26 Dec 1989 30 Dec 1989 SS D "Randy & Teresa Roe Bell" Roe
Bellamy, Grace R. 1909 1944 SS - Lee
Bellamy, Luther D. 1904 1980 SS - Lee
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Bellomy, Matthew 28 Aug 1920 17 Feb 1985 DS H Husband of Ruby Bellomy, PFC US Army McBrayer
Bellomy, Ruby 23 Aug 1922 [                ] DS W Wife of Matthew Bellomy McBrayer
Bender, Peachie 9 Dec 1936 9 Oct 1972 PLK - Smedley
Bender, Virginia Cox 7 Feb 1926 4 Feb 1998 PLK W [Wife of Daniel Bender] Click
Bendixen, Donna Rae Ricke [7 Sep 1932] [23 Dec 1999]PlQ W [wife of Dr. Joe F. Bindexen] Lee
Bentley, Benjamin 10 Apr 1822 23 Sep 1892 SS - Royce-Bently
Bentley, Dona Lee 31 Jan 1904 30 Aug 1993 DS W [Joseph Doc Bentley] Catron
Bentley, Joseph Doc 20 Oct 1890 24 Mar 1960 DS H [Dona Lee Bentley] Catron
Bentley, Joyce Faye 29 Oct 1943 29 Oct 1943 SS - [By Quiller & Lacie Bentley] Bentley
Bentley, Lacie 26 Nov 1912 19 Oct 1971 SS - [By Quiller Bentley) Bentley
Bentley, Quiller 19 May 1905 6 Nov 1933 SS - [By Lacie Bentley] Bentley
Benton, Georgie Lee 27 Oct 1930 27 Oct 1930 SS - "Dau of Raymond & Dexter S. Benton" Perry   MC
Bess, Amanda Rene 29 May 1985 12 Apr 1994 SS - Fraley Family   EC
BF1: Testimony says that a Roseberry baby was buried here at one time but was moved to another cemetery. Burton Farm  CC
Bieker, Duane Anthony 29 Jul 1939 2 Jul 2000 PLQ S/H [Son of Anthony & Helen Bieker] Brown (1) 
Biggs, Chas W. 4 Dec 1893 12 Oct 1935 SS - Biggs   CC
Biggs, Edna L. 20 Apr 1940 13 Nov 1995 DS W [Wife of George M. Biggs] Biggs   CC
Biggs, George J. 1902 1958 SS - Biggs   CC
Biggs, George M. 7 Mar 1935 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Edna L. Biggs] Biggs   CC
Biggs, J. Edward 27 Jul 1895 24 Nov 1897 SS S "Son of Elsie & L. I. Biggs" Biggs   CC
Biggs, Leonard L. 23 Aug 1907 6 May 1957 SS - Biggs   CC
Biggs, Nora "Tootie" 22 Feb 1937 7 Nov 1991 SS - Barker  EC
Bight, Follie 13 sep 1854 24 May 1889 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Billheimer, Doris Thompso 19 Feb 1929 4 Dec 1978 SS - [Next to Frank Thompson] Forest Lawn
Binion, Anna B. 1883 [                ] DS W [Wife of John R. Binion] Caudill (1) 
Binion, Arminta Cox 8 Aug 1912 28 Mar 2000 DS W [Wife of Ray H. Binion] Brown (1) 
Binion, Bobby 13 Feb 1931 28 Mar 1997 SS - Slaty Point
Binion, Cecila 3 Jul 1948 [                ] SS - "Love, Daughter of Mariam Krauter" Caudill (1) 
Binion, Chester A. 1912 1978 SS - [Buried next to Helen Binion]"Army WWII" Clearfield
Binion, Ethel J.[Johnson] 18 Apr 1912 17 Apr 2000 DS W [Wife of Leroy Binion] Eldridge (1) 
Binion, Gladys 1919 1989 PLQ - Clearfield
Binion, Harman F 4 Mar 1915 28 Sep 1915 SS S [Son of Harve & Ada Binion] New Sill
Binion, Hazel P. 13 Nov 1904 [               ] DS W [Wife of Milford Binion] Lee
Binion, Helen 1924 1997 PLQ - [Buried next to Chester Binion] Clearfield
Binion, Irene E. 12 Sep 1913 18 Feb 1994 DS W [Wife of Roscoe Binion] Fultz, Banney  CC
Binion, Issac 11 May 1886 16 Apr 1924 SS - New Sill
Binion, John R. 1880 1946 DS H [Husband of Anna B. Binion] Caudill (1) 
Binion, Katheleene 15 Mar 1918 23 Jun 1921 SS D [Daughter of Harve & Ada Binion] New Sill
Binion, Leroy 17 Apr 1909 30 May 1996 DS H [Husband of Ethel J."Johnson" Binion] Eldridge (1) 
Binion, Lonzo 30 Mar 1907 8 Apr 1952 SS S "Son" [Son of Rosco & Irene Binon] Fultz, Banney  CC
Binion, M.A. Toria 1892 1953 SS - Rose   EC
Binion, Milford 10 Jul 1902 16 Apr 1984 DS H [Husb. of Hazel P. Binion] Lee
Binion, Ray H. 1 Mar 1915 26 Feb 1992 DS H [of Arminta Cox Binion] M:20 Jul 1935 Brown (1) 
Binion, Rene 1913 1994 MM - Fultz, Banney  CC
Binion, Roscoe 8 Aug 1904 11 Mar 1970 DS H [Husb of Irene E. Binion] Fultz, Banney  CC
Binion, Vicki Rose 17 Nov 1915 16 Apr 1981 SS - Rose   EC
Binion, William C 1 Sep 1920 28 Jan 1921 SS S [Son of Harve & Ada Binion] New Sill
Birchfield, John A. 11___ 1883 3 ___ 1935 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Birchfield, Lourena 7 __ 1890 12 __ 1982 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Bishop, Bertha S. 1885 1932 DS W [Wife of William A. Bishop] Bishop   MC
Bishop, Beulah T. 1885 1958 SS - Lee
Bishop, Carma 17 Apr 1916 6 Aug 1973 DS W [Wife of Luster Bishop] Bishop   MC
Bishop, Charles F. 1937 1982 SS - Lee
Bishop, Charlotte E. 1912 1987 SS - Lee
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Bishop, Chas E. 1875 1930 SS - Lee
Bishop, Denzel 5 Apr 1920 19 Apr 1985 SS - Bishop   MC
Bishop, Don 3 Feb 1935 6 Sep 1951 SS S [Son of L. G. & Grace P. Little Bishop] Brown (1) 
Bishop, Edward H. 1907 1977 SS - Lee
Bishop, Emma 1852 1920 SS - Lee
Bishop, Gary L. 26 Nov 1947 3 Oct 1982 SS S [Son of L. G. & Grace P. Little Bishop] Brown (1) 
Bishop, Herbert M. 1882 1968 SS - Lee
Bishop, Jimmie H. 1882 1977 SS - Lee
Bishop, L. G. 14 Mar 1911 13 May 1999 PLQ H/F H of Grace Pauline Little Bishop] Brown (1) 
Bishop, Lizzie - - SS - Slaty Point
Bishop, Luster 5 Feb 1916 [                ] DS H [Husb of Carma Bishop] Bishop   MC
Bishop, Marguerite 1905 1971 SS - Lee
Bishop, Mattie Lewis 1897 1981 DS - [Keep with Mose Hopkins Bishop] Bishop   MC
Bishop, Mose Hopkins 1887 1958 DS - [Keep with Mattie Lewis Bishop] Bishop   MC
Bishop, Randall Joe 1937 1965 DS S "Sons" [Keep with Ronnie Dale Bishop] Bishop   MC
Bishop, Ronnie Dale 1948 1966 DS S "Sons" [Keep with Randall Joe Bishop] Bishop   MC
Bishop, Russell 27 Sep 1940 5 Jan 1954 SS - Bishop   MC
Bishop, Stephen 1830 1926 SS - "Born in Cranbook England" Lee
Bishop, William A. 1880 1963 DS H [Husb of Bertha S. Bishop] Bishop   MC
Black, [Carrie] Ethel 1904 1991 SS D [Dau. of John W. & Jeannie Lee Black] Lee
Black, Ada [Knipp] 10 Feb 1910 17 May 1999 DS W [Wife of Eddie Lee Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Adolph 5 Aug 1905 28 Dec 1929 SS S "Son of W. C. & Lizzie Black" Lee
Black, Allie J. 1903 1979 DS H [Husb of  Ethel M. Black] Clearfield
Black, Alvira [Margaret] 24 Apr 1872 03 May 1952 DS W
[Wife of Johnson Black, dau Milligan & 
Mary Jane (Short) Hall Black, Johnson
Black, Anna L. [Lane] 18 May 1909 15 Sep 1988 DS W [Wife of David Arthur Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Arizona T. 1932 [Living] DS W [Wife of Ocie Black] Black-Trent
Black, Arthur Edmound 15 Aug 1915 7 Jul 1988 SS - "F2 US Navy WWII" Forest Lawn
Black, Asberry [04 Jun 1936] [04 Jun 1936] None S [Inf son of John M & Sarilda Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Audry C. [Clayton] 1 Oct 1915 1 Jul 1996 DS H [of Christell Wallace Black] Caudill (2)
Black, Benjamin A.[Allen] 28 Jul 1921 28 Feb 1945 SS S "Carlisle Black, KY PFC WWII" Caudill (2)
Black, Berlin 16 Dec 1914 5 Oct 1986 DS H [Husband of Garnette Opal Black] McClain-Arnold
Black, Bessie 1914 1992 DS W [Wife of Lemuel W. Black] McClain-Arnold
Black, Bessie Fay 15 Oct 1930 5 Mar 1931 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Black, Betty Irene 19 Apr 1942 19 Apr 1942 SS D [Daughter of Woodford & Hazel Black] Black, Woodford
Black, Beverly J. 13 Apr 1958 [                ] TS D Dau of Clifford Allen & Beverly J. Black Purvis
Black, Brenda C. 1939 1992 DS W [Wife of James R. Black] Clearfield
Black, Carl 1901 1981 DS H [Husb. Of Mabel Black] Gilliam   CC
Black, Carlisle 14 Jun 1883 1 Aug 1959 DS H [of Pearley Bell Kegley Black] Caudill (2)
Black, Charles L. 29 Dec 1931 24 Sep 1990 DS H [Husband of Julia V. Black] Eldridge (1) 
Black, Charles Lee 15 Jul 1976 03 Sep 1993 SS S [Son of Charles D. & Barbara Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Christell Wallace [14 Feb 1920] [Living] DS W [of Audry C. Black] M:10/25/1938 Caudill (2)
Black, Christopher Dale 08 Jun 1970 Apr 1995 PLK S [Son of Gilbert & Lou Ann Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Clearsie 28 Feb 1908 19 Mar 1954 SS - Black-Trent
Black, Cledis Earl 14 Oct 1937 26 Jan 1938 SS S [Of Eddie Lee & Ada Knipp Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Clifford Allen 16 Jun 1918 27 Jul 1990 TS H [Husb. of Pearl V. Black] Purvis
Black, Cooper [John] [28 Nov]1888 1974 DS H [of Myrtie F. Caudill Black] Caudill (2)
Black, Curtis 1923 1979 SS - U. S. Army W.W.II II Black-Trent
Black, D. A. [David Allen] 12 Dec 1884 28 Aug 1956 SS S/H
Son of Margaret Ann Black, Husb of Cloie 
Susan Day Black & Sue Earley Brown (1) 
Black, Dallas 22 Dec 1893 29 Mar 1973 SS - "Ky Pvt BTRYA326 Fld Arty WWI" Lee
Black, Darlene 1934 [Living] SS - [Next to Roy G. [Gene] Black] Forest Lawn
Black, Darrell Lee 29 Apr 1034 16 Apr 1990 SS - Black   MC
Black, David [Allen] 11 Mar 1861 26 Jul 1917 DS H [Hus of Eliza Jane, son of John A. Black] Eldridge (1) 
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Black, David A.[Arthur] 12 Nov 1901 04 Nov 1976 DS H [Husb of Anna Lane & Vada Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Dessie 15 Oct 1922 21 Aug 1923 SS D [Marion F. & Linda Black] Hogtown
Black, E. Victor 1 May 1937 26 Jun 1999 DS H [Husband of Sherlene Black] McClain-Arnold
Black, Earl Selbee 1928 1977 SS - Forest Lawn
Black, Edd[Big Edd]"Ezra" 25 Jun 1894 6 Jun 1944 SS H [of Grace M. Lyons Black] Caudill (2)
Black, Eddie Lee 28 Jun 1906 25 Nov 1978 DS H [Husb of Ada Knipp Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Edgar 02 Jun 1918 13 Aug 1919 SS - Gone to be an Angel Black-Trent
Black, Edgar E. 30 May 1910 22 Aug 1982 DS H [Husband of Thelma W. Black] Restland
Black, Edward 17 Sep 1929 05 Jul 1991 SS - Black, Willie
Black, Edwin 10 Feb 1969 09 Nov 1969 SS - Black-Trent
Black, Elbert 30 May 1908 30 May 1940 SS S [Son of Johnson & Alvira  Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Elisha J. 1887 1934 DS H [Husband of Nina Preston Coffey] Coffey-Riddle
Black, Eliza Jane [Adkins] 23 Dec 1860 [1937] DS W [Wife of David Allen Black] Eldridge (1) 
Black, Elizabeth Crisp 6 Mar 1874 16 Mar 1963 SS - Lee
Black, Elsberry [04 Jun 1936] [04 Jun 1936] None S [Inf son of John M & Sarilda Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Emory 1910 1942 SS - Lee
Black, Ethel L. 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ray D. Black] Forest Lawn
Black, Ethel L. 11 Jun 1902 12 Jul 1990 SS - Lee
Black, Ethel M. 1906 1996 DS W [Wife of Allie J. Black]"M:24 Nov 1926" Clearfield
Black, Evva 24 Dec 1924 24 Dec 1924 SS D [Daug of David & Vada M. Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Fay 23 Feb 1903 23 Jul 1903 TS D "Daug of J. W. & Jeannie L. Black Mabry (1)
Black, Franklin Pierce 26 Mar 1939 20 Sep 1994 SS S [Son of Edgar & Thelma Black] Restland
Black, Garnette Opal 27 Mar 1919 [ Living ] DS W [Wife of Berlin Black] McClain-Arnold
Black, Geneva 1912 1996 DS W [Wife of Milzia Black] New Sill
Black, George D. [Dewey] 21 Aug 1924 12 Jul 1944 SS S [of George D. Black 1st] "Killed WWII" Caudill (2)
Black, Gilbert 29 Sep 1910 16 Dec 1996 DS H/S
[Husb of Ida Mae Brown & Lou Ann Link 
Black; Son of Johnson & Alvira  Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Grace B. 1899 [30 Apr] 1989 DS W [Wife of Wales Scotland Black] Restland
Black, Grace M. [Lyons] 22 May 1900 2 Apr 1985 SS W [of Edd [of Ezra] "Big Edd" Black] Caudill (2)
Black, Harlin H. 15 Dec 1926 11 Feb 1929 SS S "Son of Carlisle & Pearlie Bell Black" Eldridge (1) 
Black, Hazel Irene [Stidom] 24 Aug 1917 20 Dec 1999 DS W [Wife of James Woodford Black] Black, Woodford
Black, Helen Flannery Black 22 Sep 1914 7 Jun 1999 PLQ - Lee
Black, Henry C. [Clay] 4 Sep 1871 27 Sep 1962 DS H [Husband of Lizzie "Elizabeth" J.[Jones] Caudill (1) 
Black, Henry J. 1892 1964 DS H [Husb. of Sallie "Choat" Black] Forest Lawn
Black, Hershel 21 Nov 1938 17 Nov 1996 PLK S [Son of Edmond & Ada Black] Black, Johnson
Black, J. M. 9 May 1912 16 Jan 1914 SS S [Son of Pearlie Kegley & C.A. Black] Johnson (2)
Black, J. W., Jr. 1909 1918 SS - Lee
Black, James E. 28 Mar 1929 13 Jan 1980 SS S [Son of David & Ana Lane Black] Black, Johnson
Black, James Edward 22 Jul 1919 10 Oct 1987 DS H [Hus of Marie R. Black]"Navy WWII" Forest Lawn
Black, James R. 1938 [                 ] DS H [Husb of  Brenda C. Black] Clearfield
Black, James Woodford 15 Aug 1918 21 May 1988 DS H [Husband of Hazel Irene Stidom Black] Black, Woodford
Black, Janice 8 Dec 1942 8 Dec 1942 SS - Perry   MC
Black, Jean 3 Oct 1916 22 Mar 1992 SS D "Carlisle Black & Pearlie Bell Kegley" Caudill (2)
Black, Jeffery Lee 08 Jul 1966 1988 PLK S [Son of Gilbert & Lou Ann Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Jennie Lee[Adkins] 1880 1941 SS W [Wife of Dr. John William Black, Minister] Lee
Black, Jesse 1919 1919 SS S [Son of Pressie & Lula Black] Black-Trent
Black, John 1900 1931 DS H [Husband of Ethel Black Wilson] Black, Willie
Black, John A. 1831 1899 DS H [Husband of Martha Ann Black at death] Black-Trent
Black, John H. [Henry] 1903 [21 Jul]1985 DS H [Husb. of Ollie Black] Brown (1) 
Black, John M [Miligan] 26 Sep 1894 [14 Aug 1970] DS H [of Rilda [of Sarilda] Royce Black] Caudill (2)
Black, John Murvel 4 May 1928 11 Nov 1982 SS S [of Henry Clay Black] "PVT USAF WWII" Restland
Black, John W. [William] 1875 1950 SS H [Husb. of Jennie Lee Black] (1) Lee
Black, Johnson [14 May]1866 [08 Jun] 1929 DS H [Son of John A. & Rebecca Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Julia V. 27 Aug 1933 [Living] DS W [Wife of Charles L. Black] Eldridge (1) 
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Black, Kathleen 23 Jul 1898 27 Jul 1976 SS - Lee
Black, Kathy Jean 29 Jun 1955 29 Jun 1955 SS D "Marvin C. & Audry J. Black" Caudill (2)
Black, Leander 08 Apr 1867 20 Jan 1938 SS H [Husb of Lizzie Black] Black-Trent
Black, Lemuel W. 1910 1988 DS H [Husb of Bessie Black]"M:18 Sep 1933" McClain-Arnold
Black, Leora 21 Feb 1901 28 Aug 1902 TS D "Daug of J. W. & Jeannie L. Black Mabry (1)
Black, Letha (Conn) 1880 1961 DS W [Wife of Willie Black] Black, Willie
Black, Linda 11 Jul 1889 31 Jan 1934 DS W [Marion F. Black] Hogtown
Black, Linda Sue 1948 1949 SS D [Daughter of Milzia & Geneva Black] New Sill
Black, Lizzie 10 Jul 1870 31 Jul 1953 SS W [Wife of Leander Black] Black-Trent
Black, Lizzie [16 Sep 1795] [9 Sep 1891] UM - [Unmarked grave] Black-Trent
Black, Lizzie [Jones] 19 Jun 1876 2 Jun 1953 DS W [Wife of Henry C. [Clay] Black Caudill (1) 
Black, Loretta 23 Sep 1934 Mar 1935 SS D [Dau of Pressie & Lula Black] Black-Trent
Black, Lou Ann Link 14 Feb 1926 8 Jan 2000 DS W [2nd wife of Gilbert Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Loupena 03 Jul 1931 24 Dec 1933 SS D [Daug of Elbert & Beatrice Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Lovell D. 18 Oct 1933 18 Apr 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Roy Gene Black] Slaty Point
Black, Lula 1897 1952 DS W [Wife of Pressie Black] Black-Trent
Black, Lula A. 25 Jan 1873 12 Jun 1875 SS D "Daughter of J. B. & A. Black" Lee
Black, Mabel 1914 1985 DS W [Wife of Carl Black] Gilliam   CC
Black, Marie R. 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James Edw. Black] Forest Lawn
Black, Marion F. 10 Oct 1890 15 Oct 1962 DS H [Linda Black] Hogtown
Black, Martha A. 1840 [No Date] DS W [Wife of John A. Black at his death] Black-Trent
Black, Mary Jane 24 Oct 1904 16 Jun 1963 SS D [Dau of Johnson & Alvira Black] Black, Johnson
Black, May 23 Feb 1903 23 Jul 1903 TS D "Daug of J. W. & Jeannie L. Black Mabry (1)
Black, Milzia 8 Aug 1914 25 Jan 1975 DS H [Husband of Geneva Black] WWII New Sill
Black, Missouri 30 Jul 1917 6 Feb 1989 DS W [Wife of Wilbert Black] Brown (1) 
Black, Mitchell 1890 1940 SS - Father Black-Trent
Black, Myrtie [Caudill] [7 Jan]1893 1966 DS W [of Cooper John Black] Caudill (2)
Black, Nina Preston 1895 1978 DS W [Wife of Elisha J. Black] Coffey-Riddle
Black, Ocie 1904 1989 DS H [Husband of Arazona T. Black] Black-Trent
Black, Ollie [Caudill] [11 May]1911 2 Sep 2000 DS W [Wife of John H.[Henry] Black] Brown (1) 
Black, Orin, F. [Franklin] 1907 1964 SS S [Son of John W. & Jeannie Lee Black] Lee
Black, Otis Ray 13 Apr 1952 24 Dec 1990 SS S [Son of Wilbert & Missouri Black] Brown (1) 
Black, Paula Marie 20 Jun 1963 20 Jun 1963 SS D "Daughter of Paul & Edith Black" Christian
Black, Pearl 1875 1950 SS - Lee
Black, Pearl 26 Oct 1896 8 Oct 1992 DS W [Wife of Ralph Black] Black   MC
Black, Pearl V. 6 May 1930 [                ] TS W [Wife of Clifford Allen Black] Purvis
Black, Pearley [Bell] 9 Sep 1884 5 Jan 1961 DS W [of Carlisle Black] Caudill (2)
Black, Pete 4 Oct 1924 20 Oct 1990 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Lee
Black, Pressie 1896 1972 DS H [Husband of Lula Black] Black-Trent
Black, Ralph 7 Jun 1886 17 Jan 1967 DS H [Husb of Pearl Black] Black   MC
Black, Ranze 13 Mar 1932 26 Jul 1997 DS S [Son of Gilbert & Ida May Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Ray D. 1914 1994 DS H [Husb. of Ethel L. Black] Forest Lawn
Black, Rebecca Epperhart 19 Nov 1834 25 Nov 1922 SS W [First wife of John A. Black] Eldridge (1) 
Black, Rilda M. [Royce] 7 Jun 1895 8 Mar 1947 DS W [of John Milligan Black] Caudill (2)
Black, Robert O. 9 Jan 1899 7 Jun 1981 SS - Lee
Black, Robert O., Jr. 4 Sep 1925 1 Jul 1973 SS - Lee
Black, Robert Wick 8 Jun 1936 23 Oct 1936 SS - Caudill (1) 
Black, Ronnie Lee 31 Jul 1953 29 Jun 1974 SS - New Sill
Black, Roy G. [Gene] 27 Sep 1932 3 May 1980 SS - [Husb. of Lovell "Caldwell" Black] Forest Lawn
Black, Russell [1899] [Before 1910] - S
[Son of Leander & Lizzie Black, unmarked 
site] Black-Trent
Black, Sallie 1893 1962 DS W [Wife of Henry J. [Johnson] Black] Forest Lawn
Black, Shelby Brionna 26 Dec 1991 10 Feb 1992 SS - "Born 1:43 am, Died 9:46 am." Sardis
Black, Sherline 11 Apr 1937 20 Sep 1987 DS W [Wife of E. Victor Black] McClain-Arnold
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Black, Shirley Mae 01 Mar 1936 28 Apr 1937 SS D [Daug of David & Ana Lane Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Shirley May 24 May 1950 24 May 1950 SS D "Marvin C. & Audry J. Black" Caudill (2)
Black, Ted R [Roy] [23 Apr]1958 [23 Apr]1958 SS S [Son of John & Elsie Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Tenna See 20 Oct 1894 18 Nov 1915 SS - Black-Trent
Black, Tennyson G. 23 Nov 1919 12 Nov 1978 DS - Black   MC
Black, Tera Rae 2 Jun 1982 3 Jul 1996 SS - Gilliam   CC
Black, Thelma [1916] [1916] None - [No marker] Slaty Point
Black, Thelma W. 2 Oct 1910 [                ] DS W [Wife of Edgar E. Black] Restland
Black, Vada M. [May] 30 Jun 1906 17 Jul 1925 SS D "Carlisle Black, wife of David A. Black" Eldridge (1) 
Black, Verna [Vernie] 8 Jun 1930 2 Aug 1941 SS D [Dau of Pressie & Lula Black] Black-Trent
Black, Wales S.[Scotland] [13 Apr] 1898 [13 Dec] 1995 DS H [Husband of Grace B. Black] Restland
Black, Walker 1867 1932 SS - Lee
Black, Wendell 16 Jan 1925 24 Mar 1985 SS - Black   MC
Black, Wilbert 29 Sep 1910 9 Oct 1982 DS H [Husb. of Missouri Black] Brown (1) 
Black, William Tilden 1899 12 Nov 1917 SS S [Son of Johnson & Alvira  Black] Black, Johnson
Black, Willie 1873 1929 DS H [Husband of Letha (Conn) Black] Black, Willie
Blair, Alonzo 1910 1924 SS - Perry   MC
Blair, Ambrose N. 13 May 1876 5 Nov 1945 DS H [Husband of Virginia E. Blair] Caudill (1) 
Blair, Anita Sue Hamm Trent 6 Feb 1946 14 Jul 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Glennis "Buster" Blair] Clearfield
Blair, Annie J. Carter 30 Oct 1866 29 Sep 1883 SS - "Mar. to A. L. Blair 11 Jan 1883" Blair's   MC
Blair, App 19 Oct 1879 8 Mar 1961 SS - [Next to Virginia Lee Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, Arthur 1886 1971 DS H [Husb. of Mabel C. Blair] Lee
Blair, Avanell 15 Nov 1912 3 Aug 1914 SS - [Keep with Osia M. Blair] Clearfield
Blair, Clarinda A. - 20 Jul 1870 SS W "Wife of D.G. Blair, 38 yr 4 m 24 days" Blair's   MC
Blair, Cletis H. 1907 1978 SS - Forest Lawn
Blair, Cora 14 Oct 1895 13 Aug 1949 SS W [Wife of Edward Silas Blair] Fletcher
Blair, Cynthia Ann 12 May 1882 6 Feb 1958 SS - [Next to Cyrus P. Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, Cyrus P. 3 Jan 1882 25 Oct 1965 SS - [Next to Cynthia Ann Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, D. G. 5 Jul 1829 6 May 1901 SS H [of Clarinda A&Mary J, wives on ea side] Blair's   MC
Blair, Damie J. - - SS W "Wife of Dr. A. L. Blair" Lee
Blair, David C. 21 Jul 1901 22 Jun 1985 DS H [Husband of Gladys M. Blair] Caudill (1) 
Blair, Delilah Jo 7 Apr 1958 2 Jan 1961 SS - Fletcher
Blair, Denton C. 28 Sep 1909 6 Jun 1957 DS H [Of Flora E. Blair]"Ky S SGT Inf WWII" Lee
Blair, Denvil Lee 1933 1984 SS - Forest Lawn
Blair, E. 19 Feb 1917 19 Feb 1917 SS - King, Family  CC
Blair, E. J. - 1862 SS - Blair's   MC
Blair, Earlene Thornsberry 27 Jul 1940 [                 ] DS W [of Verl Blair] M:19 Oct 1957 Perry   MC
Blair, Edward Silas 23 Dec 1892 22 Jan 1973 SS H
"A loving father & brother Mason" [Husb of 
Cora Blair] Fletcher
Blair, Elizabeth 18__ 1916 SS - [Next to William T. Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, Elmer 24 Mar 1916 20 May 1976 DS H [of Mary Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, Elsie Mae 1905 1968 SS - Forest Lawn
Blair, Emma Frances 26 Nov 1909 20 Jun 1915 SS D "Daug. of F. M. & Virgie Blair" Lee
Blair, Erma G. 29 Mar 1932 14 Jul 1969 SS - Perry   MC
Blair, Ernest 1920 1950 SS - Brown (1) 
Blair, Essie 1890 1960 DS W [Wife of Johnnie Blair] Lee
Blair, Ester 20 Feb 1920 30 May 1923 SS D "Dau E.S. & Cora Blair" Fletcher
Blair, Ethel 1885 1927 SS W [Wife of Harlin Blair] Lee
Blair, Ethel F. 1894 1911 SS - Lee
Blair, Eva 1894 1951 DS W [Wife of Fred G. Blair] Lee
Blair, F. M. 1869 1939 SS - [Father of Emma Frances Blair] Lee
Blair, F. P. 31 Dec 1859 22 Aug 1942 SS - [Next to Mary E. Blair] Lee
Blair, Flora E. [Black] 1912 1997 DS W [Of Denton C. Blair & Russell Reynolds] Lee
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Blair, Frank P. 22 Sep 1887 12 Jun 1976 DS H [Husb of  Avanell Blair] Clearfield
Blair, Franklin 1917 1972 SS H [Husb. Of Ruth Blair] Lee
Blair, Fred G. 1894 1949 DS H [Husb. of Eva Blair] Lee
Blair, Frederick K, MD 1889 1922 SS - "1st. LT 26 Inf Div WWI" Lee
Blair, Gladys M. 9 Oct 1906 28 Dec 1987 DS W [Wife of David C. Blair] Caudill (1) 
Blair, Hannah 1886 1981 DS W [Wife of Isaac C. Blair] Caudill (1) 
Blair, Harlin 1881 1952 SS H [Husband of Ethel Blair] Lee
Blair, Harold E. 1917 1948 SS - Lee
Blair, Hazel E. 22 Apr 1912 28 Feb 1940 SS - Blair's   MC
Blair, Ida 29 May 1885 23 Mar 1934 DS W [of Johnnie Blair] "Mother" Williams-Turner
Blair, infant 12 Jul 1903 12 Jul 1903 DS - "Child of" [Keep with Mary L. Blair] Blair's   MC
Blair, infant - - SS - "Baby" Perry   MC
Blair, Infant Son 1919 1919 SS S "Infant son of Harlan & Ethel Blair" Lee
Blair, Infant Son 3 Feb 1916 3 Feb 1916 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. L. E. Blair" Lee
Blair, Isaac C. 1881 1947 DS H [Husb. of Hannah Blair] Caudill (1) 
Blair, J. C. 12 Jul 1856 16 Apr 1913 SS - Lee
Blair, J. M. 15 Jul 1845 21 Aug 1899 SS - Blair's   MC
Blair, Jean 1919 1935 SS - Lee
Blair, Jerry 5 Aug 1917 11 Nov 1918 SS S "Son of E.S. & Cora Blair" Fletcher
Blair, Johnnie 1886 - DS H [Husb. of Essie Blair] Lee
Blair, Johnnie 20 Aug 1887 11 Apr 1964 DS H [of Ida Blair] Williams-Turner
Blair, Loucinda 1867 1934 DS W [Wife of Ulyssis G. Blair] Lee
Blair, Louisa 29 Nov 1855 17 Oct 1937 SS - "Mother" [Next to J. M. Blair] Blair's   MC
Blair, Luster E. 1888 1958 SS - [Father of Infant son Blair] Lee
Blair, Mabel C. 1893 1973 DS W [Wife of Arthur Blair] Lee
Blair, Mae 13 Mar 1908 4 Jan 1993 SS - Caudill (1) 
Blair, Mamie O. 1894 1981 SS - Lee
Blair, Marjorie 22 Jan 1920 20 Feb 1991 DS W [Wife of Robert Blair] "M: 10/17/1939" Lee
Blair, Martha E. 13 Jan 1861 28 May 1929 DS W [Wife of Wm. G. Blair] Lee
Blair, Mary 3 Apr 1920 [                 ] DS W [of Elmer Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, Mary Abrams 1 Sep 1880 10 Jul 1965 SS - [Next to J. R. Abrams] Perry   MC
Blair, Mary E. 18 Dec 1861 22 Jan 1919 SS - [Next to F. P. Blair] Lee
Blair, Mary J. 12 Jan 1843 18 Jul 1898 SS W "Wife of D. G. Blair" Blair's   MC
Blair, Mary L. 7 Feb 1871 29 Jul 1903 DS - "Wife of F. M. Blair" Blair's   MC
Blair, Maxine McClure 22 Jan 1924 [           ] DS New Alfrey
Blair, Millard 4 Dec 1891 27 Oct 1960 DS H [Husb. of Ola M Blair]"KY...Inf WWI" Brown (1) 
Blair, Mort 1836 1928 SS - Williams-Turner
Blair, Ola M. 1899 1981 DS W [Wife of Millard Blair] Brown (1) 
Blair, Opal - - SS - [Next to Denvil Lee Blair] Forest Lawn
Blair, Osia M. 28 Dec 1889 25 Sep 1969 DS W [Wife of Frank P. Blair] Clearfield
Blair, Phyllis Kiser 25 May 1937 30 Apr 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Galen Blair] Fraley (1)
Blair, Rachael F. 28 Oct 1858 30 Jul 1926 SS - Lee
Blair, Richard 9 May 1925 16 Oct 1995 SS - [Next to Iris E. Centers Blair Ward] Brown (1) 
Blair, Robert 21 Jul 1914 17 Jul 1993 DS H [Of Marjorie Blair] "MSGT US Air WWII" Lee
Blair, Rua Caudill 16 Jul 1935 14 Feb 1985 SS D "Dau of James W & Reecy Caudill" Brown (1) 
Blair, Ruth 1918 1972 SS W [Wife of Franklin Blair] Lee
Blair, Sarah Scaggs 1880 1898 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Blair, Ulyssis G. 1867 1965 DS H [Husb. Of Loucenda Blair] Lee
Blair, Verl 24 May 1940 5 Sep 1985 DS H [of Earlene Thornsberry Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, Virginia E. 22 Jul 1881 21 Dec 1947 DS W [Wife of Ambrose N. Blair] Caudill (1) 
Blair, Virginia Lee 19 Mar 1884 20 Oct 1969 SS - [Next to App Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, Walter C. 1920 1927 SS - Lee
Blair, Walter Larry 11 Aug 1942 24 Oct 1995 SS - Lee
Blair, William Elbert 17 Jan 1910 1 Jan 1992 SS - "T5 US Army WWII" Caudill (1) 
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Blair, William T. 12 Apr 1919 1 Nov 1978 SS - Perry   MC
Blair, William T. 18__ 1924 SS - [Next to Elizabeth Blair] Perry   MC
Blair, Wm. G 20 Oct 1857 5 May 1934 DS H [Husband of Martha E. Blair] Lee
Blanchie, Nora D. 3 Jan 1880 12 __ 1881 SS - Siloam
Blankenbecker, Annie 21 Feb 1866 6 Jan 1934 DS W "Wife of Linziel Blankenbecker" Crix Cemetery:
Blankenbecker, Lenziel 16 Sep 1861 23 Oct 1942 DS H [Husband of Annie Blankenbecker] Crix Cemetery:
Blankenbeckler, Glen 14 Mar 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Ola Jewell Blankenbeckler] Blankenbeckler EC
Blankenbeckler, Hazel 1914 1975 DS W [of James Blankenbeckler] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Blankenbeckler, Herbert Lee 15 Sep 1945 26 Oct 1989 DS H [Husb of Lorene Blankenbeckler] Blankenbeckler EC
Blankenbeckler, James 1908 1986 DS H [of Hazel Blankenbeckler] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Blankenbeckler, Lorene 17 Jul 1945 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Herbert Lee Blankenbeckler] Blankenbeckler EC
Blankenbeckler, Martha 29 Jun 1887 27 Jan 1973 DS W [Wife of Walter C. Blankenbeckler] Blankenbeckler EC
Blankenbeckler, Maxine 1 Jan 1933 [                 ] DS W [of Willie Blankenbeckler] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Blankenbeckler, Ola Jewell 4 Jun 1921 9 Jun 1974 DS W [Wife of Glen Blankenbeckler] Blankenbeckler EC
Blankenbeckler, Olen 23 Aug 1937 12 Jun 1997 DS H [of Patsy Nell Blankenbeckler] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Blankenbeckler, Ottie 5 Jan 1920 23 May 1931 SS - [handmade stone] Blankenbeckler EC
Blankenbeckler, Patsy Nell 21 Mar 1942 25 Jul 1993 DS W [of Olen Blankenbeckler] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Blankenbeckler, Willie 5 Aug __ Apr 1910 SS - [handmade stone] Blankenbeckler EC
Blankenbeckler, Willie 5 Apr 1932 15 Jun 1989 DS H [of Maxine Blankenbeckler] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Blankenbeckler,Walter C. 11 Nov 1883 25 Jul 1973 DS H [Husb of Martha Blankenbeckler] Blankenbeckler EC
Blankenship, Deanie D. 1919 1994 DS W [Wife of William A. Blankenship] Brown (1) 
Blankenship, Fannie J. 3 Jan 1922 18 Nov 1997 DS W [Wife of Henry T. Blankenship] Brown (1) 
Blankenship, Garfield 1880 1929 SS -
[Next to George Blankinship] F. of 12 
children Clearfield
Blankenship, George 1 Oct 1908 2 Jul 1987 SS - [Buried next to Garfield Blankenship] Clearfield
Blankenship, Henry T. 14 Apr 1904 29 Jul 1990 DS H [Husb. of Fannie J. Blankenship] Brown (1) 
Blankenship, William A. 1908 1980 DS H [Husb. of Deanie D. Blankenship] Brown (1) 
Blankinship, Fannie Jane 
Engle 3 Jan 1922 18 Nov 1997 PLQ - Brown (1) 
Blankinship, Ivory Nickell 3 Apr 1919 24 Sep 1996 DS - "Sister" Nickell-Harris
Blanton, Annie C. 15 Aug 1895 21 Oct 1912 SS D "Dau of Howard & Laura Blanton" Maddox-Hamm
Blanton, Arney C. 14 Apr 1894 30 Aug 1894 SS - "Son of L. & Nancy Blanton" Maddox-Hamm
Blanton, Eliza 1851 1858 SS D [R. F. Blanton] Hogtown
Blanton, Emmit 1905 1970 DS H [Husb. of Flo Blanton] Evans
Blanton, Flo 1908 [                ] DS W [Wife of Emmit Blanton] Evans
Blanton, Florence 1877 1923 DS W [Wife of Mander Blanton] Sardis
Blanton, Florence 1872 1935 SS W [2nd wife of Wyman Blanton] Wyatt
Blanton, Glennis Earl 23 Feb 1932 22 Apr 1997 SS S [Son of Emmit & Flo Blanton] Evans
Blanton, Jack N. [Nelson] 23 Nov 1927 9 Oct 1975 DS H
[Husb.of Thelma Blanton]                         
"CPL USAF Korea" Evans
Blanton, Laura 13 Oct 1874 21 Aug 1922 SS W "Wife of Howard Blanton" Maddox-Hamm
Blanton, Mander 1865 1930 DS H [Husb. of Florence Blanton] Sardis
Blanton, Nancy 27 Apr 1867 18 Jun 1919 SS - "Wife of L. A. Blanton" Sardis
Blanton, Oley B. 22 May 1892 29 Jun 1895 SS D "Dau of Howard S. & Laura E. Blanton" Maddox-Hamm
Blanton, Sarah [                 ] [                 ] UM W [Wife of Wyman Blanton, unmarked] Blanton-White
Blanton, Thelma L. 13 Sep 1931 15 Feb 1993 DS W [Wife of Jack W. Blanton] Evans
Blanton, Vernon E. 15 Feb 1903 11 Jul 1981 SS -
"PFC US Army WWII" [Next to Mander & 
Floren] Sardis
Blanton, Willie L. 10 May 1897 9 Feb 1916 SS S "Son of Howard & Laura Blanton" Maddox-Hamm
Blanton, Wyman 20 Jan 1840 2 Jun 1913 UM H [Husb. Of Sarah Blanton, unmarked] Blanton-White
Bledsoe, Dicie F. 1910 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James A. Bledsoe] Brown (1) 
Bledsoe, George T. 1 Dec 1849 3 Aug 1917 TS - [Keep with Gracie Bledsoe] Trumbo   CC
Bledsoe, Gracie 3 Mar 1882 2 Jan 1921 TS - [Keep with George T. Bledsoe] Trumbo   CC
Bledsoe, James A. 1903 1953 DS H [Husb. of Dicie F. Bledsoe] Brown (1) 
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Bledsoe, Joel F. 23 May 1879 22 Aug 1964 DS H
[Husb of Margaret Bledsoe]"PVT Co1 27 
Rgt Phil Inf, Spanish American War" Trumbo   CC
Bledsoe, Lucy Ann 14 Nov 1859 15 Feb 1937 TS - [Keep with George T. Bledsoe] Trumbo   CC
Bledsoe, Margaret 1884 1956 DS W [Wife of Joel F. Bledsoe] Trumbo   CC
Blevens, Arnel 9 Sep 1914 9 Aug 1921 SS S "Son of W.M. & Nora Blevens" Hogge 
Blevens, Lyda F. _ Jul 1911 28 Mar 1913 SS D "Dau of W.M. & Nora Blevens" Hogge 
Blevens, Nelson 9 Nov 1923 1 Dec 1924 SS S "Son of W.M. & Nora Blevens" Hogge 
Blevins, "Infant" 1950 1950 DS - "Children of Arvil & Lela Blevins" Sardis
Blevins, Ada Susan [                 ] [                 ] SS - [Ada Susan Lands Smith Blevins] Fultz
Blevins, Alma S. 10 Jun 1908 4 May 1993 SS W [Wife of John H. [Henry] Blevins] Scaggs   FC
Blevins, Arnie C. 8 Jan 1930 15 Jun 1989 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Blevins] Sardis
Blevins, Byron Shane 12 Sep 1976 12 Sep 1976 SS - Scaggs   FC
Blevins, Carolyn 2 Oct 1941 2 Nov 1992 SS - Sardis
Blevins, Cecil 13 May 1916 30 Jan 1939 SS H [Husband of Jessie Tackett] Sardis
Blevins, Charles M. 18 Apr 1919 29 Nov 1997 DS H
[Mary Fultz Blevins] TEC 5 US Army 
WWII Stevens-Stigall
Blevins, Charlie L. 18 Apr 1933 30 Mar 1989 DS H [Husb. Of Phyllis G. Blevins] Scaggs   FC
Blevins, Clarence 16 Oct 1925 6 Nov 1926 SS S "Son of Wm. & Nora Blevins" Hogge 
Blevins, Clayton 7 Feb 1929 10 Feb 1929 SS S "Son of Wm. & Nora Blevins" Hogge 
Blevins, Clester 18 Apr 1930 9 Sep 1989 DS H [Husb of Eulalia Blevins] Hogge 
Blevins, Dannie 1953 1960 PLQ - Caudill, Norwood 
Blevins, Edna 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Evert Blevins] Hogge 
Blevins, Elizabeth L. 7 Apr 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Arnie C. Blevins] Sardis
Blevins, Emory 1930 1960 PLQ - Caudill, Norwood 
Blevins, Eulalia 1 Sep 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Clester Blevins] Hogge 
Blevins, Evert 1905 1985 DS H [Husb of Edna Blevins] Hogge 
Blevins, Gerald Dean 27 Mar 1942 28 Jan 1986 SS - Scaggs   FC
Blevins, Hilda 1935 1960 PLQ - Caudill, Norwood 
Blevins, Jackie 1954 1960 PLQ - Caudill, Norwood 
Blevins, James B. 1874 1946 DS H [Husb. of Virgie Mae Blevins] Sardis
Blevins, John H. [Henry] 1907 1952 SS H [Husb. Of Alma S. Blevins] Scaggs   FC
Blevins, John W. 22 Aug 1929 1 Dec 1930 SS S "Son of John H. & Alma B;evins" Scaggs   FC
Blevins, Lela M. 30 Sep 1905 21 Sep 1986 DS W [Wife of William A. Blevins] Sardis
Blevins, Mary Fultz 1918 1990 DS W [Charles M. Blevins] Stevens-Stigall
Blevins, Norah 1888 1962 DS W [Wife of W. M. Blevins] Hogge 
Blevins, Phyllis G. 27 Jun 1936 [                ] DS W [Wife of Charlie L. Blevins] Scaggs   FC
Blevins, Preston N. 1949 1949 DS - [Keep with "Infant" Blevins] Sardis
Blevins, Vilet 27 Mar 1938 27 Mar 1938 SS D "Dau of [John] Henry & Alma Blevins" Scaggs   FC
Blevins, Virgie Mae 1880 1965 DS W [Wife of James B. Blevins] Sardis
Blevins, W. M. 1880 1954 DS H [Husb of Norah Blevins] Hogge 
Blevins, William A. 13 Sep 1909 4 Mar 1993 DS H [Husb. of Lela M. Blevins] Sardis
Blizzard, Clyde 24 Aug 1918 11 Apr 1952 SS H [Husband of Dixie Blizzard] New Sill
Blizzard, Dixie [Messer] 1913 1971 SS W
[Wife of Clyde Blizzard Dau of Pearl & 
Elbert Messer] New Sill
Blizzard, Laura 3 Apr 1868 1 Oct 1887 SS - Town   EC
Blodgett, Howard A. 27 Jun 1918 25 Nov 1988 SS - [Next to Irene Blodgett Little]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Blount, William P. - 18 Aug 1897 SS - "Age 34 years 11 mos, 3 days" Carey 
Bobbit, Gertrude 1883 1972 SS - Caudill (1) 
Bocook, Ivan S. 17 Mar 1906 11 Jun 1983 DS H [Husb. of Lucie D. Bocook] Cranston
Bocook, Lucie Cline 25 Nov 1909 5 Sep 1997 - - Cranston
Bocook, Lucie D. 25 Nov 1909 5 Sep 1997 DS W [Wife of Ivan S. Bocook] Cranston
Boggess, Ethel Cornette 15 Sep 1888 6 Jan 1969 DS W [Wife of Jesse Lee Boggess] Lee
Boggess, Infant Son 17 Sep 1899 25 Sep 1899 DS S "W. A. Boggess" Pine Hill
Boggess, Jesse Lee 8 Feb 1891 16 Apr 1960 DS H [Husb. of Ethel Cornette Boggess] Lee
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Boggess, Maggie F. 7 Feb 1865 28 Sep 1899 DS W "W. A. Boggess" Pine Hill
Boggs, Anthony 22 Sep 1978 9 Apr 1995 SS - Boggs, Lafay  EC
Boggs, Arthur 27 Aug 1920 22 Jun 1967 SS - "Ky Tec 5 16 Armored Division WWII" Boggs (2)   EC
Boggs, Beulah 8 Jan 1919 [                ] DS W [Wife of Edison Boggs] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Boggs, Carmel E. 23 Jan 1936 - DS - [Keep with Frank D. Boggs] Boggs   EC
Boggs, Charles A. 18 Aug 1888 18 Jul 1944 SS - Moore-Messer
Boggs, Dallas Kay 14 Mar 1951 2 Feb 1975 SS - "CPL US Marine Corps Vietnam" Boggs (2)   EC
Boggs, Donald L. 25 Jan 1943 24 Jul 1995 SS - Boggs (2)   EC
Boggs, Edison 11 Oct 1917 [                ] DS H [Husb of Beulah Boggs] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Boggs, Frank D. 9 Jan 1937 - DS - [Keep with Carmel E. Boggs] Boggs   EC
Boggs, Glenna Gillum 3 Oct 1931 [                ] DS W [Wife of Lafayett, Boggs, Jr.] "M: 5 Jul 1950"Boggs, Lafay  EC
Boggs, Glenwood 11 Mar 1941 - DS - [Keep with Willie Boggs Jr.] Boggs   EC
Boggs, Gracie 10 Jul 1909 5 Oct 1982 DS W [of Keep with Willie Boggs] Boggs   EC
Boggs, Irene 7 Sep 1919 [                ] DS W [Wife of Leonidas Boggs] Boggs (2)   EC
Boggs, James W. 7 Jun 1934 16 Aug 1953 SS - Boggs   CC
Boggs, Jessica Kenna 12 Mar 1983 5 Jan 1986 SS - Boggs (2)   EC
Boggs, John 12 Aug 1863 4 Jul 1932 DS H [Husb. of Sarah Boggs] New Alfrey
Boggs, Kathryn Skaggs 19 Nov 1892 28 Nov 1979 DS W [Wife of Lafayette Boggs, Sr.]M:5 Jan 1911 Boggs, Lafay  EC
Boggs, Kenneth 5 Jan 1955 - SS - Boggs   EC
Boggs, Lafayette, Jr. 12 Jun 1929 2 Apr 1997 DS H
[Husb of Glenna Gillum Boggs]"PVT US 
Army" Boggs, Lafay  EC
Boggs, Lafayette, Sr. 23 Jun 1887 2 Nov 1944 DS H [Husb of Kathryn Skaggs Boggs] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Boggs, Leonidas 16 Sep 1918 23 Mar 1991 DS H [Husb of Irene Boggs]"Wed Dec 5, 1938" Boggs (2)   EC
Boggs, Oral B. 1897 1942 DS - [Keep with Richard Boggs] Boggs   CC
Boggs, Richard 1894 19___ DS - [Keep with Richard Boggs] Boggs   CC
Boggs, Sarah 3 Apr 1861 20 Sep 1932 DS W [Wife of Jack Boggs] New Alfrey
Boggs, Willie 1 Aug 1905 9 Jan 1997 DS H [of Keep with Gracie Boggs] Boggs   EC
Boggs, Willie Jr. 3 Apr 1944 - DS - [Keep with Glenwood Boggs] Boggs   EC
Bohm, Rosalia 22 Aug 1903 17 Feb 1988 SS - McBrayer
Bond, Clyde A. 8 Mar 1915 25 Feb 1982 DS H [Husb of Ithel Bond] Hale   CC
Bond, Ithel 19 Apr 1919 1 Dec 1979 DS W [Wife of Clyde A. Bond] Hale   CC
Bond, Lillie J. 21 Jul 1891 18 Jan 1918 SS - King, Family  CC
Bonham, James C. Jr. 1959 1960 SS - "Son of James & Loraine Bonham" Fraley (1)
Boodry, James Franklin 23 May 1963 26 Apr 1981 SS - Forest Lawn
Boorman, James W. 28 Feb 1891 1 Aug 1891 SS - Hogtown
Boothe, Myrtle Barbour 19 May 1894 7 Sep 1979 SS - Caudill (1) 
Boseman, O. L. 1875 1942 SS - Lee
Botts, Ada S. 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James O. Botts] Brown (1) 
Botts, James O. 24 Apr 1919 30 Aug 1992 DS H [of Ada S Botts] "S Sgt Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Bowan, Ruth Pearl 1924 1974 DS W [Wife of William Paul Bowan] Forest Lawn
Bowan, William Paul 1921 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Ruth Pearl Bowan] Forest Lawn
Bowen, Clauda C. 1914 1981 DS - [With Printice Bowen] TEC5 US Amy WWIILee
Bowen, Clauda, Jr. 29 Aug. 1939 [               ] SS - Lee
Bowen, Ella 1872 1940 DS W [Wife of St. Clair Bowen] Lee
Bowen, Jack 9 Nov 1923 10 Jun 1924 SS S "Son of D. H. & Millie Bowen" Eagle Hall  CC
Bowen, Kate 1898 1967 DS W [Wife of Oather J. Bowen] Eagle Hall  CC
Bowen, Marva 13 Dec 1867 21 Dec 1920 SS W "Wife of John Brown" Eagle Hall  CC
Bowen, Oather J. 1895 1983 DS H
[Husb of Kate Bowen]"PVT US Army 
WWII" Eagle Hall  CC
Bowen, Pauline 22 Apr 1931 13 Oct 1931 SS D "of Clayton & Lou Bowen" Williams-Turner
Bowen, Pearl L. 9 Apr 1903 17 Jun 1992 DS W
[Wife of Samuel F. Bowen]"Wed 28 Oct 
1922" New Sill
Bowen, Prentice 1915 1995 DS - [Keep with Clauda C. Bowen] Lee
Bowen, Samuel F. 7 Jun 1901 13 Jun 1994 DS H [Husband of Pearl L. Bowen] New Sill
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Bowen, St. Clair 1871 1943 DS H [Husb. of Ella Bowen] Lee
Bowen, Thelma Abbott 1921 1991 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Bowen, Volden 22 Apr 1922 23 Aug 1923 SS S "Son of O. J. & Kate Bowen" Eagle Hall  CC
Bowles, Cecil J. 1900 1981 DS H [Husb of  S. Jane Bowles] Clearfield
Bowles, Emma 15 Mar 1877 27 Jan 1955 DS W [Wife of Steve Bowles]"77 yrs 1 mo 17d Poston
Bowles, Harley 1922 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Zourdah Bowles] Forest Lawn
Bowles, Ina Darlene 11 Oct 1932 4 Nov 1946 SS - [Family plot with J. W. Wells] Caudill (1) 
Bowles, J. H. 4 Sep 1896 28 Dec 1926 SS - Poston
Bowles, Mack [McKinley] 4 Jun 1900 18 Dec 1936 SS - Poston
Bowles, Margret 26 Dec 1924 26 Jan 1925 SS - "Dau of J. H. & Zona Bowles" Poston
Bowles, Olive 16 Dec 1920 2 Feb 1923 SS - [Next to S. B.] Poston
Bowles, S. Jane 1902 1977 DS W [Wife of Cecil J. Bowles] Clearfield
Bowles, Steve 15 Nov 1873 11 Nov 1953 DS H [Husb. of Emma Bowles] Poston
Bowles, Zourdah 1926 1985 DS W [Wife of Harley Bowles] Forest Lawn
Bowling, Alex 31 Oct 1950 16 Aug 1981 SS - Clearfield
Bowling, Bessie 6 May 1892 21 Dec 1968 DS W [Wife of Sanford Stewart Bowling] Caudill (1) 
Bowling, Chester 27 Jan 1926 27 Jan 1926 SS S "Son of Cecil & Peachie Bowling" Kegley
Bowling, Cletis D. 13 Dec 1927 15 Dec 1927 SS - New Alfrey
Bowling, Danny 28 Feb 1954 7 Nov 1981 SS - Brown (1) 
Bowling, Edward 10 Mar 1933 27 Jan 1934 SS S "Son of Cecil & Peachie Bowling" Kegley
Bowling, Elexis 1996 1996 PLK - McClain-Arnold
Bowling, Frista - - SS - New Alfrey
Bowling, Ida 11 Jul 1883 28 Aug 1966 DS W [Wife of Riley Bowling] Brown (1) 
Bowling, Lillian Fultz 25 May 1918 22 Aug 1979 DS W [Wife of Noah Bowling] Brown (1) 
Bowling, Louise 8 Feb 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Vess Bowling] M:5 Jan 1957 Brown (1) 
Bowling, Missouria 17 Jul 1915 18 Jul 1915 DS D Daug. of S. S. & Bessie Bowling" Dawson
Bowling, Mrs. Anna 1 Sep 1860 22 Dec 1893 SS - "33 Yrs, 3 Mo, 21 days" Tussey
Bowling, Noah 10 Aug 1907 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Lillian Fultz Bowling] Brown (1) 
Bowling, Nora May 6 Nov 1924 11 Jun 1925 SS D "Dau of John & Sarah Bowling" Eagle Hall  CC
Bowling, Riley 24 Apr 1874 22 Jun 1958 DS H [Husb. of Ida Bowling] Brown (1) 
Bowling, Robert E. Jr. 1979 1996 SS - [Next to Vess & Louise Bowling] Brown (1) 
Bowling, Russell E. 17 Jul 1915 26 Jul 1915 DS S "Son of S. S. & Bessie Bowling" Dawson
Bowling, Sanford Stewart 17 May 1892 9 Sep 1946 DS H [Husband of Bessie Bowling] Caudill (1) 
Bowling, Steve D. 5 Dec 1962 23 Dec 1979 SS - Brown (1) 
Bowling, Vess 24 Feb 1915 7 Oct 1991 DS H [Husb. of Louise Bowling] Brown (1) 
Bowling, William Edgar 28 Sep 1916 13 Nov 1918 SS S "Son of S. S. & Bessie Bowling" Dawson
Bowman, Betty Jo 14 July 1928 - DS W [Wife of Ward William Bowman] Bowman
Bowman, Carl D. 15 Oct 1941 30 Nov 1942 SS S "Infant son" [of Golie McClure Bowman] McClure
Bowman, Charlie 1884 1956 DS H [Husband of Laura Bowman] Bowman
Bowman, Cindy C. 7 Nov 1906 10 Dec 1906 TS - Keep with Thomas H. Bowman Bowman
Bowman, Gary Lee 15 Apr 1951 19 Apr 1951 SS - Bowman
Bowman, George Paul 29 Jul 1967 29 Aug 1998 PLQ Lee
Bowman, Harold 1 Nov 1935 14 Mar 1937 SS S [Son of Mr. & Mrs. Edgar Bowman] Bowman
Bowman, Herbert 26 Jan 1896 2 Apr 1990 DS H [Husband of Sarah E. Roberts Bowman] Bowman
Bowman, Infant 28 Oct 1957 - SS - Bowman
Bowman, Infant - - SS - "Infant of Herbert & Sarah Roberts" Bowman
Bowman, Laura 1887 1971 DS W [Wife of Charlie Bowman] Bowman
Bowman, Lilburn 25 Apr 1924 22 May 1988 SS S Bowman
Bowman, Lilly 6 Apr 1920 6 Apr 1920 TS - Keep with Thomas H. Bowman Bowman
Bowman, Lucinda 25 Mar 1854 17 Jul 1930 SS - Bowman
Bowman, Matt 1877 1956 DS H [Husband of Rebecca Bowman] Bowman
Bowman, Rebecca 1886 1963 DS W [Wife of Matt Bowman] Bowman
Bowman, Recil Dale 8 Jul 1957 28 July 1984 SS - Baldridge (1)
Bowman, Sarah Roberts 27 Sep 1901 12 Sep 1979 DS W [Wife of Herbert Bowman] Bowman
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Bowman, Silvia 25 Mar 1923 25 Mar 1923 SS - Bowman
Bowman, Thomas H. 12 Mar 1914 10 Apr 1915 TS - Keep with Lilly Bowman Bowman
Bowman, Ward Marvin 1949 1949 "Infant" Bowman
Bowman, Ward William 5 Feb 1924 12 Jan 1991 DS H [Husband of Betty Jo Bowman]WWII Bowman
Bowman, William H. 30 Apr 1850 8 Jan 1921 SS - Bowman
Bowman, Winford 1918 1976 SS S [Son of Herbert & Sarah R Bowman] Bowman
Bowne, Andre Bennett 5 Sep 1916 9 Apr 1984 SS - "S2 US Navy WWII" Lee
Bowne, Mary Jane 19 Jan 1917 7 May 1990 SS - [Mary Jane Robertson Bowne] Lee
Boyd, A. C. Russell 22 Sep 1928 22 Aug 1946 SS S
[Son of J. B. & Sarah E. Boyd]"KY PVT 
Ord Dept, WWII" Boyd 
Boyd, Alma E. 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ralph A. Boyd] Forest Lawn
Boyd, Amos 8 Feb 1918 8 Feb 1918 SS S "Son of Wm. & Lora Boyd" Hayes Crossing 
Boyd, Andrew 2 Dec 1906 29 Jun 1908 SS S "Simon & Louisia Boyd" Fultz
Boyd, Arby Eugene 17 Aug 1923 17 Aug 1923 SS S "Son of J. B. & Sarah E. Boyd" Boyd 
Boyd, Averie E. 29 Apr 1924 29 Apr 1924 SS S "Son of J. B. & Sarah E. Boyd" Boyd 
Boyd, Elsie M. 28 Aug 1912 [                ] DS W
[Wife of Troy E. Boyd] "The parents of 
seven are now in Heaven" Boyd 
Boyd, Fannie W. 27 Jan 1861 2 Feb 1920 SS W "Wife of T.[Thomas] P. Boyd" Lee
Boyd, Floyd 17 Feb 1882 7 Jan 1971 SS H [Husband of Minnie Boyd] Fultz
Boyd, Harley M. 1898 1952 SS - Lee
Boyd, James S. 19 Dec 1846 9 May 1871 SS - Siloam
Boyd, James W. 1890 1981 DS H [Husb. of Sarah A. Boyd] Sunrise
Boyd, Joe Bennie 7 Jan 1894 25 Apr 1930 SS H
[Husb. Of Sarah E. Miller Boyd; son of John 
Wesley Boyd] Boyd 
Boyd, John Wesley 9 Jun 1867 13 Sep 1931 SS H/F
[1st. Husb of Sally Butts Boyd] "Father" 
[Started Cemetery] Boyd 
Boyd, Mandy Gee 1 Sep 1904 25 Mar 1989 SS - Lee
Boyd, Minnie 1886 1933 SS W [Wife of Floyd Boyd] "Mother" Fultz
Boyd, Noah C. 28 Mar 1903 23 Aug 1921 SS S "Son of Floyd Boyd & Wife" [Minnie] Fultz
Boyd, Ralph A. 1918 1981 DS H [Husb. of Alma E. Boyd] Forest Lawn
Boyd, Raymond E. 19 Sep 1922 6 Oct 1997 SS H/F
"Husb of Christeen Porter Boyd, M:14 Jun 
1947, father of Lana" [On his favorite horse] 
"He no longer rides amongst us but, rides 
with the wind" Sunrise
Boyd, Rosa M. 1897 1990 DS W [Wife of William A. Boyd] Forest Lawn
Boyd, Sally [Butts] 9 Mar 1875 29 Oct 1958 SS W [Wife of John W. Boyd & Henry L.Conley] Boyd 
Boyd, Sarah A. [Debord] 1891 1964 DS W [Wife of James W. Boyd] Sunrise
Boyd, Sarah E. [Miller] 10 Aug 1900 23 Jan 1992 SS W [Wife of Joe Bennie Boyd] Boyd 
Boyd, Thomas P. 1858 1942 SS H "Husband of Fannie W. Boyd" Lee
Boyd, Thorton P. 24 Jan 1896 27 Jun 1970 SS - "Ky PFC TRPL 16 Cavalry WWI" Lee
Boyd, Troy E. 28 Sep 1909 6 Feb 1997 DS H
[Husband of Elsie Miller Boyd; son of John 
Wesley Boyd] Boyd 
Boyd, William A. 1894 1978 DS H [Husb. of Rosa M Boyd]"Army WWI" Forest Lawn
Boyston, Mayme McCleese 6 Feb 1886 11 Apr 1983 DS W [Wife of Dr. Allen W. McCleese] Carey 
Bradley, Addie Florence 1911 1924 SS - Trumbo   CC
Bradley, Alex 2 Mar 1858 16 Dec 1934 DS H [Husb of  Louise Bradley] Clearfield
Bradley, Alpha E. 15 Oct 1870 19 Dec 1940 SS - "Mother" Whisman 
Bradley, Angline 21 Nov 1850 26 May 1897 SS D "dau of Elias & Janie Bradley" Clearfield
Bradley, Anna Fryman 1882 1957 DS W [Wife of Landon Bradley] Fryman
Bradley, Anna M. 1895 1987 DS W [Wife of Arthur M. Bradley] Lee
Bradley, Arthur M 1895 1978 DS H [Husband of Anna M. Bradley] Lee
Bradley, Bercie 13 May 1893 8 Mar 1898 SS D "Dau. of Hiram & Mary M. Bradley" Lee
Bradley, Bercie McCullough 30 Jan 1908 16 Oct 1910 SS D "Daug. of W. E. & Hattie D. Bradley" Lee
Bradley, Bessie D. 24 Feb 1928 [                ] DS W [Wife of William Earl Bradley] Conn-Bradley  CC
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Bradley, Betty 1900 1976 DS W [Wife of Jasper Bradley] Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, Dale Edward 30 Dec 1937 7 May 1956 SS - Whisman 
Bradley, Diana Louise 30 Jul 1948 31 Jul 1948 SS D "Dau of Earl & Mildred Bradley" Brown (1) 
Bradley, Edna M. 18 Mar 1930 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Marvin W. Bradley] Brown (1) 
Bradley, Elias 12 Dec 1818 8 Oct 1908 SS - [Buried next to Louanna Bradley] Clearfield
Bradley, Elizabeth 24 Mar 1881 17 Jan 1928 SS - Trumbo   CC
Bradley, Euilla 27 Mar 1931 31 mar 1931 SS - Trumbo   CC
Bradley, Fannie C. 12 Aug 1901 12 Jul 1981 DS W [Wife of Milton M. Bradley] Brown (1) 
Bradley, Frank Ivan 1 Dec 1905 16 Mar 1907 SS S "Son of Hiram & Mary M. Bradley" Lee
Bradley, Fred Tyler 18 Sep 1909 30 Dec 1909 SS S "Son of Hiram & Mary M. Bradley" Lee
Bradley, Freddie B. 9 May [                ] SS S "Son of J.B. & Malissie Bradley" Dawson
Bradley, George B. 1897 1970 SS - Trumbo   CC
Bradley, George W. 20 May 1828 6 Feb 1902 SS - Cranston
Bradley, Glendal R. 31 Mar 1932 25 Jun 1994 DS H [Naomi R. Estep Bradley] Estep
Bradley, Hattie M. 15 Aug 1897 11 Jul 1977 SS - [Next to W. H. Bradley] Sardis
Bradley, Hazel 1904 1983 DS W [Wife of William Bradley] Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, Henderson 13 Nov 1898 13 Jun 1902 SS S "Son of Alpha & G.W. Bradley" Whisman 
Bradley, Hiram 25 Dec 1865 14 Feb 1955 SS H [Husb. of Mary M. Bradley] Lee
Bradley, Infant Daughte 12 Feb 1911 1 Mar 1911 SS D "Daughter of Alex & Louise Bradley" Clearfield
Bradley, James H. 5 Jun 1873 1 Feb 1949 DS H [Husb of Susie Bradley] Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, James Okel 17 Mar 1915 26 Apr 1919 SS S "Son of J.H. & Susie Bradley" Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, Jasper 1895 1957 DS H
[Husb of Betty Bradley]"Sgt US Army 
WWI" Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, John A. J. 18 Mar 1897 8 Oct 1954 SS - "Ohio, Co. K 17, Inf. WWII" Dawson
Bradley, Johnnie Cliffor 24 Aug 1939 20 Jun 1944 SS - Whisman 
Bradley, Kirby Edison 12 Feb 1897 15 Jul 1934 DS H [Of Lucy B Bradley]"AR 83 Inf Div WWI" Lee
Bradley, Landon 1880 1908 DS H [Husb. of Anna Fryman Bradley] Fryman
Bradley, Letitia W. 10 Jun 1842 21 Jun 1935 SS - Lee
Bradley, Louanna 22 May 1822 29 Aug 1893 SS - [death date could be 1892 or 1898] Clearfield
Bradley, Louise 18 Dec 1868 25 Sep 1946 DS W [Wife of Alex Bradley] Clearfield
Bradley, Lucy Belle 28 Jul 1898 28 Sep 1982 DS W [Wife of Kirby Edison Bradley] Lee
Bradley, Mamie D. 23 Nov 1914 6 Dec 1973 SS W "Wife of Elder Luther Bradley" Whisman 
Bradley, Marie C. 1927 1977 DS W [Wife of Vernard O. Bradley] Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, Marvin W. 12 Jul 1928 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Edna M. Bradley] Brown (1) 
Bradley, Mary A. 4 Jun 1930 6 Aug 1930 SS - Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, Mary E. 1908 [                ] DS W [Wife of Thurman Bradley] Bradley  CC
Bradley, Mary L. 6 May 1851 ___ Dec 1881 SS W "Wife of W. D. Bradley" Hamilton
Bradley, Mary M. 8 Nov 1869 19 Nov 1913 SS W "Wife of Hiram Bradley" Lee
Bradley, Mildred G. 29 Jan 1926 22 Oct 1929 SS - Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, Milton M. 19 Jun 1898 30 Jul 1945 DS H [Husb. of Fannie C. Bradley] Brown (1) 
Bradley, Morgan T. 12 Jun 1877 1 Jan 1932 SS - Lee
Bradley, Naomi R. Estep 18 Jun 1935 3 Jan 1985 DS W [Glendal R. Bradley] Estep
Bradley, Richmond C. 12 Mar 1910 23 Feb 1978 SS - Cranston
Bradley, Ronnie Lee 20 Mar 1948 20 Mar 1948 SS S "Son of Marvin & Edna Bradley" Brown (1) 
Bradley, Rose B. 30 Jul 1884 14 Jun 1948 SS - Lee
Bradley, Ruth 17 Jan 1929 16 Jan 1989 SS - Bradley  CC
Bradley, Samuel McKee 1869 1945 SS - Lee
Bradley, Solomon 10 Mar 1847 4 Aug 1884 SS - Lee
Bradley, Susie 3 Jan 1877 2 Dec 1958 DS W [Wife of James H. Bradley] Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, Thurman 1903 1966 DS H [Husb of Mary E. Bradley] Bradley  CC
Bradley, Tina May 29 May 1933 29 May 1933 SS S "Sister" on footstone Whisman 
Bradley, Vernard O. 11 Oct 1921 19 Nov 1952 DS H
[Husb of Marie C. Bradley]"Ky PVT US 
Navy WWII" Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, W. H. "Herb" 22 Feb 1889 6 Apr 1966 SS - [Next to Hattie M. Bradley] Sardis
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Bradley, William 29 Sep 1894 17 Mar 1971 DS H
[Husb of Hazel Bradley] "Ky PVT Med Det, 
45 Art, CAC WWII" Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, William E. 1914 1968 MKR - Cranston
Bradley, William E. 25 Mar 1882 24 Sep 1968 SS - Lee
Bradley, William Earl 29 Dec 1924 26 Feb 1998 DS H
[Husb of Bessie D. Bradley]"M: 21 Feb 
1945" Conn-Bradley  CC
Bradley, Winona 9 Aug 1927 29 Nov 1996 SS - Epperhart 
Bradley, Wm. D. 1851 4 Dec 1917 SS - Fryman
Bradshaw, Abel 27 Jun 1892 27 Jun 1892 SS - Hankins
Bradshaw, David Harvey 23 May 1849 16 Mar 1913 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Bradshaw, Harrison 31 Mar 1888 13 Jun 1890 SS - [Son of J.M. & M.J. Bradshaw] Mt. Pisgah
Bradshaw, Harvey 3 Mar 1816 29 Nov 1887 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Bradshaw, Minerva 21 May 1818 12 Apr 1892 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Bradshaw, William Auther 25 Sep 1881 20 Oct 1924 SS - [Son of J.M. & M.J. Bradshaw] Mt. Pisgah
Bragg, Allie 2 Dec 1909 25 Sep 1976 SS - "Father" Siloam
Bragg, Keith Edward 30 Oct 1985 2 Nov 1985 SS S "Son of Dennis & Susan Curtis Bragg" Siloam
Bragg, Rebecca 6 Mar 1917 4 Jun 1974 SS - "Mother" Siloam
Bragg, Willie 27 Feb 1906 17 Feb 1948 SS - Poston
Bragg, Wm. 5 Mar 1868 15 May 1937 DS H [Husb. of Zordah Bragg] Poston
Bragg, Zordah 6 Nov 1872 6 Mar 1933 DS W [Wife of Wm. Bragg] Poston
Brain, Ida C. 2 May 1875 27 Nov 1882 SS - "Dau of H.G. & M.E. Brain" Carey 
Brain, J. M. 5 Dec 1809 18 Jul 1886 SS H (of Nancy Green Brian) M: 6 Dec 1832" Carey 
Brain, John W. 10 Oct 1846 27 Jul 1876 SS H [Husb of Mary P. Calvert] Siloam
Brain, Nancy 11 Apr 1814 21 Dec 1894 SS W (Wife of J. M. Brian) Carey 
Brammell, Elliott F. 1884 1963 SS - Lee
Brammer, Dettie C. 1894 1982 SS W [Wife of James H. Brammer] Brown (1) 
Brammer, James H. 25 Feb 1894 10 Feb 1963 SS H [Husb. of Dettie C. Brammer] Brown (1) 
Brammer, Norma June Ste 2 Sep 1922 20 Jan 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Brandt, Andrew G. 5 Mar 1903 26 Sep 1980 TS H [Husb of Ella Mae Bowman Brandt] Bowman
Brandt, Ella M. 25 Aug 1911 26 Dec 2000 TS W [Wife of Andrew G. Brandt] Bowman
Branham, Alice Mullins 15 Apr 1892 6 Mar 1926 DS - [Keep with Minnie E. Branham Dyer] Sardis
Branham, Annie Verdo 2 Jul 1891 - DS W "Wife of D. G. Branham" Sardis
Branham, Arllie 1921 1921 SS - "Branham" on footstone Sardis
Branham, Carma 1908 1908 SS - "Branham" on footstone Sardis
Branham, Charles 26 May 1915 3 Mar 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Evelyn Brown Branham] Sardis
Branham, Cheryl Ann 1963 1971 SS - Brown (1) 
Branham, Daniel G. 12 Oct 1881 17 Mar 1911 DS H [Husb. of Annie Verdo Branham] Sardis
Branham, Leota 25 Sep 1888 12 Aug 1972 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Branham, Rosa Mullins 23 Nov 1878 27 Sep 1939 SS - "Beloved wife of Berry Branham" Sardis
Branham, Ruffus 1906 1910 SS - "Branham" on footstone Sardis
Branham, S. B. 27 Jun 1877 29 Sep 1956 SS - [photo] Sardis
Branham, Zarilda Utterback 24 Jun 1851 23 Mar 1920 SS - Sardis
Brannon, Lottie M. Brown 13 Apr 1935 30 May 2000 PLQ M/D [Dau of Lastie & Lela Wallace Brown] Clearfield
Braur, Ethel 1941 1994 DS W [Wife of Virgil L. Braur] Clearfield
Braur, Virgil L. 1940 [                 ] DS H [Husb of  Ethel Braur] Clearfield
Brawner, James Dudley 1878 1949 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Brawner, Orpha 1900 1971 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Brewer, Albert 1878 1948 DS H [Husb. of Nannie Brewer] Brown (1) 
Brewer, Carl D. 1933 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Patricia L. Brewer] Brown (1) 
Brewer, Jerry M. 1889 1965 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle L. Brewer] Forest Lawn
Brewer, Loma B. 1920 1962 SS - Purvis
Brewer, Myrtle L. 1890 1979 DS W [Wife of Jerry M. Brewer] Forest Lawn
Brewer, Nannie 1878 - DS W [Wife of Albert Brewer] Brown (1) 
Brewer, Patricia L. 1934 1992 DS W [of Carl D. Brewer] M: 27 Jul 1953 Brown (1) 
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Brewster, Anna D. 18 Apr 1898 12 Apr 1987 DS W [Wife of Robert L. Brewster] Conn-Evans  CC
Brewster, Ettie B. 19 Feb 1923 2 Mar 1926 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Brewster, Gary N. 23 May 1958 19 Jan 1991 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Brewster, Robert L. 16 Feb 1891 7 Jan 1979 DS H [Husb of Anna D. Brewster] Conn-Evans  CC
Brickey, Billy J. 1936 1988 SS - Forest Lawn
Brickles, Lieu Evans 14 May 1858 3 Mar 1904 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Briggs, H. M. - - SS - [no dates] [Next to M.J. Briggs] Siloam
Briggs, M. J. - - SS - [no dates] [Next to H.M. Briggs] Siloam
Brigner, Gregory Matth 28 Dec 1983 [                 ] SS - "Infant" Clearfield
Brinegar, J. W. 28 Apr 1867 13 Mar 1952 SS - New Sill
Bringelman, Paul 29 Jul 1971 23 Mar 1999 PLQ S
[Son of Dr. Russell & Elizabeth McMahon 
Brengelman] Brown (1) 
Briseno, Audrey Woodrow 30 Nov 1923 [                ] DS W [Wife of Rudy Briseno] McBrayer
Briseno, Rudolph "Rudy" 14 May 1921 17 Dec 1994 DS H [Husb. of Audrey Briseno] US Air Force McBrayer
Britton, Francis Davidson 11 Oct 1945 1 Jul 2000 PLQ W/D
[Dau of Cecil Eversole & Dora Belle 
Davidson] Brown (1) 
Bronson, Catherine Ester 13 Aug 1876 24 Jul 1928 SS - Riddle
Bronson, Veronis V. 16 Aug 1903 1 Nov 1905 SS D "Dau of C. H. & Nellie Bronson" Eagle Hall  CC
Brooks, Adeline 30 Nov 1899 6 Nov 1975 DS W [Wife of James M. Brooks] Hamilton
Brooks, Atlie E. 13 May 1918 11 May 1944 SS - Williams-Turner
Brooks, Charlie Richard 13 Oct 1909 14 Sep 1997 SS - "PFC Us Army WWII" Maddox-Hamm
Brooks, Elsie J. 27 Jul 1940 6 Oct 1986 SS - Carpenter
Brooks, Esther L. 1931 1995 SS - "Beloved wife & Mother" Hamilton
Brooks, Eugene 1956 1967 DS S [Son of Glennis Brooks] Brown (1) 
Brooks, George W. 20 Oct 1887 9 Oct 1948 SS - Hamilton
Brooks, Glennis E. 1937 1982 DS F [Father of Eugene Brooks] "Dad" Brown (1) 
Brooks, Iva Netta 23 Feb 1890 8 Oct 1982 DS W [Wife of James E. Brooks] Lee
Brooks, James E. 25 Jan 1877 24 Mar 1956 DS H [Husband of Iva Netta Brooks] Lee
Brooks, James M. 1 Apr 1883 14 Jul 1962 DS H [Husb of Adeline Brooks] Hamilton
Brooks, Margaret 19 Jun 1925 24 Nov 1976 SS W "Wife of Allie Brooks" Hamilton
Brooks, Mary G. 14 Aug 1908 13 Sep 1967 SS - "Mother" Hamilton
Brooks, Mary Lou 1890 1932 SS - Williams-Turner
Brooks, William E. 5 Oct 1927 2 Jul 1958 SS - "Ky SGT Infantry Korea" Lee
Brown [                 ] [                 ] SS - [No dates] Mt. Pisgah
Brown,  A. 22 Feb 185_ 11 Feb 1902 SS - [Stone bad shape] Hender-Rose  EC
Brown, Agnes L. 15 Aug 1894 29 Aug 1985 DS W [Wife of James L. Brown] Caudill (1) 
Brown, Alice 25 Nov 1872 4 Jan 1917 SS W "Wife of James Brown" Clark (2)
Brown, Alice Louise 18 Sep 1906 22 Apr 1996 DS W [Wife of Earnest Glenn Brown] Caudill (1) 
Brown, Aline 1928 1939 SS - Sardis
Brown, Allen T. 12 Nov 1888 8 Mar 1891 SS S "Son of W. H. & Minnie Brown" Baldridge (2)
Brown, Alma J. 12 Sep 1929 21 Dec 1929 SS D "Dau of Ollie & Flora Brown" Fultz, Banney  CC
Brown, Amanda Jones 7 Feb 1924 21 Jan 1973 SS - James-Jones
Brown, Amos M. 11 Apr 1882 13 Jun 1973 SS - Clearfield
Brown, Andrew J. 26 Mar 1909 07 Apr 1960 SS - Prince-Tabor
Brown, Anna 27 Dec 1830 16 Oct 1923 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Annie 4 Oct 1856 17 May 1934 DS W [Wife of Jarvey Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Annie 13 Sep 1845 28 Nov 1901 SS W "Wife of James A. Brown" Hanshaw   EC
Brown, Annie M. 1894 1983 DS W [Wife of Frank H. Brown] Forest Lawn
Brown, Arnold 1929 1930 TS FAM
"Family of Logan Brown" [Keep with Logan 
Brown] Clark (2)
Brown, Arthur 1923 1969 TS FAM
"Family of Logan Brown" [Keep with Logan 
Brown] Clark (2)
Brown, Arthur R. 23 Nov 1901 3 Sep 1921 SS S Son of James & Alice Brown" Clark (2)
Brown, Audra F. 1897 1980 DS W [Wife of Lloyd G. Brown] New Alfrey
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Brown, Avanell 1926 1995 SS - [Buried next to Freda Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Becky A - - SS - B.A.B. Horsley-Brown
Brown, Bert 26 Sep 1906 9 Nov 1979 DS H [Husb. Of Maude Brown] Brown (4) 
Brown, Bessie M. 23 Aug 1910 12 Sep 1911 SS D "Dau. of W. H. & Minnie Brown" Baldridge (2)
Brown, Beulah May Hite 11 Nov 1925 13 May 1996 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Brown, Billie H. 22 Oct 1929 19 Feb 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Chloie Caudill Brown] Forest Lawn
Brown, Billie Lee 1934 1979 SS - "Cpl US Army Korea" Clearfield
Brown, Bobby Jo 17 Feb 1940 27 Apr 1941 SS S [Son of Virgil & Ethel Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Charles 1918 1968 PLQ - Carey 
Brown, Charles D. 15 Jun 1962 18 Apr 1990 SS - "Pvt. US Marine Corps" Brown (1) 
Brown, Charles Edward 5 Aug 1925 5 Feb 1939 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Charles Finley 13 Apr 1913 7 Jul 1914 SS S "Son of Katie & Wm. Brown" Sardis
Brown, Charles W. 10 Mar 1940 24 Feb 1942 SS - [Buried next to Lastie Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Chester 30 Apr 1903 29 Nov 1909 SS S "Son of Maggie & Nick Brown" Johnson (2)
Brown, Cholie Caudill 3 Jun 1933 23 Jul 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Billie H. Brown] Forest Lawn
Brown, Clara B. 14 June 1898 10 Mar 1923 SS W "Wife of William M. Porter" Hender-Rose  EC
Brown, Claude 1910 1971 DS H [Husb. of Pearl Hall Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Clista 7 Jul 1892 12 May 1949 DS W [Wife of Everett Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Colman C. 1 Oct 1845 15 Feb 1923 DS H [Husb. of Sarah E. Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Commodore 24 Nov 1865 4 Mar 1941 SS - "Pvt Trp B1 Regt KY Calvalry SP AMWAR"Carey 
Brown, Cora L. 11 Jan 1886 Nov 1900 SS D "Dau. of W. H. & Minnie Brown" Baldridge (2)
Brown, Courtney O. [21 Jan]1907 [15 Oct]1996 DS H [Husb of  Vada Brown, Mason] "WWII" Clearfield
Brown, Darrell R. 19 Aug 1945 22 Jul 1983 SS - Brown (1) 
Brown, David H. 1935 1958 SS - Jones (1)
Brown, Davis 1887 1937 DS - [Father of Gracie Brown] Jones (1)
Brown, Dee 1 Jun 1899 29 Apr 1989 SS - [Next to Jack Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Delma Lee 11 Mar 1938 11 Mar 1938 SS - Fultz, Banney  CC
Brown, Delmer 9 Sep 1917 30 Mar 1918 SS S "Son of Katie & Wm. Brown" Sardis
Brown, Dennie M. 2 Nov 1885 16 Feb 1942 SS - [Next to Vada Brown] Cassity   MC
Brown, Dennis 14 Dec 1922 12 Dec 1983 SS - "US Army WWII Army Air Forces" Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Dima 2 Sep 1867 25 Jan 1938 SS - [Next to Jesse C. Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Dora B. 30 Aug 1882 9 Oct 1885 DS D "Dau of W.C. & E.M. Brown" New Alfrey
Brown, Dorothy Ann 7 Mar 1941 14 Aug 1941 SS D "Dau of Paul & Lenore Brown" Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Dr, Wales S. 10 Feb 1869 9 Oct 1932 DS H [Husb of Sabra E. Brown] Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Dr. Charles P. 31 Jan 1841 3 May 1899 SS - Carey 
Brown, E. M. 14 Oct 1850 20 May 1911 SS W [Wife of W. C. Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Earnest Glenn 1 Dec 1911 9 Dec 1948 DS H [Husband of Alice Louise Brown] Caudill (1) 
Brown, Edward C. 18 74 1962 DS H [Husb. of Mahala J. Brown] Lee
Brown, Edward Eugene 13 Nov 1928 17 May 1988 SS - "Pvt US Army" Sardis
Brown, Effie 1900 19 Jul 1964 SS - "Age 64" Jones (1)
Brown, Effie M. 30 May 1908 25 Dec 1996 SS - Prince-Tabor
Brown, Elizabeth B. 24 May 1872 12 Sep 1953 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Elkin 26 Oct 1913 22 Oc 1978 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Emily - 6 Jun 1856 SS W [W.of James Brown] "Aged 59 yrs 10 mos" New Alfrey
Brown, Emma 4 Oct 1870 12 Nov 1870 SS - [Next to Martha C. Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Ernest 1920 [                 ] DS H [of Mildred Brown; S of Frank & Ann Forest Lawn
Brown, Essie 1935 1935 SS D "Daughter" Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Ethel R. 17 Jul 1917 12 Sep 1982 DS W [Wife of Virgil Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Etna 3 Oct 1878 10 Apr 1898 SS W "Wife of C. P. Brown" Carey 
Brown, Eva 8 Jan 1897 11 Aug 1909 SS D "Dau of Nick & Maggie Brown" Johnson (2)
Brown, Eva [Pearl Wallace] 18 Dec 1920 21 Jan 1987 DS W [Wife of Opal Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Eva Alice 22 Apr 1873 12 Feb 1900 SS D "Dau of James & Annie Brown" Hanshaw   EC
Brown, Everett 15 Mar 1892 3 Jul 1977 DS H [Husband of Clista Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Everette T. 1901 1940 SS - [Next to Claude & Pearl Brown] Brown (1) 
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Brown, Fanny D. 29 Dec 1878 17 Sep 1948 QS W [Wife of William M. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Farmer 28 Feb 1881 13 Jul 1933 SS [S] [Son of John B. & Sarah J. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Faye 23 Dec 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ollie Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Frank H. 1890 1981 DS H [Husb. of Annie M. Brown] Forest Lawn
Brown, Fredro 22 Aug 1919 1 Mar 1969 SS - [Buried next to Avanell Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Georgan 1882 1934 SS - "Mother of Infant Brown" Nickell-Harris
Brown, George 2 May 1904 14 Sep 1940 SS - Jones (1)
Brown, George W. 16 Oct 1885 5 Sep 1965 SS H [of Sadie J. Brown]"Faithful Father" Clark (2)
Brown, Gladys 26 Sep 1926 [                ] DS W [Wife of Othie Brown] New Sill
Brown, Glenda Carol Pur 2 Jul 1938 1 Jul 1988 SS - [Next to Charles Purvis] Brown (1) 
Brown, Glenn 1920 1995 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Gracie 1917 1927 DS D [Daughter of Davis Brown] Jones (1)
Brown, Gwendolyn 1927 1936 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Harry L. 13 May 1903 5 Jul 1959 DS H [Husband of Zella O. Brown] Adams-Plank
Brown, Harvey 1915 1993 DS H [Husband of Marie Brown] Adams-Plank
Brown, Harvey N. - 1926 SS - [#1262] New Alfrey
Brown, Hattie 25 Nov 1932 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John C. Perry Jr.] Clearfield
Brown, Hazel 5 Apr 1907 16 Sep 1917 SS - [Dau. of Leslie & Lyda Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Henry C. 18 Nov 1920 5 Nov 1987 DS H [Husb. of Rose Arnett Brown] Forest Lawn
Brown, Herman Clarence 17 Oct 1915 30 Jan 1992 SS - "CPL US Marine Corp WWII" Lee
Brown, Hildreth E. 22 Dec 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Lloyd J. Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Hobart 5 Oct 1898 30 May 1991 DS H [Husb. of Virgie C. Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Homer H. 25 Dec 1888 28 Dec 1915 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Brown, Imogene 8 Apr 1927 14 Nov 1928 SS - Caudill (1) 
Brown, Infant - - SS - "Infant of Dr. & Melviney Brown" Carey 
Brown, Infant - - SS - [#1411] New Alfrey
Brown, Infant - - SS - [#1408] New Alfrey
Brown, Infant - - SS - [#1409] New Alfrey
Brown, Infant - - SS - [#1412] New Alfrey
Brown, Infant - - SS - [#1389] New Alfrey
Brown, Infant [                ] [                 ] SS S [Child of Georgan Brown, Crumbled stone] Nickell-Harris
Brown, Infant Child - - - - [Unmarked grave, Infant of Julie Brown] Eldridge (1) 
Brown, Ivan 19 Nov 1932 17 May 1998 SS - Clearfield
Brown, Ivan 19 Nov 1932 17 May 1998 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Brown, J. Burty 19 Jul 1902 19 Apr 1903 SS S "Son of W. W. & Jackie B. Brown" Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, J. Milton 1879 1957 DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, J. W. 1878 1952 DS H [Husb. of Minnie Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Jack 1890 1931 SS - [#1303][Next to Dee Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Jack 1931 1933 SS S "Son" Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Jackie __ Oct 1940 __ Nov 1941 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Brown, James [                ] [                ] SS H [of Alice Brown] Clark (2)
Brown, James 25 May 1961 25 May 1961 DS - [Keep with Paul Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, James 7 May 1783 6 Dec 1850 SS H [H. of Emily Brown]"Aged 66 yrs 7 mos" New Alfrey
Brown, James A. 17 Jan 1844 2 May 1904 SS H [Husb of Annie Brown] "Co D 22 Ky Inf-CSAHanshaw   EC
Brown, James Arthur 29 Aug 1920 10 Oct 1999 PLQ H [Husb of  Etta Mae Donahue Brown] Clearfield
Brown, James E. 8 Feb 1921 18 Jan 1942 SS - [Next to Commodore Brown] Carey 
Brown, James Eugene 20 Sep 1943 27 Oct 1943 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Brown, James Jr. - 1837 SS - [#1200] New Alfrey
Brown, James L. 6 Sep 1889 16 Sep 1965 DS H [Husband of Agnes L. Brown] Caudill (1) 
Brown, James M. 1912 1946 SS - Caudill (1) 
Brown, James Vernon 23 Jun 1939 25 Mar 1991 SS - Adams-Plank
Brown, Jane 30 Aug 1837 18 Oct 1910 DS W [of W. H. Brown]  "His Wife" Carey 
Brown, Janice L. 01 Dec 1941 05 Oct 1952 SS - Prince-Tabor
Brown, Jarvey 15 Mar 1854 8 Sep 1938 DS H [Husb of  Annie Brown] Clearfield
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Brown, Jean M. "Marie" 25 Mar 1922 Living DS W [Wife of Lester "Buck" Brown] Moore-Messer
Brown, Jeff 1891 1970 DS H [Husb of  Laura Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Jeffery R. 4 May 1976 23 Dec 1976 SS - Cranston
Brown, Jenny 19 Jun 1872 9 Dec 1908 SS - [Side by side with Thomas H. Brown] Johnson (2)
Brown, Jenny Lee 6 Feb 1902 8 Jul 1963 DS W [Wife of Willie H. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Jesse C. 20 Aug 1863 9 Mar 1919 SS - [Next to Dima Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Jesse Fraley 16 Sep 1889 16 Nov 1979 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Jessie Cecil 27 Feb 1896 10 Feb 1937 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Jimmy Mack 6 Apr 1948 6 Apr 1948 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Brown, John 29 Apr 1870 4 Jun 1917 SS - Clark (2)
Brown, John 4 Sep 1886 30 Jul 1904 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, John B. [12 Oct 1856] 2 Sep 1933 DS H [Husb of  Sarah J. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, John C. 9 May 1824 24 Jan 1911 SS H
[Husb. of Rebecca Brown][S/o James & 
Emily] New Alfrey
Brown, John D. 1 Nov 1885 20 Jul 1910 SS - "Son of Jarvey & Anna Brown, Age 24" New Alfrey
Brown, John James - - SS - J.B. Horsley-Brown
Brown, John Paul 26 May 1941 26 Oct 1974 TS S [Keep with Pearlie Sparkman] "Son" Clearfield
Brown, John Will Apr 1922 21 Apr 1956 SS - J.B. Horsley-Brown
Brown, Johnie W. 30 Jul 1884 23 Oct 1887 SS - Town
Brown, Joscie 5 Sep 1898 19 Jan 1967 SS - New Sill
Brown, Judith Dale 1 Mar 1954 1 Mar 1954 SS - Clearfield
Brown, Katie S. 1895 1976 DS W [Wife of Willie Brown] "Mother" Sardis
Brown, Kenneth G. 1943 1966 SS - [Buried among the Lacys] Forest Lawn
Brown, Kenton Wade 19 Apr 1972 10 Sep 1974 SS - Forest Lawn
Brown, Lastie 1911 1992 DS H [Husb of  Lela Pearl Walace Brown ] Clearfield
Brown, Laura (Sweeny) 1889 1982 DS W [Wife of Jeff Brown Clearfield
Brown, Laura J. 10 Feb 1896 2 Mar 1991 DS W [Wife of Walter Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Layton 21 Nov 1905 22 Jan 1906 SS S "Son of Nick & Maggie Brown" Johnson (2)
Brown, Lela [Pearl Wallace] 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Lastie Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Lesley G. 25 Aug 1897 7 Feb 1902 SS S "Son of Nick & Maggie Brown" Johnson (2)
Brown, Leslie 6 Sep 1884 24 Nov 1972 DS H [Husb. of Lyda Jones Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Leslie Raymond 24 Mar 1921 15 Sep 1944 SS S
"of JW & Minnie Brown" "KY PFC 338 
Inf..WWII" Brown (1) 
Brown, Lester "Buck" 27 Jun 1916 31 Aug 1998 DS H [Husb of Jean M."Marie" Brown, Living] Moore-Messer
Brown, Liddie M. 1911 1982 DS W [Wife of Willie Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Linda - 1896 SS - [#1263A] New Alfrey
Brown, Lloyd G. 1896 1975 DS H [Husb. of Audra F. Brown]"Pvt Army WWI" New Alfrey
Brown, Lloyd J. 1 Jan 1919 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Hildreth E. Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Logan 1 Nov 1895 1 Sep 1948 SS H/F
[keep with Sadie J. Brown] "KY PVT 6 
Field Arty I Div, WWI" Clark (2)
Brown, Lou Ella 13 Jan 1927 6 Oct 1993 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Louellen Link 8 Jan 1882 6 May 1951 SS - Jones (1)
Brown, Lucinda E. 1880 1956 DS W [Wife of Nuton H. Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Lucy 1902 1972 DS W [Wife of Wheeler Brown] Eldridge (1) 
Brown, Lucy Barker 25 Sep 1933 16 Oct 1981 DS W [Wife of Willie Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Lulie B. 14 Sep 1877 13 Aug 1960 DS W [Wife of Wallace W. Brown] Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Luster 1908 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Ruby Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Lyda 22 Jul 1903 4 Oct 1921 SS S "Son of S. D. & Lizzie Brown" Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Lyda Jones 22 May 1889 21 Dec 1982 DS W [Wife of Leslie Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, M. F. 4 Sep ____ [                ] SS - Brown (2) 
Brown, Mabel Cox 23 Feb 1930 30 Oct 1954 SS - [Mabel Cox Crawford Brown] McClain-Arnold
Brown, Maggie 8 Mar 1874 25 Oct 1917 DS W [of Nick Brown][2 stones, old & new] Johnson (2)
Brown, Maggie 26 Feb 1889 12 Mar 1910 SS - Lee
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Brown, Mahala J. 1879 1964 DS W [Wife of Edward C. Brown] Lee
Brown, Margarettia H. 1935 1987 SS - New Sill
Brown, Marie 1923 1967 DS W [Wife of Harvey Brown] Adams-Plank
Brown, Marion - - - - [Believed to be Union, Co Ky, 39th KY Inf] Clearfield
Brown, Martha Anna 12 May 1908 12 Jul 1993 DS W [Wife of Sherman Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Martha C. - 3 Apr 1890 SS - [Wife of C. C. Brown][Next to Emma Br New Alfrey
Brown, Mary "Sissy" 1862 1937 SS - Carey 
Brown, Mary E. 1881 1954 DS W [Wife of J. Milton Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Mary Lois 28 Mar 1938 27 Feb 1940 SS - "Our Baby" Caudill (1) 
Brown, Mary Stella 26 Oct 1886 11 Jul 1973 SS W [Wife of William C. Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Maude 7 Mar 1905 26 Apr 1986 DS W [Wife of Bert Brown] Brown (4) 
Brown, Maurice "Pete" [4 May 1921] [17 Jan 2000] PLQ H [Husb of Faye Powell Short Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Mildred 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ernest Brown] Forest Lawn
Brown, Millard 10 Oct 1932 19 Jan 1991 DS H [Husband of Wanda Sue Brown] New Sill
Brown, Minnie 1888 1958 DS W [Wife of J. W. Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Minnie 1871 1950 DS W [Wife of William H. Brown] Caudill (1) 
Brown, Missouri 16 Feb 1885 23 Jan 1933 SS W [Wife of W. M. Brown] New Sill
Brown, Murty L. 12 Apr 1894 22 Feb 1896 SS D "Dau of Nick & Magggie Brown" Johnson (2)
Brown, Nathaniel 1997 1997 DS B [Brother to Samuel Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Nick 14 Jul 1870 6 Jun 1965 DS H [of Maggie Brown][2 stones, old & new] Johnson (2)
Brown, Nina 28 Feb 1909 4 Nov 1917 SS D "Dau of Nick & Maggie Brown" Johnson (2)
Brown, Nola [Tacket] [2 Feb]1908 [24 Dec 1999] DS W [Wife of Rev. Leslie Brown] Hogge 
Brown, Nuton H. 1877 1950 DS H [Husb. of Lucinda E. Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Ola 1922 1924 SS - Clark (2)
Brown, Olga H. 28 May 1915 16 Sep 1916 SS D "Dau of Katie & Wm. Brown" Sardis
Brown, Olive W. 28 Aug 1936 20 Sep 1937 SS D "Dau of Katie & Wm. Brown" Sardis
Brown, Ollie 10 Sep 1905 24 Sep 1964 DS H [Husb. of Faye Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Opal 17 Aug 1917 22 May 1993 DS H [Husb of  Eva Pearl Wallace Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Ora 2 Aug 1905 7 May 1928 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Brown, Ora P. 22 Apr 1905 23 Jun 1987 SS - Clearfield
Brown, Osie 19 May 1914 26 Sep 1956 SS - Brown (1) 
Brown, Othie 26 Jun 1918 19 Jan 1966 DS H
[Husband of Gladys Brown]"PVT 2 QM 
Training WWII" New Sill
Brown, P. Juanita 23 Jul 1927 1 Jul 1929 SS D "Dau of J. A. & Rhett Brown" Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Paul 25 May 1961 25 May 1961 DS - [Keep with James Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Paul Armott 11 Jun 1916 18 Nov 1917 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Paula Kay 25 Mar 1947 26 Mar 1947 SS D [dau of Othie & Gladys Brown] New Sill
Brown, Pearl Hall 1913 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Claude Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Pearly Al 21 Apr 1902 - SS W [of Tom Brown; middle name Alice] Horsley-Brown
Brown, Pete Luster 19 May 1938 21 Aug 1974 TS S [Keep with Pearlie Sparkman] "Son" Clearfield
Brown, Polina 27 Jun 1868 18 Feb 1924 SS W [Wife of Thomas Coleman Brown] Jones (1)
Brown, Prince 26 Mar 1928 18 May 1929 SS - Caudill (1) 
Brown, Randall Monroe 31 Aug 1951 17 Jul 1997 SS S [Son of James Monroe]"Army Vietnam" Ellington Farm
Brown, Randall Monroe 31 Aug 1951 17 Jul 1997 SS - Ellington South 
Brown, Rebecca 1826 Jan 1909 SS W [Wife of John C. Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Rev. Leslie 1910 1973 DS H [Husb of Nola Brown] Hogge 
Brown, Rose Arnett [                 ] [                 ] DS W [Wife of Henry C. Brown] Forest Lawn
Brown, Roy 1930 1949 SS - [Buried next to Willie H. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Roy 28 Apr 1918 7 Jun 1983 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Brown, Roy F. 7 Jun 1913 13 Jun 1913 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Roy Harrison 6 Dec 1926 17 Dec 1970 SS - "KY CPL US Army Korea" Adams-Plank
Brown, Royal Alexander 1905 1970 SS - Brown (1) 
Brown, Ruby 1913 1978 DS W [Wife of Luster Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Ruby Inez 26 Jun 1914 18 Sep 1914 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
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Brown, Sabra E. 4 Mar 1880 18 Apr 1939 DS W [Wife of Dr. Wales S. Brown] Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Sadie J. 12 Mar 1889 15 Apr 1960 SS W [of George W. Brown]"Loving Mother" Clark (2)
Brown, Sadie L. 1902 1930 TS FAM
"Family of Logan Brown" [Keep with Logan 
Brown] Clark (2)
Brown, Samuel 1997 1997 DS B [Brother to Nathaniel Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Sarah E. 20 Mar 1864 27 Jan 1930 DS W [of Colman C. Brown][Next to Rebecca B New Alfrey
Brown, Sarah E. 25 Oct 1911 25 Oct 1911 SS D "Dau of Katie & Wm. Brown" Sardis
Brown, Sarah J. [23 Dec 1853] 7 Jul 1927 DS W [Wife of John B. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Scott Sumner 17 Jan 1919 25 Nov 1983 SS - Brown-Fannin
Brown, Sherman 11 Nov 1899 27 Nov 1986 DS H [Husband of Martha Anna Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Susan Jane Harte 1928 1993 DS W [of Wm David Brown]M:5 Jun 1949 Forest Lawn
Brown, Sylvia Opal 14 Apr 1922 11 Nov 1987 SS - [Next to Edward Eugene Brown] Sardis
Brown, Thomas Coleman 15 Feb 1867 11 Dec 1949 SS H [Husband of Polina Brown] Jones (1)
Brown, Thomas D. "Rabb 27 Sep 1957 1 Dec 1995 SS - "Rabbit" Brown (1) 
Brown, Thomas H. 29 Mar 1866 28 Jun 1898 SS - [Side by side with Jenny Brown] Johnson (2)
Brown, Thomas Presley 1 Oct 1871 30 Apr 1968 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Tom - [7 Mar 1950] SS H [of Pearly Alice Brown] Horsley-Brown
Brown, Vada 1889 1957 SS - [Next to Dennie M. Brown] "Mother" Cassity   MC
Brown, Vada (Mynhier) 1916 1994 DS W [Wife of Courtney O. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Verdio A. 1891 1971 DS W [Wife of Walter N. Brown] Sardis
Brown, Vernia 18 Jan 1893 7 Jan 1912 SS - Adams-Plank
Brown, Vesta Allen 15 Feb 1931 7 Oct 1934 SS - Fultz, Banney  CC
Brown, Virgie C. 30 Dec 1904 8 Jan 1994 DS W [Wife of Hobart Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, Virgil 27 Oct 1903 23 Jun 1974 DS H [Husband of Ethel R. Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Virgil Jr. 19 Mar 1927 19 Sep 1951 SS S [Son of Virgil & Ethel Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Virginia - - SS - [#860] New Alfrey
Brown, Virginia K. 7 Sep 1912 [                 ] QS W [Wife of William Paul Brown] Clearfield
Brown, W. B. 14 Jun 1930 29 Jan 1931 SS S "Son of J. A. & Rhett Brown" Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, W. C. 16 Sep 1848 9 Mar 1914 SS H [Husb. of E. M. Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, W. H. 14 May 1836 [                 ] DS H [Hus of Jane Brown] Carey 
Brown, W. L. 17 Dec 1878 3 Dec 190_ SS - Brown (2) 
Brown, Wallace W. 18 Sep 1867 21 Feb 1940 DS H [Husb of Lulie B. Brown] Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Walter 16 Sep 1900 4 Mar 1937 DS H [Husb of  Laura J. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Walter 13 Jan 1888 4 Jun 1900 SS S "Son of W.C. & E.M. Brown" New Alfrey
Brown, Walter N. 1896 1978 DS H [Husb. of Verdio A. Brown] Sardis
Brown, Wanda Sue 21 Nov 1940 [                ] DS W [Wife of Millard Brown]married:Apr1957 New Sill
Brown, Wendell Allen 18 Sep 1917 13 Aug 1918 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Brown, Wheeler 1890 1959 DS H [Husband of Lucy Brown] Eldridge (1) 
Brown, William 30 nJan 1911 4 Nov 1918 SS S "Son of Nick & Maggie Brown" Johnson (2)
Brown, William 17 May 1879 3 Oct 1953 SS - New Sill
Brown, William A. 10 Sep 1942 26 Oct 1964 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Brown, William C. 1886 1945 SS H [Husb. of Mary Stella Brown] Brown (1) 
Brown, William David 26 Dec 1922 11 Mar 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Susan Jane Harte Brown] Forest Lawn
Brown, William E. 31 Jul 1944 14 Mar 1997 SS - Adams-Plank
Brown, William H. 1864 1927 DS H [Husband of Minnie Brown] Caudill (1) 
Brown, William M. 29 Jul 1872 6 Apr 1936 QS H [Husb of  Fanny D. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, William Paul 17 Feb 1910 [                 ] QS H [Husb of  Virginia K. Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Willie 9 Jun 1915 3 May 1972 DS H [Husband of Lucy Barker Brown] Mt. Pisgah
Brown, Willie 1890 1973 DS H [Husb. of Liddie M. Brown] New Alfrey
Brown, Willie 1890 1964 DS H [Husb. of Katie S. Brown] "Father" Sardis
Brown, Willie H. 14 Jun 1896 12 Jan 1952 DS H [Husb of  Jenny Lee Brown] Clearfield
Brown, Willie Z. 29 Apr 1910 15 Nov 1912 SS S "Son of G.W. & Sadie Brown" Clark (2)
Brown, Zella O. 16 Apr 1910 28 Nov 1980 DS W [Wife of Harry L. Brown] Adams-Plank
Brown, Zepildia F. 17 Nov 1868 26 Jul 1881 DS D "Dau.of W.C. & EM Brown" New Alfrey
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Bruce, Ada Roe 1897 1979 DS W [Wife of Clyde T. Bruce] Forest Lawn
Bruce, Chester A. 8 Dec 1907 1 Feb 1908 SS S "Son of G. W. & Unie Bruce" Bruce-Tussey 
Bruce, Clara Pearl 8 Oct 1905 13 Oct 1974 SS - Brown (1) 
Bruce, Clyde T. 1899 1970 DS H [Husb. of Ada Roe Bruce] Forest Lawn
Bruce, Curt Z. 1912 1980 DS H [Husb. of Evelyn G. Bruce] Brown (1) 
Bruce, Evelyn G. 1912 1992 DS W [Wife of Curt Z. Bruce] Brown (1) 
Bruce, George Gose 28 Feb 1933 28 Feb 1933 SS - Bruce-Tussey 
Bruce, George W. 9 Mar 1862 19 Feb 1925 SS - Bruce-Tussey 
Bruce, Mrs. G.W. "Unie" 30 May 1873 5 Oct 1954 SS - [Next to Curt & Evelyn Bruce] Brown (1) 
Bruce, Robert Milton 3 Oct 1936 4 Jun 1966 SS - Brown (1) 
Brunson, Melvin Martin 21 Jul 1932 22 Apr 1999 PLQ H
[of Ruth Reeves Brunson]"CPL US Army 
Korea" Hamilton
Bryant, Ballard 1949 1996 SS - Black, Willie
Bryant, Calvin 1908 1962 DS H [Husb. of Tina Bryant] Caudill (4)
Bryant, Eli William 23 Feb 1922 14 Apr 1971 SS - "Ky CPL Co. D, 597 Signal AW BN WWII" Conn-Bradley  CC
Bryant, Erie Mayme 25 Feb 1920 28 Aug 1943 SS - Conn-Bradley  CC
Bryant, Etta M. 1900 1962 SS - Hogge 
Bryant, George E. 2 Jan 1900 5 Jul 1952 SS - Bryant-Goodman
Bryant, Grace Johnson 13 Jan 1902 23 Oct 1981 DS W [Wife of James O. Bryant] Forest Lawn
Bryant, Infant Son 2 May 1897 7 May 1897 SS S "W. H. & Ella Bryant" Bryant-Goodman
Bryant, Infant Son 11 Jun 1935 16 Jun 1935 SS S "James & Grace Bryant" Bryant-Goodman
Bryant, James 1851 16 Jan 1929 SS - "Age 78" Bryant-Goodman
Bryant, James L. 1895 1962 DS H [Husb. Of Lottie R. Bryant] Conn-Bradley  CC
Bryant, James O. 12 Jun 1898 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Grace Johnson Bryant] Forest Lawn
Bryant, Julia J. 1871 1962 SS - Cranston
Bryant, Lottie R. 1892 1960 DS W [Wife of James L. Bryant] Conn-Bradley  CC
Bryant, Mary E. 21 Sep 1852 16 Feb 1924 SS - Bryant-Goodman
Bryant, Matilda 9 Nov 1856 27 Jan 1943 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Bryant, Oscar 22 Oct 1901 23 Nov 1934 SS S "Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Bryant" Bryant-Goodman
Bryant, Perl Artman 20 May 1927 04 Jul 1973 SS H [Husb of Gladys M. (Bryant) Black Black, Johnson
Bryant, Romeo 1905 1906 SS S "Son of Eli W. & Melissa Bryant" Pine Grove
Bryant, Thelma B. 1 Jan 1909 1 Nov 1989 S D "Daughter" Brown (1) 
Bryant, Tina 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Calvin Bryant] Caudill (4)
Bryant, Vernon F. 16 Feb 1913 18 Nov 1976 SS - Hogge 
Bryant, Zinith 22 Aug 1943 6 Oct 1943 SS - [Next to Calvin & Tina Bryant] Caudill (4)
Buckland, America Vic 20 Sep 1878 30 Jan 1964 SS Mt. Pisgah
Buckland, Eunice - - SS - [Next to Joseph Franklin Buckland] Forest Lawn
Buckland, Joseph Franklin 1944 1980 SS - [Next to Eunice Buckland] Forest Lawn
Buckler, Elizabeth Kidd 23 Dec 1933 2 Nov 1999 DS W [Wife of Gene Thomas Buckler] Brown (1) 
Buckler, Gene Thomas 22 May 1934 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Kidd Buckler] Brown (1) 
Bucklew, Atlas Fraley 24 Oct 1914 17 Nov 1997 PLK D [Daug. of John B. & Mollie Dell Fraley] Fraley (2)
Buckner, Amos 1 Jan 1901 13 Jan 1967 SS - Baldridge (1)
Buckner, Anthony Way 1968 1995 SS - [Buried next to Lloyd Buckner] Clearfield
Buckner, B. H. 1889 1963 DS H [Husband of Lizzie Buckner] Williams (2)
Buckner, Clyde M. 12 Apr 1934 14 Jun 1993 DS H [Husb. of Jean Fultz Buckner] Brown (1) 
Buckner, Cornelius 23 Oct 1848 [                ] DS H [Husband of Mary Polly Buckner] Williams (2)
Buckner, Ella 10 Mar 1920 30 Sep 1950 SS - Williams (2)
Buckner, Frank 24 Jan 1917 30 Oct 1934 SS - Williams (2)
Buckner, Harvey M. 24 Aug 1892 4 Dec 1892 SS - "Son of J. W. & Snomay E. Buckner" Adams-Plank
Buckner, Ines L. 24 Nov 1934 3 Jul 1938 SS - Williams (2)
Buckner, Jack 27 Nov 1924 30 May 1961 SS H [Buried next to Lola & Lloyd Buckner] Clearfield
Buckner, Jean Fultz 15 Aug 1938 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Clyde M. Buckner] Brown (1) 
Buckner, Jessie 1897 1987 SS - Baldridge (1)
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Buckner, Judy Kay 8 Oct 1944 9 Oct 1944 SS - Williams (2)
Buckner, Lizzie 1897 1971 DS W [Wife of B. H. Buckner] Williams (2)
Buckner, Lloyd 1898 1992 DS H [Husb of  Lola Buckner] Clearfield
Buckner, Lola 1905 1994 DS W [Wife of Lloyd Buckner] Clearfield
Buckner, Mary Polly 14 Apr 1850 31 Oct 1923 DS W [Wife of Cornelious Buckner] "Mother" Williams (2)
Buckner, Mazilpha 1870 1943 SS M "Mother" Williams (2)
Buckner, Melvin 1 Feb 1880 10 Mar 1921 SS - Williams (2)
Buckner, Tina Lee 13 Oct 1912 18 Sep 1914 SS D "Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. Sherman Buckner" Williams (2)
Buckner, Verni Addline 15 Jun 1926 15 Jun 1926 SS - Williams (2)
Bumgardner, Carl C. 31 Jan 1923 14 Sep 1926 SS S [Son of Clyde & Minerva Bumgardner] Mt. Pisgah
Bumgardner, Carl E. 14 Dec 1903 5 Feb 1987 DS H [of Monnie L. Bumgardner] Caudill (2)
Bumgardner, Charles I. 3 Jun 1921 17 Mar 1945 SS - "KY PFC 1 Inf. 6 Div. WW II" Mt. Pisgah
Bumgardner, Chas Lee 1877 1962 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Bumgardner, Ida Mae 22 Dec 1881 29 May 1949 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Bumgardner, John M. 13 Jan 1863 30 Jan 1893 SS Bumgardner
Bumgardner, Laura Trumbo 1877 1967 DS W [Wife of Sam Bumgardner] Trumbo   CC
Bumgardner, Lou Jean 2 Oct 1944 7 Oct 1944 SS - Caudill (2)
Bumgardner, Minerva L. 1 Sep 1902 24 Apr 1945 SS W [Wife of Clyde E. Bumgardner] Mt. Pisgah
Bumgardner, Monnie L. 29 Mar 1907 19 Jun 1989 DS W [of Carl E. Bumgardner]M:10/24/1924 Caudill (2)
Bumgardner, Sam 1870 1961 DS H [Husb of Laura Trumbo Bumgardner] Trumbo   CC
Bumgardner, Sara C. 13 Mar 1849 Unreadable SS W "Wife of Robert Bumgardner" Purvis
Bundy, Albert Harrison 1888 1920 SS - New Alfrey
Bundy, Edna G. 23 Mar 1889 17 Sep 1921 SS - New Alfrey
Bundy, Ruth Olive 1914 1914 SS - [#399] New Alfrey
Burchett, Burel 1880 1963 DS H [Husb of Lillie Burchett] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Burchett, Caroline C. 1853 1939 SS W "Wife of Dr. Burel Burchett" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Burchett, Clyde 15 Apr 1921 [Oct 1998] DS H [Husb of Golda Burchett] Fultz, Banney  CC
Burchett, Connie Elaine B 30 Mar 1947 30 Jul 1995 SS - [Connie Elaine Bailey Burchett] Brown (1) 
Burchett, Golda 15 Apr 1924 13 Sep 1989 DS W [Wife of Clyde Burchett] Fultz, Banney  CC
Burchett, Jean 1929 1994 Plq - Johnson (2)
Burchett, Lillie 1897 1964 DS W [Wife of Burel Burchett] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Burchfield, Franklin 15 Dec 1889 31 Mar 1910 SS S "Son of A.J Burchfield & W.F Burchfield" Mabry   EC
Burdick, Sarah Porter 1871 1935 SS - Caudill (1) 
Burgery, Jack B. 14 Feb 1937 - DS H [Husb of  Margie Owens Burgery] Clearfield
Burgery, Margie Owens 16 Jun 1939 - DS W [Wife of Jack B. Burgery] Clearfield
Burnett, Lloyd Jr. 31 Oct 1946 5 Jan 1993 SS - "EN 3 US Navy" Carey 
Burnett, Unknown 16 Aug 1971 - SS - "Son of Llyod & Debbie Burnett" Carey 
Burns, Bun 30 Jul 1906 19 Apr 1983 SS - Brown (1) 
Burns, Coy Virgil 1909 1980 QS - [Keep with Robert & Margaret Burns] Brown (1) 
Burns, Frank 1862 1914 DS H [Husb of Maggie Burns] Siloam
Burns, Ida 25 Dec 1871 6 Jan 1955 SS - Baldridge (2)
Burns, Infant 28 Sep 1932 28 Sep 1932 SS - "Our Baby" [Wm. Burns & Wife] Siloam
Burns, Jas. H. 1859 1930 SS - Caudill (1) 
Burns, Loula Pearl 1899 1900 SS - Siloam
Burns, Maggie 1862 1911 DS W [Wife of Frank Burns] Siloam
Burns, Margaret 1872 1960 QS W [Wife of Robert L. Burns] Brown (1) 
Burns, Minnie Alice Youn 23 Aug 1902 23 Dec 1989 SS W [Wife of Ollie Burns] Brown (1) 
Burns, Ollie 20 May 1890 31 Mar 1982 SS H [of Minnie Alice Young Burns]"WWI" Brown (1) 
Burns, Robert L. 1865 1945 QS H [of Margaret Burns]"This monument... Brown (1) 
Burns, Sally 1893 1968 QS - [Keep with Robert & Margaret Burns] Brown (1) 
Burns, William 1826 1901 SS - Siloam
Burns, William A. 17 Aug 1868 25 Mar 1928 SS - Baldridge (2)
Burrows, Carl G. 1911 1921 SS - [Next to Geraldine J. Burrows] Lee
Burrows, Edward 6 Aug 1937 9 Jun 1957 SS - Lee
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Burrows, Frederick 1862 1935 DS H [Husb. of Harriet Burrows] Lee
Burrows, Fredrick Gerald 9 Jun 1935 24 Feb ___ SS - "SP4 US Army Korea" Lee
Burrows, Gerald J. 1907 1975 DS H [Husb. of Mary Alice Burrows] Forest Lawn
Burrows, Geraldine J. 1907 1926 SS - [Next to Carl G. Brrrows] Lee
Burrows, Harriet 1872 1929 DS W [Wife of Frederick Burrows] Lee
Burrows, Mary Alice 1907 1997 DS W [Wife of Gerald J. Burrows] Forest Lawn
Burrows, Ruth Ann 31 May 1999 31 May 1999 PLQ D
[Dau of Dr. Craig H & Brenda Ann Barron 
Burrows; still born. Obit] Brown (1) 
Burton, Albert 1925 1928 SS S [Son of Witey & Myrtle Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Alpha Louise 29 Dec 1929 7 Jan 1970 SS - [Next to Pauline Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Alverta 1 Jun 1922 26 Feb 1945 DS W [Wife of Herbert Burton] Hogge 
Burton, Ann 16 May 1911 3 Feb 1915 SS D "Gladies daughter" Clearfield
Burton, Baby Dau 31 May 1909 31 May 1909 SS Burton   EC
Burton, Bethel Irene Aug 1927 25 Apr 1944 SS "Daughter" Burton   EC
Burton, Burnice Lee 24 Apr 1935 10 Apr 1936 SS "Daughter" Burton   EC
Burton, Burt 9 Jun 1909 8 Jul 1910 SS S "Son of Harlan & Martha Burton" Hayes Crossing 
Burton, Caleb Issac 2 Nov 1991 11 Feb 1992 SS - "Son" Carey 
Burton, Caleb Issac 2 Nov 1991 11 Feb 1992 SS - "Son" Cassity (2) 
Burton, Carl A. 1944 1947 SS - Boggs   CC
Burton, Charley C. 5 Mar 1895 26 Jan 1961 SS - Whisman 
Burton, Claude 12 Jun 1911 19 Nov 1918 SS S "Son of Harlan & Martha Burton" Hayes Crossing 
Burton, Clifford 2 Mar 1937 27 Sep 1993 SS GF "Grandfather of W. C. Burton" Whisman 
Burton, Clyde 10 Oct 1919 28 Jul 1944 SS "KY SGT 26 INF WWII" Burton   EC
Burton, Dovie 1895 1973 DS W [Wife of Pierce Burton] Adams-Plank
Burton, Frankie D. 1931 1968 DS H [of Janice L. Burton] M:5 Jun 1968 Whisman 
Burton, Geo. W. 26 Aug 1868 29 Oct 1902 SS - Siloam
Burton, Georgia 1933 1958 SS - Masters
Burton, Hannah [Lamb] 6 Oct 1868 16 Jun 1945 DS W [Wife of Wm. Burton] Burton   EC
Burton, Henry 1927 1928 SS S [Son of Witey & Myrtle Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Herbert 2 Apr 1919 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Alverta Burton] Hogge 
Burton, Ida May 15 Nov 1909 20 May 1910 SS D "Dau of Charley Burton and wife" Clearfield
Burton, Infant 9 Nov 1896 9 Nov 1896 SS S "Son of G.W. & Ann Burton" Siloam
Burton, James 1864 1939 DS H [Hus of Sarah Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Jane Melvin 5 May 1891 19 Aug 1977 DS S [Keep with Liddle Margaret B]"Sister" Whisman 
Burton, Janice L. 1941 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Frankie D. Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Janis 1924 1990 DS S [Keep with Pauline Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Jesse 7 Apr 1835 14 Feb 1904 SS
"Pvt Co G KY Inf, Conderate States of 
Amer" Burton   EC
Burton, Jimmy Andy 14 Nov 1921 3 Apr 1975 SS - Adams-Plank
Burton, Liddle Margaret 17 Sep 1889 20 Jan 1940 DS S [Keep with Jane Melvin Burton] "Sister" Whisman 
Burton, Lillian Fern 27 Aug 1910 26 Apr 1911 SS D "Dau.of William Burton & Wife [Hannah]" Burton   EC
Burton, Luther ?Mar/May _7 Dec 1928 SS S [Son of William & Hannah Burton] Burton   EC
Burton, Marl 5 Oct 1930 1 Oct 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Jana Bradley Burton] Cranston
Burton, Mary H. 21 Oct 1915 28 Apr 1988 DS - [Keep with Mary B. Henley] Brown (1) 
Burton, Mellissia [                ] 1977 PLQ - Purvis
Burton, Myrtle 1895 1980 DS W [Wife of Wiley Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Ora Lee 18 Nov 1916 26 Jan 1991 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Whisman 
Burton, Orville 11 Mar 1905 12 Jan 1982 SS S [Son of Wm. & Hannah Burton] Burton   EC
Burton, Paul Edward 8 Aug 1949 16 Aug 1949 - - New Sill
Burton, Pauline 1927 1970 DS S [Keep with Janis Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Pierce 1883 1969 DS H [Husb. of Dovie Burton] "M: 14 Jan 1912" Adams-Plank
Burton, Polly Barker 1 Apr 1896 19 May 1978 SS - [Next to Frankie D. Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Ray 12 Jun 1936 28 Sep 1997 SS S [Son of Orville Burton] Burton   EC
Burton, Rosie Ellen 17 Aug 1916 17 Aug 1918 SS - [Next to Rosie Ellen Henderson] Whisman 
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Burton, Sarah 1880 1919 DS W [Wife of James Burton] Whisman 
Burton, Steven [                 ] [                 ] SS - [Buried next to Ida May Burton] Clearfield
Burton, Virgil D. 15 Jun 1938 15 Apr 1940 SS - Whisman 
Burton, Visie E. 12 Mar 1899 22 Nov 1983 SS "Mother" Burton   EC
Burton, Wiley 1895 1968 DS H [Hus of Myrtle Burton]"Father" Whisman 
Burton, William Clifford 25 Jan 1994 16 Mar 1994 SS S "Son of William & Lillie Matthews Burton" Whisman 
Burton, William Harmon 29 Mar 1894 11 Jan 1942 SS "Father" Burton   EC
Burton, Willie 4 Jan 1921 13 Oct 1970 SS - "KY Pvt US Army WWI" Whisman 
Burton, Wm. [William "Bill"] 3 Jun 1868 27 May 1945 DS H [Husb.of Hannah Lamb Burton] Burton   EC
Buskland, John R. 1849 1919 SS F "Father of Josie Milam" Eldridge-Buckland 
Busroe, Florence Ratliff 1907 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Fred Minor Busroe] Brown (1) 
Busroe, Fred Minor 1907 1982 DS H [Husb. of Florence Ratliff Busroe] Brown (1) 
Butcher, Billie Jane 1935 1985 DS W [Wife of Paul R. Butcher] Forest Lawn
Butcher, Carl I. 19 Oct 1915 26 Aug 1954 SS - Brown (1) 
Butcher, Charles Homer 22 Jan 1938 25 Nov 1977 DS S [Son of Phoeba L. Butcher]"Army" Brown (1) 
Butcher, Clyde V. 1 Feb 1923 10 Aug 1983 DS - "S1US NavyWWII" Brown (1) 
Butcher, Donald Herbert 11 May 1923 13 Mar 1934 DS - [Keep with Myrtle Lou Butcher] Eagle Hall  CC
Butcher, James A. 11 May 1921 [                ] SS - Caudill (1) 
Butcher, James N. 1888 1952 DS H [Husb of Myrtle M. Butcher] Eagle Hall  CC
Butcher, Janet K. 25 Oct 1943 [                ] SS - Caudill (1) 
Butcher, John 22 Jan 1925 18 Oct 1990 DS H [of Maxine L Butcher] "Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Butcher, John M. 26 Mar 1891 27 Sep 1972 DS H [Husb. of Nell T. Butcher] Brown (1) 
Butcher, Martha Withrow S 3 Aug 1905 11 Apr 1998 PLQ W [Wife of John Butcher, 2nd Husb.b.] Forest Lawn
Butcher, Maxine L. 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John Butcher] Brown (1) 
Butcher, Myrtle Lou 19 Sep 1925 13 Mar 1934 DS - [Keep with Donald Herbert Butcher] Eagle Hall  CC
Butcher, Myrtle M. 1892 1978 DS W [Wife of James N. Butcher] Eagle Hall  CC
Butcher, Nell T. 15 Jul 1890 20 Mar 1965 DS W [Wife of John M. Butcher] Brown (1) 
Butcher, Paul R. 1931 [Living] DS H [Husb. of Billie Jane Butcher] Forest Lawn
Butcher, Phoeba L. 29 Oct 1915 [                 ] DS M [Mother of Charles Homer Butcher] Brown (1) 
Butcher, Phoeba Lewis 29 Oct 1914 3 Sep 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Carl I. Butcher] Brown (1) 
Butcher, Sheila K. 29 Sep 1950 12 May 1980 SS - Brown (1) 
Butcher, William - - - - "Infant" [by Zelda Fugate Barker] Clearfield
Butler, _ E. 16 Mar 1943 1944 SS - [Next to Caroline Butler] Poston
Butler, Andrew J. 7 Jun 1888 3 Mar 1960 SS - Adams-Plank
Butler, Barbara J. 25 Oct 1941 6 Apr 1942 SS - Adams-Plank
Butler, Bessie Mae 27 Jan 1917 26 Aug 1967 SS - [Next to Orville Butler] Poston
Butler, Betty Ann 1984 1984 PLK - Estep
Butler, Caroline 22 Sep 1947 22 Sep 1947 SS - [Next to Bessie Mae Butler] Poston
Butler, Donald Ray 30 Jul 1943 12 Sep 1968 SS - [Next to Ran.&Laura Butler]"Vietnam" Forest Lawn
Butler, E. D. 24 Mar 1855 14 Dec 1935 SS - Adams-Plank
Butler, Effie 23 Feb 1912 7 Feb 1977 DS W [Wife of Ersel Butler] Adams-Plank
Butler, Emery Francis 1894 1953 SS - Lee
Butler, Ersel 6 Jan 1911 [                ] DS H [Husband of Effie Butler] Adams-Plank
Butler, Erwin 1928 1953 SS - Lee
Butler, Iva Whisman 1907 1994 DS W [Wife of James Henry Butler] Cranston
Butler, James Henry 1902 1982 DS H [Husb. of Iva Whisman Butler] Cranston
Butler, Julia 10 Nov 1897 21 Aug 1978 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Butler, Laura 1903 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ranze Butler] Forest Lawn
Butler, Lena Faye 31 Jul 1953 1 Dec 1908 SS D "Raymond & Myrtle Butler" Caudill (2)
Butler, Lottie S. 27 Sep 1889 25 Oct 1945 SS - Adams-Plank
Butler, Orville 13 May 1910 17 Nov 1961 SS - [Next to Bessie Mae Butler] Poston
Butler, Pauline - - SS SS Conley (2) 
Butler, Pauline - - - D [Dau of Frank & Ethel Butler] Conley (2) 
Butler, Ranze 1898 1965 DS H [Husb. of Laura Butler] Forest Lawn
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Butler, Raymond 16 Nov 1925 4 Oct 1984 DS H [of Myrtle Butler] Caudill (2)
Butler, Robert A. 18 Oct 1957 23 Feb 1985 SS S "Baby" Estep
Butler, Samuel R. 19 May 1939 19 May 1939 SS - [Next to Samuel R. Butler] Poston
Butler, Two Childdren - - - C [Children of Frank & Ethel Butler] Conley (2) 
Butler, Unknown 7 May 1924 7 May 1924 SS - [First name unreadable] Griffith 
Butler, Vernon L. 6 Jan 1937 28 Dec 1993 SS - Adams-Plank
Butler, Wilburn 01 Sep 1934 31 Oct 1935 SS - Johnson (1)
Butler, William L. 7 Dec 1909 7 Jan 1933 SS S "Son of A. J. Butler" Christian
Button, Frank C. 1863 1933 SS H [Husb. of Hattie Bishop Button] Lee
Button, Hattie Bishop 1867 1940 SS W [Wife of Frank C. Button] Lee
Button, Helen Salome 1 Aug 1903 21 Jan 1904 SS D Daug. of Frank C. & Hattie Button Lee
Button, Robert Marion 10 Mar 1902 26 Jan 1905 SS S "Son of Frank C. & Hattie Button" Lee
Butts, Ben 27 Feb 1878 26 Apr 1947 SS H [of Lula Mae Butts, Sun of James A.Butts] Butts
Butts, Chester W. 26 Aug 1912 26 Jan 1995 DS H [Husb. of Vesta E. Butts] Brown (1) 
Butts, Eliza B. 24 Nov 1890 15 Aug 1893 SS - Butts
Butts, Fern H. 8 Aug 1943 [                ] DS W [Wife of Herman C. Butts] Hargett   CC
Butts, Herman C. 23 May 1936 4 Apr 1997 DS H [Husb of Fern H. Butts] Hargett   CC
Butts, Infant - - BRK - "Infant of Ben & Lula Mae Butts" Butts
Butts, Infant Son - - BRK - "Son of Ben & Lula Mae Butts" Butts
Butts, James 7 May 1871 15 Apr 1888 SS S [Son of James A. & Mary J. Butts] Butts
Butts, James A. 23 May 1826 19 Sep 1897 SS H [Husb. of Mary J. Butts] Butts
Butts, Letiza - - BRK D [Daug. of Ben & Lula Mae Butts] Butts
Butts, Lula Mae 12 Apr 1888 18 Nov 1926 SS W [Wife of Ben Butts] Butts
Butts, Mary J. 14 Oct 1853 28 Dec 1927 SS W [Wife of James A. Butts] Butts
Butts, Vesta E. 8 Dec 1911 17 Sep 1996 DS W [Wife of Chester W. Butts] Brown (1) 
Byard, Joyce Ann 15 Dec 1954 4 Jul 1992 SS - Brown (1) 
Byerly, Chester Paul 10 Nov 1910 14 Dec 1981 SS - Clearfield
Byerly, E. Vernon 1903 1972 SS - Clearfield
Byrd, Byron [                ] [                ] - - [New grave, not yet marked] Jackson Family 
Byrd, Byron Lee 28 Oct 1955 18 Jun 1997 SS - "Grandson of Paris & Flora Jackson" Jackson Family 
Byrd, Byron Lee 1956 18 Jun 1997 PLQ - Lee
Byrd, Violet Evans 8 May 1928 1 Jan 1981 SS - Carey 
Byron, Eles 12 Aug 1897 9 Sep 1923 DS W [Wife of Elmer Byron] New Alfrey
Byron, Elmer 12 Aug 1897 24 Dec 1921 DS H [Husb. of Eles Byron] New Alfrey
Byron, Layfette 1859 1937 DS H [Husb. of Sarah Jane Byron] New Alfrey
Byron, Nelson 1907 1975 TS H [Husb of   Sue Early Byron] Clearfield
Byron, Ova 7 Apr 1922 26 Sep 1922 SS - New Alfrey
Byron, Ruby P. 1910 1958 TS - [Keep with Nelson & Sue Early Byron] Clearfield
Byron, Sarah Jane 1864 1935 DS W [Wife of Layfette Byron] New Alfrey
Byron, Sue E. [Early] [24 Jul]1908 [20 Mar 1999] TS W
[Wife of Nelson Byron, dau of George & 
Effie Evans Hargett] Clearfield
Byron, Vernon 25 Oct 1920 23 Sep 1977 SS - Slaty Point
C. W. C. - - Brick - [Initials only] Catron
Cabell, Bernice G. 2 May 1906 15 Apr 1983 SS - Lee
Cagle, Carol 5 Jan 1924 12 May 1986 DS W [Wife of Walter Cagle] Crix Cemetery:
Cagle, Edith 8 Mar 1921 [                ] DS W [of Ernet C. Cagle] Williams-Turner
Cagle, Ernet C. 3 Nov 1900 15 Oct 1983 DS H [of Edith Cagle]"PVT US Army WWII" Williams-Turner
Cagle, Walter 9 Oct 1922 2 Jun 1991 DS H [Husband of Carol Cagle] Crix Cemetery:
Caldwell, Lillie Ramey 6 Sep 1904 15 May 1944 SS - Ingram
Caldwell, Maranda 21 Jan 1897 17 Jul 1984 SS - Brown (1) 
Caldwell, Mary M. 1 Jan 1839 10 Mar 1875 SS W "Wife of Jack Caldwell" Slaty Point
Caldwell, Ott 26 May 1926 8 Jul 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Clela Prater Caldwell] Ellington Farm
Caldwell, Unknown 1922 1923 PLQ - Ingram
Callahan, Brenda K. 17 May 1953 3 Sep 1953 SS - Perry   MC
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Callahan, Eva 18 May 1905 8 Dec 1982 DS W [of McKinley Callahan] Perry   MC
Callahan, infant __ May 1935 16 Oct 1936 SS - "McKinley & ___ Callahan" Perry   MC
Callahan, infant 28 Sep 1955 28 Sep 1955 SS - "Inf of Mr. & Mrs. Byron Callahan" Perry   MC
Callahan, Iva F. 29 Apr 1966 29 Apr 1966 SS - Perry   MC
Callahan, Judy Molton 1 Aug 1946 24 Dec 1994 SS - [Next to James Warren Molton] Whisman 
Callahan, Katherine Roger 5 Jul 1957 1 May 1998 SS - Carpenter
Callahan, Mamie Collins P 9 Jan 1911 5 Feb 1990 TS - [Keep w/ Novella & Willis Callahan]Perry Perry   MC
Callahan, McKinley 23 Feb 1899 21 Jan 1981 DS H [of Eva Callahan] Perry   MC
Callahan, Novella Abrams 1 May 1908 1 Aug 1936 TS - [Keep with Mamie & Willis Callahan] Perry   MC
Callahan, Oley Ervin 4 Oct 1923 13 Jul 1968 SS - "KY S1 USNR WWII" Perry   MC
Callahan, Ora L. 8 Oct 1913 8 Aug 1974 SS - "PFC US Army"  "Dad" Perry   MC
Callahan, Ova M. 17 Jan 192 7 Jul 1957 SS - "KY S Sgt. Co L 134 Inf BSM WWII" Perry   MC
Callahan, Ronnie R. Hard 15 Apr 1931 3 Nov 1987 SS - [Next to Clayton & Deedie Hardin] Brown (1) 
Callahan, Rose L. 24 Sep 1950 6 Oct 1950 SS - Perry   MC
Callahan, Susie 7 Nov 1878 28 Jan 1931 DS W [of William Callahan] Perry   MC
Callahan, William 15 Sep 1862 16 Apr 1935 DS H [of Susie Callahan] Perry   MC
Callahan, William Donald 30 Mar 1928 28 Nov 1975 SS - "Father" Perry   MC
Callahan, Willis G. 20 Nov 1894 23 Feb 1968 TS -
[K/w Mamie & Novella]"PFC Co G 2 
InfWWI" Perry   MC
Callie 1890 1972 DS - [No last name given, sort 1] Pine Hill
Calloway, Becky 1888 1922 TS - [Keep with David K. & Eliza A. Jones] Jones (2)
Calton, Linville 1914 1964 SS H [Husband of Myrtle Marie Calton] Crix Cemetery:
Calton, Myrtle Marie 9 Apr 1922 28 Jun 1990 SS W [Wife of Linville Calton] Crix Cemetery:
Calton, Tressie Marie 15 Jul 1987 [                ] SS - "Infant" Crix Cemetery:
Calvert 1886 1918 DS - [No last name given, Sort 1] Pine Hill
Calvert, Charles W. 16 Jan 1915 4 Aug 1947 SS - [Next to Fred & Mary E. Calvert] Brown (1) 
Calvert, Elizabeth A. 2 May 1860 9 May 1894 SS W "Wife of G. W. Calvert" Siloam
Calvert, Emma Lou 16 Dec 1880 27 Oct 1908 SS - [name on G.W. Calvert's stone w/others] Siloam
Calvert, Frances 2 May 1896 11 Jul 1980 DS W [Wife of Frank M. Calvert] Brown (1) 
Calvert, Frank Jr. 4 Aug 1926 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Nancy H. Calvert] Brown (1) 
Calvert, Frank M, Sr. 26 Feb 1892 22 Sep 1974 DS H [Husb. of Frances Calvert] Brown (1) 
Calvert, Frank M., Jr. 4 Aug 1926 12 May 1999 DS H
[of Nancy Holbrook Calvert] "U.S. Army , 
locomotive Eng. Korea, Japan" Brown (1) 
Calvert, Fred 25 Mar 1890 14 Sep 1973 SS H [Husb. of Mary E. Calvert] Brown (1) 
Calvert, George William S 10 Apr 1846 [25 Mar 1925] SS H [Hus of Maggie Calvert]   Siloam
Calvert, H. Bruce 1 Oct 1907 10 Jan 1925 SS - Caudill (1) 
Calvert, H. L. 13 Jul 1903 20 Nov 1903 SS - Siloam
Calvert, Ida F.[Florence] 30 Dec 1875 Mar 1897 SS D "Dau of G.W. & ? Calvert" Siloam
Calvert, Infant Daughter 16 May 1950 16 May 1950 SS D "Dau of Frankie & Oscar Calvert" Brown (1) 
Calvert, James M. 15 Nov 1848 - SS S "of J.M. & J.E. Calvert"[date below] Siloam
Calvert, James M. 16 Nov 1816 29 Jun 1861 SS - [Next to James M. Calvert] Siloam
Calvert, James Robert Jr. 28 Nov 1890 8 Feb 1916 SS - [name is on GW Calvert's stone w/others] Siloam
Calvert, James Willard Sr. 24 Sep 1919 12 May 1988 DS H [of Leona Carter Calvert]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Calvert, Jeffery Bruce 13 Jul 1949 31 Aug 1964 SS - Lee
Calvert, Jennette E. 17 Jan 1820 29 Apr 1909 SS - [Next to James M. Calvert] Siloam
Calvert, John B. 21 Jan 1878 8 Nov 1971 DS H [Husb. of Salie H. Calvert] Caudill (1) 
Calvert, John B. 5 Mar 1924 5 Jul 1999 PLQ H
[Husb of Joyce Wolf [Wolford]Calvert US 
Army WWII] Lee
Calvert, John E. 11 Jul 1917 26 Nov 1969 SS - Brown (1) 
Calvert, Joyce Wolf[ord] 17 Apr 1925 28 Apr 1998 PLQ W [Wife of John B. Calvert, Jr.] Lee
Calvert, Leona Carter 6 Oct 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James Willard Calvert Sr.] Brown (1) 
Calvert, Maggie [Margaret 
Thompson] 27 Sep 1850 8 Jan 1883 SS W
"Wife of G. W. Calvert"    [10 names on 
same stone, most also have own stone] Siloam
Calvert, Malcom E. 26 Aug 1918 12 Apr 1949 SS - [Next to Fred & Mary E. Calvert] Brown (1) 
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Calvert, Mary E. 15 Oct 1895 3 Apr 1979 SS W [Wife of Fred Calvert] Brown (1) 
Calvert, Mary P.(Brain M 25 Oct 1852 23 Aug 1921 SS W "Wife of J. W. Brain & H. D. Myers" Siloam
Calvert, Mary Z.[Zona] 30 Nov 1873 10 Aug 1893 SS D "Dau of G.W. & M. Calvert" Siloam
Calvert, Minnie P.[Pearl] 7 Feb 1872 28 May 1875 SS D "Dau of G.W. & M. Calvert" Siloam
Calvert, Nancy [Holbrook] 25 Nov 1927 28 Jun 1997 DS W [Wife of Frank Calvert Jr.] Brown (1) 
Calvert, Nancy Holbrook 25 Nov 1927 28 Jun 1997 DS W [of Mrank M. Calvert, Jr.] Brown (1) 
Calvert, Rosie 23 Feb 1860 1 Jul 1890 SS W "Wife of M.N. Calvert" Siloam
Calvert, Sallie H. 13 Sep 1885 3 Jun 1962 DS W [Wife of John B. Calvert] Caudill (1) 
Calvert, Sarah Rachel 8 Jul 1871 [23 Dec 1924] SS W "Wife of G. W. Calvert" Siloam
Calvert, Serilda E. 10 Aug 1863 10 May 1894 SS W "Wife of J. C. Calvert" Siloam
Calvert, Toy L.[Lesley] 2 Apr 1894 13 Jun 1894 SS S "Son of G.W. & E. A. Calvert" Siloam
Calvert, Walter C. 25 Dec 1914 8 Feb 1989 SS - "CPL US Army WWII" Lee
Calwell, Jackson 1 Jun 1885 15 May 1891 SS - Slaty Point
Campbell, Addie 27 Oct 1891 26 Dec 1974 DS W [Wife of Everett Campbell] Brown (1) 
Campbell, Emma H. 1898 1950 DS W [Wife of Thomas L. Campbell] Brown (1) 
Campbell, Everett 27 Jul 1890 11 Jan 1955 DS H [Husb. of Addie Campbell] Brown (1) 
Campbell, George A. 10 Oct 1856 17 Jul 1890 SS - Bear Church   EC
Campbell, Harlan 1905 1905 PLK S [Son of William & Martha Campbell] Dillon (1) 
Campbell, Harlen 20 Mar 1926 29 Sep 1999 PLQ H/F/S[s. of William & Effie Rozla Roberts Drake] Dillon (1) 
Campbell, Harold C. 7 Jul 1930 15 Sep 1930 SS - Dillon (1) 
Campbell, Myrtle 1900 1910 PLK D [Dau. of William & Martha Campbell] Dillon (1) 
Campbell, P. A. 22 Apr 1873 18 Jan 1947 SS - [Next to Rose Ann Campbell] New Alfrey
Campbell, Plummie 1892 1906 PLK D [Dau. of William & Martha Campbell] Dillon (1) 
Campbell, Rose Ann 8 Jan 1861 17 Mar 1940 SS - [Next to P. A. Campbell] New Alfrey
Campbell, Thomas L. 1894 1952 DS H [Husb. of Emma H. Campbell] Brown (1) 
Campbell, William 1874 1909 PLK H [Husband of Martha Campbell] Dillon (1) 
Campbell], Martha 1869 1905 PLK W [Wife of William Campbell] Dillon (1) 
Carew, Thomas A. 17 Aug 1910 14 Sep 1990 SS - "SSGT US Army WWII" Lee
Carey, Annie 20 Dec 1881 23 Aug 1887 DS - [Keep with Willie P Carey]"M.M. Carey" Carey 
Carey, Cecil 10 Mar 1890 6 Oct 1992 DS H [Hus of L. Blanche Carey] "Army WWI" Brown (1) 
Carey, G. M. 23 Dec 1820 31 Dec 1901 DS H [Hus of Sallie Carey] Carey 
Carey, George M. 26 Mar 1867 5 May 1896 SS - Lee
Carey, Hanson Cecil 16 Oct 1921 22 Aug 1997 SS - [Next to Cecil&Blanche U]"ArmyWWII" Brown (1) 
Carey, J. M. 3 Sep 1828 18 Jan 1899 - - Carey 
Carey, J. M. 23 Dec 1859 29 Nov 1921 SS H [Husband of Mary E. Carey] Lee
Carey, James 23 Nov 1825 4 Mar 1906 SS H [Husb. of Pamela A. Carey] Lee
Carey, James M. 24 Dec 1883 2 Sep 1907 SS - Lee
Carey, L. Blanche 11 Oct 1892 3 Sep 1982 DS W [Wife of Cecil Carey] Brown (1) 
Carey, Mary E. 31 May 1863 7 Feb 1948 SS W "Wife of J. M. Carey" Lee
Carey, Pamelia A. 26 Nov 1833 19 Feb 1913 SS W "Wife of James Carey" Lee
Carey, Sallie 6 Dec 1828 1 Mar 1898 DS W [Wife of G. M. Carey] "His Wife" Carey 
Carey, Ulysses Grant 1869 1947 SS - Lee
Carey, Willie P. 4 Feb 1887 13 Aug 1899 DS - [Keep with Annie]"Children of J.M. Carey 
Carlson, David Alger, Jr. 2 Mar 1919 12 Dec 1983 DS H [H. of Fern Carlson] EMI US Navy WWII Lee
Carlson, Fern Salyer 21 Aug 1922 24 Dec 2000 DS W [Wife of David Alger Carlson, Jr.] Lee
Carnell, Eula Mae 4 May 1910 23 Mar 1969 DS W [Granvill Carnell] Catron
Carnell, Granvill 2 Jun 1898 18 Nov 1981 DS H [Eula Mae Carnell] Catron
Carpenter, A. 1844 1922 SS H [Husb of  Louise Carpenter] Clearfield
Carpenter, Alex 28 Jan 1899 15 Jul 1971 SS - Carpenter
Carpenter, Alonzo L. 17 Apr 1871 23 Aug 1871 SS S "Son of A. [Alonzo] Carpenter" Baldridge (2)
Carpenter, Arthur Lee 21 Jul 1895 12 May 1966 SS - Carpenter
Carpenter, Charles E. 21 Aug 1921 [                 ] SS - "Father" Brown (1) 
Carpenter, Charlie 1879 1952 DS H [Husb. of Lou Carpenter] Brown (1) 
Carpenter, Darrell Dougla 15 Aug 1941 6 Jan 1944 SS S "Son of James & Roxie Carpenter" Carpenter
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Carpenter, Fose Flannery 25 Apr 1905 13 Feb 1994 SS - Siloam
Carpenter, Gene Webster 2 Mar 1946 27 Sep 2000 PLQ S
[Son of James Carpenter & Roxie White 
Carpenter Johnson] Carpenter
Carpenter, J. C. 7 Jan 1878 31 Oct 1935 SS - [Next to Jeanetta Carpenter] New Alfrey
Carpenter, Jack 23 Jul 1910 26 Feb 1950 SS - [Next to Jeanetta Carpenter] New Alfrey
Carpenter, James 7 Jun 1905 1 Oct 1908 SS S "Child of Henry & Francis Carpenter" Shumate (2)
Carpenter, Jeanetta 1883 1969 SS - [Next to J. C. Carpenter] New Alfrey
Carpenter, Jewell - - SS - New Alfrey
Carpenter, Leander 1871 1922 DS - [Keep with Louise Carpenter] Carpenter
Carpenter, Lou 1885 1970 DS W [Wife of Charlie Carpenter] Brown (1) 
Carpenter, Louise 1874 1926 DS - [Keep with Leander Carpenter] Carpenter
Carpenter, Louise 19 Jan 1849 27 May 1898 SS W "Wife of A. Carpenter" Clearfield
Carpenter, Pat 1927 2000 Plq [Next to J.C. Carpenter] New Alfrey
Carpenter, Paul 9 Sep 1933 22 Aug 1994 SS - "US Army" Baldridge (1)
Carpenter, Paul, Jr. 11 Jul 1951 11 Jul 1999 PLQ S
[Son of Paul, Sr. & Edna Thomas Carpenter. 
A Vet. Two terms Vietnam] Hamilton
Carpenter, Viola E. - - SS - [No dates indicated] Shumate (2)
Carpenter, William - - SS - [Next to Leander Carpenter] Carpenter
Carpenter, Wilma Bernice 25 Oct 1961 26 Oct 1961 SS - Baldridge (1)
Carr, L. Michael 1947 1990 SS - Forest Lawn
Carr, Otto P. [Pieratt] 2 Oct 1891 6 Feb 1967 SS H "Pvt US Army WWI" [Hus. Of Sara Carr] Lee
Carr, Sara Ann [Dennis] 29 Jul 1898 5 Jan 1996 SS W [Wife of Otto Carr] Lee
Carrick, Eileen Hays 31 Jul 1931 29 May 1983 SS - Baldridge (1)
Carroll, Brenda S. 1951 1992 SS - Forest Lawn
Carroll, Dixie Janet 1944 1945 SS - Mauk   EC
Carroll, Gusty E. 3 Feb 1901 24 Oct 1983 SS - Trumbo   CC
Carroll, John M. 23 Jun 1862 23 Nov 1921 SS - Trumbo   CC
Carroll, Marion "Mimi" 
[Tucker] 11 Jun 1943 11 Apr 1986 SS - [ Dau. Of Mildred Carter Tucker] Lee
Carroll, Phoebe Ellen 23 Oc 1871 4 Apr 1957 SS - Trumbo   CC
Carroll, Ray C. 19 Apr 1903 2 May 1973 SS - "PVT US Army" Trumbo   CC
Carroll, Sally - - SS - Trumbo   CC
Carroll, Viola 18 Oct 1879 19 Mar 1898 SS D "Daughter of Jas. & Loucinda Carroll" Johnson (4)
Carroll, Willie O. [Oston] 22 Jan 1892 18 Aug 1982 SS - "90 Yrs old" " PVT US Army WWI" Trumbo   CC
Carter, Allie Ballard 14 Feb 1906 15 Jun 1992 DS W [Wife of Earl L. Carter] Lee
Carter, Anna B. 1894 1980 DS - [Keep with Vera Mae Carter] Lee
Carter, Belle Ellis 22 Mar 1865 28 Jul 1933 DS W [Wife of Jack C. Carter, Sr.] Lee
Carter, Billy 28 Sep 1933 24 Aug 1939 SS - Lee
Carter, Cecil Larry 1957 1985 PLQ - [Next to Harlan Carter] Clearfield
Carter, Charles Edward 7 Dec 1892 30 Mar 1918 SS - Lee
Carter, Charlie 1891 1971 DS H [Husband of Zettie Carter] "Father" Mabry Hill
Carter, Charlotte Q. 5 Aug 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Warren G. Carter] New Alfrey
Carter, Christine Stegall 1911 1972 SS - Pine Hill
Carter, Dicy 1811 1926 SS M [Mother of Mary Earls] Eldridge (1) 
Carter, Douglas 9 Feb 1965 2 Mar 1965 STN S [Son of Dollie & Carl Carter] Bailey
Carter, Douglas 5 Jul 1926 5 Jul 1926 SS S "Son of John & Eugenia Carter" Crix Cemetery:
Carter, Earl L. 1910 1940 DS H [Husb. of Allie Ballard Carter] Lee
Carter, Flora 1909 1975 DS W [Wife of John Carter] Lee
Carter, Hanceford B. [                ] [                ] SS H "Corp TR. F 3 Cav. SP. AM.War" Pine Hill
Carter, Harlan 1902 1971 PLQ - [Next to Cecil L Carter] Clearfield
Carter, Jack C., II 15 Oct 1916 12 Jun 1966 SS - Lee
Carter, Jack C., Sr. 22 Mar 1865 28 Jul 1933 DS H [Husb. of Belle Ellis Carter] Lee
Carter, Jessamine 1 May 1916 26 Jun 1998 DS - [Keep with Sherman Carter] "Sister" Brown (1) 
Carter, Jesse 1892 1974 DS H [Husb. of Mary Carter] Brown (1) 
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Carter, Joe 26 Feb 1937 6 Aug 1937 SS - Lee
Carter, John 1896 1955 DS H [Husb. of Flora Carter] Lee
Carter, John P., Jr. 1949 1949 SS S "Son of John & Flora Carter" Lee
Carter, Julia 2 Mar 1918 21 Mar 1991 DS W [Wife of Rev. Shirley Carter] Clearfield
Carter, Letie 16 Jul 1885 2 Jun 1911 SS W "Hansford B. Carter" Pine Hill
Carter, Liddie 1855 1900 SS - Lee
Carter, Lyda Susan Moore 31 Mar 1908 13 May 2000 MOS W [Wife of W. H. (Bill) Carter] Forest Lawn
Carter, Marie 11 Jul 1905 [Dec 1906] SS D "Age 15 Mo, Dau of Letie & H. B.Carter" Pine Hill
Carter, Mary 1896 1973 DS W [Wife of Jesse Carter] Brown (1) 
Carter, Matt 1900 1958 DS H [of Trudy Carter] Perry   MC
Carter, Milda 16 May 1879 23 Feb 1957 DS W [of Robert Carter] Perry   MC
Carter, Minnie 2 Feb 1901 5 Jul 1939 SS - "Mother" [Dau. of James Blevins] Sardis
Carter, Norma F. 14 Apr 1940 14 Apr 1940 SS D "Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. C. O. Carter" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Carter, Orville J. 16 Apr 1894 15 Jan 1988 DS H [of Thelma Beair Carter]"Army WWI" Brown (1) 
Carter, Rev. Shirley 17 Sep 1913 1 Dec 1995 DS H [Husb of  Julia Carter] Clearfield
Carter, Robert 13 Mar 1869 10 Feb 1936 DS H [of Milda Carter] Perry   MC
Carter, Sherman 1920 1990 DS - [Keep with Jessamine Carter]"Brother" Brown (1) 
Carter, Thelma Beair 12 Jan 1906 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Orville J. Carter] Brown (1) 
Carter, Troy H. 10 May 1898 4 Jul 1928 SS - Lee
Carter, Trudy 1902 1987 DS W [of Matt Carter] Perry   MC
Carter, Vera Mae 1902 1976 DS - [Keep with Anna B. Carter] Lee
Carter, Warren G. 7 Aug 1921 31 Dec 1994 DS H [Husb. of Charlotte Q. Carter] New Alfrey
Carter, Zettie 1886 1960 DS W [Wife of Charlie Carter] "Mother" Mabry Hill
Carter, Zone L. 22 Aug 1941 21 Sep 1942 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. C. O. Carter" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Casity, Mahala 26 Feb 1856 6 Jul 1890 SS - Prather-Stamper
Caskey, Ada G. 1899 1968 DS W [Wife of Ollie C. Caskey] Forest Lawn
Caskey, Alf 2 Apr 1885 29 May 1957 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caskey, Alf C. 1885 1957 SS - Forest Lawn
Caskey, Alice Williams 14 Apr 1903 11 Aug 1986 SS - New Sill
Caskey, Amelia Ann 19 Oct 1941 19 Oct 1941 SS - "Infant" Caskey 
Caskey, Ava Mae 31 Aug 1906 23 Feb 1938 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caskey, Bessie Faye 10 Dec 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Richard Earl Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Charley James 1923 1946 SS - [Next to G. Caskey] Poston
Caskey, Chester W. 19 Dec 1895 24 Aug 1976 SS - [Next to Virgie E. Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Delmar L. 13 Jul 1920 17 Dec 1955 SS - [Next to Gertia Caskey]"KY...WWII.." Brown (1) 
Caskey, Dora 1876 1952 SS W [Wife of O. C. Caskey] Clearfield
Caskey, Dorotha Bellamy 1915 1993 SS - Lee
Caskey, Earl 1913 1985 DS H [Husb. of Reba J. Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Emma Belle 1876 1946 SS W [Wife of T. H. Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Emmitt, Jr. 13 Apr 1946 26 Jul 2000 PLQ H/S [Son of Emmitt, Sr & Opal Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Emmitt, Sr. 1904 1978 DS H [Husb. of Opal Mae Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Ethel 28 Aug 1923 [                ] DS W [Wife of Ramond Caskey] Caskey 
Caskey, Everett 10 Apr 1906 19 May 1943 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caskey, Fogg 7 Nov 1898 19 Nov 1986 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Caskey, G. - - - - [handcut lettering] Poston
Caskey, George Elwood 1904 1985 SS - Lee
Caskey, Gertia 1890 1955 SS - [Next to William Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Grover 1912 1928 SS - Clearfield
Caskey, Harlan 23 Mar 1874 19 Jul 1964 DS H [Husband of Mintie Caskey] Caskey 
Caskey, J. Garfield - - SS - [Next to Lillian Rebecca Caskey] Poston
Caskey, James T. 29 Jul 1936 20 Oct 1956 SS - Brown (1) 
Caskey, Lester 25 Mar 1908 26 Sep 1965 SS - Lee
Caskey, Lillian Rebecca - - SS - [Next to J. Garfield Caskey] Poston
Caskey, Louisa [Ellington] 1863 [1858] 1947 DS W [Wife of Robert Caskey] M: 22 Feb 1874 Caudill (1) 
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Caskey, Maggie 1887 1963 SS - Brown (1) 
Caskey, Martha Poston - - SS - [Next to Lillian Rebecca Caskey] Poston
Caskey, Mintie 31 Dec 1891 20 Feb 1955 DS W [Wife of Harlan Caskey] Caskey 
Caskey, Ollie C. 1883 1961 DS H [Husb. of Ada G. Caskey] Forest Lawn
Caskey, Opal Mae 1922 1994 DS W [Wife of Emmitt Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Opha 12 Sep 1905 19 Jun 1906 SS S "Son of O.C. & Dora Caskey" Clearfield
Caskey, Orear 1912 1969 SS - Brown (1) 
Caskey, Ramond 2 May 1912 7 Nov 1985 DS H [Husband of Ethel Caskey] Caskey 
Caskey, Reba J. 1914 1963 DS W [Wife of Earl Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Richard Earl 8 Feb 1940 30 Dec 1972 DS H [H of Bessie Faye Caskey]"US Army" Brown (1) 
Caskey, Robert [F.] 1852 1925 DS H [Husband of Louisa Caskey] Caudill (1) 
Caskey, Sibbie 26 Apr 1907 [                ] SS - Caudill (1) 
Caskey, T. H. 1875 1947 SS H [Husb. of Emma Belle Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, Virgie E. 4 Aug 1901 23 Dec 1977 SS - [Next to Chester W. Caskey] Brown (1) 
Caskey, William 2 Oct 1869 1 Jun 1947 SS - [Next to Gertia Caskey]"KY Pvt 26 Inf" Brown (1) 
Caskey, William Kendrick 27 Jun 1915 6 Jan 1988 SS - Caskey 
Cassady, Clifford R. 15 Dec 1918 19 Dec 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Mauverine Miles Cassady] Lee
Cassell, Sarah Jewell Rose 15 Sept 1915 22 Aug 1989 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Cassitty, Ed 1831 1903 SS - Siloam
Cassity, Alice 1887 1948 SS - New Alfrey
Cassity, Bart W. 1869 1938 DS H [Hus of Dora B. Cassity] Carey 
Cassity, Becky M - - SS - Horsley-Brown
Cassity, Bertha A. 22 Jul 1861 9 Sep 1896 SS - Siloam
Cassity, Billy L. 7 May 1925 5 Aug 1925 SS - [Next to Seymour & Myrtle Cassity] Carey 
Cassity, Brother Billy Feb 1921 Mar 1921 SS - Lee
Cassity, Carl V. 1905 1966 SS - Forest Lawn
Cassity, Ceasa A. 1883 1884 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Cleo 1 May 1914 22 May 1961 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Clifford [27 Sep]1898 [6 Jan]1992 TS H
[Husb of Opal Wells Cassity, son of Pete & 
Lula Mae McRoberts Cassity] Clearfield
Cassity, Clifford Lee 1916 [                ] DS H [Husb of Maud Della Cassity Cassity (2) 
Cassity, Clint L. 1892 1971 SS - [Next to Dora Cassity] Carey 
Cassity, David W. - - SS - "Co. B 24 KY Inf." Cassity   MC
Cassity, Dora 8 Jan 1899 18 Mar 1983 SS - [Next to Clint L. Cassity] Carey 
Cassity, Dora B. 1883 1964 DS W [Wife of Bart W. Cassity] Carey 
Cassity, Edmund W. - - SS - "Co. B. 24 KY Inf." Blair's   MC
Cassity, Elbert 1874 1958 SS - Lee
Cassity, Elizabeth M. 31 Jul 1899 5 Sep 1954 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Ellis V. 31 Dec 1908 25 Apr 1961 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Elsie Maddox 10 May 1914 4 Jul 1978 SS W [Dau of Allie E. Prater & Charlie Clay] Ellington Farm
Cassity, Flora [22 Sep]1894 31 Oct 1999 DS W [Wife of Joseph Cassity, Sr] Carey 
Cassity, Frances 3 May 1920 [                ] DS W [Wife of Vernie J. Cassity] Coffey-Riddle
Cassity, Frank - - SS - Horsley-Brown
Cassity, Fred L 10 Aug 1909 5 Mar 1998 DS H [Husb. of Opal Salyer Cassity] Lee
Cassity, G. 30 Oct 1846 14 Aug 1928 SS - Carey 
Cassity, George H. 1875 1960 DS H [Husband of Mollie Cassity] Coffey-Riddle
Cassity, Howard 12 May 1917 27 Oct 1917 SS S "Infant Son of Clint & Dora Cassity" Carey 
Cassity, Howell B. 7 Nov 1865 2 Feb 1959 SS - "Rest in Piece" Coffey-Riddle
Cassity, Huldah 1 Jun 1834 29 Jun 1854 SS W
"In memory of Huldah, wife of John A. 
Cassity" Cassity (1)
Cassity, Infant 18 Sep 1934 18 Sep 1934 SS D "Inf. dau. of Howie & Stella Cassity" Baldridge (1)
Cassity, Isaac R. 23 Mar 1799 2 Sep 1864 SS H [Husb of Joyca Cassity] Siloam
Cassity, Issac 25 Aug 1812 11 Jan 1889 SS H [of Lucinda Cassity] Cassity   MC
Cassity, James B. 29 Mar 1821 16 Nov 1884 DS H [Husb of Sarah Cassity] Siloam
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Cassity, James Bart 12 Sep 1928 31 Dec 1991 SS - "PFC US Army Korea" Forest Lawn
Cassity, James Matthews 27 Oct 1883 21 Mar 1980 SS - Lee
Cassity, Janie B. 1880 1882 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Jess 25 Feb 1879 2 Jul 1954 SS - [Next to Vesta Cassity] Cassity   MC
Cassity, Jesse 16 Feb 1811 18 Jun 1845 SS - [Next to Nancy Cassity] Siloam
Cassity, Jno. C. B. 15 Jun 1852 23 Aug 1866 SS - [Next to P.W. & Lavina J. Cassity] Ellington Farm
Cassity, John - 1958 SS - [#334] New Alfrey
Cassity, John W. 24 Apr 1874 24 Jun 1962 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Joseph Sr. 1872 1955 DS H [Hus of Flora Cassity] Carey 
Cassity, Joyca 9 Aug 1807 29 Oct 1871 SS W "Wife of I. R. Cassity" Siloam
Cassity, Lafeyette 29 Aug 1877 6 Jul 1964 DS H [of Mary Liz Cassity] Cassity   MC
Cassity, Lavina J. 13 Apr 1819 11 Jul 1888 DS - [Keep with P. W. Cassity] Ellington Farm
Cassity, Lillian B. 7 Feb 1872 7 Dec 1946 SS - "Gone but not forgotten" Coffey-Riddle
Cassity, Lizzie 9 Feb 1900 9 Feb 1903 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Lizzie A. 5 Jun 1892 9 Jan 1893 SS D "Dau of J. J. & N. J. Cassity" Siloam
Cassity, Lucille 27 Jan 1926 19 Sep 1943 SS D "Dau of Clint & Dora Cassity" Carey 
Cassity, Lucinda 21 Apr 1819 16 Oct 1906 SS W "Wife of Issac E. Cassity" Cassity   MC
Cassity, Lula 1872 1937 DS M [Keep with Willis Cassity]"Mother" Clearfield
Cassity, Mae 11 May 1912 28 Mar 1913 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Mae Cornette 30 May 1886 26 Oct 1984 SS - Lee
Cassity, Martha S. 1873 1930 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Mary 10 Feb 1772 1860 SS - Ingram
Cassity, Mary Belle Aug 1886 Jan 1928 SS - Lee
Cassity, Mary E. 13 Nov 1829 13 Feb 1853 SS - [Next to Nancy Cassity] Siloam
Cassity, Mary Liz 5 Jul 1880 26 Aug 1942 DS W [of Lafeyette Cassity] Cassity   MC
Cassity, Maud Della 1920 1999 DS W
[Wife of Clifford Lee Cassity] 
"M:12/4/1937" Cassity (2) 
Cassity, Maxine S. 1914 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Roy H. Cassity] Forest Lawn
Cassity, Mollie 1873 1959 DS W [Wife of George H. Cassity] Coffey-Riddle
Cassity, Myrtle 1888 1974 DS W [Wife of Seymour Cassity] Carey 
Cassity, Myrtle Peck 1888 1979 SS - Lee
Cassity, Nancy 15 Nov 1834 8 Dec 1854 SS - [Next to Jesse Cassity] Siloam
Cassity, Opal 14 Dec 1919 10 May 1928 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Opal Salyer 7 Jul 1911 20 Mar 1984 DS W [Wife of Fred L. Cassity] Lee
Cassity, Opal Wells 18 Mar 1921 [                 ] SS - Hogge 
Cassity, P. W. 28 Apr 1815 24 Sep 1890 DS - [Keep with Lavina J. Cassity] Ellington Farm
Cassity, Paul M. 1909 1949 SS - Lee
Cassity, Peter 17 Jun 1775 12 May 1862 SS - Ingram
Cassity, Ralph C. 16 Aug 1913 15 Feb 1990 SS - "S SGT US Army WWII" Lee
Cassity, Rebecca A. 1855 1902 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Rev. Peter Haze 1850 1913 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Cassity, Roy H. 1911 1988 DS H [Husb. of Maxine S. Cassity] Forest Lawn
Cassity, Ruth 1902 1977 TS - [Keep with Clifford Cassity & P. Donath] Clearfield
Cassity, Sarah 15 Apr 1831 21 Oct 1888 DS W [Wife of James B. Cassity] Siloam
Cassity, Seymour 1875 1942 DS H [Hus of Myrtle Cassity] Carey 
Cassity, Stella 10 May 1905 19 Feb 1981 SS M [Mother of Infant Cassity] Baldridge (1)
Cassity, Ted E. 3 Sep 1892 15 Jun 1973 SS - Cassity   MC
Cassity, Thomsey Ann 12 Oct 1830 1 Sep 1858 SS W
"In memory of Thomsey Ann, wife of John 
A. Cassity" Cassity (1)
Cassity, Tom [1827] - SS - Horsley-Brown
Cassity, Vernnie J. 11 Dec 1912 26 Dec 1945 DS H [Husband of Frances Cassity] Coffey-Riddle
Cassity, Vesta 27 Aug 1887 16 Aug 1959 SS - [Next to Jess Cassity] Cassity   MC
Cassity, William T. 8 Feb 1856 31 Jan 1870 SS - [Next to Jno. C.B. Cassity] Ellington Farm
Cassity, Willis 1893 1913 DS S [Keep with Lula Cassity] "Son" Clearfield
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Castle, Carson 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Corene B. Castle] Sardis
Castle, Corene B. 1917 1982 DS W [Wife of Carson Castle] Sardis
Catron, A. Harlus 4 Jul 1901 7 Dec 1996 DS H
[Husb of Stella May Catron] C&O RR 
Conductor Lee
Catron, Cora 1896 1946 SS D [Dau of F.B. & Mary J. Catron] Caudill (1) 
Catron, Curtis L. 6 Mar 1946 6 Mar 1946 SS S "son of Mr. & Mrs. Estill Catron" Catron
Catron, Edith Chairl 23 Apr 1924 [                ] DS W [Estill Lee Catran] Catron
Catron, Estill Lee 6 Mar 1919 13 Dec 1974 DS H [Edith Chairl Catron] "M: 4 Jun 1945" Catron
Catron, F. B. [Floyd 
Buchanon] 3 Sep 1857 20 Apr 1934 SS H [Husb of Mary J. Lowe Catron ] Caudill (1) 
Catron, French R. 22 Apr 1898 17 Aug 1982 DS H [Mary G. Catron] "Dad" Catron
Catron, J. M. 18 Aug 1864 4 Feb 1937 SS H [Hus. of Sarah Catron] Catron   EC
Catron, Judy C. 24 May 1947 24 May 1947 SS D "dau. of  Mr. & Mrs. Estill Catron" Catron
Catron, Lona A.[Cyclonia] 8 May 1903 27 Nov 1934 SS D [Dau of F.B. & Mary J. Catron] Caudill (1) 
Catron, Mary G. 27 May 1913 16 Jan 1998 DS W [French R. Catron] "Mom" Catron
Catron, Mary J. 6 Apr 1864 22 mar 1936 SS W [wife of F. B. Catron] "In Heaven" Caudill (1) 
Catron, Nola 2 Nov 1906 28 Mar 1937 SS D [Dau of F.B. & Mary J. Catron] Caudill (1) 
Catron, Sarah A.[Cline] 31 Mar 1863 10 Jul 1923 SS W [Wife of J.M. Catron; sister to Mary Cline] Catron   EC
Catron, Stella May 30 Aug 1904 21 Feb 1993 DS W [Wife of A. Harlus Catron] Lee
Catron, Tinna 6 Sep 1898 5 Feb 1933 SS - Catron
Catron, Treeda 11 Sep 1966 12 Sep 1966 SS - Porter, W. A.  CC
Caudben:: The three caudill children of James & Maggie Caudill are buried in a row front corner of the cemetery Caudill, Benjamin
Caudill John M. 23 Mar 1833 6 Apr 1895 SS - Community
Caudill, "Infant" 3 Apr 1913 3 Apr 1913 SS - "Son of Isaac Caudill & Wife" Sardis
Caudill, Abel E. 1857 1937 DS H [Husband of Lida J. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Abigill 6 Feb_____ 8 Jan [1917] SS W [Wife of B. E. Caudill] Caudill, Benjamin
Caudill, Able 4 Feb 1843 1 Jul 1925 DS H [Husband of Mary A. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Abner 1835 1886 SS - [2nd Lt. Co. E, 13 Ky. Calvary, C5A] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Ada F. 1913 [                ] DS W [Wife of Stanley Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Albert 28 Jun 1875 3 Jan 1935 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Alfred 10 Mar 1824 6 Sep 1905 SS H "Married Druciar Hammons, 5 Mar 1840" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Alfred J. 14 Aug 1900 22 Sep 1954 SS H [Husb of Ettie Caudill] Hamilton
Caudill, Allie E. 12 Sep 1907 7 Oct 1988 DS H [Husb. Of Stella Caudill] Ditney 
Caudill, Allie M. 7 Jun 1890 25 Feb 1980 SS - [Next to Charley Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Alma 22 Jul 1916 [               ] SS - Lee
Caudill, Alma J. Cooper 22 Jul 1922 29 Apr 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Joseph Hewett & Lindsay Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Alvin 1883 1965 SS - Lee
Caudill, Amanda 6 Apr 1866 7 Sep 1943 DS W [of Samuel C. Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Amanda 22 May 1878 29 Aug 1959 SS W [wife of Silas E. Caudill] "Mother" Community
Caudill, Amanda S. 29 Dec 1859 18 May 1950 SS - [Next to Iving Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Amsey T. 13 Feb 1886 14 Sep 1941 SS S "Samuel C. & Amauda Caudill" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Andrew 1 May 1890 23 Oct 1918 DS S "Son of William & Mary Caudill" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Caudill, Anna D. 1897 1983 DS W [Wife of Everett M. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Anna Leta Kelsey 8 Apr 1916 25 Dec 1971 DS W [Wife of Arvel Chester Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Ardith Stephens 1920 [                ] DS W [Wife of Jeff Bradley Caudill] Caudill South
Caudill, Arlie Ray 1921 1971 SS S [son of Henry C. & Laura Caudill] Clearfield
Caudill, Arnsra C. 2 Jul 1914 28 Jan 1918 SS S "Son of H.T. & Queen V. Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Arthur 6 Feb 1908 7 Oct 1981 TS H [Husband of Bessie Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Arthur B. 1905 1966 DS H [Husb. of Nell S. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Arvel Chester 21 Sep 1911 29 May 1980 DS H [Husb of Anna Leta Kelsey Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Arvle 5 Feb 1910 27 May 1983 SS H [Husband of R.Delia McDaniel Caudill] Caudill (3) Fam
Caudill, Audra M. 10 Mar 1920 11 Jul 1975 DS W [Kenneth Caudill] Hogtown
Caudill, Audrey Goodan 18 Feb 1905 15 Sep 1905 SS S "Son of H. H. Caudill" Lee
Caudill, B. E. [Benjamine] 11 Sep 1851 11 Oct 1908 SS H [Husb of Abigile Caudill] Caudill, Benjamin
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Caudill, B. Franklin 1924 1952 QS H [of Marie Caudill]Son of Cecil Caudill Caudill (2)
Caudill, B. W. 10 Apr 1847 28 Mar 1918 SS H [Husb of Jane Caudill] "Father" Hamilton
Caudill, Beary A. 24 Mar 1908 26 Nov 1970 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Bennie C. 1887 1964 SS - Lee
Caudill, Benton 29 Mar 1903 12 Nov 1965 DS H [Husband of Sally Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Benton 10 Nov 1875 8 Apr 1960 DS H [Husb of Linda Caudill, B:4 Feb 1875] Hamilton
Caudill, Bessie 21 Mar 1906 Nov 1976 TS W [Wife of Arthur Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Bessie 23 Feb 1899 1 Mar 1900 SS D "Daug. of Wm. & Polly Caudill" Lee
Caudill, Bessie 19 Jan 1914 22 Jan 1914 SS - "Daughter of T. H. & Rebeca" Sardis
Caudill, Bessie May Dy 17 Jun 1912 13 Oct 1903 SS - Clearfield
Caudill, Betty Catherine 23 Nov 1935 10 Oct 1936 SS - "Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Elijah Caudill" Wyatt
Caudill, Beverly J. 27 Aug 1944 9 Dec 1985 DS W [of Johnny R. Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Billie Jo, Dr. 1926 1979 SS - Lee
Caudill, Billy Ray 21 Feb 1944 24 Jun 1985 SS - "S SGT US Army, Vietnam" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Bobby 1933 1934 SS S "Willie A. & Eva Mae Caudill" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Boon Proctor 22 Aug 1915 11 Aug 1970 DS H [Husb. of Sarah Jane Eldrod Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Braxton 14 Mar 1881 29 Oct 1964 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Braxton, [2nd] 18 Jan 1888 17 Mar 1969 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Brenda Sue 24 Nov 1949 8 Jun 1961 SS D [Dau of & Next to Otis & Reba Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Brentha 1898 1960 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, C. O. 1907 13 Jul 1997 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Caudill, Calah Wells 1866 1943 DS W [Wife of J. T. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Caroline Belle 28 Jan 1910 22 Jan 1983 SS - Caudill (4)
Caudill, Carrie [26Mar]1929 [30 Dec]1994 DS W [Wife of Greenberry Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Carrie T. 1883 1946 DS W [Wife of Jesse F. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Carrol S. 1950 1952 QS D [of Franklin & Marie Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Cecil 14 Sep 1896 29 Nov 1951 DS H [of Clara Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Cecil W. 28 May 1914 29 Aug 1989 SS - "Lt. US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Caudill, Celean 02 Sep 1932 08 Dec 1932 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Charles Frederick - - - S
[Unmarked, Son of James & Maggie Brown 
Caudill] Caudill, Benjamin
Caudill, Charles S. 26 Aug 1930 18 Jan 1951 SS - Brown (1) 
Caudill, Charley [               ] [                 ] SS S "Son of Colbert C. & Edna Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Charlotte Clark 1959 [                 ] DS W [of Larry Q Caudill]M:29Jul 1978 Forest Lawn
Caudill, Chester 1931 1996 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Christeanor 30 Nov 1856 2 Apr 1924 DS W [Wife of H. B. Caudill] "Mother" Caudill, Norwood 
Caudill, Christine McKinney 8 Sep 1911 [                ] DS W [Wife of Fred M. Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Clara 12 Jun 1902 18 Jul 1970 DS W [of Cecil Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Clarence Thomas 27 Mar 1920 10 Nov 1996 MKR S [of Cecil Caudill] "PFC US Army WWII" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Clarice 7 Jun 1924 27 May 1925 SS D "Daughter of J. D. & Nancy J. Caudill" Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Claude 1907 1980 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Claude 1908 1993 DS H [Husb. of Mina Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Cleo 30 Nov 1958 30 Nov 1958 SS - "Our darling" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Cleo E. 18 Jul 1928 21 Jul 1928 SS S "Son of Harley & Estella Caudill" Clearfield
Caudill, Clester D. 7 Jan 1912 24 Sep 1980 DS H [Husb. of Virginia V. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Clester Eugene 3 Jan 1923 22 Dec 1928 SS - Dawson
Caudill, Cleve B. 1885 1958 DS H [Husb. of Margie I. Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Clora M. 1885 1960 DS W [Wife of T. Everett Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Clyde 1910 1992 DS H [Husb. of Onolda B. Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Colbert C. 5 Feb 1857 29 Sep 1929 DS H [Husb. of Edna J. Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Cornelius P. 14 Jan 1885 7 Dec 1968 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle W. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Daisy H. 1912 1996 DS W [Wife of Rev. H. Stewart Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Dan B., Judge 1879 1967 DS H [Husb. of Etta Proctor Caudill] "Judge" Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Daughter - - FS - [Dau of Frank & Marie Caudill] Franklin
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Caudill, David 15 Feb 1831 7 Mar 1872 SS H [Husband of Rosann Caudill] Franklin
Caudill, David C. 28 Apr 1883 6 Jul 1961 DS H [Husb, of Eva C. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, David D. 26 Sep 1850 1 Mar 1889 SS H [Pedelda Caudill] "Son of H. G. Caudill" Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Davis F 1908 1973 DS H [Husb. of Leota J. Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Delbert A. 31 Mar 1921 15 Apr 1965 SS - "KY Sgt Co C 832 Engineers WWII" Brown (1) 
Caudill, Delphia 16 Apr 1914 25 Oct 1987 DS W [Wife of Elijah Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Derwood 1947 1995 - - Forest Lawn
Caudill, Doris Ann 1968 1990 Plq - [Bet. Eliz. & Bidy Keeton] Clearfield
Caudill, Doris Jean 29 Jan 1932 [               ] DS W [of Willie Caudill, Da. of Clyde Holbrook] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Dorma Maxine 1927 1928 TS D [Daughter of Arthur & Bessie Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Dosson 10 Sep 1893 4 Nov 1918 SS - [Next to William B. Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Drucillar 16 Oct 1823 11 Nov 1898 SS W "Wife of Alfred Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Dudley 7 May 1893 8 Feb 1972 SS H [Husb. of Olive Day Caudill] Lee
Caudill, E. B. 1874 1955 DS - [Keep with Elder I. N. Caudill] Sardis
Caudill, E. W. 6 Oct 1898 14 Nov 1918 SS - Sardis
Caudill, Edgar 16 Jan 1912 11 Jul 1942 SS S "Son of Sam Caudill" Mabry Hill
Caudill, Edie 11 Sep 1905 11 Dec 1906 SS S "Son of Colbert C. & Edna Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Edna J. 26 Apr 1880 24 Aug 1948 DS W "Wife of Colbert C. Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Edna Mae 4 Feb 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Oscar W. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Edward Eugene 28 Jul 1931 3 Nov 1996 SS - Ditney 
Caudill, Effie 18 Aug 1905 16 Aug 1966 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Effie 27 Mar 1940 12 Jul 1941 SS - Hogtown
Caudill, Effie M. 29 Sep 1889 7 Jan 1969 DS W [Wife of Isaac D. Caudill] Clearfield
Caudill, Elder I. N. 1871 1963 DS - [Keep with E. B. Caudill] Sardis
Caudill, Electious T. 1824 1905 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Caudill, Elijah 4 Aug 1899 27 Nov 1977 DS H [Husb. of Delphia Caudill] M:12/18/1931 Cranston
Caudill, Elijah 26 Oct 1906 24 Dec 1984 DS
[Keep with James W. Caudill]"PFC Army 
WWII" Sardis
Caudill, Elijah C. 3 Dec 1844 9 Jun 1927 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Caudill, Elijah G. 15 Oct 1837 22 Feb 1915 DS H [Husb. of Nancy J. Caudill] Sardis
Caudill, Eliza B. 8 Aug 1876 23 Jan 1915 SS W "Wife of W. T. Caudill" [1st Wife] Lee
Caudill, Elizabeth 12 Jun 1934 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Isaac Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Elizabeth 20 Jan 1854 4 Dec 1926 DS W [Wife of H. C. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Elizabeth 17 Oct 1830 22 Mar 1910 DS W [Rev. Henry G. Caudill] Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Elizabeth 27 May 1861 16 Oct 1905 SS W "Wife of William B. Caudill" Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Elizabeth C. 1860 1898 SS - Franklin
Caudill, Ellie 16 Dec 1891 26 Apr 1908 SS D "Dau of Colbert C. & Mary A. Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Elwood 20 Mar 1928 1 Oct 1997 PLK - Ditney 
Caudill, Elwood, Jr. 1928 1997 SS - Ditney 
Caudill, Emil "Dockie" 19 Nov 1922 9 Jun 1998 PLQ H [of Husb. of Inez Jean Dewitt Caudill, Liv] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Emma 16 Aug 1873 18 Feb 1922 DS W [Wife of J. N. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Emmaline 25 Sep 1865 19 Nov 1954 DS W [Wife John H. Caudill] Caudill South
Caudill, Ersil 20 Apr 1917 15 May 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Glenda Nell Peyton Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Esther 2 Dec 1894 2 Apr 1966 DS W [Wife of Watson H. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Estil 1923 1928 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Etta Proctor 1885 1976 DS W [Wife of Judge Dan B. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Ettie 18 Mar 1908 31 Jan 1939 SS W "Wife of Alford Caudill" Hamilton
Caudill, Eugene 2 Sep 1935 3 Sep 1935 SS S "Son of Mr & Mrs Orvil Caudill" Clearfield
Caudill, Eulas 7 Oct 1927 27 Oct 1992 DS H [Husband of Mabel Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Eva C. 12 Mar 1890 2 Apr 1951 DS W [Wife of David C. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Eva Mae 26 Dec 1910 31 Mar 1991 DS W [of Willie A. Caudill] "M:6/7/1928" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Everett 10 Oct 1925 [                ] DS H [of Gladys Ison Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Everett M. 1889 1962 DS H [Husb. of Anna D. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Fannie Lucille 19 Sep 1922 26 Sep 1922 SS - Carey 
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Caudill, Faye Ellen 15 Aug 1931 15 Jun 1932 SS - Dawson
Caudill, Flora M. 1903 1951 DS W [Wife of Willis C. Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Flossie (Jean) Zeek [4 Feb] 1931 14 Dec 2000 DS W [Wife of Quenton Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Fred 29 Jul 1913 [               ] DS H [Husb. of Margaret Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Fred M. 26 Feb 1905 18 May 1977 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Caudill, Fred M. 14 Nov 1905 7 Dec 1985 DS H [Husb. of Christine McKenney Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Galen Elwood 17 Jan 1936 3 Feb 1998 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Garrison Todd 1 Feb 1981 1 Feb 1981 SS S "Sluss Baby" Cranston
Caudill, George W. 12 Nov 1876 3 Jan 1959 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Gladie 23 Nov 1913 23 Apr 1914 SS - Caudill, Norwood 
Caudill, Gladys Ison 22 Jan 1930 11 Feb 2000 DS W [wife of Everett Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Grace 1903 1986 DS W [Wife of Jim Caudill] Caudill South
Caudill, Greenberry [11 Nov]1927 [7 May]1982 DS H [Husb. of Carrie Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, H. B. 22 May 1855 - DS H [Husb. of Christeanor Caudill] "Father" Caudill, Norwood 
Caudill, H. C. 21 Nov 1854 20 Apr 1928 DS H [Husband of Elizabeth Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, H. Tilden 1883 1953 DS H [Husb. of Queen V. Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Harlen M. - - SS S "James M. & Rebecca Caudill" Community
Caudill, Harlin 10 Feb 1904 31 Jul 1987 DS H [of Zona E. Caudill] M: 22 Nov 1923 Caudill (2)
Caudill, Harry Hughs 1920 1980 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Harvey Allen 23 Oct 1897 3 Apr 1982 SS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Harvey B. Aug 1890 [                 ] - S [Son of Ben. & Lucinda Caudill] Mt. Pisgah
Caudill, Hazel M. 27 Feb 1907 19 Aug 1983 DS W [Wife of John Colbert Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Henry 1863 1923 SS - Siloam
Caudill, Henry C. 26 Aug 1874 16 Jul 1941 DS H [Husband of Rachel Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Henry C. [Clay] 14 Oct 1891 5 May 1935 SS S [Son of John T. & Martha Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Henry C.[Cecil] 1891 1962 DS H [Husb of  Laura D. Caudill] Clearfield
Caudill, Henry H. 25 Sep 1870 26 Dec 1943 SS - Lee
Caudill, Herbert 26 Mar 1929 20 Jan 1951 SS H [of Delma Sparks Caudill, Son of Cecil] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Herbert H. 25 Feb 1890 23 Apr 1987 DS H [Husb. of Mattie Vencill Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Howard L. 10 Jun 1897 20 Nov 1899 SS S "Son of Wm. & Polly Caudill" Lee
Caudill, Ida 31 Jul 1895 11 Jan 1986 DS W [Wife of John Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Ida Mae 5 Jan 1922 26 Jan 1992 DS W [wife of James Henry Caudill] Community
Caudill, Idra Jean - - - D
[Unmarked, dau of James & Maggie Brown 
Caudill] Caudill, Benjamin
Caudill, Ina 22 May 1915 22 Jul 1915 SS - "Daughter of T. H. & Rebecca [Caudill]" Sardis
Caudill, Inez Crisp 3 May 1919 18 Nov 1990 SS - [Next to Willie H. Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Infant [               ] [               ] QS - [of Infant of Franklin & Marie Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Infant - - SS - "Child of Belle & Santford Caudill" Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Infant 1935 1935 SS - "Infant of C. O. Caudill" Wyatt
Caudill, Infant Child - - - - [Unmarked Grave, child of Nell Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Infant Child - - C [Child of Riley & Vinnie Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Infant Daughter 17 Oct 1902 17 Oct 1902 SS D "Daug. of J. D. & Bessie Caudill" Lee
Caudill, Infant son 4 May 1915 4 May 1915 DS - "Son of S. W. & Birchie Caudill" Stewart
Caudill, Ira H. 1903 1961 DS H [Husb.of Iva W.Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Isaac 7 Mar 1925 5 Jan 1996 DS H [of Elizabeth Caudill] M: 28 Jun 1971 Brown (1) 
Caudill, Isaac D. 24 Nov 1848 06 Mar 1932 DS H [Husband of Margaret Caudill] Caudill South
Caudill, Isaac D. 15 Jan 1883 2 Jan 1965 DS H [Husb of  Effie M. Caudill] Clearfield
Caudill, Iva W. 1904 1976 DS W [Wife of Ira T. Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Iving 11 Apr 1885 11 Apr 1913 SS - [Next to Amanda S. Caudill] Lee
Caudill, J. B. 8 Feb 1921 4 Jul 1923 SS - Catron
Caudill, J. N. 22 Apr 1867 15 Dec 1934 DS H [Husband of Emma Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, J. Oliver 4 Jun 1911 11 Jun 1923 SS - Catron
Caudill, J. Ottis 1917 1972 DS H [of Minnie Caudill,Son of Cecil Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, J. Rogers 1916 1972 DS H [Husb. of Theresa D. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
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Caudill, J. T. 1867 1920 DS H [Husband of Calah  Wells Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, James A. 1874 1957 DS H [Husb. of Jean Caudill Hall] Brown (1) 
Caudill, James Cleatis 16 Sep 1909 20 Jan 1911 SS S "Son of Isaac & Effie Caudill" Clearfield
Caudill, James Edward - - - S
[Unmarked, Son of James & Maggie Brown 
Caudill] Caudill, Benjamin
Caudill, James Everett 23 May 1962 19 Jul 1962 SS - Cranston
Caudill, James Ezra 1906 1987 SS - Lee
Caudill, James Henry 22 Oct 1898 1 Mar 1970 DS H [husb of Ida Mae Caudill] Community
Caudill, James M. 1 Jan 1850 19 Sep 1895 SS H [husb of Rebecca Caudill] Community
Caudill, James M. 18 Aug 1888 2 Aug 1953 DS H [Husb. of Nancy J. Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, James T. 1924 1979 SS -
[With James & Oneida Caudill] US Army 
WWII Caudill (1) 
Caudill, James W. 12 Sep 1913 6 Jul 1995 DS H [of Reecy Caudill]"S1 US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Caudill, James W. 1897 1944 DS H [Husb. Of Maggie Brown Caudill] Caudill, J. M. 
Caudill, James W. 28 Dec 1864 10 Nov 1886 SS S "Rev. Henry G. & Elizabeth Caudill" Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, James W. 26 Oct 1906 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Elijah Caudill] Sardis
Caudill, Jane 28 Dec 1840 25 Nov 1883 SS W "Wife of Wife of B. W. Caudill" Hamilton
Caudill, Jane Alice [                ] 04 Jul 1898 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Jeff Bradley 1912 1990 DS H [Husband of Ardith Stephens Caudill] Caudill South
Caudill, Jesse Joseph 11 Aug 1981 25 Sep 2000 PLQ S
[Son of Billy Joe Caudill & Mary Ann 
Staggs Byrd] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Jessie F. 1880 1963 DS H [Husband of Carrie T. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Jim 1899 1973 DS H [Husband of Grace Caudill] Caudill South
Caudill, John 6 Aug 1887 22 Dec 1957 DS H [Husband of Ida Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, John Chester 4 Jul 1915 13 Oct 1918 SS - Caudill, Norwood 
Caudill, John Colbert 4 Jul 1902 22 May 1987 DS H [Husb. of Hazel M. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, John D. 29 Jan 1901 26 Jul 1973 DS H [Husband of Nancy J. Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, John H. 31 Mar 1865 10 Dec 1939 DS H [Husband of Emmalien Caudill] Caudill South
Caudill, John Henry 1 Jan 1922 1 Jan 1922 SS - New Sill
Caudill, John Henry 20 Jan 1893 3 Jan 1979 DS H
[Husb of Ollie Caudill]"M:20 Mar 1926; 
PFC US Army WWI" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Caudill, John Monroe 29 Nov 1910 14 Dec 1930 SS S [Son of John T. & Martha Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, John Ray 1 Jan 1935 5 Jun 1956 SS S [Son of Arvel & Leta Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, John T. 1870 1957 DS H [Husband of Martha Ellen Black] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, John William 26 Feb 1923 28 Aug 1924 SS S [son of Henry C. & Laura D. Caudill] Clearfield
Caudill, Johnny R. 15 Jan 1940 24 Sep 1940 DS H [of Beverly J. Caudill, Son of Otis Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Joseph 1886 1957 NS - Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Joseph E. 29 Apr 1881 2 May 1967 DS H [Husb. of Lillie Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Josie 3 May 1890 18 Aug 1916 SS - Caudill, Norwood 
Caudill, Katherine 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Nelson Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Katherine Ratliff 12 Dec 1917 16 May 1986 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Caudill, Kenneth [               ] [               ] NS S [of Johnny R. & Beverly Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Kenneth 25 Aug 1909 20 Nov 1989 DS H [Audra M. Caudill] Hogtown
Caudill, Larry Quention 1957 1992 DS H [of Charlotte Clark Caudill]"Beloved... Forest Lawn
Caudill, Laura D.[Francis 
Davis] 15 Nov1899 12 Jan1992 DS W
[of Henry C. Caudill, dau of Henderson & 
wife of Mary Belle Jennings Davis] Clearfield
Caudill, Leona 1934 1990 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Leota J. 1917 [                ] DS W [Wife of Davis F. Caudill] M: 4/8/1931 Cranston
Caudill, Lida J. 1874 1936 DS W [Wife of Abel E. Caudill] "Mother" Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Lillie 8 Dec 1886 29 Jan 1959 DS W [Wife of Joseph E. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Lillie M. 8 Aug 1893 9 Sep 1894 SS - "Daughter of J.H. Caudill" Caudill South
Caudill, Linda 4 Feb 1875 11 Nov 1944 DS W [Wife of Benton Caudill] Hamilton
Caudill, Linda 1875 1944 SS - Hamilton
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Caudill, Lindsay 28 Nov 1897 27 Nov 1988 SS H
[Husb. of  Myrtle M. Caudill][H. Alma 
Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Lonnie Joe 16 Jun 1946 16 Jun 1946 SS - Catron
Caudill, Lorean 12 Oct 1924 2 Jun 1978 DS W [Wife of Wislon Caudill[ M:10/8/1940 Cranston
Caudill, Louisa 18 Mar 1910 3 Sep 1911 - D [Daug. of Sam & Minerva Caudill] Mabry (1)
Caudill, Lucy E. 1897 1963 SS - Lee
Caudill, Lurene P. 1925 [                ] DS W [Wife of Rev. Arvel S. Caudill, Sr.] Purvis
Caudill, Luther G. 4 Dec 1907 3 Dec 1913 SS S "Son of Cleve & Margie Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Lyda Messer - 22 Apr 1958 SS W 2nd wife of William Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Lydia Marie 1909 1975 SS D [Daug. Of William & Eliza Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Mabel 5 Oct 1922 [                ] DS W [Wife of Eulas Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Maggie [Brown] 1900 1977 DS W [Wife of James W. Caudill] Caudill, J. M. 
Caudill, Mahalah W. 1866 1932 DS W [Wife of Robert E. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Malinda - - SS - [Dates Unreadable] Community
Caudill, Manda 31 Oct 1879 29 Jul 1951 DS W [of Samuel E. Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Margaret 07 Jun 1854 19 Oct 1938 DS W [Wife of Isaac D. Caudill] Caudill South
Caudill, Margaret 2 Mar 1912 17 Aug 1995 DS W [Wife of Fred Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Margarett C. 28 Apr 1821 19 Dec 1894 SS - Town
Caudill, Margie I. 1884 1967 DS W [Wife of Cleve B. Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Marie 1922 1952 QS W [of Franklin B. Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Martha 8 Sep 1901 24 Oct 1918 DS D "Dau of William & Mary Caudill" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Caudill, Martha Alice 26 Mar 1933 26 Mar 1933 SS D "Infant daugter of Willis & Flora Caudill" Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Martha Ann 1874 1947 DS W [Wife of William M. Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Martha E. 1903 1975 DS W [Wife of Noah E. Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Martha E. Black 1874 1958 DS W [John T, Caudill, Dau of John A. Black] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Martha Jane 23 Dec 1857 28 Jun 1928 SS - "Mother" Dawson
Caudill, Martin 1 Sep 1876 9 Mar 1951 DS H [Smantha Caudill] "Father" Catron
Caudill, Mary 23 Aug 1881 12 Dec 1939 DS W [Wife of William H. Caudill] Lemas-Holbrk EC
Caudill, Mary A. 1 Mar 1863 29 Oct 1895 SS W "Wife of Colbert C. Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Mary A. 4 Mar 1909 4 Jul 1911 SS D [dau of Silas & Amanda Caudill] Community
Caudill, Mary A. 30 Mar 1849 28 Nov 1927 DS W [Wife of Able Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Mary Christeena 1 Dec 18__ 1 Dec 1918 SS - Caudill, Norwood 
Caudill, Mary E. 7 Dec 1885 [                ] DS W [Wife of William C. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Mary Gladys 11 Jul 1907 8 Aug 1976 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Mary J. 26 Aug 1860 22 Dec 1943 SS - [Next to Millard Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Mary Jane 7 Aug 1920 20 Jul 1991 SS - Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Mary T. 13 Feb 1886 14 Sep 1941 SS - Caudill (2)
Caudill, Mattie Vencill 2 Mar 1891 19 Aug 1967 DS W [of Herbert H Caudill] M: 9 Mar 1912 Brown (1) 
Caudill, Maxine [7 Mar]1932 [13 Jan]1991 DS W [Wife of S. Douglas Caudill] "Mother" Jones (2)
Caudill, Mazie Miniard 29 Mar 1931 [                 ] DS W [of Wilburn Caudill] M: 3 Jul 1967 Brown (1) 
Caudill, Melvin 10 Sep 1896 01 Jan 1897 SS - "Son of Martha & William Caudill" Caudill South
Caudill, Millard 30 Nov 1878 6 Oct 1943 SS - "Father" [Next to Vinnie Sue Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Mina 1911 [                ] DS W [Wife of Claude Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Minnie C. 1888 1951 DS W [Wife of Steve P. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Minnie M. 1923 15 Jun 1998 DS W [of Ottis J. Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Minnie Mae J. [Aug 1948] [Jan 1948] SS D "Daughter Myrtle Caudill" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Mona Day 17 Feb 1922 19 Nov 1989 DS W [Wife of Ora Virgil Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Murvel 1918 1967 SS S [Son of Alvin Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Murvel E. 13 Feb 1918 16 Jul 1943 SS - "PFC 172 Inf. WWII" Clearfield
Caudill, Myrtle M.[Cornette] 2 Aug 1899 23 Mar 1969 SS W [Wife of  Lindsay Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Myrtle T. 1902 1967 DS W [Wife of Sam C. Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Myrtle W. 8 Jan 1886 23 Nov 1950 DS W [Wife of Cornelius P. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Nancy A. 1895 1984 SS - Forest Lawn
Caudill, Nancy Boon 2 Jan 1862 7 Nov 1892 SS W [wife of A. E. Caudill] Community
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Caudill, Nancy Ellen 1 Jan 1887 13 Feb 1887 SS D "Daug of William B. & Elizabeth Caudill" Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Nancy J. 24 Mar 1893 2 Jul 1993 DS W [Wife of James M. Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Nancy J. 6 Feb 1905 28 Sep 1984 DS W [Wife John D. Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Nancy J. 9 Dec 1837 22 Feb 1915 DS W [Wife of Elijah G. Caudill] Sardis
Caudill, Nell S. 1912 1993 DS W [Wife of Arthur B. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Nelson 1917 1982 DS H [Husb. of Katerhine Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Nerve 1 Jan 1881 7 Mar 1958 SS W [Wife of Sam Caudill] "Mother" Mabry Hill
Caudill, Noah A. 3 Oct 1902 5 Oct 1971 DS H [Stella M. Caudill] Catron
Caudill, Noah E. 1899 1980 DS H [Husb. of Martha E. Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Nola S. 1914 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Winfred C. Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Olive Day 9 Jan 1897 4 Mar 1987 SS W [2nd Wife of Dudley Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Ollie 1903 1988 DS W [of John Henry Caudill] Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Caudill, Ollie Ethel 20 Aug 1938 14 Feb 1996 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Olllie 6 Feb 1915 3 Apr 1915 SS S "Son of J. J. & Lulie Caudill" Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Oneida 1928 [                ] DS W [Wife of Tommy Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Onolda B. 1910 1996 DS W [Wife of Clyde Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Ora 1911 1981 DS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Caudill (2)
Caudill, Ora Virgil 23 Mar 1919 28 May 1994 DS H [of Mona Day Caudill]"Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Caudill, Orion David 1 Nov 1999 1 Nov 1999 PLQ S [son of Mitchell & Joni Stidom Caudill] Williams (1)
Caudill, Osbal W. 13 Jun 1910 2 Mar 1984 SS - [Next to Wilma Caudill]"Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Caudill, Oscar Mar 1903 Nov 1919 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Caudill, Oscar W. 27 Jan 1916 5 Jul 1989 DS H [Husb. of Edna Mae Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Otis C. 7 Jul 1920 31 Oct 1996 DS H [Husb. of Reba M. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Ottis 24 Mar 1911 25 Mar 1911 SS S "Son of Martha & William Caudill" Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Paul Stewart 2 Feb 1952 6 Aug 1981 SS - "1st Lt US Army" Forest Lawn
Caudill, Pauline 6 Mar 1951 7 Mar 1951 SS D [Dau. of S. Douglas & Maxine Caudill] Jones (2)
Caudill, Pedelda 28 Jul 1851 4 Feb 1918 SS W "Wife of David D. Caudill" Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Queen V. 1888 1966 DS W [Wife of H. Tilden Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Quenton 1930 [                 ] DS H [of Flossie Caudill] M:27 Nov 1948 Forest Lawn
Caudill, R.Delia McDaniel 20 Mar 1905 1 Mar 1972 SS W [Wife of Arvle Caudill] Caudill (3) Fam
Caudill, Rachel 31 Jan 1872 26 Mar 1954 DS W [Wife of Henry C. Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Reba M. 2 Nov 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Otis C. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Rebecca 21 Oct 1858 7 Feb 1901 SS W "Wife of James M. Caudill" Community
Caudill, Rebecca A. 1880 1957 DS W [Wife of Tilden H. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Reecy 5 Dec 1916 28 Jun 1999 DS W [Wife of James W. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Reha Pearl 12 Sep 1927 16 Jan 1929 SS - Dawson
Caudill, Rev. Arvel S, Sr. 1913 1974 DS H [Husb. of Lurene P. Caudill] Purvis
Caudill, Rev. H. Stewart 1909 1990 DS H [Husb. of Daisy H. Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Rev. Henry G. 9 Dec 1828 7 Jan 1882 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Caudill] Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Robert Browning 18 Apr 1922 15 Apr 1957 SS - [Son of Dudley Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Robert E. 1867 1930 DS H [Husb. of Mahalah W. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Ronnie 1952 1965 SS - Porter, W. A.  CC
Caudill, Rosann 30 Aug 1837 27 Mar 1892 SS W [Wife of David Caudill] Franklin
Caudill, Rosetta 07 Dec 1886 25 Apr 1948 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Roy C. 1913 1979 DS H [Husb. of Thelma C. Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, S. Douglas 1923 [                ] DS H [Husb. of Maxine Caudill] "Father" Jones (2)
Caudill, S. Lida Goodan 9 Apr 1883 19 Apr 1905 SS W "Wife of H. H. Caudill" Lee
Caudill, Sally 9 Aug 1900 30 Mar 1993 DS W [Wife of Benton Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Sam 1885 1968 SS H [Husband of Nerve Caudill]"Father" Mabry Hill
Caudill, Sam C. 1899 1973 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle T. Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Samuel 24 Sep 1804 13 Aug 1832 SS - Community
Caudill, Samuel B. 7 Jul 1853 5 Feb 1936 SS H [Husband of Synthia A. Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Samuel C. 16 Dec 1862 14 Jan 1930 DS H [of Amanda Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Samuel E. 21 Sep 1872 2 Jan 1948 DS H [of Manda Caudill, son of Elijah Caudill] Caudill (2)
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Caudill, Samuel M. 29 Dec 1870 3 Jan 1949 DS H [Husband of Tinnie Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Samuel, Sr 18 Sep 1844 17 Jun 1927 SS Lee
Caudill, Santford P. 14 Dec 1874 20 Nov 1909 SS - [Father of Infant Caudill] Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Sarah Bell 17 Jun 1886 28 Mar 1916 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Sarah Jane Elrod 15 Nov 1917 5 Feb 1999 DS W [Wife of Boon Proctor Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Sarah Maggard 9 Nov 1809 18 Jan 1898 SS - [By Samuel Caudill, poor cond. of stone] Community
Caudill, Sherman D. 22 Mar 1939 12 Jan 1963 SS S [Son of Davis & Leota Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Sidney Robert 1921 1968 SS - Lemas-Holbrk EC
Caudill, Silas E. 19 Apr 1876 7 Aug 1950 SS H [husb of Amanda Caudill] "Father" Community
Caudill, Smantha 6 Aug 1876 14 Jun 1923 DS W [Martin Caudill] "Mother" Catron
Caudill, Stanley 1915 1972 DS H [Husband of Ada F. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Stanley 15 Oct 1915 [                 ] SS Sardis
Caudill, Stella 25 Aug 1906 6 Aug 1992 DS W [Wife of Allie E. Caudill] Ditney 
Caudill, Stella 1912 1995 DS W [Wife of Walter Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Stella M. 1 Sep 1905 1 Jan 1971 DS W [Noah A. Caudill] Catron
Caudill, Stephen  W. 25 July 1892 2 Feb 1942 SS H [Sylvania Caudill] "Masons Lodge" Stewart
Caudill, Stephen Elmo 12 Jan 1920 18 Jul 1927 DS - "Son of S. W. & Birchie Caudill" Stewart
Caudill, Steve P. 1879 1944 DS H [Husband of Minnie C. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Susana 9 Aug 1845 20 June 1919 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Caudill, Susanna 23 Feb 1850 29 Mar 1891 SS W "Wife of John Caudill" Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, Sylvania 16 Jun 1882 11 Mar 1913 SS W [Stephen W Caudill] Stewart
Caudill, Synthia A. 11 Nov 1850 13 Oct 1911 SS W "Wife of S.[Samuel] Caudill, Sr" Lee
Caudill, T. Everett 1886 1926 DS H Husband of Clora M. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Teddy R. 1938 1967 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Thelma C. 1913 1982 DS W [Wife of Roy C. Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Thersa D. 1919 [                ] DS W [Wife of  J. Rogers Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Tilden H. 1877 1955 DS H [Husb. of Rebecca A. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, Tinnie 25 Feb 1874 17 Aug 1967 DS W [Wife of Samuel M. Scaggs] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Tiny 7 Sep 1897 3 May 1927 SS D "Daug. of L. M. & S. G. Markwell" Markwell
Caudill, Tommy 1924 1979 DS H [Husband of Oneida Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Vada Wilson 31 Mar 1953 6 Nov 1992 SS D [dau. Of Oliver & Leona Wilson] Hall, G. W.
Caudill, Vinnie Sue 9 Dec 1890 8 Aug 1968 SS - [Next to Millard Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, Virginia V. 16 May 1919 12 Aug 1991 DS W [Wife of Clester D. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, W. T. 1875 1933 SS H [Hus.of Eliza B. & Lyda Messer Caudill] Lee
Caudill, W. W. 24 Jul 1912 25 Jul 1912 SS - Community
Caudill, Wales S. 26 Apr 1903 24 Apr 1923 SS - Caudill South
Caudill, Walter 1907 1974 DS H [Husb. of Stella Caudill] Lee
Caudill, Watson H. 7 Apr 1889 1 May 1961 DS H [Husb. of Esther Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Wattie Lieu 6 Apr 1905 26 Oct 1918 SS D "Daug. of J. E. & Sallie M. Caudill" Caudill (1) 
Caudill, Wellie L. 30 Aug 1907 14 Nov 1924 SS D "of Cl.&M. Caudill" "Wife of Lin. Stegard" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Wilburn 16 Sep 1931 20 Jul 1956 SS - Hamilton
Caudill, Wilburn "Woodie 3 Jan 1924 11 Jul 1990 DS H [Husb. of Mazie Miniard Caudill] Brown (1) 
Caudill, William B. 7 Jul 1853 31 Dec 1943 SS - [Next to Mary J. Caudill] Caudill (4)
Caudill, William B. 26 Jan 1882 25 Aug 1904 SS S "Son of Tandy Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, William B. 23 Jan 1858 25 Jun 1928 SS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Caudill] Caudill-Porter 
Caudill, William C. 15 Jun 1878 17 Jul 1941 DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Caudill] Caudill (1) 
Caudill, William D. 1836 1887 SS - Franklin
Caudill, William H. 8 Dec 1875 3 Oct 1941 DS H [Hus of Mary Caudill] Lemas-Holbrk EC
Caudill, William I. - 19 Apr 1964 SS S [Son of B.E. & Abigill Caudill]"Aged 86 yr" Caudill, Benjamin
Caudill, William M. 1870 1933 DS H [Husband of Martha Ann Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, William M. 1887 1965 SS - Lee
Caudill, Willie Andrew 3 Aug 1907 3 Nov 1990 DS H [of Eva Mae Caudill, Son of Samuel Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Willie H. 1913 1978 SS - [Next to Inez Caudill]"Army WWII" Forest Lawn
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Caudill, Willie Lawrence 18 Apr 1929 7 Jul 1989 DS H [of Doris J. Caudill, son of W & E Caudill] Caudill (2)
Caudill, Willie P. 31 Dec 1919 28 Nov 1921 SS S "Son of H.T. & Queen V. Caudill" Caudill (4)
Caudill, Willis C. 25 Oct 1899 20 Oct 1992 DS H [Husband of Flora M. Caudill] Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Wilma H. 8 Jan 1920 15 Jul 1989 SS - [Next to Osbal W Caudill] Forest Lawn
Caudill, Wilson 3 May 1899 22 Jan 1975 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Caudill, Winfred C. 21 Oct 1916 3 Jun 1974 DS H [Husb. of Nola S. Caudill]"US Army" Forest Lawn
Caudill, Wislon 22 Mar 1917 1 Aug 1988 DS H [Husb of Lorean Caudill] Cranston
Caudill, Zona E. 6 Jun 1905 28 Oct 1955 DS W
[of Harlin Caudill]D of Willie & Martha 
Caudill Caudill (2)
Caudle, Ilene M. 12 May 1924 28 Mar 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Cauls, Mantie G. 1910 1974 SS - "Father" Cranston
Cecil, Hobart Jack 10 Feb 1897 3 Dec 1975 SS - "Pvt US Army WWI" New Alfrey
Cecil, John T. 1874 1943 SS H "Husband of Rebecca C. Cecil' Caudill (1) 
Cecil, Peaches Ellis 1906 1993 SS - New Alfrey
Cecil, Rebecca C. 1879 1946 SS W "Wife of John T. Cecil" Caudill (1) 
Cemetery is now on Government land, but at one time was a pear orchard. Fraley Hill
Chadwell, Eva Jane 18 Feb 1950 19 Feb 1950 SS D "Daug. of Freeman & Lillia Chadwell" Lee
Chadwell, Ida Moore 3 Apr 1907 23 Sep 1991 SS - Brown (1) 
Chadwell, Larry David 28 Jan 1942 2 Feb 1942 SS S "Son of Freeman & Lillian Chadwell" Lee
Chadwell, Leka Viola 26 Mar 1890 7 Jan 1939 SS - Lee
Chadwell, Lila Pettit 8 Sep 1906 28 Feb 1999 PLQ W [of Earl Freeman Chadwell] Bruce-Tussey 
Chaney, Lola 1905 1979 DS W [of Roy Chaney] Caudill (2)
Chaney, Roy 1910 1993 DS H [of Lola Chaney] "M:9/29/1933" Caudill (2)
Chapman, Beverly 19 Apr 1937 [                 ] SS - Forest Lawn
Chapman, Elwood 14 Mar 1924 5 Feb 1996 DS H [Husband of Pearl F. Chapman] New Sill
Chapman, Lavinia M. 1938 1974 SS - Forest Lawn
Chapman, Pearl F. 5 Apr  1933 [                ] DS W
[Wife of Elwood Chapman]"M: Jun 27, 
1950" New Sill
Charles, Berhta 20 Dec 1896 22 May 1994 DS W [Wife of Joe Henry Charles] New Alfrey
Charles, Bill [28 Sep]1912 [9 Aug]1998 DS H [Husb. of Lorene Bradley McClain Charles] New Alfrey
Charles, Dessie 28 Aug, 1926 [                ] DS W [Wife of Jesse R. Charles] Lee
Charles, Jesse R. 1 Sep 1916 8 Sep 1983 DS H [Husb. of Dessie Charles] US Army WWII Lee
Charles, Joe Henry 29 Jan 1896 10 Apr 1932 DS H [Husb. of Berhta Charles] New Alfrey
Charles, Lorene 1912 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Bill Charles] New Alfrey
Charles, Lou 26 Oct 1874 - DS - [Keep with Robt. Charles] New Alfrey
Charles, Mildred Lois 26 Nov 1941 16 Apr 1952 TS D "Daughter of Mr & Mrs Pink Charles" Clearfield
Charles, Pink [13 Feb 1908] [26 Jul 1999] TS H [H of  Tressie Alice Carpenter Charles] Clearfield
Charles, Rebecca 18 Aug 1851 5 Jul 1907 SS W [Wife of Robert Charles] Mt. Pisgah
Charles, Robert - 1938 SS - [#144] New Alfrey
Charles, Robt. 26 Mar 1874 5 Jan 1952 DS - [Keep with Lou Charles] New Alfrey
Charles, Roy Jr. - 1935 SS - [#145] New Alfrey
Charles, Thelma 1922 1923 SS - [#1226] New Alfrey
Charles, Thomas M. 1888 1957 SS - "Father" Mt. Pisgah
Charles, Tressie Alice 
Carpenter 7 Dec 1912 21 Dec 1997 TS W [Wife of Pink Charles] Clearfield
Charles, Will - - SS - [#144A] New Alfrey
Charlet, Robert L. 1958 1994 SS S [of Robert & Ruth Charlet]"Beloved" Forest Lawn
Charley, Robert E. 1929 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Ruby H. Charley] Forest Lawn
Charley, Ruby H. 1933 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Robert E. Charley] Forest Lawn
Chesshire, Daniel Larry 27 Jul 1952 17 Oct 1998 PLQ H [Irene Osborne Winkelman Fultz Chesshire] Fraley-Osborne
Childers, Frances Barbour 10 Mar 1897 28 Dec 1977 SS - Caudill (1) 
Chittwood, Leora Hogge 26 Aug 1917 22 Apr 1978 SS - Lee
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Choat, Marandy 
[Vanlandingham] 15 Apr 1832 24 Jul 1893 SS W
[Wife of Abe [Abraham] Choat, son of 
Richard & Elizabeth Choat] Slaty Point
Choat, Richard "Cull" [CA 1781] [                 ] SS H [H of Elizabeth Choat, father of Abe Choat] Slaty Point
Choat, Wm. Hayse 31 May 1900 13 Jul 1925 SS - Carey 
Choate, John A [Allen] 1869 1949 DS H [of Maggie Moore Choate] Caudill (2)
Choate, Maggie [Moore] 1870 1952 DS W [of John Allen Choate] Caudill (2)
Christain, Eliza 4 Nov 1834 6 Feb 1894 SS W [Wife of John B. Christain] Dawson
Christain, Mary A. 13 May 1854 10 Nov 1900 DS W [Wife of Davis C. Christian] Dawson
Christian Lorraine 12 Jun 1923 13 Oct 1923 SS D "Dau of Frank & Gracie Christian" Christian
Christian, Addie 13 Mar 1906 17 Nov 1983 DS H [Husband of Dixie Butts Christian] Butts
Christian, Alwilde 28 Oct 1874 4 Mar 1889 SS W "Wife of H. R. Christian" Caudill-Porter 
Christian, Andrew 2 Dec 1867 9 Sep 1934 DS H [Husband of Sallie J. Christian] Dawson
Christian, Andrew J. 25 Mar 1930 31 May 1951 SS - [plaque]"CPL 27 Inf. Korea 25 Inf. Div" Christian
Christian, Anna 13 Sep 1900 1 Jan 1968 SS - Christian
Christian, Arthur W. 28 May 1919 10 Apr 1995 SS - Christian
Christian, Bannie Jean 6 Oct 1940 6 Oct 1940 SS D "Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. Hazel Christian Christian
Christian, Betty Lou - - BRK - Butts
Christian, Brien Layne 5 Nov 1968 6 Jul 1982 SS - Christian
Christian, Chella Jason 8 Dec 1893 24 Mar 1969 SS H [Husb of Lizzie Susan Barracks]WWI Christian
Christian, Claudie O. 14 Apr 1898 18 Oct 1899 SS S "Son of Andy & Sallie Christian" Dawson
Christian, Davis C. 26 Apr 1855 15 Mar 1926 DS H [Husband of Mary A. Christian] Dawson
Christian, Demphia 27 Feb 1890 9 May 1914 SS W [Wife of J. W. Christian] Dawson
Christian, Dixie Butts 27 Jan 1916 8 Jun 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Addie Christian] Butts
Christian, Doris 1934 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jimmy Christian] Brown (1) 
Christian, Earsel 16 Jul 1913 17 May 1950 SS S
"Ky TSGT 172SS-BSM Inf, 43rd Div 
WWII"[son of Russell & Maggie Christian] Boyd 
Christian, Edyth M. 31 May 1915 4 Mar 1951 SS W "Wife of Hazel Christian" Dawson
Christian, Ellai 4 Sep 1885 [                 ] DS H [Husb of I. W. Christian] Christian
Christian, Elzie [Miller] 1917 1942 SS S [Son of Russell & Maggie Christian] Boyd 
Christian, Frances J. 10 May 1868 23 Oct 1937 DS - [Keep with Henry A. Christian] Christian
Christian, Frank H. 29 Jan 1900 7 Dec 1982 DS H [Husb of Grace Christian] Christian
Christian, Gipsy 15 Jan 1890 15 Jan 1943 SS - New Sill
Christian, Grace 12 Oct 1903 15 Sep 1958 DS W "Wife of Frank H. Christian" "Mother" Christian
Christian, Grace 16 Aug 1913 19 Dec 1921 SS D "Dau of T.B. & Lena Christian" Christian
Christian, Hattie W. 24 Nov 1896 19 May 1975 SS - "At Rest" Caudill (1) 
Christian, Hazel 15 Jan 1908 10 Dec 1989 SS H "Husb & Father" Christian
Christian, Henry A. 18 Oct 1923 7 Dec 1970 SS - "KY S1 USNR WWII" Christian
Christian, Henry A. 22 Oct 1868 -    -19 DS - [Keep with Frances J. Christian] Christian
Christian, Herbert 1890 1977 DS H [of Mamie S Christian]"Army WWI" Brown (1) 
Christian, I. W. 12 Jul 1865 12 Dec 1956 DS W [Wife of Ellai Christian] Christian
Christian, Ida 21 Jul 1894 9 Nov 1895 SS D "Dau. of A. and Nannie Christian" Abbott-Sturgill
Christian, Ida 23 May 1910 4 Mar 1913 SS - Stewart
Christian, Jimmy 1932 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Doris Christian] Brown (1) 
Christian, John Grit 1877 1939 SS - "At Rest" Caudill (1) 
Christian, Leah 16 Jun 1839 24 Oct 1917 DS W [Wife of R.D. Christian]"Mother" Christian
Christian, Mamie S. 1902 1996 DS W [Wife of Herbert Christian] Brown (1) 
Christian, Marcella 24 Dec1936 5 May 1997 SS - Dawson
Christian, Marjorie 17 Jun 1905 19 Jun 1939 DS W [Wal Christian] Slaty Point
Christian, Michael 19 Feb 1951 16 mar 1951 SS S "Son of Hazel & Edyth M. Christian" Dawson
Christian, Michael Ray 6 Jan 1961 8 Jan 1961 SS S "Son of Bob & Louise Christian" Dawson
Christian, Minnie 1 May 1926 23 Mar 1995 SS - New Sill
Christian, Orville 20 Apr 1918 20 Apr 1918 SS S "Son of Chella & Lizzie Christian" Christian
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Christian, Oscar Vanstine 10 Oct 1874 30 Aug 1952 SS - Christian
Christian, R. D. 6 Nov 1839 8 Jan 1916 DS H [Husb of Leah Christian]"Father" Christian
Christian, R. H. [                 ] [                 ] SS - [no dates] Christian
Christian, Roy 1932 1961 SS - Dawson
Christian, Russell 1894 1932 SS - Boyd 
Christian, Russell 1894 1933 SS H [Husb of Maggie Boyd Christian Crum Boyd 
Christian, Russell D.[Dewitt] 1922 1975 SS S [Son of Russell & Maggie Christian] Boyd 
Christian, Sallie J. 2 Jul 1869 12 Apr 1947 DS W [Wife of Andrew Christian] Dawson
Christian, Sarah E. 28 Dec 1873 19 Jun 1931 SS - Christian
Christian, T. B. 3 Jun 1892 19 Oct 1918 SS - Christian
Christian, Thomas Allen 22 Sep 1866 19 Oct 1918 SS - Christian
Christian, Vintee U. 15 Jun 1882 5 May 1883 SS - Baldridge (2)
Christian, Virale 10 Jul 1919 10 Jul 1919 SS S "Son of W.D. & Sarah Lewis Christian" Christian
Christian, Vivian 9 Mar 1911 9 Mar 1911 SS D "Dau of W.D. & Sarah Lewis Christian" Christian
Christian, Wal 1 Mar 1902 29 Dec 1936 DS H [Marjorie Christian] Slaty Point
Christian, William M. 19 Sep 1895 15 May 1952 SS - Christian
Christian, Wm. Davis 22 Mar 1870 10 Feb 1955 SS - Christian
Christian, Wm. Roscoe 3 Jul 1912 7 Sep 1933 SS - Christian
Christion, John B. 20 May 1832 17 Oct 1896 SS H [Husband of Eliza Christian] Dawson
Christion, John O. 31 Mar 1875 3 Jan 1876 SS S "Son of Eliza & John B. Christion" Dawson
Christon, Mary 27 Jul 1809 31 Mar 1883 DS W [Wife of Thomas Christon] Dawson
Christon, Thomas 10 May 1809 21 Apr 1884 DS H [Husband of Mary Christon] Dawson
Christy, Elbert 1904 1984 DS H [Husb. of Grace F. Christy] Forest Lawn
Christy, George 15 Dec 1890 30 Aug 1959 DS H [Husb. Of Nannie Christy] Link
Christy, Grace F. 1903 1986 DS W [Wife of Elbert Christy] Forest Lawn
Christy, Nannie 30 May 1904 13 Sep 1979 DS W [Wife of George Christy] Link
Chumley, C. Larry 17 Apr 1941 4 Mar 1996 SS S [Son of Charles & Opal Chumley] Lee
Chumley, Charles C. 7 Nov 1908 4 Apr 1988 DS H [Husb. of Opal Ball Chumley] Lee
Chumley, Opal Ball 14 may 1916 [                ] DS W [Wife of Charles C. Chumley] Lee
Circle, Eliza 4 Oct 1890 22 Mar 1981 SS - [Next to William H. Circle] New Alfrey
Circle, William H. 13 Oct 1894 3 Jan 1957 SS - "WV PFC 53 Infantry WWI" New Alfrey
Cisco, Dorothy 12 Nov 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Linkous Cisco] Brown (1) 
Cisco, Linkous 11 Feb 1926 13 Dec 1994 DS H [Husb. of Dorothy Cisco] Brown (1) 
Clark, 3 infants - - - C [Child of James A. & Rose Pigman Clark] Town
Clark, Alvin Wayne 22 Jul 1847 16 Jun 1901 SS S "Zenas & Mary Clark" Pine Grove
Clark, Amos 27 Apr 1926 27 Apr 1926 DS S [Twin son of Henry & Hulda Clark] Clark (1) 
Clark, Annie M. 10 Jan 1884 5 Oct 1885 SS D "A.W.[Alvin Wayne]& Malvina Clark" Pine Grove
Clark, Ardelia Lambert 17 Aug 1910 18 Dec 1998 DS W [Wife of Eliza Marton Clark] Crix Cemetery:
Clark, Avery J. 7 Jun 1908 1 Oct 1976 SS - Clark (1) 
Clark, Bertha 1891 1967 DS W [Wife of Stoner Clark] Brown (1) 
Clark, Charles 1930 1995 SS - [Next to Stoner & Bertha Clark] Brown (1) 
Clark, Clifton L. 16 Jun 1911 18 Jun 1942 SS S [Son of Stoner & Bertha Clark]"WWII" Brown (1) 
Clark, Clifton Lee 8 Feb 1937 8 Feb 1937 SS - Caudill (1) 
Clark, Corp. James H. 11 Mar 1840 21 Sep 1912 DS H
[Husb of Mary L. Clark]"CSA Sheild Co. D 
22 Ky Inf." Clark-Harris   EC
Clark, Curtis L. 14 Jul 1936 16 Feb 1993 DS H [of Vera M. Clark] M: 23 Nov 1957" Clark (2)
Clark, Donald Dwayne 16 Jun 1935 15 Feb 1993 SS - "AN US Navy" Rose  CC
Clark, Edgar 10 Mar 1921 23 Mar 1977 SS - Clark (1) 
Clark, Edwin 22 Nov 1850 [                ] SS S "Zenas & Mary Clark" Pine Grove
Clark, Eliza Marton 4 Feb 1910 3 Feb 1994 DS H [ Husband of Ardeli A. Lambert Clark] Crix Cemetery:
Clark, Elizabeth 1896 1979 DS W [of Luke Clark] Clark (2)
Clark, Elmar 10 Mar 1921 22 Jul 1921 DS S [Son of Henry & Hulda Clark] Clark (1) 
Clark, Elwood 11 Dec 1913 14 May 1977 DS H [Husb. of Lucy Clark] Clark (2)
Clark, Ettie DeHart 1885 1934 SS - Black-Trent
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Clark, Eva Marie 7 Jul 1957 25 Jun 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Clark, Everett 1942 1973 SS - Abbott-Sturgill
Clark, George Gilbert 14 Apr 1945 21 Jul 1999 PLQ H
[of Iva Glover Clark, son of Elwood & Lucy 
Esham Clark] Masters
Clark, Helen Butcher 12 Jul 1929 15 Mar 1980 SS - Brown (1) 
Clark, Henry Amoes 5 May 1878 8 Oct 1931 DS H [Husband of Hulda Jane Clark] Clark (1) 
Clark, Hugh - - SS - "Cpl Co. C, Inf" Caudill (1) 
Clark, Hulda 27 Apr 1926 27 Apr 1926 DS D [Twin Daughter of Henry & Hulda Clark] Clark (1) 
Clark, Hulda Jane [Puckett] 6 Nov 1883 27 Feb 1962 DS W [Wife of Henry Amos Clark] Clark (1) 
Clark, Infant [                 ] [                ] SS - Caudill (1) 
Clark, Infant - 9 Nov 1922 DS S "Infant Sister" [to Francis Clark Sutton] Clark (2)
Clark, J. M. 15 Nov 1859 29 Nov 1933 SS - Logan  CC
Clark, Jack 1886 1952 SS - Clark (2)
Clark, James A. 16 Apr 1845 29 Mar 1913 SS H [Husb of Rosa Pigman Clark] Pine Hill
Clark, James E. 27 Jun 1875 9 Aug 1876 SS S "A.W.[Alvin Wayne]& Malvina Clark" Pine Grove
Clark, Lennie R. 28 Jun 1893 21 Jul 1975 SS - "PVT US Army WWI" Clark (2)
Clark, Lucy [Echam] 22 Apr 1916 20 Jun 1999 DS W [Wife of Elwood Clark] Clark (2)
Clark, Luke 1891 1976 DS H [of Elizabeth Clark]"PVT US Army WWI" Clark (2)
Clark, Lula A. 25 Jan 1873 12 Jan 1875 SS D "Daug. of J. H. & Q. A. Clark" Lee
Clark, Madge 29 Aug 1923 15 Aug 1991 SS - Lee
Clark, Maggie Waters Lutes 5 Jun 1894 24 Jun 1991 SS - [Next to George A. Lutes] Carey 
Clark, Margie Collins 17 Feb 2000 [Unknown] PLQ W [Wife of Calvin Clark] Brown (1) 
Clark, Martha Velma Stanley Clark18 May 1918 26 Sep 1999 MOS W [wife of Harshel B. Clark] Forest Lawn
Clark, Mary J. 17 Feb 1865 10 Feb 1941 SS - Logan  CC
Clark, Mary L. 9 Nov 1847 - DS W [Wife of Corp. James H. Clark] Clark-Harris   EC
Clark, Mary Matilda 22 Sep 1878 27 May 1899 SS D "A.W.[Alvin Wayne] & Malvina Clark" Pine Grove
Clark, Matilda Yvonne [                ] [                ] STN - [No dates given] Stevens-Stigall
Clark, Maud Frances [19 Apr 1882] [9 Jul 1945] UM D
[Dau of James A. & Rosa Pigman Clark, 
unmarked grave] Pine Hill
Clark, Nola 28 Dec 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ray Clark] Clark-Harris   EC
Clark, Peggy Ann [                ] [                ] STN - [No dates given] Stevens-Stigall
Clark, Ray 5 Oct 1923 24 Jun 1978 DS H [Husb. of Nola Clark] Clark-Harris   EC
Clark, Richard [                 ] [                ] SS - Clark (2)
Clark, Richard Lee 18 Aug 1942 4 Jan 1948 SS - [Next to Thelma Clark] Brown (1) 
Clark, Robert H. 21 Jun 1878 20 Jan 1960 SS - Clark-Harris   EC
Clark, Rosa [Pigman] 18 Apr 1865 11 Oct 1934 SS W [Wife of James A. Clark] Pine Hill
Clark, Roxie 23 Apr 1907 8 Mar 1909 DS D [Daughter of Henry & Hulda Clark] Clark (1) 
Clark, Sarah 6 Aug 1894 21 May 1969 SS - Clark-Harris   EC
Clark, Stoner 1888 1955 DS H [Husb. of Bertha Clark] Brown (1) 
Clark, Thelma 25 Jan 1916 28 Apr 1948 SS - [Next to Charles Clark] Brown (1) 
Clark, Vera M 16 Aug 1937 [                ] DS W [of Curtis L. Clark] Clark (2)
Clark, William E. 7 Nov 1881 22 Feb 1904 SS S "A. W. & Malvina Clark" Pine Grove
Clarke,  Mary 4 Oct 1839 27 Apr 1910 SS W [Wife of James E. Clarke] Lee
Clarke, James E. 14 Apr 1838 9 Sep 1913 SS H [Husb. of Mary Clarke] Lee
Clarke, Junior 6 Aug 1908 27 Sep 1984 DS H [Husb. of Thelma C. Clarke] Lee
Clarke, Queen A. 4 Oct 1856 26 Jun 1923 SS - Caudill (1) 
Clarke, Sidney DeSable 1871 1956 SS - Lee
Clarke, Thelma C. 12 Nov 1909 15 Sep 1996 DS W [Wife of Junior Clarke] Lee
Clavert, Beatrice Rice 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Thomas Asa E. Clavert] Brown (1) 
Clavert, Thomas Asa E. 1916 1985 DS H [of Beatrice Rice Clavert]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Clay, Allie Prater 19 Jul 1872 4 Mar 1937 SS - Ellington Farm
Clay, Anna Caudill 1 Nov 1900 14 Jan 1988 DS M [Mother of Margaret Reynolds] Caudill (1) 
Clay, Esther Faye Stevens 7 Nov 1930 6 Aug 1994 DS W [Wife of James Clay] Fultz, Banney  CC
Clay, James 2 Jul 1927 [                ] DS H [Husb of Esther Faye Stevens Clay] Fultz, Banney  CC
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Clay, James A. 17 Sep 1951 17 Sep 1951 SS - Fultz, Banney  CC
Clay, James E. 14 Dec 1920 25 Oct 1990 DS H [of Maxine P Clay]"Cpl..Marine WWII" Brown (1) 
Clay, Lillian Tolliver 12 Mar 1906 20 Oct 1993 SS - Lee
Clay, Margaret 21 Nov 1873 9 Jan 1909 SS W "Wife of C. W. Clay" New Alfrey
Clay, Maude L. 9 Dec 1896 5 Feb 1980 SS - [Next to James & Maxine Clay] Brown (1) 
Clay, Maxine P. 5 Dec 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James E. Clay] Brown (1) 
Clay, Nora M. 19 Feb 1975 7 Mar 1926 SS D "Dau of George & Poartie Clay" Barker  EC
Clay, W. M. 25 Apr 1827 18 Feb 1890 SS - Maddox-Hamm
Clayton, Belle 1871 1946 SS W [Claud L. Clayton] Pine Hill
Clayton, Celia A. 25 Dec 1897 9 Nov 1929 SS - Pine Hill
Clayton, Clarence G. 1881 1936 SS - Pine Hill
Clayton, Clarence G., Jr. 15 Mar 1925 6 Apr 1986 SS W
"CPL US Army WWII, Korea"  [Husb.of 
Billie Jean Caskey Clayton] Lee
Clayton, Claud L. 10 Dec 1866 30 Oct 1911 SS H [Belle Clayton] Pine Hill
Clayton, Claude L. - 27 May 1987 DS H [Husb. of Katherine Clayton] Lee
Clayton, Ernest C. 1883 1949 DS H [Husb. of Lella L. Clayton] Brown (1) 
Clayton, Eula 1897 1915 SS - Pine Hill
Clayton, G. W. 27 Apr 1844 24 Apr 1916 DS H [Laura M. Clayton] Pine Hill
Clayton, James M. 1898 1974 DS H [Husb. of Lucile Clayton] Lee
Clayton, Katherine - 25 Oct 1970 DS W [Wife of Claude L. Clayton] Lee
Clayton, Laura M. 7 Oct 1862 [                ] DS W [G. W. Clayton] Pine Hill
Clayton, Lella L. 1889 1968 DS W [Wife of Ernest C. Clayton] Brown (1) 
Clayton, Louren A. 17 May 1904 22 Jul 1905 SS D "C.L. & Belle Clayton" Pine Hill
Clayton, Lucile 1901 1981 DS W [Wife of James M. Clayton] Lee
Clayton, Tom Purcell 27 Nov 1939 5 Jul 1997 SS S [Son of Claude & Katherine Clayton] Lee
Clayton, Walden 1893 1949 SS - Pine Hill
Click, Alta 1884 1968 DS W [Wife of Herman Click] Forest Lawn
Click, Alvira 13 Mar 1875 24 Jul 1979 SS - New Sill
Click, Anna Bradley 22 Dec 1906 8 Feb 1991 SS D "Daughter of Alex & Louise Bradley" Clearfield
Click, Benny 26 Aug 1935 21 Jan 1951 DS - [Keep with Delmar Click] Click
Click, Billy Joe 23 Dec 1931 16 May 1984 DS DS "CPL US Army, Korea" Click
Click, Bobby E. 1953 1972 DS GS [Keep with Vickie L. Click]"Grandson" Hayes Crossing 
Click, Charles E. 23 Jan 1934 24 Jan 1934 SS S "Son of John & Maggie Click" Click
Click, Chester 9 Sep 1923 6 Feb 1948 SS - "Sgt. US Army, WWII" Click
Click, David 2 Jun 1920 23 Mar 1929 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Click, Delmar 15 Feb 1927 7 Dec 1945 DS - [Keep with Henry Click] Click
Click, Earl 2 Mar 1928 7 Sep 1994 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Click, Elbert 15 Feb 1919 16 Feb 1919 SS S "Son of H.C. & Lillie Click" Hayes Crossing 
Click, Elbert L. 1907 [                ] DS H [Husb. of Ora S. Click] Forest Lawn
Click, Emma J. 1941 1941 SS - Click
Click, Gloria M. [Mae} 20 Jul 1949 1 Apr 1960 SS - Click
Click, Grace A. - 4 Nov 1882 DS W [John A. Click] Hogtown
Click, Harrison 1888 1955 DS H [Husband of Lillie Click] Click
Click, Herman 1880 1961 DS H [Husb. of Alta Click] Forest Lawn
Click, James R. 27 Dec 1954 28 Jan 1991 DS H [Husband of Roxann L. Lewis Click] New Sill
Click, John A. - 28 Dec 1881 DS H [Grace A. Click] Hogtown
Click, John H. 1900 1953 SS H [Husband of Maggie Click] Click
Click, Lesia Lynn 29 Nov 1969 29 Nov 1969 SS - "Sister, Infant" Click
Click, Lethie M. 21 Mar __ 22 Mar 1895 SS - Hogtown
Click, Lillie 1900 1979 DS W [Wife of Harrison Click] Click
Click, Luther G. 17 Mar 1900 11 Jun 1951 QS H [Keep with Norman & Rena Wells] Brown (1) 
Click, Maggie 2 Jul 1903 24 Mar 1966 SS W [Wife of John H. Click] "Mother" Click
Click, McKinley 1899 19__ DS - [Keep with Ollie Click] Bishop   MC
Click, Ollie 1880 1956 DS - [Keep with McKinley Click] Bishop   MC
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Click, Ollie Wells 22 Nov 1905 8 Jan 1994 QS W [Keep with Norman & Rena Wells] Brown (1) 
Click, Ora S. 1907 1960 DS W [Wife of Elbert L. Click] Forest Lawn
Click, Ora T. 21 Jan 1911 9 Nov 1988 SS - [Next to Herman & Alta Click]"WWII Forest Lawn
Click, Rosie 1883 1943 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Click, Roxann L. Lewis 22 Sep 1956 [                ] DS W [Wife of James R. Click] New Sill
Click, Sarah 1854 1904 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Click, Sarah 2 Apr 1857 15 Mar 1888 SS - Hogtown
Click, Sarah A. 26 Jul 1922 6 Dec 1922 SS D "Dau of Robert & Lulie Click" Hayes Crossing 
Click, Vickie L. 1955 1956 DS GD [Keep with Bobby E Click]"Granddaugh" Hayes Crossing 
Click, William T. 27 Jan 1918 1 Feb 1918 SS S "Son of H.C. & Lillie Click" Hayes Crossing 
Click, Winford Allen 1925 1984 SS - Siloam
Click:  Unmarked graves identified by Bert Click: Click
Cline, Arnal 21 Feb 1903 4 Jul 1910 SS S "Son of W. Harrison & Lizzie Cline" Cranston
Cline, Arzella 24 Mar 1879 9 Aug 1900 SS W "Wife of W. H. Cline"  "Mother" Caudill (4)
Cline, Bertie 8 Feb 1886 17 Dec 1977 DS W [Wife of Riley W. Cline] "Mother" Cranston
Cline, C. Hansford 1 Aug 1904 28 Feb 1990 DS H [Husb of Myrtle G. Cline] Conn-Evans  CC
Cline, Carry Patrick 26 May 1895 18 Sep 1932 SS - "Mother" Logan  CC
Cline, Charles A. 1898 1979 DS H [Husb. of Nola J. Cline] Sardis
Cline, Charles G. (G.C.) 1936 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of June Evans Cline] Brown (1) 
Cline, Coot 1894 1948 SS - "Dad" Logan  CC
Cline, Dortha 8 May 1908 17 Aug 1909 SS D "Dau of Levi & Elizabeth Cline" Hanshaw   EC
Cline, Edith Vencil 1911 [                 ] SS W [Wife of Ora Lee Cline] Brown (1) 
Cline, Elizabeth 4 Aug 1877 30 Jan 1967 SS W [Wife of Levi Cline] "Mother" Hanshaw   EC
Cline, Elsie M. 1893 1972 SS W [Wife of George T. Cline] Brown (1) 
Cline, George 6 Jul 1899 17 Jun 1931 SS S "Son of Levi & Elizabeth Cline" Hanshaw   EC
Cline, George I. 16 Jan 1915 20 Jun 1988 SS S/H [Son of George T. & Elsie Cline] Brown (1) 
Cline, George T. 1892 1954 SS H [Husb. of Elsie M. Cline] Brown (1) 
Cline, Gladys N. 5 Feb 1913 11 May 1921 SS D "Dau. of W. Harrison & Lizzie Cline" Cranston
Cline, Hansford [                ] [                ] SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Cline, Harrison [W] 1875 1934 DS H [Husb of Lizzie Cline] Cranston
Cline, Henry - - SS - "Co G 22 Ky Inf CSA" Barker  EC
Cline, Henry I. 10 Jun 1917 [                ] DS H [Husb. of Mary I. Cline] M: 6/19/1939 Cranston
Cline, Herman 13 Jul 1904 10 Mar 1924 SS S "Son of Levi & Elizabeth Cline" Hanshaw   EC
Cline, Ira Cecil 30 Jan 1905 15 Oct 1970 DS H [Husb. of Sula Catherine Sturgill Cline] Cranston
Cline, Irvin Ray 19 Sep 1942 21 Sep 1942 SS S "Son of Henry & Mary Cline" Cranston
Cline, James 1892 1976 SS - "PVT US Army WWI" Logan  CC
Cline, James Dewey 24 Apr 1932 26 Jun 1998 PLQ S [Son of Ira & Sula Catherine Cline] Cranston
Cline, June Evans 1940 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Charles G. Cline] Brown (1) 
Cline, Laura M. 23 Dec 1899 18 Feb 1990 DS W [Wife of Roscoe C. Cline] Boggs   CC
Cline, Levi 24 Feb 1873 29 Nov 1942 SS H [Husb of Elizabeth Cline] "Father" Hanshaw   EC
Cline, Lizzie 1873 1957 DS W [Wife of Harrison Cline] Cranston
Cline, Lorene 4 Feb 1934 28 Oct 1940 SS - Sardis
Cline, Lou E. 18 Oct 1925 28 Aug 1979 SS - Porter  CC
Cline, Luther Cledis 20 Oct 1926 26 May 1989 DS H
[Husb of Ruth J. Cline]"CPL US Army 
Korea" Logan  CC
Cline, Mary I. 19 Jul 1918 8 Dec 1974 DS W [Wife of Henry I. Cline] Cranston
Cline, Mary Katherine Stidom 15 Mar 1917 16 Dec 2000 PLQ W [Wife of George I. Cline] Brown (1) 
Cline, Mary M. 2 Dec 1864 27 Jan 1943 SS [Sister to Sarah Catron] Catron   EC
Cline, Myrtle G. 1 Oct 1908 [                ] DS W [Wife of C. Hansford Cline] Conn-Evans  CC
Cline, Nola J. 1901 1953 DS W [Wife of Charles A. Cline] Sardis
Cline, Ollie Irving 18 Feb 1913 9 Feb 1915 SS - Cranston
Cline, Ora Lee 1907 1988 SS H [Husb. of Edith Vencil Cline] Brown (1) 
Cline, Othel 15 Dec 1916 15 Dec 1916 SS D "Dau of Allen & Besie Cline" Hanshaw   EC
Cline, Riley W. 3 Oct 1882 18 Sep 1962 DS H [Husb. of Bertie Cline] "Father" Cranston
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Cline, Roscoe C. 27 May 1895 9 Feb 1947 DS H [Husb of Laura M. Cline] Boggs   CC
Cline, Ruth J. 16 Apr 1929 [                ] DS W
[Wife of Luther Cledis Cline] "Mar 12 Mar 
1951" Logan  CC
Cline, Sarah 22 Feb 1908 22 Feb 1946 SS W "Wife of J. Allen Cline" Brown (1) 
Cline, Sula Catherine 21 Feb 1902 6 Mar 1970 DS W [Wife of Ira Cecil Cline] Cranston
Cline, Wm. - - SS - "Corp Co. G 22 Ky Inf CSA" Hanshaw   EC
CLK1:  * Unmarked graves are arranged in the first 3 rows at the head of the cemetery, the farthest point at the Click
CLK2: *2 Click babies       *Julia Wagoner                 Elvira Fraley Click Click
CLK3: *Elmer Click           Virginia Cox's baby     Click
CLK4: *Flem Click            *Charlie Wagoner Click
CLK5: *Nellie Click           *Earsel Click Click
CLK6: *Nettie Click           *Hazel Click                    Ike Pelphrey (to left of Virginia Cox Bender) Click
Cobb, Viola C. 1927 1963 SS - Caudill (2)
Cochran, Vernie 9 May 1908 21 Jan 1984 SS - Clearfield
Cochrane, Joseph 1977 1977 Plk S [son of Roger & Angie Wilson Cochrane] New Sill
Cockerham, Brian F. Feb 1978 Feb 1978 SS - Perry   MC
Coffee, Cynthia 16 Sep 1838 8 Jan 1923 SS - "Wife of D. B. Coffee" Day   MC
Coffee, James 7 Mar 1882 23 Sep 1897 SS - Johnson-Coffee
Coffee, James 19 Oct 1848 1 Dec 1933 SS - Manning  CC
Coffee, Margarett F. 1 Jan 1827 20 May 1906 SS W "Wife of Thomas Coffee" Johnson-Coffee
Coffee, Samuel J. 1 Jan 1899 9 Nov 1939 SS - Caudill, Norwood 
Coffee, Susan 16 Dec 1850 9 Dec 1914 SS - Johnson-Coffee
Coffey, Amos D. 20 Oct 1859 5 Jul 1926 DS H [Husband of Nannie Coffey] Coffey-Riddle
Coffey, Frank 29 Oct 1894 26 Mar 1971 SS - Community
Coffey, George 16 Mar 1895 18 Jan 1938 SS - Coffey-Riddle
Coffey, Johnie C. 19 Apr 1916 17 Sep 1981 DS H [Twila B. Coffey] TEC 5 US Army WWII Community
Coffey, Joseph R. 27 Feb 1868 25 Aug 1954 SS - Community
Coffey, Leonard E. 23 Jul 1916 10 Oct 1990 SS - "AM3 US Navy" Community
Coffey, Nannie 25 Jul 1867 4 Nov 1957 - W [Wife of Amos D. Coffey] Coffey-Riddle
Coffey, Noah C. 1891 1959 DS H [husb of Zilphie Coffey] Community
Coffey, Paula L. 11 Jul 1964 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Tim D. Coffey] Brown (1) 
Coffey, Sarah 1859 1939 SS - Lee
Coffey, Susie 30 Apr 1873 6 Feb 1947 SS - Community
Coffey, Tim D. 31 Dec 1963 22 Apr 1993 DS H [Husb. of Paula L Coffey] M:4 Jun 1983 Brown (1) 
Coffey, Twila B 21 Jun 1921 [                ] DS W [wife of Johnie C. Coffey] Community
Coffey, William Arthur 19 Sep 1904 28 Jan 1980 SS - Community
Coffey, Zilphie 1897 1977 DS W [wife of Noah C. Coffey] Community
Cogar, Ada E. 1936 [                ] DS W [Wife of Ira Wilbur Cogar] Cranston
Cogar, Ira Wilbur 1930 1990 DS H [Husb. of Ada E. Cogar] M: 9/31/1953 Cranston
Cogswell, Amos 1886 1964 SS - [Next to Herbert Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Blandenia Cray 1 Aug 1912 29 Aug 1987 DS W [of William Phelps Cogswell][Craycraft] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Carolyn Sue - - SS - [Next to William Phelps Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, E. F. Feb 1827 - SS - [Next to J. Lewis] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Fred Kellam 8 Aug 1904 19 Jun 1996 SS - [Next to Blandenia C. Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Geo. A. 1894 1913 SS - Carey 
Cogswell, Henry 15 Feb 1816 19 Dec 1862 SS - New Alfrey
Cogswell, Herbert 1899 1968 SS - [Next to Amos Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, J. D. 4 Feb 1836 - DS H [Husb. of Mary A. Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Joe 1870 1959 SS H [Husb. of Mary L. Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, John - - SS - [#43] New Alfrey
Cogswell, John 25 Dec 1762 17 Feb 1884 SS - [Next to Martha Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Lou Francis - - SS - [Next to William Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Lucy 9 Jun 1874 13 Jun 1924 SS - "Wife of W.H. Cogswell" "Mother" Carey 
Cogswell, Luther 27 Apr 1890 28 Dec 1890 SS S "Son of U. M. & A. M." New Alfrey
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Cogswell, Lydia 13 Jun 1821 7 Dec 1888 SS W "Wife of William" [William Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, M. E. 8 Jun 1850 29 Jun 1902 SS - "Husband and Father" Carey 
Cogswell, Martha 2 Jun 1765 Jan 1876 SS - [Next to John Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Mary 9 Oct 1849 2 Aug 1854 SS - New Alfrey
Cogswell, Mary A. 15 Aug 1833 17 Jan 1906 DS W [Wife of J. D. Cogswell] "His Wife" New Alfrey
Cogswell, Mary L. 15 Oct 1880 5 Sep 1918 SS W "Wife of Joseph Cogswell" New Alfrey
Cogswell, Michael 1960 1960 SS - New Alfrey
Cogswell, Peach Williams 20 Apr 1867 17 Feb 1941 SS - New Alfrey
Cogswell, Santford 1909 1909 SS - [#198] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Susan 1 Feb 1857 3 Mar 1932 DS W [Wife of W. P. Cogswell] Lee
Cogswell, Thomas H. 1 Nov 1862 24 May 1865 SS - New Alfrey
Cogswell, Timothy Joe 11 Jan 1967 22 Oct 1986 SS - [photo][Next to Michael Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, W. P. 10 Jul 1859 [                ] DS H [Husb. of Susan Cogswell] Lee
Cogswell, William 22 Dec 1820 9 Aug 1903 SS H [Husb. of Lydia Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, William Phelps 7 May 1910 5 Aug 1986 DS H [Husb. of Blandenia C. Cogswell] New Alfrey
Cogswell, Wm. C. 30 Mar 1847 30 Jan 1854 SS - New Alfrey
Coldiron, Adron 30 Mar 1904 11 Aug 1987 DS H [Husb. of Mary R. Coldiron] Brown (1) 
Coldiron, Adron H. 1862 1945 DS H [Husb. of Rosa E. Coldiron] "Father" Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Albert Lee 24 Apr 1929 20 Nov 1987 SS - "PFC US Army, Korea" Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Allie W. 2 Nov 1899 13 Dec 1963 DS H [Husb. of Amanda B. Coldiron] Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Amanda B. 26 Aug 1901 1 Oct 1965 DS W [Wife of Allie W. Coldiron] "Mother" Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Clayton 6 Oct 1922 5 Jun 1999 PLQ H/S
[Husb of Wilma PelfreyColdiron, son of 
Eliza Coldiron Brown (1) 
Coldiron, Eliza M.[Miller] 1898 1987 DS W [of Sam H Coldiron ] M: 24 Dec 1914 Brown (1) 
Coldiron, Jesse B. 1824 1896 SS - "Father" Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Lee [                ] [               ] SLB - [Slab stone, no dates] Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Luther E. 28 Nov 1885 14 May 1886 SS S "Son of James & Flary Coldiron" Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Mary R. 20 Jul 1915 11 Feb 1984 DS W [Wife of Adron Coldiron] Brown (1) 
Coldiron, Richard 17 Dec 1981 - SS - Forest Lawn
Coldiron, Rosa E. 1866 1938 DS W [Wife of Adran H. Coldiron] "Mother" Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Sam H. 1896 1970 DS H [Husb. of Eliza M. Coldiron] Brown (1) 
Coldiron, Stella May - - SS D "Dau. of J. M. & Flary Coldiron" Baldridge (2)
Coldiron, Willie [                 ] [                ] SS - Clark (2)
Coldisan, Ethel Eulene W 26 Jul 1929 13 Mar 1989 SS - White Family
Cole, Effie May 27 Feb 1893 13 Nov 1912 SS W "Wife of Stephen Cole" Lee
Coleman, Albert D. 25 Apr 1903 4 Oct 1991 DS H [Husb. of Irene Coleman] Forest Lawn
Coleman, Bob James 1930 1997 PLQ - Ingram
Coleman, Irene 21 Sep 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Albert D. Coleman] Forest Lawn
Coleman, Sarah Jane 11 Jun 1892 5 Sep 1958 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Coleman, William C. 1872 1944 SS - Lee
Coleman, William H "Bill" 2 Feb 1932 28 Mar 1999 PLQ H
[of Doreen Bowman Coleman, living] "U.S. 
Army, Korean War" Ingram
COLL1: Testamony of a neighbor to the cemetery says that Villie Crank Davis was moved to a Grason cemetery Colley   CC
Colley, Bricy Richard 11 Feb 1926 17 Aug 1926 SS S "Son of Bruce & Bertha Colley" Colley   CC
Colley, Bruce 13 Feb 1880 31 Jan 1931 SS - Colley   CC
Colley, Flem 1909 1962 SS - Colley   CC
Colley, Lillie Mae 1921 1973 SS - Colley   CC
Colley, Mabel 21 Apr 1913 4 Oct 1928 SS - Colley   CC
Colley, Waid H. 15 Feb 1918 12 Mar 1995 SS - Colley   CC
Collin, Maggie - - SS Baldridge (2)
Collins, __ - - SS - [#4042] New Alfrey
Collins, Bessie 23 Dec 1908 7 Jun 1982 DS W [of Morton Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Charlotte F. 16 Apr 1944 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wm. Edward Collins] Brown (1) 
Collins, Clara B[Caudill] 1907 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Fred S. Collins] Clearfield
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Collins, Clayton F. 21 Aug 1925 22 May 1998 DS H
Husb [of Monie L Collins]..Donna,Thelma 
& Delma" Perry   MC
Collins, Cora 30 Nov 1900 31 Aug 1982 DS W [of Martin Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Cynthia A. 15 Jan 1863 25 May 1959 SS - Bishop   MC
Collins, Daniel P. 1 Jun 1893 14 Aug 1935 SS - "Father" Blair's   MC
Collins, Della - - SS - [no dates] Siloam
Collins, Denton 1913 1945 SS - Caudill (1) 
Collins, Dora 1902 1990 DS W [of Walter Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, F. Marion 20 May 1878 29 May 1948 DS H [of Mattie Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Fielden D. 5 Jul 1862 5 Mar 1938 DS H [of Lizzie E. Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Fred Jr. 24 Apr 1927 20 Aug 1955 SS S "KY PFC Air Repair SQ AAF, WWII" Clearfield
Collins, Fred S. 1906 1987 DS H [Hus. of Clara B. Collins] Clearfield
Collins, Garland S, Jr. 16 May 1956 22 May 1956 SS - Lee
Collins, Garland S, Sr. 15 Oct 1917 9 Sep 1969 SS - Lee
Collins, Gary L. 12 Feb 1935 23 May 1996 MKR - Clearfield
Collins, Geneva J. 5 May 1917 2 Jun 1978 SS - Perry   MC
Collins, Grace Naomi 7 Aug 1922 26 Jan 1923 SS - [Next to Lillian Bernice Collins] Blair's   MC
Collins, Harold R. 1927 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Maxine Collins] Forest Lawn
Collins, Ivy Kathryn 22 Mar 1918 28 Mar 1988 SS - Clearfield
Collins, J. M. 12 Feb 1874 1 feb 1897 SS - Purvis
Collins, James Milton 3 Mar 1898 21 Jul 1972 SS - Purvis
Collins, Jesse - - SS H [Husb of Sarah J. Collins]Col 14 Ky Cav Purvis
Collins, Jessie 1908 1972 SS - Brown (1) 
Collins, John - - SS Baldridge (2)
Collins, John Owney 14 May 1938 23 Jul 1939 SS - "Son" Adams-Plank
Collins, Kelly 21 Jul 1930 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Maggie Faye Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Kenneth Ray 23 Apr 1921 5 Jul 1984 DS H [of Mildred E Collins]"Cpl US Army WWII" Perry   MC
Collins, Lela Mae Lame [18 Feb 1906] [18 Dec 1999] MOS W [wife of Ted Collins] Forest Lawn
Collins, Leroy 28 Sep 1901 21 Apr 1987 DS H [of Stella Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Lillian Bernice 30 Mar 1921 27 Jan 1923 SS - [Next to Grace Naomi Collins] Blair's   MC
Collins, Lizzie E. 30 Dec 1867 17 Apr 1944 DS W [of Fielden D. Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Lucy 1889 1975 DS W [of Sam H. Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Maggie Faye 17 Nov 1932 13 Nov 1966 DS - [Keep with Kelly Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Martin 30 Nov 1898 26 Jan 1967 DS H [of Cora Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Mary Lee - 5 Jul 1984 SS - "Infant" Perry   MC
Collins, Mattie 7 Aug 1883 10 Mar 1948 DS W [of F. Marion Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Maxine 1926 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Harold R. Collins] Forest Lawn
Collins, Mildred E. 12 Sep 1924 [                 ] DS W [of Kenneth Ray Collins] M:21 Jan 1942 Perry   MC
Collins, Monie L. 8 Nov 1925 [                 ] DS W [of Clayton F. Collins]"Children Brenda, Perry   MC
Collins, Morton 19 Apr 1897 10 Oct 1974 DS H [of Bessie Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Rachel 1870 1964 SS - Brown (1) 
Collins, Roy D. 1904 1975 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Perry   MC
Collins, Sam H. 1883 1966 DS H [of Lucy Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Sarah J. 6 Aug 18_6 Apr 1912 SS W "Wife of Jesse Collins" [BD not Legible] Purvis
Collins, Stella 27 Jan 1905 1 Jul 1976 DS W [of Leroy Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, W. Morton 18 May 1896 28 Jan 1967 SS - Perry   MC
Collins, Walter 1900 1961 DS H [of Dora Collins] Perry   MC
Collins, Wm. Edward 25 Aug 1942 1 Aug 1977 DS H [of Charlotte F Collins]M:31 Mar 1961 Brown (1) 
Collins, Zane 25 Aug 1934 13 Apr 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Carolyn Sorrell Collins] Forest Lawn
Collinsworth, L. A. 12 Sep 1883 8 Jul 1925 SS - New Alfrey
Colwell, Malory Ruth Ann 29 Jul 1997 29 Jul 1997 SS - Purvis
Colye, Callis H. 1910 1976 DS H [Husb. of Esther H. Colye] Forest Lawn
Colye, Esther H. 1909 1996 DS W [Wife of Callis H. Colye] Forest Lawn
Comb, Janet 1869 25 Aug 1870 SS New Alfrey
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Combs, Barbara 8 Jun 1873 8 Jun 1911 SS W [Keep with Solomon Combs]"Wife of D.C. Clearfield
Combs, Bonnie S. 21 May 1943 7 Apr 1973 SS - Siloam
Combs, Cora Lee 7 Apr 1921 27 Jun 1987 SS - Clearfield
Combs, F. C. 15 Jul 1847 15 Feb 1907 SS - [Next to Solomon Combs]"Father of D. C. Clearfield
Combs, Harrison C. 1 Sep 1924 29 Jan 1995 SS - "A gentle man, S1 US Navy WWII" Alfrey, Roll
Combs, Ida 18 Oct 18__ 28 Oct 1912 SS W [Keep with Barbara Combs]"Wife of D.C Clearfield
Combs, Inez 1934 1979 SS - Forest Lawn
Combs, Mona R. 1916 1964 SS - Forest Lawn
Combs, Solomon 22 Apr 1907 11 Jun 1922 SS S [Keep w/ Barbara Combs]"Son of D.C. Clearfield
Compton, Gustauus O. - - SS - "Corp Co. D 18 Ohio Inf" Purvis
Compton, Jewel M. 19 Jun 1922 24 Nov 1926 SS - Wyatt
Compton, Martha L. 12 Jun 1882 12 Oct 1946 - W [Wife of Thomas W. Compton] Wyatt
Compton, Opal G. 5 Aug 1916 28 Dec 1916 SS - "Daughter of Thomas & Martha Compton" Wyatt
Compton, Thomas W. 7 Sep 1876 7 Aug 1945 DS H [Husband of Martha L. Compton] Wyatt
Conley, Amanda A. 28 Nov 1881 15 Apr 1956 DS W [Wife of Willie J. Conley] Conley (1)
Conley, Bessie 11 Aug 1905 12 May 1957 SS D "Infant of W. D. Conley" Conley (1)
Conley, Billie M. 21 Jul 1930 [                 ] SS - Siloam
Conley, Brack 1 Mar 1887 7 Jul 1979 DS H [Husb. of Laura Conley] Lee
Conley, Charles - - - S [Son of Milza Conley] Conley (2) 
Conley, Chester R. 30 Jan 1916 14 Mar 1988 DS H [of  Edna Howard Conley]"Sgt Army WWII" Clearfield
Conley, Claud C. 1896 1961 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Conley, Clayton F. 16 Apr 1903 2 Jul 1945 SS - "KY Tech 5 904 Engrs" Eagle Hall  CC
Conley, Clyde W. 2 Apr 1912 5 Jan 1976 DS H [husb of Ruby C Conley] Siloam
Conley, Cora Boyd 7 Sep 1898 6 May 1988 SS - James-Jones
Conley, Dave - - - H [Husb of Sarah Ellen Fannin] Conley (2) 
Conley, Edna 17 Apr 1900 [               ] DS W [Wife of John Conley] Lee
Conley, Edna Howard 1916 1993 DS W [Wife of Chester R. Conley] Clearfield
Conley, Eliza Adams 18 Jul 1890 7 Mar 1969 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Conley, Eula M. Osborn 05 Mar 1927 [                ] SS - Trent (1) 
Conley, F. E. Chick 11 Oct 1897 2 Mar 1971 SS - Lee
Conley, Gregory Gleen 27 Sep 1986 [                 ] SS - Clearfield
Conley, Hazel C. 10 Nov 1908 18 Feb 1994 SS - James-Jones
Conley, Hazel M. 1916 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wilson Conley] Forest Lawn
Conley, Henry L. 1872 1954 SS H [2nd. Husb of Sally Butts] Boyd 
Conley, Hershel B. 16 Dec 1939 1 May 1985 MKR - Clearfield
Conley, Ina 1875 1909 SS W "Wife of J. W. Conley" Eagle Hall  CC
Conley, Infant [            ] [            ] STN - [Info. from Betty Jo Davis] Bailey
Conley, Jack [G] 10 Feb 1938 [                  ] DS - [With Mattie Hamilton] Clearfield
Conley, John 10 Mar 1899 25 Nov 1959 DS H [Husb. of Edna Conley] Lee
Conley, John F. 30 Oct 1907 22 Dec 1996 SS - Forest Lawn
Conley, Josh 1891 1967 DS H [Husb of Lucy Conley] Clearfield
Conley, June Ann 22 Dec 1947 14 Sep 1981 SS - Adams-Plank
Conley, Laredo Dorothy 18 Nov 1914 25 Oct 1995 SS - [Laredo Dorothy Blackburn Conley] Lee
Conley, Larry 1949 1952 SS - Brown (1) 
Conley, Laura 11 Nov 1891 24 Dec 1982 DS W [Wife of Brack Conley] Lee
Conley, Laura P. 6 Apr 1906 [                ] DS W [Wife of Willis E. Conley] Purvis
Conley, Leonard 16 May 1904 8 Jun 1923 SS S "Son of J. F. & Susie Conley" Eagle Hall  CC
Conley, Lucy 1916 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Josh Conley] Clearfield
Conley, Malinda 1852 28 May 1913 DS W "Wife of  S. V. Conley" Hamilton
Conley, Manda 23 Jan 1875 28 Feb 1934 SS W [Wife of H. L. Conley] Eagle Hall  CC
Conley, Milza - - - D [Dau of Dave & Sarah Conley Day] Conley (2) 
Conley, Myrtle L. 1897 1963 DS - [Keep with of Ruby D. Conley] Caudill (1) 
Conley, Nellie 7 Mar 1920 22 Jan 1989 SS - New Sill
Conley, Rena Ellen - - - D [Dau of Milza Conley] Conley (2) 
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Conley, Robert D. 12 Jun 1908 10 Mar 1986 DS H [Rosa M. Conley]PFC  U.S. Army WWII Stewart
Conley, Rosa M. 1917 1986 DS W [Robert D. Conley] Stewart
Conley, Ruby C. 7 Feb 1912 7 May 1975 DS W [Wife of Clyde W. Conley] Siloam
Conley, Ruby D. 1895 [                ] DS - [Keep with Myrtle L. Conley] Caudill (1) 
Conley, Rudy 29 Apr 1936 26 Dec 1954 SS - Lee
Conley, Russell 7 Oct 1909 18 Oct 1981 SS - Conley (1)
Conley, S. V. 3 Jan 1853 24 May 1915 DS H [Husb of Malinda Conley] Hamilton
Conley, Sarah Ellen Fannin W [Wife of Dave Conley] Conley (2) 
Conley, Thomas 22 Feb 1960 10 Apr 1982 SS - Clearfield
Conley, Victor 9 Oct 1928 30 Jul 1950 SS S "Son of Willis Conley" Purvis
Conley, Wiley F. 28 Jan 1935 4 Dec 1991 SS - "Pvt USMC Korea" Siloam
Conley, William David 31 Dec 1903 23 Jan 1976 SS - Conley (1)
Conley, William Paul 26 Aug 1940 13 Dec 1968 SS - "PFC US Army" Siloam
Conley, Willie J. 18 Dec 1882 15 Aug 1959 DS H [Husb of Amanda A. Conley] Conley (1)
Conley, Willis E. 11 Sep 1908 7 Mar 1970 DS H [Husb. of Laura P. Conley] Purvis
Conley, Wilson 1914 1978 DS H [Husb. of Hazel M. Conley] Forest Lawn
Conn, Andrew J. 16 Aug 1895 21 Jan 1977 SS - [Next to Nancy J. Conn] Masters
Conn, Anthony Randall 11 Feb 1974 28 Feb 1996 SS S "Son of Randall Conn" Conn-Bradley  CC
Conn, Arlene Johnson 11 Sep 1923 3 Jun 1997 DS W [wife of Raymond L. Conn, Sr.] Conn (2) 
Conn, Arthur 1921 1979 SS H
"Grand Parent of Eric Anthony Conn"[Husb 
of Nellie Conn Evans] Conn-Bradley  CC
Conn, B. F. 4 Jul 1847 7 Mar 1920 SS H [Husb. of Lucretia Conn] Caudill (4)
Conn, Bennie M. 13 Jul 1910 6 Dec 1979 DS H [Husb of Ella Conn]"PFC US Army WWII" Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Bill 10 Sep 1906 04 Aug 1995 SS - Fraley (1)
Conn, Bill 13 Jul 1900 8 Feb 1983 DS H [Husb of Virgie Mae Conn] Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Billy 30 Nov 1922 24 Feb 1989 DS H [Husb of Faye Conn]"PFC US Army WWII" Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Bobby Harold 30 Jan 1933 30 Aug 1992 DS H
[Husb of Connie Jones]"PFC US Army 
Korea" Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Cecil 13 Feb 1905 22 Jan 1922 SS - New Sill
Conn, Charles A. 29 Jul 1896 2_ Sep 1898 SS S "Son of J. S. & Effie Conn" Caudill (4)
Conn, Charles C. 1886 1960 DS H [Husband of Pearl F. Conn] New Sill
Conn, Charles Wayne 30 May 1960 16 Sep 1964 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Charlie 20 Dec 1895 31 May 1983 SS - Carey 
Conn, Charlie 20 Dec 1895 31 May 1983 SS - [Next to Stella Conn] Cassity (2) 
Conn, Choncie 12 Apr 1913 29 Jun 1977 DS H [Husb. of Luveta Conn] Purvis
Conn, Christeen Cooper 23 Jun 1924 [                ] DS W [Wife of James Spencer Conn, Jr] Purvis
Conn, Cleo A. 1919 1943 SS - New Sill
Conn, Connie Jones 16 Sep 1933 [                ] DS W [Wife of Bobby Harold Conn] Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Delilah 9 Oct 1898 31 Mar 1916 SS - "Wife of Elisha Conn" Purvis
Conn, Delmar D. 26 Feb 1963 24 Aug 1978 SS - Catron
Conn, Dessa D. 22 Feb 1901 6 Jul 1919 SS D "Dau of B.F. Conn & Lucretia Conn" Caudill (4)
Conn, Edith Jewell Crum 25 Jan 1930 20 Sep 1999 PLQ M [of Roger Allen Crum & Helen Holder] Brown (1) 
Conn, Edna B. 11 May 1910 14 Feb 1977 SS [W] [Frank Conn]  "Mother" Catron
Conn, Effie 13 Nov 1887 11 Apr 1942 DS W [Wife of J. S. Conn] Caudill (4)
Conn, Elizabeth 14 May 1869 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Samuel Conn] Carey 
Conn, Ell 16 May 1901 10 Feb 1997 SS - Catron
Conn, Ella 16 Sep 1907 [                ] DS W [Wife of Bennie M. Conn] "Mother" Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Eric Dewayne 12 Aug 1983 28 Mar 1984 SS S "Son of Randall Conn" Conn-Bradley  CC
Conn, Etta S. 5 Sep 1908 3 Feb 1989 DS W [Wife of John Allen Conn] Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Eugene 9 Apr 1938 24 Feb 1969 SS - Catron
Conn, Faye 1939 [                ] DS W [Wife of Billy Conn]"M: 18 Oct 1979" Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Frank 15 Aug 1896 24 Feb 1989 SS [H] [Edna B. Conn] "Father" Catron
Conn, Frelon H. 1912 1989 DS H [husb of Myrtle M. Conn] Conn (2) 
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Conn, Geneva Christine 13 Dec 1925 30 Nov 1927 SS - Hamilton
Conn, Harve 3 May 1904 16 Mar 1966 SS - [buried next to Stella Conn] Clearfield
Conn, Hattie 1939 1997 PLK - Fraley (1)
Conn, Hollie 8 Feb 1933 15 Dec 1983 SS - "CPL US Army Korea" Catron
Conn, Huston 17 Aug 1933 28 Aug 1933 SS S [Son of R. S. & Rissie Conn] New Sill
Conn, Ida 1888 1975 DS W [Wife of Willis Conn] Purvis
Conn, Ilia B. 1883 1955 DS H [Husb of Mary Thomas & Rosa M. Conn] Hamilton
Conn, Infant 12 Apr 1927 12 Apr 1927 SS - Purvis
Conn, J. S. 25 Nov 1866 22 Dec 1944 DS H [Husb. of Effie Conn] Caudill (4)
Conn, Jack "Pod" 1895 1977 - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Conn, James Lyman 12 Sep 1930 30 Aoct 1942 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, James Preston 9 Dec 1914 19 Feb 1971 SS - Conn (2) 
Conn, James Spencer 1883 1929 DS H [Husband of Nancy Jane Conn] Purvis
Conn, James Spencer, Jr. 27 Apr 1928 3 Jun 1990 DS H [Husb. of Christeen Cooper Conn] Purvis
Conn, John A. 8 Sep 1833 26 Jul 18_4 SS H [Husb. of Rebeckie Conn] Caudill (4)
Conn, John Allen 26 Oct 1905 13 Aug 1988 DS H [Husb of Etta S. Conn] Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, John Curtis 12 Mar 1917 [                ] DS H [Ruby Skaggs Conn] Conn (1) 
Conn, Johnnie 26 Nov 1877 6 Dec 1915 SS - Kegley   EC
Conn, Kendall H. 1882 1965 DS H [Husband of Minerva Conn] Caudill (1) 
Conn, Lena Opal 25 Jul 1911 31 Oct 1918 SS - "Age 7, 3 months, 6 days" Hamilton
Conn, Lillian 5 Mar 1930 28 Mar 1987 SS D [Frank & Edna Conn] "Daughter" Catron
Conn, Linda 1924 1957 SS - "Daughter" Purvis
Conn, Lucinda 20 Aug 1858 7 May 1948 SS - "Mother" Conn (1) 
Conn, Lucretia 21 Sep 1856 12 Jun 1913 SS W "Wife of B. F. Conn" Caudill (4)
Conn, Luster 13 Mar 1865 3 Mar 1932 DS H [Minnie Conn] Catron
Conn, Luveta 1 Feb 1919 [                ] DS W [Wife of Choncie Conn] Purvis
Conn, Marcus 5 Jan 1888 31 Aug 1943 SS F New Sill
Conn, Marey L. 1892 1985 DS W [Wife of Robert F. Conn] "Mother Cranston
Conn, Martha 27 Mar 1869 16 Jan 1949 DS W [Wife of Melvin Conn] Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Martha E. 4 Feb 1884 27 Jan 1942 SS W "Stephen H. Conn" Conn (1) 
Conn, Mary Frances 23 Oct 1882 17 Sep 1910 SS - Kegley   EC
Conn, Mary Thomas 19 Apr 1890 22 Apr 1940 SS W [1st.] "Wife of I. B. Conn] Hamilton
Conn, Maston 22 Feb 1870 28 Feb 1958 DS H [husb of Mollie Conn] Conn (2) 
Conn, Megie 24 Mar 1897 31 Mar 1917 SS W "Wife of Frank Conn" Caudill (4)
Conn, Melvin 9 Oct 1865 10 Feb 1938 DS H [Husb of Martha Conn] Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Minerva 1882 1944 DS W [Wife of Kendall H. Conn] Caudill (1) 
Conn, Minnie 14 July 1875 19 Jul 1939 DS W [Lester Conn] Catron
Conn, Minnie 1908 1937 SS - Caudill (1) 
Conn, Mollie 18 Jul 1885 7 Mar 1953 DS W [wife of Maston Conn] Conn (2) 
Conn, Mollie E. 21 Sep 1907 25 Feb 1968 SS - Fraley (1)
Conn, Myrtie 1905 1986 DS W [Sherman Conn]  "Mother" Conn (1) 
Conn, Myrtle M. 16 Jan 1934 1 Jun 1981 SS - Adams-Plank
Conn, Myrtle M. 1917 1994 DS W [wife of Frelon H. Conn] Conn (2) 
Conn, Nancy J. 12 Jan 1871 25 Feb 1967 SS - [Next to Andrew J. Conn] Masters
Conn, Nancy Jane 10 Dec 1892 22 Jul 1982 DS W [Wife of James Spencer Conn] Purvis
Conn, Nellie 1920 1974 DS W [Wife of Robert W. Conn] New Sill
Conn, Ollie Ray 6 Jun 1931 17 Jan 1932 SS S "Son of Allen & Ettie Conn" Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, Oma F. 21 Dec 1910 15 Feb 1990 DS W [Wife of Roll Conn] M: 11 Aug 1934 Brown (1) 
Conn, Ora A. 1921 1958 SS - "Dear Husband" Hamilton
Conn, Pearl F. 1895 1984 DS W [Wife of Charles C. Conn] New Sill
Conn, Pearlie M. 1897 1979 DS W [Wife of Robert L. Conn] Forest Lawn
Conn, Randolph R. 19 Apr 1918 5 Feb 1991 SS - [US Army  WWII] New Sill
Conn, Raymond L., Sr. 8 Sep 1916 5 Jan 1945 DS H
[husb of Arlene Johnson Conn]"KY PFC 
Glider INF BR DIV WWII" Conn (2) 
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Conn, Rebeckie 30 Oct 1838 9 Jul 1894 SS W "Wife of John A. Conn" Caudill (4)
Conn, Rissie E. 1898 1956 DS W [Wife of Robert S. Conn] New Sill
Conn, Rissie Helen 17 Aug 1940 [                ] SS - New Sill
Conn, Robert F. 1887 1942 DS H [Husb. of Marey Conn] "Father" Cranston
Conn, Robert L. 1893 1987 DS H [Husb. of Pearlie M. Conn] Forest Lawn
Conn, Robert S. 1894 1965 DS H [Husband of Rissie E. Conn] New Sill
Conn, Robert W. 1919 [                ] DS H [Husband of Nellie Conn] New Sill
Conn, Roll 18 Oct 1910 20 Sep 1984 DS H [Husb. of Oma F. Conn] Brown (1) 
Conn, Ronald D. 11 Apr 1943 11 Apr 1943 SS - Carey 
Conn, Rosa M. 1902 1998 DS W [2nd. wife of Ilia B. Conn] Hamilton
Conn, Roy Lee 21 Sep 1913 10 Jul 1971 SS - Purvis
Conn, Rrance 20 Mar 1920 17 Nov 1918 SS - Carey 
Conn, Ruby Skaggs 12 Sep 1918 2 Sep 1923 DS W [John Curtis Conn] Conn (1) 
Conn, Samuel 20 May 1861 2 Dec 1940 DS H [Hus of Elizabeth Conn] Carey 
Conn, Sarah S. 29 SEP 1862 20 Jan 1931 SS - New Sill
Conn, Sherman 1905 1987 DS H [Myrtie Conn]  "Father" Conn (1) 
Conn, Sherman T. 25 Dec 1908 9 Jul 1983 SS - Carey 
Conn, Stella 22 Apr 1895 30 Dec 1957 SS - Carey 
Conn, Stella 22 Apr 1895 30 Dec 1957 SS - [Next to Charlie Conn] Cassity (2) 
Conn, Stella 1 Feb 1912 17 May 1978 SS - [buried next to Harve Conn] Clearfield
Conn, Stephen H. 16 Dec 1878 26 Feb 1964 SS - [Martha E. Conn] "Father" Conn (1) 
Conn, Tillman 28 Mar 1862 4 Feb 1934 SS - Masters
Conn, Vernan 5 Jun 1933 25 Aug 1993 SS - Cranston
Conn, Viola 1922 1923 SS D "Dau of J. S. & Effie Conn" Caudill (4)
Conn, Viola 7 Dec 1911 31 Dec 1911 SS D "Dau. of Spencer & Nannie Conn" Purvis
Conn, Virgie Mae 14 Nov 1896 13 Oct 1979 DS W [Wife of Bill Conn] Conn-Evans  CC
Conn, W. H. 22 Aug 1852 7 July 1934 SS - New Sill
Conn, William 1835 1898 SS - Conn, William
Conn, William C. 4 Dec 1915 17 Jul 1917 SS S "Son of R. & Vadie Conn" Caudill (4)
Conn, William Walter 1890 1974 SS - Cranston
Conn, Willie 04 Jul 1930 29 Mar 1964 SS - Fraley (1)
Conn, Willis 1879 1940 DS H [Husb. of Ida Conn] Purvis
Conn, Zella Maye 1 Feb 1916 2 Nov 1918 SS D [Daughter of Charles C. & Pearl F. Conn] New Sill
Conway, Edward 22 Feb 1912 17 Jun 1913 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. C. A. Brown" Lee
Conyers, Alex Dunlap 24 May 1930 5 Mar 1993 DS H [of Edith P Conyers]"Army Korea" Forest Lawn
Conyers, Edith Prewitt 7 Nov 1928 5 Mar 1993 DS W [of Alex D Conyers]"Navy Korea" Forest Lawn
Cook, Alonzo 16 Jan 1879 28 Jan 1923 SS S
[Marker ? Son of James M. Cook & 
Marsalete Padgett. Informer: Sherman M. 
Cook] Slaty Point
Cook, America T. 16 Nov 1857 14 Jun 1929 SS W "Wife of W. W. Cook" Slaty Point
Cook, Arizana 27 Mar 1872 7 Aug 1874 SS D "Daug. of James & Mar… Cook" Slaty Point
Cook, Becky 15 Feb 1837 30 Aug 1917 SS -
[Marker ?  wife of Isaac Cook, M: 18 Sep 
1852. Informer: David Jarrels Slaty Point
Cook, Doris M. 1928 1985 DS - "daughter" Hogtown
Cook, Elizabeth 2 Oct 1841 - QS W [Wife of William W. Cook] Slaty Point
Cook, Ellen 7 Mar 1830 31 May 1899 SS - Slaty Point
Cook, Ethel Logan 1 Aug 1899 6 Jul 1937 SS W "Wife of Duff Cook" Logan  CC
Cook, James 18 May 1844 14 Sep 1919 SS S
[Marker ? Son Of Barney Taylor & Mary 
Ann Cook.  Informer: Alonzo Cook, son of 
James Cook] Slaty Point
Cook, Joseph 12 Nov 1829 27 Jun 1904 SS - Slaty Point
Cook, Joseph 27 Sep 1873 15 Feb 1894 QS S [Son of William W. & Elizabeth Cook] Slaty Point
Cook, Josephine 2 Sep 1879 4 Apr 1885 SS D "Daug. of Isaac & R. Cook" Slaty Point
Cook, Mamie E. 10 Jul 1882 16 Apr 1883 SS D "Daug. of W. W. & C. M. Cook" Slaty Point
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Cook, Mary Ann 5 Feb 1874 10 Apr 1910 SS - "Dau of James & Marsaleet Cook" Slaty Point
Cook, Thomas 26 Jun 1869 18 Oct 1906 QS S [Son of William W. & Elizabeth Cook] Slaty Point
Cook, Thomas R. [                ] 18 Feb 1878 SS S "Son of Joseph & E. Cook" Slaty Point
Cook, William 25 Dec 1839 8 Oct 1887 QS H [Husb of Elizabeth Cook] Slaty Point
Cooper, Allie [                ] [                ] SS - [Unmarked, mother of Orville] Markwell
Cooper, Annie C. Holbrook 10 Jan 1926 [               ] SS - Lee
Cooper, Annis 10 Dec 1844 30 May 1882 SS W "Wife of G. W. Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, Arlie 1915 1918 SS D "Daughter" Blanton-White
Cooper, Arnold 1914 1950 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Arthur T. 26 May 1916 14 Jan 1945 SS - "Sgt US Army, WWII" Adams-Plank
Cooper, Bessie 1905 1982 DS W [Wife of Wilbert Cooper] Forest Lawn
Cooper, Beulah M. 1907 1997 SS - "Loved by all who knew her" Caudill (1) 
Cooper, Cecil F. 3 Jan 1922 25 Dec 1987 DS H [Husb. of Juanita B. Cooper] Forest Lawn
Cooper, Cecil R. 12 Sep 1917 6 Jul 1965 SS - Ky S Sgt Co. A 118 Med BN BSM  WWII Purvis
Cooper, Charles A. 23 Apr 1910 13 Nov 1980 DS H
[1st. Husb. of Edna Cooper] CPL US Army 
WWII Cranston
Cooper, Charlottie 20 Jul 1889 21 Feb 1920 SS W "Wife of Herbert Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, Chester [                ] [                ] TS S "Infant of Ralph & Sema Cooper] Blanton-White
Cooper, Chester F. 25 Dec 1903 12 Dec 1980 DS H [of Ona L. Cooper] Caudill (2)
Cooper, Clarinda 6 Jul 1846 17 Oct 1888 SS W "Wife of Ephraim Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, Cordila 7 Jan 1886 9 Oct 1956 DS W [Wife of Edgar H. Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Douglas J. 18 Jun 1924 6 Dec 1991 DS H [Husb.of Laura J. Cooper] "US Army" Williams (2)
Cooper, Dovie Dickerson 3 Jan 1898 - SS - Lee
Cooper, Early G. 22 Aug 1892 28 Mar 1965 DS H [Husb. of Marguerite Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Edgar H. 26 Sep 1881 11 Jun 1974 DS H [Husb. of Cordila Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Edna Cloe 1916 1947 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Edna E. 28 Jul 1930 2 Nov 2000 DS W
[wife of 1st. Husb. Charles A. Cooper] M: 2 
Jan 1951 Cranston
Cooper, Edna L. 12 May 1935 20 Mar 1946 SS - Caudill (2)
Cooper, Eliza 30 Sep 1860 11 Jul 1903 SS W "Wife of M. C. Cooper" Caudill (4)
Cooper, Ellen 26 May 1884 28 Mar 1905 SS D "Dau. of T. B. & Sarah H. Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, Ephraim 2 Mar 1844 16 Apr 1923 SS H [Husb. of Clarinda Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Ervin Christopher 14 Feb 1922 3 Apr 1990 SS - Lee
Cooper, Etta 20 Sep 1900 14 Dec 1934 SS W [Wife of Venton Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Eugene [                ] [                ] TS S "Infant of Ralph & Sema Cooper] Blanton-White
Cooper, Everett 21 May 1905 27 Jul 1984 DS H [Husband of Rosa Mae Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Flora T. 1909 1965 DS W [Wife of Roy Herman Cooper] Forest Lawn
Cooper, Flossie 1939 1994 DS W [Wife of Paul R. Cooper] Forest Lawn
Cooper, Frank 20 May 1855 30 Nov 1939 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Fredie 1924 1930 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Garnelia 7 Jul 1884 23 Sep 1902 SS W "Wife of A. Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, George E. 29 Jun 1904 21 Feb 1909 SS S "L. L. & M." Pine Hill
Cooper, Gilbert Wilson [                ] 24 Mar 1953 SS - "Cpt US Army" Cranston
Cooper, Gladys 9 Sep 1915 17 Oct 1989 DS W Wife of John Cooper] "M: 4 Jan 1944" Williams (2)
Cooper, Harlen G. 1881 1958 DS H [Husband of Mary F. Cooper] Caudill (1) 
Cooper, Harley 1911 1912 SS S "Son" Blanton-White
Cooper, Henry 21 Feb 1918 22 Dec 1942 SS - Adams-Plank
Cooper, Hiner Elwood 16 Feb 1918 21 Mar 1996 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Purvis
Cooper, Hiram 25 Mar 1865 22 Jun 1887 SS S "Son of Ephraim & Clarinda Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, Infant 17 Feb 1929 17 Feb 1929 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Infant Son 27 May 1897 27 May 1897 SS - Purvis
Cooper, J. W. 1857 1900 SS - Purvis
Cooper, James A. 1934 1976 SS S "Son of Everett Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, Jimmy 29 Sep 1960 10 Feb 1974 SS - "Son" Cranston
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Cooper, John 16 Sep 1910 2 Jul 1990 DS H [Husb. of Gladys Cooper] PFC US Army Williams (2)
Cooper, Juanita B. 1926 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Cecil F. Cooper] Forest Lawn
Cooper, Lake Cornett 9 Jan 1923 17 Mar 1997 DS W [wife of Warren H. Cooper] Caudill (2)
Cooper, Laura J. 31 Dec 1931 [                ] DS W [Wife of Douglas J. Cooper] Williams (2)
Cooper, Leo 8 Jun 1927 6 Sep 1989 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Leslie 1892 1984 DS H [Husb. of Rebecca Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Lewis A. 31 Dec 1893 28 Dec 1917 SS S "Son of Thomas & Martha Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, Lillian Adkins 
Howard 23 Dec 1920 29 Jan 1998 DS W [Wife of Mack Howard] Lee
Cooper, Lovell Odell 29 May 1911 7 Mar 1913 SS S "Son of Louise & Robert Cooper" Sardis
Cooper, Lydie Ann 2 Dec 1854 18 Apr 1948 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Malachi 1850 1929 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Marguerite 22 Apr 1894 25 Jun 1974 DS W [Wife of Early G. Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Martha [7 Mar 1887] [<Nov 1905] UM [W]
[1st, wife of William Ed Cole Johnson, the 
original stone was lost] Pine Hill
Cooper, Martha 24 Aug 1872 10 Jun 1937 DS W [Wife of Thomas Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Martha 7 Nov 1890 9 Nov 1983 DS W [Wife of Tommie Cooper] Stigall (1) 
Cooper, Marvin V. 27 Sep 1923 12 Jun 1925 SS S "Son of Venton & Etta Cooper" Purvis
Cooper, Mary F. 1884 1963 DS W [Wife of Harlen G. Cooper] Caudill (1) 
Cooper, Mary J. 1822 Sep 1888 SS W "Wife of G. W. Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Mildred M. 20 Dec 1918 17 Mar 1925 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Ned [                 ] 1911 SS S "Son" Blanton-White
Cooper, Nola 1912 1927 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Ollie 9 Sep 1909 27 Apr 1970 SS - Brown (1) 
Cooper, Olun G. 14 Jan 1917 31 Oct 1946 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Omer Wesley 13 Aug 1905 19 May 1989 SS - Caudill (2)
Cooper, Ona L. 1 Jun 1902 25 Feb 1990 DS W [of Chester F. Cooper] Caudill (2)
Cooper, Ora Clifford 4 Jul 1914 19 Aug 1914 SS S "Son of Louise & Robert Cooper" Sardis
Cooper, Ora Sam 1929 1991 DS H [Husb. of Vaughnneita Stanley Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Orville 1917 1919 SS - Blanton-White
Cooper, Orville Shelton 1907 1981 SS - Markwell
Cooper, Paul R. 1940 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Flossie Cooper] Forest Lawn
Cooper, Racheal [                ] [                ] TS D "Infant of Ralph & Sema Cooper] Blanton-White
Cooper, Ralph 28 Jan 1887 26 Jan 1970 DS H [Husb. of Sena Cooper] Sardis
Cooper, Raymond L. 1923 1986 SS - "S1 US Navy" Purvis
Cooper, Rebecca 1900 1972 DS W [Wife of Leslie Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Reck 1879 1965 DS H [of Ritta Cooper] Caudill (2)
Cooper, Ritta 1873 1955 DS W [of Rick Cooper] Caudill (2)
Cooper, Robert 1892 1966 DS H [Husband of Sallie Cooper] Adams-Plank
Cooper, Robert 20 Jan 1933 21 Jan 1933 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Rosa Mae 9 Jul 1905 20 Mar 1979 DS W [Wife of Everett Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Rosie W. Tacket 3 Oct 1889 12 Nov 1977 DS W "Wife of Samuel F. Cooper" Blanton-White
Cooper, Roy Herman 1906 1985 DS H [Husb. of Flora T. Cooper] Forest Lawn
Cooper, Sallie 1899 1976 DS W [Wife of Robert Cooper] Adams-Plank
Cooper, Samuel 11 May 1920 14 Dec 1952 SS - "Ky. CPL Co. H 12 Inf. Div. WWII" Molton
Cooper, Samuel F. 22 Jun 1885 15 Jan 1920 DS H "Husband of Rosie W. Tacket Cooper" Blanton-White
Cooper, Sena 12 Oct 1895 15 Jan 1979 DS W [Wife of Ralph Cooper] Sardis
Cooper, Thomas 4 Mar 1860 6 Jan 1951 DS H [Husb. of Martha Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Thurman 1908 1995 SS - Purvis
Cooper, Tommie 26 Feb 1887 8 Jul 1959 DS H [Husband of Martha Cooper] Stigall (1) 
Cooper, Vaughnneita Stanly 1934 [                ] DS W [Wife of Ora Sam Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Venton 30 Dec 1895 29 Mar 1988 SS H [Husb. of Etta Cooper] Purvis
Cooper, Walter Douglas [7 Dec 1951] [30 Nov 1999] PLQ H/F [Husb of Ginger Combs Cooper] Sardis
Cooper, Wamneti 30 Apr 1916 23 Mar 1920 SS D "Dau. of Luther & Dovie Cooper" Purvis
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Cooper, Warren H. 5 Oct 1920 [               ] DS H [Husb of Lake Cornett Cooper] Caudill (2)
Cooper, Wilbert 1909 1996 DS H [Husb. of Bessie Cooper] Forest Lawn
Cooper, William F. 26 Jun 1923 7 Mar 1955 SS - "Pvt Btry D 102 Catng Cen WWII" Sardis
Cooper, William H. 18 Oct 1829 Jan 1885 SS [Civil War Veteran] Cooper (2)
Copper, Mary J. 1863 1887 SS - Purvis
Cordelia, unknown 12 Jan 1892 18 Feb 1982 SS - [Beside DeWitt and behind Bertha White] Clearfield
Cornet, Infant 30 Dec 1904 30 Dec 1904 SS - [Infant of J.W. & Martha Cornet] Hogtown
Cornet, Sam'l - - SS - "Corpl. Co. B 47 KY Inf." Poston
Cornett, Barbara L. 1938 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Bobby M. Cornett] Brown (1) 
Cornett, Bobby M. 1934 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Barbara L. Cornett] Brown (1) 
Cornett, C. B. Burrhead 18 Dec 1920 14 Sep 1981 TS H [of Irene Cornett]"Marine Corps WWII" Brown (1) 
Cornett, Callie - - SS - Forest Lawn
Cornett, Cletta Mae 2 Jan 1918 24 Apr 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Willard Cornett] Caudill (1) 
Cornett, Edward F. 3 Jan 1921 9 Oct 1922 SS S "Son of Frank & Eunice Cornett" Clark (1) 
Cornett, Elza J. 2 Jan 1911 17 Jun 1967 DS H [Husb. of Goldie Cornett] Brown (1) 
Cornett, Elzie [                 ] [                 ] SS - Clearfield
Cornett, Eunice Irene 10 Mar 1900 4 Jul 1979 DS W [Wife of Frank Cornett] Clark (1) 
Cornett, Frank 10 Aug 1893 7 Jan 1988 DS H
[H. of Eunice Cornett]"CPL US Army 
WWI" Clark (1) 
Cornett, George E. M. 27 Apr 1886 31 Dec 1891 SS S "Son of S.J. & N.J. Cornett" Carey 
Cornett, Glendall Wayne 13 Nov 1964 28 Nov 1997 PLQ - Brown (1) 
Cornett, Goldie 13 Nov 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Elza J. Cornett] Brown (1) 
Cornett, Hannah Jane - 25 Apr 1990 SS - [birth or death date?] Forest Lawn
Cornett, Irene [                 ] [                 ] TS W [Wife of C. B. Cornett] Brown (1) 
Cornett, Jeannie 2 Mar 1963 1 Oct 1981 TS D "Collie Jean .. R.C. Lady Viking 1975-" Brown (1) 
Cornett, Jesse Woodford 1967 1968 SS - Brown (1) 
Cornett, John W. 1873 1958 DS H [Husband of Martha A. Cornett] Caudill (1) 
Cornett, Martha A. 1876 19__ DS W [Wife of John W. Cornett] Caudill (1) 
Cornett, Rita Sue 20 Dec 1943 2 Mar 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Windell Cornett] Brown (1) 
Cornett, Talt 1902 1984 SS - Forest Lawn
Cornett, Wendell 17 Jul 1941 16 Sep 1978 SS H [Husb of Rita Sue Cornett] Brown (1) 
Cornette, Bessie C. 24 Dec 1906 5 May 1939 DS W [Wife of Robert J. Cornette] Cornette
Cornette, Carrie 22 Jun 1894 16 Oct 1966 DS W [Wife of Oscar Cornette] Lee
Cornette, D. B. 1858 1941 SS - [Next to of Susan Cornette] Lee
Cornette, Dora 1893 1897 SS - Community
Cornette, Earl 1896 1918 SS - Lee
Cornette, Elsie Lee Hogge 1909 1989 SS - Lee
Cornette, Forest L. 1891 1967 SS - Lee
Cornette, Oscar 23 Jul 1888 2 Jan 1965 DS H [Husb. of Carrie Cornette] Lee
Cornette, Robert J. 22 Aug 1900 27 Aug 1937 DS H [Husb. of Bessie C. Cornette] Cornette
Cornette, Roy 1902 1981 SS - Lee
Cornette, Stella 1900 1968 SS - Lee
Cornette, Susan 1863 1948 SS - [Next to D. B. Cornette] Lee
Cornette, Ward L. 1893 1967 SS - Lee
Cornette, William E. 16 Dec 1922 7 Oct 1956 SS - "KY PRC 194 Clider Inf WWII B5M-PH Brown (1) 
Cornwell, Bylle Deane 19 Nov 1933 26 Jun 1934 SS - Caudill (1) 
Cornwell, Edward Dean 15 Mar 1906 30 Mar 1982 DS H [Husband of Nell Caudill Cornwell] Caudill (1) 
Cornwell, Nell Caudill 4 Dec 1914 1 Nov 1986 DS W [Wife of Edward Dean Cornwell] Caudill (1) 
Costicon, Nora F. 3 Mar 1885 24 Sep 1886 SS D "Daug. of J. & M. Costicon" Slaty Point
Cottle, Bernie H. 1895 1981 DS H [Husband of Lucy C. Cottle] Caudill (1) 
Cottle, John W. 29 Mar 1868 2 May 1904 SS - Town   EC
Cottle, Lucy C. 1895 1976 DS W [Wife of Bernie H. Cottle] Caudill (1) 
Cox, Abigail 30 May 1870 30 Nov 1947 SS - Cox (2) 
Cox, Anna Mae 18 Jul 1914 10 Jul 1915 SS - Cox (2) 
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Cox, Arlen 9 Aug 1910 23 Sep 1996 DS H [of Gladys Cox]"Pvt US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Cox, Arthur 9 Nov 1902 23 Aug 1916 SS S "Son of Tabus B. & Elizabeth May Cox" Christian
Cox, Arvel 13 Jul 1937 30 Jan 1937 SS S [Son of Willis & Missouri Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Ava 23 Aug 1893 5 Oct 1956 DS W [Wife of Henry Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Bertha 1911 1980 DS W [Wife of David Cox] Forest Lawn
Cox, Bess 22 Mar 1901 20 Apr 1992 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Beulah Mae 7 May 1925 28 Aug 1987 SS - New Sill
Cox, Chalmer 6 Apr 1934 14 Sep 1935 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Charles W. 1904 1991 PLQ - "Aged 87" Maddox-Hamm
Cox, Charles, Sr. 1901 1987 PLK - Click
Cox, Charlie - - - PLQ [Unmarked but known to be Charlie Cox] Stigall (2)
Cox, Choster 28 Mar 1922 01 Dec 1923 SS - Son of Henry & Meda Cox Cox (2) 
Cox, Corene 25 Jan 1919 8 Oct 1997 DS W [Wife of Lowell Cox] McDaniel   EC
Cox, Daniel (JR) 6 May 1932 7 Apr 1949 SS - New Sill
Cox, David 1894 1977 DS H [Husb. of Bertha Cox] Forest Lawn
Cox, Easter [                 ] 1901 SS - "Wife of Nathan Cox" Jennings
Cox, Edd 9 May 1888 19 Apr 1963 DS H [Husb. of Mary Cox] Brown (1) 
Cox, Edgar J. 23 Sep 1917 8 May 1985 SS - New Sill
Cox, Elizabeth M 21 Feb 1898 19 Feb 1971 DS W [Wife of Nelson C. Cox] Moore   EC
Cox, Elizabeth May 20 Nov 1878 7 Jan 1945 DS W [Wife of Tabus Cox] Christian
Cox, Estill L. 1 Jul 1943 1 Jul 1943 SS - Jackson Family 
Cox, Everett 1901 1974 DS H [Husband of Monnie J. Cox] Cox (1) 
Cox, Flora J. 8 Dec 1894 6 Dec 1920 SS - Lyon
Cox, Frances A. 10 Sep 1917 29 Feb 1920 SS D [Daughter of Henry & Ava Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Frances Ann 10 Oct 1867 17 Aug 1936 SS W "Wife of Rev. Wesley Cox" Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Freddie 21 Jan 1917 22 Jan 1917 SS - Christian
Cox, Gary Edward 1958 1984 SS - Forest Lawn
Cox, Genevie 11 Dec 1918 22 Mar 1921 DS - Sister, Child of Lother & Stella Cox Cox (2) 
Cox, Gertrude 6 Jun 1922 9 Nov 1982 DS W [Wife of Orville J. Cox] Brown (1) 
Cox, Gladys 4 Mar 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Arlen Cox] Brown (1) 
Cox, Gladys M. 28 Mar 1929 7 Jul 1997 DS W [of Junior Cox] "M: 13 Nov 1944" Bear Church   EC
Cox, Gregory Allen 10 Jul 1974 10 Jul 1974 SS - "Infant" New Sill
Cox, Henry 20 Sep 1891 10 Sep 1979 DS H [Husband of Ava Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Henry 1891 1968 DS H [Husband of Meda Cox] New Sill
Cox, Henry Roscoe 28 Jan 1903 6 Aug 1966 SS H [Husb. of Nola Cox] Brown (1) 
Cox, Howard 22 Mar 1936 3 Apr 1978 SS S "Son of John & Laura Cox" Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Ilene McDaniel 22 Feb 1920 [               ] DS W [Wife of Scotland Cox] McDaniel (2)
Cox, Infant [                 ] [                 ] SS - "Infant of Tabus B. & Elizabeth May Cox" Christian
Cox, Infant 28 Mar 1909 31 Mar 1909 SS - "Infant of Wesley & Fannie Cox" Crix Cemetery:
Cox, J. Oliver 2 Aug 1897 29 Jan 1919 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Jennie [Barricks] 1898 1982 DS W [Wife of Leslie A. Cox] Christian
Cox, John 3 Mar 1896 8 Apr 1936 DS H [Husband of Laura Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Cox, John M. 27 May 1869 07 May 1948 SS - Cox (2) 
Cox, John Wesley 12 Mar 1929 3 Sep 1936 SS S "Son of John & Laura Cox Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Junior 14 May 1925 4 Sep 1989 DS H [of Gladys M. Cox] Bear Church   EC
Cox, Kendal Ray 5 Oct 1969 21 Aug 1982 SS - McDaniel   EC
Cox, Larry 8 Jul 1900 31 Jun 1901 SS S "Son of T.B. & Elizzie Cox" [D:As shown] Christian
Cox, Laura 16 Mar 1900 14 Sep 1975 DS W [Wife of John Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Lennie 15 Aug 1890 19 Aug 1905 SS - Lee
Cox, Leslie A. 1896 1968 DS H [Husb of Jennie Barricks Cox] Christian
Cox, Leslie Lee 09 Jul 1915 23 Dec 1951 SS - Johnson (1)
Cox, Lou Ada 4 Mar 1895 1 Feb 1973 DS W [Walter G. Cox] Jackson Family 
Cox, Lowell 2 Sep 1915 8 Jul 1978 DS H [Husb of Corene Cox] McDaniel   EC
Cox, Lucy B. 17 Dec 1896 10 Apr 1987 DS W [Wife of Milza F. Cox] Brown (1) 
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Cox, Lule S. [Stigall] 1907 1981 PLQ - Stigall (2)
Cox, Luther E. 27 Mar 1895 8 Feb 1965 DS H [Husband of Stella Lee Cox] New Sill
Cox, Mahala 1 Nov 1902 9 Dec 1902 SS - Jennings
Cox, Mark 21 Mar 1858 6 May 1939 SS - Cox, Wilson   EC
Cox, Martha Lou 29 Jun1927 29 Jun 1927 SS D "Dau of W. R. & Ethel Cox" Brown-Porter  EC
Cox, Mary 2 Jan 1891 21 Jan 1983 DS W [Wife of Edd Cox] Brown (1) 
Cox, Maxine 5 Apr 1938 14 Feb 1956 SS D "Daughter" Baldridge (1)
Cox, Meda 1896 1972 DS W [Wife of Henry Cox] New Sill
Cox, Milza F. 20 May 1893 22 Jan 1977 DS H [Husb. of Lucy B. Cox] Brown (1) 
Cox, Missouri 24 Apr 1895 20 Feb 1974 DS W [Wife of Willis Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Monnie J. 1916 1973 DS W [Wife of Everett Cox] Cox (1) 
Cox, Nelson C. 9 Sep 1897 12 Aug 1980 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth M. Cox] Moore   EC
Cox, Nola 29 Dec 1905 7 Dec 1947 SS W [Wife of Henry Roscoe Cox] Brown (1) 
Cox, Ollie J. 06 Mar 1921 31 Mar 1921 DS - Brother, Child of Lother & Stella Cox Cox (2) 
Cox, Orville J. 2 Oct 1914 3 Feb 1978 DS H [Husb. of Gertrude Cox] Brown (1) 
Cox, Pearl Fultz 20 May 1903 8 Aug 1978 SS - Clearfield
Cox, Pearlie J. 13 May 1882 19 Jul 1956 DS W [Wife of W. Solomon Cox] Cox (2) 
Cox, Rebecca Kegley 6 Apr 1902 21 Mar 1980 DS W [Wife of Thomas Everett Kegley] Brown (1) 
Cox, Roger 1 Jul 1938 28 May 1939 SS - New Sill
Cox, Ruth Howard 7 Aug 1927 16 Jul 1987 SS - Slaty Point
Cox, Sadie 13 May 1936 19 Dec 1937 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Sarah 4 Dec 1818 10 Oct 1877 SS - Cox, Wilson   EC
Cox, Scotland 23 Jul 1911 28 Jul 1995 DS H [Husb. Of Ilene McDaniel Cox] McDaniel (2)
Cox, Sheldon B. 31 Aug 1951 1 Jul 1997 SS - "Husband" Slaty Point
Cox, Sidney 6 Sep 1916 9 Jul 1948 SS - New Sill
Cox, Stella B. 1905 1977 PLK - Click
Cox, Stella Lee 23 Oct 1898 4 Aug 1985 DS W [Wife of Luther E. Cox] New Sill
Cox, Tabus 18 Dec 1871 5 Jan 1949 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth May Cox] Christian
Cox, Talmage Lee 1946 1997 PLK - Cox (1) 
Cox, Theemon 29 Nov 1902 02 Sep 1931 SS - Cox (2) 
Cox, Tobias 21 Apr 1918 14 Oct 1999 PLQ S
[Son of Leslie A & Jeannie Barricks Cox] 
[Army WWII Vet] Christian
Cox, Unreadable 30 Jan 1896 30 Oct 1896 SS S "Son of J. R. Cox" Cox, Wilson   EC
Cox, Vernon Lee 20 Jun 1918 14 Apr 1919 SS S "Son of Tabus B. & Elizabeth May Cox" Christian
Cox, W. Solomon 08 Nov 1874 22 Dec 1945 DS H [Husband of Pearlie J. Cox] Cox (2) 
Cox, Walter G. 19 Nov 1891 29 Nov 1979 DS H [Lou Ada Cox] Jackson Family 
Cox, Wesley, Rev. 23 Jul 1867 19 Jun 1958 SS H [Husband of Frances Ann Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Cox, Willard Clayton 13 Dec 1919 11 Jul 1995 SS S [Walter G. & Lou Ada Cox" Jackson Family 
Cox, William Emory 11 Sep 1909 08 Jul 1910 SS - Cox (2) 
Cox, Willis 27 Jan 1890 16 Dec 1988 DS H [Husband of Missouri Cox] Crix Cemetery:
Crabb, Fronia A. 1873 1938 SS - Lee
Crabtree, Carl A. 21 Sep 1897 24 Sep 1963 DS H [Edna Crabtree] White (2)
Crabtree, Edna 12 Feb 1899 28 Jan 1972 DS W [Carl A. Crabtree] White (2)
Cracraft, Claudie L. 5 ___ 1895 30 Jun 1896 SS S "Son of J. B. & A. M. Cracraft" Slaty Point
Cracraft, Lucy May 12 Jun 1894 1 Jun 1895 SS D "Daug. of W. T. & C. M. Cracraft" Slaty Point
Crager , Frank 17 Jul 1881 14 Apr 1960 SS H [Rena Crager] Stewart
Crager, Beulah Christine 7 Dec 1916 25 Sep 1991 DS W [John Morgan Crager] "Mother" Stewart
Crager, Cora Alice 1902 1969 DS W [Henry Mason Crager] Stewart
Crager, Delilah 1875 1961 DS W [William Crager] Stewart
Crager, Elbert 28 Jan 1917 7 Jan 1991 SS - Stewart
Crager, Ethel S. 11 Mar 1911 [                ] TS W [Louie G. Crager] Stewart
Crager, Gertrude Howard 5 May 1904 10 Jan 1988 SS - Brown (1) 
Crager, Henry Mason 1894 1972 DS H [Cora Alice Crager] Stewart
Crager, John Morgan 6 May 1911 11 Sep 1936 DS H [Beulah C. Crager] "Father" Stewart
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Crager, Kenith F. 26 Dec 1937 8 Jan 1938 SS - [Our baby] Stewart
Crager, Lorene 14 Jul 1929 5 Sep 1973 SS - [Mother] Stewart
Crager, Louie G. 18 Jul 1908 4 Mar 1984 TS H [Ethel S. Crager] Stewart
Crager, Ralph David 23 Feb 1930 31 Dec 1930 TS S "Son of Louie G. & Ethel S. Crager" Stewart
Crager, Rena 13 Jan 1884 8 Jun 1973 SS W [Framk Crager] "Mother" Stewart
Crager, Robert Samuel 8 Nov 1914 30 Jan 1984 SS - Stewart
Crager, Samie Lee 30 Sep 1924 17 Feb 1993 PLQ - Stewart
Crager, Sonny 13 Mar 1936 30 Oct 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Wilma Faye Smith Crager, living] Stewart
Crager, Thomas J. 13 Jan 1902 25 Sep 1930 SS S "Son of Frank & Rena Crager, Mason" Stewart
Crager, William 1874 1924 DS H [Delilah Crager] Stewart
Craig, Carrie 7 Aug 1880 23 May 1934 SS - Carey 
Craig, Danny W. 1921 1979 SS - "Cox US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Craig, Flora J. 1895 1967 DS W [Wife of Henry C. Craig] Forest Lawn
Craig, Henry C. 1891 1964 DS H [Husb. of Flora J. Craig] Forest Lawn
Craig, Henry C. 1902 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Louise Craig] Forest Lawn
Craig, John S. 1868 1943 DS H [Husb. of Lena L. Craig] Brown (1) 
Craig, Lena L. 1874 1960 DS W [Wife of John S. Craig] Brown (1) 
Craig, Louise 1931 1962 DS W [Wife of Henry C. Craig] Forest Lawn
Crain, James D. - - - - [on Row 3 under a shrub] Forest Lawn
Cranfill, Early T. 31 Dec 1889 25 Oct 1955 DS H [Husb. of M. Dessie Cranfill] Caudill (4)
Cranfill, James D. 31 May 1940 22 Jul 1940 SS S "Son of Early & Dessie Cranfill" Caudill (4)
Cranfill, M. Dessie 27 Feb 1902 29 Apr 1981 DS W [Wife of Early T. Cranfill] Caudill (4)
Crank, Celia 1882 1945 SS - Colley   CC
Crank, Levi 1876 1948 SS - Colley   CC
Crank, Vergil 9 Aug 1918 4 May 1981 SS - "PVT US MC WWII" Colley   CC
Crase, Gram - - SS - [#244] New Alfrey
Crawford, Adeline "Hall" 1852 1929 SS - [By Leander Lee Crawford] Bentley
Crawford, Bernard L. 12 Feb 1926 24 Nov 1974 SS - "SFC US Army" Baldridge (1)
Crawford, Brenda Carol 17 May 1948 17 May 1948 SS - [A life brief but precious, our daughter] McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Cecil Clark 1936 1936 SS - Jones (1)
Crawford, Charles David 10 Jul 1936 25 Jul 1997 SS - "Cpl US Army, Korea" Baldridge (1)
Crawford, Charles W. 8 Jul 1877 26 Sep 1956 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Crawford, Chester 1914 1994 DS H [Husband of Vernie Crawford]"Father" McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Clay 1890 1970 DS H [Husband of Ina P Crawford] McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Clayton 11 Feb 1923 13 Oct 1923 SS - [Son of Wm M. & Lula (Jones)Crawford] Franklin
Crawford, Clifford Wayne 2 May 1925 13 Nov 1987 DS H
[Husband of V. Doris Crawford]"TEC 5 US 
Army WWII" McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Clyde 9 Oct 1910 21 May 1989 DS H [Husband of Opal Crawford] McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Cordie E. 1897 1973 DS W [Wife of Millard C. Crawford] Forest Lawn
Crawford, Crag W. 1956 1980 SS - "PVT US Army" Lee
Crawford, Debbie Lynn 14 Sep 1952 12 Jan 1997 SS - Brown (1) 
Crawford, Elizabeth 1896 1973 DS - [Keep with Lovena Faye Crawford] Baldridge (1)
Crawford, Everett C. 1920 1922 SS - Jones (1)
Crawford, Guy 3 Apr 1907 12 Jul 1908 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Crawford, Ina P. 1891 1987 DS W [Wife of Clay Crawford] McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Irvin 9 Mar 1895 29 Aug 1969 SS - "KY PFC US Army WWII" Carey 
Crawford, Irvin 9 Mar 1895 29 Aug 1969 SS - "KY PFC US Army WWI" Cassity (2) 
Crawford, James H. 1838 1910 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Crawford, Leander Lee 22 Jul 1849 1 Feb 1921 SS - [By Adeline "Hall" Crawford] Bentley
Crawford, Linda Sharon 2 Feb 1954 2 Sep 1992 SS - Brown (1) 
Crawford, Lovena Faye 1933 1934 DS - [Keep with Elizabeth Crawford] Baldridge (1)
Crawford, Lula 1906 1992 DS W [Wife of Wm. Crawford] McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Lulu - - SS - "Our Baby" Carey 
Crawford, Marcia Kay 21 Jun 1948 12 Jan 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Allen Crawford, Living] McClain-Arnold
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Crawford, Marie 18 Sep 1921 20 Jan 1951 SS - McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Marland L. 22 Jun 1923 20 Oct 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Ida Juanita Carter Kidd] Brown (1) 
Crawford, Mary E. 1900 1907 SS - Slaty Point
Crawford, Maude 20 Mar 1889 17 Aug 1895 SS - "Sawed blue stone" Bowman
Crawford, Millard C. 1892 1985 DS H [Husb. of Cordie E. Crawford] Forest Lawn
Crawford, Mollie B. 9 Oct 1880 23 Oct 1938 SS W "wife of G. W. Crawford" Nipp-Ward   CC
Crawford, Nancy 24 Aug 1892 Apr 1894 SS - Bowman
Crawford, Nannie Mae 
Grayson 27 May 1904 23 Jan 1974 SS - Cassity (2) 
Crawford, Opal Crose 27 Sep 1914 14 Jan 1981 DS W [Clyde Crawford, Da of John & Ida Crose] McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Orville E. 29 Apr 1928 8 Nov 1950 SS - McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Ronnie J. 25 Aug 1947 26 Mar 1984 SS F Clearfield
Crawford, Ronnie Jr. 1971 1973 SS S [Buried next to R.J. Crawford] Clearfield
Crawford, Sarah E. 11 Mar 1861 1 Aug 1892 SS W "Wife of L. M. Crawford" Caudill (4)
Crawford, Sharon Kay 11 May 1949 16 Nov 1949 SS - [A life brief but precious, our daughter] McClain-Arnold
Crawford, V. Doris 1927 1995 DS W [Wife of C. Wayne Crawford] McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Vernie 1925 1994 DS W
[Chester Crawford, Dau of  Samuel & Alice 
Crose] "Mother" McClain-Arnold
Crawford, Walter L. 11 Oct 1910 9 Dec 1977 SS - "SC US Army" Nipp-Ward   CC
Crawford, Wm. 1833 1933 SS - Slaty Point
Crawford, Wm. "Willie" 1900 1988 DS H [Husband of Lula Crawford] McClain-Arnold
Craycraft, Mamie L. 25 Nov 1891 14 Aug 1892 SS D "Daughter of L. & Ida L. Craycraft" Craycraft 
Creech, Arthur 1915 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Lillian Creech] Forest Lawn
Creech, Glenn E. 27 Oct 1921 13 May 1986 DS H [ Husband of Julia M. Creech] Fraley (1)
Creech, Julia M. 04 Jul 1928 [                ] DS W Wife of Glenn Creech, M: 12/25/1946 Fraley (1)
Creech, Lillian 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Arthur Creech] Forest Lawn
Creech, Ronnie 7 Jan 1944 7 Jul 1995 SS - [Next to Esmond Lacy] Forest Lawn
Creeh, James A. 2 Apr 1872 1 Jan 1962 DS H [Husb. of Rebecca M. Creeh] Brown (1) 
Creeh, Rebecca M. 20 Feb 1871 14 Nov 1956 DS W [Wife of James A. Creeh] Brown (1) 
Crisp, Ada 6 Aug 1919 21 Feb 1981 SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
Crisp, Arnold L. 28 Aug 1920 6 Jul 1948 SS - "KY PVT 328 328 AAF WWII" Epperhart 
Crisp, Bessie Ison 24 Apr 1926 5 Dec 1980 SS - Ison
Crisp, David 1900 1962 SS H [Husband of Minnie Crisp] Jennings
Crisp, Elizabeth 15 Oct 1930 [                 ] DS W [of Wavel Crisp] Perry   MC
Crisp, Ella Thornsberry 1922 1993 DS W [Wife of Kenneth Crisp] Crisp Farm
Crisp, Elmer 15 Sep 1928 15 Jan 1929 SS S "Son of David & Minnie Crisp" Jennings
Crisp, Elmer R. 16 Mar 1925 20 Jul 1992 SS - "S1 US Navy WWII" Epperhart 
Crisp, Epp 5 Apr 1878 14 May 1954 SS - "Father" Epperhart 
Crisp, Glenn Moore 18 Jul 1922 18 Oct 1982 SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
Crisp, Hattie F. 1895 19__ DS W [Wife of Ollie A. Crisp] Bishop   MC
Crisp, Justin Lee 5 Aug 1979 - SS - Forest Lawn
Crisp, Kenneth 1926 [                ] DS H [Husband of Ella Thornsberry] Crisp Farm
Crisp, Laura K. 1872 1958 SS - Town   EC
Crisp, Maggie E. 18 Dec 1861 19 May 1912 SS - "Wife of John Crisp; Mother" Bishop   MC
Crisp, Minnie 1906 1936 SS W "Mother" [Wife of David Crisp] Jennings
Crisp, Ollie A. 1889 1953 DS H [Husb of Hattie F. Crisp] "Father" Bishop   MC
Crisp, Opal V. 1914 1924 SS - Bishop   MC
Crisp, Virgil [                ] 22 Sep 1943 SS - "WWII" Epperhart 
Crisp, Wavel 2 Feb 1913 15 May 1978 DS H [of Elizabeth Crisp] Perry   MC
Crocket, George B. 15 Dec 1865 8 Dec 1957 DS H [Husband of Mary E. Crocket] Lyon
Crocket, Glenna 8 Dec 1927 15 Mar 1928 SS - "Daug. of George & Mary Crocket" Lyon
Crocket, Jared [Thomas] 23 Aug 1997 23 Aug 1997 PLK - Jones (2)
Crocket, Joe Ann 18 Sep 1872 28 Aug 1899 SS - "Wife of C. Crocket" Hogge 
Crocket, Mary E. 2 Jan 1887 16 Sep 1978 DS W [Wife of George B. Crocket] Lyon
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Crofford, Letizy [Butts] 10 Mar 1893 12 Feb 1922 SS W "Wife of A. Crowford" [Sis to Ben Butts] Butts
Crooks, Elwood 7 Dec 1912 - DS H [of Ruby Crooks] "Dad" & "Putter" Ellington, Harlan
Crooks, Robert Jay 26 May 1965 26 Jan 1974 SS - Ellington, Harlan
Crooks, Ruby [Ellington] 28 May 1920 21 May 1987 DS W [of Elwood Crooks; d/o Farmer Ellington] Ellington, Harlan
Crose, (Infant) - - SS - [#529] New Alfrey
Crose, Abbie Lucille [                ] 20 Nov 1997 PLK D "Martie & Letha Mitchell Brown Crose" Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Abe 1 Mar 1860 26 Jul 1935 SS - [Husb. of Martha Ann Pettit Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Albert James 11 Jul 1937 3 Jan 1998 PLK H [Anita L. Mitchell Crose] McBrayer
Crose, Albert James Clayton, Sr.11 Jul 1937 3 Jan 1998 SS Navy Korea Hogtown
Crose, Alice B. 4 Jan 1898 2 Jun 1978 SS W [Wife of Sammy Crose] "Mommy" Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Anita L. 1942 1989 SS - Hogtown
Crose, Arnetta 1949 [                ] DS W [Wife of Denford Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Bell [Alfrey] 9 Mar 1900 3 Mar 1926 SS W [1st wife of Henry Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Betsy - 1829 SS - [#1211] New Alfrey
Crose, Bonnie Jennings 16 Jul 1926 3 Mar 1998 PLK W [Wife of Teddie Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Calbert Dee 18 Apr 1943 13 Jan 1980 SS S [Son of Henry & Estie Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Chester Edward 31 Mar 1931 9 Dec 1995 SS S [Son of Henry & Estie Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Denford 1946 1993 DS H [Of Arnetta Crose, son of Teddy Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Dorsey 16 Sep 1933 28 Jul 1935 DS S "Son of W.C. & Lizzie DeHart Crose" Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Estie Ethel DeHart [23 Oct] 1905 7 Dec 2000 DS W [2nd. Wife of Henry Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Eugene 12 Dec 1930 16 Jan 1931 SS S [Son of Wiley Green Crose] Cox (2) 
Crose, Henry [19 Sep]1887 [23 Oct]1986 DS H [Husband of Estie & Bell Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Infant - - SS - [#272] New Alfrey
Crose, Ivory Sloan Crum [12 Dec 1923] [25 Sep 1997] PLK W [Wife of 2nd Husb. Melvin Crose] Trent (1) 
Crose, Jessie 1888 1956 DS H [Husb. of Laura Crose] Brown (1) 
Crose, Laura 1891 1971 DS W [Wife of Jessie Crose] Brown (1) 
Crose, Lizzie 9 Feb 1897 28 Jul 1935 DS W "Wife of W. C. Crose" Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Lizzie DeHart 9 Feb 1897 28 Jul 1935 DS W [Wife of W. [William] C. Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Martha Ann Pettit 23 Aug 1863 21 Dec 1943 SS - [Husband of Abe Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Mary L. Mathews 1885 1972 SS W [Wife of Walter Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Melvin A. 15 Sep 1917 11 Feb 1973 SS S [Son of Sammy & Alice Sparks Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Rosie 14 Nov 1923 15 Jul 1938 SS S [Son of Henry & Bell Alfrey Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Sammy 20 Jan 1890 20 Apr 1958 SS H [Husband of Alice B. Crose] "Daddy" Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Teddie 8 Jul 1926 1 Sep 1977 SS H [Bonnie Crose, Son Henry & Est. Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Vircel 1921 1937 SS - [Son of William & Lizzie DeHart Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crose, Walter 1886 1951 SS H [Husb. of Mary L. Mathews Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Crosley, Annie 3 Apr 1875 9 Apr 1926 DS W "Wife of John L. Crosley" Caudill (1) 
Crosley, Edith Oats 23 Jun 1903 29 Feb 1988 SS - "Beloved wife & Mother" Caudill (1) 
Crosley, John L. 10 Apr 1875 5 Jun 1963 DS H [Husband of Annie Crosley] Caudill (1) 
Crosley, Murvel Clay 11 Jun 1895 29 Apr 1959 SS - "Ky Regtl Sgt Maj HQ Co. 149 Inf" Caudill (1) 
Crosthwait, A. 1860 1950 SS - New Alfrey
Crosthwait, Aaron 4 May 1822 1 Apr 1902 DS H [Husb. of Francis R. Crosthwait] New Alfrey
Crosthwait, Claude Clayt 1890 1968 DS H [Husb. of Stella Jennings Crosthwait] Brown (1) 
Crosthwait, Francis R. 15 Apr 1829 - DS W [Wife of Aaron Crosthwait] "His Wife" New Alfrey
Crosthwait, Martha 7 Jun 1864 19 Dec 1940 SS - New Alfrey
Crosthwait, Stella Jenning 1894 1988 DS W [Wife of Claude Clayton Crosthwait] Brown (1) 
Crosthwaite, [W] Faris 1885 1953 DS H [Husb. of Ada Crosthwaite] Lee
Crosthwaite, __ - - SS - [Next to Lizzie Crosthwaite] New Alfrey
Crosthwaite, Ada 1890 1943 DS W [Wife of Faris Crosthwaite] Lee
Crosthwaite, Albert M. 1902 1996 DS H [Husb. of Essie Cox Ellis] Brown (1) 
Crosthwaite, Asa B. 1898 1973 DS H [Husb. of Mary F. Crosthwaite] Forest Lawn
Crosthwaite, Calvin 31 Jan 1921 27 Dec 1940 SS - Brown (1) 
Crosthwaite, Cara Jane 29 Jan 1936 29 Jan 1936 SS - Lee
Crosthwaite, Ettola J. 1880 1949 DS W [Wife of William A. Crosthwaite] Brown (1) 
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Crosthwaite, Hobert L. 16 Nov 1906 13 Sep 1926 SS S "Son of W. F. & Ada Crosthwaite" Lee
Crosthwaite, Jacob - - SS - [Next to Lizzie Crosthwaite] New Alfrey
Crosthwaite, John Holley 8 Nov 1895 28 Jun 1986 DS H [of Vada Claire Crosthwaite] "Army" Brown (1) 
Crosthwaite, Leonard 24 Nov 1882 20 Dec 1974 SS - Lee
Crosthwaite, Lizzie - - SS - [Next to Jacob Crosthwaite] New Alfrey
Crosthwaite, Mary F. 1897 1981 DS W [Wife of Asa B. Crosthwaite] Forest Lawn
Crosthwaite, Twin - - SS - [Next to Aaron Crosthwait] New Alfrey
Crosthwaite, Vada Claire 1901 1994 DS W [Wife of John Holley Crosthwaite] Brown (1) 
Crosthwaite, William A. 1867 1947 DS H [Husb. of Ettola J. Crosthwaite] Brown (1) 
Crostwaite, Sherman A. 17 Mar 1908 19 Mar 1970 SS - Clearfield
Crouch, Mary 26 Nov 1823 22 Sep 1851 SS - Ingram
Crow, Margaret [                 ] 1905 SS - Slaty Point
Crow, S. A. 1832 1921 SS - Slaty Point
Crowe, Bryan Winslow 25 Mar 1973 9 Nov 1992 DS H [Husb. of Tonya M Crowe][photo] New Alfrey
Crowe, Tonya Michelle 15 Mar 1972 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Bryan W. Crowe] New Alfrey
Crum, Gary Edward, SR 01 Jan 1946 28 Nov 1989 SS - Trent (1) 
Crum, Judy Fern 30 Dec 1952 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Vernon Lee Crum] Brown (1) 
Crum, Lonnie Kelley 14 May 1946 15 Jan 1947 SS - Brown (1) 
Crum, Maggie E. Boyd 
Christian 9 May 1892 4 Apr 1981 SS D
[1st wife of Russell Christian; Dau of John 
W. Boyd] "Age 88" Boyd 
Crum, Mintha 24 Feb 1917 16 Dec 1976 SS - Trent (1) 
Crum, Olive 7 Dec 1902 9 Oct 1988 SS - Brown (1) 
Crum, Ottis 27 Jan 1917 01 Sep 1980 SS - Trent (1) 
Crum, Vencil L. 1911 1961 SS - Forest Lawn
Crum, Vernon Lee 9 Apr 1937 9 Mar 1993 DS H [Husb. of Judy Fern Crum] Brown (1) 
Crum, Willie Virgil 1917 1952 SS - Trent (1) 
Crumb, Hollie 1917 1933 SS - DeHart (1)
Crumb, Lem 1889 1969 DS H [of Rebecca Jane Crumb] Williams-Turner
Crumb, Rebecca Jane 1892 1928 DS W [of Lem Crumb] Williams-Turner
Crumb, Rosa Ellen 09 Jun 1896 13 Feb 1990 SS - [Rosa Ellen DeHart Crumb] DeHart (1)
Crutcher, Darlyn M. 1915 1962 DS W [Wife of William E. Crutcher] Lee
Crutcher, William E. 1912 1982 DS H [Husb. of Darlyn M. Crutcher] Lee
Culbert, Thelma Workm 5 Aug 1934 [                 ] DS M [Keep with Paul Edward Davis] Clearfield
Cundiff, Arnold 4 Jul 1914 11 Aug 1990 DS H [Husb of  Mary E. Cundiff] Clearfield
Cundiff, Clarence Earl 23 Jan 1924 23 Apr 1925 SS - Clearfield
Cundiff, Estell 1920 1921 SS - "Son of __ Cundiff" Blair's   MC
Cundiff, Eva 27 May 1923 [                ] DS -
"The Cundiff Sisters" [Keep with Ruth 
Cundiff] Eagle Hall  CC
Cundiff, Mary Adkins 1894 1958 DS W [Wife of Thomas Cundiff] Clearfield
Cundiff, Mary E. 24 Oct 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Arnold Cundiff] Clearfield
Cundiff, Mary E. 24 May 1874 18 Jul 1912 SS - Clearfield
Cundiff, Ruth 9 Nov 1918 27 Apr 1991 DS -
"The Cundiff Sisters" [Keep with Eva 
Cundiff] Eagle Hall  CC
Cundiff, Thomas 1879 1955 DS H
[Husb of Mary Adkins Cundiff]"Spanish 
American War, Reg Ky Inf" Clearfield
Cunyus, Grace E. 1893 1978 SS - [Next to Walter D. Cunyus] Lee
Cunyus, Walter D. 1898 1980 SS - [Next to Grace E. Cunyus] Lee
Curtis,  James 4 Sep 1919 26 Sep 1920 SS S "son of Mr. & Mrs. Chas. Wells" Hogtown
Curtis, Ada [                 ] [                ] NS D "Daughter of Lafe & Nancy Curtis" Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Ada 17 Oct 1893 22 Aug 1972 DS W [Wife of W. Claud Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Arbella Ann 6 Feb 1953 20 Oct 1959 SS D "Clayton & Lena Faye Curtis" Caudill (2)
Curtis, Arvis W. 5 Aug 1966 6 Jul 1993 DS H [Husb. of Mellisa D. Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Bertha M. 10 Dec 1897 20 Apr 1926 SS W [First wife of Hobart Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Bessie E. 1926 1928 SS D [Daughter of  Zak T. & Sarah Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
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Curtis, Biddie Ann 1875 1943 DS W [Wife of Melvin Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Bruce 1882 1949 DS H [Husb of Pearl Curtis] "Father" Emmons   FC
Curtis, Charlie 12 Jan 1908 11 Sep 1993 SS - Purvis
Curtis, Clayton 6 Apr 1918 18 Feb 1982 DS H [of Lena Faye "Black" Curtis]"PFC WWII" Caudill (2)
Curtis, Clayton 1916 1968 TS S? [Son of Jess & Flora Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, David [                ] 1974 SS B "Brother" Emmons   FC
Curtis, Dellie 9 May 1875 21 Apr 1899 SS W "Wife of M. Curtis" Purvis
Curtis, Delmore 25 Feb 1919 1 Jan 1945 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Curtis, Donald 1930 1930 SS B "Brother" Emmons   FC
Curtis, Donna B. 1929 1993 DS W [Wife of Elwood Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Edna 8 Feb 1915 [                ] DS W [Wife of Joe Curtis] Caudill (1) 
Curtis, Edna 8 Feb 1915 [Living] DS W [of Joe Curtis] Caudill (2)
Curtis, Edna 28 Jun 1922 25 Aug 1924 SS D [Daughter of W. Claud & Ada Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Elmer O. 7 Jul 1905 16 Jun 1906 SS S "Son of Bruce & Hatty Curtis" Purvis
Curtis, Elwood 1923 1991 DS H [Husband of Donna B. Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Ernest 24 Mar 1922 7 Dec 1923 SS S [Son of Zak T. & Sarah Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Flora 1880 1966 TS W [Wife of Jess Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Glinnie 27 Jan 1894 24 Apr 1895 SS D "Dau. of M. & D. D. Curtis" Purvis
Curtis, Grace 17 Jul 1927 [                 ] SS - Forest Lawn
Curtis, Guss 12 Dec 1907 4 Apr 1929 SS W "Married to Eva Johnson 4 Jul 1928" Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, H. Elden 1926 1973 SS - Purvis
Curtis, Hattie 24 Jun 1886 12 May 1914 SS W "Wife of Bruce Curtis" Purvis
Curtis, Henry R. 1890 1956 DS H [Husband of Minnie A. Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Herbert D. 17 Nov 1957 17 Dec 1981 SS - Purvis
Curtis, Hobart 1898 1969 DS H [Husb. of Bertha M. & Martha J. Curtis Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Ida 15 Jun 1884 2 Oct 1953 DS W [Wife of William H. Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Infant 12 Mar 1920 12 Mar 1920 SS C [Child of Hobart & Martha Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Infant Son 22 Dec 1918 22 Dec 1918 SS S [Son of Hobart & Martha Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Jess 1877 1954 TS H [Husb. of Flora Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Joe 16 Apr 1921 [                ] DS H [Husband of Edna Curtis] Caudill (1) 
Curtis, Joe 16 Apr 1921 [               ] DS H [of Edna Curtis] Caudill (2)
Curtis, John A. 2 Dec 1910 18 Oct 1964 SS - "Ky PFC 123 Base Unit AAF WWII" Purvis
Curtis, Jordan L. 27 Aug 1876 31 Dec 1953 SS - Purvis
Curtis, Lafe 24 Jul 1859 15 Jan 1937 DS H [Husband of Nancy Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Lena Faye [Black] 8 Feb 1924 6 Dec 1995 DS W [of Clayton Curtis] Caudill (2)
Curtis, Lucy J. 8 Oct 1866 6 Oct 1889 SS D "Dau. of H. & Martha A. Curtis" Purvis
Curtis, Lyda 6 Aug 1912 15 Nov 1915 SS D [Daughter of W. Claud & Ada Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Martha A. 10 Jun 1843 5 Jul 1883 SS W "Wife of H. Curtis" Purvis
Curtis, Martha J. 1907 1997 DS W [Second wife of Hobart Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Mary Elizabeth 11 Jul 1977 21 Jun 1993 SS - Brown (1) 
Curtis, Mattie 30 Jun 1898 6 Aug 1899 SS D "Dau. of M. & D. D. Curtis" Purvis
Curtis, Mellisa D. 15 Jul 1969 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Arvis W. Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Melvin 1871 1942 DS H [Husb. of Biddie Ann Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Minnie A. 1888 [                ] DS W [Wife of Henry A. Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Myrtle O. 29 May 1917 7 Jan 1975 DS W [Wife of Oral G. Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Nancy 8 Apr 1874 24 Sep 1934 DS W [Wife of Lafe Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Norma Jean 8 Nov 1929 [                ] DS W [Wife of Wm. S. Curtis] "M: 12 Feb 1947" Purvis
Curtis, Norma O. 28 Jan 1928 - DS - [Keep with Purcey Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Olive 17 May 1918 26 Jun 1934 SS D [Daughter of W. Claud & Ada Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Oral G. [Glen] 28 Aug 1921 16 May 1982 DS H [Husband of Myrtle O. Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Pearl 1898 1962 DS W [Wife of Bruce Curtis] "Mother" Emmons   FC
Curtis, Purcey 5 Jun 1908 29 Mar 1991 DS - [Keep with Norma O. Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Sadie 27 Dec 1911 2 Dec 1913 SS D "Daughter of Lafe & Nancy Curtis" Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, Sarah M. 1904 [                ] DS W [Wife of Zack T. Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
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Curtis, Stephen Lynn 14 Sep 1948 30 Nov 1949 SS - Caudill (2)
Curtis, W. Claud 5 Jun 1888 5 Aug 1957 DS H [Husband of Ada Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
Curtis, William H. 7 Nov 1881 27 Jan 1951 DS H [Husb. of Ida Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, William S. 3 Oct 1923 30 May 1987 DS H [Husb. of Norma Jean Curtis] Purvis
Curtis, Zak T. 1902 1969 DS H [Husband of Sarah M. Curtis] Eldridge (1) 
D. V. C. - - SS - [no dates] [ Next to W.V.C.] Siloam
D.K. - [stone slab] Richards (1) 
Dacus, Elsie [                ] [                ] SS - Clark (2)
Dailey, Charles H. 1874 1938 DS H [Hus of Lenora M. Dailey] Whisman 
Dailey, Ira 28 Mar 1914 20 Jan 1959 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Dailey, Issac R. 12 Apr 1903 28 Feb 1920 SS - "Son of Joseph & Ruth Dailey" Maddox-Hamm
Dailey, Lenora M. 1881 1946 DS W [Wife of Charles H. Dailey] Whisman 
Dailey, Ollie Boone 12 May 1936 18 Mar 1961 SS - "KY Sp4 150 Trans Med Truck Co TC" Mt. Pisgah
Dailey, Ricky 1969 1979 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Dailey, Sandra S. 27 Mar.1946 5 Feb1996 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Dailey, Vernon Paul Nov 1955 Mar 1956 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Daily, Cynthia 12 Oct 1858 7 Aug 1894 SS - "Wife of R.C. Daily Tackett
Daily, Elma Roberts 30 Apr 1903 9 Sep 1973 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Daily, Mary E. 25 Feb 1866 6 Jun 1895 SS W "Wife of P. H. Daily" Slaty Point
Daily, Theodore 8 Dec 1880 14 Oct 1883 SS - "Son of R.C. & Cynthia Daily" Tackett
Dalton, Billie Odessa - - DS - [Keep with Virginia Elizabeth Dalton] Caudill (1) 
Dalton, Estle B. 3 Feb 1902 28 Oct 1986 SS - Brown (1) 
Dalton, Fielden 6 Oct 1876 15 May 1959 SS - Caudill (1) 
Dalton, H.C.[Henry Clay] 27 Jan 1845 6 Jan 1925 SS H [Hus.of Mary E. Dalton]Veteran CSA Mabry (2)
Dalton, Leonard 23 Jun 1905 13 May 1954 SS S "Son of Mary E. & H. C. Dalton" Mabry (2)
Dalton, Mary E. 1867 1952 SS W [Wife of H. C. Dalton] Mabry (2)
Dalton, Noname 30 Apr 1909 24 Dec 1907 DS Twn "Son of H. C. & Mary E. Dalton" Mabry (2)
Dalton, Noname 30 Apr 1909 24 Dec 1907 DS Twn "Son of H. C. & Mary E. Dalton" Mabry (2)
Dalton, Virginia Elizabeth 2 May 1873 4 May 1943 DS - [Keep with Billie Odessa Dalton] Caudill (1) 
Dameron, Ruth E. Salyer 10 May 1932 29 Mar 1998 PLQ - Caudill (1) 
Dandeneau, Barbara Yvon 1920 1985 DS W [Wife of Richard Joseph Dandeneau] Brown (1) 
Dandeneau, Richard Josep 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Barbara Yvonne Dandeneau] Brown (1) 
Daniels, Emma 28 Feb 1867 12 May 1893 DS? W "Wife of W. H. Daniels" Town
Daniels, Lucina E. 15 Jun 1836 14 Dec 1899 SS W "Wife of Zara Daniels" Town
Daniels, Zara 9 Feb 1829 14 Sep 1885 SS H [Husband of Lucina E. Daniels] Town
Danner, Etta Mae 1921 1954 SS - Brown (1) 
Danner, Forest Lee 1 May 1917 18 Apr 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Alice Faye Danner] Brown (1) 
Danner, James W. 1884 1971 DS H [Husb. of Jessie L. Danner] Brown (1) 
Danner, Jessie L. 1889 1966 DS W [Wife of James W. Danner] Brown (1) 
Darling, Dena M. 6 Jun 1906 20 Dec 1994 DS W [Wife of Norman S. Darling] Adams-Plank
Darling, Norman S. 17 Jul 1903 15 Aug 1975 DS H [Husband of Dena M. Darling] Adams-Plank
Darnell, John 12 Jul 1822 18 Jun 1908 QS - [Keep with Rosetia D. Roberts] Mt. Pisgah
Darnell, Percillia J. Roberts [                 ] [                 ] QS W [wife of John Darnel] Mt. Pisgah
Daugherty, Alma G. 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Hulen Daugherty] Forest Lawn
Daugherty, Carroll Browni 1894 1981 DS H [Husb. of Hazel T Daughtery]"WWI" Forest Lawn
Daugherty, Hazel T. 1896 1981 DS W [Wife of Carroll B Daughtery] Forest Lawn
Daugherty, Hulen 1918 1992 DS H [Husb. of Alma G. Daugherty] Forest Lawn
Daughter & Gr daughter 12 apr 1977 22 May 1987 SS - "Daug. & Gr daug of Melvie Stacey Jones" James-Jones
Daulton, Elbert C. 1915 1981 DS H [Husb. of Elsie R. Daulton]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Daulton, Elsie R. 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Elbert C. Daulton] Forest Lawn
Davenport, William L. 18 Jun 1881 16 Apr 1952 SS - Lee
David, Opal L. 1911 1958 SS - Lee
Davis, Alice 28 Mar 1874 26 Nov 1936 SS - New Alfrey
Davis, Alice D. 1931 5 Feb 1998 PLQ - Brown (1) 
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Davis, Andrew Jr. 12 May 1922 27 May 1944 SS - Perry   MC
Davis, Angela Dawn 8 Sep 1968 8 Sep 1968 SS - Lee
Davis, Arlie 10 Oct 1903 14 Nov 1993 SS H [Husb. of Lillian Davis] Baldridge (2)
Davis, Bernard 1936 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Ruth S. Davis] Forest Lawn
Davis, Bessie V. 1896 1924 SS - Colley   CC
Davis, Betty Jo Fultz 8 May 1934 [            ] DS W [Wife of Jerrild Davis] "M: 10/01/1952 Bailey
Davis, Beulah May 22 Aug 1901 24 Feb 1902 SS D "Dau. of Joe & Etta Davis" Baldridge (2)
Davis, Bill 10 Oct 1898 24 Feb 1954 DS H [Husb. of Oda H. Davis] Lee
Davis, Bill, Sr. 18 May 1873 1 Apr 1939 SS - Lee
Davis, Cardie C. 1902 1981 DS H [Husb. of Lenora Davis] Cranston
Davis, Cecil 1893 1965 SS - [#1302 New Alfrey
Davis, Charles C. 14 Aug 1900 6 Dec 1996 SS - Hogge 
Davis, Clara 1915 1917 SS - "Baby" Baldridge (2)
Davis, Clara Mae 1935 1996 SS - Lee
Davis, Clela 7 Jul 1928 25 Jul 1939 SS - Lee
Davis, Clifford 6 Feb 1916 28 Jun 1924 SS - Hogge 
Davis, Clifton Dean 1874 1915 DS - [Next to Leah Brown Davis] Carey 
Davis, Clyde M. 9 Oct 1921 15 Jan 1923 SS - Colley   CC
Davis, Curtis 27 Mar 1931 17 Jul 1997 DS H [Husb. of Polly W. Davis] Brown (1) 
Davis, Delila A. 13 Apr 1869 13 Oct 1920 SS W "Wife of Z. Davis" New Alfrey
Davis, Dr. A. J. 1 Apr 1868 13 May 1925 DS H [of Nola Dale Davis]"S/o Dr./Mrs. A.J.D Hogge 
Davis, Edward M. 1921 1992 DS H [of Lila A. Davis] Blair's   MC
Davis, Elizabet W. 11 Nov 1905 9 Dec 1963 SS - Lee
Davis, Elizabeth 1735 7 Jan 1820 SS - [Next to Jesse Davis] "85 years old" Siloam
Davis, Ella - 1954 SS - [#1231] New Alfrey
Davis, Ellen 3 May 1875 10 May 1952 SS - Lee
Davis, Emma A. 8 Feb 1893 19 Apr 1983 DS W [Wife of Lon M. Davis] Lee
Davis, Emma Bell 7 Dec 1907 7 Aug 1983 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Davis, Ernest L. 9 May 1908 31 Aug 1908 SS S "E. J. & C. A. Davis" Pine Hill
Davis, Ersteen 16 Aug 1938 30 Aug 1938 TS - [Keep with Harlin Hubert Davis] Conn-Evans  CC
Davis, Ethel M. 6 Feb 1894 11 Nov 1986 DS W [Wife of Howard L. Davis] Clearfield
Davis, Evelyn F. 9 Jul 1885 19____ DS W [Wife of Robert C. Davis] Fouch (2) 
Davis, Felix 14 Jun 1889 3 Apr 1952 DS H [Husb. of Nannie Davis] New Alfrey
Davis, Fred 26 Feb 1927 5 May 1927 SS S "Son of Arlie & Lillian Davis" Baldridge (2)
Davis, G. W. 22 Dec 1848 18 Mar 1904 DS H [Hus of Lucy Davis] "Husband" Carey 
Davis, Geneva 26 May 1919 5 Jun 1939 SS - Lee
Davis, Georgia Frye 8 Nov 1912 19 Dec 1987 SS - Baldridge (2)
Davis, Georgia Lee 10 May 1944 16 Jan 1991 TS - [Keep with Gary Eugene Mullins] Davis (1)
Davis, Gorden, Sr. 24 Apr 1936 24 Mar 2000 PLQ H [Husb. of Loretta Cooper Davis] Lee
Davis, Harlin Hubert 10 May 1936 10 May 1936 TS - [Keep with Ersteen Davis] Conn-Evans  CC
Davis, Hayward 10 May 1927 20 Nov 1951 SS - [Next to Felix Davis] New Alfrey
Davis, Henderson 15 Nov 1874 28 Jul 1908 SS - Hitch   MC
Davis, Howard L. 23 Dec 1900 18 Mar 1931 DS H [Husb of  Ethel M. Davis] Clearfield
Davis, Ida B. 20 Jan 1881 24 Apr 1965 SS - [By Milton Paxton Davis] Lee
Davis, Ida Grover 22 Dec 1908 22 Dec 1908 SS - Lee
Davis, Ima Jean 16 Aug 1938 30 Aug 1938 TS - [Keep with Ersteen Davis] Conn-Evans  CC
Davis, James Clyde 1926 1978 PLK - "CPL US Army WWII, Korea" Cranston
Davis, Jerrild 31 Aug 1929 6 Feb 1995 DS H
[Husb of Betty Jo Fultz Davis]US Army 
Korea Bailey
Davis, Jesse 1752 12 Nov 1857 SS - [Next to Eliza.]"Revol. Soldier, age 105" Siloam
Davis, Jewell 30 Oct 1922 30 Oct 1922 SS - Lee
Davis, John W. 8 Apr 1868 3 Feb 1953 SS H [Husb. of Nanie B. Davis] Davis (2)
Davis, Joseph L. 21 Dec 1904 21 Dec 1904 SS S "E. J. & C. A. Davis" Pine Hill
Davis, Leah Brown 1873 1936 DS - [Next to Clifton Dean Brown] Carey 
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Davis, Lenora 1905 1975 DS W [Wife of Cordie C. Davis] Cranston
Davis, Lila A. 1929 [                 ] DS W [of Edward M. Davis] Blair's   MC
Davis, Lillian 1910 1953 SS W [Wife of Arlie Davis] "Mother" Baldridge (2)
Davis, Lon M. 28 Dec 1888 20 May 1946 DS H [Husb. of Emma A. Davis] Lee
Davis, Lonnie, Jr. 15 Aug 1933 22 Jun 1964 SS - "Ky A2C US Air Force" Lee
Davis, Low A. 1857 1914 SS - Siloam
Davis, Lucy 10 Oct 1854 [                 ] DS W [Wife of G. W. Davis] "Wife" Carey 
Davis, Luther E. 11 Feb 1903 22 May 1904 SS S "Son of Grant & Ellen" Davis Carey 
Davis, Mary Evelyn 22 Jan 1926 7 Jul 1988 DS W [Wife of W. C. Ralph Davis] Lee
Davis, Mary J. 24 Dec 1871 4 Mar 1899 SS - "Wife of James G. Davis" Siloam
Davis, Mary Lou 23 Nov 1874 6 Oct 1962 SS - [Next to Taylor Davis] Brown (1) 
Davis, Merlin Preston 1912 1984 SS - Lee
Davis, Mildred 5 Dec 1923 11 Dec 1923 SS - Lee
Davis, Milton P. 14 Jun 1917 5 May 1989 SS - "SGT US Army WWII" Lee
Davis, Milton Paxton 26 Dec 1873 14 Dec 1963 SS - [By Ida B. Davis] Lee
Davis, Nannie 15 Jun 1899 4 Jun 1992 DS W [Wife of Felix Davis] New Alfrey
Davis, Nannie B. 27 Apr 1873 12 Mar 1925 SS W [Husb. of John W. Davis] Davis (2)
Davis, Nola Dale 16 Aug 1881 22 Mar 1960 DS W [Wife of Dr. A. J. Davis] Hogge 
Davis, Oda H. 18 Nov 1897 4 Feb 1994 DS W [Wife of Bill Davis] Lee
Davis, Patty Ruth 24 Feb 1937 11 Jan 1939 SS - Lee
Davis, Paul Edward 23 Nov 1955 6 Nov 1988 SS S [Keep with Thelma Workman Culbert] Clearfield
Davis, Pearl 17 Apr 1957 17 Apr 1957 SS - [Next to L. Carl Whisman]"Sister" Whisman 
Davis, Polly W. 1935 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Curtis Davis] Brown (1) 
Davis, Robert C. 11 Apr 1878 30 Jun 1946 DS H [Husb of Evelyn F. Davis] Fouch (2) 
Davis, Rosa 25 Feb 1920 22 Jun 1951 SS - "Mother" Cranston
Davis, Rosa Lee 19 May 1942 19 May 1942 SS - Hargett   CC
Davis, Ruby L. 4 Sep 1921 6 Oct 1988 SS - Clark (2)
Davis, Russell Clayton 6 Oct 1912 22 May 1964 SS - "KY PFC US Army WWII, BSM" Whisman 
Davis, Ruth S. 1935 1993 DS W [Wife of Bernard Davis] Forest Lawn
Davis, Sergant Geo. W. - - SS - "7th KY Cavalry CoA Civil War" Siloam
Davis, Shridda Whisman 1 Feb 1941 4 Nov 1972 SS - Whisman 
Davis, Taylor 3 Mar 1870 29 Mar 1959 SS - [Next to Mary Lou Davis] Brown (1) 
Davis, Thelma 1917 1917 SS - [Next to Nannie Davis] New Alfrey
Davis, Theodore H. 1903 1959 SS - Hogge 
Davis, W. C. Ralph 23 Dec 1920 [               ] SS H [Husb. of Mary Evelyn Davis] Lee
Davis, William Emil 1919 1997 DS - [Keep with William Myers Davis] Davis (1)
Davis, William Myers 1910 1988 DS - [Keep with William Emil Davis] Davis (1)
Davis, Zephaniah 1866 1954 SS H [Hus of Delia A. Davis] [#1229] New Alfrey
Dawson, Armstrong 14 Feb 1881 2 Feb 1971 SS - "KY 1s Sgt 60 SVC Sq AC WWI" Forest Lawn
Dawson, Avery 24 Apr 1927 24 Apr 1927 DS S [Son of Lottie Dawson] Dawson
Dawson, Benjamin R. 7 Jul 1908 23 Mar 1934 SS - Dawson
Dawson, Eugine 1 Feb 1911 1 Feb 1911 TS - Keep with Frank Dawson" Goodan-Fultz
Dawson, Frank 1 Feb 1911 4 Feb 1911 TS - [Keep with Eugine Dawson] Goodan-Fultz
Dawson, Gladys B. 16 Aug 1914 14 Nov 1995 SS D "Haden Ferguson & Sarah Jane Conley" Mt. Pisgah
Dawson, J. W. Rev. 26 Sep 1878 2 Jun 1938 DS H [Husband of Minnie Ann Dawson] Dawson
Dawson, Jessy L. 1 Jan 1903 1 Jan 1903 SS S "Son of M. A. & J. W. Dawson" White (3)
Dawson, Lottie L. 1905 1929 DS - [Mother of Avery Dawson] Dawson
Dawson, Lucy 7 Oct 1924 7 Oct 1924 TS - [Keep with Eugine Dawson] Goodan-Fultz
Dawson, Minnie Ann 22 Jul 1881 4 Jan 1963 DS W [Wife of Rev. J. W. Dawson] Dawson
Day, 4 children - - - - "K,E,C, M.G., ages 3, 2, 10, 8" Johnson (2)
Day, A. Marion 9 Jun 1857 28 Aug 1937 SS - Lee
Day, Adda 11 Sep 1865 16 Feb 1894 SS W [James Day] Hogtown
Day, Adella Proctor 26 Feb 1867 28 Nov 1944 SS - Lee
Day, Alfred Clark 1893 1961 SS - [#1273] New Alfrey
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Day, Bernard May 1891 Mar 1965 DS H [Husb. of Bessie J. Day] Lee
Day, Bertha Martin 4 Aug 1904 10 May 1932 SS - "Daug. of Lee & Lillie Day" Dawson
Day, Bessie J. Jan 1891 Jan 1952 DS W [Wife of Bernard Day] Lee
Day, Carl Buster 1908 1967 DS H [Husb. of Julia Ellis Day] Lee
Day, Dolphia Jr. 28 Jun 1920 2 Aug 1995 SS H/S
[Husb of Hildreth Byrd Day][Son of Dolphia 
& Elfra Day, Sr.]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Day, Dolphia, Sr. 11 May 1891 18 Oct 1971 DS H [Husb. of Elfra Day] Forest Lawn
Day, Ed 5 May 1888 16 Apr 1943 SS - "Ky PVT US Army" Lee
Day, Elfra 2 Jan 1896 6 Nov 1971 DS W [Wife of Dolphia Day] Forest Lawn
Day, Eli C. 10 Sep1888 15 May1892 SS S "son of J.A. & Addie Day" Hogtown
Day, Eliza 27 Jun 1854 7 Oct 1934 SS M "Mother" Hogtown
Day, Elizabeth 30 Nov 1826 20 Aug 1913 SS Hogtown
Day, Elizabeth M. 25 Jul 1897 22 Aug 1970 SS - "At Rest" Caudill (1) 
Day, Ellen 21 Apr 1878 21 Jan 1948 DS W [Wife of Ollie G. Day] Day   MC
Day, Elzie Eddie 17 Aug 1898 27 Feb 1970 DS - [w/ Mary Anna Day] "US Army WWI" Bear Church   EC
Day, Eva 9 Mar 1914 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Willard Day] Brown (1) 
Day, Harlis 18 Oct 1893 4 Dec 1967 DS W [Wife of Ira Day] Lee
Day, Hildreth (Hillie) Byrd 27 Jul 1921 8 Sep 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Dolphia Day, Jr.] Forest Lawn
Day, Hopey J. 12 Mar 1845 5 Apr 1924 SS W [R. M. Day] Hogtown
Day, Infant - - - - "Infant of A. E. & T. A." Pine Hill
Day, Ira 3 Mar 1896 23 Aug 1982 DS H [Husb. of Harlis Day] Lee
Day, Irene Hamm 1913 1978 SS - Caudill (1) 
Day, Isaac Elbert - 1892 SS - [Next to Lucinda Cassity Day] New Alfrey
Day, Ivan 1901 1962 SS - Dawson
Day, J. M. 20 Mar 1848 14 Feb 1925 SS - Hogtown
Day, J.C. 9 Dec 1826 17 Mar 1926 SS - Hogtown
Day, James E. 26 Sep 1872 27 Apr 1903 SS H [Adda Day] Hogtown
Day, James L. 7 Feb 1853 16 Dec 1906 SS - [Next to 4 Day children] Johnson (2)
Day, John - - SS - [#4034] New Alfrey
Day, John H. 19 Jan 1827 13 May 1889 DS H [Husb. of Susan A. Day] New Alfrey
Day, Julia Ellis 1914 1976 DS W [Wife of Carl Buster Day] Lee
Day, Lee 8 Mar 1881 13 Nov 1947 SS H [Husband of Lillie Day] Dawson
Day, Lee Roy 24 Jul 1914 12 Nov 1986 DS - [Keep with Ottie Day] Lee
Day, Lena M. 7 Dec 1908 1 Jan 1976 DS W [Wife of William H. Day] New Sill
Day, Lillie 4 Sep 1884 7 Nov 1973 SS W [Wife of Lee Day] Dawson
Day, Lorene Sparks 26 Aug 1906 8 Oct 1988 SS - Lee
Day, Lottie H. 1897 1972 DS W [Wife of Willioughby T. Day] Caudill (1) 
Day, Lowell Gale 3 Jul 1945 27 Sep 1969 SS - [Next to Willard & Eva Day] Brown (1) 
Day, Lucinda Cassity - 1897 SS - [Next to Isaac Elbert Day] New Alfrey
Day, Mary Anna [                 ] [                ] SS - Slaty Point
Day, Mary Anna 15 Dec 1913 1 May 1992 DS - [Keep with Elzie Eddie Day] Bear Church   EC
Day, Mary E. 9 Ffeb 1900 13 Jun 1903 SS D "dau. of Eddie & Jinnie Day" Hogtown
Day, Mary Weddington 18 May 1881 16 Mar 1942 SS - Pine Hill
Day, Mollie 1873 1941 SS W [Wife of Wallace L. Day] Lee
Day, Oliver 19 Oct 1871 7 Apr 1895 SS - Hogtown
Day, Ollie G. 17 Mar 1881 22 Dec 1932 DS H [Husb of Ellen Day] Day   MC
Day, Ottie 14 Feb 1929 [                ] DS - [Keep with Lee Roy Day] Lee
Day, R. M. 13 Aug 1846 27 Sep 1919 SS H [Hopey J.] Hogtown
Day, Rennie Ervin 1908 1985 SS - Alfrey, Roll
Day, Robert Button 6 Nov 1903 13 Aug 1988 SS - Lee
Day, Rosetta - 1947 SS - [#1274] New Alfrey
Day, Roy James 18 Sep 1889 20 Jul 1947 DS - Lee
Day, Strib 1884 1954 SS - [#1275] New Alfrey
Day, Susan A. 17 Nov 1827 - DS W [Wife of John H. Day] New Alfrey
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Day, Thomas A. 26 Oct 1885 13 Apr 1886 SS S "Son of J.L. &  F.A. Day" New Alfrey
Day, Wallace L. 13 May 1860 3 Jun 1916 SS H "Husb. of Mollie Day" Lee
Day, Walter - 1961 SS - [#1276] New Alfrey
Day, Willard 31 Mar 1906 5 May 1973 DS H [Husb. of Eva Day] Brown (1) 
Day, William H. 2 Oct 1870 14 Apr 1965 DS H [Husband of Lena M. Day] New Sill
Day, William R. 18 Feb 1870 15 Oct 1932 SS - Hogtown
Day, Willie 21 Jul 1881 6 Jun 1892 SS S "Son of James & Adda Day" Hogtown
Day, Willioughby T. 1879 1941 DS H [Husband of Lottie H. Day] Caudill (1) 
Day, Wm. Byford Jr. 1944 1994 SS - New Alfrey
Dean, Alice Hobbs 7 Nov 1898 29 Jul 1986 SS - New Sill
Dean, Bert T. 1903 1974 DS H [Husb. of Minty C. Dean] Brown (1) 
Dean, Bertha E. 1896 1972 DS W [Wife of James A. Dean] Forest Lawn
Dean, Esther Biggs 17 Aug 1997 3 Sep 1951 SS - Biggs   CC
Dean, Harve 16 Apr 1878 17 Mar 1949 DS H [Husband of Zona Dean] Mabry Hill
Dean, James A. 1896 1974 DS H [Husb. of Bertha E. Dean] Forest Lawn
Dean, M. 1870 1931 SS - Mabry Hill
Dean, Mary Ukie 19 Oct 1911 15 Apr 1948 SS - Webb  CC
Dean, Minty C. 1909 1979 DS W [Wife of Bert T. Dean] Brown (1) 
Dean, Rufus W. 8 Sep 1904 26 Feb 1987 DS H [H of Susie V. Dean ]M:24 Dec 1925 Brown (1) 
Dean, Susie V. 29 Sep 1906 20 Aug 1991 DS W [Wife of Rufus W. Dean] Brown (1) 
Dean, Vesta L. 1912 1973 DS W [Wife of Wayne L. Dean] King, Family  CC
Dean, Wayne L. 1919 [                ] DS H [Husb of Vesta L. Dean] King, Family  CC
Dean, William E. 16 May 1915 10 Sep 1944 SS - "KY PFC 10 Inf 5 Inf Div WWII" Brown (1) 
Dean, Zona 8 Nov 1879 21 Dec 1942 DS W [Wife of Harve Dean]"Gone but not..." Mabry Hill
DeBoard, Ora G. Jul 1935 Oct 1935 SS - Williams-Turner
Debord, Amanda 2 Apr 1869 14 Mar 1921 DS M [Mother of Henry Debord] Caudill (1) 
Debord, Annie Bell 7 May 1892 17 May 1977 DS W [Wife of William A. Debord] Cranston
DeBord, Baby Boy [Abt 1940] [Abt 1940] UM [S] [Son of William & Oliva Curtis DeBord] Pine Hill
Debord, Bessie - [Abt 1927] FS [D] [Dau of Sylvester Washington DeBord] Franklin
DeBord, Bobby Ray [11 Jan 1935] [11 Jan 1935] UM [S] [Son of William & Oliva Curtis DeBord] Pine Hill
Debord, Capt. Jephthah 10 Nov 1850 9 Nov 1905 SS H/F [Father of Henry H. Debord] Caudill (4)
Debord, Frankie 23 Jan 1934 3 Nov 1934 SS D "Dau of Wm. & Annie Debord" Caudill (4)
DeBord, Freddie Oscar [4 Mar 1902] [5 Oct 1931] UM [S] [Son of John  & Minnie Custis DeBord] Franklin
Debord, Henry Aug 1887 Mar 1917 DS S [Son of Amanda Debord] Caudill (1) 
Debord, Henry H. 25 May __ __ 1885 SS S "Son of Jephthah Debord & wife" Caudill (4)
Debord, Infant 4 Dec 1906 4 Dec 1906 SS S "Son of Mary F. & D.B. Debord" Caudill (4)
Debord, Jephthah Jr. 3 Apr 1883 3 Jun 1907 SS Caudill (4)
Debord, Jessie W. - [5 Jan 1933] FS [S] [Son of Sylvester Washington DeBord] Franklin
DeBord, John Morgan [29 Sep 1870] [18 Apr 1939] UM [S/H]
[Son of William & Mary Ann DeBord, husb 
of Martha Jones DeBord] Franklin
Debord, Juda 29 Apr 1869 13 Dec 1901 SS - "Wife of Levi Debord" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
DeBord, Lelia M. [10 Feb 1896] [21 Mar 1898] UM [D] [Dau of John  & Minnie Custis DeBord] Franklin
DeBord, Lena Boggs 
Christian [Abt 1896] [7 Dec 1921] UM [W] [1st. Wife of William DeBord] Pine Hill
Debord, Levi 8 Dec 1900 14 Feb 1902 SS - "Son of Charley R. Debord" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Debord, Lizzie [Mary 
Elizabeth] - [5 Jan 1933] UM [D] [Dau of Sylvester Washington DeBord] Franklin
DeBord, Lyda M. [9 Jan 1898] [9 Mar 1900] UM [D] [Dau of John  & Minnie Custis DeBord] Franklin
DeBord, Martha Jones [11 Jul 1871] [8 Apr 1928] UM [W] [Wife of John Morgan DeBord] Franklin
Debord, Mary Ann 9 Sep 1838 1 Jul 1901 SS W [Wife of William Debord-Civil War Vet] Franklin
Debord, Mary F. 4 Apr 1885 16 May 1914 SS W "Wife of D.B. Debord" Caudill (4)
DeBord, Minnie Custis [4 Feb 1892] [22 Nov 1892] UM [D] [Dau of John  & Minnie Custis DeBord] Franklin
Debord, Noah 10 May 1911 2 Jul 1912 SS S "Son of Mary F. & D.B. Debord" Caudill (4)
Debord, Ollie B. 27 Sep 1886 28 Sep 1890 SS - "Dau of Levi Debord" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
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DeBord, Phyllis Jean [27 Nov 1937][27 Nov 1937] UM [D] [Dau of William & Oliva Curtis DeBord] Pine Hill
Debord, Sarah Etna 20 Oct 1889 27 Oct 1918 SS - Gregory (1) 
Debord, Sylvester [27 Oct 1873] 23 Feb 1933 SS S/H
[Son William & Mary Ann DeBord, Husb of 
Husb of Ettna Terrell-bur in Terrell Cem.] Franklin
DeBord, Virginia Carol [29 Sep 1939] [29 Sep 1939] UM [D] [Dau of William & Oliva Curtis DeBord] Pine Hill
Debord, William 9 Sep 1828 6 Mar 1896 SS H [Husb of Mary Ann Debord][Civil War Vet] Franklin
Debord, William A. 4 Jul 1886 10 Apr 1976 DS H [Husb. of Annie Bell Debord] Cranston
Debord, William Colum 17 Jun 1875 30 Apr 1921 SS S [Son of Wm. & Mary A. Debord] Franklin
Debord, Winnie 19 Mar 1878 15 Mar 1897 SS - "Dau of Belle & Alley Brown" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Deborde, Anna 1876 1912 DS W [Willis Deborde] Stewart
Deborde, Willis 1877 1932 DS H [Anna Deborde] Stewart
Decker, Elsie A. 3 Jan 1900 30 Dec 1977 DS W [Wife of Robert A. Decker] Sardis
Decker, Geraldine 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Robert E. Decker] Forest Lawn
Decker, Margie June 29 May 1922 18 Sep 1922 SS - Sardis
Decker, Robert A. 2 Sep 1893 28 May 1988 DS H [Husb. of Elsie A. Decker] Sardis
Decker, Robert E. 22 Sep 1923 19 Dec 1985 DS H [Husb. of Geraldine Decker]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Decker, Ruth [                 ] [                 ] Plq - Hogge 
Deen, Nancy 5 Oct 1865 27 Nov 1922 SS - Masters
Deering, Emma G. 17 Jul 1849 11 Sep 1931 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Deering, John M. 5 Apr 1840 16 Jan 1925 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
DeHart Amanda 05 Apr 1899 29 June 1942 SS W "1st Wife of Jesse DeHart" Mabry (1)
Dehart, Brandon Scott 27 Apr 1994 27 Apr 1994 SS - Brown (1) 
DeHart, Byron Scott 22 Apr 1985 08 Jun 1985 SS - Mabry (1)
DeHart, Carrell R. 06 Jun 1961 06 Jun 1961 SS - Trent (1) 
DeHart, Charles Luther 22 Aug 1905 25 Nov 1955 SS - "U.S. Army WWII" Town   EC
DeHart, Charlie Boon 15 Jul 1915 9 Jan 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Malissa Ann Baker Dehart] Forest Lawn
DeHart, Chester A. [Arthur] 18 Nov 1913 [18 Oct 1997] DS H [Lyda Mathews DeHart" Fraley-Osborne
DeHart, Claud C. 28 Jan 1917 3 Aug 1957 SS - Caudill (1) 
DeHart, Cletis E. 1924 [                 ] DS H [Husband of Olive V. DeHart] Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, Clona 27 Jan 1917 04 Nov 1918 SS - Black-Trent
DeHart, Clona May 8 Mar 1918 Unreadable SS - Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, Cora J. 1 Mar 1886 2 Sep 1967 DS W [Wife of Martin DeHart] Kegley
DeHart, Curtis Francis 22 Aug 1920 04 Nov 1992 SS - PVT  U.S. Army, W.W.II DeHart (1)
Dehart, Darrell Glen 29 May 1956 19 Dec 1986 SS - Dehart (3)
Dehart, Dorothy M. 29 Aug 1917 23 Sep 1993 DS W [of George R Dehart] M: 20 Oct 1934 Brown (1) 
DeHart, Elmo Clifford 20 Sep 1919 25 Sep 1995 SS - "Husband", CPL US Army WWII" DeHart (2) 
Dehart, Eula T. 1933 [                ] DS W [Wife of Wayvel L. Dehart] Brown (1) 
DeHart, Frankie 2 Dec 1941 [                ] SS - "Infant" Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, Freda May 06 Feb 1936 05 Mar 1945 SS - Loved by all Wagoner Corner
Dehart, George R. 8 Apr 1913 19 Jul 1996 DS H [Husb. of Dorothy M. Dehart] Brown (1) 
DeHart, George R. 28 Aug 1861 23 Jun 1919 SS - [Beautiful castle on top of white pillar] DeHart (2) 
DeHart, Glennis Ray, Jr. 24 Nov 1971 10 Feb 1983 DS S [Glennis Ray DeHart, Sr.] Fraley-Osborne
Dehart, Glennis Ray, Sr. 8 Jul 1944 [                ] DS S [Chester & Lyda DeHart] Fraley-Osborne
DeHart, Grace 2 Oct 1907 23 Aug 1986 DS W [Wife of Oscar DeHart] Trumbo   CC
DeHart, H. L. 18 Mar 1900 8 Sep 1938 SS - DeHart (2) 
DeHart, Harlan V.[Vinson] 18 Sep 1949 26 Dec 1992 SS S [son of Jessie & Nellie DeHart] Mabry (1)
DeHart, Infant Son 21 Jun 1942 21 Jun 1942 SS S "Infant of Jesse & Amanda DeHart" Mabry (1)
Dehart, James Atley 3 Aug 1930 10 Mar 1959 SS - Lee
DeHart, Jesse [Lee} 22 Aug 1902 20 Aug 1982 DS H [Husband of Nellie DeHart] Mabry (1)
Dehart, Jimmie 9 Sep 1930 28 Apr 1985 DS H [Husb. of Joanne R. Dehart] Brown (1) 
DeHart, Jimmie L. 1937 1994 DS H [Husband of Maxine Sloan DeHart] Trent (1) 
Dehart, Joanne R. 4 Jul 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jimmie Dehart] Brown (1) 
DeHart, Julia 12 Jan 1859 27 May 1957 SS - DeHart (2) 
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DeHart, Leola Woliver 29 Aug 1908 [                ] DS W [Wife of Roy Virgil DeHart] Slaty Point
Dehart, Levi S. 7 May 1902 9 May 1953 SS - [Next to Vada E. Dehart] Lee
DeHart, Lillie F. 1899 1977 DS W [Wife of W. Tennyson DeHart] DeHart (2) 
DeHart, Little May 12 Sep 1927 21 Dec 1929 SS - Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, Lloyd E. 30 Jul 1928 14 Oct 1953 SS - Caudill (1) 
DeHart, Lorene 10 Nov 1925 16 Feb 1928 SS D "Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. SWM" Caudill (1) 
DeHart, Lyda Mathews 21 Jun 1911 4 May 1987 DS W [Chester Arthur DeHart] Fraley-Osborne
DeHart, Mae 24 Mar 1908 [No Date] DS W [Wife of Thomas DeHart] DeHart (1)
Dehart, Malissa A. 1930 1973 DS W [Wife of Charles B. Dehart] Forest Lawn
DeHart, Martin E. 26 July 1879 29 Apr 1954 DS H [Husband of Cora J. DeHart] Kegley
DeHart, Mary 30 Jun 1866 31 Jul 1950 SS - DeHart (1)
DeHart, Mary E. 10 Mar 1875 31 Mar 1969 DS? [D] [Dau. of John B. & Sarah J. Brown] Clearfield
DeHart, Mary F. 23 Feb 1933 1938 SS - DeHart (1)
DeHart, Maston 24 Aug 1898 22 Jan 1992 SS - DeHart (1)
DeHart, Maxine Sloan 1937 [                ] DS W [Wife of Jimmie L. DeHart] Trent (1) 
DeHart, Minnie 1889 1966 DS W [Wife of Willie DeHart] Caudill (1) 
DeHart, Nellie 07 Oct 1927 [               ] DS W [2nd Wife of Jesse DeHart] Mabry (1)
DeHart, Olive V. 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Cletis E. DeHart] Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, Opal Brown 1909 1989 SS - "Educator for 40 years" Brown-Porter  EC
DeHart, Ora 13 May 1907 [                ] DS H [Husband of Vada DeHart] Wagoner Corner
DeHart, Oscar 13 May 1904 10 Apr 1982 DS H [Husb of Grace DeHart]"Mar 23 Dec 1926" Trumbo   CC
DeHart, Oscar V. 4 Jun 1908 14 July 1916 SS S "Son of Sarah DeHart" Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, Oscar, Jr. 3 Feb 1928 7 Oct 1928 SS S "Son of Oscar & Grace DeHart" Trumbo   CC
DeHart, Ottis 30 Jun 1903 28 Jan 1977 DS H [Husband of Vadie DeHart] Crix Cemetery:
Dehart, Ottis Martt 1875 1937 SS - Lee
Dehart, Roy Lee 28 Feb 1924 27 Jul 1998 PLQ H [of Husb. of Anna L. Thornsburg Dehart] Caudill (2)
DeHart, Roy Virgil 14 Nov 1900 25 Nov 1990 DS H [Husb of Leola Woliver DeHart] Slaty Point
DeHart, Sarah 22 Apr 1883 22 Jul 1916 SS - [Mother of Oscar DeHart] Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, Saul Stephens 27 Sep 1884 27 Feb 1937 SS - DeHart (1)
DeHart, Suzie 03 May 1866 23 Oct 1930 DS W [Wife of W. P. DeHart] Black-Trent
DeHart, Thomas 29 Jan 1893 15 Feb 1936 DS H [Husband of Mae DeHart] DeHart (1)
Dehart, Thomas L. 1867 1964 SS - Lee
DeHart, Vada 24 Nov 1913 01 Jun 1995 DS W [Wife of Ora DeHart] Wagoner Corner
Dehart, Vada E. 28 Jul 1905 1 Mar 1996 SS - [Next to Levi S. Dehart] Lee
Dehart, Vada L. 1899 1965 SS - Lee
DeHart, Vadie 16 Oct 1903 23 Apr 1949 DS W [Wife of Ottis DeHart] Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, Vercil Ivan 1 Mar 1951 27 Mar 1996 SS S [Chester & Lyda DeHart] Fraley-Osborne
DeHart, W. H. 27 Feb 1874 30 Dec 1968 SS - Crix Cemetery:
DeHart, W. J. 25 Oct 1861 20 Jun 1926 SS - DeHart (1)
DeHart, W. P. 14 Jan 1854 25 Mar 1922 DS H [Husband of Suzie DeHart] Black-Trent
DeHart, W. Tennyson 1898 1955 DS H [Husband of Lillie F. DeHart] DeHart (2) 
Dehart, Wayvel L. 1929 1988 DS H [H of Eula T. Dehart]M:26 Sep 1960 Brown (1) 
DeHart, William Owen 22 Oct 1924 09 May 1993 SS - PFC.  U.S. Army, W.W.II DeHart (1)
DeHart, Willie 1888 1952 DS H [Husband of Minnie DeHart] Caudill (1) 
Deharte, John Shelley 21 Oct 1916 24 Jan 1983 DS H [Husb. of Lucille L. Deharte] Forest Lawn
Deharte, Lucille L. 21 Mar 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John Shelley Deharte] Forest Lawn
Dempsey, Kenneth William 31 Jul 1946 20 Oct 1993 SS - "Loving father & Husband" Lambert 
Dennis, Lori Jo Williams 22 May 1961 6 Jun 1997 SS - Brown (1) 
Dennis, Sarah 1866 1947 SS - Baldridge (1)
Dennis, Willie 29 Apr 1889 29 Oct 1890 SS S "Son of J.A. & Laura B. Dennis" Town
Dermmitt, J, Eloise 1933 1951 DS W [R. Eugene Dermmitt Estep
Dermmitt, R. Eugene 1930 [               ] DS H [J. Eloise Dermmitt] Estep
DeSable, Theodore J. 1866 1919 SS - Lee
Dewitt, Annie 1934 [                ] DS W [Wife of Leonard Dewitt] Adams-Plank
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Dewitt, Clell Ambrose 1914 1991 SS - Forest Lawn
Dewitt, Fanie E. 1933 1934 SS - Poston
Dewitt, Fannie Estel 1892 1972 DS W [Wife of Lawrence Dewitt] Forest Lawn
Dewitt, George Everett 1898 1974 DS H [Husband of Nervie Dewitt] Eldridge (1) 
Dewitt, Grace 14 Feb 1921 12 Jan 1940 SS D [Daughter of George & Nervie Dewitt] Eldridge (1) 
Dewitt, Helina K. 1925 [                 ] SS - [Next to Lawrence & Fannie Dewitt] Forest Lawn
Dewitt, John 15 Dec 1845 9 Feb 1898 SS - Pine Hill
Dewitt, Lawrence 1887 1980 DS H [Husb. of Fannie Estel Dewitt] Forest Lawn
Dewitt, Leonard 1920 1977 DS H [Husband of Annie Dewitt] Adams-Plank
Dewitt, Mattie I. D. - - SS - Pine Hill
Dewitt, Myrl 17 Apr 1926 30 Dec 1939 SS D [Daughter of George & Nervie Dewitt] Eldridge (1) 
Dewitt, Nervie 1903 1976 DS W [Wife of George Everett Dewitt] Eldridge (1) 
DeWitt, unknown 22 Jan 1882 29 Mar 1951 SS - [flat, sunken stone] Clearfield
DeWitt, William H. 02 Jul 1855 02 Jul 1917 SS - DeWitt 
Dice, John Henry 4 Jun 1893 23 Nov 1910 SS S "Son of Chas H. & Arrilla C. Dice" Lee
Dickens, Nora Lee 2 Apr 1926 16 May 1926 DS - Williams-Turner
Dickerson, Bessie Lee Ing 10 Nov 1900 28 Aug 1982 SS - Ingram Rogers Carpenter
Dickerson, Charley Gilber 9 Dec 1883 30 Oct 1953 SS H [Husb. of Effie Dickerson] Brown (1) 
Dickerson, Cole 20 Jan 1906 26 Oct 1978 SS - Lee
Dickerson, Cora Lee 1907 1971 SS - [Next to George B. Dickerson] Forest Lawn
Dickerson, Covey 22 Aug 1893 11 May 1962 SS - Lee
Dickerson, Effie 15 Aug 1891 1 Aug 1952 SS W [Wife of Charley Gilbert Dickerson] Brown (1) 
Dickerson, George B. 1903 1966 SS - [Next to Cora Lee Dickerson] Forest Lawn
Dickerson, Kathleen 22 Sep 1914 23 Jun 1919 SS - Lee
Dickerson, Kyser 17 Apr 1889 5 Jan 1928 SS - [Next to Luvenia M. Dickerson] Lee
Dickerson, Lalie Mae Clark 24 May 1914 14 May 1998 SS W
[of hus. #1 Burl Boggs; #2 Cole Dickerson] 
Clark (1) 
Dickerson, Luvenia M. 8 Sep 1868 10 Jul 1934 SS - [Next to Kyser Dickerson] Lee
Dickerson, Mabel Boggs 19 Dec 1919 [                ] DS W [Wife of William Linza Dickerson] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Dickerson, William Linza 11 Aug 1918 20 Jun 1998 DS H [Husb of Mabel Boggs Dickerson] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Dillon [Richardson], Nola 
Lee 5 Sep1907 24 Jan 1997 DS W
[Wife of #1 Albert Dillon and                             
#2 Virgil Richardson] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, A. E. 1915 1970 SS - [Next to C. E. & Ada Dillon] Brown (1) 
Dillon, Ada Flanery 1887 1942 SS W [Wife of C. E. Dillon] Brown (1) 
Dillon, Ada M. 3 Nov 1905 13 Oct 1987 DS W [Wife of Charles E. Dillon] Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Albert 14 Jun 1902 6 Jan 1943 DS H "Father" [Hus. of  Nola Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Allie Lee 10 Jul 1909 1 Jun 1911 SS S "Son of M. T. & Mima A. Dillon" Lee
Dillon, Arlie E. 21 Jan 1925 27 Jan 1925 SS S "Son of Chas & Dora Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Arlie McCllard 9 Aug 1906 17 May 1940 SS - Lee
Dillon, Arvel 30 Jun 1908 2 Jan 1910 SS S "Son of Chas & Dora Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Bert - 1922 SS - [#1399] New Alfrey
Dillon, Bessie Geneva 2 Sep 1923 2 Sep 1923 SS - Clearfield
Dillon, Beulah Flannery 7 Jan 1920 31 Oct 1988 SS - Siloam
Dillon, Blondina Mae 1929 1945 SS - New Alfrey
Dillon, Byron C. 1912 1979 DS H [Husb. of Margie G. Dillon] Lee
Dillon, C. E. 1884 1972 SS H [Husb. of Ada Flanery Dillon] Brown (1) 
Dillon, Caroline 20 Sep 1828 28 Jun 1904 SS - [Next to David P. Dillon] Hogge 
Dillon, Charles E. 5 Mar 1900 24 Oct 1978 DS H [Husband of Ada M. Dillon] Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Charles Junior 20 Sep 1926 21 Nov 1985 SS - "SGT US Army WWII" Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Chas. E. 1877 1958 DS H [Husband of Dora E. Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Chester 1933 1934 SS - McBrayer
Dillon, Cletis E. 3 May 1924 20 Aug 1972 SS - "Ky PFC Constab SQ, WWII" Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Coney Kay 13 May 1946 26 Jun 1977 SS - [Dau. of Hall Mabry] Kegley-Mabry   EC
Dillon, Conie Baldridge 12 Jan 1914 6 Dec 1993 DS W [W.of Harlan Dillon]"mar. 25 May 1934" Dillon (1) 
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Dillon, Cora A.[Brown] 8 Mar 1885 28 Apr 1969 DS W [Wife of J. N. Dillon][Dau of J.B. & S.J.] Clearfield
Dillon, Curtis E. 6 Mar 1912 15 Jul 1998 SS - Cpl US Army WWII Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Cynthia Forrest 1890 1967 DS W [Wife of James W. Dillon] "Mother" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Daca 17 Feb 1894 8 Jan 1978 SS - Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Darcas 20 Sep 1845 10 May 1851 DS - [Keep with Henry W. Dillon] Hogge 
Dillon, David P. 31 Jun 1851 22 Nov 1859 SS - [Next to Caroline Dillon] Hogge 
Dillon, Donald D. 1917 1919 SS S [Son of James W. & Cynthia Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Dora E. 1884 1969 DS W [Wife of Chas. E. Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Dwight Noel 27 may 1972 27 May 1972 SS - [Believed to be son of Martha Dillon] Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Edward [                ] [                ] SS - Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Effie 2 Jun 1892 20 May 1915 DS D "Dau. of Thomas & Flora Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Elizabeth Fay 3 Feb 1903 7 Mar 1961 SS - Lee
Dillon, Flora 26 Aug 1868 25 Dec 1930 DS W [Wife of Thomas Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Flora H. 1906 1974 DS W [Wife of Roy C. Dillon] New Alfrey
Dillon, Gertie 5 Feb 1896 19 Aug 1913 DS D "Dau. of Thomas & Flora Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Gracie 8 Feb 1905 7 Jun 1905 SS D "Dau. of Thomas & Flora Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Harlan 11 May 1911 30 Mar 1999 DS H 
[H.of Conie Dillon, son of Charles Edward 
& Dora Arnold Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Harold 22 Dec 1944 31 Mar 1984 SS - Trent (1) 
Dillon, Henry W. 11 Nov 1849 10 May 1851 DS - [Keep with Darcas Dillon] Hogge 
Dillon, Howard 29 Dec 1945 19 Jul 1999 PLQ S/H [of Lawrence Albert & Josie Crose Dillon] Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Ile 1922 1939 SS S [Son of James W. & Cynthia Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Ima Jean 1927 1931 SS D [Dau. of James W. & Cynthia Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Infant Son 12 Sep 1898 17 Sep 1898 SS S "Son of M. T. & Mima A. Dillon" Lee
Dillon, Irene B. 31 Oct 1913 1 Aug 1915 DS D "Dau. of Thomas & Flora Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, J. N. 3 Jun 1881 14 Dec 1964 DS H [Husb of  Cora A. Dillon] Clearfield
Dillon, James Andy 1835 1906 DS H [Husband of Rachel Harris Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, James C. 7 Oct 1947 1 Apr 1948 SS - Dillon (1) 
Dillon, James W. [18 Mar]1889 [1 Dec]1938 DS H
[Hus. of Cynthia Dillon] "Father" " Son of 
Thomas & Flora Fletcher Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Jefferson T. 22 Jul 1859 2 Mar 1865 SS - Hogge 
Dillon, John Leonard 1907 1977 SS S "Son of J.N. & Cora A. Dillon] Clearfield
Dillon, Josie Alma 22 Apr 1920 [                ] DS W [Wife of  Lawrnce Albert Dillon] Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Judy Sloan 1963 1995 PLK - Trent (1) 
Dillon, Kenneth 1927 1983 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Kirby [                ] [                 ] SS - Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Lacy - - - - See notes Dillon (2)
Dillon, Lafe 1921 1930 SS S [Son of James W. & Cynthia Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Larry Joe 4 Aug 1958 4 Sep 1958 SS S "Son of Paul & Nora Dillon" Brown (1) 
Dillon, Lawrence Albert 3 Mar 1924 28 Nov 1996 DS H [Husband of Josie Alma Dillon] Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Lenore Olive 1 Apr 1901 16 Oct 1902 SS D "Dau. of M. T. & Mima A. Dillon" Lee
Dillon, Leona 1918 1932 SS D [Dau. of James W. & Cynthia Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Leslie 06 Aug 1906 26 Aug 1992 SS - Trent (1) 
Dillon, Lida M. 13 Sep 1923 13 Sep 1923 SS D "Dau. of Chas & Dora Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Linda - 1903 SS - [#1398] New Alfrey
Dillon, Lonnie J. 28 Aug 1947 24 Jan 1962 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, M. T. 21 Sep 1864 12 Dec 1921 SS H [Husb. of Mima A. Dillon] Lee
Dillon, Margaret 15 Dec 1823 17 Jul 1874 SS - Hogge 
Dillon, Margie G. 1921 [               ] DS W [Wife of Byron C. Dillon] Lee
Dillon, Martha 19 May 1898 13 Feb 1913 DS D "Dau. of Thomas & Flora Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Mary Walker 27 Apr 1961 6 Oct 1997 PLQ - Lee
Dillon, Michael 21 Apr 1804 16 Feb 1866 SS - Hogge 
Dillon, Michael Ray 11 Apr 1950 12 Apr 1950 SS - "Inf. of Rudell & Jewell Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Mima A. 5 Aug 1870 27 Feb 1947 SS W "Wife of M. T. Dillon" Lee
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Dillon, Nora 30 Sep 1944 5 Dec 1944 SS D [of Lawrence Albert & Josie Crose Dillon] Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Otto 1919 1977 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Rachel Harris 1841 1903 DS W [Wife of James Andy Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Renie 9 Apr 1909 16 Apr 1910 SS D [Dau. of Thomas & Flora Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Rosa Elizabeth 4 Jan 1885 1 May 1910 SS D "Dau. of Thomas [& Flora] Dillon" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Roy C. 1904 1979 DS H [Husb. of Flora H. Dillon] New Alfrey
Dillon, Rudell R. 25 Oct 1927 8 Jun 1988 SS - "SN US Navy" Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Thelma Jean 3 Oct 1956 9 May 1973 SS D [of Lawrence Albert & Josie Crose Dillon] Crix Cemetery:
Dillon, Thomas 24 Nov 1865 20 Oct 1940 DS H [Husband of Flora Dillon] Dillon (1) 
Dillon, Zona 1908 1992 SS - Clearfield
Dillon: Nothing is known about three grave sutes. Dillon (2)
Dixon, Alice Rose "R.N." 30 Oct 1908 8 May 1988 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Dixon, Bert Thomas 5 Aug 1937 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Phyllis Ann McBrayer Dixon] Forest Lawn
Dixon, Phyllis Ann McBra 19 Jan 1939 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Bert Thomas Dixon] Forest Lawn
Dockery, Kenneth C. 15 Jul 1926 19 Aug 1991 SS - "TEC 4 US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Donahew, Capless 1927 1996 Plq - New Alfrey
Donahue, "Rushie" Lilly 16 Apr 1910 7 Apr 1976 SS - [Lilly Mae] New Alfrey
Donahue, Amos - 1893 SS - [#1066] New Alfrey
Donahue, Andrew C. 4 Apr 1906 2 Oct 1973 SS - New Alfrey
Donahue, Arlie B. 19 Jun 1909 23 May 1988 DS H [of Jewell M Donahue]"Army WWII Forest Lawn
Donahue, Crystal 4 Mar 1908 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Lorean Staton Donahue] Clearfield
Donahue, Eliza 1879 1960 SS - [#1047] New Alfrey
Donahue, George 8 Jan 1877 24 May 1942 SS - New Alfrey
Donahue, Infant - - SS - [#4033] New Alfrey
Donahue, Infant - - SS - [#4032] New Alfrey
Donahue, Infant - - SS - [#4031] New Alfrey
Donahue, Jewell M. 1912 1994 DS W [Wife of Arlie B. Donahue] Forest Lawn
Donahue, Lorean Staton 24 Apr 1910 4 Jan 1994 DS H [Husb of  Crystal Donahue] Clearfield
Donahue, Melissa Dee 29 Aug 1966 5 Nov 1986 SS - "Missy" Clearfield
Donahue, Rosie 1907 1911 SS - New Alfrey
Donahue, Samuel 1929 1997 SS - Forest Lawn
Donathan, Jason Nathaniel 7 Jul 1993 7 Sep 1993 SS - Wallace (1) 
Donathan, Pearlie A. 1881 1971 TS - [Keep with Ruth & Clifford Cassity] Clearfield
Donohu, Stanley 3 Apr 1903 24 Dec 1903 SS - New Alfrey
Donohue, James M. 1890 1982 DS H [Husb. of Josie A. Donohue] Brown (1) 
Donohue, Josie A.[Law] 1893 1948 DS W [Wife of James M. Donohue] Brown (1) 
Donohue, Lovall O. 2 May 1918 10 Mar 2000 PLQ W
[wife of Mike Watson, dau of James & Josie 
Law Donohue] Brown (1) 
Donohue, Mary M. 9 Jul 1923 24 Mar 1991 SS - Brown (1) 
Doolin, Marie Lewis 
Riggsby 29 May 1917 13 Mar 2000 PLQ W [wife of Alvin Riggsby & 2nd. Jim Doolin] Clearfield
Douglas, G. S. 14 Jan 1834 29 May 1917 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Douglas, Samantha 19 Apr 1847 11 Feb 1907 SS W [Wife of C. S. Douglas, Sr.] Eagle Hall  CC
Douglass, Elsie K. 18 Apr 1916 2 Jul 1916 SS D "Dau of G. S. & Maud Douglas" Trumbo   CC
Douglass, Hallie 30 Oct 1903 27 Dec 1906 SS D "Dau of G. S. & Maud Douglas" Trumbo   CC
Dowdy, Bessie 22 Feb 1912 3 Jul 1939 SS - [Next to Pearl Dowdy] Sardis
Dowdy, Claude 11 Feb 1919 31 May 1941 SS - Sardis
Dowdy, Marion 14 Feb 1850 29 Dec 1928 SS - "Co K 63 KY Inf" [Civil War-Union] Sardis
Dowdy, Minnie Mae 2 Feb 1909 28 Dec 1965 SS - [Next to Virgil F. Dowdy] Sardis
Dowdy, Pearl 13 Apr 1914 29 Mar 1937 SS - [Next to Bessie Dowdy] Sardis
Dowdy, Virgil F. 2 Dec 1907 4 Nov 1979 SS - [Next to Minnie Mae Dowdy] Sardis
Dowdy, Wanda K. 3 Aug 1934 28 Feb 1936 SS - Sardis
Dowling, Paul Thomas 4 Feb 1916 16 Sep 1990 SS - "Tec 4, US Army WWII" Caudill (1) 
Downey, Infant - - SS - [#81][Next to W. A. Downey] New Alfrey
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Downey, J. H. 7 Aug 1880 7 Nov 1881 SS S "Son of W.A. & S.R. Downey" New Alfrey
Downey, Sarah R. 9 Feb 1850 17 Jan 1889 SS W [Wife of W. A. Downey] New Alfrey
Downey, W. A. 17 Jan 1817 6 Apr 1883 SS H [Husb. of Sarah R. Downey] New Alfrey
Downey, Z. - 1871 SS - [#59] New Alfrey
Downs, Ada F. Evans 24 Jun 1906 16 Nov 1993 SS - [Ada Frances Evans Downs] Evans
Drake, Carl D., Rev. 2 Oct 1943 21 Nov 1984 DS H [Husband of Linda F. Drake] Drake
Drake, Debra K. 9 Feb 1964 25 Apr 1964 SS - New Sill
Drake, John Allen 28 Dec 1930 29 Sep 1999 PLQ H/F/S[son of Everett & Addie Hall Campbell] Drake
Drake, Linda F. 20 Mar 1950 [                ] DS W [Wife of Rev. Carl D. Drake] Drake
Drake, William E. 4 Jun 1904 10 May 1977 DS H [Husband of Lola R. Drake] Drake
Drake, Zola E. 20 Oct 1904 17 Jun 1988 DS W [Wife of William E. Drake] Drake
Drovillard, Frederick J. 21 Feb 1923 21 Oct 1988 DS H [of Katherine Black Drovillard]"WWII Forest Lawn
Drovillard, Katherine Black 1924 [Living] DS W [Wife of Frederick J. Drovillard] Forest Lawn
Drrham. John L. 9 Oct 1903 20 Feb 1927 SS - Pine Hill
Duff, James S. 1 Jun 1885 9 Jan 1912 SS S "Son of L. M. & Mary A. Duff" Blanton-White
Duggan, Corinne H. 21 May 1916 5 Jun 1996 SS - Lee
Duley, Amy G. 1884 1974 DS W [Wife of Charles P. Duley] Forest Lawn
Duley, Charles P. 1882 1969 DS H [Husb. of Amy G Duley]"Grandmaster Forest Lawn
Dulin, Addison E. 20 Jun 1944 20 Feb 1978 DS H [Husband of Ruth A. Dulin] Crix Cemetery:
Dulin, Bertha 3 Feb 1915 29 Jun 1996 DS W [Wife of Cecil F. Dulin] Crix Cemetery:
Dulin, Cecil F. 24 Mar 1908 22 Jul 1974 DS H [Husband of Bertha Dulin] Crix Cemetery:
Dulin, Clayton 20 Oct 1920 4 Jul 1922 SS S "Son of Frank & Lula Dulin" Crix Cemetery:
Dulin, Flarce May 1913 1997 DS W [Wife of William H. Dulin] Clearfield
Dulin, Frank 23 Jul 1887 4 Mar 1927 SS S "Son of Thomas Dulin" Crix Cemetery:
Dulin, George 1881 1943 DS H [Husband of Rose Dulin] Crix Cemetery:
Dulin, James M. 17 Feb 1876 2 Apr 1941 SS - [Buried next to Lillie B. Dulin] Clearfield
Dulin, Leatha 21 Jan 1921 15 Apr 1944 SS - [Buried next to Roscoe Dulin] Clearfield
Dulin, Lillie B. 3 May 1886 2 Jan 1939 SS - [Buried next to James M. Dulin] Clearfield
Dulin, Roscoe 7 Dec 1907 19 Nov 1967 SS - [Buried next to Leatha Dulin] Clearfield
Dulin, Rose 1882 1951 DS W [Wife of George Dulin] Crix Cemetery:
Dulin, Ruth A. 11 Jul 1947 [                ] DS W [Wife of Addison E. Dulin] Crix Cemetery:
Dulin, William H. 1903 1992 DS H [Husb of  Flarce May Dulin] Clearfield
Duncan, Benton 11 Feb 1884 17 Mar 1969 DS H [Husb of Janie Duncan] Hale   CC
Duncan, Charles 1 Oct 1930 1 Oct 1930 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, Cynthia - - QS D "Daughter"[Dau of Tom & Tina Duncan] Duncan   CC
Duncan, Donald 5 Nov 1910 22 Jul 1911 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, Earnest 2 Oct 1915 4 Sep 1916 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, Engil 1927 1965 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, Howard 4 Nov 1897 24 May 1962 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, J. P. 6 Mar 1847 16 Jul 1932 SS - Duncan   CC
Duncan, Janie 23 Oct 1892 6 Apr 1977 DS W [Wife of Benton Duncan] Hale   CC
Duncan, John A. [8 Oct]1905 14 Feb 1905 DS H [Husb. of Mary M. Duncan] Brown (1) 
Duncan, Lloyd 4 Mar 1929 28 Dec 1944 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, Mary E. 1868 1949 SS - Lee
Duncan, Mary M. 1913 1979 DS W [Wife of John A. Duncan] Brown (1) 
Duncan, Norvell 21 Feb 1934 21 Feb 1934 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, Ollie Abrams 14 Oct 1901 10 May 1986 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, Roy C. 6 Dec 1924 23 Mar 1998 SS - Hale   CC
Duncan, Tina - - QS W "Mother" [Wife of Tom Duncan] Duncan   CC
Duncan, Tom - - QS H "Father" [Husb of Tina Duncan] Duncan   CC
Duncan, Willie - - QS S "Son" [Son of Tom & Tina Duncan] Duncan   CC
Dunlap, Margaret Peg 6 Dec 1913 10 Aug 1992 SS - [Margaret Peg Griffith Dunlap] Lee
Durham, Clarence 1910 [29 Jul]1996 SS H [Husb. Of Mabel O'Neal Durham] Brown (1) 
Durham, Ellen 8 Mar 1855 16 Apr 1930 DS W [W. R. Durham] Pine Hill
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Durham, Ephraim T. 3 Dec 1876 9 Dec 1896 SS S "Son of J. H. & Sarah R. Durham" Lee
Durham, Mabel O'Neal 26 Aug 1909 11 Apr 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Clarence Durham] Brown (1) 
Durham, Myrtle 1 Apr 1875 27 Jul 1907 SS W "+F45William Durham" Pine Hill
Durham, Sam M. 22 Oct 1896 30 Dec 1896 SS S "Son of E. H. & S. L. Durham" Lee
Durham, Virgil "Bull" 2 Feb 1923 3 Mar 1988 SS - Hogge 
Durham, William 1873 1953 SS H [Myrtle Durham] Pine Hill
Dye, Grover 9 Jun 1918 22 Dec 1934 SS - Clearfield
Dye, Marvin 1929 1930 SS - [#1453] New Alfrey
Dye, Violet - 1931 SS - [#1454] New Alfrey
Dyer, Alice [                 ] [                 ] SS W [Wife of Charlie Dyer]"Mother of Dan Dan" Clearfield
Dyer, Bernie W. 29 Aug 1915 27 Jul 1942 DS H [Husband of Hazel Dyer] Mabry Hill
Dyer, Burness 1916 1919 SS - [Buried next to Murvel Dyer] Clearfield
Dyer, Charlie [                 ] [                 ] SS H [Husb of  Alice Dyer] "Father of Dan" Clearfield
Dyer, Dan [                 ] [                 ] SS S "Son of Charlie & Alice Dyer" Clearfield
Dyer, Dan 14 Oct 1884 20 Jun 1977 DS H [Husb of Mattie Dyer] Clearfield
Dyer, Dovie Lewis 30 Dec 1905 [               ] DS W [Wife of Ollie L. Dyer] Lee
Dyer, Elwood Denton 1927 1980 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Clearfield
Dyer, Eulene S. 13 Mar 1935 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James M. Dyer] Clearfield
Dyer, Gary W. 21 Apr 1946 1 Jan 1947 SS - "Son of Kermit & Elva Dyer" Mabry Hill
Dyer, Hazel 31 Jan 1914  19 __ DS W [Wife of Bernie W. Dyer] Mabry Hill
Dyer, James M. 10 Feb 1925 25 Oct 1996 DS H [Husb of  Eulene S. Dyer] Clearfield
Dyer, Jane [                 ] [                 ] SS D "Daughter of Charlie & Alice Dyer" Clearfield
Dyer, Kenneth B. 27 Dec 1937 24 Mar 2000 DS Sardis
Dyer, Louise J. 1929 [                 ] Plq - [Buried next to Elwood D. Dyer] Clearfield
Dyer, Mary Frances 12 Mar 1870 23 Nov 1948 SS - Lee
Dyer, Mattie 14 Feb 1887 9 Sep 1949 DS W [Wife of Dan Dyer] Clearfield
Dyer, Minnie E. Branham 8 Jul 1908 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Alice Mullins Branham] Sardis
Dyer, Murvel 15 Dec 1918 14 Sep 1946 SS - "KY PFC CAC WWII" Clearfield
Dyer, Ollie L. 24 Sep 1894 20 Jul 1970 DS H
[of Dovie Lewis Dyer] "Ky PVT Co F Inf 
WWI" Lee
Dyer, Robert 29 Oct 1921 15 Aug 1968 SS - [Bur. next to Dan Dyer]"Pvt Co D WWII" Clearfield
Dyer, Son 1908 1908 SS S "Son of Mattie & Dan Dyer" Clearfield
Dyer, Vonda D. 17 Apr 1943 [                 ] DS Sardis
E. A. G. - - SS - [Small stone, no dates] Siloam
E. D. - - - - Town
E. F. - - - - [Next to J.F.] Johnson   EC
E. K. - - SS - [#795] New Alfrey
E. L. G. - 27 __ 1889 SS - [initials only] Carey 
E. M. - - - - [Next to Mary L. Fugate] Town
E.W.E. with a date of 1893. No indication as birth or death date Town
Eades, A. L. 1901 1939 SS - Cranston
Earlean, unknown 28 May 1917 20 Oct 1922 SS - [No last name, buried between Whites] Clearfield
Earley, Charles Denver 21 Sep 1927 [                ] DS H [Husb of Ruth Lee Earley] "M: 10 Jul 1972" Hamilton
Earley, Charles Marion 17 Sep 1893 3 Feb 1958 SS - Hamilton
Earley, Ruth Lee 31 Mar 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Charles Denver Earley] Hamilton
Earls, Charles E. 1909 1910 SS - Lee
Earls, Ida J. 2 Jan 1895 5 Dec 1924 DS W [Wife of Marion Earls] Eldridge (1) 
Earls, Marion 15 Dec 1893 14 Dec 1971 DS H [Husband of Ida J. Earls] Eldridge (1) 
Earls, Mary [                 ] 11 Aug 1918 SS M [Mother of Marion & Ida Earls] Eldridge (1) 
Earls, Nellie L. 23 Nov 1906 25 Oct 1938 SS W [Wife of Marion Earls] Mt. Pisgah
Early, Billy Alden 26 Apr 1925 15 Feb 1995 SS - "SC3 US Navy" Lee
Early, Carl 5 Feb 1910 5 Feb 1938 SS - "Brother" Hamilton
Early, Doris E. [Easton] [27 Jan]1923 [24 Dec 1999] DS W [wife of Thomas M. Early] Lee
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Early, Elsie L. 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ralph Early] Clearfield
Early, Fred 1903 1966 SS - Lee
Early, John R. 1898 1978 SS - Clearfield
Early, Martha Jane 3 May 1866 8 Jun 1914 SS W "Wife of Grant Early" Lee
Early, Mayme C. 1896 1965 DS W [Wife of W. Sam Early] Clearfield
Early, Ralph G. 1922 1972 DS H [Husb of Elsie Early]"PFC US Ma WWII" Clearfield
Early, Thomas M. 1900 [6 Oct 1998] DS H [Husb of Doris Easton Early] Lee
Early, Ulyissus Grant 1868 1920 SS - Lee
Early, W. Sam 1896 1937 DS H [Husb of  Mayme C. Early] Clearfield
Easterling, "baby" 6 Apr 1909 6 Apr 1909 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. J. T. Easterling" Blair's   MC
Easterling, A. Louise Ge 7 Oct 1934 6 Dec 1995 DS W
[Wife of  Lester B. Easterling] "M:24 
Jan1950" Clearfield
Easterling, Ann Eliza 28 Jun 1878 18 Dec 1896 SS W "Wife of R. H. Easterling" Blair's   MC
Easterling, Anna V. 13 Feb 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Boyd N. Easterling] Brown (1) 
Easterling, Annie M. Blair 18 Mar 1883 28 Aug 1964 SS W "Wife of R. H. Easterling" Blair's   MC
Easterling, Avis Irene 28 Apr 1912 2 May 1979 SS - Day   MC
Easterling, Boyd N. 29 Mar 1914 5 Dec 1976 DS H [of Anna V Easterling] M:22 Dec 1933 Brown (1) 
Easterling, Chester L. 20 Mar 1920 Under Ground SS - "KY TEC 4 SVC Comd. Unit WWII" Clearfield
Easterling, Clay Jr. 7 Mar 1918 26 Mar 1980 SS - Clearfield
Easterling, Clyde N. 19 Mar 1917 9 Nov 1976 DS H [Husb of Katherine L. Easterling] Day   MC
Easterling, Curtis 1884 1971 DS H [Husb of Fronia Easterling] Day   MC
Easterling, Cynthia 2 Jul 1837 1 Mar 1923 DS W [of James S. Easterling] "Mother" Blair's   MC
Easterling, David M. 22 Mar 1890 13 Jun 1965 DS H [of Maggie Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Edgar F. 28 Feb 1921 7 Sep 1991 DS H [of Reva Burton Easterling]"ArmyWWII Blair's   MC
Easterling, Edith Marie 13 Jul 1934 27 Jan 1942 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Roy Easterling" Blair's   MC
Easterling, Elmira Ritchie 11 Mar 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of Herbert P. Easterling] Day   MC
Easterling, Emerson 1928 [                 ] DS H [of Jewell Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Eric C. 5 Sep 1965 [                ] DS [S1] Pernell
Easterling, Fronia 1884 1957 DS W [Wife of Curtis Easterling] Day   MC
Easterling, Gracie Mae 1904 1921 SS D "Dau of R. H. & Annie Easterling" Blair's   MC
Easterling, Herbert P. 5 Feb 1908 4 Oct 1984 DS H [Husb of Elmira Ritchie Easterling] Day   MC
Easterling, Homer L. 20 Oct 1982 [                 ] DS H [of Ruby M Easterling] M:25 Feb 1928 Perry   MC
Easterling, Infant - - SS S "Son of R. H. & Annie Easterling" Blair's   MC
Easterling, Irvin 19 Sep 1903 22 Sep 1989 DS H [of Leola Easterling] Cassity   MC
Easterling, J. T. 6 Aug 1863 8 Jul 1925 SS - [Next to Rachel F. Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, James S. 8 Jun 1834 27 Feb 1919 DS H [of Cynthia Easterling] "Father" Blair's   MC
Easterling, Jesse 1904 1981 DS H [Husb. of Mary Easterling] Forest Lawn
Easterling, Jewell 1928 1993 DS W [of Emerson Easterling]M:27 Mar 1945 Blair's   MC
Easterling, Katherine L. 12 Jun 1930 [                ] DS W [Wife of Clyde N. Easterling] Day   MC
Easterling, Leola 9 Feb 1903 19 Mar 1965 DS W [of Irvin Easterling] Cassity   MC
Easterling, Lula Mae 17 Sep 1897 11 Jan 1979 SS - [Buried next to Chester L. Easterling] Clearfield
Easterling, Luster B. 6 Feb 1924 19 Jul 1984 DS H [Husb of  A. Louise Gee Easterling] Clearfield
Easterling, Maggie 21 Jan 1893 27 Aug 1968 DS W [of David M. Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Mary 1903 1996 DS W [Wife of Jesse Easterling] Forest Lawn
Easterling, Mary Crystal 2 Oct 1905 23 Feb 1985 DS W [of Roy Franklin Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Myrtle Cassity 25 Dec 1887 10 May 1977 SS - [Next to William Clarence Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Norma Gean 26 Sep 1924 14 Sep 1930 SS - Day   MC
Easterling, Owen Everett 7 Nov 1928 13 Jan 1990 SS - "PFC US Army Korea" Cassity   MC
Easterling, Rachel F. 20 Apr 1865 20 Jan 1913 SS - [Next to J. T. Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Randy Dale 18 Jan 1973 3 Nov 1993 SS - Cassity   MC
Easterling, Reva Burton 18 Mar 1918 [                 ] DS W [of Edgar F. Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Ricky Owen 28 Oct 1957 28 Jan 1976 DS [S1] Pernell
Easterling, Robbin H. 17 Dec 1874 3 Feb 1970 SS H [of Annie M. & Ann Eliza, on ea side] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Rodney Lynn 28 Dec 1958 22 Jul 1983 SS S Clearfield
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Easterling, Roy Franklin 18 May 1905 [                 ] DS H [of Mary C Easterling]"M:17 May 1923 Blair's   MC
Easterling, Roy Reginald 1925 [                 ] DS H [of Willowden Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Ruby M. 5 Nov 1909 [                 ] DS W [of Homer L Easterling] Perry   MC
Easterling, S. E. 20 Apr 1896 11 Sep 1936 SS - Clearfield
Easterling, Twin Daughter 28 Feb 1938 28 Feb 1938 DS D [Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Roy Easterling" Blair's   MC
Easterling, Twin Daughter 28 Feb 1938 28 Feb 1938 DS D [Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Roy Easterling" Blair's   MC
Easterling, William Claren 9 Mar 1885 14 Jul 1975 SS - [Next to Myrtle Cassity Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easterling, Willowden 1930 1993 DS W [of Roy Reginald Easterling] Blair's   MC
Easton, Beatrice 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Emerson Easton]"Mother" Hogge 
Easton, Clarence 1896 1962 DS H [Husb. of Nannie Easton] Forest Lawn
Easton, E. Lois 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wm. Loyd Easton] Forest Lawn
Easton, Emerson 1920 1985 DS H [of Bea. Easton]"Father, M:27Apr1943" Hogge 
Easton, Mark Dewayne 1961 1966 SS - Forest Lawn
Easton, Nannie 1900 1967 DS W [Wife of Clarence Easton] Forest Lawn
Easton, William 13 Mar 1925 3 May 1970 SS - [Next to Clar. & Nan. Easton]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Easton, Wm. Loyd 1898 1972 DS H [Husb. of E. Lois Easton] Forest Lawn
Eaton, Alice 9 Jul 1858 3 Aug 1921 DS W [Wife of George Eaton] Eagle Hall  CC
Eaton, George 14 Aug 1849 9 Mar 1923 DS H [Husb of Alice Eaton] Eagle Hall  CC
Ecah, Infant Dau [                ] 6 Aug 1936 SS - "Daug. of Jesse & Cracie Ecah" Adams-Plank
Ecah, Unknown [                ] [                ] SS - Dau of Jesse & Cracie Ecah Adams-Plank
Eckler, John N. 9 Sep 1894 6 Sep 1952 SS - Lee
EDB1: Reported by Grover Black, that Josie [Ellen J.] Milam is actually buried at Mt. Pisgah Cemetery on Bull Eldridge-Buckland 
EDB2: Fork Road. There is also a monument at Mt. Pisgah for Josie [Ellen J] Milam, on which the date year match Eldridge-Buckland 
EDB3: these dates. Eldridge-Buckland 
Eddy, James 1870 1947 SS - Brown (1) 
Eden Anna 14 Oct 1877 3 Apr 1956 DS W [Wife of Taylor Eden] Trumbo   CC
Eden Taylor 18 Nov 1871 7 Mar 1956 DS H [Husb of Anna Eden] Trumbo   CC
Eden,  Sarah - 19 Jul 1952 PLQ W [Wife of G. W. Eden] Trumbo   CC
Eden, Bertha 2 Jun 1897 18 Mar 1978 DS W [Wife of Everett Eden] Trumbo   CC
Eden, Charles H. 14 may 1890 24 Dec 1917 SS S "Son of L. & M. Eden" Trumbo   CC
Eden, Cora 27 Jul 1894 14 Mar 1918 SS W [Wife of David Eden] Adkins (2)
Eden, Cora 1905 1992 PLQ - Trumbo   CC
Eden, Cordealia 2 Oct 1892 25 Mar 1908 SS D "Dau of George & Sarah Eden" Trumbo   CC
Eden, Dewie A. 30 Apr 1905 7 Oct 1932 SS - Trumbo   CC
Eden, Earnest 15 Apr 1922 28 Oct 1986 DS H [of Juanita Eden] "S2 US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Eden, Elmer R. 4 Nov 1909 9 Nov 1972 SS - Eden 
Eden, Ethel May 1 Apr 1921 24 Dec 1991 SS - [Ethel May Lemaster Jones Eden] Lyon
Eden, Everett 22 Dec 1894 11 Dec 1968 DS H [Husb of Bertha Eden] Trumbo   CC
Eden, Frank 18 Sep 1910 7 Apr 1998 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Trumbo   CC
Eden, G. W. [George W.] 1 Mar 1865 14 Apr 1948 SS H [Husb of Sarah Eden] "77 Yrs, 3 mo, 14 days"Trumbo   CC
Eden, Isom 4 Oct 1856 19 Jun 1941 SS - Trumbo   CC
Eden, Iva Lee 1910 1961 SS - Trumbo   CC
Eden, James R. 12 Feb 1863 21 Dec 1942 SS H
"Father" [Husband of Jennie Eden; son of 
James & Jane Eden] Eden 
Eden, Jane 13 Jun 1836 11 Jan 1933 SS W "Wife of James Edens" Eden 
Eden, Jennie 2 Oct 1874 6 Aug 1952 SS W "Mother" [Wife of James R. Eden] Eden 
Eden, Juanita 5 Jun 1929 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Earnest Eden] Brown (1) 
Eden, Lucretia J. 27 Mar 1886 1 Feb 1888 SS - Trumbo   CC
Eden, Lucy E. 9 Sep 1898 30 Jan 1915 SS D "Dau of L. & M. Eden" Trumbo   CC
Eden, Myrtle 1897 1966 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Eden, Ora M. 27 May 1888 20 Jan 1921 DS H [Husb of Sadie E. Eden] Trumbo   CC
Eden, Sadie E. 22 Jan 1894 13 Jun 1977 DS W [Wife of Ora M. Eden] Trumbo   CC
Eden, W. D. 1894 1955 SS - Bradley  CC
Eden, Walter 1915 1916 SS - Trumbo   CC
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Eden, Wilford 25 Mar 1902 18 Jul 1902 SS S "Son of George & Sarah Eden" Trumbo   CC
Eden, William Andrew 19 May 1951 19 Mar 1986 SS - Henderson  CC
Edens, James 24 Dec 1829 14 Apr 1894 SS H
[Hus.of Jane Eden][Union Soldier in 
theCivil War] Eden 
Edens, Tennessee 12 Dec 1859 28 Jun 1909 SS - [Believed to be dau. of James  Eden] Eden 
Edison, Betty Jane Boggs 23 Jun 1945 9 Aug 1984 SS - Boggs (2)   EC
Edmiston, Walter G. 2 Sep 1858 30 Jan 1919 SS - [Next to William Jackson Edmiston] Siloam
Edmiston, William Jackso 30 Jan 1935 16 May 1935 SS - [Next to Walter G. Edmiston] Siloam
Edward, Anna Jean 13 Jul 1933 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Donald R. Edward] Brown (1) 
Edward, Donald R. 12 Apr 1928 24 Dec 1995 DS H [Husb. of Anna Jean Edward] Brown (1) 
Edwards, Arnold 1918 1983 DS H [Husb. of Lelah L. Edwards] Brown (1) 
Edwards, Ina 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Richard L. Edwards] Forest Lawn
Edwards, Lelah L "Margie 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Arnold Edwards] Brown (1) 
Edwards, Richard L. 1927 1979 DS H [Husb. of Ina Edwards]"Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Edwards, Winston Dougl 19 Jun 1958 21 Nov 1980 SS - "2nd Ltd US Army Reserve" Brown (1) 
Effie, Mary 3 Jul 1887 20 Sep 1920 SS - Caudill (1) 
Egan, Charles B. 12 Sep 1894 1 Nov 1970 DS H [Husband of Vinesa A. Egan] Mabry (2)
Egan, Charles Roger 29 Dec 1941 [29 Dec 1941] SS S "Infant son of E. R. & Hazel Egan " Caudill (2)
Egan, Donnie J. 18 Oct 1947 26 Nov 1994 TS S "Son of Milford & Mary Egan" Cranston
Egan, Eliza Willis 3 Apr 1846 2 Nov 1891 DS W [Wife of John Emory Egan] Cranston
Egan, Emily A. 30 Oct 1875 29 Apr 1911 SS W "Wife of William R. Stegall" Caudill (4)
Egan, George W. 3 Sep 1875 16 Dec 1958 DS H [Husb. of Sary Egan] Cranston
Egan, Hattie M. 31 Dec 1885 5 May 1976 DS W [Wife of Patrick H. Egan] Cranston
Egan, Infant Son 22 May 1987 22 May 1987 SS - Pence
Egan, John Emory 17 Feb 1837 25 Feb 1917 DS H [Husb. of Eliza Willis Egan] Cranston
Egan, John H. 5 Nov 1869 3 Sep 1903 SS - [Next to Martha J. Egan] Caudill (4)
Egan, Lucindy 21 Apr 1905 2 Oct 1991 SS - Boggs   CC
Egan, Lyda 7 May 1915 24 Jul 1925 SS D "Dau. of George W. & Sarah Egan" Cranston
Egan, Martha J. 12 Mar 1875 11 Jul 1899 SS - [Next to John H. Egan] Caudill (4)
Egan, Mary Waltz 5 Feb 1926 [                ] TS W [Wife of Milford J. Egan] Cranston
Egan, Milford P. 4 May 1923 [                ] TS H [Husb. of Mary Waltz Egan] "Mom" Cranston
Egan, Nelson 29 Mar 1848 26 Mar 1937 DS H [Husb of Sarah L. Egan] Siloam
Egan, Patrick H. 9 Sep 1879 11 May 1957 DS H [Husb. of Hattie M. Egan] Cranston
Egan, Rosa M. 5 Aug 1839 26 May 1912 SS W "Wife of W. M. Egan" Caudill (4)
Egan, Roscoe 14 Feb 1907 29 Jul 1938 SS S "Son of Lizzie & Taylor Egan" Boggs   CC
Egan, Sarah L. 22 Feb 1851 9 Jun 1936 DS W [Wife of Nelson Egan] Siloam
Egan, Sary 15 Jan 1883 7 Dec 1976 DS W [Wife of George W. Egan] Cranston
Egan, Vinesa A. 8 Nov 1898 16 Feb 1986 DS W [Wife of Charles B. Egan] Mabry (2)
Egan, Virgel 3 Jul 1909 3 Jun 1911 SS S "Son of G. W. & Sarah F. Egan" Cranston
Egan, W. M. 7 May 1833 12 Mar 1911 SS H [Husb. of Rosa M. Egan] Caudill (4)
Egan, Zilpha 7 May 1854 27 Jun 1888 SS - "Married 21 Jan 1875" Caudill (4)
Eggers, Claude Franklin 20 May 1925 13 May 1982 DS H [of Dorothy Eggers] BM2 US Navy WWII Caudill (2)
Eggers, Claudia Gail 1966 1966 SS D "Daughter" Caudill (2)
Eggers, Dorothy E. 1926 1993 DS W [of Claude Franklin Eggers] Caudill (2)
Eggers, Mollie J. Scaggs 3 Aug 1883 13 Jan 1963 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Eisler, Flora E. 1908 1991 DS W [Wife of John C. Eisler] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Eisler, John C. 1896 1966 DS H [Husb of Flora E. Eisler] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Elam, Allie M. 11 Nov 1897 13 Apr 1978 DS W [of Neute Elam] "Mother" Cassity   MC
Elam, Anna 27 Oct 1889 21 Dec 1987 DS W [Wife of Ward Elam] Carey 
Elam, Artie F. 10 Nov 1870 5 Feb 1942 DS W [of James E. Elam] Cassity   MC
Elam, Avery L. 1919 1962 DS H [Husb. of Lillie M. Elam] Brown (1) 
Elam, Bill 26 Jun 1912 1 Nov 1930 SS - Siloam
Elam, Demarree Delee 24 Sep 1928 14 Nov 1995 DS H [of Lucille Elam]"US Army Air Corps" Brown (1) 
Elam, Donna M. 1935 1962 SS - [Next to Minor B. Elam] Forest Lawn
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Elam, Douglas E. 18 May 1920 15 Feb 1975 SS - "Pvt US Army" Cassity   MC
Elam, Dovie 1929 [                 ] DS W [Wife of George A. Elam] Caudill (1) 
Elam, Elizabeth 6 Jan 1859 10 Jan 1923 DS W [Wife of Marion Elam] Siloam
Elam, George A. 1913 1987 DS H [Husband of Dovie Elam] Caudill (1) 
Elam, H. C. "Pete" 1893 1931 DS - [Keep with Hattie Elam Bayes] Carey 
Elam, Hattie [Bell Osborne 
Flannery] [4 Apr] 1894
[23 Aug] 
1977 DS W [Wife of Joe Elam] Siloam
Elam, Hendericks 20 Dec 1884 17 May 1962 DS H [Lillie L. Elam] Nickell-Harris
Elam, Herbert Monroe 14 Mar 1915 15 Oct 1987 TS - [Keep with Thelma Litton] Caudill (1) 
Elam, James E. 5 Mar 1865 31 Oct 1940 DS H [of Artie F. Elam] Cassity   MC
Elam, Janice Cagle 8 Sep 1947 14 May 1996 DS W [of Ralph F. Elam] Cassity   MC
Elam, Joe 1881 1933 DS H [Husb of Hattie Elam] Siloam
Elam, Lillie L. 27 Aug 1906 29 Dec 1996 DS W [Hendericks Elam] Nickell-Harris
Elam, Lillie M. 1920 1960 DS W [Wife of Avery L. Elam] Brown (1) 
Elam, Lucille F. 6 Jan 1935 [                 ] DS W [of Demarree D. Elam] M:7 May 1960 Brown (1) 
Elam, Marion 7 Nov 1856 30 Jul 1913 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth Elam] Siloam
Elam, Minor B. 1935 1962 SS - [Next to Donna M. Elam] Forest Lawn
Elam, Nannie B. 30 Sep 1896 13 Apr 1918 SS W "Wife of Willie Elam" Eagle Hall  CC
Elam, Neute 23 Jan 1895 26 Oct 1980 DS H [of Allie M. Elam] "Father" Cassity   MC
Elam, Ottist White 10 Apr 1920 [                 ] DS W [of Thomas Ed. Elam] M:7 Feb 1942 Brown (1) 
Elam, Ralph F. 22 Oct 1933 [                 ] DS H [of Janice Cagle Elam] Cassity   MC
Elam, Raymond 8 Jul 1927 9 Aug 1974 SS - [Next to Donna M. Elam]"US Army" Forest Lawn
Elam, Rebecca 25 Oct 1884 1 May 1887 SS - [Next to Ruth E. Elam] Siloam
Elam, Ruth E. 30 Sep 1894 1 Jan 1913 SS - [Next to Rebecca Elam] Siloam
Elam, Sarah Pratt 1889 1965 SS - Brown (1) 
Elam, Thomas Edward 13 May 1920 3 Apr 1995 DS H [Husb. of Ottist White Elam] Brown (1) 
Elam, Virginia Anna 3 Sep 1914 17 May 1924 SS - Carey 
Elam, Ward 1 Sep 1888 28 Jan 1947 DS H [Hus of Anna Elam] Carey 
Elder, Hattie Maude 25 Feb 1909 3 Oct 1910 SS D "Daug. of W.B. & M.T. Elder" Lee
Eldridge, [William] James 24 Oct 1856 10 Feb 1923 SS H [Husb. of Mallisa [Withrow] Eldridge] New Sill
Eldridge, Acie L. 1934 1967 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Ami 1914 1936 DS W [Wife of Chester Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Bertha [Hicks] 7 Jan 1893 23 Jan 1973 DS W [of Hiram Eldridge] Caudill (2)
Eldridge, Billy D. 1947 1979 DS H [Husband of Joyce R. Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Birtha C. Aug 1901 Jan 1905 SS D [Daug. of J.A. & Frances Eldridge] Mt. Pisgah
Eldridge, Carl 3 May 1918 11 Jun 1918 SS S [Husband of John C. Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Chester 1913 [                ] DS H [Husband of Ami Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Dail 1906 1969 DS H [Husb. of Jean Eldridge] Brown (1) 
Eldridge, Donald Joe 3 Jun 1939 25 Nov 1987 DS H [Husb of  Shirlene Eldridge] Clearfield
Eldridge, Edmond E. 17 Sep 1912 6 Feb 1941 SS - "Father" Eagle Hall  CC
Eldridge, Eula Elizabeth 5 Mar 1912 6 Jan 1913 SS - Christian
Eldridge, Frances 1 May 1872 30 Mar 1908 SS W "Wife of James Eldridge" Eldridge (2)
Eldridge, Fred 20 Oct 1929 27 Mar 1996 SS - "PFC US Army" Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Geroge W. 24 Oct 1880 17 Dec 1946 SS H [Husb of Mollie D. Eldridge] "Father" Eagle Hall  CC
Eldridge, Goldie H. 1913 1980 DS W [of Simon Eldridge, Dau of R. & C. Hicks] Caudill (2)
Eldridge, Henry 1890 1947 DS H [Husband of Maggie M. Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Henry 29 Mar 1852 30 Jan 1931 SS H [Husband of Nancy J. Eldridge] Mt. Pisgah
Eldridge, Hiram 17 Feb 1892 20 Oct 1982 DS H [of Bertha Eldridge, son of Levi Eldg.] Caudill (2)
Eldridge, Jean 1905 1974 DS W [Wife of Dail Eldridge] Brown (1) 
Eldridge, Jerry F. 31 Aug 1936 [                ] DS H [Husband of Judy R. Eldridge] New Sill
Eldridge, Jess Orville 25 May 1916 17 Feb 1986 SS - "S1 US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Eldridge, John C. 1897 13 Aug 1965 DS H [Husband of Maud D. Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, John Loving 14 Jan 1910 27 Jan 1980 DS H [Husb. of Lula Lewis Eldridge] Brown (1) 
Eldridge, Joyce R. 1947 [                ] DS W [Billy D. Eldridge, M: 19 Aug 1979] Eldridge (1) 
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Eldridge, Judy R. 15 Nov 1940 7 Mar 1985 DS W [Wife of Jerry F. Eldridge] New Sill
Eldridge, L. D. 16 Dec 1942 16 Dec 1942 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Eldridge, Lena Faye 2 Aug 1923 10 Jun 1988 DS W [Wife of Virgil Eldridge] M:7 Feb 1940 Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Levi 1867 1939 DS H [Husband of Martha J. Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Lillian [Messer] 16 Jan 1915 10 Jul 1987 DS W
[W of Thomas A. Eldridge, d of Elbert & 
Pearl Messer] New Sill
Eldridge, Lula Lewis 5 Aug 1905 10 Apr 1953 DS W [Wife of John Loving Eldridge] Brown (1) 
Eldridge, Lyda M. 14 Nov 1906 17 Oct 1908 SS D "Daughter of Levi & Martha Eldridge" Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Maggie M. 1895 1978 DS W [Wife of Henry Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Mallisa [Withrow] 2 Jun 1856 11 Mar 1934 SS W [Wife of William James Eldridge] New Sill
Eldridge, Martha J. 1866 1957 DS W [Wife of Levi Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Mary Ann 4 Jun 1881 26 Sep 1972 SS W [Wife of Watt Eldridge] Brown (1) 
Eldridge, Maud D. 1892 23 May 1961 DS W [Wife of John C. Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Melvin 9 Nov 1887 14 Jan 1965 DS H [Husband of Mollie O. Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Mildred Butts 1919 1958 SS - Brown (1) 
Eldridge, Mollie D. 10 Jan 1880 18 Aug 1970 SS W [Wife of George W. Eldridge] "Mother" Eagle Hall  CC
Eldridge, Mollie O. 19 Jun 1892 25 Nov 1980 DS W [Wife of Melvin Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Nancy J. 7 Sep 1849 27 Jul 1908 SS W [Wife of Henry Eldridge] Mt. Pisgah
Eldridge, Nellie Mae 3 Mar 1918 17 Dec 1997 DS W [Wife of Russell Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Parrish 2 Sep 1937 1 Jul 1938 SS - Lee
Eldridge, Preston 1904 1948 NS - Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Raymond 12 Aug 1940 9 Apr 1941 SS S "Simon & Goldie Eldridge" Caudill (2)
Eldridge, Ronald Lee 28 Dec 1938 18 Jun 1944 SS S [Son of Thomas & Lillian Messer Eldridge] New Sill
Eldridge, Rosa Jane 14 Aug 1874 10 Jun 1905 SS W "Wife of E. T. Eldridge" Eldridge-Buckland 
Eldridge, Roy E. 1911 1996 MKR S "Hiram & Bertha Eldridge" Caudill (2)
Eldridge, Russell 1917 1951 DS H [Husband of Nellie Mae Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Sarah J. 19 Dec 1912 1 Feb 1913 SS D "Daughter of Henry & Maggie Eldridge" Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Shirlene 31 Mar 1942 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Donald Joe Eldridge] Clearfield
Eldridge, Simon 1910 1980 DS H
[of Goldie H. "Hicks" Eldridge]" Son of 
Levi" Caudill (2)
Eldridge, Thelma G. 8 May 1905 9 Jul 1907 SS D "Dau of George W. & Mollie D. Eldridge" Eagle Hall  CC
Eldridge, Thomas A. 15 Apr 1912 21 Apr 1966 DS H [Husband of Lillian Eldridge] "WWII" New Sill
Eldridge, Venis A. 11 Mar 1917 24 Jan 1955 Plq - "Pvt 3613 Ord Evac Hosp. WWII" Mabry Hill
Eldridge, Vernon 27 Jun 1924 13 Jul 1927 SS S "Son of Henry & Maggie Eldridge" Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Virgil 4 Aug 1919 [                ] DS H [Husband of Lena Faye Eldridge] Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Watt 2 Sep 1870 11 Apr 1942 SS H [Husb. of Mary Ann Eldridge] Brown (1) 
Eldridge, William E. 1961 1968 MKR - Eldridge (1) 
Eldridge, Wm. "Billy" 16 Aug 1940 20 Mar 1992 SS - [MSGT USAF Vietnam] New Sill
ELH1: Unmarked (1) known to be Russell Prather, but went by Hardin as he was raised by his grandmother Ellington, Harlan
ELH2: Hardin; husband to Alene. Ellington, Harlan
Elkins, Ethel 1920 [                 ] TS W [Wife of Howard Elkins] Brown (1) 
Elkins, Howard 1917 1980 TS H [Husb. of Ethel Elkins] Brown (1) 
Elkins, Nancy 10 Nov 1901 14 Apr 1983 SS - Trumbo   CC
Elkins, Nina Eden - - SS - [Dates missing] Trumbo   CC
Elkins, Phillip 1946 [                 ] TS S [Son of Howard & Ethel Elkins] Brown (1) 
Elkins, Wm. Taylor 1890 1928 SS - Trumbo   CC
Ellington, Arvel 28 Feb 1896 29 Jul 1897 SS - "Baby" Ellington 
Ellington, Audry "Doc" F. 29 Mar 1894 3 Feb 1946 SS - Lee
Ellington, Carl 1914 1940 SS - [Son of Farmer Ellington] Ellington, Harlan
Ellington, Carl 19 Nov 1889 30 Jan 1907 SS S "Son of G. B. & Katherine Ellington" New Alfrey
Ellington, Clinton 27 Jan 1930 14 Feb 1930 SS - Caudill (2)
Ellington, Donald Gordon 19 Mar 1927 5 Jun 1998 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Ellington, Donald Ray 1941 1978 DS - [of Keep with Robert Glen Ellington] Caudill (2)
Ellington, Earl L. 1933 1935 SS S [Son of Fred & Tina Ellington] Ellington Farm
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Ellington, Edna 3 Jan 1908 28 Aug 1911 SS D "Dau of E.O. & M.F. Ellington" Ellington Farm
Ellington, Eliza W. 1887 1956 SS - "Mother" Ellington South 
Ellington, Elizabeth F. 21 Dec 1849 31 Jul 1903 DS W [Wife of William T. Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, Elizabeth R. 1873 1942 DS W [of Harlan A Ellington] [Robinson] Ellington, Harlan
Ellington, Espy [Goodpas [20 Oct]1900 [10 Mar]1982 DS H [Husb of Ina Cox Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, Ethel Lee 8 Jan 1895 12 May 1985 SS - Lee
Ellington, Farmer E. 29 Jun 1892 23 Nov 1976 SS - "Dad" Ellington, Harlan
Ellington, Farrel H. 13 Feb 1909 24 Feb 1985 DS H [Husb. of of Thelma G. Ellis Ellington] New Alfrey
Ellington, Fred C. 12 Mar 1895 12 Nov 1961 SS H [of Tina W Ellington]"KY CPL .. WWI" Ellington Farm
Ellington, Fred G. 14 Mar 1886 2 Oct 1906 SS - "Son of Francis E. Ellington" Ellington South 
Ellington, G. Gorden 1923 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Pauline McBrayer Ellington] Forest Lawn
Ellington, G. W. 30 Sep 1839 13 Sep 1906 SS - Slaty Point
Ellington, Gem 31 Oct 1906 11 Aug 1974 DS W [Wife of George H. Ellington] Brown (1) 
Ellington, George Dewey 18 Jan 1898 26 Nov 1902 SS S "Son of William H. & Jemima Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, George H. 19 Nov 1898 25 Jan 1994 DS H [Husb. of Gem Ellington] Brown (1) 
Ellington, Grace Hargis 16 Dec 1917 7 May 1994 SS - New Alfrey
Ellington, Hansford R. 1937 1938 SS S [Son of Fred & Tina Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, Harlan A. 1871 1951 DS H [of Elizabeth R Ellington; father of Farmer Ellington, Harlan
Ellington, Harlen 1904 1975 DS H [of Ruby Ellington] Caudill (2)
Ellington, Henry C. 31 Jan 1856 11 Apr 1926 SS - Ellington South 
Ellington, Ina [Cox] [12 Aug]1905 [24 Mar]1989 DS W [Wife of Espy Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, John  H. 22 Feb 1880 4 Jul 1906 SS - "Son of H. C. &  Martha A. Ellington" Ellington South 
Ellington, John F. 1867 1913 DS H [Husb of Rosa J. Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, John Ivan 1931 1966 SS - Caudill (2)
Ellington, John W. 4 Apr 1820 16 Aug 1891 DS H [Husb. Of Nancy J. Ellington] Ellington 
Ellington, LaDonna Carol 23 Aug 1962 2 Dec 1962 SS - Caudill (2)
Ellington, Lizzie Lee [18 Feb]1900 16 Oct 1902 SS D "Dau of William & Jemima Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, Mary - 1831 SS - [#1216] New Alfrey
Ellington, Nancy J. 30 Dec 1830 28 Jun 1890 DS W [Second wife of John W. Ellington] Ellington 
Ellington, O.C. [Oliver Cl 19 Jan 1883 28 May 1915 SS H [Husb of Ivy Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, Orville 1924 [5 Jul] 1974 SS - Ellington Farm
Ellington, Pauline McBray 1930 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Harold G. Ellington] Forest Lawn
Ellington, Phillip S. 29 Jun 1906 18 Jun 1963 SS S [of JF & RJ Ellington]"KY PFC..WWII" Ellington Farm
Ellington, Rachel 1854 1937 SS - [Next to Thomas Ellington] Cassity   MC
Ellington, Robert Glen 1938 1991 DS - [of Keep with Donald Ray Ellington] Caudill (2)
Ellington, Rosa J. 1861 1941 DS W [Wife of John F. Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, Ruby 1909 1971 DS W [of Harlin Ellington] Caudill (2)
Ellington, Ruby C. 10 Jun 1910 18 Jul 1911 SS D "Daug. of H. L. & Maud Ellington" Slaty Point
Ellington, Ruth Filer 26 Jan 1924 23 May 2000 PLQ W [wife of Kenneth Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, Thelma G. Ellis 16 Sep 1908 5 Jan 1998 DS W [Wife of Farrel H. Ellington] New Alfrey
Ellington, Thomas 1857 1935 SS - [Next to Rachel Ellington] Cassity   MC
Ellington, Tina Ward 3 Mar 1906 19 Oct 1978 SS W [Wife of Fred Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ellington, William T. 2 Oct 1848 24 Feb 1904 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth F. Ellington] Ellington Farm
Elliot, Buford - - SS - [#141] New Alfrey
Elliott, Bobby L. 17 Oct 1928 24 Apr 1931 SS S "Son of Jeff. Richard & Gladys Elliott" Baldridge (2)
Elliott, Dorothy J. Lee 26 Feb 1919 28 Mar 1980 SS - Lee
Elliott, Gladys 1903 1985 DS W [Wife of Jeff Richard Davis] Baldridge (2)
Elliott, Jeff Richard 4 Oct 1896 27 Apr 1958 DS H
[Husb of Gladys Elliott]   "KY Pvt 325 Fld 
RMT S Q QMC WWI" Baldridge (2)
Elliott, Lillie O. Lewis 1879 1902 SS - Bishop   MC
Elliott, Louise Ella 4 Dec 1955 6 Dec 1999 SS - Caudill (4)
Elliott, William M. 22 Dec 1922 6 Mar 1954 SS - Baldridge (2)
Ellis, Alfred M. 30 Nov 1920 21 Jan 1990 DS H [of Geraldine R Ellis]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Ellis, Ballard 30 Dec 1843 9 Feb 1923 SS - Lee
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Ellis, Charley 21 Feb 1910 28 Feb 1910 DS S "Son of John & Mary Ellis" New Alfrey
Ellis, Charlie - 1956 SS - [#247] New Alfrey
Ellis, Charlie T. 1903 1996 DS H [Husb. of Faye R. Ellis] Brown (1) 
Ellis, Cynthia - - SS - [#76] New Alfrey
Ellis, Davis 1912 1988 DS H [Husb. of Lela F. Ellis] New Alfrey
Ellis, Dorothy 13 Dec 1905 29 Mar 1996 SS H [Wife of Lou Ellis] Lee
Ellis, Essie Cox 1901 1995 DS W [Wife of Albert M. Crosthwaite] Brown (1) 
Ellis, Faye R. 1907 1991 DS W [Wife of Charlie T. Ellis] Brown (1) 
Ellis, Forest Lee 19 Feb 1933 21 Jul 1938 SS - New Alfrey
Ellis, George H. 26 Sep 1900 28 Dec 1991 DS H [Husb. of Lala E. Ellis] New Alfrey
Ellis, Geraldine R. 1926 [                 ] DS W [of Alfred M Ellis] M: 20 Feb 1947 Brown (1) 
Ellis, Hubert Elwood 9 Aug 1927 29 Mar 2000 DS H [Husb. of Mary Lou Search Ellis] New Alfrey
Ellis, Infant - - SS - [#439] New Alfrey
Ellis, Infant - - SS - [#442] New Alfrey
Ellis, John - - DS H [Husb. of Mary Ellis] New Alfrey
Ellis, Lala E. 17 Jul 1900 30 Mar 1985 DS W [Wife of George H. Ellis] New Alfrey
Ellis, Lee 18 Oct 1902 28 Oct 1902 DS S "Son of John & Mary Ellis" New Alfrey
Ellis, Lela F. 1916 1978 DS W [Wife of Davis Ellis] New Alfrey
Ellis, Lou B. 13 Jun 1904 26 Dec 1991 SS W [Husb. Of Dot Ellis] Lee
Ellis, Mary 1882 1976 DS W [Wife of Walter Ellis] Brown (1) 
Ellis, Mary - - DS W [Wife of John Ellis] New Alfrey
Ellis, Walter 1878 1949 DS H [Husb. of Mary Ellis] Brown (1) 
Ellison, Lamfar __ Oct 1886 25 May 1887 SS - Hale   CC
Elrod, Edith Miller 1895 1964 SS - Lee
ELS1: This cemetery was moved from its original location on the Johnny Ellington farm to a higher location Ellington South 
ELS2: on the same farm to prevent it from being covered by the waters of Cave Run Lake. Ellington South 
Ely, Eliza J. 3 Apr 1892 1 Mar 1980 DS W [Wife of Hiram Ely, Sr.] Eagle Hall  CC
Ely, Hiram, Sr. 22 Mar 1877 25 Feb 1941 DS H [Husb of Eliza J. Ely] Eagle Hall  CC
Ely, Kevin Earl 3 Jun 1957 2 Sep 1974 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Emerine, Joseph O. 1903 1977 SS - "C GM US Navy" Brown (1) 
Emmons, Bejamin W. 10 May 1888 [                ] SS - Emmons   FC
Emmons, Missouri L. 18 Feb 1944 11 Aug 1977 SS Emmons   FC
Emmons, R. F. 8 Apr 1918 [                ] SS - Emmons   FC
Emmons, Unknown 1830 1916 SS - Emmons   FC
Emmons, Williams 1828 1918 SS - Emmons   FC
Emory, Mattie L. 31 Aug 1895 10 Feb 1990 DS W [of Roy Emery] Caudill (2)
Emory, Roy 6 Nov 1893 3 Sep 1941 DS H [of Mattie L. Emory] Caudill (2)
Enex, A. W. 4 Feb 1817 11 Jan 1904 SS H [Husband of Matilda Enex] Enex-Sloan 
Enex, Henry B. 6 Nov 1850 14 Feb 1885 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Enex, Lourena I. 22 Aug 1853 15 Apr 1883 SS W "Wife of T. B. E."  [T. B.Enex] Enex-Sloan 
Enex, Matilda 9 Nov 1819 23 Mar 1894 SS W "Wife of A. W. Enex" Enex-Sloan 
Enex, T. B. 1856 1856 SS H [Husband of Lourena I. Enex] Enex-Sloan 
England, Patricia Trent 1948 1984 SS - [Next to Wyatt & Myrtle Trent] Forest Lawn
Enix, Edna B. 1910 [                ] DS W [Wife of Samuel Enix] Trumbo   CC
Enix, Samuel 8 May 1894 25 Dec 1970 DS H [Husb of Edna B. Enix] Trumbo   CC
Epperhart, [Daniel] D. 1832 1886 SS H [Husband of Ruth Epperhart] Epperhart 
Epperhart, C. F. 1879 [               ] DS W [Wife of L. B. Epperhart] Epperhart 
Epperhart, Cecil 1905 1963 DS H [Husband of Clercie Epperhart] Mt. Pisgah
Epperhart, Chester 17 Dec 1916 25 May 1985 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Eldridge (1) 
Epperhart, Christine [Day] 1795 [                ] DS W [Wife of Henry J. Epperhart] Epperhart 
Epperhart, Clercie 1914 1985 DS W [Wife of Cecil Epperhart] Mt. Pisgah
Epperhart, Darlene 16 Oct 1939 16 Apr 1940 SS - Porter  CC
Epperhart, David 1893 1941 DS H [Husband of Lacy Epperhart] Eldridge (1) 
Epperhart, David D. 13 Aug 1826 28 Jul 1900 DS H [Husband of Martha E. Epperhart] Epperhart 
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Epperhart, Edward C. 27 Oct 1919 14 Jan 1920 SS - "Son of Rosa & David Epperhart" Prince-Tabor
Epperhart, Elizabeth 1877 9 Jun 1953 SS - Epperhart 
Epperhart, Ernest E. 27 Sep 1921 16 Feb 1945 SS - "KY TEC5 255 Inf. 63 Inf. Div WWII" Mt. Pisgah
Epperhart, French 1879 1960 SS - Epperhart 
Epperhart, George 11 Apr 1870 22 Nov 1954 SS S "Son of David & Martha Epperhart" Epperhart 
Epperhart, Golden 1902 1969 SS H Husband of Martha Epperhart] Caudill (1) 
Epperhart, Henry J. 1783 1860 DS H [Husband of Christine [Day] Epperhart] Epperhart 
Epperhart, James G. 17 Nov 1857 24 Aug 1858 SS S "Son of [Daniel] D. D. & Ruth Epperhart" Epperhart 
Epperhart, Jim E. 12 Feb 1942 12 Feb 1942 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Epperhart, John H. 1859 1935 SS - Epperhart 
Epperhart, John H. 8 Sep 1875 6 Dec 1961 DS H [of Liz. P Epperhart]"Span-Am War" Forest Lawn
Epperhart, L. B. 1877 1953 DS H [Husband of C. F. Epperhart] Epperhart 
Epperhart, Lacy 1902 1985 DS W [Wife of David Epperhart] Eldridge (1) 
Epperhart, Lizzie Pigman 1883 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John H. Epperhart] Forest Lawn
Epperhart, Martha 1905 1976 SS W [Wife of Golden Epperhart] Caudill (1) 
Epperhart, Martha E. 17 Jan 1841 28 Aug 1919 DS W [Wife of David D. Epperhart] Epperhart 
Epperhart, Mollie 1866 1872 SS - Epperhart 
Epperhart, Nellie Gray 18 Jan 1904 30 Sep 1998 DS W [Wife of Wheeler Epperhart] Mt. Pisgah
Epperhart, Norma J. 24 Feb 1933 22 Nov 1938 SS D [Daughter of David & Lacy Epperhart] Eldridge (1) 
Epperhart, Richard W. 29 Dec 1948 30 Dec 1948 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Epperhart, Robert 2 Dec 1877 1958 SS - Epperhart 
Epperhart, Roger G. 14 Jun 1940 22 Feb 1941 SS S [Son of  David & Lacy Epperhart] Eldridge (1) 
Epperhart, Rosa 01 May 1896 Nov 1919 SS - "Gone but not forgotten" Prince-Tabor
Epperhart, Ruby C. 9 Jun 1929 28 Aug 1993 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Epperhart, Ruth 22 Jan 1835 4 Mar 1869 SS W "Wife of [Daniel] D. D. Epperhart" Epperhart 
Epperhart, Sarah A. 7 Dec 1849 1 Dec 1880 SS W "Wife of D. D. Epperhart" Lee
Epperhart, Verlie Mae 31 Jan 1923 21 Apr 1928 SS - Porter  CC
Epperhart, Wheeler 19 Sep 1895 15 Feb 1976 DS H [H. of Nellie Epperhart]"US ArmyWWI" Mt. Pisgah
Epperhart, Wilbert D. 27 May 1925 9 Sep 1927 SS S [Son of  David & Lacy Epperhart] Eldridge (1) 
Epperhart, William 12 May 1866 6 Jan 1948 SS - Epperhart 
Epperhart, William L. 28 Sep 1882 1883 SS S "Son of H. J. & Martha J. Epperhart" Epperhart 
Erickson, John 1916 1970 PLQ - Purvis
Erwin, Carolyn Ann 1951 [                ] DS W [Wife of Edwin Lee Erwin, 1st] Purvis
Erwin, Edwin Lee 1st. 1940 1995 DS H [Husb. of Carolyn Ann Erwin] Purvis
Esham, Fanny [Estep] 14 Feb 1911 17 Oct 2000 DS W [W. Beckham Esham] M: 16 Jun 1927 Estep
Esham, W. Beckman 5 May 1907 19 Aug 1993 DS H [Fanny E.[Estep] Eshman] Estep
Ested, Tony "Tube" 24 Jul 1966 1 Oct 1992 SS - Adams-Plank
Estep, Carrie L. 5 Mar 1901 28 Jan 1998 DS W [Clyde C. Estep] M: 26 Aug 1917 Estep
Estep, Clyde C. 16 Jan 1896 9 Jun 1973 DS H [Carrie L. Estep] Estep
Estep, Delana 1929 [              ] DS W [Ernst Estep] Estep
Estep, Elizabeth 21 Dec 1909 20 Jan 1972 DS W [William S. Estep] Estep
Estep, Emogene 19 Feb 1933 26 Mar 1953 SS - Estep
Estep, Ernst 10 Oct 1918 3 Feb 1953 DS H [Delana Estep]"PFC WWII" Estep
Estep, Gary Lee 15 Sep 1940 4 Feb 1976 DS H/S
[Hus.of Lois Ann Estepl; Son of Mitchell & 
Maude Estep] "US Navy Vietnam" Evans
Estep, Homer Mitchell 24 Aug 1907 14 May 1990 DS H [Maude Lee Evans Estep] "Husband" Evans
Estep, Howard 14 May 1913 27 Mar 1996 DS H [Lena Estep] "PFC US Army WWII" Estep
Estep, Ivan Eugene 14 Apr 1934 22 Feb [     ] SS S [Lake & Letha Estep] Estep
Estep, James M. 17 Nov 1873 28 Oct 1937 DS H [Viola Estep] Estep
Estep, Janice Lou 22 Apr 1945 19 Jun 1945 SS - Estep
Estep, Jeffery Lee 25 Jul 1967 3 Oct 1988 SS - Estep
Estep, Junior Elmo 26 Jan 1925 10 Feb 1925 - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Estep, Lake 4 Feb 1897 17 Mar 1989 DS H [Letha Estep] Estep
Estep, Lena 29 May 1911 15 Dec 1987 DS W [Howard Estep] Estep
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Estep, Letha 30 Nov 1900 23 Jun 1946 DS W [Lake Estep] Estep
Estep, Lewis 30 Sep 1849 22 Apr 1935 DS H [Lousia Estep] Estep
Estep, Lois Ann 22 Dec 1950 [                ] DS W [Wife of Gary Lee Estep] Evans
Estep, Lousia 21 Feb 1853 5 Jun 1934 DS W [Lewis Estep] Estep
Estep, Maude Lee Evans 3 Aug 1910 8 May 2000 DS W [Homer Mitchell Estep] "Wife" Evans
Estep, Melva 8 May 1920 24 Sep 1937 SS D [James & Viola Estep] Estep
Estep, Milton 17 Apr 1871 7 Apr 1952 SS - Estep
Estep, Myrtie 2 Aug 1887 8 Mar 1976 DS W [Peyton Estep] Estep
Estep, Odell 14 Mar 1904 30 Dec 1971 DS - [Sort 1] Estep
Estep, Peyton 12 Nov 1886 30 Nov 1976 DS H [Myrtie Estep] Estep
Estep, Rebecca G. 3 Oct 1974 6 Mar 1975 SS - "Daughter" Estep
Estep, Sue 15 Aug 1939 15 Aug 1939 SS D [Ernst & Delana Estep] Estep
Estep, Thelma 4 Jan 1909 4 Jan 1909 DS - [Sort 1] Estep
Estep, Viola 7 Feb 1884 13 oct 1934 DS W [James Estep] Estep
Estep, William S. 21 Aug 1895 [                ] DS H [Elizabeth Estep] Estep
Estes, Eric Floyd 24 Jun 1925 1 Sep 1938 SS - Trumbo   CC
Estill, Vernie 1896 1987 MKR - Clearfield
Eubanks, James Robert III 1992 1992 SS S [Son of Valerie Ellis Jolly] Ellington Farm
Eulett, C. H. 5 Jul 1890 15 Jun 1969 DS H [Husb of Edith Eulett] Trumbo   CC
Eulett, Edith 7 Dec 1903 17 Jun 1984 DS W [Wife of C. H. Eulett] Trumbo   CC
Eulett, Franklin "Doodle" 26 Nov 1939 10 Dec 1989 DS H [Husb of Violet Hamm Eulett] Trumbo   CC
Eulett, Violet Hamm 30 May 1941 [                ] DS W [Wife of Franklin "Doodle" Eulett] Trumbo   CC
EV1:  One grave looks like an unmarked grave but it was for Junior Evans, son Evans
EV2: of Milton & Georgia Evans, who was reinterred to a Greenup Co., KY cemetery. Evans
Evans Edla 2 Feb 1904 8 May 1953 SS - Stewart
Evans, [David] Milton 1900 1972 DS H/S
[Husb. of Georgia Evans; Son of Bunk & 
Frances Evans] Evans
Evans, Ada M. [                 ] 1908 SS - [Next to Eddie C. Evans] Carey 
Evans, Arthur T. [Thomas] 22 Feb 1902 4 Aug 1946 SS H/S
[Husb.of  Ora Mae Van Hook; Son of Bunk 
& Frances Evans] Evans
Evans, Bertha 1917 [                ] TS - [Keep with Bill & Martha Evans] Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Bill 1909 [                ] TS - [Keep with Bertha & Martha Evans] Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Billy C. 3 Jul 1934 [                ] DS H [Husb. of Carmileta R. Evans, Living] Baldridge (1)
Evans, Carmileta R. 25 Jan 1941 [                ] DS W [Wife of Billy C. Evans, Living] Baldridge (1)
Evans, Charles Junior 23 May 1935 13 Feb 1996 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Charlie H. 1892 1959 SS H [Husb of Jennie H. Evans] Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Claude 20 Apr 1917 8 Jan 1945 SS - "KY PFC 333 Inf 84 Inf Div WWII" Brown (1) 
Evans, Claude 6 Dec 1884 25 Feb 1964 SS H [Husb. of Lottie M. Evans] Brown (1) 
Evans, Curtis 1 Apr 1900 2 Feb 1961 DS H [Husb. of Daisy Evans] New Alfrey
Evans, Daisy 16 May 1898 26 Feb 1980 DS W [Wife of Curtis Evans] New Alfrey
Evans, David H. Oct 1869 Jan 1929 SS - Carey 
Evans, Dr. T.A.E. 1873 1956 DS H [Hus of Peachie Evans] Carey 
Evans, Drew 1873 1954 SS H [Husb.of Lucy Evans] Lee
Evans, Drew, Jr. 23 Jul 1912 4 Nov 1938 SS S [Son of Drew & Lucy Evans] Lee
Evans, E. 17 Jun 1859 28 Jan 1939 DS H [Hus of Martha B. Evans] "Husband" Carey 
Evans, Earl 16 Sep 1920 26 Feb 1949 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Eddie C. [                 ] 1907 SS - [Next to Jessie Evans] Carey 
Evans, Eddy Jr. 1 Aug 1917 21 Feb 1921 SS S "Son of Dr. TAE & Peachie Evans" Carey 
Evans, Edward H. 23 Jul 1826 2 Aug 1905 DS H [Husb of Sarah F. Evans] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Evans, Eldon T. 1910 1994 SS S/H
[H.of Lucille Evans, s.of Drew & Lucy 
Evans] Lee
Evans, Eliza A. 7 Nov 1856 30 Apr 1859 DS H [Ella J. Evans] Pine Hill
Evans, Elizabeth 12 Oct 1822 13 Jun 1887 SS W "Wife of John A. Evans" New Alfrey
Evans, Ella 5 Aug 1861 31 Jan 1874 SS D "B. R. & Z" Pine Hill
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Evans, Ella J. 5 Aug 1861 31 Jan 1874 DS W [Eliza A. Evans] Pine Hill
Evans, Evert 13 Jun 1905 3 Aug 1905 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Evans, Flossie [                 ] 1909 SS - [Next to Ada M. Evans] Carey 
Evans, Frances [Sloan] 1874 1955 SS W
[Wife of Bunk Evans; Dau.of Esbon & Eliza 
Jane Enix Sloan] Evans
Evans, George [B.] 24 Sep 1915 4 Oct 1998 DS H/S
[Husb.of Tina Evans; Son of Bunk & 
Frances Evans] Evans
Evans, Georgia [Tolliver] 1905 [                ] DS W [Wife of Milton Evans] Evans
Evans, Harry Beecher 4 Feb 1923 24 Jan 1925 SS S "Son of Charley & Jennie Evans" Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Ida May 1905 1912 SS - Carey 
Evans, Infant - 3 Aug 1899 SS S "Age 3 Days""Son of MB & E Evans" Carey 
Evans, Infant 1917 1917 SS - "Child of G. C. & Lizzie Evans" Evans-Dailey 
Evans, Infant 6 Oct 1860 6 Oct 1860 TS S "Sons of R.M. & M.F." [triplets] New Alfrey
Evans, Infant 6 Oct 1860 6 Oct 1860 TS S "Sons of R.M. & M.F." [triplets] New Alfrey
Evans, Infant Duaghter May 1872 May 1872 SS D "Wm. E. & M. E. Evans" Muse 
Evans, Infant Sons 6 Oct 1860 6 Oct 1860 TS S "Sons of R.M. & M.F." [triplets] New Alfrey
Evans, Jack 3 May 1927 [                ] DS B [Brother of Ora L. Evans] New Sill
Evans, James T. [Thomas 
"Bunk"] 1869 1944 SS H
[Husb.of Frances Evans; Son of Milton & 
Lucetta Allison Evans] Evans
Evans, Jeff D. 17 Jul 1861 3 Nov 1882 SS - [Next to Elizabeth Evans] New Alfrey
Evans, Jennie H. 1892 1969 SS W [Wife of Charlie H. Evans] Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Jessie 10 Oct 1880 5 Dec 1903 TS - [Keep with T.H. & Minnie Evans] Carey 
Evans, Jim P. 3 Nov 1903 16 Sep 1986 DS H [Husb.of Maxine T. Evans] Lee
Evans, John A. 4 Mar 1820 8 Mar 1899 SS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Evans] New Alfrey
Evans, John F.[Fields] 1907 1974 DS S [Son of Bunk & Frances Evans} Evans
Evans, Johnie 1914 1941 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Katherine B. 1904 1925 SS - [Next to Dr. T & Peachie Evans] Carey 
Evans, Lincille 16 Jul 1909 13 Jan 1969 SS W [Wife of Sherman Evans] Crix Cemetery:
Evans, Lizzie 7 Aug 1891 7 May 1917 SS W "G. C. Evans" Evans-Dailey 
Evans, Lottie M. 13 Aug 1889 10 Aug 1947 SS W [Wife of Claude Evans] Brown (1) 
Evans, Lucille Hamilton 1908 1988 SS W [Wife of Eldon Evans] Lee
Evans, Lucy T. 1875 1964 SS W [Wife of Drew Evans] Lee
Evans, Martha B. 14 Aug 1861 26 Jul 1911 DS W [Wife of E. Evans] "Wife" Carey 
Evans, Mary B. 8 May 1854 24 Nov 1908 DS W [of Milton Evans]  "His Wife" Carey 
Evans, Matilda [Watson] 
Sloan 16 Aug 1879 31 Mar 1964 DS W
[Wife of Rufus Evans; Dau.of Esbon & Eliza 
Jane Enix Sloan] "M:15 Apr 1889" Evans
Evans, Maxine T. 7 Oct 1912 13 Nov 1992 DS W [Wife of Jim P. Evans] Lee
Evans, Mayme 1911 1976 SS D [Dau. Of Bunk & Frances Evans] Evans
Evans, Milton 5 May 1856 [                 ] DS H [Hus of Mary B. Evans] Carey 
Evans, Minnie 27 Jun 1889 27 Dec 1979 TS - [Keep with Jessie & T. H. Evans] Carey 
Evans, Nellie Conn 13 Sep 1930 15 Jun 1994 SS W
"Grand Parent of Eric Anthony Conn" [Wife 
of Arthur Conn] Conn-Bradley  CC
Evans, Nora 27 Sep 1887 31 Aug 1910 SS W "Wife of R. E. Evans" Carey 
Evans, Ollie 31Aug 1944 1 Apr 1945 SS - New Sill
Evans, Ora L. 12 Jan 1925 27 Apr 1988 DS B [Brother of  Jack Evans] US Army WWII New Sill
Evans, Peachie 1881 1960 DS W [Wife of Dr. T.A.E. Evans] Carey 
Evans, Pearl 17 May 1931 24 Oct 1931 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Evans, Rachel Linville 1892 1984 SS - [Next to Casual & Irene Linville] Forest Lawn
Evans, Rebecca 14 Oct 1855 17 Apr 1890 SS - "Wife of John A. Evans" Siloam
Evans, Robert Y. 1 Feb 1874 20 Mar 1874 SS S "Wm. E. & M. E. Evans" Muse 
Evans, Roscoe 1922 1922 SS - Carey 
Evans, Rosie [                 ] 1915 SS - [Next to Flossie Evans] Carey 
Evans, Rufus 12 Sep 1878 1 Dec 1950 DS H/S
[Husb.of Matilda Evans; Son of Milton & 
Lucetta Allison Evans] Evans
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Evans, Samuel W. [William] 17 May1914 17 Oct 1991 SS H/S
[Husb.#2 of Volene Plank Evans; Son of 
Bunk & Frances Evans]"US Navy WWII" Evans
Evans, Sarah F. 17 Jan 1832 12 Oct 1903 DS W [Wife of Edward H. Evans] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Evans, T. H. 17 Sep 1878 1 Oct 1970 TS - [Keep with Jessie & Minnie Evans] Carey 
Evans, Tina Plank 16 Apr 1923 [                ] DS W [W. of George Evans]"Mar. Jan.19, 1945" Evans
Evans, Viola Adkins Flann 20 Oct 1909 17 May 1979 SS - [Next to Lulia Adkins] Brown (1) 
Evans, Warren Mitchell 3 Sep 1917 27 Apr 1994 SS S
[Son of Bunk & Frances Evans] "S. Sgt 
USMC WWII" Evans
Evans, William David 9 Nov 1902 27 Apr 1967 SS - Stewart
Evans, Wilson 1885 1959 SS - Brown (1) 
Evans, Zerelda F. 25 mar 1830 11 Nov 1904 SS - Pine Hill
Everman, Earl Kip Clifton 1908 1928 SS - Colley   CC
Everman, James C. 1882 - DS H [Husb of Nora James Everman] "Father" Colley   CC
Everman, Kenneth V. 22 Jan 1912 25 Jan 1962 SS -
"KY CPL Co. C 532 Eng B & S RGT 
WWII" Colley   CC
Everman, Louise 1899 1984 DS W [Wife of Von Everman] Nipp-Ward   CC
Everman, Nora James 1881 1959 DS W [Wife of James C. Everman] "Mother" Colley   CC
Everman, Von 1901 1984 DS H [Husb of Louise Everman] Nipp-Ward   CC
Eversole, Dakota 1995 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Eversole, Willie 19 May 1903 12 Jun 1920 SS - Lee
F. R. M. [               ] [               ] SS - [No other identification] Muse 
F. S. [                 ] [                 ] SS - Mt. Pisgah
Fagan, Gertrude E. 1892 1977 SS - [Between Sorrells] Forest Lawn
Fair, Carl Wade 15 Jan 1931 21 Aug 1950 SS S [Son of Linus & Jessie Fair] Lee
Fair, Jessie Mae 24 Sep 1900 11 Sep 1976 SS W [Wife of Linus Fair] Lee
Fair, Linus Aubrey 24 Nov 1900 10 Feb 1988 SS H [Husb.of Jessie Fair] Lee
Fall, Vesta 1889 1964 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Fallon, Carrie Mae 13 Sep 1903 22 Apr 1910 SS D "Dau of H. J. & Amanda Fallon" Eagle Hall  CC
Fannin, Armott Porter 9 Sep 1933 29 Jun 1999 PLQ S
[Husb of Nelson & DeHart Porter] Vet. of 
Korea war] Brown-Fannin
Fannin, Belle Keeton 1882 1968 SS W Lee
Fannin, Betty Louise 16 Jun 1939 16 Jun 1939 SS - Williams-Turner
Fannin, Boyd Earl 11 Jan 1938 23 Jan 1998 DS H [Husb. of Vivian Sue Fannin] Tussey
Fannin, Cecil 4 Jul 1886 19 Apr 1890 SS S "Son of T. N. Fannin" Town   EC
Fannin, Christopher H. 1896 1981 SS - "Pvt US Army WWI" Carey 
Fannin, Effie H. 5 Sep 1906 [               ] SS H Lee
Fannin, Esta Edna 14 Sep 1909 [                ] DS W [Wife of Isaac Fannin]"M: 15 Jun 1932" Brown-Fannin
Fannin, Florence Geo. 9 Dec 1899 4 Dec 1923 SS W "Wife of Claude Fannin, Sr." Town   EC
Fannin, Frank M. 29 May 1902 9 Jun 1903 SS S "Son of B. B. Fannin" Town   EC
Fannin, George Autie 3 Nov 1903 15 Sep 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Helen McClurg Fannin] Brown (1) 
Fannin, George Edward 1881 1971 SS H Lee
Fannin, George Issac 21 Mar 1908 9 Sep 1974 DS H [Husband of Esta Edna Fannin] Brown-Fannin
Fannin, James William 18 Jan 1958 11 Sep 1996 SS - Lee
Fannin, Jesse Simmons 16 Mar 1917 20 Jan 1982 SS - Simmons   EC
Fannin, John W., Jr. 1937 1979 SS S
"PVT US Army"  [Son of John & Helen 
Fannin] Lee
Fannin, John Wallace 2 Aug 1907 11 Jan 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Helen Goodwin Fannin] Lee
Fannin, Joseph Talmage 28 Nov 1943 19 Oct 1968 SS - [Next to Wm & Ruby Fannin]"Navy" Forest Lawn
Fannin, Lawrence Dee 10 June 1917 27 Feb 1972 SS - "Ky S1 US Navy WWII" Lee
Fannin, Linnie W. 21 Oct 1868 12 Aug 1894 SS W "Wife of T. N. Fannin" Town   EC
Fannin, Lionel F. 23 Apr 1903 7 Feb 1972 SS W Lee
Fannin, Madelyn I. 23 Apr 1925 16 Feb 1991 DS W [Wife of Phillip D. Fannin] Moore   EC
Fannin, Minnie O. 11 Jul 1894 12 Jul 1894 SS - Town   EC
Fannin, Patricia Ann 18 Jan 1969 18 Jan 1869 SS - Barker  EC
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Fannin, Phillip D. 19 Dec 1918 30 Mar 1986 DS H
[Husb of Madelyn I. Fannin]"SGT US Army 
WWII, Korea" "Father" Moore   EC
Fannin, Ruby Lee Kegley 25 Dec1919 20 Nov 1997 DS W [Wife of Claude Fannin Jr.] Forest Lawn
Fannin, Samuel K. 1 Oct 1892 16 Feb 1894 SS - Town   EC
Fannin, Tollie C. 24 Nov 1906 30 Jan 1987 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Lee
Fannin, Verna 11 Feb 1910 4 Mar 1996 SS - Purvis
Fannin, Vestie 15 Mar 1890 10 Dec 1896 SS D "Dau of B. B. & Josie Fannin" Town   EC
Fannin, Violett Claire 26 Jun 1898 27 Aug 1899 SS - Town   EC
Fannin, Vivian Sue 23 Nov 1943 [                ] DS W [Wife of Boyd Earl Fannin] Tussey
Fannin, William J. 1899 1957 SS - Town   EC
Fannin, Wm. Claude 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Ruby L. Fannin] Forest Lawn
Fannon, Elsie Rae 2 Jun 1934 26 Feb 1991 SS - [Next to Ronnie Creech] Forest Lawn
Farley, ___ [                 ] [                 ] SS - [footstone] Clearfield
Farley, Mary A. 19 May 1852 6 Mar 1891 SS W "Wife of J. E. Farley" Town
Farley, unknown [                 ] [                 ] SS - [footstone] Clearfield
Farley, Vornor G. 6 Feb 1877 15 Aug 1889 SS D "Dau of E. & M.E. Farley" Town
Farrand, John J. - 1841 SS - [#1208] New Alfrey
Farrand, W. H. 13 Jul 1866 2 Mar 1917 SS - Butts
Faulkner, Bernice 16 Dec 1920 10 Sep 1972 SS - [Mother] Stewart
Faulkner, Elwood 25 Apr 1917 8 Apr 1983 SS - [Sgt U.S. Army WWII Korea] Stewart
Faulkner, Eunice - - Plq - [Next to Farmer Faulkner] Clearfield
Faulkner, Farmer 1878 1942 SS - [Buried next to Georgia Faulkner] Clearfield
Faulkner, Georgia 1885 1959 SS - [Buried next to Farmer Faulkner] Clearfield
Faulkner, Maxine 1923 1980 DS W [Wife of Morton Faulkner] Clearfield
Faulkner, Morton 1919 [                 ] DS H [Husb of  Maxine Faulkner] Clearfield
Fay, Robert Louis 18 Dec 1918 5 May 1989 SS - "TSGT US Army WWII" Lee
Felty, E. [Edd] W. 27 Apr 1898 13 Jun 1956 SS - Caudill (1) 
Felty, Mary Louise 2 Nov 1924 24 Jul 1989 SS D [Daug. of Edd & Stella Felty] Caudill (1) 
Felty, Rita Mae 4 Dec 1927 26 Aug 1996 SS D [Daug. of Edd & Stella Felty] Caudill (1) 
Felty, Stella Black 10 Dec 1900 20 Jan 1991 SS - Caudill (1) 
Felty, Wonda June 19 Mar 1930 31 Jan 1940 SS D "Daug. of Edd & Stella Felty" Caudill (1) 
Ferguson, "Junior" Aubra 27 May 1941 23 May 1972 SS - [middle initial: H.] Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Arlie 27 Dec 1904 23 Jul 1929 DS W [Wife of Pal Ferguson] New Sill
Ferguson, Arthur W. 22 Jan 1911 13 Jun 1964 SS - [Next to Nellie Ferg. Jones]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Ferguson, Betty C. 1929 1969 SS - Forest Lawn
Ferguson, Guy G. 7 Jun 1918 26 Feb 1991 DS H [Husb. of Lucie M Ferguson]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Ferguson, Infant 22 Jul 1929 22 Jul 1929 DS D [Daughter of  Pal & Arlie Ferguson] New Sill
Ferguson, James Lee 30 Nov 1915 21 Dec 1955 DS H [of Ruth Ferguson]"PFC ...WWII" Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Jeanetta B. 18 Feb 1927 3 Mar 1927 SS D [Daug. of Roscoe & Ollie Ferguson] Mabry (1)
Ferguson, Jewel Lee Phi 8 Oct 1922 [                 ] - - Clearfield
Ferguson, Joan 1950 1997 SS - Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Joan Karen 29 Nov 1950 27 Oct 1997 PLQ - Brown (1) 
Ferguson, John P. 23 Dec 1879 29 Nov 1949 DS H [Husb. of Nancy Ferguson] Ferguson 
Ferguson, Johnny 1897 1963 DS H [Husb. of Olive Ferguson] Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Jovetta 16 Aug 1954 15 Sep 1954 SS - New Sill
Ferguson, Kermit E. 10 Jul 1936 6 Dec 1983 DS H [of R. Fern Ferguson]"SP4 US Army" Brown (1) 
Ferguson, L. Faye 1923 [                 ] DS W [of Wm C Ferguson] M:16 Apr 1942 Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Leonard 5 Aug 1918 19 Sep 1932 DS S [Son of Polly Ferguson] New Sill
Ferguson, Lucie M. 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Guy G. Ferguson] Forest Lawn
Ferguson, Nancy J. 29 Aug 1882 - DS W [Wife of John P. Ferguson] Ferguson 
Ferguson, Olive 1902 1959 DS W [Wife of Johnny Ferguson] Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Ollie 1896 1964 SS W [Wife of Roscoe A. Ferguson] Mabry (1)
Ferguson, Orn 31 Oct 1919 8 Oct 1921 SS S "Son of Luther & Leviree Ferguson" Blanton-White
Ferguson, P. T. Aug 4      [                ] SS - "Infant" New Sill
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Ferguson, Paul Eugene 1940 1995 SS - [Next to Jr. Aubra H. Ferguson] Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Polly 13 Feb 1878 19 Jun 1976 DS M [Mother of Leonard Ferguson] New Sill
Ferguson, Powell R. 29 Jul 1902 13 May 1986 DS H [Husband of Thelma Ferguson] New Sill
Ferguson, R. Fern 1939 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Kermit E. Ferguson] Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Rosco A. 11 Oct 1897 20 Oct 1994 SS H [Husband of Ollie Ferguson] Mabry (1)
Ferguson, Rosco A. Jr. 20 Jan 1925 20 Jan 1925 SS S [Son of Roscoe & Ollie Ferguson] Mabry (1)
Ferguson, Ruth 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James Lee Ferguson] Brown (1) 
Ferguson, Thelma 13 Mar 1915 11 Dec 1996 DS W [Wife of Powell R. Ferguson] New Sill
Ferguson, Wanda Mae 8 Jan 1948 21 Aug 1963 SS - Adams-Plank
Ferguson, William C. 8 Nov 1920 17 Nov 1989 DS H [Husb. of L. Faye Ferguson] Brown (1) 
Ferrell, David C. 5 Dec 1988 10 Dec 1988 SS S "Son of Dan & Vicky Hamilton Ferrell" Hamilton
Ferrell, Gladys Ramirez 1950 1978 SS - Brown (1) 
Ferritto, Anna Angela 1927 1993 SS - Brown (1) 
Fey, Eliza J. [Barnett] 6 Nov 1871 3 Jan 1961 SS - Fey-Crocket
Fey, Johanes 21 Dec 1881 11 Oct 1946 SS - Fey-Crocket
FEYC1: This cemetery is next to the McDaniel Cemetery, also at the top of this hill with a fence separating the two. Fey-Crocket
Fielder, Clarence J. 12 Sep 1916 11 Jun 1970 PLK - "W. VA. PVT 47 Medical Depot WWII" Williams-Turner
Fielding, Arthur 29 Nov 1893 7 Aug 1932 SS H [Husb. Of Sadie Fielding] Lee
Fielding, James A. 27 May 1928 26 Jul 1971 SS S
"KY PVT US Army Korea"  [Son of Arthur 
& Sadie Fielding] Lee
Fielding, Sadie Hogge 4 Apr 1906 25 Sep 1976 SS W [Wife of Arthur Fielding] Lee
Fields, Icey 1925 1981 DS W [Wife of Louis Fields] Forest Lawn
Fields, John 10 Feb 1890 2 Sep 1955 SS - Slaty Point
Fields, Louis 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Icey Fields] Forest Lawn
Fields, Myrtle Fern 30 Nov 1911 6 Jul 1949 SS - Siloam
Fields, Olga Edith Davis 
Utterback 22 Dec 1904 27 May 2000 PLQ W
Wife of 1st husb, Claude C. Utterback; 2nd 
husb Thomas Fields] Brown (1) 
Fieler, Frank Benard, Jr. 8 Jan 1933 5 May 1981 SS - Lee
Fife, Martha May 8 Feb 1913 8 Oct 1913 SS - Duncan   CC
Filson, Beryle D. 1908 1988 DS H [Husb. of Edith Black Filson] Forest Lawn
Filson, Edith Black 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Beryle D. Filson] Forest Lawn
Filson, Molly 24 Mar 1861 22 May 1888 SS W
[Wife of D. B. Filson]"Dau of B.F. & E.J. 
Johnson" Johnson (2)
Finchum, Ray - Oct 1993 SS - Forest Lawn
Fisher,  George Duncan 30 Mar 1913 31 Jul 1998 PLQ S/W
[Son of Wm Fisher, Husb.of Addie L. 
Fisher] Caudill (4)
Fisher, Alfred 20 Feb 1829 8 Jul 1887 SS H [Husb of Rebecca Fisher] Hogge 
Fisher, Alfred N. 25 Jun 1850 1 Aug 1920 SS H [Husb of Elizza Fisher] Hogge 
Fisher, Alva B. _ May __ _ Sep __ SS - "Son of Amanda Fisher" Hogge 
Fisher, Elizza 5 Jul 1844 20 Oct 1905 SS W "Wife of A. N. Fisher" Hogge 
Fisher, Elizzebeth 3 Nov 1855 12 Apr 1936 SS W "Wife of J. L. Fisher" Hogge 
Fisher, Ernest 1902 1983 DS H [Husb of Myrtle Fisher] Hogge 
Fisher, Ida __ Jul 1898 29 Apr 1978 SS W [Wife of Wm. Fisher] Hogge 
Fisher, Infant 14 Feb 1949 14 Feb 1949 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. George D. Fisher" Caudill (4)
Fisher, Infant 18 Feb 1900 18 Feb 1900 SS D "Infant Dau of J. A. & I. B. Fisher" Sardis
Fisher, Isabell 10 Feb 1882 21 May 1916 DS W [Wife of J. A. Fisher] Sardis
Fisher, J. A. 30 Mar 1874 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Isabell Fisher] Sardis
Fisher, J. L. 7 May 1853 17 Oct 1915 SS H [Husb of Elizzebeth Fisher" Hogge 
Fisher, J. T. 5 Feb 1875 24 Jul 1903 SS - Hogge 
Fisher, John H. 1891 1964 DS H [Husb of May Fisher] "Dad" Hogge 
Fisher, John Jr. 29 Feb 1920 26 Sep 1972 DS H [Husb of Wanda M. Fisher] "US Army" Hogge 
Fisher, Karl E. 1918 1965 DS - [nothing written on other side] Forest Lawn
Fisher, Martha A. 1876 1958 SS W [Wife of William H. Fisher] Caudill (4)
Fisher, Mary E. 30 Jan 1928 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Murvel E. Fisher] Hogge 
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Fisher, Mary E. 17 Mar 1885 2 Aug 1914 SS D "Daug. of W. R. & Sarah J. Steagall" Stigall (1) 
Fisher, May 1896 1993 DS W [of John H. Fisher] "Mom" Hogge 
Fisher, Minnie 8 May 1889 31 May 1910 SS - "Sister" [Next to Robert Fisher] Hogge 
Fisher, Murvel E. 17 Jul 1925 13 Jun 1994 DS H [Husb of Mary E. Fisher] Hogge 
Fisher, Myrtle 1903 1968 DS W [Wife of Ernest Fisher] Hogge 
Fisher, Rebecca 8 Apr 1827 22 May 1900 SS W "Wife of Alfred Fisher" Hogge 
Fisher, Richard A. 16 Sep 1944 15 Jun 1994 SS - "US Army" Sardis
Fisher, Robert 31 Jul 1880 28 Jun 1920 SS - "Brother" [Next to Minnie Fisher] Hogge 
Fisher, Rutha G 14 Sep 1906 15 Feb 1921 DS - [Keep with Malinda M. Florence] Moore (2)
Fisher, S. D. 29 Jul 1858 27 May 1886 SS S "Son of Alfred & Rebecca Fisher" Hogge 
Fisher, Sean Elvis 5 Oct 1977 8 Jul 1996 SS - [Next to Richard A. Fisher] [photo] Sardis
Fisher, Tony [                ] 10 Aug 1928 SS - "KY Pvt 158 Depot Brig" Adams-Plank
Fisher, Wanda M. 27 Aug 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John Fisher Jr.] Hogge 
Fisher, William H. 21 Oct 1864 12 Sep 1925 SS H [Husb.b. of Martha A. Fisher] Caudill (4)
Fisher, Wm. 1878 1962 SS H [Husb of Ida Fisher] Hogge 
Fitzpatrick, Cardelia 11 Apr 1859 4 Jun 1941 - W "Wife of William W. Fitzpatrick] Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick, Carrie 28 Mar 1903 13 Nov 1908 SS - Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick, Charley L. 11 Nov 1886 13 Dec 1908 SS S "Son of W. W. & Della Fitzpatrick] Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick, David 8 Jul 1884 6 Oct 1968 SS - Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick, Helen 3 Nov 1851 16 Dec 1943 SS - Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick, James Rosco, Jr 19 Jan 1883 11 Dec 1952 SS - Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick, Laura E. 2 Mar 1905 15 Jun 1905 SS D "Daughter of J. P. & Bessie Fitzpatrick" Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick, William W. 11 Dec 1854 19 Jul 1942 DS H [Husband of Cardelia Fitzpatrick] Fitzpatrick
Flanery, Bessie D. 1887 1931 DS - [Keep with Jacie C. Flanery] Siloam
Flanery, Flossie K. 14 Jan 1907 19 Mar 1952 DS - [Keep with Elizabeth E. Jones] Brown (1) 
Flanery, Jacie C. 1883 1967 DS - [Keep with Bessie D. Flanery] Siloam
Flanery, James 8 Mar 1889 5 Oct 1958 SS - Carey 
Flanery, James 8 Mar 1889 5 Oct 1958 SS - [Next to John L. Flanery] Cassity (2) 
Flanery, John L. 10 Jun 1890 7 Dec 1957 SS - "KY PFC Col 46 INF 9 Div WW1" Carey 
Flanery, John L. 10 Jun 1890 7 Dec 1957 SS - "KY PFC Co. L 46 Inf 9 Div WWI" Cassity (2) 
Flanery, Johnie W. 1919 1977 DS H [Husb. of Nola B. Flanery] Brown (1) 
Flanery, Lucy 1901 1926 DS W [Wife of Ray O. Flanery] Caudill (1) 
Flanery, Nancy 23 Jan 1867 26 Sep 1967 SS - [Next to Thomas Prentice Flanery] Carey 
Flanery, Nola B. 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Johnie W. Flanery] Brown (1) 
Flanery, Ray O. 1897 1950 DS H [Husband of Lucy Flanery] Caudill (1) 
Flanery, Thomas Prentice - 26 Mar 1933 SS - "IN Pvt 159 Depot Brig" Carey 
Flannery, Allie J. 25 Feb 1912 19 Feb 1984 DS H [Husb. of Edna P. Flannery] Brown (1) 
Flannery, Arlene 
McClain 13 Nov 19259 Feb 1998 PLQ - Fultz Family
Flannery, Austa Mae 26 Feb 1903 2 May 1993 DS W [Wife of Warren Humphrey Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, Bertie N. 23 Mar 1901 2 Jan 1902 SS S "Son of Lonnie & Martha Flannery" Siloam
Flannery, Cathryn Barbou 2 Feb 1924 28 Jan 1987 SS - [Next Warren J.]"Loving Wife & Mother" Siloam
Flannery, Delmer 1909 1984 TS H [Husb. of Eula Madge Flannery] Brown (1) 
Flannery, Duward B. 27 Oct 1915 2 Oct 1988 SS "PFC US Army WWII" Siloam
Flannery, Edna P. 20 Oct 1913 22 Jul 1995 DS W [Wife of Allie J. Flannery] Brown (1) 
Flannery, Emma L. 15 Mar 1910 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Rev. Otis B. Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, Eula Madge 1912 1994 TS W [Wife of Delmer Flannery] Brown (1) 
Flannery, Flossie L. 17 Nov 1912 10 Jun 1915 SS D "Dau of W. N. & M. D. Flannery" Siloam
Flannery, Hubert M. 25 Jun 1925 29 Mar 1984 DS H [of Maxine V Flannery]"Marines..WWII Siloam
Flannery, Isaac Gary 31 Mar 1948 4 Sep 1989 DS H [Husb of Pauletta M. Flannery]"Vietnam" Siloam
Flannery, L. Arlene 13 Nov 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wilford C. Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, Linda R. 3 Nov 1943 27 Jun 1964 SS - "Sister" [Next to Patsy Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, Lonnie B. 14 Sep 1877 18 Nov 1944 DS H [Husb of Martha B. Flannery] "Father" Siloam
Flannery, Maggie D. 17 Apr 1882 24 Feb 1968 DS W [Wife of Willie N. Flannery] Siloam
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Flannery, Mark Allen 12 Apr 1961 2 Jan __ SS S "Son of Hubert & Maxine Flannery" Siloam
Flannery, Martha B. 29 Sep 1879 11 Apr 1957 DS W [Wife of Lonnie B. Flannery] "Mother" Siloam
Flannery, Maxine V. 20 Apr 1930 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Hubert M. Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, Milburn F. 16 Sep 1906 28 Sep 1906 SS S "Son of W. N. & M. D. Flannery" Siloam
Flannery, Patsy 14 Jan 1955 14 Jan 1955 SS D "Dau of Hubert & Maxine Flannery" Siloam
Flannery, Pauletta M. 28 Feb 1959 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Isaac Gary Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, PFC Leonard 18 Mar 1911 20 Apr 1945 SS - "14th Repiar Squadron" Siloam
Flannery, Rev. Otis B. 2 Nov 1907 5 Jul 1984 DS H [Husb of Emma L. Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, Rosetta Kathlee 1931 1944 TS D [Dau of Delmer & Eula Flannery] Brown (1) 
Flannery, Stella Ball 8 May 1898 27 Dec 1964 SS - Lee
Flannery, Virgil M. 21 Oct 1902 26 Nov 1911 SS - Siloam
Flannery, Warren Humph 2 Nov 1901 29 Jun 1984 DS H [Husb of Austa Mae Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, Warren J. 23 Oct 1922 10 Jul 1994 SS - "T Sgt US Army WWI" Siloam
Flannery, Wilford C. 1 Aug 1924 1 Nov 1981 DS H [Husb of L. Arlene Flannery] Siloam
Flannery, Willie N. Dec 1881 17 Jan 1929 DS H [Husb of Maggie D. Flannery] Siloam
Flaugher, Ann 1870 1947 SS - Carey 
Flaugher, Ann 1870 1947 SS - Cassity (2) 
Fletcher, Jerry 1860 193_ SS F/H "Father" [Husb of Sarah Fletcher] Fletcher
Fletcher, Johnie 1881 1934 SS - "Brother" Fletcher
Fletcher, Sarah 17 Jun 1864 30 Jan 1934 SS M/W "Mother" [Wife of Jerry Fletcher] Fletcher
Flinchum, Ethel Thompson 8 Apr 1920 25 Nov 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Ray Curtis Flinchun] Forest Lawn
Flood, Lyda Warren 1872 1957 SS - Caudill (1) 
Flood, Mary Hogge 1906 1981 SS - Lee
Flood, Nell Shelton 1898 1939 SS - Caudill (1) 
Flood, Sarilda Frances 12 Jul 1841 6 Dec 1897 SS W "Peter Flood" Ingram-Stevens 
Flood, Virgil D. 1897 1979 SS - Caudill (1) 
Flood, William Henry 1867 1957 SS - Caudill (1) 
Florence, Malinda M. 4 Jul 1880 11 Mar 1921 DS - [Keep with Rutha G. Fisher] Moore (2)
Flowers, Lenard 22 Feb 1923 26 May 1923 SS S "son of Jay & Lela Flowers" Catron
Floyd (N. W.) [                 ] 11 Jan 28 SS - Baldridge (2)
Fogle, Francis Gordon 10 Nov 1920 1 Dec 1994 DS H [of Helen Carr Fogle]"Marine.. WWII" Brown (1) 
Fogle, Helen Carr 30 Apr 1922 21 Jun 1985 DS W [Wife of Francis Gordon Fogle] Brown (1) 
Ford, Avery 1903 1971 DS H [Husb. of Hazel Ford] Brown (1) 
Ford, Elihu 9 Aug 1877 26 Jul 1953 DS H [Husb of Mary F. Ellington] Ellington Farm
Ford, Hazel 1904 1963 DS W [Wife of Avery Ford] Brown (1) 
Ford, Mary F. 11 May 1877 26 Dec 1942 DS W [Wife of Elihu Ford] Ellington Farm
Foreman, Gladys 1912 1986 DS W [Wife of Goldman Foreman] Forest Lawn
Foreman, Goldman 1909 1987 DS H [Husb. of Gladys Foreman] Forest Lawn
Foreman, Larry Marion 28 Jun 1939 21 Oct 1964 SS - "A1C 525 FTR INTCP SQ AF" Forest Lawn
Forman, Allie 1888 1958 SS - Caudill (1) 
Forman, Ballard 14 Apr 1872 21 May 1961 DS H [Husb. of Mary Ann Forman] Brown (1) 
Forman, Charles R. 21 Jan 1844 14 Feb 1917 SS - New Alfrey
Forman, Effie [                 ] 1916 SS - New Alfrey
Forman, Florice Callahan 27 Feb 1908 9 Jun 1982 SS - Perry   MC
Forman, Hallie T. 1907 1948 DS M "Mother" Carpenter
Forman, Mary Ann 3 Apr 1881 7 Jul 1948 DS W [Wife of Ballard Forman] Brown (1) 
Forman, Oddie R. 1898 1972 DS H [Husb. of Sena S. Forman Forest Lawn
Forman, Paul 20 Feb 1919 26 Oct 1987 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Forman
Forman, Sena S. 1908 1987 DS W [Wife of Oddie R. Forman] Forest Lawn
Forman, Tonie 1891 1895 SS - New Alfrey
Forman, Virginia 1870 - DS W [Wife of Wesley Forman] New Alfrey
Forman, Virginia J. 1936 1936 DS D "Daughter" [Keep with Hallie T. Forman] Carpenter
Forman, Wesley 1870 1948 DS H [Husb. of Virginia Forman] New Alfrey
Foster, A. J. 15 Oct 1852 15 Dec 1926 SS H [Husb of  Sarah Foster] Clearfield
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Foster, Aberta Bowman 1880 1975 TS W [Wife of Thomas Foster] Bowman
Foster, Alvie Lee 1879 1926 DS H [Husb of  Sallie Jenkins Foster] Clearfield
Foster, Bettie Elizabeth 1881 1949 DS W [Wife of Robert Lee Foster] Brown (1) 
Foster, Betty Nipp 1893 1970 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Foster, Blaine E. 19 Apr 1911 16 Oct 1982 SS - New Alfrey
Foster, Charles C. - - SS - [Next to Orie Foster] New Alfrey
Foster, Charlie 1883 - DS H [Husb. of Nancy E. Foster] New Alfrey
Foster, Corda 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Denzel Foster] Forest Lawn
Foster, Della 25 Mar 1888 2 Jan 1984 DS W [Wife of Jesse Foster] Forest Lawn
Foster, Denzel 1921 1990 DS H [Husb. of Corda Foster] Forest Lawn
Foster, Ellen Jones 8 Jan 1845 14 Apr 1883 DS W [Wife of Milton Foster] Jones (1)
Foster, Harley Gerald 2 Feb 1942 14 Aug 1974 SS - [Next to Denzel & Corda Foster] Forest Lawn
Foster, Helen 16 May 1917 31 Aug 1988 SS - Brown (1) 
Foster, Infant - - TS C [Infant of Thomas & Aberta Bowman] Bowman
Foster, James W. [                ] [                ] SS - "Co E 4 Ky INF SP AM WAR" Lee
Foster, Jesse 25 Feb 1879 12 Feb 1964 DS H [Husb. of Della Foster]"KY Pvt Co K." Forest Lawn
Foster, Mary Ellen - - - - Jones (2)
Foster, Matilda J. 9 Jun 1853 22 May 1923 SS - Community
Foster, Milton 13 Jan 1839 11 May 1896 DS H [Husband of Ellen Jones Foster] Jones (1)
Foster, Nancy E. 1883 1947 DS W [Wife of Charlie Foster] New Alfrey
Foster, Nancy E. 1909 1995 DS W [Wife of Roy A. Foster] New Alfrey
Foster, Orie - - SS - "Pvt 1st Cl 165 Inf 42 Div Jan 13 1943" New Alfrey
Foster, Pearl 21 Oct 1917 31 Oct 1919 SS D [Dau of Jesse & Delle Foster] Foster, J.
Foster, Robert - - - - Jones (2)
Foster, Robert Lee 1876 19__ DS H [Husb. of Bettie Elizabeth Foster] Brown (1) 
Foster, Roy A. 1909 1993 DS H [Husb. of Nancy E. Foster] New Alfrey
Foster, Sallie Jenkins 1886 1969 DS W [Wife of Alvie Lee Foster] Clearfield
Foster, Sarah [                 ] [                 ] SS W "Wife of A. J. Foster" [no dates] Clearfield
Foster, Thomas 1876 1909 TS H [Husband of Aberta Bowman Foster] Bowman
Foster, Virgie 19 May 1913 19 May 1913 SS D "dau of Dr. & Mary Ellen Foster" Manning  CC
Foster, Zalie 12 Aug 1920 1921 ? SS - Riddle
Fouch, Anna 12 Jan 1907 15 Jan 1907 SS D "Melvina Slone Fouch" Hogtown
Fouch, Audra V. 27 Aug 1908 7 Jan 1953 SS - Brown (1) 
Fouch, Burl K. 1910 1976 DS H [Husb of M. Murl Fauch] Moore-Messer
Fouch, Carline 17 Apr 1859 9 Apr 1941 SS - Hogtown
Fouch, Carolyn K. 1945 1984 SS - Forest Lawn
Fouch, Emery H. 2 May 1914 12 Dec 1996 DS H [1st Husb.of Reba J. Fouch] Lee
Fouch, Herbert 27 Aug 1892 23 Sep 1966 DS H [Husb. of Lucy Fouch] Lee
Fouch, J. W. 17 Jan 1877 23 Mar 1948 DS H [Husb. of Lennie Fouch] "Father" Fouch  (1)
Fouch, James A. 06 Jan 1947 04 Apr 1956 SS - Prince-Tabor
Fouch, John Paul 31 Aug 1931 [                 ] DS H [of Loreda D. Hardin]"C Msgt USAF" Brown (1) 
Fouch, Lennie 30 Jan 1890 4 Dec 1939 DS W [Wife of J. W. Fouch] "Mother" Fouch  (1)
Fouch, Lucy 18 Sep 1893 9 Jul 1979 DS W [Wife of Herbert Fouch] Lee
Fouch, M. Murl 1912 [                ] DS W [Wife of Burl K. Fauch] Moore-Messer
Fouch, Madeline C. 10 Jan 1915 [               ] DS W [Wife of Roy Fouch] Lee
Fouch, Marisha 11 May 1858 23 Nov 1923 DS W [Wife of Walter S. Fouch] Fouch  (1)
Fouch, Melvina Slone 22 Jun 1887 15 Mar 1911 SS - Hogtown
Fouch, Millard F. 6 Sep 1856 17 Jun 1930 DS H [Husb of Sibbie Fouch] "Father" Fouch (2) 
Fouch, Nancy Sue 18 Nov 1952 9 Aug 1958 SS - Lee
Fouch, Orville E. 1907 1967 SS - Prince-Tabor
Fouch, R. C. 22 Jan 1880 - DS H [Husb of Rosa B. Fouch] Fouch (2) 
Fouch, Reba J. 30 Oct 1921 [               ] DS W [Wife of Emery H. Fouch] Lee
Fouch, Rhonda L. Dean 25 Aug 1935 6 Jun 1984 SS - Lee
Fouch, Rosa B. 26 Feb 1880 27 Jan 1961 DS W [Wife of R. C. Fouch] Fouch (2) 
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Fouch, Roy 24 Mar 1913 4 Jul 1987 DS H [Husb. of Madeline C. Fouch] Lee
Fouch, Sibbie 25 Feb 1862 - DS W [Wife of Millard F. Fouch] "Mother" Fouch (2) 
Fouch, Thomas 12 May 1867 4 Jul 1903 SS Hogtown
Fouch, Walter S. 21 Aug 1854 6 Nov 1912 DS H [Husb. of Marisha. Fouch] Fouch  (1)
Fouch, William A. 4 Feb 1827 20 Oct 1914 SS - Hogtown
Fowler, Ruth 6 Jun 1845 30 Aug 1908 SS - New Alfrey
Fowls, Nathan V. 6 Sep 1854 25 Apr 1915 SS - Lee
Fowls, Thomas 19 May 1884 10 May 1907 SS S
"Son of N.V. [Nathan] &  A. T.[America 
Purvis] Fowls" Lee
Fox, Catherine Ann 1822 1912 SS - Slaty Point
Fox, George M. 26 Sep 1865 31 Oct 1886 SS - Slaty Point
Fraley, A. Jesse 1867 1931 DS H [Husb. of Cora S. Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Abagil 9 Aug 1889 9 Nov 1938 SS - Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Alene K. 1921 1972 DS W [Wife of L. Edmund Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Amos 4 Jul 1903 8 Mar 1983 SS H [Mary Fraley] Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Anna 24 Dec 1870 22 Nov 1933 SS - Trent, Elick 
Fraley, Anna M. 1931 1987 DS W [Wife of Arthur L. Fraley] Eldridge (1) 
Fraley, Arthur G. 16 Jul 1883 1 Mar 1891 SS S "Daughter of H. J. & Sarah E. Fraley" McDan-Fra-Adk
Fraley, Arthur L. 20 Mar 1926 9 Nov 1985 DS H [Husband of Anna M. Fraley] Eldridge (1) 
Fraley, Aubrey 24 Jan 1917 19 Apr 1997 DS - Cranston
Fraley, Beatrice T. 11 Jan 1898 15 Jun 1898 SS D "Daughter of H. J. & Sarah E. Fraley" McDan-Fra-Adk
Fraley, Ben, Rev. 1929 1972 DS H
"mar: 19 Feb 1958"[H. of Clotine Fraley; 
bro.to Wm. L. Fraley  & Stella Hall] Fraley (3) 
Fraley, Benjamin W. 30 Oct 1961 22 Jul 1985 SS S [Son of William & Delores Fraley] Fraley (3) 
Fraley, Betty Terry 5 Sep 1900 12 Apr 1996 SS W " Wife of Bryan Fraley" Click
Fraley, Brian Lee 1975 1983 SS - Forest Lawn
Fraley, Bryan 10 Mar 1898 15 Nov 1936 SS - Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Carolyn S. 1951 1963 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Fraley, Carrie 5 Dec 1900 26 Mar 1979 DS W [Wife of Willis Fraley] New Sill
Fraley, Cecil F. 1896 1972 SS H [Husb. Of Lucille Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Celia Ethel 20 Apr 1905 12 May 1977 SS - [Next to Mary E. Fraley] Brown (1) 
Fraley, Charles E. 9 Mar 1892 24 Jan 1956 DS H [Husb of Nancy Fraley] Hogge 
Fraley, Charlie D. 18 Oct 1905 27 Dec 1986 SS - Fraley (1)
Fraley, Clara Elizabeth 22 Dec 1916 20 Sep 1988 DS W [Wife of William Harrison Fraley] Brown (1) 
Fraley, Clotine 1936 [                ] DS W [Wife of Rev. Ben Fraley] Fraley (3) 
Fraley, Cora 1886 1941 SS "Mother" Kegley
Fraley, Cora S. 1870 1949 DS W [Wife of A. Jesse Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Cynthia F. 30 May 1869 1 Dec 1957 SS M "Mother" Brown (1) 
Fraley, Daisy Mae 1931 [                 ] SS - [Next to L. Edmund & Alene Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Daniel 1858 1908 SS - "Husb to Sarah Davis & Isabelle Springs" Fraley Hill
Fraley, Daniel 15 Mar 1910 [                ] DS H [Husb of Maggie Fraley] Fraley Family   EC
Fraley, David Ray 26 Aug 1970 27 Aug 1970 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Fraley, Delores [Caudill] 1937 [                ] DS W "Married 7/2/1952" [William L. Fraley] Fraley (3) 
Fraley, Dessie Mae 28 Jul 1904 20 Jan 1988 SS D [Next to Cynthia F Fraley]"Daughter" Brown (1) 
Fraley, Edith (Mays) 04 Jun 1919 08 Dec 1951 SS - Fraley (1)
Fraley, Edith Rigdon 9 Jan 1919 [                ] DS W [John T. Fraley] Fraley, E. 
Fraley, Ella 1866 [                ] DS W [Wife of Robert B. Fraley] Prince-Tabor
Fraley, Elmer B. 6 Feb 1916 8 Mar 1993 SS - [Next to Estill W. Fraley] Brown (1) 
Fraley, Enos R. 1943 1943 SS - Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Ernst Jr. 1933 1933 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Fraley, Essie S. 1895 1978 DS W [Wife of Lewis H. Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Esta Carl 31 Des 1942 2 Jan 1945 SS S "Son of Troy & Vada Fraley" Brown-Porter  EC
Fraley, Estill W. 25 Oct 1909 30 Nov 1948 SS - [Next to Elmer B. Fraley] Brown (1) 
Fraley, Everett A. 1900 1979 DS H [Husb. of Mae A. Fraley] Forest Lawn
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Fraley, Frank 27 Jan 1892 1 Jul 1976 DS H [of Margret Fraley]"Pvt USArmy WWI" Brown (1) 
Fraley, Gary Wayne 12 Dec 1957 8 Jan 1997 PLK S Wilburn & Stella Sloan Fraley Trent (1) 
Fraley, Gertrude 8 Jul 1936 21 Oct 1952 SS - Fraley (3) 
Fraley, Glennis B. 14 Dec 1909 7 Aug 1987 DS H [Husband of Lona C. Fraley] Fraley (2)
Fraley, Infant 1938 1938 SS D "Daughter" Hayes Crossing 
Fraley, Irene 13 Jun 1948 13 Dec 1951 SS - Fraley (1)
Fraley, Jake 1883 1950 DS H [Husband of Myrtle E. Fraley] Adams-Plank
Fraley, James 16 Sep 1865 14 Feb 1929 SS - Fraley (1)
Fraley, James 1946 1951 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Fraley, James M. 1906 [CA 1919] STN S "Daniel & Isabelle Fraley" Fraley Hill
Fraley, James M. 1846 1936 SS H [Mariah Fraley] Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Jasper Newton [15 Jan 1852]   [                ]   SS S
[son of Frederick Fraley III & Barberry Fultz 
Fraley] McDaniel (1)
Fraley, Jeffrey Dean 15 Jan 1964 22 Jan 1964 SS S "Son of James & Louvon Fraley" Mabry   EC
Fraley, Jerry Lee 26 Jun 1956 22 Jun 1974 SS - Adams-Plank
Fraley, Jessie 21 Aug 1851 22 Nov 1911 SS H [Husb of Martha Jones Fraley]"Bucky" Fraley, J. 
Fraley, Jimie L. 17 Nov 1940 19 Nov 1940 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Aubrey Fraley" Cranston
Fraley, John B. 1883 1943 DS H [Husband of Mollie Dell Fraley] Fraley (2)
Fraley, John Milt 7 Mar 1912 15 Jun 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Mabel Whitlatch Fraley] Fraley (1)
Fraley, John T. 30 May 1914 1 Sep 1990 DS H [Edith Rigdon Fraley] Fraley, E. 
Fraley, Joseph E. 1932 1988 SS - [Next to Robert Daniel Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Katherine 11 Jun 1922 [                 ] DV W [Wife of Roy Fraley] [vault] Brown (1) 
Fraley, L. Edmund 1921 1995 DS H [Husb. of Alene K. Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Leona B. 28 Aug 1909 26 Jan 1988 DS W [Wife of Luther T. Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Lewis H. 1894 1987 DS H [Husb. of Essie S. Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Lewis H. JR 16 Nov 1930 25 Dec 1930 SS - Hogtown
Fraley, Lillian R. 9 Nov 1925 1 Sep 1927 SS - Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Lillie (Click) 1916 1996 DS W [Wife of Mastin Fraley] Hayes Crossing 
Fraley, Lona [Cooper] 4 Oct 1909 14 Dec 1983 DS W [Wife of Glennis B. Fraley] Fraley (2)
Fraley, Lona C. 04 Oct 1909 14 Dec 1983 SS - Fraley (2)
Fraley, Lori 1964 1966 SS - [metal marker] Hayes Crossing 
Fraley, Lovlie 17 Mar 1907 10 Dec 1950 DS W [Wife of Walter Fraley] Fraley Family   EC
Fraley, Lucille 1895 1973 SS W [Wife of Cecil Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Lucille P. Apr 1910 Feb 1936 SS W [Wife #1 of Amos Fraley] Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Luther Franklin 15 Aug 1928 8 Apr 1957 SS S "Ky SGT US Air Force Korea" Lee
Fraley, Luther T. 22 Nov 1905 20 Sep 1988 DS H [Husb. of Leona B. Fraley] Lee
Fraley, M. F. 1891 1969 DS H [Husb. of Mary Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Mae A. 1914 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Everett A. Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Maggie 4 Oct 1882 2 May 1977 DS W [Wife of Daniel Fraley] Fraley Family   EC
Fraley, Marcus [                 ] [                ] SS H [Hus.of Nancy Fraley] "Co. A 54 Ky Inf" Fraley (3) 
Fraley, Margret 26 Oct 1899 3 Sep 1949 DS W [Wife of Frank Fraley] Brown (1) 
Fraley, Mariah [1862] 5 Sep 1905 SS W [James M. Fraley] "Age 43 yrs." Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Martha [Jones] 1852 1941 PLQ W [Wife of Jessie "Bucky" Fraley] Fraley, J. 
Fraley, Martha Ellen 1878 1956 SS - Fraley (1)
Fraley, Mary 1901 1984 DS W [Wife of M. F. Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Mary [Slone] 26 Dec 1904 29 Dec 1985 SS W [wife # 2 of Amos Fraley] Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, Mary E. 10 Jul 1875 22 Aug 1949 SS - [Next to Celia Ethel Fraley] Brown (1) 
Fraley, Mary McDaniel [                 ] [                ] SS D
[Dau.of George McDaniel; wife of Jasper 
Fraley] McDaniel (1)
Fraley, Mastin 1913 1963 DS H [Husband of Lillie Fraley" Hayes Crossing 
Fraley, Mildred R. Brown 13 Jan 1922 18 Mar 1997 DS W [Wife of Robert Gray Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Minnie M. 14 Sep 1877 15 Jul 1899 SS W "Wife of Martin Fraley" [ _ unreadable] Clark (1) 
Fraley, Mollie Dell 1886 1952 DS W [Wife of John B. Fraley] Fraley (2)
Fraley, Myrtle 12 Aug 1909 15 Jul 1992 DS W [Wife of Ray O. Fraley] Hogge 
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Fraley, Myrtle E. 1887 1970 DS W [Wife of Jake Fraley] Adams-Plank
Fraley, Nadine Jones 20 Jul 1928 13 Feb 1987 SS D [d. of Thomas & Nellie Jones] "Daughter" Lowe
Fraley, Nancy 4 Dec 1888 6 Feb 1985 DS W [Wife of Charles E. Fraley] Hogge 
Fraley, Nancy Jane 23 Aug 1851 11 Jan 1929 SS W "Wife of Marcus Fraley" Fraley (3) 
Fraley, Neil 19 Aug 1955 20 Jun 1997 - - Cranston
Fraley, Nora 13 Feb 1881 15 Oct 1886 SS D "Daughter of H. J. & Sarah E. Fraley" McDan-Fra-Adk
Fraley, Oleda Jones 1925 [                 ] DS W [of Rev Carl V Fraley]"A.O.N.M.S." Forest Lawn
Fraley, Oma 14 Mar 1924 4 Jun 19__ DS W [Wife of Roy Fraley] Hogge 
Fraley, Opal Lee 26 Nov 1911 21 Aug 1976 DS W [Wife of Ora E. Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Ora E. 26 Sep 1909 8 Feb 1980 DS H [Husb. of Opal Lee Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Pansy 31 Mar 1947 31 Mar 1947 SS - Fraley Family   EC
Fraley, Patricia J. 8 Aug 1954 25 Oct 1984 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Fraley, Philip S. 20 Jun 1929 20 Jun 1929 SS - Hogtown
Fraley, Ralph Edward 27 Feb 1942 24 Oct 1966 SS - [Next to MF & Mary Fraley]"Ky AF" Forest Lawn
Fraley, Ray O. 2 Jun 1908 26 Mar 1954 DS H [Husb of Myrtle Fraley] Hogge 
Fraley, Rev. Carl V. 6 Mar 1924 19 Jul 1984 DS H [Husb. of Oleda Jones Fraley]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Fraley, Robert B. 1868 1952 DS H [Husband of Ella Fraley] Prince-Tabor
Fraley, Robert Daniel 1958 1969 SS - [Next to Joseph E. Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Robert Douglas 6 Oct 1940 11 Aug 1998 PLQ H/S
[Hus.of Ania Fraley; son of Robert & 
Mildred Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Robert Gray 14 Oct 1919 1 Aug 1993 DS H/S/F
[Husb.of Mildred R. Fraley]"CPL US Army 
WWII" [Son of Cecil & Lucille Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Ross 1896 [CA 1899] STN S "Daniel & Isabelle Fraley" Fraley Hill
Fraley, Rowe or Roe [                 ] 1911 STN S "Daniel & Isabelle Fraley" Fraley Hill
Fraley, Roy 11 Jun 1916 11 Feb 1996 DV H [Husb. of Katherine Fraley] [vault] Brown (1) 
Fraley, Roy 23 Feb 1919 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Oma Fraley] Hogge 
Fraley, Sarah Davis 1856 1894 SS - Wyatt
Fraley, Shirley Jean 16 Feb 1939 12 May 1995 DS W [Wife of Zenith Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley, Sister [                ] [                ] SS - Sister of Anna Fraley Trent, Elick 
Fraley, Stella L. 1953 1953 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Fraley, Thomas 15 Dec 1874 24 Mar 1930 SS - New Alfrey
Fraley, Thomas H. 04 Feb 1888 24 Nov 1946 SS - "Asleep in Jesus" Fraley (1)
Fraley, Toby Lee 1992 1992 PLQ - Clearfield
Fraley, Walter 12 Apr 1903 9 Apr 1958 DS H [Husb of Lovlie Fraley] Fraley Family   EC
Fraley, Wilbur 5 Jun 1929 21 Dec 1974 SS - Fraley-Osborne
Fraley, William Harrison 6 Dec 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Clara Elizabeth Fraley] Brown (1) 
Fraley, William Lee [Billy] 10 Aug 1930 10 May 1959 SS S
"Ky TSGT 317 Comm SQ AF" [Son of 
Cecil & Lucille Fraley] Lee
Fraley, Willis 8 Sep 1881 26 Sep 1975 DS H [Husband of Carrie Fraley] New Sill
Fraley, Wm.[William]Walt 12 Sep 1953 5 May 1983 SS S [Son of William & Delores Fraley] Fraley (3) 
Fraley, Zenith 8 Apr 1921 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Shirley Jean Fraley] Forest Lawn
Fraley. William L. 29 Nov 1926 6 Aug 1973 DS H
[Husband of Delores] "KY PVT US Army 
WWII 13 Armored Div" Fraley (3) 
France, Elizabeth [Lizzie] 1883 1971 SS Lee
France, James Isaac 31 Mar 1906 18 Aug 1920 SS S "Son of Luke & Lizzie France" Lee
France, Lewis 1878 1941 SS - Lee
France, Mary 25 Nov 1904 27 Feb 1923 SS - Lee
France, Mary J. 1869 1929 SS - Lee
Francia, Mary L. 7 Jan 1924 30 Mar 1948 SS - Moore   EC
Franklin, Carl Clayton 25 Jun 1913 29 Oct 1989 DS H [Husb. of Marie Franklin]"Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Franklin, Claude R. 30 Jul 1915 23 May 1981 DS H
[Husb.of Hester Franklin]  "TEC US ARMY 
WWII" Lee
Franklin, Effie 1888 197_ PLQ - [Wife of J. W. Franklin] Caudill (1) 
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Franklin, Eldon 1921 1982 SS - [Sand stone] Caudill (1) 
Franklin, Endith W. 16 Nov 1925 13 May 1949 SS - Caudill (1) 
Franklin, Hester 1918 1969 DS W [Wife of Claude R. Franklin] Lee
Franklin, Hilda V. 19 Nov 1917 25 Jun 1935 SS - "Daug. of J. W. & Effie Franklin" Caudill (1) 
Franklin, John W. 1883 29 Jun 1904 SS - Franklin
Franklin, Margaret M. 1926 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Rev. Ardith C. Franklin] Brown (1) 
Franklin, Marie 5 Apr 1916 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Carl Clayton Franklin] Brown (1) 
Franklin, Rev. Ardith C. 1923 1986 DS H [Husb. of Margaret M. Franklin] Brown (1) 
Franklin, Thomas D. 2 Dec 1886 13 Jun 1950 SS - Caudill (1) 
Franklin, William H. 27 Sep 1902 30 Mar 1904 SS - [H = Henry] Franklin
Franks, Ashton Blake 7 Sep 2000 9 Sep 2000 PLQ S [Son of Timothy & Chasity Jennings Franks] Jennings
Franks, Ashton Blake 7 Sep 2000 9 Sep 2000 PLQ S Jennings
Frazier, Arthur 1887 1958 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Frazier, Dewey 27 Apr 1898 5 Apr 1913 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Frazier, Grace K. 1889 1961 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Frazier, Mary Kibby 1866 1940 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Freeman, Dimple Lee 1916 1987 DS W [Wife of James E. Freeman] Brown (1) 
Freeman, James E. 1912 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Dimple Lee Freeman] Brown (1) 
French, Amanda Rose 12 Jan 1890 6 Sep 1982 SS - Caudill (1) 
French, George W. 11 Jan 1885 2 Sep 1960 SS - "KY Pvt. Co. C 308 Field Sig. Bn.WWI" Clearfield
French, Robert Arnold 27 May 1947 27 Jan 1989 PLQ - Burton Farm  CC
Friednash, Geneva Adams 1907 1952 SS - Brown (1) 
Friley, Mary - 1945 SS - New Alfrey
Frlay, Elmer 1909 1990 SS - Hitch   MC
FRY1: On the back of Lurman McGuire's stone are the following children listed: Fryman
FRY2: Gail H. McGuire, Joy M. Arnett, Rockne W. McGuire, Harrison D. McGuire, Carol L. McGuire, Fryman
FRY3: Wilford F. McGuire, Keith L. McGuire, Lois E. Cooper, Marjorie A. Menche Fryman
FRY4: Luthur Fryman Family stone: Fryman
FRY5: Children; Cecil Wm, Mary Elizabeth, Wilford Allie, John Felix, Julia May, Obeta Merle Fryman
Fryman, Chas. W. 26 Oct 1932 2 Nov 1936 SS - Fryman
Fryman, Luther 31 Aug 1877 14 Aug 1912 SS S "Son of Hand R. Fryman" [See note 1] Fryman
Fryman, Mary A. 18 Aug 1876 2 Dec 1939 SS - [Stone at the foot of the family stone] Fryman
Fryman, Mary E. 22 Sep 1902 20 Jan 1919 SS - Fryman
Fryman, Nancy A. 1889 1952 SS - Lee
Fryman, Ocie 27 Sep 1905 22 Mar 1933 SS - Caudill (4)
Fryman, W. T. - - SS - Lee
Fugate, Beulah M.[Mynhier] [29 Sep]1913 23 Aug 2000 DS W [Wife of Gillard E. Fugate] Clearfield
Fugate, Carl 16 Apr 1921 8 Oct 1946 SS - "KY Staff Sgt 5 Cav WWII" Clearfield
Fugate, Clinton Estil Jr. 25 Nov 1939 No Date SS - Clearfield
Fugate, Colvin H. 29 Sep 1922 10 Sep 1989 SS - "Tech 5 U.S. Army, W.W.II" Fraley (2)
Fugate, Edna Baldridge 23 Jun 1928 19 Feb 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Recel Fugate] [May be Russell] Clearfield
Fugate, Ernest Recil 18 Jan 1919 11 Nov 1988 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Clearfield
Fugate, French Jr. 4 May 1957 8 Dec 1998 PLQ S [Son of French & Clara Gross Fugate Sr.] Brown (1) 
Fugate, Gillard E. 1892 1970 DS H [Husb of  Beulah M. Fugate] Clearfield
Fugate, Grace Cooper 22 Dec 1913 19 Jul 1997 SS - "US Army WWII" Fraley (2)
Fugate, Hazel M. 25 Apr 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of Noah E. Fugate] Moore-Messer
Fugate, J. M. 18 Dec 1879 24 Nov 1913 SS - Pine Hill
Fugate, John L. 17 Aug 1885 19 Apr 1964 SS - Clearfield
Fugate, Lloyd Garland 18 Dec 1923 2 May 1949 SS - "KY PFC Co L 322 81 Inf Div WWII" Clearfield
Fugate, Mary L. 4 Jun 1845 23 May 1892 SS W "Wife of Z. T. Fugate" Town
Fugate, Nancy Ann 9 May 1890 31 Dec 1971 SS - Clearfield
Fugate, Noah E. 2 Feb 1917 14 Mar 1980 DS H [Hazel M. Fugate]"CPL US Army WWII" Moore-Messer
Fugate, Oscar C. 13 Feb 1872 3 Sep 1903 SS S "Z. T. & Mary G. Fugate" Pine Hill
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Fugate, Otis 24 Nov 1900 12 Aug 1975 SS - "US Army WWII] Clearfield
Fugate, Richard V. 30 Apr 1926 4 Feb 1930 SS - Caudill (1) 
Fugate, Russell G. 22 Dec 1921 4 Jan 1970 SS - "Ky  SGT Co D 137 Inf TNG BN WWII" Clearfield
Fugate, Vernon Lee 11 Jan 1943 4 Aug 1973 SS - Clearfield
Fugate, Z. C. 19 Jul 1901 22 Nov 1936 SS - Caudill (1) 
Fugate, Z. T. 19 Nov 1844 13 Jul 1907 SS - [Mary G. Fugate] Pine Hill
Fugett, Cassie C. 1 Feb 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Norman E. Fugett] Brown (1) 
Fugett, Norman E. 20 Jan 1919 25 Jul 1973 DS H [Husb. of Cassie C Fugett]M: 27 Jul 1939 Brown (1) 
Fulbright, Helen Floyd 15 Feb 1924 21 Apr 1978 SS W [Wife of Glenn Fulbright] Lee
Fults, John 25 Jul 1919 9 Mar 1951 SS - "MSGT INF 2 INF DIV WWII Korea" Goodan-Fultz
Fultz, Ailene D. 6 Oct 1934 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Plummer Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Alvin 1912 1932 SS S "Son" [Next to Dan & Louisa Fultz] Blair's   MC
Fultz, Anna 1875 1945 DS W [wife of George W. Fultz] Community
Fultz, Baby - - - - [Baby of Jimmy & Ora (Hargis) Fultz] Franklin
Fultz, Barney B. 1868 1948 DS H [Husb of Charity E. Fultz] "Father" Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Billie Sue 1948 [                ] DS W [Gary Roger Fultz] Fultz
Fultz, Burnie, F. Fultz 15 Apr 1920 6 Sep 1991 SS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Community
Fultz, Callie Bailey 25 Jul 1906 [            ] DS W [Wife of Charley B. Fultz] Bailey
Fultz, Calvin 13 May 1878 14 Sep 1941 DS H [Husb of Linda J. Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Carl M. 15 May 1932 4 Nov 1981 SS - "US Army, Korea" Community
Fultz, Charity E. 1882 1966 DS W [3rd wife of Barney B. Binion] "Mother" Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Charley 1924 1981 SS - "AMM2 US Navy WWII, Korea" Forest Lawn
Fultz, Charley B. 18 Nov 1901 5 Aug 1968 DS H [Husb. of Callie Bailey Fultz] Bailey
Fultz, Charlie 13 Jun 1903 18 Jun 1956 SS - Fultz
Fultz, Connie Ausbun 1962 1994 DS W [Wife of Stephen B. Fultz] Forest Lawn
Fultz, Curtis 15 Mar 1920 3 Jan 1995 DS H [of Geneva Fultz]"Pvt US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Fultz, Curtis R. 1913 1913 SS S Fultz
Fultz, Dan 1872 1932 SS H [of Louisa M. Fultz] Blair's   MC
Fultz, David Willie 12 Mar 1902 24 Feb 1997 DS H [husb of Josie Fultz] "M: 17 Apr 1937 Community
Fultz, Dewey Lee 8 may 190118 May 1986 DS H [Husband of Nellie Logan Fultz] Fultz Family
Fultz, Dixie M. 1929 [                ] DS W [Elmer G. Fultz] Stevens-Stigall
Fultz, Dorothy 13 Sep 1904 8 Apr 1928 SS D "Dau of Lulie & Wm. Fultz" Goodan-Fultz
Fultz, Earl 25 Jul 1914 30 Jan 1983 DS H [Husb of Edith Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Earl J. 13 Apr 1940 13 Apr 1940 SS - Bailey
Fultz, Edith 25 Mar 1917 [                ] DS W [Wife of Earl Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Edith Parker 6 Sep 1907 16 Apr 1978 SS W [wife of Harlan Fultz] Community
Fultz, Edna 21 Oct 1913 29 Dec 1935 SS - Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Edward 13 Jul 1932 12 Nov 1934 SS S "Harlan & Edith Fultz" Community
Fultz, Elizabeth C. 11 Feb 1910 12 Mar 1990 DS W [Wife of Orville W. Fultz] Brown (1) 
Fultz, Elizzie 30 Apr 1849 - DS W [Wife of Samey Fultz] White (3)
Fultz, Elmer G. 1924 1978 DS H [Dixie Fultz] SGT US Army WWII Stevens-Stigall
Fultz, Ervin F. 5 Jun 1935 19 Jul 1990 SS - "AA US Navy" Community
Fultz, Florence [Conley] 1913 1953 TS W [Wife of William Fultz] Fultz Family
Fultz, Florence B. 1892 1962 DS W [Wife of Fred Fultz] New Sill
Fultz, Frank W. 7 Jan 1918 [                ] DS H [husb of Helen E. Fultz] M: 28 Oct 1939 Community
Fultz, Fred H. 1889 1970 DS H [Husband of Florence B. Fultz] New Sill
Fultz, Gary Roger 1945 1982 DS H [Billie Sue Fultz] Fultz
Fultz, Geneva 1923 1977 DS W [Wife of Curtis Fultz] Brown (1) 
Fultz, George Allen 27 Oct 1926 24 Jan 1958 SS - "KY PFC 15 Cav, Recon SQ, WWII" Community
Fultz, George W. 1870 1929 DS H [husb of Anna Fultz] Community
Fultz, Glessie Crum 17 Apr 1941 6 Jun 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Wilburn Eugene Fultz] Trent (1) 
Fultz, Green [                 ] [                ] SS - Fultz
Fultz, Harlan 22 Dec 1904 9 Oct 1993 SS H [husb of Edith Parker Fultz] Community
Fultz, Harlon Leroy 19 Mar 1933 [               ] DS H [Husb of Yvonne Patricia Johnson Fultz] New Sill
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Fultz, Harry Apr 1860 Apr 1940 SS H [Husband of Louisa Fultz] New Sill
Fultz, Harry W. 22 Feb 1908 29 Aug 1935 SS - Fultz
Fultz, Helen E. 3 Jul 1918 [                ] DS W [wife of Frank W. Fultz] Community
Fultz, Hurmit 1912 1981 SS - "Father" Hamilton
Fultz, Ida M. 9 Oct 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of Kennis E. Fultz] New Sill
Fultz, Infant - - STN - [Info. by B. J. Davis] Bailey
Fultz, Infant [            ] [            ] STN - Bailey
Fultz, Infant 1921 [                ] SS - New Sill
Fultz, Infant 9 Apr 1891 9 Apr 1891 SS D "Daug. of William & Lou Fultz" Tussey
Fultz, Infant Son - 17 Sep 1953 TS S [Son of William & Florence Fultz] Fultz Family
Fultz, Ira 3 Jan 1936 31 Aug 1987 DS W [Raymond Fultz] Fultz
Fultz, Irene 23 Mar 1924 [                 ] DS W [of William L. Fultz] Blair's   MC
Fultz, Jackie 1951 1951 DS S [Son of Dewie Lee Fultz] Fultz Family
Fultz, James 18 Mar 1895 8 Oct 1930 SS - Bryant-Goodman
Fultz, James H. 1902 1963 SS - Lee
Fultz, Jessie 22 Jun 1936 22 Apr 1975 SS - Trent, Elick 
Fultz, Jimmy R. 1938 1969 SS - Lee
Fultz, John Franklin 22 Nov 1857 22 Nov 1922 SS - Hamilton
Fultz, John Paul 1937 [                ] DS H [Husb of Wonda Fultz; son of Sam Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Josie Horn 16 Feb 1906 3 May 1992 DS W [wife of David Willie] Community
Fultz, Kennis E. 24 Jan 1918 29Apr 1976 DS H [Husband of Ida M. fultz] New Sill
Fultz, Linda J. 16 Aug 1888 25 Oct 1969 DS W [Wife of Calvin Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Lizzie 13 Jun 1899 11 May 1918 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Fultz, Louisa 6 Aug 1863 12 Sep 1921 SS W [Wife of Harry Fultz] New Sill
Fultz, Louisa M. 20 Jul 1875 8 May 1959 SS W [of Dan Fultz] Blair's   MC
Fultz, Mallie Lee 8 Mar 1866 20 Apr 1943 SS - Hamilton
Fultz, Martha [                 ] [                ] SS - Fultz
Fultz, Mary 19 Apr 1884 5 Sep 1892 SS D "Daug. of William & Lou Fultz" Tussey
Fultz, Mary Alice 23 May 1906 29 Jul 1989 DS W [Sollie Roscoe Fultz] Fultz
Fultz, Maxie Moore 16 Jan 1907 15 Nov 1929 SS - Community
Fultz, Meda Gorely 23 Mar 1910 14 Aug 1911 SS - Hamilton
Fultz, Michael R. 25 Dec 1954 22 Jan 1955 SS - Community
Fultz, Mildred K. 15 Jul 1924 9 Jan 1988 DS W [Wife of Roy R. Fultz] "Married 8 May 1943"Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Myrtle 17 Apr 1923 28 Nov 1927 SS D "Daughter of Milzie & Neva Fultz" Butts
Fultz, Nellie Logan 26 Apr 1909 [               ] DS W [Wife of Dewey Lee Fultz] Fultz Family
Fultz, Ora H. 1907 1985 SS - Lee
Fultz, Ora Lee 1915 1932 SS S "Son"  [Next to Dan & Louisa Fultz] Blair's   MC
Fultz, Orville W. 9 Sep 1904 6 Dec 1984 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth C. Fultz] Brown (1) 
Fultz, Paralee Hamilton 26 Apr 1915 26 Aug 1991 SS - Hamilton
Fultz, Plummer 1942 1954 DS S [Son of Dewie Lee Fultz] Fultz Family
Fultz, Plummer 6 Nov 1929 [                ] DS H [Husb of Ailene D. Fultz, son of Sam Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Raymond 21 Jun 1937 22 Jun 1977 DS H [Ira Fultz]"US Navy, Korea" Fultz
Fultz, Raymond E. 15 Dec 1909 25 Apr 1910 SS S "Son of W. F. & May Fultz" Lee
Fultz, Rodell 25 Apr 1913 23 Sep 1956 DS W [Wife of William H. Fultz] New Sill
Fultz, Rora Adkins 1898 1956 SS W "J. M. Fultz, "Mother" Community
Fultz, Rosa B. 5 Jun 1905 27 Mar 1962 DS W [Wife of Russell L. Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Roy R. 4 Mar 1924 [                ] DS H [Husb of Mildred K. Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Russell L. 4 May 1902 18 Dec 1974 DS H [Husb of Rosa B. Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Russell R. 26 Feb 1967 20 Jun 1967 SS - "Son" Stevens-Stigall
Fultz, Samey 21 Jul 1855 4 Mar 1905 DS H [Husb. of Eilzzie Fultz] White (3)
Fultz, Samuel 19 Mar 1900 27 Dec 1919 SS - Community
Fultz, Sarah Thelma 28 Dec 1915 2 Nov 1918 SS - New Sill
Fultz, Sollie Roscoe 1 Nov 1894 11 Mar 1957 DS H [Mary Alice Fultz] "Ky PVT WWI" Fultz
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Fultz, Stella 25 Mar 1908 2 Aug 1930 SS - Community
Fultz, Stephen B. 1958 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Connie Ausbun Fultz] Forest Lawn
Fultz, Talmadge 22 Feb 1930 19 Dec 1994 SS - "CPL US Army, Korea" Community
Fultz, Theadore 28 Nov 1927 9 Jan 1929 SS S "James & Vestie Fultz" Bryant-Goodman
Fultz, Walker [                 ] [                ] SLB - Butts
Fultz, Wanda Florence 
Wagoner 14 Jul 1939 16 Jul 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Daryl R. Fultz] Community
Fultz, William 1894 1950 TS H [Husb. of Florence Fultz] Fultz Family
Fultz, William [Bill] R. 1919 1989 SS - Butts
Fultz, William H. 2 Mar 1914 18 Apr 1981 DS H [Husband of Rodell Fultz] New Sill
Fultz, William L. 25 Apr 1905 10 Nov 1969 DS H [of Irene Fultz] Blair's   MC
Fultz, Wm. 4 Mar 1883 20 Feb 1921 SS H [Husb of Lulie Fultz] Goodan-Fultz
Fultz, Wonda 1944 [                ] DS W [Wife of John Paul Fultz] Fultz, Banney  CC
Fultz, Yvonne Patricia 
Johnson 7 Nov 1934 15 Nov 1998 DS W [Wife of Harlan Leroy Fultz] New Sill
Fyffe, Guar 23 Dec 1937 1 May 1953 DS - Estep
G. W. Complete name and dates unreadable Baldridge (1)
G.G.V. - - - - Pine Hill
G.K. - [stone slab] Richards (1) 
Gaier, Rose P. 1905 1983 DS W [Wife of Valintine Gaier] Ditney 
Gaier, Valintine 1893 1976 DS H [Husb. of Rose P. Gaier] Ditney 
Gais, Frederick Sandford 20 Aug 1918 19 Jan 1994 SS - "Lt JG US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Galik, Rose 26 Jan 1921 30 Jul 1996 SS - Wallace (1) 
Gambell, Rev. Jesse 25 Dec 1889 7 May 1973 SS - Jones (2)
Gambill, Bobby [6 Jul 1934] [19 Dec 1999] Plq H
[husb. Of Betty Hamilton Gambill, US Air 
Force, Korea] Brown (1) 
Gamble, Nannie Baldridge 1895 1983 SS - Baldridge (1)
Gamble, Verna Brown G 2 Apr 1914 2 Feb 1998 DS W [Wife of Arnold Gregory, Lonnie Gamble] Clearfield
Gambrel, Bertha M. 1889 1983 DS W [Wife of George W. Gambrel] Forest Lawn
Gambrel, George W. 1893 1990 DS H [Husb. of Bertha M. Gambrel] Forest Lawn
Garcia, Gladys "Moore" 1905 1983 SS - Moore (2)
Gardner, Clinton Randy 1 Jan 1960 7 Apr 1989 SS H
"Husb of Ramona Howard, Capt Ky St 
Police" Lee
Gardner, Elsie V. 12 Jun 1922 7 Jun 1996 DS W [Wife of Watt Gardner] Clearfield
Gardner, Watt 14 Mar 1916 5 Jul 1980 DS H [H of Elsie Gardner]"US Army WWII" Clearfield
Garey, Prudan 1890 1989 DS W [Wife of W. T. Garey] Forest Lawn
Garey, W. T. 1903 1985 DS H [Husb. of Prudan Garey] Forest Lawn
Garner, Sarah Michelle 13 Feb 1975 13 Feb 1975 SS - "Daughter of Joeretta & Mike" Adams-Plank
Garret, Frankie - 1862 SS - New Alfrey
Garriet, Roger 12 May 1988 12 May 1988 SS S "Eugene & Kay" [Garrit] Estep
Garris, Amanda C. 1892 1975 DS W [Wife of Nelson R. Garris] Lee
Garris, Iva Irene 1924 1995 SS W "Wife of Clyde E. Garris" Siloam
Garris, Nelson R. 1885 1944 DS H [Husb. of Amanda C. Garris] Lee
Garyheart, Elijah 1884 1925 SS - Caudill (1) 
Gastineau, Beatrice Am 16 Dec 1915 2 Dec 1997 - - Gastineau, Beatrice Amburgey] Clearfield
Gastineau, Evertt 30 Jun 1895 19 Sep 1984 DS H [Husb of Minnie V. Gastineau] Clearfield
Gastineau, Minnie V. 9 Nov 1897 28 Jun 1978 DS W [Wife of Evertt Gastineau] Clearfield
Gastineau, Roy 18 Nov 1914 15 Oct 1977 DS H [Husb of Sweeter Gastineau] Clearfield
Gastineau, Sweeter 17 Dec 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Roy Gastineau] Clearfield
Gates, Jelana Hyatt [                 ] [                 ] SS - "Mother of Annabelle Lands" Fultz
Gaughan, Eliza 1885 1977 SS - Lee
Gay, Irene Cooper 15 Dec 1916 15 May 1988 SS - Purvis
Gayhart, Anna 1886 1943 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Gayhart, Carrie 1909 1987 SS - Hayes Crossing 
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Gayhart, Robert - 11 Oct 1970 PLQ - "85 yrs old" Trumbo   CC
Gayhart, Willie 1913 1930 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Gaylord, Margurite Wheeler 16 Jan 1916 19 Aug 1993 SS - Lee
Gearhart, Adam 3 Jul 1883 4 Mar 1938 DS H [Husband of Bessie Gearhart] Fitzpatrick
Gearhart, Bessie 1891 1979 DS W [Wife of Adam Gearhart] Fitzpatrick
Gearhart, Clara 1879 1956 DS W [Wife of Lewis Gearhart] Siloam
Gearhart, Edith M. 21 Jan 1883 18 Jul 1962 SS - Trumbo   CC
Gearhart, Emma G. 1910 1963 DS W [Wife of John M. Gearhart] Siloam
Gearhart, Hubert [                 ] [                ] SS S "Son of Adam & Bessie Gearhart" Fitzpatrick
Gearhart, Ida Fay 10 May 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wm. Linton Gearhart] Brown (1) 
Gearhart, J. W. 27 Jan 1887 22 Dec 1909 SS S "Son of David & Margaret Gearhart" Trumbo   CC
Gearhart, John M. 2 Sep 1909 25 Aug 1962 DS H [Husb of Emma G Gearhart]"USNR WWII" Siloam
Gearhart, Lewis 1879 1958 DS H [Husb of Clara Gearhart] Siloam
Gearhart, Mae Dec 1892 Jul 1920 SS - "Wife of W. M. Gearhart" Siloam
Gearhart, Margaret J. 28 Jul 1851 6 Feb 1918 SS W "Wife of D. K. Gearhart" Trumbo   CC
Gearhart, Pearl 20 Jan 1906 24 May 1910 SS - Siloam
Gearhart, Richard 2 Feb 1891 26 Apr 1958 SS S "Son of David K. & Margaret J. Gearhart" Trumbo   CC
Gearhart, Veryl 4 May 1912 6 Nov 1917 SS S "Son of Adam & Bessie Gearhart" Fitzpatrick
Gearhart, Wilma M. 1 May 1920 6 Jun 1973 DS W [Wife of Wm. Linton Gearhart] New Sill
Gearhart, Wm. Linton 30 Sep 1918 24 May 1979 DS H [Husb. of Ida Fay Gearhart] Brown (1) 
Gearhart, Wm. Linton 30 Sep 1918 - DS H
[2nd Husb. of Wilma M. Gearhart; buried at 
Brown Cemetery] New Sill
Gearheart, Allen H. 1901 1936 SS - Baldridge (2)
Gearheart, C. W. 23 Aug 1881 13 Dec 1968 DS H [Husb. of Sudie Gearheart] Brown (1) 
Gearheart, Coleman W. 24 Oct 1921 5 Nov 1963 SS - [Next to John P. Gearheart] Brown (1) 
Gearheart, David K. 31 Oct 1853 17 Jul 1927 SS H [Husb of Margaret J. Gearhart] Trumbo   CC
Gearheart, John H. 24 Jul 1908 27 Aug 1942 SS - "KY TEC 5 Eng WWII" Brown (1) 
Gearheart, John P. 1880 1972 SS - [Next to Coleman W. Gearheart] Brown (1) 
Gearheart, Lloyd H. 1919 1992 SS - [Next to Jn.H. Gearheart]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Gearheart, Milburn E. 12 Aug 1923 10 Feb 1925 SS - Baldridge (2)
Gearheart, Nan 1878 1917 SS - Baldridge (2)
Gearheart, Ruby E. 10 Jun 1902 19 Jan 1985 SS - Brown (1) 
Gearheart, Sudie 27 Jun 1883 3 Oct 1977 DS W [Wife of C. W. Gearheart] Brown (1) 
Gearheart, Zavan 25 Jul 1877 16 Jan 1945 SS - Trumbo   CC
Gee, Burl E. 29 Sep 1923 3 Mar 1994 DS H [Husb of  Lou Ann Gee] Clearfield
Gee, Cecil Samuel 1 Jan 1932 5 Feb 1934 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Gee, Charles Leonard 5 Jun 1913 25 Jan 1987 SS - Lee
Gee, Gerald W. - - SS - Dawson
Gee, James E. 15 Nov 1943 27 Aug 1993 SS - "Cpl US Marine Corps Vietnam" Clearfield
Gee, James William 17 May 1921 10 Jul 1956 SS - "Quartermaster WWII" Lee
Gee, Lou Ann 22 May 1925 10 Jul 1980 DS W [Wife of Burl E. Gee] Clearfield
Gee, Richard S. 25 Sep 1899 16 May 1982 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Gee, Robert A., Jr. 25 Jan 1964 [                 ] SS - "Infant" Baldridge (1)
Geer, Louise Dunlap 18 Feb 1932 5 Sep 1990 SS - Lee
Geer, Michael Joseph 16 Jul 1973 16 Jul 1973 SS S "Son of Dane Geer" Lee
Geneva, Bessie 2 Sep 1923 2 Sep 1923 SS - Clearfield
Gentry, Pauline B. 1 Mar 1919 [                ] SS - Caudill (1) 
Gevedon, Dave Henry 1875 1964 SS H [Husb. of Martha Elizabeth Gevedon] Brown (1) 
Gevedon, Martha Elizabe 1884 1981 SS W [Wife of Dave Henry Gevedon] Brown (1) 
Gevedon, Roy Telford 1905 1985 SS H [Husb. of Vergie S. Gevedon] Brown (1) 
Gevedon, Vergie S. 1907 1950 SS W [Wife of Roy Telford Gevedon] Brown (1) 
Gibbs, Autie (Rev) 18 Sep 1906 10 Aug 1975 DS H "Husband" [of Pearlie Kidd Gibbs] Kidd (2)   MC
Gibbs, Everett S. 22 Jun 1890 [                ] SS S "Son of J. H. & Lillie M. Gibbs" Slaty Point
Gibbs, Ivory 28 Jan 1931 2 Sep 1931 SS - Kidd (2)   MC
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Gibbs, Laura Alice Conley 8 Sep 1922 19 Feb 1996 SS - [Conley Fleming Gibbs] Brown (1) 
Gibbs, Lillie M. 27 Mar 1865 29 Nov 1890 SS W "Wife of J. H. Gibbs" Slaty Point
Gibbs, Margaret 25 Jun 1899 29 Jan 1987 DS W [Wife of Russell Gibbs] Emmons   FC
Gibbs, Pearlie Kidd 3 Aug 1909 18 Apr 1988 DS W "Wife" [of [Rev]Autie Gibbs] Kidd (2)   MC
Gibbs, Ray 5 Oct 1929 21 Feb 1999 PLQ S/H [Son of Rev. Autie & Pearlie Gidd] Kidd (2)   MC
Gibbs, Rollie 19 May 1888 8 Sep 1909 SS - Slaty Point
Gibbs, Russell 9 Apr 1899 5 Nov 1952 DS H [Husb. Of Margaret Gibbs] Emmons   FC
Gibbs, Tamera Eileen 4 Nov 1960 4 Nov 1960 SS D [Daug. of Jerry & Mary Gibbs] Mt. Pisgah
Gibbs, Thomas 5 Dec 1888 6 Jul 1956 SS - Kidd (2)   MC
Gibson, Avanell 10 Mar 1940 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Curtis Gibson] Brown (1) 
Gibson, Curtis 17 Mar 1932 5 Dec 1997 DS H [of Avanell Kidd Gibson]M:19Mar 1958 Brown (1) 
Gibson, Frank 1881 1946 DS H [Husb. of Laura Gibson] Brown (1) 
Gibson, Harold E. 1929 1958 DS H [Husb. of Mary M. Gibson] Forest Lawn
Gibson, Laura 1881 1961 DS W [Wife of Frank Gibson] Brown (1) 
Gibson, Lillie Hamm 18 Nov 1937 11 Nov 1990 SS - Adams-Plank
Gibson, Mary Effie 1920 1996 MKR - Caudill (2)
Gibson, Mary M. 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Harold E. Gibson] Forest Lawn
Gibson, Maxine[Mary 
Prather] 1932 [19 Aug]1996 DS W [Wife of Russell Asa Gibson] Brown (1) 
Gibson, Russell [Asa] [11 Apr]1927 3 Jun 1999 DS H [Husb. of Maxine Gibson] Brown (1) 
Gilbert, Gertrude 16 Apr 1929 [                ] DS W [Wife of Merl Gilbert] Crix Cemetery:
Gilbert, Merl 16 Jun 1925 28 Nov 1987 DS H [Husband of Gertrude Gilbert] Crix Cemetery:
Giles, Earl E. 1945 1975 DS S [Son of Ruby M. Lykins] Community
Giles, Nola Faye 20 Dec 1948 23 Dec 1965 SS - Caudill (4)
Gilkerson, Cora F. 19 Jun 1885 14 May 1917 SS - "Mother" Maddox-Hamm
Gilkerson, Linnie 8 May 1875 11 Oct 1898 SS W "G. S. Gilkerson" Pine Hill
Gilkerson, Thurman 28 Apr 1930 28 Apr 1930 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Gilkison, Albert [22 Aug]1848 [28 Dec]1932 DS H [Husb of Mary S. Gilkison] Pine Grove
Gilkison, Arlie Lester 23 Jul 1924 22 Oct 1993 DS H [Hus. Maxine Stone Gilkison] US Army WII Adams-Plank
Gilkison, Bessie B. Flann 20 Jun 1899 30 Jul 1970 SS - Siloam
Gilkison, Blanch E. 1897 1941 TS W [Wife of John W. Gilkison] Brown (1) 
Gilkison, Grace C. 23 Nov 1901 15 Feb 2000 DS W [Wife of Walter Lee Gilkison] Brown (1) 
Gilkison, Infant 13 Dec 1884 15 Dec 1884 SS D "L. M. & Sara Gilkison" Pine Grove
Gilkison, John W. 1890 1941 TS H [Husb. of Blanch E. Gilkison] Brown (1) 
Gilkison, Lena M. 9 Mar 1901 14 Oct 1904 SS D "Dau of P. R. & C. _. Gilkison" Siloam
Gilkison, Lucy S. 1901 1972 DS W [Wife of Ora Russell Gilkison] Evans
Gilkison, Mary Lou 1939 1941 TS D [Dau of John & Blanch Gilkison] Brown (1) 
Gilkison, Mary P. 1870 1932 DS W [Wife of Rousseau P. Gilkison] Siloam
Gilkison, Mary S. 1856 1933 DS W [Wife of Albert Gilkison] Pine Grove
Gilkison, Maxine Stone 12 Sep 1928 18 Jan 1999 DS W "Wife of Arlie Lester Gilkison" Adams-Plank
Gilkison, Ora Russell 1890 1980 DS H [Husb. of Lucy J. Gilkison] Evans
Gilkison, Paul J. 1978 1978 SS - [Infant] Moore (1)
Gilkison, Rosanna 1 Nov 1835 27 May 1924 SS W "Wife of Sanford Gilkison" Siloam
Gilkison, Rousseau P. 1864 1931 DS H [Husb of Mary P. Gilkison] Siloam
Gilkison, Sanford 2 Feb 1834 10 Feb 1884 SS H [Husb of Rosanna Gilkison] Siloam
Gilkison, Sarah 3 Sep 1812 16 Jul 1892 DS W [Wife of Wm. Gilkison] Pine Grove
Gilkison, Walter L.[Lee] 19 Mar 1898 6 Dec 1985 DS H [of Grace C. Gilkison]M: 13 Oct 1920 Brown (1) 
Gilkison, Wayne F. 14 Feb 1936 14 Feb 1936 SS - "Infant" Clearfield
Gilkison, Willie S. 15 Mar 1893 7 Dec 1968 SS - "Pvt Inf WWI" Siloam
Gilkison, Wm. 26 Jul 1807 3 May 1883 DS H [Husb of Sarah Gilkison] Pine Grove
Gill, Elizabeth 1 Jan 1807 15 Jul 1884 SS - [Wife of S.C. Gill] "In Memory Of" New Alfrey
Gillam, Ben F. 12 Apr 1871 2 Feb 1931 SS - [fallen over by big tree] Clearfield
Gillam, Cledis "Ray" 29 Oct 1912 9 Oct 1974 DS H [Husb of Hattie Giliam]"M: 27 May 1933" Boggs   CC
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Gillam, Ethel 8 Jun 1917 5 Nov 1980 SS W
[Wife Next to Simon K Gillam]"Beloved 
wife & Clearfield
Gillam, Hattie 1 Mar 1910 5 Apr 1999 DS W [Wife of Cledis "Ray" Gillam] Boggs   CC
Gillam, Infant 20 Jun 1934 20 Jun 1934 SS D "Dau of Ray C. & Hattie Gillam" Boggs   CC
Gillam, John 24 May 1872 5 Feb 1933 SS H "Husb of R. L. [Rhoda] Gillam" Boggs   CC
Gillam, Kermit 13 Mar 1916 24 Dec 1987 DS H [Husb of Mabel Gilliam] Hale   CC
Gillam, Mabel 11 Mar 1921 15 May 1992 DS W [Wife of Kermit Gilliam] Hale   CC
Gillam, Rhoda 20 Feb 1880 14 Jul 1955 SS W [Wife of John Gillam] Boggs   CC
Gillam, Simon K. 26 Nov 1903 1 Oct 1974 SS - [Next to Ethel Gillam]"Pvt US Army" Clearfield
Gillaspie, A. W. [                 ] [                 ] SS - Siloam
Gillaspie, Harvey N. 15 Sep 1845 13 Jan 1862 SS - Siloam
Gillaspie, Infant 10 Mar 1870 16 Mar 1870 Tomb - "Son of Granville & Joicy A. Gillaspie" Siloam
Gilliam, Bessie 25 Dec 1898 8 May 1934 SS W "Wife of L. G. Gilliam" Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Dessie 24 Dec 1924 19 May 1950 DS - Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Emil E. 22 Jun 1907 17 Sep 1986 DS H [Husb. Of Ruth H. Gilliam] Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Emil Edward 1 Jun 1950 20 Sep 1998 SS - Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Iceioleane 8 sep 1921 18 Feb 1928 SS D "Dau. of Lenzie & Bessie Gilliam" Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Ivyl 18 Feb 1920 13 Jan 1962 SS - "Ky SGT A 245 Engr CBN WWII" Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Kenneth Lee 2 Feb 1930 8 Sep 1984 SS - "CPL US Army, Korea" Cranston
Gilliam, Learlean 31 Oct 1932 29 Dec 1937 SS - Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, M. G. 1883 1961 SS - Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Marion 1883 1961 DS H [Husb of Sarah Gilliam] Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Mickey 7 Sep 1971 7 Sep 1971 SS - Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Oatis Ray 25 Nov 1923 16 Sep 1925 SS S "Son of Lenzie & Bessie Gilliam" Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Patty 12 May 1954 [                ] DS W [Wife of Roger Dale Gilliam] Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Rinda 16 Mar 1860 10 Jan 1953 SS - Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Roger Dale 22 Sep 1951 9 Jan 1988 DS H [Husb. Of Patty Gilliam] Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Ruth H. 7 Apr 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of Emil E. Gilliam] Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Sarah 1888 1973 DS W [Wife of Marion Gilliam] Gilliam   CC
Gilliam, Scotty Jo 16 Jun 1975 17 May 1995 SS - Forest Lawn
Gilliam, Stephan Vaughn 1971 1971 SS - Catron
Gilliam, Thomas 1903 1980 SS - "Age 77" Clearfield
Gilliam, Unknown 1920 Oct 1940 SS - Gilliam   CC
Gillum, Billy L. 18 Jan 1935 [                ] DS H [Husb of Stella Gillum] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Gillum, Stella 2 Oct 1911 [                ] DS W [Wife of Billy L. Gillum] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Ginter, Ada 1898 1978 DS W [Wife of Farmer Ginter] Brown (1) 
Ginter, Earnest 8 Mar 1948 - SS - [Baby, born & died same day?] Clearfield
Ginter, Farmer 1897 1987 DS H [Husb. of Ada Ginter] Brown (1) 
Ginter, Frank L. 20 Sep 1896 26 Mar 1973 DS - [nothing given on other side] Brown (1) 
Ginter, Linda Lou 9 Sep 1951 18 Jun 1967 SS D [Dau of Thomas & Effie Ginter] Clearfield
Ginter, Thomas O.[Otis] 1 Oct 1909 7 Jan1972 SS H [1st husb of Effie Ginter Gladys] Clearfield
Ginter, Tony 11 Aug 1962 11 Aug 1962 SS - Clearfield
Gladys, Effie Mae Morris 
Ginter 28 Sep 1921 8 Feb 1993 SS W/D
[Dau of Cleveland & Eva Fraley Morris, 
wife of 1st. Husb. Thomas Otis Ginter] Clearfield
Gladys, Rudolph B. 17 Dec 1912 11 Dec 1991 SS H
 [2nd husb of Effie Mae Morris 
Genter]"MSgt. US Army WWII" Clearfield
Glover, Betty J. 6 Jun 1932 6 Jan 1934 SS - Masters
Glover, Beulah (Scott) 1906 1944 SS - Clearfield
Glover, Brian [                 ] 1980 STN - [Tiny stone, Infant] Baldridge (1)
Glover, Carla June 1952 [                 ] SS - "Infant" Clearfield
Glover, Charlie 4 Oct 1987 22 Apr 1947 SS - Stewart
Glover, Claude E., Jr. 27 Jun 1932 15 Mar 1995 TS S "Son of Claude E. & Pearl A. Glover" Stewart
Glover, Claude E., Sr. 22 Sep 1903 30 Sep 1944 TS H [Pearl A. Glover] "Father" Stewart
Glover, Clyde 22 Sep 1903 14 Sep 1908 SS - Stewart
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Glover, Earl T. 22 Mar 1905 29 May 1966 SS - "KY Pvt 50 Gen. Hos. WWII" Masters
Glover, Effie marie 19 Mar 1894 14 Sep 1982 SS - Trumbo   CC
Glover, Elmer A.[Arthur] 1901 1978 DS H [Hus of Sarah C. Skaggs Glover] Masters
Glover, Enoch 14 Aug 1884 15 Feb 1928 SS H [Husband of Pearlie E. White] Fitzpatrick
Glover, Ersia B. 12 Jan 1903 27 Sep 1971 DS H [Hus of Lula Glover] Masters
Glover, Faye 12 May 1923 7 Aug 1991 SS - Masters
Glover, George W. 4 Feb 1872 25 Apr 1949 SS - [Next to Minnie Glover] Masters
Glover, Golda Bailey 1906 1974 DS W [Wife of William J. Bailey] Clearfield
Glover, Henry M. 1900 1974 DS H [Stella J. Glover] Stewart
Glover, Howard - - - - [marble name brick] Masters
Glover, Lacy (Sue) 1958 1973 SS - Masters
Glover, Latonia C. 10 Jan 1914 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Nathan D. Glover] Masters
Glover, Lawrence 5 Sep 1937 7 Sep 1940 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Glover" Mabry Hill
Glover, Lula 8 Mar 1912 4 Dec 1994 DS W [Wife of Ersia B. Glover] Masters
Glover, Margie Leona 1924 [               ] SS - "Infant" Stewart
Glover, Martha 21 Feb 1893 12 Jul 1894 SS - Stewart
Glover, Milton 1864 1911 DS H [Samantha Glover] Stewart
Glover, Minnie 27 Jun 1871 2 Oct 1945 SS - [Next to George W. Glover] Masters
Glover, Nathan D. 21 May 1910 15 May 1993 DS H [Hus of Latonia C. Glover] Masters
Glover, Pearl A 21 Oct 1907 19 Jan 1990 TS W [Claude E. Glover] "Mother" Stewart
Glover, Samantha 1871 1942 DS W [Milton Glover] Stewart
Glover, Sarah 1909 1946 SS - Masters
Glover, Sarah C. [Skaggs] [23 Oct]1905 1 May 1999 DS W [Wife of Elmer Arthur Glover] Masters
Glover, Stella J. 1906 [                ] DS W [Henry M. Glover] Stewart
Glover, Wayne 31 Mar 1955 30 Sep 1971 SS - Estep
Glover, William 5 Jul 1914 28 Mar 1957 SS - "Father" Mabry Hill
Glover, William "Wig" 9 Aug 1939 28 Feb 1984 SS - Brown (1) 
Glover, Willie [               ] 15 Mar 1942 SS - Kentucky Sup Sgt , 27 Inf. Stewart
Gogge, Murul H. 10 Sep 1917 29 Nov 1937 SS - Lee
Goldie Marie Cooper 16 Dec 1918 18 Mar 1994 SS - Sardis
Goldy, Mary J. 19 Jun 1865 22 Jun 1913 SS - "Wife of G.V. Goldy" Slaty Point
Goodan, Cora 10 Feb 1917 29 Mar 1945 SS W "Wife of Beckham Goodan] Goodan-Fultz
Goodan, Edward H. Jr. 20 Mar 1919 30 Jun 1973 SS H
[Hus. of Ida M. Goodan]   "PA SGT Air 
Force, WWII" Lee
Goodan, Edward H., Sr. 21 Jun 1888 25 Aug 1953 SS - "Ky PVT Coast Arty School Det WWI" Lee
Goodan, Ida M. 26 Sep 1897 30 Jul 1969 SS W [Wife of Edward H. Goodan, Jr.] Lee
Goodan, Jean Johnson 11 Nov 1920 29 Dec 1936 SS - Johnson   EC
Goodan, Maggie 1872 1917 SS - Lee
Goodan, Phillip 1845 1914 SS - Lee
Goodan, Violinda A. 1852 1922 SS - Lee
Goodfriend, Deborah Ann 
Foster [22 Dec 1953][31 Dec 1999] PLQ W [Wife of George Goodfriend] New Alfrey
Goodman, Allie H. 8 Oct 1909 15 Aug 1910 SS D "Dau of John M. & Martha S. Goodman" Bryant-Goodman
Goodman, Betty Jean 9 Sep 1929 15 Sep 1929 SS D "Dau. of Charles E. & Ina Goodman" Moore-Messer
Goodman, Billy Ray 9 Oct 1939 21 Mar 1963 DS H [Husb of  Helen Mae Goodman] Clearfield
Goodman, Charles E. 1898 1956 DS H [Hus. of Ina Goodman] Moore-Messer
Goodman, Edith Riddle 1927 [                ] DS W [Wife of Robert Clinton Goodman] McClain-Arnold
Goodman, Hallie 10 Feb 1908 7 Jun 1940 SS - Bryant-Goodman
Goodman, Helen Mae 15 May 1942 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Billy Ray Goodman] Clearfield
Goodman, Hendrix 13 Nov 1927 13 Jul 1933 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Goodman, Ina 1899 1976 DS W [Wife of Charles E. Goodman] Moore-Messer
Goodman, J. [John] M. 20 Jan 1870 24 Feb 1936 SS H [Martha S Goodman] "Father" Bryant-Goodman
Goodman, Joy Rose 19 Jul 1941 1 Mar 1946 SS -
"Daddy's Baby" [Dau of K.C. & Ethel 
Goodman] Barker  EC
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Goodman, Katie Hamilton 9 Jul 1935 1 Oct 2000 PLQ - Crix Cemetery:
Goodman, Liddie 1904 1995 DS W [Wife of Russell Goodman]"Mother" Clearfield
Goodman, Martha S. 21 Mar 1875 [                ] SS W [John M. Goodman] Bryant-Goodman
Goodman, Mary 4 May 1900 7 Sep 1928 SS - Bryant-Goodman
Goodman, Mary L. 1 Oct 1879 10 Sep 1901 SS W "Wife of W. Goodman" Caudill (4)
Goodman, Mildred Q. 9 Apr 1906 2 Mar 1952 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Goodman, Robert Clinton 1925 1995 DS H [Husband of Edith Riddle Goodman] McClain-Arnold
Goodman, Ronald 2 May 1942 [                ] SS S "Son Of Russell & Liddie Goodman" Crix Cemetery:
Goodman, Russell 1894 1972 DS H [H of Liddie Goodman]"Pvt Ar WWI" Clearfield
Goodman, Warren 2 Apr 1959 [2 Apr 1959] SS - "Infant" Crix Cemetery:
Goodman, William F. 20 Mar 1912 11 Sep 1912 SS S "John M. & Martha S. Goodman" Bryant-Goodman
Goodpaster, G. Irene 31 Mar 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of George E. Goodpaster] Mt. Pisgah
Goodpaster, George E. 30 Oct 1922 20 Feb 1993 DS H [H of G.I. Goodpaster] "US Army WWII Mt. Pisgah
Gordon, Marjorie Spoor 20 Nov 1910 2 Aug 1989 SS - Brown (1) 
Gose, Christopher C. 1883 1945 SS H [Husb. of Etta C. Gose] Brown (1) 
Gose, Etta C. 1887 1981 SS W [Wife of Christopher C. Gose] Brown (1) 
Gover, James A. 1936 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Wilma Gover] Brown (1) 
Gover, Wilma Gulley 13 Dec 1936 21 Mar 1998 DS W [Wife of James A Gover]M:31 Jan 1958 Brown (1) 
Gowens, Patsy S. 10 May 1939 21 Feb 1995 SS - Forest Lawn
Gowland, Adell Ann [25 Jul 1915] [22 Dec 1999] PLQ W/M [Mother; husband not given in obit] Brown (1) 
Gragory, Taylor 4 May 1876 31 Mar 1951 DS H [Husband of Dora Gregora] Jones (1)
Graham, Mae G. 16 Sep 1901 3 Oct 1985 DS W [Wife of Roy S. Graham] M:10 Jul 1920 Mt. Pisgah
Graham, Roy S. 21 Jul 1891 18 Mar 1957 DS H [Husband of Mae G. Graham] Mt. Pisgah
Graham, Sarah K. 11 Nov 1869 9 Jul 1952 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Grant, Geneva (Gig) 1914 1982 SS - Forest Lawn
Grass, Julia B. 1880 1960 SS - Cranston
Gratigny, Edith 1904 1998 PLQ - Carey 
Gratigny, Emmitt P. 1904 1977 SS - Carey 
Graves, Octavia W. - 6 Sep 1994 SS - [birth or death date?] Forest Lawn
Gray, Fielden 14 Apr 1798 14 Aug 1826 DS H [Husband of Sarah B. Gray] Gray-Seamonds 
Gray, Infant - - - - [at foot of James Roe] Roe   EC
Gray, Jerry R. 23 May 1934 25 Jul 1979 DS H [Husb. of Verna M. Gray] Brown (1) 
Gray, Sarah B. 19 Mar 1806 21 Oct 1855 DS W [Wife of Fielden Gray] Gray-Seamonds 
Gray, Verna M. 1 Jun 1935 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jerry R. Gray] Brown (1) 
Grayson, Bert 1880 1955 SS - [Next to Josie Grayson] Carey 
Grayson, David H. 1852 1918 SS - Carey 
Grayson, Elizabeth 1922 1926 SS - Carey 
Grayson, Holly 1901 1903 SS - [Next to Elizabeth Grayson] Carey 
Grayson, Josie 1884 1969 SS - [Next to Bert Grayson] Carey 
Grayson, Nannie Mae 27 May 1904 23 Jan 1974 SS - Carey 
Grayson, S. B. 19 Jul 1860 5 Aug 1926 SS - Carey 
Grayson, Unknown [                ] [                 ] - - Carey 
Greeley, Christine Lambert 1949 [                ] DS W [Wife of John Thomas Greeley] Lambert 
Greeley, John Thomas 6 Apr 1930 10 Oct 1995 DS H [Husb. of Christine Lambert Greeley Lambert 
Green, Benjamin F. 22 Aug 1862 25 Feb 1895 SS S "Son of John & M. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Byrthalo 1909 1966 SS - Lee
Green, C. Warren 1846 1895 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Clara Mabel 7 Aug 1886 23 Jan 1920 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Elizabeth 1844 1928 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Fielding 1 Nov 1777 9 Jun 1855 SS  Green
Green, George F. 2 Feb 1848 16 Mar 1885 SS D "Daug. of S. & E. A. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Henrietta 20 May 1822 [                ] DS W [William M. Green] Slaty Point
Green, Hiram 4 Aug 1830 25 Jun 1903 SS H
[Husb. of Jane Green]"son of Th_ & Mary 
Green" Slaty Point
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Green, Infant [                ] 11 Jun 1880 SS D "Daug. of F. & M. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Isabell 3 Aug 1847 27 May 183_ SS W "Wife of Thomas M. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Jane I. 9 Apr 1839 21 Jan 1915 SS W "Wife of Hiram Green" Slaty Point
Green, John 27 Aug 1819 27 Mar 1869 SS - Slaty Point
Green, John S. 18 Mar 1856 20 Dec 1897 SS - Slaty Point
Green, John T. 1907 1983 SS - Lee
Green, John W. 15 Aug 1892 15 Aug 1893 SS S "Son of J. M. & L. [Lucy] Green" Slaty Point
Green, Lawrence 1885 1974 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Lizann 1828 1896 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Lucy 5 Jan 1873 17 Nov 1903 SS W "Wife of J. M. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Lula 1890 1956 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Martha 1874 1964 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Martha H. 10 Jun 1853 [                ] SS D "Daug. of S. & E. A. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Mary 20 Nov 1793 [                ] SS W "Wife of F. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Mary Va. 29 Sep 1859 16 Aug 1860 SS - "dau. of S. & E.A. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Maude 9 Sep 1905 7 Jan 1958 SS - Lee
Green, Raleigh 1878 1966 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Richard 1868 1958 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Sam L. 15 Dec 1902 31 Dec 1961 SS - Lee
Green, Sampson 1826 1896 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Sophia F. 24 Aug 1866 23 Sep 1867 SS D "Daug. of J. & M. A. Green" Slaty Point
Green, Ted, Rev. 1916 1996 SS - Lee
Green, Thomas 25 Dec1812 24 Feb 1887 SS - Slaty Point
Green, Thomas M. 25 Aug 1850 25 Jul 1892 SS H [Husband of Isabell Green] Slaty Point
Green, Vany 1889 1971 DS H [Hus. of Mary E. Green] Moore-Messer
Green, William Earl 8 Jan 1942 8 Jan 1942 SS - Lee
Green, William M. 1820 25 Aug 1897 DS H "Henrietta Green" Slaty Point
Greene, Malissia 27 Nov 1871 2 Mar 1905 SS - Slaty Point
Greene, Mary E. 1910 1986 DS W [Wife of Vany Green] Moore-Messer
Greenhill, Donald Ira 1 Apr 1931 10 Jun 1995 SS H [Husb. of Hildreth Rose Greenhill] Brown (1) 
Greenhill, Hildreth Rose 6 Mar 1925 13 May 1990 SS W [Wife of Donald Ira Greenhill] Brown (1) 
Greer, Bernard Lee 13 Aug 1929 5 Feb 1973 SS F "Ky PFC US Army Korea" Lee
Greer, Dane Lee 14 Nov 1953 14 May 1976 SS S "Son of Bernard & Louise Greer" Lee
Greer, Infant Son 6 Feb 1958 6 Feb 1958 SS S "Son of Bernard & Louise Greer" Lee
Greer, Lucille A. White 1912 1967 SS - Lee
Greer, R. Joseph 1901 1967 SS - Lee
Gregory D. Sam 1888 1972 DS H [Hus. of Laura Gregory] "M: 3 Mar 1910 Jones (2)
Gregory John Henry 29 Apr 1843 17 May 1918 DS H [Husband of Salley Gregory] Gregory (1) 
Gregory, [Wm] Elmer 1907 17 Sep1976 TS H [Husb of  Murl Gregory]"Father" Clearfield
Gregory, Ada 1897 1986 DS W [Wife of Eli Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Albert E. 14 Oct 1878 11 Sep 1967 SS - Lee
Gregory, Alice C. 15 Oct 1944 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Frederick L. Gregory] Brown (1) 
Gregory, Allen G. 1909 1993 DS H [Husb.of Libby Lenora S. Gregory] Forest Lawn
Gregory, Arnold 22 Jan 1910 4 Jun1961 DS H [of Verna Brown Gregory]"Tec 5, WWII" Clearfield
Gregory, Arthur M. 1883 1973 DS H [Husb. of Mary Alice Gregory] Forest Lawn
Gregory, Austin - - - - [Moved to Clearfield Cemetery] Jones (1)
Gregory, Austin R. 23 Dec 1917 9 Sep 1943 SS - [Next to Verna Gregory] "WWII" Clearfield
Gregory, Betty Jean 8 Jan 1934 4 Dec1989 TS D "Daughter of Elmer & Murl Gregory" Clearfield
Gregory, Billy Ray 1 Oct 1936 22 Nov 1936 SS - "Son of Elmer & Murl Gregory" Gregory (1) 
Gregory, C - - SS - Bowman
Gregory, Carl - - SS - Jones (1)
Gregory, Cathy 11 Oct 1952 21 Nov 1952 SS - Wallace (1) 
Gregory, Cecil 8 Feb 1912 18 Feb 1984 DS H [Husb of  Lenola (Brown) Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Charles 3 Jun 1939 17 Dec 1993 DS H [of Elvira Gregory]"US Army Vietnam" Clearfield
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Gregory, Ciera Devyn 24 Jul 1991 16 Jan 1992 SS - Caudill (2)
Gregory, Cledis 5 Dec 1924 13 Jun 1925 SS S "Willis B. & Grace Gregory" Caudill (2)
Gregory, Clella 24 Dec 1914 11 Nov 1963 SS - "WWII" Ditney 
Gregory, Cora - - - - Jones (1)
Gregory, Donald Glen 1 Apr 1941 1 Apr 1941 SS - [Next to Sylvan Gregory] Masters
Gregory, Dora 26 Oct 1880 15 Oct 1918 DS W [Wife of Taylor Gregory] Jones (1)
Gregory, Dorsey L. 14 Jul 1913 5 Aug 1969 SS - "Ky. PVT Med Dept WWII" Brown (2) 
Gregory, Dorsie W. 1917 1963 DS H [of Vertie May Gregory] Caudill (2)
Gregory, Earl 27 Aug 1942 19 Oct 1943 SS - Jones (1)
Gregory, Effie - - - - Jones (1)
Gregory, Eli 1894 1966 DS H [Husb of  Ada Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Eli - - - - [Moved to Clearfield Cemetery] Jones (1)
Gregory, Elva 5 Nov 1928 30 Jun 1993 DS H [Husb of Meredith Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Elvira 13 Jun 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Charles Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Frederick L. 19 Sep 1946 4 Jun 1980 DS H [Husb. of Alice C. Gregory] Brown (1) 
Gregory, Gladys 1909 1966 DS W [Wife of J. Corbett Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Grace 1902 1974 DS W [of Willis B. Gregory] Caudill (2)
Gregory, Grace E. 1930 1985 DS W [Wife of Lester C. Gregory] Forest Lawn
Gregory, Helen J. 1883 1972 DS W [Wife of James B. Gregory] Conn-Bradley  CC
Gregory, Henry Frankli 11 Oct 1884 9 Jan 1962 DS H [Husb of  Peach Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Hubert 1909 1990 SS - [Next to Kenneth R. Gregory] Forest Lawn
Gregory, J. A. - - SS - Jones (1)
Gregory, J. Corbett 1902 1950 DS H [Husb of  Gladys Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, J. M. 1944 1945 SS - Jones (1)
Gregory, J. W. 1877 1947 SS - "Father, Gone but not forgotten" Jones (1)
Gregory, James B. 1876 1951 DS H [Husb of Helen J. Gregory] Conn-Bradley  CC
Gregory, James Charles 13 May 1932 28 Apr 1955 SS S [of Son of James M. Gregory] Caudill (2)
Gregory, James M. 1890 1961 DS H [of Mary T. Gregory] Caudill (2)
Gregory, Jean Kathryn 3 Jul 1942 12 Feb 1981 SS - Jones (2)
Gregory, Jesse 10 Feb 1849 10 Feb 1904 DS H [Husband of Lizzie Gregory] Jones (1)
Gregory, Jessie Benton 25 Nov 1921 30 Nov 1994 DS H [Husb. of Sylvia Brown Gregory] Baldridge (2)
Gregory, John B. 2 Oct 1851 21 Apr 1914 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Gregory, John W. 10 Sep 1871 7 Nov 1954 SS H
[of Mary Blankenship Gregory, M: 9 Dec 
1897][son of Henry & Sallie Caudill 
Gregory] Ditney 
Gregory, Kenneth R. 1934 1979 SS - [Next to Arthur & Mary Gregory] Forest Lawn
Gregory, Laura 1889 1973 DS W [Wife of D. Sam Gregory] Jones (2)
Gregory, Lella 1897 1991 DS W [Wife of Levi Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Lella Jones 19 Aug 1897 28 Mar 1991 DS W
[wife of Levi Gregory, dau of Marion & 
Minnie Crawford Jones] Clearfield
Gregory, Lenola (Brown) 10 Apr 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Cecil Gregory]M:13 Feb 1934 Clearfield
Gregory, Lester C. 7 Dec 1920 21 Sep 1976 DS H [Husb. of Grace E. Gregory] Forest Lawn
Gregory, Levi 1897 1965 DS H [Husb of Lella Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Levi [                ] 1965 DS H [husb of Lella Jones Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Libby L. Sparkman [2 Nov]1912 [4 Apr 1998] DS W [Wife of Allen G. Gregory] Forest Lawn
Gregory, Lizzie 26 Nov 1854 16 May 1906 DS W [Wife of Jessie Gregory] "His wife" Jones (1)
Gregory, Lloyd M. 1915 1969 DS H [of Lula Gregory, son of James Gregory] Caudill (2)
Gregory, Lonzo 20 Aug 1942 20 Sep 1983 SS S
"S of Arnold Gregory""PVT US Army 
Korea" Clearfield
Gregory, Lula M. 1916 [               ] DS W [of Lloyd Gregory, dau of Melvin Eldridge] Caudill (2)
Gregory, Marvin 1922 1978 SS -
"Sgt. US Army, WWII" [Son of Sam & 
Laura Hamm Gregory] Jones (2)
Gregory, Mary Alice 1890 1987 DS W [Wife of Arthur M. Gregory] Forest Lawn
Gregory, Mary E.[Ellen] 8 Jul 1879 29 Jan 1961 SS - Ditney 
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Gregory, Mary T. 1896 1968 DS W [of James M. Gregory] Caudill (2)
Gregory, Meredith [Brown] 3 Oct 1920 9 Dec 2000 DS W [wife of  Elva Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Murl Skaggs 13 Feb1909 9 May1990 TS W [Wife of Elmer Gregory]"Mother" Clearfield
Gregory, Murvel 25 Mar 1916 25 Jan 1923 SS - "Grandson of Alfred & Lizzie Hardin" New Alfrey
Gregory, Ocel Milford 1917 1960 SS - Brown (2) 
Gregory, Peach 20 Sep 1885 8 May 1962 DS W [Wife of Henry Franklin Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Ronald G. 1946 1953 SS S [Ron, Arnold, Austin Jones Cem] Clearfield
Gregory, Salley 11 Aug 1849 9 Apr 1920 DS W [Wife of John Henry Gregory] Gregory (1) 
Gregory, Sam E. 21 May 1921 8 Apr 1944 SS S "James Gregory] Killed in Italy WWII" Caudill (2)
Gregory, Savannah Autumin 13 Jul 1987 [               ] SS - Caudill (2)
Gregory, Sylvan 2 Dec 1942 2 Dec 1942 SS - [Next to Donald Glen Gregory] Masters
Gregory, Sylvia Brown 7 Oct 1924 [               ] DS W [Wife of Jesse Benton Gregory] Baldridge (2)
Gregory, Truby 1895 1966 DS H [Husb of  Vada Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Vada (Hardin) 1896 1969 DS W [Wife of Truby Gregory] Clearfield
Gregory, Vernon - - SS - Bowman
Gregory, Vertie May 1924 1991 DS W [of Dorsie W. Gregory] Caudill (2)
Gregory, Willard Ray 14 Nov 1952 14 Nov 1952 SS S [of Son of Dorsie W. Gregory] Caudill (2)
Gregory, Willis B. 13 Nov 1895 25 Jul 1970 DS H [of Grace Gregory]Ky PVT WWI Caudill (2)
Grey, Esther Woods 27 Mar 1907 11 Sep 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Leonard Grey] Lee
Grey, Leonard R. 17 Mar 1908 12 Mar 1956 SS H [Husb. of Esther Woods Grey] Lee
GRG1: One large stone at the base of a large white oak tree that sets in the center of a gas line right-of way is the Gregory (2) 
GRG2: only marking for this grave site. At one time a "Cross" hung on the tree above the stone but it has since Gregory (2) 
GRG3: disappeared. The tree was not allowed to be cut down when the gas line came through, clearing a wide Gregory (2) 
GRG4: path across the hills. This tree and grave site marks the back corner boundary for two fams. Very over- Gregory (2) 
GRG5: grown and rough. Access needs a 4 wheel drive vehicle or tractor to reach this site. Gregory (2) 
GRIF1: Note: Some creek stones believed to be grave markers Griffith 
Griffith, Abner H. 1878 - DS H [Husb of Lottie S. Griffith] Fultz, Banney  CC
Griffith, Arnold 8 Oct 1912 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Hazel O. Griffith] Brown (1) 
Griffith, Cassaundra M. 1944 1966 SS - Moore   EC
Griffith, Hazel O. 12 Aug 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Arnold Griffith] Brown (1) 
Griffith, John P. 26 Oct 1838 18 Jul 1907 SS - Siloam
Griffith, Lottie S. 1891 1953 DS W [Wife of Abner H. Griffith] Fultz, Banney  CC
Griffith, Oscar D. 14 Jul 1811-12 1 Dec 1937 SS H [First Husb.of Almas Sluss] Griffith 
Griffith, Samuel L. 16 May 1920 11 Jun 1921 SS - "Son of Bessie & J.S. Griffith" Siloam
Griffith, Unknown 14 Jul _____ __ Dec ___ SS - [First name & dates unreadable] Griffith 
GRN1:  Three stones with markings: Green
GRN2:  EGDY, 22 Jan 1819 SS - Green
GRN3:  1841 SS - Green
GRN4:  29 Aug 1823 SS - Green
Grom, Lucy Brown 14 Feb 1914 6 Jan 1985 SS - Brown-Fannin
Grote, Steven Charles 6 Oct 1966 1 Dec 1973 SS - [son of Nelson & Wilma Grote] Lee
Grough, Mary S. 11 Oct 1858 2 Apr 1899 SS - Pine Hill
Gullett, Chadwell 1904 1984 DS H [Husb. of Cleo G. Gullet] Forest Lawn
Gullett, Cleo G. 1916 1981 DS W [Wife of Chadwell Gullett] Forest Lawn
Gullett, Jimmie Jerome 25 Sep 1934 20 Nov 1934 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Wathan Gullett" Lee
Gullett, Maude A. 27 May 1906 25 Oct 1976 SS W [Wife of Walthan M. Gullett] Lee
Gullett, Wathan M. 24 Jul 1908 14 Jan 1978 SS H [Husb. of Maude A. Gullett] Lee
Gullett, Wm. 1859 1924 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Gulley, Altie 1920 [               ] DS W [Elbert Gulley] Estep
Gulley, Alvie 18 May 1919 26 Sep 1960 DS H
[of Tansy Gulley]"T SGT 54 ARMD 
Infantry BN WWII" Clark (2)
Gulley, Alvie DeWayne 9 Dec 1957 16 Jun 1989 SS - "AK 3  US Navy" Clark (2)
Gulley, Alvin 1920 1955 DS H [Husb. of Bernice Gulley]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Gulley, Bernice 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Alvin Gulley] Brown (1) 
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Gulley, Bessie 1905 1989 PLQ - Clark (2)
Gulley, Charles [1905] 18 Oct 1974 PLQ - "Age 69 Yrs" Clark (2)
Gulley, Elbert 1923 1966 DS H [Altie Gullie] Estep
Gulley, Elmer 1917 1971 TS H [Husband of Evalle Gulley] "Father" Caudill (1) 
Gulley, Elmer Russell 1954 1978 TS S [Son of Elmer & Evalle Gulley] Caudill (1) 
Gulley, Evalle 1911 [                ] TS W [Wife of Elmer Gulley] "Mother" Caudill (1) 
Gulley, F. [Flora] Esther 15 Jul 1929 30 Dec 1996 DS W [of Harold W. Gulley] Clark (2)
Gulley, Flora 25 Dec 1901 17 Dec 1963 DS W [of Harve Gulley] Clark (2)
Gulley, Fred 14 Dec 1921 13 Feb 1997 DS H [Husb. of Marie C Gulley]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Gulley, Garlen 1890 1974 DS H [Husb. of Mittie Gulley] Brown (1) 
Gulley, Harold W. 9 May 1928 [                ] DS H [of F. [Flora] Esther Gulley] Clark (2)
Gulley, Harve 6 May 1896 - DS H [of Flora Gulley] Clark (2)
Gulley, Homer 25 Feb 1927 19 Apr 1945 SS - Brown (1) 
Gulley, James 6 Jun 1863 14 Oct 1947 DS H [of Louisa Gulley] Clark (2)
Gulley, Kenith W. 4 May 1936 23 Mar 1964 SS - Clark (2)
Gulley, Louisa 21 Jul 1869 20 Aug 1924 DS W [of James Gulley] Clark (2)
Gulley, Marie C. 1922 [                ] DS W [Wife of Fred Gulley] Brown (1) 
Gulley, Michael Eugene [                ] 13 Sep 1960 SS - Clark (2)
Gulley, Mittie 1900 1985 DS W [Wife of Garlen Gulley] Brown (1) 
Gulley, Tansy 1925 [                ] DS W [of Alvie Gulley] Clark (2)
Gurren, Julia G. 5 Apr 1929 8 Dec 1954 SS - Brown (1) 
H. B. - - - - [no dates; brick & marble stone] Siloam
H. D. P. - - SS - Siloam
Hackney, Anthony Brook 14 Mar 1910 9 Aug 1972 SS - [Next to Wilbur Gordon Hackney]"Tony Brown (1) 
Hackney, Barbara E. 12 Sep 1922 [                 ] SS - [Next to James B. Hackney] Forest Lawn
Hackney, Jacob Fenlin 14 Mar 1878 21 Oct 1954 DS H [Husb. of Mary Susie Hayes Hackney] Brown (1) 
Hackney, James B. 9 Jan 1928 4 Apr 1988 SS - [Next to Barbara E. Hackney]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Hackney, Mary Susie Hay 28 Dec 1884 1 Sep 1975 DS W [Wife of Jacob Fenlin Hackney] Brown (1) 
Hackney, Roger Graydon 5 Sep 1912 10 Sep 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Lillian Crisp Hackney, living] Brown (1) 
Hackney, Wilbur Gordon 7 Feb 1916 6 Mar 1997 SS - [Next to Anth.Brooks Hackney]"WWII" Brown (1) 
Hackworth, Rosa Rose 1900 1988 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Hagaman, America Carey 4 Apr 1857 18 Jan 1951 SS W [Wife of James H. Hagaman] Carey 
Hagaman, James H. 12 Mar 1854 24 Feb 1924 SS H [Husb of America Carey Hagaman] Carey 
Hagamen, Holie 8 Jan 1894 11 Nov 1898 DS S "Son of J. H. & America Carey Hagamen" Carey 
Hagamen, Minnie 30 Dec 1892 4 Sep 1893 DS D "Dau of J. H. & America Carey Hagamen" Carey 
Hail, Lida Kidwell 16 May 1926 [                ] DS W [Wife of Louis Glen Hail] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hail, Louis Glen 29 Jun 1923 3 Sep 1999 DS H [Husb of Lida Kidwell Hail] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Haile, Francis Oliver 1801 1888 SS - Hale   CC
Haile, Thomas 1787 1875 SS - "VA Militia War of 1812" Hale   CC
Haines, Alvin B. 23 Sep 1890 28 Dec 1952 SS - "Sgt Co K-2 Inf Ky NG WWI" New Sill
Haines, Donald Lee 4 Nov 1934 5 Dec 1968 SS - [Pvt  Co C 2 BG 34 Inf] New Sill
Haines, Douglas A. 29 Sep 1942 1 Oct 1942 SS - New Sill
Haines, Mary Ellen 11 Nov 1908 5 Feb 1964 SS - New Sill
Hale, Ella Mae 1909 1994 DS W [Wife of Robert W. Hale] Hale   CC
Hale, George Alex 2 Jan 1922 1 Jul 1987 DS H [of Vivian F Hale]"US Amry WWII" Blair's   MC
Hale, Hiram 11 Dec 1894 13 Oct 1912 SS - Hale   CC
Hale, Infant daughter - 19 Jan 1952 SS D [Dau of Alex & Vivian Hale] Blair's   MC
Hale, James Monroe 29 Jul 1913 13 Mar 1993 SS - Nickell-Harris
Hale, Jim 10 Sep 1902 10 Apr 1905 SS - Hale   CC
Hale, Kenneth 30 Dec 1929 13 Apr 1984 SS - "PVT US Army, Korea" Hale   CC
Hale, Lillia Ocelle 24 Feb 1926 7 Mar 1926 SS - Hale   CC
Hale, Robert W. 1890 1975 DS H [Husb of Ella Mae Hale] Hale   CC
Hale, Thomas 2 Aug 1860 14 Feb 1914 SS H [Husb of Victoria Hale] "Father" Hale   CC
Hale, Victoria 25 Jan 1868 21 Aug 1946 SS W [Wife of Thomas Hale] "Mother" Hale   CC
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Hale, Victory Alice 4 Oct 1938 4 Oct 1938 SS - "Infant" Hale   CC
Hale, Vivian F. 4 Mar 1923 2 Feb 1985 DS W [of George Alex Hale]"M:30 Nov 1949" Blair's   MC
Hall, Abel R. 1877 1945 SS - Cranston
Hall, Albert 13 Oct 1925 12 Aug 1928 SS S "Son of Floyd & Victoria Hall" Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Alex 1902 1968 DS H [Husb. of Laura M. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Allard 1 Sep 1883 14 Sep 1975 DS H [Husb. of Maggie Hall] Cranston
Hall, Allen 1899 1971 DS H [2nd husb.of Edith Hall] Evans
Hall, Allie Mae Stewart 1922 1986 SS - Brown (1) 
Hall, Almeda Mae 1 Jul 1896 26 Jun 1949 DS W [Wife of Floyd Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Aloma 20 Jul 1890 11 Oct 1972 SS - Abbott-Sturgill
Hall, Alpha M. 7 Mar 1884 20 Oct 1960 SS W [Wife of Rev. Worley Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Anna J. Thompson 1899 1924 SS - Masters
Hall, Annie G. 24 Apr 1885 19 Apr 1905 SS W [Wife of John M. Hall] Lee
Hall, Armer D. 4 Oct 1905 23 Jun 1908 SS S "Son of D. M. & Tiolie Hall" Sardis
Hall, Arnetta A. 27 Feb [1865?] 25 Apr 1896 SS W "S.M. Daug. of A. J. & M. H. Thurber" Pine Hill
Hall, Audra E. 1914 1994 SS - [Next to Surena F. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Beatrice 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife James David Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Belle 4 Jul 1861 [                 ] DS W [of M. L. Hall] "His Wife"  "Mother" Carey 
Hall, Benj [Benjamin] F. 31 Mar 1852 10 Dec 1895 SS H
[1st Hus.of Clemmiie Hall; Son of George 
Martin and Susan Downing Hall] Hall
Hall, Bennie James 17 May 1922 18 Aug 2000 PLQ S [Son of James W. & Chloe Haney Hall] Lee
Hall, Bertha 2 Jun 1903 8 Dec 1941 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Bertha E. 1896 1979 DS W [Wife of Howard V. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Bethel G. 1893 1979 DS H [Husb. of Leafie J. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Betty Lathram 17 Feb 1942 [                ] TS W [Wife of Kenneth R. Hall, Sr.] Lee
Hall, Betty Lou 1927 1928 SS - "Daug. of Edgar [S] & Mary D. Hall" Caudill (1) 
Hall, Carl 3 Sep 1922 11 Sep 19__ SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Carl Randolph 24 Oct 1922 17 Sep 1923 SS S [Son of Charles & Hettie Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Catherine 1914 1970 SS - Adams-Plank
Hall, Charles 15 Aug 1890 10 Jun 1968 SS H [Husb. of Hettie Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Charlotte A. 29 Apr 1859 19 Jun 1891 SS W "Preston Hall" Ditney 
Hall, Chess. 10 Jul 1886 28 Mar 1924 SS - [Buried next to Susan & John M. Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Chloe [Haney] 1886 1964 DS W [Wife of James W. Hall] Lee
Hall, Clara 1869 1960 DS W [Wife of Rev. J. H. Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Cletus 12 Feb 1902 5 Jul 1904 SS S "Son of Noah & Nannie Hall" Logan 
Hall, Cornelia F. 1898 1962 DS W [Wife of Dennis G Hall] "Mother" Hogge 
Hall, Curtis 1912 1997 DS H [Husb. of May Puckett Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, D. B.[Daniel Boon] 16 Apr 1853 15 Dec 1943 SS -
[Orginal death date indicated was                
15 Dec 1913] Hall, D. B. 
Hall, David 9 Mar 1851 11 Apr 1939 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hall, David E. 13 Jan 1885 22 Feb 1980 DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, David Edward 1 Feb 1957 25 Jul 1982 SS - New Alfrey
Hall, Delia 1910 1967 DS W [Wife of Walter E. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Delmer 22 Jan 1934 27 Feb 1934 SS S "Son of Emmett & Nannie Myrtle Hall" Crix Cemetery:
Hall, Dennis G. 1898 1977 DS H [Husb of Cornelia F Hall] "Father" Hogge 
Hall, Denver Pierce 5 Jun 1912 29 Sep 1958 SS - [Next to Homer Hall]"WWII" Brown (1) 
Hall, Donald Elwood 14 Apr 1935 27 Feb 1942 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Frank Hall" Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Dora [                 ] [                ] PLQ - Dillon (1) 
Hall, Earl Jun 1921 Sep 1921 SS - Hall, G. W.
Hall, Edgar C. 19 Jul 1920 15 Nov 1975 SS - "Sgt US Army WWII" Caudill (1) 
Hall, Edgar S. 1895 1972 DS H [Husband of Mary D. Hall] Caudill (1) 
Hall, Edgar Vernon 28 Sep 1934 1 Aug 1936 SS S "Son of Harlan & Elizabeth Hall" Hall, G. W.
Hall, Edith 28 Aug 1900 30 Nov 1902 SS D "Daug. of  S. M. Hall & wife" Crix Cemetery:
Hall, Edith [Evans McDonald] 1905 1990 DS W [Wife of Allen Hall] Evans
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Hall, Elgelbert Leffie 1 Apr 1874 16 Jan 1928 SS - Cranston
Hall, Elma R. 22 Sep 1905 26 Oct 1960 DS W [Wife of Hassard M. Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Elsie M. 1929 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Rev. James F. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Elva C. 24 Oct 1884 28 Feb 1919 SS W "Zora. T. Hall" Fultz
Hall, Emmett 1903 1983 DS H [Husband of Nannie Myrtle Hall] Crix Cemetery:
Hall, Enoch G. 26 Jan 1887 26 Sep 1906 SS S "Son of Charlotte & Preston Hall" Ditney 
Hall, Esther Valdes 15 Jun 1936 [                 ] SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Etta B. [Stewart] [16 Aug]1905 24 Oct 1999 DS W [Wife of Ora P. Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Eura G. 18 Jan 1913 4 May 1991 DS W [Wife of Troy G. Hall] New Alfrey
Hall, Everett 1 Feb 1900 18 Jan 1991 DS H [Husband of Marie Stanley Hall] White Family
Hall, Ezera 13 Feb 1896 23 Oct 1918 SS - Lee
Hall, Festus P. 14 Jun 1905 8 Nov 1966 TS S [Son of Noah & Nannie Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Floyd 19 Feb 1892 28 Sep 1963 DS H [Husb of  Almeda Mae Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Floyd D. 1855 1938 DS H [Husband of Mary F. Hall] Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Floyd G. [George] 25 Jun 1904 2 Oct 1981 DS H [Husb. of Jessie L. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Frances Marian 27 Feb 1933 4 Oct 1938 SS - [Next to Marion & Mary F Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Frank 2 May 1869 3 Jan 1940 SS - New Alfrey
Hall, Fred 25 Sep 1908 22 Feb 1982 SS - [Pvt US Army WWII] New Sill
Hall, G. M. [George Martin] 13 Aug 1827 22 Nov 1900 SS H [Husband of Susan Hall] Hall
Hall, Gary 25 May 1941 19 Aug 1941 DS S "Son" [Keep with Robert Elmo Hall] Sardis
Hall, George C. 18 Dec 1915 18 Dec 1975 SS - "LT US Navy WWII" Lee
Hall, George M. 8 Oct 1876 10 Oct 1971 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, George W. 22 Jul 1852 1 Jan 1948 DS H [Husb of Mary Alice Hall] Cranston
Hall, George W. 1862 1934 DS H [Husband of Nancy A.Hall] Hall, G. W.
Hall, Gertrude Jewel 
Workman 30 Jun 1912 8 Mar 1998 DS W [Wife of Howard C. Hall] "M:11/28/1936" Lee
Hall, Glennie 19 Sep 1892 15 Mar 1896 SS D "Dau. of Floyd & Susan Hall" Cranston
Hall, Hassard M. 11 Feb 1894 11 Feb 1977 DS H [H of  Elma R. Hall]"Son of Rev H Hall" Clearfield
Hall, Henry B. 29 Apr 1891 28 Jul 1891 SS S "Son of Charlotte & Preston Hall" Ditney 
Hall, Hettie 1 Aug 1889 22 Jan 1967  SS W [Wife of Charles Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Hettie [Hattie] 10 Feb 1903 2 Mar 1903 SS D "Daug. of L. H. & N. J. Hall" Logan 
Hall, Homer 3 Oct 1916 19 Dec 1957 SS - [Next to Denver P Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Homer Dee 15 Nov 1932 5 Mar 1990 SS S [Son of Floyd & Victoria Hall] Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Howard C. 13 Jun 1914 4 Feb 1995 DS H [H. of Gertrude Hall] SA US Navy WWII Lee
Hall, Howard V. 1886 1955 DS H [Husb. of Bertha E. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Icey Foster 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Orbie Newton Hall] New Alfrey
Hall, Infant 6 Dec 1903 6 Dec 1903 SS C "Inf. of Noah & Nannie Hall" Logan 
Hall, Infant Daughter 8 Apr 1905 8 Apr 1905 SS D "Daug. of J. M. & Annie Hall" Lee
Hall, Infant Son 25 May 1893 25 May 1893 SS S "Infant son of M & Millie Hall" Cranston
Hall, Isaac 18 Nov 1884 18 Feb 1908 SS - Dillon (1) 
Hall, James David 11 Mar 1931 22 Feb 1965 DS H [Husb. of Beatrice L. Hall]"Korea" Forest Lawn
Hall, James Edward 17 Nov 1869 14 Dec 1959 SS - Dillon (1) 
Hall, James H. 1938 1939 SS S [Son of William H. & Myrtle D. Hall] Rose
Hall, James Leo 18 Mar 1925 1 Mar 1989 SS - "Pvt. US Army WWII" Clearfield
Hall, James W. 1883 1962 DS H [Husb. of Chloe Haney Hall] Lee
Hall, Jane 20 Dec 1840 28 Apr 1905 SS W "Wife of Allen Hall" Cranston
Hall, Jean Caudill 1884 1969 DS W [Wife of James A. Caudill] Brown (1) 
Hall, Jesse F. 29 Dec 1918 21 Aug 1999 PLQ H
[Husb of Iona Ruth Swinigan Hall] US Navy 
WWII New Sill
Hall, Jessie L. 7 Mar 1915 27 Jul 2000 DS W [Wife of Floyd G. [George] Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Jewel E. 28 Sep 1928 25 Sep 1929 SS D "Dau of E.F. & Olive Hall" Hayes Crossing 
Hall, John - - SS - [#1340] New Alfrey
Hall, John May 1901 May 1972 SS - New Alfrey
Hall, John M. 11 Jan 1844 18 May 1910 SS H [Husb of  Susan Hall] Clearfield
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Hall, John M. 30 Nov 1875 8 Nov 1907 SS H [Husb. of Annie G. Hall] Lee
Hall, Joseph 1935 1935 SS S "Son of Ralph & Virginia Hall" Stewart
Hall, Kelly - - SS - [#1336] New Alfrey
Hall, Kenneth R. Jr. 3 Apr 1973 26 Apr 1990 TS S [Son of Kenneth, Sr. & Betty Lathram Hall] Lee
Hall, Kenneth R. Sr. 18 Apr 1943 [               ] TS H [Husb. of Betty Lathram Hall] Lee
Hall, Laura - 1919 SS - [#1052] New Alfrey
Hall, Laura M. 1909 1971 DS W [Wife of Alex Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Leafie J. 1896 1991 DS W [Wife of Bethel G. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Lee 1879 1947 SS - "Father" New Alfrey
Hall, Leland S. 1897 1992 DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Hall] Cranston
Hall, Lena 13 Jan 1901 1 Jan 1910 SS D "Daughter of L.H. & N.J. Hall" Clearfield
Hall, Leonard 1890 1973 DS H [Husband of Stella Hall] Fraley (3) 
Hall, Leroy C. 1920 1969 DS H [Husb. o Lucille M. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Lester 14 Apr 1922 14 Apr 1922 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Bert Hall" White Family
Hall, Linda 1 May 1879 7 Dec 1947 SS M "Mother" [of Millard Hall] Johnson (2)
Hall, Liza J. 17 Jul 1858 5 Dec 1919 SS W "Wife of D. B. Hall" Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Lola 15 Oct 1937 25 Mar 1938 SS - Jones (2)
Hall, Lona 1886 1926 DS W [Wife of M. K. Hall] Sardis
Hall, Lucille M. 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Leroy C. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Lutie [                ] [                ] PLQ - Dillon (1) 
Hall, Lyda - 1963 SS - [Next to Lee Hall] New Alfrey
Hall, M. K. 1880 1953 DS H [Husb. of Lona Hall] Sardis
Hall, M. L. 17 May 1855 31 May 1928 DS H [of Belle Hall] "Father" Carey 
Hall, Maggie 16 Jun 1889 30 Mar 1978 DS W [Wife of Allard Hall] Cranston
Hall, Marie Stanley 3 Oct 1915 29 Apr 1998 DS W [Wife of Everett Hall] White Family
Hall, Marion 15 Apr 1896 6 Sep 1962 DS H [Husb. of Mary Frances Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Marion 16 Nov 1909 3 Feb 1956 SS - "KY PFC Co. A22 INF Regt WWII BSM PH"Lee
Hall, Marion Star 26 May 1918 26 May 1926 SS - Clearfield
Hall, Mary A. 30 Dec 1889 1 Jul 1890 SS - Hall, G. W.
Hall, Mary Alice 28 Jan 1857 2 Mar 1918 DS W [Wife of George W. Hall] Cranston
Hall, Mary D. 1894 1976 DS W [Wife of Edgar S. Hall] Caudill (1) 
Hall, Mary E. 8 Jun 1890 8 Jun 1971 DS W [Wife of David E. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Mary E. 1900 1987 DS W [Wife of Leland S. Hall] Cranston
Hall, Mary F. 1887 1966 DS W [Wife of Floyd D. Hall] Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Mary Frances 18 Jul 1903 28 Nov 1980 DS W [Wife of Marion Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Mary Rose 21 Jul 1991 21 Jul 1991 SS - Lambert 
Hall, May Puckett 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Curtis Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Milford L. 5 Nov 1909 1 Nov 1981 DS H [Husb. of Sarah T. Hall] Sardis
Hall, Millard Mar 8 Jul 1910 SS S "Son" of Linda Hall [dob may be 1905] Johnson (2)
Hall, Mollie 9 May 1867 12 Jul 1939 SS - New Alfrey
Hall, Murvell J. 1917 1977 SS - [Next to Bethel & Leafie Hall]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Hall, Myrtle 5 Jul 1889 17 Aug 1982 DS W [Wife of George M. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Myrtle D. "Dimple" 15 May 1899 21 Jun 1958 SS W [Wife of William H. Hall] Rose
Hall, Nancy A. 1867 1954 DS W [Wife of George W.Hall] M:7/20/1887 Hall, G. W.
Hall, Nannie 1883 1960 TS W [Wife of Noah Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Noah 1881 1972 TS H [Husb. of Nannie Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Odessa 30 Dec 1900 6 Sep 1902 SS - Hall, G. W.
Hall, Oliver 18 Mar 1896 28 Sep 1984 SS H
[Husb of Vesta M. Hall] "PVT US Army, 
WWI" Clearfield
Hall, Ora L. 1900 1984 DS H [Husb. of Pearl Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Ora P. 1903 1968 DS H [Husb of  Etta B. Stewart Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Orbie Newton 1906 1994 DS H [Husb. of Icey Foster Hall] New Alfrey
Hall, Oval Bingham 27 Dec 1913 [               ] DS W [Wife of Palmer L. Hall] Lee
Hall, P. - - SS Bowman
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Hall, Palmer L. 3 May 1910 23 Oct 1987 DS H
[Husb.of Oval Bingham Hall]  "US Army 
WWII" Lee
Hall, Paul E. Beand 20 Jan 1917 24 Jan 1919 SS S "Son of C.A. & Tellia Hall" Hayes Crossing 
Hall, Pearl 1907 1996 DS W [Wife of Ora L. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Ralph B. 20 Aug 1916 5 Nov 1981 SS - Carey 
Hall, Ralph M. 1939 1939 SS S "Son of Ralph & Virginia Hall" Stewart
Hall, Rebecca - 1918 SS - [#1053] New Alfrey
Hall, Rev. J. H. 1866 1952 DS H [H of  Clara Hall][Uncle Henry Church Clearfield
Hall, Rev. James F. 1926 1980 DS H [Husb. of Elsie M. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Rev. Worley 21 Jul 1887 5 Nov 1954 SS H [Husb. of Alpha M. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Robert A. 1899 1969 DS H [Husb of  Ruby J. Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Robert Elmo 31 Dec 1913 18 Jun 1984 DS F "Father" [Keep with Gary Hall] Sardis
Hall, Rose H. 20 Feb 1916 2 Nov 1997 DS W [Wife of Woodrow Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Rose Hannah Caldron 20 Feb 1997 2 Nov 1997 PLQ D [Dau of Sam & Eliza Miller Caldiron] Brown (1) 
Hall, Rosie - 1911 SS - [#1060] New Alfrey
Hall, Ruby J. 1910 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Robert A. Hall] Clearfield
Hall, Sarah R. - 9 Nov 1851 SS W [Wife of W. T. Hall] Johnson (2)
Hall, Sarah T. 18 May 1911 24 Apr 1994 DS W [Wife of Milford L. Hall] Sardis
Hall, Sheila Karrolyn 15 May 1940 18 Oct 1957 SS - [Next to Tina Caudill Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Shirley 28 Dec 1943 4 Feb 1943 SS D "Daughter of Everett & Marie Hall" White Family
Hall, Squire 6 Aug 1889 16 Dec 1967 SS - Abbott-Sturgill
Hall, Stella E.[Fraley] 1893 1964 DS W [Wife of Leonard Hall] "M: 04/06/1918" Fraley (3) 
Hall, Stella L. 1948 1959 SS - Hogge 
Hall, Stewart 25 Nov 1919 13 Jan 1945 SS S [Son of Charles & Hettie Hall]"WWII" Brown (1) 
Hall, Surena F. 1891 1981 SS - [Next to Murvell J. Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Susan 7 Nov 1847 8 Jan 1944 SS W "Wife of John M. Hall" Clearfield
Hall, Susan 30 Nov 1861 14 Apr 1897 SS W [Wife of Floyd Hall" Cranston
Hall, Susan 10 Jul 1897 27 Aug 1962 SS - New Sill
Hall, Susan [Downing] 19 Jun 1832 22 Nov 1900 SS W [Wife of G. M. Hall] Hall
Hall, Tina Caudill 22 May 1915 10 Jun 1942 SS - [Next to Sheila Karrolyn Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Troy G. 24 Mar 1903 27 Jul 1975 DS H [Husb. of Eura G. Hall] New Alfrey
Hall, Ulrig 27 Jun 1897 6 Sep 1997 SS S "U.J.L. & Mavy E. Hall" Pine Grove
Hall, V. Darrell 24 Mar 1952 18 Jan 1970 SS - Trent, Jason 
Hall, Vernie 25 Oct 1907 11 Dec 1933 SS - Lee
Hall, Vervva 1887 11 Oct 1905 SS - Fultz
Hall, Vesta Mae (Petitt) 25 Jul 1905 9 Oct 1984 SS W [Wife of Oliver Hall] [Marble Govt issue] Clearfield
Hall, Victoria 15 Apr 1906 12 May 1939 SS W [Wife of Floyd Hall] Hayes Crossing 
Hall, W. T. - 26 Feb 1854 SS H [Hus of Sarah R. Hall] Johnson (2)
Hall, Walter 10 Jan 1882 4 Aug 1948 DS H "Father" [Husb of Zora Hall] Eagle Hall  CC
Hall, Walter E. 1908 1996 DS H [Husb. of Delia Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, Wayne W. 3 Aug 1914 9 Oct 1916 SS S "Son of S. M. & Wife Hall" Dillon (1) 
Hall, Wiley V. 8 Sep 1878 4 Oct 1915 SS H
[H.of Mary Jo Crawford Hall - mar. 27 Nov 
1906] Hall
Hall, William 9 Dec 1922 9 Dec 1922 SS H
[H.of Victoria Hall] "Son of E.F. & Olive 
Hall" Hayes Crossing 
Hall, William "Bill" 18 May 1923 6 Oct 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Monnie Curtis Hall] Forest Lawn
Hall, William H. 4 Jul 1896 27 Nov 1966 SS H [Husband of Myrtle D. "Dimple" Hall] Rose
Hall, William M. C. ___ Dec 1882 __ Jun 1888 SS S "Son of Charlotte & Preston Hall" Ditney 
Hall, William W. 5 Aug 1871 8 Jun 1949 SS - Cranston
Hall, Willis 26 May 1886 9 Jun 1921 SS S "Jane" Pine Hill
Hall, Woodrow 23 Nov 1915 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Rose H. Hall] Brown (1) 
Hall, Zora 26 Feb 1886 25 Jun 1972 DS W "Mother" [Wife of Walter Hall] Eagle Hall  CC
Hall, Zora T. 8 Oct 1879 3 Jan 1954 SS H [Elva C. Hall] Fultz
HALL1: It is believed Estill Hall, son of Wiley & Mary Jo Hall, is buried here.] Hall
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Ham, ____________ - 26 Mar 1885 SS W "wife of W. E. Ham, Age 66 Yrs" Pine Grove
Ham, Alban 12 Dec 1885 26 Apr 1886 SS S "dau of R. G. & Phebe Ham" Pine Grove
Ham, Angil L. 26 Apr 1906 11 Oct 1908 SS S "Son of B.P. & Mary A. Ham" Caudill (4)
Ham, Arthur L. 29 Oct 1917 19 Jan 1993 DS H [Husb. of Christine G. Littleton Ham] Sardis
Ham, Barbara 19 Aug 1945 [                ] DS W [Wife of Larry Gene Ham] M: 27 Sep 1963 Adams-Plank
Ham, Basil 9 Nov 1882 11 Dec 1967 SS - Sardis
Ham, Basil R. 22 May 1866 16 May 1889 SS - Caudill (4)
Ham, Belford P. 30 Nov 1858 18 Mar 1935 SS H [Husb. of Mary A. Ham] Caudill (4)
Ham, Bertie 22 Apr 1891 28 Apr 1891 DS D [Keep w/ Lucy]"of BP & Mary A Ham" Caudill (4)
Ham, Bettie E. 29 Apr 1859 7 Aug 1932 SS - [Next to Columbus Ham] Maddox-Hamm
Ham, C. W. 17 Oct 1868 4 Mar 1968 SS H [Husb of Lula Hamm] Eagle Hall  CC
Ham, Chester B. [                 ] [                 ] SS S "Son of B.P. & Mary A. Ham" Caudill (4)
Ham, Christine G. Little 9 Sep 1930 16 May 1971 DS W [of Arthur L. Ham] M: 26 May 1948 Sardis
Ham, Clydie 31 Aug 1882 15 Nov 1882 SS D "dau of R. G. & P. Ham" Pine Grove
Ham, Columbus 7 Feb 1861 18 May 1911 SS - Maddox-Hamm
Ham, Edward H. 16 Mar 1878 10 Feb 1909 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Ham, Everett 30 Jun 1919 28 Jan 1922 SS S "Son of B.P. & Mary A. Ham" Caudill (4)
Ham, F. B. 11 Mar 1830 25 May 1912 SS - Masters
Ham, Infant 27 Dec 1886 27 Dec 1886 SS - "Infant Son" [Next to Columbus Ham] Maddox-Hamm
Ham, J. L. 11 Nov 1860 1 Nov 1934 SS - Masters
Ham, James F. 18 Feb 1871 11 Jan 1893 SS - Hogge 
Ham, John A. Jun 1888 Mar 1975 DS H [Husb. of Lucy M. Ham] Caudill (4)
Ham, John Estel 4 Sep 1911 4 Nov 1918 SS S "Son of C. W. & Lula Ham" Eagle Hall  CC
Ham, John J. 1801 1889 DS H [Husb of Nancey S. Ham] Pine Grove
Ham, John Pennali 3 Dec 1852 20 Jul 1926 SS - [Next to Bettie E. Ham] Maddox-Hamm
Ham, Larry Gene 14 Nov 1937 16 Jul 1996 DS H [Husband of Barbara Ham]"US Army" Adams-Plank
Ham, Lilma O. 5 Apr 1915 7 Jul 1916 SS - "Daughter of Basil & M. L." Sardis
Ham, Lucy M. Jan 1906 Jun 1930 DS W [Wife of John A. Ham] Caudill (4)
Ham, Martha A. 16 Feb 1832 5 Feb 1911 SS W "Wife of S.[Smith] P. Ham" Maddox-Hamm
Ham, Mary A. 22 Feb 1869 26 Aug 1906 SS W "Wife of Belford P. Ham" Caudill (4)
Ham, Missouri L. 1892 1950 SS - Sardis
Ham, Nancy S. 1804 1870 DS W [Wife of John J. Ham]"His wife" Pine Grove
Ham, Nannie 25 Dec 1885 23 Oct 1935 SS - Cranston
Ham, P. D. - - SS - "Cpl Co. F, 24 KY Inf" Pine Grove
Ham, Pearlie Bradley 26 Aug 1899 23 Apr 1920 SS M "Mother, Dau of Mr. & Mrs. J.H." Conn-Bradley  CC
Ham, Perry Roe 1834 1834 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Ham, R. E. 5 May 1852 8 Mar 1937 SS - [masonic symbol] "JR GUAM Soldier... Maddox-Hamm
Ham, Rebeca 8 Sep 1812 20 Dec 1855 SS - Pine Grove
Ham, Sarah A. 6 Dec 1882 5 Jan 1939 SS - Sardis
Ham, Sarah J. 13 May 1825 22 Sep 1860 SS W "Wife of J. Ham" Pine Grove
Ham, Smith P. 22 Jan 1832 16 Jun 1903 SS H [Hus of Martha A. Ham] Maddox-Hamm
Ham, Walter G. 1 May 1896 29 Jun 1896 SS S "Son of J.B.S. Ham" Masters
Ham, Wilger 10 Jan 1917 31 Oct 1918 SS S "Son of Elmer & Pearl Ham" Eagle Hall  CC
Ham, William B. 18 Jun 1806 3 Aug 1883 SS - Pine Grove
HAM1: Three unmarker graves, Ina Hamm and McGlothin were reported to the property owners by relatives from Hamm
HAM2:  Ohio. Only partial identification of the infant remained on the stone. Hamm
Hamilton, Addie Hamilton 4 Feb 1880 5 Feb 1943 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Albert 17 Mar 1890 24 Mar 1952 DS H [Husb of Bertha Hamilton] Hamilton
Hamilton, Alexander 27 Aug 1890 24 Sep 1948 SS H [Husb. of Gertrude Hamilton] Brown (1) 
Hamilton, Allie E. 1882 1954 DS H [Husb of Mary M. Hamilton] Hamilton
Hamilton, Alonzo  1879 1942 SS H "Father" [Husb of Stella Hamilton] Carey 
Hamilton, Amelia 1892 1961 DS W [Wife of Clinton Hamilton] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Andrew Craig 23 Mar 1893 26 Oct 1953 SS - "Ky. PFC Co M  6 Inf. 5th Div WWI" Hamilton
Hamilton, Annie 7 Oct 1890 [                ] DS W [Wife of Oss Hamilton] Hamilton
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Hamilton, Ardith M.[Martin] 3 Feb 1906 [26 Dec 1999] DS W [Wife of Elmer T. Hamilton] Lee
Hamilton, Arley 14 Oct 1913 12 Aug 1915 SS S "Son of Ed & Laura Hamilton" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Arlie 1 Dec 1900 22 Jun 1975 DS H [Husb of Nina Hamilton] Clearfield
Hamilton, Arthur 1 Oct 1912 5 Jul 1980 SS - "S1 US Navy WWII" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Augusta 2 Jun 1866 19 Dec 1897 SS - [No First name] Hamilton
Hamilton, Belvia M. 12 Nov 1933 9 Jul 1980 DS W [Wife of Kenneth L. Hamilton] Adams-Plank
Hamilton, Bertha 1864 1932 DS W [Wife of Elliott S. Hamilton] Carey 
Hamilton, Bertha 4 Oct 1898 18 Mar 1971 DS W [Wife of Albert Hamilton] Hamilton
Hamilton, Bertha Evans 8 Jan 1881 12 Aug 1952 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Betty Jean 22 Feb 1939 04 May 1995 SS - Prince-Tabor
Hamilton, Chas 1873 1932 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Clinton 1887 1955 DS H [Husb of Amelia Hamilton] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Clinton, Jr. [                 ] 31 Jul 1931 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Delila 20 May 1873 18 May 1946 SS - Adams-Plank
Hamilton, E. H. 22 Oct 1829 1 May 1897 SS H [Husb. of Sarah Hamilton] Lee
Hamilton, Elliott S. 1854 1911 DS H [Hus of Bertha Hamilton] Carey 
Hamilton, Elmer [               ] [                ] SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Elmer Lynn, Jr. 1 Jan 1926 13 Sep 1926 SS - Lee
Hamilton, Elmer T. 3 Jun 1906 29 Oct 1984 DS H
[Husb.of Ardith M. Hamilton]                
"TEC5 US ARMY" Lee
Hamilton, Elwood 6 Jul 1912 25 Apr 1995 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Carey 
Hamilton, Elwood 6 Jul 1912 25 Apr 1995 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Cassity (2) 
Hamilton, Estill Edward 1 Jul 1929 4 Jul 1987 DS H
[wife of Eula Lillian Hamilton] "Daddy"  
"PFC US Army WWII" Hamilton
Hamilton, Eula Lillian 16 Mar 1943 [                ] DS W [Wife of Estill Edward Hamilton] "Mommy" Hamilton
Hamilton, Everett F. 1905 1947 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, Florence 18 Jul 1925 8 Aug 1926 SS D "Dau of Alonzo & Stella" Hamilton Carey 
Hamilton, Florence 1901 1949 DS W [Wife of James Hamilton] Carey 
Hamilton, Freeman 13 Nov 1842 5 Aug 1896 SS - Tussey
Hamilton, G. T. 1 Apr 1845 25 Nov 1919 SS - "74 yr, 7 mo, 24 days" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Gayle Gene 23 Oct 1941 1 Dec 1960 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, George K. 17 Apr 1907 10 Jun 1960 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, Gertrude 30 Sep 1894 9 Jul 1975 SS W [Wife of Alexander Hamilton] Brown (1) 
Hamilton, Goldie [               ] [                ] SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Guyneth A. 13 Oct 1939 1 Feb 1988 DS W [Wife of Milton Hamilton] M:15 Mar 1958 Adams-Plank
Hamilton, Harlan 1903 1948 SS H "Husb of Lueanna Fultz" Hamilton
Hamilton, Harold Lloyd 4 Apr 1953 6 Jun 1953 SS - Clearfield
Hamilton, Harry C. 6 Jun 1875 5 Dec 1950 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Hassie 06 Aug 1899 29 Sep 1979 SS - Daughter of Tommy & Hassie Hamilton Black-Trent
Hamilton, Hazel [               ] [                ] SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Henry P. 1874 1950 DS H [Husb of Rebecca A. Hamilton] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Infant - 5 Jan 1906 SS D "Infant daughter of Ed & Laura Hamilton" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Infant Dau [                 ] 14 Jul 1916 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, James 1892 [                 ] DS H [Hus of Florence Hamilton] Carey 
Hamilton, Jarvie 14 May 1857 4 Aug 1922 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, Jess [                  ] [                ] PLK - "Ky. Tech 4 - 191 Tank BN WWII" Hamilton
Hamilton, Jessie Willard 27 Nov 1932 27 Nov 1932 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, John 1875 1957 DS H [Husb. of Lou Hamilton] Brown (1) 
Hamilton, John P. 1896 1976 DS H [Husb of Pearlie A. Hamilton] Hamilton
Hamilton, John Thomas 5 Sep 1866 6 Oct 1943 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Jonie F. 9 Nov 1910 24 Nov 1946 SS - "Ky PVT 34 TNK WWII" Barker  EC
Hamilton, Katie 18 Jan 1865 14 Jan 1933 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, Kenneth L. 21 Jan 1935 1 Jan 1985 DS H [Husband of Belvia M. Hamilton] Adams-Plank
Hamilton, Lee Ann 15 Nov 1959 28 Nov 1959 SS - Carey 
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Hamilton, Lee Ann 15 Nov 1959 28 Nov 1959 SS - Cassity (2) 
Hamilton, Lillie 26 Jan 1875 10 May 1910 SS - Pine Hill
Hamilton, Loran Jan Feb 1827 SS - [unreadable] Carey 
Hamilton, Lou 1875 1949 DS W [Wife of John Hamilton] Brown (1) 
Hamilton, Lucinda 14 Jul 1841 5 Jun 1932 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Mable [                ] 11 Jun 1928 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Margaret - - DS W [Wife of William Hamilton] Carey 
Hamilton, Mary M. 1886 1978 DS W [Wife of Allie E. Hamilton] Hamilton
Hamilton, Matilda 5 Nov 1829 [                ] DS W "Wife of Preston Hamilton" Hamilton
Hamilton, Mattie Lou 21 Mar 1939 2 Dec 1996 DS - [DS with Jack G. Conley] Clearfield
Hamilton, Milton 7 Jan 1939 [                ] DS H [Husband of Guyneth A. Hamilton] Adams-Plank
Hamilton, Milton E. 6 Aug 1937 6 Aug 1937 SS - Adams-Plank
Hamilton, Myrtle May 30 May 1883 14 May 1905 SS - Slaty Point
Hamilton, Nancy 4 Jun 1868 26 Sep 1888 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, Nellie L. 21 Dec 1938 21 Dec 1938 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, Nina 17 Mar 1910 10 Aug 1989 DS W [Wife of Arlie Hamilton] Clearfield
Hamilton, Ollie - - SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Omer B. 1903 1904 SS S "Son of Elliott S. & Bertha" Carey 
Hamilton, Oss 7 Nov 1888 6 Feb 1952 DS H [Husb of Annie Hamilton] Hamilton
Hamilton, Pearl Dehart 17 May 1920 28 Jul 1951 SS - Brown (1) 
Hamilton, Pearlie A. 1899 1974 DS W [Wife of John P. Hamilton] Hamilton
Hamilton, Pressie M. 25 Apr 1924 [                ] DS W
[Wife of Robert B. Hamilton]"M: 22 Nov 
1941" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Preston 17 Jul 1826 28 Jan 1909 DS H [Husb of Natilda Hamilton] Hamilton
Hamilton, Rachel C. 23 Oct 1844 9 Aug 1909 SS W
"Wife of R. T. Hamilton; 64 Yr, 9 mo, 16 
days" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Rebecca A. 1878 1954 DS W [Wife of Henry P. Hamilton] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Rena F. 10 May 1917 15 Jul 1990 DS W [Wife of Tracy B. Hamilton] Adams-Plank
Hamilton, Robert B. 17 Nov 1919 13 Mar 1905 DS H
[Husb of Pressie M. Hamilton] "SGT US 
Army WWII" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Rosemary 29 Nov 1931 3 Jul 1972 SS - Carey 
Hamilton, Rosemary 29 Nov 1931 3 Jul 1972 SS - [Next to Mauma Lee Hamilton Whitting Cassity (2) 
Hamilton, Ruth [                ] 4 Apr 1926 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Sandra Dee 21 Jan 1962 [                 ] SS - "Infant" Carey 
Hamilton, Sandra Dee 21 Jun 1962 - SS - "Infant" Cassity (2) 
Hamilton, Sarah - - SS W [Wife of E. H. Hamilton] Lee
Hamilton, Sarah J. 1912 1987 DS W [Wife of Sherman M. Hamilton] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Sherman M. 1905 1985 DS H [Husb of Sarah J. Hamilton] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Shirley Sue 19 Oct 1941 19 Jan 1944 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Sophie Mae 19 Apr 1909 8 Jun 1992 DS W [Wife of Willie Hamilton] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Stella 1894 1948 SS -
"54 yrs 3 mos 24 days"[Wife of Alonzo 
Hamilton] Carey 
Hamilton, Taylor Jr. 29 Aug 1918 3 Dec 1948 SS - "TEC  5 ,1777 ENG  CONS BN WWII" Caudill (1) 
Hamilton, Trace B. 21 Apr 1917 13 Apr 1977 DS H [Husband of Rena F. Hamilton] Adams-Plank
Hamilton, Velta Gibson B 5 Jun 1918 23 Jul 1983 SS - [Baird] Brown (1) 
Hamilton, Vernie 27 Dec 1913 25 Apr 1930 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, Wilburn 3 Aug 1904 8 Aug 1930 SS - Hamilton
Hamilton, William 1846 1923 DS H "Wm. Hamilton 1846-1923 and Wife" Carey 
Hamilton, William H. 27 Jan 1842 6 Jun 1924 SS - "82 yr, 4 mo, 10 days" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, William L. 15 May 1922 18 Sep 1997 SS - "PFC USA Army WWII" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, William T. 1 Aug 1921 22 Jul 1989 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Willie 8 Oct 1902 23 Nov 1941 DS H [Husb of Sophie Mae Hamilton] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Willie V. 21 Apr 1873 28 May 1924 SS - "51 yr, 1 mo, 7 days" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Hamilton, Zonia May 22 Apr 1903 28 Sep 1907 SS D [Daug. of T.F. & Alice Hamilton] Mt. Pisgah
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Hamlin, Curtis 6 Jun 1906 17 Sep 1995 DS H [Husb. of Hattie Hamlin] Brown (1) 
Hamlin, Hattie 6 May 1908 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Curtis Hamlin] Brown (1) 
Hamlin, Joan Hubbard 1 Sep 1940 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ronald Hamlin] Brown (1) 
Hamlin, Ronald "Bo" 2 May 1937 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Joan Hubbard Hamlin] Brown (1) 
Hamm, [Elsie Elizabeth] 
Lizzie Thompson [26 Feb]1885 [21] Jun 1982 PLQ H [wife of Samuel (Sam) Hamm] Clark (2)
Hamm, [Ina] [               ] 1938 SS M [Died giving birth to Robert W. Hamm] Hamm
Hamm, [Robert] Weldon 1938 1938 SS S [Infant son of Ina Hamm] Hamm
Hamm, Adrian J. 8 Jan 1897 8 Jan 1897 QS S "Child of Grant & Myrtle Hamm" Masters
Hamm, Arizona S. 1901 1938 SS - [Next to Harrison Hamm] "Mother" Masters
Hamm, Arthur Harold 5 Oct 1909 5 Sep 1957 SS - "KY CM2 USNR WWII" Clearfield
Hamm, Blanche 22 Jun 1911 3 Mar 1991 DS W [Wife of Homer C. Hamm]"Mother" Mabry Hill
Hamm, Calvin A. 31 Jan 1929 8 Feb 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Myrle Glover Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Charles Leon 2 Jan 1935 8 Aug 1936 SS - [By Flora Hamm] Clearfield
Hamm, Charlie Richard 13 Oct 1909 14 Sep 1997 - - Hamm
Hamm, Charlotte 1918 1949 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Hamm, Chess 1879 1962 SS - Clark (2)
Hamm, Clara Frances 23 Feb 1949 23 Feb 1949 SS - Purvis
Hamm, Clarence Talmad - - - - [brick with name on it] Masters
Hamm, Claude 1927 1928 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Hamm, Connie Elizabet - - - - [brick with name on it] Masters
Hamm, Coy - - SS - Clark (2)
Hamm, Curtis - - - - [no dates][Next to Ethel Hamm] Masters
Hamm, D. C. 1879 1968 SS - Sardis
Hamm, Daniel G. 9 Feb 1842 15 Nov 1907 SS - "SGT 24 Ky Inf. Co. F." Lee
Hamm, Darrell Gene 13 Oct 1964 4 Dec 1964 SS S "Son of Ethel Hamm" Masters
Hamm, David 1877 1950 DS H [Husb. of Polly Hamm] Brown (1) 
Hamm, Delano C. 9 Jul 1902 14 May 1942 SS H [Husb. of Myrtle J. Hamm, Family Plot] Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Dempsy 1928 1928 SS - [Next to Eva M. Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Dessie Myrtle 1906 1989 DS W [Wife of Ora Melvin Hamm] Adams-Plank
Hamm, Dorothy 20 Jan 1929 25 Jan 1994 DS W [Wife of Earl C. Hamm] Brown (1) 
Hamm, Earl C. 2 Feb 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Dorothy Hamm] Brown (1) 
Hamm, Ecstacy Lynaa 23 Apr 1976 27 May 1985 SS - "Lynne" "Dau of Penny Hamm" [photo] Sardis
Hamm, Eddie C. 8 Apr 1947 4 Sep 1981 SS - Adams-Plank
Hamm, Edna M. 9 Sep 1916 9 Sep 1916 QS D "Dau of Grant & Myrtle Hamm" Masters
Hamm, Eliza B. 18 Nov 1894 17 Aug 1963 DS - [Keep with Pearlie Hamm] Eagle Hall  CC
Hamm, Enoch 2 Mar 1925 2 Mar 1925 DS - [buried in same grave as Wm. Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Ernst 4 May 1922 8 Feb 1971 SS - "KY PFC US Army, WWII" Eagle Hall  CC
Hamm, Estill Williams 1 Dec 1896 26 Jan 1992 SS - New Sill
Hamm, Ethel - - - - [no dates][Next to Curtis Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Eva M. 17 Sep 1911 16 Jan 1920 SS - Masters
Hamm, Fern L. 6 Aug 1930 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Henry M. Hamm] Hogge 
Hamm, Flora 1904 1984 DS W [Wife of Johnnie Hamm] Clearfield
Hamm, Floyd S. 2 Aug 1906 5 Aug 1907 SS S "Son of A. J. Hamm" Sardis
Hamm, Gracie E. 16 Apr 1912 [                 ] SS W "Wife of Rev. Vestal Hamm] Sardis
Hamm, Granville P. 1867 1941 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Harlan 23 Mar 1918 9 Mar 1995 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" plq. Caudill (4)
Hamm, Harrison 1888 1972 SS - [Next to Arizona S Hamm] "Father" Masters
Hamm, Henry M. 6 Dec 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Fern L. Hamm] Hogge 
Hamm, Homer C. 6 May 1914 25 Jun 1976 DS H [Husband of Blanche Hamm] "Father" Mabry Hill
Hamm, James Allen 17 May 1941 7 Mar 1968 DS H [Husband of Virginia Hamm] Mabry Hill
Hamm, James S. - - SS - [unreadable] Sardis
Hamm, Jesse P. 19 Sep 1892 3 Feb 1962 SS - Adams-Plank
Hamm, Joe - - - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
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Hamm, Joe Delmos 31 Dec 1946 5 Nov 1966 SS - Masters
Hamm, John 1871 [                ] SS - Dillon (1) 
Hamm, John Lloyd 17 Feb 1934 15 Jul 1935 SS - [Next to Mary Frances Hamm] Lee
Hamm, Johnie Curtis - - - - [brick with name on it] Masters
Hamm, Johnie Lee 18 Mar 1941 5 Jan 1942 SS - Brown (1) 
Hamm, Johnnie 1906 1972 DS H [Husb of  Flora Hamm] Clearfield
Hamm, Julia - 4 Nov 1961 SS - "89 yrs. 7 months" Masters
Hamm, Kathryn 1920 1996 DS W [Wife of Rev. Versie Hamm] Brown (1) 
Hamm, Kenneth Lee, Jr. 28 Dec 1951 5 Jan 1952 SS S [Son of Kenneth Lee "Duke" Hamm, Sr.] Lee
Hamm, Kenneth Lee, Sr. 8 Apr 1929 2 Jan 1998 PLQ H [Husb. Of Bessie Trent Hamm] Lee
Hamm, Kenneth R. 8 Aug 1942 [                 ] SS - Sardis
Hamm, L. M. 9 Feb 1865 4 Mar 1925 SS - [Next to Mary S. Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Larry R. 31 Mar 1943 31 Mar 1943 SS Mabry Hill
Hamm, Lee 1904 1994 DS H [Husb. of Nora Hamm] Lee
Hamm, Leslie 1886 1964 DS H [Hus of Stella Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Lillie A. 8 Mar 1923 12 Nov 1924 SS - Sardis
Hamm, Linda [                ] [                ] - - [Keep with Samuel & Elizabeth Hamm] Clark (2)
Hamm, Lloyd Chester 1925 1970 SS - Purvis
Hamm, Lucy 22 Apr 1899 22 Aug 1901 DS D [Keep w/ Bertie]"of B.P. & Mary A. Ham" Caudill (4)
Hamm, Marion E. 29 Feb 1892 16 Jan 1928 DS H [Hus of Queen Amy Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Mary A. 31 Mar 1868 15 Jun 1962 SS - "At Rest" Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Mary E. Oct - SS - [dates unreadable]"Wife of J. Hamm" Sardis
Hamm, Mary Frances 16 Feb 1932 22 Oct 1938 SS - [Next to John Lloyd Hamm] Lee
Hamm, Mary S. 19 Feb 1865 17 Dec 1946 SS - [Next to L. M. Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Maudie J. 14 Oct 1912 10 Sep 1974 SS - Adams-Plank
Hamm, Maxine 12 Oct 1946 12 Oct 1946 SS - [Next to Thurman Hamm] Caudill (4)
Hamm, Melvin L. 7 Aug 1888 23 Jul 1974 SS H [Husband of Nancy L. Hamm] "Father" Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Menta Charles 23 Sep 1884 4 May 1968 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Hamm, Myrtie J. 9 Feb 1903 10 Jul 1996 SS W [Wife of Delano C. Hamm, Family Plot] Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Nancy L. 1884 1945 SS W [Wife of Melvin L. Hamm] "Mother" Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Nora 1905 1980 DS W [Wife of Lee Hamm] Lee
Hamm, Norman L. 8 Oct 1919 20 Jun 1921 QS S "Son of Grant & Myrtle Hamm" Masters
Hamm, Ora Melvin 1897 1980 DS H [Husband of Dessie Myrtle Hamm] Adams-Plank
Hamm, Ora R. 7 May 1889 16 Oct 1946 SS - Masters
Hamm, Oscar 1 Aug 1935 31 Dec 1982 SS - Masters
Hamm, Paul L. 26 Apr 1925 15 Dec 1925 SS - [Next to Leslie & Stella Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Pearlie 12 Jan 1898 7 May 1935 DS - [Keep with Eliza B. Hamm] Eagle Hall  CC
Hamm, Polly 1879 1965 DS W [Wife of David Hamm] Brown (1) 
Hamm, Pricie 25 Aug 1900 1 Jul 1988 DS W [Wife of Rev. Clella E. Hamm] Sardis
Hamm, Procter E. [Earn] 6 Oct 1947 [                 ] SS - Sardis
Hamm, Queen Amy 12 Jan 1895 12 Mar 1975 DS W [Wife of Marion E. Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Raymond A. 8 Jun 1909 8 Jun 1909 QS S "Son of Grant & Myrtle Hamm' Masters
Hamm, Rev. Clella E. 26 May 1903 1 Jun 1974 DS H [Husb. of Pricie Hamm] Sardis
Hamm, Rev. Versie 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Kathryn Hamm] Brown (1) 
Hamm, Rev. Vestal E. 3 May 1913 6 Dec 1997 SS H "Husb.of Gracie E. [Hamm]" Sardis
Hamm, Ricky Eugene 1962 1984 SS - "PFC US Marine Corp" Purvis
Hamm, Rina M. 19 Jun 1902 28 Dec 1904 SS D "Dau of R.L. & Jennie Hamm" Whisman 
Hamm, Robert Dwayne 30 May 1953 2 Jun 1953 DS - [Keep with William Glen Hamm] Sardis
Hamm, Sam [Samuel]
[30 Oct 1877-
1888 [30 Apr 1934] SS H [of Elizabeth (Lizzie) Thompson Hamm] Clark (2)
Hamm, Stella 1892 1979 DS W [Wife of Leslie Hamm] Masters
Hamm, Teddy F. 1925 1940 SS - "Asleep in Jesus" Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Thurman 26 Feb 1945 26 Feb 1945 SS - [Next to Maxine Hamm] Caudill (4)
Hamm, Vestal Wayne 24 Nov 1938 18 May 1992 SS - Sardis
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Hamm, Vince 30 Jul 1970 17 May 1991 SS - Adams-Plank
Hamm, Virginia 6 May 1947 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James Allen Hamm] Mabry Hill
Hamm, Virginia Flannery 28 Jun 1873 20 Aug 1936 SS W [Wife of William H. Hamm] Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Virginia McKen 14 Dec 1919 6 Dec 1993 SS - "Mommy" Clearfield
Hamm, Wanda Ruggles 24 Mar 1941 8 Mar 1973 DS D [Daughter of Clyde Carter Ruggles] Mt. Pisgah
Hamm, William 2 Mar 1925 2 Mar 1925 DS - [buried in same grave as Enoch Hamm] Masters
Hamm, William A. 28 Oct 1920 16 Feb 1991 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Hogge 
Hamm, William Glen 30 May 1953 6 Jun 1953 DS - [Keep with Robert Dwayne Hamm] Sardis
Hamm, William H. 9 Sep 1875 14 Jun 1943 SS H [Husband of Virginia Flannery Hamm] Caudill (1) 
Hamm, Willie Joe Adkins 20 Oct 1981 21 Oct 1981 SS - Brown (1) 
Hamm, Willie R. 23 Oct 1901 20 Aug 1940 SS - Lee
Hamm, Zora F. 20 May 1904 23 Apr 1908 SS S "Son of D. C. & A. J. Hamm" Sardis
Hammond, Fred 21 Mar 1940 [                 ] TS H [Husband of Phyllis Ann] "Father" Mt. Pisgah
Hammond, Howard M. 22 Nov 1903 20 Jul 1905 SS - Siloam
Hammond, Phyllis Ann 17 Jun 1937 [                 ] TS W [Wife of Fred Hammond] Mt. Pisgah
Hammond, Regina Y. 29 Dec 1978 14 Jul 1985 TS D [Dau of Fred & Phyllis Ann Hammond] Mt. Pisgah
Hampton, Aileen Catron 20 Oct 1936 12 Dec 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Charles J. Hampton, living] Brown (1) 
Hampton, Coleene B. 1930 [                 ] DS W [Wife of William C. Hampton] Forest Lawn
Hampton, Ida 1888 1968 PLQ - Town   EC
Hampton, William C. 23 Sep 1929 22 Apr 1984 DS H [of Coleene B Hampton]"AF Korea" Forest Lawn
Hanes, Alla 6 Apr 1901 13 Aug 1986 SS - Quesinberry (2)
Hanes, Edgar 31 Dec 1906 8 May 1959 SS - [Buried next to Eliza. Adkins Hanes] Clearfield
Hanes, Elizabeth Adkins 1 Oct 1913 11 Jul 1993 SS - [Buried next to Edgar Hanes] Clearfield
Hanes, Pearl 5 Jan 1930 3 Jun 1943 SS - [Buried next to Edgar & Elizab. Hanes] Clearfield
Hanes, V. L. 26 Sep 1924 5 Sep 1925 SS - Gregory (1) 
Haney, Belle Fisher 14 Oct 1886 8 Jul 1908 SS - Hogge 
Haney, Benjamin H. 11 Oct 1889 11 Apr 1928 DS H [Husband of Dorthy E. Haney] Mabry (2)
Haney, Beulah Mae Graham 30 Aug 1921 10 Dec 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Bennie Hugh Haney] Forest Lawn
Haney, Clarence 4 Jul 1906 19 Jul 1907 SS S "Son of Herb Haney & Wife" Biggs   CC
Haney, Clyde Ezra Jr. 1922 1991 SS - [Son of Clyde E. & Ilanza Haney] Forest Lawn
Haney, Dorthy E. Mabry [25 Apr 1896] [1 Oct 1997] DS W [Wife of Benjamin H. Haney" Mabry (2)
Haney, E. - - SS - [#1339] New Alfrey
Haney, Emma - 1874 SS - New Alfrey
Haney, Eugenia 4 Aug 1894 10 Jul 1975 DS W [Wife of W. M. Haney] Brown (1) 
Haney, Evelyn G. 1928 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Raymond G. Haney] Forest Lawn
Haney, Julia F. 3 Nov 1856 14 Oct 1904 DS W [Liburn Haney] Pine Hill
Haney, Liburn 7 May 1839 1 Jun 1904 DS H [Julia F. Haney] Pine Hill
Haney, Lois Faye 19 Jan 1948 10 Mar 1996 SS - Rose  CC
Haney, Mayme 1894 1990 DS W [Wife of Perry Haney] New Alfrey
Haney, Paschal [                 ] [                ] SS - "Co. D, 14 KY. Cav" Pine Grove
Haney, Perry 1890 1961 DS H [Husb. of Mayme Haney] New Alfrey
Haney, Raymond G. [19 Apr]1925 5 Dec 1999 DS H [Husb. of Evelyn G. Haney] Forest Lawn
Haney, Sheila D. 25 Jan 1952 1 Feb 1952 SS - Jones (1)
Haney, W. M. 10 Apr 1886 13 Apr 1929 DS H [Husb. of Eugenia Haney] Brown (1) 
Hanich, Bette [                  ] [                 ] - - [etched, handmade] Hayes Crossing 
Hankins, Edmond 1 Jun 1891 27 Dec 1922 SS - Hankins
Hankins, John 24 Feb 1840 Nov 1918 SS - Hankins
Hankins, Minerva A. 12 Sep 1822 8 Mar 1877 SS W "Wife of Wm. H. Hankins" Pine Grove
Hankinsson, William E. 14 Jul 1925 12 Oct 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Linda Harp Hankinson] Lee
Hansen, Lucy Rose 1904 1992 SS - "Christian Scientist" Hender-Rose  EC
Hansford, Stevens 16 Jan 1907 20 Jun 1997 PLQ - Lee
Hanshaw, Eva 29 Aug 1907 3 Sep 1908 SS D "Dau of Daniel & Myrtle Hanshaw" Hanshaw   EC
Hanshaw, Martha - 2 Oct 1913 SS D "Dau of Daniel & Myrtle Hanshaw" Hanshaw   EC
Hanson, Cecil Carey 16 Oct 1921 22 Aug 1997 PLQ - Brown (1) 
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Hard, Leisa Leanna [6 Jun]1949 [13 Mar]1996 Plq D [d of Lastie & Lela Pearl Wallace Brown] Clearfield
Harden, Arlie Henry 25 Dec 1916 26 Jul 1996 DS H [Husb. of Floreen W. Harden]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Harden, Darel - - SS - [#1214] New Alfrey
Harden, Floreen W. 1926 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Arlie Henry Harden] Forest Lawn
Harden, Mary 1862 1943 DS W [Wife of William Hardin] Jones (1)
Hardin, A. Clayton 1906 1965 DS H [Husb. of Deedie F. Hardin] Brown (1) 
Hardin, Alby 1888 1943 SS H [Husb of  Minnie Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Alene [Ellington] 1916 1947 SS [D] [Dau of Farmer Ellington] Ellington, Harlan
Hardin, Alfred 16 Jan 1870 7 Nov 1961 DS H [Husb of  Lizzie Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Avery "Bob" 19 Mar 1905 12 Dec 1977 DS H [Husb. of Berthal Whitt Hardin] Brown (1) 
Hardin, Berthal Whitt 8 Oct 1910 1 Sep 1990 DS W [of Avery Hardin] M:29 Dec 1928 Brown (1) 
Hardin, Billie 9 Apr 1928 11 Aug 1928 SS S "Son of Alby & Minnie Hardin" Clearfield
Hardin, Bobbie Gean 10 Mar 1930 19 Jun 1939 SS S "Son of Alby & Minnie Hardin" Clearfield
Hardin, Deedie F. 1909 1991 DS W [Wife of A. Clayton Hardin] Brown (1) 
Hardin, Dewey 10 Dec 1902 [                 ] DS H [Husb of  Julia Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Dorsie R. 1904 1990 DS - [Keep with Zona T. Hardin] New Alfrey
Hardin, Eddie 27 Feb 1917 31 Jan 1939 SS S "Son of Alby & Minnie Hardin" Clearfield
Hardin, Edgar 1901 1963 SS - Jones (1)
Hardin, Effie 7 Sep 1901 16 Mar 1931 SS W "Wife of Lenzie Hardin" Clearfield
Hardin, Esta 1913 1944 SS - [Buried next to Alby Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Fred W. 21 Aug 1925 29 Aug 1926 SS S "Son of Alby & Minnie Hardin" Clearfield
Hardin, Genevieve P. Myn 31 Oct 1930 10 Jul 1988 SS - [Next to Omer & Nettie Mynhier] Forest Lawn
Hardin, Harold W. 15 Jan 1928 5 Dec 1929 SS S "Son of Lenzie & Effie Hardin" Clearfield
Hardin, J. W. 17 Aug 1898 11 Jun 1929 SS - New Alfrey
Hardin, Jacqueline P "Jackie 30 May 1944 15 May 1990 SS - Forest Lawn
Hardin, Julia 8 Jul 1908 4 Dec 1993 DS W [Wife of Dewey Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Kenneth A. 20 Sep 1940 9 Apr 1968 SS - [Next to Murvel Hardin]"Army Vietnam" Clearfield
Hardin, Leisa 1949 1996 MKR - Clearfield
Hardin, Lenzie 7 Sep 1908 16 Mar 1931 SS H [Husb of Effie Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Lexie P. 17 Sep 1925 19 Oct 1948 SS - [Next to Myrtle Hardin M. McDaniel] Brown (1) 
Hardin, Lindsey 9 Apr 1908 25 Apr 1989 DS H [Husb. of Lorene Hardin] Brown (1) 
Hardin, Lizzie (Eliz Pel) 10 Jan 1880 27 Apr 1958 DS W [Wife of Alfred Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Loreda D. 30 Oct 1930 22 Aug 1992 DS W [Wife of John Paul Fouch] Brown (1) 
Hardin, Lorene 7 Aug 1917 10 Feb 1961 DS W [Wife of Lindsey Hardin] Brown (1) 
Hardin, Milton 1881 1947 SS - Jones (1)
Hardin, Minnie 1885 1969 SS W [Wife of Alby Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Murvel Lee 1930 1995 PLQ - [Next to Kenneth Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Myrtle 18 Feb 1901 13 Oct 1989 SS - Brown (1) 
Hardin, Paul David 1956 1980 SS - Brown (1) 
Hardin, Peachie 30 Jun 1908 24 Feb 1979 DS W [Wife of Ruford Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Ruford 24 Mar 1920 11 Jul 1979 DS H [Husb of  Peachie Hardin] Clearfield
Hardin, Sabrina E. 21 Feb 1936 [                ] - - "Mother" Hamilton
Hardin, William 1860 1930 DS H [Husband of Mary "Aunt Bee" Hardin] Jones (1)
Hardin, Zona T. 1902 1988 DS - [Keep with Dorsie R. Hardin] New Alfrey
Hardy, Carrie 1 Jan 1891 11 Nov 1911 SS D "Daughter of W. M. & Tenia A. Hardy" Dawson
Hardy, Cecil A. 24 Aug 1897 26 Mar 1905 SS S [Son of W. M. & Tenia A. Hardy] Dawson
Hardy, Ida Ethel 4 Mar 1889 18 Oct 1890 SS D [Daughter of W. M. & Tenia A. Hardy] Dawson
Hardy, Jewel 16 Mar 1902 2 Oct 1902 SS D [Daughter of W. M. & Tenia A. Hardy] Dawson
Hargett,  Artie M 1892 1979 DS W [Wife of W.R. Hargett] Hargett   CC
Hargett,  Emily D. 17 Mar 1852 8 Apr 1920 SS - Hargett   CC
Hargett,  L. W. 28 Sep 1855 4 Mar 1927 SS - Hargett   CC
Hargett, Allie R. 17 Jul 1916 30 Jul 1982 DS H [Husb of Effie M. Hargett] Hargett   CC
Hargett, Bobby Gene 21 Aug 1955 2 Jan 1997 SS - Hargett   CC
Hargett, Clifford C. 22 Feb 1914 25 Dec 1991 SS - Hargett   CC
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Hargett, Effie M. 21 Apr 1921 [                ] DS W [Wife of Allie R. Hargett] Hargett   CC
Hargett, Ines 23 Jun 1922 17 Jul 1928 DS W [Wife of Ollie Hargett] Hargett   CC
Hargett, Ollie 14 Feb 1912 14 Jun 1990 DS H [Husb of Ines Hargett] Hargett   CC
Hargett, W. R. 1888 1972 DS H [Husb of Artie M. Hargett] Hargett   CC
Hargis, Allie Raymond 18 Nov 1922 16 Nov 1964 SS S [Son of Wm. Lemuel & Rutha C. Hargis] Lee
Hargis, Auda 15 Sep 1911 21 Oct 1911 SS - [Next to Infant Hargis, child of HS & JM] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Audra Allen 1914 1914 SS - New Alfrey
Hargis, Charles O. 4 Sep 1896 1 Jul 1976 DS H [Husb. of Maudie M. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Edna D. 31 May 1912 12 Oct 1996 SS - [Next to Elmer L. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Elmer L. 1 Sep 1905 15 Jan 1980 SS - [Next to Edna D. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Eunice J. 22 Aug 1890 27 Apr 1972 DS W [Wife of Sam Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, H. Scott 1947 1997 SS - [Next to Elmer L. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Harve S. 1877 1946 DS H [Husb. of Julia M. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Henry - 1912 SS - [#1474] New Alfrey
Hargis, Infant 22 Apr 1909 27 Apr 1909 SS - "Baby of H.S. & J.M. Hargis" Brown (1) 
Hargis, Isouria F. 6 Jan 1859 21 Oct 1915 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Hargis, Jacob 16 Mar 1828 14 Oct 1915 SS - [Next to Nancy J. Hargis] New Alfrey
Hargis, Jacob W. 21 Dec 1837 13 Feb 1915 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Hargis, James H. - 1941 SS - [#1473] New Alfrey
Hargis, Jesse Venton 9 Oct 1911 27 Oct 1947 SS - [Next to Sam & Eunice Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Julia M. 1882 1962 DS W [Wife of Harve S. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Kathleen Iris Turner 22 Aug 1913 23 Sep 1999 PLQ W [wife of John R. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Lavern 21 Oct 1937 [                ] DS W [Wife of Randell D. Hargis] Bradley  CC
Hargis, Lloyd H. 10 Aug 1931 15 Jun 1951 SS - "KY Pvt 33 Medical Tank Bn WWII" Brown (1) 
Hargis, Lottie M. 27 Sep 1902 18 May 1903 SS D "Dau of N & M" [Next to Wm & Nancy Brown (1) 
Hargis, Luster M. 1 Nov 1923 17 Mar 1942 SS - "KY Pvt Coast Arty Corps WWII" Brown (1) 
Hargis, Manda Hall 1882 1948 SS - New Alfrey
Hargis, Martha 30 Jun 1910 22 Nov 1923 SS - [Sister to Sarah Hargis] Franklin
Hargis, Maudie M. 30 Aug 1901 9 Oct 1985 DS W [Wife of Charles O. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Nancy 6 May 1871 24 Oct 1959 SS W [Wife of William N. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Nancy J. 19 May 1842 25 May 1919 SS - [Next to Jacob Hargis] New Alfrey
Hargis, Randell D. 8 Jul 1933 24 Mar 1990 DS H [Husb of Lavern Garges] Bradley  CC
Hargis, Rev. Jessie Vinton 4 Aug 1892 10 Aug 1941 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Hargis, Robert C. - 1955 SS - New Alfrey
Hargis, Robert Elmo 1929 1996 Plq - New Alfrey
Hargis, Russell, Jr. 20 Sep 1947 27 Aug 1959 SS S [Son of Wlliam Russell & Merle Hargis] Lee
Hargis, Ruthie Catherine 
[Smedley] 9 Dec 1885 5 Dec 1966 SS W
[Wife of Wm. Lemuel Hargis]              
[Correct name -Rutha] Lee
Hargis, Sam 29 Sep 1882 24 Mar 1947 DS H [Husb. of Eunice J. Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, Sarah 12 Jun 1925 13 Jun 1925 SS D [dau of Wm Lenmuel & Ruth Hargis]Twin Franklin
Hargis, Walter G. 3 Jan 1920 1 Aug 1943 SS - "KY Pvt 73 Coast Arty WWII" Brown (1) 
Hargis, William N. 10 Nov 1869 22 Jul 1946 SS H [Husb. of Nancy Hargis] Brown (1) 
Hargis, William Russell 17 Oct 1914 8 Apr 1993 SS H [Husb. of Merle McFarland Hargis] Lee
Hargis, Wm Lemuel 1878 1948 SS H
[Hus.of Rutha Hargis] [reinterred from 
McDaniel-Fraley-Adkins Cem.] Lee
Harman, Emily 29 Jul 1846 [                 ] DS W "Wife of J. S. Harman" Carey 
Harman, John S. 2 May 1837 28 Mar 1882 DS H [Hus of Emily Harman] Carey 
Harmon, Bruce 1861 1932 DS H [Husband of Emma Harmon] Caudill (1) 
Harmon, Charles E. 22 Sep 1921 8 Dec 1944 SS - "S/T Sgt. WWII" Brown (1) 
Harmon, Emma 1892 1969 DS W [Wife of Bruce Harmon] Caudill (1) 
Harmon, Emma 1864 1939 DS W [Thomas Harmon] Pine Hill
Harmon, Thomas 1865 1938 DS H [Emma Harmon] Pine Hill
Harmon, Willie B. 16 Apr 1913 14 Jun 1946 SS - Caudill (1) 
Harney, Edna Earl Barlow 18 Apr 1923 16 Nov 1998 DS W [Wife of Will Jean Harney] Brown (1) 
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Harney, Will Jean 17 Jan 1917 16 Nov 2000 DS H [Husb. of Edna Earl Harney; US Army WWII]Brown (1) 
Harp, Joe R. 28 Jan 1894 13 Jan 1954 SS - Brown (1) 
Harper, Glenn M. 23 Apr 1912 4 Sep 1997 PLQ - Lee
Harper, Maggie L. 8 Aug 1916 6 May 1979 SS W [Wife of Willie R. Harper] Barker, J. S.    EC
Harper, Maxine 13 May 1913 3 Dec 1995 SS - Lee
Harper, Raymond 31 Aug 1940 1 Feb 1941 SS S "son of Mr. & Mrs. W. R. Harper" Barker, J. S.    EC
Harper, Willie R. 9 Nov 1906 3 Jul 1972 SS H [Husb of Maggie L. Harper] Barker, J. S.    EC
Harr, Emery 1896 7 Oct 1967 TS H
[H of Thelma Harr Moore]"PVT Co. A 340 
INF US Army WWII" Scaggs-Harr
Harr, Frances 12 Jan 1934 9 Apr 1945 SS D "Daughter of Emery & Thelma Harr" Scaggs-Harr
Harr, James Michael 1951 1975 SS - [Photo on Stone] Scaggs-Harr
Harr, Patsy Gray 22 May 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Rev. Harold E. Harr] Brown (1) 
Harr, Randy 5 Jun 1949 22 Sep 1951 SS S "Son of Emery & Thelma Harr" Scaggs-Harr
Harr, Rev. Harold E. 5 Aug 1928 23 Jan 1997 DS H [of Patsy Gray Harr]"..WWII, Korea" Brown (1) 
Harr, Richard 29 Oct 1931 30 Oct 1931 SS S "Son of Elmer & Thelma Harr" Scaggs-Harr
Harrie, Carless 21 Jul 1917 24 Oct 1972 DS H [of Olive Harris] Caudill (2)
Harris, [Anna] Louise 
Darling 10 Jun 1925 7 Mar 1998 DS W [Wife of Archie H. Harris] Hogge 
Harris, Addie L. 31 Jul 1904 9 Feb 1989 DS - [Keep with Mary E. Harris] Sardis
Harris, Alma Amanda 1 Jan 1882 25 Mar 1949 DS W [Wife of Oliver Hayden Harris] Brown (1) 
Harris, Almeda McKinney 1923 1977 SS - Mt. Hope
Harris, Archie H. 5 May 1915 1 Apr 1991 DS H [Husb of A. Louise Harris] Hogge 
Harris, Barbara A. 13 Jan 1938 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Talmadge K. Harris] Clark-Harris   EC
Harris, Bernard Peter 16 Oct 1913 15 Sep 1993 DS H [Husb. of Mildred F. Harris]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Harris, Carolyn Sue 12 Apr 1956 [                  ] SS - Black, Willie
Harris, Charles W. 18 Aug 1910 11 Jun 1916 SS - Ingram
Harris, Chester P. Sr. 7 Jan 1906 2 Feb 1978 DS H [Husb. of Martha Vesta Harris] Clark-Harris   EC
Harris, Cinda 22 Nov 1882 4 Dec 1950 SS - Caudill (1) 
Harris, Clyde - 22 Nov 1954 - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Harris, Clyde Lee 21 Nov 1954 21 Nov 1954 SS - [Next to Jack L. & Minnie M. Harris] Masters
Harris, Cornelius 5 May 1904 14 Jun 1904 SS S "Son of S. T. & Corb. Harris" Eagle Hall  CC
Harris, Denver C. 31 Jul 1938 20 Sep 1974 SS - "PVT US Army" Caudill (2)
Harris, Donald E. 29 Dec 1934 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Myrtle Sihon Harris] Brown (1) 
Harris, Doran Lemal 20 Jun 1971 23 Jul 1971 SS - Cranston
Harris, Duay Edward 26 Nov 1926 20 Oct 1974 SS S "Son of Noel and Velva Harris" Christian
Harris, Easter 20 Jun 1901 19 Dec 1901 SS D "Son of S. T. & Corb. Harris" Eagle Hall  CC
Harris, Edward G. [                ] [                ] SS - "Co. K 122 US INF" Lee
Harris, Elizabeth 26 Jun 1846 1 Apr 1927 SS W "Wife of Henry C. Harris" Clearfield
Harris, Elva 26 Sep 1894 13 Sep 1926 SS - Purvis
Harris, Emma J. 06 Apr 1933 [                  ] DS W [Wife of Ernest M. Harris] Black, Willie
Harris, Ernest M. 11 Sep 1926 10 Jan 1995 DS H [Husband of Emma J. Harris] Black, Willie
Harris, Estel W. - - SS S "Son of Allie Harris" Fletcher
Harris, Esther Lee 27 Sep 1918 12 Sep 1922 SS - Purvis
Harris, Ezra 30 Jun 1920 12 Jul 192_ SS S "Son of Allie Harris" Fletcher
Harris, H. C. 17 Mar 1839 25 Oct 1919 SS - Dillon (1) 
Harris, Harry Edward 1925 1983 SS - Caudill (1) 
Harris, Hollie P. 26 Jul 1884 4 Mar 1971 SS - Caudill (1) 
Harris, Ina L. 9 Jul 1902 10 Oct 1906 SS - Ingram
Harris, Infant 10 Apr 1914 10 Apr 1914 SS - Ingram
Harris, Jack Lee 10 Feb 1934 [                 ] DS H [Hus of Minnie M. Harris] Masters
Harris, Jesse Edward 4 Sep 1905 29 Jul 1934 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Harris, John C. 1907 1937 SS - Caudill (1) 
Harris, Loval 30 Aug 1905 22 Apr 1990 SS - Caudill (1) 
Harris, Mahulda E. 20 Mar 1870 13 Dec 1923 SS - Purvis
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Harris, Martha Vesta 30 Jul 1908 8 Oct 1993 DS W [Wife of Chester P. Harris Sr.] Clark-Harris   EC
Harris, Mary E. 27 Aug 1912 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Addlie L. Harris] Sardis
Harris, Mildred F. 1918 1989 DS W [Wife of Bernard Peter Harris] Forest Lawn
Harris, Minnie M. 1 Mar 1937 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jack Lee Harris] Masters
Harris, Myrtle Sihon 17 Nov 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Donald E. Harris] Brown (1) 
Harris, Noel 1 Jul 1905 23 Jul 1934 SS S "Son of William F & Allie Harris" Fletcher
Harris, Olive 18 Mar 1919 [               ] DS W [of Carless Harris] Caudill (2)
Harris, Oliver Hayden 8 Mar 1878 21 Feb 1964 DS H [Husb. of Alma Amanda Harris] Brown (1) 
Harris, Ovilla Lou 17 Jan 1951 6 Feb 1973 SS - Fraley Family   EC
Harris, Robert Joe 12 Jun 1951 14 Aug 1985 DS H
[of Rose Marie Harris] "SP4 US Army 
Nam" Caudill (2)
Harris, Rosa M. 25 Feb 1885 19 Feb 1946 DS W [of Santford J. Harris] Caudill (2)
Harris, Rosa Marie 29 Mar 1946 [               ] DS W [of Robert Joe Harris] Caudill (2)
Harris, Santford J. 7 Jan 1879 5 Mar 1951 DS H [of Rosa M. Harris] Caudill (2)
Harris, Stella C. 24 Jun 1915 19 Oct 1918 SS D "Dau of Allie Harris" Fletcher
Harris, Talmadge K. 3 Jul 1931 6 Dec 1982 DS H [of Barbara A. Harris]"US Air Force" Clark-Harris   EC
Harris, Thelma Jean Horton 21 Jan 1945 22 Feb 1999 PLQ W
[of Charles D. Harris, Dau of Troy & Dolly 
Chaffins Horton] Brown (1) 
Harris, Thompson F. 25 Oct 1872 26 Feb 1962 SS - Purvis
Harris, Vivian 15 Apr 1904 2 Jan 1904 SS - Nickell-Harris
Harris, Willard 1909 1948 SS - Caudill (1) 
Harris, William E. 6 Sep 1903 15 May 1924 SS - Purvis
Harris, William F. 22 Sep 1882 23 Oct 1934 SS S "Husb of Allie Harris" Fletcher
Harris, William Q. 22 Jun 1921 15 Jul1922 SS - Ingram
Harris, Wilson 26 Feb 1915 1 Jul 1916 SS - Ingram
Harris, Zella L. 22 Sep 1913 22 Oct 1918 SS D "Dau of Allie Harris" Fletcher
Harrison, Barbra Ovice 23 Mar 1870 7 Feb 1879 TS - Children of J.M.C. and D.E. McRoberts Maddox-Hamm
Harrison, Squire Tobice 22 Mar 1870 7 Feb 1879 TS - [Keep with Barbra & Walter Harrison] Maddox-Hamm
Harrison, Walter 23 May 1889 19 Jun 1890 TS - [Keep with Barbra & Squire Harrison] Maddox-Hamm
Harry, Ella 21 Jul 1866 13 Dec 1950 DS W [Wife of J. T. Harry] "Mother" Siloam
Harry, J. T. 6 Sep 1864 14 Dec 1930 DS H [Husb of Ella Harry] "Father" Siloam
Hart, Beauford 1937 1938 SS S "Son of William L & Edith M. Hart" Clearfield
Hart, Edith M. 1911 1971 DS W [Wife of William L. Hart] Clearfield
Hart, Grace M. 27 May 1880 22 Aug 1971 SS - [Next to Will Hart] Brown (1) 
Hart, Henry [                 ] [                 ] MKR - Clearfield
Hart, Will - 19 Nov 1942 SS - [Next to Grace M Hart]"KY Wagoner 70 Fi Brown (1) 
Hart, William L. 1910 [                 ] DS H [Husb of  Edith M. Hart] Clearfield
Hatfield, Bertha 7 Jul 1890 7 Apr 1876 DS - [Keep with Catherine Hatfield] Carpenter
Hatfield, Catherine 30 Sep 1914 13 Jul 1987 DS - [Keep with Bertha Hatfield] Carpenter
Hatter, Sarah 1892 1955 SS - Fultz, Banney  CC
Hatton, Merrell 3 Sep 1908 8 Jan 1958 DS H [Susan Hatton] Stevens-Stigall
Hatton, Ruth 31 Jul 1947 11 Nov 1947 SS - Fultz, Banney  CC
Hatton, Susan 27 Jun 1919 [                ] DS W [Merrell Hatton] Stevens-Stigall
Hatton, Wayne 22 Aug 1946 23 Aug 1946 SS - Fultz, Banney  CC
Haught, D. Ray 23 Jun 1918 21 Apr 1983 SS - Estep
Havens, Allie Jane 18 Oct 1902 12 Dec 1981 SS W
[Wife of Frank Havens] "Romans 8:28, 
1:16" Caudill (1) 
Havens, Emma Jane 5 Oct 1858 8 Nov 1907 DS W [Joseph Zebulin Havens] Pine Hill
Havens, Frank 3 Jun 1892 20 Nov 1966 SS H [Husb. of Allie Jane Havens] Caudill (1) 
Havens, Joseph Zebulin 28 Dec 1851 9 Aug 1943 DS H [Emma Jane Havens] Pine Hill
Havens, Lillie Pery 4 Apr 1889 7 Jun 1890 SS D "Dau of J.Z. & E.J. Havens" Town
Havens, Nannie L. 19 Feb 1906 10 Nov 1985 SS - Brown (1) 
Haw, Benjamin 1877 1959 SS Mt. Pisgah
Hawkins, Lewis 1857 1919 SS - Purvis
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Hawkins, Mary E. 3 Sep 1836 8 Aug 1860 SS - "Dau of M.N. & M.J. Hawkins" Siloam
Hawkins, Melvina 6 Mar 1815 3 Aug 1843 SS W "Wife of M. R. Hawkins" Lee
Hawkins, William R. 31 Mar 1791 6 Jan 1879 SS - Siloam
Haws, Charlie C. C. 9 Jan 1921 5 Jun 1993 SS - Brown (1) 
Hay, Audrey 27 Feb 1914 10 Jan 1983 DS W [Wife of John Hay] Baldridge (1)
Hay, Buddy Jr. 18 Dec 1933 19 Dec 1933 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, Cecil 20 May 1909 18 Apr 1957 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, Charlotte 8 Dec 1938 [                ] SS - "Infant" Baldridge (1)
Hay, Donald R. - 17 Mar 1940 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, Elvis L. 7 Dec 1934 4 Aug 1935 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, James S. 30 Sep 1931 13 Oct 1931 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, Jane 1 Nov 1883 21 Jul 1965 SS Baldridge (1)
Hay, John 17 Dec 1907 5 Feb 1970 DS H [Husb. of Audrey Hay] Baldridge (1)
Hay, Kendrick 20 Feb 1947 10 Apr 1950 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, Louise 8 Dec 1938 22 Dec 1938 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, Maggie 8 Apr 1886 16 Dec 1944 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, Nancy L. 19 Feb 1936 17 Sep 1936 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hay, Navada Ison 9 Feb 1918 12 May 1983 SS - "Mother" Clearfield
Hay, Russell Amos 17 Sep 1913 23 Jan 1966 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hayden, Dianah J. 1805 1881 SS - Reeves   EC
Hayden, Elijah B. [                ] [                 ] MS - "Co. A &K4 CAV" Reeves   EC
Hayden, G. W. 19 Jul 1877 15 Oct 1909 SS - Slaty Point
Hayden, Jane 23 Feb 1835 29 Dec 1882 SS W "Wife of R. W. Hayden" Reeves   EC
Hayden, R. W. 1 Feb 1829 18 Feb 1906 SS W [Husb of Jane Hayden] Reeves   EC
Hayes, ____ L. 28 Dec 1901 7 Nov 1906 SS S "Son of A.N. & Lucy Hayes" Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, A. N. 23 Nov 1860 27 Jan 1955 SS H [Husb. of Lucy Rice Hayes]"Father" Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Andrew J. 17 Feb 1862 1 Jan 1948 SS H [Husband of Lillie J. Hayes] Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Bonnie L. 26 Apr 1939 31 Jan 1994 DS W [Wife of Quention J. Hayes] Brown (1) 
Hayes, Carmie - - SS - [#1224] New Alfrey
Hayes, Chester L. 20 May 1897 30 May 1903 SS S "Son of James & S. E. S. Hays" Richards (1) 
Hayes, Douglas B. 1876 1955 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, E. Vinton 24 Nov 1886 3 Oct 1909 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Edward B. 17 Jan 1897 20 Apr 1965 SS - "KY F2 USNRF WWI" Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Ella 1888 1984 DS W [Wife of Rufus H. Hayes] Forest Lawn
Hayes, Foley W. 1919 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Nola Fouch Hayes] Forest Lawn
Hayes, Frances 1907 1936 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Frances 3 Jul 1835 15 Nov 1910 SS W "Wife of J. W. Hayes" Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Harlin Clell 15 Jan 1899 30 Dec 1961 SS - "KY BUC USNR WWI & WWII" Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, James R. 1869 1932 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, John B. 25 Jul 1855 15 Nov 1939 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Laura [                 ] [                 ] DS W [Wife of William Hayes] Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Lillie J. 1885 1964 SS W "Wife of Andrew J. Hayes" Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Lou 1873 1940 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Lucy Rice 8 Apr 1872 21 Dec 1947 SS W [Wife of A. N. Hayes]"Mother" Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Mary Elizabeth 1888 1936 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Nancy 1866 1948 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Nola Fouch 1918 1992 DS W [Wife of Foley W. Hayes] Forest Lawn
Hayes, Quention J. 25 Jan 1949 [                 ] DS H [H of Bonnie L Hayes]M:13 Jun 1981 Brown (1) 
Hayes, R. D. 18 Apr 1870 20 Aug 1928 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Hayes, Rufus H. 1888 1965 DS H [Husb. of Ella Hayes] Forest Lawn
Hayes, Sidney 4 Apr 1929 27 Apr 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Martha Hayes] Forest Lawn
Hayes, Vernon Lee 12 Apr 1924 19 Aug 1988 SS - "Pvt US Army" [marble stone] Clearfield
Hayes, William [                 ] [                 ] DS H [Husband of Laura Hayes] Hayes Crossing 
Hays, Lesie Tolliver 17 Sep 1902 13 Mar 1987 SS - Caudill (1) 
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Hays, Mary C. 10 Jul 1897 16 Jun 1897 SS W "Wife of J. B. Hays" Vest   CC
Hays, Wesley [                 ] [                 ] - - "Co D 26 KY Inf"[Hus.of Frances Hayes] Hayes Crossing 
Hays, William K. "Bill" 18 Apr 1930 23 Jul 1999 PLQ H
[of Stella Watress Smedley Hayes, son of 
Howard & Florence Charlesworth Hayes] Clearfield
Haywood, Dorthy 18 Jan 1917 4 Feb 1959 SS - Caudill (4)
Hedges, Malinda R. 14 Oct 1805 12 Sep 1882 DS W "Wife of W. R. Hedges" Ingram
Hedges, W. R. 5 May 1798 28 Nov 1885 DS H [of Malinda R. Hedges] Ingram
Hedrick, Elizabeth 4 May 1827 20 Aug 1865 SS W "Wife of Mike Hedrick" Slaty Point
Hedrick, Hannah 3 Mar 1796 11 Feb 186_ DS W [Jacob Hendrick] Slaty Point
Hedrick, Henriett 15 Jan 1848 6 Mar 1862 SS D "Daug. of Mike C. & Elizabeth Hedrick" Slaty Point
Hedrick, Jacob C. 3 Jun 1796 18 Jun 1861 DS H [Hannah Hedrick] Slaty Point
Hedrick, Mike 1816 Apr 1882 SS H [Husband of Elizabeth Hedrick] Slaty Point
Heid, Charlotte 14 Aug 1952 29 Aug 1995 SS - Estep
Heilburn, Mildred W. 1910 1978 SS - Lee
Heilburn, Stephen B. 1904 1988 SS - Lee
Heitz, Robert T. 19 Feb 1921 8 Nov 1973 DS H [Husb. of Vivian L Heitz]"F2 US Navy" Brown (1) 
Heitz, Vivian L. 1917 1982 DS W [Wife of Robert T. Heitsz] Brown (1) 
Helderbrand, Eugene - 19 Dec 1941 SS S "Infant son of Luster & Nadine Helderbrand" Logan  CC
Helterbrand, Dollie 25 Mar 1902 4 Sep 1952 SS W
[Wife of Leslie Helterbrand]              "Daug. 
James E. & Annie Plank" Adams-Plank
Helterbrand, Margaret 20 Mar 1923 28 Nov 1981 DS W [Wife of Perry L. Helterbrand] Hale   CC
Helterbrand, Mitchell C. 13 Mar 1913 11 Aug 1992 DS H [Vina Plank Helderbrand] M: 10 May 1940 Adams-Plank
Helterbrand, Perry L. 24 Mar 1924 15 Jul 1944 DS H
[Husb of Margaret Helterbrand]"KY PVT 
135 Inf Div WWII" Hale   CC
Helterbrand, Vina Plank 15 Mar 1909 8 Nov 1994 DS W [Mitchell Helterbrand] Dau of James Plank Adams-Plank
Helton, Alice 20 Aug 1861 16 Nov 1879 SS W "Wife of A. S. Helton, age 18 yr, 2 mon, 26 days"Town   EC
Helton, Clayton 18 Mar 1932 22 Jul 1968 SS - [Next to Larry J. Helton] Brown (1) 
Helton, Larry J. 21 Nov 1954 16 Dec 1954 SS - [Next to Clayton Helton] Brown (1) 
Helwig, Ina 15 Dec 1898 3 Feb 1986 SS - Lee
Helwig, Jack W. 5 May 1898 27 Jan 1975 SS - "PFC US Marine Corps" Lee
Hembree, Phyllis Ann 15 May 1949 30 Aug 1984 SS - Perry   MC
Hemphill, Jason 1888 1956 SS - "Our Colored Brother" Clearfield
Henderson, Allen 28 Feb 1945 28 Feb 1945 SS - [Next to Rosie Ellen Henderson] Whisman 
Henderson, Berverly Sue 30 Sep 1979 27 May 1988 SS - Henderson  CC
Henderson, Clida 14 Mar 1896 27 Oct 1922 SS - Porter  CC
Henderson, Coy Lee 18 Aug 1925 7 Feb 1991 DS H [Husb of Dorrie Ellen Henderson] Hale   CC
Henderson, Delbert 26 Feb 1923 9 Jul 1947 SS - "PFC WWII 35786141" Masters
Henderson, Dorris Ellen 19 Jan 1927 [                ] DS W
[Wife of Coy Lee Henderson]"Wed 28 Nov 
1944" Hale   CC
Henderson, Hollie 7 Jan 1913 1 Oct 1990 DS W [Keep with Rebecca A. Henderson] Henderson  CC
Henderson, John L. 8 Apr 1872 8 Nov 1892 SS - Adams-Plank
Henderson, Lizzie 8 Mar 1915 [                ] DS W [Wife of Norman Henderson] Hend, Norm  CC
Henderson, Mary E. 1847 1914 DS W [Oliver Henderson] Henderson
Henderson, Mary L. Aug 1911 Jan 1940 SS - Williams (2)
Henderson, Mattie E. 15 Apr 1893 16 Dec 1909 DS W "Wife of Robert Henderson" Hamilton
Henderson, Maxine 1935 1994 SS - Brown (1) 
Henderson, Maygene 3 Aug 1941 [                ] DS - [Keep with Virgie Henderson] Hend, Norm  CC
Henderson, Norman 14 Jul 1923 17 Jan 1983 DS H [Husb of Lizzie Henderson] Hend, Norm  CC
Henderson, Oliver P. 1849 1930 DS H [Mary E. Henderson] Henderson
Henderson, Oma May - - - - [no dates] Masters
Henderson, Patricia Ann 5 Dec 1959 16 Apr 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Monte Henderson] Masters
Henderson, Pete 1870 1928 DS H [Husb of Rebecca Henderson] Logan  CC
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Henderson, Rebecca 1870 1952 DS W [Wife of Pete Henderson] Logan  CC
Henderson, Rebecca A. 22 Sep 1916 26 Apr 1986 DS H [Keep with Hollie Henderson] "P. A. of W" Henderson  CC
Henderson, Robert 8 Sep 1887 [                ] DS H [Hus. of Mattie Henderson] Hamilton
Henderson, Rosie Ellen 28 Mar 1940 28 Mar 1940 SS - [Next to Allen Henderson] Whisman 
Henderson, Sibyl 1922 1990 SS - Roe   EC
Henderson, Sonia Lou 6 Sep 1950 8 Oct 1950 SS - Roe   EC
Henderson, Star McClurg 18 Nov 1958 10 Jun 1991 SS - Caudill (2)
Henderson, Virgie 2 Aug 1928 9 Oct 1990 DS - [Keep with Maygene Henderson] Hend, Norm  CC
Hendricks, Carl D. 1927 1986 DS H [Husb of Janell Hendricks]"Army WWII" Siloam
Hendricks, Janell 1944 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Carl D. Hendricks] Siloam
Hendrix, ________ - - SS - Clark (2)
Henley, Mary B. 28 Jan 1942 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Mary H. Burton] Brown (1) 
Henson, Charles Henry 7 Dec 1922 10 Oct 1998 Plq H [of Virginia E Henson & Nana B Henson] Hogge 
Henson, Mark Edward 27 Jun 1975 27 Jun 1975 SS - Forest Lawn
Henson, Nana Blevins 1917 [6 Aug]1985 DS W [Wife of Charles Henson] Hogge 
Herrington, Fant 11 Apr 1928 7 Jan 1976 SS - "AIC US Air Force Korea" Forest Lawn
Hewlett, Eleanor Bruce Jan 1934 Jan 1970 SS - Brown (1) 
Hiat1:  Possibly one or two more unmarked graves about 20ft right of the visible stones Hiatt 
Hiat2:  Report has it that a father and son Hiatt are buried here Hiatt 
Hickerson, Steven Craig 17 Dec 1996 12 Mar 1997 SS - Brown (1) 
Hickman, John Forrest 8 Nov 1917 30 Dec 1991 DS H [Husb. of Mary Lee Hickman]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Hickman, Mary Lee 1922 1974 DS W [Wife of John Forrest Hickman] Forest Lawn
Hicks, Andy J. 6 Aug 1889 15 Dec 1939 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hicks, Arb. J. 1889 1935 DS H [Husband of Nane Hicks]"Father" Hayes Crossing 
Hicks, Bell 1890 1962 DS W [of R. F. Hicks] Caudill (2)
Hicks, Benjamin Frank.Sr. 29 Jan 1919 22 Jul 1992 DS H [H of Calia Hale Hicks]"Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Hicks, Calia Hale 31 Jan 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Benjamin Franklin Hicks Sr.] Brown (1) 
Hicks, Chalmer 2 Jun 1915 8 Dec 1920 SS S "Son of R.B. & Nane Hicks" Hayes Crossing 
Hicks, Curtis 20 May 1909 29 Jan 1998 DS H [Husb. of Juanita Harris Hicks] Brown (1) 
Hicks, Edith 1912 1989 DS W [of Fred Hicks] "M: 12/24/1928" Caudill (2)
Hicks, Eliza 28 Jan 1840 17 Dec 1907 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Hicks, Fred 1911 1973 DS H [of Edith Hicks] Caudill (2)
Hicks, Gardenia 6 Aug 1939 23 Apr 1985 DS W [of Scottie Hicks] Caudill (2)
Hicks, George 1879 1958 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hicks, James O. 10 Dec 1932 11 Dec 1932 SS S "R. F. & Bell Hicks" Caudill (2)
Hicks, Jessie Nelson 5 Feb 1921 18 Nov 1976 SS S "R.& Bell Hicks, PVT US Army, WWII" Caudill (2)
Hicks, Juanita 17 Apr 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Curtis Hicks] Brown (1) 
Hicks, Linza 3 Mar 1930 7 Aug 1945 SS - Wallace (1) 
Hicks, Lizann 1891 1973 DS W [Wife William E. Hicks] Wallace (1) 
Hicks, Loretta 27 Sep 1918 18 Dec 1920 SS D "Dau. of R.B. & Nane Hicks" Hayes Crossing 
Hicks, Manda 11 Jan 1880 25 Aug 1908 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Hicks, PFC Arb. Jr. 1934 1951 SS S [Son of Arb. & Nane Hicks]"Veteran" Hayes Crossing 
Hicks, R[obert]  F[ulton] 1889 1966 DS H [of Belle Hicks] Caudill (2)
Hicks, Rev. E. L. 3 Jun 1840 15 Nov 1920 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Hicks, Scottie 27 Dec 1940 [               ] DS H [of Gardenia Hicks] Caudill (2)
Hicks, Unknown 1892 1945 DS W [Wife of Arb. J. Hicks]"Mother" Hayes Crossing 
Hicks, Vansel 28 May 1923 23 Sep 1940 SS S "R. F. & Bell Hicks] Caudill (2)
Hicks, William E. 1890 1953 DS H [Husband of Lizann Hicks] Wallace (1) 
Hicks, Willie Mae 1935 1936 SS - Wallace (1) 
Higgins, Lewis Thmas 9 Apr 1910 12 Sep 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Carra Bruce Giggins; M:7/11/1939] Brown (1) 
Hilderbrand, Anna R. 1884 1954 DS W [Wife of Isaac Hilderbrand] Williams (2)
Hilderbrand, Ira L. 1910 1912 DS W [Wife of Robert Hilderbrant] Williams (2)
Hilderbrand, Isaac 1880 1960 DS H [Husband of Anna R. Hilderbrand] Williams (2)
Hilderbrand, Robert 1923 1923 DS H [Husband of Ira L. Hilderbrand] Williams (2)
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Hilderbrand, Virginia 
Texanna Clough Davis 24 Jun 1916 21 Oct 1999 PLQ W
[Wife of Everett Allen Hilderbrand] " Dau 
of H. R. & Carma Williams Clough" Rayburn Com CC
Hileman, Norma Jean 7 Sep 1940 2 Jan 1992 SS - [Next to Ralph H. Hileman] Siloam
Hileman, Ralph H. 7 Aug 1923 [                 ] SS - [Next to Norma Jean Hileman] Siloam
Hileman, Rosa [E.] 1902 1964 SS - Siloam
Hill, Ferrell M. 28 Apr 1907 6 Jun 1982 SS - Brown (1) 
Hill, Richard Eugene 7 Feb 1950 4 May 1993 SS - "Son, Brother, Father" Perry   MC
Hilliard, Clyde Dale 2 Aug 1927 9 Mar 1994 SS - "CPL US Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Hilterbrand, Diane M. 8 Apr 1947 9 Feb 1985 SS - [Diane Mendez Hilterbrand] Adams-Plank
Hilterbrand, Jennie F. 1883 1948 DS W [Wife of William H. Hilterbrand] Adams-Plank
Hilterbrand, Leslie 11 Apr 1908 1 Aug 1994 SS H Husband of Dollie Hilterbrand Adams-Plank
Hilterbrand, Lloyd L. 8 Aug 1916 16 Dec 1983 DS H [Husband of Rena E. Hilterbrand] Adams-Plank
Hilterbrand, M. Ruth 12 Sep 1940 [                ] DS W [William E. Hilterbrand] Jackson Family 
Hilterbrand, Rena E. 15 Jul 1922 29 Mar 1975 DS W [Wife of Lloyd L. Hilterbrand] Adams-Plank
Hilterbrand, William E. 21 Dec 1927 21 Oct 1991 DS H [M. Ruth Hilterbrand] Jackson Family 
Hilterbrand, William H. 1884 1971 DS H
[Husband of Jennie F. Hilterbrand]  "M: 25 
May 1907" Adams-Plank
Hiltibrand, Martha Ann - Nov SS - Pine Grove
Hiltibrand, Nancy Margaret - 25 Oct ____ SS - Pine Grove
Hinson, Curta A. 1911 1995 DS H [of Opal Hinson] Caudill (2)
Hinson, Opal 1915 1954 DS W [of Curta A. Hinson] Caudill (2)
Hinton, Bessie 6 Apr 1914 17 Feb 1993 DS W [Wife of Everett Hinton] Mabry Hill
Hinton, Billy G. 18 Apr 1938 29 Jun 1992 DS H [Husb. of Lula P.[Pearl Messer] Hinton] Hinton
Hinton, Denesa Gail 28 Oct 1976 28 Oct 1976 SS D [Daug. of Billie & Lula P. Hinton] Hinton
Hinton, Everett 9 Jul 1887 7 Dec 1949 DS H [Husband of Bessie Hinton] Mabry Hill
Hinton, Jackie L. Jan 1942 Feb 1942 SS - Mabry Hill
Hinton, James Finley 10 Apr 1916 9 Aug 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Reba Jewell Jennings Hinton] Forest Lawn
Hinton, Leatha M. 22 Sep 1911 10 Mar 1989 DS W [Wife of Rev. Ivan Hinton] Whisman 
Hinton, Lula P. [Pearl] 17 Nov 1940 [                ] DS W [Wife of Billy G. Hinton] M: 8 Apr 1960 Hinton
Hinton, Rev. Ivan 5 Sep 1911 [                 ] DS H [Hus of Leatha M. Hinton] Whisman 
Hinton, Ronald 10 Jan 1941 10 Jan 1941 SS S "Son of Otto H. & Carrie M. Gilkison" Carey 
Hitch, Glennis "Bill" 20 Feb 1940 23 Jun 1988 DS H [Husb of Rebecca Hitch] Hitch (2)
Hitch, John 4 Aug 1884 1 Aug 1969 SS H [Husb of Rosie Hitch] "We will meet again" Hitch   MC
Hitch, Rebecca 10 Jun 1943 [                ] DS W [Wife of Glennis "Bill" Hitch] Hitch (2)
Hitch, Rosie 12 May 1889 2 Mar 1957 SS W [Wife of John Hitch] Hitch   MC
Hite, Beulah May Brown 11 Nov 1925 13 May 1996 SS W [Wife of Carl Hite] Eldridge (1) 
Hite, Carl 25 Jan 1931 7 May 1998 SS H [Husband of Beulah May Brown Hite Eldridge (1) 
Hix, Adam [                ] 24 Mar 1899 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hix, John [                ] [                ] SS - [Birth & death dates worn off] Baldridge (1)
Hix, Malinda [                ] 31 Mar 1915 SS - [Only one date on the stone] Baldridge (1)
Hix, William T. 19 Jan ____ 30 Apr 1909 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hobbs, Dorothy 1923 1978 SS - Adams-Plank
Hodgens, Adkeen Thom 12 Aug 1991 [                ] SS - Clearfield
Hofflin, Nancy J. 14 Apr 1837 10 May 1880 SS - "Wife of Lewis Hofflin" Siloam
Hoffman, Janice Inlay 6 Mar 1922 [                 ] SS W [Wife of Kenneth Edward Hoffman] Brown (1) 
Hoffman, Kenneth Edwar 20 Aug 1917 14 Dec 1993 SS H [Husb. of Janice Inlay Hoffman] Brown (1) 
HOG1: Unreadable (2) tall stones next to Martha A. Reed; known to be Sally Evans, b. 2 Apr 1784, d. Aug 1867 Hogge 
HOG2:  and Issac Evans, b. 28 Oct 1781, d. 12 Sep 1857; possibly Husb and wife. Hogge 
Hogge,  Robert 1906 1937 SS - Lee
Hogge, Arthur 2 Sep 1879 8 May 1945 SS H [Husb. of Mary E. Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Arthur W. 23 Mar 1916 19 Jan 1997 DS H [of Carlene Porter Hogge]T SGT US Army Williams-Turner
Hogge, Bessie McDaniel 13 Apr 1900 12 Jan 1985 DS W [Wife of George Ivan Hogge]M:2Jul 1920 Hayes Crossing 
Hogge, Betty Jo 10 Mar 1937 11 Mar 1937 SS D "Daug. of Van & Lula Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Buell 2 Sep 1907 20 Sep 1952 SS S [Son of JW & Lydia Hogge]"WWII" Brown (1) 
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Hogge, Charles Billy 4 Sep 1930 [                 ] SS S "Son of Ivan & Bessie Hogge" Hayes Crossing 
Hogge, Charles E. 19 Sep 1878 14 Dec 1960 DS H [Husb. of Sara Johnson Hogge] Brown (1) 
Hogge, Clealy 15 Jun 1889 6 Oct 1905 SS S [Son of Willie Hogge" Cranston
Hogge, Connie Rene 1952 1973 SS - "Daughter" Hogge 
Hogge, Darleen Porter 16 Feb 1916 20 Jun 1999 DS W [of Arthur W. Hogge] Williams-Turner
Hogge, Donald Thomas 16 Jul 1916 16 Oct 1916 SS S "Son of Thomas & Nina D. Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Dr. Ernest A. 7 Nov 1911 24 Sep 1984 SS H [Husb. of May Ward Hogge] Brown (1) 
Hogge, E. M "Roe", Jr 1953 1966 SS S [Son of Elijah M Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Edgar 18 Sep 1887 21 Oct 1945 SS - Hogge 
Hogge, Elijah 1869 1939 SS H [Husb.of Margaret Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Elijah, M. [Monroe] 8 Oct 1917 29 Oct 1996 SS H 
"LT US Navy WWII" [Husb of Norma 
Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Ellen 23 Dec 1847 27 Jul 1926 SS W "Wife of James Hogge" Hogge 
Hogge, Ermine D. 1941 [                 ] DS W [of JamesD Hogge] "Par.of Troy & Latonya" Hogge 
Hogge, Ernest D. 16 Mar 1924 9 Jul 1976 DS H [Husb of M. Francis Hogge] Hogge 
Hogge, Fred M. 8 Mar 1927 [                 ] DS H [of Vivian E Hogge]"M: 21 Apr 1945" Hogge 
Hogge, George Ivan 19 Mar 1901 11 Aug 1982 DS H [Husb. of Bessie McDaniel Hogge] Hayes Crossing 
Hogge, George W. 22 Apr 1846 16 Jan 1902 DS H [Husb. of Rebecca Hogge] Cranston
Hogge, Gladys Jun 1899 Sep 1900 SS D "Daug. of Ray & Chloe Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Grover C. 1 Aug 1889 14 Mar 1957 DS H [Husb of Ollie Hogge] Hogge 
Hogge, Guy Frances 25 Feb 1926 12 Jun 1927 SS S "Son of Thomas & Nina D. Hogge" Lee
Hogge, H. Tilden 14 Jan 1877 25 Sep 1965 DS H [Husb. of Lulie A. Hogge] Cranston
Hogge, Harold Francis 13 May 1922 14 May 1922 SS S "Son of Ivan & Bessie Hogge" Hayes Crossing 
Hogge, Infant Son May 1898 May 1898 SS S "Infant son of Ray & Chloe Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Irene 17 Jan 1903 7 Mar 1903 SS W [Wife of John Hogge] Cranston
Hogge, Irene 1898 1929 SS - Lee
Hogge, J. W. 28 Mar 1875 10 Jul 1959 SS H [Husb. of Lydia Hogge]"Husb. & Father" Brown (1) 
Hogge, James 6 May 1825 9 Jan 1901 SS H [Husb of Ellen Hogge] Hogge 
Hogge, James D. 1934 1978 DS H [of Ermine D Hogge]"MM3 US Navy" Hogge 
Hogge, James Phillip 11 Feb 1925 15 Aug 1925 SS S "Son of Lester & Maude Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Katherine Powers 28 Feb 1911 20 Aug 1986 SS D [Daug. of Harlan & Jane Powers] Lee
Hogge, Kenneth R. "Pete" 6 Jul 1902 24 Mar 1978 SS - [Next to Robert Raynor Hogge] Brown (1) 
Hogge, Kevin Patrick 1 Nov 1972 29 Jul 2000 PLQ S [Son of Burl & Linda McGarey Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Laodicia 27 Apr 1826 26 Mar 1873 SS - "Wife of James Hogge" Hogge 
Hogge, Leland 18 Jun 1906 3 Dec 1974 DS H [Husb. of Margaree K. Hogge] Cranston
Hogge, Lester 1886 1972 SS H [Husb of Maude Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Lilian 29 Nov 1883 15 Mar 1885 SS D "Dau. of Squire & Marion Hogge" Hogtown
Hogge, Lillian 3 Feb 1926 8 Mar 1926 SS D "Daug. of Van & Lula Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Lola 1 Apr 1909 1 Dec 1992 SS - Hogge 
Hogge, Lottie C. 17 May 1894 19 May 1894 SS D "Dau. of Roy & Mary Hogge" Cranston
Hogge, Lougina 1880 1964 DS W [Wife of W. C. Hogge] Hogge 
Hogge, Lula 1891 1974 DS W [Wife of Van Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Lulie A. 13 Dec 1881 11 Sep 1956 DS W [Wife of H. Tilden Hogge] Cranston
Hogge, Lydia 13 Jun 1884 8 Nov 1954 SS W [Wife of J.W. Hogge]"Wife and Mother" Brown (1) 
Hogge, M. Francis 14 May 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ernest D. Hogge] Hogge 
Hogge, Margaree K. 18 Jun 1911 25 Feb 1982 DS W [Wife of Leland Hogge]"mar. 12 Apr 1941" Cranston
Hogge, Margaret 1871 1955 SS W [Wife of Elijah Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Margaret Louise 9 Apr 1922 11 Jun 1922 SS D "Daug. of Lester & Maude Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Marian M. 10 Feb 1855 22 Mar 1942 SS - Hogtown
Hogge, Marjorie Frances 22 May 1915 21 Dec 1924 SS D "Daug. of Arthur & Mary Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Mary E. 25 Oct 1878 20 Nov 1958 SS W [Wife of Arthur Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Mattie 13 Mar 1924 5 Dec 1939 SS - Lee
Hogge, Maude 7 Nov 1971 [               ] SS W [Wife of Lester Hogge] Lee
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Hogge, May Ward 15 Aug 1910 15 May 1972 SS W [Wife of Dr. Ernest A. Hogge] Brown (1) 
Hogge, Nancy R. 18 Nov 1971 18 Nov 1971 SS - "Infant" New Alfrey
Hogge, Nina D. 20 Mar 1897 31 Oct 1964 DS W [Wife of Thomas F. Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Olive 25 Nov 1915 1 Sep 1916 SS D [Dau. of H. Tilden & Lulie Hogge" Cranston
Hogge, Ollie 28 Sep 1898 3 Sep 1979 DS W [Wife of Grover C. Hogge] Hogge 
Hogge, Orville 12 Feb 1908 4 Aug 1975 SS - "US Navy WWII" Hogge 
Hogge, Peggie Lillian 19 Mar 1929 11 Aug 1929 SS D "Dau. of Ivan & Bessie Hogge" Hayes Crossing 
Hogge, Ray 12 Aug 1911 4 Nov 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Sarah Jo Blair Hogge] Cranston
Hogge, Ray E. 31 Mar 1922 14 Jul 1970 SS - "Pvt 9225 Tech SVC Unit, WWI KY" Hayes Crossing 
Hogge, Raymond W. 2 Apr 1913 17 Jul 1915 SS S "Son of Arthur & Mary Hogge" Lee
Hogge, Rebecca 22 Feb 1852 12 Nov 1913 DS W [Wife of George W. Hall] Cranston
Hogge, Reigh 5 Mar 1875 16 Nov 1901 SS - Lee
Hogge, Renda K. 26 Sep 1944 17 Jan 1945 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Wilson Hogge' Brown (1) 
Hogge, Robert Raynor 24 Aug 1920 18 Jan 1922 SS - [Next to Kenneth R. Hogge] Brown (1) 
Hogge, Sara Johnson 8 Nov 1880 28 Dec 1970 DS W [Wife of Charles E. Hogge] Brown (1) 
Hogge, Shirley Gayle 13 Jan 1947 8 Aug 1949 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Wilson Hogge" Brown (1) 
Hogge, Squire 27 Oct 1847 20 Jan 1930 SS - Hogtown
Hogge, Sue E. 1915 1989 DS W [Wife of Wilson C. Hogge] Brown (1) 
Hogge, Thomas F. 12 Feb 1891 11 Mar 1973 DS H [Husb. of Nina D. Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Tina Leslie 1949 1960 SS D [Daug.of Elijah M. &  Norma Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Van 1889 1960 DS H [Husb. of Lula Hogge] Lee
Hogge, Vivian E. 20 May 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Fred M. Hogge] Hogge 
Hogge, W. C. 1880 1963 DS H [Husb of Lougina Hogge] Hogge 
Hogge, Wilson C. 1913 1974 DS H [Husb. of Sue E. Hogge] Brown (1) 
Hogge, Winnie May 2 Oct 1928 17 Oct 1928 SS D "Dau of G.C. & Ollie Hogge" Hogge 
Holbrook 1938 [               ] SS - Caudill (2)
Holbrook,  N. Pennington 1893 1970 SS - [Nannie Pennington Holbrook] Lee
Holbrook, A. Curt 9 Aug 1917 17 May 1992 DS H [of M. Feril Holbrook]"S2 Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Holbrook, Addie 17 Mar 1898 2 Jan 1970 SS - Lee
Holbrook, Alice L. 11 Jan 1866 18 Jul 1943 SS - Lee
Holbrook, Allie A. 14 Oct 1910 23 Dec 1980 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Lee
Holbrook, Annie Jane 8 Jun 1911 13 Aug 1988 SS - "Capt US Army Air Corps WWII" Lee
Holbrook, Bertha 1887 - DS W [Wife of John F. Holbrook] Lee
Holbrook, Bump M. 3 Mar 1890 23 Mar 1896 SS S "Son of Sarah E. & Chilton Holbrook" Town   EC
Holbrook, Carrie 1898 1992 SS W [Wife of Roy E. Holbrook] Lee
Holbrook, Charles D. 1894 1960 SS - Lee
Holbrook, Charles T. 25 Jul 1901 25 Dec 1983 DS H [Husb of Goldie L. Holbrook] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Holbrook, Chas Edgar 25 Mar 1911 30 Jun 1937 SS - Lee
Holbrook, Chester Clay 25 Mar 1959 14 Aug 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Judy K. Mynhier Holbrook] Brown (1) 
Holbrook, Clarence 2 Jun 1907 18 Dec 1982 SS - Kegley-Mabry   EC
Holbrook, Clyde E. 2 Jan 1905 28 Mar 1978 DS H [of Mary L. Holbrook] Caudill (2)
Holbrook, D. M. 1866 1932 SS - Lee
Holbrook, Dorothy Miller 8 Dec 1906 13 Jun 1992 SS - Lee
Holbrook, Gene F. [               ] 1928 DS W [Wife of Wm. Martin Holbrook] Lee
Holbrook, Goldie L. 2 Feb 1906 3 Feb 1939 DS W [Wife of Charles T. Holbrook] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Holbrook, Hattie K.Green 31 Jul 1885 27 Jul 1961 SS W
[Wife of James L. Holbrrok] 
"M:12/22/1901" Lee
Holbrook, Helen Carey 20 Jul 1926 26 Apr 1994 SS - Lee
Holbrook, James L. 13 Apr 1883 27 Sep 1942 SS H [Husb of Hattie K. Green Holbrook] Lee
Holbrook, John Chilton 1860 1949 SS H [Husb of Sarah E. Holbrook] Town   EC
Holbrook, John F. 1887 1966 DS H [Husb. of Bertha Holbrook] Lee
Holbrook, John Will, Sr. 9 Jan 1905 18 Dec 1979 SS - Lee
Holbrook, Lewis F. 27 May 1865 29 Nov 1941 SS - Lee
Holbrook, Louie E. 18 Apr 1916 30 Oct 1977 DS H [of Mary E Holbrook]"Sgt Army WWII" Brown (1) 
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Holbrook, Lula 1876 1958 SS - Lee
Holbrook, M. Feril 25 Jan 1917 4 Jul 1981 DS W [Wife of A. Curt Holbrook] Brown (1) 
Holbrook, Mary 14 Jul 1855 17 May 1925 SS W "Wife of Sim" Carey 
Holbrook, Mary E. 31 Dec 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Louie E. Holbrook] Brown (1) 
Holbrook, Mary L. 14 Apr 1905 19 Nov 1991 DS W [of Clyde E. Holbrook] Caudill (2)
Holbrook, Naomi 22 Jul 1865 18 Dec 1960 CRP - [Above ground] Town   EC
Holbrook, Orville Chilt 26 Aug 1904 31 Dec 1939 CRP - [Above ground] Town   EC
Holbrook, Rhonda Gail B 8 Nov 1959 18 Dec 1994 SS - [Rhonda Gail Buckner Holbrook] Brown (1) 
Holbrook, Robert Leroy 23 Jul 1923 28 Nov 1979 SS - "PH 2C US Navy WWII" Lee
Holbrook, Roy E. 1897 1962 SS H [Husb. of Carrie Holbrook] Lee
Holbrook, Sarah E. 1867 1946 SS W [Wife of John Chilton Holbrook] Town   EC
Holbrook, Shirley K. 1 Sep 1944 [                ] DS W [Wife of Willie H. Holbrook] Simmons   EC
Holbrook, Thomas A., Sr. 31 Oct 1932 9 May 1994 SS - "Capt. US Army" Lee
Holbrook, William L. 6 Mar ____ 22 Feb 1944 CRP - [Above ground] Town   EC
Holbrook, Willie H. 15 Dec 1931 [                ] DS H [Husb of Sherley K. Holbrook] Simmons   EC
Holbrook, Wm. Martin [                    ] 1918 DS H [Husb. of Gene F. Holbrook] Lee
Holder, Ethel Marie 1904 2000 Plq Hayes Crossing 
Holder, Garnett Kissick 17 Apr 1935 14 Aug 1980 SS - Forest Lawn
Hollan, Amanda Caudill 22 Jul 1887 16 Jun 1939 SS - "Mother" Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Chester 9 Apr 1914 25 Oct 1923 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Clara June 18 Sep 1946 19 Sep 1946 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hollan, D. Boone, Jr 6 Jun 1925 [                ] DS H [H. of Jean Walton Hollan]M:29 Oct 1960 Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Daniel Boone 21 Jun 1882 2 May 1951 DS H [Husband of Martha Susan Hollan] Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Ernst 3 Oct 1892 3 Sep 1896 SS S "Son of Perry & Lillie Hollan" Crix Cemetery:
Hollan, Fred 1886 1975 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Fred P. 11 Oct 1912 30 May 1990 DS H [Husb. of Nell G. Hollan] Brown (1) 
Hollan, Jean Walton 7 Nov 1938 [                ] DS W [Wife of D. Boone Hollan, Jr] Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Jenetta 4 Feb 1934 19 Feb 1934 DS - [Keep with Loretta Hollan] Brown (1) 
Hollan, Joyce A. 15 Mar 1946 15 Mar 1946 SS - [Next to Lee J. Hollan] Brown (1) 
Hollan, Lee J. 15 Feb 1960 [                ] SS - [Next to Joyce A. Hollan--infant] Brown (1) 
Hollan, Lillie 1876 1949 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Lillie Myrtle Jan 1919 Nov 1922 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Loretta 4 Feb 1934 28 Feb 1934 DS - [K/w Jenetta Hollan][Next toNell&Fred Brown (1) 
Hollan, Martha Susan 20 Sep 1884 14 Jun 1923 DS W [Wife of Daniel Boone Hollan] Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Nell G. 4 Jan 1915 20 Jan 1998 DS W [Wife of Fred P. Hollan] Brown (1) 
Hollan, Perry 1869 1937 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hollan, Ursel 27 Mar 1907 25 Oct 1918 SS - "Son of D.B. & Martha Hollam" Clearfield
Holler, Pearl 1907 1973 SS - New Alfrey
Hollis, Bertina Ferguson 14 Nov 1945 8 Sep 1984 SS - Brown (1) 
Holloway, Elizabeth Trent 10 Mar 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Johnny Emerson Holloway] Clearfield
Holloway, Johnny Emerson 2 May 1930 12 Mar 1984 DS H [Husb of  Elizabeth Trent Holloway] Clearfield
Holmes, Bertha Caudill 1896 1968 SS - Caudill (1) 
Homaker, Lee G. 5 Aug 1890 29 Nov 1973 SS - "Ky PVT US Army WWI" Caudill (1) 
Honaker, Anna Elizabeth [                ] [                ] TS W [Wife of Peter J. Honaker] Caudill (1) 
Honaker, Ernest [                ] [                ] TS S [Son of Peter J. & Anna Elizabeth Honaker] Caudill (1) 
Honaker, John 1881 1951 DS H [Husband of May Hunt Honaker] Caudill (1) 
Honaker, Mae Hunt 1890 1942 DS W [Wife of John Honaker] Caudill (1) 
Honaker, Peter J. 1857 1942 TS H [Husband of Anna Elizabeth Honaker] Caudill (1) 
Honeycut, Martha E. 30 Jan 1880 31 Oct 1896 SS W "Wife of Wm. Honeycut" White (3)
Hood, Ellen - 1 Apr 1938 DS - [Keep with Hellen Hood] New Alfrey
Hood, Hellen - 1 Apr 1938 DS - [Keep with Ellen Hood] New Alfrey
Hood, John 1898 1971 DS H [Husb. of Leora Hood] Brown (1) 
Hood, Leora 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John Hood] Brown (1) 
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Hood, V. L. - 9 Jun 1947 SS - [Next to Hellen & Ellen Hood] New Alfrey
Hook, Charles Walter 1870 1967 SS - [Next to Nancy Susan Hook] New Alfrey
Hook, Grace R. 6 Aug 1882 25 Sep 1910 SS W "Wife of Chas Hook" Lee
Hook, Nancy Susan 1883 1953 SS - [Next to Charles Walter Hook] New Alfrey
Hook, Stephanie 16 Jan 1955 16 Jan 1955 SS - New Alfrey
Hoots, Marcella 1933 [                 ] SS - Forest Lawn
Horn, Annie 1891 1918 SS - [Buried next to Woodrow Horn] Clearfield
Horn, Woodrow 4 Sep 1915 [                 ] SS - [Buried next to Annie Horn] Clearfield
Horseman, Harold E. 11 Aug 1934 2 Dec 1973 SS - "Ky AIC US Air Force, Korea, Vietnam" Lee
Horseman, Margaret 6 Mar 1909 4 Apr 1950 DS W [Wife of Walker Horseman] Lee
Horseman, Walker 18 Jan 1880 6 Mar 1956 DS H [Husb.of Margaret Horseman] Lee
Horsley, Alice Ya - [25 Jun 1958] SS - [middle name Yates] Horsley-Brown
Horsley, Henry [1838] - SS H [of Nancy Horsley] Horsley-Brown
Horsley, Johnny - - SS - [middle name Morton] Horsley-Brown
Horsley, Maxine J.[Quigle] [21 Nov]1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of William W. Horsley] Siloam
Horsley, Nancy - [25 Jan 1958] SS W [of 1.Ben Horsley, 2.Henry Horsley] Horsley-Brown
Horsley, Peachy [May 1894] [1911] SS - Horsley-Brown
Horsley, Pearl [Baldridge] 17 Apr 1910 1 Jan 1928 DS D "Daug. of Sherman Baldridge" Caudill (1) 
Horsley, Rebecca M. 5 Apr 1924 28 Nov 1998 Plq - [Wife of Thomas Isaac Horsley] New Alfrey
Horsley, Terry 1955 1996 PLQ S
[Son of William & Max. Horsley, obit 
Morehead News, 25 May 1999] Siloam
Horsley, Thomas Isaac 18 Sep 1913 [          ] New Alfrey
Horsley, William W. 1910 1957 DS H [Husb of Maxine J. Horsley] Siloam
Hortmann, Alfred J. 1903 1984 DS - [nothing on other side] Brown (1) 
Horton, Ada 28 Jul 1911 17 Jun 1986 DS W [Wife of Clarence E. Horton] Mabry Hill
Horton, Charlene E. 3 Oct 1926    [            ] DS W [wife of Roy W. Wheeler] Mabry Hill
Horton, Clarence E. 10 Aug 1906 29 Jul 1962 DS H [Husband of Ada Horton] Mabry Hill
Horton, Clarence E. Jr. 2 Aug 1930 27 Feb 1985 SS - "PTCA US Navy Korea" Mabry Hill
Horton, Danny 11 Dec 1960 [                ] DS S [Son of James M. & Ruth Evans Horton] New Sill
Horton, Jackie L. 29 May 1934 7 Jun 1952 SS - Mabry Hill
Horton, James M. 1876 1964 DS H [Husband of Nola L. Horton] Mabry Hill
Horton, Jerry 18 Feb 1950 1 Nov 1964 SS - Mabry Hill
Horton, Lawrence E. 15 Jul 1935 21 May 1955 SS - Mabry Hill
Horton, Lola M. 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Russell N. Horton] Forest Lawn
Horton, Nola L. 1882 1966 DS W [Wife of James M. Horton] Mabry Hill
Horton, Nora 12 Dec 1916 13 May 1936 SS - "Wife of Darius Horton" Mabry Hill
Horton, Rita 21 Sep 1956 6 Aug 1998 DS D [Dau. of James M. & Ruth Evans Horton] New Sill
Horton, Roy W. [Wheeler] 4 Mar 1923 19 Apr 2000 DS H [hus. of Charlene Brewster Horton] Mabry Hill
Horton, Russell N. 1902 1985 DS H [Husb. of Lola M. Horton] Forest Lawn
Horton, William B. 7 Apr 1953 14 Nov 1956 SS - Mabry Hill
Horton, Wilma R. 9 Oct 1936 9 Oct 1936 SS D "Daughter of Clarence & Ada Horton" Mabry Hill
Horvath, Elizabeth Young 1895 1956 SS - Lee
Hosack, Christine Caudill 1913 1985 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hosack, Frederick W. 2 May 1947 17 Mar 1955 SS - Caudill (1) 
Hoskins, Caroline 186__ 1940 DS W [Wife of Lewis H. Hoskins] Jones (2)
Hoskins, Charles 1939 1950 DS - [Keep with Hobert Hoskins] Jones (2)
Hoskins, Clacy 1 Feb 1920 19 Dec 1920 DS - [Keep with Homer Hoskins] Jones (2)
Hoskins, Hobert 1916 1950 DS - [Keep with Charles Hoskins] Jones (2)
Hoskins, Homer 23 Nov 1914 15 Sep 1915 DS - [Keep with Clacy Hoskins] Jones (2)
Hoskins, Jimmy 22 Jul 1931 28 Jun 1932 DS - [Keep with Oscar Hoskins] Jones (2)
Hoskins, Lewis H. 1862 1938 DS H [Husband of Caroline Hoskins] Jones (2)
Hoskins, Lizzie 1892 [                ] DS W [Wife of Noah Hoskins] "Mother" Jones (2)
Hoskins, Noah 1893 1939 DS H [Husband of Lizzie Hoskins] "Father" Jones (2)
Hoskins, Oscar 15 Feb 1927 26 Sep 1939 DS - [Keep with Jimmy Hoskins] Jones (2)
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Houston, Charles B. 1900 1953 SS - Lee
Houston, Nora 1868 1935 SS - Lee
Houston, S. B. 12 Mar 1859 10 Jan 1929 SS - Lee
Howard, Alice 13 Jul 1904 [                  ] DS W [Wife of Virgil Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Alice L. 19 Nov 1899 30 Mar 1971 SS W [Wife of Vernon Howard] Howard (1)
Howard, Arzetta 1902 1955 DS W [Wife of Kinnell Howard] "Mother" Bishop   MC
Howard, Bertha 1907 1937 PLQ - Fraley, J. 
Howard, Bertha Marie - - SS - [#4063] New Alfrey
Howard, Betty Sue 14 Jan 1932 29 Jan 1949 SS - Lee
Howard, Bob 1882 1970 DS H [Husband of Mary Howard] New Sill
Howard, Boone 1881 1951 DS H [Husb. of Mattie Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Carolyn Joyce 4 Mar 1935 19 Feb 1997 SS W [Wife of Jack Clay Howard] Clearfield
Howard, Cecil 3 Jul 1898 - DS H [Eunice Howard] Hogtown
Howard, Cecil William 28 May 1902 13 Sep 1986 SS - Dawson
Howard, Charles Ray 26 Oct 1946 8 Jun 1980 SS - New Sill
Howard, Clella B. 1922 1991 DS W [Wife of Ishmael Scott Howard Sr.] Bishop   MC
Howard, Clifford 1910 1930 PLQ - Fraley, J. 
Howard, Curtis 1918 1935 PLQ - Fraley, J. 
Howard, Daniel 6 Jul 1920 29 Jan 1981 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Howard, Drew 26 Jan 1913 22 Apr 1988 SS - Fraley, J. 
Howard, Emory 21 Mar 1941 2 Feb 1974 DS H [Husb. of Patricia Howard] New Alfrey
Howard, Eunice 23 May 1898 10 Jan 1965 DS W [Cecil Howard] Hogtown
Howard, Francine Scott 21 Nov 1947 13 Feb 1950 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Ishmael Howard" Bishop   MC
Howard, Grant L. 6 Mar 1930 27 Aug 1930 SS S "Son of William & Hazel M. Howard" Slaty Point
Howard, Granvil 1 Aug 1880 25 Oct 1968 DS H [Husb. of Jane Ison Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Gussie 4 Jan 1898 28 Mar 1899 SS S "Infant son of W. H. & M. M. Howard" Purvis
Howard, Henry 1883 26 Nov 1927 SS H [Husband of Ida Howard] New Sill
Howard, Ishmael Scott Sr. 2 Jun 1921 6 Nov 1982 DS H
[of Clella B Howard]"Boatswain Cox U.S. 
Navy WWII" Bishop   MC
Howard, Iva K. 19 Sep 1904 21 May 1970 SS [photo on stone] Kegley, John   EC
Howard, Jack Clay 17 Jun 1935 26 Sep 1985 SS H [Husb of  Carolyn Howard] Pvt US Army Clearfield
Howard, Jacob Timothy 4 Apr 1998 5 Apr 1998 SS S [Son of Felicia Ellington] Howard (2)
Howard, Jake 1992 1995 PLK - Dawson
Howard, Jane Ison 10 Aug 1880 17 Jun 1968 DS W [Wife of Granvil Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Kermit L. 6 Apr 1930 25 Dec 1943 SS - Howard (1)
Howard, Kinnell 1899 1983 DS H [Husb of Arzetta Howard] "Father" Bishop   MC
Howard, Lula K. 1882 1942 SS W [Wife of Phillip S. Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Mack 31 Mar 1913 6 Jan 1958 DS H [1st Husb.of Lillian  Howard Cooper] Lee
Howard, Mack "Nick" 3 Feb 1947 11 Aug 1993 SS S "Son of Mack & Lillian Howard" Lee
Howard, Marie 6 Dec 1930 [                ] DS W [Vernon Howard] Slaty Point
Howard, Marie Barbour 12 Aug 1912 20 Dec 1995 SS W [Wife of Orville A. Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Martha 1879 - PLQ - Fraley, J. 
Howard, Mary 1897 1977 DS W [Wife of Bob Howard]"M: 10 Mar 1917" New Sill
Howard, Mary [Ava Conley] 1914 [17 Jul]1988 DS W [Wife of Stanley Howard] Howard-Smith 
Howard, Mattie 1903 19__ DS W [Wife of Boone Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Mattie H. 1903 1977 SS - Slaty Point
Howard, Michael Henry 14 Feb 1950 14 Feb 1950 SS - Mabry (1)
Howard, Milburn E. 23 Mar 1927 29 Jul 1984 DS - [No name on other half of stone] Howard (1)
Howard, Neil 19 Jul 1924 28 May 1925 SS - Daughter of Orvil & Peachie Howard Black-Trent
Howard, Orville 1905 1983 DS H [Husband of Peachie Howard] New Sill
Howard, Orville A. 23 Aug 1905 18 Sep 1991 SS H [Husb. of Marie Barbour Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Patricia 28 Jun 1948 2 Feb 1974 DS W [Wife of Emory Howard] New Alfrey
Howard, Peachie 1905 1982 DS W [Wife of Orville Howard] New Sill
Howard, Phillip S. 1883 1976 SS H [Husb. of Lula K. Howard] Brown (1) 
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Howard, Randolph 1921 1978 PLK - Hogtown
Howard, Robert (JR) 13 Mar 1930 8 Dec 1973 DS S [Son of Orville & Peachie Howard] New Sill
Howard, Ruth T. 3 Jan 1947 [                ] DS W [Wife of Windell Howard] Thornsberry  MC
Howard, Sarah Adkins 9 Jan 1902 21 Sep 1998 SS W [Wife of Cecil Howard (3rd Husb)] Brown (1) 
Howard, Stacy 20 Nov 1971 20 Nov 1971 SS - Blair's   MC
Howard, Stanley [27 May]1914 [2 Dec]1996 DS H [Husband of Mary Howard] Howard-Smith 
Howard, Sussie [Butts] 21 Jan 1882 7 Apr 1913 SS W "Wife of M. Howard" [Sis to Ben Butts] Butts
Howard, Vernon 5 Aug 1901 1 Aug 1980 SS H [Husb. of Alice L. Howard] Howard (1)
Howard, Vernon Byron 25 Oct 1920 23 Sep 1977 DS H [Marie Howard] "Sgt US Army WWII" Slaty Point
Howard, Vernon Logan 17 Apr 1924 6 Dec 1928 SS S [Son of Vernon & Alice Howard] Mt. Pisgah
Howard, Virgil 4 Apr 1911 5 Jul 1988 DS H [Husb. of Alice Howard] Brown (1) 
Howard, Wade E. 21 Jul 1965 2 Feb 1974 SS - [Next to Patricia & Emory Howard] New Alfrey
Howard, William 1912 1912 PLQ - Fraley, J. 
Howard, Windell 18 Aug 1946 26 Oct 1984 DS H [Husb of Ruth T. Howard] Thornsberry  MC
Howell, Lissie 1904 1982 DS W [Wife of Troy Howell] Hogge 
Howell, Mettie Stevens 18 Mar 1888 22 Apr 1960 SS - [Next to M. L. Stevens] Brown (1) 
Howell, R. E. 8 Sep 1876 6 Sep 1919 SS - Howell
Howell, Troy 1900 1975 DS H [Husb of Lissie Howell] Hogge 
Howerton, Addie Burl 29 Aug 1921 25 Oct 1991 SS - "SGT US Army, WWII" Barker  EC
Howerton, Henderson Jack 19 May 1894 13 Aug 1968 DS H
[Husb of Lottie Howerton]"KY PVT Co F     
20 ENG WWII" Barker  EC
Howerton, Jackie 1934 1937 SS - Barker  EC
Howerton, John T. ["Cap"] 14 May 1881 13 Sep 1952 SS H
[Husband of Sadie Pearl Howerton]             
"Pvt 109 Co Coast Arty WWI" Rose
Howerton, Lottie 1896 1969 DS W [Wife of Henderson Jack Howerton] Barker  EC
Howerton, Mark 25 Dec 1970 4 Oct 1995 SS - Biggs   CC
Howerton, Robert 1926 1939 SS - Barker  EC
Howerton, Sadie Pearl 3 Feb 1888 30 Nov 1978 SS W [Wife of John T. "Cap" Howerton] Rose
Howerton, William 1923 1923 SS - Barker  EC
Howerton, Woodrow 1932 1935 SS - Barker  EC
Hrsb1: Unmarked (5); one possibly Elizabeth (Betsy) Jane Brown, b. 1836, wife of Tom Cassity; Horsley-Brown
Hrsb2: one possibly Elizabeth M. (Becky) Cassity, b. 9 Mar 1861, wife of Watt A. Horsley. Horsley-Brown
Hubbard, Alma 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James M. Hubbard] Forest Lawn
Hubbard, Charles Scottie 3 Oct 1938 23 Apr 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Phyllis Ramey Hubbard] Forest Lawn
Hubbard, James M. 1908 1971 DS H [Husb. of Alma Hubbard] Forest Lawn
Hubbard, Michael Dewayne 1995 1995 SS - Purvis
Hubbard, Randall Bruce 1 Dec 1995 2 Dec 1995 SS - Purvis
Huddleston, Carlton Grego 1956 1993 DS H [of Cejuana K Huddleston]26 Sep1975 Forest Lawn
Huddleston, Cejuana K. 1957 1993 DS W [Wife of Carlton Gregory Huddleston] Forest Lawn
Hudgins, Bill 1906 1948 SS - Brown (1) 
Hudgins, Celia 20 Oct 1874 22 Jun 1956 SS - Pine Hill
Hudgins, Ellen 14 Apr 1904 4 Jul 1995 SS - Pine Hill
Hudgins, Howard M. 6 May 1909 27 Apr 1963 SS - Pine Hill
Hudgins, Winston L. 5 Mar 1864 26 Nov 1916 SS - Pine Hill
Hudgins, Woody 24 Jan 1901 18 Jan 1922 SS - Pine Hill
Hudkins, Cornella M. 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Harry H. Hudkins] Forest Lawn
Hudkins, Harry H. 12 Feb 1918 28 Aug 1973 DS H [Husb. of Cornella M. Hudkins] Forest Lawn
Hudnall, Harry M. [                ] 9 Jun 1923 SS - W. VA PVT 304 SN. TN. 79 Div" Town   EC
Hudson, Ernest Howard 20 May 1903 26 Oct 1931 DS H [Hus of Nettie M.D.] Johnson (2)
Hudson, Lowell E. 4 Feb 1932 15 Feb 1994 SS - Johnson (2)
Hudson, Nettie M.Q. 6 Jul 1907 2 Jan 1994 DS W "Wife" of Ernest H. Hudson Johnson (2)
Huffman, Jean Fields 7 Aug 1923 27 Jun 1983 DS W [Wife of Keith M. Huffman] Lee
Huffman, K. Martin 2 Sep 1944 25 Aug 1993 DS H
[Husb. of  Madonna Huffman][Son of Keith 
& Jean Huffman] Lee
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Huffman, Keith M. 28 Jul 1919 18 Jul 1988 DS H
[Husb.of Jean Fields Huffman]  "CWO US 
ARMY WWII" Lee
Huffman, Madonna 
[Badgett] 5 Aug 1949 [                ] DS W [Wife of K. Martin Huffman] Lee
Hughes, Betty J. 30 Jan 1938 6 Nov 1991 DS W [Wife of David W. Hughes] Lee
Hughes, David W. 25 Mar 1936 [                ] DS H [Husband of Betty J. Hughes] Lee
Hughes, David W., Jr. 16 Mar 1958 16 Jan 1994 SS S [Son of David W. & Betty Hughes] Lee
Hughs, James Granville 18 Sep 1891 [                ] SS - Mabry (1)
Hughs, Sarah R. 1889 1962 SS - Mabry (1)
Huie, Iris Lathbury 27 Apr 1921 24 Apr 1988 SS - Brown (1) 
Huling, Ellen V. 1866 1950 SS - New Alfrey
Hummel, Anna M. N. 11 Sep 1908 15 Feb 1991 DS W [Eliza L. Hummel] Nickell-Harris
Hummel, Eliza L. 21 Apr 1897 5 Mar 1976 DS H [Anna M.N. Hummel] "Co. K. 166 Inf." Nickell-Harris
Humphrey, Catherine 13 Jan 1818 22 Feb 1892 QS -
[On 4 sided pillar stone] "At 
Barberville"[Keep with Rev. Humphrey] Cranston
Humphrey, Ivey Kay 3 Jun 1803 - SS Cranston
Humphrey, J. A. 2 Aug 1844 3 Jul 1862 QS -
"Member 220 REC.  KY USA VOL 
Inf."[Keep with Rev. Humphrey] Cranston
Humphrey, L. K. 21 Dec 1834 30 Jun 1859 QS -
"Buried at Grason, Ky"[Keep with Rev. 
Humphrey] Cranston
Humphrey, Laura E. 4 Sep 1873 2 Oct 1892 SS - Cranston
Humphrey, Rev. R. 5 Sep 1814 6 Jul 1890 QS - [Keep with J.A. Humphrey] Cranston
Humphries, Charles Edw - Mar 1962 - S [Son of Charles & Geneva Humphries] Forest Lawn
Humphries, Emma Susan 26 Feb 1893 13 Jul 1912 SS W Wife of Joseph Humphries Bradley-Moore
Humphries, Genevia Hall 18 Dec 1926 20 Apr 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Charles Humphries] Hayes Crossing 
Humphries, Geo. W. 7 Jun 1892 23 Feb 1918 SS S "Son of R. & L. A. Humphries" Maddox-Hamm
Humphries, Infant - - - - [Child of Charles & Geneva Humphrie Forest Lawn
Humphries, Jessie M. 29 Apr 1881 10 Mar 1911 SS S "Son of R. & L.A. Humphries" Maddox-Hamm
Humphries, Lucy A. 22 Feb 1853 16 May 1900 SS W "Wife of Robert Humphries" Maddox-Hamm
Humphries, Mary Ann 19 Jan 1967 31 Jul 1986 SS - Barker  EC
Humphries, Sallie 6 Jun 1806 27 Feb 1864 SS W [Wife of J. P. Humphries] Cemetery:
Humphries, Vine V. 23 Mar 1889 16 May 1909 SS D "Dau of R. & L. A. Humphries" Maddox-Hamm
Humphries, Walter Lee 19 Oct 1911 17 Jul 1912 SS S Of Joseph & Emma Susan Humphries Bradley-Moore
Humphries, William L. 17 Apr 1886 21 Jul 1908 SS S "Son of R. & L. A. Humphries" Maddox-Hamm
Humpries, Charles 1923 1997 SS - Forest Lawn
Hunt, Amanda J. 1891 1975 DS W [Wife of William H. Hunt] Brown (1) 
Hunt, Buddy Bruce 10 Jan 1937 24 Nov 1995 DS H [Marian Smith Hunt] "PFC USMC" Fultz
Hunt, Elizabeth 1868 1955 SS W [Wife of Samuel C. Hunt] Brown (1) 
Hunt, James 27 Apr 1902 11 Jun 1980 DS H [of Maranda Hunt] Cassity   MC
Hunt, Joseph Calvin - 20 Feb 1947 SS - Cassity   MC
Hunt, Lydia E. 31 Aug 1880 22 Jul 1943 SS - Cassity   MC
Hunt, Maranda 8 Nov 1903 2 Dec 1996 DS W [of James Hunt] M:26 Nov 1921 Cassity   MC
Hunt, Marian Smith 14 Apr 1946 [                ] DS W [Buddy Bruce Hunt] Fultz
Hunt, Russell 17 Apr 1889 17 Nov 1917 SS - Emmons   FC
Hunt, Samuel C. 1862 1947 SS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Hunt] Brown (1) 
Hunt, Ulysus (Butch) 27 Dec 1933 10 Oct 1988 SS - "Rest in Peace" Quesinberry (1)
Hunt, William H. 1888 1957 DS H [Husb. of Amanda J. Hunt] Brown (1) 
Hunter, Baby Boy 30 Mar 1937 30 Mar 1937 DS - [Brother to Baby Girl Hunter] Stacy-Peyton
Hunter, Baby Girl 15 Jul 1936 15 Jul 1936 DS - [Sister to Baby Boy Hunter] Stacy-Peyton
Hunter, Charles Edward 11 Feb 1926 19 Jan 1994 SS - "CPL US Army WWII" New Alfrey
Hunter, Dorothy O. 1927 1975 SS - New Alfrey
Hunter, Jas. K. 18 Apr 1889 19 Mar 1914 SS - [Mason] Stewart
Hunter, Jenny 1915 1998 Plq [Next to Lyda Hall] New Alfrey
Hunter, Kenneth 1 Oct 1948 22 Sep 1970 SS - "KY Cpl. 515 Engineer Co. Vietnam" Clearfield
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Hunter, Laura 1895 1986 SS - [photo][Next to Tandy Hunter] New Alfrey
Hunter, Lillie Treva Johnson (8 Dec) 1921 (10 Feb) 1995 DS W [Wife of Willard Hunter] New Alfrey
Hunter, Maggie 1916 1965 Plq - [Next Tandy Hunter][funeral marker] Clearfield
Hunter, Spicie P. 1892 1977 DS W [Wife of Thomas J. Hunter] 2nd wife New Alfrey
Hunter, Tandy 1892 1956 SS - [photo][Next to Laura Hunter] New Alfrey
Hunter, Tandy Jr. [2 May]1920 [28 Apr]1980 SS - [Bur. by Maggie Hunter]" Army WWII" Clearfield
Hunter, Thomas J (Jefferson) (12 Jul) 1888 (18 Aug )1974 DS H [Husb. of Spicie P. Hunter] New Alfrey
Hunter, Willard 10 Feb 1921 10 Oct 1997 DS H [Husb. of Lillie] "Army WWII Purple Heart" New Alfrey
Huntsman, Alice N. 1862 1942 DS W [Wife of Robert L. Huntsman] Lee
Huntsman, Robert L. 1872 - DS H [Husb. of Alice N. Huntsman] Lee
Hurley, Clauda Iliff 3 Oct 1894 25 Dec 1894 SS S "Son of John & Emma Hurley" Hamilton
Hurst, H. Tilford 1890 1948 DS H [of Nancy C. Hurst] Caudill (2)
Hurst, Nancy C. 1900 1983 DS W [of Tilford H. Hurst] Caudill (2)
Hurt, Leora Tippett 16 Aug 1882 19 Apr 1965 SS - Lee
Huston, Aithea Peachie 23 May 1925 14 Dec 1986 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Huston, Earl 8 Jun 1921 31 Jan 1925 SS S "Son of Joe & Victoria Houston" Eagle Hall  CC
Huston, Everett 8 Jun 1921 25 Mar 1989 SS - "EMI US Navy WWII" Eagle Hall  CC
Huston, Grover Joe 18 Apr 1890 22 Feb 1949 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Huston, Neville K. 11 Oct 1919 4 Aug 1921 SS S "Son of Grover Joe & Victoria E. Houston" Eagle Hall  CC
Huston, Paul W. 7 Jun 1925 18 Oct 1942 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Huston, Victoria E. 13 Jul 1895 26 Apr 1976 SS - "Mother" Eagle Hall  CC
Hutchinson, Anna E. 1903 1968 DS W [Wife of Roy Hutchinson] Brown (1) 
Hutchinson, Curt 1910 1982 DS H [Husb. of Emma Hutchinson] Forest Lawn
Hutchinson, Emma 1911 [                 ] DS W [of Curt Hutchinson] M:24 Dec 1930 Forest Lawn
Hutchinson, Herbert N. 29 Jul 1902 10 Jan 1992 SS - [Next to Samuel C Hutchinson] Forest Lawn
Hutchinson, John Curtis 14 Sep 1951 4 Jan 1952 SS S "Son of Mr&Mrs Alpha M Hutchinson" Brown (1) 
Hutchinson, Margaret Loui 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Thomas Clifford Hutchinson] Forest Lawn
Hutchinson, Rinda 1889 1976 DS W [Wife of Roscoe Hutchinson] Forest Lawn
Hutchinson, Roscoe 1889 1987 DS H [Husb. of Rinda Hutchinson] Forest Lawn
Hutchinson, Roy 1901 1969 DS H [Husb. of Anna E. Hutchinson] Brown (1) 
Hutchinson, Samuel C. 5 Dec 1899 19 Nov 1969 SS - [Next to Herbert Hutchinson]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Hutchinson, Thomas Cliffo 1921 1993 DS H [Husb. of Margaret Louise Hutchinson] Forest Lawn
Hyatt, Allen 14 Sep 1879 6 Oct 1956 DS H [of Susie Hyatt] Caudill (2)
Hyatt, Anthony 8 Aug 1957 12 Dec 1957 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Hyatt, Bertha Alice 21 Nov 1914 [Living] DS W [Wife of Nelson Glen Hyatt] Black, Woodford
Hyatt, Betty J.[McKenzie] 5 Jun 1934 13 Apr 1995 DS W [Wife of John W. Hyatt] Clearfield
Hyatt, Clayton H. 23 Sep 1910 5 May 1995 DS H [of Golda E. Hyatt] "Son of Allen Hyatt" Caudill (2)
Hyatt, David Harley 1965 1991 DS H [of Vicki "Clark" Hyatt] Caudill (2)
Hyatt, Elizabeth [Wallace] 1896 1949 SS - "Daughter" Bentley
Hyatt, Ella 1902 1977 DS W [Wife of Troy Hyatt] Mt. Pisgah
Hyatt, Eva Gregory 8 Feb 1883 8 Aug 1955 SS - Baldridge (1)
Hyatt, Everett 1887 - SS - "Daughter" Bentley
Hyatt, Floyd 19 Apr 1905 28 Nov 1939 SS - Caudill (2)
Hyatt, George [David] 17 Dec 1875 25 Aug 1932 DS H [of Jennie Hyatt] Caudill (2)
Hyatt, George A. 1929 [                 ] DS H [Husband of Naomi Y. Hyatt] Mt. Pisgah
Hyatt, Gerldene 15 Jul 1939 13 may 1941 DS H [of Pearl Hyatt] "M: 4/29/1952" Caudill (2)
Hyatt, Golda E. 20 Nov 1910 27 May 1989 DS W [of Clayton H. Hyatt] "M: 4/29/1932" Caudill (2)
Hyatt, Harley D. 11 Feb 1936 24 Sep 1991 DS H [Husb. of Joanne L. Hyatt] Brown (1) 
Hyatt, Jennie 26 Aug 1882 18 Nov 1951 DS W [of George Hyatt] Caudill (2)
Hyatt, Joanne L. 25 Dec 1941 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Harley D. Hyatt] Brown (1) 
Hyatt, John W. 5 Aug 1924 17 Feb 1999 DS H [H of  Betty J. Hyatt]"Co B 25, WWII" Clearfield
Hyatt, Marvin 1934 1934 SS S "Infant son of Clayton & Golda Hyatt" Caudill (2)
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Hyatt, Naomi Y. 1936 1981 DS W [Wife of George A. Hyatt] Mt. Pisgah
Hyatt, Nelson Glen 01 Apr 1914 09 May 1989 DS H [Husband of Bertha Alice (Black) Hyatt] Black, Woodford
Hyatt, Pearl 23 Jan 1903 5 Oct 1970 DS W [of Gerldene Hyatt] Caudill (2)
Hyatt, S. Mitchell 6 Feb 1927 26 Jul 1966 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Hyatt, Semmie Gene 4 Sep 1951 16 Sep 1951 SS - Purvis
Hyatt, Susie 7 Mar 1881 6 Oct 1979 DS W [of Allen Hyatt] Caudill (2)
Hyatt, Tennie G. 20 Nov 1916 22 Jan 1927 SS - Caudill (2)
Hyatt, Troy 1892 1971 DS H [Husband of Ella Hyatt] Mt. Pisgah
Hyatt, Vicki [Clark] 1965 [               ] DS W [of Harlie David Hyatt]  "M:12/16/1983" Caudill (2)
Hyden, Allen B. 1902 1953 DS H [Husb. of Melva K. Hyden] Brown (1) 
Hyden, John W. 10 Oct 1862 24 Apr 1936 SS - Carey 
Hyden, Mary F. 7 Apr 1866 31 Aug 1886 SS - "Wife of John Hyden" Siloam
Hyden, Melva K. 1909 1975 DS W [Wife of Allen B. Hyden] Brown (1) 
Hypes, Dorothy J. Davis 1931 1950 SS - Perry   MC
I. F. - - - - [Next to E.F.] Johnson   EC
Igo, Amber Lynn 1989 1989 SS - Back-Peyton
Igo, Clell 1893 1961 SS - [Buried next to Nellie Igo] Clearfield
Igo, Corene Stevens 21 may 1934 6 Apr 1996 DS W [Wife of Harvey Igo] Peyton-Igo
Igo, Harvey 24 Oct 1929 31 Jul 1973 DS H [Corene Stevens Igo]Ky CPl US Army Peyton-Igo
Igo, Leonard 1920 1979 SS - [Buried next to Nellie & Clell Igo] Clearfield
Igo, Nellie 1898 1962 SS - [Buried next to Leonard Igo]"Mother" Clearfield
Iles, Martha 25 Dec 1826 25 Aug 1876 SS - Slaty Point
Iliff, William A. 16 Oct 1880 17 Sep 1881 SS S "Son of T. W. & L. B. Iliff" Pine Grove
Ingle, Anna 5 Mar 1893 12 Jan 1980 DS W [Wife of John H. Ingle] Eldridge (1) 
Ingle, Bill 1883 19__ DS H [Husband of Lillie Ingle] Mt. Pisgah
Ingle, Burley 2 Oct 1918 3 May 1998 SS H [Husb. of Bertha Childress Ingle]"WWII" Mt. Pisgah
Ingle, Carol S. 31 Dec 1959 31 Dec 1959 SS - Siloam
Ingle, Grace Dehart 1897 1927 SS - Lee
Ingle, Henry [                ] 15 Jul 1907 SS - Slaty Point
Ingle, John H. 6 May 1881 23 Nov 1969 DS H [Husband of Anna Ingle] Eldridge (1) 
Ingle, Lettie [                 ] 17 Jul 1933 SS - Slaty Point
Ingle, Lillie 1883 1961 DS W [Wife of Bill Ingle] Mt. Pisgah
Ingle, Martha Brown 1891 1960 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Ingram, B. L. 1 Feb 1857 24 Aug 1910 SS - Ingram
Ingram, Eliza 3 Feb 1839 13 Nov 1916 SS W "Second wife of Wm. Ingram" Ingram
Ingram, Elizabeth 16 Jul 1829 30 Jan 1899 DS W [John Ingram] Ingram-Stevens 
Ingram, F. M. 29 Jul 1854 14 Jun 1913 SS - Ingram
Ingram, Frank 1894 1944 DS H [Hus of Stella Ingram] Carey 
Ingram, Hugh 20 Apr 1839 14 Feb 1910 SS - "Age 71 yrs, 9 mos, 24 days" Carey 
Ingram, Infant 23 Jul 1883 3 Dec 1883 SS S " Infant son of B. L. & M. Ingram" Slaty Point
Ingram, John 7 Feb 1825 [1906] DS H [Elizabeth Ingram] Ingram-Stevens 
Ingram, Lully Mae 27 Jan 1916 30 Jan 1942 SS D "Daughter" Carey 
Ingram, Mary J. - - DS W "Wife of Wm. Ingram" Ingram
Ingram, Maude Mae 15 Oct 1908 3 Feb 1960 SS - Carey 
Ingram, Maude Mae 15 Oct 1908 3 Feb 1960 SS - Cassity (2) 
Ingram, Stella 1894 19__ DS W [Wife of Frank Ingram] Carey 
Ingram, Wm. 16 Apr 1827 23 Sep 1919 DS H [of Mary J. Ingram] Ingram
Isacjone: Known burials with unmarked stones are for Issac Jones and three of his sons: Issac Jones
ISAJ1: Also, an unnamed infant daughter who was born 15 Apr 1856 and died 15 days later is thought to be Issac Jones
ISAJ2:  buried here as well as a young son named Isaac Jones, Jr. Issac Jones
Ison, Anna Katherine 7 Mar 1930 [                ] DS W [Wife of Archie W. Ison] M: 8/26/1946 Ison
Ison, Archie W. 7 Sep 1919 15 Oct 1987 DS H [Husband of Anna K. Ison] "T Sarg WWII" Ison
Ison, Arnold J. [                 ] [                 ] SS - "PFC Co. M, 43 Inf. Div. KY" Clearfield
Ison, Augustus 1915 1953 MKR - Clearfield
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Ison, Bertha Mae 10 Apr 1897 20 Dec 1981 DS W [Wife of Rev. James Arch Ison] "Mother" Ison
Ison, Charles Earl 30 Dec 1925 28 Dec 1993 SS - "Pvt. US Army WWII" Clearfield
Ison, Essie 29 Jan 1890 16 Jul 1983 SS - Brown (1) 
Ison, Gale 18 Oct 1909 22 Feb 1943 SS - Clearfield
Ison, George W. 23 Apr 1904 16 Oct 1995 DS H [Husb of  Rissie Ison] Clearfield
Ison, Gregory Matthew 
Brigner 28 Dec 1983 [                ] - - Clearfield
Ison, John 29 Jun 1883 19 May 1960 DS H [Husb of  Nancy Isom] Clearfield
Ison, Laura Brown 6 Jun 1900 2 Jan 1991 SS - Brown (1) 
Ison, Nancy 25 Sep 1885 24 Mar 1929 DS W [Wife of John Isom] Clearfield
Ison, Rev James Arch 1 Nov 1891 22 Mar 1968 DS H [Husband of Bertha Mae Ison] "Father" Ison
Ison, Rissie 10 Apr 1904 14 Jan 1985 DS W [Wife of George W. Ison]"M:29 Dec 1922" Clearfield
Ison, Willie B. 24 Sep 1897 6 Oct 1908 SS S "Son of Arvaline & G. M. Hunter" Town   EC
J.  B.  A. - - Brick - [Initials only] Catron
J. F. - - - - [Next to E.F.] Johnson   EC
J. H. - - SS - [Next to W.R.H., shaped stone] Siloam
J. J. B. - - SS - [#1410][Among Brown infants] New Alfrey
J. L. F. - - - - [Next to R.A.F.; bet. Flannery graves] Siloam
J. W. - - SS - [#27] New Alfrey
Jackson, Bernice H. 8 Jan 1921 [                  ] DS W [Wife of Crayton T. Jackson] Lee
Jackson, Beulah Mae 22 Aug 1927 14 Oct 1999 PLQ W/D [Dau of Cooper and Myrtie Caudill] Mt. Pisgah
Jackson, C. A. 11 Mar 1872 18 Feb 1928 SS H [Husband of Nee Wright Jackson] Mt. Pisgah
Jackson, Crayton T. 9 Dec 1916 11 Mar 1994 DS H [Bernice Jackson[ PHM 1 US Navy WWII Lee
Jackson, Flora 1902 1964 DS W [Paris Jackson] Jackson Family 
Jackson, Gary P. [Paul] 5 Jun 1949 12 Jan 1950 SS S [son of Beulah Mae Black Jackson] Mt. Pisgah
Jackson, Hazel 3 Aug 1923 8 Dec 1940 SS D [Paris & Flora Jackson" Jackson Family 
Jackson, Infant Dau. 14 Feb 1897 14 Feb 1897 SS D [Daug. of C. A. & P.B. Jackson] Mt. Pisgah
Jackson, James Alfred 30 Mar 1936 29 Aug 1994 SS S "Paris & Flora Jackson, US Army, Korea" Jackson Family 
Jackson, Jewell F. 29 Jan 1910 10 Dec 1988 SS - Brown (1) 
Jackson, Lyndon C. 9 Oct 1919 3 Aug 1994 DS H [Thelma C. Jackson" Jackson Family 
Jackson, Mary 4 Dec 1832 17 Sep 1900 SS W [Wife of Wm Jackson] Mt. Pisgah
Jackson, Nee Wright 17 Aug 1870 5 Aug 1920 SS W [Wife of C. A. Jackson] Mt. Pisgah
Jackson, Paris 1896 1895 DS H [Flora Jackson] Jackson Family 
Jackson, Sarrah L. 23 Jul 1868 20 May 1894 SS D [Daug. of Wm and Mary Jackson] Mt. Pisgah
Jackson, Thelma L. 1 Feb 1921 4 Jan 1992 DS W [Lyndon C. Jackson] M: 4/12/1939 Jackson Family 
Jackson, Wm 1 Jan 1827 27 Jan 1918 SS H [Husband of Mary Jackson] Mt. Pisgah
JAFM1:  Cemetery has been abandond. Under groth and age makes even the unmarked graves difficult to locate Jackson, C. 
James, Angela 12 Jan 1950 12 Jan 1950 SS D "Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. Mitt James McDavid
James, Annis S. 23 Jan 1904 19 May 1939 SS - Williams-Turner
James, Baby Girl - - - D
[Dau. of  Nelvie Swinigan; granddaughter of 
Edward Swinigan] Boyd 
James, Charlote Sue 9 Sep 1948 9 Sep 1948 SS D "Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. Mitt James McDavid
James, Chenault 1931 1986 SS H [Husb. of Sharon Sue James] Brown (1) 
James, Earna Lou 16 Dec 1946 16 Dec 1946 SS D "Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. Mitt James McDavid
James, Earnie 6 Feb 1886 12 Nov 1927 SS F/H [Husb. Of Maggie N. James] New Sill
James, Fred Elwood 8 Jan 1928 24 Mar 1982 SS - Brown (1) 
James, Gary N. 1943 1993 SS - [Next to Tip James] Forest Lawn
James, Harlan J. 1 Sep 1921 21 Dec 1987 SS - "US Army Sgt. WWII" Moore-Messer
James, John Paul 27 May 1935 26 Dec 1938 SS S [Mr. & Mrs. O.L. James] Hogtown
James, Lawson 1897 1935 SS - Colley   CC
James, Maggie N. 5 Feb 1889 7 Jul 1946 SS M/W "Mother"[wife of Earnie James] New Sill
James, Maude F. 1890 1972 DS W [Wife of Ora James] Brown (1) 
James, Melinda Jane 9 Sep 1865 3 Mar 1937 SS D New Sill
James, Mitt 24 Feb 1919 3 Jun 1955 SS - "Sgt 750 FA BN INF DIV" McDavid
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James, Ora 1884 1951 DS H [Husb. of Maude F. James] Brown (1) 
James, Oscar L. 12 Jun 1892 11 Oct 1942 SS - Hogtown
James, Sharon Sue 1946 1985 SS W [Wife of Chenault James] Brown (1) 
James, Theadford 1913 1914 SS - Colley   CC
James, Tip 1917 1962 SS - [Next to Gary N. James] Forest Lawn
James, Tony 1911 1928 SS - Colley   CC
James, Willard [                ] 26 Sep 1937 SS - Ky Corp 19 Inf New Sill
James, William C. 3 Jan 1915 13 Nov 1950 SS - Brown (1) 
James, William L. 11 Jul 1944 3 Jan 1910 SS - Colley   CC
Jamison, George M., Sr. 23 Nov 1907 28 Oct 1982 DS H [Husb. of Nettie J. Jamison] Lee
Jamison, Lou 1880 1923 SS W "Wife of William A. Jamison" Lee
Jamison, Nettie J. 14 Sep 1902 1 Jul 1988 DS W [Wife of George M. Jamison, SR.] Lee
Jamison, William A. - 25 Feb 1939 SS H [Husb. of Lou Jamison] Lee
Jarells, Madge 20 Sep 1924 16 Apr 1985 SS - Lee
Jarrells, Annie B. 1913 1952 DS - [Keep with Dee W. Jarrells] Brown (1) 
Jarrells, Dee W. 1901 1997 DS - [Keep with Annie B. Jarrells] Brown (1) 
Jarrells, John Everet 18 Apr 1933 13 Mar 1940 SS - Catron
Jarrells, John Wilson 3 Feb 1929 3 Mar 1929 SS - Town   EC
Jarrells, Lewis 21 Nov 1930 2 Dec 1930 SS - Catron
Jarrells, Liddy J. 1868 1957 SS - [Next to Dee W. Jarrells] Brown (1) 
Jayne, Ernest 1907 1976 SS H [Husb. of Vella Waltz Jayne] Lee
Jayne, Margaret C. [Calvert] 13 Apr 1910 30 Jun 1988 SS H [Wife of Mason H. Jayne] Lee
Jayne, Mary Alice [Calvert] 17 Apr 1912 11 Nov 1998 SS W [2nd wife of LeGrand Jayne] Lee
Jayne, Mason H. 9 Sep 1909 9 Jan 1988 SS W [Husb. of Margaret C. Jayne] Lee
Jayne, Vella W. [Waltz] 1906 1983 SS W [Wife of Ernest Jayne] Lee
Jayne, W.[William] LeGrand 9 Apr 1900 14 May 1965 SS H [Husb.of Mary Alice Jayne] Lee
Jefferson, Carrie 4 May 1912 30 Sep 1992 SS - Cranston
Jefferson, Chan 1892 1970 SS - Caudill (4)
Jefferson, Junior Lee 16 May 1916 - SS - Caudill (4)
Jefferson, Lee Perry 1890 1920 SS - Caudill (4)
Jefferson, Mae Della 1898 1918 SS - Caudill (4)
Jenkins, Chas. S. 1884 1925 SS H [Husb of  Flora E. Jenkins]"Father" Clearfield
Jenkins, Flora E. 1888 1954 SS W [Wife of Charles S. Jenkins] Clearfield
Jenkins, Infant 1 Mar 1908 1 Mar 1908 DS - [Child of Chas. S. & Flora Jenkins] Clearfield
Jenkins, Infant Boy 1928 1928 SS S [Son of Chas. S. & Flora Jenkins] Clearfield
Jenkins, Infant Boy 1943 1943 SS S [Son of Chas. S. & Flora Jenkins] Clearfield
Jenkins, Infant Girl 1932 1932 SS D [Daug. of Chas. S. & Flora Jenkins] Clearfield
Jenkins, Medford 1906 [3 Aug]1963 DS H [Husb. of Rosa K. Mynhier Jenkins] Brown (1) 
Jenkins, Rosa K. [Mynhier] [13 Mar]1909 16 Sep 2000 DS W [Wife of Medford Jenkins] Brown (1) 
Jenkins, Sallie B. 6 Dec 1910 9 Mar 1912 DS - [Child of Chas. S. & Flora Jenkins] Clearfield
Jennings, Aaron 18 Oct 1905 27 May 1985 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Ada 1921 1921 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Arvil 13 Aug 1918 4 Apr 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Ina Thornsberry Jennings] Brown (1) 
Jennings, Bessie May 1926 1928 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Carl 1935 [                ] SS S "Son of Jesse & Vada Jennings" Jennings
Jennings, Charles 20 Feb 1924 28 Jan 1929 SS S "Son of Jesse & Ethel Jennings" Jennings
Jennings, Charles E.[Edward] 12 Dec 1903 24 May 1992 DS H [Husb. of Winona E. Jennings] Brown (1) 
Jennings, Clarence O. 5 May 1882 2 Nov 1946 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Jennings, Dave 30 Mar 1842 8 Oct 1927 SS - Jennings
Jennings, David L. 6 Mar 1887 7 Sep 1984 DS H [Husband of Rosa A. Jennings] Crix Cemetery:
Jennings, Denford 26 Dec 1940 26 Jan 1994 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Jennings, Earn 1890 1974 DS H [Husband of Zanie Jennings] Crix Cemetery:
Jennings, Elizabeth 1 Jun 1917 [                ] DS W [Wife of Silas Jennings] Baldridge (1)
Jennings, Ethel 25 Apr 1896 4 Feb 1929 SS W [Wife of Jesse Jennings" Jennings
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Jennings, Glaspie 14 Dec 1937 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Marvin Jennings]M:4 Jun 1955 Brown (1) 
Jennings, Grover B. 7 Jun 1908 9 Dec 1996 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Harlan 26 Dec 1920 2 Feb 1921 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Harrison 27 Aug 1872 9 Feb 1943 DS H [Husband of Maudie B. Day Jennings] Jennings
Jennings, Henry D. 5 Jan 1903 5 Mar 1975 SS - Day   MC
Jennings, Hobart 1 Aug 1904 22 Feb 1944 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Jennings, Hobert L. 16 Jan 1941 5 Jul 1975 SS H/F
[H of Zona Jennings; Father of Roger 
Jennings] Jennings
Jennings, Homer 20 Apr 1916 15 Oct 1919 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Ida L. 1877 1961 DS W [Wife of James Troy Jennings] Brown (1) 
Jennings, Iva 4 Oct 1912 24 Mar 1914 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Jennings, J. M. 1880 1946 DS H [Husband of Sarah E. Jennings] Jennings
Jennings, James F. 16 Aug 1950 15 Jun 1981 SS - Day   MC
Jennings, James Troy 1869 1954 DS H [Husb. of Ida L. Jennings] Brown (1) 
Jennings, Janet Marie 6 May 1964 [                ] SS - Jennings
Jennings, Jesse 16 Apr 1908 8 Jan 1979 DS H [Husb of  Vada Jennings] Clearfield
Jennings, Jesse 22 mar 1890 17 Feb 1971 SS H [Husband of Ethel Jennings] Jennings
Jennings, Jessie [                ] [                ] SS H [Husb of Vada Jennings] Jennings
Jennings, John R. 3 Jan 1877 30 Nov 1946 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Jennings, Kenneth J. 26 Feb 1937 8 May 1937 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Loletta 1 Jan 1929 7 Jul 1929 SS D "Daug. of Jesse & Ethel Jennings" Jennings
Jennings, Lonnie 15 Oct 1937 6 Mar 1998 PLK - Crix Cemetery:
Jennings, Lula 1919 1921 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Marvin 14 Nov 1932 26 May 1990 DS H [of Glaspie Jennings]"Korea,State Police Brown (1) 
Jennings, Maudie B. Day 6 Jun 1888 23 Jul 1980 DS W [Wife of Harrison Jennings] Jennings
Jennings, Mimie A. 5 Aug 1880 30 Mar 1922 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Jennings, Nellie 17 Jun 1906 9 Dec 1992 SS - Day   MC
Jennings, Ota C. 15 Nov 1901 30 Oct 1904 SS - [Next to Wm. S. Jennings] New Alfrey
Jennings, Pearlie [                ] [                ] SS - Jennings
Jennings, Polly 23 May 1847 8 Feb 1937 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Raymond 1937 1995 PLQ - Day   MC
Jennings, Robert Lee 1914 1914 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Roger 24 Apr 1962 [                ] SS S "Son of Hobert Lee & Zona Jennings" Jennings
Jennings, Rosa A. 31 Dec 1884 5 May 1968 DS W [Wife of David L. Jennings] Crix Cemetery:
Jennings, S. Ray 15 Dec 1915 7 Jun 1935 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Jennings, Sada 1921 1921 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Sarah Bell 15 May 1876 19 Dec 1960 SS - Jones, Flem
Jennings, Sarah E. 1888 1954 DS W [Wife of J. M. Jennings] Jennings
Jennings, Silas 3 Jul 1919 6 Mar 1946 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Jennings] Baldridge (1)
Jennings, Thomas 1870 1915 SS - Jennings
Jennings, Vada 4 Sep 1912 24 Nov 1996 DS W [Wife of Jesse Jennings] Clearfield
Jennings, Vada 1922 1922 SS W [Wife of Jesse Jennings] Jennings
Jennings, Winona E.[Evelyn] [14 Oct]1905 1 Jan 2001 DS W [of Charles E Jessings] M:22 Jan 1927 Brown (1) 
Jennings, Wm. S. 12 Jun 1899 1 Nov 1904 SS - [Next to Ota C. Jennings] New Alfrey
Jennings, Zanie 1900 1994 DS W [Wife of Earn Jeannings] Crix Cemetery:
Jent, Anna Lea 1934 [                ] DS Slaty Point
Jent, Charles T. 1928 [                ] DS Slaty Point
Jent, Charlie 1922 1987 SS - Jent (1)
Jent, Elias 1873 1959 DS H [Husband of Rosie V. Jent] "Father" Slaty Point
Jent, Eliza Templeman 22 Oct 1868 28 Oct 1961 SS - Ditney 
Jent, Harlan Davis 19 Oct 1906 18 May 1974 SS Slaty Point
Jent, Harvey J. 29 Feb 1940 15 Dec 1970 DS H [Husband of Sharon R. Jent]"CPL USMC Jent (1)
Jent, Harvey L. 26 Nov 1895 2 Jul 1967 DS H [Husband of Myrtle Jent]"PFC 1...WWI" Jent (1)
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Jent, Infant - - - C
[Unmarked. Child of Harvey L, SR & Myrtle 
Lewis Jent] Jent (2)
Jent, Julia Ann 1961 1962 SS - "Our Baby" Jent (1)
Jent, Katherine Hudson 1 Jan 1928 5 Jul 1980 SS W [wife of Allie V. Jent] Jent (1)
Jent, Larry V. 20 Mar 1950 20 May 2000 PLQ S [Son of Allie V. & Katherine Hudson Jent] Jent (1)
Jent, Mary A. 15 Feb 1899 3 Aug 1958 DS W [Wife of Robert L. Jent] Slaty Point
Jent, Myrtle 1898 1993 DS W [Wife of Harvey L. Jent] Jent (1)
Jent, Nina Pearl 4 May 1924 29 Aug 1979 SS - "Mother" Jent (1)
Jent, Palph Paul 1949 1986 SS Mt. Pisgah
Jent, Robert L. 6 Dec 1897 25 Jan 1989 DS H [Husband of Mary A. Jent] Slaty Point
Jent, Rosie V. 1873 1944 DS W [Wife of Elias Jent] "Mother" Slaty Point
Jent, Sharon R. 1942 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Harvey J. Jent] Jent (1)
Jent, Troy 31 Mar 1900 20 Aug 1963 SS - Pine Hill
Jent, Willard J. 1938 1987 DS - [nothing given on other side] Brown (1) 
Jent, William Earl 8 Jul 1957 24 Jul 1994 SS S [Son of Allie V. & Katherine Hudson Jent] Jent (1)
Jervis, Claude 1929 1993 DS H [Husband of Ivory Jervis] Epperhart 
Jervis, Claude Shannon 27 Nov 1967 [                ] DS H [H: of Judith Ellen Messer Wright Jervis] Epperhart 
Jervis, Ivory 1942 [                ] DS W [Wife of Claude Jervis] Epperhart 
Jervis, Judeth Ellen 25 May 1968 17 Nov 1995 DS W [Wife of Claude Shannon Jervis] Epperhart 
Jesse, Shirley Ann [                ] 1943 SS D "Dau of James & Loretta" [Jesse] Simmons   EC
Jessee, Carria A. 20 Apr 1893 10 Nov 1922 DS W [Wife of O.O. Jessee] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Jessee, Claud 10 Nov 1889 30 Sep 1964 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Jessee, O.O. 4 Nov 1922 11 Nov 1922 DS H [Husb of Carria A. Jessee] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Jett, Hargis 13 Jul 1931 17 Mar 1991 DS H [of Naomi Jett] "PFC US Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Jett, Naomi 23 Sep 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Hargis Jett] Brown (1) 
Jewell, Virgie Frances 10 Feb 1921 8 Sep 1959 SS - Masters
Jimison, David 29 Apr 1952 29 Apr 1952 SS S "W. H. & C. B. Jimison" Caudill (2)
John cof:  May be one more unmarked grave Johnson-Coffee
John, Nola - - SS - Hargett   CC
Johnson, [               ] [               ] SS - Lee
Johnson, "Sons" 18 Dec 1907 18 Dec 1907 SS S "Infant son of Harvey & Martha Johnson Johnson   EC
Johnson, (2) Infants - - [Unkarked, children of Riley Johnson] Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, A. Aqua 1881 1950 SS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Ada P. 1895 1965 SS W [Wife of Wm. T. Johnson] Lee
Johnson, Addie 20 Nov 1914 19 Nov 1921 SS S "Infant son of Harvey & Martha Johnson Johnson   EC
Johnson, Albert Sidney "Sid" 10 Dec 1911 9 May 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Carma Walker Johnson] Forest Lawn
Johnson, Alfred 28 Oct 1927 28 Aug 1928 SS S "Son of Emory & Bertha Johnson" Johnson   EC
Johnson, Alice Faye 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Pattie Milton Johnson] Forest Lawn
Johnson, Alice T. 28 Sep 1878 4 Aug 1935 DS W [Wife of W. Jasper Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Alma Hazel 2 Nov 1913 9 Jun 1943 DS - [Keep with Buby Barbara Janette Johnson] Hargett   CC
Johnson, Alpha 1918 1988 DS W [Wife of Shelby Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Amanda M. 12 Nov 1831 9 Jan 1916 DS W "Wife of C. B. Johnson" New Alfrey
Johnson, Andy - 1942 SS - [#868] New Alfrey
Johnson, Angie Wynn 25 Sep 1958 11 May 1983 TS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Anna F. 13 Nov 1868 18 Jun 1909 SS W [Wife of R. S. Johnson] Johnson (2)
Johnson, Annie B. 25 Jul 1897 24 Sep 1897 SS D "Daug. of J. A. & Mary E. Johnson" Lee
Johnson, Annie Early 18 May 1892 19 Jun 1912 SS W "Wife of J. P. Johnson" Lee
Johnson, Arlena Porter 13 Nov 1915 [               ] DS W [Wife of Festus Johnson] Johnson   EC
Johnson, Arlie 16 Dec 1905 6 May 1931 SS - "Father" New Alfrey
Johnson, Arthur 1909 1962 DS H [Maud Johnson] Fultz
Johnson, Arthur Junior 1942 1997 SS - Fultz
Johnson, Audry Lorean 26 Oct 1957 18 May 1959 SS D "Daug of Mr. & Mrs. Charley Johnson" Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Avis 31 Oct 1915 19 Oct 1984 DS H [Husband of J. Langley Johnson] Lyon
Johnson, B. F. 11 Mar 1829 1 Nov 1914 SS H [Hus of Mary Johnson] Johnson (2)
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Johnson, Baby 20  Feb 1934 20 Feb 1934 SS - [Our darling baby Johnson] Stewart
Johnson, Barbara Jannette 9 Jun 1943 9 Jun 1943 DS - [Keep with Alma Hazel Johnson] Hargett   CC
Johnson, Basil 7 Jun 1845 9 Sep 1919 SS H [Husband of Susana Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Becky [Lowe] 1886 1966 Plq - [Wife of 1.Geo Lowe, 2. Geo Johnson] Jones, Flem
Johnson, Benjamin 7 Jun 1822 23 Jun 1822 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Benjamin - - SS - "Co G 24 KY Inf" New Alfrey
Johnson, Bert 1898 1970 DS H [of Dora Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Bert S. 1878 1925 SS - [Next to Cordelia Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Bertha 9 Mar 1895 27 Jun 1979 SS W "Wife of Emory Johnson" Johnson   EC
Johnson, Bertlee 1915 1996 DS W [Wife of Hallie Johnson] New Sill
Johnson, Betty 1938 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Lonnie B. Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Betty Jean "Verna" 25 Jun 1933 [                ] DS W
[Wife of William Argus Johnson]"Married 
10 Nov 1952" McDaniel   EC
Johnson, Beulah 20 Jul 1920 23 May 1978 SS D "Infant Dau of Harvey & Martha Johnson Johnson   EC
Johnson, Billie H. 1925 1930 SS - Clearfield
Johnson, Billy Lee - 1953 SS - [#841] New Alfrey
Johnson, Brenda Kay - 1951 SS - [#851] New Alfrey
Johnson, Bridges 29 Sep 1909 8 Jan 1992 DS H [Husb. of Venice Ellis Johnson] Brown (1) 
Johnson, Burley W. 1907 1982 DS H [of Zellia K. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Burlin 8 Jun 1908 2 Feb 1963 SS F [Next to Linda Ellen Johnson, daughter] Johnson   EC
Johnson, C. B. 25 May 1825 11 May 1897 DS H [Husb. of Amanda M. Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Carl - 1929 SS - [#1471] New Alfrey
Johnson, Carl P. 1918 1983 DS H [Husb. of Louella B. Johnson] Forest Lawn
Johnson, Carl S. 22 Mar 1899 2 Dec 1964 DS H [Husband of Louise H. Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Carl V. 26 Jul 1906 2 Mar 1928 SS - [Next to Carl Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Cecil 8 Mar 1927 [               ] SS S "Son of J. F. & Lula Johnson" Lee
Johnson, Charles Aitkin 3 Jun 1900 15 Aug 1900 SS - [Son of J.E. & Verna Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Charles H. 11 Jan 1913 29 Jan 1955 SS - "KY SF2 USNR WWII, Vol No. 5526896" Moore   EC
Johnson, Charles R. 11 Aug 1945 6 Apr 1976 DS H [Judy D. Johnson] "US Army Vietnam" Kelsey
Johnson, Charley 8 Jan 1916 18 Feb 1916 SS S "Son of Arthur & Una Johnson" Hayes Crossing 
Johnson, Charley W. 16 Jul 1913 18 Sep 1988 DS H [Husband of Frances Johnson] Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Charlie W. 1886 1959 DS H [Vicie Johnson] Fultz
Johnson, Charlotte Martin 11 Jul 1921 7 Aug 1949 SS - Lee
Johnson, Chas. H. 19 Feb 1873 25 Dec 1948 SS H [Hus.of Martha Johnson] Hayes Crossing 
Johnson, Christeen 28 Feb 1932 6 Jun 1932 SS - Hargett   CC
Johnson, Clayton 2 Jun 1919 14 May 1997 SS - Johnson   EC
Johnson, Clifford 1907 1993 DS H [Husb. of Hazel E. Johnson]M: 5/2/1927 Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Clifford C. 27 Feb 1908 16 Nov 1977 SS - [famous artist] Brown (1) 
Johnson, Corbie S. 9 Mar 1921 13 Sep 1989 DS H [of Edna L Johnson]"US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Johnson, Cordelia 1889 1939 SS - [Next to Bert S. Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Cortis C. 18 May 1914 [                ] DS H [Husband of Erma M. Johnson] McBrayer
Johnson, Crystal Simms 21 Jan 1972 11 Oct 1988 SS - Caudill (2)
Johnson, Cynthia Louise 13 Aug 1965 18 May 1994 SS - Clark (1) 
Johnson, Dakota Dale 12 May 2000 12 May 2000 PLQ S [Son of Douglas & Patricia Martin Johnson] Ditney 
Johnson, Danny Dale - 1952 SS - [#863] New Alfrey
Johnson, Danny Wayne 23 Aug 1959 - SS S [Son of Chick Ivan & Freda Johnson] Forest Lawn
Johnson, David Neal 27 May 1960 - SS S [Son of Jack & Carolyn Johnson] Forest Lawn
Johnson, Dawn Marie 12 Nov 1969 16 Nov 1969 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Dillard J. 1920 1996 DS H [Husb. of Edith O. Johnson] Forest Lawn
Johnson, Donnie Ray 3 Dec 1951 30 Jun 1988 SS S "of Arlie Mosus & Glada Johnson" Caudill (2)
Johnson, Dora 1898 1966 DS W [of Bert Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Dora 11 Mar 1883 7 Aug 1884 SS D "Dau of M.S. & R. Johnson" Town
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Johnson, Dora E.[Ethel 
Gregory] 23 Sep 1902 16 Feb 1993 DS W
[Jesse B. Johnson] "M: 24 Jul 1923"[Dau of 
John W. & Mary Ellen Blankenship 
Gregory] Ditney 
Johnson, Douglas N. 1942 1971 SS - [of Sue Prater, son-in-law of Clayton Ellington Farm
Johnson, Drue Brown [                 ] [                ] SS - Alfrey, Roll
Johnson, Earl 30 May 1926 31 Jul 1926 SS S "Son of Tom & Rozennie Johnson" Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Earl H. 27 Oct 1901 19 Feb 1904 SS - Lee
Johnson, Eddie 28 Jun 1896 11 Jun 1947 H
[Hus.of May Johnson] Pvt 1 Pioneer  Inf 
WWI Kegley
Johnson, Edison 24 Jun 1917 19 Mar 1991 SS - Caudill South
Johnson, Edith O. 1922 1982 DS W [Wife of Dillard J. Johnsion] Forest Lawn
Johnson, Edna L. 1938 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Corbie S. Johnson] Brown (1) 
Johnson, Edna L. 21 Oct 1875 14 Jun 1876 SS D [Dau of B.F. & E. Johnson] Johnson (2)
Johnson, Edward - - SS - [Next to Othie Johnson] [#872] New Alfrey
Johnson, Edward (JR) 31 Jan 1936 1 Jul 1937 SS S "Son of Eddie & Ruby Johnson" Kegley
Johnson, Elder S. P. 1862 1930 DS H [of Lidia Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Eliza 20 Mar 1864 20 Sep 1935 SS W "Wife of France Johnson" Kegley
Johnson, Eliza Jane 04 Apr 1896 06 Jun 1940 SS - Caudill South
Johnson, Elizabeth 17 Jun 1870 16 Jun 1956 DS W [Wife of Henry R. Johnson] Howard-Smith 
Johnson, Elkanah, Rev. [1817] 1885 SS H [Husb. of Sallie Johnson] "Age 68" Lee
Johnson, Ella 3 Jun 1914 3 Jun 1914 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Ellanora May 26 Mar 1922 26 Mar 1922 SS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Ellis 21 Feb 1916 5 Aug 1988 SS - "T5 US Army, WWII Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Ellis L. 9 Nov 1935 [                ] DS H [Husband of Ruth Faye Johnson] New Sill
Johnson, Emerson - 1921 SS - [#834] New Alfrey
Johnson, Emily J. 25 Feb 1839 20 Oct 1881 SS W [Wife of B. F. Johnson] Johnson (2)
Johnson, Emmalee 5 Sep 1896 22 Jan 1917 SS W "Wife of Burns Johnson" Purvis
Johnson, Emmett L. 1901 1947 SS -
[Between. Chester & S. E. 
Easterling]"Masonic Clearfield
Johnson, Emory 22 Jul 1897 4 May 1942 SS H "Hus of Bertha Johnson" Johnson   EC
Johnson, Erma M. 28 Apr 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of Cortis C. Johnson] McBrayer
Johnson, Ernest 21 Apr 1863 2 Aug 1918 DS H [Husb. of Minnie Johnson] "Father" New Alfrey
Johnson, Eula Katherine 1926 [               ] DS W [Wife of Keenis Johnson] Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Eulah 20 Jul 1920 8 Oct 1920 SS D "Dau of Emory & Bertha Johnson" Johnson   EC
Johnson, Eva 25 Feb 1898 17 Jun 1988 SS W [Wife of Irvin A. Johnson] Scaggs   FC
Johnson, Everett 18 Sep 1905 3 Mar 1923 TS - [Keep with Nora & Oather Johnson] Masters
Johnson, Festus 18 Nov 1916 4 Apr 1990 DS H [Hus of Arlena Porter Johnson] Johnson   EC
Johnson, Flora 17 Dec 1883 11 Nov 1905 SS - "Wife of Aqua Johnson" Ellington South 
Johnson, Flora - 1920 SS - [#843] New Alfrey
Johnson, France 20 Sep 1860 8 Sep 1946 SS H [Husband of Eliza Johnson] Kegley
Johnson, Frances 12 Jul 1922 [                ] DS W [Wife of Charley W. Johnson] Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Freddy 12 Jul 1964 12 Jul 1964 SS - Fultz
Johnson, George 23 Mar 1914 5 Aug 1933 SS - Day   MC
Johnson, George A. 1 Jun 1874 25 Feb 1875 SS - [Next to James D. Johnson] Johnson (2)
Johnson, George Chase 1932 [                ] DS H [Husb. of Marilynn  "Mike" Johnson] Lee
Johnson, Glada Ethel [5]3 Oct 1910 19 Mar 1999 DS W [of of Arlie M. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Gladys C. 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of William Douglas Johnson] Brown (1) 
Johnson, Glendon Ray - 1937 SS - [#1434] New Alfrey
Johnson, Goldie 1903 1998 DS W [wife of Langley Johnson] Conn (2) 
Johnson, Grace 1 Jan 1897 6 Nov 1901 SS - Carey 
Johnson, Green B. 1882 1967 SS - Brown (1) 
Johnson, H. P. 12 May 1861 6 Oct 1920 SS - Howard-Smith 
Johnson, Hallie 1910 1972 DS H [Husband of Bertlee Johnson] New Sill
Johnson, Harley Roscoe 28 Jul 1916 23 Feb 1950 SS - Brown (1) 
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Johnson, Harold Vernon 27 Sep 1917 17 May 1994 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Harvey A. 25 Feb 1889 10 Feb 1977 SS - Johnson   EC
Johnson, Hayward Andrew 24 Jul 1923 23 Oct 1988 SS - "PFC US Army, WWII" Tackett
Johnson, Hayward Jr. - 1950 SS - [#864] New Alfrey
Johnson, Hazel 9 Sep 1913 31 Jan 1966 SS W "Wife of Elzie Johnson"[Photo on Stone] Scaggs-Harr
Johnson, Hazel E. 1909 1987 DS W [Wife of Clifford Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Helen N. 22 Nov 1909 6 Oct 1982 SS D [Daug. of  Helen Springer Johnson] Adams-Plank
Johnson, Henry R. 12 May 1861 20 Oct 1920 DS H [Husband of Elizabeth Howard] Howard-Smith 
Johnson, Hobart 5 Jan 1901 12 Jan 1978 SS - [Next to Sallie Johnson] Lee
Johnson, Homer 1915 1956 SS - Johnson (1)
Johnson, Homer E. 25 Aug 1915 3 Mar 1960 SS - "Maryland TEC...Engr Cons BN WWII" Brown (1) 
Johnson, I. J. 6 Oct 1882 15 Sep 1911 SS - [Next to Scot Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Infant 19 May 1924 19 May 1924 SS S "Son of Eddie & May Johnson" Hayes Crossing 
Johnson, Infant 24 Apr 1923 24 Apr 1923 SS D "Dau of Eddie & May Johnson" Hayes Crossing 
Johnson, Infant 6 Aug 1906 6 Aug 1906 SS S "Son of R.S. & A.F. Johnson" Johnson (2)
Johnson, Infant 16 Jun 1909 16 Jun 1909 SS S "Son of R.S. & Anna F. Johnson" Johnson (2)
Johnson, Infant 19 Dec 1912 19 Dec 1912 SS D "Dau of R. S. & R.D. Johnson" Johnson (2)
Johnson, Infant Son 30 Apr 1951 5 May 1951 SS S "Rosco Johnson" Caudill (2)
Johnson, Infant Son 1912 1912 SS S "Inf son of J. P. & Annie [Early]Johnson" Lee
Johnson, Infant Son 10 Jun 1898 12 Jun 1898 SS S [Son of W. J. & Lizzie Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Infant Son 1908 1908 SS S [Son of Robert B. & Mary Lou Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Infant Son 1894 1894 SS S "Son of R.B. & M.L. Johnson" Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Irene 2 Mar 1926 5 Aug 1926 SS - "Dau. of Luther & Bessie Johnson" Howard-Smith 
Johnson, Irvin A. 17 Aug 1893 3 Aug 1977 SS H [Husb of Eva Johnson] Scaggs   FC
Johnson, J. D. 1875 1961 DS H [Husb. of Jane Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, J. Langley 2 Sep 1906 23 Oct 1979 DS W [Wife of Avis Johnson] Lyon
Johnson, J. R. 1877 1970 DS H [Husb of Lillie Johnson] Bradley  CC
Johnson, James 1917 1997 SS - Lee
Johnson, James D. 13 Apr 1872 18 Apr 1873 SS S [Son of B.F. & E. J. Johnson] Johnson (2)
Johnson, Jane 1879 1955 DS W [Wife of J. D. Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Jean Dillon 5 Dec 1905 6 Feb 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Lawrence Johnson] Lee
Johnson, Jesse "Tommy" 20 Dec 1923 21 May 1980 SS - "BKR3 US Navy WWII" Caudill (1) 
Johnson, Jesse B. 29 Mar 1896 16 May 1964 DS H [Dora E. Johnson] "Ky. PVT 3 Co.1 WWI" Ditney 
Johnson, Jesse F. 16 Apr 1875 3 Mar 1941 DS H [Husb. of Lula M. Johnson] Caudill (1) 
Johnson, Jettie Marie 23 Sep 1917 25 Dec 1973 SS - Johnson   EC
Johnson, Joe D. 12 Nov 1910 31 Jan 1973 SS - "WWII" Ditney 
Johnson, John E. 10 Feb 1874 9 Sep 1941 DS H [Husband of Verna Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, John H. 1885 1954 DS H [of Mary S. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, John N. 1889 1923 DS H [Husb. of Vena E. Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, John W.R. 24 Feb 1827 29 Aug 1909 SS H [Husb. of Nancy & Lizzie Johnson] Johnson-Coffee
Johnson, Johnie 07 May 1890 14 Jan 1973 SS - Johnson (1)
Johnson, Josie Ethel - 1921 SS - [#844] New Alfrey
Johnson, Judie 27 Oct 1950 27 Oct 1950 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Johnson, Judy D. 3 Oct 1952 [Living] DS W [Charles R. Johnson] Kelsey
Johnson, Kathern Dehart 22 Apr 1909 8 Aug 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Ottis Johnson] DeHart (1)
Johnson, Keenis 1920 1992 DS H [Husband of Eula Katherine Johnson] Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Kenneth Clay 23 Nov 1936 2 May 1986 SS - "AA US Navy" Ditney 
Johnson, Langley 1903 1958 DS H [husb of Goldie Johnson] Conn (2) 
Johnson, Langley, Jr 17 May 1939 20 May 1939 SS - Lyon
Johnson, Lawrence W. 11 Sep 1915 20 Apr 1963 SS H
"PVT US ARMY WWII"  [Husb.of Jean 
Dillon] Lee
Johnson, Lenora 23 Jan 1909 26 May 1909 SS D "Daug. of J. F. & S. E. Johnson" Lee
Johnson, Lidia 1855 1928 DS W [of Elder S. P. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Lillie 1883 1964 DS W [Wife of J. R. Johnson] Bradley  CC
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Johnson, Linda 1886 1956 DS W [Wife of Ollie Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Linda Ellen 12 Aug 1955 7 Dec 1955 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Burlin Johnson" Johnson   EC
Johnson, Lizzie 13 Jul 1854 26 Jun 1896 SS W "Wife of J.W.R. Johnson" Johnson-Coffee
Johnson, Lizzie 19 May 1868 1898 SS - [Wife of W. J. Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Lola - - SS - [#177] New Alfrey
Johnson, Lola May - 1920 SS - [#842] New Alfrey
Johnson, Lonnie B. 2 Aug 1936 12 May 1984 DS H [Husb. of Betty Johnson]"Sgt. US Army" Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Lonnie Roscoe 2 May 1941 11 Jan 1996 DS H [Husband of Lorina Jones Johnson] Lyon
Johnson, Lorina Jones 12 May 1942 [                ] DS W [Wife of Lonnie Roscoe Johnson] Lyon
Johnson, Louella B. 1926 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Carl P. Johnson] Forest Lawn
Johnson, Louise H. 17 Mar 1901 27 Jan 1971 DS W [Wife of Carl S. Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Lucy H. 27 Feb 1880 10 Jul 1964 SS - Moore   EC
Johnson, Lula M. 14 Jan 1897 14 Aug 1980 DS W [Wife of Jesse F. Johnson] Caudill (1) 
Johnson, Lulia C. 1892 1914 TS D [Wife of Tom Johnson] Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, M. J. 8 Aug 1859 19 May 1927 SS H [of Mary J. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Maggie J McClain 1 Sep 1926 28 Aug 1998 PLQ W [of Wife of Rosco S. Johnson, living] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Mamie 1890 1954 SS - Brown (1) 
Johnson, Marilynn "Mike" 1937 [                ] DS W [Wife of George Chase Johnson] Lee
Johnson, Martha - - - D "Daughter of R. A. & S. Johnson Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Martha 30 Nov 1874 31 Aug 1926 SS W "Wife of C.H. Johnson""Mother" Hayes Crossing 
Johnson, Martha - 1869 SS - [#105] New Alfrey
Johnson, Martha A. 05 Feb 1889 25 Feb 1964 SS - Johnson (1)
Johnson, Martha Fourman 1 Jun 1885 2 Jan 1957 SS - Johnson   EC
Johnson, Marvin 5 Feb 1907 10 Sep 1936 SS - Abbott-Sturgill
Johnson, Marvin Arthur 12 Sep 1925 7 Apr 1994 SS - Lee
Johnson, Marvin Ray 8 Jul 1939 28 Jan 1993 SS - "Belover brother" Fultz
Johnson, Mary 14 Feb 1839 25 Oct 1903 SS W [Wife of B. F. Johnson] Johnson (2)
Johnson, Mary Ann - 1923 SS - [#857] New Alfrey
Johnson, Mary C. 1857 1932 DS W [Wife of William Henry Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Mary Cooper 7 Mar 1887 28 May 1914 SS - Lee
Johnson, Mary J. 1863 1938 SS W [of M. J. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Mary Lou 29 Oct 1874 16 Jan 1908 DS W [Wife of Robert B. Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Mary S. 1880 [               ] DS W [of John H. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Mary Susan 8 Jan 1928 8 Jan 1928 SS D "Burley & Zellie Johnson" Caudill (2)
Johnson, Maud 1910 1973 DS W [Arthur Johnson] Fultz
Johnson, May 19 May 1893 31 May 1924 SS W [Wife of Eddie Johnson] Kegley
Johnson, Melvin 1 Oct 1918 25 Dec 1953 SS - "KY PFC 1462 Svd Comd Unit WWI" New Alfrey
Johnson, Melvina I. 12 Mar 185_ 27 Dec 1875 SS D [Daug. of J.W. & Nancy Johnson] Johnson-Coffee
Johnson, Minnie 11 Feb 1878 20 Nov 1935 DS W [Wife of Ernest Johnson] "Mother" New Alfrey
Johnson, Mola M. 21 Dec 1905 1 Jul 1990 SS - Moore   EC
Johnson, Namon 22 Feb 1938 22 Feb 1938 SS S "Infant son of Emory & Bertha Johnson" Johnson   EC
Johnson, Nancy 19 Aug 1827 - SS W "Wife of J.W.R Johnson" Johnson-Coffee
Johnson, Nancy J. 27 Feb 1841 18 Dec 1895 SS W [of W. B. Johnson] Johnson (4)
Johnson, Nellie Mae Furmon 17 Dec 1888 14 Dec 1907 SS - [Furmon] Johnson   EC
Johnson, Nora 19 Feb 1883 19 Apr 1931 TS - [Keep with Everett & Oather Johnson] Masters
Johnson, Norman 13 Apr 1922 08 Jan 1958 SS - "Son of George & Eliza Johnson" Caudill South
Johnson, Oather 22 Dec 1873 22 May 1950 TS - [Keep with Everett & Nora Johnson] Masters
Johnson, Odra 1919 1943 SS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Ollie 1884 1960 DS H [Husband of Linda Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Othie - 1903 SS - [Next to Edward Johnson][#836] New Alfrey
Johnson, Ottis 05 Aug 1915 05 Sep 1990 SS - Caudill South
Johnson, Pattie Milton 25 Oct 1921 11 Sep 1992 DS H [Husb. of Alice Faye Johnson] Forest Lawn
Johnson, Paul H. 26 Dec 1905 14 Sep 1994 DS H [Husb. of Sally C. Johnson] New Alfrey
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Johnson, R.E.L. 23 May 1867 26 Aug 1924 SS H [Husb. of Hebe Johnson] Johnson-Coffee
Johnson, Randall Lee 3 Jan 1956 4 Jan 1956 SS Kegley
Johnson, Randy 30 Dec 1948 30 Dec 1948 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Johnson, Ray 10 Mar 1931 14 Mar 1931 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Ray 21 Jun 1901 6 Feb 1935 SS - Moore   EC
Johnson, Ray M. 09 Jun 1922 17 Nov 1974 SS - Johnson (1)
Johnson, Rev. Rila A. 6 Apr 1892 2 May 1951 DS H [of Virgie Johnson, Son of Moses Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Rhonda 15 Sep 1954 22 Jan 1955 SS - Caudill (2)
Johnson, Richard - 1923 SS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Richard - 1948 SS - [#859] New Alfrey
Johnson, Richard S. - 26 Mar 1931 SS H
[H.of Anna F Johnson]"KY US Vol  Inf 
Q.U. Sgt." Johnson (2)
Johnson, Robert B. 20 Mar 1871 14 Jan 1922 DS H [Husband of Mary Lou Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Ronald E. 23 Apr 1946 30 May 1971 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Johnson, Roxie 27 Jul 1916 13 Oct 1918 SS D [Daughter of Ollie & Lennie Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Roxie - - TS - [Keep with Angie & William Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Rozennie C. 1898 1946 TS W [Wife of Tom Johnson] Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Ruben - 1970's SS Baldridge (2)
Johnson, Ruby 31 Jan 1908 29 Dec 1995 SS Lee
Johnson, Russell 24 Apr 1922 19 Aug 1925 SS S "Son of Tom & Rozennie Johnson" Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Russell 1905 1954 DS H [Husband of Stella Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Ruth Faye 3 Jul 1941 8 Jun 1991 DS W [Wife of Ellis L. Johnson] New Sill
Johnson, Ruthlean [                ] 10 Sep 1938 SS - "Infant daug. of Harve & Zada Johnson" Tackett
Johnson, Sallie [1815] 1878 SS W "Wife of Elkanah Johnson, Age 63" Lee
Johnson, Sallie 17 Jun 1882 24 Feb 1919 SS - [Next to Hobart Johnson] Lee
Johnson, Sally C. 18 Mar 1907 23 Jul 1982 DS W [Wife of Paul H Johnson] M: 21 Aug 1930 New Alfrey
Johnson, Samuel P. 7 Nov 1810 5 Jan 1855 SS - Johnson (2)
Johnson, Samuel R. 18 Mar 1899 27 Aug 1901 SS S "Son of R.E.L. & Hebe Johnson" Johnson-Coffee
Johnson, Samuel T. 25 Sep 1915 26 Sep 1973 SS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Scot 2 Oct 1881 1 May 1904 SS - [Next to Richard Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Shawanna 27 Jun 1968 20 Apr 1969 SS - Caudill (2)
Johnson, Shelby 1915 1970 DS H [Husband of Alpha Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Shirley Lee - - SS - "Six months" New Alfrey
Johnson, Sidney 1921 1925 SS S "Bert & Dora Johnson" Caudill (2)
Johnson, Simmie W. 23 Aug 1892 28 Nov 1937 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Stella 1909 1990 DS W [Wife of Russell Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Stella Hazel 6 Sep 1964 6 Sep 1964 SS - "Dau of Delmer & Madelene Johnson" Johnson   EC
Johnson, Susana 1 Jul 1842 25 Mar 1912 SS W [Wife of Basil Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Theodore 28 Jul 1912 19 Nov 1914 SS - Johnson   EC
Johnson, Thomas P. 18 Feb 1866 28 Jul 1875 SS - [Owned all MSU farm at one time] Johnson (3)
Johnson, Thurman 6 Jun 1920 15 Jun 1922 SS S "Son of James & Lillie Johnson" Brown-Porter  EC
Johnson, Timothy A. 5 May 1974 24 Apr 1995 SS - Forest Lawn
Johnson, Tina Anice 8 Aug 1878 30 May 1928 SS W "Wife of M. S. Johnson" Lee
Johnson, Tom 1889 1969 TS H [Husband of Rozennie C. Johnson] Eldridge (1) 
Johnson, Troy 26 Oct 1934 26 Oct 1935 SS - Johnson (1)
Johnson, Twin - - - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Johnson, Twin - - - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Johnson, Valarie 1947 1948 SS - [#894] New Alfrey
Johnson, Valerie Lee 24 Feb 1947 8 Jan 1948 SS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Vena E. 1898 1930 DS W [Wife of John N. Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, Venice Ellis 13 May 1911 [                 ] DS W [of Bridges Johnson] M: 25 Jan 1930 Brown (1) 
Johnson, Verna 8 Apr 1879 5 Apr 1956 DS W [Wife of John E. Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Vicie 1884 1962 DS W [Charlie Johnson] Fultz
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Johnson, Virgie S. 18 Jul 1893 1963 [1969] DS W [of Rev. Rila A. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnson, Virginia 4 Dec 1888 18 Mar 1919 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Virginia - 1886 SS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Virginia 1882 1970 SS - Pine Hill
Johnson, W. B. 3 Nov 1835 21 May 1919 SS H [of Nancy J. Johnson] Johnson (4)
Johnson, W. Jasper 27 Jul 1868 10 Jul 1941 DS H [Husband of Alice T. Johnson] Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Wandalean [                ] 11 Mar 1950 SS - "Infant daug. of Harve & Zada Johnson" Tackett
Johnson, William Argus 4 Jul 1926 15 Jul 1994 DS H
[Husb of Betty Jean Johnson] "PFC US 
Army WWII" McDaniel   EC
Johnson, William Benjamin 18 Feb 1920 2 Mar 1973 TS - "Veteran WWII" [footstone] New Alfrey
Johnson, William Clayton 26 Jun 1929 12 Apr 1998 SS - [of Father, Morehead News 14 Apr 1998] Caudill (2)
Johnson, William Douglas 1915 1971 DS H [of Gladys C Johnson]"US Army WWII Brown (1) 
Johnson, William Henry 12 Nov 1855 1 Sep 1915 DS H [Husb. of Mary C. Johnson] New Alfrey
Johnson, William T. 1894 1979 SS H [Husb.of Ada Johnson] Lee
Johnson, Willie 7 Aug 1912 8 Mar 1970 SS - Bradley  CC
Johnson, Willie L. 1893 1945 SS - New Alfrey
Johnson, Wilma J. 26 Jul 1946 [                 ] SS - Mt. Pisgah
Johnson, Wm. Hobert 1877 1961 SS - Forest Lawn
Johnson, Zach R. 26 May 1870 16 Nov 1903 SS - [Next to George A. Johnson] Johnson (2)
Johnson, Zellia K 1910 1977 DS W [of Burley W. Johnson] Caudill (2)
Johnston, George A. - 2 Oct 1893 SS - "1st Lt. 45th BN VA Inf. C.S.A." Town
Johsnon, Carl Lloyd 1928 1929 SS - [#1469] [Next to Carl V. Johnson] New Alfrey
Jolley, J. C. Sr. 1935 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Wanda L. Jolley] Brown (1) 
Jolley, Wanda L. 1934 1975 DS W [Wife of J. C. Jolley Sr.]M:28 Nov 1957 Brown (1) 
Jones, (Infant) 11 Jan 1882 15 Jan 1882 SS S "Son of J. S. & V. J." New Alfrey
Jones, (Infant) 8 Jan 1884 14 Jan 1884 SS S "Son of J. S. & V. J." New Alfrey
Jones, A.V. 1 Dec 1910 1 Dec 1910 SS - Bowman
Jones, Adlai 1893 1968 SS - [buried next to Martha Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Albert "Sub" abt. 1861 [              ] SS [Hus. of Sabra Catherine Sparks Jones] Issac Jones
Jones, Alberta 11 Jun 1904 14 Jul 1980 DS W [Wife of Roscoe Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Amanda 09 Mar 1892 24 Aug 1970 SS - Mother DeHart (1)
Jones, Amanda Susan 13 Oct 1889 19 Dec 1955 SS - Lyon
Jones, Anderson 1904 1992 DS H [Husband of Louise Jones] New Sill
Jones, Andrew P. 1921 1996 DS H [Husb of  Reba L. Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Angel [                ] [                ] SS - New Sill
Jones, Angie P. 1934 [                ] DS [S2] Pernell
Jones, Anna 1875 1968 DS W [Wife of Ed. M. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Anna 1907 1980 DS W [Wife of Samuel Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Anna L. 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Willie L. Jones] Mt. Pisgah
Jones, Annie M. 27 Oct 1895 6 Jun 1976 DS W [Wife of John E. Johns] Lyon
Jones, Anthony Brian 16 Jun 1978 11 May 1996 SS - Pernell
Jones, Archie D. 1901 1956 DS - [Keep with Garland Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Attlee 1 Jan 1918 19 Oct 1946 SS - Lyon
Jones, Avo 29 Jan 1893 6 Jul 1921 SS W "Wife of Jessie Jones" Clearfield
Jones, Avonelle 11 Oct 1904 29 Jul 1905 SS D "Dau of J.W. & Nettie R. Jones" Siloam
Jones, Baby - - - - [Baby of Willard & Mandy Jones] Franklin
Jones, Ban T. 26 Jul 1915 1 Nov 1974 SS - [Next to W.G. Jones]"PFC Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Jones, Barbry 4 Jul 1828 29 Oct 1900 SS - New Alfrey
Jones, Beecher 24 Sep 1915 [                 ] SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, Bennie A. 1955 1979 SS S "Son" Clearfield
Jones, Bennie O. 1900 1977 DS H [Husb. of Hettie R. Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Bernice 24 Aug 1927 19 Jun 1980 SS - Jones (2)
Jones, Bessie Hargis 4 Feb 1904 8 Dec 1990 DS W [Wife of John S. Jones] M: 12/23/1922 James-Jones
Jones, Betty Lou 15 Oct 1937 15 Oct 1937 SS - Hayes Crossing 
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Jones, Buck 19 Dec 1932 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Josephine Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, C. Kaye 31 Jul 1948 6 Jan 1949 DS - [Keep with G. Matthew Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Calvin B. 20 Jun 1880 20 Dec 1920 DS H [of Mary S Jones] [Son of Flem Jones] Jones, Flem
Jones, Carmia Gregory 
Lewis Jones 11 Nov 1898 19 Apr 1984 DS W [Wife of Estill Lewis] Ditney 
Jones, Carrie (Cara) 10 Jun 1930 19 Jun 1930 DS S [Dau of John S. & Bessie (Hargis) Jones] Franklin
Jones, Casey 23 Nov 1924 10 May 1992 SS - Adams-Plank
Jones, Casey 30 Dec 1918 12 Dec 1988 DS H [Husb. of Marie Jones] Baldridge (1)
Jones, Charles 1892 1976 SS - "CPL US Army WWI" Purvis
Jones, Charles L. 18 Feb 1891 10 Oct 1976 SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, Chas. R. (Bobby) 1936 1988 DS H [Husb. of Dorothy P. Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Clarence 20 Jan 1890 9 Sep 1969 SS - Sardis
Jones, Clarence L. 1900 1974 DS H [Husb. of Nellie L. Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Clarence Paul 27 Aug 1911 11 Nov 1993 SS - "CPL US Army WWII" Manning  CC
Jones, Clate 23 Feb 1879 20 Jun 1909 SS - New Alfrey
Jones, Cleatis 9 Feb 1906 6 Jun 1979 SS - [Buried next to Mildred Leona Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Clell H. 2 Jan 1893 28 Feb 1987 SS - New Alfrey
Jones, Clell J. 18 Sep 1890 23 Oct 1971 DS H [Husb. of Lucy Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Clinton 29 Jul 1907 20 Nov 1990 DS H [Husb. of Jean Jones]"Cpl Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Jones, Clinton Fultz 1931 1968 DS S [Son of Willis & Lila Jones] Dillon (1) 
Jones, Clyde 26 Apr 1910 23 Jul 1989 DS H [Husband of Virgie M. Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, Coy [                ] [                ] SS - New Sill
Jones, Daisy 5 Jun 1903 12 Feb 1996 SS W [Wife of Howard Jones]"Wife & Mother Brown (1) 
Jones, Dallis E. 26 Feb 1937 11 Oct 1958 DS H [Husband of Madge L. Jones] Lyon
Jones, Danny W. 1954 1985 SS - Baldridge (1)
Jones, Darrell [8 Oct]1941 [7 Feb]1997 DS H [Husband of Verna Williams Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, David K. 1853 1915 TS H [Husband of Eliza A. Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, Davis B. 30 Dec 1895 04 Sep 1915 SS - Black-Trent
Jones, Delma G. 11 May 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ottis W. Jones] M:4 Jul 1939 Brown (1) 
Jones, Dennis Sherdian 23 Feb 1933 1947 SS - James-Jones
Jones, Derina [Bair] 7 Jan 1842 18 May 1916 SS - [Wife of W. F. Jones] Jones, Flem
Jones, Dillis Wright 1920 1986 SS - [Next to John V. Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Donald Eugene 20 Sep 1938 21 Sep 1938 SS S [Son of Beecher Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Donald Eugene 20 Sep 1938 21 Sep 1938 SS S [Son of Beecher Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Dorothy C. 1915 1964 DS W [Wife of Gilbert R. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Dorothy P. 1939 1996 DS W [Wife of Chas. R. Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Duane E. 24 Jun 1965 2 Nov 1965 SS - "Baby" Slaty Point
Jones, Dwight Dale 19 Jun 1945 7 Feb 1967 SS - "Ky SP4 362 Engineer Co, Vietnam, PH" James-Jones
Jones, Ed. M. 1878 1952 DS H [Husb. of Anna Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Eddie 15 Feb 1959 17 Sep 1978 SS - "SP 4, US Army" Pernell
Jones, Edith 1911 1985 DS W [Wife of Lige Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Effie 1925 1926 SS - Jones (2)
Jones, Effie B. 28 Jul 1893 17 Jul 1894 SS "Dau. of Mary Jones" Issac Jones
Jones, Eli 26 May 1894 29 Jun 1974 SS - Lyon
Jones, Elias P. 27 May 1857 8 Feb 1938 SS H [Husband of Nancy Elizabeth Jones] Lyon
Jones, Eliza A. 1860 1945 TS W [Wife of David K. Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, Elizabeth Crager 1902 1946 SS - Stewart
Jones, Elizabeth E. 10 Mar 1919 11 Nov 1957 DS - [Keep with Flossie K. Flanery] Brown (1) 
Jones, Elmer J. 24 May 1914 26 Aug 1960 SS - "Ky PVT Co. A 54 QMREGT WWII" Purvis
Jones, Emily [                 ] [                 ] SS W [Wife of John Jones] Parker (2)
Jones, Ernest 22 Jun 1927 10 Feb 1994 DS H
[Husb.of Peggy J. Jones] "BM2 US Navy 
Korea" Lee
Jones, Ernest 1916 1920 SS S "Our Son" [Next to Clell H. Jones] New Alfrey
Jones, Etha Fay 07 Jan 1919 02 Mar 1922 SS - Daughter of Virgie C. Jones Wagoner Corner
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Jones, Ethel 1927 1927 SS D "Infant" [Dau.of Tom & Nellie Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Ethel 1927 1927 SS D "Infant" [Dau.of Tom & Nellie Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Etta B. 1907 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, Eula [                ] [                ] SS - New Sill
Jones, Eva Lou Conley 6 Mar 1920 9 Feb 1998 DS W [Wife of George H Jones]M:7 Jun 1949 Brown (1) 
Jones, Eva May 6 Sep 1920 [                ] SS - "Daug. of Eli Jones" Lyon
Jones, Evaline 1875 1972 SS - New Sill
Jones, Florence 26 Jan 1881 27 Jun 1970 SS - Lyon
Jones, Frank Jun 1872 10 May 1955 SS H [Husb. of Marget Jones] Riddle
Jones, G. Matthew 11 Jan 1964 11 Jan 1964 DS - [Keep with C. Kaye Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Garland 1899 1983 DS - [Keep with Archie D. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Gary Lee 9 Jan 1941 19 Jun 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Rosemary Ramey Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, George H. 12 Dec 1916 26 Dec 1990 DS H [Husb. of Eva L Jones]"US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Jones, George W. 23 Jan 1878 5 Jul 1969 DS H [Husb. of Martha Jane Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Gertrude 1909 1957 SS - "Mother" Jones (2)
Jones, Gilbert R. 1915 1993 DS H [Husb. of Dorothy C. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Gordon L. Sr. 11 Jan 1923 27 Mar 1984 SS - [Military marker] WWII, Cpl. US Army Clearfield
Jones, Grant 14 Oct 1888 18 Nov 1949 SS S Son of Levi & Margaret Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Grant 14 Oct 1888 18 Nov 1949 SS S Son of Levi & Margaret Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Green B. 1862 1950 DS H [Husb. of Sallie M. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Hannah H. 1883 1968 SS - Caudill (1) 
Jones, Henry W. 14 Mar 1910 12 Apr 1911 SS S "Son of J.W. & N.R. Jones" Siloam
Jones, Hettie R. 1901 1988 DS W [Wife of Bennie O. Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Hezekiah "Kie" abt. 1845 abt. 1880 SS [Hus. of Ellen Cassity Jones] Issac Jones
Jones, Hildeeth Gay 19 Jul 1939 21 Apr 1943 SS - Lyon
Jones, Howard 6 Oct 1896 15 May 1978 SS H [Husb. of Daisy Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Howard Jr. 16 Feb 1930 6 Mar 1954 SS S [Next to Howard & Daisy Jones]"Son" Brown (1) 
Jones, Ida Mae 21 Oct 1867 3 Dec 1953 DS W [Wife of Rev. W. A. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Isaac 7 May 1858 28 Nov 1902 SS - New Alfrey
Jones, Isaac Newton 1821 27 May 1882 SS S
[Hus. of Nancy Jane McDaniel Jones; son of 
William & Sarah Jones] Issac Jones
Jones, Iven W. 27 Aug 1916 16 May 1920 SS S "Son of Alfred & Ida Jones, From Mother Clearfield
Jones, J.B. 7 May 1844 18 Mar 1914 SS - [Next to Nancy Jones] New Alfrey
Jones, James D. 12 Feb 1859 21 Mar 1920 SS - Lyon
Jones, James H. 1907 1944 SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, Jean 1937 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Clinton Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Jerry Runner 1927 1951 SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, Jim 1856 1936 SS - Caudill (1) 
Jones, John 1845 1899 SS H [Hus of Emily Jones] Parker (2)
Jones, John E. 2 Jun 1893 10 Jan 1980 DS H [Husband of Annie M. Jones] Lyon
Jones, John H. 4 Nov 1921 10 Jul 1943 SS - Poston
Jones, John Paul 24 Mar 1933 8 Aug 1936 SS - Lyon
Jones, John Sanford 21 Jul 1902 2 Oct 1972 DS H [Husband of Bessie (Hargis) Jones] James-Jones
Jones, John V. 1914 1979 SS - [Next to Dillis Jones]"US Air Force" Forest Lawn
Jones, John W. 5 Jun 1885 28 Feb 1967 SS H [Husb. of Nettie R. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Johnie 25 Oct 1890 27 Jun 1948 SS - "Ky CPL 5 Co. Coast Arty WWI" Purvis
Jones, Joseph 1944 1972 SS - Baldridge (1)
Jones, Josephine 20 Oct 1931 15 Aug 1982 DS W [Wife of Buck Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Junior 8 Aug 1930 27 Jan 1966 SS - Lyon
Jones, L. S. (Ollie) 12 Dec 1915 21 Sep 1987 SS - Clearfield
Jones, Lana L. 1928 1985 DS [S2] Pernell
Jones, Larry Dale 13 Oct 1961 18 Aug 1989 SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, Lee 9 Apr 1901 6 Feb 1978 DS H
[Husb of Ruby Manning Jones] "Wed 16 
Apr 1924" Manning  CC
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Jones, Lella Mae Craig 23 Jul 1916 26 Jan 1996 SS - [Next to Lloyd A. Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Lenord Levi 22 Nov 1924 22 May 1926 SS S [Son of Tom & Nellie Jarrells Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Lenord Levi 22 Nov 1924 22 May 1926 SS S [Son of Tom & Nellie Jarrells Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Leona B. 17 May 1918 25 Nov 1922 SS D "Dau of Merita & Lilly McClain Jones" Clearfield
Jones, Leonard - - - - [Son of Adali & Martha Jones] 13 yrs old Franklin
Jones, Leonia - - Bowman
Jones, Levi W. 1860 1925 DS H
[Wife of Margaret Jones; Son of Isaac 
Newton Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Levi W. 1860 1925 DS H
[Wife of Margaret Jones; Son of Isaac 
Newton Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Lige 1901 1993 DS H [Husb. of Edith Jones]M: 25 May 1928 Brown (1) 
Jones, Lila [Pernell Fultz] 1907 1965 DS M
[Mother of Clinton Jones; Wife of  #1 Willis 
Fultz & #2 William Martin Jones] Dillon (1) 
Jones, Lillie 1894 1977 SS - [Next to Sam & Mona Jones Kidd] Forest Lawn
Jones, Lloyd A. 1913 1993 SS - [Next to Lella Mae Jones]"WWII, Korea Forest Lawn
Jones, Lola 15 Dec 1912 [Living] DS W [Wife of Millard Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, Lonnie E. 1931 1931 SS S "Russell & Annis Jones" Ditney 
Jones, Lou 1877 1966 SS - "At Rest" Caudill (1) 
Jones, Loue E. 1880 1915 DS W [Wife of William H. Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, Louisa 1864 1957 SS - Purvis
Jones, Louise 1908 1968 DS W [Wife of Anderson Jones] New Sill
Jones, Lucy 6 Nov 1892 1 Aug 1994 DS W [Wife of Clell J. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Luther 14 Oct 1917 22 May 1945 SS - [Next to WM&ML Jones]"Inf Bn WWII" Brown (1) 
Jones, Lyman "Leeman"                           abt. 1842 abt. 1850 SS Issac Jones
Jones, Lymon B. 24 Sep 1915 [                ] DS H [husb of Velva D. Jones] Conn (2) 
Jones, Madge L. 10 Dec 1938 10 Oct 1958 DS W [Wife of Dallas E. Jones] Lyon
Jones, Malcolm Leroy 23 Sep 1920 16 Aug 1997 SS - "TEC 4 US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Jones, Margaret [Barnett] 1864 1960 DS W [Wife of Levi Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Margaret [Barnett] 1864 1960 DS W [Wife of Levi Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, Marget 7 May 1871 10 Apr 1913 SS W "Wife of Frank Jones" Riddle
Jones, Marie 14 Aug 1921 [                   ] DS W [Wife of Cassey Jones] Baldridge (1)
Jones, Marion 29 Jan 1874 22 Nov 1948 SS H [Husband of Minnie Jones] Bowman
Jones, Mark Douglas 29 Jan 1957 27 Feb 1990 SS - Forest Lawn
Jones, Marta Denise - - SS - [#287] New Alfrey
Jones, Martha 1899 1973 SS - [buried next to Adlai Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Martha 27 Sep 1865 5 Jan 1927 SS W "Wife of William Jones" Trumbo   CC
Jones, Martha Jane 19 Jun 1891 [                 ] DS W [Wife of George W. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Mary 11 Jan 1928 [                 ] SS - Clearfield
Jones, Mary [                 ] [                 ] - - Hayes Crossing 
Jones, Mary Katherine 22 Jan 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Raymond Earl Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Mary L. 15 Apr 1872 12 Apr 1868 SS W [Wife of W. M. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Mary S. 14 Oct 1879 11 Mar 1919 DS W [Wife of Calvin B. Jones] Jones, Flem
Jones, Maud 13 Jun 1905 25 Jun 1928 SS W [R.W. Jones] Hogtown
Jones, Maude Jewel 23 Feb 1917 27 Sep 1995 SS - Purvis
Jones, Maudie L. 25 Feb 1884 23 Apr 1913 SS - "Wife of Willie Jones" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Jones, May 29 Jul 1872 9 Apr 1919 SS - Bowman
Jones, Mayme 7 Apr 1921 2 Jan 1923 SS D "Dau of Ora Jones" Trumbo   CC
Jones, Melva J. [Skaggs] 29 Mar 1904 5 Nov 1964 DS W [Wife of Trubie C. Jones] Crix Cemetery:
Jones, Merida 8 May 1894 9 May 1960 SS S "Son of Frank & Margaret Riddle Jones" Clearfield
Jones, Mildred Faye [26 Mar 1914][23 Nov 1999] New Alfrey
Jones, Mildred Leona 18 May 1927 12 May 1946 SS - [Buried next to Cleatis Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Millard 1 Feb 1905 21 Jan 1975 DS H [Husband of Lola Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, Minnie 27 Jun 1874 4 Mar 1935 SS W [Wife of Marion Jones] Bowman
Jones, Minnie F. 1898 1964 SS - Clearfield
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Jones, Nancy 17 Mar 1848 12 Jan 1927 SS - New Alfrey
Jones, Nancy 1902 1902 SS - [#278][Next to a Nancy Jones b. 1848] New Alfrey
Jones, Nancy Elizabeth 21 Dec 1866 9 Dec 1935 SS W "Mother, wife of Elias P. Jones" Lyon
Jones, Nancy J. 4 Jul 1865 18 Nov 1941 SS - Lyon
Jones, Nancy McDaniels 1824 14 Jan 1914 SS - [Nancy Jane] Wife of Isaac N. Jones] Lyon
Jones, Nellie [ Jarrells] 1899 1977 SS W [wife of Thomas Jones] "Mother" Lowe
Jones, Nellie Ferguson 4 Jun 1941 9 Jan 1992 SS - [Next to Chas & Dorothy Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Nellie L. 1903 1977 DS W [Wife of Clarence L. Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Nettie Mae Riddle 17 Dec 1904 26 Jul 1994 DS W
[W.of Robert Jones] [Dau. of Nathan & 
Mary Elizabeth Brown Riddle] Jones (2)
Jones, Nettie R. 19 Feb 1888 26 Jan 1971 SS W [Wife of John W. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Nora 1901 1994 DS W [Wife of Tilman Jones] Caudill (1) 
Jones, Oda Ralstin 7 Aug 1878 18 Apr 1901 SS W
"Wife of Rollie Jones, dau. of John & Clara 
Ralstin" Slaty Point
Jones, Ora Rose 26 Sep 1961 27 Sep 1961 SS D [Dau of Pete & Lodemia Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Otis 1946 1964 SS - Baldridge (1)
Jones, Ottis W. 26 Oct 1913 25 Feb 1973 DS H [Husb. of Delma G. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Peggy J. 9 Jul 1931 29 Dec 1988 DS W [Wife of Ernest Jones] Lee
Jones, Posey - - - "Sawed blue stone" Bowman
Jones, Ralph Everett 1901 1961 SS - Stewart
Jones, Raymond 19 Nov 1914 3 Dec 1914 SS - New Alfrey
Jones, Raymond Earl 17 May 1921 6 Jan 1997 DS H [Husb. of Mary K. Jones]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Jones, Reba L. 1929 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Andrew P. Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Rev. W. A. 5 May 1856 14 Mar 1942 DS H [Husb. of Ida Mae Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Robert 1947 1976 SS - Baldridge (1)
Jones, Robert Lee 20 Apr 1903 20 Apr 1991 DS H
[Hus.of Nettie Jones, son of Willie & Lou 
Foster Jones] "M: 11 Feb 1926" Jones (2)
Jones, Ronald 31 Aug 1944 [                ] SS S "Son of Millard & Lola Jones" Jones (2)
Jones, Rosa 1892 1956 SS - Purvis
Jones, Rosa M. 1906 1992 DS W [Wife of Walter A. Jones] Lyon
Jones, Roscoe 25 Feb 1899 9 Oct 1968 DS H [Husb of  Alberta Jones] Clearfield
Jones, Ruby 1910 1949 SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, Ruby [Manning] 14 Dec 1906 12 Sep 1984 DS W [Wife of Lee Jones; dau of Polly Manning] Manning  CC
Jones, Russell W. 3 Mar 1891 11 Jun 1975 SS - [Father of Lonnie Jones]"WW1 PVT" Ditney 
Jones, Sadie 18 Jun 1920 11 Jun 1921 SS - Riddle
Jones, Sallie M. 1867 1941 DS W [Wife of Green B. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Samuel 1900 1972 DS H [Husb. of Anna Jones] Forest Lawn
Jones, Sarah 1873 1930 SS - Jones (2)
Jones, Sarah Love Debord 26 May 1864 7 Jun 1934 SS W [Wife of Wm. M. Jones] Franklin
Jones, Stanfield 29 Dec 1829 22 Jun 1890 SS - Purvis
Jones, Tersey J. 8 Dec 1865 28 Dec 1887 SS W "Wife of David Jones" Slaty Point
Jones, Thomas 1887 1970 SS H [husb. of Nellie Jones] "Father" Lowe
Jones, Thos. 12 Jan 1829 6 Oct 1913 SS - "301 Inf.U.S.A. supply Co." Purvis
Jones, Tilman 1904 1985 DS H [Husband of Nora Jones] Caudill (1) 
Jones, Timothy E [                ] [                ] PLQ - Pernell
Jones, Trella Fay 26 Jun 1939 25 Nov 1939 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Jones, Trubie C. 14 Jul 1896 20 Jun 1970 DS H [Husband of Melva J. Skaggs, Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Jones, Velma L. 22 Feb 1925 7 Nov 1926 SS D "Dau of Lee & Ruby L. Jones" Manning  CC
Jones, Velva D. 25 Dec 1919 5 Aug 1970 DS W [wife of Lymon B. Jones] Conn (2) 
Jones, Verna Williams 1947 [                ] DS W [Wife of Darrell Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, Virgie Alice 28 Dec 1893 27 Dec 1924 SS - Wagoner Corner
Jones, Virgie E. 27 Mar 1911 30 Apr 1994 SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, Virgie M. 11 Oct 1917 [                ] DS W [Wife of Clyde M. Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, Virgil 28 Mar 1907 30 Oct 1911 SS S [Son of Robin & Boone Cornette Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
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Jones, Virgil 28 Mar 1907 30 Oct 1911 SS S [Son of Robin & Boone Cornette Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Jones, W. Allen 1900 1946 SS - Brown (1) 
Jones, W. M. 7 Apr 1870 6 Jun 1954 SS H [Husb. of Mary L. Jones Brown (1) 
Jones, Walter A. 1892 1971 DS H "Husband of Rosa M. Jones] PFC WWI" Lyon
Jones, Walter Clayton 4 Jan 1937 7 Dec 1997 PLQ - Slaty Point
Jones, Wilford Ellis 28 Mar 1926 18 Mar 1964 SS - James-Jones
Jones, Wilford G. 1909 1949 SS - [Next to Ban T. Jones] Brown (1) 
Jones, Willard 14 Dec 1933 14 Dec 1933 SS - Butts
Jones, Willard H. 1916 1943 SS - "By the garce of God we are saved" Caudill (1) 
Jones, Willard J. 29 Nov 1933 22 Dec 1991 SS - "PFC US Army" Brown (1) 
Jones, William 1865 1943 SS H [Husb of Martha Jones] Trumbo   CC
Jones, William Glendon 24 Jul 1927 14 Oct 1930 DS B [Son of John S & Bessie (Hargis) Jones] Franklin
Jones, William H. 1878 1965 DS H [Husband of Louie E. Jones] Jones (2)
Jones, William Harvey 10 Mar 1896 7 Mar 1955 SS - [funeral home marker] Franklin
Jones, William Martin 24 Mar 1872 16 Jun 1950 SS H [Husband of Sarah Love (Debord) Jones] Franklin
Jones, Willie F. 9 Sep 1889 17 Apr 1944 SS - Lyon
Jones, Willie L. 1915 1977 DS H [Husband of Anna L. Jones] Mt. Pisgah
Jones, Wilma Hall 29 Jul 1917 28 Dec 1985 SS - [Next to Homer Hall] Brown (1) 
Jones, Wm Ed [                ] [                ] SS - New Sill
Jones1: Burial verified by Corda Foster. Relationship and dates verified by Howard Crose Jones (1)
Jordan, Burkley 5 Feb 1918 6 Jul 1919 SS S "Son of C or G. & L. Logan" Logan  CC
Jordan, Chester G. 12 Sep 1916 11 Sep 1937 SS S "Son of Charles & Lizzie Jordan" Purvis
Jordan, Della 3 Apr 1896 19 Jun 1930 DS W [Wife of Hiram M. Jordan] Logan  CC
Jordan, Fanny 2 Aug 1858 - DS W "Wife of George Jordan" Purvis
Jordan, Frederick 12 Feb 1926 4 Jul 1927 SS S "Son of Hiram & Della Jordan" Logan  CC
Jordan, George 15 Jan 1856 13 Jun 1932 DS H [Husb. of Fanny Jordan] Purvis
Jordan, George W. 20 Jun 1914 8 Apr 1918 SS S "Son of Charles & Lizzie Jordan" Purvis
Jordan, Hiram M. 3 Aug 1893 22 Mar 1982 DS H [Husb of Della Jordan] Logan  CC
Jordan, Iga 10 Feb 1918 10 Feb 1918 SS D "Dau of Hiram & Della Jordan" Logan  CC
Jordan, Jack Daniel 13 Aug 1928 7 Nov 1994 DS H
[Husb of Rita Frances Jordan] "Married 
12/22/1979, PVT US Army" Scaggs   FC
Jordan, Rita Frances 14 Oct 1949 [                ] DS W "Wife of Jack Daniel [Jordan]" Scaggs   FC
Jordan, Ruth Ann 9 Jun 1950 9 Jun 1950 SS D "Dau of Mr & Mrs Ernest Jordan" Logan  CC
Joyner, Harold J. 1916 1979 SS - "Sgt. US Marines, WWII" Jones (2)
Joyner, John Harold 8 Nov 1971 1 Aug 1993 SS S
"S.of Craig [Allen] & Betty [Jayne Casey] 
Joyner" Jones (2)
Joyner, Leah Michelle 25 Mar 1959 21 Jan 1971 SS D "Daug. of Jo & Gladys Perkins Joyner" Jones (2)
Justice, Aroll J. [James] 1920 25 Feb1986 DS H [Husb. of Clara Belle Cobbs Justice] Brown (1) 
Justice, Clara B. [Belle 
Cobbs] [17 Aug]1930 15 Mar 2000 DS W [Wife of Aroll James Justice] Brown (1) 
Justice, Francis M. 8 Jun 1912 [                ] SS - Lee
Justice, Isabelle S. 1908 1943 SS - "Our Loving Mother" Quesinberry (2)
Justice, Jerry 1945 1997 SS - Forest Lawn
Justice, Jerry R. 25 Feb 1945 16 Jun 1997 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Justice, Kenneth 3 Jun 1940 23 Aug 1985 SS - "Husband of Posetta Justice" Cranston
Justice, Matthew - 16 Feb 1966 SS - Blankenbeckler EC
Justice, Nannie Patrick 3 Dec 1914 20 Sep 1979 SS - Lee
Kaisner, Melvin C. 15 Jun 1927 9 Sep 1984 SS Bowman
Kautz, Aubrey E. Sr. 1909 1989 DS H [Husb. of Eula V. Kautz] Forest Lawn
Kautz, Aubrey Jr. 12 Oct 1931 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Donna Jean Kautz] Brown (1) 
Kautz, Donna Jean 21 Jul 1934 13 Sep 1990 DS W [of Aubrey Kautz Jr]  M: 12 Feb 1955 Brown (1) 
Kautz, Eula V. 1911 1967 DS W [Wife of Aubrey E. Kautz Sr.] Forest Lawn
Keaton, Anna 1866 1937 SS - Trumbo   CC
Keaton, Charlotte E. 1941 1946 SS - Hargett   CC
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Keaton, Christine 1919 1949 SS - Caudill (4)
Keaton, Denvil 1929 1975 SS - Hargett   CC
Keaton, Gary W. 1947 1948 SS - Hargett   CC
Keaton, Joseph 4 Jul 1873 19 Nov 1949 DS H [Husb of Tilda Margarett Keaton] Hargett   CC
Keaton, Ruby L. 1917 [                ] DS W [Wife of Willard H. Keaton] Hargett   CC
Keaton, Tilda Margarett 14 Jul 1864 20 Oct 1931 DS W [Wife of Joseph Keaton] Hargett   CC
Keaton, Vesta Ethel 1899 1929 SS - "Mother" Hargett   CC
Keaton, Willard H. 1915 1962 DS H [Husb of Ruby L. Keaton] Hargett   CC
Keaton, Willie Anderson 1892 1951 SS - Hargett   CC
Keeton, Baby - 6 Mar 1962 SS - Clearfield
Keeton, Billie Woodson 29 Jun 1934 22 Jan 1935 SS - Lee
Keeton, Charles 1880 1952 SS - Lee
Keeton, Charlie 18 Sep 1930 18 Sep 1933 SS - [Next to Vince P. Keeton] Clearfield
Keeton, Chester A. 1911 1982 DS H [Husband of Cleo H. Keeton] Rose
Keeton, Cleo H. 1918 [Living] DS W [Wife of Chester A. Keeton] Rose
Keeton, Clyde H. 1908 1982 DS H [Husb. of Nellie J. Keeton] Forest Lawn
Keeton, Dolly 20 Oct 1941 8 Feb __ SS - [year date of death unreadable] Clearfield
Keeton, Edward 1915 1915 SS - Lee
Keeton, Elizabeth 7 Apr 1918 30 Jan 1973 SS - Clearfield
Keeton, Ellen 1885 1965 DS W [Wife of Paris Keeton] Hamilton
Keeton, Emma Nickell 1876 1962 SS - Lee
Keeton, Gladys 3 Mar 1909 2 Jun 1994 SS - Brown (1) 
Keeton, H. M. 7 Mar 1858 8 Jan 1886 SS - [birth month may be Nov] Town
Keeton, Hattie Mae 1905 1909 SS - Lee
Keeton, James W. 20 Dec 1850 29 Sep 1887 - - Town
Keeton, Jimmy R. 28 Apr 1943 17 Jul 1943 SS - Hamilton
Keeton, John P. 19 Feb 1854 23 Aug 1910 DS H [Husb. of Mollie Keeton] Lee
Keeton, John Robert 1948 1995 PLK - Hamilton
Keeton, Laura 1890 1967 DS W [Wife of Wallace Keeton] Caudill (1) 
Keeton, Marey H. 10 Oct 1852 26 Jan 1881 SS - "wife of James Keeton" Baldridge (2)
Keeton, Mollie 17 Mar 1858 24 May 1945 DS W [Wife of John P. Keeton] Lee
Keeton, Nellie J. 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Clyde H. Keeton] Forest Lawn
Keeton, Paris 1896 1977 DS H [Husb of Ellen Keeton] Hamilton
Keeton, Robert 10 Oct 1915 21 Nov 1976 SS - Hamilton
Keeton, Robert Kindell 12 Apr 1932 16 Mar 1983 SS - Clearfield
Keeton, Vince Pug 1926 1990 MKR - Clearfield
Keeton, W. B. 1893 1954 SS - Caudill (1) 
Keeton, Wallace 1877 1947 DS H [Husband of Laura Keeton] Caudill (1) 
Keeys, Arthur Lovell 1931 1950 SS - Coffey-Riddle
Keeys, Hattie M. Gee 15 Feb 1903 8 Feb 1992 DS W [Wife of Luther Keeys]"M:1 Dec 1948" Clearfield
Keeys, Lena Rivers 1898 1948 SS - Coffey-Riddle
Keeys, Luther 5 May 1900 24 Feb 1987 DS H [Husb of  Hattie M. Gee Keeys] Clearfield
KEG1: 2 stones with marbles around them, names not readable Kegley
Kegley, Arlene 1935 [                ] DS W [Wife of Curtis Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Ballard J. 17 Jan 1896 24 Sep 1951 SS H
[Hus.of Dora Kegley] KY PVT 51 INF 6 
DIV WWI Kegley
Kegley, Ben 27 Nov 1874 20 Oct 1955 SS Kegley, John   EC
Kegley, Charles 21 Apr 1942 21 Apr 1942 SS S "James L. & Dessie Kegley" Caudill (2)
Kegley, Charles. F. [Forrest] 1906 1960 DS H [Husb. of Lourraine B. Barker Kegley] Forest Lawn
Kegley, Charley B. 1889 1971 DS H [of Malinda Kegley] Caudill (2)
Kegley, Columbia Bragg 10 Feb 1907 22 Jul 1983 DS - [Keep with Kenneth John Kegley] Kegley   EC
Kegley, Curtis 1934 1956 DS H [H.of Arlene Kegley, S. of Harve Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Della 1903 1991 SS - [Daug. of Walter Crose] Crix Cemetery:
Kegley, Dessie 26 May 1909 24 Aug 1994 DS W [Wife of Lester Kegley] Brown (1) 
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Kegley, Dessie [Eldridge] 1917 [               ] DS W [of James Luther Kegley] Caudill (2)
Kegley, Dianna 1964 1964 SS - [Daughter of Chester & Eva Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Dora Lee 24 Feb 1903 21 Jan 1991 DS GM [Grandmother of Helen D. Kegley] Lyon
Kegley, Elbertia 20 Dec 1922 20 Dec 1922 SS "Son of Ballard & Dora L. Kegley" Kegley
Kegley, Eldon 6 May 1937 22 Apr 1938 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Everett - 1927 - H [Husb of Susan Conley Kegley] Conley (2) 
Kegley, Frank 12 Feb 1889 11 Sep 1908 SS S "Son of Gordon & Wife Kegley" Lee
Kegley, George 5 Jan 1877 5 Aug 1959 SS Kegley, John   EC
Kegley, Granvill M. 25 Sep 1894 10 Aug 1923 SS Catron   EC
Kegley, Harve 14 Jan 1891 12 Dec 1970 DS H Husband of Thursday M. Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Harvey A. 2 Apr 1894 6 Sep 1979 DS H [of Tabitha A. Kegley] "PVT US Army" Caudill (2)
Kegley, Helen D. 18 Oct 1948 25 Sep 1971 DS GD [Granddaughter of Dora Lee Kegey] Lyon
Kegley, Infant Boy - 5 Oct 1976 SS - Kegley   EC
Kegley, J. H. Harve 1893 1974 SS H [Husb. of Martha A. Kegley] Brown (1) 
Kegley, Jack J. 1925 1985 SS H [of Jean S Kegley]"...US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Kegley, James 21 Apr 1942 21 Apr 1942 SS S "Mr & Mrs James Kegley" Caudill (2)
Kegley, James A. 31 Jul 1927 2 Feb 1929 SS S "Harvey A. & Tabitha A. Kegley" Caudill (2)
Kegley, James Bias 10 May 1892 19 Mar 1956 SS [borther of Ballard Kegley] Kegley
Kegley, James Luther 1913 1960 DS H [of Dessie Kegley] "M:9/18/1936" Caudill (2)
Kegley, James R. 20 Jan 1920 26 Aug 1921 SS S "Son of J. H. & Martha Kegley" Eagle Hall  CC
Kegley, Jean S. 4 Jul 1928 5 May 1994 SS W [Wife of Jack J. Kegley] Brown (1) 
Kegley, John 1853 1903 DS Kegley, John   EC
Kegley, John R.[Robert] 1861 1944 DS H [Husband of Mary M. Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Jordan 1894 1940 SS - Rowe   EC
Kegley, Kenneth John 6 Jan 1911 29 Sep 1967 DS - [Keep with Columbia Bragg Kegley] Kegley   EC
Kegley, Lacy S. 1895 1987 SS - [Next to Mary E. Kegley] Brown (1) 
Kegley, Larry Chester 9 May 1952 9 Jan 1953 SS - [Son of Chester & Iva Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Lester 23 Aug 1903 25 May 1981 DS H [Husb. of Dessie Kegley] Brown (1) 
Kegley, Lou Kendall 21 Jul 1881 13 Mar 1950 SS Kegley, John   EC
Kegley, Lourraine Belle 
Baker 12 Mar 1908 7 Oct 1998 DS W [Wife of Chas. F. [Forest] Kegley] Forest Lawn
Kegley, Lovirda 8 Jan 1959 17 Jan 1959 MKR " 9 days old" Kegley
Kegley, Lovirdia 1924 1980 SS [son of Ballard & Dora Holbrook Kegley] Kegley
Kegley, Lucy M. Mabry 13 Sep 1914 19 Oct 1995 DS W [wife of William Thomas Kegley] Kegley-Mabry   EC
Kegley, Lydia 1861 1944 DS Kegley, John   EC
Kegley, Malinda 1881 1937 DS W [of Charley B. Kegley] Caudill (2)
Kegley, Martha A. 1898 1982 SS W [Wife of J. H. Harve Kegley] Brown (1) 
Kegley, Marvin Carol 2 Apr 1918 20 Jan 1963 SS - "Tenn S2 USNR WWII" Rowe   EC
Kegley, Mary E. 1866 1942 SS - [Next to Lacy S. Kegley] Brown (1) 
Kegley, Mary M [Clark] 1865 1958 DS W [Wife of John R. Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Mavis M. 15 Aug 1915 - DS W [Wife of William R. Kegley] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Kegley, Nancy Inez 14 Aug 1926 3 Sep 1999 PLQ W/M Forest Lawn
Kegley, Naomi Mae Sep 1928 [               ] DS W [of Ora Vernon Kegley] Caudill (2)
Kegley, Noah 1898 1980 SS - [Son of John R. & Mary Clark Black] Crix Cemetery:
Kegley, One to Three - - - C
[Believed childdren of Everett & Susan 
Kegley] Conley (2) 
Kegley, Ora Vernon Dec 1921 Jul 1973 DS H [of Naomi Mae Kegley] Caudill (2)
Kegley, Otie 1913 1971 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Ottie M. Kegley 26 Jan 1919 14 Feb 1998 PLK W [Wife of Milt Pennington] Pennington 
Kegley, Paul Lee 1918 1941 SS - Rowe   EC
Kegley, Perry R. 29 Mar 1904 4 Jan 1977 SS - Rowe   EC
Kegley, Robert 30 May 1935 [30 May 1935] SS S [Son of Harve & Thursday Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Sandra Sue 30 Nov 1946 3 Dec 1947 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Lester Kegley" Mabry Hill
Kegley, Susan Conley - - - W [Wife of Everett Kegley] Conley (2) 
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Kegley, Tabitha A. 8 May 1900 30 Dec 1965 DS W [of Harvey A. Kegley] Caudill (2)
Kegley, Thomas Everett 6 Apr 1900 11 Aug 1946 DS H [Husb. of Rebecca Kegley Cox] Brown (1) 
Kegley, Thursday M. 14 Aug 1900 14 Jul 1973 DS W [Wife of Harve Kegley]M:10/7/1916 Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, Verna Trent 23 Feb 1929 19 Mar 1987 SS - Trent, Elick 
Kegley, Vernia S. 9 Jun 1921 30 Jan 1939 SS D "Harvey A. & Tabitha Kegley] Caudill (2)
Kegley, Vernon Ray 22 Jul 1925 18 Dec 1957 SS S [Harve & Thursday Kegley] CPL WWII Kegley-Nickell
Kegley, William R. 28 Jun 1913 28 Jul 1977 DS H [Husb of Mavis M. Kegley] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Kegley, William Thomas 10 Jun 1901 14 Feb 1941 DS H [Husb of Lucy M.Kegley; old SS by tree] Kegley-Mabry   EC
KEGN1:  Sarah Jane Sublett is the Daug. of John Robert & Mary Clark Black Kegley, Kegley-Nickell
KEGN1:  the daughter of John Bailey & Martha Ann Riddle Clark Black. Kegley-Nickell
Kelley, Emmie [                  ] 1908 SS
"__e 23" [perhaps Age 23?][Mother of Flora 
Smedley] Smedley
Kelley, Naoma 1 Oct 1837 22 Mar 1907 SS W "Wife of John Kelley Sr." Caudill (4)
Kelley, Rufus 2 Oct 1900 1 Oct 1901 SS S "Son of W. A. & Wife Kelley" Lee
Kelley, Virginia 12 ___ 1890 22 May 1897 DS D "Daughter of Oscar & Belle Kelly" Hamilton
Kellner, Virginia Alfrey 2 Feb 1921 1 Sep 1968 SS - Brown (1) 
Kelly, Audra C. 2 Jul 1933 [                ] DS W [Wife of Ollie E. Kelly] Fultz, Banney  CC
Kelly, Baby - - SS C "Baby of Noah & Minnie Kelly" Eagle Hall  CC
Kelly, Charles 1888 [                 ] SS - Forest Lawn
Kelly, Gervie J. 30 Jun 1910 23 Nov 1967 DS W [Wife of H.(Henry) Emerson Kelly] Lee
Kelly, Girvia Caskey 1899 1992 SS - Brown (1) 
Kelly, Grace 28 Aug 1898 1 Sep 1898 SS D "Daug. of J. B. & Alice Kelly" Lee
Kelly, H. [Henry] Emerson 21 Jan 1914 3 Mar 1999 DS H [Husb.of Gervie J. Kelly] Lee
Kelly, Hannah 14 Oct 1862 18 Feb 1892 DS W "Wife of James  E. Kelly" Hamilton
Kelly, Infant Son 27 Sep 1897 27 Sep 1897 SS S "Son of J. B. & Alice Kelly" Lee
Kelly, James E. 22 Mar 1852 11 May 1920 SS H [Husb of Hannah Kelly] Hamilton
Kelly, John 1895 1968 DS H [Husb. of Mabel Kelly] Forest Lawn
Kelly, John 11 Jun 1830 18 Feb 1917 SS H [Husb of Nancy Kelly] Hamilton
Kelly, Mabel 1896 1993 DS W [Wife of John Kelly] Forest Lawn
Kelly, Mollie 12 ___ 1890 2 Nov 1898 DS D "Daughter of Oscar & Belle Kelly" Hamilton
Kelly, Nancy 18 May 1832 17 Jul 1891 SS W "Wife of John Kelly" Hamilton
Kelly, Nancy Ann 12 Apr 1890 22 Jun 1892 DS D "Daughter of Hannah & James E. Kelly" Hamilton
Kelly, Noah D. - - SS S "Son of Noah & Minnie Kelly" Eagle Hall  CC
Kelly, Ollie E. 6 Feb 1937 [                ] DS H [Husb of Audra C. Kelly] Fultz, Banney  CC
Kelly, Ophelia 15 Apr 1916 [                ] SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Kelly, Phillis Ann 29 Sep 1939 10 Jan 1941 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Geo. Kelly" Hayes Crossing 
Kelly, Sarah Belle 27 Oct 1877 31 Mar 1965 SS W [Wife of William Austin Kelly] Brown (1) 
Kelly, William Austin 18 Apr 1872 9 Oct 1943 SS H [Husb. of Sarah Belle Kelly] Brown (1) 
KELS1: Unmarked (4) in a row Kelsey
KELS2: Reported by family (1) is Effie Medley, John Kelsey's sister, (1) is Earl Medley, son of Effie Medley, Kelsey
KELS3: (1) is Irene Kelsey, daughter of John & Lucy Kelsey, died at age at 3 yr old] Kelsey
Kelsey, Bessie [Early 1900's] [Early 1900's] SS D [Dau of John & Lucy Kelsey] Kelsey
Kelsey, Corda Cooper 1932 [                ] DS W [Wife of John T. Kelsey] M: 8/4/1948 Cranston
Kelsey, Estill Earl [Early 1900's] [Early 1900's] SS S [Son of John & Lucy Kelsey] Kelsey
Kelsey, Gracie [Early 1900's] [Early 1900's] SS D [Dau of John & Lucy Kelsey] Kelsey
Kelsey, Ida - - SS - Kelsey
Kelsey, John Henry 16 Jul 1906 28 May 1963 DS H [Husb. of Nola May Kelsey] Cranston
Kelsey, John Henry [About 1877] [29 Aug 1956] SS H
[Husb of Lucy Kelsey]"78 yrs, 9 mo, 16 
days] Kelsey
Kelsey, John Tildon 1931 1985 DS H [Husb. of Corda Cooper Kelsey] Cranston
Kelsey, Johnny Frank 14 Mar 1935 31 Jan 1988 SS - Kelsey
Kelsey, Larry Dean, LK [                ] [                ] SS S [Son of Walter & Ida A. Kelsey] Kelsey
Kelsey, Lucy Organ Conley [About 1883] [28 Dec 1956] SS W
[Wife of John Henry Henry Kelsey ]"73 yrs, 
7 mo, 4 days" Kelsey
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Kelsey, Nola May 23 Feb 1906 22 Nov 1972 DS W [Wife of John Henry Kelsey] Cranston
Kelsey, Omer Gene 14 Aug 1942 5 Nov 1963 SS S [Son of Walter & Ida A. Kelsey] Kelsey
Kelsey, Wayne 5 Sep 1953 28 Dec 1953 SS S [Son of Walter & Ida A. Kelsey] Kelsey
Kelsey, Willie C. 6 Apr 1909 12 Dec 1965 DS H [Zona E. Kelsey] "PFC 519 Engr WWII" Kelsey
Kelsey, Zona E. [Elizabeth 
Brown] 30 Jan 1916 3 May 1993 DS W [Willie C. Kelsey] Kelsey
Kendall, Dallas 1925 1926 SS - Community
Kendall, David A. 21 Sep 1859 20 Jun 1892 DS - Ditney 
Kendall, Erna V. 1902 1973 DS W [Wife of Lester D. Kendall] Forest Lawn
Kendall, Henry A. 1857 1912 SS - Community
Kendall, Lester D. 1905 1975 DS H [Husb. of Erna V. Kendall] Forest Lawn
Kendall, Lester V. 1922 1978 SS - [Next to Lester D & Erna Kendall] Forest Lawn
Kennard, Nettie 1890 1974 DS W [Wife of Noah E. Kennard] Lee
Kennard, Noah E. 1884 1971 DS H [Husb. of Nettie Kennard] Lee
Kennedy, Estill 14 Nov 1912 26 Oct 1999 PLQ H/F/S[son of Filmore & Lee McDavid Kennedy] Brown (1) 
Kenney, William K. 1902 1948 SS - Brown (1) 
Kessler, Claude F. 6 Dec 1883 29 Apr 1965 SS H [Husb.of Ethel Kessler] Lee
Kessler, Ethel J. 15 Sep 1885 28 Dec 1961 SS W [Wife of Claude Kessler] Lee
Kessler, Ligon A. 30 Sep 1915 6 Dec 1976 SS S
"1st. LT WWII AAF"       [Son of Claude & 
Ethel Kessler] Lee
Key, Lyle 5 Sep 1921 31 Jul 1982 DS H [Husb. of Virginia Key]"Navy WWII" Forest Lawn
Key, Virginia 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Lyle Key] Forest Lawn
Kidd, [Rev] Davis W, Sr. 30 Sep 1909 22 Mar 1999 DS H [Husband of Myrtle M. Lambert Kidd] Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Ada 1913 1989 SS - Kidd (1)   MC
Kidd, Adrian L. 26 Dec 1923 6 May 1991 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Mt. Pisgah
Kidd, Albert 1907 1969 DS H [Husb of Ludy A. Kidd] Kidd Family   MC
Kidd, Albert V. 10 Dec 1923 4 Apr 1968 SS - New Sill
Kidd, Allie 28 Nov 1904 24 Oct 1985 DS H [Husband of Myrtle I. Kidd] Pennington 
Kidd, Allie F. 21 Sep 1883 20 Feb 1953 SS - "Mother" [Keep with Saul Kidd] Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Alvin 1908 1978 SS - Community
Kidd, Andy 1865 1889 SS - Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Arthur Ray 24 Aug 1934 1 Oct 1934 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Asa 10 Apr 1924 11 Apr 1924 TS D "Children of John & Ada Kidd" Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Bert 6 Feb 1890 25 Jun 1968 SS - "KY PVT US Army WWI" Mt. Pisgah
Kidd, Billy Joe 30 Apr 1986 13 May 1986 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Child [                ] [                ] SS C "Child of Ethel & Luke Kidd" Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Clarence 1947 1947 SS - "Son" Hamilton
Kidd, Clarence Jr. 1921 1965 DS H [Husb. of Gwendolyn Perry Kidd] Forest Lawn
Kidd, Clarence R. 1894 1967 DS H [Husb. of Minnie D. Kidd] Forest Lawn
Kidd, Claude 1925 1961 SS - Forest Lawn
Kidd, Clella B. 15 May 1917 11 May 1983 DS H [Husband of Gladys Kidd] Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Daisy 1900 1987 DS W [Wife of Lee Kidd] M: 26 Apr 1917 Brown (1) 
Kidd, Daniel Lee 19 Aug 1952 24 Jan 2000 PLQ S
[S of Claude & Juanita Carter Kidd 
Crawford] Forest Lawn
Kidd, David 20 Dec 1889 4 Sep 1978 DS H [husb of Elizabeth Kidd] Community
Kidd, David 17 Jan 1888 27 Oct 1913 SS - Jennings
Kidd, David A. 1902 1970 DS H [Husband of Nola Kidd] New Sill
Kidd, Delbert 1921 1944 SS - Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Della C. 1917 1979 DS - [Keep with Virginia Kidd] Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Della Virginia 5 Oct 1959 [                ] SS D "Infant daughter" Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Donnie Lee 15 May 1954 16 May 1954 SS - "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Kidd" Blair's   MC
Kidd, Dora 17 Mar 1895 25 Oct 1976 DS W [Wife of John Will Kidd] Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Earl L. 5 Aug 1920 28 Jun 1996 DS H [Husb. of Nollie R. Kidd] S Sgt. Army Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Edmond 1871 1938 DS H [Husb of Lula Kidd] Kidd-White  MC
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Kidd, Elizabeth 16 Apr 1890 13 Jan 1929 DS W [wife of David Kidd] Community
Kidd, Elizabeth 08 Jan 1879 10 Aug 1954 SS - Pennington 
Kidd, Emery 18 Sep 1899 21 Dec 1899 SS S "Son of Nancie & L. C. Kidd" Markwell
Kidd, Estill L. 28 Jul 1927 9 Jul 1989 DS H [Husband of Jewell Kidd] Kegley-Nickell
Kidd, Ethel 2 Jul 1897 28 Feb 1942 SS W "Mother" "Wife of Luke Kidd" Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Etta 16 Nov 1897 13 Mar 1978 SS - Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Faye B. 1936 [                 ] DS W [of Lawrence M Kidd] M:27 Nov 1954 Brown (1) 
Kidd, Frances 1923 [                 ] TS - [Keep with Lewra & Lois Kidd] Brown (1) 
Kidd, Geneva 18 Jan 1922 6 Feb 1922 SS - New Sill
Kidd, Gladys 20 May 1919 [                ] DS W [Wife of Clella B. Kidd] Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Glennis E. 1951 1952 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Gola 28 Dec 1906 29 Mar 1990 DS W [Wife of Norman Kidd] Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Goldie Faith 21 Feb 1934 13 Sep 1972 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Kidd, Gwendolyn [Perry] [1 Jun]1924 22 Mar 1999 DS W [Wife of Clarence Kidd Jr.] Forest Lawn
Kidd, Hamilton 1881 1965 SS - Community
Kidd, Harlan D. 1913 1966 SS - Community
Kidd, Hazel Black 11 Mar 1913 8 May 1983 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Hearld Ray 14 Dec 1951 3 Feb 1989 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Hirsle Lee 17 Sep 1928 29 Oct 1982 SS - New Sill
Kidd, Ida 2 Mar 1898 1 Mar 1934 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Kidd, Ina Myrtle [                ] 11 May 1926 SS - [Keep with Wayne E. Kidd, husband?] Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Infant 8 Jun 1934 [                ] SS - "Infant of David & Lizzie Kidd" Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Infant Son 12 Jan 1929 [12 Jan 1929] SS S [son of David & Elizabeth Kidd] Community
Kidd, Infant Son 14 May 1897 14 May 1897 SS S "Son of Nancie & L. C. Kidd] Markwell
Kidd, Irene 12 Dec 1941 11 Nov 1997 PLK - Ditney 
Kidd, Jackie Lee 17 Jun 1954 11 Jan 1955 SS - [Picture on stone] Kidd Family   MC
Kidd, James 1941 1941 SS - "Son" Hamilton
Kidd, James K. 7 May 1882 13 Feb 1884 SS S "Son of Lee & Nannie Kidd" Howard (1)
Kidd, James L. 26 Feb 1918 11 Feb 1970 SS - "KY 121 Sgt. EVAC Hosp.WWII Christian
Kidd, James Nathaniel 10 Sep 1947 11 Sep 1947 SS - Christian
Kidd, Jeanetta 16 Jan 1948 26 Apr 1948 SS D [Daughter of Estill L & Jewell Kidd] Kegley-Nickell
Kidd, Jesse 14 Aug 1929 [               ] TS S "Children of John & Ada Kidd" Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Jewell 15 Jun 1927 [                ] DS W [Wife of Estill L. Kidd] Kegley-Nickell
Kidd, John 1850 1906 DS H [husb of Sarah Kidd] Community
Kidd, John Will 9 Dec 1885 3 Jan 1975 DS H [Husb of Dora Kidd] Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Lacy 19 Feb 1925 7 Jun 1925 TS D "Children of John & Ada Kidd" Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Lawrence M. 22 Nov 1929 23 Jan 1984 DS H [of Fay B Kidd]"Cpl. US Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Kidd, Lee 1897 1972 DS H [Husb. of Daisy Kidd] Brown (1) 
Kidd, Lee 28 Oct 1857 - DS H [Husb.of Nanna Kidd] Purvis
Kidd, Leslie 24 Dec 1935 6 May 1963 SS - [Picture on stone] Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Lewra 8 Feb 1920 17 Jan 1996 TS - [Keep w/ Frances & Lois]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Kidd, Lois Gaddis 6 May 1946 10 Apr 1987 TS - [Keep with Lewra & Frances Kidd] Brown (1) 
Kidd, Lonnie L. 18 Aug 1928 20 Dec 1992 DS H [of Mabel E. Kidd] "M:12 Dec 1963" Kidd (1)   MC
Kidd, Loyal Pete 1936 1953 SS - New Sill
Kidd, Ludy A. 1907 1983 DS W [Wife of Albert Kidd] Kidd Family   MC
Kidd, Luke 29 Jul 1906 24 Jun 1987 SS H [Husb of Ethel Kidd] Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Lula 1875 1960 DS W [Wife of Edmond Kidd] Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Mabel E. 29 Jul 1946 [                ] DS W [Wife of Lonnie L Kidd] Kidd (1)   MC
Kidd, Marion 1892 [                ] SS - Hitch   MC
Kidd, Marion 1892 1983 DS H [Husband of Mary Kidd] Kidd (1)   MC
Kidd, Marvin D. 29 May 1944 28 Dec 1954 SS - [Picture on stone] Kidd Family   MC
Kidd, Mary 1893 1978 SS - Hitch   MC
Kidd, Mary 1893 1978 DS W [Wife of Marion Kidd] Kidd (1)   MC
Kidd, Mary F. 9 Apr 1880 6 mar 1892 SS D "Dau. of Lee & Nannie Kidd" Howard (1)
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Kidd, Medie [Fultz] 28 Mar 1927 Sardis
Kidd, Mervil 1942 1942 SS - "Son" Hamilton
Kidd, Minnie D. 1902 1986 DS W [Wife of Clarence R. Kidd] Forest Lawn
Kidd, Mirtie 16 Aug 1911 28 Jan 1994 SS - Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Mona Jones 1921 1982 DS W [Wife of Sam P. Kidd] Forest Lawn
Kidd, Myrtle I. 15 Aug 1908 22 Aug 1923 DS W [Wife of Allie Kidd Pennington 
Kidd, Myrtle M. [Lambert] 21 Dec 1908 18 Nov 1996 DS W [Wife of Rev. Davis W. Kidd] Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Nancy Rosalie 11 Nov 1946 12 Nov 1946 SS - Christian
Kidd, Nanna 25 Jul 1861 22 Mar 1932 DS W "Wife of Lee Kidd" Purvis
Kidd, Nola 1906 1957 DS W [Wife of David A. Kidd]Wed 26 Feb 1923 New Sill
Kidd, Nollie R. 27 Mar 1930 [                ] DS W [Wife of Earl L. Kidd] Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Norman 29 Jun 1902 6 Feb 1973 DS H [Husb of Gola Kidd] Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Paul 1943 1943 SS - "Son" Hamilton
Kidd, Polly [No Date] [No Date] SS - Pennington 
Kidd, Reba Faye 6 Jul 1930 22 Oct 1961 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Robert 1950 1950 SS - "Son" Hamilton
Kidd, Ronnie Dale 5 Mar 196115 May 1961 SS S "S of Emory & Medie Fultz Kidd" Fultz Family
Kidd, Rosa 1888 1966 SS W "Milton Kidd" Community
Kidd, Russell 16 Nov 1935 04 May 1997 SS - Kidd (1)   MC
Kidd, Russell David 3 Aug 1945 6 Apr 1990 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Sam 8 Nov 1884 6 Mar 1886 SS S "Son of Lee & Nannie Kidd" Howard (1)
Kidd, Sam P. 1918 1995 DS H [Husb. of Mona Jones Kidd] Forest Lawn
Kidd, Samuel 1855 28 Feb 1924 SS - Purvis
Kidd, Sarah 1851 1931 DS W [wife of John Kidd] Community
Kidd, Saul 22 Mar 1883 13 Apr 1948 SS - "Father" [Keep with Allie F. Kidd] Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Thelma 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Virgil Kidd] Hamilton
Kidd, Unknown - - STN - [Beside Mary F. Kidd] Howard (1)
Kidd, Verna M. 27 Apr 1930 19 Sep 1937 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Vernon Lee 1945 1945 SS - Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, Virgil 1917 1966 DS H [Husb of Thelma Kidd] Hamilton
Kidd, Virgil 16 Jun 1923 25 Jan 1926 SS - Kidd-White  MC
Kidd, Virginia 1920 [                ] DS - [Keep with Della C. Kidd] Crix Cemetery:
Kidd, Wayne E. [                ] 27 May 1925 SS - [Keep with Ina Myrtle Kidd, wife?] Kidd (2)   MC
Kidd, William 12 Feb 1886 8 Jun 1888 SS S "Son of Lee & Nannie Kidd" Howard (1)
Kidd, William M. 16 Nov 1862 6 Mar 1912 SS - Purvis
Kidd. Ernest Leray 17 Apr 1956 [                 ] DS Sardis
Kidwell, John Russell 11 Mar 1893 13 Apr 1893 SS S "Son of W. U. & Mattie Kidwell" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Kidwell, Josephine H. 1905 1978 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Kidwell, Mattie Large 1861 1945 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Kidwell, Willard E. 1897 1990 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Kidwell, William Uriah 1858 1933 DS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Kilgore, Ava 22 Feb 1924 4 Jun 1980 DS W [Wife of Leonard Kilgore] Kilgore  CC
Kilgore, Ella 28 Aug 1916 27 Aug 1989 SS - "Sister" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Kilgore, Granville 28 Oct 1920 23 Jun 1986 DS H [Husb of Nola Faye Kilgore] Kilgore   EC
Kilgore, Leonard 4 Mar 1919 1 Oct 1995 DS H [Husb of Ava Kilgore] Kilgore  CC
Kilgore, Nancy 3 Sep 1873 28 Jan 1963 SS - Barker  EC
Kilgore, Nola Faye 31 Jan 1923 21 Jul 1982 DS W [wife of Granville Kilgore] Kilgore   EC
Kilgore, Robert 29 Oct 1866 4 Dec 1949 SS - Barker  EC
Killgo, Emma Mae 7 Jul 1938 [                 ] DS M "Mother" of William Terry Killgo Brown (1) 
Killgo, William Terry 22 May 1955 21 Aug 1987 DS S "Son" of Emma Mae Killgo "Pvt. Army" Brown (1) 
Kimmel, Elizabeth Felty 15 Jun 1922 5 Jul 1981 SS - Caudill (1) 
Kincaid, Roxanna Jean 24 Dec 1860 24 Dec 1860 SS - Siloam
Kincer, Mary C. 1917 1977 DS W [Wife of Shade B. Kincer]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Kincer, Shade B. 11 Jan 1913 1 May 1982 DS H [Husb. of Mary C. Kincer]"WWII" Forest Lawn
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Kinder, Audra W. 4 Feb 1929 15 Feb 1929 SS D "Daug. of Elmer & Myrlie Kinder" Williams (2)
Kinder, Beatrice - - - - Williams (2)
Kinder, Debbie 18 Jan 1956 18 Jan 1956 SS D "Daug. of Geo. & Marie Kinder" Williams (2)
Kinder, Denver Douglas 1937 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Irene Wilson Kinder] Forest Lawn
Kinder, Elmer R. 1904 1984 DS H [Husb. of Myrle H. Kinder] Forest Lawn
Kinder, Gary Lee 1955 1955 PLK - Williams (2)
Kinder, Irene Wilson 1938 1996 DS W [Wife of Denver Douglas Kinder] Forest Lawn
Kinder, Jackie Sue 1958 [                ] SS - [Next to Denver & Irene Kinder] Forest Lawn
Kinder, Lenard 21 Jul 1891 19 Jun 1923 SS S "Son of Barna & Martha Kinder" Williams (2)
Kinder, Lloyd L. 23 Jan 1917 14 Sep 1996 DS H [Husb.of Ruby M. Kinder]PFC US Army Williams (2)
Kinder, Martha J. 23 Apr 1869 28 Jan 1944 SS - Williams (2)
Kinder, Myrle H. 1904 1983 DS W [Wife of Elmer R. Kinder] Forest Lawn
Kinder, Reverand R. H. - - - - Williams (2)
Kinder, Ruby M. 1925 [                ] DS W [Wife of Lloyd L. Kinder] Williams (2)
Kinder, Scottie Lenden 8 Nov 1976 13 May 1977 SS S [Son of Lloyd L. & Ruby M. Kinder] Williams (2)
Kinder, Shirley Johnson 12 Oct 1938 17 Aug 1969 SS - Mt. Pisgah
King - - - - Footstone, beside A. King & R. Bradley Cranston
King, Abby Nicole 11 May 1990 30 Jun 1990 SS - Cranston
King, Alice 5 Jan 1869 26 Feb 1911 DS W [Wife of James H. King] Emmons   FC
King, Bertha 7 Jan 1905 30 Apr 1930 SS - King, Family  CC
King, Cara B. Evans 4 Aug 1890 6 Sep 1920 SS D "Daug. of Mary & W. E. Evans" Lee
King, Dellia M. 1926 1926 DS - [Keep with Stella M. King] King, Family  CC
King, Delmar 6 Dec 1918 10 Mar 1920 SS - King, Family  CC
King, Hiram Lee 7 Oct 1907 22 Jul 1984 SS - Emmons   FC
King, James H. 27 Oct 1856 28 Apr 1961 DS H [Husb. Of Alice King] Emmons   FC
King, John Thomas 8 Feb 1874 17 Dec 1965 SS - King, Family  CC
King, Sarah H. 22 Jul 1875 1 Sep 1920 SS - King, Family  CC
King, Stella M. 1926 1926 DS - [Keep with Dellia M. King] King, Family  CC
King, Talmage Skaggs 1923 1999 PLQ - King Family 
King, Thurston Lee Arthur 6 Aug 1917 2 Dec 1997 SS - King, Family  CC
King, Willie 19 Oct 1894 28 Oct 1936 SS - King, Family  CC
Kingry, Mamie R. Goodan 26 Oct 1920 26 Jan 1996 SS D "Daug. of Edward H. & Ida M. Goodan" Lee
Kingsoliver, Conway 7 Nov 1907 29 Sep 1908 SS - "N. R. Cobern" Carey 
Kinney, Connie Lou 29 Jan 1954 2 Dec1997 SS - "Wife" Mabry Hill
Kinzer, Esta 1913 1944 SS - Clearfield
Kirk, George 1 Jul 1878 29 Mar 1937 SS - Sardis
Kiser [Infant] 13 Sep 1908 13 Sep 1908 SS D "Infant Dau of Hiram & Mary Kiser" Hogge 
Kiser, Anna Mae B. 31 Mar 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Chester A. Kiser] Forest Lawn
Kiser, Bertha 15 Sep 1914 9 Oct 1987 SS - Fraley (1)
Kiser, Charlie M. 16 Aug 1922 16 Jul 1927 SS S "Son of Wallace & Ida Kiser" Purvis
Kiser, Chester A. 20 Dec 1909 10 Nov 1989 DS H [Husb. of Anna Mae B. Kiser] Forest Lawn
Kiser, Cora 1880 1938 DS W [Stephen Kiser] Hogtown
Kiser, Elbert J. 27 Oct 1920 11 Jan 1976 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Kiser, Elmer 14 Jul 1900 8 Mar 1979 SS - Hogtown
Kiser, Fannie J. 4 May 1900 8 Feb 1989 DS W [Wife of Hiram A. Kiser] Mt. Pisgah
Kiser, George 1924 1979 SS - "PVT US Army" Purvis
Kiser, Glenmore 1916 1998 PLQ - Purvis
Kiser, Grace 30 Apr 1910 1918 SS D [Steven & Cora Kiser] Hogtown
Kiser, Hattie J. 6 Oct 1885 29 Feb 1903 SS W "Wife of W. Kiser" Caudill (4)
Kiser, Hiram A. 1 Jan 1885 10 Dec 1971 DS H [Husband of Fannie J. Kiser] Mt. Pisgah
Kiser, Ida M. 27 Feb 1894 25 Dec 1932 SS M [Mother of Charlie M. Kiser] Purvis
Kiser, Infant 16 Nov 1905 16 Nov 1905 SS S "Son of Mollie & W. Kiser" Caudill (4)
Kiser, James Edward 15 Apr 1961 17 Oct 1999 PLQ H/F [Husband & Father] Purvis
Kiser, Lawrence 17 Nov 1906 3 Mar 1908 SS S "Son of W. & Mollie Kiser" Caudill (4)
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Kiser, Leanora 21 Apr 1910 12 Dec 1910 SS D "Dau of Maggie & Eli Kiser" Davis (2)
Kiser, Lilly Mae 13 Dec 1910 3 May 1949 DS W [Narvil Kiser] Hogtown
Kiser, Mary 12 Feb 1884 25 Jan 1910 SS W "Wife of Hiram Kiser" Hogge 
Kiser, Mary E. 27 Feb 1930 10 Aug 1967 SS - Purvis
Kiser, Mollie 19 Apr 1874 4 Feb 1925 SS W [Wife of Winfield Kiser] Cranston
Kiser, Narvil 1 Feb 1906 25 Feb 1989 DS H [Lilly Mae Kiser] Hogtown
Kiser, Pheba May 1941 1941 DS - "Twin to Reba Fay Kiser" Click
Kiser, Reba Fay 1941 1941 DS - "Twin to Pheba May Kiser" Click
Kiser, Sarah E. 1846 1 May 1916 DS W [Wife of T. J. Kiser] "His Wife" Johnson-Coffee
Kiser, Stella 29 Aug 1909 9 Sep 1939 SS - Hogtown
Kiser, Stephen 1877 1953 DS H [Cora Kiser] Hogtown
Kiser, T. J. 15 Sep 1843 24 Jun 1910 DS H [Husb. of Sarah E. Kiser] Johnson-Coffee
Kiser, Unknown [1952] 1966 PLQ - "14 Yrs" Purvis
Kiser, Verna May 17 Dec 1940 30 Dec 1940 SS - "Infant" Hogtown
Kiser, Wallace 7 Aug 1884 30 May 1953 SS - Purvis
Kiser, Walter 2 Jul 1920 2 Jul 1920 SS S [Steven & Cora Kiser] Hogtown
Kiser, Winfield 7 July 1878 10 Jun 1962 SS H [Husb. Mollie Kiser] Cranston
Kissick, Billie J. 24 Oct 1942 [Living] DS H [Husband of Kathleen Jones Kissick] James-Jones
Kissick, Bryant 25 Sep 1910 9 Jul 1995 DS H [of Thelma Kissick] M: 23 Jun 1924 Brown (1) 
Kissick, Charlie C. 31 Jul 1914 10 Feb 1948 SS - "Ky PVT Med. Dept, WWII" [US Army] Slaty Point
Kissick, Deloris W. 6 Apr 1936 3 Feb 1980 DS W [Wife of John H. Kissick] Slaty Point
Kissick, Dewey J. 1908 1989 TS H [Husb. of Lula C Kissick] "Father" Brown (1) 
Kissick, Earl C. 1942 [                 ] TS S [Son of Dewey & Lula Kissick] "Son" Brown (1) 
Kissick, Emma [                 ] 1954 SS - Slaty Point
Kissick, Ethel 1 Jan 1901 26 Jan 1934 SS - Siloam
Kissick, Grant 13 Apr 1912 8 Feb 1945 SS - "Ky PFC 149 Inf. WWII" [US Army] Slaty Point
Kissick, Harlin L. 1 Mar 1905 15 May 1971 DS H [Husband of Verna Caudill Kissick] Slaty Point
Kissick, Iva Swim 10 Sep 1909 6 Oct 1969 DS W [Wife of Theodore Roosevelt Kissick] Slaty Point
Kissick, John H. 17 Dec 1920 [               ] DS H [Husband of Deloris W. Kissick] Slaty Point
Kissick, Kathline Jones 26 Jan 1948 1 Nov 1988 DS W [Wife of Billie J. Kissick] James-Jones
Kissick, Lillian 26 Jan 1908 18 Dec 1983 DS W [Wife of Lloyd Kissick] Ellington Farm
Kissick, Lloyd 19 Aug 1904 22 Jan 1996 DS H [Husb of Lillian Kissick] Ellington Farm
Kissick, Lula C. 1910 1992 TS W [Wife of Dewey J. Kissick] "Mother" Brown (1) 
Kissick, Margaret Sorrell 12 Apr 1907 2 May 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Omar Kissick] Forest Lawn
Kissick, Roy Glenn 24 Jun 1928 7 Oct 1985 SS - "Pvt US Army Korea" Ellington Farm
Kissick, Thelma [Atchison] 28 Nov 1912 15 Sep 1999 DS W [Wife of Bryant Kissick] Brown (1) 
Kissick, Theodore Roosevelt 11 Apr 1900 17 Apr 1970 DS H "Husband of Iva Swim Kissick" Slaty Point
Kissick, Verna C.[Caudill] 6 Nov 1907 2 Nov 1989 DS W
[Wife of Harlin L. Kissick, Dau of Martha 
Ellen Black Caudill] Slaty Point
Kissick, Versie 20 Nov 1915 10 Dec 1985 DS W [of Elmer O. Kissick] "M: 1/30/1947" Caudill (2)
Kissick. Geneva Barker 9 Nov 1925 [                ] SS - Dawson
Kissinger, Amanda Jane 29 Apr 1873 26 Apr 1950 SS - "Meet me in Heaven" Prince-Tabor
Kissinger, Anna Ethel 20 May 1904 24 Dec 1984 SS - Prince-Tabor
Kissinger, Cloney 1911 1913 DS B [Brother to Geneva Kissinger] Caudill (1) 
Kissinger, Della 6 Feb 1922 [                ] DS W [Wife of Homer Kissinger] New Sill
Kissinger, Edna Mae 10 May 1910 18 May 1986 DS W [Wife of Holly Kissinger] Lee
Kissinger, Elwood E. 22 Aug 1929 24 May 1947 SS - Prince-Tabor
Kissinger, Everett W. 16 Feb 1981 05 Jan 1981 SS - Prince-Tabor
Kissinger, Geneva 1920 1922 DS S [Sister to Cloney Kissinger] Caudill (1) 
Kissinger, Gloney E. 1 Feb 1911 1 Oct 1913 SS D "Daug. of Henry & Mary Kissinger" Caudill (1) 
Kissinger, Henry 1885 1958 DS H [Husband of Mary Kissinger] Caudill (1) 
Kissinger, Holly 7 Feb 1901 10 Feb 1990 DS H [Husb. of Edna Mae Kissinger] Lee
Kissinger, Homer 20 Oct 1911 6 Oct 1973 DS H [Husband of Della Kissinger] New Sill
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Kissinger, James Newton 1871 1959 DS H [Husb. of Martha Jane Kissinger] Lee
Kissinger, Johnny L. 7 Sep 1927 22 Oct 1986 DS H [of Kathleen K Kissinger]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Kissinger, Kathleen K. 28 Jul 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Johnny L. Kissinger] Brown (1) 
Kissinger, Martha Jane 1865 1953 DS W [Wife of James Newton Kissinger] Lee
Kissinger, Marvin 1909 1977 SS - "PVT US Army WWII Prince-Tabor
Kissinger, Mary 1909 1991 DS W [Wife of Virgil Kissinger] Brown (1) 
Kissinger, Mary 1889 1987 DS W [Wife of Henry Kissinger] Caudill (1) 
Kissinger, Sherry Lynn 03 Oct 1960 05 Jun 1962 SS - Prince-Tabor
Kissinger, Sherwood 13 Feb 1935 [                ] SS - Prince-Tabor
Kissinger, Virgil 1902 1980 DS H [of Mary Kissinger] M: 28 Dec 1925 Brown (1) 
Kitchen, Chester V. 24 Jan 1916 1 Apr 1999 DS H [of Mae Hamm Kitchen]"US Army, WWII Mabry Hill
Kitchen, Elton 4 Feb 1887 7 Aug 1973 DS H [Husband of Pearl M. Kitchen] Mabry Hill
Kitchen, J. L. 1861 1919 SS - Town   EC
Kitchen, Mae Hamm 12 May 1923 15 Nov 1994 DS W [Wife of Chester V. Kitchen] Mabry Hill
Kitchen, Pearl M. 17 Apr 1883 27 Aug 1957 DS W [Wife of Elton Kitchen] Mabry Hill
Kitchen, Raymond E. 19 Feb 1913 20 Mar 1995 SS - "Father" Mabry Hill
Kizer, Earl 1930 [Living] DS H [Husband of Wanda Lee Jones Kizer] Jones (2)
Kizer, Wanda Lee Jones 1936 1993 DS W [Wife of Earl Kiser] Jones (2)
KK - - - - [unmarked except "KK" on 2 small stones] Sardis
Kleinman, John 1909 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Mary Kleinman] Forest Lawn
Kleinman, Mary 1902 1993 DS W [Wife of John Kleinman] Forest Lawn
Knipp, Eugene 4 Jul 1930 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Nora Knipp] Hogge 
Knipp, Nora 5 Jul 1929 21 Jun 1990 DS W [Wife of Eugene Knipp] Hogge 
Knipp, Rosie Ellen 22 Feb 1909 1 Jul 1909 SS D "Daug. of G. W. & Wife" Markwell
Knowles, Harrison J. 25 Nov 1823 8 Apr 1894 SS - Ingram-Stevens 
Knox, George W. 15 May 1847 2 Dec 1921 SS - [Next to Martha A. Knox] Blair's   MC
Knox, Martha A. 20 May 1852 20 Aug 1925 SS - [Next to Perry A. Knox] Blair's   MC
Knox, Perry A. 27 Jul 1855 3 Mar 1921 SS - [Next to Martha A. Knox] Blair's   MC
Kormendy, Dr Eugene Pet 1900 1957 DS H [of Gizella K Kormendy]"Nugodja'l Beke Brown (1) 
Kormendy, Gizella Katali 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Dr Eugene Peter Kormendy] Brown (1) 
Koutz, Emma 15 May 1874 19 Jan 1889 SS D "Dau of J. & E. Koutz" Carey 
Kronmveller, April Dawn 9 May 1978 1 Nov 1978 SS - Forest Lawn
Kronmveller, Tina Lee 23 Jul 1979 25 Jul 1979 SS - Forest Lawn
L.  A.  [two stones] - - Brick - [Initials only] Catron
L.  C. - - Brick - [Initials only] Catron
L. C. - - SS - Baldridge (2)
L. O. - - SS - [#796] New Alfrey
L. R. L. - - SS - [no dates,small stone,next to Milf. Lame] Siloam
Lacy Dillon, born in the early 1900's, a twin to Dock "Dacy" Dillon. Dillon (2)
Lacy, Anderson 1887 1978 DS H [Husb. of Gladys Lacy]"Army WWI" Forest Lawn
Lacy, Esmond L. 1930 1971 SS - [Next to Ruth Lacy & Kenneth Brow Forest Lawn
Lacy, Gladys 1902 1986 DS W [Wife of Anderson Lacy] Forest Lawn
Lacy, Gladys M. 18 Apr 1913 20 Dec 1981 DS W [Wife of H. Hobart Lacy Sr.] Siloam
Lacy, Glennis E. 12 Feb 1934 4 May 1980 SS - [Next to Wendell Lacy]"Army Korea" Forest Lawn
Lacy, H. H. Jr. - - SS - [no dates] Siloam
Lacy, H. Hobart Sr. 6 Feb 1905 16 Apr 1988 DS H [Husb of Gladys M. Lacy] Siloam
Lacy, Joshua Erin 18 Nov 1993 18 Nov 1993 SS - Brown (1) 
Lacy, Kathy 25 Sep 1960 1 Mar 1990 SS - Clearfield
Lacy, Myrtle Mae 3 May 1921 2 Jul 1975 SS - Clearfield
Lacy, Ruth E. 1921 1965 SS - [Next to Anderson & Gladys Lacy[] Forest Lawn
Lacy, Wendell M. 1932 1976 SS - [Next to Glennis E Lacy]"Marine-Korea Forest Lawn
Lagere, Baby 1 [               ] [               ] SS - Caudill (2)
Lagere, Baby 2 [               ] [               ] SS - Caudill (2)
Laime, Morton 1886 1952 SS - Clearfield
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Lake, Andrew Joseph 29 Nov 1932 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Virginia Moore Lake] Brown (1) 
Lake, Donnie Ray, Jr. 16 Sep 1977 21 Mar 1999 PLQ H
[H.of Clarissa Boston Lake; S. of Donnie 
Ray, Sr. & Debra Sue Fraley Lake] Moore (1)
Lake, Virginia Moore 16 Apr 1932 14 Sep 1996 DS W [of Andrew Jo. Lake][Nex/t H&E.Moore Brown (1) 
Lamasters, Charles 1880 1954 DS H [Husb. of Samantha Lamasters] Baldridge (2)
Lamasters, Samantha 1885 1936 DS W [Wife of Charles Lamasters] Baldridge (2)
Lamb, Charles F. 3 Nov 1960 3 Nov 1960 SS - Purvis
Lambert, A. Vincent 11 Oct 1893 16 Feb 1965 DS H [Husb of  Mary A. Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Alex 23 Dec 1896 17 Feb 1986 DS H [Husb of  Melissa J. Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Amanda 1890 1964 DS W [Wife of Sam Lambert] Brown (1) 
Lambert, Andy 1894 1945 DS H [Husb of  Lula E. Roberts Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Andy Jr. 22 Nov 1926 22 Nov 1966 SS S
"Son of Andy & Lula Lambert, KY PFC Co 
A 35 Inf., WWII" Clearfield
Lambert, Armenie 28 Feb 1896 9 Feb 1968 SS - "Mother" Clearfield
Lambert, Arthur 1915 1916 SS - Brown (1) 
Lambert, Arvillie Crum 25 May 1886 19 Jul 1968 DS W [Wife of William L. Lambert] Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Burl 1894 1937 DS S Son of E. S. & Sarah Jackson Lambert Lambert 
Lambert, C. N. 1872 1936 SS - Dawson
Lambert, Chester 13 Dec 1935 25 Jul 19__ SS - [Buried next to Clayton & Clella Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Clayton 15 May 1916 9 May 1944 SS - [Buried next to Clella Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Cledis A. 2 Jun 1909 3 Nov 1911 SS S "Son of J. P. & Vesta Lambert" Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Clella 3 Oct 1914 6 Aug 1945 SS - "Seaman 2 CL W USNR KY" Clearfield
Lambert, Cora M. 13 Jun 1885 28 Jul 1951 SS W [husb of Henry Lambert] Community
Lambert, Daphne Gail 14 Jun 1967 17 Dec 1967 SS D [Dau of Gary & Betty Lambert] Forest Lawn
Lambert, Dennis M. 5 Dec 1952 15 Sep 1953 SS - Clearfield
Lambert, Dock 1 May 1885 29 Sep 1954 SS - [Believed to be Husb. of Minnie Lambert] McDavid
Lambert, E. R. 1911 1992 DS H [Husb. of Gladys L. Lambert] Forest Lawn
Lambert, E. S. [Ephesam S.] 1866 1943 DS H [Husband of Sarah Jackson Lambert] Lambert 
Lambert, Edd 3 May 1883 3 Oct 1974 DS H [Husb of Pearlie Lambert] Gilliam   CC
Lambert, Edna Mae 28 Feb 1913 16 Aug 1929 SS - "Mother" Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Eleanore L. 1930 [                ] DS W [Wife of Wardson S. Lambert] Lambert 
Lambert, Eli 16 Sep 1836 20 Mar 1926 DS H [Husband of Minerva Lambert] Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Elizabeth 22 Oct 1869 12 Aug 1948 SS - "Midwife" Perry   MC
Lambert, Floyd 22 Feb 1896 8 Jul 1947 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Freddie J. 12 Jun 1910 17 Feb 1920 SS S "Son of C. N. & Rosa Lambert" Dawson
Lambert, Gertrude B. 18 Oct 1907 8 Feb 1985 SS - Brown (1) 
Lambert, Gladys L. 1909 1990 DS W [Wife of E. R. Lambert] Forest Lawn
Lambert, Glennis 8 Dec 1930 21 Oct 1934 SS S "Son of Edd & Lulie Lambert" Goodan-Fultz
Lambert, H. L. - - SS - "Our Baby" [no dates] Clearfield
Lambert, Henry 17 Jan 1880 30 Jan 1965 SS H [husb of Cora M. Lambert] Community
Lambert, Herbert 13 Apr 1912 19 Nov 1933 SS - Brown (1) 
Lambert, James A. 16 Sep 1884 15 Mar 1964 SS - Williams-Turner
Lambert, Jesse 8 Aug 1917 22 Feb 1920 SS S "Son of E. S. & Sarah Lambert" Lambert 
Lambert, Jewell 1911 1985 DS W [Wife of Ollie Lambert] Forest Lawn
Lambert, John H. 1906 1994 DS - [Keep with Virgil R. Lambert] Brown (1) 
Lambert, John M. 18 Jun 1861 6 Jun 1935 SS - [Next to Elizabeth Lambert] Perry   MC
Lambert, Kathy Ann 24 Jan 1959 24 Jan 1959 SS - Forest Lawn
Lambert, Lane 14 Feb 1849 20 Aug 1932 DS W [Wife of Eliza Lambert] Gilliam   CC
Lambert, Laura [Etta Hall] [29 Feb] 1908 1 Oct 1998 DS W [Wife of William Lambert] Forest Lawn
Lambert, Lester A. 7 Jul 1912 12 Mar 1987 DS H [husb of Verna Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Lou N. 20 Jul 1898 22 Oct 1918 SS D "Daug. of W. F. & Mary Lambert" Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Lowell 1921 1999 PLQ - McDaniel   EC
Lambert, Lula E. Roberts 1895 1976 DS W [Wife of Andy Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Lulie 20 Jan 1884 13 Apr 1972 SS - Hamilton
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Lambert, Luther 17 Feb 1937 18 Feb 1937 SS - Lambert 
Lambert, Mary A. 4 Mar 1893 21 Feb 1978 DS W [Wife of A. Vincent Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Mary J. 1863 1933 DS W [Wife of William F. Lambert] Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Melissa J. 8 Feb 1900 17 Sep 1983 DS W [Wife of Alex Lambert] Clearfield
Lambert, Michael Ray 10 Apr 1954 10 Apr 1954 SS - Clearfield
Lambert, Minerva 19 Aug 1840 30 Jan 1937 DS W [Wife of Eli Lambert] Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Minnie Florence 14 Nov 1888 5 Sep 1970 SS - [Believed to be wife of Dock Lambert] McDavid
Lambert, Mitcheal 1951 1967 SS - McDavid
Lambert, Norma Jean 19 Oct 1959 - SS - Forest Lawn
Lambert, Olive 27 Sep 1890 30 May 1978 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Ollie 1907 1993 DS H [Husb. of Jewell Lambert] Forest Lawn
Lambert, Pearlie 26 Aug 1887 27 Feb 1928 DS W [Wife of Edd Lambert] Gilliam   CC
Lambert, Rachel 1888 1955 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Ruby Jewell 17 Feb 1925 29 May 1926 SS D "Daug of Eli & Emmie Lambert" Lambert 
Lambert, Russell 30 Sep 1922 25 Oct 1991 SS - "US Army" Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Ryan Neal 17 Mar 1998 17 Mar 1998 PLK - [Son of Larry & Jane Staggs Lambert] Adams-Plank
Lambert, Sam 1890 1976 DS H [Husb. of Amanda Lambert] Brown (1) 
Lambert, Sarah Jackson 1874 1921 SS W [Wife of E. S. [Ephesam S.] Lambert] Lambert 
Lambert, Susie - - SS - Gilliam   CC
Lambert, unknown - - SS S "Son of Andy & Lula Lambert" Clearfield
Lambert, Vernia Holbrook 9 Oct 1899 18 Oct 1923 SS - Jones, Flem
Lambert, Virgil R. 1920 [                 ] DS - [Keep with John H. Lambert] Brown (1) 
Lambert, Vivian 12 Apr 1924 31 Dec 1978 SS D "Daughter of Alex & Melissa Lambert" Clearfield
Lambert, Wardson S. Sr. 1925 [                ] DS H [Husband of Eleanore L. Lambert] Lambert 
Lambert, Wayne 27 Nov 1921 17 may 1925 SS S "Son of J. F. & Vesta Lambert" Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, William 1901 1982 DS H [Husb. of Laura Lambert] Forest Lawn
Lambert, William F. 1860 1936 DS H [Husband of Mary J. Lambert] Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, William L. 13 Dec 1884 28 Oct 1975 DS H [Husband of Arvillie Crum Lambert] Crix Cemetery:
Lambert, Willis 8 Jun 1898 27 Jan 1969 SS Gilliam   CC
Lame, L. R. 30 Apr 1838 23 Oct 1913 SS - [masonic emblem] Siloam
Lame, Millford 20 Jan 1860 26 Jan 1863 SS - Siloam
Lamert, Eliza 11 Feb 1858 19 May 1929 DS H [Husb of Lane Lambert] Gilliam   CC
Lancaster, Donald Bruce 18 Oct 1939 21 Apr 1941 SS - Brown (1) 
Lancaster, Gerald Wayne 4 Apr 1931 7 Jan 1951 SS - "101st ABN Div Co C 516 ABN Inf Reg Brown (1) 
Lancaster, Thomas Jefferson 8 Dec 1861 28 Oct 1900 SS - Slaty Point
Land, Herbert 4 Jul 1914 5 Oct 1964 SS - Brown (1) 
Landers, Roy Frances 15 Dec 1915 31 Jan 1993 DS H
[Husb.of Velma E. Landers]   "S2 US Navy 
WWII" Lee
Landers, Velma E. 5 Jul 1921 [               ] DS W [Wife of Roy Frances Landers] M:8/16/1947 Lee
Landreth, Beatrice Gullett 24 Sep 1910 [               ] SS W [Wife of Cecil Landreth] Lee
Landreth, Blandena 
C.[Crawford] 1 Jan 1931 [               ] SS W [Wife of Jack Landreth] Lee
Landreth, Cecil Leonard 15 Sep 1907 23 Mar 1992 SS H [Husb. of Beatrice Landreth] Lee
Landreth, Jack Jerome 3 Aug 1929 [               ] SS H/S/F
[Hus.of Blandena Landreth; Son of Cecil & 
Beatrice Landreth] Lee
Landreth, Virginia Beth 27 Jan 1955 [               ] SS D [Daug.of Jack & Blandena Landreth] Lee
Lands, Anna [Annabelle] 6 May 1878 5 Mar 1939 DS W [Dave Lands] Fultz
Lands, Boon 14 Jan 1900 03 Jan 1944 DS H [Husband of Kora Kissinger Boon] Prince-Tabor
Lands, Charlie O. 15 Sep 1920 16 Aug 1992 DS H [Helen Faye Lands] Fultz
Lands, Dave 14 Mar 1864 2 Jan 1943 DS H [Anna Lands] "Father" Fultz
Lands, Helen Faye 15 Aug 1929 [                ] DS W [Charlie O. Lands] Fultz
Lands, Kora Kissinger 20 Jan 1907 15 Mar 1942 DS W [Wife of Lands Boon] Prince-Tabor
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Lands, Lydia Belle 1905 1921 SS D "David & Annabelle Lands" Fultz
Lands, Minnie May 1918 May 1918 SS D "David & Annabelle Lands" Fultz
Lands, Sammel E. 28 May 1878 9 Apr 1895 ? SS - Baldridge (2)
Lane, Arzela D. 1883 1912 SS - Carey 
Lane, Asa E. 24 May 1909 [                 ] TS H [Husb of  Josie S. Lane]"Father" Clearfield
Lane, Donna Sue 6 Sep 1949 12 Nov 1966 TS D "Daughter of Asa E. & Josie S. Lane" Clearfield
Lane, Glenn W. 7 Jan 1898 24 May 1979 SS H [Husb. of  Vera Lane] Lee
Lane, Josie S. 6 Nov 1912 [                 ] TS W [Wife of Asa E. Lane] Clearfield
Lane, Sidney Evans 6 Oct 1914 17 Feb 1980 SS - Lee
Lane, Vera A. 6 Oct 1906 24 Oct 1982 SS W [Wife of Glenn Lane] Lee
Lappin, Ruth A. 1899 1997 SS W [Wife of Warren Lappin] Lee
Lappin, Warren C. 1900 1975 SS H [Husb. of  Ruth Lappin] Lee
Largen, Flossie 14 Oct 1895 9 Oct 1993 SS - Brown (1) 
Largin, J. Kiser 24 Mar 1894 9 Aug 1970 SS - Moore-Messer
Larrison, Samuel [                ] [                ] SS - [Dates not readable] Pine Hill
Laufaett, John - 1882 SS - [#103] New Alfrey
Laughlin, Frances Flood 1920 1989 SS W [Wife of Robert Laughlin] Lee
Laughlin, Robert G. 1910 1985 SS H [Husb. of Frances Laughlin] Lee
Law, Arvil 23 Sep 1898 12 Oct 1916 SS S "Son of R.M. & L. A. Law" New Alfrey
Law, Cordy Allice 23 Oct 1883 7 Oct 1886 SS D "Dau of Louann & Robert Law" New Alfrey
Law, Cyndi Anne 1965 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Law, Dorthy Gregory 1933 1991 SS - Forest Lawn
Law, Edward M. "Buck" 1 Jan 1922 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Eliza Quesinberry] Brown (1) 
Law, Elizabeth T. - 1847 SS - [#1253] New Alfrey
Law, Elmer 1904 1993 DS - [Keep with Gillard L. Law] Brown (1) 
Law, George W. 14 Jun 1818 16 Dec 1907 DS H [Mary Stevens Law]"Tazewell County VA" Bryant-Goodman
Law, Gillard L. 1902 1988 DS - [Keep with Elmer Law] Brown (1) 
Law, Lou Ann 2 Apr 1859 27 Apr 1943 SS W [Wife of Robert M. Law] New Alfrey
Law, Louis A. 1867 1951 DS H [Husb. of Mahala J. Law] Poston
Law, Mahala 1862 - SS - [#1256] New Alfrey
Law, Mahala J. 1872 1939 DS W [Wife of Louis A. Law] Poston
Law, Marcus G. 1852 - SS - [#1251] New Alfrey
Law, Marcus Jr. - 1900 SS - [#1252] New Alfrey
Law, Mary Stevens Feb 1827 12 Apr 1897 DS W [George W. Law] Bryant-Goodman
Law, Robert M. 20 Sep 1857 11 Apr 1941 SS H [Husb. of Lou Ann Law] New Alfrey
Law, Simon Peter 1854 1854 SS - [#1250] New Alfrey
Law, Tommy SS [#1257] New Alfrey
Lawrence, J. M. 6 Jan 1916 24 Dec 1941 SS - Brown (1) 
Lawson, Arlie W. 13 Jan 1916 19 Sep 1948 SS - Brown (1) 
Lawson, Bill [                ] [                ] DS - [Keep with Eddie Lawson] Williams (2)
Lawson, Eddie 1871 1950 DS - [Keep with Bill Lawson] Williams (2)
Lawson, Maury Mae 1900 1965 DS - [Wife of Robert T. Lawson] Williams (2)
Lawson, Robert T. 1899 19__ DS - [Husb. of Maury Mae Lawson] Williams (2)
Lawton, Elizabeth Lambert 1892 1976 DS W [Wife of Joseph E. Lawton] Crix Cemetery:
Lawton, Joseph E. 1911 1994 DS H [Husband of Elizabeth Lambert Lawton] Crix Cemetery:
Layne, Angeline 22 Sep 1842 25 Sep 1890 DS W [Wife of J. T. Layne] Town
Layne, Annie Eliza 17 Oct 1908 30 Apr 1910 SS D "Dau. of W. T.[Sr] & Bell Layne" Lee
Layne, Belle 1881 1941 SS W [Wife of W. T. Layne, Sr] Lee
Layne, Bertie T. 1900 1910 SS - Lee
Layne, Charles 25 Nov 1921 26 May 1992 DS H [Of Mary Sue Layne]TEC US Army WWII Lee
Layne, Claude 1904 1921 SS - [Next to Muriel Layne] Lee
Layne, Clyde 1904 1980 SS H [Husb.of Goldie Davis Layne] Lee
Layne, Clydia Jo 15 Aug 1960 2 May 1995 SS - "Mother of Dustin, Chase, Bessie" Siloam
Layne, Elizabeth McKinn 1911 1983 SS W [Wife of William H. Layne] Brown (1) 
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Layne, Goldie Davis 1906 1991 SS W [Wife of Clyde Layne] Lee
Layne, J. T. 1 Feb 1837 26 Jan 1899 DS H [Husband of Angeline Layne] Town
Layne, James 12 Oct 1900 24 May 1957 SS - "Ky CPL 295 MIL Police Co WWI" Lee
Layne, Jonnie Sue 1954 1954 SS D "Daug. Of Wm. & Martha Layne" Lee
Layne, Jonny 1929 1952 SS S "Son of Clyde & Goldie Layne" Lee
Layne, Juanita 1938 1938 SS D "Daug. of Clyde & Goldie Layne" Lee
Layne, Laura B. 13 Dec 1870 16 Jul 1902 SS - Town
Layne, Martha Ann Ward 13 Oct 1935 11 Apr 2000 PLQ W [wife of William Layne] Siloam
Layne, Mary Sue 2 May 1923 [                ] DS W [Wife of Charles Layne] Lee
Layne, Melvie James 13 Aug 1916 25 May 1984 SS - James-Jones
Layne, Muriel 1898 1922 SS - [Next to Claude Layne] Lee
Layne, W. T., Sr. 1876 1932 SS H [Husb. of Belle Layne] Lee
Layne, William H. 1909 1985 SS H [Husb. of Elizabeth McKinney Layne] Brown (1) 
Layne, William T., Jr. 6 Nov 1906 7 Jul 1969 SS - "Ky PFC 35 Fld Hospital WWII" Lee
Layne, William Tandy 17 Feb 1933 23 Jan 1974 SS - "Ky CPL US Army WWII" Lee
Leach, C.O. [Cornelius 
Oliver] [26 Apr]1895 [3 Apr]1976 SS H [Husb.of Clyde Leach] Lee
Leach, Clyde Clark [5 Feb]1896 [11 Oct]1958 SS W [Wife of C.O. Leach][Dau.of J.A.Clark] Lee
Leach, Donald 1924 1999 SS - Stegall   EC
Leach, Gary Wayne 19 Mar 1957 20 Mar 1957 SS S [Son of Earl & Judith Sparkman Leach] Lee
Leach, James A. 31 Jul 1928 10 Jun 1974 SS H
"Sgt US Army Korea" [Hus of Willow Mink 
Leach; S. of C.O & Clyde Leach] Lee
Leadbetter, David B. 1882 1951 DS H [Husb. of Nellie M. Leadbetter] Lee
Leadbetter, Nellie M. 1888 1962 DS W [Wife of David B. Leadbetter] Lee
Leadingham, Betty Lou 8 Jan 1933 17 Feb 1908 SS - Mauk   EC
Leadingham, Burris 18 Mar 1911 15 Jul 1974 SS - Mauk   EC
Leadingham, Carrie M. 27 Sep 1894 27 Apr 1895 SS - "Dau of T. S. & Mary A. Leadingham" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Leadingham, Charley 23 Feb 1911 28 Nov 1976 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Cleve 14 Dec 1884 1 Jan 1973 DS H [of Elizabeth Leadingham] Mauk   EC
Leadingham, Elisha - 10 Sep 1877 SS S "of RD & Polly Leadingham; 9 mo.10days Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Leadingham, Elizabeth 17 Apr 1890 3 Jun 1974 DS W [of Cleve Leadingham] Mauk   EC
Leadingham, Jesse S. 28 Mar 1884 29 Mar 1943 SS - Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Lee 9 Feb 1890 25 May 1926 SS - "Son of T.S. & M.A. Leadingham" Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Liza - 1 Oct 1868 SS - "of Jessey Leadingham; Age 45" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Leadingham, Liza - 5 Mar 1875 SS D "of RD & Polly Leadingham; 3 mon." Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Leadingham, Madison C. 1919 1947 SS - Mauk   EC
Leadingham, Martha Tipton 1841 1901 SS - [second name Tipton] Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Mary A. 17 Jun 1854 11 Mar 1938 SS - Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Mary E. 12 Mar 1896 9 Jan 1898 SS - "Dau of T. S. & Mary A. Leadingham" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Leadingham, Mary E. 1891 1958 DS - [Keep with Samuel P. Leadingham] Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Minnie 11 Apr 1894 30 Oct 1990 DS W [Wife of T. R. Leadingham] Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Polly 11 Dec 1853 12 Jun 1928 SS W "Wife of R. D. Leadingham" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Leadingham, R. D. 4 Mar 1854 9 Dec 1904 SS H "Husband of Polly Leadingham" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Leadingham, R. D., Jr. 25 May 1882 10 Feb 1889 SS S "Son of Polly & R.D. Leadingham" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Leadingham, Samuel P. 1876 1954 DS - [Keep with Mary E. Leadingham] Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, T. R. 22 Oct 1879 15 Jan 1934 DS H [of Minnie Leadingham]"M: 8 July 1916" Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Terman S. 10 Jan 1849 17 Nov 1924 SS - Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, W. O. 2 Dec 1878 6 Nov 1918 SS - Bear Church   EC
Leadingham, Walter L. 4 Jan 1915 21 Feb 1988 SS - "US Army WWII" Bear Church   EC
Leddingham, Unknown 8 Jan 1903 26 Sep 1973 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Leddingham, Unknown 16 Mar 1892 Unreadable SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Lee, B. F. 18 Feb 1840 29 Jan 1914 SS - Purvis
Lee, Beatrice Wilburn 7 Nov 1911 5 Oct 1976 SS - Hogtown
Lee, Charles Edward 30 Apr 1917 8 Feb 1987 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
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Lee, Lewis D. 28 Mar 1802 31 Jul 1889 SS - [Next to Rebeckey Lee] Lee
Lee, Matthew J. 18 Aug 1811 29 Sep 1851 Tomb - Siloam
Lee, Rebeckey 14 Jan 1806 24 Jun 1880 SS - [Next to Lewis D. Lee] Lee
Lee, Robert E. 11 Nov 1895 15 Aug 1976 SS - Lee
Lee, Ruby M. 10 Oct 1910 3 Dec 1985 SS - Lee
Lee, Virgil 1912 1963 Plq - Johnson (2)
LEE1: One monument: Leighow, Ewing Basford, Bowen: In Loving memory of Ewing & George Leadbetter Lee
LEE2:  In addition to the above Unmarked graves there are (112) in section 8, west side of the cemetery and Lee
LEE3:  several in the woods that could not be counted. Lee
Leedy, G. L. 8 Feb 1874 20 Jul 1925 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Leedy, Harry Doil 1 Jan 1911 31 May 1961 SS - "Ky Cox USNR WWII" Lee
Leedy, Lula Loomis 23 Dec 1877 25 Jan 1931 SS W "Wife of J. A. Leedy" Boggs   CC
Leedy, Myrtle T. 23 Oct 1890 14 Mar 1970 SS - Lee
Leedy, Wick K. 30 Sep 1890 29 Dec 1958 SS - Lee
Leedy, Wm. McDonald 29 Mar 1927 29 Mar 1962 SS - "Ohio Cpl 139 Engr FL Brg Co" Forest Lawn
Leighow, Charlie E. 1887 1907 SS - Lee
Leighow, Elizabeth 1866 1947 DS W [Wife of Henry K. Leighow] Lee
Leighow, Henry K. 1866 1958 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Leighow] Lee
Lemaster, Arthur D. 13 Jul 1923 6 Mar 1926 SS S "Son of Neil & Mollie Lemaster" Barker  EC
Lemaster, Dora I. 10 Nov 1920 [                ] DS W [Wife of Elmer L. Lemaster] McDaniel   EC
Lemaster, Elmer L. 13 Jun 1920 15 Feb 1992 DS H [Husb of Dora I Lemaster] McDaniel   EC
Lemaster, Elsia 17 Jun 1856 11 Feb 1936 SS W "Wife of G. W. Lemaster" Barker  EC
Lemaster, Elwood 17 Feb 1927 29 Nov 1928 SS S "Son of Neil & Mollie Lemaster" Barker  EC
Lemaster, G. W. 12 Sep 1852 17 Mar 1940 SS H [Husb of Elsia Lemaster] Barker  EC
Lemaster, Iva M. 1911 1912 SS - Baldridge (2)
Lemaster, Lloyd 3 Dec 1946 5 Dec 1946 SS - Barker  EC
Lemaster, Mollie 1902 1958 SS W [Wife of Neil Lemaster] Barker  EC
Lemaster, Monie A. 15 Jun 1920 11 Feb 1943 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Lemaster, Neil 3 Feb 1890 8 Nov 1973 SS H
[Husb of Mollie Lemaster] "Ky PVT US 
Army WWI" Barker  EC
Lemaster, Von 29 May 1948 29 May 1949 SS S "Son of Mrs. & Mrs. E. L. Lemaster" Barker  EC
Lemasters, Billie 27 Apr 1932 27 Apr 1932 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Willie Lemasters" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Lemasters, Hildreth 11 Apr 1927 11 Apr 1927 SS D "Daugh. of Mr. & Mrs. John Lemasters" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Lemasters, Infant 31 Mar 1911 1 Apr 1911 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs John Lemasters" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Lemasters, John 12 Oct 1889 3 Oct 1953 DS H [Husb of Laura Lemasters] Lemas-Holbrk EC
Lemasters, Laura 31 May 1892 28 Nov 1985 DS W [Wife of John Lemasters] Lemas-Holbrk EC
Lemasters, Paul L. 11 Feb 1947 11 Feb 1947 SS - Lemas-Holbrk EC
Lentener, Nadine Porter 29 Oct 1919 28 Sep 1969 SS - Williams-Turner
Lesley, Kenneth Richard 1 Mar 1934 5 Feb 1998 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Letha, Ida 1900 1992 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Lewes, Christopher Lee 20 Jun 1983 2 Jul 1983 SS - Slaty Point
Lewie, Baby [                 ] [                ] SS - Alfrey, Roll
Lewie, Lenzie A. 03 Mar 1920 22 Jul 1996 SS - Black, Willie
Lewis Herman Edward 14 Dec 1935 14 Dec 1935 SS S "Son of Arthur W. & Madge F. Lewis" Ditney 
Lewis, A. Clayton [                 ] 8 Feb 1937 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Ada F. 1890 1969 DS W [of Rev. John W. Lewis] Perry   MC
Lewis, Adora Jean 26 May 1950 17 Jan 1986 SS - Brown (1) 
Lewis, Agness Frances 13 Feb 1863 21 Nov 1954 SS - Hamilton
Lewis, Allee Caudill 7 Aug 1893 28 Jan 1932 SS - Town   EC
Lewis, Amanda E. 23 Aug 1868 22 Jan 1911 SS - [Next to James W. Lewis] New Alfrey
Lewis, Andrew J. 1883 1949 SS F [Father of Zora Lewis] Purvis
Lewis, Andy, Jr. 26 Jul 1944 9 Aug 1961 SS - Purvis
Lewis, Angela Marie 23 Mar 1975 2 Mar 1984 SS - New Alfrey
Lewis, Ardell Darlington 15 Apr 1934 22 Aug 1993 DS W [Wife of Perry Roger Lewis] Ditney 
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Lewis, Arizona 19 Feb 1907 29 Oct 1986 DS W [Wife of Dewey Lewis] New Alfrey
Lewis, Arkie 1894 1918 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Arlie F. 28 May 1902 7 Mar 1953 SS - [Next to Emmett H. Lewis] Siloam
Lewis, Arnold Jr. 1 Jul 1983 31 Nov 1983 SS Lewis   EC
Lewis, Arthur W. 23 Mar 1911 31 Oct 1975 DS H [Husb. Of Madge F. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Arye Cassity 1884 1969 DS W [Wife of Howard Clay Lewis] Lee
Lewis, Barbara L. 16 Feb 1940 - DS W [of Bob L. Lewis] Clark (2)
Lewis, Ben 25 May 1844 20 Sep 1905 SS H [Husb of Jennie Lewis] Kidd-White  MC
Lewis, Benard E. 1913 1987 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Bertha 25 Jun 1889 16 Dec 1967 DS W [Wife of Lewis Jesse A.] Ditney 
Lewis, Bertha S. 20 Dec 1882 2 Apr 1912 SS - [Next to Murphard Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Beulah B. 25 Aug 1900 6 Oct 1994 DS W [Wife of Richard Thomas Lewis] Forest Lawn
Lewis, Billy Glen 18 Jan 1934 1 Mar 1934 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Bob L. 20 Jul 1934 18 Mar 1998 DS H
[Of Barbara Gulley Lewis] On a 
Bench:"Parents of Jana, Jackie, Bobby, 
Cliff, Mike, Kenny & Roger" Clark (2)
Lewis, C. Roger 7 Apr 1927 4 May 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Betty Logan Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Calvin M. 25 Nov 1955 16 May 1976 DS H [Husb of Shirley L. Lewis] " M: 6 Nov 1975" Ditney 
Lewis, Carl B. C. 2 Jul 1913 31 jul 1916 SS S "J. R. & Lula Lewis" [James R. & Lula C.] Ditney 
Lewis, Carl Ronnie 3 Dec 1952 5 May 1981 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Charles O. 22 Feb 1918 30 May 1969 SS - "WWII Tec. 5 Coast Arty Ky." Ditney 
Lewis, Charles O. 10 Jan 1885 4 Apr 1969 DS H [Husb of Pearlie Dean Lewis] Rose   EC
Lewis, Charlie A. 1934 1964 SS - [Next to Herman Lewis] Forest Lawn
Lewis, Chester 1 Aug 1909 18 Nov 2000 DS H [Husb of [Monnie Lewis; US Air Force WWII]Ditney 
Lewis, Christine F. 1925 19__ DS W [Wife of Owen L. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Christine V. 1909 1980 DS W [Wife of Frank H. Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Clancey I. - 2 Nov 1928 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Claude 1884 1973 DS H [Husb of Thelma Lewis] "Father" Bishop   MC
Lewis, Cleatis H. 5 Aug 1912 28 Nov 1912 SS S "Son of Jesse A. & Bertha Lewis" Ditney 
Lewis, Curtis E. 4 Aug 1909 21 May 2000 DS H
[h. of Lucy L. Lewis, son of Thomas & 
Maude Lewis] M: 7 Feb 1931 Williams-Turner
Lewis, Damien Ray 11 May 1976 22 Aug 1976 SS - Clearfield
Lewis, Daniel 31 Oct 1857 27 Aug 1930 SS - "72 Yr, 9 Mo, 27 Days" Purvis
Lewis, David H. 25 Jan 1860 26 Dec 1920 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Deena Jones 6 Oct 1885 23 Feb 1908 SS W
 "Deedee" [Wife of Elisha Lewis; Dau. Of 
Levi & Margaret Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Lewis, Deena Jones 6 Oct 1885 23 Feb 1908 SS W
 "Deedee" [Wife of Elisha Lewis; Dau. Of 
Levi & Margaret Jones] Jones, Levi   EC
Lewis, Delbert Lee 10 Mar 1929 11 Dec 1983 SS Lewis   EC
Lewis, Delbert Otis 13 May 1943 25 Dec 1967 PLK S "Son of Ky PFC SQ11Arm. Cav, Vietnam" Ditney 
Lewis, Delyn 17 Mar 1937 20 Apr 1968 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Dennis Ray 25 Jul 1966 25 Jul 1966 SS - Purvis
Lewis, Dewey 1928 [                 ] SS - [Next to John & Dorothy Lewis]] Forest Lawn
Lewis, Dewey 29 Jan 1909 3 Dec 1981 DS H [Husb. of Arizona Lewis] New Alfrey
Lewis, Dorothy 1909 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John Lewis] Forest Lawn
Lewis, Dr. Bill 1844 1914 DS H [Husb of Priscilla Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Earl 4 Jun 1929 23 Jun 1989 SS - Lee
Lewis, Eldon C. 17 Feb 1922 15 Apr 1923 SS S "Son of Enouch & Mary Lewis" Ditney 
Lewis, Elisha 22 Nov 1883 16 Aug 1966 DS H [husb of Lula Lewis] Conn (2) 
Lewis, Ella 1856 1930 SS W "G.B." Pine Hill
Lewis, Ella 1874 1956 DS W [Wife of Wm. Jerry Lewis] Siloam
Lewis, Ellen 24 Sep 1852 17 Dec 1933 DS W [Wife of Taylor Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Ellis 4 Sep 1925 8 Feb 1926 SS - Ditney 
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Lewis, Elva Lorene 
Richardson [22 July 1920] [2 Jan 2000] PLQ W [Wife of Sidney Clay Lewis;]  6 Feb 1936] Forest Lawn
Lewis, Emil 8 Jun 1906 23 Oct 1908 SS D [Dau.of Elisha & Deena Lewis] Jones, Levi   EC
Lewis, Emil 8 Jun 1906 23 Oct 1908 SS D [Dau.of Elisha & Deena Lewis] Jones, Levi   EC
Lewis, Emil E. 4 Jul 1916 15 Jan 1999 DS H [Husb of Leota C. [Click] Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Emma Kiser 28 Oct 1913 19 Sep 1996 DS W [Wife of Theo Eugene Lewis] Sardis
Lewis, Emmett H. 1899 1966 SS - [mason emblem] Siloam
Lewis, Enoch P. 12 Feb 1876 17 Nov 1950 SS H [Husb of Mary Mae Lewis] "Father" Ditney 
Lewis, Ernest Earl 30 Oct 1910 1 Jan 1988 SS - "S 2 US Navy WWII"[military flat stone] Clearfield
Lewis, Estelle Cogswell 1913 1938 DS W "Wife and Baby of Robert Lewis" New Alfrey
Lewis, Estie Johnson 3 Dec 1913 28 Oct 1951 SS W "Wife of J. R. Lewis" Ditney 
Lewis, Estill 12 Feb 1898 15 Aug 1939 DS H [Husb of Carmia Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Estill M. 28 Mar 1909 25 Nov 1991 SS - "Dad" Conn (2) 
Lewis, Ethel Hamilton 7 Apr 1899 18 Jun 1967 SS - "Sis" Hogge 
Lewis, Everett 19 Dec 1903 11 Mar 1977 DS H [Husb. of Rebecca McDaniel Lewis] McDaniel (2)
Lewis, F. H. 4 May 1850 18 Feb 1912 DS H [Manda Lewis] Nickell-Harris
Lewis, Fannie 26 Nov 1867 12 Jul 1939 DS GM "Grandmother" [Keep w/ McCoy Sargent] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Frank H. 1906 1986 DS H [Husb. of Christine V. Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Frank W. 1 Jun 1908 20 Oct 1986 DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Lewis] Purvis
Lewis, Fred H. 22 May 1926 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Queenie Evans Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Gardner H. 1852 1914 DS H [Husb of Loucretia L. Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Gary Randolph 25 Sep 1961 25 Sep 1961 SS - Lee
Lewis, George S. 1884 1948 DS H [Husb. of Lela E. Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, George W. 1932 1966 SS Lewis   EC
Lewis, Gerald 2 Nov 1932 2 Nov 1932 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Geraldine [1956] [1956] PLK - [Unmarked] Ditney 
Lewis, Goldie S. Hamilton 15 Dec 1907 21 Mar 1985 SS - Hamilton
Lewis, Grace 31 May 1911 17 Dec 1996 SS - [Next to Kimla Sue Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Granville 16 Sep 1871 30 Jul 1957 SS - Pine Hill
Lewis, Harold K. 6 Aug 1937 2 Dec 1937 SS - Forest Lawn
Lewis, Henry H. 1864 1954 DS H [Husb. of Ida Blair Lewis] Lee
Lewis, Herman 1936 1982 SS - [Next to Dewey Lewis] Forest Lawn
Lewis, Herman L. 10 Oct 1834 4 Jun 1906 DS W [Wife of Tilman A. Lewis] "His Wife" Bishop   MC
Lewis, Hobart C. 5 Feb 1913 8 Aug 1913 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Howard Clay 1882 1948 DS H [Husb. of Arye Cassity Lewis] Lee
Lewis, Ida Blair 1878 1947 DS W [Wife of Henry H. Lewis] Lee
Lewis, Ilie Goble 15 Mar 1919 12 Mar 1920 SS - Rose   EC
Lewis, Imogene - - SS - [#1170] New Alfrey
Lewis, infant - - SS S "Infant Son of Willie & Lena Lewis" Bishop   MC
Lewis, infant - - SS D "Infant Daughter of Willie & Lena Lewis" Bishop   MC
Lewis, Irene 1941 1997 PLK - Ditney 
Lewis, Isaac C. 15 Dec 1848 16 Dec 1923 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Iva Jones 1916 [                 ] DS W [Wife of William Richard Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, J. - 1865 SS - [#63] New Alfrey
Lewis, J. A. 16 Sep 1881 25 Feb 1906 SS - Cranston
Lewis, Jack N. 1906 1971 DS H [Hus of Vivian E. Lewis] Carey 
Lewis, James C. 24 Sep 1904 5 May 1974 SS - "KY Pvt US Army WWII" Bishop   MC
Lewis, James Guy 8 Feb 1907 7 Jun 1942 SS - [Nex to Jerry Lewis] Sardis
Lewis, James L. 12 Feb 1863 21 Mar 1935 DS - [Keep with Alice May Artis] Sardis
Lewis, James R. 1885 1970 DS H [of Lula C. Lewis & Estie Johnson Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, James W. 3 Jan 1889 12 Feb 1908 SS - [Next to Amanda E. Lewis] New Alfrey
Lewis, Jaunita Sue 08 Dec 1964 08 Dec 1964 SS - "Infant" Fraley (1)
Lewis, Jeanie D. 23 Feb 1915 10 Jan 1965 DS W [Wife of Talmadge R. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Jennie 8 Jan 1843 10 Dec 1903 SS W "Wife of Ben Lewis" Kidd-White  MC
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Lewis, Jennie B. 19 Mar 1862 19 Jul 1944 DS W [Wife of Thomas H. Lewis] Siloam
Lewis, Jerry 23 Apr 1928 [                 ] SS - "Pvt 20 ERGRS KY" Sardis
Lewis, Jerry J. 1886 1957 DS [Keep with Lorena J. Lewis] Lewis   EC
Lewis, Jesse A. 7 Aug 1887 30 Jan 1956 DS H [Husb of Bertha Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Jessie 1910 1988 DS W [Wife of  William Lewis] New Sill
Lewis, Jessie 15 Jul 1896 5 Jan 1911 SS - Pine Hill
Lewis, John 1900 1995 DS H [Husb. of Dorothy Lewis] Forest Lawn
Lewis, John Anders 19 Apr 1878 15 Jan 1970 DS H [Husb. of Sarah Alice Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, John B. 22 Feb 1876 20 Mar 1959 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, John Paul 21 Apr 1945 21 Apr 1945 SS - "Son of Lenzie & Inez Lewis" Johnson   EC
Lewis, Johnnie A. 28 Mar 1923 15 Oct 1956 SS - Brown (1) 
Lewis, Joseph - - SS - [#1479] [Next to Amanda E. Lewis] New Alfrey
Lewis, Kathryn Lee - 1938 DS D [Keep with Estelle Cogswell Lewis] New Alfrey
Lewis, Kenneth Earl 1 Jan 1908 15 Oct 1971 SS H [Husb. Of Roxie Lewis] Lee
Lewis, Kimla Sue 5 Jun 1957 16 Jan 1979 SS - [Next to Grace Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Lance Wylie 12 Feb 1902 27 Mar 1918 SS - Rose   EC
Lewis, Larce 22 Nov 1938 22 Feb 1944 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Laru 20 Feb 1927 17 Aug 1927 SS D "Dau of Everett & Rebecca Lewis" McDaniel (2)
Lewis, Lee Vaughn 8 Aug 1907 22 Jul 1960 SS - [Next to Louise A Lewis]"KY...WWII" Brown (1) 
Lewis, Lela E. 1889 1958 DS W [Wife of George S. Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Lena 1897 1993 DS W [Wife of Willie Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Lenora 30 Aug 1949 15 Apr 1950 SS D "Daughter of Talmadge & Jeanie Lewis" Ditney 
Lewis, Leonard F. 1897 1973 DS H [Husb of Lyda E. Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Leota C. [Click] 27 Mar 1919 4 Oct 1981 DS W [Wife of Emil E. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Lizzie V. 6 Sep 1872 13 May 1897 SS D "Dau of T. A. & Herman Lewis" Bishop   MC
Lewis, Lorena J. 1903 1952 DS [Keep with Jerry J. Lewis] Lewis   EC
Lewis, Loucretia L. 1865 1938 DS W [Wife of Gardner H. Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Louise A. 19 Nov 1919 3 Jul 1983 SS - [Next to Lee V Lewis]"HA  ...WWII" Brown (1) 
Lewis, Loyd Lenvil 30 Apr 1925 20 Oct 1960 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Lucretia 21 Mar 1858 - SS W "Wife of L. P. Lewis" New Alfrey
Lewis, Lucy L.[Lambert] 27 Jan 1908 6 Jun 1978 DS W [of Curtis E. Lewis] Williams-Turner
Lewis, Lula 15 Mar 1888 20 Jun 1971 DS W [wife of Elisha Lewis] Conn (2) 
Lewis, Lula C. 14 Apr 1891 14 Jan 1925 DS W [of James R. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Lyda E. 1912 1994 DS W [Wife of Leonard F. Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Madge F. 2 Dec 1917 27 Nov 1997 DS W [Wife of Arthur W. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Madge Moore 2 Dec 1917 27 Nov 1997 PLK - Ditney 
Lewis, Manda 24 Jun 1854 23 Dec 1894 DS W [F. H. Lewis] Nickell-Harris
Lewis, Margaret J. 1986 1965 SS - Purvis
Lewis, Mark A. 1 Jan 1962 13 Dec 1980 SS - "PFC US Marines" Ditney 
Lewis, Mary 25 Jul 1861 11 Mar 1936 DS W [Wife of Richard P. Lewis] Maddox-Hamm
Lewis, Mary E. 28 Aug 1928 7 Jun 1949 DS W [Wife of Frank W. Lewis] Purvis
Lewis, Mary Jane 1978 1978 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Mary Mae 1 May 1885 29 Mar 1951 SS W [Wife of Enoch P. Lewis] "Mother" Ditney 
Lewis, Mary Phoebe Adkins 21 Feb 1928 12 Feb 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Lester Lee Lewis (Living)] Forest Lawn
Lewis, Matthew W. 1907 19990 SS Lewis   EC
Lewis, Mattie E. 20 Apr 1876 21 Jan 1956 SS - Brown (1) 
Lewis, Mattie L. 11 Apr 1900 2 Oct 1904 SS D "Dau of Samuel S. & Ella Lewis" Bishop   MC
Lewis, Maud R. 7 Jul 1888 30 Jul 1948 DS W [of Tom H. Lewis] Williams-Turner
Lewis, Meneffe 4 Jul 1895 5 May 1975 SS - Town   EC
Lewis, Milford 30 Oct 1905 16 Feb 1937 SS S [Son of Elisha & Deena Lewis] Jones, Levi   EC
Lewis, Milford 30 Oct 1905 16 Feb 1937 SS S [Son of Elisha & Deena Lewis] Jones, Levi   EC
Lewis, Monnie Moore 27 Aug 1910 28 Aug 1992 DS W [Wife of Chester Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Murphard 5 Jul 1895 13 Apr 1918 SS - [Next to Bertha S. Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Myrtie 18 Feb 1891 3 Oct 1891 SS D "F. H. & Manda Lewis" Nickell-Harris
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Lewis, Nelia Yvonne 6 Nov 1937 22 Dec 1937 SS - Lee
Lewis, Oliver - - SS - New Alfrey
Lewis, Owen L. 1921 1955 DS H [Husb of Christine F. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Pearl J. 1880 1952 SS - "Mother" Ditney 
Lewis, Pearlie Dean 31 Dec 1887 10 Jun 1979 DS W [Wife of Charles O. Lewis] Rose   EC
Lewis, Perry Roger 8 Jan 1934 [                ] DS H [Husb of Ardell Darlington Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Priscilla 1845 1918 DS W [Wife of Dr. Bill Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Queenie Evans 26 May 1932 4 May 1996 DS W [Wife of Fred H Lewis]M:28 Oct 1950 Brown (1) 
Lewis, R. Neil 28 Jun 197_ 10 Sep 1995 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Ralph E. Sep 1924 6 Jan 1993 DS H [of Violet Lewis] "PFC US Army, Korea" Ditney 
Lewis, Ray Charles 19 Jan 1947 8 Oct 1995 DS - Crix Cemetery:
Lewis, Ray H. 11 May 1916 31 Jul 1968 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Rebecca [McDaniel] 22 Sep 1908 30 Oct 1989 DS W [Wife of Everett Lewis] McDaniel (2)
Lewis, Rev. John W. 1887 1968 DS H [of Ada F. Lewis] Perry   MC
Lewis, Rhoda E. 20 Dec 1852 4 Jan 1933 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Richard P. 12 Dec 1858 15 Jan 1924 DS H [Hus of Mary Lewis] Maddox-Hamm
Lewis, Richard Thomas 1895 1980 DS H [Husb. of Beulah B. Lewis]"WWI" Forest Lawn
Lewis, Roger [                ] 29 May 1969 SS - "WWII" Ditney 
Lewis, Rose Ella 31 Oct 1871 4 May 1945 DS W [Wife of Samuel S. Lewis] "Mother" Bishop   MC
Lewis, Roxie Fultz 12 Mar 1911 [               ] SS W [Wife of Kenneth Lewis] Lee
Lewis, Roy E. 23 Jul 1908 20 Feb 1912 SS S "J. R. & Lula Lewis" [James R. & Lula C.] Ditney 
Lewis, Roy E. 23 Jul 1908 20 Feb 1912 SS - Ditney 
Lewis, Ruby L. 30 Sep 1921 30 Nov 1924 SS D "J. R. & Lula Lewis" [James R. & Lula C.] Ditney 
Lewis, Sam L. 2 Jun 1917 11 Feb 1981 DS H [of Stella M Lewis]"TEC5..Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Lewis, Samuel S. 4 Feb 1865 20 Dec 1951 DS H [Husb of Rose Ella Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Sarah Alice 1 Jan 1882 29 Jan 1970 DS W [Wife of John Anders Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Shirley L. 15 Feb 1956 [                ] DS W [Wife of Calvin M. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Stella M. 25 Feb 1928 17 Feb 1993 DS W [Wife of Sam L. Lewis] Brown (1) 
Lewis, Sue Carol 3 Apr 1947 14 Dec 1963 SS - New Alfrey
Lewis, Talmadge R. 13 Apr 1910 7 Apr 1967 DS H [Husb of Jeannie Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Taylor 19 Oct 1847 9 Apr 1929 DS H [Husb of Ellen Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Thelma 1907 1995 DS W [Wife of Claude Lewis] "Mother" Bishop   MC
Lewis, Theo Eugene 30 Nov 1915 30 Apr 1996 DS H [Husb. of Emma Kiser Lewis] Sardis
Lewis, Thomas H. 10 Dec 1855 16 Apr 1935 DS H [Husb of Jennie B. Lewis] Siloam
Lewis, Tillie J. 20 Jun 1879 4 Jun 1911 SS - "Wife of W. Lewis" Sardis
Lewis, Tilman A. 14 Nov 1831 22 Dec 1916 DS H [Husb of Herman L. Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Tom H.[Henry] 26 Jun 1884 23 Oct 1948 DS H [of Maud R. Lewis] Williams-Turner
Lewis, Vernie 24 Jun 1934 16 Sep 1934 DS TWN [Keep with Vernon Lewis] Purvis
Lewis, Vernon 24 Jun 1934 18 Sep 1934 DS TWN [Keep with Vernie Lewis] Purvis
Lewis, Vestie B. [                 ] [                ] SS - Alfrey, Roll
Lewis, Violet 1915 [                ] DS W [of Ralph E. Lewis] Ditney 
Lewis, Virginia M. 1910 1951 SS - "Mother" Bishop   MC
Lewis, Vivian E. 1906 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jack N. Lewis] Carey 
Lewis, Vivion C. 2 Mar 1924 2 Mar 1924 SS D "Dau Enouch & Mary Lewis" Ditney 
Lewis, Wanda Faye 5 May 1940 5 Jul 1940 SS - Bishop   MC
Lewis, Wayne 1907 1980 DS - Forest Lawn
Lewis, William 1896 1967 DS H [Husband of Jessie Lewis] New Sill
Lewis, William Richard 5 Jul 1904 2 Dec 1994 DS H [Husb. of Iva Jones Lewis]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Lewis, Willie 1892 1961 DS H [Husb of Lena Lewis] Bishop   MC
Lewis, Wm. Jerry 1873 1963 DS H [Husb of Ella Lewis] Siloam
Lewis, Zora 14 Mar 1927 26 Jun 1927 SS S "Son of A. J. & Maggie Lewis" Purvis
Lewman, Arvil Eugene 6 Aug 1936 6 Aug 1936 SS S [Next to Claud & Pearl Lewman] Whisman 
Lewman, Claud A. 25 Mar 1886 4 Feb 1967 DS H [Hus of Pearl Lewman] Whisman 
Lewman, Letha Grace 21 Mar 1919 11 Aug 1921 SS D [Next to Arvil Eugene Lewman] Whisman 
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Lewman, Pearl 4 Aug 1893 11 May 1973 DS W [Wife of Claud A. Lewman] Whisman 
Leyerle, Charlotte 19 May 1890 16 Jan 1976 SS - "Ohio" Caudill (2)
Leyerle, Gustov A. 14 Mar 1889 23 Sep 1960 SS - "Ohio PVT Co H-102, Infantry WWI PH" Caudill (2)
Lickton, Mildred Blair 1911 1988 SS - [Daug. of Pierce Blair] Lee
Lightfoot, W. R. 6 Mar 1883 14 Oct 1918 SS - Lee
Link, David Francis 21 Aug 1913 25 Aug 1978 SS - Bishop   MC
Link, Eddie 1884 1918 SS - Bishop   MC
Link, Ezra S. 21 Dec 1909 21 Jan 1996 DS H [Husb of Louise Link] Bishop   MC
Link, Ida M. 1870 1946 SS - New Alfrey
Link, James 1854 1941 SS - Link
Link, Lillie B. 1872 1953 SS - Link
Link, Louise 9 Feb 1934 16 Aug 1996 DS W [Wife of Ezra S. Link] Bishop   MC
Link, Lucy 1849 1904 SS - "Wife of Robert Link" Bishop   MC
Link, Martha 1886 _ Sep _ SS - "Wife of Sam Link" Bishop   MC
Link, Martha W. 20 Jul 1885 14 Sep 1933 TS - [Keep with Willard & Orville Link] Bishop   MC
Link, Nancy J. 27 Mar 1884 31 Aug 1925 SS - "Wife of John I. Link" Bishop   MC
Link, Orville J. 5 May 1915 20 May 1942 TS - [Keep with Martha & Willard Link] Bishop   MC
Link, Robert - - SS - "Co. F 40 KY Inf." Bishop   MC
Link, Simon P. 1863 1950 SS - Link
Link, Virgie  (Note 1) [Abt 1906] [Nov 1937] STN W Of Jess C. Link, D of John & Ida B Crose] Jones (1)
Link, Willard H. 21 Sep 1915 10 Aug 1928 TS - [Keep with Martha & Orville Link] Bishop   MC
Linville, Casual 8 Mar 1912 28 Jul 1974 DS H [Husb. of Irene Linville] Forest Lawn
Linville, Elizabeth Hardy 17 Oct 1886 22 Jul 1907 SS D [Daughter of W. M. & Tenia A. Hardy] Dawson
Linville, Irene 1911 1988 DS W [Wife of Casual Linville] Forest Lawn
Linville, Larry Darryl 7 Jan 1940 19 Jul 1995 SS - [Next to Rachel Linville Evans]"Army" Forest Lawn
Linville, Rye Boyd 1901 1949 SS - Lee
Litten, Thelma 17 Feb 1926 [                ] TS - [Keep with Herbert Monroe Elam] Caudill (1) 
Litteral, Myrtle 1897 1992 DS W [Wife of Ray Litteral] Forest Lawn
Litteral, Ray 1897 1973 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle Litteral] Forest Lawn
Litteral, Robert Louis 29 Apr 1919 7 Nov 1995 SS - [Next to Ray & Myr. Litteral]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Little, Alia D. 2 Nov 1869 27 May 1898 SS W "Wife of M. Little" Caudill (4)
Little, Alice 1860 1921 SS W "Wife of Henry Little" Caudill (4)
Little, Arthur [3 Sep]1919 17 Mar 1999 DS H [Husband of Iva E. Little] Adams-Plank
Little, Betty A. 1952 [                  ] DS W [Wife of Paul E. Little] Forest Lawn
Little, C. C. 29 Sep 1871 15 Aug 1893 SS - Caudill (4)
Little, Cecil Samuel [13 Mar]1915 [29 Feb]1984 DS H [Husb. of Essie Mae Little] Forest Lawn
Little, Cleff E. 6 Dec 1893 8 Feb 1895 SS S "Son of M. & A.D. Little" Caudill (4)
Little, Earnest 27 Feb 1913 28 Jun 1913 SS - New Alfrey
Little, Edna L. Williams 30 Sep 1933 23 Jun 1994 SS W "Wife of [William] Ed Little" Eldridge (1) 
Little, Essie Mae [25 Jan]1919 [27 May]1988 DS W [Wife of Cecil Samuel Little] Forest Lawn
Little, Ester 1916 1968 DS H [Husband of Louise Little] Adams-Plank
Little, Fintie A. 25 Oct 1895 13 Sep 1898 SS - "Child of M. & A.D. Little" Caudill (4)
Little, Hellen Irine 11 Feb 1939 11 Oct 1942 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Little, Henry 8 Jun 1849 27 Feb 1904 SS H [Husb. of Alice Little] Caudill (4)
Little, Icy 1877 1973 DS W [Wife of John B. Little] Mt. Pisgah
Little, Irene Blodgett 30 Sep 1920 [                 ] SS - [Next to Howard A. Blodgett] Forest Lawn
Little, Iva E [Angeline 
DeWitt] 1922 1980 DS W [Wife of Arthur Little] "M: 18 May 1940" Adams-Plank
Little, Ivory M. 1913 1940 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Little, James 4 May 1823 2 Feb 1903 SS H [Husb. of Mary Little] Caudill (4)
Little, James Cluster 27 May 1925 [                ] DS H [Husband of Mary Elsie Little] Adams-Plank
Little, James M. 12 Apr 1888 21 Jan 1968 DS H [Husband of Lulie Little] Adams-Plank
Little, John B. 1881 1955 DS H [Husband of Icy Little] Mt. Pisgah
Little, Kelly Ann 27 May 1987 12 Oct 1987 SS - [Next to Paul & Betty Little] Forest Lawn
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Little, Laura M. 1889 1954 DS W [Wife of William N. Little] Mt. Pisgah
Little, Louise 1927 [                ] DS W "Wife of Ester Little" Adams-Plank
Little, Lulie 30 Jun 1892 30 Apr 1982 DS W [Wife of James M. Little] Adams-Plank
Little, Mary 1832 23 Oct 1882 SS W [Wife of James Little] Caudill (4)
Little, Mary Elsie 1 May 1924 2 Jul 1985 DS W [Wife of James Cluster Little] Adams-Plank
Little, Mary L. Caudill 20 Aug 1909 [                 ] DS W [Wife of William Paul Little] Caudill (1) 
Little, Paul E. 1954 [                  ] DS H [Husb. of Betty A. Little] Forest Lawn
Little, Riley B. 18 Feb 1898 - SS S "Son of M. & A.D. Little"[date in ground] Caudill (4)
Little, Rosa B. 1890 1946 DS W [Wife of Willie L. Little] Mt. Pisgah
Little, Shelby A. 31 Dec 1947 8 Mar 1973 SS - "KY SP4 US Army Vietnam" Adams-Plank
Little, Surmanthia 10 Aug 1888 18 Mar 1889 SS D "Dau of M. & A.D. Little" Caudill (4)
Little, Tempy J. 21 Jan 1875 29 Jun 1890 SS D "Dau of James & Mary Little" Caudill (4)
Little, Wash 23 Dec 1849 25 May 1924 SS - [Next to Tempy J. Little] Caudill (4)
Little, William "Edd" 23 Sep 1913 24 May 2000 PLQ H [husb of Edna L. Williams Little] Eldridge (1) 
Little, William N. 1884 1963 DS H [Husband of Laura M. Little] Mt. Pisgah
Little, William Paul 27 Sep 1907 28 Oct 1990 DS H [Husb. of Mary Lucille Caudill Little] Caudill (1) 
Little, Willie L. 1894 1935 DS H [Husband of Rosa B. Little] Mt. Pisgah
Littleton, Albert 1943 1968 DS H [Husb. of Mary F. Littleton] M: 4 Nov 1961 Adams-Plank
Littleton, Albert 23 May 1849 - DS - [Keep with Barbara Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Albert O. 14 Nov 1904 25 Oct 1979 TS H [Husb. of Martha E. Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Alice 28 Jan 1859 19 Jul 1911 SS W [Wife of Joseph A. Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Alonzo Guy 5 Feb 1941 2 Jun 1989 DS H [Husb. of Edith Caudill Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Amanda 25 Jun 1872 12 Apr 1954 SS - "Mother" Hogge 
Littleton, Amanda 1850 1930 SS - Sardis
Littleton, Anna F. 30 Jan 1901 30 Nov 1926 SS W [Wife of Arch Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Arch 1 Oct 1894 28 Apr 1965 DS H [of Lorna Littleton] "PFC WWI Co F 337 Sardis
Littleton, Barbara 7 Nov 1842 29 May 1906 DS - [Keep with Albert Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Bobby Jo 16 Mar 1991 15 Jun 1991 SS - Forest Lawn
Littleton, Cassie 27 Nov 1903 10 Jun 1905 SS D "Dau of Samuel & Margie Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Charlie 1897 1980 DS H [H of Ethel Littleton]"M:24 May 1916" Sardis
Littleton, Chester 27 Sep 1908 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Ethel Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Cova E. 15 Jan 1923 24 Jun 1923 SS D "Dau of Arch & Anna Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Dawson 
Manchester 11 Sep 1875 - DS H [Husb. of Mary Isabelle Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Dillard 11 Feb 1922 12 Feb 1922 SS S "Son of Chas & Ethel Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Edith Caudill 30 Sep 1941 [                 ] DS W [of Alonzo Guy Littleton]M:25 Jul 1959 Sardis
Littleton, Edna Mae 15 Sep 1930 2 May 1931 SS - Sardis
Littleton, Edward 20 Apr 1880 29 May 1900 SS S "Son of Joseph A. & Alice Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Elsie H. 24 Jul 1921 [                 ] DS W [of Mitchell Littleton]"M: 21 Apr 1945" Hogge 
Littleton, Emmitt 8 May 1900 28 May 1988 DS H [Husb. of Eva Mae Egan Littleton] "Father" Cranston
Littleton, Ercel 6 Nov 1937 1 Sep 1938 SS S "Son of Chas & Ethel Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Ethel 1898 1964 DS W [Wife of Charlie Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Ethel 21 Dec 1906 15 Feb 1970 DS W [Wife of Chester Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Eva [Mae Egan] 21 Oct 1904 14 Oct 2000 DS W [Wife of Emmitt Littleton] "Mother" Cranston
Littleton, Fantley A. 18 Feb 1868 12 Oct 1950 SS H [Husb. of Ida V. Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Glen 26 Mar 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Sabra M. Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Hester Clayton 23 Aug 1916 6 Dec 1916 SS S "Son of F. A. & Ida V. Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Ida Rose 13 Sep 1934 - SS - "Infant" [only one date given] Sardis
Littleton, Ida V. 25 Feb 1871 12 Aug 1928 SS W "Wife of Fantley Littleton" "Aged 57 yrs Sardis
Littleton, Infant 1944 1944 SS S [Son of Shirley & Violet Littleton] New Sill
Littleton, Infant 16 Mar 1903 16 Mar 1903 SS S "Son of D. M. & M.I.B. Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Infant 1 Oct 1915 1 Oct 1915 SS S "Son of D. M. & M.I.B. Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Infant 23 Sep 1906 23 Sep 1906 DS - "Twin sons" Sardis
Littleton, Infant 23 Sep 1906 23 Sep 1906 DS - [Keep with other Infant Littleton, twin] Sardis
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Littleton, Infant 20 Nov 1920 20 Nov 1920 SS S "Son of Arch & Anna Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Infant 4 Oct 1921 4 Oct 1921 SS S "Son of Arch & Anna Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Infant 11 Dec 1925 11 Dec 1925 SS S "Son of Arch & Anna Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Infant Loyd 12 Apr 1920 12 Apr 1920 SS S "Son of Arch & Anna Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Jane 20 Oct 1864 18 Jul 1918 SS - "Wife of F. H. Littleton" [1st wife] Sardis
Littleton, Jas. A. 31 Mar 1850 3 Mar 1914 SS - Sardis
Littleton, John R. 24 Mar 1844 5 Aug 1921 SS - Sardis
Littleton, Joseph A. 21 Oct 1861 21 Jul 1903 SS H [Husb. of Alice Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Julia A. 10 Jan 1848 9 Oct 1915 SS - "Wife of F. H. Littleton" [2nd wife] Sardis
Littleton, Lescester 17 Apr 1918 15 Jul 1932 SS S "Son of Chas & Ethel Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Leslie M. 1892 1971 DS H [Husb. of Louie Mae Littleton] Forest Lawn
Littleton, Loma 6 Apr 1913 4 Aug 1974 DS W [Wife of Preston Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Lorna 1905 1961 DS W [Wife of Arch Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Lottie E. 23 Jun 1902 2 Sep 1903 SS D "Dau of F. A. & Ida V. Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Louie Mae 1908 1986 DS W [Wife of Leslie M. Littleton] Forest Lawn
Littleton, M. T. 21 Jun 18__ 16 Mar 1853 SS - [year of death hard to read] Hogge 
Littleton, Marginine Hall 1 May 1862 1 Jan 1919 SS - Sardis
Littleton, Martha E. 7 Mar 1903 2 Feb 1936 TS W [Wife of Albert O. Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Marvin H. 1904 1904 SS - Sardis
Littleton, Mary D. 4 Mar 1860 10 Aug 1890 SS - Cranston
Littleton, Mary F. 1943 [                ] DS W [Wife of Albert Littleton] Adams-Plank
Littleton, Mary Isabelle 22 Feb 1878 9 Jan 1957 DS W [Wife of Dawson Manchester Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Maud H. 1924 1925 SS - "Daughter" [Next to Sammie J Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Mina 9 Oct 1894 27 Apr 1896 SS D "Dau of J. A. & Alice Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Mitchell 2 Feb 1920 23 Mar 1992 DS H [of Elsie H Littleton]"US Army WWII" Hogge 
Littleton, Ocie May 5 Mar 1924 11 Oct 1926 SS D "Dau of Arch & Anna Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Oval 21 Apr 1917 22 Apr 1917 SS S "Son of Chas & Ethel Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Pearl Harper 18 Aug 1898 27 Jan 1925 SS - "Wife of L. M. Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Preston 13 Jan 1911 11 Jun 1988 DS H [Husb. of Loma Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Robert Ray 1958 1958 SS - [Son of Doris & Faye Littleton] Hayes Crossing 
Littleton, Ruth B. 19 May 1921 3 Aug 1992 TS W [Wife of Albert O. Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Sabra M. 11 Jan 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Glen Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Sam P. 22 Feb 1866 25 Dec 1905 SS - Sardis
Littleton, Sammie J. 1897 1959 SS - "Father" Sardis
Littleton, Sarah L. 16 Apr 1878 16 May 1910 SS - "Wife of Ed Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Shirley A. 10 Mar 1920 14 Sep 1994 DS H [of Violet K Littleton ] M:30 May 1942 Sardis
Littleton, Simon P. 1823 1903 SS - Sardis
Littleton, Son - - SS - "Son of Charles & Ethel Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Tony Lou 28 Sep 1954 28 Sep 1954 SS - [Nex to Alonzo & Edith Littleton] Sardis
Littleton, Travis 16 May 1967 13 Jun 1992 SS S "Bro of Belinda, Wade, Darrell" [photo] Sardis
Littleton, Viola L. 2 Sep 1910 20 Sep 1978 SS - "Wife of Chester" Sardis
Littleton, Violet K. 16 May 1925 [                 ] DS W [of Shirley A Littleton]"D/o A&T Sturgill Sardis
Littleton, Vivian Sturgill 16 May 1925 15 Feb 1993 SS - New Sill
Littleton, Walter 2 Sep 1925 10 Sep 1925 SS S "Son of Chas & Ethel Littleton" Sardis
Littleton, Willie T. 7 Mar 1913 9 Jun 1927 SS S "Son of F. A. & Ida V. Littleton" Sardis
Litton, Allie K. 1906 1999 MKR - Litton   EC
Litton, Avery 2 Aug 1911 11 Jan 1933 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Belle - - SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Boyd C. 1888 1981 DS H [Husb.band of Ina B. Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, Carl O. 27 Apr 1911 7 Sep 1985 DS H [Husb of Velda Litton] "PFC US Army" Litton   EC
Litton, Christine Boyd 1918 1991 DS W [Wife of Samuel J. Litton Jr.] Forest Lawn
Litton, Claude 19 Aug 1905 22 Apr 1939 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Clyde M. 9 Sep 1918 12 Jul 1983 SS - "S Sgt US Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Litton, Clyde M. 11 Apr 1899 24 Jan 1917 SS - Litton   EC
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Litton, Daisy 5 Feb 1876 20 May 1931 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Elizabeth M. 11 Oct 1853 17 Jun 1903 DS W [Wife of Thomas J. Litton] Litton   EC
Litton, Ella R. 1895 1966 DS W [Wife of James H. Litton] Lee
Litton, Emery G. 25 Apr 1909 14 May 1997 SS - "Grandfather" Litton   EC
Litton, Emmit - - SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Frank 1848 1930 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Frankie 2 Mar 1920 5 Mar 1920 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, George E. 4 Dec 1929 3 Nov 1951 SS - "Ky PVT 501 ABN Med 101 ABN Div" Lee
Litton, Harriet - - SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Hattie 3 Mar 1879 25 Mar 1966 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Ina B. 1896 1972 DS W [Wife of Boyd C. Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, Infant 19 Nov 1924 19 Nov 1924 SS - [Next to Samuel & Stella Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, James H. 1891 1963 DS H [Husb. of Ella R. Litton] Lee
Litton, James W. 22 Dec 1874 24 Jan 1988 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Laura C. 1873 1939 SS - [Next to Infant Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, Leona B. 1903 1971 SS - "Sister" Litton   EC
Litton, Lukie W. 1916 [31 Mar]1986 DS H [Husb. of Nada H. Roberts Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, Nada H. [Roberts] 1915 21 Mar 1999 DS W [Wife of Lukie W. Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, Naomi Ruth 1932 1934 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Pollie 1850 1924 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, R. O. 31 Jan 1875 27 Nov 1915 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Ronald 20 Mar 1932 8 Dec 1935 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, Roy, Jr. 13 May 1918 16 Sep 1943 SS - "Killed in action, US Marine Cor WWII" Caudill (1) 
Litton, Samuel J. 1894 1978 DS H [Husb. of Stella M Litton]"Army WWI" Forest Lawn
Litton, Samuel J. Jr. 1919 1997 DS H [Husb. of Christine Boyd Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, Sharon Kay 23 Sep 1949 23 Sep 1949 SS D [Dau of Nada & Lukie Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, Stella M. 1901 1992 DS W [Wife of Samuel J. Litton] Forest Lawn
Litton, Thomas J. 20 Jun 1845 17 Feb 1912 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth M. Litton] Litton   EC
Litton, Velda 28 May 1914 11 Jul 1991 DS W [Wife of Carl O. Litton] Litton   EC
Litton, Violet H. 13 Mar 1911 14 Apr 1942 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, W. T. 3 Apr 1873 28 Feb 1942 SS - Litton   EC
Litton, William Daniel 1952 1960 SS - Lee
Livingood, Clayton E. 18 Mar 1938 10 Jul 1938 TS - [Keep with Junie F. Livingood] Slaty Point
Livingood, Edna 11 Jun 1902 2 Jul 1983 SS W "Wife of Irvin Livingood" Slaty Point
Livingood, Herbert G. 29 Jul 1935 21 Jun 1995 SS - Slaty Point
Livingood, Irvin 18 Sep 1891 14 Jul 1948 DS H
[Husb of Edna Livingood, Father of Paul S. 
Livingood] Slaty Point
Livingood, Junie F. 1 Jun 1929 1 Jun 1929 TS - "Infant"[Keep with Clayton E. Livingood] Slaty Point
Livingood, Paul S. 18 Aug 1930 15 Feb 1956 DS S [Son of Irvin Livingood] Slaty Point
Livingood, Ray 7 Apr 1921 7 Apr 1921 TS - "Infant"[Keep with Clayton E. Livingood] Slaty Point
Logan, A. W. 22 Feb 1862 17 Oct 1888 SS - Town
Logan, Alfred W. 22 Feb 1862 17 Oct 1888 SS - Pine Hill
Logan, Amanda S. 25 Feb 1850 27 Jul 1853 SS D "Daug of Henry S. & Lucinda F. Logan" Logan 
Logan, Amberzeth 15 Apr 1862 10 Jan 1934 SS - Masters
Logan, Anna 1897 1978 SS - Masters
Logan, Arthur S. 11 Nov 1927 - DS H [Husb of Betty L. Logan] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Logan, Belford 10 May 1887 18 Mar 1892 SS S "Son of R.R. & S.M. Logan" Logan  CC
Logan, Belvin 23 Oct 1895 12 Nov 1985 DS H
[Husb of Emily Logan]"PVT US Army 
WWII" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Logan, Berkley 1879 1 Nov 1881 SS S "Son of H. M. & E.[Elizabeth] A. Logan" Lee
Logan, Besiel L. 26 Jul 1889 12 Mar 1892 SS D "Dau of R.R. & S.M. Logan" Logan  CC
Logan, Betsy Ra 7 May 1798 19 Jul 1869 SS W [Wife of William Logan] Logan 
Logan, Betty L. 4 may 1931 7 Dec 1997 DS W [Wife of Arthur S. Logan] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Logan, Boone 1888 1973 SS - Masters
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Logan, Charles Wade 1901 1979 SS - Masters
Logan, Clarence 22 Mar 1895 5 Oct 1895 SS S "Son of M.L[Ledford]. & M.F.[Mary] Logan"Logan  CC
Logan, Clyde 18 Mar 1892 26 Oct 1892 SS S [Son of S. E. & Queen Logan] Mt. Pisgah
Logan, Dr. H S. 2 Mar 1818 - QS H [Husb. of Lucinda F. Logan] Logan 
Logan, Effie 14 Jan 1900 29 Jul 1903 DS D "Dau of M.L[Ledford]. & M.F.[Mary] Logan"Logan  CC
Logan, Elizabeth 25 Jul 1930 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Glen F. Logan] Hogge 
Logan, Elizabeth A. 20 Nov 1845 8 Mar 1915 DS W [Wife of H. M. Logan] Lee
Logan, Emily 24 Sep 1909 [                ] DS W [Wife of Belvin Logan] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Logan, Ethel 4 Sep 1932 [                ] DS W [Wife of Mearl Logan] Logan  CC
Logan, Gilbert H. 26 Apr 1906 15 Jun 1920 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Logan, Glen F. 24 Feb 1929 23 Nov 1979 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth Logan] Hogge 
Logan, Glen W. - 25 Aug 1970 SS - Hogge 
Logan, H. M. 2 Dec 1839 12 Feb 1924 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth A. Logan] Lee
Logan, Hayden A. 16 Oct 1893 22 May 1965 SS - Hogge 
Logan, Henry A. 1898 1969 SS - Masters
Logan, Herman Chester 16 Mar 1917 31 May 1948 DS H [of Ruby V Logan]"Navy WWII" Masters
Logan, Ida F. 3 Jan 1865 15 Oct 1885 SS - Lee
Logan, Inas 1 Jun 1916 22 Mar 1917 SS D "Dau of C.B. & Annie Logan" Masters
Logan, J. B. H. 10 Mar 1869 7 Jun 1887 QS C [Child of Dr. H. S. Logan] Logan 
Logan, J.H. 22 Aug 1855 22 Feb 1925 SS - Logan  CC
Logan, James 8 Mar 1924 27 Jan 1984 SS - Masters
Logan, James F. 1817 1863 SS - Logan  CC
Logan, Larry - 24 Oct 1965 Plq - Hogge 
Logan, Leander Monroe [18 Jan 1852] [18 Aug 1853] - - Logan 
Logan, Ledford 1874 1943 DS H [Husb of Mary Frances Logan] Logan  CC
Logan, Lizzie 14 May 1905 9 Oct 1982 DS W [Wife of Milford Logan] Logan  CC
Logan, Lucinda F. 3 Feb 1825 21 Jan 1882 QS W [Wife of Dr. H. S. Logan] Logan 
Logan, Marlon Wayne 28 Jun 1959 21 Jun 1962 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Logan, Mary Frances 1873 1941 DS W [Wife of Ledford Logan] Logan  CC
Logan, Mearl 14 Jun 1930 12 Jul 1974 DS H
[Husb of Ethel Logan] "PFC US Army 
Korea" Logan  CC
Logan, Melva Delean 1 Sep 1929 8 Jan 1930 SS - Masters
Logan, Milford 19 Jul 1894 7 Jun 1974 DS H [Husb of Lizzie Logan] "US Army" Logan  CC
Logan, Milford J. 30 Mar 1926 19 Dec 1967 SS - "Ohio CPL 2010 LAB. SUPV Co WWII" Logan  CC
Logan, Murvil Jay 1941 1941 SS - Masters
Logan, Nancy 6 Mar 1836 5 Nov 1914 SS - Pine Hill
Logan, O. B. 1 Sep 1848 27 Jul 1909 SS - Masters
Logan, Pearl Easton 29 Nov 1939 9 Aug 1972 SS - Hogge 
Logan, Polly Tabor 1794 1871 SS - Logan  CC
Logan, Queen 1 Sep 1863 24 Dec 1937 SS W [Wife of S. E. Logan] Mt. Pisgah
Logan, Ralph 6 Jan 1934 11 Jan 1934 SS S "Son of Mr & Mrs Milford Logan" Logan  CC
Logan, Rebby Jewell 29 Oct 1915 16 Mar 1917 SS D "Dau of R.[Robert] R. & S.[Sarah]M. Logan" Logan  CC
Logan, Robert R. 23 Mar 1862 14 Feb 1939 SS H [Husb of Sarah M. Logan] Logan  CC
Logan, Rosco 24 Feb 1935 12 Nov 1935 SS S "Son of Mr & Mrs Milford Logan" Logan  CC
Logan, Roxie 24 Feb 1935 12 Mar 1935 SS D "Dau of Mr & Mrs Milford Logan" Logan  CC
Logan, Ruby V. 13 Dec 1913 30 May 1993 DS W [of Herman C Logan]M:22 Dec 1939 Masters
Logan, S. E. 10 Oct 1860 19 Feb 1932 SS H [Husband of Queen Logan] Mt. Pisgah
Logan, Sadie M. 1895 19__ DS S [Keep with Theodore F. Logan] "Sister" Mt. Pisgah
Logan, Sarah M. 30 Aug 1866 30 Mar 1931 SS W "Wife of Robert R. Logan" Logan  CC
Logan, Theodore F. 1901 1970 DS B [Keep with Sadie M. Logan] Brother, 69 Mt. Pisgah
Logan, Tobias 1796 1870 SS - Logan  CC
Logan, Vernon 17 Apr 1924 6 Dec 1928 SS S "son of V. & Alice Howard Logan" Mt. Pisgah
Logan, W. H. W. 7 Nov 1862 7 Jun 1887 QS C [Child of Dr. H. S. Logan] Logan 
Logan, W. M. 15 Sep 1868 6 May 1906 SS - Masters
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Logan, W. O. 17 Feb 1867 24 Jul 1886 SS - Lee
Logan, Watson 6 Mar 1893 21 Feb 1933 SS - Masters
Logan, William 13 Oct 1791 10 Jan 1873 SS H [Husb. of Betsey Ra [Betty Ray] Logan Logan 
Login, B. L. 12 Apr 1812 23 Aug 1813 SS S "Our darling, son of C.M. (Unreadable) Mabry (2)
Long, Anna Mae 20 Nov 1927 [                 ] SS - Hogge 
Long, Golda 1907 1996 DS W [Wife of Vinson Long] Ditney 
Long, Sue Fugate 6 Feb 1906 20 Aug 1988 SS - Caudill (1) 
Long, Vinson 1890 1978 DS H [Husb of Golda Long] "Sgt WWI" Ditney 
Long, Wilburn Ray [                 ] 17 May 1947 SS - Ditney 
Loomis, Charles L. 11 Feb 1875 21 Jan 1925 SS - Boggs   CC
Lord, Inez Logan 1882 1939 SS W [Wife of John Lord, PHD] Caudill (1) 
Lord, John, PHD 1879 1949 SS H [Husb. of Inez Logan Lord] Caudill (1) 
Lovelace, Louise L. 7 Jun 1872 27 Oct 1992 SS - [Louise Epperhart Lovelace] Epperhart 
Lovelace, Verna Adkins 24 Aug 1923 4 Oct 1992 Plq W "Wife and Mother" Hayes Crossing 
Loveless, Louise 1872 27 Oct 1952 SS - Epperhart 
Loveless, Pearl Hudson 23 Apr 1950 [                ] DS W [Wife of Richard Hubert Loveless] Epperhart 
Loveless, Richard Hubert 27 Mar 1943 15 Nov 1993 DS H H of Pearl Hudson Loveless, M:7/5/1968 Epperhart 
Lovely, Bernard F. 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Essie M. Lovely] Forest Lawn
Lovely, Essie M. 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Bernard F. Lovely] Forest Lawn
Lowe, Andy W. 7 Dec 1926 5 Dec 1989 SS - WWII, T Sgt US Army [bronze footmark Clearfield
Lowe, Atlee 15 Jan 1918 9 Feb 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Merrill Jones Lowe] Lyon
Lowe, Benjamin F. 26 Mar 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Hazel M Lowe]M:18 Oct 1947 Brown (1) 
Lowe, Earnest 1895 1986 SS - [Next to Eliz. F Lowe]"Army WWI" Forest Lawn
Lowe, Edward 1899 1977 DS H [Hus of Mayma Lowe] Carey 
Lowe, Elizabeth F. 1902 1992 SS - [Next to Earnest Lowe] Forest Lawn
Lowe, George W. 1883 1930 DS H [of S Rebecca Lowe][Son of Andrew Lo Jones, Flem
Lowe, Harold Gene 1953 1992 SS - Caudill (1) 
Lowe, Hazel M. 6 Nov 1927 26 Mar 1995 DS W [Wife of Benjamin F. Lowe] Brown (1) 
Lowe, John E. [Elbert] 16 May 1915 9 Dec 1953 SS - "CPL 694 Field Arty BN WWII" Jones, Flem
Lowe, John W. 29 Aug 1873 11 Feb 1931 DS H [Hus of Mary J. Lowe] Johnson   EC
Lowe, John Wylie 1910 1945 DS H [Husb. of Pearl Brown Lowe] Brown (1) 
Lowe, Luther 30 Jul 1910 23 Jun 1987 DS H [Husband of Vada Lowe] Fraley (1)
Lowe, Manuel Elbert 4 Nov 1953 22 Dec 1997 - H/S
[Husb of Patricia Ann Phillips Lowe, Son of 
Shurlene Workman] Clearfield
Lowe, Mary J. 23 Dec 1878 28 Dec 1970 DS W [Wife of John W. Lowe] Johnson   EC
Lowe, Mayma 1895 1960 DS W [Wife of Edward Lowe] Carey 
Lowe, Norman F. 3 Jan 1899 28 Aug 1903 SS S "Son of John W. & Mary J. Lowe" Johnson   EC
Lowe, Opal 12 Sep 1924 22 Dec 1964 SS - Johnson (1)
Lowe, Pearl Brown 1908 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John Wylie Lowe] Brown (1) 
Lowe, Randal 11 Jun 1955 16 Jun 1977 SS S
[Son of Shurlene Workman]"Son, Brother, 
and Husband" Clearfield
Lowe, S. Rebecca [Jones] 1886 1966 DS W [of George W Lowe][Dau of Flem Jones] Jones, Flem
Lowe, Smanthey E. 11 Sep 1897 21 Jun 1899 SS D "Dau of J. & M.A. Lowe" Logan  CC
Lowe, Vada 15 Aug 1916 [                ] - W [Wife of Luther Lowe] Fraley (1)
Lowe, William Cecil 29 Sep 1905 30 Dec 1988 SS - McDaniel   EC
Luman, Stanley L. 7 Jun 1926 17 Jan 1987 SS "PFC US Army WWII" Mt. Pisgah
Luman, Unisha R. 6 Aug 1964 5 Feb 1975 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Lundy, Goldie Mae Boyd 28 Aug 1909 15 Oct 1994 SS - Fultz
Lutes, George A. 27 Nov 1890 25 Aug 1961 SS - [Next to Maggie Waters Lutes Clark] Carey 
Lydia, Unknown [                ] 10 Jan 1898 SS - Hogtown
Lykins, Aaron - - SS - "Co B. 24th KY Inf." Blair's   MC
Lykins, Almarinda 15 Oct 1872 23 Jan 1923 DS W [of John W. Lykins] "His Wife" Blair's   MC
Lykins, Arthur 30 Oct 1892 17 Jun 1919 SS S "Son of J.W. & Almarinda Lykins" Blair's   MC
Lykins, Bettie 25 Jan 1887 8 Apr 1914 SS - Bowman
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Lykins, Chester J. 1916 1974 SS - "TEC 5 US Army" Forest Lawn
Lykins, Douglas 27 Jul 1923 26 Oct 1996 DS H [of Mary Kathleen Easterling Lykins] Perry   MC
Lykins, Earnie 1907 [20 May]1993 DS H [Husb. of Edna Harvey Lykins] Brown (1) 
Lykins, Edna Harvey [11 Sep]1916 20 Jun 2000 DS W [Wife of Earnie Lykins] Brown (1) 
Lykins, Jennifer L. 9 Jul 1981 9 Jul 1981 SS - "Infant" Scaggs-Harr
Lykins, John W. 26 Feb 1919 20 Jan 1999 PLQ H [Husb. Of Madeline McGill Lykins, Liv] Forest Lawn
Lykins, John W. 14 Jan 1867 12 Apr 1904 DS H [of Almarinda Lykins] Blair's   MC
Lykins, Mary Kathleen E 11 Sep 1929 1 Jun 1997 DS W [of Douglas Lykins] Perry   MC
Lykins, Parthenia 8 Jan 1903 19 Oct 1957 SS - Perry   MC
Lykins, Rodney Lyle 1947 1948 SS S "Son of Kathleen & Douglas Lykins" Perry   MC
Lykins, Ruby M. 1925 1987 DS M [Mother of Earl E. Giles] Community
Lykins, Will Tom 1896 1986 SS - "SEA 2 Us Navy WWI" Perry   MC
Lyon, Agusta 27 Sep 1869 21 may 1936 DS W [Wife of Henry J. Lyon] Lyon
Lyon, Aura M. 27 Jan 1874 17 Mar 1907 SS - "Wife of W.W. Lyon" Siloam
Lyon, Carl E. 21 Jun 1928 16 Jul 1928 SS S "Son of Chas. & Ollie Lyon" Mabry Hill
Lyon, Charles 7 May 1907 9 Feb 1918 SS - Lyon
Lyon, Corbin J. - 1913 DS - [Keep with Paulina A. Lyon] Clark-Harris   EC
Lyon, G. E. 15 Oct 1870 29 Feb 1952 SS - [Next to Lucinda Lyon] Clark-Harris   EC
Lyon, Hazel C. 9 Apr 1895 11 Sep 1972 SS W [2nd Wife of Dr. O.M. Lyon] Lee
Lyon, Henry J. 26 Jun 1874 [                ] DS H [Husband of Agusta Lyon] Lyon
Lyon, Ida E. 18 Aug 1889 2 Apr 1918 SS - Lee
Lyon, Jerry W. 22 Jul 1841 21 Dec 1920 SS - Lyon
Lyon, John W. 1911 1918 SS - [Next to Aura M. Lyon] Siloam
Lyon, July L. 16 Feb 1898 28 Jul 1900 SS - Lyon
Lyon, Lonard F. 27 Nov 1903 18 Jan 1913 SS - Lyon
Lyon, Lowell B. 9 Jun 1927 9 Jun 1927 SS S "Son of Chas. & Ollie Lyon" Mabry Hill
Lyon, Lucinda 19 May 1863 1 Jan 1966 SS - [Next to G. E. Lyon] Clark-Harris   EC
Lyon, Mary E. 24 Mar 1910 16 Jul 1910 SS - Lyon
Lyon, Minnie J. 24 Mar 1910 12 Jan 1913 SS - Lyon
Lyon, Minnie J. 10 Apr 1841 26 Jun 1914 SS - Lyon
Lyon, Morris Waldo 31 Mar 1918 31 Mar 1918 SS - Lee
Lyon, Ollie M. 14 Mar 1892 6 Jun 1959 SS H "Ky Capt Denta Corp, WWI & WWII" Lee
Lyon, Paulina A. - 1910 DS - [Keep with Corbin J. Lyon] Clark-Harris   EC
Lyon, Wales S. 21 Aug 1901 29 May 1902 SS - Lyon
Lyons, Anna Totich 12 May 1894 9 Nov 1990 SS - Caudill (2)
Lyons, Charles Rayburn 29 Jul 1943 5 Sep 1961 SS S "Son of Ollie & Chas. Lyons"[auto wreck] Mabry Hill
Lyons, Charlie B. 1887 1969 DS H [Husband of Ollie B. Lyons] Mabry Hill
Lyons, Cleo R. 1934 1974 SS S "Son of Leonard & Laura Lyons" Fultz, Banney  CC
Lyons, Laura E [Stevens] 1903 1973 DS W [Wife of Leonard Lyons] Fultz, Banney  CC
Lyons, Leonard 1882 1943 DS H [Husb of Laura E. Stevens Lyons] Fultz, Banney  CC
Lyons, Margaret Ann 11 May 1863 31 Jan 1940 DS W [Wife of William H. Lyons] "Mother" Mabry Hill
Lyons, Ollie B. 1901 1993 DS W [Wife of Charlie B. Lyons] Mabry Hill
Lyons, Pheba 25 Mar 1859 20 Nov 1930 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Lyons, Rev. T. F. 7 Nov 1866 13 Jun 1941 DS H [Husb. of Sarah E. Lyons] Brown (1) 
Lyons, Sarah E. 20 Jan 1874 19 Aug 1943 DS W [Wife of Rev. T. F. Lyons] Brown (1) 
Lyons, William H. 25 Feb 1850 5 May 1935 DS H [Husband of Margaret Lyons] "Father" Mabry Hill
M. A. - - SS - [Buried among Alfreys, next to Martha] New Alfrey
M. J. - - SS - [Next to Samuel Johnson] Johnson (2)
M. J. T. - - SLB - Baldridge (2)
M. L. Unknown [                ] [                ] - [Brick only. Decorated] Williams (2)
M.A.S."Martha" [                 ] [                 ] SS - Mt. Pisgah
Maberry, Siller 22 Oct 1883 20 Aug 1907 SS D "of A.J.& R.A. Mabry"[spelled both ways] Caudill (4)
Mabery, Mildred K. 1926 1928 SS - Christian
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Mabry, [James Edward] Ed 11 Jan 1922 9 Oct 1998 PLQ H
[H.of Hazel Marie Fouch Mabry, son of 
Robert & Lillie Upton Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, A. J. 25 Aug 1853 14 Nov 1928 DS H [Husb. of Roseanna Mabry] Caudill (4)
Mabry, Abigill 1911 1997 SS - Caudill South
Mabry, Alissa Larua 19 Dec 1985 15 Apr 1986 SS - Mabry (2)
Mabry, Anderson 24 May 1895 23 Oct 1948 SS - Christian
Mabry, Andrew J. 09 Oct 1832 22 May 1913 SS H [Husband of Didame Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, Annie 29 Mar 1927 24 May 1927 SS D "Daughter of Lillie L. Elam" Nickell-Harris
Mabry, Arizona 16 May 1875 30 Jun 1931 SS W [Wife of Eli Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, Arthur 1 Apr 1908 12 Dec 1988 DS H [Husband of Nola Mabry] Crix Cemetery:
Mabry, Atlee 24 Jan 1918 1 Feb 1997 DS H [Husb of Irene Porter Mabry] Porter, W. A.  CC
Mabry, Barley 11 Jun 1918 [                ] DS H [Husb. Of Catherine Mabry] Gilliam   CC
Mabry, Ben 30 Aug 1899 25 May 1974 DS H [Husb. of Zora Mabry] Brown (1) 
Mabry, Bertha A. 12 Mar 1905 20 Jul 1906 SS D "Dau. of Eli & Arizona Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Bethel 6 Oct 1909 15 May 1938 DS - [Keep with Hollie Mabry] Johnson   EC
Mabry, Betty S. 1937 1995 DS W [Wife of James C. Mabry] Lee
Mabry, Billy 30 Aug 1939 [                ] SS -                                                    Crix Cemetery:
Mabry, Calvin 25 Jun 1874 2 Mar 1936 DS H [Husband of Nanie Mabry]"Father" Mabry Hill
Mabry, Calvin J. 24 Sep 1892 2 May 1965 DS H [Husb of Lou Mertie Mabry]"Father" Christian
Mabry, Carl L. 28 Feb 1934 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Helen A. Mabry] Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Carrie 1902 1996 DS W [Wife of Charles Mabry] Forest Lawn
Mabry, Catherine 30 Oct 1930 10 Dec 1995 DS W [Wife of Barley Mabry] M: 23 Apr 1938" Gilliam   CC
Mabry, Charles 11 Apr 1858 10 Aug 1926 SS H [husb of Sarah Mabry] Community
Mabry, Charles 5 Feb 1881 - DS H [Husb. of Zonie Fouch Mabry] Fouch  (1)
Mabry, Charles 1881 1975 DS H [Husb. of Carrie Mabry] Forest Lawn
Mabry, Chesley 28 Apr 1968 27 May 1941 SS - "Father" Christian
Mabry, Chlorene Cooper 11 Apr 1913 15 Oct 1937 SS - Mabry (2)
Mabry, Clemie 7 Mar 1890 10 Feb 1978 DS W [of Sam Mabry] Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Mabry, Cletis V. 16 Feb 1912 [                ] DS H [Husb of Tennie M. Mabry] McDaniel   EC
Mabry, Clinton 1938 [                ] SS - Crix Cemetery:
Mabry, Cora E. 1 Feb 1901 20 May 1991 DS W [Wife of Sherman Mabry] Mabry Hill
Mabry, Curtis 18 Feb 1917 18 Feb 1917 SS S "Son of Anderson & Lulie Mabry" Christian
Mabry, David Willie 15 Apr 1912 19 Sep 1994 SS H [Husband of Magelean Smedley] Crix Cemetery:
Mabry, Dee 11 Mar 1908 13 Jul 1973 DS H [Husb of Vesta Mabry] Ditney 
Mabry, Dee, Jr. 1 Aug 1929 20 Sep 1985 SS - "Father" Ditney 
Mabry, Delmar Lee 22 Nov 1929 27 Jul 1991 SS - Brown (1) 
Mabry, Dewey 13 Mar 1907 14 Mar 1976 SS - Mabry (2)
Mabry, Dewey Earl 1943 1994 DS H [Husband of Wilma Kilgore Mabry] Mabry (2)
Mabry, Didame 27 Nov 1832 04 Feb 1916 SS W [Wife of Andrew J. Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, Dixie Iris 29 Oct 1907 18 Aug 1912 SS - Fouch  (1)
Mabry, Dixie Lou 1940 1960 SS - Mabry (2)
Mabry, Earsel 15 Feb 1934 14 Apr 1976 SS - Kegley-Mabry   EC
Mabry, Edith 31 Dec 1915 31 Dec 1915 SS D "Daughter of Anderson & Lulie Mabry" Christian
Mabry, Eli 13 Sep 1870 08 Nov 1942 SS H [Husband of Arizona Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, Emily 1869 1952 DS W [Wife of George W. Mabry] Mabry   EC
Mabry, Ercel Dee 13 Sep 1958 21 Oct 1981 SS - Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Francis 24 Jan 1917 03 Feb 1917 SS D [Dau. of Charlie & Loler Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, George W. 1869 1956 DS H [Husb. of Emily Mabry] Mabry   EC
Mabry, Hannah A. 9 Feb 1891 22 Dec 1967 DS W [Wife of Willis J. Mabry] Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Harlan 19 Dec 1904 18 Aug 1977 SS - Mabry Hill
Mabry, Hazel Williams 3 May 1907 12 May 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Phillip McKinley Mabry] Purvis
Mabry, Helen A. 11 Feb 1937 22 Dec 1987 DS W [Wife of Carl L. Mabry] Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Henrietta 30 Nov 1914 14 Dec 1914 SS - Manning  CC
Mabry, Henry 17 May 1873 21 May 1961 SS H [Husb of Liza Mabry] Bear Church   EC
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Mabry, Hollie 7 Apr 1901 12 Sep 1962 DS - [Keep with Bethel Mabry] Johnson   EC
Mabry, Howard 23 Nov 1914 6 Nov 1930 SS - Community
Mabry, Infant Son 23 Mar 1910 23 Mar 1910 SS D "Son Of Eli & Arizona Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Infant Son 1893 1893 SS S "Infant son of John & Perlie Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Irnen Porter 22 Jan 1917 [                ] DS W [Wife of Atlee Mabry]"Mar 13 Feb 1034" Porter, W. A.  CC
Mabry, Jackie 1937 1937 SS S "Infant son of Winfield & Gladys Mabry" Mabry (2)
Mabry, James "Ora" 1 Nov 1926 29 Sep 1988 SS - Bear Church   EC
Mabry, James A. 10 Oct 1866 21 Aug 1950 DS H [Husband of Larua M. Mabry] Mabry (2)
Mabry, James A. 25 Dec 1865 30 Dec 1947 SS - Mabry (1)
Mabry, James C. 1937 1980 DS H [Husb. of Betty S. Mabry] Lee
Mabry, Jesse, Rev. 19 Sep 1938 23 Sep 1951 SS - Lyon
Mabry, John M. 19 Feb 1863 15 Sep 1943 SS H [Husband of Lena Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, Johnie 21 Oct 1887 5 Jan 1894 SS S [Charles & Sarah Mabry] Community
Mabry, Julia 29 Mar 1890 14 Oct 1919 SS - Mabry (1)
Mabry, Kathy Ann 20 Jul 1954 20 Jul 1954 SS - Fouch (2) 
Mabry, Larua M. 4 Dec 1866 18 Jul 1949 DS W [Wife of James A. Mabry] Mabry (2)
Mabry, Lena 15 Oct 1868 15 Dec 1937 SS W "Wife of John M. Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Leonidas 16 Jul 1919 08 Aug 1923 SS D "Dau. Of Eli & Arizona Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Lester 18 May 1914 09 Dec 1916 SS S "Son of Eli & Arizona Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Lillie 24 Feb 1899 02 Feb 1984 DS W [Wife of Robert P. Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, Liza 1 Jun 1866 6 Oct 1926 SS W "Wife of Henry Mabry" Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Lou Mertie 9 Jun 1895 20 Apr 1957 DS W [Wife of Calvin J. Mabry]"Mother" Christian
Mabry, Lowell Elwood 1921 [                ] DS H
[Husb of Ottie Skaggs Mabry] "Wed 20 Jun 
1946" Manning  CC
Mabry, Lyda Margaret 31 Aug 1868 20 Mar 1924 SS - Mabry (1)
Mabry, Magelean Smedley 8 Aug 1917 29 Jul 1995 SS W [Wife of David Willie Mabry] Crix Cemetery:
Mabry, Margaret 22 Jan 1889 14 Mar 1976 SS - Lyon
Mabry, Martha C. 31 Aug 1899 18 Mar 1919 SS - "Wife of A. J. Mabry" Cox (2) 
Mabry, Mary 2 Apr 1883 28 Jan 1921 SS W [wife of Wilson Mabry] Community
Mabry, Mary 16 Aug 1895 24 Apr 1956 DS W [Wife of Willis Mabry] Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Matthew Allen 7 Jul 1982 10 Jul 1982 SS S "Son of Lawrence & Pat Mabry" Manning  CC
Mabry, Misouria 1867 1918 SS - Purvis
Mabry, Myka Shante' Faith 22 Jun 2000 22 Jun 2000 PLQ D [Dau of James & Tabitha Hunter Mabry] Brown (1) 
Mabry, Nanie 13 Jul 1874 1956 DS W [Wife of Calvin Mabry]"Mother" Mabry Hill
Mabry, Nola 19 Dec 1912 15 Mar 1992 DS W [Wife of Arthur Mabry] Crix Cemetery:
Mabry, Ollie 9 Oct 1917 14 May 1992 DS H [Husb. of Sarah C. Mabry] Forest Lawn
Mabry, Ottie Skaggs 1921 1994 DS W [Wife of Lowell Elwood Mabry] Manning  CC
Mabry, Paul Edward 1919 1983 SS S "Son of Sherman" & Cora Mabry Mabry Hill
Mabry, Perry Joe 1940 1961 SS - "Son of Perry & Ruby Mabry" Mabry (2)
Mabry, Perry Washington 10 Feb 1905 17 Jun 1989 SS - Mabry (2)
Mabry, Phillip [McKinley] 21 Dec 1903 30 Apr 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Hazel Williams Mabry] Purvis
Mabry, Polly [Coffee 
Manning] 7 Apr 1875 14 Aug 1948 SS - "Mother" Manning  CC
Mabry, Robert L. 2 Jul 1909 3 Jul 1909 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. G.W. Mabry" Mabry   EC
Mabry, Robert Lee 14 Jul 1916 28 Jun 1979 SS - Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Robert P. 04 May 1893 6 Dec 1958 DS H
[Hus.of Lillie Mabry, Son of Eli & Arizona 
Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, Rosco 09 Dec 1916 29 Jun 1932 SS S "Son of Eli & Arizona Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Roseanna 29 May 1856 19 Jul 1924 DS W [Wife of A. J. Mabry] Caudill (4)
Mabry, Roy Dee 26 Oct 1928 25 Mar 1944 SS - Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Sam 24 Mar 1887 9 Aug 1967 DS H [of Clemie Mabry] Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Mabry, Sarah 24 Oct 1870 13 Sep 1947 SS - "Mother" Christian
Mabry, Sarah 8 Aug 1857 10 Jun 1930 SS W "Charles M. Mabry" Community
Mabry, Sarah C. 18 Aug 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ollie Mabry] Forest Lawn
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Mabry, Sharon Kay 1969 1969 PLK - Crix Cemetery:
Mabry, Shawn Marie [                ] [                ] PLK - Crix Cemetery:
Mabry, Sherman 21 Nov 1898 9 Dec 1934 DS H [Hus of Cora E Mabry]"was shot & killed Mabry Hill
Mabry, Tennie M. 10 May 1910 27 May 1996 DS W [Wfe of Cletis V. Mabry]"Wed 27 Feb 1931" McDaniel   EC
Mabry, Thelma 23 Dec 1919 14 Sep 1958 SS - Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Thomas 13 Nov 1883 30 Aug 1954 SS - "Father" Community
Mabry, Twin Daughters 5 Oct 1895 5 Oct 1895 - D "Twin of Eli & Arizona Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Unknown 17 May 1938 17 May 1940 SS - Gilliam   CC
Mabry, Vesta 4 Nov 1907 27 Jul 1977 DS W [Wife of Dee Mabry] Ditney 
Mabry, Vesta - 13 Jan 1917 SS D "Infant daugh. of Willis & Mary Mabry" Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Vesta Marie 11 Feb 1921 12 Feb 1921 SS D "Daughter of W.J. & Anna Mabry" Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Victoria 15 Mar 1913 21 May 1913 SS D "Dau. Of Eli & Arizona Mabry" Mabry (1)
Mabry, Wales S. 19 Mar 1903 04 Apr 1934 SS S [Son of Eli & Arizona Mabry] Mabry (1)
Mabry, William C. 12 Mar 1926 15 Mar 1926 SS S "Son of Lillie L. Elam" Nickell-Harris
Mabry, William S. 1877 1956 SS - Purvis
Mabry, Willie J. 11 Jul 1891 15 May 1977 DS H [Husb of Hannah A. Mabry] Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Willie P. 14 Aug 1915 1 Sep 1971 SS - "KY S2 US Navy WWII" Christian
Mabry, Willis 27 Jun 1894 10 Jun 1974 DS H [Husb of Mary Mabry] Bear Church   EC
Mabry, Willow Dean 28 Mar 1928 28 Mar 1928 SS - Infant daughter of Ben & Zora Mabry Wagoner Corner
Mabry, Wilma Kilgore 1948 [                ] DS W [Wife of Dewey Earl Mabry] Mabry (2)
Mabry, Wilson 4 Apr 1881 7 Jun 1919 SS H [husb of Mary Mabry] Community
Mabry, Zelma Clotine 22 Jan 1914 30 Oct 1914 SS D "Daug. of R. L. & Anna Mabry" Butts
Mabry, Zonie Fouch 5 Sep 1880 22 Jul 1909 DS W [Wife of Charles Mabry] Fouch  (1)
Mabry, Zora 7 Apr 1900 28 Nov 1976 DS W [Wife of Ben Mabry] Brown (1) 
Mace, Mariah Josaphine 13 Dec 1855 8 May 1874 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Mace, Mary Jane 18 May 1836 17 May 1874 SS - [Wife of Oliver P. Mace] Mt. Pisgah
Mack, Regina 1921 [                ] SS W [Wife of Bill Mack] Lee
Mack, William J. 8 Dec 1915 6 Jul 1991 SS H
"CSP US Navy WWII" [Husb of Regina 
Mack] Lee
Madden, Bert 17 Jan 1902 5 Mar 1977 DS H [Husb of Ethel Madden] Eagle Hall  CC
Madden, Ethel 24 Feb 1906 29 Oct 1959 DS W [Wife of Bert Madden] Eagle Hall  CC
Madden, Hildreth 1923 1941 PLQ - Trumbo   CC
Madden, Maggie 6 Sep 1862 12 Jul 1955 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Madden, Otho E. 24 Aug 1880 25 May 1902 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Madden, P.A. 25 May 1855 16 Jan 1921 SS - "Age 65 yrs, 7 Mo, 21 days" Eagle Hall  CC
Madden, Pearl 1909 1913 SS D "Dau of Frank & Georgia Madden" Eagle Hall  CC
Madden, Thelma L. 12 May 1912 8 Dec 1955 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Maddix, Inez Raybourn 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Kenneth Earl Maddix] Brown (1) 
Maddix, Kenneth Earl 18 Jun 1921 18 Feb 1996 DS H [of Inez Rayb. Maddix] "NavyWWII" Brown (1) 
Maddox, Acle 26 Dec 1893 10 May 1957 SS H [Husb of Elsie Cassity] Ellington Farm
Madex, Lodicy - 12 Dec 1856 SS - "18 yrs 1 mo 4 days" Maddox-Hamm
Madex, Lucey Elen - 6 Aug 1852 SS - "Aged 2 yrs 6 mos 25 days" Maddox-Hamm
Magda, Louis Steven III, Dr 18 Aug 1919 27 Dec 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Bobbie Mary Vuesics Magda] Lee
Maggard, Ada Thomlin 10 Jul 1899 3 Apr 1977 SS - Trumbo   CC
Maggard, Daisy Slusher 25 Jan 1926 13 Jan 1998 PLK W [Thomas Jefferson Maggard] Crix Cemetery:
Maggard, E. E. 8 Jan 1879 24 Oct 1948 SS H [Husb. of Elizabeth H. Maggard] Brown (1) 
Maggard, Earl 10 Oct 1902 12 Dec 1919 SS S "Son of Edd & Elizabeth Maggard" Lee
Maggard, Elizabeth H. 3 Sep 1879 4 Nov 1954 SS W [Wife of E. E. Maggard] Brown (1) 
Maggard, Hildreth 10 Aug 1905 9 Dec 1997 PLQ - Brown (1) 
Maggard, John A. 9 Feb 1920 [                ] DS H [Husb of Viola B. Maggard] Simmons   EC
Maggard, Martha 27 Oct 1894 11 Sep 1895 SS D "Daughter of J.P. & A.F. Maggard" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Maggard, Viola B. 6 Oct 1921 14 Sep 1990 DS W [Wife of John A. Maggard]"M:29 May 1939"Simmons   EC
Maher, Maude Marie 18 Nov 1912 2 Dec 1995 SS - [Next to Addie Lee Nickell] Forest Lawn
Malton, Alfred N. 12 Mar 1906 11 Mar 1948 SS - "Father" Whisman 
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Malton, Davis 29 Aug 1936 19 Sep 1937 SS - [Next to Alfred N. Malton] Whisman 
Maner, Unknown - - - - Slaty Point
Manier, Ann 9 Oct 1875 1 Oct 1942 SS - Jones (2)
Manier, Clarence (Twin) - - FS [S]
[Son of Noah & Bertha DeBord Manier left 
of Sylvester Debord] Franklin
Manier, Harvey E. 1912 1966 DS H [Husb. of Regina G. Manier] Jones (2)
Manier, L. - - - - Jones (2)
Manier, Larence (Twin) - - FS [S]
[Son of Noah & Bertha DeBord Manier left 
of Sylvester Debord] Franklin
Manier, Mathew W. 14 May 1900 4 Jan 1958 SS - Jones (2)
Manier, Noah 22 Jun 1901 29 Jan 1984 SS - "Husband & Father" Jones (2)
Manier, Norman 22 Dec 1928 25 Jun 1995 SS - "Son & Brother" Jones (2)
Manier, P. 11 Jan 1862 19 Jun 1936 SS - Jones (2)
Manier, Regina G.[Gamble] [2 Jan]1917 [3 Sep] DS W
[Wife of Harvey E. Manier, Dau. of Jesse 
Daniel & Martha Stegall Gamble] Jones (2)
Manier, Theodore C. 19 Nov 1905 15 Jan 1935 SS - Carey 
Manley, Hattie Nickell 8 Mar 1872 14 Jan 1920 SS D "Daug. of Jas. A. & Hannah Nickell" Lee
Mannin, Emil Deward 1917 1918 SS S "Son of Hobert & Erma Mannin" Sardis
Mannin, F. M. 10 Jan 1832 24 Apr 1882 SS - "age 50 yrs, 3 mo, 14 days" Town   EC
Mannin, Leonard 16 Jun 1901 2 Oct 1909 SS S "Son of J. S. & Clara Mannin" Eagle Hall  CC
Manning, Allie Y. 21 Feb 1891 15 Aug 1978 SS H [Husb.of Iva Mae Manning] Lee
Manning, Arnold D. 30 Mar 1920 29 Aug 1939 SS - Hogtown
Manning, Arthur - - SS - "Brother of Ruby M. Jones" Manning  CC
Manning, Clara 22 Apr 1877 11 Feb 1925 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Manning, Ernst C. 25 Mar 1915 28 Aug 1994 DS H [of Virgie L. Manning] "US Army WWII" Ditney 
Manning, Hollie A. 15 Mar 1889 30 May 1947 - Ditney 
Manning, Iva Mae 8 Mar 1904 6 Oct 1973 SS W [Wife of Allie Manning] Lee
Manning, Iva Marie 28 Apr 1925 13 Jul 1926 SS D [Daug. of Allie & Iva Mae Manning] Lee
Manning, John 19 Feb 1857 1 Jan 1940 DS H [Husb. of Letitia Manning] Lee
Manning, John J. 1859 1912 SS - "Father" Manning  CC
Manning, John Paul 5 Mar 1935 5 Mar 1935 SS - Ditney 
Manning, Letitia 4 Mar 1863 6 Mar 1952 DS W [Wife of John Manning] Lee
Manning, Marlin 6 Apr 1909 6 Jan 1975 SS - CPL Army Air Forces" Manning  CC
Manning, Myrtle Lee - - SS - "sis of Ruby M. Jones" Manning  CC
Manning, Nada Irene 28 Apr 1911 31 Aug 1931 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Manning, Pearl 23 Jul 1897 [                ] - Ditney 
Manning, Rachel R. 14 Jan 1839 1920 SS - Manning  CC
Manning, Susie 17 Feb 1888 3 Nov 1979 SS - Black   MC
Manning, Thomas 8 Mar 1827 1924 SS - Manning  CC
Manning, Virgie L. 1 Aug 1917 [                ] DS W [of Ernst C. Manning] Ditney 
Manning, Wilma Jean - - SS - Manning  CC
Maples, Lester Sr. 31 May 1940 29 Dec 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Villean Maples, US Army] Caudill (2)
Marcum, Jannie Neuman 18 Dec 1899 21 Aug 1902 SS D "Dau of James & Fannie Marcum" Eagle Hall  CC
Mark, Blanche 28 Aug 1894 29 Nov 1918 SS W "Isaac T, Daug. of E. L. & S. B. Wages" Pine Hill
Mark, Isaac Tinsley 22 Nov 1895 24 Dec 1959 DS H [Jessie Mae Mark] Pine Hill
Mark, Jessie Mae 10 Sep 1896 24 Jan 1981 DS W [Isaac Tinsley Mark] Pine Hill
Mark, Lyda 18 Jun 1886 17 Oct 1896 SS D "M. B. & M. A. Mark" Pine Hill
Mark, M. B. 12 Oct 1859 16 Oct 1904 SS - Pine Hill
Mark, Mary A. 21 Feb 1857 20 Apr 1935 SS - Pine Hill
Mark, Willie G. 1883 1975 SS - Purvis
Markwell, Alice 9 Apr 1868 12 Nov 1910 SS W [Wife of Boyd Markwell] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Markwell, Allie H. 28 May 1914 19 Aug 1915 SS S? [Next to Jocie & Arlie Markwell]"Baby" Clearfield
Markwell, Amie Avril 11 Oct 1915 13 Jun 1916 SS D "Dau. of Mertie & Aaron Markwell" Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Anne S. 15 Jun 1915 29 Mar 1981 DS W [Wife of J. Noah Markwell] Brown (1) 
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Markwell, Arlie E. 9 Oct 1919 30 Dec 1920 SS H [Husb of Jocie Markwell] Clearfield
Markwell, Asa H. 25 Aug 1926 4 Apr 1964 SS - Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Beedie J. 17 Aug 1914 17 Aug 1914 SS D "Inf Daug. Mr. & Mrs. C.C. Markwell" Eldridge (1) 
Markwell, Bennie Marvin 30 Jul 1912 9 Dec 1991 SS - Stewart
Markwell, Bobbie Lee 9 Nov 1934 16 Jul 1936 SS S? [Next to Georgia Markwell, Son?] Clearfield
Markwell, Burley 1905 1968 SS H [Husb of  Georgia Lee Markwell] Clearfield
Markwell, Clara Everett 25 May 1899 4 Nov 1991 SS - Stewart
Markwell, Clinton B. 18 Dec 1927 19 Jul 1928 SS S "Son of W. L. & Mary Markwell" Markwell
Markwell, Clyde 29 Apr 1925 31 Jul 1926 SS S "Son of D.O. & Luana Markwell" Eldridge (1) 
Markwell, D. O. 1879 1969 DS H [Husband of Luana Markwell] Eldridge (1) 
Markwell, Daniel R. 1957 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Donna J. Markwell] Forest Lawn
Markwell, David M. Jul 1970 [                 ] SS - [Infant buried next to Susan L. Markwell] Clearfield
Markwell, Deloris 17 Jul 1929 21 Aug 1999 PLQ S [son of Landy & Mary Hyatt Markwell] Markwell
Markwell, Diannah 10 Mar 1825 2 Aug 1886 SS W "Wife of Landy Markwell" Markwell
Markwell, Donna J. 1960 1980 DS W [Wife of Daniel R. Markwell] Forest Lawn
Markwell, Emmitt D. 1901 1970 DS H [Husband of Francis Markwell] Markwell
Markwell, Emory 11 Oct 1950 6 Jun 1997 SS - Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Ervin 3 Aug 1919 2 Nov 1991 SS - "Brother" Eldridge (1) 
Markwell, Esther 2 Oct 1819 12 Dec 1897 SS W "Wife of Joel Markwell" Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Etta Dotia Gordon 11 Feb 1878 24 Feb 1962 SS - Stewart
Markwell, Frances 1901 1981 DS W [Wife of Emmitt D. Markwell] Markwell
Markwell, Georgia Lee 1913 1961 SS W
[Wife Of Burley Markwell, dau of Cap & 
Sada Markwell] Clearfield
Markwell, Harlan 1900 1971 SS H [Husb. of Mamie Markwell] Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Harold 20 Jul 1932 3 Nov 1997 SS - "Cpl US Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Markwell, Hobert 8 Aug 1897 5 Aug 1898 SS S "Son of J. E. & Ida M. Markwell" Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Infant 8 May 1946 8 May 1946 SS D "Dau. of Harlan & Mamie D. Markwell" Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Infant 9 Jun 1949 9 Jun 1949 SS D "Dau. of Harlan & Mamie D. Markwell" Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Infant [                 ] [                 ] - C [Child of W.O. & Urith Markwell] Mt. Pisgah
Markwell, Infant [                 ] [                 ] - C [Child of W.O. & Urith Markwell] Mt. Pisgah
Markwell, Infant Son 15 Nov 1910 15 Nov 1910 SS S "Son of D.O. & Luana Markwell" Eldridge (1) 
Markwell, J. Noah 31 Oct 1921 2 Aug 1991 DS H [of Anne S Markwell]"Cpl Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Markwell, James E. 21 Jul 1894 24 Oct 1967 DS H [Husb. of Martha E. Marwell] Brown (1) 
Markwell, Jocie 1892 1913 SS W [Wife of Arlie E. Markwell] Clearfield
Markwell, Joe 1924 1969 SS - Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Joe 1887 1972 SS - Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Joel 5 Feb 1818 7 Feb 1892 SS H [Husb. of Esther Markwell] Baldridge (2)
Markwell, John W. 26 Feb 1862 5 Dec 1940 DS H [Lezzie Markwell] Stewart
Markwell, Kevin Dean 17 May 1974 5 Oct 1991 SS - Boggs, Lafay  EC
Markwell, Kimberly S. 1964 1969 SS - [Buried next to Tommy E. Markwell] Clearfield
Markwell, Landy 19 Sep 1878 28 May 1918 SS - Markwell
Markwell, Landy M. 8 Apr 1856 27 May 1922 SS H [Husband of Sarah C. Markwell] Markwell
Markwell, Lezzie 20 Jan 1876 19 Oct 1937 DS W [John W. Markwell] Stewart
Markwell, Lillian 8 Oct 1934 26 Aug 1988 SS - Markwell
Markwell, Lillie Belle 9 May 1908 30 Nov 1997 SS - Stewart
Markwell, Loreda 1935 1997 PLQ - Markwell
Markwell, Luana 1888 1970 DS W [Wife of D. O. Markwell] Eldridge (1) 
Markwell, Lyda Marie 26 Apr 1930 17 Oct 1930 SS D "Daughter of D.O. & Luana Markwell" Eldridge (1) 
Markwell, Mamie 1910 1992 SS W [Wife of Harlan Markwell] Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Martha 14 May 1842 8 Aug 1920 SS - Stewart
Markwell, Martha E. 1 Jan 1899 1 Aug 1977 DS W [Wife of James E. Markwell] Brown (1) 
Markwell, Mary H. 1902 1980 PLQ - Markwell
Markwell, Melvie Zane 4 Mar 1940 20 Feb 1985 SS - Baldridge (2)
Markwell, S. Joel 19 Jun 1868 12 Feb 1953 SS - Stewart
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Markwell, Sammy Jane 15 Oct 1937 17 Nov 1988 SS - Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Sarah C. 15 Nov 1858 2 Nov 1917 SS W [Wife of L. M. Markwell] Markwell
Markwell, Stella E. 1897 1980 DS - [Keep with Willie R. Markwell] Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Susan L. 1960 1961 SS - [Buried bet. Tommy & David Markwell] Clearfield
Markwell, Thomas O. 17 Dec 1838 10 Feb 1907 SS - Stewart
Markwell, Tilda Ellen 16 Apr 1882 1 Nov 1913 SS - Markwell
Markwell, Tommy E. 1903 1967 SS - [Bur. bet. Kimb. & Sus. Markwell]"Father" Clearfield
Markwell, Urith H. 
Bradshaw 7 Mar 1851 25 May 1918 SS W [Wife of W. O. Markwell] Mt. Pisgah
Markwell, Willie R. 1879 1968 DS - [Keep with Stella E. Markwell] Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Willis Evert 2 Jun 1901 19 Apr 1903 SS S "Son of Mertie & Aaron Markwell" Baldridge (2)
Markwell, Wm. Landy 1886 1959 PLQ - Markwell
Marlow, Naomia 6 May 1930 6 Sep 1930 SS D "Dau of J.J. & Zonia Marlow" Carey 
Marple, Glenna R. 15 Nov 1943 21 Sep 1996 DS W [Wife of William Bill Marple] Forest Lawn
Marple, Nellie Tippett 25 Feb 1893 15 Nov 1924 SS W "Wife of Erskine L. Marple" Lee
Marple, William Bill 30 Jan 1941 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Glenna R. Marple] Forest Lawn
Marsh, Dr. N. C. 1910 1994 DS H [Husb. of Edith M. Marsh] Forest Lawn
Marsh, Edith M. 1908 1990 DS W [Wife of Dr. N. C. Marsh] Forest Lawn
Marshall, Dof 1920 1997 DS H [Husb. of Lorene Marshall] Forest Lawn
Marshall, Don 4 Aug 1920 22 Feb 1935 SS - Johnson (2)
Marshall, James E. 5 Jul 1916 14 Apr 1963 DS H [Husb. of Oleta J. Marshall] Brown (1) 
Marshall, Lorene 1922 1987 DS W [Wife of Dof Marshall] Forest Lawn
Marshall, Mary 1900 1976 PLQ - Town   EC
Marshall, Oleta J. 2 Sep 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James E. Marshall] Brown (1) 
MART1: Both graves are unmarked Martin girls who reportedly died of rabies after being  bitten by a rabid dog. Martin (1)
MART2: Information on the two girls were found in the family bible. Martin (1)
Martin (2) Cemetery
Martin, Addie 21 Apr 1881 15 Feb 1961 DS W [Wife of W. M. Martin] Caudill (1) 
Martin, Alvin E. 1887 1968 DS H [Husb. of Martha E. Martin] Forest Lawn
Martin, Arnold 20 Mar 1923 6 Oct 1944 SS - "Ohio Staff Sgt 117 Inf, 30 Inf Div" Caudill (1) 
Martin, Bertha 1912 1995 PLQ - Caudill (1) 
Martin, Charlie [           ] bef. 1925
*Note: Just passing through area when he 
died Sparks (2) 
Martin, Chris C. 12 Dec 1911 3 Aug 1982 SS - "S1 US Navy WWII" Forest Lawn
Martin, Donald Lee 1927 1975 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Martin, Edward Ray 1938 1993 DS H [Husb. Gelana Pennington Martin] Brown (1) 
Martin, Elizabeth 1 Mar 1847 4 Nov 1868 SS D [dau. of Ben & Malvina Martin] Martin (2)
Martin, Ethel A. 7 Mar 1920 7 Mar 1920 SS D "A. E. & Martha Martin" Pine Hill
Martin, Eugene 6 Jan 1921 6 Dec 1994 DS H [Hazel Martin]"SGT US Army WWII Korea"Lee
Martin, Gelana Pennington 1939 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Edward Ray Martin] Brown (1) 
Martin, Hazel 1922 [                ] DS W [Wife of Eugene Martin] Lee
Martin, Henry T. 10 May 1885 27 Oct 1918 SS - Pine Hill
Martin, Hulda [1 Jul 1834] [1836] - D [Dau of Jesse Martin] Martin (1)
Martin, Ida Belle 19 May 1879 30 Dec 1968 SS W [Wife of John Linville Martin] Lee
Martin, James Ival 1915 1979 SS - "SH3 US Navy WWII" Caudill (1) 
Martin, John Linville 25 Mar 1883 14 Feb 1950 SS H
[Husb of Ida Belle Martin; Sn of John P. 
Martin] Lee
Martin, John P. 1846 1883 SS H [Husb.of Lucy Martin] Lee
Martin, John Thomas 19 Nov 1969 19 Nov 1969 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Martin" Hamilton
Martin, Lucy A. 1852 1921 SS W [Wife of John P. Martin] Lee
Martin, Malinda C. 16 Sep 1876 10 May 1961 DS W [Wife of Owen T. Martin] Cranston
Martin, Martha E. 1883 1968 DS W [Wife of Alvin E. Martin] Forest Lawn
Martin, Mary Manda [CA 1833] [3 Jul 1836] - D [Dau of Jesse Martin] Martin (1)
Martin, Merle 9 Mar 1919 4 Nov 1983 DS - "CSK U.S. Navy WWII" Stewart
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Martin, Nell M. 1914 1925 SS D "H.T. & R.H. Martin" Pine Hill
Martin, Nellie 10 Dec 1877 23 Jun 1906 SS W "Wife of W. D. Martin" Lee
Martin, Nellie McGuire 23 Sep 1927 30 May 1999 PLQ W [Wife of John Martin, deceased] Brown (1) 
Martin, Nina B. 21 May 1916 1 Mar 1959 SS -
"A loving sister & daughter" [keep with 
Edward Silas Blair] Fletcher
Martin, Oleta Merle 6 Mar 1911 18 Jul 1997 SS - "wife of Ray James Martin" Cranston
Martin, Orville 1900 1977 SS - "CPL US Army" Caudill (1) 
Martin, Owen T. 27 Apr 1873 17 Sep 1964 DS H [Husb. of Malinda C. Martin] Cranston
Martin, Richard 30 Dec 1940 19 Feb 1944 SS - Caudill (1) 
Martin, Rosa 1904 1968 DS W [Wife of Sam Martin] Lee
Martin, Sam 1900 1950 DS H [Wife of Rosa Martin] Lee
Martin, Sarah A. 2 Apr 1863 23 Jul 1885 SS W [Wife of D Martin, d/o B.F. & E.J. Johnson] Johnson (2)
Martin, Thomas I. 1881 1904 SS - Lee
Martin, Vesta 30 Oct 1916 7 Jun 1966 SS - Brown (1) 
Martin, W. M. 29 Jun 1875 23 May 1944 DS H [Husband of Addie Martin] Caudill (1) 
Martindale, Earl W. 1912 1975 SS - "PHMI US Navy WWII" Lee
Martindale, Elizabeth 
[Robertson] 13 Aug 1912 6 Sep 2000 SS H [Wife of Parnell Martindale] Lee
Martindale, Parnell 16 Jan 1909 29 Sep 1975 SS W [Husb.of Liz Martindale] Lee
MARTN1: Reported that several children may be buried here but no evidence was found. Martin (2)
Marton, Oleta M. Fryman 6 Mar 1911 18 Jul 1997 - - Cranston
Martt Joseph 30 Oct 1880 4 Aug 1953 SS - "Co F6 REGT INF Spanish Am War" Stewart
Martt Stella A. 1897 1974 DS W [Stanley E. Martt] Stewart
Martt, Clara 9 Feb 1858 18 May 1938 DS W [L. H. Martt] "His Wife" Stewart
Martt, Ezra M. 5 Sep 1919 26 Nov 1931 SS S [Son of S. E. & S. A. Martt] Stewart
Martt, Ezra W. 11 Jul 1884 25 Jan 1958 SS - Brown (1) 
Martt, L. H. 3 Sep 1859 23 Apr 1897 DS H [Clara Martt] Stewart
Martt, Rufus Paul 20 Jun 1937 29 Oct 1959 SS - Trumbo   CC
Martt, Rushie Dickerson 9 Mar 1891 29 Aug 1963 SS - Lee
Martt, Stanley E. 1895 1980 DS H [Stella A. Martt] Stewart
Master, Lula 1886 1965 SS - Lee
Masters, Alexanders Scott [                 ] 26 Apr 1999 PLQ S [Son of Eric & Nona Scott Masters] Brown (1) 
Masters, Alma 2 Apr 1893 5 Jun 1914 SS D "Dau of T. J. & Mary Masters" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Anna 1879 1925 DS W [Husb of Fletcher Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Anna R. 18 Aug 1877 4 Nov 1936 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Arnold 8 Dec 1916 25 Nov 1943 SS - "Ky PVT 165 Inf WWII" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Beaulah Thompson 23 Dec 1915 27 Mar 1988 SS - [Thompson] Sardis
Masters, Bert V. 28 Jul 1906 17 Feb 1980 DS H [Husb of Zola M. Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Bessie Lee 24 Jun 1895 20 Aug 1991 SS - New Alfrey
Masters, Betty 1898 1936 SS - "Mother" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Billy Coburn 25 May 1928 4 Aug 1949 - - [brick with name & dates] Masters
Masters, Clyde 12 Oct 1902 29 Dec 1909 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Coy 5 Aug 1909 13 Jan 1987 SS - Masters
Masters, Earley 10 Dec 1909 2 Feb 1992 SS - Maddox-Hamm
Masters, Ewell Arnold [                ] 1944 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Fletcher 1909 1924 DS H [Husb of Anna Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, G. M. 1853 1931 SS H [Husb of Margarit G. Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Georgia 11 Nov 1879 24 Apr 1903 SS D "Dau of T. J. & Mary Masters" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Goldie 29 Nov 1908 6 Dec 1908 SS D "Dau of S. P. & Leona Masters" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Grover C. 1888 1962 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Herbert William 28 Sep 1927 Jan 1930 - - [brick with name & dates] Masters
Masters, Hobert Lee 11 Nov 1921 2 Mar 1968 - - [brick with name & dates] Masters
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Masters, Infant Son 22 Jan 1948 24 Jan 1948 SS - "Infant son of Mr. & Mrs. John Masters" Wyatt
Masters, Isaiah 1878 1968 SS - Lee
Masters, Jack 28 Jul 1877 11 Sep 1934 SS - Masters
Masters, James Franklin 11 Feb 1939 7 Apr 1940 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Joe Masters" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, John W. 14 Jul 1847 14 Jul 1920 SS - [Next to Marseleet Masters] Masters
Masters, Joseph M. 31 May 1918 10 Jul 1959 DS H [Husb of Letha B. Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Kenneth E. 4 Jul 1932 5 Jul 1932 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Leona 5 May 1878 21 Mar 1917 SS W "wife of S. P. Masters" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Letha B. 28 Jul 1920 2 Jul 1957 DS W [Wife of Joseph M. Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, LilburnVoyance 1933 1945 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Luther 17 Apr 1897 5 Oct 1965 SS - "Ky PFC HQ Co 56 Inf WWI" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Lydia 27 Mar 1885 26 Feb 1920 SS - Maddox-Hamm
Masters, Margarit G. 13 Mar 1872 6 Jun 1912 SS W "Wife of G. M. Masters" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Marion 21 May 1889 24 Feb 1960 SS - [Next to JW & Marse. Masters]"WWI" Masters
Masters, Marjorie Etta 1924 [                ] DS W [Wife of Walter Carl Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Marseleet 18 Mar 1847 4 Oct 1926 SS - [Next to John W. Masters] Masters
Masters, Mary 18 Aug 1851 20 Mar 1926 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Mervin 22 Sep 1911 14 Feb 1989 DS H [Husb. of Winona Masters]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Masters, Pearlie 14 Feb 1887 6 Oct 1946 SS - "Mother" Cranston
Masters, Roy E. 1896 1971 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, S. P. 4 Jul 1870 5 Oct 1942 SS H "Husb of Leona Masters" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Sarah K. 14 Oct 1896 19 Apr 1984 SS - "Mother" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, T. Hursie 1891 1962 SS - "Served in WWII" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, T. J. 22 Sep 1842 30 Nov 1905 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Tiny E. 1890 1975 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Virgie Daily 19 Jul 1903 8 May 1945 - - [brick with name & dates] Masters
Masters, Walter C. 1886 1948 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Walter Carl 1921 1971 DS H [Husb of Marjorie Etta Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Willard V. 1914 1973 SS - Maddox-Hamm
Masters, Willie J. 1888 1953 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Masters, Winona 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Mervin Masters] Forest Lawn
Masters, Zola M. 30 Aug 1899 17 Jun 1991 DS W [Wife of Bert V. Masters] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Matheny, Michael D. 29 Feb 1964 [                 ] SS - Sardis
Mathews, Bryan [                 ] [                ] SS S [Son of Tyre & Sarah Fraley Mathews]  * Mathews
Mathews, Cora V. [                 ] [                ] SS D [Dau. of Tyre & Sarah Fraley Mathews] Mathews
Mathews, Cosby 18 Jul 1858 - DS W [Wife of Lewis Newton Mathews]His Wife Mathews
Mathews, Elmer 25 Jan 1914 28 Dec 1983 DS H [Pearly Mae O'Neil Mathews] Fraley-Osborne
Mathews, Elsie V. 1921 1941 SS - [Sister of Elmer Mathews] Fraley-Osborne
Mathews, Infant [                 ] [                 ] - - [brick--infant of Elmer & Pearlie Mathews] Mabry Hill
Mathews, Lewis Newton 13 Sep 1862 11 Apr 1915 DS H [Husb. of Cosby Mathews] Mathews
Mathews, Melisa Kay 1 Sep 1969 26 Jul 1971 SS D "Dau of Tyree & Sharlene Mathews"[photo] Hayes Crossing 
Mathews, Pearly Mae 10 Feb 1917 15 Aug 1989 DS W [Elmer Mathews] Fraley-Osborne
Mathews, Sarah J. Fraley [27 Jul] 1879 [Jul] 1972 DS W [Tyree Mathews] Fraley-Osborne
Mathews, Stanley [                 ] [                ] SS S [Son of Tyre & Sarah Fraley Mathews] Mathews
Mathews, Tyree 1875 1955 DS H [Sarah Jane Fraley Mathews] Fraley-Osborne
Mathews, William [                 ] [                ] SS S [Son of Tyre & Sarah Fraley Mathews] Mathews
Mathews, William Elmer 9 Aug 1936 26 Apr 1990 SS S [Elmer & Pearly Mathews] Fraley-Osborne
Matthews, Baby [                ] [                 ] - - [brick--Stillborn baby of Beaulah Matthew] Mabry Hill
Matthews, Judeth Gay 20 Jun 1931 [                ] SS * [Judeth Gay Perkins Matthews] Crix Cemetery:
Mauk, Amanda V. 1888 1961 DS W [Wife of John B. Mauk] Brown (1) 
Mauk, Anise 1 May 1854 20 Apr 1936 SS W "Wife of Peter Mauk" Crix Cemetery:
Mauk, Edgar Scott 17 Sep 1915 12 Aug 1982 SS - [Next to Ruby C Mauk]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Mauk, Faye Flannery 22 May 1912 17 Apr 1989 DS W [Wife of Samuel Harvard Mauk] Brown (1) 
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Mauk, John B. 1882 1958 DS H [Husb. of Amanda V. Mauk] Brown (1) 
Mauk, John F. 24 Jul 1867 9 May 1943 SS - Mauk   EC
Mauk, Laura Belle 16 Mar 1870 - SS - Mauk   EC
Mauk, Nora 7 Sep 1920 6 Feb 1921 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Mauk, Ruby Cowan 1924 1993 SS - [Next to Edgar Scott Mauk] Brown (1) 
Mauk, Samuel Harvard 5 May 1913 15 Feb 1990 DS H [Husb. of Faye Flannery Mauk] Brown (1) 
Maulk, Mary Lee 1 Jun 1893 18 Dec 1995 DS W [Wife of Pvt. Reason G. Maulk] Brown (1) 
Maulk, Pvt. Reason G. 14 Mar 1890 7 Jan 1967 DS H [of Mary Lee Maulk]"CoG 68 Inf WWI" Brown (1) 
Maxey, Addie 1874 1936 DS W [Wife of Overton Maxey] Clearfield
Maxey, Evaline 27 May 1837 28 Dec 1892 DS W [Wife of J. C. Maxey] Town
Maxey, Frank R. 1895 1975 DS H [of Lena M Maxey]"Army WWI" Forest Lawn
Maxey, Ivan Infant 1927 [                 ] SS - [flat stone] Clearfield
Maxey, J. C. 22 Aug 1831 16 Jun 1895 DS H [Husband of Evaline Maxey] Town
Maxey, Lena M. 1902 1981 DS W [Wife of Frank R. Maxey] Forest Lawn
Maxey, Overton 1871 1944 DS H [Husb of  Addie Maxey] Clearfield
Maxey, Paul 1931 1932 SS - [flat stone] Clearfield
Maxey, Ronald A. 1942 1944 SS - [flat stone] Clearfield
May, Anita Joyce 16 Aug 1960 9 Sep 1998 PLQ D [Dau. of O. B. & Maudie Smith May] May
May, Dana B. 15 Apr 1904 1 Jul 1968 SS W [Wife of Warren May] "Mother" Carey 
May, Deborah Suzanne - - PLK F [Family fenced section] May
May, Dixie Waltz 26 Nov 1922 [                ] SS - Lee
May, Evelyn M. 10 Apr 1942 26 Mar 1996 SS - May
May, Flora L. 11 Jul 1895 13 Sep 1958 SS - Siloam
May, Forrest 1930 1977 DS H [Hus of Joyce May] Carey 
May, Hazel Pucket 6 Mar 1923 [                ] DS W [Wife of James E. May] May
May, Henry 16 May 1899 22 Oct 1994 DS H [Husband of Jessie May] May
May, Hershal B. 20 Feb 1919 11 Nov 1990 SS - "US Army WWII" May
May, James E. 4 Oct 1920 26 Apr 1983 DS H [Husb. of Hazel] "PVT US Army WWII" May
May, James P. 13 Dec 1892 19 Oct 1918 SS - Hayes Crossing 
May, Jefferson 24 Jun 1854 24 Mar 1938 DS H [Hus of Sarah Lacy May] Carey 
May, Jessie D. 18 Jun 1902 12 Jan 1974 DS W [Wife of Henry May] May
May, Joyce 1932 1974 DS W [Wife of Forrest May] Carey 
May, Keith 27 Dec 1952 28 Dec 1952 SS - Hayes Crossing 
May, Keith - - PLK F [Family fenced section] May
May, Keith E. 23 Jun 1927 2 Oct 1981 SS - Carey 
May, Lottie S. 1899 1951 DS W [Wife of Morton C. May] Carey 
May, Lottie S. 1899 1951 DS W [Wife of Morton C. May] Cassity (2) 
May, Margaret A. 1941 [               ] SS - Lee
May, Martha M. Pelfrey 24 Dec 1866 15 May 1947 SS - Dawson
May, Melissa Ann 14 Feb 1967 9 Jul 1967 SS D [Dau of George & Joyce May] Hayes Crossing 
May, Mellissa Ann - - PLK F [Family fenced section] May
May, Merissa Dawn 8 Dec 1991 12 Apr 1994 SS - May
May, Morton C. 22 Mar 1894 17-Nov-42 DS H [Husb of Lottie S. May] Carey 
May, Morton C. 22 Mar 1894 17 Nov 1942 DS H
[of Lottie S May] "KY Sgt Mech Regt Air 
Service" Cassity (2) 
May, Murl Curtis 6 Nov 1922 28 Aug 1993 SS - "Father" May
May, Oscar P. 11 Dec 1892 15 Oct 1958 SS - Carey 
May, Oscar P. "Wiley" 11 Dec 1892 15 Oct 1958 SS - Cassity (2) 
May, Phillip C. 12 Nov 1951 19 Mar 1952 SS - Hayes Crossing 
May, Phillip Charles - - PLK F [Family fenced section] May
May, R. L. Ve 4 Mar 1867 28 Jul 1905 SS W "Wife of John May" Lee
May, Richard Fleming Mar 1938 May 1938 SS S "Son of Earl & Emma Lee May" Lee
May, Roxie Joy - - PLK F [Family fenced section] May
May, Roxie Joy 23 May 1964 23 may 1964 SS - Fultz, Banney  CC
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May, Sarah Lacy 25 May 1865 30 May 1933 DS W [Wife of Jefferson May] Carey 
May, T. B. 5 Jul 1854 27 Oct 1925 SS - Hayes Crossing 
May, Warren 2 Oct 1888 24 Oct 1938 SS H [Hus of Dana B. May] "Father" Carey 
May, Wilbert Warren 22 Feb 1925 13 Jul 1961 SS - "KY S1 USNR WWII" Carey 
May, William L. 1938 1978 SS - "PVT  US Marine Corps" Lee
Maybrier, Charles H. 20 Mar 1874 21 Feb 1958 SS - "Father" Mt. Pisgah
Maybrier, Frances L. 29 Apr 1871 20 Sep 1954 SS - "Mother" Mt. Pisgah
Maynard, Andrew J. 13 Jul 1960 13 Jul 1960 SS - Nickell-Harris
Mays, Charlie 10 Dec 1907 15 Jul 1998 PLQ - Fraley (1)
Mays, Curtis 17 Sep 1914 7 Sep 1916 DS S "Henry & Martha Mays" Bryant-Goodman
Mays, Elizabeth 22 Feb 1888 8 Jun 1908 SS W "W. H. Mays" Community
Mays, Elmo 15 Oct 1934 [                ] SS - Williams-Turner
Mays, Emil 6 May 1917 6 May 1917 SS S "Son of L.L. & S. Lillie Mays" Hender-Rose  EC
Mays, Fannie 1877 1970 DS W Jof ohn L. Mays" Williams-Turner
Mays, Gertrude 10 Mar 1903 10 Apr 1915 SS - Pine Hill
Mays, Henry 1879 1980 SS - Fraley (1)
Mays, Jesse T. 1904 1968 SS - Lee
Mays, John L. 1864 1914 DS H [of Fannie Mays] Williams-Turner
Mays, Juanita 4 Sep 1948 4 Sep 1948 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Clyde Mays" Conn (2) 
Mays, Lan 7 May 1872 7 Jun 1932 DS H [Husband of Lillie Mays] Scaggs-Harr
Mays, Lillie 13 Oct 1881 14 Oct 1958 DS W [Wife of Lillie Mays] Scaggs-Harr
Mays, Madeline 1913 1988 PLK - Click
Mays, Martha Ann 1889 1979 SS - Fraley (1)
Mays, Mary Adkins 1873 1944 SS - Town   EC
Mays, Miles 1873 1951 SS - Town   EC
Mays, Opal 16 May 1910 16 Sep 1922 DS D "Henry & Martha Mays" Bryant-Goodman
Mays, Roma W. 1920 1997 DS W [Wife of Vdell Mays] Forest Lawn
Mays, Ruby Elois 2 Nov 1938 4 Nov 1938 SS - Williams-Turner
Mays, Vdell 1923 1985 DS H [Husb. of Roma W. Mays] Forest Lawn
Mayse, Betty L. 15 Jun 1934 10 Dec 1989 DS W [Wife of Chesley Mayse] Brown (1) 
Mayse, Chesley 26 Mar 1930 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Betty L. Mayse] Brown (1) 
Mayse, Mary 1911 1926 SS - [Spelled as on stone] Bryant-Goodman
Mayse, Millard 15 Jul 1894 3 May 1995 DS H [Husb. of Nora B Mayse]"Army WWII Forest Lawn
Mayse, Nora B. 1898 1975 DS W [Wife of Millard Mayse] Forest Lawn
Maywood, Forest 1921 1954 SS - Brown (1) 
Maze, Betty 1912 1989 DS W [Wife of Gilbert Maze] Brown (1) 
Maze, Gilbert 1907 1993 DS H [Husb. of Betty Maze] Brown (1) 
Maze, Mary 15 Aug 1868 7 Jul 1940 SS - Siloam
Mc Calister, Mae 5 Dec 1897 8 May 1930 SS - New Sill
Mc Cleese, Thimothy J. 14 Jul 1966 15 Jul 1966 SS - Adams-Plank
McBrayer, A. B. 24 Aug 1882 30 Sep 1910 SS - McBrayer
McBrayer, Alta 10 Jan 1914 14 May 1976 DS W [Wife of Bert W. McBrayer, Sr.] McBrayer
McBrayer, Anna 1897 1974 DS W [Matt McBrayer] Hogtown
McBrayer, Anna Margaret 
[Perkins] 20 Oct 1919 [                ] DS W Wife of Harvey E. McBrayer, M:1/11/1936 McBrayer
McBrayer, Annie 26 Nov 1877 24 Dec 1908 SS W1 "First Wife of J. M. McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Archie 24 Jan 1911 21 Sep 1929 SS S "Son of W. E. & Susie McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Arthur 2 May 1913 11 Apr 1914 SS S "Son of Henry & Mary McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, B. F. 10 Feb 1878 16 Aug 1963 SS H [Husband of Myrtle McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Beecher G. 28 Feb 1915 3 Apr 1990 SS H [Husband of Nettie O. McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Bert W. Sr. 12 Oct 1911 [                ] DS H [Husband of Alta McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Carl V. 1920 1976 SS - Hogtown
McBrayer, Darrell 19 Sep 1941 [                ] SS - McBrayer
McBrayer, Edward C. 30 Oct 1927 10 Dec 1927 SS S "Son of Joe & Ola McBrayer" McBrayer
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McBrayer, Ethel E. 27 Feb 1904 18 Oct 1994 DS W [Wife of Isaac F. McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, George [W.] 1915 [3 Aug]1996 SS PLQ [Husb of Ruth Christian McBrayer] Christian
McBrayer, GeorgeAnn 1932 1992 DS W [Wife of Jack Lane McBrayer] Forest Lawn
McBrayer, Gloria Ann 1938 1938 SS - [Next to Wm. McBrayer]"Our Baby" Clearfield
McBrayer, H. B. 9 Mar 1876 28 Aug 1899 SS - McBrayer
McBrayer, Harvey E. 2 Dec 1913 1 Feb 1996 DS H
[Husb of Anna Margaret [Perkins] 
McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Hattie 10 Aug 1867 23 Sep 1939 SS W2 "Second wife of J. M. McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Helen Pruitt Jo 1924 [                 ] SS - [Next to J. Earl & Martha McBrayer] Forest Lawn
McBrayer, Henry 20 Apr 1889 7 Apr 1977 DS H [Husband of Mary McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Infant 3 Apr 1906 [                ] SS D "Daug. of B. F. & Myrtle McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Infant Son 16 Sep 1934 16 Sep 1934 SS S "Son of Beecher G. & Nettie O. McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Infant Son 27 May 1945 [                ] SS S "Son of Beecher G. & Nettie O. McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Infant Son Dec 1922 Dec 1922 SS S "Son of W. E. & Susie McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Infant Son Oct 1921 Oct 1921 SS S "Son of W. E. & Susie McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Infant Son 10 Jan 1910 10 Jan 1910 SS S "Son of W. E. & Susie McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Isaac F. 7 Aug 1901 1 May 1973 DS H [Husband of Ethel E. McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, J. Earl 1910 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Martha A. McBrayer] Forest Lawn
McBrayer, J. M. 5 Nov 1852 4 Dec 1897 SS - Lee
McBrayer, J. M. 24 Mar 1873 31 Jan 1939 SS H [Husband of Annie McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Jack Lane 1934 [                 ] DS H [Hus of GeorgeAnn Barker McBrayer] Forest Lawn
McBrayer, James Kenneth 28 Apr 1932 7 Jul 1933 SS S [Son of J. Earl & Martha McBrayer] Forest Lawn
McBrayer, James R. 8 Aug 1803 4 Jun 1876 SS - Hogtown
McBrayer, Jesse F. 1911 1967 DS H [Husb. of Verna W. McBrayer] Brown (1) 
McBrayer, Joseph P. 1907 1973 DS H [Husband of Viola "Ola" McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, L. P. 3 Feb 1828 3 May 1909 DS H [Husband of Martha McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Lewis P. 28 Jan 1865 25 Jul 1933 SS - McBrayer
McBrayer, Lottie M 
Amburgey 27 Mar 1911 1 Dec 1998 SS - Clearfield
McBrayer, Marie 27 May 1916 18 Apr 1917 SS D "Daughter of Henry & Mary McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Martha 9 Jul 1852 26 Apr 1918 DS W [Wife of L. P. McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Martha A. 1909 1980 DS W [Wife of J. Earl McBrayer] Forest Lawn
McBrayer, Martha J. 27 Aug 1904 23 Sep 1904 SS D "Daughter of J. M. & Annie McBrayer" McBrayer
McBrayer, Mary 19 Feb 1888 15 Dec 1951 DS W [Wife of Henry McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Matt 1895 1951 DS H [Anna McBrayer] Hogtown
McBrayer, Myrtle 24 Mar 1882 29 Dec 1972 SS W [Wife of B. F. McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Paul V. 3 May 1923 20 Feb 1975 SS - McBrayer
McBrayer, Ruth Christian 14 May 1921 15 Jul 1998 SS PLQ [Wife of George W. McBrayer] Christian
McBrayer, Susie S. 24 Mar 1885 31 Aug 1982 DS W [Wife of William E. McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, Unknown [                ] [                ] SS - McBrayer
McBrayer, Unknown [                ] [                ] SS - McBrayer
McBrayer, Verna W. 1916 1979 DS W [Wife of Jesse F. McBrayer] Brown (1) 
McBrayer, Viola "Ola" 1911 [                ] DS W Wife of Joseph P. McBrayer, M:1/29/1927 McBrayer
McBrayer, William E. 13 Jun 1884 16 Aug 1972 DS H [Husband of Susie S. McBrayer] McBrayer
McBrayer, William H. 26 Mar 1909 5 Mar 1984 SS - "PAC Us Army WWII" Clearfield
McCalister, Infant - - SS - "infant" Clark (2)
McCarty, Clayton T. 1916 1986 DS H [of Lucille M McCarthy] "Jack" Carey 
McCarty, James 9 Feb 1913 27 Apr 1975 DS H [Husband of Velva McCarty] New Sill
McCarty, Lucille M. 1922 1992 DS W [of Clayton T McCarthy]M:25Sep1939 Carey 
McCarty, Patsy Sue 1943 1949 SS - [Next to Robert C. McCarthy] Carey 
McCarty, Robert C. 1940 1941 SS - [Next to Patsy Sue McCarthy] Carey 
McCarty, Velva 31 Dec 1911 1 Jun 1986 DS W [Wife of James McCarty] New Sill
McCary, Alvin 1908 1980 DS H [Husb. of Lillian M. McCary]"WWII" Forest Lawn
McCary, Lillian M. 1908 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Alvin McCary] Forest Lawn
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McChristian, John Sanford 25 Dec 1908 21 Feb 1973 SS - "Father" Fraley (1)
McChristian, Montie 22 Apr 1913 08 Oct 1971 SS - Fraley (1)
McClain, A. Raney 1846 1871 DS W [Wife of Gerret McClain] Reeves   EC
McClain, Cheney [                ] [                ] SS D [Dau of James & Dosha McClain] McClain-Arnold
McClain, Doshia [                ] [                ] SS W [Wife of James McClain] McClain-Arnold
McClain, Earl 6 Sep 1879 7 Oct 1954 SS - Caudill (2)
McClain, Gerret 1815 1869 DS H [Husb. Of A. Raney McClain] Reeves   EC
McClain, James [                ] [                ] SS H [Husb of Dosha McClain] McClain-Arnold
McClain, John 4 Dec 1857 15 Apr 1910 SS - "Father" Dillon (1) 
McClain, Lewis 18 Dec 1900 22 Sep 1982 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" McClain-Arnold
McClain, Luster 1887 1962 SS H
[Husband of Nancy McClain, son of James 
& Dosha McClain] McClain-Arnold
McClain, Nancy 1891 1976 SS W [Wife of Luster McClain] McClain-Arnold
McClain, Opal 1923 1973 PLK - Crix Cemetery:
McClain, Orville 1908 1968 SS - McClain-Arnold
McClain, Rosa 8 Nov 1874 22 Nov 1947 SS - Brown (1) 
McClain, Vernard 1927 1964 SS McClain-Arnold
McClain, Vina 1893 1968 SS - Caudill (2)
McClain, William L. 28 Mar 1912 17 Dec 1947 SS - "KY Sgt Engineers WWII" Brown (1) 
McCleda, Unknown - - SS D "Allie Nickell & Stella Kizer" Hogtown
McCleese, Clyde A. 1920 1975 DS H [Husband of Faye C. McCleese] Adams-Plank
McCleese, Dr. Allen W. 7 May 1873 3 May 1927 DS H [Hus of Mayme McC. Bayston] Carey 
McCleese, Earsel M. 4 Dec 1939 7 Dec 1980 DS H [Husb. of Mary F. McCleese]M:12/30/1960 Adams-Plank
McCleese, Faye C. 1922 [                ] DS W [Wife of Clyde A. McCleese] Adams-Plank
McCleese, Mary F. 5 Dec 1944 [                ] DS W [Wife of Earsel M. McCleese] Adams-Plank
McClellan, Leroy C. 28 Aug 1891 26 Oct 1958 SS - "KY 1st SGT Co E 149 Inf. WWI" Brown (1) 
McClone T. Pearl 1934 1934 SS SS "Infant" Caudill (2)
McClone, Elder E. Harley 1909 1972 DS H [of Iva J. McClone] Caudill (2)
McClone, Iva J. 1909 1975 DS W [of Elder E. Harley McClone] Caudill (2)
McClone, Paul 1949 1970 SS - Caudill (2)
McClure, Henrietta 29 Jun 1848 10 Mar 1919 SS - [Next to Mathew McClure] New Alfrey
McClure, Martha Day 1896 1977 SS - Clearfield
McClure, Mathew 14 May 1842 9 Jan 1937 SS - [Next to Henrietta McClure] New Alfrey
McClure, Murvel 5 Sep 1923 [                 ] SS - Clearfield
McClure, Pauline 9 Feb 1926 29 Jun 1929 SS D "Dau. of Boyd & Della McClure" McClure
McClurg, A. Jackson 1863 1941 DS H [Husb of Rilda Byron McClurg] Siloam
McClurg, Alma Ruth Cox 1 Jan 1927 [               ] DS W [of Wilford A. McClurg] Caudill (2)
McClurg, Arthur "Jack" 23 Sep 1923 2 Oct 1992 DS H [Minnie McClurg] "PFC US Army WWII" Caudill (2)
McClurg, Cyrus - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Effie 8 Oct 1884 3 Apr 1964 DS W [Wife of William McClurg] "Mother" Siloam
McClurg, Elizabeth 1895 1962 DS W [Wife of Luther J. McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Emmitt 23 Nov 1906 4 Oct 1983 DS H [Husb. of Mary C. McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Fred 1917 1975 DS H [Husb of Ruth McClurg] "Father" Siloam
McClurg, Glenn Forrest 31 Dec 1932 16 Sep 1997 SS - "CPL US Army Korea" Brown (1) 
McClurg, Gordon 13 Feb 1956 [               ] SS - Caudill (2)
McClurg, Gregory Dale 9 Aug 1965 3 Jan 1983 SS - Brown (1) 
McClurg, Hannah - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Homer L. S. 13 Nov 1925 1 Jun 1927 SS - Lee
McClurg, J. G. - - DS - "Co E 40 KY Inf" [CSA Shield] Biggs   CC
McClurg, James - 31 Aug 1859 SS - "Age 59 Yrs" Biggs   CC
McClurg, James Wilbur 5 Aug 1940 3 Jun 1971 SS - "Willie" "KY Pvt Co A 336 Engr BN" Brown (1) 
McClurg, Jane - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, John E. 1887 1969 SS - Siloam
McClurg, John F. 22 Jul 1920 7 Jan 1937 SS - Lee
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McClurg, John W. 8 Jan 1888 24 Sep 1974 DS H [Husb. of Lona W. McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Jose - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Laura Cooper 20 Nov 1893 14 Jul 1979 DS W [Wife of James Lewis Edward McClurg] Lee
McClurg, Lena 23 Apr 1889 Mar 1929 SS - Slaty Point
McClurg, Leonard H. 4 Jan 1909 17 Dec 1972 DS H [Husb. of L. Juanita McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Lewis James E. 21 Mar 1883 6 Jan 1928 DS H [Husb. of Lora Florence Cooper McClurg] Lee
McClurg, Liddy Juanita 
Griffith 11 Jan 1915 29 Dec 1997 DS W [Wife of Leonard H. McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Lila - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Lona W. 31 Aug 1898 20 Jul 1947 DS W [Wife of John W. McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Luther Carl 30 Oct 1934 22 Apr 1969 DS H [Husb. of Margaret McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Luther J. 1897 1969 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Margaret 5 Oct 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Luther Carl McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Margie L. 19 Jun 1900 13 Aug 1941 SS - Caudill (2)
McClurg, Mary C. 31 Jul 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife Emmitt McClurg] Brown (1) 
McClurg, Minnie L. 15 Jul 1927 [               ] DS W [of Arthur "Jack" McClurg] Caudill (2)
McClurg, Orville K. 18 Oct 1924 26 Feb 1945 SS - "KY PFC 161 Inf WWII" Brown (1) 
McClurg, Ralph F. 3 Jan 1926 11 Nov 1986 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Caudill (2)
McClurg, Rilda Byron 1859 1929 DS W [Wife of A. Jackson McClurg] Siloam
McClurg, Rollie W. 29 Jun 1919 2 Sep 2000 PLQ - Siloam
McClurg, Roy 16 Feb 1895 30 Dec 1968 SS - "KY PFC Co M 4 Inf. WWI" Caudill (2)
McClurg, Ruth 1915 1976 DS W [Wife of Fred McClurg] "Mother" Siloam
McClurg, Sylvia P. 6 May 1933 6 Aug 1934 SS - Slaty Point
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
McClurg, Unknown 28 Feb 1806 6 Sep 1874 SS - "Wife of J. McClurg" Biggs   CC
McClurg, Walter - - SS - Lee
McClurg, Wilford A. 1 Aug 1922 3 Dec 1990 DS H [of Alma Ruth "Cox" McClurg]US Army Caudill (2)
McClurg, William 8 Apr 1885 26 May 1961 DS H [Husb of Effie McClurg] "Father" Siloam
McCormick, Connor Steven 5 Apr 1992 - SS S [Son of J. & Rhonda McCormick] Forest Lawn
McCormick, James Wm. 17 Aug 1936 17 Aug 1936 SS - "Infant" Caudill (1) 
McCorrick, Malvina 9 Sep 1855 12 Jan 1926 SS - Clark (2)
McDaniel, Amanda J. 9 May 1886 24 Nov 1969 DS W [Wife of Ruben H. McDaniel] Lyon
McDaniel, Ann M. 22 Feb 1891 21 Jul 1977 DS W [Wife of William F. McDanel] McDaniel   EC
McDaniel, Arnold 29 Mar 1909 6 Jun 1997 SS H [Husb. of Mary Ann McDaniel] Brown (1) 
McDaniel, Atley 1924 1998 PLQ - McDaniel   EC
McDaniel, Avery 1 Aug 1921 29 Jun 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Beartleen Kegley McDaniel] Lyon
McDaniel, Emil C. 27 Aug 1922 5 Jun 1984 SS - Lyon
McDaniel, Flossie C. 9 Apr 1910 15 Jun 1987 DS W [Wife of William Jesse McDaniel] Crix Cemetery:
McDaniel, Frank 11 Apr 1865 31 Dec 1956 SS - [Brother to William T. McDaniel] Jones, Flem
McDaniel, George [                 ] [                ] SS -
[Fa. to George McDaniel & Mary McDaniel 
Fraley] McDaniel (1)
McDaniel, George W. 1877 1956 SS - Caudill (1) 
McDaniel, H. K. 1881 1946 SS H [Husb. Of Sarah Ann McDaniel] McDaniel (2)
McDaniel, Harshel O. 18 Oct 1916 26 Feb 1990 DS H
[Husb of Virgie L. McDaniel]"Pvt US Army 
WWII" Blankenbeckler EC
McDaniel, Hezia Allen 27 Aug 1933 30 Nov 1993 TS H [Husb of  Letha Smith McDaniel] Crix Cemetery:
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McDaniel, James 1911 1932 SS - Caudill (1) 
McDaniel, John 11 May 1876 2 Apr 1971 DS H [Husb of Lucy McDaniel] McDaniel   EC
McDaniel, John [                 ] [                ] SS S [Son of George McDaniel] McDaniel (1)
McDaniel, Letha Smith 23 Oct 1938 [                ] TS W [Wife of Hezia Allen McDaniel] Crix Cemetery:
McDaniel, Loyd Gary 19 Nov 1947 4 Sep 1951 SS S [Son of Arnold & Mary Ann McDaniel] Brown (1) 
McDaniel, Lucy 28 Dec 1883 15 Apr 1969 DS W [Wife of John McDaniel] McDaniel   EC
McDaniel, Martha Francis 11 Aug 1985 28 Mar 1969 SS - McDaniel   EC
McDaniel, Mary Ann 23 Apr 1906 4 Sep 1951 SS W [Wife of Arnold McDaniel] Brown (1) 
McDaniel, Mary Elizabeth 10 Sep 1878 11 Jan 1962 SS - Caudill (1) 
McDaniel, Mary J. 17 Sep 1847 8 May 1889 SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
McDaniel, Myrtle Hardin 14 Jul 1903 16 Apr 1988 SS - [Myrtle Hardin Martin McDaniel] Brown (1) 
McDaniel, Ruben H. 22 Oct 1880 6 Apr 1967 DS H [Husband of Amanda J. McDaniel] Lyon
McDaniel, Sarah Ann 1884 1958 SS W [Wife of H.K. McDaniel] McDaniel (2)
McDaniel, Virgie L. 27 Jun 1917 24 Mar 1964 DS W [Wife of Harshel O. McDaniel] Blankenbeckler EC
McDaniel, Walter W. 3 Sep 1957 5 Sep 1957 SS - Blankenbeckler EC
McDaniel, William C. 21 Apr 1963 17 Mar 1994 TS S [Son of Hezia & Letha McDaniel] Crix Cemetery:
McDaniel, William F. 2 Mar 1887 21 Aug 1964 DS H [Husb of Ann M. McDaniel] McDaniel   EC
McDaniel, William Jesse 23 Aug 1903 29 Dec 1986 DS H [Husband of Flossie C. McDaniel] Crix Cemetery:
McDaniel, William T. 9 Feb 1853 11 Apr 1925 SS H [of Polly Jane Cox McDaniel]"72 yrs, 2.. Jones, Flem
McDaniel, Willie 1 Oct 1916 30 May 1974 SS - "TEC 5 US Army" McDaniel   EC
McDaniel,Polly Jane[Cox] 28 Mar 1854 16 Oct 1939 SS W [Wife of William T. McDaniel] Jones, Flem
McDaniels, Edward F. 12 Jul 1942 11 Jun 1995 SS - Johnson (1)
McDav1:  Mary McDavid and one other person were moved from this cemetery to another cemetery. McDavid
McDonald Hubert F. 16 Oct 1892 30 Oct 1949 DS H
[Hus.#1 of Edith McDonald] "Ky. PFC 
WWI" Evans
McDonald, Edith E.[Evans] 1905 [                ] DS W [not buried here but is with 2nd hus.] Evans
McDonald, G. C.           
[George Chester]
1894 1959 SS -
[brother to Hubert; is buried next to him at 
double stone] Evans
McDowel, Bernard 14 Apr 1912 20 Oct 1918 SS S "Son of James & Malinda McDowel" Sardis
McDowel, Earl 15 Dec 1916 26 Oct 1918 SS S "Son of James & Malinda McDowel" Sardis
McDowell, Clarence B. 23 Jan 1935 26 Jul 1986 SS - Caudill (4)
McDowell, Cloetine 1928 1928 SS - Caudill (4)
McDowell, Edgar T. 27 Jun 1892 25 Mar 1971 DS H [of Elizabeth McDowell] "Pvt Brty D68 Caudill (4)
McDowell, Elizabeth 14 Jun 1900 11 Jul 1959 DS W [Wife of Edgar T. McDowell] Caudill (4)
McDowell, Flaura E. 27 Mar 1908 31 Aug 1941 SS M "Mother" Whisman 
McDowell, Harold 1927 1928 SS - Caudill (4)
McDowell, Henricks Minard - 7 Oct 1928 SS - "Seaman 2 CL US Navy" [Minard] Sardis
McDowell, L. Whisman 
McDowell, Leonard H. 29 Apr 1906 27 Feb 1945 SS - "Father" Whisman 
McDowell, Mary Catro 22 Nov 1904 27 Jul 1880 DS W [Wife of Reginald Rex McDowell] Clark-Harris   EC
McDowell, Reginald Rex 11 Mar 1905 26 Jan 1978 DS H [Husb. of Mary Catron McDowell] Clark-Harris   EC
McEldowney, George W 1890 1958 PLQ - "US Army WWI" Bailey
McEldowney, Mattie 17 Sep 1905 6 May 1936 SS - Bailey
McFarland, Ida F. 1885 1967 DS W [Wife of James W. McFarland] Purvis
McFarland, Sanford 6 Jan 1848 8 Jul 1927 SS - Purvis
McGarey, Pat 1918 1978 SS - "TEC 5 US Army WWII" Lee
McGill, Agnes 13 Oct 1930 23 Apr 1952 SS D "Dan & Nancy McGill" Community
McGill, Dan 1 Mar 1895 24 Jun 1945 SS H [Nancy Ellen McGill] KY PVT US Army Community
McGill, Junita 21 Oct 1926 13 Aug 1928 SS D "Dan & Nancy McGill" Community
McGill, Nancy Ellen 1905 1981 SS W [wife of Dan McGill] Community
McGlone, Elizabeth 1873 - QS W [Wife of Willard T. McGlone] "Mother" Lee
McGlone, Infant - - SS - [#4111] New Alfrey
McGlone, J. E. 1870 1950 SS H [Husb. of Pearl McGlone] Lee
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McGlone, Mary Alice [                 ] [                ] SS - Molton
McGlone, Pearl 1874 1928 SS W [Wife of J. E. McGlone] Lee
McGlone, Willard T. 1868 1935 QS H [Husb. of Elizabeth McGlone] "Father" Lee
McGlorulis, Infant - - - S [Infant son of Leo & Doris] Conn-Bradley  CC
McGlothin - - - - [Father of Ina Hamm] Hamm
McGlothin - - - - [Mother of Ina Hamm] Hamm
McGlothin, Alfred 30 Apr 1951 [               ] SS - Lee
McGlothin, Emma Lu 6 Nov 1910 19 Apr 1916 SS D "Dau of Wm. McGlothin and wife" Caudill (4)
McGlothin, Emma Parson 1924 1990 SS - Lee
McGlothin, Infant 13 Nov 1966 13 Nov 1966 SS - Lee
McGlothin, Jessie 19 Mar 1959 [               ] SS - Lee
McGlothin, Oscar Davis 29 Jun 1916 8 Jul 1991 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Lee
McGlothin, William D. 4 Apr 1919 7 Jul 1993 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Caudill (4)
McGlothlin, Mary A. 30 Aug 1834 2 Sep 1883 SS W "Wife of O. McGlothlin" Caudill (4)
McGregor, Emily 17 Oct 1831 26 Jun 1909 SS - Maddox-Hamm
McGruder, Clarence J. 6 Jul 1900 15 Dec 1959 DS H [Husb. of Evelyn Young McGruder] Lee
McGruder, Evelyn Young 2 Dec 1909 11 Feb 1983 DS W [Wife of Clarence Joseph McGruder] Lee
McGuire, Dennie M. 1881 1971 DS H [Husb. of Matilda McGuire] Forest Lawn
McGuire, Harrison Dean 9 Oct 1934 6 May 1999 PLQ H/F [Son of Lurman McGuire, family] Fryman
McGuire, James William 24 Oct 1923 10 Apr 2000 PLQ H [H of Joyce Mayse McGuire], US Army Vet] Brown (1) 
McGuire, Jesse T. - - SS - [no dates]"KY 5 MTD Inf CSA" Carey 
McGuire, John M. 5 Jan 1859 10 Oct 1937 DS H [of Minnie McGuire] "Father" Blair's   MC
McGuire, Julia May 24 Aug 1908 3 Jan 1994 DS W [Wife of Lurman McGuire] Fryman
McGuire, Leslie Allen 10 Aug 1913 1 Feb 1974 DS H [husb of Thelma Adeline McGuire] Community
McGuire, Margareta 21 Nov 1848  Nov 1926 SS - Carey 
McGuire, Matilda 1887 1980 DS W [Wife of Dennie M. McGuire] Forest Lawn
McGuire, Minnie 16 May 1871 16 Mar 1939 DS W [of John M. McGuire] "Mother" Blair's   MC
McGuire, Sarah 17 May 1895 19 Jan 1920 SS - "Mother" Community
McGuire, Thelma A. 3 Nov 1913 24 Nov 1984 DS W [wife of Leslie Allen McGuire] Community
McGurie, Lurman 19 Mar 1908 26 Jan 1991 DS H [Husb. of Julia May McGuire, Note 2] Fryman
McIntosh, Chester 2 Apr 1910 24 Sep 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Della Armstrong McIntosh] Brown (1) 
McIntosh, Della Armstrong 5 Mar 1917 9 Mar 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Chester McIntosh] Brown (1) 
McIntosh, Eula Rigsby 1926 1966 SS - Caudill (1) 
McIntosh, Frank 17 Jun 1927 23 Dec 1988 SS - Lee
McIntosh, John 1881 1966 SS - [Next to Rose McIntosh] Brown (1) 
McIntosh, Leonard 1939 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Patty L. McIntosh] Forest Lawn
McIntosh, Linda Gail Wilson 19 Mar 1949 21 Apr 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Harold McIntosh] Brown (1) 
McIntosh, Patty L. 1941 1992 DS W [Wife of Leonard McIntosh] Forest Lawn
McIntosh, Rose 1896 1961 SS - [Next to John McIntosh] Brown (1) 
McKechnie, [Sarah] Mattie 1916 [4 Jun]1993 DS W [of Arthur Lorenzo McKechnie] Lee
McKechnie, Lorenzo Arthur [27 Feb]1916 13 Mar 1999 DS H [of Sarah Mattie McKechnie] Lee
McKee, Clarence 1 Apr 1916 9 Feb 2000 DS H [H of Virginia Florence Shields McKee] Hogge 
McKee, Ethel 18 Mar 1901 26 Oct 1983 DS W [Wife of Thomas McKee]"Mom" Whisman 
McKee, Isaac H. 1873 1942 DS H [Hus of Rosetta J. McKee] Whisman 
McKee, Pamela Lee 1963 1987 SS - Forest Lawn
McKee, Rosetta J. 1879 1961 DS W [Wife of Isaac H. McKee] Whisman 
McKee, Thomas "Tom" 1 Mar 1900 22 Aug 1984 DS H [Hus of Ethel McKee]"Dad" Whisman 
McKee, Tim 10 Feb 1906 20 Oct 1909 SS S "Son of C.W. & Dee Tabor" New Alfrey
McKee, Virginia 5 Aug 1923 2 Jul 2000 DS W [Wife of Clarence McKee] Hogge 
McKenney,  Dorothy Lee 16 Jan 1925 10 Feb 1993 SS D [Daug. Of Bert & Amy McKenney] Lee
McKenney, Amy Lee 1889 1984 SS W [Wife of E. W. Bert McKenney] Lee
McKenney, E. W. Bert 1873 1965 SS H [Husb.of Amy Lee McKenney] Lee
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McKenney, Eugene 
M.[Morris] 25 Dec 1900 12 Jan 1956 SS - Lee
McKenney, Maxwell B. 1916 1916 SS - [Next to E. W. & Amy McKenney] Lee
McKenney, William Clay 1913 1914 SS - [Next to E. W. & Amy McKenney] Lee
McKennie, Eleanor 15 Apr 1953 8 Feb 1999 PLQ - [Mother] Brown (1) 
McKenzie, A. J. 9 Jul 1836 15 Jul 1898 SS H [Husb. of Louisa McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Alice - - SS - [#240] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Andrew J. Jr. 1865 1947 DS H [Hus of Frances C. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Andy T. 4 Mar 1903 21 Aug 1964 DS H [Husb of  Ada M. McKenzie] Clearfield
McKenzie, Clara Nell Joh 1 Apr 1926 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Robert S. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Cleff - - SS - [#143] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Coleman 31 Jan 1919 24 Mar 1987 DS H [Husb. of Sally McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Ervin D. 9 May 1902 31 Jul 1977 SS - [Next to Oscar McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Estell 3 Oct 1901 7 Jan 1984 SS - New Alfrey
McKenzie, Evert - 1916 SS - [#147B] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Fant 19 Jun 1912 6 Aug 1985 SS - WWII [Marble headstone - Gvt issue] Clearfield
McKenzie, Forest 1915 1932 SS - [#180] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Frances C. 1866 1961 DS W [Wife of Andrew J. McKenzie Jr.] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Garnet Burley 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wm. A. Jack McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Harry 1870 1947 SS - [#241] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Haskell B. 16 Apr 1927 [                 ] DS H
[Husb. of Pauline H McKenzie]M:21 Jan 
1944 New Alfrey
McKenzie, Hattie 1895 1985 DS W [Wife of Hick McKenzie] Clearfield
McKenzie, Hattie - - SS - [Next to Taylor McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Hick 1890 1977 DS H [H of  Hattie McKenzie]M:10Feb 1910 Clearfield
McKenzie, James J. 21 May 1875 13 Sep 1890 SS S "Son of A.J. & Louisa McKenzie" New Alfrey
McKenzie, Jessie 1892 1951 DS W [Wife of W. B. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Kilroy R. - - SS - [Next to Oscar McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Laura 24 Mar 1861 29 Mar 1891 SS - [Wife of W. W. McKenzie] Johnson (2)
McKenzie, Louisa - - SS W [Wife of A. J. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Mamie 20 Oct 1900 18 Mar 1904 DS D [Keep with Stanton McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Marjorie - - SS - [Next to Cleff McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Marjorie 27 May 1921 7 Sep 1990 SS W? [Buried next to, wife of Fant McKenzie ?] Clearfield
McKenzie, Mitchell 24 Apr 1931 21 Apr 1995 DS H [Husb. of Pauline F. McKenzie] "Dad" New Alfrey
McKenzie, Nellie N. 1896 1970 DS W [Wife of Wayne V. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Oda M. 30 Jul 1904 27 Jul 1988 DS W [Wife of Andy T. McKenzie] Clearfield
McKenzie, Oscar - 1961 SS - [Next to Ervin D. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Ottie - - SS - [#142] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Pauline F. 15 Feb 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Mitchell McKenzie] "Mom" New Alfrey
McKenzie, Pauline H. 18 Jul 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Haskell B. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Phillip 11 Mar 1958 25 May 1980 SS - New Alfrey
McKenzie, Rhoda 1870 1923 SS - Carey 
McKenzie, Rhoda 1870 1923 SS - Cassity (2) 
McKenzie, Robert S. 1 Feb 1923 7 Apr 1996 DS H [Husb. of Clara Nell J. McK] "WWII" New Alfrey
McKenzie, Ronald 12 Aug 1948 12 Aug 1948 SS - [Buried next to Rosella McKenz.] Clearfield
McKenzie, Rosella 1937 1937 SS - [Buried next to Ronald McKenz.] Clearfield
McKenzie, Sally 23 Nov 1924 11 Jul 1977 DS W [Wife of Coleman McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Stanton 6 Feb 1893 30 Jun 1901 DS S [Children of A.J. & F. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Taylor - - SS - [Next to Hattie McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, W. B. 1887 1974 DS H [Husb. of Jessie McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Wayne V. 1892 1960 DS H [Husb. of Nellie N. McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKenzie, Wm. A. Jack 1920 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Garnet Burley McKenzie] New Alfrey
McKinley, Charles F. 22 Aug 1889 22 Feb 1953 SS - "KY 2D Lt 153 Depot Brigade WWI" Brown (1) 
McKinnan, Addy 2 Oct 1870 19 May 1884 SS D "Dau of W. McKinnan" Slaty Point
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McKinnan, George 12 Jul 1874 1 Oct 1880 SS - Slaty Point
McKinnan, Luther 18 Nov 1875 22 Sep 1888 SS S "Son of W. McKinnan" Slaty Point
McKinney, A. J. 30 Apr 1921 21 Dec 1987 SS - Brown (1) 
McKinney, Adrian 14 Jul 1920 28 Mar 1944 SS - "S Sgt Army Air Force, WWII" Mt. Hope
McKinney, Aileen Tippett 1898 1945 SS - Lee
McKinney, Alpha Basco 1875 1949 SS H [Husb. of Vollie Katherine McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Amelia Duley 1908 1989 SS W [Wife of Joseph E. McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Bertha - - SS - [Next to Chester McKinney] New Alfrey
McKinney, Billy Joe 18 Jan 1942 16 Dec 1988 SS - Clearfield
McKinney, Bradley D. 10 Sep 1988 23 Dec 1988 SS - Brown (1) 
McKinney, Cannie 5 May 1893 4 Nov 1973 DS W [Wife of Cleates V. McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Chester - - SS - [Next to Bertha McKinney] New Alfrey
McKinney, Cleates V. 29 Oct 1887 7 Aug 1968 DS H [Husb. of Cannie McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Darlene Stida 7 Jul 1939 4 May 1996 DS - [other side not given] New Alfrey
McKinney, E. H. [                 ] [                ] - - [Small stone, no dates] Mt. Hope
McKinney, Edison Lee 3 Apr 1931 [                 ] DS - [other side not given] New Alfrey
McKinney, Emma H. 1899 1989 DS - Mt. Hope
McKinney, Etta Faye 
[Dillon] [24 Sep]1921 [1 Aug 1999] SS W [Wife of Wilber Dixon "Dick" McKenney] Clearfield
McKinney, Fay D. 1921 [                ] DS W [Wife of W. D. McKinney] Mt. Hope
McKinney, Haywood R. 1916 1961 DS H [Husb. of Jewell McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Henry Clay 26 Jan 1928 7 Nov 1951 SS - [Next to Sylvan I McK.]"Inf Korea PH" Brown (1) 
McKinney, Infant - - SS - [#867] New Alfrey
McKinney, Infant - - SS - [#866] New Alfrey
McKinney, Jewell 1919 1984 DS W [Wife of Haywood R. McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Joseph E. 1909 1990 SS H [Husb. of Amelia Duley McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, L. S. [                 ] [                ] - - [Small stone, no dates] Mt. Hope
McKinney, Larry Joe 29 May 1952 15 Dec 1985 SS - [Next to Shirley Louise McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Lorene D. 15 Sep 1922 30 Jan 1988 DS W [Wife of Wm. Harold McKinney] McKinney
McKinney, Lucy Staton 19 Feb 1917 10 Aug 1986 DS W [Wife of Otto McKinney] "Mom" Clearfield
McKinney, Mattye M. 1 Jul 1897 24 Jul 1990 SS - [Next to Sylvan I. McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Mollie S. 1894 1944 DS - Mt. Hope
McKinney, Oshal Glenn - - SS - New Alfrey
McKinney, Otto 9 Sep 1911 14 Jan 1982 DS H [Husb of  Lucy Staton McKinney] Clearfield
McKinney, Ray 1914 1922 SS - [Next to Cleates & Cannie McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Robert 29 Mar 1921 20 Jul 1943 SS - [Next to Cleat. & Cannie McK.]"WWII" Brown (1) 
McKinney, Shirley Louis 29 Jul 1936 12 Oct 1983 SS - [Next to Larry Joe McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Sylvan I. 3 Dec 1885 6 Nov 1962 SS - [Next to Henry Clay McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, Vollie Kather 1882 1961 SS W [Wife of Alpha Bascomb McKinney] Brown (1) 
McKinney, W. D. "Dick" 1920 1980 DS H [Husband of Fay D. McKinney] Mt. Hope
McKinney, Wm. Harold 10 Jun 1919 9 Aug 1989 DS H [Husband of Lorene D. McKinney] McKinney
McKinzie, Etta May - - SS - [#818] New Alfrey
McLain, [McClain]Jewel 8 Apr 1935 28 Apr 1935 SS - McClain-Arnold
McManis, P. Mark 7 Feb 1878 13 Apr 1940 SS - Caudill (1) 
McManus, Jason Adam [1979] [1079] UM S [Son of Patrick & Sandy McManus, Twin] New Sill
McManus, Pauline [Messer] 5 May 1921 27 May 1983 SS D "Mother" [Dau. Of Elbert & Pearl Messer] New Sill
MCMC1: Unmarked (15) graves, approximately, scattered in a wooded hillside         (McCormick-McClurg) McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC10:  Whit McClurg McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC11:  A Kelly lady McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC12:  A Parker lady McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC13:  A child of Viney & Perry Hilterbrand McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC14:  A child of Viney & Perry Hilterbrand McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC2: Reported to be buried here by Marybelle Helterbrand Hall, Daughter of James Harvy Helterbrandl, are; McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC3: Minie McCormick McCorm-McClurg 
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MCMC4: James Harvey Helterbrand (His wife is buried in Ohio) McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC5:  Billie McCormick McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC6:  Charles McCormick (Grand son of Billie McCormick) McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC7:  Clyde Hall  (Husband of Marybelle Helterbrand Hall) McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC8:  Child of Clyde Hall McCorm-McClurg 
MCMC9:  Child of Clyde Hall McCorm-McClurg 
McMillan, John 1898 1981 SS - Hogtown
McMillan, Rosco 13 Mar 1894 26 Jul 1927 SS - Hogtown
McMillan, W. W. 31 Mar 1862 26 Dec 1920 SS - Hogtown
McMillin, Cora 6 May 1902 14 Dec 1902 SS D "Dau of H. B. & M. S. McMillin" Eagle Hall  CC
McMillin, Jonnie 20 Feb 1900 14 Mar 1900 SS S "Dau of H. B. & M. S. McMillin" Eagle Hall  CC
McMillion, W. M. 29 Sep 1857 5 Aug 1942 SS - [Step-brother of Henry Conley] Boyd 
McNeal, Jane H. 31 Dec 1932 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Leonard Joseph McNeal] Brown (1) 
McNeal, Leonard Joseph 23 Mar 1933 6 Dec 1994 DS H [Husb. of Jane H. McNeal]"Army Korea" Brown (1) 
McNeey, Milburn [                 ] [                 ] SS - [no dates] Clearfield
McNickell, Jannette M. 1953 1955 SS - Caudill (1) 
McNnespy, Herman 10 Oct 1884 23 Oct 1918 SS - Carey 
McQuinn, Alex 1882 1959 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle McQuinn] Brown (1) 
McQuinn, Cannus 1896 1963 DS H [Husb. of Mary D. McQuinn] Brown (1) 
McQuinn, Mary D. 1892 1972 DS W [Wife of Cannus McQuinn] Brown (1) 
McQuinn, Myrtle 1888 1950 DS W [Wife of Alex McQuinn] Brown (1) 
McRoberts, Bill Tom 28 Jun 1937 15 Jun 1968 SS - [Next to Hazel F. McRoberts] Brown (1) 
McRoberts, Carrie E. 23 May 1911 [                ] DS W [of Charles E. McRoberts]M:11/14/1928 Purvis
McRoberts, Charles E. 13 Nov 1906 24 Apr 1996 DS H [Carrie E. McRoberts]T5 US Army WWII Purvis
McRoberts, Earl 17 Jan 1909 10 Aug 1970 SS -
"Ky PFC Co B 1277 Engr CMBT BIV 
WWII" Purvis
McRoberts, Evla Faye 19 Feb 1937 2 Aug 1937 SS - [Between Ruby G. & Millie McRoberts] Caudill (4)
McRoberts, H. S. 30 Dec 1875 4 Sep 1933 SS - [Next to Millie McRoberts] Caudill (4)
McRoberts, Harrison Jr 2 Oct 1934 4 Jul 1939 DS S "Son of W & R uby G.  McRoberts" Caudill (4)
McRoberts, Hazel F. 17 Nov 1918 12 Apr 1952 SS - [Next to Bill Tom McRoberts] Brown (1) 
McRoberts, Leo 1928 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Mary J. McRoberts] Forest Lawn
McRoberts, Levina Susan 27 Jan 1893 15 Sep 1974 SS - "Mother" Cranston
McRoberts, Lewis 27 Jul 1852 16 Jul 1899 SS H [Husb. of Phidilla McRoberts] Caudill (4)
McRoberts, Mary Elizabeth - 14 Oct 1964 SS W
[Wife of Ora Allen McRoberts; Dau of 
Tandy & Sarah Bryant Tandy] Caudill (4)
McRoberts, Mary J. 1932 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Leo McRoberts] Forest Lawn
McRoberts, Mary M. 1888 1935 DS W "Wife of Taylor McRoberts" Purvis
McRoberts, Millie 19 Oct 1872 4 Jul 1939 SS - [Next to H. S. McRoberts] Caudill (4)
McRoberts, Minnie 14 Dec 1873 6 Sep 1905 SS - Wyatt
McRoberts, Ora Allen 4 Apr 1895 6 Sep 1969 SS H
[Husb of Mary McRoberts]"KY Pvt Co 1 
Div 8 Bn WWI" Caudill (4)
McRoberts, Phidilla 18 Feb 1853 29 Jan 1888 SS W "Wife of Lewis McRoberts" Caudill (4)
McRoberts, Roxie 1924 1943 SS - Purvis
McRoberts, Ruby G. 30 Nov 1912 4 Jul 1939 DS W
[wife of W. McRoberts, keep with Ruby G. 
McRoberts] Caudill (4)
McRoberts, Schyrilda 6 Mar 1877 7 Apr 1909 SS - "Wife of W. B. McRoberts" Wyatt
McRoberts, Taylor 1881 1946 DS H [Husb. of Mary M. McRoberts] Purvis
McTush, Grover J. 22 Mar 1930 19 Apr 1987 SS - Day   MC
McVey [Baby] - - DS - "Dau and Son of Mr & Mrs. Silas McVey] Sardis
McVey [Baby] - - DS - Sardis
McVey Mollie 1904 1927 SS W "Bertie McVey" Pine Hill
McVey, James B. 20 Apr 1922 23 Jan 1985 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Forest Lawn
McVey, Stella 31 Jul 1890 7 Dec 1922 SS W "Wife of Henry McVey" Caudill (4)
Meade, Bertha E. 12 Sep 1900 2 Aug 1972 DS W [Wife of Charles W. Meade] Sardis
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Meade, Betty Jean Early 1 Nov 1929 15 Aug 1996 SS - Lee
Meade, Charles W. 10 Jan 1887 15 Jul 1964 DS H [Husb. of Bertha E. Meade] Sardis
Meade, Joseph C. 1914 [10 Aug]1996 DS H [Husb. of Rena Faye Day Meade] Brown (1) 
Meade, Rena Faye Day [16 Jul]1926 8 Jun 1999 DS W [Wife of Joseph C. Meade] Brown (1) 
Meadows, Claude E. 4 Apr 1915 27 Sep 1977 SS - [Next to John & Stella Meadows] Brown (1) 
Meadows, Etta 1 Feb 1896 4 Jun 1973 DS W [Wife of Rev. Isaac Meadows] Lee
Meadows, Herman M. 1911 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Maxine C. Meadows] Caudill (1) 
Meadows, Isaac, Rev 18 May 1873 28 Nov 1963 DS H [Husb. of Etta Meadows] Lee
Meadows, John 1894 1974 DS H [Husb. of Stella Meadows] Brown (1) 
Meadows, Judy Plank 1941 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Russell L. Meadows] Brown (1) 
Meadows, Maxine C. 1914 1962 DS W [Wife of Hermon M. Meadows] Caudill (1) 
Meadows, Opal B. 16 Jun 1931 12 Jul 1972 SS - Boggs (2)   EC
Meadows, Russell L. 1913 1993 DS - [Keep with Judy Plank Meadows] Brown (1) 
Meadows, Stella 1905 1986 DS W [Wife of John Meadows] Brown (1) 
Medlin, John L. 5 May 1824 12 Aug 1895 SS - Lee
Meinecke, Marvin Alred 16 Mar 1921 16 May 1991 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Menix, Bertha Colley 22 Apr 1890 26 Aug 1946 SS - Colley   CC
Menville, John R. Jr. 7 Mar 1971 8 Jul 1996 SS - Brown (1) 
Mercer, Mary [Ann] Caudill 25 Mar 1901 5 Jul 1999 SS W [Wife of Herbert Mercer] Lee
Messer, [James] Elbert 1892 1972 DS H [Husband of Pearl James Messer] New Sill
Messer, Alex 20 Apr 1917 3 Oct 1985 DS H [Husb. of Geneva Messer] Brown (1) 
Messer, Almeda [Sparks] 12 Jun 1864 29 Mar 1947 DS W [Wife #2 of William Messor] Dawson
Messer, Arthur 16 Feb 1891 14 Aug 1913 SS - "Son of J.B. & Martha Messer" Siloam
Messer, Chloe H. 1931 1954 DS W [Wife of J. Carl Messer] Brown (1) 
Messer, Claudie Allen 6 Nov 1937 [                 ] TS H [Husb. of Oveda W. Messer] Brown (1) 
Messer, David A. 3 Jun 1960 5 Jun 1960 SS D [Son of James & Sue Evans Messer] New Sill
Messer, Diana [Sue Fultz] 19 Aug 1946 3 Mar 1999 DS W [Thomas Alvin Messer] Stevens-Stigall
Messer, Dorothy 1916 [                ] DS W [Wife of Joseph Messer] Lee
Messer, Elda R. 1898 1982 SS - [Next to Willie M. Messer] Forest Lawn
Messer, Elizabeth E. 1875 1969 DS W [Wife of James B. Messer] Siloam
Messer, Ethel 1894 1962 DS W [Wife of John S. Messer] Caudill (1) 
Messer, Florce 1912 [18 Sep]1975 SS D [Dau. Of Elbert & Pearl James Messer] New Sill
Messer, Geneva 25 Aug 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Alex Messer] Brown (1) 
Messer, Harlan 4 Jul 1904 18 Jan 1905 SS S "Son of M. M. & Elizabeth Messer" Butts
Messer, Hildreth [Mabry] 1918 1943 DS W [Wife of Jack Luther Messer] New Sill
Messer, Hiram 18 Oct 1854 30 Jul 1889 SS - Dawson
Messer, J. Carl 5 Apr 1925 26 Apr 1995 DS H [H of Chloe H Messer]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Messer, Jack [Luther] [14 Mar]1919 [9 Aug]1975 DS H
[Hildreth Mabry Messer]"PFC 242nd AAF 
Base WWII" New Sill
Messer, James A. 1890 1959 DS H [Husband of Lana M. Messer] New Sill
Messer, James B. 1860 1934 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth E. Messer] Siloam
Messer, John B. 28 Jan 1894 19 Feb 1973 DS H [Husb. of Rosa Messer]"Army WWI" Forest Lawn
Messer, John Paul 1 Mar 1920 18 Jun 1983 DS H [Husb. of Mary Jane Messer] Forest Lawn
Messer, John S. 1888 1949 DS H [Husband of Ethel Messer] Caudill (1) 
Messer, Joseph 1908 1978 DS H [Dorothy Messer] T SGT US Army WWII Lee
Messer, Lana M. [May] 1894 1978 DS W [Wife of James A. Messer] New Sill
Messer, Leonard 31 Dec 1923 31 Dec 1923 SS S "Son of J. E. & Pearl Messer" Dawson
Messer, Logan 5 Dec 1916 18 Mar 1944 SS H [1st husb of Wilma Evans Messer Gearhart] New Sill
Messer, Louada 18 May 1895 24 Jun 1963 SS - Moore-Messer
Messer, Lucy Moore 2 Jan 1885 4 Sep 1984 SS - Moore-Messer
Messer, Mark Allen 10 Feb 1966 28 Apr 1977 TS S [Son of Claudie & Oveda Messer] Brown (1) 
Messer, Martha E. 16 Nov 1869 5 Jul 1893 SS W Wife of John B. Messer, Martha Christian Dawson
Messer, Mary Burrows 1892 1921 SS - Lee
Messer, Mary Jane 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of John Paul Messer] Forest Lawn
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Messer, Nancy J.[JaneChristian]13 Nov 1858 3 Jun 1890 SS W "Wife of [#1]William Messer" Dawson
Messer, Ollie E. 24 Oct 1901 3 Nov 1970 SS - Moore-Messer
Messer, Oscar H. 13 Mar 1905 20 Dec 1965 SS - "Asleep in Jesus" [Next to Zora Messer] Siloam
Messer, Oval F. 9 Apr 1918 4 Jun 1957 SS - "PFC Co L2 Inf. WWII BSM-P" Hayes Crossing 
Messer, Oveda W. 28 May 1939 [                 ] TS W [Wife of Claudie Allen Messer] Brown (1) 
Messer, Pearl [James] 1896 1971 DS W [Wife of James Elbert Messer] New Sill
Messer, Randy Lee 11 Mar 1944 15 Feb 1968 SS S
[of Logan & Wilma Evans Messer]In S Sgt 
Co 5 Sp, 1 Sp Forces GP New Sill
Messer, Rosa 1892 1971 DS W [Wife of John B. Messer] Forest Lawn
Messer, Rosetta 15 Mar 1888 3 Jun 1909 SS D "Daughter of Wm. & Nancy J. Messer" Dawson
Messer, Sue F. [Evans] 3 Mar 1940 26 Nov 1961 SS W
[1st wife of James Messer. He is burried in 
Ind] New Sill
Messer, Thomas Alvin 7 Aug 1956 [                ] DS H [Diana Fultz Messer] Stevens-Stigall
Messer, Tosie 29 Nov 1900 23 Oct 1915 SS - "Dau of J. B. & Elizabeth Messer" Siloam
Messer, William 12 Aug 1857 6 Apr 1939 DS H [Husband of Almeda Messor] Dawson
Messer, William H. 16 Oct 1923 27 Jun 1962 SS - [Next to JB & Rosa Messer]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Messer, Willie M. 1888 1968 SS - [Next to Elda R. Messer] Forest Lawn
Messer, Wm. 18 Oct 1892 9 Dec 1970 SS - Moore-Messer
Messer, Zora 1 Sep 1888 5 Feb 1956 SS - "Only Sleeping" [Next to Oscar H Mess] Siloam
Meyer, Heinrich Johannes 28 Jun 1909 11 Mar 1996 DS H [of Mary Madeline Meyer] "WWII" Brown (1) 
Meyer, Mary Madeline 
Wright 12 May 1917 28 May 2000 DS W
[of Heinrich Johannes Meyer]          "M: 4 
Dec 1942" Brown (1) 
Middleton, Amanda 31 Jul 1884 24 Nov 1952 SS W "Wife of J.H. Middleton"  "Mother" Carey 
Middleton, Cliff 12 Jan 1920 25 Aug 1938 SS - Johnson (2)
Middleton, Cliff [                 ] 1 July 1921 SS -
"Wisconsin Pvt 107 "52 day" Trench Motor 
Bat." Hender-Rose  EC
Middleton, Delano 25 Mar 1938 27 Sep 1938 SS S "Son of Mr & Mrs Ora Middleton] Carey 
Middleton, Inez 24 Jun 1905 17 Jan 1994 DS W [Wife of Ora Middleton] Carey 
Middleton, John H. 10 Nov 1883 10 Nov 1958 SS H [Hus of Amanda Middleton] "Father" Carey 
Middleton, Levisa 17 mar 1900 20 Dec 1908 SS D "Daughter of  Joseph & Hannah Middleton" Hender-Rose  EC
Middleton, Max Austin 27 Jan 1929 28 Aug 1999 PLQ H
[Husb of Bessie Jean Evans Middleton] CPL 
US Army, Korea New Sill
Middleton, Mink 13 Feb 1863 21 oct 1904 SS W "Wife of Joseph Middleton" Hender-Rose  EC
Middleton, Onie 21 Feb 1907 26 Feb 1949 DS D [Dau of John H & Amanda Middleton] Carey 
Middleton, Ora 6 Nov 1904 10 Jul 1964 DS H [Hus of Inez Middleton] Carey 
Middleton, Robert 14 May 1898 17 June 1932 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Middleton, Sarahbecca 24 Aug 1903 20 Apr 1922 SS D "Daughter of  Joseph & Hannah Middleton" Hender-Rose  EC
Middleton, Willa Mae 16 Sep 1900 29 Oct 1969 SS - New Sill
Middleton, Zonie 21 Feb 1907 21 May 1929 DS D [Dau of John H & Amanda Middleton] Carey 
Milam, Ellen J. 1888 1969 SS - Note 1 Mt. Pisgah
Milam, Josie [Ellen J.] 16 Jun 1888 [1969] SS - "Daug. of J. [John] R. Buckland" Note 1 Eldridge-Buckland 
Milam, Roland 16 Jun 1886 28 Aug 1941 SS D Eldridge-Buckland 
Miler, Mallie Adkins 1873 1961 SS Miler Cemetery
Miles, Frank 15 Sep 1890 25 Apr 1989 DS H [of Hattie M. Miles] "US Army WWI" Blair's   MC
Miles, Hattie M. 19 Jul 1895 9 Apr 1973 DS W [of Frank Miles] Blair's   MC
Miller, Aline Hogge 10 Aug 1923 6 Jan 1997 SS D [Dau. of H. Tilden & Lulie Hogge" Cranston
Miller, Anderson L. 1864 1934 SS - Lee
Miller, Beatrice P. 1915 1976 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Miller, Charles T.. 7 Oct 1907 27 Aug 1967 SS - Baldridge (2)
Miller, David 14 Aug 1852 25 Aug 1902 SS - Hamilton
Miller, Earl A. 10 Mar 1901 7 Apr 1914 SS - Lee
Miller, Edward 1884 1970 SS F "Father" [Father of Elsie M. Boyd] Boyd 
Miller, Fred 13 Jul 1921 24 Jul 1967 SS - "Ky PFC 1535 Base Unit AAF WWII" Lee
Miller, Hannah 18 Mar 1862 28 Dec 1927 DS W [Wife of R. H. Miller] "Mother" Baldridge (2)
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Miller, Harve B. 27 Oct 1892 7 Oct 1929 DS H [Husband of Vina Miller] Caudill (1) 
Miller, Hattie 1873 1959 SS - Lee
Miller, John A. 18 Nov 1942 18 Nov 1942 SS - Lee
Miller, Kent Jeffrey - Apr 1967 - S [Son of Randall & Nancy Miller] Forest Lawn
Miller, Len 1907 1945 SS - Lee
Miller, Leo Martin 2 Mar 1923 4 Jun 1989 SS - "EM 3 US Navy WWII" Lee
Miller, Leonard Cleveland 23 May 1949 27 Jan 1991 DS - "SP4 US Army Vietnam" Crix Cemetery:
Miller, Lois 5 Nov 1928 14 Dec 1928 SS - "Daug. of M. M. & Alice Miller" Caudill (1) 
Miller, Luella 27 Aug 1882 19 May 1966 SS - Lee
Miller, Opal 25 Dec 1907 20 Oct 1993 SS - Brown (1) 
Miller, R. H. 22 Jan 1862 9 Jun 1923 DS H [Husb. of Hannah Miller] "Father" Baldridge (2)
Miller, Ralph P. 1908 1967 SS - Lee
Miller, Ruby 20 Apr 1906 23 Feb 1967 SS - Lee
Miller, Rufus 30 Jun 1875 19 Jan 1970 SS - Lee
Miller, Samantha Dawn 24 Sep 1977 [               ] SS - "Infant" Peyton-Igo
Miller, Thelma White 11 Apr 1919 30 Jun 1987 SS - Lee
Miller, Vina 4 Jun 1896 23 Mar 1964 DS W [Wife of Harve B. Miller] Caudill (1) 
Miller, Walter E. 31 Dec 1897 18 Nov 1952 SS - "Ky PFC Co. F3 AMMO, TN 3 Div WWI" Lee
Mink, Winston Delano 11 Jan 1941 20 Oct 1991 SS - Brown (1) 
Mitchell, Elsie Cooper 21 Sep 1921 [                ] SS - Purvis
Mitchell, Florence Foley 1921 [Living] DS W [Wife of Walter E. Mitchell] Forest Lawn
Mitchell, Walter E. 3 Jan 1919 1 Nov 1998 DS H [Husb. of Florence Foley Mitchell] Forest Lawn
Mocabee, Beatrice 1911 1969 DS W [Wife of Mark S. Mocabee] Trumbo   CC
Mocabee, Bobby Joe 13 Dec 1949 26 Apr 1979 SS - Trumbo   CC
Mocabee, Caroline Nickel 7 Oct 1857 3 Apr 1898 SS W
[of Linville Mocabee]"Dau of Greenup 
Nickell" Parker (2)
Mocabee, Frankie 25 Dec 1876 16 Aug 1887 SS S [Son of  G.L. & Caroline N. Mocabee] Parker (2)
Mocabee, Fred 1878 1961 DS H [Husb. of Luellen Mocabee] Brown (1) 
Mocabee, Gladys 1908 1909 SS D [Dau of Ed & Clara Mocabee] Parker (2)
Mocabee, Hazel 30 Jul 1899 Feb 1916 SS D [Dau of Ed & Clara Mocabee] Parker (2)
Mocabee, Linville Goval 22 Jul 1845 4 Jan 1924 SS H [Hus of Caroline Nickell Mocabee] Parker (2)
Mocabee, Luellen 1887 1954 DS W [Wife of Fred Mocabee] Brown (1) 
Mocabee, Mark S. 1913 1987 DS H [Husb of Beatrice Mocabee] Trumbo   CC
Mocabee, Unia 20 Mar 1884 9 Apr 1887 SS D [Dau of G.L. & Caroline N. Mocabee] Parker (2)
Mocabee, Vivian 8 Feb 1906 25 Jun 1908 SS D [Dau of Ed & Clara Mocabee] Parker (2)
Moles, Patricia Gayle 30 May 1940 15 Dec 1982 DS D [Dau. of Chester & Adda Stanley] White Family
Molten, William E. 2 Jan 1912 16 May 1944 SS - Emmons   FC
Molton, Amanda E. 1908 1955 DS W [Wife of John R. Molton] Whisman 
Molton, Annie 23 Feb 1871 16 Jun 1895 SS W "Wife of George W. Molton" Eldridge (1) 
Molton, Bill C. 20 Oct 1940 25 Dec 1993 SS - [Next to John & Amanda Molton] Whisman 
Molton, Charlie 1884 1954 SS - Emmons   FC
Molton, David 29 Mar 1838 20 May 1916 DS H [Husband of Nancy J. Molton] Eldridge (1) 
Molton, Earl [                 ] [                ] SS - Molton
Molton, Frank Sep 1932 [                 ] SS - [Next to John & Amanda Molton] Whisman 
Molton, George H. 16 Nov 1909 26 Jan 1982 DS H [Husb. of Mildred B. Molton] Brown (1) 
Molton, George W. 27 Oct 1868 8 Dec 1952 SS H [Husb of Nancy J. & Annie Molton] Eldridge (1) 
Molton, Infant - - SS - "Infant" Clark (2)
Molton, Infant - - SS - "Infant" Clark (2)
Molton, Infant - - SS - "Infant" Clark (2)
Molton, Infant 14 Jun 1895 14 Jun 1895 SS C "Child of George W. & Annie Molton" Eldridge (1) 
Molton, James L. 20 Mar 1924 27 Mar 1924 SS S "Son of J. S. & Jane Molton" Molton
Molton, James Warren 1928 1997 Plq - [Next to Judy Molton Callahan] Whisman 
Molton, Jessee S. 5 Feb 1899 7 Feb 1949 SS H [Husband of W. Jane Molton" Molton
Molton, John Jr. Jan 1930 Jan 1930 SS - [Next to Frank Molton]"Infant" Whisman 
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Molton, John R. 1904 1987 DS H [Hus of Amanda E. Molton] Whisman 
Molton, Mildred B. 20 Apr 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of George H. Molton] Brown (1) 
Molton, Nancy J. [Jane] 22 May 1842 15 Feb 1916 DS W [Wife of David Molton] Eldridge (1) 
Molton, Nancy Jane 11 May 1868 17 May 1939 SS W [Wife of George W. Molton Eldridge (1) 
Molton, Nina [                ] 1958 SS - Emmons   FC
Molton, Robert Allen 22 Apr 1969 19 Jun 1969 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Molton, Ruby A. 9 Oct 1922 9 Oct 1922 SS D "Daug. of J. S. & Jane Molton" Molton
Molton, Susie 23 May 1877 15 Jul 1889 SS D [Daughter of D. M. & N. J. Molton] Eldridge (1) 
Molton, W. Jane 3 Feb 1890 6 Nov 1946 SS W [Wife of Jessee S. Molton] Molton
Mongold, Junior L. 2 Feb 1945 5 Feb 1997 DS - [Keep with Lena M. Hale Mongold] Blair's   MC
Mongold, Lena M. Hale 24 Feb 1951 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Junior L. Mongold] Blair's   MC
Montgomery, __ - - SS - [#4021] New Alfrey
Montgomery, Helen 14 Nov 1914 8 Sep 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Dr. George W. Montgomery] Forest Lawn
Montgomery, R. Sam 9 Jan 1904 15 Feb 1952 QS - [others not given] Brown (1) 
Moody, Ivellia J. 23 Dec 1845 3 Jun 1922 DS W "Wife of Joseph H. Moody" Ingram
Moody, James Albert 1864 1933 DS H [of Louisa Belle Moody] Ingram
Moody, Joseph H. 12 Aug 1840 30 Jun 1898 DS H [of Ivellia J. Moody] Ingram
Moody, Louisa Belle 1859 1943 DS W [of James Albert Moody] Ingram
Moody, Lucy E. 24 Jun 1867 15 Oct 1880 SS D "Daug of W. S. & M. A. Moody" Slaty Point
Moody, Mahala 12 Jan 1833 24 Jun 1880 Tomb - "Wife of Thomas W. Moody" Siloam
Moore - - SS - [no other info] Siloam
Moore, Alice J. 20 Oct 1898 6 Dec 1979 DS W [Wife of Earl Moore] "Mother" Moore   EC
Moore, Amanda Susan 2 Mar 1866 27 Apr 1946 SS D "Mother" [Dau of James Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, Ann Eliza 1849 1914 SS - [Next to William Moore] Siloam
Moore, Arizonia 2 May 1907 5 Mar 1983 DS W [of Elijah Moore] "Mother of Ceciel Moore" Blankenbeckler EC
Moore, Arthur 1907 1973 DS H [Husb. of Dana Moore] M: 8 Aug 1940 Moore (1)
Moore, Arthur 29 Jan 1913 30 Oct 1914 SS - "son of Martin & Sarah Moore" Moore   EC
Moore, Autie 1880 1955 DS H [Husband of Julie Moore] "M: 1906" McDavid
Moore, Baby - - SS - "Our Baby" "Clement & Mary" [Moore] Carey 
Moore, Bessie 1889 1910 SS - [Next to Ann Eliza Moore] Siloam
Moore, Betty 2 Aug 1889 29 Oct 1923 DS W [Wife of John Moore] Moore (2)
Moore, Billy 24 Dec 1938 22 Jan 1939 SS - Day   MC
Moore, Billy L. 30 Aug 1943 3 Jun 1961 SS - Day   MC
Moore, Brittany Dale 18 Aug 1991 16 Mar 1992 SS - Cranston
Moore, Bryan 14 Nov 1955 22 Mar 1956 SS - Day   MC
Moore, Bryant 26 Dec 1906 22 Feb 1971 DS H [Husb of Stella M. Moore] Barker  EC
Moore, Burl 23 Feb 1916 31 Mar 1993 DS H [Husband of Geneva Moore] Slaty Point
Moore, Calvin R. 6 Jul 1896 SS - "Age 23 Years" Slaty Point
Moore, Carolyn Sue 1942 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wayne Edward Moore] Forest Lawn
Moore, Carrie 1872 1901 SS - [Next to Mollie Moore] Siloam
Moore, Carrie A. - - SS W [of John Moore]          ag. tree stump] Siloam
Moore, Charles 31 Mar 1961 31 Mar 1961 SS - "Infant" Moore-Messer
Moore, Charles R. 20 May 1951 6 Sep 1973 SS S "Son of Ruth Livingood" Slaty Point
Moore, Chas 1881 1953 SS H [Husb. of Emma Moore] Brown (1) 
Moore, Chester 1920 1937 SS - Moore (1)
Moore, Clasie Perry 14 Nov 1915 [                ] DS W
[of Virgil Ray Moore] M:14 Mar 193_ 
"Mother" Day   MC
Moore, Claude E. 16 Jun 1901 7 May 1961 SS - Moore-Messer
Moore, Cloma Porter 7 Feb 1922 [                ] DS W [Wife of Eddie J. Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, Clyde 30 Jul 1903 7 Feb 1927 SS S "Son of James & Susan Moore" Moore-Messer
Moore, Coba F. 14 Mar 1918 31 Dec 1985 SS - Moore (1)
Moore, Daisy Y. 20 Jun 1944 [                 ] DS W
[Wife of James Mason Moore] "Mar 18 Oct 
1976" Kilgore  CC
Moore, Dana 1925 [               ] DS W [Wife of Arthur Moore] Moore (1)
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Moore, Danny 1949 1950 SS - [Infant] Moore (1)
Moore, Earl 26 Jul 1923 28 Sep 1997 SS H
[Hus.of Lucy Frances Smith  Moore] "US 
Army WWII" Moore (1)
Moore, Earl 24 Mar 1900 29 Mar 1900 DC H [Husb of Alice J. Moore] "Father" Moore   EC
Moore, Eddie J. 3 Oct 1921 30 Jun 1989 DS H [Hus. of Cloma Porter Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, Elbert E. 1902 1979 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth S. Moore] Forest Lawn
Moore, Elenor F. 20 Jan 1910 26 Aug 1991 DS W [Wife of James C. Moore] Day   MC
Moore, Elijah 22 Aug 1906 31 Jan 1986 DS H [of Arizonia Moore]"Father of Ceciel Moore"Blankenbeckler EC
Moore, Eliza Jane 18 Jun 18__ 11 Sep 1893 SS - Moore (2)
Moore, Elizabeth 1887 1957 SS - Moore (1)
Moore, Elizabeth S. 1905 1992 DS W [Wife of Elbert E. Moore] Forest Lawn
Moore, Elmer C. 22 Oct 1901 28 Dec 1995 SS - "US Army WWII" Moore   EC
Moore, Elsie V. 1908 1991 DS W [Wife of Rev. Hurshal Moore] Brown (1) 
Moore, Emma 1882 1970 SS W [Wife of Chas Moore] Brown (1) 
Moore, Estel Lee 27 May 1921 14 May 1968 SS - Day   MC
Moore, Eula 16 Nov 1913 18 Jan 1980 SS - Ditney 
Moore, Evelyn Belle 28 Jan 1932 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wetzel C. Moore] Moore   EC
Moore, Flora 16 Sep 1882 3 May 1931 DS W [Wife of Madison Moore] Day   MC
Moore, Flora J. 28 May 1884 9 Jan 1903 SS D "Dau. of J. D. & America Moore" Moore (3)
Moore, Frank J. 1904 1979 DS H [Hus of Ruby D. Moore] Carey 
Moore, Fredrick L. 16 Oct 1938 5 May 1971 SS - Moore-Messer
Moore, Geneva 25 Aug 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of Burl Moore] Slaty Point
Moore, George 9 Jan 1848 16 Aug 1906 SS - Moore (2)
Moore, George 15 Nov 1927 4 Feb 1979 SS - "Father" Moore   EC
Moore, George L. - 1977 DS H [Husb of Nellie S. Moore] Moore   EC
Moore, Gina 1954 1996 PLK - Crix Cemetery:
Moore, Gordon L. 5 Jul 1940 26 Nov 1944 SS - Day   MC
Moore, Harold G. 2 Jan 1935 21 Feb 1991 DS H [Husb of Jackie N. Moore] Day   MC
Moore, Herbert Vernon 1908 1987 DS H [Husb. of Mary Lida Moore] Brown (1) 
Moore, Hilda V. 15 Aug 1912 13 Mar 1982 SS - Lee
Moore, I. R. 13 Nov 1901 25 May 1902 TS - "Child of John D. & Josephine Moore" Slaty Point
Moore, Idam 14 Mar 1899 14 Mar 1899 SS - Moore (2)
Moore, Ina 27 May 1898 13 Nov 1973 SS W [Wife of Roy Moore] Ellington Farm
Moore, Infant 15 May 1900 15 May 1900 TS - "Infant of John D. & Josephine Moore" Slaty Point
Moore, Isaac 12 Oct 1883 21 Sep 1960 DS H [Hus. of Mattie Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, J. D. 1868 1959 SS - [Next to Josephine Moore] Siloam
Moore, J. R. - - SS S "Son of J.E. & C.A. Moore, stillborn" Siloam
Moore, Jackie N. 13 Jun 1934 [                ] DS W [Wife of Harold G. Moore] Day   MC
Moore, James 17 Feb 1847 4 Mar 1921 SS F [Father of Amanda Susan Parrish Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, James B. 1890 1980 SS - Brown (1) 
Moore, James C 19 Mar 1909 7 Aug 1983 DS H [Husb of Elenor F. Moore] Day   MC
Moore, James Franklin 17 Dec 1874 26 Feb 1900 SS - Moore (2)
Moore, James H. 19 Apr 1934 6 Jul 1950 SS S [Son of Ruby Moore, Bro to Isaac Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, James Mason 26 Jun 1920 24 Feb 1987 DS H
[Husb of Daisy Y. Moore] "CPL US Army 
WWII" Kilgore  CC
Moore, James Ray 5 Jan 1937 7 Feb 1970 SS - "SN US Navy", Moore-Messer
Moore, James Tracy 22 Mar 1915 21 Jun 1989 SS - [Father of Vivian Moore] Ditney 
Moore, James William 4 May 1915 8 Jun 1940 SS S [Son of Isaac & Mattie Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, John 1838 1904 SS - Siloam
Moore, John 28 Aug 1840 14 Sep 1904 SS H [Husb of Carrie A. Moore] [stones stacked Siloam
Moore, John 25 Jan 1882 30 Mar 1937 DS H [Husband of Betty Moore] Moore (2)
Moore, John D. 22 Aug 1852 20 Oct 1904 SS - Moore (3)
Moore, John W. - - SS - [CO E 14 KY CAV] Moore, John W.
Moore, John W. 16 Aug 1940 19 Feb 1985 DS H [Hus. of Virginia Mae Lewis Moore] Moore-Messer
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Moore, Josephine 1865 1946 SS - [Next to J. D. Moore] Siloam
Moore, Juanita 8 Feb 1927 22 Sep 1927 SS - Moore-Messer
Moore, Julie 1885 1974 DS W [Wife of Autie Moore] McDavid
Moore, Kathleen 1955 1955 SS - [Infant] Moore (1)
Moore, Kermit D. 29 Jul 1921 20 Mar 1997 SS - Conn-Bradley  CC
Moore, Leonard Allen [23 Oct]1907 [16 May]1954 SS H of May Purvis & Emma Burke"Father" Carey 
Moore, Lillie 7 Sep 1914 6 Apr 1987 SS - Moore-Messer
Moore, Lillie 1927 1977 DS W [Wife of Willis Moore] "Mother" Moore-Messer
Moore, Lisa Dale 18 Aug 1967 18 Aug 1967 SS - New Sill
Moore, Lizzie 1886 1887 SS - [Next to Carrie Moore] Siloam
Moore, Lora 11 May 1887 16 Sep 1933 SS D [Dau. Of James & Susan Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, Louia F. 18 Feb 1893 15 Mar 1910 TS - "Child of John D. & Josephine Moore" Slaty Point
Moore, Luvena 1889 1968 DS W [Wife of Millard Moore] Lee
Moore, Madison 23 Nov 1878 28 Dec 1960 DS H [Husb of Flora Moore] Day   MC
Moore, Martin 1 May 1859 30 Nov 1944 SS - Moore   EC
Moore, Mary Ann Bradley 29 Dec 1866 25 Mar 1920 SS - Bradley-Moore
Moore, Mary B. 1907 19__ DS W [Wife of William C. Moore] Carey 
Moore, Mary Deboard 1870 1941 DS W [Wife of William J. Moore] Carey 
Moore, Mary Lida 1908 1981 DS W [Wife of Herbert Vernon Moore] Brown (1) 
Moore, Mattie 11 Nov 1886 6 May 1961 DS W [Wife of Isaac Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, Michael, Jr. 1973 1995 SS - Moore (1)
Moore, Millard 1890 1972 DS H [Husb. of Luvena Moore] Lee
Moore, Mollie 1869 1889 SS - [Next to lg. Moore stone with no info] Siloam
Moore, Mollie J. 1 Feb 1840 10 Sep 1915 DS W [of William Moore] "His Wife" Carey 
Moore, Morton 22 Feb 1888 8 Aug 1889 SS - "Son of John D. & Josephine Moore" Slaty Point
Moore, Nancy Largin 24 Mar 1900 1 Apr 1992 SS - Moore-Messer
Moore, Nellie S. - 1977 DS W [Wife of George L. Moore] Moore   EC
Moore, Nettie C. 27 Oct 1910 7 Jun 1940 SS - Siloam
Moore, Patricia Lynn 1969 1969 SS - Moore-Messer
Moore, Pearl 5 Dec 1918 2 Apr 1942 SS - Ellington Farm
Moore, Rev. B. W. 1913 1960 SS H [Husb. of Ruby C. Moore] Brown (1) 
Moore, Rev. Hurshal 1902 1979 DS H [Husb of Elsie V Moore] M:21 Dec 1927 Brown (1) 
Moore, Rosa 1866 1952 SS - Caudill (1) 
Moore, Roy 27 Nov 1897 6 Jul 1940 SS H [Husb of Ina Prater Moore] Ellington Farm
Moore, Ruby 23 Jun 1913 5 May 1988 SS F [Father to James H. Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, Ruby C. 1913 1981 SS W [Wife of Rev. B. W. Moore] Brown (1) 
Moore, Ruby D. 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Frank J. Moore] M:3 Jul 1941 Carey 
Moore, Rutha Jane 9 Jan 1848 9 Sep 1922 SS - Moore (2)
Moore, Sara 21 Aug 1871 17 Apr 1955 SS - Moore   EC
Moore, Sarah E. 15 Oct 1885 11 Mar 1972 SS W [Wife of Willie J. Moore] Crix Cemetery:
Moore, Stella A. 1893 1972 SS - Lee
Moore, Stella M. 8 May 1913 - DS W [Wife of Bryant Moore] Barker  EC
Moore, Thelma Harr 1911 1986 TS W [Wife of Emery Harr & William R. Moore] Scaggs-Harr
Moore, Thelma J. [                ] 1964 SS - Moore (1)
Moore, Virgil Ray 4 Mar 1912 2 Apr 1995 DS H [of Clasie Perry Moore] "Father" Day   MC
Moore, Virginia Mae 9 Aug 1945 [                ] DS W [Wife of John W. Moore] Moore-Messer
Moore, Vivian 1 Apr 1941 1 Apr 1941 SS D "Daughter of Tracy Moore" Ditney 
Moore, Wayne Edward 1939 1977 DS H [Husb. of Carolyn Sue Moore]"Army" Forest Lawn
Moore, Wetzel C "Jack" 16 Sep 1930 18 May 1984 DS H
[Husb of Evelyn Belle Moore]"PFC US Air 
Force" Moore   EC
Moore, Wilber Acie 28 Jul 1910 29 Jun 1943 SS - Lee
Moore, William 12 Jun 1847 28 Jul 1921 DS H [of Mollie J. Moore] [masonic emblem] Carey 
Moore, William 1820 Jun 1890 SS - [Next to Ann Eliza Moore] Siloam
Moore, William B. 13 May 1875 18 Jan 1903 SS S "Son of J. D. & America Moore" Moore (3)
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Moore, William C. 1902 1967 DS H [Hus of Mary B. Moore] Carey 
Moore, William J. 1871 1946 DS H [Hus of Mary Deboard Moore] Carey 
Moore, William R. 1907 1993 TS H [Husb Thelma Harr Moore] Scaggs-Harr
Moore, William Sheridan 17 Feb 1868 24 Dec 1959 SS - Bradley-Moore
Moore, Willie 16 Sep 1894 17 Mar 1896 SS S "M. & M.V." Pine Hill
Moore, Willie 1895 1951 SS - Moore   EC
Moore, Willie J. 23 Sep 1880 19 Dec 1951 SS H [Husband of Sarah E. Moore] Crix Cemetery:
Moore, Willis 3 Oct 1921 13 Jun 1972 DS H [Lillie Moore] "Ky. Sgt. US Army WWII" Moore-Messer
Moorefield, Aileen 
[McKensie] [10 Apr]1917 15 May 2000 DS W [Wife of F. E. Moorefield] New Alfrey
Moorefield, F. E. "Moe" 1922 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Aileen McKenzie Moorefield] New Alfrey
Moorehouse, Charles 1912 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Corda Moorehouse] Forest Lawn
Moorehouse, Corda 1916 1993 DS W [Wife of Charles Moorehouse] Forest Lawn
Moorehouse, Donna 1915 1988 DS W [Wife of Homer Moorehouse] Forest Lawn
Moorehouse, Glatis A. Hy 10 Sep 1914 16 Oct 1989 DS W [of Jn. Collins Moorehouse]M:52 yrs Forest Lawn
Moorehouse, Hayes 12 Apr 1887 23 May 1964 DS H [Husb. of Minnie Moorehouse] Forest Lawn
Moorehouse, Homer 1915 1996 DS H [Husb. of Donna Moorehouse] Forest Lawn
Moorehouse, John Collins 6 Jun 1910 10 Oct 1984 DS H [Husb. of Glatis A. Hyatt Moorehouse] Forest Lawn
Moorehouse, Kenneth 27 Jan 1932 27 Jan 1932 SS - Mabry (2)
Moorehouse, Minnie 21 Nov 1887 22 Sep 1962 DS W [Wife of Hayes Moorehouse] Forest Lawn
Morefield, D. B. 22 Nov 1854 7 Aug 1923 SS - [Next to Pulcina Morefield] New Alfrey
Morefield, David 1820 1904 SS - [Next to Pulcina Morefield] New Alfrey
Morefield, Infant - - SS - #1349] New Alfrey
Morefield, Infant 27 Mar 1898 3 Apr 1898 SS S "Son of Levi & Lizzy Morefield" New Alfrey
Morefield, Mearil L. 24 Sep 1896 2 Oct 1900 SS S "Son of Levi & Lizzie" New Alfrey
Morefield, Pulcina 1832 1920 SS - [Next to David Morefield] New Alfrey
Morehous, Barney 24 Mar 1877 14 Oct 1939 SS - Trumbo   CC
Morehous, Manda 2 May 1890 9 Jan 1935 SS - Trumbo   CC
Morehouse, Clifton E. 13 Mar 1908 25 Nov 1992 DS H [Husb. of Lizzie Debord Morehouse] Cranston
Morehouse, Geneva B. 29 Oct 1928 11 Sep 1961 DS W [of Martin Morehouse] Caudill (2)
Morehouse, Kathy Sue 1 Aug 1960 30 Jan 1966 SS - Caudill (2)
Morehouse, Lizzie Debord 29 Apr 1912 [                ] DS W [Wife of Clifton E. Morehouse] Cranston
Morehouse, Martin 24 Dec 1919 10 Sep 1961 DS H [of Geneva B. Morehouse] Caudill (2)
Morehouse, Steven 24 Apr 1955 10 Sep 1961 SS - Caudill (2)
Moreland, Frank T. Jr. 1938 1988 SS - Forest Lawn
Moreland, Frank Thomas 20 May 1916 6 Jun 1974 DS H [Husb of  Nella Mae Moreland]"Dad" Clearfield
Moreland, Janet 1944 1944 SS - Clearfield
Moreland, Nella Mae 1 Jan 1920 17 Jun 1980 DS W [Wife of Frank Thomas Moreland] Clearfield
Morris, Aleen 1941 1945 SS - New Alfrey
Morris, Alicia Joann 17 Oct 1977 5 Jul 1984 SS D "Daughter" Clearfield
Morris, Archie "Butch" 15 Mar 1949 10 May 1993 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Morris, Burnal 1940 1941 SS - [Next to Troy Morris] New Alfrey
Morris, Ceattia - - SS - [#4049] New Alfrey
Morris, Cecil 1915 1988 Plq - New Alfrey
Morris, Clate SS New Alfrey
Morris, Cleve 1888 1972 DS H [Husb of  Eva Morris] Clearfield
Morris, Creig - - SS - [#4044] New Alfrey
Morris, Eva 1904 1984 DS W [Wife of Cleve Morris] Clearfield
Morris, Frank [8 Aug] 1917 [15 Jul] 1997 SS - New Alfrey
Morris, Frank 1917 1997 Plq - New Alfrey
Morris, Gilbert 13 Apr 1930 7 Apr 1985 SS - Clearfield
Morris, Infant - - SS - [#4055] New Alfrey
Morris, Irene Caudill 6 Jan 1916 [                 ] SS - Caudill (1) 
Morris, James Darren 17 Oct 1959 13 Aug 1994 SS - New Alfrey
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Morris, Laura - 1921 SS - [#4047] New Alfrey
Morris, Laura Fraley 10 Jan 1912 17 Dec 1983 SS - New Alfrey
Morris, Maussey - - SS - [#4046] New Alfrey
Morris, Troy - - SS - [#4050] New Alfrey
Morris, William - - SS - [#4048] New Alfrey
Morrison, Amy Lee Wells 3 Jun 1933 13 Nov 1990 SS W [Wife of David L. Morrison] Brown (1) 
Morrison, Anna M. 1926 [                 ] DS W [Wife of George Morrison] Brown (1) 
Morrison, David L. 1933 1978 SS H [of Amy L Wells Morrison]"Army Korea Brown (1) 
Morrison, Dennis R. 21 Mar 1900 4 Oct 1960 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle S. Morrison] Brown (1) 
Morrison, George Herbert 3 Apr 1931 4 Oct 1997 DS H [Husb. of Anna M. Morrison] Brown (1) 
Morrison, Myrtle S. 1 Oct 1904 8 Dec 1975 DS W [Wife of Dennis R. Morrison] Brown (1) 
Morrison, Samuel Reed 11 Sep 1942 10 Jun 1968 SS - Brown (1) 
Morrow, Norman D.     10 Aug 1941   3 Oct 1968 SS   H [Husb of Pauline Stevens Morrow] Stevens
Morrow, Rhonda Lee 3 Aug 1976 2 Nov 1976 SS - Masters
Mosley, Ada Fultz 24 Mar 1916 8 Aug 1999 PLQ W [wife of Clabe Mosley of Wayland, KY] Fultz
Motz, Roxie Gilkison 1919 1941 SS D [Dau of Blanch & John Gilkison] Brown (1) 
Mountjoy, Elizabeth F. 13 Aug 1916 1 Feb 1997 DS W [Wife of J. C. Mountjoy] Lee
Mountjoy, J. C. 13 Jun 1907 8 Nov 1981 DS H [Husband of Elizabeth F. Mountjoy] Lee
MTP1: Ellen J. [Josie] Milam has a monument at the Eldridge-Buckland Cemetery on Sugarloaf Mt. Pisgah
MTP2:  Mountain Rd. but it has been reported that she chose not to be buried there. Mt. Pisgah
MTP3: Grover Black reports that this person is indeed buried at the Mt. Pisgah Cemetery. Mt. Pisgah
MUL1: Two of these unmarked graves are reported as probably two of nine Mullens children: Mullens 
Mul1: Two of these unmarked graves are reported as probably two of nine Mullens children: Mullens 
MUL2: 16 Feb 1872 17 Feb 1878 Mullens 
Mul2: Mullens, Casley Ardly, 16 Feb 1872; 17 Feb 1878 Mullens 
MUL3:  Mullens,  Jonie Vermaldo Tilden,  1 Sep 1877,  14 Dec 1879 Mullens 
Mul3: Mullens, Jonie Vernaldo Tilden, 1 Sep 1877;  14 Dec 1879 Mullens 
Mullen, Ezra Arnel 22 Jan 1901 6 Apr 1982 SS - [Next to Infant Son Mullen] Sardis
Mullen, Harry 1869 1938 DS H [Husband of Myrtle Mullen] Caudill (1) 
Mullen, Infant Son 5 Jan 1923 12 Jan 1923 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Ezra Mullen" Sardis
Mullen, Myrtle 1876 1957 DS W [Wife of Harry Mullen] Caudill (1) 
Mullen, Ronald Mack 3 Mar 1960 23 Mar 1986 SS - "Son of Lonnie & Viola Mullen" Sardis
Mullen, William Michael 11 Feb 1951 25 Sep 1988 SS - "AE 3 US Navy Vietnam" Brown (1) 
Mullens, [John] Henderson 12 Mar 1836 23 Oct 1906 DS H
[Husband of Rebecca Mullens]"Co. B 7th. 
Conf. Bat" Mullens 
Mullens, Rebecca 24 Mar 1843 26 Apr 1887 DS W [Wife of [John] Henderson Mullens] Mullens 
Mullins, B. M. 1 Mar 1865 - SS H [Husb of Nancy E. Mullins] Hogge 
Mullins, Cheryl Lynn 22 Aug 1965 16 Jan 1991 TS - [Keep with Gary Eugene Mullins] Davis (1)
Mullins, Elizzie 13 Mar 1922 30 Jun 1939 SS - [Next to Spicie Jane Mullins] Caudill (4)
Mullins, Gary Eugene 24 Jun 1970 16 Jan 1991 TS - [Keep with George Lee Davis] Davis (1)
Mullins, Johnny 4 Apr 1908 3 Feb 1986 SS - [Next to Ruben Mullins] Caudill (4)
Mullins, Marvin E. 3 Jun 1915 20 Apr 1916 SS - "Son of D.M. & Rosa Mullins" Sardis
Mullins, Memie E. 30 Oct 1898 4 Feb 1904 SS - "Dau of D.M. & Rosa Mullins" Sardis
Mullins, Minnie 7 Mar 1869 31 Mar 1892 - - [Next to Emma Daniels] Town
Mullins, Nancy E. 15 Nov 1870 12 Dec 1934 SS W [of B. M. Mullins] "His Wife" Hogge 
Mullins, Ruben 28 Dec 1913 28 Jan 1995 SS - [Next to Johnny Mullins] Caudill (4)
Mullins, Spicie Jane - - SS - [Next to Elizzie Mullins] Caudill (4)
Muncy, Charles Jr. 1 Jan 1949 5 Oct 1999 PLQ H [Husb. of Catherine Faye Baker Muncy] Brown (1) 
Murphy, Beulah Fouch 23 Jun 1916 [               ] DS W [Wife of Sherman Murphy] "M:7/9/1960" Lee
Murphy, James W. 1920 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Mary L. Murphy] Forest Lawn
Murphy, Lenora 1920 [                 ] DS W [of Raymond Murphy]"M:31 Oct 1937" Hogge 
Murphy, Mary L. 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of James W. Murphy] Forest Lawn
Murphy, Pearl 1893 1969 SS - Pine Hill
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Murphy, Raymond 1913 1990 DS H [Husb of Lenora Murphy] Hogge 
Murphy, Sherman 29 Jul 1923 [               ] DS H [Husb. of Beulah Fouch Murphy] Lee
Murphy, William E. 1941 1969 SS - Hogge 
Murphy, William E. Jr. 23 Dec 1969 23 May 1988 SS - [Next to William E. Murphy] Hogge 
Murphy, William Larry 12 Jun 1942 4 May 1988 SS - "CSM US Army Vietnam, Grenada" Forest Lawn
Murray, Addie V. 1901 1976 DS W [Wife of Earl M. Murray] Forest Lawn
Murray, Corda Gregory 31 Jul 1908 2 May 2000 PLQ W [Wife of William Arch Murray] Baldridge (1)
Murray, Earl M. 1903 1980 DS H [Husb. of Addie V. Murray] Forest Lawn
Muse, George 8 Dec 18_2 8 Oct 1914 SS - Muse 
Muse, H. L. 2 Jun 1870 7 Jun 1926 SS - Muse 
Muse, Infant 28 Jul 1857 4 Aug 1857 SS S "Son of Wm. & Lamira Muse" Muse 
Muse, Lamira A. 22 Mar 1833 22 Nov 1923 SS W [William D. Muse] Muse 
Muse, William 3 Jan 1866 9 Dec 1901 SS - Muse 
Muse, William D. 17 Jul 1812 26 Dec 1870 SS H [Lamira A. Muse] Muse 
Musser, Angel Starr 22 Jan 1981 22 Jan 1981 SS - "Dau of Anita & Kenneth Musser" Brown (1) 
Mutters, Ada Louise 1897 1943 DS W [Wife of Scorch Mutters] Lee
Mutters, Gertrude 5 Feb 1886 13 Feb 1914 DS W
"S.B. Mutters" [Share same grave with Mary 
L. Smedley] Pine Hill
Mutters, Scorch 1883 1949 DS H [Husb. of Ada Louise Mutters] Lee
Myers, "Little Bill" 10 Oct 1919 25 Dec 1938 SS - Carey 
Myers, Alice 8 Jun 1872 22 Aug 1893 SS W "Wife of Robert Myers" New Alfrey
Myers, Alice Hagamen 1881 1917 SS - [pic in 1997 Historical Calendar] Carey 
Myers, Amanda S. 28 Oct 1886 30 Dec 1963 SS - [Next to William H. Myers] Carey 
Myers, Anna Belle Triplett 14 Oct 1866 5 Apr 1934 SS - Carey 
Myers, Caleb 11 Sep 1871 6 Jun 1883 DS - [Keep with Coleman Myers] New Alfrey
Myers, Coleman 29 Aug 1883 31 Jul 1885 DS - [Keep with Caleb Myers] New Alfrey
Myers, David SS [#765 New Alfrey
Myers, Edmond W. 25 Nov 1861 15 Jan 1926 DS H [Hus of Jane Myers] Carey 
Myers, Elizabeth 28 Jan 1920 24 Feb 1998 DS W [Wife of Robert Myers] New Alfrey
Myers, Henry David 2 Mar 1854 12 Dec 1924 SS - Carey 
Myers, Henry R. - 5 Jan 1885 DS H [of Permelia Myers] "Aged 75 years" Carey 
Myers, Jane 4 Feb 1877 [                 ] DS W [w of Edmond W. Myers] "His Wife" Carey 
Myers, John 1835 Jan 1881 DS H [Hus of Maggie Frazier Myers] Carey 
Myers, Kate 2 Dec 1861 27 Dec 1896 SS - "Wife of E. W. Myers" Carey 
Myers, Kirby 23 Oct 1890 1 Mar 1893 SS S "Son H.D. & M.P. Myers" Carey 
Myers, Lottie M. 1920 1982 DS W [Wife of Van B. Myers] Forest Lawn
Myers, Lula M. 14 Feb 1882 3 Aug 1964 SS - Brown (1) 
Myers, M. T. 19 Feb 1926 23 May 1985 SS - Carey 
Myers, Maggie Frazier 18__ 18__ DS W "Wife of John Myers" Carey 
Myers, Mary 8 Dec 1821 9 May 1905 SS - New Alfrey
Myers, Mary J. 13 Feb 1855 26 Jan 1881 SS W "Wife of M. T. Myers" Carey 
Myers, Mary L. 28 Jun 1907 3 Sep 1992 SS - Carey 
Myers, Millard T. 19 Dec 1856 24 Jun 1921 SS H [of Mary J. Myers] "Father" Carey 
Myers, Permelia 30 Mar 1812 30 Mar 1883 DS W [Wife of Henry R. Myers] Carey 
Myers, Ray - 26 Oct 1948 PLQ - "43 years old" Carey 
Myers, Robert 19 Nov 1920 20 May 1998 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Myers] New Alfrey
Myers, Rollie H. 3 Nov __ [                 ] SS S "Son of M.T. & A.B. Myers" Carey 
Myers, Russell L. 5 Apr 1889 17 Sep 1892 SS S "Son of M.T. & A.B. Myers" Carey 
Myers, Van B. 9 Jun 1921 26 Jan 1990 DS H [Husb. of Lottie M. Myers]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Myers, William H. 7 Jul 1877 9 Aug 1949 SS - "Alabama Pvt 6 Cal Sp Am War" Carey 
Myirs, Simoy P. 10 Mar 1840 12 May 1865 SS Slaty Point
Mynheir, Josephine 23 Nov 1930 5 Mar 1931 SS D "Dau of Russell & Delphia Mynheir" Clearfield
Mynhier, Allie V. 18 Jun 1944 13 Jan 1964 SS - Forest Lawn
Mynhier, Austin W. 1897 1978 DS H [Husb. of Sally W. Mynhier] Poston
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Mynhier, Charles H. 1873 [                ] DS H [Husband of Lillie Mynhier] Caudill (1) 
Mynhier, Chester 1895 1957 DS H [Husb. of Ethel Mynhier] Brown (1) 
Mynhier, Christopher 11 Dec 1872 25 Mar 1930 DS H [Husb. of Lovena Mynhier] Baldridge (1)
Mynhier, Delbert Ray 23 Oct 1918 18 May 1999 SS H [Husb of Helen Cook Mynhier] Brown (1) 
Mynhier, Delphia 3 May 1912 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Russell Mynhier] Clearfield
Mynhier, Earl C. 1907 1982 DS H [Husb. of Faye O. Mynhier] Forest Lawn
Mynhier, Elmer H. [                 ] 20 Oct 1928 SS S "Son of John S. & Isabelle Mynhier" Caudill (1) 
Mynhier, Estle 1901 1954 DS H [Husb. of Sadie Mynhier] Baldridge (1)
Mynhier, Ethel 1893 1950 DS W [Wife of Chester Mynhier] Brown (1) 
Mynhier, Faye O. 1913 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Earl C. Mynhier] Forest Lawn
Mynhier, Faye Opal Roberts 20 May 1913 24 Nov 1997 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Mynhier, Fred R. 19 Feb 1922 22 Apr 1983 SS - Clearfield
Mynhier, Gladess 29 Apr 1915 7 Oct 1916 SS - Clearfield
Mynhier, Harold E. 27 Feb 1932 28 Mar 1990 SS - Brown (1) 
Mynhier, Helen Cook 28 Aug 1931 30 Dec 1990 SS W [Wife of Harold E. Mynhier] Brown (1) 
Mynhier, Henry - 1939 SS - New Alfrey
Mynhier, Infant son 8 Oct 1919 8 Oct 1919 SS S "Son of J.T. & Ora Mynhier" Clearfield
Mynhier, Infant son 28 Oct 1915 12 Sep 1917 SS S "Son of J.T. & Ora Mynhier" Clearfield
Mynhier, Isabelle 6 Aug 1855 16 Jun 1931 SS W [Wife of John S. Mynhier, mother of Elmer] Caudill (1) 
Mynhier, Jean 15 Apr 1933 15 Jun 1955 SS - [Next to Delphia & Russell Mynhier] Clearfield
Mynhier, Jesse T. 3 Sep 1886 19 May 1954 DS H [Husb. of Leora Mynhier] Brown (1) 
Mynhier, L. T. 10 Jun 1888 20 Jan 1963 DS H [Husb of  Pauline Mynhier] Clearfield
Mynhier, Leo 21 Feb 2000 SS S [Son of Matt & Leland Debord Mynhier] Jones (2)
Mynhier, Leonard 1910 1936 SS - Jones (2)
Mynhier, Leora 15 Jun 1888 29 Oct 1975 DS W [Wife of Jesse T. Mynhier] Brown (1) 
Mynhier, Lillie 1877 1936 DS W [Wife of Charles H. Mynhier] Caudill (1) 
Mynhier, Lovena 23 Dec 1875 8 Dec 1906 DS W [Wife of Christopher Mynhier] Baldridge (1)
Mynhier, Mary 1921 1925 DS - [Sister to Orvel Mynhier] Jones (2)
Mynhier, Myrtle 1888 1958 DS W [Wife of Saylor Mynhier] Baldridge (1)
Mynhier, Myrtle E. 2 Jul 1896 6 Jun 1994 DS W [Wife of W. Clayton Mynhier] Caudill (1) 
Mynhier, Nettie B. 1908 1987 DS W [Wife of Omer H. Mynhier] Forest Lawn
Mynhier, Omer H. 1904 1988 DS H [Husb. of Nettie B. Mynhier] Forest Lawn
Mynhier, Orvel 1905 1906 DS - [Brother to Mary Mynhier] Jones (2)
Mynhier, Pauline 8 Oct 1889 4 Apr 1964 DS W [Wife of L. T. Mynhier] Clearfield
Mynhier, Richard D. Jr. 20 Mar 1973 15 Jan 1993 SS - "Richie" Forest Lawn
Mynhier, Russell 7 May 1910 16 Feb 1985 DS H [Husb of  Delphia Mynhier] Clearfield
Mynhier, Sadie 1903 1979 DS W [Wife of Estle Mynhier] Baldridge (1)
Mynhier, Sally W. 1901 1991 DS W [Wife of Austin W. Mynhier] Poston
Mynhier, Saylor 1898 1968 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle Mynhier] Baldridge (1)
Mynhier, W. Clayton 5 Jan 1892 11 Dec 1967 DS H [Husband of Myrtle E. Mynhier] Caudill (1) 
Mynhier, Willie R. 1932 1966 SS - [Next to Austin & Sally Mynhier] Poston
Mynhier, Woodrow 7 Sep 1926 7 Sep 1926 SS - Clearfield
Mynhier, Zeli 20 Feb 1929 ? SS Baldridge (1)
Mynhier, Zona 21 Jun 1924 29 Jan 1950 SS - Brown (1) 
Mynhier, Zona Bowels 18 Nov 1899 9 Dec 1994 SS - Baldridge (2)
Myres, Ally 11 Apr 1774 2 Oct 1858 SS W
"In memory of Ally Myres, wife of John 
Myres" Cassity (1)
Myres, Jimmy 1896 1897 SS - Carey 
N. H. - - SS - [Next to Orville Ellington] Ellington Farm
Nantz, Elizabeth 1836 1908 DS W [Wife of John Nantz] Dawson
Nantz, John 1833 1898 DS H [Husband of Elizabeth Nantz] Dawson
Nantz, S. F. 29 Sep 1867 21 Dec 1914 SS - Dawson
Naylor, Edith Burton 27 Jan 1925 31 Dec 1997 PLK D [Everett & Norsie Burton] Fultz
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Neal, Lydia - 1851 SS - [#52] New Alfrey
Needham, Patricia A. 30 May 1944 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Robert C. Needham] Forest Lawn
Needham, Robert C. 18 Mar 1928 15 Jan 1994 DS H [Husb. of Patricia A. Needham] Forest Lawn
Nelson, John B. 10 May 1913 25 Dec 1983 SS - Perry   MC
Nesbitt, David W. 1955 1989 SS - Forest Lawn
Nesbitt, Grover J. 16 Oct 1920 16 Oct 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Tennie Fraley Nesbitt] Forest Lawn
Nester, Abraham 1854 1920 SS - [Next Rhonda J. Nester] Lee
Nester, Rhonda J. 1859 1937 SS - [Next to Abraham Nester] Lee
Nester, Rosa B. 1896 1983 DS W [Wife of William B. Nester] Forest Lawn
Nester, Unreadable 10 Jan 1917 [                ] DS S "Son of C. C. & H. G. Nester Mabry (2)
Nester, Wilburn D. 28 Jan 1924 23 Mar 1924 DS S "Son of C. C. & H. G. Nester Mabry (2)
Nester, William B. 1898 1990 DS H [Husb. of Rosa B. Nester] Forest Lawn
Netherly, Clela Pearl 21 Jun 1926 [                ] DS W [Wife of Roy Netherly] Eldridge (1) 
Netherly, Deloris 1911 1980 SS - Purvis
Netherly, Frank 1900 1977 SS - Purvis
Netherly, Frank, Jr. 22 May 1936 12 Jan 1990 SS - Purvis
Netherly, J. F. 1868 1942 SS - Purvis
Netherly, Leslie H. 2 Apr 1914 6 Jun 1986 DS H [Husb. of Zona M. Netherly] Brown (1) 
Netherly, Lula 1880 1968 SS - Purvis
Netherly, Roy 5 Oct 1904 2 Jul 1976 DS H [Husband of Clela Pearl Netherly] Eldridge (1) 
Netherly, William 14 Aug 1907 12 Dec 1933 SS - Poston
Netherly, Zona M. 11 Jul 1920 29 Jan 1994 DS W [Wife of Leslie H. Netherly] Brown (1) 
NEWA1:  NOTE:  When Cave Run Dam was constructed on the Licking River in the 1970's, the Army Corps New Alfrey
NEWA2: of Engineers relocated some of the old cemeteries from the counties of Bath, Menifee, Morgan, and New Alfrey
NEWA3: Rowan.  They were the following:  Grace Crosthwaite Cemetery (8 graves), Perry Cemetery (9 graves), New Alfrey
NEWA4: Donahue Cemetery (31 graves), Jeff Hunter Cemetery (3 graves), Hunter Cemetery (5 graves), New Alfrey
NEWA5: Hall Donohue Cemetery (40 graves), Phillips Cemetery (215 graves), and Hargis Cemetery (145 graves). New Alfrey
Newman, Carl David 13 May 1950 3 Jan 1997 SS - Brown (1) 
Newman, Paul 5 Sep 1916 17 Aug 1989 DS H [of Pauline K Newman]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Newman, Pauline K. 2 Apr 1918 25 Dec 1994 DS W [Wife of Paul Newman] Brown (1) 
Newsome, Cledith 23 Oct 1949 23 Feb 1990 SS - "Beloved Brother" Fultz, Banney  CC
Newsome, Earnest 1903 1959 DS H [Husb of Thelma J. Newsome] Fultz, Banney  CC
Newsome, Thelma J. 1913 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Earnest Newsome] Fultz, Banney  CC
Newsome, William "Billie" 11 Feb 1972 26 Aug 1992 SS S "Son, Husband, Father" Fultz, Banney  CC
Newsome, William Henry 28 Oct 1945 31 Oct 1990 SS - "PVT US Army" Fultz, Banney  CC
Nicholes, Catherine 4 Jul 1857 27 Feb 1927 SS - Simmons   EC
Nickell Frances Bradley 1918 1967 SS - Lee
Nickell, Addie Lee 1897 1988 SS - [Next to Willie J. Nickell] Forest Lawn
Nickell, Alice 1862 1956 TS - [Keep with George A. Nickell] Lee
Nickell, Anderson - - SS - [No dates] Baldridge (2)
Nickell, Andrew 15 Mar 1813 19 Sep 1893 SS H [Husb.of Henrietta Nickell] Lee
Nickell, Annie E. 26 Jan 1864 22 Jul 1880 SS S "Daughter of Andrew & Henrietta Nickell" Lee
Nickell, Annie Goodan 1895 1929 SS - Lee
Nickell, Ara 1902 1934 SS - Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Arthur 14 Jun 1916 27 Oct 1940 DS - "Brother" Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Chlamer 20 Aug 1930 5 Jun 1966 DS - [Brother to Edgar Nickell] Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, Dallia 1885 1967 DS W [Wife of James L. Nickell] Lee
Nickell, Daniel Boon 1849 1916 SS - Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Daughter 1896 1896 SS D "W. F. & Ona (Winona) Nickell] Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Davice William 20 Sep 1970 29 Sep 1997 PLQ - Brown (1) 
Nickell, Davis E. 3 Mar 1862 11 Mar 1880 SS - Lee
Nickell, Delceany Wells 4 Jul 1825 26 Jul 1890 SS W [Wife of Greenup Nickell] [broken stone] Parker (2)
Nickell, Delia 17 Dec 1854 11 Aug 1931 SS - Johnson (2)
Nickell, Edgar 11 Jan 1924 11 Sep 1942 DS - [Brother to Chalmer Nickell] Kegley-Nickell
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Nickell, Elenora M. 23 Sep 1921 30 Nov 1983 DS W Wife of Robert J. Nickell]M12/18/1940 Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, Elenora M. Gully 23 Sep 1921 30 Nao 1983 SS - Clark (2)
Nickell, Elizabeth 26 Jul 1846 1 Oct 1852 SS S "Daughter of Andrew & Henrietta Nickell" Lee
Nickell, Elizabeth 1903 1969 SS - Lee
Nickell, Ella 1878 1905 SS - Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Elmer 28 Apr 1928 14 Feb 1980 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, Ernestine 1942 1944 SS D [Twin] "Daughter of Virgil & Effie Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Eunice M. 29 Jan 1858 13 Sep 1858 SS D "Daughter of Andrew & Henrietta Nickell" Lee
Nickell, F. C. 25 Jan 1844 27 Feb 1918 SS - Lee
Nickell, Florence E. 1859 1935 SS - Lee
Nickell, Fowler [William] 17 Sep 1869 29 Mar 1949 DS H [Winona Nickell] Nickell-Harris
Nickell, G. C., MD 1884 1943 SS - Lee
Nickell, Genevia 23 Oct 1924 14 Mar 1996 DS W [Wife of Wm. Ocy Nickell] M: 6 Oct 1945 Williams (2)
Nickell, George A. 2 Dec 1896 6 Feb 1970 DS H [Husband of Gracie Mae Nickell] Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, George A. 18 Jul 1848 16 Oct 1930 SS - Lee
Nickell, George A. 1895 1919 TS - [Keep with W.N. Nickell] Lee
Nickell, George R. 14 Jan 1947 18 Dec 1983 SS - "PFC US Army" Hayes Crossing 
Nickell, Goldie 28 Jul 1918 [                ] SS - Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, Gracie Mae 3 May 1902 13 Mar 1976 DS W [Wife of George A. Nickell] Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, Greenup 11 Nov 1825 17 Jun 1893 SS H [Hus of Delceany Wells Nickell] Parker (2)
Nickell, Hannah 18 Aug 1853 28 Feb 1934 SS W [Wife of Jas A. Nickell] Lee
Nickell, Henrietta 19 Oct 1824 8 Aug 1911 SS W "Wife of A. [Andrew] Nickell" Lee
Nickell, Homer Lee, MD 1887 1943 SS - "KY 1st. Lieut. Med. Corps" Lee
Nickell, Infant - - SS D "Daughter of Virgil & Effie Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Infant [                ] [                ] SS D "Daughter of Virgil & Effie Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Nickell, J. Harlan 1885 1918 SS - Caudill (1) 
Nickell, Jackson "Jack" 10 Feb 1866 2 Mar 1948 SS H [Husband of Nacie Nickell] Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, James L. 1883 1963 DS H [Husb of Dallia Nickell] Lee
Nickell, James R. 1 Jan 1852 2 Sep 1858 SS S "Son of Andrew & Henrietta Nickell" Lee
Nickell, Jas A. 22 Dec 1842 3 Dec 1935 SS H [Husband of Hannah Nickell] Lee
Nickell, Jewel 1931 1931 SS D "Daughter of Virgil & Effie Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Nickell, John H. 1854 1933 SS - Lee
Nickell, John P. 2 Aug 1850 5 Apr 1852 SS S "Son of Andrew & Henrietta Nickell" Lee
Nickell, John T. 26 Jul 1881 26 Jul 1881 SS S "Son of C. A. & D. J. Nickell" Lee
Nickell, Justine 1942 Living SS D [Twin] "Daughter of Virgil & Effie Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Kenneth Allen 11 Mar 1971 6 Apr 1999 PLQ H [of Ruth Annette Workman Nickel Clark (2)
Nickell, L. B. 15 Mar 1841 23 Jan 1910 SS - Lee
Nickell, Larah 25 Nov 1880 23 May 1922 SS - Lee
Nickell, Lizzie 1911 1931 SS - "Mother of Jewell Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Mary 12 Jun 1879 16 Feb 1946 SS - "In Loving Memory" Caudill (1) 
Nickell, Mary Crum 1848 1909 SS - Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Maude J. 1885 1939 SS W "Wife of Robert M. Nickell" Lee
Nickell, Nacie 9 Feb 1866 30 Dec 1933 DS W [Wife of Jackson Nickell] Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, Nolie D. 22 Sep 1920 23 Oct 1920 SS - "Daughter of George and Gracie Nickell" Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, Queen A. 18 Sep 1855 22 Sep 1858 SS D "Daughter of Andrew & Henrietta Nickell" Lee
Nickell, Rachel 20 Jan 1827 19 Jan 1896 SS - New Alfrey
Nickell, Ralph W. 29 Dec 1924 27 Sep 1925 SS - Blair's   MC
Nickell, Robert 25 Jan 1812 23 Feb 1877 SS - New Alfrey
Nickell, Robert J. 25 Oct 1917 [                ] SS H [Husband of Elenora M.Nickell] Kegley-Nickell
Nickell, Robert M. 1878 1963 SS H [Husband of Maude J. Nickell] Lee
Nickell, Sarah 14 Feb 1866 14 Feb 1866 SS D "Daughter of Andrew & Henrietta Nickell" Lee
Nickell, Stella Kiser 21 Sep 1902 25 Jan 1958 SS - Hogtown
Nickell, Thomas 31 Dec 1879 15 Nov 1929 SS - Caudill (1) 
Nickell, Victor P. 1925 1927 SS - Caudill (1) 
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Nickell, Virgil Avory 26 Feb 1932 ___ Mar ___ SS S "Son of Virgil & Effie Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Virgil T. 23 Sep 1913 10 Jun 1981 DS H [Virginia L. Nickell] Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Virginia L. 11 Mar 1934 [                ] DS W [Virgil T. Nickell] Nickell-Harris
Nickell, W. N. 1859 1928 TS - [Keep with George A. Nickell] Lee
Nickell, Walter R. 8 Aug 1890 14 Oct 1960 SS - "Ky PVT MG Co 47 INF WWI" Caudill (1) 
Nickell, William [                 ] 28 Jan 1882 SS - "23 yrs 8 months 26 days" Parker (2)
Nickell, William Ocy 3 Mar 1924 [                ] DS H
[Husb. of Genevia Nickell, Name not on 
stone yet] Williams (2)
Nickell, Willie J. 1888 1964 SS - [Next to Addie Lee Nickell] Forest Lawn
Nickell, Winona 12 May 1880 4 May 1959 DS W [Fowler (William) Nickell] Nickell-Harris
Nickell, Winona Mae [                ] [                ] SS D "Daughter Virgil & Effie Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Nickells, Charlie 1908 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Lou Anne Nickells] Brown (1) 
Nickells, John H. 1872 1912 SS - "Father" Nickell-Harris
Nickells, Lana [                ] [                ] SS - "Baby" Nickell-Harris
Nickells, Lou Anne 1908 1972 DS W [Wife of Charlie Nickells] Brown (1) 
Nickells, Sherman [                ] [                ] SS - "Brother" Nickell-Harris
Nicoli, Patricia Nicoll 3 Oct 1915 18 Mar 1999 PLQ W/M Brown (1) 
Nipp, Abbie Blanche 1874 1961 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Nipp, Archie 4 May 1841 16 Apr 1890 DS H [Husb of Susan Nipp] "Co E 2nd KY Cal" Nipp-Ward   CC
Nipp, Jackie 19 Feb 1927 23 Aug 1928 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Nipp, James Hobart 11 Sep 1903 4 May 1959 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Nipp, James Howell 28 Dec 1925 29 Dec 1925 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Nipp, John W. 19 Feb 1871 28 Dec 1936 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Nipp, John Wesley 14 Jul 1912 14 Jul 1962 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Nipp, Roy - 1910 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Nipp, Susan 7 Feb 1845 27 Aug 1915 DS W [Wife of Archie Nipp] Nipp-Ward   CC
Nixon, Ann Katherine 2 Feb 1944 2 Feb 1944 SS - [Bet Beulah Lewis & Sena Forman] Forest Lawn
Noger, Eugene Martin 20 Oct 1989 [               ] SS - Lee
Nolin, Bernard 189_ 3 May 1892 SS S "Son of Alice Nolin" Town
Nolin, J. N. 1837 1912 SS - Pine Hill
Nollan, Hazel Fenton Sr. - 17 Dec 1972 SS - [birth or death date?] Forest Lawn
Noname 28 Feb 1877 8 Oct 1913 SS -  [By Dora Mae Puckett] Eagle Hall  CC
Norman, Canna Hal 2 Nov 1878 26 Dec 1954 SS - Carey 
Norris, Ethel Ritchie 1922 1988 SS - Wyatt
North, Foley 14 Aug 1914 [                 ] DV H [Husb. of Gladys Daniel North] [vault] Brown (1) 
North, Gladys Daniel 15 Feb 1915 2 Oct 1996 DV W [Wife of Foley North] [vault] Brown (1) 
Norton, Elwood - 12 Nov 1928 SS -
"Washington Pvt 1 Cl.6 Regt US Marines 2 
Div" New Alfrey
Nunez, Rafael A. 24 Oct 1960 2 Jul 1994 SS - "Loving Husband" Hamilton
O. J. - - SS - [#49] New Alfrey
Oakley, Cora Alice 1888 1978 DS W [Wife of Henry Jerome Oakley] Caudill (1) 
Oakley, Eithell I. 1903 1973 DS W [Wife of Elvis G. Oakley] Forest Lawn
Oakley, Elvis G. 1900 1968 DS H [Husb. of Eithell I. Oakley] Forest Lawn
Oakley, Henry Jerome 1882 1966 DS H [Husband of Cora Alice Oakley] Caudill (1) 
Odle, Robert Lee, Jr. 1959 1960 SS S "Son of Robert & Marjorie Saul Odle" Fraley (2)
O'Donnell, Frances Young 3 Apr 1927 9 Oct 1992 SS - Lee
Offill, Donny A. 22 Nov 1957 9 Dec 1990 SS - Epperhart 
Ogden, E. Lupton 1871 1951 DS H [Ruby Huffman Martin Ogden] Pine Hill
Ogden, Ruby Huffman 1882 1973 DS W [E. Lupton Ogden] Pine Hill
Oliver, Jermey Scott [                 ] 1996 SS - Wallace (1) 
Oliver, Katlyn 1996 1996 SS - Wallace (1) 
Oney, Barbra Ann 9 Sep 1941 9 Sep 1941 SS - [Dau.of Everett & Louella Oney] Hayes Crossing 
Oney, Elbert [                ] [                ] SS - Fraley-Osborne
Oney, Elnora 25 Aug 1929 25 Aug 1929 SS D "Dau of Everett & Luella Oney" Hayes Crossing 
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Oney, Ernest 3 Jan 1915 13 Sep 1985 SS - [PVT US Army WWII] New Sill
Oney, Estle 2 Feb 1904 9 Jul 1954 DS H [Husband of Susie Oney] New Sill
Oney, Eva 1920 1985 SS - New Sill
Oney, Everett 28 Feb 1900 12 Apr 1955 DS H [Husband of Louella Oney] Hayes Crossing 
Oney, Grace 11 Sep 1899 27 Jan 1972 SS - New Sill
Oney, James Edmond 23 May 1918 12 Jun 1989 DS H [of Thelma M. Fultz Oney]"Mar 3 Mar 1939"Fultz, Banney  CC
Oney, Katherine [                ] [                ] SS - Fraley-Osborne
Oney, Louella 22 Feb 1898 28 Oct 1986 DS W [Wife of Everett Oney] Hayes Crossing 
Oney, Lucille [                ] [                ] SS - Fraley-Osborne
Oney, Lynda 2 Feb 1881 22 Feb 1907 SS W "Wife of Thomas Oney" Hamilton
Oney, Martha Boggs 5 Mar 1927 21 Dec 1998 DS W [Wife of Roscoe "Rass" Oney] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Oney, Mary Elizabeth Conley (2) 
Oney, Noal F. 1942 1985 SS - New Sill
Oney, Oma 1917 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Oney, Reney 16 Jul 1890 10 Feb 1932 SS - Fraley-Osborne
Oney, Roscoe "Rass" 30 Jan 1926 21 Apr 1989 DS H
[Husb of Martha Boggs Oney]"PFC US 
Army WWII" Boggs, Lafay  EC
Oney, Susie 24 Jul 1902 12 May 1988 DS W [Wife of Estle Oney] New Sill
Oney, Thelma Marie Fultz 24 Dec 1918 [                ] DS W
[Wife of James  Oney]"Dau of Calvin & 
Linda Fultz" Fultz, Banney  CC
Oney, Thomas H. 7 Feb 1880 6 Mar 1956 SS - New Sill
Oney, Timothy F. 1958 1994 SS - New Sill
Oney, Wanda 26 Jun 1938 22 Dec 1968 VLT - New Sill
Ooten, Infant - - SS - [#4112] New Alfrey
Oppenheimer, Leo Davis 6 Nov 1892 22 Sep 1956 SS H [Husb.of Maude Oppenheimer Lee
Oppenheimer, Maude 
C.[Cook] 9 Jan 1896 30 Mar 1980 SS W [Wife of Leo Oppenheimer] Lee
Oppenheimer, Unknown - - PLQ - Nipp-Ward   CC
Orciere, Alma Moore 22 Jul 1921 [                 ] DS W [of Kenneth Mar. Orciere]M:13Jan1946 Brown (1) 
Orciere, Kenneth Martin 28 May 1923 15 Sep 1996 DS H [of Alma Moore Orciere]"WWII, Korea" Brown (1) 
Orcuit, Henry M. 1878 1940 QS - [Keep with Laura Orcutt] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Orcutt, Ada C. 1900 1975 QS - [Keep with Henry M. Orcutt] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Orcutt, Dewey Franklin 1913 1991 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Orcutt, Laura E. 1879 1959 QS - [Keep with Henry M. Orcutt] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Orcutt, Stewart 1904 1991 QS - [Keep with Henry M. Orcutt] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Orr, Myrtle Burton 1890 1981 SS - Pine Grove
Osborn, Clarence L. 20 Apr 1915 [                ] DS H [Husb of Rose Marie Osborn] Osborn  CC
Osborn, Ellie 18 Nov 1918 18 Nov 1918 SS D "Dau of W. T. & Martha C. Osborn" Osborn  CC
Osborn, Johnathan 6 Apr 1859 12 Oct 1903 SS - Lee
Osborn, Lawrence 20 Apr 1913 12 Sep 1914 SS S "Son of W. T. & Martha C. Osborn" Osborn  CC
Osborn, Martha C. 25 Dec 1884 9 Jan 1968 DS W [Wife of W. T. Osborn] "Eastern Star" Osborn  CC
Osborn, Rose Marie 12 Mar 1931 27 Jul 1982 DS W [Wife of Clarence L. Osborn] Osborn  CC
Osborn, W. R. 16 Feb 1920 8 Nov 1920 SS S "Son of W. T. & Martha C. Osborn" Osborn  CC
Osborn, W. T. 29 Nov 1876 5 Jan 1933 DS H
[Husb of Martha C. Osborn] "Masonic 
Temple" Osborn  CC
Osborne, John Campbell 11 Mar 1918 14 Jan 1991 SS - "PVT WWII, US Army" Fraley-Osborne
Osborne, Thelma M. 1910 1968 SS - Brown (1) 
Ouderkirk, Delia M. 1905 1978 SS - Brown (1) 
Ouderkirk, Jesse Carl [25 May 1937][1 Jan 2000] PLQ H [Husb of Janice Elaine Ellis Ouderkirk] Brown (1) 
Owen, Geraldine Madden 10 Oct 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of London Owen] Brown (1) 
Owen, London "Sony" 25 Dec 1932 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Geraldine Madden Owen] Brown (1) 
Owens, Billie 9 Nov 1929 6 Oct 1932 SS S "Son of Simm & Vica Owens" Clearfield
Owens, Buddy Sr. 7 Aug 1909 9 Nov 1984 DS H [Husb of  Ruth Pearl Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Clara M. 1 Nov 1914 18 Jul 1979 DS W [Wife of Jesse Owens][mausoleum] Brown (1) 
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Owens, Elbert [                 ] [                 ] SS S "Son of Simm & Vica Owens" Clearfield
Owens, Elizabeth 1910 1992 DS W [Wife of Grant Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Elmer 1934 1941 SS - Clearfield
Owens, Eva [R] 16 Feb 1916 [                 ] DS W Wife [of Frank Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Eva M. Wheeler 12 Feb 1919 19 Feb 1990 SS - [Next to Melvin Owens]" WWII" Clearfield
Owens, Eva Roberts [                 ] [                 ] DS W [Wife of Frank Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Frank 28 Dec 1916 28 Oct 1979 DS H [H of  Eva R Owens]"US Army WWII" Clearfield
Owens, Frankie Wayne 13 Nov 1953 15 Aug 1963 SS S "Son of Buddy & Ruth Owens" Clearfield
Owens, Franklin 4 Jul 1932 4 Jul 1932 SS S "Son of Walter & Thelma Owens" Clearfield
Owens, Grant 1905 1983 DS H [Husb of  Elizabeth Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Homer 8 Feb 1921 12 Feb 1988 SS - Clearfield
Owens, Infant Elworth 1938 1938 SS - [Between Oscar & Elmer Owens.] Clearfield
Owens, Jesse 26 Jan 1912 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Clara M. Owens][mausoleum] Brown (1) 
Owens, Jesse T. 15 Mar 1949 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Shelia S. Owens][mausoleum] Brown (1) 
Owens, Kenneth 3 Jun 1924 2 Dec 1944 SS - [Next to Walter Owens]"Pvt. 171 WWII" Clearfield
Owens, Kenneth W. 1957 1971 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Owens, Lee Owens 1969 1991 SS - Jennings
Owens, Mary E. 18 Jan 1855 14 Dec 1924 SS W [Wife of William Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Melvin "Pat" 11 Dec 1919 14 Feb 1985 SS - [Buried next to Eva M. Wheeler Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Oscar 16 Feb 1907 2 Jul 1908 SS S "Son of Charley & Mary Owens" Clearfield
Owens, Robert L. 26 May 1936 21 Oct 1936 SS - [Buried next to Frankie W. Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Ronald J. 28 Apr 1951 [                ] DS S [Infant son of Mr. & Mrs. Victor Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Ruth Pearl 21 Mar 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Buddy Owens Sr.] Clearfield
Owens, Shelia S. 1 Sep 1957 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jesse T. Owens][mausoleum] Brown (1) 
Owens, Simm 11 Nov 1888 12 Nov 1965 DS H [Husb of  Vica Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Vica 9 Dec 1887 11 Apr 1971 DS W [Wife of Simm Owens] Clearfield
Owens, Walter 26 Jan 1907 15 Mar 1961 SS - [Next to Kenneth Owens]"WWII USNR" Clearfield
Owens, William A. 17 Mar 1954 [                ] DS S [Infant son of Mr. & Mrs. Victor Owens] Clearfield
Owsley, Cecil 11 Mar 1911 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Zola Owsley] Siloam
Owsley, Sherman 22 Apr 1902 6 Feb 1973 SS - Siloam
Owsley, Zola Williams 29 Jun 1912 27 Mar 1999 DS W [Wife of Cecil Owsley] Siloam
Oxley, Cassie 13 Jun 1848 7 Sep 1884 SS - "Wife of T. J. Oxley" New Alfrey
P. B. - - SS - [Bet. Emma Haney & James Brown Jr.] New Alfrey
Pack, Arnold J. 27 Sep 1915 14 Dec 1995 SS - [Next to Mildred Scott Pack] Brown (1) 
Pack, Bessie Mullins 26 Mar 1904 16 Mar 1938 DS "Mom" Slaty Point
Pack, Georgia Ethel 15 Jul 1936 20 Apr 1937 DS "Daughter" Slaty Point
Pack, Mildred Scott 15 Oct 1920 [                 ] SS - [Next to Arnold J. Pack] Brown (1) 
Padgett, Anderson 26 Apr 1871 28 Nov 1919 DS H [of Myrtle Padgett]                                      Slaty Point
Padgett, Ara 23 Jan 1871 17 Apr 1933 SS W "Wife of H. Padgett" Siloam
Padgett, Clarissa 21 Jan 1862 22 Jan 1870 SS D "Daug. of H. M. Padgett" Slaty Point
Padgett, Delmer L. 23 Jun 1914 27 Dec 1993 SS -
[Son of Anderson & Myrtle Ellington 
Padgett] Slaty Point
Padgett, Franklin May 1873 30 Mar 1874 SS S "Son of H. M. Padgett" Slaty Point
Padgett, James N. 11 Jan 1836 18 Jan 1877 SS H "Husb. of Sarah E. Padgett, M: 2/26/1857" Slaty Point
Padgett, Katherine 14 Apr 1918 16 Nov 1919 SS - Siloam
Padgett, Leander 22 Jul 1855 27 Sep 1902 SS - Slaty Point
Padgett, Lillian Crockett 8 Nov 1921 15 May 1994 SS - Forest Lawn
Padgett, Manerva 1 Jun 1843 20 Jul 1882 SS W "Wife of Harvey Padgett" Slaty Point
Padgett, Maranda 7 Feb 1860 10 Jun 1878 SS - Slaty Point
Padgett, Martha 9 Sep 1838 19 Sep 1907 SS W "Wife of Harrison Padgett" Slaty Point
Padgett, Myrtle M. 20 Aug 1874 1960 DS W "His Wife" [of Anderson Padgett]                                  Slaty Point
Padgett, William Corbie 16 Oct 1916 23 Aug 1999 PLQ S
[Son of Anderson & Myrtle Ellington 
Padgett] "PFC US Army, WWII" Slaty Point
Padgett, Willie 6 Sep 1880 20 Apr 1882 SS S "Son of Harrison & Martha Padgett" Slaty Point
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Padula, Peter 1904 1997 SS - Caudill (2)
Page, John H. - 30 Aug 1880 SS - Lee
Parker Emma Eldridge 27 Aug 1893 19 Dec 1973 SS W/M "Mother" [Wife of T. Parker] Parker (3)
Parker, Alta Hayes 1897 1994 SS W [Wife of Dan Parker] Brown (1) 
Parker, B. [                 ] [                ] BRK - Ditney 
Parker, Bernis 30 Jun 1916 20 Dec 1986 DS H [Husb. of Olive Parker] Brown (1) 
Parker, C. [                 ] [                ] BRK - Ditney 
Parker, C. [                 ] [                ] BRK - Ditney 
Parker, Carrie Jane 5 Dec 1992 5 Dec 1992 SS D [Dau of Mr & Mrs Clifton Parker] Forest Lawn
Parker, Carrie Jane - - PLK F [Family fenced section] May
Parker, Catherine 23 Nov 1915 29 Mar 1972 SS D [Dau of Emma Eldridge Parker] Parker (3)
Parker, Chester 1909 26 Jul 1960 SS - "51 Yrs old" Ditney 
Parker, Cliff 16 Jun 1893 4 Feb 1963 DS H [Husband of Mary M. Parker] Caudill (1) 
Parker, Connie Cornette 15 Nov 1914 18 Aug 1998 DS W [Wife of Lovell Parker] Lee
Parker, Cyanthia 1883 1953 DS W [Wife of Dave Parker] Ditney 
Parker, D. [                 ] [                ] BRK - Ditney 
Parker, Dan 1897 1944 SS H [Husb. of Alta Hayes Parker] Brown (1) 
Parker, Dave 1875 1939 DS H [Husb of Cynthia Parker] Ditney 
Parker, Denver Glenmore 2 Feb 1919 28 Nov 1987 SS F
"Father", "US Army, WWII" [Son of Emma 
Eldridge Parker] Parker (3)
Parker, Donald 2 Jun 1940 6 Sep 1940 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Earsel Parker" Hayes Crossing 
Parker, Earsel 8 Jul 1911 7 Oct 1971 DS H [Husband of Irene Parker] Hayes Crossing 
Parker, F. [                 ] [                ] BRK - Ditney 
Parker, Georgia 1883 1915 DS W [Wife of Oliver B. Parker] Ditney 
Parker, Irene 16 Sep 1914 21 May 1971 DS W [Wife of Earsel Parker] Hayes Crossing 
Parker, J. F. 25 Jan 1874 16 Feb 1933 DS H [Husb of Susie & Miram Parker] Ditney 
Parker, Jack 31 Oct 1911 19 Sep 1978 DS H [Husb. of Lillian Parker] "M:10/04/1929" Lee
Parker, Jack E. 1937 1982 DS H [Husb. of Ruby M. Parker] Forest Lawn
Parker, James 1 Jul 1845 1 Jan 1905 SS - Ditney 
Parker, Jimmie 5 Feb 1920 9 Jun 1990 SS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Parker (1)
Parker, John A. 1820 1885 DS - Ditney 
Parker, Jullian Scott - - PLK F [Family fenced section] May
Parker, Lillian 6 Nov 1905 29 Sep 1984 DS W [Wife of Jack Parker] Lee
Parker, Lovell 2 Nov 1911 15 Jun 1964 DS H [Husb. of Connie Cornette Parker] Lee
Parker, M. [                 ] [                ] BRK - Ditney 
Parker, Manda 1870 1940 DS W [Wife of William Parker] Caudill (1) 
Parker, Mary M. 18 Aug 1897 16 May 1931 DS W [Wife of Cliff Parker] Caudill (1) 
Parker, Mary Wells 1872 1963 DS W [Wife of Robert L. Parker] Caudill (1) 
Parker, Minnie 1874 1908 SS W [Wife of T. W. Parker] Parker (2)
Parker, Miram 9 Feb 1874 24 Jul 1897 SS W "Wife of J. F. Parker" Ditney 
Parker, Olive 31 Mar 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Bernis Parker] Brown (1) 
Parker, Oliver B. 1884 1913 DS H [Husb of Georgia Parker] Ditney 
Parker, Ollie V. 25 Nov 1908 24 Nov 1977 SS - Brown (1) 
Parker, Richard 20 Nov 1878 23 Mar 1899 SS - [Son of John & Emily Royse] Johnson (2)
Parker, Robert L. 1867 1947 DS H [Husband of Mary Wells Parker] Caudill (1) 
Parker, Ruby M. 1942 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jack E. Parker] Forest Lawn
Parker, Susie 23 Dec 1884 3 Mar 1943 DS W [Wife of J. F. Parker] Ditney 
Parker, T. W. 1873 1927 SS H [Hus of Minnie Parker] Parker (2)
Parker, W. C. 4 Apr 1941 29 Nov 1943 SS - Caudill (1) 
Parker, William 1870 1954 DS H [Husband of Manda Parker] Caudill (1) 
Parker, William 1894 1918 SS S [Son of T.W. & Minnie Parker] Parker (2)
Parker, William A. 25 May 1860 28 Sep 1895 SS - Ditney 
Parsons, Beulah 28 Mar 1918 3 Jul 1986 DS W [Wife of Lee B. Parsons] Brown (1) 
Parsons, Billie Dee 24 Mar 1940 1 Apr 1940 SS - Williams (2)
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Parsons, Cleffie A. 1889 1971 DS W [Wife of Rosco C. Parsons] Town   EC
Parsons, Emily Whitt 1844 1916 SS - Town   EC
Parsons, George [                ] [                ] STN - Parsons
Parsons, John M. 1882 1904 SS - Town   EC
Parsons, Lee B. 7 Oct 1906 18 Jan 1991 DS H [Husb. of Beulah Parsons] Brown (1) 
Parsons, Robert T. - - SS - "Co. D 40 Ky Inf CSA" Town   EC
Parsons, Rosco C. 1888 1959 DS H [Husb of Cleffie A. Parsons] Town   EC
Parsons, William H. [                ] 9 Jun 1918 SS - "KY CPL 26 Inf 1 Div" Town   EC
Path: C:\Cemetery CD
Patrick, Alice 1868 1952 DS W [Wife of Oliver Patrick] Logan  CC
Patrick, Bennie 13 Mar 1912 4 Dec 1914 SS S "Son of Oliver & Alice Patrick" Logan  CC
Patrick, Billy L. 7 Nov 1939 [                 ] SS H [Husb. of Donna Ingold Patrick] Brown (1) 
Patrick, Donna Ingold 16 Feb 1940 25 Nov 1990 SS W [Wife of Billy L. Patrick] Brown (1) 
Patrick, Lonem 1 Jan 1892 27 Feb 1892 SS D "Dau of M.A. [Alice] & O. [Oliver] P. Patrick"Logan  CC
Patrick, Mary Arnett 1899 1995 DS W [Wife of Oscar Franklin Patrick] Lee
Patrick, Morton 9 Sep 1902 2 Nov 1922 SS - "Brother" Logan  CC
Patrick, Nora Henderson 1900 1926 SS - Logan  CC
Patrick, Oliver 1862 1948 DS H [Husb of Alice Patrick] Logan  CC
Patrick, Oscar Franklin 1896 1988 DS H [Husb. of Mary Arnett Patrick] Lee
Patrick, Pamela Workman 25 Sep 1953 28 Apr 1996 DS - Clearfield
Patrick, Sarah F. 9 Aug 1900 13 Oct 1901 SS D "Dau of M.A. [Alice] & O. [Oliver] P. Patrick"Logan  CC
Patrino, Goetano 28 Oct 1886 25 Sep 1966 SS - "IL PVT Co. C 130 Inf WWI" Conn-Bradley  CC
Patterson, Ann A. 9 Feb 1862 15 Feb 1879 SS - Siloam
Patterson, Fred Arnold 23 Mar 1934 [                 ] DS H
[of Ruth Geneva Patterson]"Parents 
of.Martha, Sam, Fred" Sardis
Patterson, James B. 1810 ? 1812 ? SS - [Next to Louellen Patterson] Siloam
Patterson, John T. 16 Jul 1851 20 Jul 1857 SS - [Next to Ann A. Patterson] Siloam
Patterson, Louellen - 4 Feb 1872 SS - [Next to John T. Patterson] Siloam
Patterson, Ruth Geneva 22 Jul 1932 [                 ] DS W [of Fred Arnold Patterson] M:27 Nov 1954 Sardis
Patterson, Sue Carroll 28 Dec 1934 10 Aug 2000 Plq Lee
Patton, Albert 7 Dec 1916 15 Feb 1970 SS - "KY Tec 5 488 Engr Lt Pon Co WWII" Brown (1) 
Patton, Albert E. 1952 1952 SS - [Next to Leo Clarkie Patton] Brown (1) 
Patton, Alex 4 Sep 1863 18 Jul 1927 TS - Keep with Allie Young Patton] Lee
Patton, Allie Young 28 Feb 1927 18 Jul 1927 TS - [Keep with Alex Patton] Lee
Patton, Arnold - - SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Patton, Ben K. 1924 1991 DS H [Husb. of Margaret D. Patton] Brown (1) 
Patton, Bertha 27 May 1914 4 Jan 1935 DS W [Wife of Ralph Patton] Eagle Hall  CC
Patton, Charles [1819] 14 Jan 1885 SS H [Husband of Nancy Patton] "Age 66" Lee
Patton, Claud 1887 1954 SS - [Next to Stella L. Patton] Brown (1) 
Patton, Elbert A. 4 Jul 1908 11 Apr 1958 SS - Mabry Hill
Patton, Evert L. 15 Feb 1895 14 Oct 1914 DS - [Keep with James A. Patton] Dawson
Patton, Granville 22 Jul 1805 1 Nov 1877 SS H [Husband of Polly Patton] Lee
Patton, Ida M. 26 Apr 1886 10 Dec 1888 DS D "Dau of J.G. & E. B. Patton" Town
Patton, J. G. 25 May 1855 16 Jun 1888 DS - [Keep with Ida M. Patton] Town
Patton, James A. 11 Jul 1893 14 Oct 1914 DS - [Keep with Evert L. Patton] Dawson
Patton, Leo Clarkie 1942 1946 SS - [Next to Albert E. Patton] Brown (1) 
Patton, Lovella E. 5 Nov 1892 18 Jul 1927 TS - [Keep with Alex Patton] Lee
Patton, Major - - SS S "Son of …… Patton" Eagle Hall  CC
Patton, Margaret D. 1926 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ben K. Patton] Brown (1) 
Patton, Marinda 5 Feb 1847 12 Dec 1873 SS D "J. Patton" Pine Grove
Patton, Nancy [1820] 20 May 1906 SS W "Wife of Charles Patton" "Age 86" Lee
Patton, Otis 1923 1985 MKR - Clearfield
Patton, Polly 7 Aug 1811 3 Jun 1865 SS W "Wife of Granville Patton" Lee
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Patton, Ralph 8 Dec 1906 22 Sep 1940 DS H [Husb of Bertha Patton] Eagle Hall  CC
Patton, Stella L. 1893 1983 SS - [Next to Claud Patton] Brown (1) 
Patton, Unnamed 20 Apr 1936 20 Apr 1936 SS S [Son of Joe & Lillian Patton] Dillon (1) 
Patton, Warren B. 1876 1936 SS - Siloam
Patton, Warren B. 1876 1936 SS - Siloam
Patton, William Bill - - SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Patton, William H. 5 Nov 1903 28 Dec 1904 SS S "Son of I. & N.B. Patton" Clearfield
Payne, Darlene L. 16 Dec 1926 16 Apr 1993 DS W [Wife of Dr. John W. Payne] Forest Lawn
Payne, Dr. John W. (Rusty) 20 Jun 1930 29 May 2000 DS H [Husb. of Darlene L. Payne] Forest Lawn
Payton, Stella Stacy Feb 1899 31 Jul 1922 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Pecco, Buster 1919 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Mary Jane Pecco] Forest Lawn
Pecco, Mary Jane 1920 1994 DS W [Wife of Buster Pecco] Forest Lawn
Peed, Billy Jo 1923 1980 SS S
"PFC US Army WWII" [Son of Joe & 
Elizabeth Peed] Lee
Peed, Elizabeth 1896 1982 SS W [Wife of  Joe D. Peed] Lee
Peed, J. N. 1 Jan 1919 [               ] SS Lee
Peed, Joe D. 1895 1943 SS H [Husb.of Elizabeth Peed] Lee
Pegram, A. M 29 Dec 1812 10 Jun 1902 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Pelfrey, Amanda 30 Nov 1879 23 Nov 1918 SS W "Wife of George W. Pelfrey" Caudill, Norwood 
Pelfrey, Anna 1879 1899 SS D [Dau of R.F. & Eliza Pelfrey] Parker (2)
Pelfrey, Anna 16 Aug 1880 12 Mar 1920 SS - Pine Hill
Pelfrey, Anna Laura 9 Feb 1923 [                ] DS W [Wife of Joseph Ponder Pelfrey] Eagle Hall  CC
Pelfrey, Arthur 1 Jun 1914 21 Sep 1975 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Pelfrey, Bertha E. Stidom 25 Jan 1911 29 Apr 1998 SS W [Wife of Ernest Pelfrey] Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Beverly 6 Sep 1857 4 Jun 1940 SS - Coffey-Riddle
Pelfrey, Coa Mocabee 1882 1943 SS W [Wife of I. E. Pelfrey] Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Dianah 29 Jan 1856 23 Feb 1925 DS W [Wife of John P. Pelfrey] Dawson
Pelfrey, Dorothy D. 8 Sep 1914 28 Jun 1987 SS W [Wife of Lloyd H. Pelfrey] Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Ed 1882 1951 DS H [Husb. of Florence H. Pelfrey] Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Eliza 20 Oct 1844 24 Oct 1899 SS W [Wife of Filmon Pelfrey] McDan-Fra-Adk
Pelfrey, Ernest 28 May 1908 3 May 1971 SS H [Husb. of Bertha E. Pelfrey] Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Ernest H. 9 Sep 1901 7 Aug 1963 SS - Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Filmon 29 Jul 1848 26 Jun 1923 SS H [Husband of Eliza Pelfrey] McDan-Fra-Adk
Pelfrey, Florence H. 1887 1967 DS W [Wife of Ed Pelfrey] Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, George W. 5 May 1869 15 Feb 1942 SS H [Husb. of Amanda Pelfrey] Caudill, Norwood 
Pelfrey, George W. 15 Feb 1909 18 Jun 1976 DS H [Husband of Thelma V. Pelfrey] New Sill
Pelfrey, Henderson R. 25 May 1872 22 Jan 1892 SS S [Son of Filmon & Eliza Pelfrey] McDan-Fra-Adk
Pelfrey, Hubert 8 Mar 1917 6 Aug 1982 SS - "US Marine Corps" Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Hulda 1878 1957 DS W [J. B. Pelfrey] Pine Hill
Pelfrey, I. E. 1884 1967 SS H [Husb. of Coa Mocabee Pelfrey] Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Irvin 1879 1936 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Pelfrey, J. B. 1882 1965 DS H [Hulda Pelfrey] Pine Hill
Pelfrey, John P. 14 Oct 1864 2 Oct 1945 DS H [Husband of Dianah Pelfrey] Dawson
Pelfrey, Joseph Ponder 22 Apr 1917 22 Nov 1966 DS H [Husb of Anna Laura Pelfrey] Eagle Hall  CC
Pelfrey, Juliet 30 Mar 1893 11 Nov 1950 SS - "Wife" Mabry Hill
Pelfrey, Lloyd H. 24 Oct 1914 23 Jul 1981 SS H [of Dorothy D Pelfrey] "Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Pelfrey, Louiz 27 Jun 1861 27 Apr 1907 SS - New Alfrey
Pelfrey, Montana Sue 25 Sep 1968 25 Sep 1962 SS - "Daughter" Eagle Hall  CC
Pelfrey, Nancy Ann 12 Nov 1977 4 Feb 1978 SS - "Daughter" Eagle Hall  CC
Pelfrey, Odell - 6 Dec 1920 SS - Bishop   MC
Pelfrey, Roy R. 10 Aug 1903 17 Dec 1904 SS - Hogtown
Pelfrey, Sibrina 1847 1913 DS W [Wife of W. M. Pelfrey] Dawson
Pelfrey, Thelma V. 18 Jun 1912 [                ]  DS W [Wife of George W. Pelfrey] New Sill
Pelfrey, Vernon W. 17 Mar 1933 18 Sep 1952 SS - Brown (1) 
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Pelfrey, W. M. 1843 1920 DS H [Husband of Sibrina Pelfrey] Dawson
Pelfrey, Willie J. 1876 1958 SS - [Buried next to Judy Pelfrey] Mabry Hill
Pelfrey, Willis T. 1871 1934 SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
Pelfry, John 8 Feb 1854 29 Mar 1888 SS - Town
Pelphrey, J. H. Jr. 25 Jun 1915 23 Nov 1987 DS H [Husb. of Sue E. Pelphrey] Brown (1) 
Pelphrey, Sue E. 31 Jul 1914 15 Oct 1982 DS W [Wife of J. H. Pelphrey Jr.] Brown (1) 
Pence, America 1880 1959 DS W [Wife of Daniel B. Pence] Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Arcoe 29 Aug 1920 7 Feb 1923 DS S [Son of Sam & Willa Pence] Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Betty J. 1936 1937 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Pence, Bonnie 22 Mar 1907 15 May 1990 DS W [Wife of Taylor Pence] Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Daniel B. 1886 1951 DS H [Husband of America Pence] Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Dona M. 12 Jan 1903 13 Jan 1993 DS W [Wife of Ollie Pence] Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Elizabeth 1910 1970 DS W [Wife of George Stone] Pence
Pence, Gayle 19-Feb-32 [                  ] DS W [Wife of Ovid Pence] Pence
Pence, George 1890 1974 DS H [Husband of Elizabeth Pence] Pence
Pence, George W. 22 Oct 1859 2 Jul 1933 SS - "Father" Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Mary L. 15 Jun 1862 21 May 1932 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Ollie 4 Jul 1901 29 Feb 1976 DS H [Husband of Dona M. Pence] Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Ovid 26 Dec 1939 6 Oct 1992 DS H [Husband of Gayle Pence] Pence
Pence, Rosco 28 Feb 1893 11 Oct 1918 SS - "US & Ger., Co.M 17 Inf Cp Mead MD" Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Roscoe David 27 Sep 1918 31 Oct 1987 SS - New Sill
Pence, Samuel 10 Aug 1896 30 Mar 1922 DS - Mt. Pisgah
Pence, Taylor 19 Nov 1903 15 Dec 1977 DS H [Husband of Bonnie Pence] Mt. Pisgah
Pendland, Harriett 22 May 1848 13 Jun 1886 SS - Siloam
Pendland, Leslie 5 Jul 1911 [                 ] DS H [H of Lorene Pendland]M:8 Apr 1943 Brown (1) 
Pendland, Lorene 12 Dec 1916 17 Dec 1982 DS W [Wife of Leslie Pendland] Brown (1) 
Pendlum, Catherine 29 Dec 1869 25 May 1960 SS - "Mother" Slaty Point
Pendlum, George 1869 1939 SS - Slaty Point
Penix, Ann Young 15 Jul 1890 15 Jun 1982 SS W [Wife of Benjamin Penix] Lee
Penix, Benjamin F. 5 Feb 1889 16 Dec 1971 SS H [Husb. of Ann Penix] Lee
Pennington, Alpha E. 1936 1995 DS W [Wife of Glenn N. Pennington] Purvis
Pennington, Alta 8 Feb 1900 22 Jan 1987 DS W [Wife of Charlie Pennington] Purvis
Pennington, Arthur G. 6 Mar 1901 9 Oct 1991 DS H [Husb. of Elsie H. Pennington] Purvis
Pennington, Audry Sloan 6 Mar 1922 27 Oct 1990 DS W Wife Zules Pennington. M:10/12/1942 Pennington 
Pennington, Billy Jo 28 Jan 1966 28 Jan 1966 SS - Pennington 
Pennington, Charlie 3 Sep 1897 22 Jun 1976 DS H [Husb. of Alta Pennington] Purvis
Pennington, Coy Ronald 2 Mar 1945 7 Aug 1891 SS - "SP4 US Army Vietnam" Purvis
Pennington, Earvel 12 May 1953 12 May 1953 SS S "Son of Elsie & Arthur Pennington" Purvis
Pennington, Elsie H. 16 Jul 1906 5 Aug 1990 DS W [Wife of Arthur G. Pennington] Purvis
Pennington, Emma 20 May 1896 16 May 1965 DS W [Wife of John Pennington] Pennington 
Pennington, Florine 
R.[Riggs] [4 Feb] 1923 16 May 1993 DS W [Wife of Ishmel R.(Rosco) Pennington] Forest Lawn
Pennington, Gerald David 3 Jan 1959 13 Jan 1959 SS S "Son of Medford & Flora Pennington" Purvis
Pennington, Glenn N. 1937 [                ] DS H [Husb. of Alpha E. Pennington] Purvis
Pennington, Hodgins 20 Oct 1908 19 may 1969 SS - Pennington 
Pennington, Ishmel 
R.[Roscoe] [20 Apr]1921 13 Oct 2000 DS H
[Husb. of Florine Riggs Pennington]"US 
Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Pennington, Jane 10 Dec 1854 06 Dec 1942 SS - Mabry (1)
Pennington, Jennie 5 Jan 1886 17 May 1938 SS - Lee
Pennington, John 29 May 1874 06 Aug 1959 DS H [Husband of Emma Pennington] Pennington 
Pennington, Linda 1948 [                ] DS W W: of Roger Pennington, M:12/14/1968 Pennington 
Pennington, Milt 1919 1981 DS H [Husband of Ottie Pennington] Pennington 
Pennington, Mitchell - 1981 PLQ - Purvis
Pennington, Nannie 1893 1988 DS W [Wife of Roscoe C. Pennington] Forest Lawn
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Pennington, Ora 09 Jun 1916 19 Dec 1959 SS - Pennington 
Pennington, Ottie 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of Milt Pennington] Pennington 
Pennington, Paul S. 1957 [                 ] SS - [Next to Ishmel & Florine Pennington] Forest Lawn
Pennington, Rachel [                ] [                ] PLK - Black, Johnson
Pennington, Robert A. 1977 1977 SS - [Robert Aaron Pennington] Pennington 
Pennington, Roger 1947 1974 DS H [Husband of Linda Pennington] Pennington 
Pennington, Roscoe C. 1893 1968 DS H [Husb. of Nannie Pennington] Forest Lawn
Pennington, Timmy 23 Dec 1961 23 Dec 1961 DS - [Brother to Tommy Pennington] Pennington 
Pennington, Tommy 23 Dec 1961 23 Dec 1961 DS - [Brother to Timmy Pennington] Pennington 
Pennington, Zules 27 May 1922 [                ] DS H [Husband of Audry Sloan Pennington] Pennington 
Pennybaker, Elizabeth 1849 6 Oct 1896 SS - Dawson
Perdue, Lionel H. Sr. 29 Apr 1904 29 Nov 1971 SS - [Next to Murrell E. Perdue] Carpenter
Perdue, Lionel Jr. 2 Sep 1928 29 Apr 1973 SS - "KY SFC US Army WWII Korea Vietnam Carpenter
Perdue, Murrell E. 31 Oct 1903 30 Jan 1986 SS - "Mother" [Next to Lionel Perdue, Jr] Carpenter
Perdue, Opal McClurg 5 Sep 1932 3 May 1989 SS - Brown (1) 
Perdue, William C. 1931 1931 SS - Carpenter
Perkins, Alvin 5 Mar 1860 12 Jan 1933 DS H [Husband of Anna M. Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, Anna M.[Caskey] 19 Oct 1868 20 Sep 1951 DS W
[Wife of Alvin Perkins, mar. 26 Feb 1885, 
dau.of William & Elizabeth Miles Caskey] Jones (2)
Perkins, Calvin L. 8 Dec 1928 4 Jun 1998 DS H [Hus of Jean McClure Perkins] New Alfrey
Perkins, Clarence E. 31 Jul 1891 5 Aug 1970 DS H [Husband of Versie E. Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, David James 19 Feb 1965 8 Jul 1995 SS H [Hus.of Karen Kay Rigsby Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, Dorothy Ellen 5 Jan 1919 3 Apr 1919 SS - Gregory (1) 
Perkins, Eddie M. [4 Feb]1896 1956 SS H/S
[Hus.of Sarah L. Gregory Perkins, son of 
Alvin & Anna Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, Emma 1895 1938 DS W [Wife of Jesse M. Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, Flora M. Riddle [24 Jun]1913 [18 Mar]1996 DS W [Wife of Ralph M. Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, Glennis 29 May 1935 12 May 2000 SS S [Son of Ralph & Flora Riddle Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, Jean 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Calvin L. Perkins] New Alfrey
Perkins, Jesse M. 1888 1968 DS H [Husband of Emma Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, Jonnie D. 24 Apr 1906 9 Dec 1973 SS - Caudill (1) 
Perkins, Josie Lee 29 Jun 1902 23 Sep 1981 SS - Jones (2)
Perkins, Julia 15 Nov 1913 25 Sep 1974 TS - [Keep with Herbert Monroe Elam] Caudill (1) 
Perkins, Lee Roy 9 Apr 1942 23 Jun 1942 SS - Jones (2)
Perkins, Lela Pearl 16 Sep 1929 10 Jun 1933 SS - Riddle
Perkins, Levi - - SS - "Co. B 14 KY INF" Poston
Perkins, Margaret 1855 1929 SS - Poston
Perkins, Ralph M. 1910 1972 DS H [husband of Flora Mae Riddle Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, Sarah L [Lou 
Gregory] 26 Jul 1900 25 Jan 1977 SS - Jones (2)
Perkins, Sibbie Caskey 20 Apr 1927 2 May 1991 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Perkins, Terry Lee 29 Sep 1960 2 Jun 1971 SS - Jones (2)
Perkins, Versie E. 26 May 1896 30 Jun 1980 DS W [Wife of Clarence E. Perkins] Jones (2)
Perkins, William F. 16 Apr 1886 28 Feb 1970 SS - Jones (2)
Pernell, Jeff D. 1915 1980 SS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Butts
Pernell, Jessie 15 Mar 1911 5 Nov 1986 DS H [Husband of Nora Pernell] Pernell
Pernell, Nora 4 Jul 1912 26 Nov 1977 DS W [Wife of Jessie Pernell] Pernell
Pernell, Robbie - - FS - Franklin
Pernell, Sissy Ann 22 Jan 1988 [                 ] - - Clearfield
Pernell, Virgie 1886 1966 DS M "Mother" [with son, Wilburn Pernell] Butts
Pernell, Wilburn 1927 1950 DS S "Son" [with mother, Virgie Pernell] Butts
Perry, A. G. 26 Nov 1895 28 Apr 1920 SS - "Pvt Co H 335 Reg" New Alfrey
Perry, Amanda Gertrude 
Arthur 3 Jan 1907 24 Apr 1985 DS W [of Hobart McKinley Perry] "Mother" Day   MC
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Perry, App 18 Nov 1862 19 Jan 1924 SS - Caudill (1) 
Perry, Betty 1876 - DS W [Wife of Grant Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Billie D. 19 May 1926 8 Jul 1927 SS - [Next to J. Howard Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, C. Pearl 29 Sep 1929 - DS W [Wife of Roderick R. Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Carleen Ann 18 Feb 1953 [                 ] SS D [Next to Ollen & Omadell Perry] Blair's   MC
Perry, Carrie Alice Hampton 23 Nov 1913 6 Dec 1992 SS - "Loving Mother of 8 Children" Perry
Perry, Charles M. 1939 1982 DS H [Husb. Of Novella R. Perry] Day   MC
Perry, Charlie E. 13 Oct 1920 29 Nov 1994 SS - [Next to Mary Belle Perry] Clearfield
Perry, Curbitt 22 Sep 1905 1 Jun 1990 DS H [Husb. of Mary Vada Perry] Forest Lawn
Perry, Cyrus 20 Nov 1820 10 Apr 1908 DS H [of Dorothy Perry] Perry   MC
Perry, David A. 26 Jun 1952 23 Jan 1976 SS - Carey 
Perry, Dennie 29 Oct 1938 9 Oct 1975 SS - Brown (1) 
Perry, Dorothy 27 May 1823 6 Apr 1904 DS W [of Cyrus Perry] Perry   MC
Perry, Edith 1925 1988 DS W [Wife of Garland Perry] Forest Lawn
Perry, Elizabeth C. 25 May 1910 19 Mar 1990 SS - Perry   MC
Perry, Emma Lane 28 Mar 1863 13 Feb 1956 SS - "God Is Love" Caudill (1) 
Perry, Erlene F. 12 Dec 1942 12 Dec 1942 SS - [Next to Ima Gean Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Estill Lee 31 Mar 1894 13 Jun 1951 DS H [Husb. of Gussie Perry] Brown (1) 
Perry, Eugene Lonas 13 Aug 1914 16 Apr 1982 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Perry   MC
Perry, Forest F. 22 Jun 1919 3 Sep 1979 SS - New Alfrey
Perry, Fred 1914 1985 Plq - New Alfrey
Perry, Frederick L. 12 Jan 1947 20 Mar 1976 SS - New Alfrey
Perry, Garland 1930 1986 DS H [Husb. of Edith Perry] Forest Lawn
Perry, Gerome 5 Jun 1911 1 Oct 1986 Plq - "75 years old" Perry   MC
Perry, Grace L. 7 Feb 1928 [                 ] DS W [of Ulysses J. Perry] Perry   MC
Perry, Grant 1872 1955 DS H [Husb. of Betty Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Gussie 26 Nov 1893 28 May 1982 DS W [Wife of Estill Lee Perry] Brown (1) 
Perry, Harlen P. 1 Nov 1902 24 Apr 1985 DS - [Keep with Iva F. Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Hazel 26 Mar 1906 14 Mar 1972 SS - Masters
Perry, Hobart McKinley 26 Sep 1902 22 May 1992 DS H [Of Amanda Gertrude Arthur Perry] "Father" Day   MC
Perry, Howard Jr. 13 Sep 1924 29 Oct 1996 DS H [Husb. of Willodean C. Perry]"Army WWII" New Alfrey
Perry, Ima Gean 22 Mar 1928 8 Sep 1928 SS - [Next to Jack H. Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Inez 1899 1995 DS W [Wife of Ray Perry] Forest Lawn
Perry, Iva F. 11 Nov 1903 12 Mar 1988 DS - [Keep with Harlen P. Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, J. B. 21 Jun 1846 15 Jan 1898 SS - Perry   MC
Perry, J. D. Jan 1870 2 Oct 1935 SS - [Buried next to LouAnn Perry] Clearfield
Perry, J. Howard 13 May 1899 13 May 1979 DS H [Husb. of L. Alma Perry] "Dad" New Alfrey
Perry, J. W. 11 Jun 1897 12 Oct 1899 SS S "Son of U. G. & Bettie" New Alfrey
Perry, Jack C. 5 Apr 1931 5 Jul 1986 DS H [Husb of Janetta I. Perry] M: 20 Dec 1954 Bishop   MC
Perry, Jack H. 23 Apr 1930 19 Dec 1945 SS - [Next to Ima Gean Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Janetta I. 17 May 1934 [                ] DS W [Wife of Jack C. Perry] Bishop   MC
Perry, John Arthur 6 Mar 1945 17 Mar 1968 SS - Day   MC
Perry, John C. Jr. 15 Jun 1918 19 Nov 1986 DS H [Husb of  Hattie Brown] Clearfield
Perry, John C., III 28 Mar 1954 29 Mar 1954 SS New Alfrey
Perry, John G. - 1961 SS H [Husb. of Mary M. Perry] [#1424] New Alfrey
Perry, Joseph Russell 18 Apr 1914 11 Sep 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Ruth Victoria Calvert Perry] Brown (1) 
Perry, Julia 15 Aug 1852 16 Aug 1916 SS - [Wife of David D. Perry] Franklin
Perry, L. Alma 28 May 1903 21 Oct 1989 DS W [Wife of J. Howard Perry] "Mom" New Alfrey
Perry, Laura E. 29 Apr 1905 19 Feb 1968 DS - [Keep with Leslie L. Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Leslie L. 1 Nov 1902 4 Apr 1981 DS - [Keep with Laura E. Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Liddy Christine [10 Jan 1927] [8 Dec 1999] PLQ W [Wife of Colvin Perry] Brown (1) 
Perry, Lonas L. 1946 1984 SS - Perry   MC
Perry, LouAnn 22 Apr 1868 24 Nov 1966 SS - [Buried next to J. D. Perry] Clearfield
Perry, Lucy J. 9 Oct 1857 2 Jan 1923 DS W [of Willis G. Perry] Perry   MC
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Perry, Marlene _ Oct 1938 _ Jan 1939 SS - "Inf of Corbitt & Ola Perry" Perry   MC
Perry, Mary Belle 1888 1971 SS - [Next to Charlie E. Perry] Clearfield
Perry, Mary E. Campbe 7 Aug 1899 [                 ] SS - "Mother" Clearfield
Perry, Mary M. 3 Aug 1873 5 Sep 1907 SS W "Wife of J. G. Perry" New Alfrey
Perry, Mary Vada 5 May 1909 19 Feb 1985 DS W [Wife of Curbitt Perry] Forest Lawn
Perry, Novella R. 1925 [                ] DS W [Wife of Charles M. Perry] Day   MC
Perry, Ollen B. 10 Oct 1919 14 Mar 1998 SS H [of Omadell E. Perry]"Army WWII" Blair's   MC
Perry, Ollie 23 Dec 1889 11 Jan 1965 DS H [H. of Sabra V. Perry]"KY Pvt...WWI" Brown (1) 
Perry, Ollie Lee 1902 1973 SS - Perry   MC
Perry, Omadell Easterling 4 Jul 1920 [                 ] SS W [of Ollen B. Perry]"M:6 Mar 1942, Mot Blair's   MC
Perry, Ora O.[Otis] 1901 28 Jan1980 DS H [Husb of  Virgie P. Perry] Clearfield
Perry, Ray 1898 1980 DS H [Husb. of Inez Perry] Forest Lawn
Perry, Ray Jr. 1922 1922 SS - [#530] New Alfrey
Perry, Roderick R. 25 Apr 1926 3 Feb 1986 DS H [Husb. of C. Pearl Perry] "Father" New Alfrey
Perry, Roger Allen 8 Jan 1949 5 Mar 1952 SS - [Next to C. Pearl Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, Sabra V. 16 Mar 1903 30 Jul 1963 DS W [Wife of Ollie Perry] Brown (1) 
Perry, Ulysses J. 12 Jul 1924 16 Mar 1997 DS H [of Grace L Perry] "PFC US Army WWII" Perry   MC
Perry, Virgie P.[Payton] [3 Apr]1905 31 Mar1995 DS W
[Wife of Ora O. Perry, dau of John & Mary 
Payton] Clearfield
Perry, Willard Grant 26 Apr 1932 5 Jul 1968 SS - [Next to Iva F. Perry] New Alfrey
Perry, William E. 24 Nov 1897 15 Nov 1918 SS S "Son of J. G. Perry" New Alfrey
Perry, Willis G. 1 Jan 1853 15 Jan 1948 DS H [of Lucy J. Perry] Perry   MC
Perry, Willis O. 18 Apr 1900 10 Sep 1962 SS - [Buried next to LouAnn Perry] Clearfield
Perry, Willodean Collins 23 Jul 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Howard Perry Jr.]M:23 Oct 1945 New Alfrey
Pervis, Joseph 17 Nov 1851 25 Sep 1880 SS - Slaty Point
Petitt, Emma 1885 1974 DS W [Wife of Jesse Petitt] Forest Lawn
Petitt, Florance 1906 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Truby Petitt] Forest Lawn
Petitt, Henry 9 May 1917 28 Feb 1920 DS - [Keep with Joseph Petitt] Siloam
Petitt, Jesse 1881 1966 DS H [Husb. of Emma Petitt] Forest Lawn
Petitt, Joseph 28 Nov 1918 5 Mar 1920 DS - [Keep with Henry Petitt] Siloam
Petitt, Ollie 2 Jun 1893 19 Apr 1922 SS - Siloam
Petitt, Truby 1903 1973 DS H [Husb. of Florance Petitt] Forest Lawn
Pettit, Amos G. 1885 1929 DS H [Husb. of Anna Mae Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Anna Mae 1887 1973 DS W [Wife of Amos Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Archie Wendell 16 Oct 1932 5 May 1952 SS - Brown (1) 
Pettit, Bearl 23 May 1914 26 Apr 1996 DS W [Wife of David H. Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Brenda Sue 1956 1958 SS - [Next to Marvin Lee Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Carolyn Sue 25 Jul 1947 25 Jul 1947 SS D [dau of Russ & Nora Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, David H. 6 Jun 1906 29 Apr 1962 DS H [Husb. of Bearl Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Frank 17 Mar 1891 11 May 1956 DS H [Husband of Nettie Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, Gene 2 Jun 1947 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Vivian Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Isabell 1874 1949 DS W [Wife of John T. Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Jessie 25 Jan 1917 10 Jun 1926 SS D [Daughter of  Frank & Nettie Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, Joe Tom 1881 1947 DS H [Husband of Neoma Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, John T. 1866 1930 DS H [Husb. of Isabell Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Leonard 4 Jun 1934 26 Nov 1981 DS H [Husband of Ruby L Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, Marie M. 25 Sep 1940 29 May 1990 DS W [Wife of Wayne P. Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Marvin Lee 1943 1943 SS - [Next to Gene Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Mary [No Date] [No Date] SS - Gt. grandmother [Sand stone marker] Black-Trent
Pettit, Mary E. Lewis 2 May 1922 9 Jun 1989 SS - Brown (1) 
Pettit, Neoma 1883 1926 DS W [Wife of Joe Tom Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, Nettie 3 Aug 1894 19 Nov 1965 DS W [Wife of Frank Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, Paul J. 3 Nov 1914 4 May 1945 SS - "Ky S1 USNR WWII" New Sill
Pettit, Press [No Date] [No Date] SS - Gt. grandfather [Sand stone marker] Black-Trent
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Pettit, Roger W. 1921 1922 SS - [Next to Anna Mae Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit, Roscoe May 1887 31 Dec 1943 DS H [Husband of Malissie Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, Rose E. 1 Nov 1922 19 Sep 1968 SS - "Sister" New Sill
Pettit, Ruby L. 25 May 1934 [                ] DS W [Wife of Leonard Pettit] New Sill
Pettit, Vivian 7 Sep 1945 26 Mar 1992 DS W [Wife of Gene Pettit] [photo] New Alfrey
Pettit, Wayne P. 1 Feb 1935 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Marie M. Pettit] New Alfrey
Pettit. Malissie [                ] Aug 1937 DS W [Wife of Roscoe Pettit] New Sill
Peyton, Ada Stacy 19 Mar 1897 19 Sep 1922 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Bessie 1924 1925 TS - [Keep with Charlie Peyton] Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Bethany Ann 3 Mar 1992 [                ] SS - [Daughter of Judy Peyton Back] Back-Peyton
Peyton, Buford 1932 1934 TS - [Keep with Charlie Peyton] Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Charlie 1931 1931 TS - [Keep with Bessie Peyton] Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Curtis Waldo 1922 1984 TS H [Husband of Jessie Madeline Peyton] Back-Peyton
Peyton, Edna Mae 1904 1992 DS W [Wife of Jerry M. Peyton] Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Ernest Lloyd 1959 1987 TS son
[Son of Jessie & Walda Peyton;        Sgt US 
Army Back-Peyton
Peyton, Jerry M. 1891 1942 DS H [Husband of Edna Mae Peyton] Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Jessie Madeline 1935 [                   ] TS W [Wife of Curtis Waldo Peyton] Back-Peyton
Peyton, John 15 Jun 1865 4 Sep 1946 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Johnnie 5 Apr 1930 1972 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Mary Stamper 8 Apr 1866 6 Jul 1931 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Peyton, Sherman 3 May 1884 __ Mar 1950 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Phelfrey, Mary 8 Aug 1853 4 Apr 1912 SS W "Wife of Miles Phelfrey" Hayes Crossing 
Phelps, [unreadable] 18 Oct 1861 25 Oct 1865 SS S "Son of D.L. & A. Phelps" Siloam
Phelps, Aletha J. 6 Jun 1831 2 Jul 1889 TS D "Dau of D.L. & A.J. Phelps" Siloam
Phelps, Amanda S. 19 Jan 1864 8 Sep 1864 SS D "Dau of D.L. & A. Phelps" Siloam
Phelps, Analiza 6 Feb 1815 7 Feb 1863 SS - "Wife of W.G. Phelps, Daug of E. Razor" Slaty Point
Phelps, Bertha J. 1896 1984 DS W [Wife of George C Phelps]M:6 Jun 1945 Brown (1) 
Phelps, Billy Joe 4 Jun 1924 12 Jan 1970 SS - Carey 
Phelps, Charles Russell 5 Jun 1890 18 May 1891 SS - Siloam
Phelps, Clyde 3 Apr 1895 11 Nav 1895 SS S "W. T. & M. G." Pine Hill
Phelps, David L. 14 Dec 1823 24 May 1898 TS - [Keep with Nancy & Aletha][mason emb Siloam
Phelps, Deborah A. 5 Nov 1961 21 Sep 1978 SS Mt. Pisgah
Phelps, Elizabeth 27 Aug 1857 - DS W [Wife of Z. R. Phelps] "His Wife" Siloam
Phelps, G. R. 1887 1919 SS - Siloam
Phelps, George C. 1894 1965 DS H [Husb. of Bertha J. Phelps] Brown (1) 
Phelps, Henry D. 12 Oct 1827 10 Apr 1847 SS - [Next to Minerva Phelps] Siloam
Phelps, I. Thomas 1890 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Pearl Phelps] Siloam
Phelps, Isaac E. 6 Mar 1822 8 Feb 1889 SS - [masonic temple emblem] Siloam
Phelps, Ivory Bays 1918 1979 SS - Dawson
Phelps, Mama 3 Feb 1883 6 Sep 1883 SS - Siloam
Phelps, Martha 27 Mar 1789 27 Feb 1858 SS W "Wife of L. Phelps"  "Mother" Siloam
Phelps, Martha 6 Aug 1826 14 Oct 1877 SS W "Wife of Z. R. Phelps" Slaty Point
Phelps, Mary E. 9 Apr 1851 11 Dec 1884 SS - Siloam
Phelps, Mary J. 27 Aug 1845 12 May 1879 SS W [Wife D. L. Phelps] Slaty Point
Phelps, Minerva 7 Jul 1829 12 Jan 1852 SS - [Next to Henry D. Phelps] Siloam
Phelps, Nancy E. 13 Jun 1868 31 Jul 1889 TS D "Dau of D.L. & A.J. Phelps" Siloam
Phelps, Pearl 1896 1920 DS W [Wife of I. Thomas Phelps] Siloam
Phelps, Ralph Lee 1940 1940 SS - Carey 
Phelps, Reuben 5 May 1867 8 Nov 1948 SS - Brown (1) 
Phelps, Spicy P. 10 Mar 1840 13 May 1865 SS W "W. G. Phelps, Daug. of H. R. & P. Myirs" Slaty Point
Phelps, W. T. 20 May 1861 24 Mar 1930 SS - Pine Hill
Phelps, Z. R. 12 Oct 1825 1 May 1909 DS H [Husb of Elizabeth Phelps] Siloam
Phelps, Zackariah 28 Oct 1778 4 Feb 1853 SS - [Next to Minerva Phelps] Siloam
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Phillip, William J. 5 Jan 1852 10 Mar 1863 SS - Siloam
Phillips, C. Samuel 22 May 1921 25 Jan 1989 SS - New Alfrey
Phillips, Clarence 12 Dec 1889 18 Apr 1927 SS - New Alfrey
Phillips, D. B. 19 Sep 1873 19 Jan 1957 DS H [Husb. of Mollie F. Phillips] Brown (1) 
Phillips, Eugene 13 Jun 1921 13 Jun 1921 SS S "Son of D.H. & M.F. Phillips" New Alfrey
Phillips, Eulah - 1905 SS - New Alfrey
Phillips, Harold 28 Aug 1897 28 Oct 1899 SS S "Son of J.R. & M.M. Phillips" Town
Phillips, Hattie 18 Aug 1912 24 Mar 1916 SS D "Dau of D.H. & M. F. Phillips" New Alfrey
Phillips, Jesse B. 3 Sep 1914 8 Aug 1976 DS H [Husb of  Nancy A. Phillips] Clearfield
Phillips, John No Date No Date - - Clearfield
Phillips, John M. 16 Sep 1854 12 Jul 1932 DS H [Husb. of Sarah E. Phillips] New Alfrey
Phillips, Joseph N. 26 Oct 1885 1 May 1960 DS H [Husb of  Sarah A. Phillips] Clearfield
Phillips, Julia [Adkins] [21 Nov]1912 1974 - W [Wife of Bill Phillips] Clearfield
Phillips, Malinda 17 Sep 1818 31 Jan 1872 DS W [Wife of W. W. Phillips] "His Wife" New Alfrey
Phillips, Mary No Date No Date - - Clearfield
Phillips, Mary - 1908 SS - New Alfrey
Phillips, Mollie F. 15 Jun 1878 6 Apr 1948 DS W [Wife of D. B. Phillips] Brown (1) 
Phillips, Nancy A. 28 Jun 1914 2 Feb 2000 DS W [Wife of  Jesse B. Phillips] Clearfield
Phillips, Nell M. Alfrey 12 Feb 1923 8 May 1996 DS - [Keep with Phyllis Ann Alfrey] Brown (1) 
Phillips, S. T. 1850 1917 SS - New Alfrey
Phillips, Sarah A. 11 Jun 1885 3 Sep 1978 DS W [Wife of  Joseph N. Phillips] Clearfield
Phillips, Sarah E. 17 May 1854 12 Oct 1928 DS W [Wife of John M. Phillips] New Alfrey
Phillips, Uncle Joe 11 Jul 1823 10 Sep 1910 SS - New Alfrey
Phillips, Verna 1913 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Willie H. Phillips] Forest Lawn
Phillips, W. H. - 1913 SS - New Alfrey
Phillips, W. W. 27 May 1883 29 Feb 1960 SS - New Alfrey
Phillips, W. W. 23 Mar 1818 27 Aug 1900 DS H [Hus of Malinda Phillips] New Alfrey
Phillips, Willie 1906 1966 - - Clearfield
Phillips, Willie H. 1907 1996 DS H [Husb. of Verna Phillips] Forest Lawn
Phipps, David E. 2 Mar 1940 12 Apr 1997 DS H
[Husb of Hazel Phipps] "Married 30 Jan 
1961" Fraley Family   EC
Phipps, Hazel 18 Jan 1940 [                ] DS W [Wife of David E. Phipps] Fraley Family   EC
Phipps, Julia A. - - SS - Litton   EC
Phipps, Larkin [ca 1837] 26 Jun 1890 DS H [of Luticia Phipps] [About 53 yr old] Phipps
Phipps, Luticia [ca 1847] 12 Dec 1892 DS W [of Larkin Phipps] [about 45 yr old] Phipps
Phipps, Patricia 17 Feb 1965 17 Feb 1965 SS - [Keep with David E. & Hazel Phipps] Fraley Family   EC
Pierce, C. B. 26 Oct 1824 5 Sep 1883 SS H
"H.of Susan Pierce" "Aged 28 yr 11 mo 16 
day" New Alfrey
Pierce, Dwight Lee 18 Feb 1911 18 Oct 2000 PLQ H [Husb.of Billie Pierce]"US Aromy WWII" Lee
Pierce, Lafayette 8 Oct 18_8 5 May 1854 SS - New Alfrey
Pierce, Mordica 9 Aug 1786 15 May 1861 SS - New Alfrey
Pierce, Myrtle 1896 1968 SS - Caudill (2)
Pierce, Nancy Ann - 16 Jun 1856 SS - "Age 65 years" New Alfrey
Pierce, Sarah 22 Nov 1854 27 Dec 1854 SS - "Dau of Wm. & Emily E. Pierce" New Alfrey
Pigman, Edgar L. 1906 1959 DS H [Husb. of Ida Pigman] Lee
Pigman, Emma 4 Mar 1893 28 Dec 1979 SS - New Alfrey
Pigman, Gladys 20 Aug 1890 [1958] DS W [Humphrey Pigman] "Age 68 Yrs" Pine Hill
Pigman, H. M. 4 Sep 1860 27 Nov 1888 SS - Town
Pigman, Howard A. 23 Oct 1918 8 Oct 1945 SS - Abbott-Sturgill
Pigman, Humphrey 10 Aug 1897 [1975] DS H [Gladys Pigman] "Age 78 Yrs" Pine Hill
Pigman, Ida 1908 [               ] DS W [Wife of Edgar L. Pigman] Lee
Pigman, J. W. 1883 1956 SS - Pine Hill
Pigman, Lyda 3 Feb 1861 12 May 1917 DS W [Wesley Pigman] Pine Hill
Pigman, M. A. 2 Dec 1892 13 Apr 1920 DS - [Spouse of R. B. Pigman] Pine Hill
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Pigman, Maggie 1 Nov 1864 [                ] DS W [Wife of Marion Pigman] Epperhart 
Pigman, Marion 16 May 1860 16 Mar 1941 DS H [Husband of Maggie Pigman] Epperhart 
Pigman, R. B. 10 Oct 1895 13 Aug 1922 DS - [Spouse of M. A. Pigman] Pine Hill
Pigman, Ruia 31 Jan 1912 23 Sep 1946 SS - "Mother" Abbott-Sturgill
Pigman, Walter Lee 28 Jan 1883 16 Jan 1948 SS - Abbott-Sturgill
Pigman, Wesley 28 Jun 1850 19 May 1925 DS H [Lyda Pigman] Pine Hill
Pinkard, Jr. 1919 1919 SS - Carey 
Pioggia, Sylvia Katherine 28 Mar 1948 29 Aug 1998 PLQ - White (3)
Pittman, Walter E. 6 Jul 1937 1 Jun 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Eva Sue Crisp Pittman] Brown (1) 
Pitts, M. D. 2 Apr 1885 16 Aug 1903 SS - "Dau of J.C. & Nannie Pitts" Maddox-Hamm
Planck, Harve 12 Sep 1867 19 Mar 1935 SS H [Husband of Angie Planc] Caudill (1) 
Planck, Willie Ernest 6 Jul 1894 11 Dec 1928 SS S "Son of Harve & Angie Planck" Caudill (1) 
Plank, Allie 4 Oct 1900 11 Jan 1971 DS H [Wife of Eliza B. Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Annie F.[Haden] 5 Oct 1871 2 Jun 1939 DS W [Wife of James E. Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Arthur 30 Sep 1917 7 Jan 1961 SS H [Husb. of Hazel Plank]"Son of James Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Audrey Hogge 14 Nov 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Elmo E. Plank]M:14 Mar 1946 Brown (1) 
Plank, Bobby Dean 1940 1992 DS H [Husb. of Nancy Lambert Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Bruse 14 Jan 1911 Unreadable SS S "Son of J. D. & Rosy B. Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Carol J. 1941 [                ] DS W [Wife of Lonnie B. Plank]"M:16 Nov 1957" Adams-Plank
Plank, Carolyn L. 1946 [                ] DS W [Wife of L. Wendell Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Clarles E. 28 Oct 1949 13 Jul 1973 DS H [Husband of Rita L.Plank]"M: 1 Jan 1971" Adams-Plank
Plank, Clyde 1932 [                ] DS S [Brother, Son of Jack & Maude Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Cora 1900 1969 DS W [Wife of Leonard Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Cora Mae 14 Sep 1905 13 Oct 1964 SS W "Wife of Elmer T. Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Darriel Lomar 23 Jul 1948 17 Nov 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Olive Logan Plank] Masters
Plank, David F. 23 Apr 1967 11 Apr 1980 SS S [Son of Ezra & Virginia Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Desiree B. 24 Mar 1955 [                ] DS W "Wife of Gary Lee Plank, M: 29 Dec 1979" Adams-Plank
Plank, Dortha 5 Nov 1912 13 Dec 1981 DS W [Wife of Luther Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Edna 1919 1994 DS W [Wife of Sam Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Eliza B. 8 Jul 1904 31 Jan 1989 DS W [Wife of Allie Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Elmer T. 6 Mar 1904 20 Apr 1976 SS H [Husband of Cora Mae Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Elmo E. 7 Jun 1921 13 Jan 1996 DS H [of Audrey Hogge Plank]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Plank, Essie 19 Jul 1907 25 Feb 1908 SS D "Dau of James E. & Annie F. Plank; twin" Adams-Plank
Plank, Eula [Clark] [23 Jul]1922 4 Sep 2000 DS W [Wife of Luke Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Ezra 2 Nov 1936 31 Oct 1983 DS H [Virginia F. Plank, son of Jack Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Frances 1938 [                ] DS W [Wife of Jackie Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Frances 30 Mar 1913 5 Sep 1935 SS D "Daug. of James E. & Anna F. Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Fred 1926 1968 DS S [Brother, Son of Jack & Maude Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Gary Lee 18 Apr 1950 2 Dec 1991 DS H [Husb. of Desiree Plank]"SP4 US Army" Adams-Plank
Plank, Grace 19 Jan 1923 8 Jun 1989 DS W [Ralph H. Plank] M: 3 Aug 1943 Estep
Plank, Hazel 21 Dec 1911 3 Oct 1954 SS W [Wife of Arthur Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Infant 14 May 1934 14 May 1934 SS C "Child of Jake & Rosa Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Infant - - SS - Clark (2)
Plank, Infant Son 6 Nov 1895 6 Nov 1895 SS S "Son of J. D. & Rosy Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Infant Son 16 Oct 1903 16 Oct 1903 SS S "Son of J. D. & Rosy Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, J. D. 1871 1953 SS H "Husband of Rosy B. Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Jack E. 1893 1974 DS H [Husband of Maude D. Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Jackie 1939 1978 DS H [Husb. Frances Plank] "Son of Sam Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Jake 9 Feb 1897 13 Jun 1993 DS H [Husband of Rosa Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, James E. 26 Mar 1862 16 Nov 1926 DS H [Husband of Annie F. Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, James R. 28 Oct 1964 20 Oct 1994 SS S [Son of Ezra & Virginia Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Jordan Lee 27 Jul 1992 27 Jul 1992 SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, Joseph H. 1942 1962 SS - Adams-Plank
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Plank, Julia 6 Mar 1871 19 Jul 1904 SS - "Daughter of Rev. W. M. & S. A. Ball" Wyatt
Plank, Katie 27 Oct 1931 [                ] DS W "Wife of Robert Plank, M: 24 Apr 1947" Adams-Plank
Plank, Kenyon S. 16 Jul 1963 18 Jul 1963 SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, L. Wendell 1943 1966 DS H [Husband of Carolyn L. Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Leonard 1894 1965 DS H [Husb. of Cora Plank]"Son of James Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Letha R. [                ] [                ] DS W [Wife of Roy T. Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Lonnie B. 19 Oct 1960 30 Sep 1979 SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, Luevena 5 Dec 1922 19 Apr 1926 SS - Clark (2)
Plank, Luke 1915 [15 Jul]1987 DS H [Husband of Eula Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Luke [Luther] 28 Mar 1911 14 Oct 1999 SS S/H
"Son of James E. & Anna F. Plank; twin" 
[husb of 1st wife Dortha B. Helterbrand, 2nd 
wife, Ina Mae Whisman Stacy Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Luther 28 Mar 1911 [                ] DS H [Husband of Dortha Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, M. S. [                ] [                ] SS - "Age 89 yrs." Adams-Plank
Plank, Mandy J. 9 Jun 1869 1 Nov 1904 SS W "Wife of J. W. Plank" Purvis
Plank, Maude D. 1899 1978 DS W [Wife of Jack E. Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Meada 16 Mar 1903 11 Jan 1907 SS D "Daug. of James E. & Annie F. Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Nancy Lambert 1943 [                ] DS W [Wife of Bobby Dean Plank]M: 27 Jun 1961 Adams-Plank
Plank, Ola 1898 1975 DS W [Wife of Richard Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Otha T. 29 Mar 1925 4 May 1925 SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, Paul Infant 1931 [                ] SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, Ralph H. 24 Feb 1925 [                ] DS H [Grace Plank] Estep
Plank, Raymond 4 Sep 1920 30 Oct 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Nellie Campbell Plank] WWII Vet Estep
Plank, Richard 1902 1972 DS H [Husband of Ola Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Richard Jr. 1925 1927 SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, Robert 20 Sep 1917 18 Oct 1992 DS H
[Husb. of Katie Plank] "US Army WWII, 
Purple Heart & silver star" Adams-Plank
Plank, Rosa 2 Aug 1895 10 Aug 1970 DS W [Wife of Jake Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Rosy B. 15 Oct 1878 1 Dec 1922 SS W "Wife of J. D. Plank" Adams-Plank
Plank, Roy T. 1922 1985 DS H [Husband of Letha R. Plank] Adams-Plank
Plank, Sam 1917 1997 DS H [Husb of Edna Plank, Son of Jack Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Thelma Infant 1919 [                ] SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, Tommy C. 19 Feb 1959 [                ] SS S "Son of Clyde Plank" Plank Family
Plank, Unknown - - SS - Clark (2)
Plank, Vernon G. 1936 1979 DS H [Husb of Carol J. Plank]A3C VS Air Force Adams-Plank
Plank, Vestie 8 Nov 1937 8 Nov 1937 SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, Virginia F. 15 Apr 1940 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ezra Plank] Plank Family
Plank, Wilburn 7 Feb 1938 26 Sep 1991 SS S "Son of Sam & Edna Plank" Plank Family
Plank, Wilford Ray 19 Jul 1948 28 Sep 1948 SS - Adams-Plank
Plank, Zackery C. 5 Apr 1956 13 Jul 1973 SS S "Son of Robert & Katie Plank" Adams-Plank
Plummer, Susan 28 Aug 1915 12 Apr 1982 SS - Dawson
Pool, Cynthia R. 1884 1929 DS W [Wife of Simpkins W. Pool] Carey 
Pool, Simptkins W. 1875 19__ DS H [Hus of Cynthia R. Pool] Carey 
Poole, Gertrude 1907 1910 DS - [Keep with Hazel Poole] Carey 
Poole, Hazel 1924 1924 DS - [Keep with Gertrude Poole] Carey 
Pope, Harry L. 1880 1945 SS - Lee
Porter, Adda Lacy [                ] [                ] DS W [of Clella Burns Porter] M: 27 Apr 1914 Williams-Turner
Porter, Albert 1 Aug 1888 11 Jul 1938 SS - "Father" Porter  CC
Porter, Albert R. 1877 1958 DS H [Uusband of Ollie Porter] Porter
Porter, Alice I. 18 Aug 1901 9 Dec 1994 DS W [Wife of James R. Porter] Lee
Porter, Alta 31 Oct 1907 7 Feb 1977 DS W [Wife of Edd Porter" Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Andy 24 May 1885 24 May 1959 SS - [Next to Pearl T. Porter] Lee
Porter, Anna Fouch 1883 1941 SS - "Mother" Fouch (2) 
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Porter, Anthony Wayne "T 11 Jan 1964 12 Mar 1983 SS - Forest Lawn
Porter, Arlie 6 Aug 1931 14 Oct 1997 SS - "SP4 US Army Korea" Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Audie 5 Feb 1916 20 Nov 1918 SS S "Son of Albert & Lucia Porter" Porter  CC
Porter, Beverly 3 Apr 1976 3 Apr 1976 SS - Lee
Porter, Billy Wayne 1 Nov 1942 17 Feb 1997 DS H
[Norma J.Porter] "Parents of Brenda & 
Brent Porter" Catron
Porter, Carla J. Hubbard 27 Apr 1962 15 Mar 1984 SS - Clearfield
Porter, Charley 7 Apr 1891 28 Oct 1918 SS - Porter  CC
Porter, Child - - BRK - Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Clella Burnes 10 Nov 1888 22 Oct 1978 DS H [of Adda Lacy Williams Porter] Williams-Turner
Porter, Coy Marlin 5 Apr 1937 12 Apr 1937 SS S "Son of Edd & Alta Porter" Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Cynthia 27 Mar 1873 19 Mar 1947 DS - [Keep with James Porter] Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Porter, Dr. G. H. 1 May 1821 9 May 1895 SS - "Age 74 and 8 days" Caudill-Porter 
Porter, Dr. H. E. 24 May 1860 5 Nov 1917 SS H [Husb. of Margaret Porter" Caudill-Porter 
Porter, Earl 12 Jun 1907 2 Jul 1978 SS - "Father" Caudill-Porter 
Porter, Earl 22 Dec 1903 24 Aug 1979 SS - "Dad" Porter  CC
Porter, Edd 2 Jan 1902 25 Sep 1989 DS H [Husb of Alta Porter] Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Edna 11 Mar 1913 10 Mar 1995 DS W [Wife of Roy Porter] Porter  CC
Porter, Edna Norine 15 Aug 1940 29 Jun 1999 PLQ M/D [Mother, Dau of Virgil & Myrtle Wilkerson] Brown-Fannin
Porter, Edna W. 1885 1971 DS W [Wife of Otto Porter] Nipp-Ward   CC
Porter, Eliza A. 19 Sep 1865 15 Jul 1944 SS W [of Dr. Samuel D. Porter] Williams-Turner
Porter, Estill Curtis 17 Jul 1906 24 Jun 1966 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Ethel M. 27 Nov 1912 29 Apr 1987 SS - Brown (1) 
Porter, Flora M. 17 Jul 1886 30 Jun 1906 SS W "Wife of Cleveland Porter" Caudill-Porter 
Porter, Frank Gale 19 Jan 1938 [                ] DS H [Husb of Kolene Harris Porter] "Father" Porter, W. A.  CC
Porter, Geneva 1905 1957 SS - Caudill-Porter 
Porter, Harvey S. 18 Sep 1883 21 Sep 1883 SS S "Son of H. E. & Margaret Porter" Caudill-Porter 
Porter, Herman 20 Dec 1910 20 May 1966 DS H [Husb of Mae Porter] Porter, W. A.  CC
Porter, Herman 10 Jun 1986 10 Jun 1986 SS - "Infant" Porter, W. A.  CC
Porter, Ira Cecil 2 Jul 1886 8 Apr 1926 SS S "Dr. Samuel D. & Eliza A. Porter Williams-Turner
Porter, J. H. 11 Apr 1849 24 Feb 1910 SS H [Husb of Sarah Porter] Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Jackie D. 11 Oct 1954 8 May 1996 SS - "Brother" Porter  CC
Porter, Jacqueline K. 1948 [                 ] DS W [of Phillip M Porter] M:23 Jul 1966 Brown (1) 
Porter, James 8 Apr 1839 7 Jun 1915 DS - [Keep with Cynthia Porter] Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Porter, James R. 18 Dec 1899 8 May 1988 DS H [Husb. of Alice I. Porter] Lee
Porter, Janis Lovetta 4 Aug 1938 19 Jan 1996 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Jeanie 17 Nov 1880 7 Feb 1907 SS D [Dau B. E. & D. B. Porter] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Porter, Jim W. 10 Jan 1923 20 Dec 1964 SS - "Ky PVT 135 Mil Police Co WWII" Lee
Porter, Joyce Ann 4 Sep 1951 1 Nov 1957 SS - Porter  CC
Porter, Keith Allen 16 Nov 1958 31 Jan 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Robin Elizabeth Barker Porter] Williams-Turner
Porter, Kolene Harris 28 Sep 1937 27 Apr 1997 DS W [Wife of Frank Gale Porter] "Mother" Porter, W. A.  CC
Porter, Letha M. 1894 1976 DS W [Wife of Lonial B. Porter] Forest Lawn
Porter, Lonial B. 1891 1960 DS H [Husb. of Letha M. Porter] Forest Lawn
Porter, Lydia W. 1880 1945 SS - White Family
Porter, Mae 19 Apr 1916 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Herman Porter] Porter, W. A.  CC
Porter, Margaret 18 Dec 1861 8 May 1905 SS W "Wife of Dr. H. E.Porter" Caudill-Porter 
Porter, Mark Allen 7 Feb 1964 7 Feb 1964 SS S [Son of Ronald & Toni Porter] Mt. Pisgah
Porter, Monnie L. 14 May 1903 6 Apr 1982 DS W [Wife of Willie R. Porter] Lyon
Porter, Myrtle C. 27 Sep 1921 16 Sep 1970 SS W "Edward Porter" Catron
Porter, Nelson 14 Dec 1893 10 Feb 1961 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Norma Jewell 17 Feb 1948 [                ] DS W [Billy Wayne Porter] "M: 11 Jun 1965" Catron
Porter, Ollie 1883 1956 DS W [Wife of Albert R. Porter] Porter
Porter, Ottie Marie 6 Apr 1948 14 Oct 1948 DS - [Keep with Roger Lee Porter] Porter  CC
Porter, Otto 1885 1972 DS H [Husb of Edna W. Porter] Nipp-Ward   CC
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Porter, Pearl Johnson 10 Feb 1908 10 Feb 1990 SS - Moore   EC
Porter, Pearl M. 12 Feb 1931 2 Nov 1955 SS - "Wife of Lester Porter" Barker  EC
Porter, Pearl T. 16 Apr 1886 17 Jan 1965 SS - [Next to Andy Porter] Lee
Porter, Phillip M. 1947 1972 DS H [Husb. of Jacqueline K. Porter] Brown (1) 
Porter, Rena J. 24 Jun 1944 [                ] DS W [Robert D. Porter] "Mom" Catron
Porter, Riger Norton E. 22 Mar 1981 19 Aug 1983 SS - Conn-Evans  CC
Porter, Robert D. 26 Aug 1940 16 Apr 1997 DS H [Rena L. Porter] "Dad, M: 22 Jul 1964" Catron
Porter, Rodney R. 19 Aug 1924 24 Oct 1994 SS - "US Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Porter, Roger Lee 6 Apr 1948 14 Oct 1948 DS - [Keep with Ottie Marie Porter] Porter  CC
Porter, Ronna J. 4 Aug 1963 4 Aug 1963 SS - Catron
Porter, Ronnie 24 Mar 1958 29 Feb 1992 SS - Porter  CC
Porter, Ross 15 Jan 1906 24 Oct 1983 DS H [Husb. of Ruth Porter] Brown (1) 
Porter, Roy 29 Apr 1910 27 Nov 1981 DS H [Husb of Edna Porter] Porter  CC
Porter, Ruth 15 Jul 1906 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ross Porter] Brown (1) 
Porter, Sabra 23 Aug 1901 10 Jan 1902 SS - "Dau of James & Cynthia Porter" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Porter, Samuel [D.] Dr. 3 Oct 1855 4 Apr 1930 SS H [of Eliza A. Porter] Williams-Turner
Porter, Sarah 31 Aug 1866 6 Jun 1938 SS W "Wife of J. H. Porter" Brown-Porter  EC
Porter, Tommy 11 Jul 1964 7 Apr 1993 SS - "Husband"  "Father" Porter  CC
Porter, Vivian Maxine 8 Jan 1924 [                 ] SS - "Dau of James R. & Alice I. Porter" Brown (1) 
Porter, W. A. 19 Apr 1888 8 Oct 1964 SS - Porter, W. A.  CC
Porter, William 12 __ 1893 19 Mar 1954 SS - "Ky PVT Co G 50 Inf WWI" Porter  CC
Porter, Willie R. 15 Apr 1905 8 Jun 1978 DS H [Husband of Monnie L. Porter] Lyon
Poston, Earney - 25 May 1939 SS - "KY Pvt 336 Inf 84 Div" Poston
Poston, John W. 11 Mar 1895 7 Sep 1951 DS H [Husb of Kona Ellington Poston] Ellington Farm
Poston, Kona M. 3 Oct 1899 30 Sep 1967 DS W [Wife of John W. Poston] Ellington Farm
Poston, Laura Linn 20 May 1969 22 May 1969 SS D [Dau of Mr & Mrs Glen Poston] Forest Lawn
Poston, Lennie C. 28 Jan 1905 2 Sep 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Ernie Poston] Brown (1) 
Poston, Mary D. - 9 Oct 1953 Plq - "72 yrs 3 mos 16 days" Poston
Poston, Rollie R. [Ray] 1 May 1922 4 Aug 1944 DS - "KY PFC 47 Inf. 9 Div. WWII" Poston
Poston, Samuel L. 27 Sep 1885 29 Dec 1941 DS - [Keep with Rollie R. Poston] Poston
Potter, Joyce Ann 28 Jan 1948 1 Feb 1945 SS D "Daughter of Sarah Potter" Eldridge (1) 
Power, Felix M. 4 May 1858 4 Dec 1940 SS - [Buried next to Nancy Ann Power] Clearfield
Power, Nancy Ann 31 Jul 1861 10 Apr 1930 SS - [Buried next to Felix M. Power] Clearfield
Powers, Elizabeth 03 Nov 1905 07 Aug 1931 SS - Wife of W. E. Powers Wagoner Corner
Powers, Emma Jane 15 Jan 1884 20 Oct 1982 SS W [Wife of J. Harlan Powers] Lee
Powers, Faye Roberts 24 Jul 1921 30 Sep 1997 SS -
[Wife of R. T. Powers, dau.of Eddie & 
Nellie Ethel Dillon Roberts] Dillon (1) 
Powers, Fideliah 3 Nov 1840 - SS W "Wife of Henry C. Powers" Lee
Powers, Harlan, Jr. 1915 1934 SS S Lee
Powers, Henry C. 14 Jun 1834 30 Dec 1896 SS H [Husb. of Margarette & Fideliah Powers" Lee
Powers, J. Harlan 10 Nov 1884 14 Oct 1962 SS H [Husb.of Emma Powers] Lee
Powers, John Rector 11 Aug 1854 29 Jun 1893 SS - Town
Powers, Lola 1912 1986 DS W [Wife of William E. Powers] New Sill
Powers, Lottie M. 18 Mar 1907 1 Jun 1991 SS D Lee
Powers, Margarette T. 25 Aug 1835 6 Feb 1894 SS W "Wife of Henry C. Powers" Lee
Powers, Nannie M. 6 Mar 1861 9 Jan 1929 SS - Lee
Powers, Norma L. 31 Oct 1905 16 Feb 1997 SS D Lee
Powers, Ottis 15 Nov 1887 7 Mar 1959 SS - "Va Vet, Co B, 155 Depot Br WWII" Eldridge (1) 
Powers, William E. 1906 1957 DS H [Husband of Lola Powers] New Sill
Poynter, Etta J. 1914 1981 SS - New Alfrey
Prail, Hiram 1905 1906 SS - Hogtown
Prater, Alice Cox 7 May 1908 20 Dec 1997 DS W [Wife of William Clayton Prater] Ellington Farm
Prater, Avery P. 21 Jun 1923 1 Nov 1972 DS H [of Edna Prater] "KY Sgt WWII" Caudill (2)
Prater, Earl Gene 25 Oct 1946 4 Jul 1974 SS - "PVT US Army, Vietnam" [of WWII] Caudill (2)
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Prater, Edna 1926 [               ] DS W [of Avery P. Prater] Caudill (2)
Prater, Grace 1929 1929 SS - [Dau of Kelly Prater] Ellington Farm
Prater, Haran 23 May 1905 16 Aug 1906 SS S [Jeff & Magie Prater] Hogtown
Prater, Jeffery Gene 19 Apr 1968 19 Apr 1968 SS - Caudill (2)
Prater, William Clayton 12 Nov 1906 28 Dec 1993 DS H [Husb of Alice Cox Prater] Ellington Farm
Prater, William F. 2 Feb 1869 2 Jan 1907 SS - Ellington Farm
Prather, Adella 16 Jan 1890 16 Sep 1898 SS D "Daug. of E. F. & C. A. Prather" Prather-Stamper
Prather, Anna S. 15 May 1820 [                ] SS - [Death date not visible]"Wife of Hillard" Pine Hill
Prather, Bessie 6 Aug 1896 26 Dec 1913 SS W "Wife ofWess Prather" Johnson (2)
Prather, Eliza Bell 24 Jan 1875 24 Jan 1900 SS W "Wife of Alfred Prather" Prather-Stamper
Prather, Grover C. 12 Mar 1918 17 Mar 1984 SS - [Next to Lodusta Prather]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Prather, Harold W. 3 Sep 1922 9 Sep 1981 SS - [Buried next to Zelma & Perry Prather] Clearfield
Prather, Inus J. 3 Nov 1912 [                ] SS - "Daug. of L. H. & Ona Prather" Slaty Point
Prather, James 1940 1940 TS S "Child of Perry M. & Zelma E. Prather" Clearfield
Prather, Leota P. 24 Dec 1924 4 May 1994 SS - Clearfield
Prather, Lodusta 9 Mar 1924 25 Dec 1984 SS - [Next to Grover C. Prather] Forest Lawn
Prather, Perry Jr. 1927 1927 TS S "Child of Perry M. & Zelma E. Prather" Clearfield
Prather, Perry M. 20 Feb 1898 6 Aug 1972 DS H
[Husb of Zelma E Prather]"KY PFC Co. M 
319 Inf.WWI" Clearfield
Prather, W. - - SS H [Hus of Bessie Prather] Johnson (2)
Prather, Wess 30 Apr 1893 29 Aug 1928 SS - "Ky F2 US NRF WW1" Caudill (1) 
Prather, William 1929 1929 TS S "Child of Perry M. & Zelma E. Prather" Clearfield
Prather, Zelma E. 21 Feb 1902 7 Mar 1976 DS W [Wife of Perry M Prather] Clearfield
Pratt, Belle 1906 1994 DS W [Wife of Emery L. Pratt] Forest Lawn
Pratt, Emery L. 1911 1981 DS H [Husb. of Belle Pratt] Forest Lawn
Prentice, Asa M. 1851 1924 SS - [Next to Mary E. Prentice] Carey 
Prentice, Mary E. 1854 1926 SS - [Next to Asa M. Prentice] Carey 
Prentice, Unknown - - SS - [mason symbol no first name or dates] Carey 
Preston, Fred 1911 1965 SS - Lee
Preston, Lewis C. - - SS - "Co. L 3 Ky Inf, Spanish American War" Lee
Prewitt, Bonnie Eagar 10 Aug 1905 16 Jun 1994 SS - [Next to Edith Prewitt Conyers] Forest Lawn
Prewitt, Mary Ethel Wagoner 26 Apr 1941 14 Oct 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Charles F. Prewitt] Brown (1) 
Price, Golda 21 Nov 1924 28 Nov 1926 SS D "Dau of Orie & Linda Price" Eagle Hall  CC
Price, H. M. 5 Apr 1856 30 Jan 1931 DS H [Husb of Sarilda A. Price] Cranston
Price, Leona S. 1901 1985 DS W [Wife of Luther A. Price] Forest Lawn
Price, Linda 15 Aug 1886 20 Mar 1937 SS M [Mother of Golda Price] "Mother" Eagle Hall  CC
Price, Luther A. 1899 1975 DS H [Husb. of Leona S. Price] Forest Lawn
Price, Sarilda A. 29 Jan 1861 [                ] DS W [Wife of H. M. Price] Cranston
Price, William Luther 5 Jun 1922 7 Jul 1979 SS - [Next to Luther & Leona Price]"WWII Forest Lawn
Prichard, Bernice M. 19 Nov 1889 11 Apr 1959 DS W [Wife of George W. Prichard] Brown (1) 
Prichard, George W. 10 Feb 1876 12 May 1966 DS H [Husb. of Bernice M. Prichard] Brown (1) 
Prichard, John 16 Jan 1862 16 May 1939 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Prichard, John B. 20 May 1882 10 Feb 1917 SS - Town   EC
Prichard, Robert 21 Apr 1914 17 Feb 1918 SS S "Son of G. W. & Bernice Prichard" Town   EC
Prichard, W. A. 1 Dec 1873 29 Oct 1941 SS - Town   EC
Prince, Arthur M. 1904 1965 SS - Prince-Tabor
Prince, Charles 1925 1927 SS - Fraley (1)
Prince, Dixie 1912 1994 SS - Prince-Tabor
Prince, Epp [                ] [                ] SS - Epperhart 
Prince, Infant Daug Aug 1948 Aug 1948 SS - Prince-Tabor
Prince, J. Blaine 1885 1931 - W [Wife of Ollie Lee Prince] Fraley (1)
Prince, Ollie Lee 1903 1933 DS H [Husband of J. Blaine Prince Fraley (1)
Prince, Parash J. 15 Mar 1877 09 Mar 1955 DS H [Husband of Seattie Prince] Ky PVT INF Prince-Tabor
Prince, Seattie 15 Feb 1885 03 Jul 1928 DS W "Wife of Parish J. Prince" Prince-Tabor
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Procter, Florence 16 Sep 1878 16 Aug 1926 SS W "Wife of S. E. Procter" Eagle Hall  CC
Procter, S. E. 16 Sep 1878 16 Aug 1926 SS H [Husb of Florence Procter] Eagle Hall  CC
Proctor, Berca James 2 Nov 1897 8 Apr 1985 SS - Hogtown
Proctor, Charles B. 26 Jul 1889 8 Oct 1970 SS - "PVT S1 Infantry WW1, Kentucky" Caudill (1) 
Proctor, Charley A. 18 Feb 1846 15 Oct 1935 SS - Caudill (1) 
Proctor, Eber [               ] [               ] SS - "CPLl Co. A 54 Ky MTD Inf" Lee
Proctor, Forrest 22 Apr 1900 14 Jan 1971 DS H [Husb. of Jewel Proctor] Brown (1) 
Proctor, J. Herb 26 Sep 1891 17 Aug 1929 SS - Caudill (1) 
Proctor, Jeremiah 24 Nov 1837 17 Feb 1915 SS H [Husb. of Nellie Proctor] Lee
Proctor, Jewel 1905 1982 DS W [Wife of Forrest Proctor] Brown (1) 
Proctor, Mary A. 23 Dec 1854 8 Aug 1934 SS - Caudill (1) 
Proctor, Nellie 24 Dec 1836 12 Oct 1906 SS W "Wife of J.[Jeremiah] Proctor" Lee
Proctor, Nellie Boyd 1897 1942 SS W "Wife of C. B. Proctor" Lee
Proctor, Ollie Beckham - - SS - Caudill (1) 
Proctor, William E. - - SS - "Captain" Caudill (1) 
Profit, Anna 1900 1979 DS W [Wife of Jake Profit, Sr.] Caudill (1) 
Profit, Arthur E. 8 Feb 1927 22 Dec 1946 SS - "Ky PFC 25 Inf. Div. WWII" Caudill (1) 
Profit, Jake, Jr. 17 Oct 1924 7 Aug 1942 SS - "Ky PVT Reg USMC2 Div. WWII" Caudill (1) 
Profit, Jake, Sr. 1900 1958 DS H [Husband of Anna Profit] Caudill (1) 
Profit, Jerry M. 14 Jun 1934 12 Sep 1975 SS - Caudill (1) 
Profitt, Allen Lee 15 Apr 1912 5 Sep 1958 SS - Cranston
Profitt, Kelly 21 Feb 1887 25 Feb 1969 SS - Cranston
Profitt, Margarett 28 Jan 1884 30 Oct 1956 SS - Cranston
Pruitt, Edna M. 1906 [                ] DS W [Wife of W. A. Pruitt] Caudill (1) 
Pruitt, Isaac N. 1881 1959 DS H [Husb. of Mary J. Pruitt] Brown (1) 
Pruitt, Mary J. 1891 1955 DS W [Wife of Isaac N. Pruitt] Brown (1) 
Pruitt, W. A. "Alex" 1910 1972 DS H [Husband of Edna M. Pruitt] Caudill (1) 
P'Simmer, Annabelle B. 1871 1928 SS - [Annabelle Bradley P'Simmer] Pine Hill
P'Simmer, Mabel 23 Oct 1895 27 May 1897 SS D "L.P. & Annie P'Simmer" Pine Hill
P'Simmer, Samuel B. 1899 1973 SS - [Samuel Bradley P'Simmer] Pine Hill
PSTMO3: found. Must drive through the creek several times to get to a field near the base of the cemetery hill. Prather-Stamper
PSTMP1:  Takes roughly an hour to hike to the cemetery and return to the dirt road at the bottom of the hill. Prather-Stamper
PSTMP2: There is no cut path. Aim for a very tall pine tree that is at the crest of the hill where the cemetery is Prather-Stamper
Pucket, Clyde 1916 1966 DS H [Violet Pucket] Hogtown
Pucket, Gracie 14 Nov 1851 12 Feb 1940 SS W [Jasper Pucket] Hogtown
Pucket, James Henry 25 Aug 1893 9 May 1923 SS - Hogtown
Pucket, Jasper 4 Jun 1844 1 Feb 1913 SS H [Gracie Pucket] Hogtown
Pucket, Marvin 15 Aug 1935 20 Feb 1968 SS - Clearfield
Pucket, Violet 1919 1977 DS W [Clyde Pucket] Hogtown
Puckett, Bert 12 Jul 1916 14 Dec 1988 DS H [H. of Emma Puckett]M:21 Mar 1939 Brown (1) 
Puckett, Brenda Kay [                 ] 1962 Plq - Mabry Hill
Puckett, Charles W. 26 Apr 1925 13 Jul 1944 SS - "Ky Pvt 116 Inft. 29 Div WWII" Hogtown
Puckett, Charley 4 Jun 1872 15 Apr 1922 SS - Hogtown
Puckett, Dora Mae Butcher 1916 1957 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Puckett, Edna Mae 24 May 1940 7 Nov 1957 SS - "Tootsie" Clearfield
Puckett, Emma 25 Apr 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Bert Puckett] Brown (1) 
Puckett, Everett 1913 1997 DS H [Rosa Ellen Puckett] Hogtown
Puckett, Frank 24 Apr 1908 5 Jul 1966 SS - "Father" Click
Puckett, Gladys 18 May 1908 2 Sep 1989 DS W [Wife of Louie Puckett] "Mom" Mabry Hill
Puckett, Jackie 1961 1961 Plq - Mabry Hill
Puckett, Linda Kay 5 Sep 1953 7 Sep 1953 SS - Click
Puckett, Louie 23 Sep 1907 6 Jan 1950 DS H [Husband of Gladys Puckett] "Dad" Mabry Hill
Puckett, Lula B. 1892 1984 DS W [Martin L. Puckett] "Mother" Hogtown
Puckett, Margaret 18 Oct 1889 6 Mar 1971 DS W [Saul Puckett] Hogtown
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Puckett, Martin L. 1887 1970 DS H
[Lula B. Puckett] "Father"," mar. 11 Mar 
1913" Hogtown
Puckett, Monnie Bell 21 Sep 1914 4 Mar 1996 SS - Click
Puckett, Rosa Ellen [                ] [               ] DS W [Everett Puckett] Hogtown
Puckett, Saul 20 Dec 1874 11 Sep 1956 DS H [Margaret Puckett] Hogtown
Puckett, Virgle 7 Aug 1923 1 Sep 1924 SS - Hogtown
Purnell, Barney 1859 1911 SS - Siloam
Purnell, Bert 22 Aug 1906 31 Jan 1992 DS H [Husb of Cora L. Purnell] Ditney 
Purnell, Bert [                ] 31 Jan 1992 - -
(Buried under the auto in which he died in 
auto accident) Pernell (2) 
Purnell, Cora L. 9 Aug 1908 15 Feb 1981 DS W [Wife of Bert Purnell] Ditney 
Purvis, Annie 1874 1953 DS W [Wife of Frank Purvis] Brown (1) 
Purvis, Annie 1807 9 Oct 1877 SS W "Wife of Francis Purvis" Purvis
Purvis, Cecil 1900 1975 DS H [Husb. of Nora Purvis] Forest Lawn
Purvis, Charles 12 Jan 1912 17 Jul 1983 SS - Brown (1) 
Purvis, Francis 12 Sep 1807 27 Aug 1891 SS H [Husb. of Annie Purvis] Purvis
Purvis, Frank 1878 1950 DS H [Husb. of Annie Purvis] Brown (1) 
Purvis, G. W. 18 Dec 1833 25 Feb 1903 SS H [Husb. of Margaret Purvis] Purvis
Purvis, Hiram [                ] [                ] SS - [Husb of Sarah Purvis]"10 Ky Cav Co L" Purvis
Purvis, Hobert E. 13 Oct 1896 12 Apr 1944 DS - "Co. B 164 Inf. AEF France, WWI" Slaty Point
Purvis, John M. 20 May 1869 23 Oct 1905 SS - Purvis
Purvis, Margaret 11 Sep 1823 14 Jul 1894 SS W "Wife of G. W. Purvis" Purvis
Purvis, Mathew 7 Jul 1810 10 Jun 1887 SS - Slaty Point
Purvis, Milborn Odell 21 May 1935 24 Oct 1996 SS - "US Marine Corp, Vietnam" Slaty Point
Purvis, Minnie 1899 1953 SS - "Mother" Slaty Point
Purvis, Nora 1900 1990 DS W [Wife of Cecil Purvis] Forest Lawn
Purvis, Raymond K. 23 Mar 1923 13 Mar 1946 DS -
"Co. I, 3rd Bn. 28th Mar,5th Mar Div, Iwo 
Jima WWII" Slaty Point
Purvis, Sarah 7 Jan 1847 Jul 1916 SS W "Wife of Hiram Purvis" Purvis
Purvis, Stella P. 16 Feb 1872 6 Nov 1901 SS W "Wife of Thomas L. Purvis" Slaty Point
Quesinberry, Andrew 30 Mar 1870 11 Mar 1940 DS H "Father" [Husband of Isabelle Quesinberry] Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Andrew [8 Feb 1969] [19 Apr] 1997 PLK - Quesinberry (3)
Quesinberry, Asa 2 Mar 1939 22 Mar 1939 SS - Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Asa R. 1888 1963 DS H [Husb. of Celela Quesinberry] Forest Lawn
Quesinberry, Celela 1895 1959 DS W [Wife of Asa R. Quesinberry] Forest Lawn
Quesinberry, Charlotte 1876 1942 DS W [Wife of Peter Quesinberry] Lee
Quesinberry, David F. 1937 1965 TS S [Son of John & Mary Quesinberry] Brown (1) 
Quesinberry, Eliza 19 Dec 1928 23 Oct 1993 DS W [Wife of Edward M. Law] Brown (1) 
Quesinberry, Elzie 10 Mar 1915 25 May 1992 SS - "Veteran, Tec 5, US Army, WWII" Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Ervin Davis 1899 1943 SS - Brown (1) 
Quesinberry, Gilmer P. 21 Jul 1942 30 Jun 1955 SS S "Son of G Paul & Mary E Quesinberry" Brown (1) 
Quesinberry, Infant Son 10 Feb 1901 14 Feb 1901 SS S "Son of Isaac & Alice Quesinberry" Crisp Family
Quesinberry, Infant Son 10 Feb 1901 14 Feb 1901 SS S "Son of Isaac & Alice Quesinberry] Crisp Farm
Quesinberry, Isabelle 10 Jun 1875 - DS W "Mother" [Wife of Andrew Quesinberry] Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, J. D. 3 Nov 1949 25 May 1984 SS - "SP4 US Army, Vietnam" [Bronze Marker] Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, John Andrew 8 Feb 1969 19 Apr 1997 PLQ - Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, John W. 1904 1981 TS H [Husb. of Mary J. Quesinberrry] Brown (1) 
Quesinberry, Lee 14 Jan 1895 10 May 1979 SS - "Rest in peace" Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Lee O. 13 May 1885 10 Dec 1910 SS - "Married Gracie Mabry 9 Jan 1907" Caudill (4)
Quesinberry, Louise 15 Jan 1896 10 Mar 1939 SS - "Mother, Rest in Peace" Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Mary J. 1906 1986 TS W [Wife of John W. Quesinberry] Brown (1) 
Quesinberry, Minnie C. 20 Jun 1913 6 Sep 1993 DS W [Wife of Walter Quesinberry] Lee
Quesinberry, Oliver 7 Sep 1842 9 Feb 1918 SS - "Co G, 54 Reg, VA Inf, CSA" Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Peter 19 Oct 1844 9 Jul 1919 DS H [Husb. of Charlotte Quesinberry] Lee
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Quesinberry, Roy 10 Apr 1897 24 Mar 1982 SS - Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Ruby 1922 1923 SS - Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Sarah J. 2 Oct 1910 8 Oct 1979 SS - "Our loving mother" Quesinberry (1)
Quesinberry, Susie 9 Apr 1895 22 May 1937 SS W "Joseph Quesinberry" Pine Hill
Quesinberry, Verna Mae 28-Apr-22 31-Jul-00 PLQ W/D [Dau of W.L. & Arvillie Crum Lambert] Quesinberry (2)
Quesinberry, Walter 12 Jun 1906 6 Apr 1979 DS H [Husb. of Minnie C. Quesinberry] Lee
Quinn, Eugene J. 26 Jan 1954 1 Nov 1993 SS - "Father" Brown (1) 
Quisenberry, Alfred 30 Jan 1901 26 Feb 1970 SS - [Next to Andrew Quisenberry] Johnson (2)
Quisenberry, Alice 14 Aug 1870 15 Mar 1953 DS W [Wife of Isaac Quinsenberry] Johnson (2)
Quisenberry, Andrew 1892 1954 SS - Johnson (2)
Quisenberry, Gertrude 1910 1978 Plq - Johnson (2)
Quisenberry, Isaac 26 Jun 1865 8 Sep 1936 DS H [Hus of Alice Quisenberry] Johnson (2)
Quisenberry, Jossie R. 27 Jul 1889 20 Sep 1946 DS - [Keep with Murvel E. Quisenberry] Johnson (2)
Quisenberry, Lawson 1860 1932 DS H [Hus of Martha Quisenberry] Johnson (2)
Quisenberry, Martha 1864 1917 DS W [Wife of Lawson Quisenberry] Johnson (2)
Quisenberry, Murvel E. 1921 1930 DS - [Keep with Jossie R. Quisenberry] Johnson (2)
R. A. F. - - - - [Next to J.L.F.; bet. Flannery graves] Siloam
R. S. - - - - [no dates] Siloam
R.D.E. - 23 May 1848 SS - Maddox-Hamm
Raburn, Allie L. 1901 1943 DS W [Wife of James J. Rayburn] Logan  CC
Raburn, James J. 1900 1978 DS H [Husb of Allie L. Rayburn] Logan  CC
Raikes, Stuart Glen 28 Oct 1962 28 Oct 1962 SS - Lee
Raine, Mary E. 1845 1924 SS - Lee
Raines, Floyd Clyde 6 May 1927 25 Sep 1985 SS - Brown (1) 
Raines, Mattie L. 10 Jan 1926 6 May 1980 DS W [of Edgar Raines] Caudill (2)
Rainwater, Herbert E. 28 Mar 1890 10 Jul 1959 SS - [Next to Ilanze B. Rainwater] Forest Lawn
Rainwater, Ilanza B. 13 Mar 1902 1 Jul 1976 SS - [Next to Herbert E. Rainwater] Forest Lawn
Rakes, Caluin 1837 1905 SS - Trumbo   CC
Rakes, Minty Bell 23 Jan 1892 23 Jan 1892 SS - Caudill South
Rakes, Sarah 1861 1929 SS - Hayes Crossing 
RALS1: Reports state that at one time Solomon "Sollie" Ralstin (1866-1935) was buried here but was moved Ralstin 
RALS1: Reports state that at one time Solomon "Sollie" Ralstin (1866-1935) was buried here but was moved Ralstin
RALS2:  to another cemetery about 30-40 years ago. He was buried with his wife Lula (1873-1963) at the  Ralstin 
RALS2: to another cemetery about 30-40 years ago. He was buried with his wife Lula (1873-1963) at the  Brown Ralstin
RALS3: Brown Cemetery on US-60W] Ralstin 
RALS3: Cemetery on US-60W] Ralstin
Ralstin, Clara J. 26 Aug 1847 23 May 1883 SS W/D
"Wife of John Ralstin"[Dau of Willie 
Ralstin] Slaty Point
Ralstin, Ella 2 Feb 1868 1 May 1896 DS W [Wife of Johnathan Ralstin] Slaty Point
Ralstin, Infant Boy 29 Mar 1891 [                ] DS S "Infant of Solamon & Luly G. Ralstin" Slaty Point
Ralstin, Infant Girl 8 Jun 1890 [                ] DS D "Infant of Solamon & Luly G. Ralstin" Slaty Point
Ralstin, Johnathan 12 Mar 1842 [                ] DS H [Husband of Ella Ralstin] Slaty Point
Ralstin, Lula G. 4 Mar 1873 2 Jul 1963 DS W [Wife of Solomon Ralstin] Brown (1) 
Ralstin, Solomon 16 Aug 1866 5 Jun 1935 DS H [Husb. of Lula G. Ralstin] Brown (1) 
Ralstin, Willie 11 Jun 1890 27 Mar 1902 SS - "Dad of John and Clara Ralstin" Slaty Point
Ramey, Alfred - - SS - [#815] New Alfrey
Ramey, Alice 1869 1904 DS W [Wife of Jonathan Ramey] Carey 
Ramey, Andy 1875 1952 DS H [Husb of Nettie Ramey] Siloam
Ramey, Ann 1896 1970 DS W [Wife of John C. Ramey] Ramey
Ramey, Basel P. 12 Jul 1920 14 Feb 1988 SS H [Maudalle Ramey] Jackson Family 
Ramey, Bill & Mag - - SS - [no dates, same grave] Siloam
Ramey, Bud - - SS - "Baby" Slaty Point
Ramey, Bud R. 7 Jul 1905 15 Feb 1984 DS H [Husb of Ella Mae Ramey] Siloam
Ramey, Butler - - SS - [Next to Rebecca Ramey] New Alfrey
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Ramey, Caroline 1884 1909 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Ramey, Celia 4 Jun 1885 14 Dec 1956 DS W
[Wife of  Morgan Ramey, dau of Isaac & 
Margaret Burton] Clearfield
Ramey, Donna Sue Padgett 20 Jul 1947 3 Oct 1997 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Ramey, Dora - - SS - [#355] New Alfrey
Ramey, Dora Jean - - SS - [#351] New Alfrey
Ramey, Earl 1896 1958 SS H [Murtie Ramey] Jackson Family 
Ramey, Elizabeth 1 Jan 1851 18 Apr 1911 DS W [Wife of J. A. Ramey] New Alfrey
Ramey, Ella Mae 14 Jan 1913 31 Aug 1992 DS W [Wife of Bud R. Ramey] "His Wife" Siloam
Ramey, Estella L. 1914 [Living] DS W [Wife of Vernon C. Ramey] Jones (1)
Ramey, Grant 8 Apr 1868 18 May 1924 DS H [Mary J. Ramey] Pine Hill
Ramey, Grover C. 4 Feb 1885 30 Oct 1960 DS H [Husb. of Mattie A. Ramey] Brown (1) 
Ramey, Harrison 1882 1973 DS H [Husb of Delilah Ramey, Father of Rosa] Crix Cemetery:
Ramey, Howard 8 Apr 1890 19 Feb 1984 DS H [Husb of  Ida Ramey] Clearfield
Ramey, Hurshel V. 4 Jul 1921 17 Mar 1964 SS - Ramey
Ramey, Ida 16 Mar 1908 29 Nov 1993 DS W [Wife of  Howard Ramey] Clearfield
Ramey, Infant - - SS - [#356] New Alfrey
Ramey, Infant - - SS - [#357] New Alfrey
Ramey, J. A. 5 Dec 1848 28 Jan 1935 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Ramey] New Alfrey
Ramey, J. T. 19 Dec 1891 [                ] SS H [Husband of Mary A. Ramey] Eldridge (1) 
Ramey, John C. 1892 1965 DS H [Husband of Ann Ramey] Ramey
Ramey, Jolly 1898 1946 SS - Pine Hill
Ramey, Jonathan 1859 1939 DS H [Hus of Alice Ramey] Carey 
Ramey, Lizzie 29 May 1879 13 Jun 1925 SS W "Wife of K. H. Ramey" Siloam
Ramey, Lucy B. 1897 1920 SS - Clearfield
Ramey, Maggie - 1941 SS - [#811] New Alfrey
Ramey, Mandy 16 May 1872 22 May 1959 SS - [Next to Richard Ramey] New Alfrey
Ramey, Mandy J. 6 May 1918 25 Jan 1919 SS - "Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. Claud Ramey" Mt. Hope
Ramey, Mary A. 27 Sep 1866 29 Jun 1888 SS W [Wife of J. T. Ramey] Eldridge (1) 
Ramey, Mary A. 31 May 1838 [                 ] DS W "Wife of Wm. Ramey" Siloam
Ramey, Mary J. 23 Oct 1866 19 Jun 1924 DS W [Grant Ramey" Pine Hill
Ramey, Mary Milvina 31 Dec 1880 3 Apr 1968 DS - [Keep with William Henry Ramey] New Alfrey
Ramey, Mattie A. 21 Dec 1889 2 Jul 1958 DS W [of Grover C. Ramey] M: 31 Dec 1910 Brown (1) 
Ramey, Morgan 13 Jun 1890 15 Dec 1961 DS H [Husb of  Celia Ramey] Clearfield
Ramey, Morrow 25 Aug 1909 24 Jan 1989 SS - "Dad" New Alfrey
Ramey, Murtie 1898 1973 SS W [Earl Ramey] Jackson Family 
Ramey, Nettie 1883 1951 DS W [Wife of Andy Ramey] Siloam
Ramey, Opal 30 Nov 1907 8 Mar 1910 SS D "Grant & Mary J. Ramey" Pine Hill
Ramey, Prince - - SS - [#354] New Alfrey
Ramey, Rebecca - - SS - [Next to Butler Ramey] New Alfrey
Ramey, Richard 1860 1939 SS - [Next to Mandy Ramey] New Alfrey
Ramey, Richard T. 19 Apr 1922 13 Oct 1952 SS - Ramey
Ramey, Roger - - SS - [#352] New Alfrey
Ramey, Rosa M. 1904 1975 DS D [Daughter of Harrison Ramey] Crix Cemetery:
Ramey, Roy F. 26 Feb 1919 17 Dec 1943 SS - [Next to Russell C. Ramey] Brown (1) 
Ramey, Russell C. 20 Feb 1915 18 Dec 1943 SS - [Next to Grover & Mattie Ramey] Brown (1) 
Ramey, Vernon C. 1911 1947 DS H [Husband of Estella L. Ramey] Jones (1)
Ramey, Walter 27 Oct 1886 13 Apr 1889 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Ramey, William 2 Feb 1834 22 Nov 1899 DS H [Husb of Mary A. Ramey] Siloam
Ramey, William Earl 21 Jun 1926 26 Apr 1995 SS - Ramey
Ramey, William Henry 18 Jan 1873 27 Feb 1958 DS - [Keep with Mary Milvina Ramey] New Alfrey
Ramey, William M. 17 Feb 1895 9 Feb 1963 SS - "KY PFC, Co F 337 Inf, WWI" Pine Hill
Randall, Everett 9 Mar 1896 22 Dec 1961 SS H [of Pearl C Randall]"..Guard ASC WWI" Brown (1) 
Randall, Pearl Caudill 15 Mar 1902 11 Aug 1984 SS W [Wife of Everett Randall] Brown (1) 
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Rankin, Flora J. 1 Apr 1823 15 Dec 1853 SS D "Dau of Jane & John M. Davis" Siloam
Ratliff, Brenda Kay 27 May 1944 26 Nov 1944 SS - [Buried next to Elvis F. Ratliff] Clearfield
Ratliff, C. R. 27 Jul 1946 29 Mar 1952 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Ratliff, Caleb P. 1902 1982 DS H [Husb. of Effie L. Ratliff] Forest Lawn
Ratliff, Clarence - 1918 SS - [#307] New Alfrey
Ratliff, Clifton 1914 1997 DS H [Husb. of Eulene Ratliff] Forest Lawn
Ratliff, Delpha Jane 12 Aug 1881 20 Mar 1957 DS W [Wife of James Harlan Ratliff] Hitch   MC
Ratliff, Effie L. 1906 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Caleb P. Ratliff] Forest Lawn
Ratliff, Elmer 1905 1982 DS - [Keep with William Ratliff] Adams-Plank
Ratliff, Elvis F. 1911 1956 SS - [Buried next to Brenda Kay Ratliff] Clearfield
Ratliff, Eulean 17 Feb 1931 17 Feb 1931 SS D "Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Raleigh Ratliff" Mabry (2)
Ratliff, Eulene 1930 1986 DS W [Wife of Clifton Ratliff] Forest Lawn
Ratliff, Fred 24 Apr 1915 [                ] DS H [Husb of Lexie Hitch] Hitch   MC
Ratliff, Gladys A. Swim D 9 May 1923 26 Jul 1997 SS - [Dehart] Siloam
Ratliff, Gladys Alice 9 May 1923 26 Jul 1997 PLQ - [Gladys Alice Swim Dehart Ratliff] Fultz Family
Ratliff, Infant [Son] 22 Dec 1888 23 Dec 1888 SS S "Son of L.S. & J.L." Reeves   EC
Ratliff, J. T. 6 Feb 1874 4 Feb 1953 DS H [Husband of Lizzie Ratliff] Caudill (1) 
Ratliff, James Harlan 14 Mar 1882 31 Jul 1959 DS H [Husb of Delpha Jane Ratliff] Hitch   MC
Ratliff, James R. - 1971 SS - [#533] New Alfrey
Ratliff, Julia A. 4 Dec 1851 26 Sep 1927 DS W [Wife of Lewis M. Ratliff] "His Wife" New Alfrey
Ratliff, Lewis M. 30 Mar 1855 - DS H [Husb. of Julia A. Ratliff] New Alfrey
Ratliff, Lexie 24 Jul 1916 21 Jan 1977 DS W [Wife of Fred Ratliff] Hitch   MC
Ratliff, Lizzie 10 Jul 1877 4 Mar 1968 DS W [Wife of J. T. Ratliff] Caudill (1) 
Ratliff, Mildred Ann 20 Jun 1927 7 Sep 1929 SS - Evans-Dailey 
Ratliff, Perry 19 Aug 1904 30 Nov 1921 SS - Caudill (1) 
Ratliff, Slyvia Ruth 1919 1948 SS - New Alfrey
Ratliff, Thelma Cordell 18 Aug 1910 8 Apr 1987 SS - Lee
Ratliff, William 1907 1988 DS - [Keep with Elmer Ratliff] Adams-Plank
Ratliff, William H.T. 16 Sep 1908 23 May 1973 SS - "KY PFC US Army WWII P.H." Mt. Pisgah
Ratliff, William Sidney 2 Feb 1937 3 Feb 1939 SS - "Our Baby" [Next to Slyvia Ruth Ratliff New Alfrey
Rawlings, born and died in 1948, daughter of Evert & Helen Rawlings, and was moved to Oak Hill, Ohio. Caudill, Norwood 
Rawlings, Charlie A. 23 Mar 1888 25 May 1889 SS S "Son of A.D. & N.E. Rawlings" Slaty Point
Rawlings, Christena Black 1916 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Suddith Rawlings] Forest Lawn
Rawlings, Suddith 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Christena Black Rawlings] Forest Lawn
Rayburn, Joyce S. 1942 1994 SS - Forest Lawn
Rayburn, Kenneth G. - 24 May 1955 SS S "Infant son of Mr & Mrs Clifton Raburn" Logan  CC
Razor, Adrian M. 1921 1990 SS H [Husb.of Roberta Bishop Razor] Lee
Razor, Allie 1893 1969 DS H [Mabel Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Alma J. 1918 1994 DS W [Claude S. Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Aujamelo 2 Aug 1862 8 Aug 1863 SS - Slaty Point
Razor, Bessie Pack Mullins 22 Mar 1904 16 Mar 1938 SS W [Eugene Ray Razor] "Mom" Slaty Point
Razor, Bonnie Bradley 16 Sep 1930 19 Aug 1986 DS W [Wife of Ewell C. Razor] Brown (1) 
Razor, Caroline P. 16 Mar 1845 10 Jun 1916 TS - [With Mary Walter & Henry Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Clarinda 27 Dec 1860 3 Aug 1889 SS W "Wife of  T.F. Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Claude S. 1916 1979 DS H [Alma J. Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Dorothy 25 Aug 1922 25 Aug 1922 SS D "Infant Daug. of Allie & Mabel Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Edwin J. 1851 1911 SS - Slaty Point
Razor, Elizabeth [                ] [                ] SS W "Wife of Henry Razor" Razor
Razor, Eugene Ray 22 Sep 1913 18 Feb 1994 SS H [Bessie Pack Mullins Razor] "Dad" Slaty Point
Razor, Evelyn 5 Dec 1915 28 Jun 1916 SS D "Daughter of Robert & Elizabeth Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Ewell C. "Pug" 21 May 1924 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Bonnie Bradley Razor] Brown (1) 
Razor, George II 11 Mar 1798 6 Mar 1862 SS S "Son of Henry & Eliza Boxh Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Georgia Ethel 15 Jul 1936 20 Apr 1937 SS D [Eugene & Bessie Razor] "Daughter" Slaty Point
Razor, Gladys, D. 19 Jun 1901 29 May 1992 DS W [Wife of Raymond B. Razor] Lee
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Razor, Henry 12 Oct 1875 16 Nov 1879 TS -
[With Caroline P. Razor]"son of G.W. & 
C.P. Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Henry 3 Dec 1839 19 Jul 1888 SS - Slaty Point
Razor, Henry 11 Jul 1771 7 Feb 1869 SS - Slaty Point
Razor, Infant Twins 29 Aug 1889 29 Aug 1889 "Infant Twins of T.F. & C. Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Jackson 8 Nov 1841 16 Feb 1919 SS H [Martha Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, James W. 1846 1886 SS - Slaty Point
Razor, John H. 2 Sep 1884 30 Jun 1903 SS S "Son of Thomas F. & Clarinda Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, John H. 20 Mar 1849 21 Jul 1905 SS H [Husband of Nannie Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Mabel (1) 1894 1967 DS W [Allie Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Martha 2 July 1850 19 May 1911 SS W [Jackson Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Martha Ade 12 Dec 1850 4 Jul 1871 SS W "Wife of John Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Mary Etty 19 Sep 1882 15 Apr 1911 SS D "Daug. of E. J. & Tennessee Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Mary Walter 9 Jan 1889 24 Oct 1891 TS - [With Henry & Caroline P. Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Nannie 13 Mar 1857 6 Jun 1882 SS W "Wife of John H. Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Ora A. 8 Dec 1900 23 Oct 1901 SS S "Son of W.T. & L.V." [Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, Parthenee 21 Nov 1826 1 Oct 1852 SS W
"Wife of George W. Razor" "Dau. of  F. & 
M. Green" Green
Razor, Raymond B. 5 Dec 1897 3 Aug 1976 DS H [Husb. of Gladys D. Razor] Lee
Razor, Samuel [1776] 15 Nov 1839 SS - "Age 63" [Husb of Sarah Razor ?] Slaty Point
Razor, Sarah 25 May 1809 2 Dec 1890 SS W "Samuel Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, Sarah P. 16 Feb 1881 30 Mar 1889 SS D "Dau of John  H. & N.[Nannie] E. Razor" Slaty Point
Razor, T. F. [Thomas F.] 1849 1934 SS H [Husband of Clarinda Razor] Slaty Point
Razor, W. T. 25 Sep 1818 23 Sep 1890 SS - Slaty Point
Reband, Harold John 10 Jan 1923 15 Mar 1995 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Day   MC
Redwine, Bernice 10 Aug 1910 25 Jan 1955 SS - Caudill (1) 
Redwine, Donald Lee, Sr. 8 Feb 1929 17 Nov 1997 PLQ H [Husb. of Sadie Redwine] Forest Lawn
Redwine, Joseph T. 1866 1935 SS - Caudill (1) 
Redwine, Julia C. 1875 1968 SS - Caudill (1) 
Redwine, Leonard L. 27 Sep 1904 28 Oct 1976 SS - Caudill (1) 
Redwine, William Robert 7 Feb 1909 17 Mar 1909 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Reed, - - - - [7 markers, no first names or dates] New Alfrey
Reed, Albert Lorne 6 Mar 1926 28 Aug 1926 SS - Bradley-Moore
Reed, Clyde W. 08 Apr 1913 25 Sep 1979 SS - "In Loving Memory" Prince-Tabor
Reed, E. Fleming 8 Jan 1876 18 Dec 1959 DS H [Husb of Martha A. Reed] Hogge 
Reed, Effie 1897 1960 SS - Bradley-Moore
Reed, Eulah Florence 31 Mar 1913 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Horace Lee Reed] Hogge 
Reed, Eva Lewis Thompson 4 Apr 1909 19 Oct 1999 DS W [wife of 2nd husb. Roy A. Reed] Johnson (2)
Reed, Horace Lee 1 Oct 1909 12 Oct 1975 DS H [Husb of Eulah Florence Reed] Hogge 
Reed, Infant - - SS - [#164] New Alfrey
Reed, Infant - - SS - [not a repeat, there are 2 Reed, Infants] New Alfrey
Reed, John 1859 19__ DS H [Husb. of Mary L. Reed] "Father" New Alfrey
Reed, Johnathan 29 May 1796 21 Apr 1881 SS - New Alfrey
Reed, Katie 1911 1912 SS - [Next to John & Mary Reed] [#174] New Alfrey
Reed, Lucinda 4 Nov 1814 27 Mar 1890 SS - New Alfrey
Reed, Mallisa [                ] 21 Dec 1972 PLQ - "84 Yrs" Fraley, J. 
Reed, Martha A. 31 Mar 1883 25 Mar 1912 DS W [Wife of E. Fleming Reed] Hogge 
Reed, Mary L. 1871 1938 DS W [Wife of John Reed] "Mother" New Alfrey
Reed, Mattie E. 1880 1945 SS - Lee
Reed, Roy A. 1899 1985 DS H "Hus of Eva" [Next to Eva L. Thompson] Johnson (2)
Reed, Zarilda 12 Jan 1812 29 Nov 1894 SS - New Alfrey
Reeder, Blanchard 7 Sep 1920 14 Mar 1926 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Charles 25 Apr 1873 12 May 1938 DS H [Husb of Lovie Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Chester E. 31 Dec 1915 7 Feb 1990 SS - Lee
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Reeder, Darlene - 3 Aug 1944 SS D "Dau of L. & E. Reeder Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Donna S. 10 Feb 1966 10 Feb 1966 DS - "Infant"  [Keep with Freda J. Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Dorothy Clark 22 Aug 1901 1 Aug 1982 SS M "Mother" Clark (2)
Reeder, Freda J. 17 Dec 1956 1 Apr 1958 DS - "Infant"  [Keep with Donna S. Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, George N. 1885 1959 DS H [Husb. of Lou Ann Reeder] Lee
Reeder, Harold E. 4 Apr 1923 [                ] DS H [Husb of Virginia M. Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Henry M. 12 Oct 1875 28 Jul 1973 DS H [Husb of Louisa E. Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, James J. 1873 1962 DS H [Husb of Teresa E. Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, John W. 2 Aug 1890 21 Oct 1972 DS H [Husb. of Nettie B. Reeder] Lee
Reeder, Leroy F. 4 Aug 1899 5 Jun 1917 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Lou Ann 1893 1978 DS W [Wife of George N.Reeder] Lee
Reeder, Louisa E. 3 Jan 1880 3 Jul 1935 DS W [Wife of Henry M. Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Lovie 23 Jul 1889 11 Jul 1962 DS W [Wife of Charles Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Luther P. 19 Aug 1901 31 Dec 1908 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Nettie B. 16 Mar 1895 18 Oct 1975 DS W [Wife of John W. Reeder] Lee
Reeder, Ruby Jane 1913 1940 SS - Lee
Reeder, St. Clair 11 Dec 1927 10 Aug 1936 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Teresa E. 1881 1957 DS W [Wife of James J. Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeder, Vernon Dewey 22 Nov 1913 29 Jul 1984 SS - "T SGT US Marines Corp WWII" Lee
Reeder, Virginia M. 6 Jul 1930 9 Oct 1976 DS W [Wife of Harold E. Reeder] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Reeves, Asa C. 26 Aug 1870 23 Nov 1938 SS H [Husb of Lizzie Reeves] Siloam
Reeves, Certie E. 15 Mar 1893 21 Dec 1909 SS - New Alfrey
Reeves, Don L. 3 Jun 1890 25 Mar 1972 DS H [Martha Jane Reeves] Stewart
Reeves, Edna 3 Dec 1906 22 Feb 1907 SS D "Dau of Isah & Lura Reeves" Caudill (4)
Reeves, Eli C. 12 Feb 1811 11 Jul 1890 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Reeves, Elizabeth 14 Nov 1847 15 Apr 1910 SS W [Wife of James K. Reeves] Caudill (4)
Reeves, Erie Richards 15 Jan 1874 31 Jul 1946 SS - Conn-Bradley  CC
Reeves, Estelle Mynhier 30 Aug 1909 4 Jun 1919 SS - Baldridge (2)
Reeves, Floyd 6 Apr 1868 [                ] DS H [Husband of Nannie McKee Goss Reeves] Caudill (1) 
Reeves, Harrison H. 1862 1942 SS - Reeves   EC
Reeves, Isaac C. 27 Oct 1826 10 Jul 1901 DS H [Husb. Of Mary J. Reeves] Reeves   EC
Reeves, Kenneth 6 Oct 1923 21 Aug 1933 SS - Stewart
Reeves, Lizzie 22 Apr 1862 7 Apr 1922 SS W "Wife of A. C. Reeves" Siloam
Reeves, Martha Jane 3 Dec 1894 27 Jul 1942 DS W [Don L. Reeves] Stewart
Reeves, Mary J. 6 Nov 1831 22 Sep 1906 DS W [Wife of Isaac C. Reeves] Reeves   EC
Reeves, Nannie [McKee 
Goss] 12 Jun 1865 [7 Nov 1957] DS W [Wife of Floyd Reeves, M:31 Aug 1889] Caudill (1) 
Reeves, Noah 28 Oct 1809 11 Aug 1882 SS - Reeves   EC
Reeves, Paulina J. 5 Jul 1910 17 Jun 1989 DS W [Wife of Warner Reeves] M:10/29/1927 Cranston
Reeves, Rita Sue 5 Dec 1954 6 Dec 1954 SS GD "Grandaughter of Walter Cox" Jackson Family 
Reeves, Sarah E. 1861 1939 SS - Reeves   EC
Reeves, Sariah E. 14 Oct 1872 16 Jun 1904 SS - [spelled this way on stone] Caudill (4)
Reeves, Warner B. 2 Nov 1903 29 Jan 1977 DS H [Husb. of Pauline J. Reeves] Cranston
Reeves, Warner D. 2 Aug 1933 [                ] SS - Cranston
Rendland, Violet Williams 11 Dec 1918 31 Dec 1995 SS - Williams (2)
Renfroe, Alberta Carolyn 1933 1934 SS D "Dau of Burke & Alga Renfroe" Eagle Hall  CC
Renfroe, Edward Earl 18 Apr 1912 3 Apr 1982 DS H [Husband of Hazel Skaggs Renfroe] McBrayer
Renfroe, Hazel Skaggs 8 Dec 1915 [                ] DS W [Wife of Edward Earl Renfroe] McBrayer
Reser, Eleanore Holloway 10 Aug 1935 [                ] SS - Lee
Reves, James K. 1845 6 Nov 1886 SS H [Husb of Elizabeth Reeves] Caudill (4)
Reves, Sylvester 24 Apr 1872 20 Oct 1872 SS S "Son of James K. & Elizabeth Reeves" Caudill (4)
Revoir, Ella N. 8 Oct 1919 [                ] DS W [Virgil Revoir] Slaty Point
Revoir, Vernon Joseph 1953 1996 SS - Slaty Point
Revoir, Virgil 13 Nov 1929 [                ] DS H [Ella Revoir] Slaty Point
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Reynolds, Allene Johnson 1906 1947 SS - Caudill (1) 
Reynolds, Alva E. 11 Dec 1907 [                 ] DS W [of Roy W. Reynolds] "His Wife" Carey 
Reynolds, Ammie L. Brown 10 Apr 1934 3 Apr 1999 PLQ W [Wife of S. Edwards Reynolds] Eldridge (1) 
Reynolds, Bessie Edith 17 may 1915 5 Sep 1953 SS D "Walter & Lou Ada Cox" Jackson Family 
Reynolds, Bessie L. 18 May 1945 18 May 1945 SS D [Bessie Edith Cox Reynolds" Jackson Family 
Reynolds, Billy Lowell 28 Nov 1932 16 Jun 1997 SS - "Cpl US Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Reynolds, Charles Emmitt 2 Feb 1895 23 Apr 1918 SS S "Son of Jeth Reynolds" Carey 
Reynolds, Clem [                 ] [                 ] SS - Hayes Crossing 
Reynolds, Delmar Lee 26 May 1926 [                 ] DS H [Hus of Ressa Irene Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Edith 1921 26 Nov 19__ Plq - "Luther--Father" Hayes Crossing 
Reynolds, Elder Russel A. [5 Feb] 1910 [8 May]1997 SS H
[of Flora Ethel Black Blair Reynolds, son of 
Oliver C. & Katherine Utterback Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Emma Lou 7 Jul 1941 7 Jul 1941 SS D [Bessie Edith Cox Reynolds" Jackson Family 
Reynolds, Espie L. 24 Feb 1903 29 Sep 1951 DS H [Husband of F. Vivian Reynolds] Reynolds
Reynolds, Etta Mae 2 Apr 1902 12 Aug 1907 TS - [Keep with Maggie Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Eugene E. 13 Apr 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Virginia L. Roberts Reynolds] Brown (1) 
Reynolds, F. Vivian 2 Sep 1905 5 Oct 1990 DS W [Wife of Espie L. Reynolds] Reynolds
Reynolds, Hazel Lee Jone 31 May 1908 4 Apr 1947 SS - Brown (1) 
Reynolds, Infant 14 Mar 1907 30 Apr 1907 TS - [Keep with Etta M. Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Iva Ethel Masters 17 Dec 1907 14 Aug 1998 SS W [Wife of William Curtis Reynolds] Cranston
Reynolds, Ivan L. Sr. 25 Jul 1908 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Wrella J. Reynolds] Brown (1) 
Reynolds, J. Malcom 6 Jun 1912 21 Mar 1914 SS S "Son of Oliver & Kate Reynolds" Carey 
Reynolds, Jeth 22 Sep 1872 16 Jan 1934 SS F [Father of Charles Emmitt Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Katherine 1879 1954 DS W [Wife of Oliver Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Kim Edward 4 Feb 1955 23 Jul 1986 SS - Caudill (1) 
Reynolds, Maggie 2 Dec 1869 12 May 1907 TS - [Keep with Etta Mae Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Margaret 9 Feb 1927 [                ] DS D [Daughter of Anna Caudill Clay] Caudill (1) 
Reynolds, Martha 15 Jun 1880 31 Jan 1938 SS - Carey 
Reynolds, Mary [                  ] [                 ] Plq - "Mother" Hayes Crossing 
Reynolds, Oliver 1880 1970 DS H [Hus of Katherine Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Paul 10 Jun 1917 3 Mar 1999 PLQ H
[of Olive Fay Rigsby Reynolds; Veteran of 
unspecified US Service] Brown (1) 
Reynolds, Pearl Jones 17 May 1912 [                 ] SS - [Next to Billy Lowell Reynolds] Brown (1) 
Reynolds, R. D. 1878 1966 DS H [Hus of Rena Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Rena 1881 1968 DS W [Wife of R. D. Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Ressa Irene 7 Nov 1929 2 Jul 1989 DS W [Wife of Delmar Lee Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Roy W. 24 May 1903 25 May 1933 DS H [Hus of Alva E. Reynolds] Carey 
Reynolds, Ruth E. 14 Jul 1932 4 May 1994 SS - Caudill (1) 
Reynolds, Samuel E. 10 Jul 1919 20 Jun 1988 SS - "US Navy WWII" Caudill (1) 
Reynolds, Sara Jo 11 Sep 1958 13 Sep 1958 SS D [Daug. of Paul J. & Mabel Reynolds] Lee
Reynolds, Virginia L. Rob 21 Jun 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Eugene E. Reynolds] Brown (1) 
Reynolds, Wrella J. 20 Jun 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife Ivan L. Reynolds Sr.] Brown (1) 
Rhodes, Margaret McKee 8 Dec 1907 7 May 1908 SS - Lee
Rice, B. J. 25 Aug 1837 21 Jul 1901 DS H [Husb of Lucinda Rice] Biggs   CC
Rice, Beatrice 25 Jul 1907 23 Apr 1969 SS W [Wife of Melvin Rice] New Sill
Rice, Clayton 8 Aug 1934 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Frieda Mae Rice] Brown (1) 
Rice, Dea 1896 1995 DS W [Wife of John M. Rice] New Sill
Rice, Doris L. Dean 6 May 1927 23 Oct 1996 DS W [Wife of Joseph Byron Rice] New Sill
Rice, Frieda Mae 26 May 1935 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Clayton Rice] Brown (1) 
Rice, Irma 28 Nov 1919 2 Jan 1932 SS - New Sill
Rice, James A. 5 July 1882 17 Jun 1967 SS H [Husband of Zillie Rice] "At Rest" New Sill
Rice, John M. 1884 1965 DS H [Husband of Dea Rice] New Sill
Rice, Joseph Byron 23 Oct 1917 30 Dec 1982 DS H [Husband of Doris L Dean Byron]"WWII" New Sill
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Rice, Joseph Jr. 29 Mar 1925 27 Mar 1990 DS H [Husband of Thelma Pergan Rice] WWII Rice
Rice, Lori Dea 30 Oct 1960 18 May 1976 SS - Brown (1) 
Rice, Lucinda 2 Oct 1846 15 Feb 1922 DS W [Wife of B. J. Rice] "His wife" Biggs   CC
Rice, Melvin 13 Apr 1903 18 Sep 1994 SS H [Husband of Beatrice Rice] New Sill
Rice, Numa D. 28 Dec 1921 24 May 1926 SS D [Daughter of John M. & Dea Rice] New Sill
Rice, Tabitha [4 Dec 1854] [15 May 1925] SS W [Wife of F. M. Rice] New Sill
Rice, Thelma Pergan 7 Mar 1924 7 Oct 1989 DS W [Wife of Joseph Rice, Jr.] Rice
Rice, Virginia Heizer 1906 1996 DS W [Wife of William Homer Rice] Lee
Rice, Wanda C. 2 Jan 1925 13 May 1925 SS D [Daughter of John M. & Dea Rice] New Sill
Rice, William Homer 1904 1975 DS H [Husb. Of Virginia Heizer Rice] Lee
Rice, Zillie 29 Nov 1883 4 Mar 1942 SS W [Wife of James A. Rice] New Sill
Rice-Royse, Charlie J. 1895 1993 DS H [Husb of Lula Rice-Royse] Siloam
Rice-Royse, Lula 1894 1975 DS W [Wife of Charlie J. Rice-Royse] Siloam
Richards, Alice 8 May 1847 26 May 1922 SS - [Keep with John W. Richards] "Mother" Conn-Bradley  CC
Richards, Amanda Elliott 15 Aug 1823 22 Sep 1972 DS W
[Wife of J. P. Richards] "His Wife"; James, 
Molly, Lucy A., Richards, their Children" Eagle Hall  CC
Richards, J. P. 15 Sep 1816 9 Jul 1913 DS H [Husb of Amanda Elliott Richards] Eagle Hall  CC
Richards, John 15 Apr 1780 21 Mar 1855 SS H [Husband of Rebekah Richards][tomb] Richards (1) 
Richards, John W. 1847 1918 SS - [Keep with Alice Richards] Conn-Bradley  CC
Richards, Miranda 25 Mar 1833 4 Feb 1840 SS D "Daug of John & Rebecca Richards" Richards (2)
Richards, Rebekah 15 May 1787 1 Aug 1855 SS W "Wife of John Richards" [tomb] Richards (1) 
Richards, Roberta 27 Oct 1822 17 Jul 1890 SS - [17th is in question] Richards (1) 
Richardson, Allie Ray 5 Jul 1925 11 Aug 1926 SS S [Son of Burl & Bertha Dillon Richardson] Dillon (1) 
Richardson, Anna D. 25 May 1936 26 Mar 1946 SS D "Dau of Rose Bays Richardson" Brown (1) 
Richardson, Bertha 1903 1979 DS W [Wife of Burrel Richardson] Forest Lawn
Richardson, Burrel 17 Dec 1894 15 Jun 1964 DS H [Husb. of Bertha Richardson]"WWI" Forest Lawn
Richardson, Calvin 31 Jul 1911 23 Aug 1911 DS - [With Zeldia Richardson] Butts
Richardson, Denzil Ray 11 Sep 1956 11 Mar 1965 SS S [Son of Glenmore Richardson] Dillon (1) 
Richardson, Dovie L. 17 Sep 1902 16 Nov 1957 SS W [Wife of Virgil Richardson] Brown (1) 
Richardson, Glenn 2 Feb 1930 2 Jul 1999 PLQ S
[Son of Burl & Bertha Dillon Richardson] 
"US Army Korean War" Dillon (1) 
Richardson, Hollie - - - - [Son of Charlie & Pearl Richard] Franklin
Richardson, Meridith N. 1871 1948 SS - Butts
Richardson, Minnie 1889 1982 DS W [Wife of Silas Richardson] Brown (1) 
Richardson, Robert B. 1949 1978 SS -
[Son of Burl & Bertha Dillon Richardson] 
"SA US Navy" Dillon (1) 
Richardson, Silas 1888 1961 DS H [Husb. of Minnie Richardson] Brown (1) 
Richardson, Vernard A. 
"Bob" 25 Feb 1924 2 Jan 1956 SS S
[Son of Burl & Bertha Dillon Richardson] 
"PVT USMCR WWII" Dillon (1) 
Richardson, Virgil 2 Oct 1899 2 Jan 1987 SS H [Husb. of Dovie L. Richardson] Brown (1) 
Richardson, Zeldia 20 Apr 1867 6 Aug 1911 DS - [With Calvin Richardson] Butts
Richie, Alva Collins 1908 1945 SS - Perry   MC
Richie, Sarah Jane 1891 1951 SS - Wyatt
Richie, Wilburn B. 1879 193 SS - Wyatt
Richmond, Geneva 3 Feb 1923 6 May 1923 SS - "Dau. of John & Bessie Richmond" Howard-Smith 
Riddle, Acie 15 Feb 1905 16 may 1979 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Allie 1883 1931 DS W [Wife of Lewis Riddle] Coffey-Riddle
Riddle, Allie 20 Dec 1909 3 Mar 1974 DS H [Husband of Gertrude Riddle] Jent (1)
Riddle, Allie Riddle 1887 1929 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Arthur 18 May 1899 6 Aug 1937 SS - Riddle
Riddle, Austin N. 1908 1977 DS H [Mable M. Riddle] Pine Hill
Riddle, Barbara Caskey 3 May 1941 29 May 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Linville Riddle, M:29 Aug 1959] Riddle
Riddle, Bobbie R. 10 Nov 1933 2 Jan 1992 SS - Brown (1) 
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Riddle, Charles Jr. 23 Oct 1931 18 Nov 1950 SS S [Son of Charlie C. Riddle] Brown (1) 
Riddle, Charles Lavern 1936 1973 DS H
[Husb of  Wanda Lee Phillips Riddle 
Nickell] Clearfield
Riddle, Charlie C. 11 May 1909 5 Sep 1974 SS F [Next to Charles Riddle Jr.] Brown (1) 
Riddle, Clyde 6 Aug 1926 16 Apr 1982 SS - Lee
Riddle, Deloris Mae 22 Oct 1941 22 Oct 1941 SS D [of Ernest Goodman] Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, E. "Hie" M. 1894 1931 SS - Hall
Riddle, Edna Mae 7 Oct 1928 [                ] DS W [Wife of Kenneth L. Riddle] Coffey-Riddle
Riddle, Ellen 19 Sep 1888 1 Aug 1949 SS - Purvis
Riddle, Elmer 14 Nov 1914 29 Oct 1980 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Ernest 27 Mar 1921 26 Mar 1999 PLQ H
[of Ester Goodman Riddle]"Navy Vet. 
WWII" Morehead News report Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Eula M. 22 Apr 1943 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jimmie A. Riddle] Brown (1) 
Riddle, Eva L. 29 Apr 1920 19 Jan 1921 SS D [Dau of Lewis & Allie Riddle] Johnson (2)
Riddle, Flora 1889 1967 DS W [John W. Riddle] Pine Hill
Riddle, Freddie 1945 1945 SS - Caudill (1) 
Riddle, Gertrude 18 Jan 1919 24 Jun 1997 DS W [Wife of Allie Riddle] Jent (1)
Riddle, Herman 17 Aug 1951 5 Apr 1960 SS - Jent (1)
Riddle, James E. 29 Aug 1972 [                ] SS - "Infant" Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Jimmie A. 25 May 1936 15 Dec 1990 DS H [Husb. of Eula M. Riddle] Brown (1) 
Riddle, John 1848 1942 SS - "Father" Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, John Ray 25 Nov 1959 12 Dec 1994 SS - "US Army" Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, John W. 1882 1961 DS H [Flora Riddle] Pine Hill
Riddle, Johnny Ray 25 Nov 1959 12 Dec 1994 SS S [of Ernest Goodman] Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Junior 1928 1940 SS - "Son" [Believed the son of John Riddle] Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Kathy Ann 23 Apr 1957 28 Aug 1959 SS D [of Ernest Goodman] Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Kenneth L. 14 Jul 1924 28 Nov 1983 DS H [Husband of Edna Mae Riddle] Coffey-Riddle
Riddle, Kenny Ray Feb 1949 May 1949 SS - "Gone to be an Angel" Coffey-Riddle
Riddle, Lester 24 Jul 1917 6 Jan 1996 SS - "Dad" Coffey-Riddle
Riddle, Lewis 1876 1963 DS H [Husband of Allie Riddle] Coffey-Riddle
Riddle, Mable M. 1911 [                ] DS W [Austin N. Riddle] Pine Hill
Riddle, Mandy [                ] Jan ___ SS - Riddle
Riddle, Martha Ann 2 May 1941 2 Sep 1941 SS - Caudill (1) 
Riddle, Mary Alice 4 Jul 1889 23 Jul 1961 SS - Brown (1) 
Riddle, Mary Catherine 3 Nov 1940 3 Nov 1940 SS - [Next to Charlie C. Riddle] Brown (1) 
Riddle, Millard 18 Feb 1894 26 Sep 1986 SS - Clearfield
Riddle, Nathan 1873 1929 SS - Riddle
Riddle, Norma Jean 20 Nov 1964 20 Nov 1964 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Ora 22 Jun 1895 15 Jul 1936 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Robert 18 Feb 1895 13 Aug 1974 SS - Brown (1) 
Riddle, Ronald J. 9 Oct 1958 1 Mar 1990 SS PLK "AB US Air Force" Click
Riddle, Sophia E. 5 May 1863 6 Aug 1918 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Terry Michael 8 Mar 1964 24 Jun 1975 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Vada 30 Sep 1914 16 Jan 1919 SS D [Dau of Lewis & Allie Riddle] Johnson (2)
Riddle, Verna A. Eldridge 9 Aug 1943 7 Jun 2000 PLQ W/D [dau of Preston & Lillie Pence Eldridge] Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Virgil 20 Jul 1917 9 Jul 1918 SS S "Son of Willie & Lizzie Riddle" Crix Cemetery:
Riddle, Wanda Lee Phillips 
Riddle Nickell [23 Oct]1936 7 Jun 2000 DS W [Wife of  Charles Lavern Riddle] Clearfield
Riddlebaugh, Loubyrlia R - 23 Feb 1926 SS - Bishop   MC
Rider, Daniel Paul 1913 28 Feb 1914 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Ridge, Lyda Amburgery 23 Dec 1904 7 Jun 1966 SS - Brown (1) 
Riggs, Amos 19 Mar 1889 24 Nov 1947 DS H [Husband of Missouria Riggs] Mt. Pisgah
Riggs, Beulah Gregory 26 Mar 1926 18 Feb 1993 SS W
[wife of John Riggs, Dau.of Sam & Laura 
Hamm Gregory] Jones (2)
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Riggs, Delmar L. 1935 1949 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Riggs, Harry F. 16 Nov 1920 20 Jan 1970 SS - "KY Sgt 6 Bomb GP AAF WWII" Forest Lawn
Riggs, Jacqueline 1 Jun 1958 1 Jun 1958 SS - Caudill (2)
Riggs, John W. 6 Jun 1927 30 Dec 1982 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Riggs, Lester U. 10 Nov 1924 4 Aug 1959 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Riggs, Mavery L. 27 Jan 1937 [                 ] SS - [Next to Maxine M. Riggs] Forest Lawn
Riggs, Maxine 1924 1989 SS - [Next to Harry F. Riggs] Forest Lawn
Riggs, Missouria 8 Oct 1892 7 Nov 1988 DS W [Wife of Amos Riggs] Mt. Pisgah
Riggsby, Alva 1906 1970 SS - Clearfield
Riggsby, Marie 1917 [                ] SS - Clearfield
Riggsby, Talmadge C. 20 Jan 1939 18 Nov 1986 SS - "MSgt US Army, Vietnam" Clearfield
Rigsby, Anna Maude 1900 1983 DS W [Wife of Autie Bryant Rigsby] Baldridge (1)
Rigsby, Autie Bryant 1901 1980 DS H [Husb. of Anna Maude Rigsby] Baldridge (1)
Rigsby, Avo Louis 1924 1930 SS - Caudill (1) 
Rigsby, Donald Edward 22 Aug 1937 22 Aug 1992 DS H [Husb. of Joyce Evans Rigsby] Lee
Rigsby, Ella B. 1930 1932 SS - "Darling we miss Thee" Caudill (1) 
Rigsby, Emma F. 1904 1925 SS - Clearfield
Rigsby, James F. 1893 1951 DS H [Husband of Josephine J. Rigsby] Caudill (1) 
Rigsby, Josephine J. 1904 1980 DS W [Wife of James F. Rigsby] Caudill (1) 
Rigsby, Joyce Evans 29 Sep 1937 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Donald Edward Rigsby] Lee
Rigsby, Martha 1867 1951 SS - Baldridge (1)
Riley, Angie Line 5 Dec 1903 25 Feb 1978 DS W [of Willie Grant Riley] Clark (2)
Riley, Avonelle Cooper 7 Jun 1928 28 Oct 1959 SS - "Granddaughter" Adams-Plank
Riley, Donald S. 1 Nov 1924 27 Dec 1946 SS -
"KY PFC 402 Field ART BN, 42nd Inf Div. 
WWII" Clark (2)
Riley, Eloise 4 Jan 1934 25 May 1935 SS - Clark (2)
Riley, Joe [                ] [                ] Clark (2)
Riley, Luster H. 3 Jan 1915 8 Dec 1918 DS S [Keep with Vernus D. Riley] Whisman 
Riley, Menerva [                ] [                ] Clark (2)
Riley, Nancy M. 27 Dec 1874 22 Dec 1951 DS W [of W. Santford Riley] Clark (2)
Riley, W. Santford 31 Mar 1872 22 Jan 1939 DS H [of Nancy M. Riley] Clark (2)
Riley, William 5 Apr 1897 24 Oct 1966 SS - Adams-Plank
Riley, Willie Grant 17 Aug 1893 15 Jul 1978 DS H [of Angie Line Riley]"CPL US Army WWI" Clark (2)
Riley, Windsor Clarke 16 Jun 1898 16 Jun 1898 SS S "Son of J. W. & Elizabeth Riley" Lee
Riley,Vernus D. 14 Oct 1913 5 Dec 1918 DS B [Keep with Luster H. Riley] Whisman 
Risner, Talmage 1894 1959 SS - Slaty Point
Ritchie, John W. 1897 1979 SS - Slaty Point
Rivers, Delma 14 Sep 1930 [                ] DS W [Wife of Floyd L. Rivers] Conn-Bradley  CC
Rivers, Floyd L. 14 Apr 1926 2 Jul 1983 DS H
[Husb of Delma Rivers]"S1 US Navy 
WWII" Conn-Bradley  CC
Rivers, Michael Damon 19 Jun 1977 30 Apr 1990 SS - New Sill
Rivers, Shirley [Faye] Hayes [15 May]1937 [15 Dec]1992 PLQ -
[Dau.of Floyd Cecil & Myrtle May Brown 
Hayes] Baldridge (1)
Roark, Aileen M. 17 Apr 1917 5 Jun 1994 SS - Moore-Messer
Roark, John D. 2 Dec 1882 24 Mar 1964 SS - White Family
Roark, Maggie J. 1883 1947 SS - White Family
Robbins, C. W. - - SS - Bishop   MC
Roberson, Chester E. 20 Dec 1907 9 Feb 1908 SS - New Alfrey
Roberson, Francis K. 9 Jul 1851 20 Aug 1909 SS W "Wife of S. W. Roberson" Caudill-Porter 
Roberts Janie 1819 1 Feb 1896 SS W "Wife of H. Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Ada B. 1 Jun 1915 30 Sep 1915 SS D "Daughter" [Next to Missouri Roberts] Caudill (4)
Roberts, Amanda 24 Mar 1856 4 Jun 1927 SS - Caudill (4)
Roberts, Arthur H. 29 Jul 1907 13 Sep 1913 SS S "Son of Butler and Abigill Roberts" Wagoner-Rob  EC
Roberts, Barbara Ann 11 May 1954 11 May 1954 SS D "Denver & Amanda Roberts" Caudill (2)
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Roberts, Bennie Hurldon 6 Apr 1924 10 Mar 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Pauline Caudill Roberts] Caudill (2)
Roberts, Bob C. 7 Jan 1883 19 Sep 1967 DS H [Husb. of Polenia Roberts] Forest Lawn
Roberts, Burnes 1920 1986 SS - Brown (1) 
Roberts, Caleb 1890 1972 SS - Clearfield
Roberts, Carl I. 17 Jul 1897 13 Sep 1930 SS - "Son of James & Anna Roberts" New Alfrey
Roberts, Charles 20 Dec 1924 [                ] SS - Dillon (1) 
Roberts, Charles L. 16 Aug 1903 4 Aug 1906 SS S "Son of W.M. & Missouri Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Christene 23 Sep 1919 28 Oct 1992 DS W [of John Roberts] "M: 12/8/1945" Caudill (2)
Roberts, Dacey 10 May 1855 13 Apr 1910 SS W "Wife of Leander Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Damia Jones 1866 1951 SS - [Next to Isaac Jones] New Alfrey
Roberts, Damie 8 Nov 1896 4 Oct 1993 SS - [Next to Luther Y. Roberts] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Donald H. 11 Jul 1930 1 Apr 1986 DS H [of Ruth D. Roberts] Perry   MC
Roberts, Dosha Caudill 1911 1996 DS W [Wife of James Reese Roberts] Forest Lawn
Roberts, E. R. 1896 1952 SS - [Next to Lloyd Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, Eddie 25 Mar 1898 10 Feb 1968 DS H [Husband of Nellie Ethel Dillon Roberts] Dillon (1) 
Roberts, Effie 4 Jul 1884 12 Feb 1967 SS - Perry   MC
Roberts, Effie E. 9 Jun 1885 10 Nov 1940 DS W [Wife of H. L. Roberts] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Elbert J. 8 Aug 1872 30 Oct 1958 DS H [Husb. of Rebecca A. Roberts] Purvis
Roberts, Elizabeth 1922 1925 SS - New Alfrey
Roberts, Elvely Little Feb 1851 Feb 188_ SS W "Wife of Leander Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Emmitt Clark 1 Oct 1888 2 Nov 1949 SS H [Husb. of Nervie Jane Roberts] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Ernest Edison 21 Sep 1921 11 Sep 1986 DS H
[Husb. of Vivian L Roberts]"Sgt Maj 
Ar.WWII" New Alfrey
Roberts, Esta 15 Sep 1914 18 Oct 1984 DS - [Keep with Lloyd Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, Fannie - - SS - Caudill (4)
Roberts, Forest E. 6 Aug 1926 3 Apr 1988 DS H [Husb. of Ophelia Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, George L. 1933 1996 SS - [metal marker] New Alfrey
Roberts, H. L. 9 May 1878 22 Apr 1941 DS H [Husb. of Effie E. Roberts] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Harlin 7 Sep 1905 28 Jan 1906 SS S "Son of Luther & Abigill Roberts" Lemas-Holbrk EC
Roberts, Hattie J. 9 Nov 1900 30 Oct 1921 SS D "Dau of John & Fannie Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Hester Ann Lyo 18 May 1897 8 Feb 1993 SS - [Next to Morton H. Roberts] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Hiram 24 Mar 1813 16 Oct 1891 SS - Caudill (4)
Roberts, Hiram 22 Apr 1863 7 Aug 1905 SS - [Next to Sarah Roberts] Caudill (4)
Roberts, Infant - - SS D "Stillborn daughter of H. S. Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Infant 11 Jan 1902 12 Jan 1902 SS S "Son of W.M. & Missouri Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Infant Son - - SS S "Infant son of Marvin & Minnie Roberts" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Roberts, Isaac 5 Mar 1893 4 Oct 1913 SS - Caudill (4)
Roberts, Isaac 16 Jul 1850 4 Mar 1934 SS - Purvis
Roberts, J. G. - - SS - [Next to E. R. Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, Jack 1 May 1923 9 Mar 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Phyllis Stamper Roberts] Forest Lawn
Roberts, James 23 Dec 1869 25 Feb 1953 SS - Perry   MC
Roberts, James A. 10 Jun 1925 5 Jun 1983 SS - New Alfrey
Roberts, James E. 16 Jun 1912 6 Jan 1916 SS S "Son of Butler and Abigill Roberts" Wagoner-Rob  EC
Roberts, James F. 23 Jun 1856 7 Nov 1941 SS - [Next to Carl I. Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, James M. 16 Jun 1841 21 Sep 1926 DS - [Keep with Nora E. Roberts] Wagoner-Rob  EC
Roberts, James Reese 13 Feb 1900 6 Feb 1966 DS H [of Dosha Caudill Roberts]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Roberts, Jane 1812 1 Feb 1826 SS W "Wife of H. Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, John 25 Aug 1905 7 Jul 1983 DS H [of Christene Roberts] Caudill (2)
Roberts, John O. - - SS - Caudill (4)
Roberts, Joyce Evelyn 10 Apr 1948 2 Feb 1953 SS - "Gr daughter of Minnie Purvis" Slaty Point
Roberts, Junior F. 2 Feb 1935 25 Dec 1980 SS - Dillon (1) 
Roberts, Lena C. 1928 1953 SS - Brown (1) 
Roberts, Lillian Mabry 1929 1990 SS - Forest Lawn
Roberts, Lilly - - SS Bowman
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Roberts, Lloyd 2 Jun 1894 8 Mar 1970 DS - [Keep with Esta Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, Luther Y. 11 May 1893 3 Apr 1965 SS - [Next to Damie Roberts] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Lydia M. 1872 1907 SS - Perry   MC
Roberts, Mary D. 25 Apr 1852 4 Mar 1900 SS W "Wife of Isc. Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Mary E. [                 ] [                 ] QS - [Keep with John Darnell][unreadable] Mt. Pisgah
Roberts, May 1900 1969 DS W [Wife of Oscar Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, Minnie B. 9 May 1884 5 Mar 1885 SS D "Dau of Isaac & Mary Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Missouri 18 Dec 1884 10 Jan 1916 SS W "Wife of W. M. Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Morton H. 31 Dec 1890 28 Aug 1970 SS - [Next to Hester A Lyons Roberts]"WWI" Brown (1) 
Roberts, Nancy A. [3 Sep]1902 [7 Jan 2000] DS W [Wife of William R. Roberts] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Nannie 21 Jul 1892 19 May 1969 DS W [of Nelson Roberts] Perry   MC
Roberts, Nellie E. 9 May 1900 5 Oct 1964 DS W [Wife of Eddie Roberts] Dillon (1) 
Roberts, Nelson 2 Apr 1896 1 Oct 1963 DS H [of Nannie Roberts]"PVT...Field Arty,WWI" Perry   MC
Roberts, Nervie Jane 10 Apr 1897 14 Sep 1994 SS W [Wife of Emmitt Clark Roberts] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Nora E. 18 Feb 1886 22 Jul 1895 DS -
[keep with Js M Roberts]"dau of James & 
Mollie H" Wagoner-Rob  EC
Roberts, Ollie 26 Jul 1886 21 May 1906 SS S "Son of Isaac & Mary Roberts" [Twin] Caudill (4)
Roberts, Opal 14 Jan 1919 21 Jul 1921 SS - Dillon (1) 
Roberts, Ophelia "Kitty" 11 Oct 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Forest E. Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, Oscar 1895 1976 DS H [Husb. of May Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, Phyllis S. 28 Nov 1933 [                 ] SS - [Bet Crosthwaites and Halls] Forest Lawn
Roberts, Polenia 14 Feb 1892 16 Jun 1986 DS W [Wife of Bob C. Roberts] Forest Lawn
Roberts, Rebecca A. 30 Oct 1873 15 Oct 1939 DS W [Wife of Elbert J. Roberts] Purvis
Roberts, Richard 25 Mar 1852 14 Jun 1919 SS H [Husb.b. Of Sarah L. Roberts] Caudill (4)
Roberts, Robert E "Ernest" 5 Aug 1899 28 Dec 1967 SS - "Bug" "KY PFC US Army WWII" Porter, W. A.  CC
Roberts, Rolley 26 Jul 1886 15 Oct 1886 SS S "Son of Isaac & Mary Roberts"[Twin] Caudill (4)
Roberts, Rollie 16 Jul 1938 16 Jul 1938 SS S "Infant son of Mr. & Mrs. E.C. Roberts" Hayes Crossing 
Roberts, Rosetia D. 11 May 1861 26 Aug 1876 QS - [Keep with John Darnell]D of M Roberts Mt. Pisgah
Roberts, Ruth 1923 1924 SS - New Alfrey
Roberts, Ruth D. 16 Jun 1929 16 Mar 1990 DS W [of Donald H. Roberts] Perry   MC
Roberts, Sarah 22 Jan 1867 6 Nov 1888 SS D "of A. & E. Tackett"[Next to Hiram Robe Caudill (4)
Roberts, Sarah E. 11 Feb 1906 25 Feb 1906 SS D "Dau of John & Fannie Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Sarah H. - - DS W [Wife of W.C. Roberts] Bowman
Roberts, Sarah J. 11 Jan 1875 19 Apr 1891 SS D "Dau of Isaac & Mary Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Sarah L. 4 Sep 1858 16 Jan 1885 SS W "Wife of R. [Richard] Roberts" Caudill (4)
Roberts, Shelly Lynn 25 Dec 1962 [               ] SS - Caudill (2)
Roberts, Shirley Ann 18 Jun 1949 21 Jun 1949 SS - Molton
Roberts, Vivian L. 1923 1999 DS W [Wife of Ernest Edison Roberts] New Alfrey
Roberts, W.C. - - DS H [Husband of Sarah H. Roberts] Bowman
Roberts, Wiley C. 11 Apr 1845 26 Jul 1873 SS - New Alfrey
Roberts, William 7 Jan 1910 12 Apr 1969 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Roberts, William R. 1896 1937 DS H
[1st husband of Nancy Honaker Roberts 
Landreth ] Brown (1) 
Roberts, Willie 11 Jan 1883 13 Jul 1953 SS - Maddox-Hamm
Roberts, Willie M. 12 Jan 1896 1 Apr 1918 SS - Bentley
Roberts, Woodrow 10 Jan 1934 13 Jan 1934 SS - Dillon (1) 
Robertson, Addie 12 Sep 1880 22 Nov 1883 SS - Town   EC
Robertson, Arthur 19 Feb 1883 18 Feb 1884 SS - Town   EC
Robey, John Morgan 1 May 1899 7 Apr 1960 SS - "Ky CCM USNR WWI & WWII" Lee
Robey, Thelma Allen 9 Oct 1900 13 Feb 1984 SS - Lee
Robinson, Alden D. 23 Jun 1912 28 Aug 1970 SS - Lee
Robinson, Beatrice 18 Nov 1909 [                 ] DS W [of Chester Robinson] M: 31 Mar 1934 Brown (1) 
Robinson, Carolyn N. 2 Jan 1956 [                ] DS W [Wife of John A. Robinson] Robinson  CC
Robinson, Chester 1 Jun 1912 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Beatrice Robinson] Brown (1) 
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Robinson, Clara B. 18 Nov 1891 31 Mar 1969 SS W [Wife of William W. Robinson] Lee
Robinson, Edward W. 1920 1953 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Robinson, Edythe S. 11 Mar 1913 17 May 1987 SS - [Next to Oval Lee Robinson] Lee
Robinson, Florence 17 Aug 1893 21 Oct 1950 DS W [Wife of William Robinson] Robinson  CC
Robinson, Frank M. 1867 1949 DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Robinson] Lee
Robinson, George 1 Jan 1916 25 Aug 1978 DS H [Husb of Veda Robinson] Robinson  CC
Robinson, Hester A. 1916 1991 QS - [Keep with John & Virgie Robinson] Brown (1) 
Robinson, Hester R. 11 Dec 1943 11 Dec 1943 SS - [Keep with Oran Hamilton] Carey 
Robinson, Jesse Robert 27 Sep 1913 30 Sep 1984 DS H [Husb. of Lola Richardson Robinson] Brown (1) 
Robinson, John A. 26 Jul 1955 13 May 1997 DS H [Husb of Carolyn N. Robinson] "Little Alfie" Robinson  CC
Robinson, John S. 1884 1946 QS H [Husb. of Virgie D. Robinson] Brown (1) 
Robinson, Joseph A. 25 Jul 1917 17 Apr 1989 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Robinson  CC
Robinson, Lola Richardso 2 Sep 1916 [                 ] DS W [of Jesse Robt Robinson]M:5 May 1935 Brown (1) 
Robinson, Mary E. 1867 1946 DS W [Wife of Frank M. Robinson] Lee
Robinson, Nadine E. 1915 1958 SS D "Daughter" Colley   CC
Robinson, Oval Lee 16 Jun 1909 1 Dec 1972 SS - [Next to Edythe S. Robinson] Lee
Robinson, Rexford 27 Sep 1915 29 Jan 1992 QS - [Keep with John & Virgie Robinson] Brown (1) 
Robinson, Thomas 4 May 1919 2 May 1978 SS - Robinson  CC
Robinson, Veda 26 Nov 1919 11 Jun 1993 DS W [Wife of George Robinson] Robinson  CC
Robinson, Virgie D. 1885 1983 QS W [Wife of John S. Robinson] Brown (1) 
Robinson, William 17 Jul 1868 16 Apr 1942 DS H [Husb of Florence Robinson] Robinson  CC
Robinson, William W. 4 Oct 1885 7 Jun 1915 DS H [Husb. of Clara B. Robinson] Lee
Rodgers, William A. 1 Dec 1931 6 May 1993 SS - "RDM3 US Navy Korea" Hogge 
Roe, Alta 4 Sep 1906 11 Aug 1925 SS D "Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. David Roe" Blankenbeckler EC
Roe, Alta E. 9 Aug 1921 9 Jul 1996 DS W [Russell Roe] Hogtown
Roe, Arthur 20 Dec 1910 26 Feb 1911 SS S "Son of Mr. and Mrs. David Roe" Blankenbeckler EC
Roe, Barbara Ann 20 Jan 1939 [                ] DS W [Edgar Lee Roe] Roe
Roe, C. E. 10 Feb 1836 26 May 1903 SS H [Husb. of Nancy Roe] New Alfrey
Roe, Carl Edward 14 Nov 1946 26 Sep 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Doreen Cox Roe] Hogtown
Roe, Charlie 16 Dec 1897 21 Apr 1971 DS H [Lula Roe] Roe
Roe, Daniel Leslie 31 Jan 1961 10 Jun 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Glenda Hardin Roe, Living] Roe
Roe, David 11 Aug 1875 29 Sep 1955 SS H [Husb of Mary Roe] Blankenbeckler EC
Roe, Edgar Lee 23 Mar 1932 14 Jul 1993 DS H [Barbara Ann Roe] CPL US Army Korea Roe
Roe, Enoch 6 Aug 1927 14 Feb 1994 DS H
[Husband of Genevieve Roe] "US Army 
WWII" New Sill
Roe, Frank D. 12 Dec 1940 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Ina C. Trent Roe] Forest Lawn
Roe, Genevieve 3 Sept 1932 [                ] DS W [Wife of Enoch Roe] New Sill
Roe, George 16 Oct 1910 6 Aug 1994 SS - Roe   EC
Roe, Harlan Aug 1912 Sep 1913 SS - Roe   EC
Roe, Ina C. Trent 12 Dec 1941 3 Mar 1992 DS W [Wife of Frank D. Roe] Forest Lawn
Roe, James 16 Oct 1882 3 Jun 1958 SS - Roe   EC
Roe, Jesse 25 Dec 1846 16 Apr 1935 SS - Roe   EC
Roe, Lillie 8 Jan 1888 1 Jul 1972 SS - Roe   EC
Roe, Lula 14 Jan 1905 7 Jun 1989 DS W [Wife of Charlie Roe] Roe
Roe, Malvina - 9 Dec 1877 SS - "Wife of CE. Roe, Aged 22 yrs 11 mo 2" New Alfrey
Roe, Mary 23 Feb 1874 26 Dec 1910 SS W "Wife of David Roe" Blankenbeckler EC
Roe, Mary Edna [McBrayer] 1 Jan 1938 18 Jan 1959 SS W
[Wife of Garland Roe, M. 17 Feb 1956] 
"Mother" McBrayer
Roe, Nancy 17 Jul 1838 8 Jun 1868 SS W "Wife of C. E. Roe" New Alfrey
Roe, Rebecca 1848 1921 SS - Roe   EC
Roe, Russell 24 May 1924 - DS H [Alta E. Roe] Hogtown
Roe, Sandra Lynn 10 Sep 1954 28 Apr 1994 SS D "R. E. & Juanita Gillum Roe" Roe
Roe, Susan 6 Nov 1908 28 Aug 1912 SS D "Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. David Roe" Blankenbeckler EC
Roe, Susan Earline 5 Jun 1968 5 Jun 1968 SS D "Mr. & Mrs. R. E. Roe" [ Roe
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Roe, William B. 1 Oct 1824 15 Apr 1862 DS H Slaty Point
Rogers, Cora J. 29 Jul 1908 [                 ] DS - [Keep with William W. Rogers] Carpenter
Rogers, Cynthia Jane 28 Jul 1978 19 May 1951 SS - "Mother" Carpenter
Rogers, David C. 18 Nov 1908 25 Apr 1977 SS - Carpenter
Rogers, Henry D. 28 Sep 1899 23 Jan 1967 SS - Carpenter
Rogers, Paul L. 1896 1938 SS - "Father" Carpenter
Rogers, Peachie Ellen 29 Dec 1935 1 Dec 2000 PLQ W [wife of Henry Dewey Rogers] Brown (1) 
Rogers, Ramond 15 Oct 1921 15 Oct 1921 SS - "Son of Paul & Bessie Rogers" Carpenter
Rogers, William A. 25 Apr 1866 5 Aug 1950 SS - "Father" Carpenter
Rogers, William W. 24 Jun 1916 13 Nov 1974 DS - [Keep w/ Cora J Rogers]"PFC US Army" Carpenter
Roome, Elizabeth 1886 1951 SS - Lee
Rose, Adren T. 23 Feb 1906 17 Nov 1918 SS S "Son of J. E. Rose" Age 12 yr, 9mn, 11 days Rose   EC
Rose, Allie Susan 20 Sep 1869 13 Jul 1959 SS W [Wife of William W. Rose] "Mother" Rose
Rose, Anna Jewell 11 Aug 1940 [                ] DS W [Wife of Clarence G. "Jim" Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Arkie D. 1910 19__ SS - [Death Date missing] Caudill (1) 
Rose, Arthur Gene 25 Oct 1937 11 Mar 1939 SS - Rose  CC
Rose, Authur W. 11 Jul 1918 17 Sep 1979 PLQ - "Sgt US Army, WWII" Rose   EC
Rose, Bernard - - SS S "Son of Winfield Rose" Rose  CC
Rose, Bernice - - SS S "Son of Winfield Rose" Rose  CC
Rose, Charlie D. 11 Dec 1913 24 Jun 1946 SS - "Ky PVT 488 Ord. Evac Co WWII" Rose
Rose, Clarence E. 12 May 1918 7 Jan 1954 DS H [Husband of Ruth Rose Henderson Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Clarence G. "Jim" 6 Sep 1928 17 Jan 1990 DS H [Husb of Anna Jewell Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Dorothy 1913 1971 DS W [Wife of Vinson Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Dorothy M. 1897 1980 SS - Lee
Rose, Earcel - - SS S "Son of Winfield Rose" Rose  CC
Rose, Edward [                ] 25 Mar 1943 SS - "Ohio 8 Cal" Caudill (1) 
Rose, Ernest William 6 Oct 1918 25 Jul 1969 SS - "KY S2 USNR WWII" Clark-Harris   EC
Rose, Ettie M. 1889 1952 DS W [Wife of Winfield W. Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Eugene - - SS S "Son of Vinson Rose" Rose  CC
Rose, Florence E. 29 Dec 1910 17 Nov 1974 DS W [Wife of Perry J. Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Floyd L. 12 Sep 1910 4 Mar 1976 DS H [Husb. of Gertrude Rose] Brown (1) 
Rose, Fred 1915 1945 SS - Rose  CC
Rose, Gertrude 17 Mar 1909 25 Jan 1990 DS W [Wife of Floyd L. Rose] Brown (1) 
Rose, Henderson 29 Feb 1832 10 Nov 1914 DS H [Husb of Levicy Rose] Hender-Rose  EC
Rose, Heskle Leo 5 Jan 1922 29 May 1974 SS - Rose  CC
Rose, Hurbert Arthur 16 may 1943 27 Jun 1965 SS - Rose  CC
Rose, Ivan A. 1936 1974 SS - Rose  CC
Rose, James B. 1894 1976 SS - Lee
Rose, John H. 5 Jan 1846 19 Dec 1912 DS H [Husb of Lucinda Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, John J. 28 April 1872 30 Nov 1916 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Rose, Lena Opal 1 Jul 1912 20 May 1990 DS W [Wife of Willie Rose] Logan  CC
Rose, Levicy 28 May 1834 2 June 1921 DS W [Wife of Henderson Rose] Hender-Rose  EC
Rose, Lewis L. 6 Jun 1883 6 Jul 1940 SS - Rose  CC
Rose, Linea 9 Nov 1876 9 Feb 1913 SS - Rose   EC
Rose, Lucinda 24 Aug 1839 16 Jan 1925 DS W [Wife of John H. Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Margaret Virginia P. 24 Jan 1876 28 Aug 1956 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Rose, Mary A. 25 July 1898 1 Apr 1916 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Rose, Mary V. 1856 1931 SS - Town   EC
Rose, Mildred Cox 6 April 1918 18 Aug 1964 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Rose, Milton 1873 - DS H [Husb. of Rosa Rose] Lee
Rose, Mottie L. 1876 19__ SS - [Death Date missing] Caudill (1) 
Rose, Nancy E. 8 July 1908 11 Apr 1913 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Rose, Patricia F. 24 May 1921 30 Apr 1996 SS W "Wife of O. L. Rose" Adams-Plank
Rose, Paul Roger 24 Apr 1953 13 Jan 1996 SS - Clark-Harris   EC
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Rose, Perry J. 14 Jan 1905 17 Nov 1977 DS H [Husb of Florence E. Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Rosa 1884 1919 DS W [Wife of Milton Rose] Lee
Rose, Roy E. 1912 1989 SS - Hender-Rose  EC
Rose, Ruth Rose Henderson 25 May 1920 29 Jan 1993 DS W [Wife of Clarence E. Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Thomas J. 25 Mar 1872 13 Sep 1944 SS - Rose  CC
Rose, Thomas W. [                ] [                ] SS - "Co. K 39 Ky Inf." Caudill (1) 
Rose, Vinson 1910 1977 DS H [Husb of Dorothy Rose] Rose  CC
Rose, Virgil - - SS S "Son of Winfield Rose" Rose  CC
Rose, Virginia D. 24 Mar 1897 23 Oct 1955 SS - Town   EC
Rose, Wals Thomas 25 Oct 1911 5 Aug 1912 SS - Rose   EC
Rose, William J. 5 mar 1915 - SS - "KY PFC 417 Inf WWII" Rose  CC
Rose, William W. 17 Jun 1873 23 May 1915 SS H
[Husband of Allie Susan Rose] "Woodmen 
of the World Memorial" Rose
Rose, Willie 14 Aug 1896 24 Oct 1964 DS H
[Husb of Lena Opal Rose] "PVT US Army 
WWII" Logan  CC
Rose, Winfield W. 1879 1957 DS H [Husb of Ettie M. Rose] Rose  CC
Ross, Evelyn R. 18 Dec 1919 22 May 1997 DS W [Wife of M. M. Ross] Forest Lawn
Ross, M. M. 13 Aug 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Evelyn R. Ross] Forest Lawn
Routt, Emma L. 1896 1976 DS W [Wife of Isaac Routt] Caudill (4)
Routt, Isaac 1884 1968 DS H [Husb. of Emma Routt] Caudill (4)
Rowe, Colvin 1907 1935 SS S [Son of Peter Tobe & Lucy K. Rowe] Rowe   EC
Rowe, Golda 1906 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Warren Rowe] Forest Lawn
Rowe, Lucy K. 1877 1964 SS W [Wife of Peter Tobe Rowe] Rowe   EC
Rowe, Peter Tobe 1873 1961 SS H/S [Husb of Lucy K. Rowe, son of Timothy Rowe]Rowe   EC
Rowe, Warren 1898 1968 DS H [Husb. of Golda Rowe] Forest Lawn
Royce, Alice 1877 1930 DS W [Wife of Joe Royce] Siloam
Royce, Celia Trumbo 16 Apr 1898 23 Nov 1980 SS -
"Children: Gene, Pearl, Evelyn, Peggy, 
Buryl" Lee
Royce, Dollie Pearl 1 Apr 1930 19 Jul 1934 SS D [Daug. of Celia Trumbo Royce] Lee
Royce, Edna Lee 04 Dec 1935 28 Mar 1936 SS - Daughter of Dorsie & Drotha Trent Trent (1) 
Royce, Eva Adkins 4 May 1897 5 May 1923 SS - Adkins (2)
Royce, Isaac J. 24 Dec 1875 31 Jul 1945 DS H [of Rosa Choat Royce] Caudill (2)
Royce, Joe 1876 1943 DS H [Husb of Alice Royce] Siloam
Royce, Mary A. 3 Dec 1926 [                 ] VLT W [Wife of Raymond Eugene Royce] Lee
Royce, Moses C. 22 May 1813 Jul 1884 SS - Royce-Bently
Royce, Raymond E.[Eugene] 1 Aug 1922 8 Aug 1990 VLT H
[of Mary Anderson Royce] SGM US Army 
WWII Lee
Royce, Ronald E. 28 Jul 1952 27 Aug 1974 VLT S
[son of Raymond E. & Mary Anderson 
Royce] "SBT US Air Force" Lee
Royce, Rosa [Choat] 29 Oct 1882 8 Feb 1962 DS W [of Isaac J. Royce] Caudill (2)
Roys1: Note: Callie Mannin Royse, b. 12 Mar 1870, d. 24 Feb 1944, wife of William Robert Royse is buried Royse
Royse, [Allie] Winford 7 Mar 1931 13 Mar 1999 DS H [of Loretta Royse] Koren Veteran Brown (1) 
Royse, [William] Robert 2 Dec 1866 23 Oct 1938 SS H [of Collie Mannin Royse] Royse
Royse, Acy 9 Mar 1891 3 Dec 1930 SS S [of Robert & Callie Royse] Royse
Royse, Anne 10 Jan 1863 22 May 1931 DS W [Wife of Billy D. Royse] Caudill (1) 
Royse, Billy D. 23 Jun 1855 23 Jan 1925 DS H [Husband of Anne Royse] Caudill (1) 
Royse, Clayton 1936 1940 SS - Williams-Turner
Royse, Curtis R. 5 Jan 1918 24 Mar 1945 PLK - "Ky. PVT 357 Inf. WWII" Caudill-Porter 
Royse, Denny Everett 22 Sep 1927 11 Feb 1988 SS - "CPL US Army, WWII" Williams-Turner
Royse, Dorsey [William] 02 Aug 1910 [11 Oct 1995] DS H [Husband of Drotha Royse] Trent (1) 
Royse, Drotha 11 May 1911 13 Apr 1976 DS W [Wife of Dorsey Royse] Trent (1) 
Royse, F. M. 14 Jun 1848 22 May 1922 DS H [of Martha Royse] Williams-Turner
Royse, Frances 3 Jan 1878 21 Feb 1929 DS W [Johny M. Royse] Caudill-Porter 
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Royse, Hanna [Hall] 6 Mar 1907 20 Jan 1988 DS W [of Zora F. Royse] T5 Williams-Turner
Royse, Henry Alven 15 Mar 1885 11 Feb 1904 SS S "Son of Billy D. & Anna Royse" Caudill (1) 
Royse, James Arthur 1907 1980 SS - [Next to Pruda Royse]"S1 US Navy" Brown (1) 
Royse, Johny M. 29 Aug 1873 2 Nov 1930 DS H [Husb of Francis Royse] Caudill-Porter 
Royse, Lillie 11 Mar 1883 26 Nov 1968 SS - Williams-Turner
Royse, Lillie Mae 1901 1963 DS W [Wife of Norman Royse] Hamilton
Royse, Loretta [Butts] 22 Jul 1937 [                 ] DS W [of Allie Winford Royse] Brown (1) 
Royse, Martha 16 Oct 1862 17 Dec 1922 DS W [of F. M. Royse] Williams-Turner
Royse, Martha Frances 31 Aug 1897 14 Apr 1911 SS D "Johny & Francis Royse" Caudill-Porter 
Royse, Minnie Carter 1880 1948 SS - Baldridge (2)
Royse, Norman 1896 1976 DS H [Husb of Lillie Mae Royse] Hamilton
Royse, Ollie R. 8 Nov 1893 3 May 1918 SS - Williams-Turner
Royse, Pruda 28 Jan 1915 [                 ] SS - [Next to James Arthur Royse] Brown (1) 
Royse, Rebecca Jane 1873 1955 SS - Baldridge (2)
Royse, Robert Lee [                ] 4 Oct 1918 SS - "W. VA PVT 159 Depot Brigade" Baldridge (2)
Royse, Sammie 1907 1951 SS - Brown (1) 
Royse, Shelby L. 1904 1981 SS - Siloam
Royse, Steve [                ] [                ] SS - Baldridge (2)
Royse, William Joe [23 Jun 1928] [1 Jan 2000] PLQ H [Husb of Shirley Davis Royse] Siloam
Royse, Willie 25 Aug 1870 20 Jun 1934 SS - Williams-Turner
Royse, Zora "Dick" 25 Jan 1913 12 Jun 1998 DS H [of Hannah [Hall] Royse] Williams-Turner
Rpys2: in Green Castle, Indiana Royse
Rudd, Arch 10 Sep 1857 17 May 1931 SS - Bishop   MC
Ruggles, Alf 2 Feb 1890 6 Jun 1951 DS H [Husband of Eliza Jane Ruggles] Mt. Pisgah
Ruggles, Clyde Carter 18 Jul 1916 4 Aug 1962 DS F [Father of Wanda Ruggles Hamm] Mt. Pisgah
Ruggles, Eliza Ann 15 Oct 1895 27 Dec 1983 DS W [Wife of Alf Ruggles] Mt. Pisgah
Ruggles, John D. 7 Nov 1920 9 Sep 1990 DS H [Husband of Rose Ruggles] Mt. Pisgah
Ruggles, Rose 4 Mar 1917 11 May 1991 DS W [Wife of John D. Ruggles] Mt. Pisgah
Rule, Kathern M 27 Oct 1872 4 Oct 1942 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Ruley, R. H. 27 Mar 1845 7 Aug 1910 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Ruley, Ruby A. 24 Aug 1909 17 Mar 1990 SS - [Next to Virgil Ruley] Lee
Ruley, Virgil 11 Jun 1902 29 Jul 1983 SS - [Next to Ruby A. Ruley] Lee
Runnell, Ray 3 Oct 1915 5 Jul 1916 SS - Christian
Rush, Ruth Sloan 1822 1822 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Rusher, Ruth Mae Wees 1901 1990 SS - Clearfield
Ruth, Anthony Duane 16 Sep 1963 5 Feb 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Stephanie Kidd Ruth] Brown (1) 
Ruth, James Marvin Jr. 7 Mar 1940 1 Dec 1990 SS - Brown (1) 
Ruth, Joyce 5 Aug 1938 [               ] SS - Lee
S. A. J. - - - - [Field stone] Brown-Porter  EC
S. B. - 26 Oct 1910 SS - [handcarved st., initials only; bet.Bowles] Poston
S. J. L. [                ] [                ] SS - [Believed to be S. J. Lambert] Lambert 
S.C. - - SS - Horsley-Brown
Sabie, Taha 14 Jul 1940 13 Sep 1993 SS - Lee
Sackett, Jennie 1874 1943 SS - Brown (1) 
Sackett, John P. 6 Jan 1865 30 Dec 1906 SS - Siloam
Sagraves, Anna Elizabeth 30 Mar 1915 31 Dec 1974 DS W [Wife of Arlie H. Sagraves] Bear Church   EC
Sagraves, Arlie H. "Pap" 7 Apr 1916 16 Aug 1996 DS H [Husb of Anna Elizabeth Sagraves] Bear Church   EC
Sagraves, Charles L. 13 Jan 1913 14 Feb 1984 DS H [of Minnie R. Sagraves]"M: 20 Sep 1946" Bear Church   EC
Sagraves, Mary Ann 1 Apr 1865 7 Oct 1947 SS - Barker  EC
Sagraves, Minnie R. 4 Oct 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Charles L. Sagraves] Bear Church   EC
Sagraves, Steven H. 29 Mar 1865 24 Apr 1936 SS - Barker  EC
Sakall, Esther - - MKR - Purvis
Salver, James H. 1 Sep 1841 13 Jan 1902 SS - Masters
Salyer, Callie 3 Jan 1885 21 Jul 1945 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
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Salyer, Elizabeth A. 1906 1935 SS - Caudill (1) 
Salyer, Emma E. 23 Nov 1853 30 Jan 1922 SS W "Wife of Wm. Salyer" Eagle Hall  CC
Salyer, Melvin Earl 24 Aug 1893 20 Feb 1919 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Salyer, William 8 Jun 1893 19 Feb 1919 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Salyers, Elizabeth W (Lizzie) 24 Jan 1901 26 Jun 1999 PLQ W [of Cleeton Salyers] M: 5 Jul 1930 Forest Lawn
Samons, Ida L. 14 Aug 1871 4 Oct 1907 SS - "Age 36 yrs, 1 mo, 20 days" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Sample, [Mary] Emma 
Shader 23 Feb 1901 9 Mar 1999 DS W [Wife of William Joseph Sample] Lee
Sample, William Joseph 6 Nov 1901 12 Apr 1970 DS H [of (Mary) Emma Shader Sample] Lee
Sanders, B. F. 14 Feb 1852 1 Jan 1909 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Sapp, Everett [                ] [            ] STN - "Info. from B. J. Davis" Bailey
Sapp, George W. 16 Feb 1887 9 Feb 1919 SS - "Woodman of the Wood Memorial" Bailey
Sapp, Russell [            ] [            ] STN - "Info. from B. J. Davis" Bailey
Sapp, Sherman [            ] 19 Apr 1928 SS - "PVT 11th. Infantry Ky." Bailey
Sargent, Autie 6 Mar 1899 6 Jan 1985 DS H [Husb of Nellie Sargent][photo on stone] Bishop   MC
Sargent, Edward 20 Aug 1893 5 Jun 1915 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Sargent, Elvia Mae 03 Oct 1919 13 Oct 1920 SS - Daughter of Bart & Victoria Sargent Pennington 
Sargent, Hobert Lee 10 Nov 1921 [                ] DS H [Husband of Irene McBrayer Sargent] McBrayer
Sargent, Irene McBrayer 6 Aug 1923 18 Oct 1994 DS W [Wife of Hobert Lee Sargent] McBrayer
Sargent, Juanita - - SS - [no dates] Siloam
Sargent, Lucy 6 Dec 1893 24 Dec 1920 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Sargent, Martha F. 21 Jan 1887 22 Aug 1978 SS - Perry   MC
Sargent, Mary [                 ] Dec 1920 SS Hayes Crossing 
Sargent, McCoy 1 May 1909 [                ] DS GS "Grandson" [Keep with Fannie Lewis] Bishop   MC
Sargent, Melva 21 Feb 1905 13 Mar 1992 SS - Brown (1) 
Sargent, Nellie 22 Mar 1905 11 Sep 1983 DS W [Wife of Autie Sargent][photo on stone] Bishop   MC
Sargent, O. U. Glen 8 Mar 1938 - SS - [Dates not legible; photo on stone] Bishop   MC
Sargent, Ollie 3 Mar 1885 27 Feb 1961 DS H [Husb of Virgie Sargent] Bishop   MC
Sargent, Rubie 3 Jul 1915 15 Jul 1919 SS Hayes Crossing 
Sargent, Shelia Gay 11 Feb 1967 19 Feb 1967 SS - Perry   MC
Sargent, Virgie 20 May 1890 11 Jul 1973 DS W [Wife of Ollie Sargent] Bishop   MC
Sargent, William Paul 18 Apr 1918 24 Jan 1985 SS - "Cpl US Army" Perry   MC
Sarpas, Delores 15 Aug 1934 [                ] DS W [Wife of Lawrence P. Sarpas] Hale   CC
Sarpas, Lawrence P. 21 Nov 1923 17 Aug 1996 DS H [Husb of Delores Sarpas] "WWII Veteran" Hale   CC
Saul, Lester P. 1914 [                ] DS H [Husband of Monnie Marie [Fraley]Saul] Fraley (2)
Saul, Monnie M.[Fraley] [14 Jun]1917 4 Aug 1999 DS W [Wife of Lester P. Saul] Fraley (2)
Saunders, Florence K. 1890 1971 DS W [of William O. Saunders] Caudill (2)
Saunders, Ruth 15 Nov 1925 25 Sep 1974 SS - Emmons   FC
Saunders, William O. 1869 1951 DS H [of Florence K. Saunders] Caudill (2)
Saylor, Larkin 29 Dec 1914 2 Sep 1997 SS - "Tech S US Army WWII" Purvis
Scaggs Lydia E. 11 Aug 1860 21 Feb 1915 SS W "Wife of W. M. Scaggs" McBrayer
Scaggs, Ada 22 Oct 1910 27 Jan 1913 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Alexander 5 Jul 1871 4 Dec 1939 DS H [Husband of Sarah A. Scaggs] Caudill (1) 
Scaggs, Amelia Rose 1904 1924 SS - "Infant Daughter" Siloam
Scaggs, Annie 31 Jan 1914 31 Jan 1914 SS D "Daug of Harlin & Syntha Scaggs" Scaggs-Ison
Scaggs, Annie 27 Dec 1914 26 Dec 1985 DS W
[Wife of Clarence Scaggs; dau. of Walter & 
Martha Roe Blankenbleckler] Scaggs, Clar  EC
Scaggs, Belle Rose Brown 17 Apr 1858 26 Jan 1935 SS W "Wife of Allen Brown" Hender-Rose  EC
Scaggs, Clarence 14 Feb 1908 26 Jul 1988 DS H
[Hus. of Annie Scaggs; son of Floyd & Mary 
Barker Scaggs] Scaggs, Clar  EC
Scaggs, Clellie E. 15 Sep 1903 23 Nov 190_ SS - "Son of M. D. and Wife" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Scaggs, D. D. 12 Jan 1853 19 Jan 1923 DS H [Husband of Paulina Scaggs] Scaggs-Ison
Scaggs, Ellen B. 28 Jul 1885 22 Aug 1974 DS W [Wife of  Jonah Scaggs] Clearfield
Scaggs, Elma 1 Jan 1909 24 Nov 1912 SS D "Daughter of Joseph & Ida Scaggs" Scaggs-Harr
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Scaggs, Ercel 8 Sep 1911 17 Sep 1912 SS - "Son of R. E. and Amanda Scaggs" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Scaggs, Estill 1 Jan 1900 21 Oct 1950 SS - Scaggs   FC
Scaggs, Ettie Mirl 4 Apr 1909 25 Sep 1912 SS - "Dau of R. E. and Amanda Scaggs" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Scaggs, Florence 1895 1902 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Harlin 8 Feb 1888 18 Dec 1951 SS H [Husb of Suntha Scaggs], Ohio PVT 17 Inf Scaggs-Ison
Scaggs, Helen May 22 Dec 1946 28 Feb 1947 DS D [Dau of Clarence & Annie Scaggs] Scaggs, Clar  EC
Scaggs, Henry C. 1848 1928 DS H [Husband of Samantha Scaggs] Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Henry Logan 29 Jan 1911 3 Dec 1997 SS - Brown (1) 
Scaggs, Ida 22 Jul 1880 27 Jul 1966 SS W "Wife of Joseph Scaggs" Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, James E. 13 Feb 1912 22 Jan 1913 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Jane 5 Apr 1886 9 Nov 1930 SS - Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Scaggs, Jerry C. 8 Mar 1867 30 Jul 1940 SS - Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Scaggs, Jim H. 7 Feb 1909 2 Nov 1963 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, John H. 1873 19__ DS H [Husband of Rissa T. Scaggs] Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Jonah 12 Jul 1885 31 Jan 1967 DS H [Husb of Ellen B. Scaggs]M:9 Sep 1903 Clearfield
Scaggs, Joseph 22 Jun  1876 1 Aug 1932 SS H [Husband of Ida Scaggs] Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Joseph 24 Oct 1905 11 Oct 1981 SS - Scaggs   FC
Scaggs, Joseph W. 16 Jun 1837 4 Jan 1914 SS H "Hus of Sarah Holbrook Scaggs" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Scaggs, Lige 1896 1966 SS - [Next to Maud Scaggs] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Scaggs, Louisa 30 Dec 1886 11 Jul 1890 SS - "Dau of M. D. and Wife" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Scaggs, Mahala P. 1892 1971 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Maud 1896 1962 SS - [Next to Lige Scaggs] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Scaggs, Maxine 14 Jun 1917 20 Nov 1935 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Moltie 19 Apr 1868 13 Aug 1927 SS - "Wife of J. M. Sceggs" [spelled this way] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Scaggs, Myrtle 8 Nov 1921 10 Jul 1938 SS D "Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Jonah Scaggs" Scaggs-Ison
Scaggs, Nancy J. 9 Mar 1878 5 Jun 1968 SS W "Wife of William B. Scaggs" Scaggs   FC
Scaggs, Noah 17 Apr 1895 21 Mar 1919 SS - "Age 23 Yrs, 11 Mo, 4 days" McBrayer
Scaggs, Opal Fay 22 Dec 1946 21 Feb 1947 DS D [Dau of Clarence & Annie Scaggs] Scaggs, Clar  EC
Scaggs, Pulina 1 Feb 1856 27 Jul 1911 DS W [Wife of D. D. Scaggs] Scaggs-Ison
Scaggs, Rissa T [Prince] 1874 1947 DS W [Wife of John H. Scaggs] Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Rosecrans 18 Sep 1911 25 Feb 1927 SS - Johnson (2)
Scaggs, Roy Cecil 3 Mar 1935 3 Dec 1935 SS - Blankenbeckler EC
Scaggs, Samantha 1852 1903 DS W [Wife of Henry C. Scaggs] Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, Sarah (Holbrook) 17 Jun 1835 17 Dec 1897 SS W "Wife of Joseph W. Scaggs" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Scaggs, Sarah A. 29 Dec 1870 4 Jan 1949 DS W [Wife of Alexander Scaggs] Caudill (1) 
Scaggs, Sarah J. 18 Jan 1884 11 Feb 1885 SS - "Dau of M. D. and Wife" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Scaggs, Six Infants - - - - "Six infants of Mr. & Mrs. Jonah Scaggs" Scaggs-Ison
Scaggs, Talby 27 Sep 1891 17 Jun 1916 SS - Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Scaggs, Vernie E. 12 May 1907 22 Feb 1909 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Scaggs, William B. 18 Apr 1875 3 Mar 1945 SS H [Husb. Of Nancy J. Scaggs] Scaggs   FC
Schofield, George Lewis 1901 1986 DS H [Husb of Helen Mae Schofield] Fultz, Banney  CC
Schofield, Helen Mae 1907 1992 DS W [Wife of George Lewis Schofield] Fultz, Banney  CC
Schryver, Mildred Jones 27 Feb 1922 11 Jul 1987 DS W [Wife of W. D. Schryver] Brown (1) 
Schryver, W. D. "Bill" 25 May 1909 12 Jan 1992 DS H [Husb. of Mildred Jones Schryver] Brown (1) 
Schuler, Pamela Vencill 30 Dec 1950 16 Jul 1989 SS - [Next to Glenn Wells Vencill] Brown (1) 
Schultz, C. L. 1885 1911 DS H [Hus of Edna Schultz] Carey 
Schultz, Edna 1883 1918 DS W [Wife of C. L. Schultz] "His Wife" Carey 
Scott, Alice 29 Mar 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Claude Scott] Brown (1) 
Scott, Alta May 27 Feb 1886 28 Mar 1962 SS - Carey 
Scott, Carl Hargest 6 Oct 1913 4 Feb 1966 SS - Carey 
Scott, Carl Hargest 6 Oct 1913 4 Feb 1966 SS - "KY SF3 USNR WWII" Cassity (2) 
Scott, Claude 3 Feb 1910 12 Mar 1988 DS H [Husb. of Alice Scott] Brown (1) 
Scott, Ida Louise 18 Nov 1880 7 Jul 1970 DS W [Wife of Wade H. Scott] Carey 
Scott, Imogene 28 Feb 1924 25 Apr 1936 SS - Carey 
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Scott, John 2 Mar 1871 [                 ] SS - "Died between 1945-1950" Carey 
Scott, John H. 8 May 1917 9 Jun 1991 SS - Carey 
Scott, Palmer 1908 1981 SS - Forest Lawn
Scott, Thomas H. 29 Dec 1875 9 Mar 1951 SS - "Pvt 4 KY Inf Sp. Am. War" Carey 
Scott, Wade H. 27 Nov 1865 18 Sep 1928 DS H [Hus of Ida Louise Scott] Carey 
Scott, Woodrow W. 1914 1970 SS - Carey 
Scruggs, Geneva Collins 8 Jul 1914 26 May 1998 DS W [of Robert Lee Scruggs] M: 01/04/1947 Brown (1) 
Scruggs, Robert Lee 14 Nov 1910 16 Apr 1981 DS H [Husb. of Geneva Collins Scruggs] Brown (1) 
Seals, Floyd H. [Hugh] 30 Mar 1903 13 Apr 1961 SS - Ky. PFC Co. F 10, Infantry, W.W.1 Fraley (2)
Seamonds, Barnette 12 Apr 1776 29 Mar 1856 DS H [Husband of Frances Seamonds] Gray-Seamonds 
Seamonds, Frances 14 Feb 1774 31 Aug 1860 DS W [Wife of Barnett Seamonds] Gray-Seamonds 
Secor, Johanna Margaret 17 Dec 1990 [                ] SS D "Daug. of John & Allie Secor" Lee
Sedlak, Carol Jean 6 Nov 1941 19 Jul 1942 SS - Perry   MC
Seese, Lucille Kautz 1902 1984 SS - Brown (1) 
Seitz, Alma Margaret 30 Jan 1923 30 Dec 1930 SS - Duncan   CC
Seitz, Vada F. 29 Nov 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of William E. Seitz] Hogge 
Seitz, William E. 31 Jan 1929 23 Jul 1990 DS H [Husb of Vada F. Seitz] Hogge 
Seller, Infant 16 Jun 1869 17 Jun 1869 SS D "Daug. of Luzianne Razor" Slaty Point
Selsor, James Pardicz 24 Oct 1869 [                ] SS - [Stoned broken & crumbled] Town   EC
Sergent, "infant baby" 28 Jan 1911 28 Jan 1911 SS - "Infant of Ollie & Mary E. Sergent" Blair's   MC
Sergent, Alonzo 1890 1892 SS S "Son of T. J. & Amelia A. Sergent" Blair's   MC
Sergent, Alwildia 1874 1882 SS D "Dau of T. J. & Amelia A. Sergent" Blair's   MC
Sergent, Amelia Ann 12 Feb 1853 31 Mar 1935 SS W "Wife of T. J. Sergent" Blair's   MC
Sergent, Bert 1892 1976 DS H [of Victoria Fannin Sergent] "Father" Blair's   MC
Sergent, Clabe 22 Apr 1902 7 Feb 1973 SS - [Buried bet. Bessie & Eugene Caudill] Clearfield
Sergent, Effie 17 Jul 1899 4 Apr 1984 SS - [Next to McKinley Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sergent, Garfield 1880 1919 SS - [Next to T. J. & Amelia Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sergent, infant - 25 Mar 1917 SS - "Infant of Ollie & Mary E. Sergent" Blair's   MC
Sergent, Kelly T. 22 Jun 1904 11 May 1917 SS S "Son of W. T. & M. E. Sergent" Blair's   MC
Sergent, Lora 19 Mar 1920 17 Oct 1925 SS - [Next to Effie Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sergent, Luther F. 29 Sep 1915 5 Mar 1917 SS S "Son of Ollie & Mary E. Sergent" Blair's   MC
Sergent, Mary E. Easterlin 4 May 1886 1 Dec 1963 SS W [of Ollie Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sergent, McKinley 7 May 1896 14 Feb 1987 SS - [Next to Effie Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sergent, Mollie E. 24 Apr 1880 24 Apr 1968 SS - [Next to W. P. Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sergent, Ollie 17 Apr 1888 10 May 1969 SS H [of Mary E. Easterling Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sergent, Patricia Hardin 31 May 1947 9 Dec 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Kelly Delmas Sergent] Brown (1) 
Sergent, T. J. 30 Sep 1852 28 May 1920 SS H [Hus of Amelia Ann Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sergent, Victoria Fannin 1895 1946 DS W [of Bert Sergent] "Mother" Blair's   MC
Sergent, W. P. 3 May 1878 7 Dec 1942 SS - [Next to Mollie E. Sergent] Blair's   MC
Sesco, Martha Lou Baldridge 30 Sep 1903 13 Nov 1983 SS - "Mother" Baldridge (1)
Sexton, A. J. 1858 1949 DS H [Husb. of Laura A. Sexton] Lee
Sexton, Abraham L. 1927 1952 SS - New Alfrey
Sexton, Alvin Jan 1919 Jul 1919 SS S Beloved son of Rose & Chester Stamper Prather-Stamper
Sexton, Bertha Davis Mynhier 20 Mar 1926 4 Aug 1997 PLQ Brown (1) 
Sexton, Bertha Mynhier 20 Mar 1926 4 Aug 1997 DS W [Wife of Collis L. Sexton] Brown (1) 
Sexton, Collis L. 15 Jun 1931 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Bertha Mynhier Sexton] Brown (1) 
Sexton, Denzil Haire 1927 1928 SS - [#1427] New Alfrey
Sexton, Emily 16 May 1851 17 Jan 1932 SS - [Next to James Will Sexton] New Alfrey
Sexton, Estell 4 Nov 1920 14 Apr 1987 SS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Crix Cemetery:
Sexton, Glen M. 1919 1920 SS - [#1429] New Alfrey
Sexton, Hessie [Mae] 27 Mar 1899 15 May 1982 DS W [Wife of Rev. Howard Sexton] Jones (2)
Sexton, Howard 28 Feb 1900 8 Nov 1980 DS H [Husband of Hessie Sexton] Jones (2)
Sexton, James H. 28 May 1890 16 Sep 1974 SS - "Pvt US Army" Maddox-Hamm
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Sexton, James Will 1879 1949 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle Sexton] New Alfrey
Sexton, Janet S. 1949 1950 SS - Jennings
Sexton, Jimmie Jr. 1926 1927 SS - [#1428] New Alfrey
Sexton, John 1872 1940 DS H [husband of Sarah Sexton] Jones (2)
Sexton, Johnie P. 4 Dec 1927 18 Dec 1927 SS - Jones (2)
Sexton, Laura A. 1853 1925 DS W [Wife of A. J. Sexton] Lee
Sexton, Leila Fugate 1879 1959 SS - Forest Lawn
Sexton, Lucy Ann 1859 1958 SS - Jennings
Sexton, Maggie - 3 Jan 1919 SS - Prather-Stamper
Sexton, Mary E. 16 Oct 1858 2 Jan 1905 SS - "Wife of Thomas S." Maddox-Hamm
Sexton, Myrtle 1891 1948 DS W [Wife of James Will Sexton] New Alfrey
Sexton, Nancy Jane 24 Nov 1893 - - - [Birth or death?][fieldstone] Franklin
Sexton, Obie 13 aug 1898 20 Jan 1967 SS - Bowman
Sexton, Ray T. 1921 1978 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" New Alfrey
Sexton, Rosa K. 8 Oct 1878 1 Mar 1913 SS - Bowman
Sexton, Roy 1904 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Sexton, Sarah 1878 1917 DS W [Wife of John Sexton] Jones (2)
Sexton, Shirley Corine 16 Aug 1915 12 Sep 1916 SS D "Daug. of Font Fronia" Lee
Sexton, U. J. 31 Mar 1929 22 Sep 1929 SS - [Next to Abraham L. Sexton] New Alfrey
Sexton, W. L. - 14 Aug 1922 SS - [Next to U. J. Sexton] New Alfrey
Sexton, William Allen 12 Sep 1908 16 Feb 1986 SS - Lee
Sexton, Willis 8 Mar 1957 [                ] SS - "Age 41 yrs, 26 days" Jennings
Shackelford, James A. 
[Arthur] 14 Aug 1912 9 May 1983 SS - Lee
Shader, Mary Lou 27 Oct 1898 29 Jul 1994 SS - Lee
Shafer, David Ray, Jr 16 Mar 1958 11 Jun 1989 DS H [Husband of Diana Forman Shafer] Crix Cemetery:
Shafer, Diana Forman 25 May 1960 [                ] DS W [Wife of David Ray Shafer, Jr.] Crix Cemetery:
Shank, Clarence 1903 1961 DS H Gregory (1) 
Shank, Laudie 1909 Note DS W [Remarried & Buried in Shelby, Ohio] Gregory (1) 
Shankland, Phebe Button 22 Oct 1892 15 Apr 1988 SS - Lee
Shauver, Catherine 1919 1989 SS - Carey 
Shauver, Catherine Cassity 1919 1989 SS - Cassity (2) 
Shay, Allie G. 5 Apr 1892 6 Jan 1972 DS H
[of Beulah M. Shay]"KY PFC US Army 
WWI" Eagle Hall  CC
Shay, Amanda 1873 1920 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Shay, B. F. 7 Aug 1855 7 Dec 1898 SS - Siloam
Shay, Belle Johnson 8 Mar 1857 13 Jul 1929 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Shay, Beulah M. 9 Mar 1902 16 Jun 1991 DS W [Wife of Allie G. Shay] Eagle Hall  CC
Shay, Elmer 20 Feb 1880 21 Sep 1943 SS - [Next to P. Lewis Shay] Siloam
Shay, Ernest S. 1885 1945 SS H [Husb of Norma May Shay] Siloam
Shay, Infant Son 12 May 1952 [14 May 1952] Plq - [Next to Jeffrey Shay b. 1953] Siloam
Shay, Jeffrey 30 Apr 1953 [                 ] Plq - Siloam
Shay, Michall Terry 18 Feb 1944 29 Dec 1966 Plq - "KY Sp 4 HHC 4 Bn 37 Armor" Siloam
Shay, Norma May 13 May 1885 25 Sep 1917 SS W "Wife of Ernest Shay" Siloam
Shay, Pett Lewis 31 Dec 1879 19 Feb 1943 SS - [Pett?][Next to Elmer Shay] Siloam
Shay, Pruda F. 12 Feb 1915 24 Dec 1997 DS W [Wife of Thomas M. Shay] Siloam
Shay, Pruda Flannery 12 Feb 191524 Dec 1997PLQ - Fultz Family
Shay, Robert Bruce 6 Dec 1950 20 May 1966 Plq - [Next to Jeffrey Shay] Siloam
Shay, Tamzene 12 May 1936 17 Oct 1966 Plq - [lg. family Shay marker in corner] Siloam
Shay, Thomas M. 2 Feb 1913 14 May 1977 DS H [Husb of Pruda F. Shay] [flat bronze stone] Siloam
Sheets, Ada M. 16 Jun 1894 28 Jul 1991 SS - Lee
Shell, Milton Ferrell Mar 1931 Aug 1931 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Shelly, Laura Roberts 1888 1973 SS - Forest Lawn
Shelton, Allie 1900 1962 SS - Ditney 
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Shelton, Anna Mae 4 Jan 1899 7 Jun 1992 SS - Lee
Shelton, Edwin Cassius 5 Nov 1920 4 Jan 1989 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Lee
Shelton, Lula 1884 1914 SS - Community
Shelton, Mary 1880 1962 SS - "Mother" McClain-Arnold
Shelton, Milford 1895 1960 SS - Lee
Shephard, Wildy 6 Nov 1907 17 Jul 1940 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Shepherd, Amanda M. 21 Feb 1861 28 Sep 1883 SS W "G. W. Shepherd" Muse 
Shepherd, Thelma Jean 8 Nov 1935 5 Nov 1936 SS - Trent, Harvey, Sr
Sheppard, Chalmer 15 May 1914 10 Feb 1999 DS - [Keep with Virgie M. Sheppard] Bear Church   EC
Sheppard, Charley 1872 1947 DS - [Keep with Ollie E. Sheppard] Bear Church   EC
Sheppard, L. R. 24 Dec 1908 4 Jun 1978 SS - Bear Church   EC
Sheppard, Ollie E. 1882 1967 DS - [Keep with Charley Sheppard] Bear Church   EC
Sheppard, Virgie M. 9 Jul 1919 [                 ] DS - [Keep with Chalmer Sheppard] Bear Church   EC
Shields, Norman Lee 12 Mar 1936 2 Jun 1994 SS - [Next to Virgie S Shields]"Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Shields, Virgie S. 10 Dec 1914 [                 ] SS - [Next to Norman Lee Shields] Brown (1) 
Shimanek, Jeanne Bradley 12 Feb 1929 1 Apr 1926 SS - Conn-Bradley  CC
Short, Daniel P. 15 Mar 1835 16 Jan 1910 SS H [husb of Margaret S. Short] Community
Short, Margaret S. 2 Oct 1832 14 Jul 1901 SS W "Daniel P. Short" Community
Shrout, __ - - SS - [#1184] New Alfrey
Shumate, Alta 11 Dec 1895 27 Dec 1895 QS S "Child of J. W. & Alice Shumate" Shumate (2)
Shumate, Cecil 3 Feb 1900 25 Nov 1900 QS S "Child of J. W. & Alice Shumate" Shumate (2)
Shumate, Daniel 
H.[Harrison] 16 Feb 1844 19 May 1928 SS H
[Husband of Selena Shumate, [M: 18 Mar 
1863] [Union Soldier - Civil War] Shumate (1) 
Shumate, Myrtle 3 Oct 1903 24 Oct 1903 QS D "Child of J. W. & Alice Shumate" Shumate (2)
Shumate, Nora 1883 1949 PLQ - Shumate (1) 
Shumate, Selena [Caldwell 
Hankins] 20 Aug 1843 20 Apr 1929 SS W [Wife of Daniel Harrison Shumate] Shumate (1) 
Shumate, T. A. 16 Dec 1868 7 Apr 1928 SS S [Son of  Daniel & Selena Shumate] Shumate (1) 
Shumate, Willie 25 Sep 1893 13 Jan 1895 QS S "Child of J. W. & Alice Shumate" Shumate (2)
Simmons,  Charlie 24 Mar 1887 26 Mar 1887 SS S "Son of M. G. & Mary Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Belle 19 Jun 1900 17 Jun 1973 DS W [Wife of J. D. Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Bertha M. 21 Oct 1900 25 Apr 1881 DS W [Wife of John M. Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Billie A. 3 Feb 1938 [                ] SS M "Mother Simmons   EC
Simmons, Brenda K. 20 Dec 1957 31 May 1982 SS D "Daughter" Simmons   EC
Simmons, C. C. 1821 1896 DS H [Husb of Jennie Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Charlie H. 11 Jan 1928 13 Nov 1948 SS - Simmons   EC
Simmons, Clomanta 17 Mar 1850 5 May 1876 SS - Simmons   EC
Simmons, Craig J. 18 Jul 1965 [                ] SS S "Son of Chester & Chlotine" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Dorothy Lee 11 Nov 1946 [                ] DS W [Wife of Glenn Joe Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Emma 5 Aug 1931 12 Oct 1931 SS D "Dau of Greene & Ollie Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Geraldine 4 Oct 1928 5 Jul 1996 DS W [Wife of John Estill Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Gladys 1 Aug 1927 2 Aug 1927 SS - Simmons   EC
Simmons, Glenn Joe 15 Jan 1936 18 Dec 1995 DS H [Husb of Dorothy Lee Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Green M. 17 May 1912 3 Jan 1991 DS H [Husb of Ruth A. Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Humphrey 19 Apr 1923 27 Jul 1923 SS - Simmons   EC
Simmons, Humphrey 4 May 1884 15 Aug 1922 DS H [Husb of Litha Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, J. D. 17 Apr 1896 10 Mar 1971 DS H [Husb of Belle Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Jack B. 31 Aug 1941 22 Jan 1970 DS H [Husb of Lena B. Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, James L. 4 Jul 1934 [                ] SS F "Father" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Jennie 1823 1893 DS W [Wife of C.C.  Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, John E. 28 Mar 1951 [                ] SS - "Infant" Simmons   EC
Simmons, John Estill 17 Feb 1922 20 Apr 1997 DS H
[Husb of Geraldine Simmons]"CPL U.S. 
Army WWII" Simmons   EC
Simmons, John M. 3 Jul 1900 26 Nov 1982 DS H [Husb of Bertha M. Simmons] Simmons   EC
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Simmons, Lena B. 1 May 1942 [                ] DS W [Wife of Jack B. Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Lesely 2 Aug 1941 22 Aug 1941 SS - "Son of Greene & Ollie Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Litha 9 Dec 1891 21 Feb 1976 DS W [Wife of Humphrey Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Louesa C. 26 Feb 1880 7 Mar 1915 SS D "Dau  of M. G. & Mary Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Manda R. 18 Dec 1877 13 Jun 1899 SS D "Dau of M. G. & Mary Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Mary E. 20 Jul 1861 1 Nov 1876 SS - Simmons   EC
Simmons, Mary E. 17 Nov 1857 5 Aug 1931 SS W "Wife of M. G. Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Michael 29 Mar 1949 [                ] SS - "Infant" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Mitton G. 19 Nov 1857 5 Sep 1938 SS H [Husb of Mary E. Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Nancy M. __ Apr ____ 11 Apr 1926 SS D "Dau of W. T. & Ollie Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Ollie 5 Sep 1893 1 feb 1987 SS W [Wife of W. T. Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Ollie Alice 18 Mar 1913 7 Dec 1953 SS - "Mother" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Perlina 10 Jun 1938 5 Mar 1941 SS D "Dau of Greene & Ollie Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Ruth A. 21 Aug 1928 [                ] DS W [Wife of Greene M. Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Samual 1 Apr 1950 [                ] SS - "Infant" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Sandra Kay 3 Dec 1954 3 Dec 1954 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Alter Simmons" Simmons   EC
Simmons, Sarah P. 28 Aug 1930 21 Jan 1931 SS - Simmons   EC
Simmons, W. H. 1862 1916 SS - Lee
Simmons, W. T. 4 Apr 1882 14 Aug 1948 SS H [Husb of Ollie Simmons] Simmons   EC
Simmons, Walter Lee 11 Feb 1926 19 Aug 1970 SS - Simmons   EC
Simmons, Wm. H. 5 Mar 1852 25 Dec 1873 SS - Simmons   EC
Simms, Crystal Johnson 21 Jan 1972 11 Oct 1988 SS - Caudill (2)
Simpson, Geneva Workman 28 Jul 1932 28 May 1995 SS - Baldridge (1)
Sims, Alexander G. 28 Aug 1866 19 Apr 1922 SS H [Husb of Blanche Martin Sims] [Burial Plot] Caudill (1) 
Sims, Blanche Martin 1885 1954 SS W [Wife of Alexander G. Sims] Caudill (1) 
Skaggs, Alice L. 1914 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Marvin Skaggs] Brown (1) 
Skaggs, Amos 23 Nov 1881 8 Jul 1958 DS H [Husband of Louisa S. Skaggs] Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Anna 22 Dec 1904 14 Feb 1998 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Annie 22 Mar 1894 26 Dec 189_ SS - Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Skaggs, Bert 12 Jan 1912 31 Jul 1994 DS H [Husb. of Irene Conn Skaggs] Brown (1) 
Skaggs, Bill 9 Jan 1879 17 Apr 1942 DS H [Husband of Sinda Skaggs] Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Brian W. 10 Dec 1970 6 Feb 1995 SS - "SP 4 US Army" New Alfrey
Skaggs, Carl 1924 1998 SS "US Army WWII" Johnson (2)
Skaggs, Christine 25 Dec 1928 13 Aug 1939 SS - "Daughter" [Next to Carl Skaggs] Johnson (2)
Skaggs, Cornealia F. 1 May 1918 [           ] DS [Wife of Volney L. Skaggs] New Alfrey
Skaggs, Daniel D. 1918 1957 SS - [Next to Mary B. Skaggs] Johnson (2)
Skaggs, David 1885 1971 DS H [Husb.of Vicy Skaggs] Fraley (3) 
Skaggs, David R. 1891 1965 SS - McBrayer
Skaggs, Donald 1957 1957 SS - Caudill-Porter 
Skaggs, Earl J. 1923 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Thelma J. Skaggs] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Edward 5 Mar 1931 4 Jul 1931 SS S "Son of D. R. & Martha Skaggs" Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Edward 17 Sep 1929 [                ] SS S "Son of J. E. & Minnie Skaggs" McBrayer
Skaggs, Eliza Mauda Sparks 22 Jan 1887 21 Dec 1976 SS - "M: 27 Feb 1894" Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Skaggs, Ephraim 23 Aug 1881 16 Jan 1963 SS - [Son of Joseph W. & Sarah Holbrook] Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Skaggs, Esther C. 1915 1996 DS W [Wife of Ira Skaggs] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Eula Lewis 29-Jan-31 28 Apr 1993 SS Lewis   EC
Skaggs, Faye 1 Jul 1932 [                ] SS W [Wife of Robert Skaggs] Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Forest C. 2 Apr 1930 8 Dec 1934 SS - Caudill (1) 
Skaggs, Frederick Brian 7 Jul 1944 25 Aug 1966 SS - [Next to Ira&Esther Skaggs]"Vietnam" Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Ida Smith 10 Feb 1900 27 May 1960 SS - McBrayer
Skaggs, Infant 7 Feb 1922 7 Feb 1922 SS - [Next to Christine Skaggs] Johnson (2)
Skaggs, Ira 9 Jul 1902 13 Sep 1973 DS H [Husb. of Esther C Skaggs]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Irene Conn 19 Feb 1914 27 Mar 1997 DS W [Wife of Bert Skaggs] Brown (1) 
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Skaggs, John L. 23 Mar 1881 2 Jan 1943 SS H [Believed to be Husb. of Minnie Skaggs] McBrayer
Skaggs, Juda 1877 1959 DS W [Wife of Walter Skaggs] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Katherine Porter 1851 1924 SS - Brown-Porter  EC
Skaggs, Kathyrn Fannin 31 Jan 1938 23 Apr 1993 SS - Simmons   EC
Skaggs, Kenneth Ray 15 Jan 1918 10 Oct 1920 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, L. D. Jr. 21 May 1935 6 Sep1954 SS B
"Brother" "Bud"[Son of Loranza & Nola 
Skaggs] Hayes Crossing 
Skaggs, Lonzie 26 Oct 1913 26 Oct 1913 SS - "Son" [Next to Sada Skaggs] Johnson (2)
Skaggs, Loranza D. 29 Jul 1901 29 Jul 1986 DS H [Hus of Nola Mae Skaggs]M: 3 Feb 1923 Hayes Crossing 
Skaggs, Louisa S. 26 Aug 1882 25 Jul 1960 DS W [Wife of Amos Skaggs] Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Lucy Sparks 29 Jun 1850 3 Nov 1906 SS - "Mother of Winona Nickell" Nickell-Harris
Skaggs, Lydia A. 1885 1944 DS W [Wife of Orlando Skaggs] Brown (1) 
Skaggs, Martha 22 Jan 1893 10 Jul 1979 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Marvin 1908 1947 DS H [Husb. of Alice L. Skaggs] Brown (1) 
Skaggs, Mary B. 1883 1974 DS W [Wife of Mason Skaggs] Johnson (2)
Skaggs, Mason 1882 1953 DS H [Hus of Mary B. Skaggs] Johnson (2)
Skaggs, May 14 Jun 1903 21 Dec 1978 SS - Brown (1) 
Skaggs, Mildred 11 Sep 1911 11 Jul 1913 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Minnie Bell 29 Dec 1890 6 Aug 1971 SS W [Believed to be wife of John L. Skaggs] McBrayer
Skaggs, Nola Mae 4 Sep 1904 13 Jul 1970 DS W [Wife of Loranza D. Skaggs] Hayes Crossing 
Skaggs, Nora 06 Feb 1905 01 Feb 1982 SS - "Mother" Mabry (1)
Skaggs, Occie Lee 16 Nov 1911 16 Nov 1911 SS S "Son of Amos & Louisa Skaggs" Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Olin 28 Nov 1924 27 Sep 1989 DS H [Hus of Thelma J Skaggs]"Navy WWII" Mabry Hill
Skaggs, Olive P. 24 Apr 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wm. Martin Skaggs Sr.] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Orlando 1882 1960 DS H [Husb. of Lydia A. Skaggs] Brown (1) 
Skaggs, Pearlie J. 1900 1975 DS W [Wife of Sam Skaggs] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Phyllis Jean 18 Feb 1938 [                ] DS W [of Wm. Humphrey Skaggs] M: 5 Jan 1955 Williams-Turner
Skaggs, Robert 15 Oct 1926 15 Jul 1983 SS H [Husband of Faye Skaggs] Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Sada 11 Sep 1916 25 Oct 1918 SS - "Daughter" [Next to Infant Skaggs] Johnson (2)
Skaggs, Sallie 1 Apr 1845 12 Jun 1922 SS W "Wife of James Skaggs" Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, Sam 1895 1980 DS H [Husb. of Pearlie J. Skaggs] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Sinda 27 Mar 1883 19___ DS W [Wife of Bill Skaggs] Crix Cemetery:
Skaggs, T. Anna 1904 [                 ] SS - Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Thelma J. 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Earl J. Skaggs] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Thelma Jean 26 Aug 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Olin Skaggs]"M: Jul 9, 1949" Mabry Hill
Skaggs, Vicy A. 1881 1971 DS W [Wife of David Skaggs] Fraley (3) 
Skaggs, Virginia Mae 17 Mar 1926 7 Mar 1927 SS D "Dau of Nola & L.D. Skaggs" Hayes Crossing 
Skaggs, Volney L. 2 May 1916 24 May 1999 DS [Hus.of Cornealia F. Skaggs] New Alfrey
Skaggs, Walter 1880 1959 DS H [Husb. of Juda Skaggs] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, William 19 Aug 1860 23 Sep 1924 SS H [Husband of Lydia E. Scaggs] McBrayer
Skaggs, William Martin Sr. 16 Sep 1900 11 Nov 1992 DS H [Husb. of Olive P. Skaggs] Forest Lawn
Skaggs, Wm Humphrey 13 Sep 1930 5 Feb 1988 DS H [of Phyllis Jean Skaggs] Williams-Turner
Skeens, Anna Lee 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Elden S. Skeens] Forest Lawn
Skeens, Clyde 1905 1960 SS - [Wife, Bertallah, bur. in Elliott Co., KY] Clearfield
Skeens, Elden S. 1928 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Anna Lee Skeens] Forest Lawn
Skeens, Elmer 1909 1965 SS - [Next to Laura Skeens] Forest Lawn
Skeens, Laura 1905 1977 SS - [Next to Elmer Skeens] Forest Lawn
Skeens, Parsade 6 Jul 1895 24 Nov 1895 SS D "Daug. Of TS & LJ Skeens" Moore (2)
Skeens, Phyllis Carolyn 1954 1955 SS - [Next to Elden & Anna Skeens] Forest Lawn
Skinner, Hazel Marie 29 Oct 1933 26 Nov 1994 SS W [Wife of Talmadge W. Woodrow] McBrayer
Skinner, Talmadge W. 25 Apr 1932 20 Sep 1975 SS H [Husb. of Hazel Skinner]"PFC US Army" McBrayer
Slaton, Joseph 15 Feb 1886 14 Apr 1966 DS H [Husband of Martha A. Slaton] Mt. Hope
Slaton, Martha A. 24 Dec 1886 13 Jun 1962 DS W [Wife of Joseph Slaton] Mt. Hope
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Sloan, [Isaac]Alvin 13 Jan 1873 10 Mar 1954 DS H
[Husb. of Josephine Evans Sloan, Son of 
Esbon & Eliza Jane Enix Sloan] Evans
Sloan, Amanda 20 Nov 1935 09 Feb 1988 SS W [Wife of Edward Sloan] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Amanda E. 07 Dec 1931 06 Jun 1990 DS W [Wife of Fonza Sloan, Sr.] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Amanda Ethel 11 Jan 1895 22 Sep 1897 SS - "2 yrs, 8 months" Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, Anna 16 Apr 1910 15 Oct 1910 SS - Lyon
Sloan, Arthur 15 Jun 1896 15 Jun 1896 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, B. Eugene 19 Jul 1930 2 Jan 1937 SS S "Son of Harry & Della Sloan" Webb  CC
Sloan, Bertha 1900 1957 SS - Trent (1) 
Sloan, Birtha Jane 06 Jul 1960 Infant SS - Trent (1) 
Sloan, Brenda Carol 16 Sep 1959 22 Sep 1959 SS D [Dau of Mr & Mrs Curtis Sloan] Forest Lawn
Sloan, Buck Monroe 15 Oct 1862 08 Nov 1945 DS H [Husband of Tilda Ann Sloan] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Buddy 15 Jun 1908 06 Nov 1982 SS - "Dad" Fraley (1)
Sloan, Bueford J. [                  ] 24 Jun 1940 SS - Hamilton
Sloan, Curtis 06 Sep 1922 21 Jan 1992 SS - Trent (1) 
Sloan, Denny 1930 [1930] Rock - Fraley (1)
Sloan, Dowl 19 Dec 1922 04 Feb 1982 SS - Trent (1) 
Sloan, Edna Faye 10 Aug 1954 13 Aug 1955 SS - "Our daughter" Hamilton
Sloan, Edward 12 Sep 1927 18 Nov 1975 SS H [Husband of Amanda Sloan] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Eliza Jane 25 Mar 1843 4 Jun 1929 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, Ellen 06 Oct 1905 28 Sep 1985 DS W [Wife of Melvin Sloan] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Esbon 7 Jan 1829 7 Aug 1899 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, Fonza, Jr. 31 Jul 1962 Infant SS S Infant Trent (1) 
Sloan, Fonza, Sr. 26 Oct 1925 [                ] DS H [Husband of Amanda E. Sloan] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Gary Milton 1960 1980 PLQ - [By T. H. Sloan] Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, George 27 Jan 1911 28 Jul 1967 SS S
[Son of Alvin & Josephine Sloan]  "Ky. Co. 
K. 394 Inf. WWII" Evans
Sloan, Goldena Mae 1932 1991 DS - Hamilton
Sloan, Gracie 28 Jun 1903 8 Dec 1918 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, Heneray 05 May 1895 07 Aug 1983 SS - U.S. Army, W.W. I Trent (1) 
Sloan, Infant - - BRK - "Infant of D. & E. Sloan" Butts
Sloan, Infant [                ] [                ] SS - Fraley (1)
Sloan, J. E. 1898 1953 SS - Cranston
Sloan, James Britton 12 Dec 1883 17 Mar 1947 SS - Hamilton
Sloan, James R. "Bob" 26 Apr 1930 23 Nov 1992 SS - "Dad" Cranston
Sloan, John 12 Feb 1907 26 Jun 1985 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, Josephine Evans 20 Sep 1875 5 Jun 1954 DS W
[Wife of Alvin Sloan; Dau. of Milton & 
Lucetta Allison Evans] Evans
Sloan, Karon 15 Dec 1966 Infant SS - Trent (1) 
Sloan, Lee 1932 [                ] DS - Hamilton
Sloan, Linda [Faye] Dehart] 4 Nov 1946 9 Jan 1999 SS D [dau. Of Chester & Lyda Mathews Dehart] Fraley-Osborne
Sloan, Lornella 12 Dec 1931 16 Nov 1995 SS - "Gone away with a friend" Quesinberry (1)
Sloan, Lucy E. 1897 1930 SS - Fraley (1)
Sloan, Luwanda Murl 26 Mar 1939 02 May 1987 SS - Trent (1) 
Sloan, Marjorie Viola Martt 7 Jul 1926 19 Apr 1998 SS W [Wife of  Robert Sloan] Clearfield
Sloan, Martin 1825 1913 SS - Adkins, J.
Sloan, Matilda Jane 08 Mar 1967 12 May 1967 SS - Trent (1) 
Sloan, Melvin 13 Oct 1900 16 Jun 1996 DS H [Husband of Ellen Sloan] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Milton 7 Aug 1917 2 Apr 1994 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Lee
Sloan, Nannie May 14 Apr 1905 11 Dec 1947 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, Ora Ray [                  ] 19 Dec 1941 SS - Hamilton
Sloan, Rachel Fultz 8 Jun 1894 7 Jan 1973 SS - Hamilton
Sloan, Rena Trent 14 May 1895 11 Dec 1961 DS W [Wife of Sam Trent] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Robert [                 ] [                 ] SS H [Husb of Marjorie Viola Martt Sloan] Clearfield
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Sloan, Rosa B.[Belle 
Coldiron] 1893 1976 DS W
[Wife of William B. Sloan]                                 
"M: 17 Sep 1910" Evans
Sloan, Sam 03 Apr 1887 14 Apr 1943 DS H [Husband of Rena Trent Sloan] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Susie 26 Dec 1889 21 Jun 1981 DS W [Wife of Woodrow Sloan] Fraley (1)
Sloan, Terry Lee 5 May 1951 17 May 1992 SS - Hamilton
Sloan, Thomas Harrison 20 Sep 1917 29 Jan 1938 SS - Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, Tilda Ann 03 Aug 1865 15 Jan 1952 DS W [Wife of Buck Monroe Sloan] Trent (1) 
Sloan, Turman 1886 1960 SS - Prince-Tabor
Sloan, Verneda Brown 11 Oct 1929 07 Apr 1986 SS - Trent (1) 
Sloan, William B.  [Baldwin] 1877 1960 DS H
[Husb.of Rosa Belle Sloan; Son of Esbon 
and Eliza Jane Enix Sloan] Evans
Sloan, William Herry 7 Apr 1899 6 Nov 1937 SS - "38 Years, 6 mo, 29 days" Enex-Sloan 
Sloan, Woodrow 25 Mar 1883 02 Aug 1944 DS H [Husband of Susie Sloan] Fraley (1)
Slone, Anna Mae [                 ] [                 ] SS D "Inf daughter of Maudie Jessee] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Slone, Debra Ann 16 Dec 1962 11 Apr 1981 DS W [Wife of Randall Dale Slone][Wilson] Brown (1) 
Slone, Dora 9 Dec 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Dora Slone] Brown (1) 
Slone, James Henry 23 Apr 1928 1 Aug 1992 SS S [of Joseph & Dora Slone]"Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Slone, John H. 29 Aug 1921 3 Feb 1992 DS H [of Nema K Slone]"Art.3 Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Slone, Joseph 5 Jul 1902 27 Sep 1986 DS H [Husb. of Dora Slone] Brown (1) 
Slone, Nema K. 1925 1995 DS W [Wife of John H. Slone] Brown (1) 
Slone, Randall Dale 16 Aug 1961 11 Apr 1981 DS H [of Debra Ann Slone] M: 14 Mar 1981 Brown (1) 
SLU1: From the memory of Earl McBrayer, founder and former owner of Forest Lawn Memorial Gardens Cemetery, Slusher
SLU10: most prevalent in the Rowan County, Kentucky area, reports that Doctor Joseph H. Slusher is her GGG Slusher
SLU11: Grandfather. Doctor Slusher was born 21 Jan 1817 in Montgomery County, Kentucky, and died some time Slusher
SLU12: after 1880. He was the son of Peter & Celia White Slusher. Doctor Slusher was  married to Nancy Ann Wade Slusher
SLU13:  on 29 Nov 1838 in Floyd County, Virginia. Nancy Wade was born 20 May 1819 also in Montgomery County, Slusher
SLU14: Kentucky, and died some time after 1900. She was the daughter of John W. & Hannah Jones Wade. The place Slusher
SLU15: of her burial is not known at this time. Slusher
SLU2: and a prominent resident of Rowan County, having known and being known by just about every one in this Slusher
SLU3: area for miles around, reports that Doctor Joseph H. Slusher was an herbal doctor and ginseng gatherer. Most Slusher
SLU4: ikely some of this ginseng was used to treat various ailments of his patients. Earl reports this pile of stone as Slusher
SLU5: having been a "Crypt" built from local sand stone which over the years have been reduced to a mere pile of Slusher
SLU6: Stones. There is also the possibility that this pile of stones was a "Cairn" erected as a memorial to Doctor Slusher
SLU7: Joseph Slusher. Slusher
SLU9: From the research notes of Teri Pettit, of Menlo Park, California, an astute genealogist, whose root's are Slusher
Slusher, Ashley Lee 27 Oct 1982 27 Oct 1982 SS - "Infant" Eldridge (1) 
Slusher, Bertha 3 Sep 1905 28 Jul 1965 DS W [Wife of Henry Slusher] Jones (2)
Slusher, Betty Maxine T 1935 1991 SS - [Thurman] Clearfield
Slusher, Clarence 9 Oct 1922 9 Dec 1945 SS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Jones (2)
Slusher, D. C. 1919 1920 SS - Jennings
Slusher, Dorothy 1930 1977 SS - Jennings
Slusher, Feby M. 1932 [                ] DS W [Wife of Paris M. Slusher] Jones (2)
Slusher, Henry 1 Feb 1900 2 Feb 1980 DS H [Bertha Slusher] "PVT US Army, WWI" Jones (2)
Slusher, Joe 11 May 1861 18 May 1933 SS - Jennings
Slusher, Joseph H., Dr. [21 Jan 1817] [>1880] CRP - [Husband of Nancy Ann Wade, see note] Slusher
Slusher, Laura B. 1897 1984 DS W [Wife of Willie L. Slusher] Jennings
Slusher, Lizzie P. 16 Feb 1897 4 Jan 1978 DS W [Wife of Sam Slusher] Crix Cemetery:
Slusher, Mary Gladys Curtis 5 Jun 1923 14 Jun 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Paris Slusher] Eldridge (1) 
Slusher, Paris M. 1934 1989 DS H [Husband of Feby M. Slusher] Jones (2)
Slusher, Rachael Frances 5 Oct 1928 9 Nov 1929 SS D "Dau. of Henry & Bertha Slusher" Jones (2)
Slusher, Rise Ilene 1963 1963 SS D "Infant" [Daughter of Sam Slusher] Crix Cemetery:
Slusher, S. O. 1926 1927 SS - Jennings
Slusher, Sailor C. 1936 1991 SS - "AB US Air Force" Jones (2)
Slusher, Sam 27 Dec 1896 20 Jun 1977 DS H [Husband of Lizzie P. Slusher] Crix Cemetery:
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Slusher, Sarah 6 June 1863 18 Dec 1945 SS - Jennings
Slusher, T. M. 1933 1934 SS - Jennings
Slusher, Unknown - - SS - Jones (2)
Slusher, Willie L. 1889 1973 DS H [Husband of Laura B. Slusher Jennings
Sluss, Alma 1910 1987 DS W [Wife of Glen Sluss] M: 6/9/1940 Cranston
Sluss, Boon 22 Jun 1888 3 Apr 1977 DS H [Husb. of Nora Ann Sluss] Cranston
Sluss, Carl B. [Bemis] [12 Dec]1918 9 Jun 1999 DS H [Husb. of Opal L. [Litton] Sluss] Forest Lawn
Sluss, Edison B. 1888 1981 DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Sluss] Forest Lawn
Sluss, Elizabeth McGregor 24 Dec 1932 15 Jun 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Carl BemisSluss, Jr.] Forest Lawn
Sluss, Glen 1915 1974 DS H [Husb. of Alma Sluss] Cranston
Sluss, Jim Henry 7 Dec 1873 7 Feb 1940 DS H [Husb. of Minnie Watson Sluss] Sardis
Sluss, Mary E. 1893 1991 DS W [Wife of Edison B. Sluss] Forest Lawn
Sluss, Minnie Watson 28 Apr 1875 6 Nov 1946 DS W [Wife of Jim Henry Sluss] Sardis
Sluss, Nora Ann 11 Jan 1895 9 Jan 1968 DS W [Wife of Boon Sluss] Cranston
Sluss, Opal L. [Litton] 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Carl Benis Sluss] Forest Lawn
Sluss, Winford W. 6 Apr 1913 28 Dec 1988 SS S [Son of Jim Henry & Minnie Sluss] Sardis
Slye, Anna L. 1924 1996 SS - Forest Lawn
SMED1: A concrete building has been built over 3 graves to provide shelter. Smedley
Smedley,  M. N. S. [27 Aug 1927] 11 Sep 1928 SS - Smedley
Smedley, Aaron 26 Nov 1852 28 Feb 1886 SS - New Alfrey
Smedley, Andy 13 Oct 1906 21 Jun 1969 SS H [Husband of Ina Smedley] Crix Cemetery:
Smedley, Annie L. 22 Nov 1925 22 Nov 1925 SS - [Buried next to Melford E. Smedley] Clearfield
Smedley, Bill [William E.] 1865 1942 SS H [Husband of Elizabeth Morris Smedley] Smedley
Smedley, Carl Edwin 24 Jun 1923 18 May 1924 SS S [Buried bet. Orlena & Troy C. Smedley] Clearfield
Smedley, Clarence Eldon 29 Jul 1938 17 Nov 1938 SS S [Buried next to Lola B. Smedley]"Son" Clearfield
Smedley, Cledis 26 Jul 1932 28 Jul 1932 SS S [Keep with Vernedis Smedley][Twin] Clearfield
Smedley, D. Henry 1917 1972 SS - [photo] New Alfrey
Smedley, D. L. 21 Jun 1856 1 May 1875 SS - [Next to Sarah F. Smedley] New Alfrey
Smedley, Daniel Boone 8 Aug 1858 1 Nov 1947 SS - New Alfrey
Smedley, Deliah 17 Feb 1832 30 Jul 1903 DS W [Wife of Samuel Smedley] New Alfrey
Smedley, Elizabeth 1866 1933 SS W [Wife of William Edward Smedley] Smedley
Smedley, Eric W. 19 Dec 1968 19 Dec 1968 SS S "Infant son" New Sill
Smedley, Eva 5 Feb 1901 30 Dec 1996 DS W [Wife of Samuel Smedley] Crix Cemetery:
Smedley, Frank F. 1883 1952 SS - New Alfrey
Smedley, Fred R. [Rome] 8 Jul 1923 17 Jan 1963 SS S "Son of Melvin & Rebecca Smedley" Smedley
Smedley, George Ann 1878 1898 SS - [#1425] New Alfrey
Smedley, Hester M. 27 Jan 1907 8 Sep 1989 DS W [Wife of Jesse E. Smedley] New Alfrey
Smedley, Ina 3 Jul 1910 27 Jun 1986 SS W [Wife of Andy Smedley] Crix Cemetery:
Smedley, Jefferson D. 11 Feb 1878 5 Jan 1957 SS - New Alfrey
Smedley, Jesse E. 30 May 1903 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Hester M. Smedley] New Alfrey
Smedley, Joseph C. 19 Feb 1936 12 Jun 1986 DS H [H of Joyce Smedley][miliary marker] Clearfield
Smedley, Joyce M. 7 Mar 1940 [                 ] DS W [Wife of  Joseph C. Smedley] Clearfield
Smedley, Lenzzie 6 May 1901 3 May 1981 DS H [H of  Lola B Smedley]"M:16 Jul 1920" Clearfield
Smedley, Lola B. 12 Mar 1903 12 Aug 1981 DS W [Wife of  Lenzzie Smedley, B=Baldridge] Clearfield
Smedley, Mary E. 7 Jun 1861 15 Oct 1911 SS - New Alfrey
Smedley, Mary L. 1 Mar 1847 15 Apr 1926 DS W/D "A." [Dau of Gertrude Smedley] Pine Hill
Smedley, Maude Murphy 8 Jul 1890 15 Apr 1985 SS - New Alfrey
Smedley, Melford E. 16 Jun 1918 16 Jan 1919 SS - [Buried bet. Troy & Annie L. Smedley] Clearfield
Smedley, Melvin C. 8 Sep 1890 12 Jun 1979 SS H [Husband of Rebecca Ginter Smedley] Smedley
Smedley, Mildred 31 Aug 1928 9 Sep 1928 SS D "Daughter of Andy & Ina Smedley" Smedley
Smedley, Orlena Hazel 14 Aug 1929 16 Aug 1929 SS D [Buried bet. Cledis & Carl Edwin Smedley Clearfield
Smedley, Paul 10 Nov 1936 14 Oct 1989 SS S "Son of Andy & Ina Smedley" Crix Cemetery:
Smedley, Rebecca F. 6 Apr 1894 8 Jun 1984 SS W
[Wife of Melvin Claude Smedley; Dau. of 
Henry & Annie Jones Ginter] Smedley
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Smedley, Resonda J. 4 Jan 1977 4 Jan 1977 SS D "Infant daughter" New Sill
Smedley, Richard Lee 26 Apr 1932 17 Oct 1998 PLQ S [Son of Andy & Ida DeHart Smedley] Crix Cemetery:
Smedley, Robert T. 30 Dec 1895 20 Oct 1898 SS S "S. S. & K. F." Pine Hill
Smedley, Samuel 3 Feb 1896 21 Aug 1988 DS H [Husband of Eva Smedley] Crix Cemetery:
Smedley, Samuel 30 May 1833 27 Oct 1901 DS H [Husb. of Deliah Smedley] New Alfrey
Smedley, Sarah F. 11 Jul 1880 29 Dec 1886 SS - [Next to D. L. Smedley] New Alfrey
Smedley, Steven Ray 1 Aug 1956 1 Aug 1956 SS - Brown (1) 
Smedley, Troy C. 26  Feb 1917 26 Feb 1927 SS - [Buried bet. Carl E. & Melford Smedley] Clearfield
Smedley, Vernedis 26 Jul 1932 25 Aug 1932 SS D [Keep with Cledis Smedley][Twin] Clearfield
Smedley, William H.[Bill] 11 Jan 1919 31 May 1989 SS S [Son of Melvin & Rebecca Smedley] Smedley
Smelser, William Charles 30 Apr 1980 2 May 1980 SS - Lee
Smith, [W] Brownlow 7 Mar 1863 15 Jun 1953 SS H "Father" [Husb of Mary Smith] Carey 
Smith, Albert [B] 16 Oct 1904 18 Nov 1987 SS H [Husb of  Shirley Mae Whitt Smith] Clearfield
Smith, Anna Lee 7 May 1918 15 Nov 1919 SS - "Dau. of Nelson & Lottie Smith" Howard-Smith 
Smith, Arizona [Everage] 30 Jan 1913 27 Feb 1988 SS W [Wife of William R. Smith] Crix Cemetery:
Smith, Bessie E. Lykins 25 Dec 1896 8 Dec 1954 SS - Blair's   MC
Smith, Betty L. 1940 1999 SS - New Sill
Smith, Betty Martin 10 May 1932 7 Jan 1979 SS - Dawson
Smith, Beulah P. Carlisle 28 May 1917 24 Feb 1998 DS W [Harold J. Smith, 2nd. Husb.b.] Brown (1) 
Smith, Bob 2 Nov 1902 27 Nov 1927 SS S "Son of W.M. & Martelia Smith" Hayes Crossing 
Smith, Chalmer A. 20 Feb 1924 4 Aug 1925 SS S "Son of Bola & Sullie Smith" Hayes Crossing 
Smith, Charles DeWitt 4 Aug 1915 20 Mar 1994 SS - Dawson
Smith, Clyde 1897 1953 DS H [Hus of Estie Smith] Carey 
Smith, Corbett L. 1923 1960 SS - Lee
Smith, Derrick A. 29 Jan 1957 23 Sep 1970 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Smith, Dexter 1948 1989 SS S "Son of William & Arizona Smith" Crix Cemetery:
Smith, Estie 1907 19__ DS W [Wife of Clyde Smith] Carey 
Smith, Faye Caudill 25 Jun 1928 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Thomas Smith] Carey 
Smith, G. Russell 29 Jun 1898 10 Feb 1988 DS H [Husb. of Jewel F. Smith] Brown (1) 
Smith, Gary Lee 13 Feb 1947 [                 ] SS - [no other date; possibly an infant] Brown (1) 
Smith, Gary Lee 24 Jan 1925 9 Apr 1999 PLQ S [Son of Richard & Geneva K. Gee Smith] Hayes Crossing 
Smith, Hallie E. 31 Dec 1920 7 Dec 1921 SS - "Son of Nelson & Lottie Smith" Howard-Smith 
Smith, Harold J. 31 Dec 1911 27 Oct 1984 DS H [Husb. of Beulah P. Smith] Brown (1) 
Smith, Herbert 17 Aug 1905 31 Mar 1991 DS H [Husb. Of Maude Smith] Gilliam   CC
Smith, Jack 1919 1981 SS - "PVT US Army, WWII" Slaty Point
Smith, Jalana A. 7 Oct 1925 12 Nov 1926 SS D "Dau. of Marion A. & Ada Smith" Hayes Crossing 
Smith, Jewel F. 1903 1985 DS W [Wife of G. Russell Smith] Brown (1) 
Smith, Jimmy D. [James 
Dana] 14 Nov 1948 13 Oct 1998 SS S
[SON of James Dana & Mildred Epperhart 
Smith] Mt. Pisgah
Smith, John 13 May 1912 13 Jul 1913 SS - Smith 
Smith, John Douglas 20 Feb 1974 8 Aug 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Mirabda Henderson Smith] Carey 
Smith, John Edward 8 Jan 1923 30 Sep 1976 SS - Dawson
Smith, Julia 1896 1980 DS W [Wife of Marion Smith] Forest Lawn
Smith, Kevin Rex 3 Jun 1968 6 Apr 1999 PLQ H [of Husb of April Lynn Prater Smith, Living] Caudill (2)
Smith, Loroetta 7 Oct 1918 19 Nov 1920 SS - "Dau. of L. & Ida Smith" Howard-Smith 
Smith, Lottie 3 Mar 1880 16 Jun 1923 SS - "Wife of Nelson Smith" Howard-Smith 
Smith, Lula Hamm 1876 1961 SS W [Wife of C. W. Ham] Eagle Hall  CC
Smith, Lusion L. 13 Jan 1892 13 Mar 1977 DS H [Hus of Pearl V. Smith] Carey 
Smith, Marion 1893 1981 DS H [Husb. of Julia Smith] Forest Lawn
Smith, Marion Anderson 26 Oct 1896 22 Sep 1935 SS - "KY S2 US NFR WWI" Hayes Crossing 
Smith, Martelia Hicks 20 Apr 1864 10 Aug 1947 SS - [Buried next to William Smith] Hayes Crossing 
Smith, Martha 1873 4 May 1914 SS W "Wife of Pete Smith" Carey 
Smith, Mary 24 Oct 1863 26 Mar 1932 SS W "Wife of W. B. Smith"  "Mother" Carey 
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Smith, Mary Elizabeth 30 Jan 1934 17 Apr 2000 PLQ W [wife of Roy Van "Shorty" Smith] Forest Lawn
Smith, Matilda 1879 1949 SS - Slaty Point
Smith, Maude 26 Jan 1908 11 Jul 1962 DS W [Wife of Herbert Smith] Gilliam   CC
Smith, Mayme Pearl 
Eldridge 18 Mar 1914 6 Mar 1998 SS W [Wife of Rollie Estill Smith, Sr] Lee
Smith, Millard 12 Aug 1897 27 Jul 1898 SS S "Son of Martha & B(?D)etter Smith" Abbott-Sturgill
Smith, Millie M. Beven 7 Jun 1913 9 Jan 1987 SS D "Daughter of Charles DeWitt Smith" Dawson
Smith, Nelson 2 Jul 1871 2 Jul 1956 SS - [Hus. of Lottie Smith] "Father" Howard-Smith 
Smith, Pearl V. 22 Mar 1897 24 Jun 1992 DS W [Wife of Lusion L. Smith] Carey 
Smith, Pete 3 Mar 1872 12 Apr 1925 SS H [Hus of Martha Smith] Carey 
Smith, Rachel 1850 1942 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Smith, Rhonda Elizabeth 14 Jan 1972 14 Jan 1972 SS - New Alfrey
Smith, Robert Talmadge 28 May 1929 22 Oct 2000 PlQ H
[Husb of Ruth Delores White Smith]"US 
Army Vet, Korean War" Fultz
Smith, Rollie Estil, Jr. 1935 1965 SS - Lee
Smith, Rollie Estil, Sr. 1907 1980 SS H [Husb. of Mayme Pearl Eldridge Smith] Lee
Smith, Ruth Delores White 15 Nov 1935 30 Sep 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Robert Talmadge Smith] Fultz
Smith, Sandra Stidam 29 Nov 1943 16 Oct 1982 DS - "Wife", "Mother" [dau. of Orville Stidam] Williams-Turner
Smith, Shirley Mae Whitt 12 Jan 1929 22 Aug 1999 PLQ W [Wife of  Albert B. Smith] Clearfield
Smith, Sidney - - SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Smith, Thomas 15 Feb 1920 18 Oct 1996 DS H
[Hus of Faye Caudill Smith]"PFC U.S. 
Army WWII" Carey 
Smith, Tommy Ray 13 Apr 1965 [                 ] SS - "Infant" Carey 
Smith, Venita Moore 22 Mar 1946 1 Jan 1994 SS - Moore-Messer
Smith, William 5 Feb 1865 22 Sep 1952 Plk - "Veteran" Hayes Crossing 
Smith, William R. [Radar] 18 Feb 1916 24 Feb 1999 SS H [Husband of Arizona Everage Smith] Crix Cemetery:
Smith, Zilpha May 1930 1934 SS - Williams-Turner
Smitson, Matilda 1880 1948 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Smoot, Bannie B. 1875 1956 DS H [of Barbara A. Smoot] Caudill (2)
Smoot, Barbara A. 1871 1959 DS W [of Bannie B. Smoot] Caudill (2)
Smoot, Billie K. 22 Dec 1932 11 Nov 1933 SS D "Daughter of R & Eliza Smoot" Eldridge (1) 
Snelling, Carrie A. 7 Jun 1898 31 May 1965 SS - Brown (1) 
Snelling, Charles 24 Oct 1920 25 Aug 1944 SS - "KY Pvt 10 Inf. 5 Inf. Div WWII" Brown (1) 
Snelling, James C. 31 Jan 1898 31 Aug 1985 DS H [Husb. of Mary J. Snelling] Brown (1) 
Snelling, Mary J. 1 Dec 1900 28 Aug 1991 DS W [Wife of James C. Snelling] Brown (1) 
Snipes, Callie 21 Apr 1912 14 Jul 1987 DS H [Husb. G. Evelyn Snipes] Lee
Snipes, G. Evelyn 25 Feb 1910 9 May 1989 DS W [Wife of Callie Snipes] Lee
Snow, Wanda M. 18 Feb 1928 24 Aug 1952 SS - Siloam
Snyder, Gertrude S. 1878 1939 SS W [Wife of Guy Snyder] Caudill (1) 
Snyder, Guy 1875 1934 SS H [Husband of Gertrude S. Snider] Caudill (1) 
Snyder, Mary Elennor 25 May 1906 1 Jun 1906 SS D [Daughter of Guy & Mary E. Snyder] Caudill (1) 
Soldier, Unknown - 1942 SS - "Known only to God" Placed by Amer Leg" Baldridge (2)
Sorrel, Alice 29 May 1861 21 Feb 1890 SS - "Wife of J. H." New Alfrey
Sorrell, Allie Young 1887 1959 SS H "Husb of Minnie W. [Warren] Sorrell" Slaty Point
Sorrell, Augusta 1904 1982 SS - [Next to Mary Alice Sorrell] Forest Lawn
Sorrell, Bertha T. 1904 1981 QS - [Keep with Infant Son/Dau Thomas] Brown (1) 
Sorrell, Everett C. 1898 1965 QS - [Keep with Infant Son/Dau Thomas] Brown (1) 
Sorrell, Gertie K. 1905 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Joseph B. Sorrell] Forest Lawn
Sorrell, Isaac 18 Sep 1840 10 Jun 1884 SS - Slaty Point
Sorrell, Isaac - - SS - Slaty Point
Sorrell, Joseph B. 1898 1980 DS H [Husb. of Gertie K. Sorrell] Forest Lawn
Sorrell, Leslie - - SS - [no dates][Next to Ottis R. Sorrell] Siloam
Sorrell, M. C. 18 Dec 1866 4 Dec 1925 SS - Slaty Point
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Sorrell, Mary Alice 1902 1979 SS - [Next to Augusta Sorrell] Forest Lawn
Sorrell, Minnie Warren 1883 1973 SS W "Wife of Allie Y. Sorrell" Slaty Point
Sorrell, Ottis R. 23 May 1919 6 Mar 1944 SS - [Next to Leslie Sorrell] "...WWII" Siloam
Sorrell, Sandy Jane 3 Dec 1961 3 Dec 1961 SS D "Daughter of Alvin & Jean Sorrell" Eldridge (1) 
Souder, Mary A. McKinney 1920 1979 SS - [Daug. Of Bert & Amy McKenney] Lee
Sowers, Iva Moore 1901 1978 SS - Sardis
Sparkman, Bobby 18 Nov 1938 5 Jul 1939 QS S "Son of Ted Sparkman, died in flood" (1) Dawson
Sparkman, Cardelia 1872 1962 DS W [Wife of Ira Sparkman] Christian
Sparkman, Cellie D. 1907 1969 DS H [Husband of Hattie Neal Sparkman] Dawson
Sparkman, Diana L. 31 Jul 1948 31 Dec 1990 TS D [Dau of Joseph & Loretta Sparkman] Clearfield
Sparkman, Earl 6 Jan 1910 17 Oct 1937 SS - "He is not dead but sleepeth" Caudill (1) 
Sparkman, Earnest 22 Nov 1901 16 May 1994 DS H [Husb. of Hattie G. Sparkman] Brown (1) 
Sparkman, Edgar 5 Feb 1904 5 Feb 1904 SS - Christian
Sparkman, Elmer 13 Dec 1930 5 Jul 1939 QS S "Son of Ted Sparkman, died in flood" (1) Dawson
Sparkman, George 1900 1966 DS H [Husb. of Maude Sparkman] Forest Lawn
Sparkman, Golda Dyer 25 May 1914 7 Dec 1982 SS W [Wife of  Virgil A. Sparkman]"Mother" Clearfield
Sparkman, Hattie G. 23 Mar 1910 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Earnest Sparkman] Brown (1) 
Sparkman, Hattie Neal 6 Jan 1906 30 May 1940 DS W [Wife of Cellie D. Sparkman] Dawson
Sparkman, Inita 4 Feb 1934 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Roy Chester Sparkman] Brown (1) 
Sparkman, Ira 1860 1930 DS H [Husb of Cardelia Sparkman] Christian
Sparkman, Jerry Ray 25 Sep 1950 14 Sep 1998 PLQ S
[Son of Joseph & Loretta Ison 
Sparkman]"PVT US Army, Vietnam" Clearfield
Sparkman, John "Crit" 1870 1959 SS - Dawson
Sparkman, Joseph C. 31 Jul 1925 [                 ] TS H [Husb of  Loretta J. Sparkman] Clearfield
Sparkman, Logan 1879 1954 DS H [Husband of Rachel Sparkman] Dawson
Sparkman, Loretta J. 24 Apr 1932 26 Oct 1990 TS W [Wife of  Joseph C. Sparkman] Clearfield
Sparkman, Martha [                ] [                ] DS W [Wife of William James Stewart] Dawson
Sparkman, Maude 1902 1965 DS W [Wife of George Sparkman] Forest Lawn
Sparkman, Mose 23 Mar 1872 21 May 1943 DS H [Husb. of Bertha L. Sparkman] Brown (1) 
Sparkman, Paul 25 may 1933 5 Jul 1939 QS S "Son of Ted Sparkman, died in flood" (1) Dawson
Sparkman, Pearlie Brown 21 Apr 1902 2 Feb 1989 TS M [Keep with Pete & J.P. Brown]"Mother" Clearfield
Sparkman, Rachel 1883 1957 DS W [Wife of Logan Sparkman] Dawson
Sparkman, Roy Chester 10 Jan 1921 22 Oct 1989 DS H [of Inita Sparkman]"Sgt USArmy WWII" Brown (1) 
Sparkman, Russell 3 Jul 1913 18 Oct 1971 SS - "Ky Tech 5, HQ CO, 19 GLI INF, WWII" Dawson
Sparkman, Velma 24 Aug 1935 5 Jul 1939 QS D "Dau. of Ted Sparkman, died in flood" (1) Dawson
Sparkman, Virgil A."Tom" 3 Mar 1901 14 May 1969 SS H [H of Golda Dyer Sparkman]"Father" Clearfield
Sparkman, William James 16 Nov 1820 22 Nov 1918 DS H [Husbnad of Martha Stewart Sparkman] Dawson
Sparks, Amelia Ann 1889 1980 DS W [Wife of Charles A. Sparks]M:10/12/1913 Lee
Sparks, Anna 12 Apr 1890 9 Dec 1977 DS W [Wife of Charlie Sparks] Click
Sparks, Arvill 26 Dec 1888 3 Sep 1909 SS W "Wife of L. H. Sparks" Hamilton
Sparks, Bert Edison 11 Oct 1918 14 Apr 1999 PLQ - Click
Sparks, Bertha A. 27 Sep 1889 19 Oct 1910 SS W [Wife of Charles A. Sparks] Dawson
Sparks, Betty 30 Aug 1908 2 Sep 1911 SS D "Daug. of Charles A. & Bertha Sparks" Dawson
Sparks, Burl Ivan 6 Jul 1933 19 Jan 1994 SS S "Son of Charlie & Anna Mabry Sparks" Click
Sparks, Charles A. 1886 1980 DS H [Husb. of Amelia Ann Sparks] Lee
Sparks, Charles V. 24 Mar 1935 20 Jan 1951 DS - [Keep with Estill Sparks] Conn-Bradley  CC
Sparks, Charlie 24 Mar 1887 9 Feb 1960 DS H [Husband of Anna Sparks] Click
Sparks, Charlotte Mae 9 Nov 1951 14 Dec 1995 SS - Hale   CC
Sparks, Colby 23 Feb 1876 16 Aug 1965 DS H [Husband of Julia Sparks] New Sill
Sparks, Dee O, 20 Sep 1916 23 Jan 1960 SS - Click
Sparks, Delmer 28 Jun 1920 2 Sep 1920 SS S "Son of Charles A. & Amelia Sparks" Dawson
Sparks, Dettie F. 1 Oct 1934 [                ] DS W [Wife of Levi Sparks JR] New Sill
Sparks, Edgar 13 Mar 1926 29 Oct 1996 SS - [WWII] Click
Sparks, Estill 11 Jan 1905 20 Jan 1951 DS - [Keep with Charles V. Sparks] Conn-Bradley  CC
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Sparks, Eva 3 Jul 1914 17 Oct 1914 SS D "Daug. of Charles A. & Amelia Sparks" Dawson
Sparks, Gaythal Reeder 1922 1985 SS - Lee
Sparks, Grayce E. 5 Jun 1903 26 Aug 1881 SS - [Next to Willis L. Sparks] Clark-Harris   EC
Sparks, Guy 11 Dec 1911 13 Mar 1912 SS - "Son of W.L. and Ella Sparks" Clark-Harris   EC
Sparks, Hattie K. 1893 1969 DS W [Wife of Leburn Sparks] New Sill
Sparks, Infant 9 Apr 1904 9 Sep 1904 SS D "Daughter of J. W. & Mary Sparks" Caudill-Porter 
Sparks, Infant Twins [            ] [            ] STN TWN [Info. from Betty Jo Davis] Bailey
Sparks, Ivan E. 13 May 1925 28 Jun 1925 SS S "Son of L.H. & Hattie Sparks" Hayes Crossing 
Sparks, J. C. 19 Oct 1910 19 Dec 1910 SS S [Son of Charles A. & Bertha Sparks] Dawson
Sparks, Jesse Allen "Bud" 8 Feb 1855 24 Dec 1933 UM H
[husb of Anna Carol Click Sparks, dau of 
Jacob & Julia Ann (Brown) Click] Click
Sparks, John F. 2 May 1862 21 Jun 1919 SS - New Sill
Sparks, Julia 3 Dec 1884 28 May 1970 DS W [Wife of Colby Sparks] New Sill
Sparks, Junita 29 Sep 1916 1 Jun 1920 SS D "Dau of L.H. & Hattie Sparks" Hayes Crossing 
Sparks, Laura Myrtle 8 Mar 1925 12 Nov 1925 D dau. Of Charlie & Annie Mabry Sparks Sparks (2) 
Sparks, Leburn 1888 1979 DS H [Husband of Hattie K. Sparks] New Sill
Sparks, Leui 29 Aug 1901 17 Feb 1976 DS H [Husb of Mary C. Sparks] Conley (1)
Sparks, Levi JR 9 Mar 1928 17 Mar 1962 DS H [Husband of Dettie F Sparks] New Sill
Sparks, Lonnie 5 May 1902 13 Jul 1970 DS H [Husb of Wyona L. Sparks] Hogge 
Sparks, Lou Ann 4 Jul 1869 20 Feb 1953 SS - New Sill
Sparks, Mary C. 11 Aug 1905 20 May 1990 DS W [Wife of Leui Sparks] Conley (1)
Sparks, Mary T. 1877 1969 SS - Lee
Sparks, Oscar 18 Sep 1909 16 Nov 1982 DS H [Pearl Frances Sparks] Sparks (1)
Sparks, Pearl Frances 3 Sep 1913 7 Jul 1981 DS W [Oscar Sparks] Sparks (1)
Sparks, Phylis Ann 9 Jun 1959 20 Mar 1960 SS - Stigall (1) 
Sparks, Rocky Wayne 11 Sep 1951 17 Mar 1962 SS - New Sill
Sparks, Ruby Coralean 1931 1945 SS D "Daug. of Charlie & Anna Sparks" Click
Sparks, Thomas Mathews 14 Jul 1958 31 Oct 1988 SS S "Son of Oscar & Pearl Sparks" Sparks (1)
Sparks, U. S. 1873 1946 SS - Lee
Sparks, Vercil 18 Nov 1914 20 Aug 1993 SS - Cranston
Sparks, Virgil 4 Jul 1921 5 Apr 1996 SS - "TEC 4 US Army WWII" Lee
Sparks, Willis L. 1885 1975 SS - [Next to Guy Sparks] Clark-Harris   EC
Sparks, Wyona L. 17 Oct 1898 23 Oct 1978 DS W [Wife of Lonnie Sparks] Hogge 
Sparks2: The two burials are reported to be: Sparks (2) 
Spence, Artie Mecie 1893 1966 SS - "Mother" Perry   MC
Spence, Florence M. 19 Mar 1925 7 Jul 1982 SS - "Mother" Hogge 
Spencer, Bobby W. 17 Feb 1915 21 Mar 1981 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Spencer, Chalmer 9 Mar 1915 16 Apr 1918 SS S "Son of Verner & Nettie Spencer" Dawson
Spencer, James C. 16 Nov 1927 23 Dec 1977 TS S [Son of Andrew G. & Ella M. Brandt] Bowman
Spencer, Margarett Ann 24 Aug 1881 31 Dec 1915 SS - Eldridge (1) 
Spencer, Nettie 9 Apr 1896 7 Aug 1922 DS W [Wife of Verner Spencer] Dawson
Spencer, Rebecca I. 1878 1956 DS W [of Robert S. Spencer] Caudill (2)
Spencer, Robert S. 1879 1956 DS H [of Rebecca Spencer I.] Caudill (2)
Spencer, Verner 22 Aug 1892 21 Apr 1949 DS H [Husband of Nettie Spencer] Dawson
Spillman, Leonard 26 Feb 1925 5 Dec 1925 SS S "Son of William. S. & Ena Spillman" Eagle Hall  CC
Spillman, Letha E. 25 May 1912 19 Dec 1912 SS D "Dau of William. S. & Ena Spillman" Eagle Hall  CC
Spillman, Mary E. 20 Jun 1916 3 Aug 1916 SS D "Dau of William. S. & Ena Spillman" Eagle Hall  CC
Spillman, Roena [Ena] 1884 1957 DS W [Wife of William S. Spillman] Eagle Hall  CC
Spillman, Vannie G. 28 Jun 1919 28 Jun 1919 SS S "Son of William. S. & Ena Spillman" Eagle Hall  CC
Spillman, William S. 1884 1973 DS H [Husb of Roena [Ena] Spillman] Eagle Hall  CC
Spradlin, Flora 5 May 1882 5 May 1882 SS D "Dau of H. J. & Victoria Spradlin" Town   EC
Springer, Belvie B. 12 Apr 1922 17 Dec 1975 SS S "Son George & Elizabeth Springer" Adams-Plank
Springer, Elizabeth 25 Dec 1892 2 Aug 1942 SS W [Wife of George H. Springer] "Mother" Adams-Plank
Springer, George H. 10 Feb 1871 8 Nov 1950 SS H [Husband of Elizabeth Springer] "Father" Adams-Plank
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Springer, George W. 7 Dec 1914 29 Sep 1972 DS H [Husband of Lida M. Springer] Adams-Plank
Springer, John H. 25 Oct 1917 10 Nov 1937 SS S "Son George & Elizabeth Springer" Adams-Plank
Springer, Lida M. 28 Jul 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of George W. Springer] Adams-Plank
Springer, Mavin Johnson 8 Jun 1935 15 Oct 1984 SS - Williams (2)
Springer, Meyles J. 5 Jun 1928 15 Jan 1939 SS S "Son George & Elizabeth Springer" Adams-Plank
Springer, Nancy Sue 1 Nov 1944 7 Oct 1945 SS - "Daughter" Adams-Plank
Springer, Othie L. 11 Feb 1911 26 Jul 1964 SS S "Son George & Elizabeth Springer" Adams-Plank
Springer, Virginia Johnson 17 Apr 1931 11 Jul 1982 SS - Williams (2)
Sproles, Avanelle E. Duncan 
Markley 20 Oct 1924 3 Nov 1991 SS - Hale   CC
Spurlock, Anna P. 28 Oct 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Howard A. Spurlock] Brown (1) 
Spurlock, Grover Cleveland 23 Oct 1943 21 Aug 1998 DS H [Alta Caudill Spurlock]"mar. 18 Jun 1966" Hogtown
Spurlock, Howard A. 19 May 1896 18 Jun 1982 DS H [H of Anna P Spurlock]"Army WWI" Brown (1) 
Srewart, Cynthia A. [                ] [                ] DS W [Wife of Rev. James  Stewart] Dawson
Stacey, Avery 1910 1921 SS - Sardis
Stacy, Anna 9 Nov 1870 [                ] SS - Adams-Plank
Stacy, Avery 5 Jul 1915 16 Jun 1971 SS - "KY Co A 2 REGT 6 TN G BN WWII" Adams-Plank
Stacy, Bernice G. 24 Jan 1932 [                ] DS W [Wife of Ora F. Stacy] Adams-Plank
Stacy, Billy 20 Jan 1929 [                ] SS - Adams-Plank
Stacy, Cecil 1 Dec 1921 11 Apr 1995 DS H [Husb. of Linda Ball Stacy] M: 9 Nov 1946 Adams-Plank
Stacy, Charlie 1881 1933 DS H [Husband of Cindy Stacy] Adams-Plank
Stacy, Cindy 22 Aug 1893 24 Jan 1959 DS W [Wife of Charlie Stacy] Adams-Plank
Stacy, Clifford 12 Apr 1932 12 Apr 1932 SS - Adams-Plank
Stacy, Cora 29 Sep 1905 20 Mar 1980 DS W [Otis Stacy] "Dau of James & Anna Plank" Adams-Plank
Stacy, Dollie 25 Mar 1902 [                ] DS W [Wife of Thomas P. Stacy] Adams-Plank
Stacy, Donald Ray 1940 1950 SS - Brown (1) 
Stacy, Dora 4 Jul 1934 [                ] SS - Adams-Plank
Stacy, Earnie 21 Nov 1923 12 Jul 1958 SS - Adams-Plank
Stacy, Elmer P. 1905 1978 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Adams-Plank
Stacy, Florence 22 Jan 1871 7 Jan 1951 SS W "Wife of H. J. Stacy] Caudill-Porter 
Stacy, Iva 1902 1988 DS W [Wife of Oll Stacy] Forest Lawn
Stacy, John Aaron 7 Aug 1909 10 Jul 1993 DS H [Husband of Maxine Haney Stacy] Stacy-Peyton
Stacy, Linda Ball 18 Sep 1928 [                ] DS W [Wife of Cecil Stacy] Adams-Plank
Stacy, Maxine Haney 30 Mar 1918 [                ] DS W [Wife of John Aaron Stacy] Stacy-Peyton
Stacy, Nicy Haney 29 Aug 1875 11 Nov 1934 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Stacy, Oll 1900 1979 DS H [Husb. of Iva Stacy] Forest Lawn
Stacy, Ora F. 4 Jul 1934 8 Mar 1996 DS H [Husband of Bernice G. Stacy] Adams-Plank
Stacy, Otis 16 May 1904 6 Jul 1970 DS H [Husb. of Cora Stacy] M: 28 Mar 1928 Adams-Plank
Stacy, Thomas P. 19 Mar 1888 20 Jun 1930 DS H [Husband of Dollie Stacy] Adams-Plank
Stacy, Walter Chester 29 Jan 1926 26 Jan 1983 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Whisman 
Stacy, Willie 12 Jan 1866 30 Jun 1949 SS - Stacy-Peyton
Stafford, Altie M. 23 Dec 1934 22 Apr 1936 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Stafford, Bertie E. 2 Apr 1874 24 Jun 1905 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
Stafford, Bessie A. Simmons 12 Apr 1930 19 Jan 1993 TS W
[Wife of James L. Stafford,Married 12 
Apr,1957 Simmons   EC
Stafford, Charles L. 13 Nov 1942 13 Nov 1980 SS - Boggs (2)   EC
Stafford, E. L. 22 Mar 1939 22 Mar 1939 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Stafford, E. L. 23 Oct 1937 28 Oct 1937 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Stafford, Ernest 18 Dec 1911 26 May 1989 SS - Boggs (2)   EC
Stafford, F. D. 22 Apr 1940 22 Apr 1940 SS - Kegley-Nickell
Stafford, Ina 1902 1988 SS - Hogtown
Stafford, James L. 1 Apr 1928 [                ] TS H [Husband of Bessie A. Simmons Stafford] Simmons   EC
Stafford, Jesse J. 11 Nov 1924 20 Jun 1995 DS H [Husb. of Mary J. Stafford] Brown (1) 
Stafford, Mary J. 28 Nov 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jesse J. Stafford] Brown (1) 
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Stafford, Randy J. 31 Jan 1965 [                ] TS S
"Son of James L. and Bessie A. Simmons 
Stafford" Simmons   EC
Stafford, Rickie Lee 3 Sep 1957 [                ] SS S
"Son of James and Bessie A. Simmons 
Stafford" Simmons   EC
Staggs, Bonita Kay 1938 1939 SS - [Next to William Earl Staggs] Siloam
Staggs, Edna Sparks 1904 1937 SS - Lee
Staggs, Florence B. 1864 1949 SS - [Next to J. B. Staggs] Siloam
Staggs, Florence G. 1873 1954 SS - Carey 
Staggs, Harold E. 1937 1937 SS - [Next to William Earl Staggs] Siloam
Staggs, J. Albert 1885 1940 DS H [Husb of May Staggs] Siloam
Staggs, J. B. 1862 1903 SS - [Next to Florence B. Staggs] Siloam
Staggs, Joseph Lanford 1 Jul 1922 1 Mar 1995 SS - "Sgt US Army WWII, Purple Heart" Baldridge (2)
Staggs, May 1889 1929 DS W [Wife of J. Albert Staggs] Siloam
Staggs, Richard Sparks 18 Nov 1931 [               ] SS S [Son of Edna Staggs] Lee
Staggs, Rose 1923 [                ] SS - Baldridge (2)
Staggs, William Earl 1915 1939 SS - [Next to Bonita Kay Staggs] Siloam
Stamm, Cora Gibbs 26 May 1917 9 Jul 1999 PLQ M/D [Mother, Dau of Howard & Mary Gibbs] Brown (1) 
Stamper, Alice 5 Aug 1909 19 Nov 1977 DS W [of Hobart Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Arthur 1915 1941 SS - Carey 
Stamper, Artie M.[Perry] 29 Mar 1910 11 Apr 1995 DS W
[Wife of Luther E. Stamper, dau of Ulysis & 
Elizabeth Brown Perry] Clearfield
Stamper, Asa Clayton 22 Dec 1922 6 Apr 1999 PLQ H [Husb. Of Alma OldfieldStamper, Living] Forest Lawn
Stamper, Barbara Ann 13 Jan 1957 14 Mar 1957 SS - Johnson (1)
Stamper, Ben 1884 1973 DS H [of Edna Mae Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Benny W. 4 Mar 1935 21 Jul 1955 SS - "AB 914 AC W SQ USAF" Williams-Turner
Stamper, Brillian 1916 1944 DS S [Keep with Lucy Ann Stamper] Clearfield
Stamper, Carte 1886 1944 SS - Baldridge (1)
Stamper, Charles D. 1912 1978 DS H [Husb. of Reva E. Stamper] Lee
Stamper, Chester Clay 1915 1995 SS - Baldridge (1)
Stamper, Claude Ray 21 Nov 1921 15 Mar 1981 SS - Williams-Turner
Stamper, Clifford 1896 1952 DS H [of Virgie Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Corda C. 3 Dec 1900 24 Mar 1965 DS W [Wife of Harry W. Stamper] Carey 
Stamper, Corda C. 3 Dec 1900 24 Mar 1965 DS W [Wife of Harry W. Stamper] Cassity (2) 
Stamper, Darlene Apr 1931 [                  ] DS - "Infant" New Sill
Stamper, Darlene 5 May 1939 18 Jan 1940 SS - Bear Church   EC
Stamper, David E. May 1933 [                  ] DS - "Infant" New Sill
Stamper, Edna Mae 1899 1967 DS W [of Ben Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Elizabeth 29 Feb 1856 24 Apr 1929 SS W "Wife of S. C. Stamper" Lee
Stamper, Estel R. 2 Mar 1908 15 Nov 1935 DS H [of Gladys Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Evelyn M. [12 Jan]1927 24 Jun 2000 DS W [Wife of Oather Thomas Stamper] Forest Lawn
Stamper, Everett L. 18 Mar 1894 7 Oct 1925 SS - Williams-Turner
Stamper, Frank 7 Aug 1864 2 Oct 1935 DS H [Hus of Rebecca Stamper] Carey 
Stamper, Freda Girtrue 30 Sep 1928 30 Sep 1938 SS D "Dau. of Estil & Gladys Stamper" Moore-Messer
Stamper, Freddie M. 2 Jan 1923 2 Jan 1923 SS S "Halbert & Maggie M. Stamper" Fultz
Stamper, George W. 30 Aug 1927 20 Oct 1929 SS - Dawson
Stamper, Gladys 14 Jan 1909 [                ] DS W [of Estel R. Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Harlan E. 22 Apr 1932 17 Jun 1991 SS S [son of Luther & Artie Stamper] Clearfield
Stamper, Harlan V. Sr. 1925 1979 DS H [Husb. of Ruby Stamper] Forest Lawn
Stamper, Harry W. 24 Sep 1891 10 Sep 1964 DS H [Husb of Corda C. Stamper] Carey 
Stamper, Harry W. 24 Sep 1891 10 Sep 1964 DS H
[of Corda C Stamper]"KY PFC Bat A 313 
ARTY WWI" Cassity (2) 
Stamper, Hobart 14 Feb 1897 4 Apr 1961 DS H [of Alice Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Infant [                ] Aug 1937 SS - Prather-Stamper
Stamper, J. [John]Rosco 18 Jan 1884 3 May 1956 DS H [Husband of Lula H. Stamper] Caudill (1) 
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Stamper, J. W. 8 May 1885 18 Oct 1959 DS H [Hus of Lulie Stamper] Carey 
Stamper, James Tabor 28 Oct 1889 4 Oct 1923 SS - Carey 
Stamper, Jesse Arminda 13 Feb 1917 13 Aug 1918 SS - Hamilton
Stamper, Lizzie A. 1890 1977 DS W [Wife of Robert F. Stamper] Lee
Stamper, Lottie 4 Aug 1911 5 Aug 1911 SS - [Next to J. W. & Lulie Stamper] Carey 
Stamper, Lucy Ann 1890 1958 DS W [Keep with Brillian Stamper ]"Mother" Clearfield
Stamper, Lula H. 27 Aug 1894 22 May 1988 DS W [Wife of John Rosco Stamper] Caudill (1) 
Stamper, Lulie 1 Mar 1887 18 Jan 1912 DS W [of J. W. Stamper] "His Wife" Carey 
Stamper, Luther E. 26 Dec 1904 28 Jan 1993 DS H [Husb of  Artie M. Stamper] Clearfield
Stamper, Maggie M. 31 Aug 1898 9 Feb 1923 SS W "Halbert Stamper" Fultz
Stamper, Martha 5 Apr 1870 18 Feb 1958 DS W [of Samuel Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Mose G. 1893 1971 DS H [Husband of Sarah B. Stamper] New Sill
Stamper, Oather Thomas 9 Feb 1924 28 Aug 1981 DS H [Husb. of Evelyn M. Stamper]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Stamper, Ona 17 Nov 1902 11 Sep 1990 DS - Williams-Turner
Stamper, Perley 20 Mar 1919 16 Mar 1946 DS - Dawson
Stamper, Rebecca 25 Jul 1864 20 Jul 1945 DS W [Wife of Frank Stamper] Carey 
Stamper, Reva E. 1916 1986 DS W [Wife of Charles D. Stamper] Lee
Stamper, Robert F. 1875 1948 DS H [Husband of Lizzie A. Stamper] Lee
Stamper, Robert H. 1919 1975 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Lee
Stamper, Ruby 1929 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Harlan V. Stamper Sr.] Forest Lawn
Stamper, S. C. 2 Oct 1855 26 Dec 1921 SS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Stamper] Lee
Stamper, Samuel 1 Jan 1871 5 May 1962 DS H [of Martha Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Sarah A. 1822 1900 SS - "Gone but not forgotten" Jones (1)
Stamper, Sarah B. 1894 1974 DS W [Wife of Mose G. Stamper] New Sill
Stamper, Susan 9 Oct 1866 11 Dec 1894 SS - Hamilton
Stamper, Vergie 1901 1973 DS W [of Clifford Stamper] Williams-Turner
Stamper, Verna May 15 May 1912 5 Oct 1913 SS D "Daug. of Carter & Nannie Stamper" Prather-Stamper
Stamper, William Hollie 28 Oct 1900 9 Feb 1979 SS - Clearfield
Stamper, Wm. D. Feb 1821 6 Apr 1890 SS - Dawson
Stanes, Gregory (2) - - SS - Baldridge (2)
Stanley, Adda 5 Nov 1913 [                ] DS W [Wife of Chester Stanley] White Family
Stanley, Bert 27 Apr 1893 11 Jan 1963 DS H [Husb of Ninnie White Stanley]"Father" White Family
Stanley, Beulah Parker 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Lt. Glendon H. Stanley] Brown (1) 
Stanley, Billie 28 Dec 1941 29 Dec 1941 DS S [Twin son of Chester & Adda Stanley] White Family
Stanley, Bobbie 28 Dec 1941 29 Dec 1941 DS S [Twin son of Chester & Adda Stanley] White Family
Stanley, Chester 7 Mar 1911 25 Sep 1985 DS H [Husband of Adda Stanley] White Family
Stanley, Lt. Glendon H. 1918 1974 DS H [H. of Beulah Parker Stanley]"WWII" Brown (1) 
Stanley, Ninnie White 26 Mar 1893 6 Nov 1981 DS W [Wife of Bert Stanley] "Mother" White Family
Stapleton, Robert (Bob) 12 Oct 1899 30 Nov 1976 SS - Clearfield
Starcher, Elizabeth - 1927 SS - [#1244] New Alfrey
Staton, Alvin 1926 1995 DS H [Husb of  Irea Haney Staton] Clearfield
Staton, Carol Sue 19 Oct 1937 2 Jan 1978 SS - Forest Lawn
Staton, Charles Martin 4 Apr 1937 19 Jul 1995 SS S "Son of Mary Martin Tackett" Lee
Staton, Emmer D. 1879 1966 DS W [Wife of John D. Staton]M: 63 years Brown (1) 
Staton, Georgia Ann 21 Jan 1917 [                 ] DS W [Wife of  James Paul Staton] Clearfield
Staton, Gerald 21 Mar 1972 17 May 1991 SS - Brown (1) 
Staton, Homer Denton 1 Jul 1914 26 Oct 1996 SS - Mt. Hope
Staton, Irea Haney 1935 [                 ] DS W [Wife of  Alvin Staton] Clearfield
Staton, James Paul 10 Mar 1912 16 Jan 1970 DS H [Husb of  Georgia Ann Staton] Clearfield
Staton, John D. 1881 1963 DS H [Husb. of Emmer D. Staton] Brown (1) 
Staton, Mayme K. Pettit 28 Jan 1933 3 Aug 1997 SS - Mt. Hope
Staton, Steve Allen 3 Sep 1956 3 Sep 1956 SS - Hogge 
Steagall, Andy J. 4 Feb 1895 26 Dec 1896 SS S [Son of W. R. & Sarah J. Steagall] Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Cecil R. "Pete" 31 Jul 1944 15 Oct 1985 DS H [Husb. of Wanda June Steagall] Brown (1) 
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Steagall, Denny Thomas 16 Dec 1907 5 Apr 1953 SS - Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Dicie 1898 1971 DS W [Wife of Hobert A. Steagall] Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Dolly 24 Apr 1909 28 Sep 1978 SS - Adams-Plank
Steagall, Hobert A. 1898 1970 DS H [of Dicie Steagall] "mar. Mar. 15, 1919" Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Jane 1863 1940 DS W [Wife of William Steagall] Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Jesse, Jr. 20 Oct 1887 19 Dec 1955 SS - "Ky US Army Pvt MG Co. 334 Inf. WWI" Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Jessie 2 Mar 1873 1 May 1942 SS - Caudill (4)
Steagall, Jessie, Sr. 23 Nov 1827 23 Sep 1904 SS H [Husband of Martha Steagall] Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Jimmy E. 19 Mar 1943 10 Apr 1995 SS S
[of W. R. & Sarah J. Steagall]"US Army 
Vietnam" Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Lillie S. 16 Oct 1904 9 Apr 1923 SS S [Son of W. R. & Sarah J. Steagall] Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Martha 8 Jan 1832 25 Apr 1915 SS W "Wife of Jessie Steagall, Sr" Stigall (1) 
Steagall, Wanda June 27 Mar 1949 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Cecil R Steagall]M:10Feb 1968 Brown (1) 
Steagall, William 1862 1945 DS H [Husband of Jane Steagall] Stigall (1) 
Steagall, William Alfred 27 Feb 1902 2 Dec 1902 SS S [Son of W. R. & Sarah J. Steagall] Stigall (1) 
Steenrod, Luther 24 Jan 1877 9 Oct 1897 SS - Slaty Point
Steenrod, Melissa L. 17 Mar 1838 3 Mar 1899 SS W "Wife of Joseph Steenrod" Slaty Point
Steenrod, W. L. 1 Jun 1871 2 Nov 1891 SS - Slaty Point
Stegaill, Virgil H. 4 Mar 1924 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Wilma Kelley Stegaill] Brown (1) 
Stegaill, Wilma Kelley 24 Jan 1937 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Virgil H. Stegaill] Brown (1) 
Stegall, "Little" Billie 24 Jul 1932 12 Jul 1934 SS - Stigall (1) 
Stegall, Allen [                ] 27 Nov 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Ida Mae Ison Stegall] Ison
Stegall, Jake 10 Mar 1891 20 Nov 1970 DS H [Husband of Mary P. Stegall] New Sill
Stegall, Lena Mae 19 Feb 1925 19 Feb 1925 SS D "Dau of Leonard & Minnie Stegall" Caudill (4)
Stegall, Leonard W. 1900 1964 DS H [Husb. of Minnie E. Stegall] M:17 Feb 1926 Caudill (4)
Stegall, Luther 8 Apr 1911 8 Apr 1911 SS S "Son of W. R. & Emily Stegall" Caudill (4)
Stegall, Mary E. 15 Jul 1849 30 May 1891 SS W "Wife of J. S. Stegall" Caudill (4)
Stegall, Mary P. 6 May 1907 23 Oct 1970 DS W [Wife of Jake Stegall] New Sill
Stegall, Maud S. 1893 1955 DS W [Wife of Oliver G. Stegall] Stegall   EC
Stegall, Minnie E. 1906 1982 DS W [Wife of Leonard W. Stegall] Caudill (4)
Stegall, Oliver G. 1888 19___ DS H [Husb of Maud S. Stegall] Stegall   EC
Stegall, Stewart W. 6 Dec 1903 10 Dec 1907 SS S "Son of W.R. & Emily Stegall" Caudill (4)
Stennett, Tom - - SS - [#1098] New Alfrey
Stephens, Armilda 25 Jul 1850 7 Feb 1892 SS W [Wm. T. Stephens] Hogtown
Stephens, Goldie Boggs 13 May 1913 16 Mar 1998 DS W
[Wife of Woodrow Millard Stephens]   
"M:13 Apr 1946" Boggs, Lafay  EC
Stephens, Mary J. 12 Nov 1896 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Porter Stephens] Forest Lawn
Stephens, Porter 29 Nov 1894 2 Nov 1974 DS H [Husb. of Mary J. Stephens] Forest Lawn
Stephens, Ralph Duane 6 Sep 1966 21 Mar 1999 PLQ F/S
[Son of Ralph & Patty Brandenburg 
Stephens. Has son, Jason D. Stephens] Brown (1) 
Stephens, Woodrow Millard 31 Oct 1914 20 Mar 1998 DS H
[Husb of Goldie Boggs Stephens]"Tec 5 US 
Army WWII" Boggs, Lafay  EC
Stephenson, Juanita Fields 11 Jul 1921 28 Nov 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Steven, Thearl D. 18 May 1918 13 Nov 1964 SS - "SI US Navy WWII" Forest Lawn
Stevens, Ada 1913 1995 DS W [Wife of Stirle O. Stevens] Adams-Plank
Stevens, Addie A. 21 Jan 1920 7 feb 1940 SS W "Wife of Ray Stevens" Simmons   EC
Stevens, Albert 1905 1972 DS H [Husband of Nellie Stevens]"Father" Mabry Hill
Stevens, Alvin E. 17 Jul 1936 10 Nov 1994 SS S [son of Bethel & Ollie Stevens] Stevens
Stevens, Belle 9 Feb 1879 29 Nov 1960 SS W [Wife of J. P. Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Bery 20 Sep 1832 [                ] SS - [Death date not visible] Pine Hill
Stevens, Bethel 23 Aug 1913 18 Aug 1975 SS H [Husb of Ollie Stevens]"Father" Stevens
Stevens, Betsy A. 16 Sep 1938 [                ] DS W [Ray Stevens] Stevens-Stigall
Stevens, Billie E. 6 Oct 1934 27 Sep 1951 SS S [son of Bethel & Ollie Stevens] Stevens
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Stevens, Billy Ray 26 Feb 1965 5 Mar 1965 SS - [Buried next to Diane Stevens] Clearfield
Stevens, Bird 1907 1970 DS H [Husb of Stella M. Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Carl B. 4 Dec 1928 5 Dec 1928 SS - Lee
Stevens, Charles L. 31 Jul 1899 9 Jan 1983 DS H [Hus of Lucille Scott Stevens] Carey 
Stevens, Charles L. 24 Jan 1908 21 Aug 1957 DS H [Tina Stevens] Stevens-Stigall
Stevens, Charles Lloyd 17 May 1924 12 Jun 1989 SS - "FM1 US Marine Corps WWII" Brown (1) 
Stevens, Charlie 12 Nov 1888 12 Sep 1960 DS H [Husb of Myrtle Stevens] Hargett   CC
Stevens, Chester Arnold 11 Jul 1944 11 Jul 1944 SS S "Son of Albert & Nell Stevens" Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Christine 2 Dec 1925 [                ] DS W [James E. Stevens] Stevens-Stigall
Stevens, Delbert 25 Jul 1911 4 Aug 1966 DS H
[Husb of Juanita Stevens]"KY PFC 172 Inf 
WWII" Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Diane [                 ] [                 ] SS - [Buried next to Billy R. Stevens] Clearfield
Stevens, Donnie Jo 6 Jun 1953 19 Mar 1956 SS - Adams-Plank
Stevens, Dura Fenton 20 Apr 1861 22 Jan 1938 DS W [Wife of William S. Stevens] Carey 
Stevens, Emma E [Elizabeth] [8 Feb] 1909 8 Jan 1999 DS W [Wife of Sylvester "Vestor" Stevens] Forest Lawn
Stevens, Francis 12 Jul 1861 23 Mar 1934 DS W [Wife of Greenville Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, George Arthur 24 Nov 1972 28 Feb 1975 SS - Brown (1) 
Stevens, Greenville 8 Aug 1858 28 Jun 1932 DS H [Husb of Francis Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Gregory Dexter 21 Mar 1950 29 Sep 1988 SS - "PFC US Marine Corps Vietnam" Mt. Pisgah
Stevens, H. M. 1874 1945 SS - Lee
Stevens, Hansford 1907 1997 SS - Brown (1) 
Stevens, Hansford 1907 1977 SS - Lee
Stevens, Harry Leroy 1893 1978 SS H [of Olive M Tyree Stevens]"WWII" Brown (1) 
Stevens, Haskell "Hack" 18 Nov 1904 24 Jan 1980 DS H [Husband of Myrtle Stevens] New Sill
Stevens, Hiram V. 1876 1953 DS H [Hus of Mary M. Stevens] Masters
Stevens, Holly Nichole 24 Apr 1992 26 Apr 1992 PLK - Black, Johnson
Stevens, Hubert - May 1981 SS - Forest Lawn
Stevens, J. Harlan 31 May 1883 Feb 1948 SS - Lee
Stevens, J. P. 7 Jan 1877 5 Nov 1957 SS H [Husb of Belle Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, James E. 6 May 1931 [                ] DS H [Christine Stevens] Stevens-Stigall
Stevens, James W. 27 Nov 1879 5 Aug 1941 SS H [Husb of Rena Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Juanita 1 Jun 1927 [                ] DS W [Wife of Delbert Stevens] "Mar 26 Feb 1945"Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Kenneth Ray 29 Sep 1928 29 Sep 1928 SS S "Son of Albert & Nell Stevens" Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Lorraine P. 3 Mar 1922 8 Mar 1952 SS M "Mother" New Sill
Stevens, Louise 3 Aug 1945 [                ] DS W [Michael D. Stevens] Stevens-Stigall
Stevens, Lucille Scott 30 Oct 1912 [                 ] DS W [of Charles L. Stevens]M:15 Nov 1934 Carey 
Stevens, M. L. "Spike" 12 Mar 1928 9 Sep 1953 SS - [Next to Mettie Stevens Howell] Brown (1) 
Stevens, Martha J. 1885 1971 SS - Clearfield
Stevens, Mary M. 1882 1907 DS W [Wife of Hiram V. Stevens] Masters
Stevens, Michael D. 14 May 1943 23 May 1995 DS H [Louise Stevens] SP4 US Army VN Stevens-Stigall
Stevens, Myrtle 11 Jul 1897 2 Apr 1989 DS W Wife of Charlie Stevens] Hargett   CC
Stevens, Myrtle Johnson 8 Dec 1905 5 Oct 1999 DS W [Wife of Haskell "Hack" Stevens] New Sill
Stevens, Nellie 1908 1983 DS W [Wife of Albert Stevens]"Mother" Mabry Hill
Stevens, Noah F. 19 Apr 1907 3 Aug 1984 DS H [Husb of Pearl Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Norman 10 Apr 1931 25 Jan 1975 DS H
[Husband of Wilma Stevens] "Sgt US Army 
Korea" New Sill
Stevens, Norman R. 23 Sep 1908 28 Feb 1937 SS - Lee
Stevens, Olive M. Tyree 26 Dec 1900 15 Dec 1991 SS W [Wife of Harry Leroy Stevens] Brown (1) 
Stevens, Ollie 19 Apr 1912 19 Feb 1997 SS W
[Wife of Bethel Stevens] "Mother"                    
"Wed: 2 Apr 1932" Stevens
Stevens, Oscar 8 Aug 1914 25 Mar 1942 SS S "Son of Mr & Mrs J. P. Stevens" Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Paul S. 14 Jun 1940 24 Apr 1966 SS S [son of Bethel & Ollie Stevens] Stevens
Stevens, Pearl 25 Jul 1914 [                ] DS W [Wife of Noah F. Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Philip Andrew 26 Jan 1939 1 Feb 1991 SS - "US Marine Corp" Peyton-Igo
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Stevens, Ray 5 May 1939 17 Apr 1979 DS H [Betsy Stevens] PFC US Army Stevens-Stigall
Stevens, Remonia Mae 4 May 1948 4 May 1948 SS - Adams-Plank
Stevens, Rena 19 Feb 1883 2 Jan 1931 SS W "Wife of James W. Stevens" Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Robert - - SS - "Co. K, 40th KY Inf."  Civil War Shield Lemas-Holbrk EC
Stevens, Robert L. 25 Sep 1911 7 Nov 1936 SS - Lee
Stevens, Ruby V. 3 May 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Steairl Stevens] Mabry Hill
Stevens, Rufus 1 Jul 1922 5 Jul 1944 SS - "Pvt 315 Infantry WWII" Clearfield
Stevens, Ryan E. 29 Mar 1963 31 Mar 1963 SS - [Son of Jean & Jerry Stevens] Mt. Pisgah
Stevens, Steairl 16 May 1918 31 Jul 1976 DS H [Hus. of Ruby V. Stevens]"TEC 5 WWII" Mabry Hill
Stevens, Stella M. 1912 1945 DS W [Wife of Bird Stevens] Fultz, Banney  CC
Stevens, Stirle O. 1910 1974 DS H [Husband of Ada Stevens] Adams-Plank
Stevens, Sylvester "Vestor" 1904 1995 DS H [H. of Emma Elizabeth Jerrals Stevens] Forest Lawn
Stevens, Tina 9 May 1910 26 Jul 1987 DS W [Charlie L. Stevens] Stevens-Stigall
Stevens, William S. 2 May 1855 18 Nov 1939 DS H [Hus of Dura Fenton Stevens] Carey 
Stevens, Wilma 28 Nov 1932 [                ] DS W [Wife of Norman Stevens] New Sill
Stevens, Zelda 1900 1977 SS - [Outside the fenced cemetery, opposite DeWitt 
Stewart, Alex 16 Feb 1826 2 May 1882 SS - Stewart
Stewart, Allie - - SS - Lee
Stewart, Allie I. 16 Oct 1891 14 Aug 1919 SS - Caudill (1) 
Stewart, Anna E. 27 Mar 1902 11 Nov 1975 SS - Stewart
Stewart, Arthur R.. 6 Aug 1922 23 Feb 1968 SS - Stewart
Stewart, Beulah Reeves 26 Oct 1901 29 Oct 1959 SS - Caudill (1) 
Stewart, Byron Wayne 9 Jul 1961 9 Oct 1961 SS - [Next to John & Mabel Kelly] Forest Lawn
Stewart, Carl Edgar 4 May 1914 13 Jun 1977 SS H [Husb. of Christine Wicker Stewart] Brown (1) 
Stewart, Carol Ann 27 Apr 1953 [               ] TS - [Keep with Morgan T. Stewart, III Stewart
Stewart, Cecil 24 Jul 1909 12 Oct 1986 SS - New Alfrey
Stewart, Christine Wicker 25 Sep 1919 29 Oct 1988 SS W [Wife of Carl Edgar Stewart] Brown (1) 
Stewart, Clara 20 Oct 1871 23 Apr 1948 SS - "Mother, Asleep in Jesus" Caudill (1) 
Stewart, Clyde - - SS - Dawson
Stewart, Cora P. 7 Apr 1893 30 May 1986 SS W [Wife of James C. Stewart] Brown (1) 
Stewart, Corbie 22 Aug 1919 21 Jan 1969 SS - "KY PFC Co A 811 TD BN Dawson
Stewart, Earl - - SS - Dawson
Stewart, Edna 18 Feb 1911 18 Feb 1911 SS D "Daughter of J. H. & Thursia Stewart" Dawson
Stewart, Fanny B. [                ] 12 Mar 1881 SS D "Dau. of W. M. & Elizabeth Stewart" Baldridge (2)
Stewart, Fanny L. 11 Dec 1901 15 Jan 1981 DS - [Keep with Jesse G. Stewart] Carpenter
Stewart, Gracy 14 Jan 1890 25 Oct 1895 SS - "Daughter of L. & Dora Stewart" Dawson
Stewart, Infant Son 1913 [               ] SS S [Son of Morgan & Mary Stewart] Stewart
Stewart, J.C. 2 May 1851 10 May 1931 SS Dawson
Stewart, James  Rev. 22 May 1822 19 Mar 1886 DS H [Husband of Cynthia A. Stewart] Dawson
Stewart, James C. 1 Dec 1884 25 Mar 1965 SS H [Husb. of Cora P. Stewart] Brown (1) 
Stewart, James E. 26 Aug 1868 25 Jan 1916 SS - Caudill (1) 
Stewart, James H. 23 Nov 1882 28 Jul 1967 SS H [Husband of Thursia Stewart] Dawson
Stewart, James M. 27 Jun 1916 [                ] DS -                                                      Sort 3 Stewart
Stewart, James, Jr [13 Feb] 1925 [4 Aug] 1976 SS - "PVT US Army WWII" Dawson
Stewart, Jasper N. 20 May 1880 16 Nov 1906 SS S [Son of J. & Martha Stewart] Stewart
Stewart, Jesse G. 6 Feb 1900 4 Feb 1901 DS - [Keep with Fanny L. Stewart] Carpenter
Stewart, Kerby 31 Aug 1917 12 Feb 1919 SS S "Son of J. H. & Thursia Stewart" Dawson
Stewart, Laura A. 12 Jun 1863 8 Mar 1891 SS - Lee
Stewart, Lucinda 1884 1968 DS W [Wife of R. Lee Stewart] Lee
Stewart, Mary E. 9 Feb 1857 24 Jan 1923 SS W [Wife of J. C. Stewart] Dawson
Stewart, Mary J. 1 Nov 1880 5 Feb 1947 SS W [Morgan I. Stewart] Stewart
Stewart, Morgan I. 28 Mar 1874 27 Mar 1928 SS H [Mary J. Stewart] Stewart
Stewart, Morgan T. 28 May 1901 24 Oct 1989 DS H [Mottie McClain Stewart] Stewart
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Stewart, Morgan T. III 20 Apr 1929 11 Dec 1991 TS -
"F1 US Navy WWII" [keep with Carol Ann 
Stewart] Stewart
Stewart, Mottie McClain 22 Jul 1899 26 Dec 1991 DS W [Morgan T. Stewart] Stewart
Stewart, Nancy 10 Jan 1861 10 Nov 1878 SS D [Daughter of J. & Martha Stewart] Stewart
Stewart, Nelva - - SS - Dawson
Stewart, Pearlie S. 3 May 1893 13 Oct 1943 DS W [Wife of William L. Stewart] Dawson
Stewart, Rosie M. 13 Jan 1904 24 Apr 1915 SS - Stewart
Stewart, Thursia 17 Dec 1891 26 Jul 1937 SS W [Wife of James H.Stewart] Dawson
Stewart, Vason 1894 1976 SS - "PVT US Army, WWI" Caudill (1) 
Stewart, Virginia Faye 3 Apr 1936 13 Apr 1936 SS D "Daug. of  Mr. & Mrs. Cleo Stewart" Dawson
Stewart, W. M. [                ] 16 Feb 1881 SS H/F [Father of Fanny B. Stewart] Baldridge (2)
Stewart, William Clarence 24 Jun 1909 25 Jun 1999 PLQ S [of Morgan T & Mary McClurg Stewart ?] Stewart
Stewart, William Edwin 25 Apr 1920 12 Feb 1998 SS - "Hus of Hazel Renfroe; Navy WWII..." New Alfrey
Stewart, William Holley 8 Jul 1907 7 Jun 1908 SS S "Son of A. T. & Cora W. Stewart" Lee
Stewart, William L. 20 Apr 1888 23 Dec 1950 DS H [Husband of Pearlie S. Stewart] Dawson
Stewart, Willie E. 14 May 1882 31 Oct 1895 SS - "Son of L. & Dora Stewart" Dawson
Stewart, Yukiko Sakuda 10 Jan 1939 [                ] DS -                                                      Sort 3 Stewart
Stidam - - SS - [nothing else given] Brown (1) 
Stidam, Ambers P. 1915 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Flo C. Stidam] Forest Lawn
Stidam, Dale B. 23 Apr 1947 8 Dec 1947 SS S [son of Orville Stidam] Williams-Turner
Stidam, Ellis 16 Dec 1911 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Reba Stidam] Brown (1) 
Stidam, Ethel 1 Jun 1904 18 Nov 1922 SS D "W. Albert  & Laura L. Stidam" Williams-Turner
Stidam, Flo C. 1919 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ambers P. Stidam] Forest Lawn
Stidam, Gracie Hicks 30 Sep 1913 24 Oct 1995 DS M [Mother of Wm. Hobart Stidam] Wallace (1) 
Stidam, Hiram L. 1898 1982 DS H [Husb. of Pink R. Stidam] New Alfrey
Stidam, James Crawford 8 Aug 1949 27 Aug 1988 DS H [of Shirley A. Stidam]"AF Vietnam" Forest Lawn
Stidam, John L. 1952 1976 SS S "Son"  [of Orville Stidam] Williams-Turner
Stidam, John W. 23 Nov 1846 24 Nov 1923 SS - "Co 1, 14th Ky Inf. Civil War" Williams-Turner
Stidam, Laura L.[Adams] 1882 1974 DS W [of W. Albert Stidam] "Mother" Williams-Turner
Stidam, Lettie 1878 1963 DS W [Wife of Thomas F. Stidam] Forest Lawn
Stidam, Mary 5 Nov 1849 20 Dec 1922 SS - Williams-Turner
Stidam, Mary Abbott 1866 1936 SS - Clearfield
Stidam, Ora 17 Sep 1908 3 Aug 1951 SS - Williams-Turner
Stidam, Orville 17 Mar 1916 24 Jul 1999 PLQ H/S [son of William  & Laura Adams Stidam] Williams (1)
Stidam, Orville 17 Mar 1916 24 Jul 1999 PLQ H
[of Isoline Jones Stidam-mar.24 Dec 1940] 
[US Army WWII] Williams-Turner
Stidam, Oval 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Winford Stidam] Forest Lawn
Stidam, Pink R. 1903 1978 DS W [Wife of Hiram L. Stidam] New Alfrey
Stidam, Reba 4 Dec 1915 5 May 1961 DS W [Wife of Ellis Stidam] Brown (1) 
Stidam, Shirley A. 1949 [                  ] DS W [Wife of James Crawford Stidam] Forest Lawn
Stidam, Stella 14 Apr 1925 10 Aug 1926 SS - Williams-Turner
Stidam, Thomas F. 1877 1961 DS H [Husb. of Lettie Stidam] Forest Lawn
Stidam, W.[William] Albert 1878 1974 DS H [of Laura E. Stidam] "Father" Williams-Turner
Stidam, William Cecil 26 Sep 1906 5 Jul 1997 PLQ - Forest Lawn
Stidam, William Hobart 6 Nov 1929 19 Feb 1930 DS S [Son of Gracie Hicks Stidam] Wallace (1) 
Stidam, Willie C. 9 Jun 1904 9 May 1979 SS - Baldridge (1)
Stidam, Winford 1912 1996 DS H [Husb. of Oval Stidam]M:14 Sep 1940 Forest Lawn
Stidham, Dorsey 1919 1960 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Stidham, Noah 27 Jul 1907 21 Mar 1912 - - Baldridge (1)
Stidham, Pauline 2 Mar 1923 5 Feb 1931 SS - "Dau of R.J. & Ethel Stidham" Hogge 
Stidham, Robert 10 Aug 1875 6 Aug 1956 SS - Hogge 
Stidham, Virginia L. 29 Jun 1935 3 Mar 1936 SS D "Dau of Delmer & Mary J. Stidham" Eagle Hall  CC
Stidom, Jason 17 May 1870 30 Apr 1948 SS - "Father"  "Dying is but Going Home" Quesinberry (2)
Stidom, Serena 9 Jun 1873 5 Nov 1945 SS - Quesinberry (2)
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Stigal, Ame [Amos] J. 1872 1958 DS H [2nd. Husb of Lettie L [Bair] Stigall] Stigall (2)
Stigal, Lettie L. (Bair) 1882 19__ DS W [Wife of Ame "Amos" Stigall] Stigall (2)
Stigal, Michael Craig 25 Aug 1959 21 Oct 1990 SS - "I love you, M: 11/22/1980" Caudill (2)
Stigal, Wannie E. 1890 1928 SS - Williams-Turner
Stigall, Amos 29 Jan 1898 7 Dec 1984 DS H [Husb. Of Eva [Mabry] Stigall] Stigall (2)
Stigall, Dee 1935 1985 PLK - Stigall (1) 
Stigall, Eugene 1934 1996 PLK - Stigall (1) 
Stigall, Eva [Mabry] 29 Dec 1910 3 Aug 1973 DS W [Wife of Amos Stigall] "M: 7 Mar 1929" Stigall (2)
Stigall, Jessie 15 Jan 1900 15 Feb 1945 SS - "Pvt 1CL. 12 Inf. Maryland" Dawson
Stigall, K. 1813 1833 PLQ - Stigall (2)
Stigall, Manuel 11 Feb 1880 31 Aug 1955 SS - Stevens-Stigall
Stigall, Margaret Evelyn 9 Apr 1932 7 May 2000 PLQ D [Dau of Amos & Evelyn Mabry Stigall] Stigall (2)
Stigall, Mary 13 Mar 1876 10 Apr 1911 SS W "Wife of Tom Stigall] Stigall (2)
Stigall, Matilda D. 7 Jul 1890 24 Nov 1943 SS - "Mother" Stevens-Stigall
Stigall, Nola Trent 13 Apr 1929 30 Sep 2000 PLQ W [Husb of Elmo Stigall] Trent (2) 
Stiltner, Floyd 2 Jun1902 30 Jul 1927 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Stinson, Amy 30 May 1892 7 Feb 1979 SS W [Wife of Chester Stinson] Lee
Stinson, Chester H. 5 Oct 1895 12 Nov 1958 SS H
"Ky Cpl Quarter.Corps WWI"[Husb of Amy 
Stinson] Lee
Stinson, Clyde [                 ] [                 ] Plq - "Son" Hayes Crossing 
Stinson, Curt A. 1911 1995 DS H [of Opal K. Stinson] Caudill (2)
Stinson, Glenda R. 21 Jul 1938 24 Jul 1938 SS D [Daughter of David A & Lela Stinson] New Sill
Stinson, Grace 29 Jul 1902 29 Jul 1977 DS W [Wife of L. B. Stinson] Brown (1) 
Stinson, L. B. 26 Feb 1898 29 Nov 1949 DS H [Husb. of Grace Stinson] Brown (1) 
Stinson, Larry Edward 22 Nov 1951 24 Nov 1951 SS - [Next to Hubert Gregory] Forest Lawn
Stinson, Opal K. 1915 1954 DS W [of Curt A. Stinson] Caudill (2)
Stinson, Shelby J. 16 Mar 1937 3 Apr 1937 SS D [Daughter of David A & Lela Stinson] New Sill
Stoeckert, Hazel C. 14 Jul 1923 4 Apr 1964 SS - Lee
Stokes, Robert W. 19 Mar 1924 5 Dec 1990 SS -
"PFC US ARMY WWII"  [husb.of 
Rosemary Stokes] Lee
Stone, Bessie F. 1915 [                ] DS W [Wife of Donald Stone] Forest Lawn
Stone, Betty Jean 1933 1972 DS W [Wife of Edward E. Stone] Forest Lawn
Stone, Carl W. 1911 1985 DS H [Husband of Clara Stone] Blanton-White
Stone, Clara 1908 1982 DS W [Wife of Carl W. Stone] Blanton-White
Stone, Cressie Plank 19 Jul 1907 [                ] DS W [Theodore Stone]Dau. James & Anna Plank Adams-Plank
Stone, David 30 Mar 1943 10 Jul 1974 SS - [Next to Don. & Bessie Stone]Air Force Forest Lawn
Stone, Donald 1915 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Bessie F. Stone] Forest Lawn
Stone, Edward E. 1929 1997 DS H [Husb. of Betty Jean Stone] Forest Lawn
Stone, Infant Child - - - - [Unmarked Grave, child of Jane Stone] Eldridge (1) 
Stone, Jarrett Hunter 17 Jun 1998 17 Jun 1998 SS S "Son of Douglas & Vickie Dailey Stone" Thomp-Dailey
Stone, Laura 1902 1991 DS W [Wife of Wyatt Stone] Forest Lawn
Stone, Lillie Inez 1907 1993 SS - Williams (2)
Stone, Mary L. 26 Sep 1929 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Richard Thomas Stone] Forest Lawn
Stone, Richard Thomas 5 Nov 1925 21 Jul 1994 DS H [Husb. of Mary L. Stone] Forest Lawn
Stone, Thedore "Ted" 8 Nov 1903 7 Dec 1980 DS H [Husb. of Cressie Stone] "M: 19 Oct 1927" Adams-Plank
Stone, Wyatt 1897 1970 DS H [Husb. of Laura Stone] Forest Lawn
Stricklett, Frances Bert 1926 1980 SS - [Daug. of Lillian Tolliver Clay] Lee
Stucky, Betty K. 3 Jul 1923 [                 ] TV W [Wife of M. M. Stucky] [vault] Brown (1) 
Stucky, M. M. "Bud" 11 Jul 1920 17 Oct 1981 TV H [Husb. of Betty K. Stucky] [vault] Brown (1) 
Stucky, Patricia 2 May 1951 2 May 1951 TV D [Dau of M. M. & Betty Stucky] [vault] Brown (1) 
Sturgell, Albert V. 1894 1995 DS H [Husband of Tillie L Sturgell] New Sill
Sturgell, Armata 12 Jul 1912 13 Mar 1918 SS D [Daughter of L. P. & Mae Sturgell] New Sill
Sturgell, Freda L. 30 Jan 1923 10 Feb 1923 SS D "Dau. of Ray & Olivia Sturgell" [dates?] Christian
Sturgell, Hersle [Lee] 12 Jan 1917 29 Jul 1920 SS S [Son of Albert & Matilda Sturgell] New Sill
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Sturgell, J. L. 30 Jun 1864 25 July 1924 SS - New Sill
Sturgell, Margaret 1867 1957 SS - New Sill
Sturgell, Nemah 28 Feb 1915 16 Sep 1919 SS D [Dau of Albert & Matilda Sturgell] New Sill
Sturgell, Roy 1899 1946 DS - [other side not given] Brown (1) 
Sturgell, Tillie L. 1898 1965 DS W [Wife of Albert V. Sturgell] New Sill
Sturgill, Andy 18 Jul 1893 27 Aug 1962 DS H [Hus. of Dovie Sturgill]"KY Pvt...WWI" Hayes Crossing 
Sturgill, Anna 1893 1978 DS W [Wife of James Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, Bettie Joe 26 Apr 1933 7 May 1933 SS D [Daughter of James & Anna Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, Charles 6 Feb 1914 [               ] DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Sturgill] Lee
Sturgill, Charles S. 21 May 1924 21 May 1924 SS S "Son of A.J. & Dobie Sturgill" Hayes Crossing 
Sturgill, Dovie Lee 20 Nov 1891 5 Oct 1983 TS W [Wife of Marion Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, Dovie T. 1891 1976 DS W [Wife of Andy Sturgill] Hayes Crossing 
Sturgill, Edith Jolene 1931 1931 SS - Town   EC
Sturgill, Inez 1912 1986 DS W [Wife of Marvin L Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, J. [Phillip] Nov 16 1918 [                ] SS - New Sill
Sturgill, James 1890 1976 DS H [Husband of Anna Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, James P. Jr. 29 May 1969 2 Jun 1969 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Sturgill, James Phillip 12 Nov 1918 12 Oct 1999 PLQ H [Father; Army WWII  Vet] New Sill
Sturgill, Lawrence P. 1890 1986 DS H [Husband of Mae Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, Lou Vernon 19 Aug 1922 21 Jul 1986 TS D [dau of Marion & Dovie Vernon Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, Mae 1896 1972 DS W [Wife of Lawrence Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, Marion 8 Jan 1892 15 Apr 1966 TS H [Husband of Dovie Lee Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, Marvin L. 1907 1963 DS H [Husband of Inez Sturgill] New Sill
Sturgill, Mary E. 25 Mar 1915 23 Jul 1989 DS W [Wife of Charles Sturgill] Lee
Sturgill, Mary Elizabeth 1913 1930 SS - Town   EC
Sturgill, Miles L. 9 May 1867 23 Jan 1944 SS H "Father" [Husb of Nancy E. Sturgill] Abbott-Sturgill
Sturgill, Nancy  E. 12 Dec 1869 22 Oct 1927 SS W "Wife of Miles Sturgill" Abbott-Sturgill
Sturgill, Paul W. 17 Nov 1930 28 Aug 1985 SS - "Sgt US Army" Carey 
Sturgill, Richard S. 4 Nov 1970 21 Apr 1991 SS - "Ritchie" [Next to Paul W. Sturgill] Carey 
Sturgill, Ronald J. 3 Apr 1966 21 May 1966 SS - Slaty Point
Sturgill, Ruth E. 21 Sep 1928 [                ] SS - New Sill
Sublett, Beulah M. 18 May 1907 20 Sep 1975 DS W [Wife of Earsel W. Sublett] Trumbo   CC
Sublett, Dee 14 Apr 1916 [                ] SS S [Son of Russell & Sarah J. Kegley Sublett] Kegley-Nickell
Sublett, Earsel W. 8 Mar 1908 16 Mar 1985 DS H [Husb of Beulah M. Sublett] Trumbo   CC
Sublett, Parthena 5 Jul 1832 20 Jun 1921 SS - Hogtown
Sublett, Russell [25 May]1889 [Mar]1976 DS H [Husband of Sarah Sublett] Kegley-Nickell
Sublett, Sarah Kegley (1) [3 Feb]1888 [2 Jul]1962 DS W [R. Sublett, Dau of John & Mary Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Sullivan, Lillie 1894 1992 DS W [Wife of William Sullivan] Carey 
Sullivan, Sylvalee 1932 1932 SS - [Next to William & Lillie Sullivan] Carey 
Sullivan, William 1923 1931 SS - Carey 
Sullivan, William 1885 1971 DS H [Hus of Lillie Sullivan] Carey 
Sumate, Lena Tolliver 25 Oct 1898 17 Sep 1987 SS - Caudill (1) 
Sumate, Lizzie 24 Jan 1872 31 Jan 1904 SS W "Wife of Eber Sumate" Lee
Surface, Venita Sally 
[Trumbo] 7 Feb 1929 [                ] SS D
"Venita Sally Trumbo Surface 2/7/1929" 
[Dau. of John E. & Cora Swinigan] Boyd 
Surratte, Addie C. 1869 1951 DS W [Wife of John M. Surratte] Carey 
Surratte, John M. 1860 1929 DS H [Hus of Addie C. Surratte] Carey 
Sutton, Francis Clark 12 Sep 1926 17 Feb 1956 DS S
[Sister to Infant Clark]Keep with Infant 
Clark Clark (2)
Swanigan, Milford S. 8 Apr 1921 27 Apr 1923 SS S "Son of James & Sarah Swanigan" Hamilton
Sweeney, [No given name] [                 ] [                ] - - [Unmarried child of Henry Sweeney] Mt. Hope
Sweeney, [No given name] [                 ] [                ] - - [Unmarried child of Henry Sweeney] Mt. Hope
Sweeney, [No given name] [                 ] [                ] - - [Unmarried child of Henry Sweeney] Mt. Hope
Sweeney, [No given name] [                 ] [                ] - - [Unmarried child of Henry Sweeney] Mt. Hope
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Sweeney, Ervin [                 ] [                 ] - - [Uncle of Corda Foster, who verified Mt. Hope
Sweeney, Everett 1906 1935 SS - Mt. Hope
Sweeney, Isabelle 1868 1946 SS - Mt. Hope
Sweeney, James 1864 1928 SS - Mt. Hope
Sweeney, James D. 1935 1953 SS - Mt. Hope
Sweeney, Juanita W. 29 Apr 1933 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Robert E. Sweeney] Whisman 
Sweeney, Ola - 1923 SS - [#835] New Alfrey
Sweeney, Robert E. 30 Oct 1925 7 Feb 1996 DS H [Hus of Juanita W. Sweeney] Whisman 
Sweeny, Diana 15 Nov 1953 15 Nov 1953 SS - [Next to Robert E. & Juanita Sweeney] Whisman 
Swi___, John A. 11 Feb 1884 12 Mar 1884 SS - [Son of D. & M.A.,part of stone missing] Mt. Pisgah
Swift, Della 29 Sep 1883 7 Jan 1913 SS - "Wife of Oscar B. Swift" Lee
Swift, Maude Blair 9 Nov 1886 22 Jan 1952 SS W [Wife of Walter C. Swift] Lee
Swift, Walter C. 13 Sep 1885 15 Apr 1963 SS H [Husb. of  Maude Blair Swift] Lee
Swim, __ 12 Jan 1892 - SS - "Infant son of D.L. & Mary Swim" Siloam
Swim, Alex 1917 1943 SS - [Next to Ben F. Swim] Brown (1) 
Swim, Alexander 17 Sep 1874 28 Mar 1958 SS H [Husb of Eliza Ann Swim] "Dad" Siloam
Swim, Alexandra A. 13 Apr 1857 9 Dec 1864 SS - Siloam
Swim, Ben F. 29 Jan 1888 29 Feb 1960 SS - "KY Mech Co A Machin Gun Bn WWI" Brown (1) 
Swim, Carl Olen 26 Aug 1946 22 Aug 1998 SS S "Son of Ralph & Opal Cooper Swim" Swim Family
Swim, David L. 7 Oct 1864 6 May 1918 DS H [Husb of Mary E. Swim] Siloam
Swim, Eliza Ann 27 Mar 1878 25 Jul 1930 SS W [Wife of Alexander Swim] "Mom" Siloam
Swim, Elizabeth 5 Oct 1808 14 Jul 1870 SS - [Next to John Swim] Siloam
Swim, Emma C. Prater 6 Mar 1892 18 Feb 1957 DS W [of Ollie Swim; sister to Frank Prater] Ellington Farm
Swim, Frank 16 Mar 1887 4 Feb 1891 SS - Siloam
Swim, Fred Earl 14 Jul 1920 20 Jan 2000 DS H
[Husb of Lovell Purvis Swim, mar. Mar. 22, 
1944] Slaty Point
Swim, Ina Jewell 20 Mar 1934 22 Mar 1934 SS - [Next to Emma C. Swim] Ellington Farm
Swim, Infant 13 Jul 1866 13 Jun 1866 SS S "Son of J._. & M.E. Swim" Siloam
Swim, Jack 23 May 1906 21 Feb 1937 SS - [Next to Marion Swim] Siloam
Swim, Jeder Foster 24 Jun 1845 27 Oct 1904 SS H [Husband of Jeweldia Ham Swim] Mt. Pisgah
Swim, Jeweldia Ham 1 Jul 1845 30 Dec 1914 SS W [Wife of Jeder Foster Swim] Mt. Pisgah
Swim, Joel H. 13 Mar 1891 15 Dec 1895 SS S "Son of John E. & I.M. Swim" Siloam
Swim, John 28 Feb 1836 30 Jul 1884 SS - [Next to Elizabeth Swim] Siloam
Swim, John E. 1893 1946 DS H [Husb. of Mortie M. Swim] Brown (1) 
Swim, John E. 26 Jan 1919 May 1957 SS - "KY Co C 30 Engr ING Bn WWII" Siloam
Swim, John Ed. 18 Apr 1867 2 May 1933 SS - Siloam
Swim, John F. 26 Feb 1856 4 Mar 1865 SS - Cranston
Swim, John II 10 Dec 1798 6 Aug 1854 SS - "55 years, 7 mo., 26 days" Caudill (4)
Swim, Johney J. Mar 1867 14 May 1941 SS - [Next to Melissa Swim] Siloam
Swim, Katherine R. 9 Jul 1926 9 Sep 1949 SS - Siloam
Swim, Lovell Purvis 1 Jan 1925 [                ] DS W [wife of Fred Swim] Slaty Point
Swim, Madgie 2 Jul 1920 24 Jul 1921 SS D "Dau of Alex & Eliza Swim" Siloam
Swim, Marion 10 Jun 1910 26 Sep 1927 SS - [Next to Jack Swim] Siloam
Swim, Marsha 25 Jul 1890 13 Sep 1930 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Swim, Mary E. 17 Mar 1871 Jan 1875 SS D [Daug. of Jeder F. & Jeweldia L. Swim] Mt. Pisgah
Swim, Mary E. 6 May 1868 4 Jan 1924 DS W [Wife of David L. Swim] "His Wife" Siloam
Swim, Melissa 15 Sep 1869 21 Jul 1942 SS - [Next to Johney J. Swim] Siloam
Swim, Minnee Sands 1896 1977 SS - Siloam
Swim, Mortie M. 1890 1974 DS W [Wife of John E. Swim] Brown (1) 
Swim, Naney C. 26 Jan 1833 8 Sep 1858 SS - [Next to Ruben T. W. Swim] Siloam
Swim, Ollie 20 Sep 1889 28 May 1971 DS H [Husb of Emma C. Prater Swim] Ellington Farm
Swim, Opal N. 5 Apr 1924 [                 ] DS W
[Wife of Ralph R. Swim, moved to Swim 
Family Cemetery] Brown (1) 
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Swim, Opal N. 5 Apr 1924 [                 ] DS W
[Wife of Ralph R. Swim, (moved from 
Brown (1) Cemetery)] Swim Family
Swim, Ralph R. 30 Mar 1916 26 Aug 1964 DS H
[H of Opal N Swim]"KY Sgt...WWII" 
(Moved to Swim Family Cemetery) Brown (1) 
Swim, Ralph R. 30 Mar 1916 26 Aug 1964 DS H
[H of Opal N Swim]"KY Sgt Co G 423 Inf 
WWII PH" (Moved from Brown (1) Cem) Swim Family
Swim, Rebecca 1 Dec 1839 - SS - "Wife of E. P. Swim" New Alfrey
Swim, Ruben T. W. 14 Aug 1830 18 Feb 1854 SS - [Next to Naney C. Swim] Siloam
Swim, Sary M. 24 Jan 1835 4 Jan 1888 SS W "Wife of J. Swim" Siloam
Swim, Vernie M. 14 May 1918 24 May 1918 SS - [Daug. of Wm. & Parlee Jessee Swim] Mt. Pisgah
Swim, Virginia M. 7 Oct 1847 18 Jun 1878 SS W "Wife of H. Swim" Purvis
Swim, W. S. 12 Oct 1864 20 Dec 1864 SS - Siloam
Swim, William 5 Sep 1819 2 Jan 1861 SS - Cranston
Swim, William P. 21 May 1916 2 Jun 1916 SS S "Son of Alex & Eliza Swim" Siloam
Swim, William Spencer 26 Jan 1864 12 Mar 1932 SS - Siloam
Swim, William Thomas 20 Feb1939 19 Mar 1998 SS S
"of Virgil & Billie Switzer""Cpl US Marine 
Corps" Slaty Point
Swim, Wm. S. 1829 27 Apr 1903 SS - Siloam
Swim, Z. R. 17 Sep 1864 9 Mar 1867 SS S "Son of S. & R.J. Swim" Siloam
Swimm, David L. 1916 1951 DS H [Husb. of Mary L. Swimm] Brown (1) 
Swimm, Mary L. 1887 1969 DS W [Wife of David L. Swimm] Brown (1) 
Swinford, Harrison G. 1891 1970 DS H [Husb. of Minnie Swinford] Lee
Swinford, Minnie 1892 1949 DS W [Wife of Harrison G. Swinford] Lee
Swinigan, Claude Earl - - - S [Son of John E. & Cora Boyd Swinigan] Boyd 
Swinigan, Edward E. 5 Jul 1923 24 Jan 1993 SS S [Son of John E. & Cora Boyd Swinigan] Boyd 
Swinnagan, John E. 9 Aug 1901 17 Oct 1933 SS H [Husb. Of Cora Boyd Swinigan] Boyd 
Switzer, Bessie Dulin 12 Mar 1913 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Carl Lewis Switzer] Brown (1) 
Switzer, Burley T.C. 18 Jun 1941 15 Apr 1989 SS - [Next to Osil & Jew. Switzer]"Vietnam Forest Lawn
Switzer, Carl Lewis 4 Oct 1906 14 Apr 1984 DS H [Husb. of Bessie Dulin Switzer] Brown (1) 
Switzer, Charles Warren 31 Oct 1912 16 Jul 1994 SS - "PFC US Army WWII , Purple Heart" Slaty Point
Switzer, George L. 1891 1904 SS S [Richard & Sarah [J.] Switzer] Slaty Point
Switzer, Jewell 1916 1987 DS W [Wife of Osil T. Switzer] Forest Lawn
Switzer, John R. 3 Jul 1916 6 Jul 1963 SS - "KY PFC Co F 102 Inf Regt WWII" Slaty Point
Switzer, Lewis 1874 1947 SS S [Richard & Sarah [J.] Switzer] Slaty Point
Switzer, Lucy Eualena 1880 1955 SS - Brown (1) 
Switzer, Maud S.         1882 1970 SS - Slaty Point
Switzer, Osil T. 1909 1988 DS H [Husb. of Jewell Switzer] Forest Lawn
Switzer, Richard 1845 1906 SS H [Sara J. Swirtzer] Slaty Point
Switzer, Roy Gene 16 Nov 1962 18 Aug 1978 SS S "Son of Ruth Livingood" Slaty Point
Switzer, Sarah J. 1845 1916 SS W [Richard Switzer] Slaty Point
Switzer, Stella 1909 1987 SS - Slaty Point
Switzer, Virta 1877 1904 SS D [Richard & Sarah Switzer]                 Slaty Point
Szeifert, Issac Peter 17 Jun 1999 17 Jun 1999 PLQ S [of Bela Peter & Sharon Knight Szeifert] Caudill (1) 
T. C. - 1854 SS - [#28] New Alfrey
Tabor, Arnold 28 Jun 1915 12 Jan 1937 SS - Hale   CC
Tabor, B. H. - - SS - Hale   CC
Tabor, Carrie J. 28 Mar 1888 5 Jul 1959 DS W [Wife of Frank E. Tabor] Hale   CC
Tabor, Dewitt 1883 1917 DS H [Husb. of Maye Tabor] Lee
Tabor, Everett 29 May 1893 3 Jul 1925 SS - Hale   CC
Tabor, Frank E. 22 Jul 1875 16 Nov 1933 DS H [Husb of Carrie J. Tabor] Hale   CC
Tabor, J. W. 26 Jun 1841 22 Aug 1914 DS H [Hus of L. Candice Tabor] Carey 
Tabor, James H. 18 Jan 1915 1 Feb 1915 SS - Hale   CC
Tabor, L. Candice 1 Apr 1846 23 Nov 1897 DS W [of J. W. Tabor] "His Wife" Carey 
Tabor, Lafayett W. 12 Jul 1850 19 Sep 1916 SS - Hale   CC
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Tabor, Leon C. 1918 1986 SS - Hale   CC
Tabor, Mary H. 13 Nov 1882 19 Jan 1904 SS - Hale   CC
Tabor, Maye 1890 - DS W [Wife of Dewitt Tabor] Lee
Tabor, Nancy B. Sally 1916 1918 TS D "Daughter of Wanda Tabor" Hale   CC
Tabor, Rupert Raymond 10 Jun 1918 17 Jun 1918 TS S "Son of Wonda Tabor" Hale   CC
Tabor, Vesta 14 Nov 1901 10 Apr 1904 SS - "Dau of C.W. & Dee Tabor" New Alfrey
Tabor, Wonda 1881 1928 TS M
"Mother" [Mother of Nancy & Rupert 
Tabor] Hale   CC
Tacket, Almar R. 11 Apr 1923 11 Apr 1929 SS - Lee
Tacket, Avandale 14 Jun 1927 4 Jul 1977 SS - "Sister to Willard Tacket" Blanton-White
Tacket, Harold 31 Jan 1930 14 Jan 1999 PLQ H [Husb. Of Linda Hines Tacket, living] Forest Lawn
Tacket, Jeanetta Shelton 20 Aug 1930 6 Apr 1999 PLQ W [Wife of Nobel Wilson Tacket, Living] Blanton-White
Tacket, Willard 1922 1922 SS - [Brother to Avandale Tacket] Blanton-White
Tackett, "Infant" 22 May 1917 22 May 1917 SS - "Son of Herbert & Maude" Sardis
Tackett, Abner 8 Feb 1845 31 May 1920 DS H
[Elizabeth Tackett]"Pvt Co B 13 KY 
Calvary CSA" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Abner C. 27 May 1894 16 Jan 1973 DS H [of Rosa A Tackett]"WWI KY Pvt 1 Casu Caudill (4)
Tackett, Adron 30 May 1934 30 May 1934 SS - "Infant son of Wilce & Martha Tackett" Tackett
Tackett, Amy Lee 7 Nov 1979 19 Mar 1981 SS - Adams-Plank
Tackett, Arvil - - SS S "Son of H.G. & Lizzie Tackett" [no dates] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Carolyn Diane 23 Jun 1950 19 Mar 1983 SS - Caudill (4)
Tackett, Charles A. 1907 1991 TS - [Keep with Opal & Mae Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Charles E. 25 May 1925 22 Sep 1926 SS - Lee
Tackett, Charles H. 1882 1970 DS H [Husb. of Lula O. Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Clotene 1926 1986 DS W [Wife of R. Milton Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Clyde J. 22 Nov 1912 10 Jan 1975 SS - Lee
Tackett, David 24 Nov 1915 5 Jul 1997 DS H [of Hildreth Tackett]"M: 8 Nov 1938" Hogge 
Tackett, DeForest 12 Nov 1926 3 Aug 1994 DS H [Husb. of Virginia E. Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Donald C. 30 Aug 1958 1 Sep 1958 SS S "Son of Elwood Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Dorthy Kathlee 1931 1992 DS W [of Elwood Tackett] M: 13 Sep 1947 Caudill (4)
Tackett, Elizabeth 18 Feb 1843 18 Feb 1925 DS W [Wife of Abner Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Ellen 12 May 1877 2 May 1919 SS W [Wife of W. B. Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Elmer E. 1919 1942 SS - [Next to DeForest & Virginia Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Elva M. 9 May 1902 18 June 1902 SS D "Daughter of J.M. & L.V. Tackett" Hender-Rose  EC
Tackett, Elwood 1926 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Dorthy Kathleen Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Ephraim 1861 1946 DS H [Husb. of Nancy E. Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Glady A. 23 Oct 1918 23 Mar 1920 SS D "Daug. of Jack C. & Nannie B. Tackett" Lee
Tackett, H. Greely 1879 1948 DS H [Husb. of Lizzie A. Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Harlen Tom 1917 1997 SS - Tackett
Tackett, Herbert 29 Mar 1890 6 Jun 1965 DS H [Husb. of Maude Tackett] "WWI" Forest Lawn
Tackett, Hildreth 9 Feb 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of David Tackett] Hogge 
Tackett, Infant 20 Jul 1954 20 Jul 1954 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Elwood Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Infant 17 Sep 1952 17 Sep 1952 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Elwood Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Infant 8 Oct 1959 9 Oct 1959 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Elwood Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Infant 14 Apr 1966 14 Apr 1966 SS S "Son of Mr. & Mrs. Elwood Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Infant - - SS - "Baby of H.Greely & Lizzie A. Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Infant - 1966 - - [Child of Mr & Mrs Milton Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Irving F. 2 Aug 1905 20 Nov 1906 SS S "Son of Ephraim M. & Nancy E. Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Jack 25 Mar 1928 27 Mar 1928 SS - "Infant son of Wilce & Martha Tackett" Tackett
Tackett, Jack C. 22 Oct 1886 22 Sep 1973 SS H [Husb. of Nannie B. Tackett] Lee
Tackett, Jack Wm. 25 Jan 1921 2 Nov 1953 SS - Lee
Tackett, James Wilson Oct 1878 Dec 1941 SS H [Husband of Martha Lou Tackett] Tackett
Tackett, Janet Lee 24 Aug 1963 24 Oct 1963 SS - Lee
Tackett, Julia J. 31 Mar 1908 15 Dec 1920 SS D "Daughter" [of Tandy & Sarah Tackett] Caudill (4)
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Tackett, Lester 7 Mar 1931 7 Mar 1931 SS - "Infant son of Wilce & Martha Tackett" Tackett
Tackett, Lizzie A. 1882 1920 DS W [Wife of H. Greely & Lizzie A.Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Lizzie C. 4 Apr 1880 4 Apr 1905 SS W "Wife #1" of Rev. Abel Tackett Caudill (4)
Tackett, Lonzo 16 Feb 1909 11 Dec 1911 SS S "Son of W. B. & Ellen Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Lula O. 1884 1959 DS W [Wife of Charles H. Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Lyle C. 1902 1959 SS H [Husb. of Mary Martin Tacket] Lee
Tackett, Mae B. 1913 1971 TS - [Keep with Charles & Opal Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Marget E. 29 Jul 1887 30 Jan 1893 SS D "Dau. of Ephraim M. & Nancy E. Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Martha Lou 28 Nov 1888 7 Feb 1975 SS W [Wife of James Wilson Tackett] Tackett
Tackett, Mary A. Kelly 27 Jan 1905 27 Jan 1921 SS D "Daughter of Oscar & Belle Kelley" Dawson
Tackett, Mary M. - - SS - [stone deteriorated] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Mary M. M. 1 Jan 1864 27 Jan 1881 SS D "of A. & E. Tackett"[Abel & Lizzie] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Mary Martin 1911 [                ] SS W [Wife of Lyle C. Tackett] Lee
Tackett, Maude 1898 1973 DS W [Wife of Herbert Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Nancy E. 1867 1908 DS W [Wife of Ephraim Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Nancy J. 8 Sep 1848 1 Oct 1925 SS - Lee
Tackett, Nannie B. 24 Oct 1895 1 Aug 1987 SS W [Wife of Jack C. Tackett] Lee
Tackett, Ollie 6 Nov 1903 17 Sep 1904 SS D "Dau of Rev. Abel & Lizzie G. Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Opal Ann 1916 [                 ] TS - [Keep with Charles & Mae Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Paul 6 Apr 1946 - SS S [Son of Mr & Mrs Milton Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, R. Milton 1922 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Clotene Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, Renae Dawn 8 Aug 1981 7 Dec 2000 Plq D [dau of Daniel & Essie Caudill Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Rev. Abel 23 Feb 1876 11 May 1955 DS H [Husb. of Rosa Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Rosa 7 May 1881 8 Jul 1965 DS W [Wife #2 of Rev. Abel Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Rosa A. 1899 1979 DS W [Wife of Abner C. Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Rufes A. 21 May 1904 21 Sep 1904 SS S "Son of Ephraim M. & Nancy E. Tackett" Caudill (4)
Tackett, Sarah E. 1870 1925 DS W [Wife of Tandy T. Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Tandy T. 1869 1951 DS H [Husb. of Sarah E. Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Virginia E. 31 May 1932 [                 ] DS W [Wife of DeForest Tackett] Forest Lawn
Tackett, W. B. 23 Apr 1873 4 Apr 1941 SS H [Husb. of Ellen Tackett] Caudill (4)
Tackett, Walter - - SS - New Alfrey
Tanner, Delbert R. 1937 1989 DS H [Husband of Helen Tanner] Adams-Plank
Tanner, Helen 1940 [                ] DS W [Wife of Delbert R. Tanner] Adams-Plank
Tanner, Vickie Sheryl - - SS D "Dau of Inez F Tanner" [no dates] Brown (1) 
Tant, Deane 1919 1986 DS W [Wife of Norman Tant] Lee
Tant, Norman 11 Nov 1917 19 Nov 1986 DS H [Of Deane Tant]"SGT US Army WWII" Lee
Tatum, Arthur T. 1887 1944 DS H [Husb. of Buena S. Tatum] Lee
Tatum, Buena S. 1888 1945 DS W [Wife of Arthur T. Tatum] Lee
Taulbee, Byrd 1 Oct 1874 [                ] DS H [Isabel P'Simmer Taulbee] Pine Hill
Taulbee, Carrie Mae Mor 1937 1997 SS - [Morgan] Brown (1) 
Taulbee, Isabel P'Simmer 14 Dec 1878 21 Aug 1904 DS W [Byrd Taulbee] Pine Hill
Taulbee, Louis [                ] [                ] SS - "Infant of Isabel & Byrd Taulbee" Pine Hill
Taulbee, Opal [                ] [                ] SS - "Infant of Isabel & Byrd Taulbee" Pine Hill
Taylor, Arminta J. 24 Nov 1824 6 Oct 1850 SS W "Born in Bath Co, wife of G. H. Taylor" Razor Cemetery:
Taylor, Mona Marie 4 Sep 1970 9 Mar 1996 SS - Forest Lawn
Temple, Martha Ann 27 Feb 1955 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Thomas M. Temple] Brown (1) 
Temple, Thomas M "Tom 24 Sep 1943 28 Dec 1989 DS H [of Martha Ann Temple] Brown (1) 
Templeman, Arthur J. 1891 1952 DS H [Husb of Goldia S. Templeman] Ditney 
Templeman, Bertha A. 1893 1894 SS - Ditney 
Templeman, Clarence C. 14 Oct 1883 17 May 1934 SS - Ditney 
Templeman, Cleatis K. 2 May 1909 2 May 1909 SS S "Son of J. H. & Martha Templeman" Ditney 
Templeman, Curtis L. 12 Jul 1930 12 Aug 1930 SS S "Son of Arthur & Golda Templeman" Ditney 
Templeman, Enoch G. 12 Dec 1822 18 Apr 1992 SS - Ditney 
Templeman, Evelyn 4 May 1937 12 Apr 1938 SS D "Mr. & Mrs. Valdo Templeman" Ditney 
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Templeman, Farrell James 14 Sep 1925 27 Sep 1969 DS - Ditney 
Templeman, Georgie 7 Nov 1860 10 Jul 1890 SS - Ditney 
Templeman, Goldie S. 1905 1967 DS W [Wife of Arthur J. Templeman] Ditney 
Templeman, Henderson 1860 1930 SS - Ditney 
Templeman, J. H. 3 Mar 1880 9 Nov 1894 SS H [Husb of Martha Templeman] Ditney 
Templeman, L. F. 17 Feb 1863 20 Jun ____ DS - [With Roy Elwood Templeman] Ditney 
Templeman, Lousia P. 1851 1936 DS - [Alone] Ditney 
Templeman, Martha 1867 1933 SS W [Wife of J. H. Templeman] Ditney 
Templeman, Martha E. 21 May 1899 1 Feb 1920 SS W "Wife of Arthur Templeman" Ditney 
Templeman, Martha Jean 13 Nov 1941 13 Nov 1941 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Roy Templeman" Ditney 
Templeman, Miram 11 Aug 1826 18 Apr 1894 SS - Ditney 
Templeman, Rinda E. 17 Mar 1883 18 Nov 1883 SS - Ditney 
Templeman, Roy Elwood 18 Apr 1920 26 Dec 1985 DS - [With L. F. Templeman] Ditney 
Templeman, Sharlotte Sue 15 Aug 1944 24 Sep 1945 SS D "Dau of Mr. & Mrs. Roy Templeman" Ditney 
Templeman, T. W. 15 Feb 1857 8 Aug 1921 SS - Ditney 
Templeman, Thelma L. 10 Aug 1925 11 Aug 1925 SS D "Dau of Arthur & Golda Templeman" Ditney 
Terrell, [Joseph] Columbus 9 Dec 1898 14 Dec 1956 SS H [h.of Arntie Hardin Terrell, m. 14 Oct 1918] Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Andrew J. 2 Jul 1867 4 Dec 1947 SS - Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Arntie 1 Sep 1900 19 Jan 1969 SS - Clearfield
Terrell, Asa 1 Feb 1902 7 Jun 1939 SS - Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Baby Girl [                 ] 1921 SS - Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Columbus, Jr. 22 Feb 1922 23 Nov 1953 SS - Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Faris 1919 1961 SS - Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Lizzie 1869 1944 SS - Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Mary S. 19 Jun 1910 3 Feb 1994 DS W [Wife of Wm. Dudley Terrell] Brown (1) 
Terrell, Matthew Russell [                 ] 9 Dec 1994 SS - Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Michael [                ] [                ] UM - [Name known to surveyor] Gregory (1) 
Terrell, Wm. Dudley 14 Jan 1910 17 Jan 1984 DS H [Husb. of Mary S. Terrell] Brown (1) 
Terry, Billy Ray 2 Jun 1947 5 Sep 1967 SS - Click
Terry, Dorothy L. 20 Dec 1948 29 Aug 1995 DS W [Wife of Lonnie R. Terry] "Mother" Terry
Terry, Edith Marie 24 Nov 1905 12 May 1957 SS - Click
Terry, John T. 22 Mar 1868 27 Aug 1916 SS - Dawson
Terry, Lonnie R. 3 Dec 1949 - DS H [Husb of Dorothy Terry] "Father" Terry
Terry, Lucille 28 Apr 1922 2 Apr 1986 DS W [Wife of Orville Terry] Click
Terry, Narville 15 Aug 1962 15 Aug 1962 DS - [Twin to Orville Terry Jr.] Click
Terry, Orville 21 Apr 1917 17 Dec 1970 DS H [Husband of Lucille Terry] Click
Terry, Orville Jr. 15 Aug 1962 15 Aug 1962 DS - [Twin to Narville Terry ] Click
Terry, Roedellie 22 Jan 1915 10 Apr 1915 SS D "Daug. of E. D. & Josie Terry" Dawson
Terry, Rosco C. 22 Dec 1895 18 Nov 1918 SS - Lee
Terry, Sabra S. 12 Sep 1924 11 Aug 1952 SS - McBrayer
Terry, Timothy D. 9 Feb 1964 4 May 1964 SS - Click
Terry, Verlow 16 Oct 1922 3 Feb 1923 SS S "Son of E. D. & Josie Terry" Dawson
Terry, William Chester 16 Jul 1918 15 Dec 1918 SS S "Son of E. D. & Josie Terry" Dawson
Teyssier, Sue Barber 1916 1988 SS - Brown (1) 
THDA1: Unknown (1) baby grave with a small monument but no name believed to be Zackery James Stone, Thomp-Dailey
THDA2:  brother to the above Jarrett Hunter Stone. Thomp-Dailey
Things, Lois - - SS - [#468] New Alfrey
Thomas, A. J. 1840 1914 DS H [Husb. of Josephine Thomas] New Alfrey
Thomas, Addie O. 27 Jan 1905 1 Mar 1928 SS S "James W. & Leeanna Thomas" Hamilton
Thomas, Allie 21 Mar 1901 5 May 1980 DS H [Husband of Goldie Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Allie B. 1877 1953 DS W [Wife of Enoch Thomas] Lee
Thomas, Alta B. 21 Oct 1912 [                 ] QS - [Keep with John & Lillie Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Angline [                ] [                ] SS - Hamilton
Thomas, Arthur Ezra 30 Jun 1954 3 Jul 1996 DS H [Brenda L. Thomas]"PVT US Army Nam" Hamilton
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Thomas, Beatrice A. 23 Jan 1925 12 Oct 1947 QS D [of David & Edith Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Billy A. 1 Aug 1935 7 Dec 1976 TS H [Hus of Kitty Thomas]"died in house fire" Mabry Hill
Thomas, Blanchard 1917 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Marie S. Thomas] Forest Lawn
Thomas, Brenda L. 7 Jun 1953 [                ] DS W [Wife of Arthur Ezra Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, Bruce Edward 3 Aug 1949 25 Sep 1970 SS - "SP4 HHB 16FA America L Div Vietnam" New Sill
Thomas, Carl E. 13 Feb 1919 Oct 1972 SS - "Ky PFC 576 Motor Amb Co WWII" Hogtown
Thomas, Chester Wayne 1906 1990 DS H [Husb. of Laura Susie Thomas] New Alfrey
Thomas, Christopher 12 Dec 1960 7 Dec 1976 TS S [Son of Billy & Kitty Thomas] Mabry Hill
Thomas, David 1915 1938 SS - [Next to Mildred Thomas] New Alfrey
Thomas, David F. H. 9 Dec 1901 3 Dec 1990 QS H [Husb. of Edith R. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Deanna 3 Jul 1960 3 Jul 1960 SS - Hamilton
Thomas, Donnie A. 21 Dec 1942 15 Apr 1983 DS H
[Husband of Shirley Thomas] "PFC US 
Army Vietnam" New Sill
Thomas, Dorothy E. 9 Oct 1925 [                ] DS W [Wife of Willard R. Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Dorrah A. 23 Aug 1908 2 Jul 1979 DS W [Wife of Glenn M. Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, Earl K. 19 Nov 1926 27 Sep 2000 PLQ S [Son of Frank & Lula Whittley Thomason] Adams-Plank
Thomas, Ed 1881 1965 DS H [Husb of Jane Thomas] Hitch   MC
Thomas, Edith R. 16 Sep 1902 11 Jun 1986 QS W [Wife of David F. H. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Elva 15 Nov 1877 Feb 1910 SS - White (3)
Thomas, Enoch 1873 1955 DS H [Husb. of Allie B. Thomas] Lee
Thomas, Eugene G. Jr. 1927 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Helen M. Thomas] Forest Lawn
Thomas, Ezrey A 26 Jun 1911 26 Jun 1911 SS S "Son of J. W. & Liddie M. Thomas" Hamilton
Thomas, Fanny N. 1899 1987 DS W [Wife of Jeff H. Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, Faye W. 1917 1981 DS W [Wife of Rev. Lester D. Thomas] Gilliam   CC
Thomas, Fredo E. 4 Feb 1927 5 Oct 1927 SS D [Daughter of Allie & Goldie Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, G. [                 ] [                ] STN - Hamilton
Thomas, George W. 1870 1943 DS H [Husb. of Mary L. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Glenn M. 29 Apr 1911 8 Sep 1980 DS H [Husb of Dorrah A.Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, Goldie 6 Mar 1906 9 Jun 1970 DS W [Wife of Allie Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Grace J. 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Roger M. Thomas] Forest Lawn
Thomas, Harold D. 18 Jul 1943 6 Jul 1944 TS S [Son of Lindsey & Hazel Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Hattie 26 Aug 1902 11 Jun 1994 DS W [Wife of John Ezra Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, Hazel G. 25 Jul 1918 [                 ] TS W [Wife of Lindsey R. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Helen M. 1941 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Eugene G. Thomas Jr.] Forest Lawn
Thomas, Herldon 16 Sep 1920 27 Jun 1944 QS - [Keep with John & Lillie Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Infant Child - - SS C "Inf. child of James & Zettie"[3 markers] New Alfrey
Thomas, Infant Dau 1926 1926 QS - [Keep with Infant Son Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Infant Son 1909 1909 QS - "Infant Son/Dau" [share the same stone] Brown (1) 
Thomas, James 1880 1962 DS H [Husb. of Zettie Thomas] New Alfrey
Thomas, James Burtan 3 Jul 1922 30 Sep 1987 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Hamilton
Thomas, James E [Edward] 20 Mar 1918 13 Dec 1998 DS H
[Husband of Lillian Sparks Thomas]"US 
Army WWII" New Sill
Thomas, James R. 18 May 1902 7 May 1967 DS H [Husb of Sylbrina A. Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, James W. 12 Jul 1864 12 Jan 1925 DS H [Husb of Leeanna Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, James W. 20 Oct 1868 30 Jan 1950 DS H [Husband of Lidia Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Jane 1883 1979 DS W [Wife of Ed Thomas] Hitch   MC
Thomas, Jeff H. 1897 1950 DS H [Husb of Fanny N. Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, John Ezra 27 Sep 1901 18 Sep 1950 DS H [Husb of  Hattie Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, John F. 2 Feb 1875 22 Oct 1950 QS H [Husb. of Lillie Ann Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Josephine 1854 1903 DS W [Wife of A. J. Thomas] "His Wife" New Alfrey
Thomas, K. [                 ] [                ] STN - Hamilton
Thomas, Kitty 3 Aug 1937 [                 ] TS W [Wife of Billy A. Thomas] Mabry Hill
Thomas, Laura Susie 1909 1993 DS W [Wife of Chester Wayne Thomas] New Alfrey
Thomas, Leeanna 26 Jun 1870 27 Sep 1952 DS W [Wife of James W. Thomas] Hamilton
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Thomas, Leonard Nov. 1907 Jan 1917 SS - White (3)
Thomas, Lidia M. 6 Apr 1869 2 Feb 1952 DS W [Wife of James W. Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Lillian [Sparks] 1 Jul 1926 [                ] DS W [Wife of James E. Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Lillie Ann 18 Oct 1883 10 Jul 1954 QS W [Wife of John F. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Lindsey R. 1 Apr 1911 8 May 1945 TS H [Husb. of Hazel G. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Margaret Kay 7 Jul 1950 20 Aug 1950 SS - Hamilton
Thomas, Marie [Sparkman] [24 Dec] 1917[17 Mar] 2000 DS W [Wife of Blanchard Thomas] Forest Lawn
Thomas, Mary L. 1875 1951 DS W [Wife of George W. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Mildred 1908 1935 SS - [Next to David Thomas] New Alfrey
Thomas, Mildreth M. 6 Feb 1920 15 Feb 1920 SS D [Daughter of W. F. & Parthena Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Minnie M. 1862 1939 SS - New Alfrey
Thomas, Nola May 20 Jun 1901 9 Aug 1922 SS W [Norman E. Thomas] Hogtown
Thomas, Norman E. 13 Jan 1897 8 Jun 1940 SS H [Nola Thomas] Hogtown
Thomas, Parthena 21 Sep 1896 28 Feb 1988 DS W [Wife of Willie Frank Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Perla G. 7 Dec 1908 28 Oct 1909 SS - Hamilton
Thomas, Raymond 29 Jan 1921 30 Jun 1958 PLK - "KY S SGT 665 Replacement Co. WWII" Williams-Turner
Thomas, Rev. Lester D. 1912 1988 DS H [Husb. Of Faye W. Thomas] Gilliam   CC
Thomas, Rissie L. 1898 1958 SS - Carey 
Thomas, Rissie L. 1898 1958 SS - Cassity (2) 
Thomas, Roger M. 1906 1997 DS H [Husb. of Grace J. Thomas] Forest Lawn
Thomas, Rosabelle H. 5 Jan 1885 21 Feb 1947 SS - Brown (1) 
Thomas, S. - - SS - [Next to A. J. Thomas] New Alfrey
Thomas, Samuel T. 1916 1989 DS H [Husb. of Thelma V. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Sarah E. 13 Mar 1858 27 Mar 1904 SS - Hogtown
Thomas, Shirley 19 Nov 1947 [                ] DS W [Wife of Donnie A. Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Sibrina 15 Jan 1910 8 Aug 1910 SS D "Daughter of J. W. & Liddie M. Thomas" Hamilton
Thomas, Sybrina A. 30 May 1904 25 May 1971 DS W [Wife of James R. Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, Thelma V. 1923 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Samuel T. Thomas] Brown (1) 
Thomas, Victor H. 16 Sep 1920 27 Jun 1944 SS - "KY PFC 313 Inf. 79 Div WWII" Brown (1) 
Thomas, Virgie Elvina Charles 6 Jun 1928 7 Jul 1996 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Thomas, Wendell Maston 11 Oct 1982 17 Feb 1999 PLQ S
[of William Maston & Emily McClain 
Thomas] Hamilton
Thomas, Willard [Bill]R. 26 Apr 1921 11 Mar 1993 DS H [Husband of Dorothy E. Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Willie Frank 25 Sep 1891 2 Jun 1985 DS H [Husband of Parthena Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Willie R. 4 Feb 1894 22 Sep 1897 SS - Hamilton
Thomas, Woodrow D. 19 Jan 1917 2 Feb 1917 SS S [Son of W. F. & Parthena Thomas] New Sill
Thomas, Zettie 1875 1953 DS W [Wife of James Thomas] New Alfrey
Thompson, Ada 28 Jul 1901 14 Nov 1905 SS - Slaty Point
Thompson, America C. 22 Dec 1856 1 Oct 1917 SS W "Wife of G. W. Thompson" Masters
Thompson, Amos 1893 1969 DS H [Husb. of Ona Thompson] Forest Lawn
Thompson, Anmary 6 Jun 1919 16 Dec 1956 DS W Estill Vernon Thompson] Estep
Thompson, Archie Max 11 Nov 1916 26 Feb 1949 SS - Masters
Thompson, Arthur G. 15 May 1916 26 Jun 1938 SS - Carey 
Thompson, Artinus Geneva 1887 1918 SS D "Daug. of R. L. & A. G. Thompson" Lee
Thompson, Bessie M. 29 Sep 1913 4 Feb 1914 SS D "Dau of J.W. & Tillie Thompson" Carey 
Thompson, Betty Sherleen 14 Aug 1987 14 Aug 1987 SS D "Daug. of David & Rhonda Thompson" Click
Thompson, Bill Ed 26 Nov 1911 8 Jan 1987 SS H [of Carrie Howard Thompson]"WWII" Brown (1) 
Thompson, C. E. "Butch" 1952 1994 SS - Dawson
Thompson, Callie 1920 1987 MKR - Clearfield
Thompson, Carl Clifford 1935 1935 SS - Stewart
Thompson, Carrie Howar 17 Oct 1907 27 Dec 1990 SS W [Wife of Bill Ed Thompson] Brown (1) 
Thompson, Catherine G. 1877 1940 SS - Lee
Thompson, Charley H. 18 May 1892 19 Sep 1893 SS S "Son of S.H. & R.A. Thompson" Masters
Thompson, Clara - - - - [name on brick] Masters
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Thompson, Clara 1897 1964 DS - [Keep with Minerva Thompson] Slaty Point
Thompson, Clarence H. 12 Nov 1897 15 Oct 1962 SS "F 3 US Navy WWI KY" Johnson (2)
Thompson, Clayton A. 27 Sept 1906 5 Dec 1967 SS - "Father" Stewart
Thompson, Cliffie 10 Jul 1902 26 Feb 1923 SS S "Son of D.H. & Florida Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Clyde F. 12 Apr 1904 1 Mar 1979 DS H [Husb. of Mamie Ithel Glover Thompson] Thomp-Dailey
Thompson, D. H. 3 Jul 1853 12 Nov 1926 SS H [Hus of Florida Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Dan R. 28 Jan 1927 2 Aug 1988 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Lee
Thompson, Earl 3 Apr 1916 29 Jan 1991 SS - Siloam
Thompson, Earnest V. 1 Sep 1913 16 Jul 1972 DS H
[H.of Edna H Thompson] "Crow"                
"Pvt Co D 106 Bn 76 Inf WWII" Mabry Hill
Thompson, Ed. 15 May 1834 6 May 1901 SS - [Next to Mahala Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Edna H. 1914 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Earnest V. Thompson] Mabry Hill
Thompson, Elgie 3 Oct 1923 17 Feb 1930 SS - [Next to James L. Thompson] Sardis
Thompson, Elizabeth M. 1917 - QS D [Daug. of Willard & Elizabeth McGlone] Lee
Thompson, Elizabeth M. 28 Mar 1917 6 May 1917 SS D "Dau of C.N. & Ethel Thompson Lee
Thompson, Elmer 26 Jan 1899 6 Jul 1899 SS S "Son of J & F Thompson" Slaty Point
Thompson, Estill Vernon 23 Jul 1913 27 Aug 1998 DS H [Anmary Thompson] Estep
Thompson, Ethel 1894 1923 QS D [Daug. of Willard & Elizabeth McGlone] Lee
Thompson, Ethel 24 Mar 1895 17 Feb 1923 SS W "Wife of Clyde N. Thompson" Lee
Thompson, Ethel 17 Dec 1920 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Fred I. Thompson] Sardis
Thompson, Eva L. 1909 1999 DS W [Wife of Jesse C. Thompson] Johnson (2)
Thompson, Everet 28 Jul 1894 28 Jul 1894 SS S "Son of S.H. & R.A. Thompson" Masters
Thompson, Flo Ella 1926 1994 - - [name on stone] Masters
Thompson, Florence 15 Feb 1861 4 Oct 1937 DS W [Wife of John L. Thompson] Slaty Point
Thompson, Florida 4 Sep 1874 28 Jul 1933 SS W [Wife of D. H. Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Frank 28 Sep 1891 14 Dec 1967 SS - [Next to Doris Thompson Billheimer] Forest Lawn
Thompson, Franklin E.ugene 3 Nov 1932 14 May 1987 DS H
[Husb of Lillian P. Thompson]"FP3 US 
Navy Korea" Boggs, Lafay  EC
Thompson, Fred I. 16 Sep 1919 31 Oct 1994 DS H
[Husb. of Ethel Thompson]"US Navy 
WWII" Sardis
Thompson, Gladys 1914 1996 SS - Siloam
Thompson, Hannah E. 24 Apr 1863 30 Apr 1940 DS W [Wife of J. R. Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Harvey - - SS - "Co E 4 KY Inf Spanish Amer War" Johnson (2)
Thompson, Ida 10 Jun 1872 5 May 1890 SS W [Wife of J. P. Thompson] Johnson (2)
Thompson, Ida A. 29 May 1892 13 Jan 1960 SS - [Buried next to Lon Tishie Thompson] Clearfield
Thompson, Iles 3 Jul 1886 11 Jun 1888 SS S "Son of John [L.] & Florence Thompson" Slaty Point
Thompson, Isabella 13 Feb 1869 10 Jun 1885 SS D "Dau of E. & M.L. Thompson" Masters
Thompson, J. P. Apr 1865 Apr 1900 SS H [Hus of Ida Thompson] Johnson (2)
Thompson, J. R. 26 May 1859 5 Sep 1932 DS H [Hus of Hannah E. Thompson] Masters
Thompson, James D. 1924 1974 - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Thompson, James H. 28 Jun 1890 16 Oct 1956 SS - "KY Pvt Com. G, Inf. WWI" Masters
Thompson, James L. 1888 1951 SS - [Next to Elgie Thompson] Sardis
Thompson, James W. 23 Mar 1852 8 Oct 1923 DS H [Hus of Queen Thompson] Johnson (2)
Thompson, Jesse Cord 1882 1955 DS H [Hus of Eva L. Thompson] Johnson (2)
Thompson, John H. 21 Feb 1885 15 Jul 1934 SS - Johnson (2)
Thompson, John L. 27 Jun 1858 16 Jun 1919 DS H [Husband of Florence Thompson] Slaty Point
Thompson, John Robert 1923 1994 - - [on brick] Masters
Thompson, John W. 1885 1968 DS H [Hus of Tillie D. Thompson] Carey 
Thompson, John W. 8 Oct 1878 10 Jun 1952 SS - Stewart
Thompson, Lillian P. 6 Aug 1937 [                ] DS W [Wife of Franklin Eugene Thompson] Boggs, Lafay  EC
Thompson, Lon Tishie 4 Nov 1888 16 Apr 1962 SS - [Buried next to Ida A. Thompson] Clearfield
Thompson, Loretta Mae 1936 1937 SS - Stewart
Thompson, Louisa 7 Feb 1852 10 May 1933 SS - Hargett   CC
Thompson, Lowell Ezra 22 Dec 1944 9 Apr 1953 SS - Flat Fork Chur CC 
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Thompson, Lula B. 1890 1977 DS W [Wife of Sedieth A. Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Lulu 1887 1922 SS - "Mother" Johnson (2)
Thompson, Lydia 18 Jun 1895 8 Aug 1918 SS - Masters
Thompson, Lynn Addie 27 Feb 1896 9 Dec 1980 SS - Lee
Thompson, Mahala 14 Jun 1823 25 Apr 1891 SS - [Next to Ed Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Mamie Ithel 13 Sep 1907 28 Oct 1964 DS W [Wife of Clyde F. Thompson] Thomp-Dailey
Thompson, Manda - 28 Sep 1967 - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Thompson, Margie A. H 20 Dec 1935 6 May 1979 SS - [Harris] Masters
Thompson, Mary F. 15 Jul 1880 24 Feb 1964 DS W [Wife of W. F. Thompson] Thomp-Dailey
Thompson, Maudie Eunice 25 May 1887 14 Jan 1971 SS - "Mother" Stewart
Thompson, Minerva 1905 1963 DS - [Keep with Clara Thompson] Slaty Point
Thompson, Nicholas D. 27 Dec 1989 24 Jan 1990 SS S "Son of David & Rhonda Thompson" Click
Thompson, Ollie C. 4 Sep 1922 4 Sep 1922 SS D "Dau of J.W. & Tillie Thompson" Carey 
Thompson, Ona 1893 1969 DS W [Wife of Amos Thompson] Forest Lawn
Thompson, Opal 15 Feb 1907 24 Oct 1970 SS - Lee
Thompson, Oria Smith 17 Oct 1917 23 Sep 1983 DS W [Wife of Virgil Thompson] Carey 
Thompson, Pansey Elizabeth 1912 1918 DS D "Daug. of R. L. & A. G. Thompson" Lee
Thompson, Perry - 4 Nov 1970 - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Thompson, Phillip L. 25 Oct 1935 1 Mar 1956 SS S "Son of Margie Thompson" Masters
Thompson, Queen 22 Dec 1853 - DS W [Wife of James W. Thompson] Johnson (2)
Thompson, Ralph 3 May 1947 3 Dec 1966 SS - Estep
Thompson, Riley 1879 1970 - - [listed in a cem. book; prob. unmarked Masters
Thompson, Robert 1923 1957 SS H "Husband" Masters
Thompson, Rose An 1869 1934 DS W [Wife of Shelton H. Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Roy V. 10 Sep 1901 9 Nov 1907 SS S "Son of Ed & Mary Thompson" Masters
Thompson, Sedieth A. 1911 1974 DS H [Hus of Lula B. Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Shelton H. 1860 1931 DS H [Hus of Rose An Thompson] Masters
Thompson, Stella 2 Feb 1879 12 Jan 1883 SS D "Daug. of J & F Thompson" Slaty Point
Thompson, Stella - - SS - Slaty Point
Thompson, T. T. - - - - [name on brick] Masters
Thompson, Tillie D. 1887 1942 DS W [Wife of John W. Thompson] Carey 
Thompson, Vaughn D. 1956 1974 SS - Estep
Thompson, Virgil - - - - [name on brick] Masters
Thompson, Virgil "Cub" 4 Sep 1920 16 Sep 1981 DS H [of Oria Smith Thompson] Carey 
Thompson, W. F. 16 Apr 1876 23 Dec 1963 DS H [Husband of Mary F. Thompson] Thomp-Dailey
Thornberry, Charles Ray 29 May 1933 15 Jun 1938 SS - "My Son" Cranston
Thornberry, Charlie D. May 1896 [                ] SS S "Son of William & Sarah Thornberry" Cranston
Thornberry, Ivery May [                ] [                ] SS D "Daughter" Cranston
Thornberry, Luther H. 23 Aug 1913 28 Dec 1993 SS H [2nd husb. Of Edna E. Snider Cooper] Cranston
Thornberry, Sarah E. 1875 1946 DS W [Wife of William H. Thornberry] Cranston
Thornberry, William H. 1874 1945 DS H [Husb. of Sarah E. Thornberry] Cranston
Thornbury, Margaret Chris 1875 1941 SS - [Margaret Christian Thornbury] Caudill (1) 
Thorne, J. R. 22 Aug 1879 20 May 1937 SS - Clearfield
Thornhill, Betty Jo[Messer] 27 Sep 1926 [                ] DS W
[Wife of Wm R. Thornhill,d.of Elbert & 
Pearl Messer] New Sill
Thornhill, Wm R. 9 Sep 1925 [                ] DS H [Husband of Betty Jo Messer Thornhill] New Sill
Thornsberry, Albert [                 ] [                ] SS - Jennings
Thornsberry, Alice 1897 1958 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Thornsberry, Alice 1894 11 Sep 1989 DS W [Wife of Pete Thornsberry] Eagle Hall  CC
Thornsberry, Amanda [                 ] [                ] SS - Jennings
Thornsberry, Charles 1900 1997 DS H [Husband of Olive Thornsberry] Black-Trent
Thornsberry, Clacy L. 21 Apr 1913 18 Jan 1994 DS W [Wife of Lonnie W. Thornsberry] Brown (1) 
Thornsberry, David [                 ] [                ] SS - Jennings
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Thornsberry, Earl 5 Apr 1919 11 Nov 1974 SS - Pennington 
Thornsberry, Edd [No Date] [No Date] SS - Pennington 
Thornsberry, Elijah [                 ] [                ] SS - Jennings
Thornsberry, Elizabeth 1890 1962 SS W [Believed wife of James Thornsberry] Thornsberry  MC
Thornsberry, Harve [                 ] [                ] SS - Jennings
Thornsberry, Henry 1888 1952 SS - Pennington 
Thornsberry, Isac [                 ] [                ] SS - Jennings
Thornsberry, James 1884 1957 SS H [Believed husb of Elizabeth Thornsberry] Thornsberry  MC
Thornsberry, Johnny 1908 1957 SS - Jennings
Thornsberry, Leon 10 Jul 1959 10 Jul 1959 SS - Thornsberry  MC
Thornsberry, Lonnie W. 18 Apr 1913 18 Dec 1979 DS H [Husb. of Clacy L. Thornsberry] Brown (1) 
Thornsberry, Luster 14 Aug 1921 13 Oct 1967 SS - Pennington 
Thornsberry, Mandy [No Date] [No Date] SS - Pennington 
Thornsberry, Marge [No Date] [No Date] SS - Pennington 
Thornsberry, Mary A. 27 May 1918 15 Feb 1969 SS - Simmons   EC
Thornsberry, Olive 1905 1977 DS W [Wife of Charles Thornsberry] Black-Trent
Thornsberry, Pete Oct 1885 Dec 1977 DS H [Husb of Alice Thornsberry] Eagle Hall  CC
Thornsberry, Phillip D. 1964 1982 SS S "My Beloved Son" Simmons   EC
Thornsberry, Rachel 
[Slusher] [21 Jun]1909 [3 Feb]1992 SS - Jennings
Thornsberry, Sarah E. 1899 1985 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Thornsberry, Simm [No Date] [No Date] SS - Pennington 
Thornsburg, Edward 20 Jun 1880 20 Jan 1961 SS H [Husb of Maudie Thornsburg] Siloam
Thornsburg, Maudie 26 Dec 1882 21 Oct 1918 SS W "Wife of Ed Thornsburg" Siloam
Thoroughman, A. Jewel 9 Jun 1904 13 Nov 1991 TS H Lee
Thoroughman, Charles W. 19 Oct 1904 14 Jan 1997 TS W Lee
Thoroughman, Mary F. 26 feb 1929 14 Feb 1997 TS D Lee
Thronsbury, Roy 1925 1943 SS - Baldridge (1)
Thurber, Minerva H. 19 Aug 1825 16 Jun 1905 SS W "Wife of A. J." Pine Hill
Thurman, Elizabeth Joa 7 Nov 1954 20 Feb 1955 SS - Clearfield
Thurman, Laura B. 1987 1987 SS - Back-Peyton
Thurman, Rose (Lacy) 1924 [                 ] DS W [Wife of William H. Thurman] Forest Lawn
Thurman, William H. 1918 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Rose Lacy Thurman] Forest Lawn
Tippett, Elizabeth 28 Mar 1895 29 Sep 1903 SS D "Dau of T.B. & Mary J. Tippett" Town
Tippett, Hattie B. 6 Dec 1887 4 Apr 1910 SS D "Daug. of T. B. & Mary J. Tippett" Lee
Tippett, Infant 29 Dec 1890 18 Feb 1891 SS S "Son of T.B. & M. J. Tippett" Town
Tippett, Mary Jane 1857 1936 SS W [Wife of Thomas Tippett] Lee
Tippett, Thomas Byron 1849 1925 SS H [Husb.of Mary Jane Tippett] Lee
Toler, D. B. 1899 1976 DS H [Husb. of Martha R. Toler] Brown (1) 
Toler, Martha R. 1904 [                 ] DS W [Wife of D. B. Toler] Brown (1) 
Toler, Raymond C. 31 Oct 1922 23 Feb 1993 SS - [Next to Ronald Franklin Toler] Brown (1) 
Toler, Ronald Franklin 16 Dec 1934 27 Apr 1993 SS - [Next to Raymond C. Toler] Brown (1) 
Toliver, Nettie [Prevett] 5 Mar 1826 25 Sep 1900 SS W [Wife of Litewell Henry Burns Tolliver] Hall
Toliver, Tom 1873 1948 SS GF "Grandfather" Emmons   FC
Tolliver, Anna Eliza 31 Dec 1865 16 May 1912 SS - Lee
Tolliver, Betty L. 1928 1973 DS W [Wife of Hendrix B. Toliver] Lee
Tolliver, Charles W. 1873 1921 DS H [Husb. of Ethel Tolliver] Lee
Tolliver, Clinton H. 14 Mar 1881 8 Apr 1960 DS H [Husb. of Gertie Tolliver] "Ky PVT WWI" Lee
Tolliver, Daniel Boone 1853 1910 SS - Lee
Tolliver, Ella Burns 1887 1996 DS W [Wife of Hendrix Bert Tolliver] Caudill (1) 
Tolliver, Emma J. 21 Jun 1862 5 Jul 1939 DS W [Wife of James H. Tolliver] Caudill (1) 
Tolliver, Ethel 1881 1967 DS W [Wife of Charles W. Tolliver] Lee
Tolliver, F. M. 19 Apr 1857 5 Jul 1936 SS - Lee
Tolliver, Gertie 14 Jan 1895 18 Oct 1979 DS W [Wife of Clinton H. Tolliver] Lee
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Tolliver, Hendrix B. 1911 1968 DS H [Husb. of Betty L. Tolliver] Lee
Tolliver, Hendrix Bert 1884 1950 DS H [Husband of Ella Burns Tolliver] Caudill (1) 
Tolliver, James H. 13 Sep 1861 6 Feb 1935 DS H [Husband of Emma J. Tolliver] Caudill (1) 
Tolliver, Jonnie M. 29 Jun 1907 28 Sep 1907 SS S [Son of H. B. & Lucy M. Tolliver] Lee
Tolliver, Lucy M. 18 Sep 1877 1 Sep 1908 SS W "Wife of H. B. Tolliver" Lee
Tolliver, Mary D. 27 May 1861 20 Jun 1918 SS W "Wife of Alex Tolliver" Lee
Tolliver, Orlena [Wyatt] 2 Jul 1836 30 Jan 1925 SS - Lee
Tolliver, Oscar J. 22 Aug 1891 22 Jun 1896 SS S "son of Cecil & ? Tolliver" Hogtown
Tomlinson, Margaret 
P.[Pauline] 1920 1989 SS D [Daug. of Mattie Tomlinson] Lee
Tomlinson, Mattie Blair 1897 1966 SS M Lee
Tomlinson, Ralph Blair 1918 1947 SS S [Son of of Mattie Tomlinson] Lee
Tomlinson, William B. 16 Jul 1921 4 Feb 1993 SS S
"PFC US Army WWII"[Son of Mattie 
Tomlinson] Lee
Tompkins, Denver 9 Nov 1910 12 Sep 1954 DS H [of Geraldine Tompkins] Clark (2)
Tompkins, Geraldine 14 Sep 1920 19 May 1996 DS W [of Denver Tompkins] Clark (2)
Toole, Edna Horton 1936 1977 DS W [Wife of Lemuel C. Toole] Forest Lawn
Toole, Lemuel C. 1932 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Edna Horton Toole] Forest Lawn
Totich, Frances Catena 3 Aug 1929 3 May 1999 PLQ W
[Wife of Matthew Totich, died 6 Nov 1964, 
buried elswhere] Caudill (1) 
Totich, Frances Catena 3 Aug 1929 3 May 1999 PLQ W
[of Wife of Mathew Totich, deceased 
11/6/64] Caudill (2)
Totich, George 16 Sep 1923 12 Feb 1996 SS - "CPL US Army, WWII" Caudill (2)
Towles, Ocie 3 Feb 1925 [                ] DS - [Keep with Raymond Towles] Eagle Hall  CC
Towles, Raymond 20 Jan 1912 12 Aug 1975 DS - [Keep with Ocie Towles] Eagle Hall  CC
Town Cemetery  (Elliott Co.)
Toy, Farven S. 1925 1963 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Toy, Gladys 1936 [                 ] DS W [Wife of H. C. Toy] "Mom" Siloam
Toy, H. C. 1935 1995 DS H [Husb of Gladys Toy] "Dad" Siloam
Tracy, Elden K. 1918 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Lola Slone Tracy] Brown (1) 
Tracy, Lola Slone 1916 [                 ] DS W [of Elden K. Tracy] M: 13 May 1946 Brown (1) 
Trailor, Eliza 28 Sep 1866 2 Apr 1877 SS D "Daug. of E. J. Trailor" Slaty Point
Traylor, Cora M. 8 Nov 1875 18 May 1876 SS D "Daug. of Nicholas & R. L. Traylor" Slaty Point
Traylor, Motie 15 Sep 1871 30 Sep 1875 SS D "Daug. of Nicholas & R. L. Traylor" Slaty Point
Trent, Allie 1895 1966 SS - Black-Trent
Trent, Annie 1893 1965 SS - Trent (1) 
Trent, Barbera Jean Bowling 2 Jul 1961 16 Dec 1999 PLQ W [wife of Dennis Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Beauford 12 Mar 1927 19 Nov 1985 DS H PFC US Army W.W.II Black-Trent
Trent, Bill 10 Nov 1935 13 Apr 1952 SS - Brown (1) 
Trent, Blanch M. 12 Jan 1925 10 Aug 1997 DS W [Wife of Henry Harrison Trent] Trent (2) 
Trent, Blanch M. Pennington 12 Jan 1925 10 Aug 1997 SS - Trent (1) 
Trent, Bobby Ray 8 Jan 1968 8 Jan 1968 SS Cranston
Trent, Carl Wendell 1959 1959 SS S Son of Vernon Trent Trent (1) 
Trent, Carol B. 1955 [                ] SS - [Believed the daug. of Sherman Trent Crix Cemetery:
Trent, Cebert 17 Nov 1928 8 Apr 1988 DS H [Husband of Cordie L. Trent] McClain-Arnold
Trent, Christine M. 11 Nov 1930 _______ DS W Black-Trent
Trent, Clella 17 Aug 1925 19 Nov 1951 SS - Trent, Elick 
Trent, Clinton 20 Aug 1924 18 Dec 1999 PLQ H/F Trent (1) 
Trent, Corbia 23 Apr 1927 30 Oct 1994 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Trent (2) 
Trent, Cordie L. 7 Oct 1925 [                ] DS W [Wife of Cebert Trent] McClain-Arnold
Trent, Crumble 1910 1958 SS - Black-Trent
Trent, Dorothy Elizabeth 19 Nov 1919 15 Jul 1998 DS W [Wife of  Omer Trent] Clearfield
Trent, Dutch 1876 [22 May]1952 DS H [Husband of Mollie Trent] Clark (1) 
Trent, Earsel 9 Apr 1917 7 Jan 1971 SS S "J.H. & Minnie Trent, PVT US Army, WWII"Trent (2) 
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Trent, Edith 1919 [                ] DS W [Wife of Sherman Trent] Crix Cemetery:
Trent, Elick 1897 1969 DS H [Husband of Gracie Trent] Trent, Elick 
Trent, Emil 05 Jul 1930 01 Sep 1997 DS H [Husband of Shirley Marie Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Ernest L. 1926 1997 PLK - Trent, Jason 
Trent, Ethel [Missing] [Missing] DS W [Wife of Philip Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Eva 15 Jan 1942 16 Jan 1942 - - Clearfield
Trent, Everett 1900 1928 SS - Black-Trent
Trent, Gladys 1900 1972 SS - [buried next to Harrison Trent] Clearfield
Trent, Glennis Allen 29 Jan 1968 28 Dec 1990 SS - Trent, Jason 
Trent, Gracie 1897 1982 DS W [Wife of Elick Trent] Trent, Elick 
Trent, Harrison 1897 1976 SS - [buried next to Gladys Trent] Clearfield
Trent, Harvey 1894 1973 DS H [Husband of Katie Trent] New Sill
Trent, Harvey, Sr. 9 Jan 1853 26 Nov 1929 SS H [Husband of Reeney Trent] Trent, Harvey, Sr
Trent, Helen 15 Mar 1930 [                ] DS W [Wife of Orbie Trent] Trent (2) 
Trent, Henry H [Harrison] 22 Feb 1919 10 Feb 1997 DS H [Blanch M. Trent] PVT US Army WWII Trent (2) 
Trent, Hobert 1922 1970 SS - "PFC US Army, WWII" Clearfield
Trent, Homer V. 17 Nov 1914 09 Jan 1917 SS S Son of Julius C. Trent Black-Trent
Trent, Infant [                ] [                ] SS - [Child of L.D. & Mary Trent Trent (1) 
Trent, Ivan Movie 1923 1928 SS - Black-Trent
Trent, J. C. 02 Jan 1937 14 Jan 1937 SS - Son of Mr. & Mrs. Zora Trent Black-Trent
Trent, Jason 10 Mar 1902 [1987] DS H [Husband of Susan Edith Trent] Trent, Jason 
Trent, John Harvey 1 Nov 1893 4 Jan 1976 SS - Trent (2) 
Trent, Julius C. 10 Jan 1873 28 Jan 1957 DS H [Husband of Martha Trent] Black-Trent
Trent, Katie 1894 1986 DS W [Wife  of Harvey Trent] New Sill
Trent, L.D. 1870 1949 DS H [Husband of Mary Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Leonard 6 Mar 1922 4 Mar 1959 SS - [PFC US Army WWII] New Sill
Trent, Martha A[Black] 06 Jul 1877 18 Apr 1949 DS W [Wife of Julius C. Trent] Black-Trent
Trent, Mary 1878 1933 DS W [Wife of L.D. Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Minnie Sloan 28 Jul 1889 29 Sep 1985 SS - Trent (2) 
Trent, Mollie 1880 [3 Nov] 1957 DS W [Wife of Dutch Trent] "M: 1897" Clark (1) 
Trent, Myrtle 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wyatt Trent]M: 20 Apr 1938 Forest Lawn
Trent, Norma Sue 10 Feb 1950 10 Feb 1950 SS D Dau of Beauford & Christine Trent Black-Trent
Trent, Odie 10 Sep 1914 20 Sep 1914 DS C1 Black-Trent
Trent, Oliva 25 Oct 1917 16 Feb 1920 SS D "Dau. of Harvy E. & Katie [Slone] Trent" Clark (1) 
Trent, Omer L. 7 Mar 1919 [Living] DS H [Husb of  Dorothy Trent] "WWI Vet" Clearfield
Trent, Orbie 5 Feb 1934 2 Jul 1994 DS H [Husband of Helen Trent] Trent (2) 
Trent, Phillip [Missing] 1989 DS H [Husband of Ethel Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Phillip Wayne 1982 1982 SS S Son of Emil Trent Trent (1) 
Trent, Reeney 18 Mar 1850 1 Nov 1922 SS W [Wife of Harvey Trent] Trent, Harvey, Sr
Trent, Sabra 15 Nov 1922 05 Oct 1923 DS C2 Black-Trent
Trent, Sherman 1915 1991 DS H [Husband of Edith Trent] Crix Cemetery:
Trent, Sheryl Ann 10 Apr 1954 10 Apr 1954 SS D "Daughter of Cecil & Verna Trent" Crix Cemetery:
Trent, Shirley Marie 05 Feb 1939 23 Dec 1989 DS W [Wife of Emil Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Susan Edith 16 Nov 1906 06 Jan 1976 DS W [Wife of Jason Trent] Trent, Jason 
Trent, Thelma 1939 1989 DS W [Wife of Vernon Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Theodore 27 Feb 1902 26 Jan 1925 SS S Son Julius & Martha Trent Black-Trent
Trent, Vada L. 10 Oct 1906 29 Jan 1995 DS W [Wife of Zora Trent] Black-Trent
Trent, Vernon 1937 [                ] DS H [Husband of Thelma Trent] Trent (1) 
Trent, Virginia 13 Jan 1951 13 Jan 1951 SS D Dau of Beauford & Christine Trent Black-Trent
Trent, Woodrow 1925 1929 SS - Clark (1) 
Trent, Wyatt 1 Oct 1915 12 Feb 1987 DS H [of Myrtle Trent]"Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Trent, Zora A. Rev. 11 Sep 1906 11 Jul 1980 DS H [Husband of Vada Trent; Minister] Black-Trent
TRENT1: Several unmarked grave sites Trent (1) 
Triplett, A. J. - 7 Jul 1854 SS - Bishop   MC
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Triplett, J. R. 25 Sep 1844 3 Feb 1912 SS - Bishop   MC
Trumbo, America 23 Apr 1854 17 Dec 1884 DS W [Wife of B. F. Trumbo]  "Wife" Trumbo   CC
Trumbo, Annie D. 1868 1951 DS W [Wife of Thomas J. Trumbo] Brown (1) 
Trumbo, B. F. 16 Apr 1843 26 Jun 1924 DS H [Husb of America Trumbo] Trumbo   CC
Trumbo, Celia [Ann Oxley] 1832 Jan 1914 SS W [Wife of T. I. Trumbo] Trumbo (2)
Trumbo, Cleva 29 Apr 1885 30 Dec 1890 SS S "Son of T.J. & Anna Trumbo" Town
Trumbo, David Allen 16 Dec 1907 5 Jan 1973 SS - "Ky PVT HO&HO20 Loast ARTY WWII" Lee
Trumbo, Dinah Elaine 26 Aug 1955 26 Aug 1955 SS - Lee
Trumbo, Eunice 26 Mar 1885 21 Sep 1924 SS W "Wife of W. R. [Trumbo]" Trumbo   CC
Trumbo, Frank 20 Feb 1891 20 Oct 1919 SS - Lee
Trumbo, Gleva 1885 1890 SS - Brown (1) 
Trumbo, Grover 3 May 1919 24 Jan 1973 SS - [Next to Ruth C.P. Trumbo] "WWII" Forest Lawn
Trumbo, Henry C. 11 May 1910 22 Feb 1947 SS - "KY SGT 54 ARMD INF WWII" Lee
Trumbo, Jack L. 24 Mar 1940 24 Mar 1940 SS - Lee
Trumbo, John L. 1785 1877 SS - "Capt. KY Militia War of 1812" Trumbo   CC
Trumbo, John M. 1866 1941 DS H [Husb. of Ruth E. Trumbo] Lee
Trumbo, John W. 16 Dec 1902 12 Jul 1928 SS - Lee
Trumbo, Lieurellia 19 Mar 1878 23 Mar 1905 DS W "Wife of W.R."  [Trumbo] Trumbo   CC
Trumbo, Ruth C.P. 22 Dec 1918 12 Nov 1978 SS - [Next to Grover Trumbo]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Trumbo, Ruth E. 1866 1936 DS W [Wife of John M. Trumbo] Lee
Trumbo, Stellie M. - - DS D "Infant Dau" of W. R. & Lieurellia Trumbo] Trumbo   CC
Trumbo, Susan 6 Apr 1905 18 Nov 1918 SS - Lee
Trumbo, T.I.[Thomas Issac] 1832 Oct 1909 SS H [Husb. Of Celia Trumbo] Trumbo (2)
Trumbo, Thomas J. 1863 1944 DS H [Husb. of Annie D. Trumbo] Brown (1) 
Trumbo, Vance A. 19 Jan 1902 4 Jan 1963 SS - Trumbo   CC
Trumbo, W. M. - 31 Jul 1851 SS - [Large monument] Trumbo
Trumbo, W. R. 16 Apr 1875 17 Mar 1941 SS H [Husb of Lieurella Trumbo] Trumbo   CC
Tucker, Charles T. 12 Dec 1916 30 Jul 1988 SS - "Sgt US Army WWII" Clearfield
Tucker, Margaret Foster 16 Mar 1919 [                 ] SS [Buried next to Charles T. Tucker] Clearfield
Turner,  Mildred E. 20 Feb 1947 23 Jun 1950 SS - Hogtown
Turner, Agnes S. 4 Feb 1930 25 Jan 1931 SS D [dau of Caude B. & Madge Turner] Williams-Turner
Turner, Audrey King 4 Jul 1914 11 Jan 1992 DS H [of Christine M. Turner]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Turner, Bert 30 Nov 1904 31 Mar 1965 SS - "KY Pvt Btry F, Arty 502 Coast, WWII" Hayes Crossing 
Turner, Christine M. 6 Mar 1925 29 Mar 1984 DS W [Wife of Audrey King Turner] Brown (1) 
Turner, Clarence Edwin 26 Oct 1917 21 Nov 1986 DS H [Husb. of Doris Turner]"Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Turner, Claude B. 1 Jan 1888 19 Nov 1969 DS H [of Madge M. Turner] Williams-Turner
Turner, Clayton Ray 11 Jun 1918 29 Jan 2000 PLQ H
[husband of Virginia Caudill Turner,         
son of Claude & Madge Turner],                 
U.S. Navy WWll] Williams-Turner
Turner, David P. 4 Jun 1940 23 Dec 1941 DS - "Infant twin of George & Lillian Turner" Caudill (1) 
Turner, Dolly 2 Jun 1944 2 Jun 1944 DS D "Infant twin of Sherman & Edith Turner" Stevens-Stigall
Turner, Doris 1929 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Clarence Edwin Turner] Forest Lawn
Turner, Dorthy M. 23 Jul 1916 7 Oct 1973 SS - Williams-Turner
Turner, E. E. 12 Jul 1852 13 Sep 1939 SS - Williams-Turner
Turner, E. F. 8 Feb 1881 3 Aug 1945 DS H [Gracie A. Turner] Hogtown
Turner, E. S. 1855 1937 DS H [Husband of Lou Turner] Hayes Crossing 
Turner, Edgar R. 9 Apr 1916 2 Nov 1917 SS - Hogtown
Turner, Edna 20 Jul 1906 13 Nov 1914 SS - [Next to Walter Turner] Clearfield
Turner, Emma 20 Jul 1900 18 May 1914 - - Clearfield
Turner, Eugene A. 2 Jan 1925 21 Jul 1952 SS - U.S. Army WWII Hogtown
Turner, Eva 22 May 1881 30 Apr 1919 - - [Next to Howard Turn.] Clearfield
Turner, G. A. 8 Nov 1852 15 Jul 1930 SS - Williams-Turner
Turner, George H. 13 Oct 1905 27 Nov 1943 SS - "In memory of; PVT US Army WWII" Caudill (1) 
Turner, Gracie  A. 1 Feb 1884 11 Jul 1951 DS W [E.F. Turner] Hogtown
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Turner, H. C. [                ] 16 Dec 1879 SS - "45 years, 8 months, 24 days" Baldridge (2)
Turner, Harlen E. 17 Jul 1898 17 Apr 1974 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Turner, Howard M. 1 Mar 1876 7 Aug 1960 SS - [Next to Eva Turner] Clearfield
Turner, James E. 5 Jul 1888 14 Sep 1913 SS S "Son of E.S. Turner & wife" Hayes Crossing 
Turner, James E. 27 Nov 1907 11 Nov 1909 SS - Hogtown
Turner, John B. 30 Oct 1907 11 Jun 1976 DS H [Husband of Sarah A. Turner] Hayes Crossing 
Turner, Lorene 1895 1966 SS - [Next to Walter M. Turner] Forest Lawn
Turner, Lou 1863 1946 DS W [Wife of E.S. Turner] Hayes Crossing 
Turner, Mable G. 4 Aug 1904 20 Jan 1905 SS - Hogtown
Turner, Madge M.[Goodan] 18 Jun 1887 30 Dec 1974 DS W [of Claude B. Turner] Williams-Turner
Turner, Nancy V. 4 Jun 1940 22 Dec 1941 DS - "Infant twin of George & Lillian Turner" Caudill (1) 
Turner, Ollie 2 Jun 1944 2 Jun 1944 DS D "Infant twin of Sherman & Edith Turner" Stevens-Stigall
Turner, Ollie E. 26 Jun 1900 21 Jan 1901 SS - Hogtown
Turner, Raymond 9 Apr 1919 24 May 1958 DS H
[Vada Turner]"Ky Tec 4 Co A 811 TD BN 
WWII" Hogtown
Turner, Robert 1959 1997 SS - Caudill (2)
Turner, Roy E. 18 Aug 1902 18 Dec 1919 SS - Hogtown
Turner, Ruby O. 30 Jul 1906 10 Dec 1906 SS - Hogtown
Turner, Russell 20 Jul 1896 18 Sep 1932 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Turner, Sadie 2 Apr 1883 13 Sep 1886 SS - Richards (1) 
Turner, Sarah 14 Mar 1856 25 Jan 1923 SS - [Next to Wm. Turn.] Clearfield
Turner, Sarah A. 9 Jun 1917 27 Oct 1996 DS W [Wife of John B. Turner] Hayes Crossing 
Turner, Selby Ervin 9 Sep 1920 25 Mar 1998 SS S
"Son of Harlen Turner""Pvt US Army 
WWII" Hayes Crossing 
Turner, Vada 7 Apr 1929 - DS W [Raymond Turner] Hogtown
Turner, Walter 17 Sep 1904 3 Feb 1919 SS - [Next to Edna Turner] Clearfield
Turner, Walter M. 6 Sep 1960 20 Jun 1962 SS - [Next to Lorene Turner] Forest Lawn
Turner, William C. 16 Jul 1851 3 Mar 1910 SS - [Next to Sarah Turn.] Clearfield
Tussey, Alex C. 28 Jun 1871 18 Feb 1894 SS H [Husb of Una Hamilton Tussey] Tussey
Tussey, Amanda 26 Jun 1883 14 Apr 1959 DS W [Wife of E. B. Tussey] New Sill
Tussey, Angaline 31 Jul 1861 10 Feb 1901 SS W
"Wife of C. C. Tussey, Daug of P & M 
Hamilton" Hamilton
Tussey, Anne 1870 19__ DS W [Wife of Zack J. Tussey] Caudill (1) 
Tussey, C. B. 14 Mar 1838 13 Aug 1877 SS - "Preacher" Baldridge (2)
Tussey, C. B. 13 Aug 1906 22 Mar 1940 SS - New Sill
Tussey, Christopher C. 24 Feb 1862 20 Jul 1951 SS H [Husb of Angaline Tussey] Hamilton
Tussey, Cohen 20 Nov 1920 20 Nov 1920 SS S "Son of C. F. & Grace Tussey" Bruce-Tussey 
Tussey, Davy 22 Oct 1903 unreadable SS S "Son of R. & Hattie Tussey" Clearfield
Tussey, E. B. 3 Jul 1866 3 May 1939 DS H [Husband of  Amanda Tussey] New Sill
Tussey, Flora 12 Jun 1900 12 Jun 1900 SS D "C. C. & Angaline Tussey" Hamilton
Tussey, Frances 11 Nov 1870 1 Jan 1905 SS W "Wife of Z. J. Tussey" Bruce-Tussey 
Tussey, George Andrew 22 Sep 1897 2 May 1945 SS - "KY PVT Co F2 Engineers WWI" Caudill (1) 
Tussey, George Andrew 22 Sep 1897 2 May 1945 SS - "KY PVT Co F2 Engineers WWII" Caudill (1) 
Tussey, Hattie 1862 [                ] DS W [Wife of Richmond Tussey] Caudill (1) 
Tussey, Hattie 10 Jan 1939 19 Oct 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Robert Tussey, buried elsewhere] Ison
Tussey, Infant Son 28 May 1894 28 May 1894 DS S
"Son of Alex C. & Annie [Hamilton] 
Tussey" Tussey
Tussey, Infant Son 28 May 1894 28 May 1894 DS S
"Son of Alex C. & Annie [Hamilton] 
Tussey" Tussey
Tussey, J. B. 9 Feb 1887 13 Mar 1952 SS - Caudill (1) 
Tussey, J.C. 19 Aug 1876 28 Feb 1920 SS H [Cora Tussey] Farewell my wife,  children Hogtown
Tussey, Juanita 1934 1940 SS D "Mossie & Ora Tussey" Fraley-Osborne
Tussey, Little Zack 19 Mar 1893 15 Apr 1974 SS - New Sill
Tussey, Ora 23 Jul 1910 20 Dec 1973 DS H [Mossie Lee Mathews Tussey] Fraley-Osborne
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Tussey, Oscar R. 28 Jun 1896 28 Apr 1918 SS S [J.C. & Cory Tussey] Hogtown
Tussey, Richmond 1863 1931 DS H [Husb. of Hattie Tussey] Caudill (1) 
Tussey, Roy H. 2 Apr 1906 11 Apr 1920 SS S [J.C. & Cora Tussey] Hogtown
Tussey, Vivian 29 Sep 1918 29 Sep 1918 SS S "Son of C. F. & Grace Tussey" Bruce-Tussey 
Tussey, Z. J. 8 Mar 1898 25 Jul 1898 SS S "C. C. & Angaline Tussey" Hamilton
Tussey, Zack J. 1869 1947 DS H [Husband of Anne Tussey] Caudill (1) 
Tussie, Mossie L. [Lee] 25 Apr 1914 20 Aug 1979 DS W [Ora Tussey] Fraley-Osborne
Tyree, Anna 20 Aug 1892 1 Jun 1918 SS W "Wife of R. L. Mabry" Butts
Tyree, Elizabeth 1 Sep 1880 14 May 1945 SS - Caudill (1) 
Tyree, John B. Sep 1898 12 Mar 1919 SS - Butts
Tyree, Laura B. 1855 1939 DS W [Wife of Oliver Tyree] Lee
Tyree, Maggie 5 Apr 1873 1 Nov 1917 SS W "Wife of Eli Tyree" [with Nellie Tyree] Butts
Tyree, Nellie 25 Apr 1904 14 Feb 1907 SS D "Daug. of Eli & Maggie Tyree" Butts
Tyree, Oliver 1859 1926 DS H [Husb. of Laura B. Tyree] Lee
Tyree, Samuel G. 2 Feb 1921 26 Jul 1921 SS S "Son of Charles W. & Lulla A. Tyree" Butts
U. C. - 1852 SS - [#50] New Alfrey
Ulray, Leroy J. 8 Oct 1913 4 Jun 2000 PLQ H
[Husb of Edna D. Whitt Ulrey]  "Leu Col 
US Army" Lee
Umarked (5) to right of Minnie Fraley & unmarked (2) to left of her Clark (1) 
Underwood, C. L. 23 Dec 1836 27 Aug 1879 SS - Lee
Unidentified  L.M. in row 11 Stewart
Unidentified E. M. in row 11 Stewart
Unkmarked (1) Cynthia Baldridge Baldridge (2)
Unknown 1927 - SS - [hand lettered, by R.L. White] "At Rest" Clearfield
Unknown 22 Feb 1862 17 Oct 1888 SS - Town
Unknown "H. K." Initials only, by Everett F. Hamilton Hamilton
Unknown "M. K." Initials only, by Everett F. Hamilton Hamilton
Unknown "M.S." carved on head stone by Isaac N. White White (3)
Unknown "MC" by Samuel J. Coffee Caudill, Norwood 
Unknown "V. K. Intials only, by Everett F. Hamilton Hamilton
Unknown (1) - - Rock - Royce-Bently
Unknown (1) [Virgie Burton, mother of Roy & Cecil Burton-buried in an unmarked grave but unsure which one] Burton   EC
Unknown (1) baby girl, B: 25 Dec 1902,  D: 25 Dec 1902, SS Riddle
Unknown (1) beside Carl Early (Crumbled stone) Hamilton
Unknown (1) by Nancy Ellen McGill Community
Unknown (1) E. E. R. in row #13, born 9 Mar, no other information Jones (1)
Unknown (1) in row #13, no stone Jones (1)
Unknown (1) in row #14, no stone Jones (1)
Unknown (1) in row #17, baby grave, no stone Jones (1)
Unknown (1) in row #19, rock with no markins Jones (1)
Unknown (1) KPC on stone by Martin L. Wright Purvis
Unknown (1) P.C. on Angel stone Purvis
Unknown (1) TJR in row #13. Jones (1)
Unknown (11): #11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 New Alfrey
Unknown (14): #134, 133, 128, 127, 126, 125, 124, 129, 130, 131, 123, 122, 121, 132 New Alfrey
Unknown (2) by Alvin Kidd, can't read Community
Unknown (2) by Leiza Donahue: #1046, 1044 New Alfrey
Unknown (2) in row #14, stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unknown (2) in row #15, no stones Jones (1)
Unknown (2) in row #16, stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unknown (23) graves Jennings
Unknown (3) in row #15, stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unknown (4) unmarked stones McBrayer
Unknown (6) by Arizona Lewis, #601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606 New Alfrey
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Unknown (S. A.) no information on the stone Nickell-Harris
Unknown B. F. Slaty Point
Unknown grave sites - - - - [Unmarked rocks or stones] Hall, G. W.
Unknown, ? 13 Mar 1822 27 Aug 18_7 SS [between Thomas Fouch & James Day] Hogtown
Unknown, A. C. Slaty Point
Unknown, A. R. [                 ] [                ] SS - Slaty Point
Unknown, A.D.M. - - - - [by Mildred Lois Charles] Clearfield
Unknown, Alice 27 Apr 1882 19 Aug 1882 SS - [unreadable] Mt. Pisgah
Unknown, B.F.G. - - SS - [by Virgil L. Braur] Clearfield
Unknown, B.H.G. by Harrison Prater Hogtown
Unknown, Baby [                ] [                ] Clark (2)
Unknown, C. B. - - - - [by Zelda Fugate Barker] Clearfield
Unknown, C. F. - - - - [by William Butcher] Clearfield
Unknown, Cecil W. by Leander Lee Crawford Bentley
Unknown, Cleeta - - SS - Litton   EC
Unknown, Clifford L. - - Stk - [By Emery Markwell] Baldridge (2)
Unknown, E. - - - - [by Zelda Fugate Barker] Clearfield
Unknown, E. D. - - - - [by Pearl Fultz Cox] Clearfield
Unknown, E. O. [                 ] [                 ] SS - [no dates, by Elmer Owens] Clearfield
Unknown, Ed - - - - [by Zelda Fugate Barker] Clearfield
Unknown, Eliza J. 9 Apr 1863 18 Sep 1882 SS - Hogtown
Unknown, Ellen 25 May 1850 28 Feb 1880 SS - "Wife of __" [no last name] New Alfrey
Unknown, Elvis 1993 1993 PLK - [Baby's grave] Henderson
Unknown, Freda - - - - [sunken grave] Masters
Unknown, G. D. - - - - [footstone, by James F. White] Clearfield
Unknown, G.D. - - - - [by Elvis F. Ratliff] Clearfield
Unknown, G.S.H. - - SS - [footstone, by Peach Gregory] Clearfield
Unknown, George 12 Jul 1874 11 Oct 1880 SS - Slaty Point
Unknown, Grot - - SS - Litton   EC
Unknown, Infant Son [                 ] [                 ] SS - [Son of H.C. & Nora - unreadable] Mt. Pisgah
Unknown, Isaiah 29 May 1899 - SS - [Next to __, Osker J.] Siloam
Unknown, J. B. - - - - [by Zelda Fugate Barker] Clearfield
Unknown, J. C. Slaty Point
Unknown, J.E.I. - - - - [by Elvis F. Ratliff] Clearfield
Unknown, James 12 Aug ____ 18 Jan 1872 SS - [Stoned broken & crumbled] Town   EC
Unknown, Jaycee 11 Jul 1976 21 Aug 1993 SS - [May be a dog's grave] Baldridge (2)
Unknown, Joan - - - - [by Zelda Fugate Barker] Clearfield
Unknown, Jon R A 1886 - SS - Hanshaw   EC
Unknown, L. P. Slaty Point
Unknown, L.P.F. - - - - [by Rodney Lynn Easterling, small stone] Clearfield
Unknown, Laola 1874 1926 SS - [no last name; bet. Gilkisons & Rameys] Siloam
Unknown, Laurena by Mary Jent Slaty Point
Unknown, Laurenia - - - - Slaty Point
Unknown, Luther 1879 1921 SS - [no last name; bet. Rameys & McClurgs] Siloam
Unknown, M. A. [                  ] [                 ] SS - Slaty Point
Unknown, M. J. G. Slaty Point
Unknown, M. M. Slaty Point
Unknown, M. P. [to left of Willie Padgett] Slaty Point
Unknown, Mae Lee 7 Apr 1941 7 Apr 1941 SS D [Unreadable] Nickell-Harris
Unknown, Merin 1907 12 Jun 1908 SS S "Son of Jordan & Maggie" Purvis
Unknown, O. W. - - - - [by Zelda Fugate Barker] Clearfield
Unknown, Osker J. 29 May 1869 5 Jul 1871 SS S "Son of __ and M. L. __" Siloam
Unknown, R.A.Y. - - - - [by Rodney Lynn Easterling, small stone] Clearfield
Unknown, Ralph - - - - [etched on sandstone] Masters
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Unknown, Thomas 1920 [                ] New Sill
Unmarkd (5) by Eliza Jane Moore Moore (2)
Unmarked  (1) between E. M. Riddle & Benj. F. Hall Hall
Unmarked (*) grave, name was known Mathews
Unmarked (?) by Nancy J. Hargis, only #1507 given. New Alfrey
Unmarked (?) graves Ralstin 
Unmarked (?) graves Ralstin
Unmarked (1 ) beside Juaneta White Pine Grove
Unmarked (1 ) left and one to right of Rosie Plank Pine Grove
Unmarked (1 ) left of Edwin Clark Pine Grove
Unmarked (1 ) left of Ham Pine Grove
Unmarked (1 ) left of John & Nancy Ham Pine Grove
Unmarked (1 ) right of Nancy Hiltibrand Pine Grove
Unmarked (1 to 3) graves Vest   CC
Unmarked (1) McGlosson
Unmarked (1) Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1)     [Known to be Peach Smedley who was born & died on 13 Aug 1913] Smedley
Unmarked (1)   [Known to be Russell Foster, infant son of Blaine and Nora Peyton Foster] Foster, J.
Unmarked (1)  A.T.T.  by Laura B. Tyree Lee
Unmarked (1)  by James Athey (big carved cross) Mabry Hill
Unmarked (1)  by Kevin Wilson Mabry Hill
Unmarked (1) "Baby" by Allie E. Hamilton Hamilton
Unmarked (1) "Baby" by Frances Bert Stricklett Lee
Unmarked (1) "H" by W. K. Houston Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) , by Bertha Caudill Caudill South
Unmarked (1) , by Leona Caudill Caudill South
Unmarked (1) above Cora R. White White (2)
Unmarked (1) above Dewie Eden Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) above Henry Mabry. Bear Church   EC
Unmarked (1) above Virgil Rose Town   EC
Unmarked (1) at foot of Abigil Fraley Fraley-Osborne
Unmarked (1) at foot of Cynthia Coffee Day   MC
Unmarked (1) at foot of Harlin Roberts. Lemas-Holbrk EC
Unmarked (1) at foot of Jane Caudill Hamilton
Unmarked (1) at foot of Jesse Roe (Infant) Roe   EC
Unmarked (1) at foot of P. A. Clark Stevens-Stigall
Unmarked (1) at foot of Robert E. White White (3)
Unmarked (1) at foot of Robert Stephens. Lemas-Holbrk EC
Unmarked (1) at foot of Sabra Porter. Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Unmarked (1) at head of Allie H. Goodman Bryant-Goodman
Unmarked (1) at head of Fultz stone White (3)
Unmarked (1) baby grave below Zone Carter. Lemas-Holbrk EC
Unmarked (1) baby grave near Pearl Stevens Fultz, Banney  CC
Unmarked (1) believed to be __ Bair Jones. Jones, Flem
Unmarked (1) believed to be a Gregory infant. Gregory (2) 
Unmarked (1) believed to be Taylor Jones. Jones, Flem
Unmarked (1) below Alfred J. Caudill Hamilton
Unmarked (1) below foot of Willie Blankenbeckler. Blankenbeckler EC
Unmarked (1) below John Cottle Town   EC
Unmarked (1) below John L. Trumbo Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) below Mary Roe. Blankenbeckler EC
Unmarked (1) below Vance A. Trumbo Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) beside Abel Hall Cranston
Unmarked (1) beside Aloma Hall Abbott-Sturgill
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Unmarked (1) beside Catherine Humphrey Cranston
Unmarked (1) beside Delma Austin Cranston
Unmarked (1) beside Howard Pigman Abbott-Sturgill
Unmarked (1) beside Julia J. Bryant Cranston
Unmarked (1) beside Kenneth Justice Cranston
Unmarked (1) beside Louesa Simmons Simmons   EC
Unmarked (1) beside Susan Hall Cranston
Unmarked (1) beside W. L. Pigman Abbott-Sturgill
Unmarked (1) beside Willie Royse Williams-Turner
Unmarked (1) between A. H. Gearheart & Nan Gearheart Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (1) between E. E. & Agness Turner Williams-Turner
Unmarked (1) between Edom & Evermine tterback Utterback
Unmarked (1) between Etta M. Bryant and W. C. & Lougina Hogge. Hogge 
Unmarked (1) between H. McDowell and Flora McDowell. Whisman 
Unmarked (1) between Harlan and Calvin Mabry Mabry Hill
Unmarked (1) between Hazel Johnson & Judie Johnson Scaggs-Harr
Unmarked (1) between two Farleys. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) between V. D. Riley and J. M. Callahan. Whisman 
Unmarked (1) brick in corner of cemetery by itself Carey 
Unmarked (1) brick slab, by Lula Mae Butts Butts
Unmarked (1) by __ Montgomery, #4131. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by A. E. Easterling. Blair's   MC
Unmarked (1) by A.E.B. and Henderson Bradley. Whisman 
Unmarked (1) by Alice Mullins Branham. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Alice Rose Dixon Hender-Rose  EC
Unmarked (1) by Alma Amanda Harris (stone in the ground). Brown (1) 
Unmarked (1) by Amanda Littleton. Hogge 
Unmarked (1) by Amie A. Markwell Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (1) by Amos Donahue, #1452. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Andrew J. Lewis Purvis
Unmarked (1) by Andrew Nickell Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (1) by Arthur Riddle Riddle
Unmarked (1) by Arzetta Howard. Bishop   MC
Unmarked (1) by Asa E. Lane (only base is showing). Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Avo Jones (rocks mark grave). Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by B. M. Thompson Carey 
Unmarked (1) by Berhta Charles. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Betsy Crose, #1210. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by C. Bailey Bailey
Unmarked (1) by C. M. Fallon Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by Calvin & Mary Jones. Jones, Flem
Unmarked (1) by Calvin J. Mabry Christian
Unmarked (1) by Carl Edwin Smedley (unreadable). Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Carl Lloyd Johnson, #1468. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Carla June Glover. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Carrie E. McRoberts Purvis
Unmarked (1) by Caudill, Daughter. Franklin
Unmarked (1) by Charles Basford (marble square stone). Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Charlie Curtis Purvis
Unmarked (1) by Clarence Phillips, #1311. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Clyde Puckett Hogtown
Unmarked (1) by Conway Kingsoliver Carey 
Unmarked (1) by Derina Bair Jones (it is Flem Jones; hus of Derina Jones). Jones, Flem
Unmarked (1) by Dillard Littleton. Sardis
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Unmarked (1) by Dora Johnson. Town
Unmarked (1) by Dr. Bill Lewis. Bishop   MC
Unmarked (1) by E. Bowling Kegley
Unmarked (1) by Edgar Bate. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Edison Lee McKinney, #1352. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Elizabeth Crawford Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (1) by Elizabeth Elam. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Emma Lane Perry Caudill (1) 
Unmarked (1) by Estell Cundiff. Blair's   MC
Unmarked (1) by Estelle Mynhier Reeves Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (1) by Etta Warren. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Eugene Caudill. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Eugene Lonas Perry. Perry   MC
Unmarked (1) by Eva Roberts Owens. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by F. H. Littleton. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Fannie Basford. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Flora Moore Day   MC
Unmarked (1) by Frank P. Blair Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Frank Swim. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Frankie Garret, #1403. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Fred Arnold Patterson. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Freda Stamper Moore-Messer
Unmarked (1) by Freeman Hamilton [Believed to be his wife Nancy] Tussey
Unmarked (1) by G. M. Hall Hall
Unmarked (1) by Garfield Blankenship.F Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by George Lowe. Jones, Flem
Unmarked (1) by George McBrayer Christian
Unmarked (1) by George Waltz Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by George William Calvert Sr. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Gerome Perry (plq, but unreadable). Perry   MC
Unmarked (1) by Gussie Howard Purvis
Unmarked (1) by H. M. Briggs. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Harlan Carter. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Harlan D. Kidd Community
Unmarked (1) by Hattie Curtis Purvis
Unmarked (1) by Hazel Dyer Mabry Hill
Unmarked (1) by Hendricks Minard McDowell. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Herman L. Lewis. Bishop   MC
Unmarked (1) by Hollie Richardson. Franklin
Unmarked (1) by Hope Lynn Wilson, #1495. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Iva Swim Kissick Slaty Point
Unmarked (1) by J. B. Conn Hamilton
Unmarked (1) by J. G. Roberts. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by J. Kegley Kegley
Unmarked (1) by J. L. Fisher. Hogge 
Unmarked (1) by Jack Brown, #1304. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) By James Atley Dehart Lee
Unmarked (1) by James Franklin Moore Moore (2)
Unmarked (1) by James Hogge. Hogge 
Unmarked (1) by James Paul Staton "Son". Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by James Prather. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Jane Alfrey, #431. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Jesse Arminda Stamper Hamilton
Unmarked (1) by Jodie Jones Riddle
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Unmarked (1) by John B. Nelson (baby grave). Perry   MC
Unmarked (1) by John S. Amburgey. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Johnnie Peyton Stacy-Peyton
Unmarked (1) by Johny Royse Caudill-Porter 
Unmarked (1) by Josephine Mynheir. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Kenneth Hunter. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by L. Cogswell Carey 
Unmarked (1) by L. M. White White (2)
Unmarked (1) by L. R. Riddle
Unmarked (1) by Leander Lee & Adeline "Hall" Crawford Bentley
Unmarked (1) by Leola & Irvin Easterling. Cassity   MC
Unmarked (1) by Leonard Thomas White (3)
Unmarked (1) by Lewis C. Preston Lee
Unmarked (1) By Lewis H. Hoskins. Concrete slab Jones (2)
Unmarked (1) by Lilma O. Ham. Sardis
Unmarked (1) By Lola Hall. Stone with no markings Jones (2)
Unmarked (1) by Louise Carpenter. Carpenter
Unmarked (1) by Lucy B. Ramey (no stones, indentions of grave. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Lucy Flanery Caudill (1) 
Unmarked (1) by Lucy Staton McKinney. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Lydia E. Hunt. Cassity   MC
Unmarked (1) by M. Alderson Carey 
Unmarked (1) by Maggie Madden Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by Major Patton Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by Mama Phelps. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Mandy Riddle Riddle
Unmarked (1) by Margaret Jones Riddle
Unmarked (1) by Margaret Lyons Mabry Hill
Unmarked (1) by Marion Star Hall (marked with firebrick) Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Marjorie McKenzie, #147A. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Martha Crosthwaite, #269. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Martha F. Sargent. Perry   MC
Unmarked (1) by Martha J. Stevens. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Mary Bryant Bryant-Goodman
Unmarked (1) by Mary F. Kidd Howard (1)
Unmarked (1) by Mary L. Bradley Hamilton
Unmarked (1) By Mathew W. Manier, field stone, no markings Jones (2)
Unmarked (1) by Milburn McNeey. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Minnie Watson Sluss. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Miram Parker Ditney 
Unmarked (1) by Murvel Barnette. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Myrtle Fern Fields. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Nancy Utterback, #86. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Nettie Ramey. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Nettie Tolliver Hall
Unmarked (1) by Nora May Bowling Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by O. C. Ellington (possibly Jewell Poston). Ellington Farm
Unmarked (1) by Ollie Pettit. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Oma Oney Hayes Crossing 
Unmarked (1) by Ora Clifford Cooper. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Orlena Tolliver Lee
Unmarked (1) by Oscar L. James Hogtown
Unmarked (1) by Ova M. Callahan. Perry   MC
Unmarked (1) by Paris Keeton Hamilton
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Unmarked (1) by Pearl M. Kitchen Mabry Hill
Unmarked (1) by Pearlie Hamilton Hamilton
Unmarked (1) by R. H. Ruley Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by R.E.L. Johnson Johnson-Coffee
Unmarked (1) by Ramond Rogers. Carpenter
Unmarked (1) by Rinda Templeman Ditney 
Unmarked (1) by Robert C. Hargis, #1460. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) By Robert Lee Jones. Block of stone with no markings Jones (2)
Unmarked (1) by Rose Staggs Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (1) by Rosie Calvert. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Rufus Stevens (large flat stone inlaid with children's play marbles, nativity on top). Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Russell Conley Conley (1)
Unmarked (1) by Ruth & Eva Cundiff Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by Ruth E. Bailey. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Ruth E. Utterback Utterback
Unmarked (1) by Ruth Fowler. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Ruth Mae Rusher. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Rutha G. Fisher Moore (2)
Unmarked (1) by S. B. Branham. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by S. E. Easterling. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by S. E. Easterling. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Sallie Carey Carey 
Unmarked (1) by Samuel Tyree Butts
Unmarked (1) by Samuel Utterback, #4078. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Sarah A. Ham. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Sarah Bell Jennings. Jones, Flem
Unmarked (1) by Sarah Dennis Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (1) by Sarah L. Egan. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Serilda E. Calvert. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Sparks Infant Caudill-Porter 
Unmarked (1) by Stella Cassity Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (1) by Stella Coldiron Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (1) by the fence Rowe   EC
Unmarked (1) by the fence. Testimony about this grave site indicates it was an infant, Bonnie Sue Caudill, Norwood 
Unmarked (1) by Thomas A. Day, #1172. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Tillie J. Lewis. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Toby Lee Bailey (stone inlaid with children's play marbles). Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by Tony Lou Littleton. Sardis
Unmarked (1) by Venis A. Eldridge Mabry Hill
Unmarked (1) by Violet M. Armstrong, #487. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Virgie & Ollie Sargent. Bishop   MC
Unmarked (1) by Virginia Skaggs [Early, Jimmy (b & d 7 July 1932) - son of Fred & Peach Parker Early] Hayes Crossing 
Unmarked (1) by Virginia Stidham Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by Vivian Harris Nickell-Harris
Unmarked (1) by Volden Bowen Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) by W. C. Banks (only a stone marks the grave). Clearfield
Unmarked (1) by W. Elam Carey 
Unmarked (1) by W. S. Swim. Siloam
Unmarked (1) by Walter Brown, #1178A. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Wesley Forman, #1267A. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Wiley V. Hall Hall
Unmarked (1) by Willard Hunter. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by William & Irene Fultz. Blair's   MC
Unmarked (1) by William A. Burns Baldridge (2)
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Unmarked (1) by William Carpenter. Carpenter
Unmarked (1) by William Donald Callahan. Perry   MC
Unmarked (1) by William Grant Perry, #1481. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by William Lyons Mabry Hill
Unmarked (1) by William Sidney Ratliff, #317. New Alfrey
Unmarked (1) by Willie J. Conley (slab stone) Conley (1)
Unmarked (1) byt Malinda M. Florence Moore (2)
Unmarked (1) Child 29 Jun 1893 - FS - [small child's grave] Franklin
Unmarked (1) child's grave beside Infant Lemasters. Lemas-Holbrk EC
Unmarked (1) decorated - no dates [Big slab] Williams (2)
Unmarked (1) down the hill by itself Fouch  (1)
Unmarked (1) foot of George M. Biggs Biggs   CC
Unmarked (1) grave Conn (3) 
Unmarked (1) grave Phipps
Unmarked (1) grave Day   MC
Unmarked (1) grave [reported to be Effie Messer __?___, who had been married at least 3 times] Dawson
Unmarked (1) grave at left of Dorothy Fultz Goodan-Fultz
Unmarked (1) grave at right of Glennis Lambert Goodan-Fultz
Unmarked (1) grave by Mary Cassity Ingram
Unmarked (1) grave known to be a 12 year old Bloomfield boy who accidentally shot himself. Brown (3) 
Unmarked (1) grave known to be Pete Brown Brown (3) 
Unmarked (1) grave near Ruth Hatton Fultz, Banney  CC
Unmarked (1) grave with unreadable initials Cassity (1)
Unmarked (1) in a row below the Shumate children Shumate (2)
Unmarked (1) in front of Margret Bowles. Poston
Unmarked (1) in front of Simpkins Pool Carey 
Unmarked (1) in lower left corner by itself White (3)
Unmarked (1) in row #1 Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row #10, by Davis Brown. Stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row #10, no stone Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row #3 Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row #3, with WGF on footstone Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row #7 by Milton Foster Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row #7, by J. W. Gregory Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row #7, stone marked "Gone" Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row #9, by Lizzie Gregory. Stone with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (1) in row above Hamilton childdren (Arley infant daughter) Flat Fork Chur CC 
Unmarked (1) in row below Carl Bowman [believed to be Jim McClure] McClure
Unmarked (1) infant Kegley, John   EC
Unmarked (1) Infant by Ora Sam Cooper Purvis
Unmarked (1) infant grave by Norine Adkins Conley (1)
Unmarked (1) Infant near Frank Ingram Carey 
Unmarked (1) initials ELG Carey 
Unmarked (1) last row below white cross King, Family  CC
Unmarked (1) left of Alice Nipp Ward Nipp-Ward   CC
Unmarked (1) left of Amanda Shay Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) left of Barney Fultz Fultz, Banney  CC
Unmarked (1) left of Charles H. Eden Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) left of Clarence Logan Logan  CC
Unmarked (1) left of Clida Henderson Porter  CC
Unmarked (1) left of Eric Estes Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) left of J. E. Biggs Biggs   CC
Unmarked (1) left of John & Rissa Scaggs Scaggs-Harr
Unmarked (1) left of John Fultz, killed in Underwood fued, reported by Caretaker Fultz, Banney  CC
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Unmarked (1) left of Katherine Porter Skaggs Brown-Porter  EC
Unmarked (1) left of Leonard Conley Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) left of Lloyd Lemaster Barker  EC
Unmarked (1) left of Lucy Bledsoe Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) left of Marshall Adkins Adkins (2)
Unmarked (1) left of Martha May Fife Duncan   CC
Unmarked (1) left of Mayme Jones Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) left of Neil Lemaster Barker  EC
Unmarked (1) left of R. E. Howell Howell
Unmarked (1) left of Roena Spillman Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) left of Vesta Keaton Hargett   CC
Unmarked (1) left of Virgie Conn. Footstone reads "Dad" Conn-Evans  CC
Unmarked (1) near George A. Elam Caudill (1) 
Unmarked (1) near Julia Alley Carey 
Unmarked (1) near Martha Reynolds Carey 
Unmarked (1) near Rissie L. Thomas Carey 
Unmarked (1) Next to Earl McClain Caudill (2)
Unmarked (1) Next to Floyd Hyatt Caudill (2)
Unmarked (1) next to H. M. Price Cranston
Unmarked (1) next to Harvey Kegley Caudill (2)
Unmarked (1) next to J. H. Bowles. Poston
Unmarked (1) next to M. T. Myers, with initials E. L. Carey 
Unmarked (1) on lower side of cemetery. Clearfield
Unmarked (1) Pillar stone Rose  CC
Unmarked (1) right of Audie Porter Porter  CC
Unmarked (1) right of B. E. Caudill Caudill, Benjamin
Unmarked (1) right of Beatrice Mocabee Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) right of Bertha King King, Family  CC
Unmarked (1) right of Coot Cline Logan  CC
Unmarked (1) right of Cora Eden Adkins (2)
Unmarked (1) right of Iva Lee Eden Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) right of J. E. Biggs Biggs   CC
Unmarked (1) right of J. H. Logan Logan  CC
Unmarked (1) right of J. P. Duncan Duncan   CC
Unmarked (1) right of John Nipp Nipp-Ward   CC
Unmarked (1) right of Leonard Conley Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) right of Mayme Jones Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (1) right of Melvin Salyer Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (1) right of Robert Kilgore Barker  EC
Unmarked (1) right of Sarah Hatter Fultz, Banney  CC
Unmarked (1) right of Thurston King King, Family  CC
Unmarked (1) right of Vesta Keaton Hargett   CC
Unmarked (1) right side of unmarked Ellen Stigall (2)
Unmarked (1) rock by Dessie Black Hogtown
Unmarked (1) rock, by Walker Fultz Butts
Unmarked (1) Shelby Brionna Black. Sardis
Unmarked (1) slab marker at right of Margaret Purvis Purvis
Unmarked (1) Small stone with letters scalled off by Margaret Baldridge Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (1) SS Boy. Moved form Baldridge Cemetery, Clearfield Kelsey
Unmarked (1) Stone Carey 
Unmarked (1) stone Carey 
Unmarked (1) stone by JR Pinkard Carey 
Unmarked (1) stone left of W. M. Hamilton Carey 
Unmarked (1) stone right of W. M. Hamilton Carey 
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Unmarked (1) stone slab marker beside Infant Conn Purvis
Unmarked (1) stone slab marker to left of Delilah Conn Purvis
Unmarked (1) stone slab, by Calvin Richardson Butts
Unmarked (1) stone, by Betty Jo Bowman Bowman
Unmarked (1) stone, by Rosa K. Sexton Bowman
Unmarked (1) Susanna Caudill Caudill-Porter 
Unmarked (1) Tall Slim stone, no name or dates, by George Hicks Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (1) to left & behind Glenna Bays Town   EC
Unmarked (1) to left of  G. E. Lyon. Clark-Harris   EC
Unmarked (1) to left of  Rissie L. Thomas. Cassity (2) 
Unmarked (1) to left of Callie Salyer Flat Fork Chur CC 
Unmarked (1) to left of Daniel Lewis Purvis
Unmarked (1) to left of Earsel Mabry. Kegley-Mabry   EC
Unmarked (1) to left of Emmalee Johnson Purvis
Unmarked (1) to left of G. Caskey. Poston
Unmarked (1) to left of Goldie Masters Flat Fork Chur CC 
Unmarked (1) to left of J. Garfield. Poston
Unmarked (1) to left of Lydia Masters (probably a child's grave). Maddox-Hamm
Unmarked (1) to left of M. F. Brown Brown (2) 
Unmarked (1) to left of Michael Atkins Purvis
Unmarked (1) to left of Norman Henderson Hend, Norm  CC
Unmarked (1) to left of Rebecca Roe. Roe   EC
Unmarked (1) to left of Sam'l Cornet. Poston
Unmarked (1) to left of Sherman Alley Cassity (2) 
Unmarked (1) to left of William Netherly. Poston
Unmarked (1) to right of Callie Salyer Flat Fork Chur CC 
Unmarked (1) to right of Daniel Lewis Purvis
Unmarked (1) to right of Dewey Frazier Flat Fork Chur CC 
Unmarked (1) to right of Hollie Mabry. Johnson   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of I. Hampton Town   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of J. W. Jarrells Town   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of Jesse Burton [thought to be Ike Thorpe - 1st to be buried here & worked for Jesse] Burton   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of Laura Blizzard Town   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of M. Brown Brown (2) 
Unmarked (1) to right of Margret Bowles. Poston
Unmarked (1) to right of Mary V. Rose Town   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of Maudie L. Jones. Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of May Whisman Kegley, John   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of Pauline McClure McClure
Unmarked (1) to right of R. E. Ham. Maddox-Hamm
Unmarked (1) to right of Ray Burton Burton   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of W. B. Ison Town   EC
Unmarked (1) to right of W. L. Brown Brown (2) 
Unmarked (1) to right of W. V. Hamilton Flat Fork Chur CC 
Unmarked (1) to right of woodrow Trent Clark (1) 
Unmarked (1) to the left of Opal Wagoner. Wagoner-Rob  EC
Unmarked (1) to the left of Oscar Wagoner. Wagoner-Rob  EC
Unmarked (1) to the right of Emil E. Wagoner. Wagoner-Rob  EC
Unmarked (1) to the right of James Roberts. Wagoner-Rob  EC
Unmarked (1) Weaver, Charles. Reportedly buried in fence row; fieldstone. Franklin
Unmarked (1) with dates only; B: 1909, D: 1918, SS by Zalie Foster Riddle
Unmarked (1) with initials,  L. R.  only, B: 25 Jun 1914,  D: 11 Dec 1915,  SS Riddle
Unmarked (1), row 2 Slaty Point
Unmarked (1), row 2 Slaty Point
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Unmarked (1), row 3, flat stone Slaty Point
Unmarked (1), row 5, sunken Slaty Point
Unmarked (1)[Zackie 
Smedley] [              ] [              ] S
[son of W. E. & Elizabeth Smedley] [1st one 
buried in cemetery] Smedley
Unmarked (10 in row #9, by Edgar Hardin Jones (1)
Unmarked (10 marker to left of Joel White Purvis
Unmarked (10) above Hallie Douglas Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (10) between Alfred N. Fisher and Robert Stidham. Hogge 
Unmarked (10) by Andrew Boyd Fultz
Unmarked (10) by Henry Caudill. Siloam
Unmarked (10) by Infant Ooten, #4122, 4123, 4124, 4125, 4126, 4127, 4082, 4083, 4084, 4086. New Alfrey
Unmarked (10) By L. Manier, field stones with no information Jones (2)
Unmarked (10) by Susan A. Day, #1179, 1180, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1183A, 1183B, 1183C, 1201, 1202. New Alfrey
Unmarked (10) by William Ramey. Siloam
Unmarked (10) graves Stigall (2)
Unmarked (10) graves, approximately Clack
Unmarked (10) graves, approximately Miler Cemetery
Unmarked (10) graves, Approximately Royse
Unmarked (10) in next row from Gwendolyn Brown Brown-Porter  EC
Unmarked (10) in row #6, stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (10) in row #8, no information Jones (1)
Unmarked (10) in same row as Alonzo Carpenter Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (10) next to A. G. Thompson, with brick markers Carey 
Unmarked (10-12) graves New Sill
Unmarked (10-12) graves Williams (1)
Unmarked (10-12) graves. Jackson, C. 
Unmarked (11) Trent, Elick 
Unmarked (11) by __Alley. New Alfrey
Unmarked (11) by Charles Russell Phelps (brick). Siloam
Unmarked (11) by Henry Basford (brick & bluestone). Siloam
Unmarked (11) By Mary Mynhier, field stone markers, no information Jones (2)
Unmarked (11) grave sites DeHart (1)
Unmarked (11) grave sites. Mt. Hope
Unmarked (11) Stones McDan-Fra-Adk
Unmarked (11-12) graves Turner
Unmarked (12 ) in row above William A. Iliff Pine Grove
Unmarked (12) Issac Jones
Unmarked (12) by Bonita Kay Staggs. Siloam
Unmarked (12) by M. L. Williams (2)
Unmarked (12) by Paul H. Johnson. New Alfrey
Unmarked (12) by W. M. Stewart Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (12) graves Johnson (4)
Unmarked (12) Infants Logan 
Unmarked (1-2) no stones Fouch  (1)
Unmarked (12-14) Graves      [Scattered along a flat area on the hill among the undergrowth] Brown (5) 
Unmarked (12-15) graves Conley (2) 
Unmarked (12-15) graves Razor Cemetery:
Unmarked (13) by Becky Lowe Johnson. Jones, Flem
Unmarked (13) by Evert McKenzie, #728, 769, 767, 725-729, 730-732, 722, 723, 62, 85, 84, 66, 83. New Alfrey
Unmarked (13) by Infant Crose. New Alfrey
Unmarked (13) by Willis G. Perry (most are young children). Perry   MC
Unmarked (1-3) graves without any stones Mathews
Unmarked (14 ) in row below Rebeca Ham Pine Grove
Unmarked (14) by Sarah F. Smedley, #1364-1369, 1371-1375,  1499, 1500, 1505. New Alfrey
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Unmarked (14) Graves Click
Unmarked (140) graves in this cemetery. Caudill (4)
Unmarked (14-16) by James Fraley (over hill in woods) Hayes Crossing 
Unmarked (15) Approximately Abbott
Unmarked (15) by Bertha Marie Howard, #4070,4071,4072, 4073, 4074, 4075, 4076, 4077, 4085, 4057, New Alfrey
Unmarked (15) by Ella Davis, #1322, 1315, 1325, 1232, 1233, 1233A, 1221, 1314, 1314A, 1249, 1235-1239. New Alfrey
Unmarked (15) graves total Estimate Adams-Plank
Unmarked (15-18) graves Cornette
Unmarked (16) by Pauline H. McKenzie. New Alfrey
Unmarked (17) by Brian W. Skaggs, #797-810, 812, 813, 814. New Alfrey
Unmarked (17) by Matthew J. Lee (slave graves). Siloam
Unmarked (17) in same row as R. H. Miller Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (17) in same row as Soldier Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (18) by Ethel Kissick. Siloam
Unmarked (2 ) left of Martha Hiltibrand Pine Grove
Unmarked (2 ) right of Cassie White Pine Grove
Unmarked (2) Moore (1)
Unmarked (2)     [believed to be 2 children of John Smedley; perhaps names are Fannie & Frances] Smedley
Unmarked (2) 2nd row from back Slaty Point
Unmarked (2) above Herman C. Butts Hargett   CC
Unmarked (2) above James Logan Logan  CC
Unmarked (2) at foot of Emma Koutz Carey 
Unmarked (2) at foot of Liza Leadingham. Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Unmarked (2) at head of Cynthia Porter. Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Unmarked (2) below Liza Mabry. Bear Church   EC
Unmarked (2) below W. H. Adkins Town   EC
Unmarked (2) beside Aline Hogge Miller Cranston
Unmarked (2) beside Carrie O. Jefferson Cranston
Unmarked (2) beside K. Stigall Stigall (2)
Unmarked (2) beside Kelly Profitt Cranston
Unmarked (2) beside Mary Stigall Stigall (2)
Unmarked (2) beside of Charles R. Thornberry Cranston
Unmarked (2) between Albert Burton and end of row. Whisman 
Unmarked (2) between Charles A. Boggs & Isaac Moore Moore-Messer
Unmarked (2) between F. White and C. C. Burton. Whisman 
Unmarked (2) between H. M. and James W. Keeton. Town
Unmarked (2) Between Marcus Fraley & Stella Hall  [1 known to be Stella & Leonard Hall's baby] Fraley (3) 
Unmarked (2) Bill Davis, SR. Lee
Unmarked (2) bricks next to Myers Carey 
Unmarked (2) by A. H. Gearheart Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (2) by A. Jackson McClurg. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Ada Thompson Slaty Point
Unmarked (2) by Alice Myers. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Alva B. Fisher [Ray O. and Myrtle Fraley]. Hogge 
Unmarked (2) by Anderson Alfrey. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Anderson Mabry Christian
Unmarked (2) by Ara Nickell Nickell-Harris
Unmarked (2) by Arlie Porter Brown-Porter  EC
Unmarked (2) by Arvil Law, #1324A, 1324. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by B. Kegley Kegley
Unmarked (2) by Bertha Twinam Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (2) by Cecila Binion Caudill (1) 
Unmarked (2) by Charles R. Forman, #1271, 1270. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Charley Puckett Hogtown
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Unmarked (2) by Dora Mae Puckett Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (2) by Dora Utterback, #1197, 1220. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Dr. Charles P. Brown Carey 
Unmarked (2) by E. Vernon Byerly. Clearfield
Unmarked (2) by Earl Click (large stones) Hayes Crossing 
Unmarked (2) By Eddie M. Perkins, stones with no markings Jones (2)
Unmarked (2) by Edward Thornsburg (clay bricks). Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Edward Thornsburg (sunken). Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Elizabeth Roberts, #289, 290. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Elwood Denton Dyer. Clearfield
Unmarked (2) by Emil Duward Mannin. Sardis
Unmarked (2) by Estie Johnson Ditney 
Unmarked (2) by Eugene G. Anderson Purvis
Unmarked (2) by Flora L. May. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Flora Porter Caudill-Porter 
Unmarked (2) by Florence Blanton. Sardis
Unmarked (2) by George & Rebecca Jones (believed to be Dorothy Lowe, their dau, & Leonard Lowe, son). Jones, Flem
Unmarked (2) by George Moore Moore (2)
Unmarked (2) by H. C. Turner Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (2) by H. Ingram Carey 
Unmarked (2) by H. McAnespy Carey 
Unmarked (2) by Harriett Pendland. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Harrison Prater Hogtown
Unmarked (2) by Hattie McKenzie. Clearfield
Unmarked (2) by Henrietta McClure. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Henry Alfrey, #437, 438. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Herbert Cogswell. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Horton L. Alley. Cassity (2) 
Unmarked (2) by Ida Combs (small stones). Clearfield
Unmarked (2) by Infant Wright, #4141, 4004. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Ira L. Hilderbrand Williams (2)
Unmarked (2) by J. B. Perry. Perry   MC
Unmarked (2) by J. H. Porter Brown-Porter  EC
Unmarked (2) by J. R. Littleton. Sardis
Unmarked (2) by James Alfrey. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by James Caudill Caudill-Porter 
Unmarked (2) by James F. White. Clearfield
Unmarked (2) By Jared T. Crocket, Stones with no markings Jones (2)
Unmarked (2) by Jean Perkins, #1395, 1393. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by John Chester Caudill Caudill, Norwood 
Unmarked (2) by John Lloyd Hamm Lee
Unmarked (2) by John M. Trumbo Lee
Unmarked (2) by John Rector Powers. Town
Unmarked (2) by Johney J. Swim. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Kermit L. Howard Howard (1)
Unmarked (2) by Lame Millford. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Leonard Adkins. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Linda Brown, #1264, 1265. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Lola Johnson, #156, 157. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) By Lola Jones, stones with no markings Jones (2)
Unmarked (2) by Lucinda Cassity. Cassity   MC
Unmarked (2) by Luster & Vernus D. Riley (one on each side of them). Whisman 
Unmarked (2) by Luster A. Basford. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by M. A. Ward, #114D, 147. New Alfrey
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Unmarked (2) by M.S., by Isaac N. White White (3)
Unmarked (2) by Malinda M. Florence Moore (2)
Unmarked (2) by Malvina Roe, #485, 484. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Margarett F. Coffee Johnson-Coffee
Unmarked (2) By Martha L. Wallace, stones with no markings Jones (2)
Unmarked (2) by Mary Anna Day. Bear Church   EC
Unmarked (2) by Matthew Barker. Clearfield
Unmarked (2) by Mattie Lewis. Bishop   MC
Unmarked (2) by Maudie Thornsburg. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Milburn E. Gearheart Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (2) by Morton & Bessie Collins. Perry   MC
Unmarked (2) by Nancy J. Link. Bishop   MC
Unmarked (2) by Nannie Mae Grayson. Crawford Cassity (2) 
Unmarked (2) by Nellie R. Adkins Tussey
Unmarked (2) by Nerve Caudill (double-stone slab, husband and wife) Mabry Hill
Unmarked (2) by Paul M. Wells. Hogge 
Unmarked (2) by Perry Haney, #1149, 1150. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by R. J. Royse Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (2) by S. Ray Jennings Brown-Porter  EC
Unmarked (2) by Samuel L. Griffith. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by Sarah Pierce, #1326, 1192. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Saylor Myahier Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (2) by Sofie Adkins (Looks like infants graves) Nickell-Harris
Unmarked (2) by Stanley Donohu. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2) by Talmage Risner Slaty Point
Unmarked (2) by Wadett Scott (No stone) Carey 
Unmarked (2) by Whitt Family Plot Town   EC
Unmarked (2) by William Jackson Edmiston. Siloam
Unmarked (2) by William M. Brown (flatstones). Clearfield
Unmarked (2) by Willie Dennis. Town
Unmarked (2) children of bro. to Lule Stigall Cox, Dock Stigall and Henry Stigall, one belongs to Thomas Cox Stigall (2)
Unmarked (2) Children, brothers to Charles Stevens Ingram-Stevens 
Unmarked (2) children's graves by Robert Wallace Bentley
Unmarked (2) grave sites to right of Orville E. Crawford McClain-Arnold
Unmarked (2) graves - - - - [Family of Charles & Allie Cooper] Cooper (1)
Unmarked (2) graves
Unmarked (2) Graves Gray-Seamonds 
Unmarked (2) graves Sparks (2) 
Unmarked (2) graves Trumbo (2)
Unmarked (2) graves ,  known to be James W. and Emily McClain Jones Jones (3)
Unmarked (2) graves [reported to be a man and his wife but names are unknown] Lowe
Unmarked (2) graves by John Richards Richards (1) 
Unmarked (2) graves by Sadie Turner [one on each side of Sadie Turner] Richards (1) 
Unmarked (2) graves to right of Amelia Caskey Caskey 
Unmarked (2) graves to right of J. W. Boggs Boggs   CC
Unmarked (2) graves to right of Richard & Oral Boggs Boggs   CC
Unmarked (2) graves to right of Tennessee Edens
Unmarked (2) graves, & possibly several more Ellington 
Unmarked (2) in back row. Siloam
Unmarked (2) in center section of the cemetery just left of a pine tree Conn-Evans  CC
Unmarked (2) in next row from Katherine Porter Skaggs Brown-Porter  EC
Unmarked (2) in row #10, by Taylor Gregory. Stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (2) in row #2 Jones (1)
Unmarked (2) in row #9, stones with no markings, by Edgar Hardin Jones (1)
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Unmarked (2) in row above B. E. Caudill Caudill, Benjamin
Unmarked (2) in row below Wm. & Hannah Burton [believed to be Roy & Cecil Burton} Burton   EC
Unmarked (2) Just above Eunace Trumbo Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (2) left of Albert & Mary Gilkison Pine Grove
Unmarked (2) left of Charles Gulley Clark (2)
Unmarked (2) left of Charley Porter Porter  CC
Unmarked (2) left of Diannah Markwell Markwell
Unmarked (2) left of E. Litton Litton   EC
Unmarked (2) left of Frank Ward Nipp-Ward   CC
Unmarked (2) left of Stella & Della King (large stone with white cross) King, Family  CC
Unmarked (2) left of William Cline Hanshaw   EC
Unmarked (2) left side of unmarked Ellen Stigall (2)
Unmarked (2) Marked by square stones by Margaret Baldridge Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (2) near Elwood Hamilton Carey 
Unmarked (2) near Horton L. Alley Carey 
Unmarked (2) near John S. Harman Carey 
Unmarked (2) near Nannie Mae Grayson Carey 
Unmarked (2) near Phillip S. Fraley Hogtown
Unmarked (2) near Rhoda McKenzie Carey 
Unmarked (2) next to John Smith Smith 
Unmarked (2) next to L. Condice Tabor Carey 
Unmarked (2) no stones, by Lula Mae Butts Butts
Unmarked (2) on upper side of hill by themselves Williams (2)
Unmarked (2) right L. Patrick Logan  CC
Unmarked (2) right Morton Patrick Logan  CC
Unmarked (2) right of C. H. Eulett Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (2) right of Carry Cline Logan  CC
Unmarked (2) right of Isom Eden Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (2) right of James A. Brown Hanshaw   EC
Unmarked (2) right of Jon R A Hanshaw   EC
Unmarked (2) right of Mary Dean Webb  CC
Unmarked (2) right of William Porter Porter  CC
Unmarked (2) right Silvena Wagoner Barker  EC
Unmarked (2) sawed stone, by Nancy Crawford Bowman
Unmarked (2) sawed stone, by Sarah H. Roberts Bowman
Unmarked (2) slab markers to the right of J. M. Collins Purvis
Unmarked (2) slab stones to left of Infant Cooper Purvis
Unmarked (2) stone slabs left of Viola Conn Purvis
Unmarked (2) stone slabs to left of Hiram Cooper Purvis
Unmarked (2) stone slabs to left of Roy Conn Purvis
Unmarked (2) stones to left of Raymond Cooper Purvis
Unmarked (2) stones. One with initials R.B. reported to be Ranson Burton. Burton
Unmarked (2) Sunken stones beside stack of tombstones, row 2 Slaty Point
Unmarked (2) to far left of J. H. Bowles. Poston
Unmarked (2) to left of Bennie M. Conn Conn-Evans  CC
Unmarked (2) to left of cemetery sign in middle of cemetery. Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Unmarked (2) to left of Diana Adkins Town   EC
Unmarked (2) to left of Elwood Hamilton. Cassity (2) 
Unmarked (2) to left of Lucy A. Humphries. Maddox-Hamm
Unmarked (2) to left of Olive Bowles. Poston
Unmarked (2) to left of Vernon Lewis Purvis
Unmarked (2) to right of Caroline C. Burchett Flat Fork Chur CC 
Unmarked (2) to right of Glenna Bays Town   EC
Unmarked (2) to right of James Lyman Conn Conn-Evans  CC
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Unmarked (2) to right of Lucy A. Humphries. Maddox-Hamm
Unmarked (2) to right of Rhoda McKenzie Cassity (2) 
Unmarked (2) to right of Willie Mynhier. Poston
Unmarked (2), by Isaac Caudill Caudill South
Unmarked (2), row 4, upright Slaty Point
Unmarked (20 to left of Orville Butler. Poston
Unmarked (20) by C. E. Roe, #34, 36, 37, 55-58, 29, 30, 40, 42, 44-48, 21, 23, 31. New Alfrey
Unmarked (20) to left of Luther Waddell. Lemas-Holbrk EC
Unmarked (21) in next row from Minnie Carter Royse Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (21) in same row as Robert  Lee Royse Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (22) by Charles Edward Hunter. New Alfrey
Unmarked (2-3) graves possible   [Reported at one time to have had stones but were removed by hunters] Cooper (2)
Unmarked (2-3) graves, two are known to McKenzie brothers, Bud & Sheel ? McKenzie
Unmarked (25 ) in center section of cemetery Pine Grove
Unmarked (25) graves (Approximately) Bumgardner
Unmarked (3 ) in a row above Martha Hiltibrand Pine Grove
Unmarked (3 ) left of Wm & Sarah Gilkison Pine Grove
Unmarked (3 ) near Ulrig Hall Pine Grove
Unmarked (3 ) right of Rebeca Ham Pine Grove
Unmarked (3) - - - - [Same row as Mary E. Fisher] Stigall (1) 
Unmarked (3) 1st. row (Sunken) Slaty Point
Unmarked (3) above Twinam graves Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (3) at foot of R. E. Howell Howell
Unmarked (3) Below Stelle Trumbo Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (3) beside Dale Edward Bradley. Whisman 
Unmarked (3) between Elizabeth Whisman and Claud Lewman (slab stones, not etched). Whisman 
Unmarked (3) between Mary L. Bradley & Susan Stamper Hamilton
Unmarked (3) between Robert Conn & Charlie  D. Thornberry Cranston
Unmarked (3) by A. Hamilton Carey 
Unmarked (3) by A. Hamilton Carey 
Unmarked (3) by Almarinda Lykins. Blair's   MC
Unmarked (3) by Andrew Nickell Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (3) by Arthur G. Warren Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (3) by Arthur W. Christian Christian
Unmarked (3) by Artie Mecie Spence. Perry   MC
Unmarked (3) by Avery Stacey. Sardis
Unmarked (3) by Belle Fisher Haney. Hogge 
Unmarked (3) by Charles W. Bailey. Siloam
Unmarked (3) by Charlie Keeton. Clearfield
Unmarked (3) by Clay Easterling Jr. Clearfield
Unmarked (3) by D. Utterback, #1204, 1212 New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by E. J. Blair. Blair's   MC
Unmarked (3) by Edward Hayes [each marked with the letter H] Hayes Crossing 
Unmarked (3) by Elizabeth Crawford Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (3) by Elizabeth Starcher, #1245, 1246, 1247. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Elsie Maddox Cassity. Ellington Farm
Unmarked (3) By Emma Perkins. Very small baby graves Jones (2)
Unmarked (3) by Enoch Hall Ditney 
Unmarked (3) by Frank Burns (brick). Siloam
Unmarked (3) by Fred Davis Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (3) by Grover Dye. Clearfield
Unmarked (3) by Hirm Ely Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (3) by infant Evans Carey 
Unmarked (3) by Infant Gillaspie. Siloam
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Unmarked (3) by Infant Jones, #40, 42, 44. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Infant Swim. Siloam
Unmarked (3) by J.T. Stamper Carey 
Unmarked (3) by Joel Markwell Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (3) by John A. Adkins. Siloam
Unmarked (3) by Kathryn Lee Lewis, #368, 367, 366. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Lela F. Ellis, #219, 218, 222. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Lillie Armstrong, #335, 332, 331A. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) By Lizzie Hoskins, field stone, no information Jones (2)
Unmarked (3) by Marva Bowen Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (3) by Mary Farley. Town
Unmarked (3) by Mary P. Alfry, #453, 454, 455. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Minnie Pearl Calvert. Siloam
Unmarked (3) by Nancy Johnson Johnson-Coffee
Unmarked (3) by Nina A. Waltz. Hogge 
Unmarked (3) by Norma May Shay. Siloam
Unmarked (3) by R. Evans Carey 
Unmarked (3) by Rachel Smith Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (3) by Richard Johnson, #869, 861, 862. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Richard Ramey, #839, 838, 837. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Roger W. Pettit. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Roy V. Barker Slaty Point
Unmarked (3) by S. J. A. Brown-Porter  EC
Unmarked (3) by Sammel Lands Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (3) by Sarah E. Kiser Johnson-Coffee
Unmarked (3) by Stella L. Hall. Hogge 
Unmarked (3) by Steven Burton. Clearfield
Unmarked (3) by Thomas H. Cogswell, #466, 467, 469. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) by Victoria Utterback, #1310B, 1310A, 1310. New Alfrey
Unmarked (3) By Vivian Sue Fannin Tussey
Unmarked (3) by William D. Caudill. Franklin
Unmarked (3) by Winford Allen Click. Siloam
Unmarked (3) grave sites Coffey-Riddle
Unmarked (3) graves Kissick
Unmarked (3) graves Mullens 
Unmarked (3) graves Hend Ridge  CC
Unmarked (3) graves Hitch   MC
Unmarked (3) graves by Bob James Coleman Ingram
Unmarked (3) graves by Eliza Ingram Ingram
Unmarked (3) graves by Joseph H. Moody Ingram
Unmarked (3) graves by Perry R. Kegley Rowe   EC
Unmarked (3) in next row by Thornberrys Cranston
Unmarked (3) in row #12. Stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (3) in row #13. Stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (3) in row #9, by Earl Gregory. Stones with no markins Jones (1)
Unmarked (3) in row #9, by Edgar Hardin Jones (1)
Unmarked (3) in row with A. L. Profitt Cranston
Unmarked (3) left of Iva Lee Eden Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (3) left of J. Langley Wells Manning  CC
Unmarked (3) left of Ronnie Porter Porter  CC
Unmarked (3) near Alice Ramey Carey 
Unmarked (3) near C, H. Tabor Hale   CC
Unmarked (3) near Harry W. Stamper Carey 
Unmarked (3) near Jasper Pucket Hogtown
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Unmarked (3) near S. B. Grayson Carey 
Unmarked (3) next to Robinson, marked with bricks Carey 
Unmarked (3) no stones, by Walker Fultz Butts
Unmarked (3) not readable, by Margaret Purvis Purvis
Unmarked (3) right of Hildreth Madden Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (3) right of M. H. Tabor Hale   CC
Unmarked (3) right of Sarah King King, Family  CC
Unmarked (3) row above Hildreth Madden Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (3) sawed stone, by Alberta Bowman Foster Bowman
Unmarked (3) slab markers to right of George W. Jordan Purvis
Unmarked (3) Slab markers to the left of Ellen Cooper Purvis
Unmarked (3) slab markers to the right of Garnelia Cooper Purvis
Unmarked (3) slab markers to the right of J. M. Collins Purvis
Unmarked (3) stones by Thomas stones White (3)
Unmarked (3) to left of John H. Jones. Poston
Unmarked (3) to right of George A. Campbell. Bear Church   EC
Unmarked (3), row 2, flat stones Slaty Point
Unmarked (3), row 2, Sunken stones Slaty Point
Unmarked (31) by Arizona Lewis. New Alfrey
Unmarked (31) in back two rows (slave graves); info given by M/M Shay; grandmother owned land. Siloam
Unmarked (34) graves, approximately Green
Unmarked (3-4) scattered in undergrowth Duncan   CC
Unmarked (35) Slaty Point
Unmarked (3-5) no stones, by Abby Alderson Howard (1)
Unmarked (39) by John Laufaett, #912 - 924, 1030, 1030-A to 1030-O, 200-206. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4 ) right of Martha Hiltibrand Pine Grove
Unmarked (4 ) right of Minerva Hankins Pine Grove
Unmarked (4) - - - - [In next row from James Duff] Blanton-White
Unmarked (4) - - - - [Believed the children of David Mabry] Crix Cemetery:
Unmarked (4) Carey 
Unmarked (4) among the marked graves; (20) more scattered up the crest of the heavily wooded hill Prather-Stamper
Unmarked (4) baby graves, stones with no markings, at the edge of cemetery in a group Jones (1)
Unmarked (4) beside George Bradley Cranston
Unmarked (4) beside Harry W. Fultz and Amos Whitt Fultz
Unmarked (4) beside Pearlie Mathis Cranston
Unmarked (4) between D. Malton and Alpha Bradley. Whisman 
Unmarked (4) between Henderson Bradley and Russell C. Davis. Whisman 
Unmarked (4) between L. McDowell and John L. Wells. Whisman 
Unmarked (4) between Letha Grace Lewman and L. McDowell. Whisman 
Unmarked (4) by Arthur E. Barber, #1152, 1153, 1146B, 1154. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4) by Barney Purnell. Siloam
Unmarked (4) by Creig Morris, #4064, 4065, 4066, 4067. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4) by Dorsie R. Hardin. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4) by Ed Cassitty. Siloam
Unmarked (4) by Elizabeth C. Caudill. Franklin
Unmarked (4) by Erlene F. Perry, #1415-1418. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4) by F. C. Combs (marked with only small stones). Clearfield
Unmarked (4) by Fanny Stewart Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (4) by Isaac N. White White (3)
Unmarked (4) by James Darren Morris, #4014, 4013, 4012, 4011. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4) by James W. Keeton. Town
Unmarked (4) by Laodicia Hogge. Hogge 
Unmarked (4) by Lydia M. Roberts. Perry   MC
Unmarked (4) by Malinda Phillips, #1145, 1308, 1144, 1143. New Alfrey
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Unmarked (4) by Martha Royse Caudill-Porter 
Unmarked (4) by Martha Utterback, #1167, 1187, 1186, 1185. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4) by Mary A. Jent Slaty Point
Unmarked (4) by Mazilpha Buckner Williams (2)
Unmarked (4) by McKinley Sergent. Blair's   MC
Unmarked (4) by Melvie Zane Markwell Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (4) by Nada Manning Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (4) by Nancy E. Foster, #1073A, 1075, 1076, 1077. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4) by Nancy J. Hofflin. Siloam
Unmarked (4) by Robert Link. Bishop   MC
Unmarked (4) by Sarah R. Downey, #82, 74, 67, 68. New Alfrey
Unmarked (4) by Shirley Hays Rivers Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (4) by Thomas Harrison  Sloan Enex-Sloan 
Unmarked (4) by Warren B. Patton. Siloam
Unmarked (4) by William H. Franklin (3 adult and one baby). Franklin
Unmarked (4) grave sites DeWitt 
Unmarked (4) grave sites Wyatt
Unmarked (4) graves Brown (2) 
Unmarked (4) graves Cassity (1)
Unmarked (4) graves Hankins
Unmarked (4) graves Hiatt 
Unmarked (4) graves Howard-Smith 
Unmarked (4) graves in this private cemetery, one of which reportedly is that of an infant girl, Dillon (2)
Unmarked (4) graves to right and front of William Caskey Caskey 
Unmarked (4) in next row Kegley
Unmarked (4) in row between Cline & Brown Graves Hanshaw   EC
Unmarked (4) last row of cemetery Nipp-Ward   CC
Unmarked (4) left of Edna N. Williams Barker  EC
Unmarked (4) left of Eva Alice Brown Hanshaw   EC
Unmarked (4) left of Henry Cline Barker  EC
Unmarked (4) left of Johnie F. Hamilton Barker  EC
Unmarked (4) left of Lowell & Ottie Mabry Manning  CC
Unmarked (4) left of Nora M. Clay Barker  EC
Unmarked (4) left of Tilda Ellen Markwell Markwell
Unmarked (4) near Etna Brown Carey 
Unmarked (4) near Norine Adkins Conley (1)
Unmarked (4) next to L. M. Ingram, marked with bricks Carey 
Unmarked (4) next to V. Thompson, with brick markers Carey 
Unmarked (4) Reports believe there were four unmarked grave sites at ont time McGlosson
Unmarked (4) right of Edna Williams Barker  EC
Unmarked (4) right of Thomas Manning Manning  CC
Unmarked (4) rock, in row of Zelma Clotine Mabry Butts
Unmarked (4) sawed rocks. No names, no dates, near Charlie Glover Stewart
Unmarked (4) slab markers to the right of Jesse Collins Purvis
Unmarked (4) slab stones by Willie G. Mark Purvis
Unmarked (4) stones slabs to left of Clara Hamm Purvis
Unmarked (4) to left of Sanford McFarland Purvis
Unmarked (4) to left of the two Leddingham graves Conn-Evans  CC
Unmarked (4) to left of Vesta Marie Mabry. Bear Church   EC
Unmarked (4) to right of Addie Robertson Town   EC
Unmarked (4) to right of Earney Poston. Poston
Unmarked (4) to right of M. A. Wagoner Town   EC
Unmarked (4) to right of Martha Maggard. Lemas-Holbrk EC
Unmarked (4) to right of Mary Caudill. Lemas-Holbrk EC
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Unmarked (4) to right of Ollie Conn Conn-Evans  CC
Unmarked (4), row 2 Slaty Point
Unmarked (4-6) Graves Baldridge (3)
Unmarked (5) - - - - [In same row as James Duff] Blanton-White
Unmarked (5)  infants of Lawrence & Fannie DeWitt, 1910 to 1918. No names on the stones. DeWitt 
Unmarked (5) beside John L. Wells. Whisman 
Unmarked (5) between E. M. & A. Coldiron Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (5) between James Burton and Charles Burton. Whisman 
Unmarked (5) by Arthur Lee Carpenter. Carpenter
Unmarked (5) by B. F. Shay. Siloam
Unmarked (5) by C. B. Pierce, #1316, 1317, 1318, 1217, 1313. New Alfrey
Unmarked (5) by Charles David Crawford Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (5) by Cynthia A. Collins. Bishop   MC
Unmarked (5) by David L. Phelps. Siloam
Unmarked (5) by Della Collins. Siloam
Unmarked (5) by Elizabeth Workman (Square stones) Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (5) by Ernest S. Shay. Siloam
Unmarked (5) by Fultz stone White (3)
Unmarked (5) by Gee Stones Hayes Crossing 
Unmarked (5) by George A. Johnston. Town
Unmarked (5) by H. B. (slab buried in ground next to those). Siloam
Unmarked (5) by H. M. Pigman. Town
Unmarked (5) by Harold E. Staggs. Siloam
Unmarked (5) by Hiram L. Stidam, #850, 849, 848, 847, 846. New Alfrey
Unmarked (5) by James Armstrong. New Alfrey
Unmarked (5) by Jennie B. Lewis. Siloam
Unmarked (5) by Julia A. Littleton. Sardis
Unmarked (5) by M. Adkins Kegley
Unmarked (5) by M. T. Littleton. Hogge 
Unmarked (5) by Marey Keeton Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (5) by Mary Maze (brick). Siloam
Unmarked (5) by Mary Nelson Whitcher. Town
Unmarked (5) by Maude Murphy Smedley, #1496, 1455, 1494, 1420, 1419. New Alfrey
Unmarked (5) by P. Hall Bowman
Unmarked (5) by Russell L. Myers, with brick markers Carey 
Unmarked (5) by Samey Fultz White (3)
Unmarked (5) by Simon Peter Law, #1323, 1258, 1259, 1260, 1261. New Alfrey
Unmarked (5) by Terry Horsley. Siloam
Unmarked (5) by Unknown, Child. Franklin
Unmarked (5) by V. L. Hood, #1433, 1461, 1463, 1432, 1504. New Alfrey
Unmarked (5) grave sites Black, Johnson
Unmarked (5) graves - - - - Eldridge (1) 
Unmarked (5) in row #10, stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (5) in row #7, by J. A. Gregory Jones (1)
Unmarked (5) in row #9, by Lizzie Gregory. Creek stones, no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (5) inside fence (Thaught to be Cogswell family) Jones (1)
Unmarked (5) left of Ada Maggard Trumbo   CC
Unmarked (5) slab markers left of Infant Wright Purvis
Unmarked (5) slab markers to right of Annis Cooper Purvis
Unmarked (5) stone by Wm Hayse Choat Carey 
Unmarked (5) stone slabs right of Willie G. Mark Purvis
Unmarked (5) stone slabs to right of Clara Hamm Purvis
Unmarked (5) to left of Laura Blizzard Town   EC
Unmarked (5) to right of Mary V. Rose Town   EC
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Unmarked (5), by Sarah Bell Caudill Caudill South
Unmarked (50) stones.
Unmarked (55-60) graves Reeves   EC
Unmarked (57) after Charles W. Cox. Maddox-Hamm
Unmarked (6 ) in a row above and to left of Marinda Patton Pine Grove
Unmarked (6 or 12) graves by Beatrice Kinder (They may have decorated head & foot stones.) Williams (2)
Unmarked (6) - - - - - Crix Cemetery:
Unmarked (6) above James & Myrtle Butcher Eagle Hall  CC
Unmarked (6) by Amanda M. Johnson, #342, 339, 539, 538, 358, 337. New Alfrey
Unmarked (6) by Darel Harden, #1215, 1219, 1319, 1321, 1312, 1207. New Alfrey
Unmarked (6) by Eliza Jane Moore Moore (2)
Unmarked (6) by Ernest S. Shay. Siloam
Unmarked (6) by Hester M. Smedley, #1379-1383, 1391. New Alfrey
Unmarked (6) by J. Adkins Kegley
Unmarked (6) by Leonard Kinder Williams (2)
Unmarked (6) by Leslie Sorrell. Siloam
Unmarked (6) by Mary A. Jent Slaty Point
Unmarked (6) by Milburn E. Gearheart Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (6) by Nellie N. McKenzie, #184, 183, 182, 164B, 164C, 164A. New Alfrey
Unmarked (6) by Pauline F. McKenzie, #239, 239A, 223, 224, 225, 226. New Alfrey
Unmarked (6) by Willie C. Stidam Baldridge (1)
Unmarked (6) by Wm. Fisher. Hogge 
Unmarked (6) Civil War soldiers by Edmund W. Cassity. Blair's   MC
Unmarked (6) graves in among a row of Messer graves [reported to be babies of William Messer & his 2 wives] Dawson
Unmarked (6) in middle of cemetery; all baby graves. Clark-Harris   EC
Unmarked (6) in row #3, stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (6) in row below Luther Waddell. Lemas-Holbrk EC
Unmarked (6) in row below Naomi Litton Litton   EC
Unmarked (6) Looks like children's graves Evans-Dailey 
Unmarked (6) near Morton C. May Carey 
Unmarked (6) right of Arthur Lemaster Barker  EC
Unmarked (6) small sawed stones, row 2 Slaty Point
Unmarked (6) to left of Jesse Burton [1st to left thought to be Margaret Skaggs Burton, Jesse's 1st wife] Burton   EC
Unmarked (6) to right of Cleeta Stone Litton   EC
Unmarked (6), by Ollie Ethel Caudill Caudill South
Unmarked (62) by Alfred Ramey, #781-794, 786A, 819-822, 824-825, 733-763, 755A, 783A, 736A & B. New Alfrey
Unmarked (7) , by Eliza Jane Johnson Caudill South
Unmarked (7) by Amelia Rose Scaggs. Siloam
Unmarked (7) by Brenda Kay Johnson, #851-853, 855, 831, 871, 871A. New Alfrey
Unmarked (7) by Claudie L. Cracraft Slaty Point
Unmarked (7) by Dr. Charles P. Brown Carey 
Unmarked (7) by Hurmit Fultz Hamilton
Unmarked (7) by J. J. B., #1400, 1401, 1405-1407, 1413, 1414. New Alfrey
Unmarked (7) by James K. Kidd Howard (1)
Unmarked (7) by Laura A. Alfrey. New Alfrey
Unmarked (7) by Lorene Charles, #1502, 1386, 1387, 1388, 1390, 1396, 1397. New Alfrey
Unmarked (7) by Nancy Jane Sexton (may be the graves of John Morgan Debord and family). Franklin
Unmarked (7) by Polly Tabor Logan Logan  CC
Unmarked (7) by Sarah Cassity. Siloam
Unmarked (7) by Tim McKee, #420, 419, 418, 417, 416, 415, 414. New Alfrey
Unmarked (7) by Tom Stennett, #109, 107, 108, 106, 102, 104, 101. New Alfrey
Unmarked (7) by Vestie L. Wright Williams (2)
Unmarked (7) graves Brown (2) 
Unmarked (7) graves Lambert 
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Unmarked (7) Graves Muse 
Unmarked (7) graves to right of William Caskey Caskey 
Unmarked (7) graves, approximately Moore (3)
Unmarked (7) in row with Vergie Pernell Butts
Unmarked (7) in same row as W. E. Bradley Cranston
Unmarked (7) in second  row from Zelma Clotine Mabry Butts
Unmarked (7) near Carrie Craig Carey 
Unmarked (7) scattered all over the upper side White (3)
Unmarked (7) stone markers to right of J. F. M. Wright Purvis
Unmarked (70) graves Pine Hill
Unmarked (8) - - - - [In 1st. row by the gate] Blanton-White
Unmarked (8) 5th. row Slaty Point
Unmarked (8) 6th row Slaty Point
Unmarked (8) by Edward Thornsburg (clay bricks in a row). Siloam
Unmarked (8) by Effie Forman, #1161, 1162, 1163, 1163A, 1163B, 1184A, 1185A, 1164A. New Alfrey
Unmarked (8) By Eliza A. Jones, stones with no markings Jones (2)
Unmarked (8) by Jesse B. Coldiron Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (8) by John P. Sackett. Siloam
Unmarked (8) by Josephine Thomas. New Alfrey
Unmarked (8) by Sarah J. Adkins. Siloam
Unmarked (8) By Sarah Sexton, field stones, no information Jones (2)
Unmarked (8) by Willis Evert Markwell Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (8) grave sites Alfrey, Roll
Unmarked (8) graves Brown (3) 
Unmarked (8) graves by Mary Crouch Ingram
Unmarked (8) graves scattered throughout the woods Richards (1) 
Unmarked (8) in row #11. Eight adult, two baby. Stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (8) in row #5, stones with no markings Jones (1)
Unmarked (8) sand stone sites Fraley (1)
Unmarked (8) stone slabs by Viney B. Wright Purvis
Unmarked (8) to left of Belle Adkins Town   EC
Unmarked (88) graves Mt. Pisgah
Unmarked (9 ) left of Rebeca Ham Pine Grove
Unmarked (9) by Caroline Alfrey. New Alfrey
Unmarked (9) by Estelle Mynhier Reeves Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (9) by James Alfrey, #1043-1045, 1048, 1049, 1072, 1072A, 1073, 1073A, 1074B. New Alfrey
Unmarked (9) by Lizzie Ramey. Siloam
Unmarked (9) by Ophelia Kitty Roberts, #1055-1057, 1061-1065, 1067. New Alfrey
Unmarked (9) garve sites Wallace (1) 
Unmarked (9) graves Dillon (1) 
Unmarked (9) in same row as Francis K. Roberson Caudill-Porter 
Unmarked (9) in same row as L. C. Baldridge (2)
Unmarked (9) slab markers by Bidy A. Wright Purvis
Unmarked (9) to right of Samuel L. Poston. Poston
Unmarked (abt. 83) by Shelby E. Turner Hayes Crossing 
Unmarked (approximately 40) in this cemetery. Masters
Unmarked (several) by Lucina E. Daniels. Town
Unmarked (x) Probably some the unmarked graves are childddren of Pete Brown Brown (3) 
Unmarked base poured for DS marker, but on information on them, by Gregory Gleen Conley. Clearfield
Unmarked by Samuel Utterback #4058, 4059, 4060, 4061, 4062. New Alfrey
Unmarked field stone, Row 12, by Don L. & Martha Jane Reeves Stewart
Unmarked grave sites were, several, noted Cox (2) 
Unmarked piles of footstones & headstones in a heap, covered with growth by B. F. Shay. Siloam
Unmarked probably at end of cemetery near 5th street; too overgrown Town
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Unmarked sawed rock. No name, no date, near Charlie Glover Stewart
Unmarked sawed stone (2) near Jas. K. Hunter, child's graves Stewart
Unmarked Sawed stone near Stephen Elmo Caudill Stewart
Unmarked Sawed stone near Stephen W. Caudill Stewart
Unmarked Sawed stone near Willis Deborde Stewart
Unmarked small sawed rock. No name, no date, near Charlie Glover Stewart
Unmarked stone (1) - - - - [Back of cemetery] Molton
Unmarked stone (1) - - - - [Between S. Cooper & Jessee Molton] Molton
Unmarked stone (1) - - - - [Beside Jane Molton] Molton
Unmarked stone (3) - - - - [Beside James Molton] Molton
Unmarked stone near S. Joel Markwell Stewart
Unmarked Stones (3) - - - - Scaggs-Ison
Unmarked, several grave sites Mabry (1)
Unmarked, undetermined number Lyon
Unmarked: (1) By J. D. Roark White Family
Unmarker (1) above Bertha Colley Menix Colley   CC
Unmarker (1) left  of Bricy Richard Colley Colley   CC
Unmarker (1) right of H. Colley Colley   CC
Unmarker (10-11) graves Parker (3)
Unmarker (3) Infant graves by Zalie Foster Riddle
Unmarker (4) between Thedford James and Tony James Colley   CC
Unmarker (4) one large stone says "Dennis James Family" Colley   CC
Unmrked (3) by G. Casity Carey 
Unreadable (1) but marked, by Ame Stigal Stigall (2)
Unreadable (1) by Vaughn D. Thompson Estep
Unreadable (4) stones near Elert Crager Stewart
Unreadable SS near Ida Christian Stewart
Unreadable Stacy, Row 11 Stewart
Unreadable, Ellen - - Stigall (2)
Unreadable, W - - SS - Carpenter
Upton, Etta M. 13 Feb 1876 8 Aug 1949 SS - Brown (1) 
Upton, G. N. 9 Dec 1844 24 Mar 1916 SS - Slaty Point
Utterback, Amanda 5 Apr 1882 30 Oct 1960 SS W [Wife of John Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Andrew J. 13 Jan 1879 3 Jul 1956 SS H [Husb. of Myrtle B Utterback]"Father" Brown (1) 
Utterback, Armina May 11 Aug 1870 16 Nov 1885 SS - New Alfrey
Utterback, Bryan 1957 [                 ] TS S [Son of Harold & Jean Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Chalmer B. 2 Jan 1904 2 Jul 1934 SS S [Next to Myrtle & Andrew Utter.]"Son" Brown (1) 
Utterback, Charlie [C.H.] 1875 - DS H [Husb. of Victoria Utterback] New Alfrey
Utterback, Chris 25 Mar 1914 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Juanita Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Claude C. 22 May 1900 5 Aug 1953 SS H [Husb of Olga Davis Utterback Fields] Brown (1) 
Utterback, D. - 1835 SS - [#1203] New Alfrey
Utterback, Deborah 16 Aug 1820 2 Nov 1906 SS - New Alfrey
Utterback, Dora - - SS - [#1222] New Alfrey
Utterback, Edom 18 Aug 1818 5 Sep 1848 SS H [Husb. of Ruth E. Utterback] Utterback
Utterback, Elbin - - SS - [#1169] New Alfrey
Utterback, Eliza 22 Apr 1850 - DS W [Wife of W. W. Utterback] "His Wife" New Alfrey
Utterback, Ellen SS [#1169 New Alfrey
Utterback, Ellen 20 Nov 1876 20 Jun 1878 SS D "Dau of W.S. & Nancy Utterback" New Alfrey
Utterback, Everett L. 13 Dec 1896 17 Dec 1965 DS H [Husb. of M. Blanche Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Evermine 28 Apr 1846 7 Jan 1874 SS - Utterback
Utterback, Gracie 24 Dec 1897 19 May 1910 SS D "Dau of C.H. & V. T. Utterback" New Alfrey
Utterback, Guss E. 1886 1946 SS H [Husb. of Minnie Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Harold L. 8 Mar 1922 21 Apr 1996 TS H [Husb. of Jean Utterback]"Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Utterback, Infant 15 Jul 1906 12 Oct 1906 SS - "Infant of Gus & Minnie" New Alfrey
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Utterback, Jean 1932 [                 ] TS W [Wife of Harold L. Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, John 18 Apr 1882 6 Jan 1959 SS H [Husb. of Amanda Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, John Buren 9 Mar 1919 24 Jan 1989 SS - "Amm 2 US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Utterback, John C. 19 Mar 1878 4 Feb 1880 SS S "Son of W. W. & Louisa Utterback" New Alfrey
Utterback, John W. 1852 1918 SS - [Next to Sarah Utterback] New Alfrey
Utterback, Joseph H. 29 Jun 1809 10 Aug 1854 SS - New Alfrey
Utterback, Juanita 15 Mar 1918 17 May 1990 DS W [Wife of Chris Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Leota 29 Mar 1879 10 Apr 1939 DS W [Wife of Lon Utterback]  "Mother" Carey 
Utterback, Lida Mae Alfrey [5 Aug]1908 18 Nov 1999 DS W [of Warren P. Utterback] M:6 Apr 1929 Brown (1) 
Utterback, Lon 11 Apr 1872 19 Jan 1950 DS H [Hus of Leota Utterback] "Father" Carey 
Utterback, M. Alice 1862 1933 PLQ - Carey 
Utterback, M. Blanche 22 Oct 1892 16 Dec 1975 DS W [Wife of Everett L. Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Marie Jenkins 9 May 1909 12 Mar 1991 DS W [Wife of William R. Utterbakc] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Martha - SS - [#1171] New Alfrey
Utterback, Minnie 1888 1963 SS W [Wife of Guss E. Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, Myrtle B. 7 Apr 1882 3 Aug 1976 SS W [Wife of Andrew J Utterback]"Mother" Brown (1) 
Utterback, Nancy - - SS - [#1285] New Alfrey
Utterback, Ruth E. 4 Apr 1819 30 Sep 1887 SS W "Wife of E. [Edom] Utterback" Utterback
Utterback, Samuel 1881 1908 SS - [Next to Sarah Utterback] New Alfrey
Utterback, Sarah 1853 1925 SS - [Next to John W. Utterback] New Alfrey
Utterback, Victoria [V.T.] 1881 1952 DS W [Wife of Charlie Utterback] New Alfrey
Utterback, W. S. - - SS F [#1284] New Alfrey
Utterback, W. W. 25 May 1842 18 May 1906 DS H [Hus of Eliza Utterback] New Alfrey
Utterback, Warren P. 1904 1992 DS H [Husb. of Lida Alfrey Utterback] Brown (1) 
Utterback, William R "Pug 19 Feb 1906 15 Feb 1987 DS H [Husb. of Marie Jenkins Utterback] Brown (1) 
Van Hook, Albert 23 Jan 1900 11 Apr 1974 SS S
[Son of George & Flora Van Hook] 
[reinterred with wife at Lee Cemetery] Evans
Van Hook, Flora H. 1878 1954 DS W [Wife of George H. Van Hook] Evans
Van Hook, George H. 1872 1948 DS H [Husb. of Flora H. Van Hook] Evans
Van Hook, Noah L. 24 Jul 1895 30 May 1975 SS S
"Brother" [Son of George & Flora Van 
Hook] Evans
Vance, Bertha Ann Jennings 6 May 1905 17 Mar 1995 SS - Lambert 
Vance, Clarence S. 1925 1996 DS H [Husband of Mildred G. Vance] Lambert 
Vance, Mildred G. 1923 1997 DS W [Wife of Clarence S. Vance] Lambert 
Vance, Paris J. 1934 1936 DS S "Son of Rose M. Vance" Lambert 
Vance, Raylynn Ann 1990 1990 MKR - Clearfield
Vance, Rose M. 1905 1937 DS M "Mother of Paris J. Vance" Lambert 
Vance, Thomas 1904 1969 SS - Lambert 
Vangandy, Myrtle 1916 1935 PLQ - Fraley, J. 
Vanhook, Albert M "Jack" 23 Sep 1939 12 Sep 1998 PLQ H [Husb. of Janice Caudill Vanhook] Lee
Vanness, Charles Lyle 26 Apr 1910 7 Apr 1982 DS H [Husb. of Ova M. Vanness]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Vanness, Emmett M. 1878 1948 DS H [Husb. of Julia Ann Vanness] Forest Lawn
Vanness, Julia Ann 1887 1940 DS W [Wife of Emmett M. Vanness] Forest Lawn
Vanness, Ova M. Ginter 1915 7 Jun 1998 DS W [Wife of Charles Lyle Vanness] Forest Lawn
Vaughan, Perry S. 1872 1961 DS H [Husb. of Polly A. Vaughan] Brown (1) 
Vaughan, Polly A. 1886 [                 ] DS W [of Perry S Vaughan] M: 28 Aug 1947 Brown (1) 
Vaughn, John Jr. 27 Dec 1953 20 Feb 2000 PLQ S
[Son of John Paul, Sr. & Mary Joann Hixon 
Vaughn] Forest Lawn
Vencill, Bertha M. Wells 16 Sep 1890 5 Jul 1965 DS W [Wife of Roy B. Vencill] Brown (1) 
Vencill, Francis Ludolph 16 Aug 1917 8 Oct 1961 DS H [Husb. of Lorene Vencill] Brown (1) 
Vencill, Glenn Wells 29 Mar 1915 9 Feb 1988 SS - "PNC US Navy WWII" Brown (1) 
Vencill, H. G. 11 Oct 1895 16 Feb 1959 DS H [Husb. of Jewell Vencill] Brown (1) 
Vencill, Jewell 25 Nov 1894 25 Jan 1967 DS W [Wife of H. G. Vencill] Brown (1) 
Vencill, Kenneth McKee 15 Mar 1913 7 Oct 1985 SS - Brown (1) 
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Vencill, Kermit Lewis 14 Apr 1944 5 Dec 1985 SS - Brown (1) 
Vencill, Lorene "Nip" Fre 26 Jul 1920 26 Jul 1997 DS W [Wife of Francis Ludolph Vencill] Brown (1) 
Vencill, Roy B. 5 Jan 1887 27 Sep 1959 DS H [Husb. of Bertha M. Wells Vencill] Brown (1) 
Vest, Emerson [                ] 8 Apr 1892 DS - [Keep with Emerson Vest] Vest   CC
Vest, Sarah J. [                ] 27 Dec 1890 DS W "Martin F. Vest"[keep with Emerson Vest] Vest   CC
Vest, Virgil 1900 1901 SS - "1 yr old, Son of G.F. & Amanda Vest" Parker (2)
Viars, Kern R. "Curley" 3 May 1934 22 Mar 1989 SS - "Pvt US Army" Mabry Hill
Vice, Arye Miller [Cassity] 1913 1975 SS - Lee
Vickers, Aileen 1941 1942 SS - Brown (1) 
Vickers, Anna Marie - - SS - [Next to Martha Poston Caskey] Poston
Vickers, S. E. - 7 Jun 1951 SS - [handcarved stones] Poston
Vines, Maude Horn 24 Oct 1901 23 Sep 1988 DS W [Wife of Percy Lee Vines] Lee
Vines, Percy Lee 15 Oct 1884 11 Jul 1966 DS H [Husb. of Maude Horn Vines] Lee
Vinton, Kathleen 16 Mar 1891 20 Aug 1895 SS D "A. W. & Maggie Venton" Pine Hill
Vonderhere, Nannie B. 21 Jul 1895 13 Sep 1961 SS - Brown (1) 
W. R. H. - - SS - [Next to J.H., small shaped stone] Siloam
W. S. Unknown [                 ] [                ] SS - New Sill
W. S. Unknown [                ] [                ] SS - New Sill
W. S. Unknown [                ] [                ] SS - New Sill
W. V. C. - - - - [no dates] [ Next to D.V.C.] Siloam
Wacks, Gustava Caskey 14 Jul 1921 8 Nov 1993 SS - Caudill (1) 
Waddell, Abel R. 14 Sep 1848 15 Mar 1925 DS - [Keep with Julia W. Smith Waddell] Lemas-Holbrk EC
Waddell, Chester Sterl 2 Jan 1925 31 Oct 2000 PLQ H/F Forest Lawn
Waddell, Ella J. 1875 1960 DS W [Wife of John H. Waddell] Gilliam   CC
Waddell, John H. 1877 1956 DS H [Husb. Of Ella J. Waddell] Gilliam   CC
Waddell, Julia W. Smith 8 May 1879 7 Nov 1930 DS - [Keep with Abel R. Waddell] Lemas-Holbrk EC
Waddell, Luther J. 1902 1906 SS - Lemas-Holbrk EC
Waddell, Wanda Sue 02 Mar 1950 16 Apr 1996 SS - Wanda Sue Sloan Waddell Trent (1) 
Wade, Regina Crum 12 Jul 1948 21 Apr 1999 PLQ M/D [Dau of Ottis & Mintha Sloan Crum] Black-Trent
Wages, Charley 19 Jun 1893 [                ] DS H [Husband of Sylvia Wages] Slaty Point
Wages, Harlan L. 22 Mar 1939 2 Jun 1990 DS H
"Harlan & Shirley M: 8 Aug 1964, children: 
Harlan II, Sherry Lynn; son of Arnold & 
Lona Wages" Slaty Point
Wages, Sylvia 20 Apr 1902 31 Oct 1926 DS W [Wife of Charley Wages] Slaty Point
Waggoner, Claude F.[Frank] 22 May 1937 [                ] DS H [Husband of Oleta Waggoner] Jones (2)
Waggoner, George 
Washington [Sep 1873] [13 Feb 1948] UM H
[Marked "GW", white stone; husband of 
Jullie D. Sparks Washington, son of Jacob & 
Abigail (Stafford) Wagoner] Click
Waggoner, Jullie D. Sparks [12 May 1884] [11 Jan 1961] UM W
[Marked "JW", White stone; wife of George 
Washington Waggoner, wife of Jesse Allen 
Sparks] Click
Waggoner, Oleta [Perkins] 29 Jun 1941 3 Feb 1988 DS W
[Wife of Claude Waggoner, dau. of Ralph 
M. & Flora M. Riddle Perkins] Jones (2)
Wagner, Janice Ruth 2 Jan 1943 25 Mar 1997 SS - "Mom" Masters
Wagoner, ___ey 1942 1943 PLQ - Barker  EC
Wagoner, Addie 1943 1997 SS - Adams-Plank
Wagoner, Alisha Nichole [                ] 6 Jul 1988 SS - "Daughter" New Sill
Wagoner, Alvia Lee 27 Mar 1901 28 Apr 1976 DS H [Husband of Lula Wagoner] Hayes Crossing 
Wagoner, Arthur 1930 1930 PLQ - Barker  EC
Wagoner, Charlie G. 7 Mar 1875 27 Oct 1966 DS H [Husb of Hattie V. Wagoner] Wagoner-Rob  EC
Wagoner, Clyde 10 Feb 1940 2 Jul 1941 SS S "Son of John & Ina Wagoner" Eldridge (1) 
Wagoner, Dianna M. 1 Sep 1963 2 Sep 1963 SS - Bear Church   EC
Wagoner, Ella - 1944 PLQ - Barker  EC
Wagoner, Ellisha M. 20 Dec 1959 21 Dec 1959 SS - Bear Church   EC
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Wagoner, Emil E. 23 Mar 1912 14 Aug 1912 DS - [Keep with Opal E. Wagoner] [twin] Wagoner-Rob  EC
Wagoner, Floyd W. 29 Jan 1936 11 Feb 1936 SS S [Son of Alvia & Lula Wagoner] Hayes Crossing 
Wagoner, Grace L. 23 Apr 1961 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Scottie Wagoner Jr.] Hayes Crossing 
Wagoner, Hattie V. 8 Aug 1880 25 Dec 1970 DS W [Husb of Charlie G. Wagoner] Wagoner-Rob  EC
Wagoner, Iona J. 6 May 1880 8 Feb 1941 SS W "Wife of J.[John] H. Wagoner" Barker  EC
Wagoner, James Dee 10 May 1965 11 May 1965 SS - Barker  EC
Wagoner, Jessie L. 6 Mar 1908 11 Jun 1975 DS H [Husb of Peachie M Wagoner] Barker  EC
Wagoner, John H. 25 Jun 1876 21 Mar 1956 SS H [Husb of Iona J. Wagoner] Barker  EC
Wagoner, Lula 3 Jul 1911 19 Nov 1992 DS W [Wife of Alvia Lee Wagoner] Hayes Crossing 
Wagoner, Mary L. 3 Mar 1936 [                  ] DS W [Wife of Ralph E. Wagoner] Lee
Wagoner, Matilda Ann 6 Jan 1870 23 Aug 1950 DS W [Wife of Wm. "Bill" Wagoner] Town   EC
Wagoner, Miriam 02 Apr 1869 11 Apr 1929 DS W [Wife of William Wagoner] Wagoner Corner
Wagoner, Opal E. 23 Mar 1912 14 Aug 1912 DS - [Keep with Emil E. Wagoner] [ twin] Wagoner-Rob  EC
Wagoner, Peachie M. 2 Dec 1910 12 Nov 1977 DS W [Wife of Jessie L. Wagoner] Barker  EC
Wagoner, Ralph E. 25 Nov 1932 2 Jun 1996 DS H Mary L. Wagoner]"PFC US Army Korea" Lee
Wagoner, Sarah 11 Mar 1911 1 Aug 1946 SS - Barker  EC
Wagoner, Scottie, Jr. 13 Apr 1941 25 Dec 1986 DS H [Husb. of Grace L. Wagoner]"M:5/5/1979" Hayes Crossing 
Wagoner, Shelliah 19 Jul 1955 20 Jul 1955 SS - Bear Church   EC
Wagoner, Silvena 1860 27 Feb 1930 SS W "Wife of David Wagoner" Barker  EC
Wagoner, Thomas 17 apr 1962 30 Oct 1987 SS - Wagoner  CC
Wagoner, William 15 Aug 1870 03 May 1948 DS H [Husband of Miriam Wagoner] Wagoner Corner
Wagoner, William Oscar 7 May 1904 14 Aug 1937 SS - Wagoner-Rob  EC
Wagoner, Wm. "Bill" 7 Sep 1871 24 Aug 1949 DS H [Husb of Matilda Ann Wagoner] Town   EC
Waits, Joan Terry 1960 1972 SS - Sardis
Waits, Martha J. Branham 1 Mar 1918 13 Feb 1981 SS - Sardis
Walke, Betty R. 1919 [                 ] SS - [Next to Glenn R. Walke] Forest Lawn
Walke, Glenn R. 28 Nov 1918 3 Nov 1982 SS - [Next to Betty R Walke]"Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Walker, Amanda 27 Sep 1856 13 Jan 1879 SS - Town
Walker, Benetta Ann 9 Mar 1959 23 Jan 1976 SS - Lee
Walker, Bessie 23 Jun 1914 [                 ] DS W [Wife of  George Walker] Clearfield
Walker, Carrie E. 5 Oct 1913 5 Apr 1982 DS W [Wife of  James A. Walker] Clearfield
Walker, Decker F. 1863 1940 SS - [Next to Georgia H. Walker] Brown (1) 
Walker, Elizabeth Rose 7 Apr 1990 29 May 1991 SS - Quesinberry (2)
Walker, George 13 Jun 1907 19 Feb 1977 DS H [Husb of  Bessie Walker] Clearfield
Walker, Georgia H. 1885 1966 SS - [Next to Decker F. Walker] Brown (1) 
Walker, Gladys M. 1 Aug 1914 - DS W [Wife of Robert V. Walker] New Alfrey
Walker, James A. 13 Sep 1903 30 Oct 1986 DS H [Husb of  Carrie E. Walker] Clearfield
Walker, James W. "Ben" 1 Mar 1925 25 Dec 1989 SS - Lee
Walker, Robert V. 27 Jul 1909 15 Jan 1986 DS H [Husb. of Gladys M. Walker] New Alfrey
Wall, Lila Rose 9 Sep 1966 25 Oct 1975 SS - Ellington Farm
Wallace, Alexander 12 May 1883 24 Dec 1969 DS H [Husband of Fannie Dell Wallace] Bowman
Wallace, Alice Jane - - PLK F [Family fenced section] May
Wallace, Asa 1919 1956 SS - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Auttie Vencil 1 Dec 1921 5 Sep 1996 DS H [Husb of Roxie Pearl Hicks Wallace] Clearfield
Wallace, B. J. [                 ] [                ] - - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Betty M. Stepp 24 Mar 1945 23 Jul 1994 SS - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Carol R. 27 May 1941 [                ] DS W [Wife of Melvin Wallace, Jr] Wallace (2)
Wallace, Chalmer 13 Feb 1930 7 Oct 1985 DS H [Husb. Of Juanita J. Wallace] Wallace (3)
Wallace, Cleve Jr. 29 Apr 1927 27 Apr 1994 DS H [of Jeanetta Faye Wallace]"Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Wallace, Clifton H. 1936 1971 DS H [Husb. of Thelma J. Wallace] Brown (1) 
Wallace, Clifton Ray 29 Mar 1988 29 Mar 1988 SS S "Infant Son of Devain & Kim Wallace" Christian
Wallace, Corbett C.[Chester] 9 Oct 1899 9 Mar 1987 DS H
[H.of Elizabeth Wallace, son of John Henry  
& Miranda Gregory Wallace] 
"M:12/23/1920" Jones (2)
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Wallace, Dorothy Louise 7 Feb 1952 23 Oct 1952 SS - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, E. M. 27 Jan 1907 5 Apr 1909 SS - Gregory (1) 
Wallace, E., Jr. [                 ] [                ] - - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Earnest L.[Lee] [18 Jun]1941 22 Aug]1977 DS H [Husband of Martha L. Wallace] Jones (2)
Wallace, Elick 1905 1960 SS - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Elizabeth A.[Ann 
Perkins] 5 Mar 1898 26 Sep 1988 DS W
[Wife of Corbett C. Wallace, dau.of Alvin & 
Annie Cassity Perkins] Jones (2)
Wallace, Elizabeth Jones 30 Mar 1894 25 Sep 1988 DS W [Wife of Henry Cleveland Wallace] Brown (1) 
Wallace, Ernest C. 16 Oct 1916 19 Apr 1972 SS - Brown (1) 
Wallace, Fannie Dell 15 Feb 1891 28 Apr 1976 DS W [Wife of Alexander Wallace] Bowman
Wallace, Geneva 1916 1986 DS W [Wife of Noah Wallace] Wallace (1) 
Wallace, H. [                 ] [                ] - - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, H. T. [Henry 
Timothy] 4 Jan 1835 24 Apr 1916 SS - 34th VA Infantry C.S.A. Gregory (1) 
Wallace, Henry Cleveland 2 Oct 1892 22 Nov 1957 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Jones Wallace] Brown (1) 
Wallace, James M. 26 Mar 1939 4 Sep 1982 DS H [Husband of Lena M. Wallace] Jennings
Wallace, Jeanetta Faye 25 Sep 1934 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Cleve Wallace Jr.] Brown (1) 
Wallace, Jeremy Mar 1977 Mar 1977 DS TWN [Twin to Tamar Wallace] Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Jessie 7 Dec 1893 6 Dec 1918 SS B [Brother to Robert Wallace] Bentley
Wallace, John H. [Henry] 10 Jun 1870 2 Dec 1953 SS - Bentley
Wallace, Joshua S. 1881 1950 DS H [Husband of Rosa G. Wallace] Gregory (1) 
Wallace, Juanita J. 13 Feb 1937 [               ] DS W [Wife of Chalmer Wallace] Wallace (3)
Wallace, L. C. 18 Mar 1910 2 Oct 1913 SS - Gregory (1) 
Wallace, L. M. 27 Jan 19__ Apr 1909 SS - Gregory (1) 
Wallace, Lena M. 20 Feb 1945 [                ] DS W [Wife of James M. Wallace] Jennings
Wallace, Linda Kay 1960 1988 Plq - Clearfield
Wallace, Lloyd 7 Apr 1933 28 Oct 1993 SS - [Son of Pearl Corda Foster] Mt. Hope
Wallace, Loveicy 10 Dec 1917 29 Dec 1921 SS - Gregory (1) 
Wallace, Lusty 28 Aug 1879 3 Jun 1971 SS - Brown (1) 
Wallace, Martha L. 1948 [                ] DS W [Wife of Earnest L. Wallace] Jones (2)
Wallace, Mary 15 Feb 184_ 2 Aug 1925 SS - Gregory (1) 
Wallace, Melvin Jr. 27 Apr 1938 20 Apr 1977 DS H [Husband of Carol R. "Regina" Wallace Wallace (2)
Wallace, Miranda [Gregory] 24 Jan 1872 12 May 1939 SS - Bentley
Wallace, Moses 1879 1952 DS H [Husband of Peachie Wallace] Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Noah 1917 1977 DS H [Husband of Geneva Wallace] Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Oleda 1934 1934 SS - Bowman
Wallace, Ora Vernon 10 Jan 1924 7 Aug 2000 PLQ H [Husb of Florine Sweeney Wallace] Jones (2)
Wallace, Peachie 1887 1966 DS W [Wife of Moses Wallace] Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Pearl Sweeney 17 Jul 1902 14 Oct 1949 SS - Mt. Hope
Wallace, Robert 22 Feb 1898 21 Sep 1921 SS B [Brother to Jessie Walace] Bentley
Wallace, Rosa G. 1888 1948 DS W [W: of Joshua S. Wallace, M:3/23/1901] Gregory (1) 
Wallace, Roxie Pearl Hicks 2 May 1924 12 Feb 2000 DS W [Wife of Auttie Vencil Wallace] Clearfield
Wallace, Sarah 1911 1991 SS - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Stephanie Elaine 15 Dec 1965 20 Jan 1973 SS - Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Tamar Mar 1977 Mar 1977 DS TWN [Twin to Jeremy Wallace] Wallace (1) 
Wallace, Thelma J. 1940 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Clifton H. Wallace] Brown (1) 
Wallace, Truby W. 1926 1988 SS - Wallace (1) 
Wallace,Thedore 20 Jan 1915 16 Feb 1916 SS - Bowman
Walsh, Anna 23 Oct 1911 17 Aug 1984 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Walsh, James 22 Sep 1877 18 Jul 1971 SS - Mt. Pisgah
Walsh, Lucinda 18 Jul 1816 14 Feb 1892 - - [S/B here accor to 1981 book-couldn't find] Town
Walter, Nellie M. 1903 1996 DS W [Wife of Zells Walter] Forest Lawn
Walter, Zells 1896 1977 DS H [Husb. and of Nellie M. Walter] Forest Lawn
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Walters, Clara F. 1893 1967 DS W [Wife of Wesley L. Walters] Brown (1) 
Walters, James M. 1871 1951 DS H [Husb. of Maude Walters] Brown (1) 
Walters, Lucille [Thompson] 27 Apr 1929 1 Apr 1981 DS W [Wife of Ray M. Walters] Brown (1) 
Walters, Maude 1876 1965 DS W [Wife of James M. Walters] Brown (1) 
Walters, Naomi Sue 30 Nov 1947 4 Aug 1983 SS - Caudill (1) 
Walters, Ray M. [Maxey] 19 Aug 1923 1 Jun 1979 DS H [Husb. of Lucille Thompson Walters] Brown (1) 
Walters, Wesley L. 1895 1969 DS H [Husb. of Clara F. Walters] Brown (1) 
Walton, William [                ] 2 May 1953 PLQ - "54 Yrs, 2 Mons, 20 days" Link
Waltz, Blanche [Jayne] 1903 1977 DS W [Wife V. Wilford Watz] Lee
Waltz, Charles U. [26 Mar]1879 Apr 1935 SS H [Husb.of Ora B. Waltz] Lee
Waltz, E. H. 18 Jun 1869 28 Nov 1889 SS S "J. L. & L. F. Waltz" Muse 
Waltz, George Y. 17 Oct 1895 5 Mar 1926 SS F "Father" Eagle Hall  CC
Waltz, Guy K. 18 Oct 1900 29 May 1954 SS S [Of Mary Lee Waltz]"Ky PVT Med WWII" Lee
Waltz, Hannah B. 3 Apr 1892 22 May 1970 DS W [Wife of Russell L. Waltz] Cranston
Waltz, Hildreth 22 Jan 1920 5 Dec 1923 SS D "Dau of George & Bertha Waltz" Eagle Hall  CC
Waltz, J. L. 8 Apr 1837 9 Aug 1914 DS H [L. F. Waltz] Muse 
Waltz, L. F. 4 Apr 1848 10 May 1910 DS W [J. L. Waltz] Muse 
Waltz, Lester Vernon 12 Sep 1920 12 Sep 1993 DS - "PFC US Army WWII, Purple Heart" Cranston
Waltz, Mary Lee 14 Feb 1868 18 Dec 1931 SS M "Mother of Ora & Guy Waltz" Lee
Waltz, Maude 20 Nov 1899 1 Nov 1966 SS W [Wife of Ora L. Waltz] Lee
Waltz, Nina A. 2 May 1913 29 Sep 1954 DS W [Wife of Norman F.[Fred] Waltz] Hogge 
Waltz, Norman F.[Fred] 16 Jun 1911 18 Oct 2000 DS H [Husb of Nina A. Waltz] Hogge 
Waltz, Ora B. 1884 1976 SS W [Wife of Charles Waltz] Lee
Waltz, Ora L. 14 Feb 1894 22 Mar 1957 SS H [H. of Maude Waltz] [S. of Mary L. Waltz] Lee
Waltz, Ora Willie 18 Aug 1915 29 Oct 1967 SS - Cranston
Waltz, R. Marion 28 Apr 1849 12 Jan 1935 SS - "Grandfather" Sardis
Waltz, Russell L. 13 Sep 1887 3 Jul 1971 DS H [Husb. of  Hannah B. Waltz] M: 5/30/1908 Cranston
Waltz, V. Wilford 1905 1974 DS H [Husb. Blanche Waltz] Lee
Ward, Anna M. 3 Dec 1878 8 Nov 1944 DS W "Francis M. Ward" Caudill (2)
Ward, Boon Wilcox 19 Oct 1892 22 Nov 1961 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, Cordelia M. 31 Oct 1896 19 Dec 1993 SS - Lee
Ward, Donna Sue 23 Mar 1962 23 Mar 1962 SS - "Infant" Siloam
Ward, Elisha Finley 1935 1984 SS - "PFC US Army, Korea" Caudill (1) 
Ward, Elizabeth J. 16 Jun 1865 1 Dec 1935 SS - [Next to Mahala Ward] Siloam
Ward, Elmer 24 Jan 1909 18 Jun 1967 DS H [Husb of Pruda Ward] Siloam
Ward, Emma Jean McInto 10 Apr 1931 26 Apr 1986 SS W [Wife of William Chalmer Ward] Brown (1) 
Ward, Eva Ann (Maxey 4 Feb 1908 29 Jan 1931 SS - [flat stone] Clearfield
Ward, Ferol W. 26 Nov 1898 7 Dec 1971 DS W [Wife of John Lesley Ward] "Mother" Caudill (1) 
Ward, Flora E. 26 Nov 1894 25 Feb 1913 TS - [Keep with Willie & Mary R. Ward] Siloam
Ward, Francis M. 9 May 1867 30 Jul 1947 DS H [of Anna M. Ward] Caudill (2)
Ward, Frank 4 May 1849 18 Oct 1911 SS H [Husb of Lucy Ward] Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, Gabel - - - - [Unmarked Grave] Eldridge (1) 
Ward, Glenna Sue 12/26/1940 2/13/1999 PLQ W [Wife of Carl Ward, Living] Brown (1) 
Ward, Grace L. 11 Jun 1938 17 Jul 1985 SS - Siloam
Ward, Hazel Nipp 24 Aug 1896 31 Oct 1985 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, Iris Eujean Centers 11 Nov 1928 7 Aug 1995 SS - [Centers Blair Ward] Brown (1) 
Ward, Isaac 19 Jan 1861 12 May 1917 SS - Siloam
Ward, Joe B. 27 Jan 1883 6 May 1968 SS H [Husb of Roxie D. Huff Ward] Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, John Leslie 29 Apr 1896 9 May 1942 DS H [Husb. of Ferol W. Ward] "Father" Caudill (1) 
Ward, Kenneth Linville 12 Apr 1935 30 Jul 1936 SS - Poston
Ward, Lucy 15 Mar 1859 24 Oct 1919 SS W "Wife of Frank Ward" Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, M. A. 28 May 1861 13 Aug 1899 SS S "Son of C.A. & S. C. Ward" New Alfrey
Ward, M. C. 25 Oct 1826 5 Jan 1907 DS - [Keep with W. P. Ward] Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, Mahala 1897 1915 SS - [Next to Elizabeth J. Ward] Siloam
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Ward, Mart 18 Apr 1888 25 Mar 1977 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, Mary R. 18 Jan 1891 18 Aug 1891 TS - [Keep with Willie & Flora Ward] Siloam
Ward, Mrs. Gabel - - - - [Unmarked, wife of Gabel Ward] Eldridge (1) 
Ward, Ollie B. 15 Sep 1862 2 May 1889 SS - Skaggs, R.E.   EC
Ward, Pruda 14 May 1911 3 Jun 1997 DS W [Wife of Elmer Ward] Siloam
Ward, Ramus - - - - [Unmarked Grave, son of Gabel Ward] Eldridge (1) 
Ward, Roxie D. Huff 13 Dec 1893 18 Jan 1930 SS W "Wife of Joe Ward" Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, W. P. 10 Sep 1819 4 Oct 1895 DS - [Keep with M. C. Ward] Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, William Chalmer 21 Oct 1921 13 Nov 1983 SS H [of Emma Jean M Ward]"Army WWII" Brown (1) 
Ward, William Robert 8 Sep 1878 18 Sep 1960 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Ward, Willie M. 8 Feb 1889 18 Jul 1891 TS - [Keep with Flora & Mary Ward] Siloam
Ware, Alice Nipp 31 Jan 1901 26 Jun 1986 SS - Nipp-Ward   CC
Warming, Gemima E. 1872 1924 SS W "Wife of Berry Warming" Williams-Turner
Warren, Arthur G. 11 Nov 1904 26 Jan 1906 DS S "Son of D. F. & Callie Warren" Baldridge (1)
Warren, Betty C. 24 Feb 1932 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Elwood Warren.] Siloam
Warren, Connie Lynn 29 Nov 1961 14 Jan 1964 SS - Siloam
Warren, Elwood (Arnold) 23 Oct 1925 20 Sep 1990 DS H [Husb of Betty C. Warren]"Army WWII" Siloam
Warren, Etta 1895 1955 DS W [Wife of Noah Warren] Siloam
Warren, Furl 1 Oct 1902 3 Mar 1922 SS - "Dau of M.V. & Cynthia Warren" Siloam
Warren, Jasper - - SS - [In Amburgey section]"Cpl. Spanish War" Clearfield
Warren, Jewell 6 Oct 1915 29 Dec 1996 SS - Forest Lawn
Warren, Maudie J. 10 Mar 1903 6 Nov 1903 DS D "Dau. of D. F. & Callie Warren" Baldridge (1)
Warren, Noah 1887 1971 DS H [Husb of Etta Warren] Siloam
Warren, Paul W. 31 Aug 1901 8 Oct 1925 SS - "of Mart & Cynthia Warren, Age 24 yr" Siloam
Warren, Willard Lee 11 Jun 1914 11 May 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Ethel Mae Davis Warren] Siloam
Watson, Everett J. 18 Jan 1930 18 Dec 1977 SS - Clearfield
Watson, Ishmael 25 Feb 1923 31 Oct 1967 DS H [Husb of  Reatha Watson]"KY PFC WWII" Clearfield
Watson, Kenneth J. 29 Nov 1952 18 Dec 1992 SS - Purvis
Watson, Lissie E. 1902 1988 DS W [Wife of  Ottis Watson] Clearfield
Watson, Ottis 1900 1956 DS H [Husb of  Lissie E. Watson] Clearfield
Watson, Reatha 16 Oct 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of  Ishmael Watson] Clearfield
Watters, Marvin Earl 18 Nov 1940 30 Jan 1996 SS - "US Army" Brown (1) 
Waugh, Bernard F. 1907 1950 SS - [Next to Pearl Waugh] Lee
Waugh, Betty 1866 1951 DS W [Wife of James Waugh] Lee
Waugh, James 1863 1931 DS H [Husb. of Betty Waugh] Lee
Waugh, Leonidas S. 29 Jul 1892 18 Dec 1910 SS S "Son of J. T. & Sarah E. Waugh" Lee
Waugh, Nettie H. 2 Apr 1899 6 Mar 1980 SS - Lee
Waugh, Opal Lewis 23 Aug 1908 30 Mar 1990 SS - Hogge 
Waugh, Pearl 1900 1918 SS - [Next to Bernard F. Waugh] Lee
Weaver, Clara Florence 25 Sep 1950 25 Sep 1950 DS TWN [Twin sister to Clerssisie Frances Weaver] Jackson Family 
Weaver, Clerssisie F. 25 Sep 1950 3 Jan 1951 DS TWN [Twin sister to Clara Florence Weaver] Jackson Family 
Weaver, D. Gene 3 Sep 1931 22 Dec 1986 DS H [of Eva Mae Weaver] Caudill (2)
Weaver, Earl 1901 1982 DS H [Husb. of Rebecca Frances Weaver] Forest Lawn
Weaver, Eva Mae 27 Sep 1936 [               ] DS W [of D. Gene Weaver] Caudill (2)
Weaver, George W. 1916 1985 DS H [Husb. of Myrtle B. Weaver] Brown (1) 
Weaver, Ida Ramey 26 Dec 1917 7 Jan 1968 SS W [John Emmitt Weaver] Jackson Family 
Weaver, John Emmett 26 Feb 1914 29 Nov 1969 SS H [Irene Ida Ramey Weaver] Jackson Family 
Weaver, Mary Lou 9 Sep 1951 9 Sep 1951 SS - Caudill (2)
Weaver, Myrtle B. 1914 1978 DS W [Wife of George W. Weaver] Brown (1) 
Weaver, Rebecca Frances 1907 1989 DS W [Wife of Earl Weaver] Forest Lawn
Webb, Arch 1881 1929 SS - Lee
Webb, Ashland 6 Jun 18__ _ Jun __ SS - [broken stone] Blair's   MC
Webb, Earnest 26 Sep 1922 8 Dec 1963 SS - Webb  CC
Webb, Ethel Maggard 4 Mar 1896 28 Oct 1986 DS W [Wife of Wm. Riley Webb] Brown (1) 
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Webb, Garry Dale 22 Mar 1940 15 Jan 1999 SS - "SFC US Army" Hale   CC
Webb, Greeneville [                ] [                ] STN - Stevens-Stigall
Webb, James E. 31 May 1957 18 Sep 1986 SS - Wallace (1) 
Webb, Laura Inez 18 Oct 1918 - DS W [Wife of Ruben Paul Webb] "Mar 3 Jun 1939"Hale   CC
Webb, Laura M. Jones 20 mar 1925 2 Nov 1948 SS - "Wife of Roma L. Webb" Lyon
Webb, Mina Ash 23 Jun 1885 20 Aug 1981 SS - Webb  CC
Webb, Pernia 26 Aug 1918 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Wallace Webb] Brown (1) 
Webb, Rosie 14 Mar 1902 2 Nov 1983 DS W [Wife of Sherman Webb] Webb  CC
Webb, Royce Jerald 20 Jan 1942 6 Apr 1986 SS - "Duke" Hale   CC
Webb, Ruben Paul 14 Jul 1917 5 Nov 1997 DS H [Husb of Laura Ines Webb] In field by itself Hale   CC
Webb, Sherman 27 Nov 1900 5 Feb 1972 DS H [Husb of Rosie Webb] Webb  CC
Webb, Stark C. 22 Apr 1932 2 Oct 1962 SS - Webb  CC
Webb, W. M. 25 Jul 1877 8 Mar 1937 SS - Webb  CC
Webb, Wallace 19 Feb 1906 10 Nov 1990 DS H [Husb. of Pernia Webb] Brown (1) 
Webb, Waydell 30 Oct 1925 19 Sep 1970 SS - Webb  CC
Webb, Wm. Riley 6 Dec 1892 12 Apr 1983 DS H [Husb. of Ethel Maggard Webb] Brown (1) 
Wedding, Olive Hamilton 26 Jul 1918 31 Jul 1991 SS Hamilton
Weddington, James Clifford 14 Oct 1939 23 May 1995 DS H
[Husb of Mozelle Fraley 
Weddington]"Married 17 Dec 1949" Fraley Family   EC
Weddington, Mozelle Fraley 25 Oct 1932 [                ] DS W [Wife of James Clifford Weddington] Fraley Family   EC
Weddington, Randolph 22 Jul 1923 7 Sep 1991 SS - "PFC US Army, WWII" Fraley Family   EC
Weddington, Roger D. 20 Nov 1957 21 Nov 1957 SS - Fraley Family   EC
Wedges, Nellie 1915 1944 SS - Brown (1) 
Welch, Allen Ray 12 Mar 1943 20 Nov 1951 SS - Lee
Welch, Mabel Alexander 21 Jan 1912 7 Dec 1997 PLQ W [Wife of Rev. William Welch] Lee
Welch, Sarah Vesta Good 3 Jul 1897 25 Apr 1948 SS - [Goodman] Brown (1) 
Wellinger, Susan D. 1932 [                ] DS W [Wife of William T. Wellinger] Cranston
Wellinger, William T. 1932 1980 DS H [Of Susan Wellinger]US Navy Korea] Cranston
Wellman, Ella H. 2 Aug 1897 17 May 1978 DS W [Wife of Felix D. Wellman] Forest Lawn
Wellman, Felix D. 14 Jul 1894 27 Oct 1970 DS H [of Ella H Wellman]"...ARTY WWI" Forest Lawn
Wellman, Felix D. Jr. 28 Apr 1920 8 Jul 1966 SS S [Son of Felix & Ella Wellman]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Wells, Avis Jackson 13 Sep 1907 [27 Aug]1998 Plq W [Wife of Charles Lee Wells] Hogge 
Wells, Belle 17 Jan 1873 27 Jul 1895 SS - Hogge 
Wells, Bessie Lee 7 Jul 1904 21 Jul 1994 DS W [Wife of Norman Albert Wells] Caudill (1) 
Wells, Byrda L. 26 Jan 1885 28 Jan 1953 SS - Hogge 
Wells, Celia R. 1915 [                 ] DS W [Wife of J. C. Wells] Forest Lawn
Wells, Charles Edward 7 Feb 1921 12 Jan 1922 SS Hogtown
Wells, Charles Lee 6 Feb 1927 11 Dec 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Avis Jackson Welle] Hogge 
Wells, Clara Faye [16 Apr]1925 22 Nov 1997 DS W [Wife of Paul M. Wells] Hogge 
Wells, Claude, Sr. 8 Feb 1896 3 May 1987 DS H [Husb of Della F. Wells] Webb  CC
Wells, David M. - 11 Dec 1950 SS - "Infant" [Next to John D. Wells] Hogge 
Wells, Della F. 7 Jan 1910 9 Jun 1985 DS W [Wife of Claude Wells, Sr.] "Mother" Webb  CC
Wells, Donald H. 1937 1968 SS - [Next to JC & Celia Wells] Forest Lawn
Wells, Drexel R. 1921 1981 SS - [Next to Donald H. Wells] Forest Lawn
Wells, Elizabeth Jean 1928 1979 DS - [nothing written on other side] Forest Lawn
Wells, Emma H. 25 Aug 1861 25 Aug 1943 DS W [Wife of J. C. Wells] Brown (1) 
Wells, Hallie M. 27 Dec 1877 9 Oct 1896 SS - "Dau of J. E. & H. J. Wells" Hogge 
Wells, Hester Jane 7 Jul 1854 18 Jun 1913 SS W [Wife of John E. Wells] Hogge 
Wells, Ida M. 1928 [                 ] SS - [Next to Robert L. Wells] Brown (1) 
Wells, Ina [Mae]T. [Turner] 4 Aug 1870 15 Jun 1945 SS W [Wife of J. W. Wells; Family plot] Caudill (1) 
Wells, Infant - - SS S "Son of W.F. & Odell Wells" Hogge 
Wells, J. C. 12 Nov 1852 18 Aug 1944 DS H [Husb. of Emma H. Wells] Brown (1) 
Wells, J. C. 1906 1992 DS H [Husb. of Celia R. Wells] Forest Lawn
Wells, J. Langley 11 Feb 1907 23 Nov 1975 SS - "Father" Manning  CC
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Wells, J. W. 15 Mar 1867 12 Jun 1945 SS H [Husb of Ina Turner Wells; Family Plot] Caudill (1) 
Wells, James Milford 10 Aug 1926 6 Jun 1971 SS H "Ky CPL 1580 SUC Unit WWII" Lee
Wells, John D. - 8 Apr 1958 SS - "Infant" [Next to David M. Wells] Hogge 
Wells, John E. 30 Aug 1847 12 Oct 1891 SS H [Husb of Hester Jane Wells] Hogge 
Wells, John L. 2 Jun 1906 2 Jun 1906 SS S "Son of P.M. and Nancy Wells" Whisman 
Wells, Johnie E. 29 Aug 1879 7 Nov 1891 SS S "Son of J.E. & Heaster J. Wells" Hogge 
Wells, Larry Lee 3 Jul 1944 [                ] SS S "Son of Norman Albert & Bessie Wells" Caudill (1) 
Wells, Marie 1913 1917 SS D "Dau of B.D. & Laura" Wells Clearfield
Wells, Mary Ella Lappin 10 Oct 1925 24 Nov 1993 SS W Lee
Wells, Melvina [                ] 21 Feb 1888 SS W "1st. wife of W. R. Wells" Epperhart 
Wells, Mollie 1875 28 Jun 1902 SS W "2nd. wife of W. R. Wells" Epperhart 
Wells, Myrtle 7 Jul 1903 4 Mar 1934 SS W "Wife of Lenville Wright" Masters
Wells, Norman Albert 19 Oct 1895 10 Feb 1964 DS H [Husband of Bessie Lee Wells] Caudill (1) 
Wells, Norman L. 10 Feb 1876 13 Mar 1977 QS H [of Rena Jones Wells]"Sp Am War" Brown (1) 
Wells, Odell 2 Feb 1901 7 Jan 1993 DS W [Wife of Willie F. Wells] Hogge 
Wells, Paul M. 1925 [                 ] DS H [Husb of Clara Faye Wells] Hogge 
Wells, Peachie E. 31 Dec 1887 21 Jul 1890 SS D "Dau of J.E. & Heaster J. Wells" Hogge 
Wells, Randall C. 31 Oct 1923 20 Feb 2000 PLQ H
Husb of Jean Christy Wells & Jo Ann 
Whitaker Starnes Wells Forest Lawn
Wells, Rena Jones 15 Jan 1884 9 Aug 1954 QS W [Wife of Norman L. Wells] Brown (1) 
Wells, Robert L. 1908 1975 SS - [Next to Ida M. Wells] Brown (1) 
Wells, W. R. 1846 22 Nov 1910 SS H [Husband of Mollie Wells] Epperhart 
Wells, Waide 1 May 1910 11 Feb 1913 SS S "Son of B.D. Wells and wife" Clearfield
Wells, Willie F. 14 Dec 1889 22 Sep 1956 DS H [Husb of Odell Wells] Hogge 
Wescott, Clayton 13 Mar 1935 13 mar 1935 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Wescott, Cletis - 1930 SS - [#1234] New Alfrey
Wescott, Earl - 1916 SS - [#1242] New Alfrey
Wescott, George Andy - 1923 SS - [#1243] New Alfrey
Wescott, Glenn 9 Aug 1938 19 Jun 1939 SS - Crix Cemetery:
Wescott, Johnie - 1915 SS - [#1241] New Alfrey
Wescott, Lela 1913 1996 DS W [Wife of Leonard Wescott] Crix Cemetery:
Wescott, Leonard 1908 1979 DS H [Husband of Lela Wescott] Crix Cemetery:
Wescott, Madelin 26 Jul 1921 [                ] DS - Slaty Point
Wescott, Mollie - 1915 SS - [#1240] New Alfrey
Wescott, Teresa Marie 26 Jul 1950 26 Jul 1950 SS - "Infant" Slaty Point
Wescott, Virgil Tea 22 Sep 1905 8 Dec 1991 DS - "M: 19 Jun 1937" Slaty Point
West, John Howard 24 Sep 1895 22 Feb 1968 SS - "KY Sgt US Army WWI" Brown (1) 
Whallen, Alex L. 3 Feb 1895 4 Feb 1983 DS H [Husb. of Helen C. Whallen]"WWI" Forest Lawn
Whallen, Helen C. 1897 1982 DS W [Wife of Alex L. Whallen] Forest Lawn
Wheatley, Boy Ota 23 Mar 1816 [                ] SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
Wheatley, Carrie 7 May 1816 27 Jul 1826 SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
Wheatley, Harrison E. 16 Feb 1896 25 Oct 1896 SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
Wheatley, Martha E. 14 Jul 1864 8 Jan 1909 SS - "Wife of W. F. Wheatley" Lee
Wheatley, Nora Lee 1895 [                ] SS - McDan-Fra-Adk
Wheelen, Anna 12 Jan 1919 23 Jun 1988 SS - Adams-Plank
Wheeler, Ivy Burrows 2 Feb 1895 26 Apr 1916 SS - Lee
Wheeler, Jay 1923 1994 DS H [Husb. of Melvena K. Wheeler] Forest Lawn
Wheeler, Melvena K. 1931 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Jay Wheeler] Forest Lawn
Wheeler, Nell [Caudill] 1898 1995 DS W [Wife of Samuel P. [Preston] Wheeler] Caudill (1) 
Wheeler, Samuel [Preston] 1888 1976 DS H [Husband of Nell C.[Caudill] Wheeler] Caudill (1) 
Wheeler, Samuel Emerson 24 May 1920 10 May 1998 - S [Samuel & Nell Wheeler]"US Army WWII" Caudill (1) 
Whisman, "Little Hen" 8 Jul 1936 8 Jul 1936 SS - "Sister" written on footstone Whisman 
Whisman, Claude 8 Aug 1921 24 Apr 1994 DS H [Hus of Mary Whisman]"Daddy" Whisman 
Whisman, Elizabeth 1896 1948 SS - Whisman 
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Whisman, Ernest 1905 1953 SS [Next to Shridda Whisman Davis]"Daddy" Whisman 
Whisman, Gracie 26 Apr 1923 26 Apr 1923 SS - [Next to Rena M. Whisman] Whisman 
Whisman, James M. May 1877 Mar 1962 SS - "Founder of This Cemetery" Whisman 
Whisman, Kenneth L. 31 Jan 1949 4 May 1979 Plq - "SP4 US Army Vietnam" [bronze plaque] Whisman 
Whisman, L. Carol 9 Mar 1945 19 Mar 1945 SS - [Next to Pearl Davis]"Sister" on footstone. Whisman 
Whisman, Lakene 28 Apr 1941 [                 ] DS S [Keep with Lucy Whisman] "Sister" Whisman 
Whisman, Lucy 1924 1941 DS S [Keep with Lakene Whisman] "Sister"` Whisman 
Whisman, M.P. "Bill" 29 Apr 1920 22 Mar 1942 SS - [Next to Lucy Whisman] Whisman 
Whisman, Madge [             ] 25 Nov 1933 SS Kegley, John   EC
Whisman, Martha Ann 1 Sep 1885 11 Nov 1967 DS W [Wife of Robert L. Whisman] Hogge 
Whisman, Mary 20 Jun 1929 [                 ] DS W [of Claude Whisman]"Mom"M:5Jul1944 Whisman 
Whisman, Mary A. 9 Jun 1925 28 Oct 1926 SS - Whisman 
Whisman, May  [             ] 4 Jul 1926 SS Kegley, John   EC
Whisman, Rena M. 25 Dec 1900 12 Feb 1902 SS - [Bet Gracie & Little Hen Whisman] Whisman 
Whisman, Robert L. 23 Jul 1892 6 Feb 1980 DS H [Husb of Martha Ann Whisman] Hogge 
Whisman, Tamara Ann 25 May 1973 25 May 1973 SS - "Tammy" Whisman 
WHIT1:  Maybe one additional unmarked grave by Charles M. White White (2)
Whitaker, Ama Lee Hamm 19 Feb 1937 10 Mar 2000 PLQ W/M [Dau of Arthur H & Mary M Jenkins Hamm] Clearfield
Whitaker, Sallie 15 Apr 1884 1 Dec 1919 SS SD "Step daughter of J.[James] W. Foster" Lee
Whitcher, J. N. 8 Mar 1859 14 Mar 1888 - - Town
Whitcher, Mary Nelson 16 Sep 1888 8 Nov 1889 SS D "Dau of J.N. & Aurelia E. Whitcher" Town
Whitcomb, Mabel 10 Jul 1869 25 Aug 1870 SS - New Alfrey
White, Allie Ellwood 30 Jan 1928 8 Aug 1994 DS H [Husband of Leatrice D. White] White Family
White, Allie M. 15 Sep 1914 26 May 1996 DS H [Husb of  E. Elizabeth White] Clearfield
White, Amanda B. 5 Dec 1913 5 Nov 1918 SS - "Dau of G. C. & Ida White" Brown (1) 
White, Andrew J. 31 Oct 1834 28 Feb 1921 SS H [Husb of Nancy White] White Family
White, Anna M. 1941 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Paul E. White] Sardis
White, Arch M. 10 Jan 1845 23 Feb 1910 SS H [Husb of Lizzie White] Kidd-White  MC
White, Arthis S. 1 Oct 1862 2 Aug 1938 DS H [Husb. of Mollie White] White (4)
White, Barbara 1834 12 Nov 1910 SS - Pine Grove
White, Bertha 1895 1986 DS W [Wife of  James M. White] Clearfield
White, Bertie [E] Caudill 24 Mar 1914 25 Oct 1999 DS W [Wife of  Clyde V. White]"M:30 Apr 1932 Clearfield
White, Bethel Lee 5 Dec 1904 24 Jan 1980 DS W [Wife of John Allie White] White Family
White, Betty L. 23 Jul 1915 12 Dec 1990 DS W [Wife of Elmo F. White] "Mom" Sardis
White, Bill L. 1929 1972 SS - Blanton-White
White, Carl 22 Jul 1916 29 Dec 1982 DS H [Husb. of Thelma White] Brown (1) 
White, Carrie Hazel 1909 1990 DS W [Wife of Virgil B. "Dick" White] Blanton-White
White, Cassie 1872 1966 PLQ - Pine Grove
White, Cecil Ray 19 Feb 1910 6 Feb 1918 SS - [Buried next to Delora White] Clearfield
White, Charles 1910 1976 SS - "US Army WWII, PFC] Blanton-White
White, Charles M. 1872 1959 DS H [Cora R. White] White (2)
White, Chester Clay 21 Oct 1914 7 Sep 1922 SS - [Buried next to Cecil & Delora White] Clearfield
White, Christeen 18 Sep 1929 14 Nov 1934 SS - Pine Grove
White, Clifton 6 Jun 1913 1 Jul 1991 SS - "PFC US Army WWII" Sardis
White, Clyde Vernon 27 Nov 1908 16 Apr 1981 DS H [Husb of  Bertie Caudill White] Clearfield
White, Cora R. 1879 1949 DS W [Charles M. White] White (2)
White, Cora V. 26 Jul 1928 20 Feb 1929 SS D [Dau. of D. G. & Rosa White Cranston
White, Darrell Wayne 18 May 1971 2 Mar 1996 SS - Blanton-White
White, Della 3 Jul 1915 [                ] DS W [wife of Earl F. White] Evans
White, Delora 22 Jun 1912 14 Dec 1991 SS - [Buried next to Cecil Ray White] Clearfield
White, Denver L. 20 Oct 1931 29 Dec 1984 DS - Clearfield
White, E. Elizabeth 2 Nov 1921 [                 ] DS W [Wife of  Allie M. White]"M:23 Dec 1928 Clearfield
White, Earl F. 30 Mar 1900 18 Aug 1976 DS H [Husb.of Della White] Evans
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White, Earleen 28 May 1917 20 Oct 1922 SS - Clearfield
White, Edsel R. [                 ] [                 ] SS - [Buried next to Emaline White][sunken] Clearfield
White, Elmira 1879 1971 SS - Forest Lawn
White, Elmo F. 10 Jan 1905 6 Jul 1991 DS H [Husb. of Betty L. White] "Dad" Sardis
White, Emaline 1916 1983 PLQ - [Buried next to Edsel R. White] Clearfield
White, Ethel Mae 1906 1991 DS W [Wife of Ray Lee White] Lee
White, Eugene F. 11 Jan 1925 25 Sep 1986 SS H [Husb. Of Neva White] Lee
White, Fred E. 1902 1966 SS - [Next to Warren Everett White] Whisman 
White, George J. 5 Dec 1905 20 Jan 1992 DS H [Husb. of Gladys Branham White] Sardis
White, Gladys Branham 4 Jul 1909 21 Dec 1981 DS W [Wife of George J. White] Sardis
White, Grover C. 1890 1961 DS H [Husb. of Ida P. White] Brown (1) 
White, Grover C. 13 Nov 1884 30 Nov 1945 SS - White (2)
White, Harlan 28 Jun 1873 22 Mar 1960 SS - Pine Grove
White, Hattie 1915 1988 DS W [T. D. White] Estep
White, Ida Jones 24 Jul 1890 5 May 1965 SS - Trumbo   CC
White, Ida P. 1890 1968 DS W [Wife of Grover C. White] Brown (1) 
White, Isaac N. 7 Sep 1823 7 May 1848 SS - White (3)
White, James F. [                 ] [                ] SS - [Buried next to Edsel & Emaline,sunken] Clearfield
White, James H."Tommy" 15 Feb 1929 29 Oct 1999 PLQ H [Husb of Anita Gund White] Estep
White, James M. 1888 1964 DS H [Husb of  Betha White] Clearfield
White, Joel 14 Mar 1800 1 Mar 1865 TS H [Husb. of Sarah White] Purvis
White, John 25 May 1875 23 Jul 1957 DS H [Husb. of Martha Alice White] Brown (1) 
White, John Allie 6 Mar 1902 24 Dec 1982 DS H [Husband of Berhel Lee White] White Family
White, Juaneta 9 Apr 1937 14 Apr 1937 SS - Pine Grove
White, Keith Ray 26 Feb 1944 7 Dec 1951 SS - Evans
White, L. F. 17 Oct 1868 6 Jan 1937 SS - Sardis
White, Leatrice D. 12 Oct 1928 [                ] DS W [Wife of Allie Ellwood White] White Family
White, Lieuvenia 21 Jan 1865 27 Oct 1884 SS D [Believed twin dau. of Joel White] Purvis
White, Lily Mae Waltz 13 Oct 1880 24 Jun 1908 SS - "Wife of Lewis F. White" Sardis
White, Lizzie 10 May 1845 26 Dec 1895 SS W "Wife of Arch M. White" Kidd-White  MC
White, Lloyd V. 27 Jun 1932 18 Apr 1990 SS - White Family
White, Louvena 21 Jan 1865 27 Oct 1884 TS D of D. N. & E. White[Keep with Joel White] Purvis
White, Loval 25 Jan 1939 25 May 1954 SS - Clearfield
White, Lucy Mae 4 Jan 1901 10 Feb 1901 SS - White (2)
White, Lula 24 May 1883 14 Mar 1968 SS - Pine Grove
White, Mannie 20 Jun 1907 16 Jun 1947 SS - Pine Grove
White, Martha Alice 4 Mar 1880 4 Feb 1961 DS W [Wife of John White] Brown (1) 
White, Melvina 30 Sep 1832 5 May 1900 DS W [Wife of William White] "His Wife" White (5)
White, Mollie 18 Feb 1864 - DS W [Wife of Arthis S. White] White (4)
White, Nancy 1860 26 Aug 1942 SS W [Wife of Andrew J. White] White Family
White, Naomi F. 18 Dec 1916 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Sanford T. White] Sardis
White, Neva Vines 5 Oct 1927 [               ] SS W [Wife of Gene White] Lee
White, Nora A. 6 Mar 1896 22 Sep 1952 SS - White Family
White, Ora 22 Feb 1926 14 Jul 1926 SS - Pine Grove
White, Orville C. 18 Aug 1910 29 Aug 1975 DS H [Husb of  Rebe Lee White] Clearfield
White, Paul E. 1935 1992 DS H [Husb. of Anna M. White] Sardis
White, Paul Jones 1917 1980 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Sardis
White, Pearlie E. 15 Dec 1888 12 Apr 1911 SS W [Wife of Enoch Glover] Fitzpatrick
White, R. L. 1844 12 May 1910 SS - Pine Grove
White, Ray Lee 1902 1969 DS H [Husb of Ethel Mae White] Lee
White, Raymond Edward 14 Jun 1928 13 Apr 2000 PLQ H
[Husb of Pauline Moore White, US Army, 
Korea] Forest Lawn
White, Reba Lee 18 Jan 1916 21 Jan 1975 DS W [Wife of  Orville C. White] Clearfield
White, Robert E. 8 Feb 1827 30 Jun 1848 SS - White (3)
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White, Rose Mary 11 Apr 1961 23 Dec 1964 SS - Sardis
White, Roy E. 31 May 1904 1 Jun 1941 SS - White (2)
White, Sanford T. 17 Apr 1911 9 Aug 1986 DS H [Husb. of Naomi F. White] Sardis
White, Sarah 9 Aug 1807 7 Mar 1865 TS W "Wife of Joel White" Purvis
White, T. D. 1909 1962 DS H [Hattie White] Estep
White, Thelma 19 May 1918 6 Nov 1988 DS W [Wife of Carl White] Brown (1) 
White, Virgil B "Dick" 1898 1980 DS H [Husb. of Carrie Hazel White] Blanton-White
White, Warren Everett 28 Nov 1923 18 Sep 1956 SS - "Ohio PFC 306FA Bn77 Inf. Div.WWII" Whisman 
White, William A. 13 Dec 1832 31 Mar 1901 DS H [Husb of Melvina White] White (5)
White, Willie B. 22 Feb 1897 20 Jan 1963 SS - White Family
Whitman, Cora H. 1897 1975 DS W [Wife of Joe W. Whitman] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Whitman, Joe W. 1898 1983 DS H [Husb of Cora H. Whitman] Flat Fork Chur CC 
Whitney, Anna Pearl 1902 1975 DS W [Wife of Frank Stevens Whitney] Lee
Whitney, Frank Stevens 21 Jul 1893 6 Jul 1959 DS H
[Husb Of Anna Pearl Whitney] CPL AMMD 
WWI Lee
Whitt, Alice 15 Feb 1883 10 Jan 1904 SS D "Dau of G. E. & M. S. Whitt" Town   EC
Whitt, Alice Pearl 30 Jul 1907 30 Jul 1907 SS D "Dau of A. T. & Pearl Whitt" Town   EC
Whitt, Amos Dec 1865 Dec 1928 SS - Fultz
Whitt, Anne Genevieve 1938 [                ] DS W [Wife of Minton E. Whitt] Lee
Whitt, Berlin 24 Dec 1927 23 Dec 1986 DS H [of Beula Whitt] Caudill (2)
Whitt, Bernard 5 Sep 1918 2 Jan 1937 SS - Lee
Whitt, Bob 4 Jul 1881 14 Jan 1951 SS - [Next to Berthal Whitt Hardin] Brown (1) 
Whitt, Bulah 19 Feb 1933 22 Feb 1994 DS W [of Berlin Whitt] Caudill (2)
Whitt, Clyde 1915 1980 DS H [Husb. of Florine Whitt] Forest Lawn
Whitt, Donna Lou 28 Dec 1951 28 Dec 1952 SS - Caudill (2)
Whitt, Doris W. 23 Feb 1945 [                ] DS W [of Richard M. Whitt ] M: 20 Jan 1967 Brown (1) 
Whitt, Edward 7 Nov 1893 4 Jun 1971 DS H [Husb. of Goldie Adkins Whitt]"WWI" Brown (1) 
Whitt, Effie C. 19 Mar 1894 4 Jan 1981 SS - Lee
Whitt, Elixabeth [                 ] 20 Apr ___ SS - Litton   EC
Whitt, Florine 1915 1992 DS W [Wife of Clyde Whitt] Forest Lawn
Whitt, George E. 31 Mar 1863 14 Jul 1894 SS H [Husb of Molly W. Whitt] Town   EC
Whitt, Goldie Adkins 20 Nov 1911 5 Nov 1987 DS W [Wife of Edward Whitt] Brown (1) 
Whitt, J. G. 11 Nov 1836 1 Nov 1906 DS H [Husb of Rebecca Whitt] Town   EC
Whitt, Kenneth Paul 16 Nov 1953 22 Mar 1998 PLK S [of Son of Berlin & Beula Ellington Whitt] Caudill (2)
Whitt, Lucille 1 Oct 1905 3 Oct 1964 SS - Hamilton
Whitt, Miles [                 ] 14 Nov ___ SS - Litton   EC
Whitt, Minton E. 1931 1991 DS H [H. of Anne Whitt] "CPL US Army Korea" Lee
Whitt, Molly W. 1865 1937 SS W "Wife of George E. Whitt" Town   EC
Whitt, Norene B. 23 Nov 1901 18 Nov 1982 DS W [Wife of Wm. McKinley Whitt] Brown (1) 
Whitt, Rebecca 16 Jan 1839 4 Feb 1898 DS W [Wife of J. G. Whitt] Town   EC
Whitt, Richard M. 10 Jul 1937 5 Dec 1990 DS H [of Doris W Whitt]"A1C US Air Force" Brown (1) 
Whitt, Walter 15 Jun 1890 24 Jun 1981 SS - Lee
Whitt, Willie J. 20 Apr 1889 19 Oct 1892 SS - Town   EC
Whitt, Wm. McKinley 27 Feb 1899 9 Jul 1977 DS H [Husb. of Norene B. Whitt] Brown (1) 
Whittaker, Erin Nicole 6 Oct 1983 17 Sep 1984 SS D New Sill
Whittington, Mayma Lee 
Hamilton 18 Jun 1914 26 Oct 1981 SS - "Sister" Carey 
Whittington, Mayma Lee 
Hamilton 18 Jun 1914 26 Oct 1981 SS - [Hamilton] "Sister" Cassity (2) 
Whittle, Cecil E. 1914 1986 DS H [Husb. of Geneva E. Whittle] Forest Lawn
Whittle, Geneva E. 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Cecil E. Whittle] Forest Lawn
WHT1: From other sources the following burials were noted and could well be some of the unmarked graves: White (3)
WHT2: Muse Stanford, Martha Thomas, Eveline Fouch, John R. Thomas, Mary Click and John P. White. White (3)
Wicker, Golda 1906 1990 DS W [Wife of Monroe Wicker] Forest Lawn
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Wicker, Monroe 1908 1994 DS H [Husb. of Golda Wicker] Forest Lawn
Wierman, Bunion S. 10 Jul 1855 28 Jul 1939 SS H/F [Father of Willie Wierman] Carey 
Wierman, Kendel 23 Mar 1896 10 Oct 1976 SS S/mp "F2 US Navy WWI" Carey 
Wierman, Willie 4 Nov 1894 9 Sep 1925 SS - "Son of B.S. & Winnie" Wierman Carey 
Wilburn, Dana Felica 3 Apr 1960 [                ] DS - Crix Cemetery:
Wilburn, Dennis 1901 1949 SS - "Father" Hogtown
Wilburn, Edward 1928 1950 SS - "Son" Hogtown
Wilburn, Ruby N. 1926 1939 SS - Hogtown
Wilder, Eliza 10 Oct 1874 29 Aug 1951 SS W [of H. F. Wilder] "Mother" Perry   MC
Wilder, H. F. 3 Apr 1873 26 May 1958 SS H [of Eliza Wilder] "Father" Perry   MC
Wilhoit, Margaret [                ] 16 Apr 1944 DS - Howard-Smith 
William Conn Cemetery:
William, Paula F. 7 Apr 1964 7 Apr 1973 SS - Siloam
Williams, Agnes S. 11 Apr 1930 [               ] DS W [Wife of James S. Williams] "M:4/30/1948" Lee
Williams, Albert 22 Sep 1904 17 Dec 1935 SS - New Sill
Williams, Audrey Lee 21 Oct 1921 29 Jan 1961 SS - [PFC US Maine Corps Res WWII] New Sill
Williams, baby May 1954 May 1954 SS S [Son of Flossie Ellington Williams] Ellington Farm
Williams, Bert L. 17 Jan 1938 [                ] DS H [Husb of Betty R. Williams] Biggs   CC
Williams, Betty R. 30 Aug 1940 31 Jul 1995 DS W
[Wife of Bert L. Williams]"Mar 25 May 
1957" Biggs   CC
Williams, Beulah N. [Nickell] 1906 1957 SS - Lee
Williams, Caner 1 Jan 1892 22 Sep 1915 SS S "son of Elijah & Amy Williams" Flat Fork Chur CC 
Williams, Carolyn Mynhi 3 Sep 1950 26 Jun 1990 SS - Brown (1) 
Williams, Chester B. 1911 1979 DS H [of Juanita C. Williams] Williams-Turner
Williams, Cleo C. 20 Feb 1914 10 Jul 1974 DS H [Husb. of Gretta Williams]"US Navy" Forest Lawn
Williams, Cora J. 1884 1918 DS W [Wife of William D. Williams] New Sill
Williams, David L. Sr. 18 Oct 1940 16 Jan 1994 SS - Siloam
Williams, Don Forrest 7 Aug 1874 16 May 1973 DS H [Husb. of Hazel Cox Williams] Brown (1) 
Williams, Dora 1912 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Ward Williams] Forest Lawn
Williams, Earl Gene 24 Oct 1945 3 Dec 1998 PLQ H [Husb of Stella Cox Williams, Living] Click
Williams, Easter Ellen 1850 1922 DS W [Wife of Thomas "Jeff" Williams] Williams (2)
Williams, Edna N. 6 Oct 1924 5 Feb 1925 SS - Barker  EC
Williams, Elizabeth 12 Dec 1861 6 Mar 1906 SS W "L. J. Williams" Community
Williams, Emory B. 22 Mar 1905 17 Dec 1905 SS S "Son of Robert J. & Mary E. Williams" Williams (1)
Williams, Ethel 4 Oct 1899 15 May 1980 SS - Adams-Plank
Williams, Gracie A. 29 May 1902 21 Oct 1907 SS - [Daughter of Wm D. & Cora Williams] New Sill
Williams, Gretta 1910 1995 DS W [Wife of Cleo C Williams] Forest Lawn
Williams, Harold Ray 1931 1951 SS - Adams-Plank
Williams, Hazel Cox 14 Mar 1924 [                 ] DS W [of Don Forrest Williams]M:2 May1950 Brown (1) 
Williams, Infant 8 Jan 1915 8 Jan 1915 SS D [Dau.of D.B. & Fannie Williams] Johnson (2)
Williams, Infant 14 Apr 1919 14 Apr 1919 SS D [Dau.of D.B. & Fannie Williams] Johnson (2)
Williams, Infant Son - - SS S "L. J. & Elizabeth Williams" Community
Williams, Infant Son - - SS S "L. J. & Elizabeth Williams" Community
Williams, Isaac Ira 25 Aug 1905 18 Jul 1986 SS - Caudill (2)
Williams, James Albert 1927 1981 SS - [Pvt US Army  WWII Korea] New Sill
Williams, James Archie 22 Sep 1914 25 Aug 1983 SS H [Husb of Mary Waggoner Williams] Lee
Williams, James H. 8 Oct 1917 5 Jul 1962 SS - Pine Hill
Williams, James H. 1881 1956 SS - Williams (2)
Williams, James S. 24 Jul 1928 13 Jan 1969 DS H
[H. of Agnes Williams; S. of Beulah 
Williams] Lee
Williams, John H. 1898 1973 DS H [Husb. of Mary E. Williams] Forest Lawn
Williams, Johnie H. 23 Dec 1887 17 Jul 1890 SS S "of Dr. L.P.V. & S.J. Williams" Town
Williams, Juanita C. 1916 [                ] DS W [of Chester B. Williams] Williams-Turner
Williams, L. J. 19 Aug 1854 11 May 1920 SS H [husb of Elizabeth Williams] Community
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Williams, Leonard O. 9 Dec 1909 16 Aug 1978 DS H [Husband of Lettie E. Williams] Eldridge (1) 
Williams, Lettie E. 21 Apr 1915 [                ] DS W [Wife of Leonard O. Williams] Eldridge (1) 
Williams, Mary Annie 7 Aug 1906 6 Nov 1907 SS - [Daughter of Wm. D. & Cora Williams] New Sill
Williams, Mary E. 1896 1982 DS W [Wife of John H. Williams] Forest Lawn
Williams, Mary E. 10 Jul 1885 [                ] DS W [Wife of Robert J. Williams][Bur. in Ind.] Williams (1)
Williams, May Waggoner 9 May 1914 7 Sep 1999 PLQ W [wife of James Archie Williams] Lee
Williams, Mildred 1921 [                ] DS W [Wife of Will Williams] New Sill
Williams, Moody Glen 6 Feb 1941 [                 ] SS - New Alfrey
Williams, Nellie 8 Dec 1931 23 Feb1981 SS - New Sill
Williams, Nola Mae 29 Sep 1910 4 Jan 1922 SS - "11 years, 3 mos, 5 days" New Sill
Williams, Oliver B. 11 Nov 1878 10 Jul 1907 SS S "L. J. & Elizabeth Williams" Community
Williams, Orville J. 11 Mar 1910 10 Jun 1963 SS - Lee
Williams, Rachael, Ann 1943 1943 SS - Williams-Turner
Williams, Raliegh E 22 Sep 1925 22 Feb 1972 SS - [Sgt US Army WWII] New Sill
Williams, Ray A. 13 Feb 1921 15 Feb 1921 SS S "Clarence & Eunice Williams" Williams-Turner
Williams, Robert J. 11 Jun 1882 10 Jan 1945 DS H [Husband of Mary E. Williams] Williams (1)
Williams, Roy H. 1922 1977 SS - [PFC US Army WWII] New Sill
Williams, Samuel L. 14 Sep 1934 21 Sep 1934 SS - Poston
Williams, Shirley 1948 1994 - - Forest Lawn
Williams, Stefanie G. 29 Jul 1969 28 Apr 1999 PLQ D [Dau of Clarence & Connie Williams] Brown (1) 
Williams, Stella B. [Cox] 17 Jul 1937 9 Jul 2000 PLQ W [Wife of Earl Gene Williams] Click
Williams, Thelma - 1937 SS - New Alfrey
Williams, Thelma Arbutus 25 Apr 1916 13 Mar 1920 SS D Daug. of Mr. & Mrs. G. W. Williams" Williams (2)
Williams, Thomas "Jeff" 1838 1909 DS H [Husband of Easter Ellen Williams] Williams (2)
Williams, Troy W. 2 Apr 1920 7 Sep 1971 SS - [WWII S S 812 TD BN] New Sill
Williams, Virginia H. 
[Hurt][Johnson] 1 Jan 1920 13 Nov 1997 PLQ W [Wife of James H. Williams] Lee
Williams, W. C. 1882 1932 SS - "Father" Hogtown
Williams, Ward 11 Oct 1907 28 Oct 1974 DS H [Husb. of Dora Williams]"US Army" Forest Lawn
Williams, Will [5 Jul]1912 [17 Nov 1986] DS H
[Husband of Mildred Williams] "US Army 
WWII" New Sill
Williams, William D. 1879 1938 DS H [Husband of Cora J. Williams] New Sill
Williams, Willie E. 11 Mar 1903 5 Oct 1940 SS - Caudill (1) 
Williamson, Della Hayes 1890 1964 SS - Hayes Crossing 
Willis, Dolly S. 18 Nov 1906 10 Feb 1960 SS - Scaggs-Harr
Willis, G. W. 7 Feb 1843 17 May 1899 SS - Lee
Wills, Aletha 1906 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Henry Wills] Forest Lawn
Wills, Arley 21 Sep 1902 13 Jun 1903 SS - New Alfrey
Wills, Henry 1889 1968 DS H [Husb. of Aletha Wills] Forest Lawn
Wilson, Al 1902 1973 DS H [Husb. of Ethel Wilson] Wilson
Wilson, Amanda E. 11 Mar 1868 6 Feb 1941 SS - Hargett   CC
Wilson, Amason 12 May 1886 23 Jun 1960 SS - Black, Willie
Wilson, Angie Sue 06 Feb 1952 30 Jan 1997 SS - Black, Willie
Wilson, Anna 7 Jun 1908 4 Apr 1964 SS - Epperhart 
Wilson, Annie E. 12 Feb 1849 10 Sep 1900 QS W "Wife of Dr. J. Wilson"[Family Stone] Town
Wilson, Arazona Black 05 May 1909 24 Jun 1989 SS - Black, Willie
Wilson, Beaulah 8 Apr 1923 11 Apr 1923 DS - [Keep with Doris Wilson] [twin] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Wilson, Bertha 3 Feb 1899 23 Jul 1963 DS W [Wife of Floyd Wilson] New Sill
Wilson, Bobby Joe 1939 1988 SS - Black, Willie
Wilson, Burl 1884 1967 DS H [Husband of Mahala Wilson] Hall, G. W.
Wilson, Burnice R. 7 Nov 1926 9 Feb 1969 SS - [ PVT 132 BN 82 Regt IRTC  WWII] New Sill
Wilson, Chester Thomas 26 Nov 1911 22 Feb 1979 SS - Lee
Wilson, Christine 14 Sep 1931 26 Oct 1987 DS W
[Wife of John Paul Wilson;  wed 21 Apr 
1946] New Sill
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Wilson, Cliff 12 Jul 1902 12 Mar 1933 SS - New Sill
Wilson, Daisy 18 Nov 1902 27 Feb 1984 DS W [Wife of John L. Wilson] New Sill
Wilson, Danny 11 Nov 1943 2 Dec 1968 SS Hamilton
Wilson, Delbert B. 17 Aug 1920 23 Feb 1943 SS - New Sill
Wilson, Doris 8 Apr 1923 11 Apr 1923 DS - [Keep with Beaulah Wilson] [twin] Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Wilson, Dr. J. [Jeremiah] 30 Jun 1852 24 Apr 1917 SS H [Dr. Jeremiah, Husb. of Ann E. Wilson] Pine Hill
Wilson, Edward 18 Oct 1923 10 Apr 1926 SS - Son of L. & Daisy Wilson Black-Trent
Wilson, Elizabeth - - Rock - Royce-Bently
Wilson, Erla Click 28 Dec 1906 23 Jan 1999 PLQ W [Wife of David A. Wilson, Living] Brown (1) 
Wilson, Ethel 1914 1981 DS W [Wife of Al Wilson] Wilson
Wilson, Ethel Black 1903 1981 DS W [Wife of John Black at his death] Black, Willie
Wilson, Everett 23 Oct 1871 5 Apr 1892 QS S "Son of Dr. J. & Anna E. Wilson" Town
Wilson, Everett H. 1910 1912 SS - Lee
Wilson, Fessie 27 Mar 1921 15 Jun 1945 SS - Eagle Hall  CC
Wilson, Floyd 13 Aug 1891 15 Feb 1976 DS H [Husband of Bertha Wilson] New Sill
Wilson, Fred 1931 1987 PLQ - New Sill
Wilson, Gary Dewayne 16 Apr 1967 16 Apr 1967 SS - "Still Born" Wilson
Wilson, Goldia Louvenia 3 Mar 1924 13 May 1997 SS - Brown (1) 
Wilson, Green B. 5 Nov 1860 7 Oct 1943 DS H [Husband of Margaret Wilson] Epperhart 
Wilson, Harriet 8 May 1875 1 Jun 1906 SS D
"Wife of Bunyan Wilson, Dau. of        T & L 
Cawood" Lee
Wilson, Hendricks 24 Oct 1884 22 Dec 1896 QS S "Son of Dr. J. & Anna E. Wilson" Town
Wilson, Homer 1880 1940 SS H [Husb.of Lena Wilson] Lee
Wilson, Hope Lynn 13 Aug 1993 14 Aug 1993 SS - New Alfrey
Wilson, Infant [            ] [            ] STN - [Info. from Betty Jo Davis] Bailey
Wilson, J. Harvey 1880 1971 SS - Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Wilson, John L. 13 Aug 1899 22 May 1988 DS H [Husband of Daisy Wilson] New Sill
Wilson, John Paul 8 Nov 1928 10 Mar 1997 DS H [Husband of Christine Wilson] New Sill
Wilson, Juanita Helen 8 Nov 1906 31 May 1971 DS W [Marvin Holt Wilson] Pine Hill
Wilson, Kevin [                 ] [                 ] Plq - Mabry Hill
Wilson, Lena Carey 1885 1961 SS W [Wife of Homer Wilson] Lee
Wilson, Leona [Williams 
Brooks] [6 Sep]1916 [14 Jul 2000] DS W [Wife of Oliver Wilson] Hall, G. W.
Wilson, Leslie 10 Apr 1933 10 Apr 1933 SS - Christian
Wilson, Leva Lorene 28 Apr 1928 7 Jan 1929 SS D [Daughter of Floyd & Bertha Wilson] New Sill
Wilson, Levi 26 Jan 1910 12 Apr 1995 SS - Brown (1) 
Wilson, Little Sam 1 Mar 1973 [                ] SS - Kegley-Nickell
Wilson, Luther [                    ] 20 Aug 1940 SS - "Ky SGT 166 Depot BRIG" Lee
Wilson, Madison L.[Lee] 1907 1936 SS S [son of Homer & Lena Wilson] Lee
Wilson, Mahala 1888 1979 DS W [Wife of Burl Wilson] Hall, G. W.
Wilson, Margaret 29 Jan 1873 [                ] DS W [Wife of Green B. Wilson] Epperhart 
Wilson, Margaret 1861 1951 SS - New Sill
Wilson, Marvin Holt 22 Mar 1905 20 Nov 1981 DS H [Juanita Helen Wilson] Pine Hill
Wilson, Mary Derinda 12 Feb 1874 25 Aug 1949 SS - Lee
Wilson, Mildred L.  1886 1963 SS - Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Wilson, Nella 4 Oct 1915 8 Nov 1918 SS D "Daughter of  G. B. & Margaret Wilson" Epperhart 
Wilson, Oliver 1918 1988 DS H [2nd Husband of Leona Wilson] Hall, G. W.
Wilson, Ottis 11 Oct 1902 9 Jul 1983 SS - New Sill
Wilson, Pleas 1860 1948 SS - New Sill
Wilson, Preston Taulbee 22 Mar 1882 27 May 1887 QS S "Son of Dr. J. & Anna Wilson" Town
Wilson, Ray A. 30 Apr 1916 25 Mar 1988 SS - "PVT US Army" Lee
Wilson, Rebekah "Miss" 25 Sep 1799 1860 SS - Siloam
Wilson, Rebekah "Mrs." 1778 16 Sep 1859 SS - [Next to Rebekah "Miss" Wilson] Siloam
Wilson, Robert 1919 1944 SS - Litton   EC
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Wilson, Roy Franklin - 17 Jul 1924 SS - Scaggs-Wilson  EC
Wilson, Twin Boys [                 ] [                 ] - - [Boys of John Paul & Christine Wilson] Mabry Hill
Wilson, Vada - - Rock - Royce-Bently
Wilson, William Allie 28 Apr 1903 25 Feb 1980 SS S [Jeremiah & Ann Eliza Wilson" Pine Hill
Wilson, William Henry 9 Apr 1860 21 Aug 1942 SS - Hargett   CC
Wimbish, Ada Porter 1902 1948 SS - "Mother of Chas. & Orlene Porter" Eagle Hall  CC
Wincent, Edith W. 1926 1986 DS W [Wife of Gene S. Wincent] Forest Lawn
Wincent, Gene S. 1921 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Edith W. Wincent] Forest Lawn
Winkleman, Glennis R. 1950 198_ DS H [of Irene O. Winkleman] "M: 23 Oct 1971" Ditney 
Winkleman, Irene O. 1955 [                ] DS W [Wife of Glennis R. Winkleman] Ditney 
Winkleman, Nannie Faye 1933 1992 DS W [of Roy Winkleman] Ditney 
Winkleman, Nolen Geneva 16 Apr 1930 16 Jan 1997 SS W [1st. Wife of Chester D. Kegley] Kegley-Nickell
Winkleman, Roy 18 May 1923 28 Dec 1995 DS H [of Nannie F. Winkleman] "US Army WWII Ditney 
Winkleman, William 4 Oct 1913 4 Oct 1913 SS S "Pidy & John Winkleman" Pine Hill
Winkler, Chilma I. 26 Nov 1912 1 Dec 1985 DS M
[Keep w/ James E Winker]"d/o Ora & M 
James" Brown (1) 
Winkler, James E. 22 Aug 1945 [                 ] DS S [Keep w/ Chilma I. Winkler] Brown (1) 
Winters, Estelle, Day 30 Mar 1900 26 Jun 1986 SS - Lee
Winters, Jack 1930 1979 SS - "Sgt US Marine Corp Korea" Forest Lawn
Withrow, Annie M. Caudill 10 Feb 1915 10 Nov 1997 DS W [Wife of Clarence E. Withrow] Brown (1) 
Withrow, Clarence E. 5 Aug 1911 2 Jun 1979 DS H [Husb. of Annie M. Withrow] Brown (1) 
Withrow, Herbert 9 Jan 1894 20 Oct 1967 SS - [PFC Infantry (Ky) WWI] New Sill
Withrow, Jackie 31 Dec 1931 10 Nov 1933 SS - "Son of Earl & Reba Withrow" Christian
Withrow, Jewell 7 Oct 1933 31 Oct 1933 SS D New Sill
Withrow, Milford L. 1906 1981 SS - "Father" Hamilton
Withrow, Minnie White 13 Mar 1888 18 Jan 1958 SS - White Family
Withrow, Reba Lena 6 Apr 1911 [                 ] DS W [Wife of William Earl Withrow] Christian
Withrow, S. J. 2 Apr 1868 29 Nov 1922 SS H [Husb of Tilla Withrow] New Sill
Withrow, Tilla 1 Apr 1873 19 Sep 1941 SS M [Wife of S. J. Withrow] New Sill
Withrow, William Earl 11 Nov 1907 12 Sep 1981 DS H [Husb of Reba Lena Withrow] Christian
Withrow,"Infant Twins" [                 ] Nov 1947 - - "Son and Dau of Earl & Reba Withrow" Christian
Witmer, Billie 15 Jan 1906 11 Nov 1996 SS D "Dau of W. T. Osborn" Osborn  CC
Witten, Oma Little 17 Jan 1926 29 Sep 2000 PLQ W [Wife of James A. Witten] Forest Lawn
Wolfe, Frances L. 28 Mar 1935 [                ] DS W [Wife of Robert H. Wolfe] Lee
Wolfe, Robert H. 6 Nov 1934 28 Mar 1935 DS H [Husb. of Frances L. Wolfe] Lee
Womeldorf, Bertha 25 Apr 1869 12 Dec 1945 SS - Town   EC
Wood, Bertha M. 1885 1970 SS - Forest Lawn
Wood, Earl C. 6 Jun 1922 17 Jul 1983 DS H [Husb. of Georgian Wood]"WWII" Forest Lawn
Wood, Georgian 1927 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Earl C. Wood] Forest Lawn
Woodall, Brenda A. 1946 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Donald R. Woodall] Brown (1) 
Woodall, Donald R."Don 12 Mar 1941 16 Mar 1986 DS H [of Brenda A Woodall]"Marine Corps" Brown (1) 
Woodrow, Art 22 Jun 1931 7 Feb 1995 DS H [Husband of Rosina Sue Woodrow] McBrayer
Woodrow, Charles A. 22 Jun 1931 7 Feb 1995 SS - "Sgt. US Army, Korea" McBrayer
Woodrow, Dorothy K. 1 Jun 1924 31 Aug 1989 DS W [Wife of Ray Woodrow] McBrayer
Woodrow, George Wm. 8 Jan 192 24 Sep 1925 SS - McBrayer
Woodrow, Ida Mae 26 Sep 1919 23 Mar 1921 SS D "Daug. Thomas & Sarah Woodrow" McBrayer
Woodrow, John Henry 22 Nov 1928 14 Aug 1998 SS H [Husb. of Coy Ruth Tyley Woodrow] McBrayer
Woodrow, Ray 17 Oct 1926 4 Nov 1994 DS H [Husband of Dorothy K. Woodrow] McBrayer
Woodrow, Rosina Sue 5 Feb 1929 18 Jun 1992 DS W [Wife of Art Woodrow] McBrayer
Woodrow, Sarah E. 30 Apr 1899 9 Oct 1983 DS W [Wife of Thomas E. Woodrow] McBrayer
Woodrow, Thomas E. 19 Sep 1896 13 Nov 1980 DS H [Husband of Sarah E. Woodrow] McBrayer
Woolum, Elizabeth - - FS - [Keep with John Woolum]"Died in Infancy" Town
Woolum, Hattie 3 Jun 1884 01 Jan 1888 FS - [Keep with John Woolum] Town
Woolum, Jesse B. 23 Jan 1865 _ Mar 1880 FS - [Keep with John Woolum] Town
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Woolum, John 16 Dec 1836 28 Oct 1891 FS H [of Mary Woolum][All family stone] Town
Woolum, John Elmer 27 Sep 1872 28 Oct 1876 FS - [Keep with John Woolum] Town
Woolum, Madge 30 Jun 1890 5 Apr 1891 FS - [Keep with John Woolum] Town
Woolum, Mary 11 Oct 1848 [                 ] FS W [Wife of John Woolum] Town
Wooten, Gertrude Cassidy [1920] [27 Dec 1999] SS W/M Forest Lawn
Wooten, Goldie F. 24 Apr 1911 [                 ] DS W [of Henry J Wooten] M: 6 Apr 1934 Brown (1) 
Wooten, Henry J. 17 Dec 1901 25 Apr 1980 DS H [Husb. of Goldie F. Wooten] Brown (1) 
Wooten, Paul O. 14 Apr 1916 1 May 1989 SS - "Pvt US Army WWII" Forest Lawn
Wooten, Rena Mae 1948 1966 SS - Brown (1) 
Workman, Ada Mae 12 Feb 1920 11 Sep 1920 SS - Scaggs-Ison
Workman, Allie 18 Feb 1915 31 Aug 1996 DS H [Husb of  Stella Workman] Clearfield
Workman, Carrie Belle 5 Feb 1917 5 Feb 1917 SS - Scaggs-Ison
Workman, Christine C. 7 Dec 1916 25 Sep 1991 DS W [Wife of  Virgil Workman] Clearfield
Workman, Clarice 29 Aug 1930 1 Aug 1931 SS - Baldridge (1)
Workman, Daniel 10 Aug 1941 10 Oct 1995 SS S [Son of Shurlene Workman] Clearfield
Workman, Elizabeth 3 Nov 1857 4 Jan 1936 DS W [Wife of Robert Workman] Baldridge (1)
Workman, Gary 29 May 1941 8 Sep 1941 SS - Baldridge (1)
Workman, Geneva Phill 13 Apr 1917 [                 ] DS W
[Wife of  Harlan D. Workman] 
M:23Dec1933 Clearfield
Workman, Goldie C. 3 Jan 1920 22 Sep 1941 SS - Baldridge (1)
Workman, Harlan D. 3 Feb 1911 27 Jun 1989 DS H [Husb of  Geneva Phillips Workman] Clearfield
Workman, Lionel 14 Nov 1943 7 Aug 1969 SS S
[Son of Shurlene Workman]"Sgt US Army, 
Vietnam, BSM-ARCOM PH" Clearfield
Workman, May H. 4 Feb 1899 2 Mar 1982 DS W [Wife of Van B. Workman] Baldridge (1)
Workman, Monroe 30 Nov 1946 5 Dec 1946 SS - Scaggs-Ison
Workman, Nathan 24 Sep 1887 9 Jun 1978 DS H [of Viola Workamn]Bapt:23 Aug 1957 Brown (1) 
Workman, Robert 28 Sep 1854 21 Dec 1930 DS H [Husb. of Elizabeth Workman] Baldridge (1)
Workman, Stella 8 Mar 1919 [                 ] DS W [W of Allie Workman]"Wed:4 May 1940" Clearfield
Workman, Steven B. 6 Feb 1966 6 Feb 1966 SS - "Our baby" Crix Cemetery:
Workman, Van B. 8 Sep 1897 6 Jan 1965 DS H [Husb. of May H. Workman] Baldridge (1)
Workman, Vernon R. 26 Apr 1944 28 Aug 1965 SS - "KY Pvt Co A 6 Bn. 2 Brigade" Clearfield
Workman, Viola 16 Jun 1890 13 Mar 1983 DS W
[of N. Workman] M:8 Oct1908  
Bap:23Jul1929 Brown (1) 
Workman, Virgil 29 Jul 1920 6 May 1987 DS H [Husb of  Christine Workman]"PFC WWII Clearfield
Workman, William 29 Mar 1939 [                ] SS - [Only one date shown, Infant] Baldridge (1)
Workman, William 26 Sep 1892 Feb 1904 SS Baldridge (1)
Wricht, M. F. 29 Sep ____ 27 Nov ___ SS - Gilliam   CC
Wright H. Hardin 22 Jun 1899 16 Jun 1981 DS H [Mollie F. Wright] Slaty Point
Wright, Andrew J. 8 Dec 1856 22 Jan 1907 DS H [Husb of  Mary Wright] Clearfield
Wright, Andrew J. 10 Jul 1821 11 Oct 1889 SS H [Husb of Bidy A. Wright] Purvis
Wright, B. - - SS - [#4045] New Alfrey
Wright, Bert 1912 1955 SS - Brown (1) 
Wright, Bidy A. 20 Oct 1833 7 Nov 1887 SS W "Wife of Andrew J. Wright" Purvis
Wright, Brenda 5 Apr 1964 15 Sep 1964 SS - Williams (2)
Wright, Brice M. 1876 1972 DS H [Husb. of Ollie M. Wright] Forest Lawn
Wright, Calvin Frank [29 Nov]1923 [28 Apr] SS H [Hus. Of Gloria Bregg Wright] Siloam
Wright, Carl 4 Jan 1910 1 Jun 1957 SS - "KY PFC 565 Base Unit AAF WWII" Clearfield
Wright, Carrie E. 1 Feb 1884 5 Feb 1884 SS D "Dau. of H. A. & N. J. Wright" Purvis
Wright, Charles B. 9 Sep 1909 30 Sep 1985 SS H [Husb. of Grace E. Wright] Brown (1) 
Wright, Clifton 26 May 1899 29 Sep 1900 SS S "Son of H. A. & N. J. Wright" Purvis
Wright, Curt 10 Dec 1915 20 Mar 1978 DS H [Husb of  Lena Perkins Wright] Clearfield
Wright, Danny Lee 15 Apr 1963 10 Sep 1963 SS - Williams (2)
Wright, Dollie 25 Mar 1882 8 Jun 1970 SS - Caudill (2)
Wright, Eddie James 22 Oct 1966 19 Jan 1967 SS S "Son" Williams (2)
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Wright, Elizabeth H. 31 Dec 1862 Jun 1877 SS D "Dau. of Andrew J. & Bidy A. Wright" Purvis
Wright, Flem 1879 1968 DS H [Husb of  Sarah Ann Wright] Clearfield
Wright, Geneva T. 1931 1984 SS - New Alfrey
Wright, Grace E. 1912 1945 SS W [Wife of Charles B. Wright] Brown (1) 
Wright, H. A. 16 Dec 1858 3 Dec 1905 SS F [Father of Carrie & Clifton Wright] Purvis
Wright, Howard Jr. 28 Mar 1962 2 Jul 1970 SS - Williams (2)
Wright, Infant - - SS - [#4131] New Alfrey
Wright, Infant 30 Nov 1904 30 Nov 1904 SS D "Dau. of M. & Viney B. Wright" Purvis
Wright, Infant 29 Dec 1905 29 Dec 1905 SS D "Infant dau. of U. B. & W. R. Wright' Purvis
Wright, Infant Daughter - - SS D "Dau. of Andrew J. & Bidy A. Wright" Purvis
Wright, J. F. M. 20 Mar 1854 3 Oct 1857 SS S "Son. of Andrew J. & Bidy A. Wright" Purvis
Wright, J. W. 11 Jul 1842 16 May 1923 SS H "Husband of Nancy Wright" Masters
Wright, James F. 1902 1963 DS H [Husband of Vestie L. Wright] Williams (2)
Wright, James Walter 2 May 1887 18 Feb 1895 SS - [Son of H.A. & N. J. Wright] Mt. Pisgah
Wright, Jasper 13 Sep 1867 14 Nov 1867 SS S "Son. of Andrew J. & Bidy A. Wright" Purvis
Wright, Jessie L. 1933 1951 SS - Brown (1) 
Wright, John Edford 1913 1985 SS - Clearfield
Wright, Joyce 3 Jan 1935 24 Mar 1996 DS W [of Raymond Wright] Caudill (2)
Wright, Joyce Kathleen 4 Jan 1955 4 Jan 1955 SS - Caudill (2)
Wright, Lena (Perkins) 21 Jun 1925 [                 ] DS W [Wife of  Curt Wright]M:1 Jul 1944 Clearfield
Wright, Lillie Bell Raybourn 9 Aug 1867 2 Oct 1921 SS - [Lillie Bell Raybourn Padgett Wright] Slaty Point
Wright, Linville 1903 1950 SS H [Husb. of Ninnie Edna Wright] Brown (1) 
Wright, Loula F. 1886 1931 SS - Clearfield
Wright, Martin L. 27 Mar 1865 8 Sep 1883 SS H
Of Viney Wright, Son. of A. J. & B. A. 
Wright" Purvis
Wright, Mary 20 Jul 1866 [                 ] DS W "Wife of Andrew J. Wright" Clearfield
Wright, Mollie F. 19 Apr 1898 1 Aug 1985 DS W [H. Hardin Wright] Slaty Point
Wright, Nettie L. 8 Nov 1889 1 Aug 1890 SS D "Dau. of M. & Viney B. Wright" Purvis
Wright, Ninnie Edna 28 Jul 1902 7 Jun 1964 SS W [Wife of Linville Wright] Brown (1) 
Wright, Ollie M. 1877 1963 DS W [Wife of Brice M. Wright] Forest Lawn
Wright, Paul A. 14 May 1941 21 Aug 1978 SS - Williams (2)
Wright, Polly Francis Gib 8 Nov 1921 11 Aug 1998 PLQ W [Wife of Charles B. Wright] Brown (1) 
Wright, Raymond 20 Oct 1928 [               ] DS H [of Joyce Wright] Caudill (2)
Wright, Robert L. 1939 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of RoseMary Wright] Forest Lawn
Wright, Roberta Kay 11 Nov 1953 11 Nov 1953 SS - Caudill (2)
Wright, Rosa Lee 5 Jul 1962 8 Oct 1962 SS - Williams (2)
Wright, RoseMary 1929 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Robert L. Wright] Forest Lawn
Wright, Sam 23 Feb 1917 28 Jul 1995 SS - "PFC US Army WWII PH" Brown (1) 
Wright, Sarah Ann 1886 1967 DS W [Wife of  Flem Wright] Clearfield
Wright, Thomas P. 5 Jun 1927 21 Jun 1995 SS - "US Army Korea" Brown (1) 
Wright, Unknown - - - - Purvis
Wright, Vestie L. 1921 1989 DS W [Wife of James F. Wright] "67 years old" Williams (2)
Wright, Viney B. 12 Feb 1870 18 Jan 1909 SS W "Wife of M. Wright Purvis
Wright, Warren E. I 16 Aug 1925 3 Dec 1990 SS - [Next to Linville & Ninnie Wright] Brown (1) 
Wright, William C. 1 Oct 1871 8 Dec 1957 SS - "Father" Caudill (2)
Wright, William M. 1907 1971 SS Clearfield
Wyatt, Bessie 17 May 1911 25 Jul 1912 SS - "Our darling , baby of L.S. & Della Wyatt" Wyatt
Wyatt, Calab 4 Jun 1884 24 Jul 1889 SS - "Brother" Wyatt
Wyatt, Dawson R. 28 Feb 1882 1 Aug 1902 SS - "Brother" Wyatt
Wyatt, James E. 21 Oct 1869 26 Jul 1905 SS - "Brother" Wyatt
Wylie, Mary Finneston 15 May 1899 17 Mar 1994 SS M
"Gran" [Born in Scotland - mother of Rita 
Epperhart Purdy] Lee
Yager, James G. 1903 1995 DS H [Husb. of Lurene B. Yager] New Alfrey
Yager, Lurene B. 1905 1980 DS W [Wife of James G. Yager] New Alfrey
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Yarbrough, Mary Virginia 1922 1926 SS - Town   EC
Yazle, Richard 4 Oct 1845 30 Mar 1889 SS - Johnson (2)
Young, Earl S. 1903 1988 SS H [Husb. of Mary Margaret Young] Brown (1) 
Young, Lillie M. 4 Mar 1868 13 Mar 1901 SS - "Wife of P. J. Young" Siloam
Young, Mary Margaret 1906 1980 SS W [Wife of Earl S. Young] Brown (1) 
Young, Nell Miller 31 Aug 1891 21 Dec 1972 SS - Lee
Young, Olive Estella 26 Mar 1893 15 Dec 1948 DS W [Wife of Robert Young] Brown (1) 
Young, Robert 18 Mar 1879 11 Feb 1972 DS H [Husb. of Olive Estella Young] Brown (1) 
Young, Robert Pierce 1937 1950 SS - [Next to Earl & Mary M. Young] Brown (1) 
Young, William A. 14 Nov 1868 19 Nov 1919 SS - Lee
Younger, Charles R. 1922 [                 ] DS H [Husb. of Rella Younger] Forest Lawn
Younger, Rella 1922 [                 ] DS W [Wife of Charles R. Younger] Forest Lawn
Yount, Virginia Winters 11 May 1907 25 Jul 1908 SS - Lee
ZCL 1915 1917 SS - [Believed to be Lambert child] Crix Cemetery:
Zimmerman, Dolorez Elai 30 Jul 1918 20 May 1985 SS - [Elaine Crosthwaite] New Alfrey
Zinkiewicz, Luna Hutchin 13 Feb 1922 7 Dec 1993 SS - Brown (1) 
Zornes, Annalee 2 Jan 1898 3 Mar 1950 SS - Caudill (1) 
Zornes, Elizabeth Barker 
Elam 19 Jan 1915 15 Feb 1999 SS PLQ [Wife of Frank Elam & Roy Zornes] Brown (1) 
Zornes, Viola Belle 1 Oct 1888 29 Aug 1925 SS - Adams-Plank
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